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Introduction 
Since its creation in 1973, National Semiconductor's Inter
face design and production teams have continuously pro
duced technically advanced products unparalleled in the 
semiconductor industry. 

Growing from a line of early drivers and receivers, which pio
neered the introduction of the TRI-STATE® function, Nation
al Semiconductor's Interface product line today is the most 
comprehensive available-with over 175 devices in a variety 
of product categories. These Interface devices support both 
cable and backplane applications. 

Based on its advance design and process capabilities, Na
tional's Interface product line includes: 

• The industry's first CMOS TIAIEIA-232 (RS-232) Drivers 
and Receivers 

• The industry's first CMOS TIAIEIA-422 (RS-422) Drivers 
and Receivers 

• The industry's first TIAIEIA-485 (RS-485) type Military 
Qualified (883) Transceivers, Drivers and Receivers 

• The industry's first TIAIEIA-485 (RS-485) Quad Transceiver 
• The industry's first 3.3V powered RS-232 3 Driver X 5 Re

ceiver Device for Laptop and Notebook Applications 
• The industry's first Trapezoidal™ Bus Transceiver 
• The industry's first BTL (Backplane Transceiver Logic) 

Transceivers 
• The industry's first IEEE 1194 compliant BTL devices 
• The industry's first LVD5-Low Voltage Differential Signal

ing Quad Drivers and Receivers for applications requiring 
ultra low power dissipation and switching rates exceeding 
155 Mbps 

• The industry's first FPD (Flat Panel Display) Link Chipsets 
using LVDS 

In addition to the detailed product datasheets, this databook 
includes the following documents to speed component se
lection and for technical reference: Selection Guides, Cross 
References, Package Drawings, Modeling Information, Sys
tem Considerations, and over 50 application notes devoted 
solely to the topic of Data Transmission over cables and 
backplanes. 

For applications support or product information on National 
Semiconductor's Interface Products, please contact the Na
tional Support Center in your area (listed on the back cover 
of this book). Product line applications may be reached di
rectlyat: 

iii 

1-408-721-8500 (USA) 

Interface Applications Hotline 

hltp:llwww.national.com 
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I Product Status Definitions 
g 
"2 
11. Definition of Terms 

First 
Production 

Full 
Production 

Not In Production 

This data sheet contains the design specifications for product 
development. Specifications may change in any manner without notice. 

This data sheet contains preliminary data. and supplementary data will 
be published at a later date. National Semiconductor Corporation 
reserves the. right to make changes at any time without notice in order 
to . . and the best possible 

This data sheet contains final specifications. National Semiconductor 
Corporation reserves the right to make changes at any time without 
no~ce in order to improve design and sURply the best possible product. 

This data sheet contains specifications on a product that has been 
discontinued by National Semiconductor Corporation. The data sheet 
is for reference information 

National Semiconductor Corporation reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products herein to 
improve reliability. function or design. National does not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any product 
or circuit described herein; neither does It convey any license under its patent rights.· nor the rights of others. 
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Cross Reference for Related Interface/Bus Products 
(Device Type/Family to National Databook Title) 

Device Typel 
Databook Title 

Family 

Octal Buffer/Line Driver Advanced BiCMOS Logic 
Octal Bidirectional Transceivers (ABT, BiCMOS, LV, ... ) 
244/245 Function Databook 

Advanced Bipolar Logic 
(FASTIID, FASTr™, ALS, .... ) 
Databook 

Crossvolt Low Voltage Series 
Databook 

FACTTM Advanced CMOS Logic 
Databook 

ECL Line Drivers and Receivers FlOOK ECL Logic Databook 

Display Drivers Application Specific Analog 
(LED/LCD/Dot-Bar) Products Databook 
Power/Peripheral Drivers 

EthernetllD Drivers Ethernet Databook 

IBMIID 3270 Devices IBM Data Communications Handbook 

FDDI FDDI Databook 

Package Drawings Packaging Databook 

For a complete listing of all of National's Databooks and Handbooks, pleasa reier to the "Bookshelf" in Section 17 of this 
databook. 
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ttlNational Semiconductor 

Line Drivers and Receivers Selection Guide 

The common purpose of transmission line drivers and re
ceivers is to transmit data quickly and reliably through a 
variety of environments over electric~lIy long distances. 
This task is complicated by the fact that externally intro
duced noise and ground shifts can severely degrade the 
data. 

The connection between two elements in a system should 
be considered a transmission line if the transmitted signal 
takes longer than half its rise or fall time to travel from the 
driver to the receiver. 

The Electronics Industry Association (EIA) and the Tele
communications Industry Association (TIA) have developed 
several standards to simplify the interface in data communi
cations systems. Previously, EIA labeled the standards with 
the prefix "RS", which stood for recommended standard. 
This has been deleted and replaced with TIAIEIA, to help 
identify the standardizing organizations. The letter suffix 
represents the revision level of the standard. For example 
TIAIEIA-232-E denotes the fifth revision of RS-232. 

All new and revised standards (EIA, EIAITIA, and TIAIEIA) 
will adopt the new prefix nomenclature of TIAIEIA. Existing 
standards utilize the prefix that was current at the time the 
standard was balloted (approved). This includes the familiar 
RS, EIA, and EIAITIA prefix. Looking forward, this selection 
guide adopts the TIAIEIA prefix for all TIA-EIA data trans
mission standards. 

Single-Ended Data Transmission 
In data processing systems today ttiere are two basic 
means of communicating between components. One meth
od is single-ended, which uses only one signal line for data 
transmission, and the other is differential, which uses two 
signal lines. 

TIA/EIA·232·E Application 

TIAlEIA·232·E (RS·232) 

The first of these, "RS-232", was introduced in 1962 
and has been widely used throughout the industry. TIAI 
EIA-232-E was developed for single-ended data transmis
sion at relatively slow data rates (20 kbps) over short dis
tances (typically up to - 50 ft.). 

TIAlEIA·423·B (R5-423) 

With the need to transmit data faster and over longer dis
tances, TIAIEIA-423-B, a newer standard for single-ended 
applications, was established. TIAIEIA-423-B extends the 
maximum data rate to 100 kbps (up to 30 ft.) and the maxi
mum distance to 4000 feet (up to 1 kbps). TIAIEIA-423-B 
also requires high impedance driver outputs with power off 
to not load the transmission line. 

Differential Data Transmission 
When transmitting at very high data rates, over long dis
tances and through noisy environments, single-ended trans
mission is often inadequate. In these applications, differen
tial data transmission offers superior performance. Differen
tial transmission nullifies the effects of ground shifts and 
noise signals which appear as common mode voltages on 
the transmission line. 

TIA/EIA-422·B (R5-422) 

TIAIEIA-422-B was defined by the EIA for this purpose and 
allows data rates up to 10 Mbps (up to 40 ft.) and line 
lengths up to 4000 feet (up to 100 kbps). 

Drivers designed to meet this standard are well suited for 
party-line type applications where only one driver is con
nected to, and transmits on, a bus and up to 10 receivers 
can receive the data. While a party-line type of application 
has many uses, TIAIEIA-422-B devices cannot be used to 
construct a truly multipoint bus. A multipoint bus consists of 
multiple drivers and receivers connected to a single bus, 
and anyone of them can transmit or receive data. 

TIAlEIA·423·B Application 

DATA~~DATA DATA~~ IN OUT IN DATA 
OUT 

TL/XX/0094-1 TL/XX/0094-2 

TIA/EIA·422·B Application 

DATA~~DATA 
IN ~~ OUT 

TL/XXl0094-3 

http://www.national.com 1-3 
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Differential Data Transmission (Continued) 

TIA/EIA·485 (R5-485) 

To meet the need for truly multipoint communications, the 
EIA established TIAlEIA·485 in 1983. TIAIEIA-485 meets 
all the requirements of TIA/EIA-422-B, but in addition, this 
new standard allows up to 32 drivers and 32 receivers to be 
connected to a single bus-thus allowing a truly multipoint 
bus to be constructed. 

The key features of TIAIEIA-485: 
• Implements a truly multipoint bus consisting of up to 32 

drivers and 32 receivers (32 unit loads). 
• An extended common-mode range for both drivers and 

receivers in TRI-STATE and with power off (-7V to 
+ 12V). 

• Drivers can withstand bus contention and bus faults. 

TIA/EIA·485 Application 

RT 
120 

OHMS 

D-Driver 

R-Receiver 

TIA/EIA-644 (LVDS) 

To meet the need for a.very high speed interface, the TIAI 
EIAcommittee TR30.2 established TIAIEIA-644 in 1995. 
This electrical standard generically known as LVDS (Low 

RT 
120 
OHMS 

TUXX/0094-4 

Voltage Differential Signaling) provides all the ben.efits of 
differential.data transmission and is capable of operating at 
data rates up to 655 Mb/s. 

TIAlEIA·644 Application 

DATA 
IN 

1-4 

DATA 
OUT 

TL/XX/OO94-10 
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National Semiconductor produces a variety of drivers, re- Shown below are tables that highlight key aspects of the 
ceivers, and transceivers for these popular transmission TIAIEIA Standards. More detailed comparisons can be 
standards and numerous other data transmission require- found in the various application notes located in Section 14 
ments. of this databook. 

Single-Ended Data Transmission Standards 

Specification TIA/EIA-232-E TIAIEIA-423-B TIAIEIA-562 

Number of Drivers and Receivers 1 Driver, 1 Driver, 1 Driver, 
Allowed on One Line 1 Receiver 10 Receivers 1 Receiver 

Maximum Cable Length -50 feet 4000 feet ----
Maximum Data Rate 20 kb/s 100 kb/s 64 kb/s 

Driver Output Maximum Voltage ±25V ±6V ± 13.2V 

Driver Output Signal Level l Loaded ± 5Vto ± 15V ±3.6V ±3.7V 

I Unloaded ±25V ±6V ± 13.2V 

Driver Load Impedance 3 kflto.7kfl ~450fl 3 kflt07 kfl 

Maximum Driver Output Current I Power On ---- ---- ----
(High Impedance State) I Power Off ±6.6 mA (± 2V) ±100 JIoA ±6.6 mA (± 2V) 

Slew Rate 30 V/JIoS max Controls Provided ----
Receiver Input Voltage Range ±15V ±12V ±15V 

Receiver Input Sensitivity ±3V ±200 mV ± 3V 

Receiver Input Resistance 3 kflt07 kfl 4kflmin 3 kflt07 kfl 

Differential Data Transmission Standards 

Specification TIA/EIA-422-B TIAIEIA-485 TIA/EIA-644 

Number of Drivers and Receivers 1 Driver, 32 Drivers, 1 Driver, 
Allowed on One Line 10 Receivers 32 Receivers 1 Receiver 

Maximum Cable Length 4000 feet 4000 feet ----
Maximum Data Rate 10 Mb/s 10 Mb/s 655 Mb/s 

Driver Output Maximum Voltage -0.25Vto +6V -7Vto +12V ±450mV 

Driver Output Signal Level I Loaded ±2V ±1.5V ±250mV 

I Unloaded ±10V ±6V ±450mV 

Driver Load Impedance 100fl 54fl 100fl 

Maximum Driver Output Current I Power On ---- ± 100 JIoA ----
(High Impedance State) I Power Off ± 100 JIoA ± 100 JIoA ----
Slew Rate ---- ---- ----
Receiver Input Voltage Range -10Vto +10V -7Vto +12V GNDto +2.4V 

Receiver Input Sensitivity ±200mV ± 200mV ±100 mV 

Receiver Input Resistance 4kflmin - ~ 12 kfl HighZ 

See TIA/EIA Standards for exact conditons. For reference, the "as published" nomenclature of the TIAIEIA Standards are listed below: 

EIAITIA-232·E·1991 

TIA/EIA-422·B·1995 

TIAlEIA·423·B·1995 

EIA RS-485-1983 

EIAlTIA·562·1989 

TIA/EIA-644·1996 

TIAlEIA·644-1995 
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line Drivers and Receivers Selection Guide 
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TIAlEIA·232 UNBALANCED LINE DRIVERS 

Device Number Number Power Max Max Typical 
.. 

Typical 
Min Slew Rate Comments and Page 

Commercial Industrial Military of Supplies Icc lEE 10 
Vo(V) 

Prop. Delay 
Control 

Packages 
Spe~lal Features 

"" O"Cto +70"C - 4O"C to + 8SOC -5SOC to + 125'C Drivers Vi;C/VEE(V) (mA) (mA) (mA) (ns) 

OS1488 4 ±9to ±15 25 -23 ±6 ±6/±9 230 External Cap. N,J,M -2·71 

OS14C88 DS14C88T 4 ±5to±12 0.5 -0.06 ±10 ±3/±9 1500 Internal N,J,M Low Power CMOS 2-67 

OS75150 2 ±12 22 -20. ±10 ±5 60 External Cap. N,M '2·82 

OS9616HM 3 ±12 25 -25 - ±5 - External Cap. J,E 2-91 

TIA/EIA-232 UNBALANCED RECEIVERS 

Device Number Number Power Max Typical 
Commercial Industrial Military of Supply Icc prop. Delay 

Response 
Packages Comments and Speclal.Features 

Page 
Control # 

O"Cto +70"C -4O"Cto +85'C -55'C to + 12SOC Receivers Vcc(V) (mA) (ns) , 

OS1489 4- , 5 26 28 External Cap. N,.J,M Noise Filter, Adjustable Thresholds 2-78 
~ 

cD OS1489A 4 /5 26 28 External Cap. N,M Noise Filter, Adjustable Thresholds 2-78 

OS14C89A 0814C89AT 4 5 0.9/2.0 3500 Internal N,J,M Low Power CMOS Oevice 2-75 

0875154 4 50r 12 35/40 22 - N,M 2-86 

089627M 2 ±12 18/-16 - J 2-95 

.. 

- ---- ----
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TIA/EIA-232 UNBALANCED LINE DRIVERS AND RECEIVERS 

Device Number Number of Nom. Rec. Power Max 
Number of Number of 

External Cap. 
Shutdown 

Output Supply Icc Packages 
Page 

Commercial Industrial Military Drivers Receivers Mode # 
Caps (,..F) TRI-STATE (V) (mA) 

O"Cto +70"C - 40"C to + 85'C -55'C to + 125'C 

DS14185 3 5 - - No No +5, ±9-13.2 30/22/-28 WM 2-3 

DS14196 5 3 - - No No +5, ±9-13.2 WM 2-10 

DS14C202 DS14C202T 2 2 4 0.1 No No +5 M,N,WM 2-15 

DS14C232C DS14C232T DS14C232 2 2 4 1.0 No No +5 3.0 M,N,WM 2-16 

DS14C237 DS14C237T 5 3 4 1.0 No No +5 10 N,WM 2-25 

DS14C238 DS14C238T 4 4 4 1.0 No No +5 10 N,WM 2-29 

DS14C239 DS14C239T 3 5 2 1.0 No Yes +5, +7.5-+13.2 TBD N,WM 2-34 

DS14C241 DS14C241T 4 5 4 1.0 Yes Yes +5 10 WM 2-39 

DS14C335 DS14C335T 3 5 5 0.47 Yes No +3.3 20 MSA 2-46 

DS14C535 DS14C535T 3 5 4 0.1 Yes No +5 12 MSA 2-55 

DS14C561* 4 5 4 1.0 Yes Yes +3.3 6 WM 2-62 

Characteristics of an TIA/EIA-232-E Device: 

DRIVER/GENERATOR: RECEIVERS: DI~DO Minimum driver high output voltage with 3 kO load - + 5V Receiver input voltage range - ± 15V 

Minimum driver low output voltage with 3 kO load - -5V Receiver input sensitivity - ± 3V DRIVER/GENERATOR 
Power off driver output resistance (VO = ±2V) - ~3000 Receiver input resistance - >3 kO and <7 kO 

R04RI Maximum data rate - 20 kb/s (Standard limit, many 

devices operate at higher rates) 

Maximum driver slew rate - :5:30 VI,..s RECEIVER 
TL/XX/OO94-5 

See TIAIEIA Standard TIAIEIA-232-E for exact conditions. 

I 

°Note: DS14C561 is 232. compatible only, and ~onforms to TIAIEIA-562. 

See Datasheets for Complete Specifications. 
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TIAIEIA-422 BALANCED LINE DRIVERS 

Device Number Power Min Rated Max Rated 
Number of 

Commercial Industrial Military Drivers 
Supply VOH IOH VOL IOL 

O"Cto +70"C - 40"C to + 8SoC -SsoC to + 12SoC Vcc(V) (V) (mA) (V) (mA) 

DS26C31T DS26C31M 4 5 2.5 -20 0.5 20 

DS26F31C DS26F31M 4 5 2.5 -20 0.5 20 

DS26LS31C DS26LS31M 4 5 2.5 -20 0.5 20 

DS26LV31T 4 3.3 

DS3487 4 5 2.5 -20 0.5 48 

DS34C87T· 4 5 2.5 -20 0.5 48 

DS34F87 DS35F87 4 5 2.5 -20 0.5 48 
., 

DS34LV87T 4 3.3 

DS3691 DS1691A 2 5 or ±5 - - - -
DS9638C DS9638M 2 5 2 -40 0.5 40 

DS89C387T 12 5 2 -20 0.5 48 

Characteristics of an TIA/EIA-422-B Line Driver: 

Minimum driver output voltage with 100n test termination load ~ 
Greater than·12VI 
Driver output resistance - < 1 oon 

Driver output short circuit current (Vo = OV) - ,,; 150 rnA 

Driver power off current (VO = -250 mV to +6V) - ,,;1100 ",AI 

Typical maximum data rate - 10 Mb/s 

See TIAlEIAStandard TIA/EIA-422-8 for exact conditions. 

See Datasheets for Complete Specifications 

UneDrivers and Receivers Selection Guide 

Max Typ 
Comments and Page 

Icc Prop. Packages 
Special Features # 

(mA) Delay (ns) 

0.5 6 N,J,M,E,W Low Power 3-10 

50 10 J,E,W 3-19 

60 10 N,J,M,W 3-22 

N,M 3-18 

80 10 N,M 3-65 

0.5 6 N,J,M ' ·LowPower 3-55 

50 - N,J 3-61 

N,M 3-60 

30 120 N,J,M,V 422 or 423 3·3 

65 10 N,J,M 3-181 

1.5 6 MEA SSOP Package 3-163 

DI~: 
DRIVER/GENERATOR 

TUXX/OO94-6 . 
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Device Number Number of Power 
Drivers Supplies 

per Vee/VEE 
Commercial Military 

Package (V) 
O'Cto +70'C - 55'C to + 125'C 

DS3691 DS1691A 4 ±5 

DS9636AC DS9636A1M 2 ±12 

Characteristics of an TIA/EIA-423-B line driver: 

Minimum driver output voltage with 450n load - ;;, 13.6vl 

Driver output resistance - <50n 

Driver output short circuit current (VO = OV) - ,;;1150 mAl 

Maximum driver output voltage - ± 10V 

Driver power off current (VO = ±6V) - ,;; 1100 /-LAI 

Typical maximum data rate - 100 kbps 

See TIAIEIA Standard TIAIEIA-423-8 for exact conditions. 

See Calasheet. for Complete Specnication. 

TIAIEIA-423 UNBALANCED LINE DRIVERS 

Max 
Typical 

Supply Min Typical 
Current Vo los 

Prop. Slew Rate 
Packages 

Comments and Page 
Delay Control Special Features II 

leellEE (V) (mA) 
(ns) 

(mA) 

30/-22 ±4 ±80 180 External Cap. N,J,M,V 422 or 423 3-3 

18/-18 ±4 ±60 - External Res. N,J One Resistor Sets Slew Rate 3-172 

DI--G:>-- DO 

DI~OO 
DRIVER/GENERATOR 

TL/XX/OO94-7 
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TIAIEIA-422/3 LINE DRIVER RECEIVER DEVICES 

Max 
Typical Typical 

Device Number Number Power Driver Receiver 
Number of 

of Supply 
Power 

Prop. Prop. 
Drivers Supply 

Commercial Industrial Military Receivers (V) 
Current 

Delay Delay 

O'Cto +70'C - 40'C to + 85'C - 55'C to + 125'C (mA) 
(ns) (ns) 

OS8921 1 1 5 35 10 14 

OS8921A OS8921AT 1 1 5 35 10 14 

OS89C21T 1 1 5 6 10 

OS89LV21T 1 1 3.3 

OS8922 2 2 5 78 12 12 

OS8922A 2 2 5 78 12 12 

OS8923 2 2 5 78 12 12 

OS8923A 2 2 5 78 12 12 

OS8925' 2 3 ±5 65/-15 150 33 

OS8926' 2 3 ±5 

OS8933 2 1 ±5 30/-10 160 29 

OS8934 5 3 ±5 65/-20 175 29 

OS8935' 2 3 ±5 65/-15 150 33 

OS8936' 2 3 ±5 

*Note: 1 Differential Driver, 1 Single-ended Driver, 1 Differential Receiver, and 2 Single-ended Receivers. 

DI~~ 
DO 

DI----G>-- DO 

DRIVER/GENERATOR 

DI~OO TLlXX/OO94-6 

DRIVER/GENERATOR 
TL/XX/OO94-7 

.. - .- -- ----

Line Drivers and Receivers Selection Guide 

Packages Standard 
Comments and Page 

Special Features # 

N,M 422 3-87 

N,J,M 422 Low Skew 3-87 

N,M 422 Low Power 3·92 

-422 3-97 

N,M 422 3·102 

N,M 422 3·102 

N,M 422 3·102 

N,M 422 3-102 

M 422/3 Local TalkTM XCVR 3-112 

M 422/3 High Speed Rec. (8925) 3·126 

M -423 V.FASTXCVR 3·127 

WM -423 V.FASTXCVR 3·134 

WM 422/3 Local Talk XCVR 3-141 

WM 422/3 High Speed Rec. (8935) 3-153 

~~RO 
RI 

RECEIVER 
TLlXX/OO94-8 
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TIA/EIA-422 and TIA/EIA-423 BALANCED RECEIVERS 

Device Number Power Max Typ Max Number of Comments and Page Commercial Industrial Military 
Receivers Supply Icc Prop. Delay VCM Output Stage Packages 

Special Features # 
O"Cto +70"C - 40"C to + 85°C -55°C to + 125°C Vcc(V) {mAl (ns) (V) 

DS26C32AT DS26C32AM 4 5 23/25 19 ±14 TRI-STATE N,J,M,W,E Low Power CMOS Device 3-26 

DS26F32C DS26F32M 4 5 50 15 ±25 TRI-STATE W,J,E 3-34 

DS26LS32C DS26LS32M 4 5 70 17 ±25 TRI-STATE N,J,M,W 3-38 

DS26LS32AC 4 5 70 23 ±25 TRI-STATE N,M Failsafe Feature 3-38 

DS26LV32AT 4 3.3 ±10 TRI-STATE N,M 3-33 

DS34C86T 4 5 23 19 ±14 TRI-STATE N,J,M Low Power CMOS Device 3-41 

DS34F86 DS35F86 4 5 50 15 ±15 TRI-STATE J 3-47 

DS34LV86T 4 3.3 ±10 TRI-STATE N,M 3-46 

DS3486 4 5 85 19 ±25 TRI-STATE N,J,M 3-51 

DS88C20 DS78C20 2 5to 15 15/30 100 ±25 Strobe N,J Response Control 3-68 

DS88C120 DS78C120 2 5to 15 15/30 100 ±25 Strobe N,J Response Control, Failsafe 3-72 

DS88LS120 DS78LS120 2 5 16 38 ±25 Strobe N,J,W 3-80 

DS9637AC DS9637AM 2 5 50 15 ±15 - N,J,M 3-176 

DS9639AC 2 5 50 55 ±15 - N 3-185 

DS89C386T 12 5 69 19 ±14 TRI-STATE MEA SSOP Package 3-154 

Characteristics of an TIA/EIA-422-B I 423-B Receiver: 

Receiver common mode voltage range - ± 7V ~=49-RO 
Receiver sensitivity over ± 1 OV common mode - ± 200 mV RI 

Maximum differential input voltage - ± 12V RECEIVER 
TLlXX/OO94-8 

Minimum receiver input impedance - 4 kO 

See TIAIEIA Standard TIAIEIA-422-B or TIAIEIA-423-B for exact conditions. 

See Datasheets for Complete Specifications 

- -_._----- - -_. _. - -- -
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TIAIEIA-485 BALANCED LINE DRIVERS, RECEIVERS AND TRANSCEIVERS 

Device Number Number Number Max Typ.Driver Typ. Receiver 
Commercial Industrial Military of of Icc Prop. Prop. Packages 

Comments and Page 

Drivers Receivers (mA) Delay (ns) Delay (ns) Special Features '" O"Cto +70"C - 40"C to + 85°C -5SOC to + 12SOC 

8 D536F95 DS16F95 1 1 28 12 19 W,J,E Low Power 4·18 
3 

DS3695 DS3695T 1 1 60 15 25 N,J 4·3 

D53696 DS3696T 1 1 60 15 25 N,J Thermal Shutdown Reporting 4-3 

DS3697 1 1 60 15 25 N Repeater 4-3 

DS3698 1 1 60 15 25 N Repeater, Thermal Shutdown Reporting 4·3 

DS3695A D53695AT 1 1 60 15 25 M SOIC Package 4·12 

DS3696A 1 1 60 15 25 M SOIC Package, Thermal Shutdown Reporting 4·12 

D$75176B DS75176BT 1 1 55 17 32 N,M 4·92 

DS96i=172C . DS96F172M 4 0 50 12 - N,W,J,E Low Power, Common Enable 4-102 

DS96F174C DS96F174M 4 0 50 12 - W,J,E Low Power, Enable Pair 4-102 

DS96172C 4 0 70 12 - N,J Common Enable 4-102 

DS96174C 4 0 70 12 - N,J Enable Pair 4-102 

DS96F173C DS96F173M 0 4 50 - 15 W,J,E Low Power, Common Enable 4-115 

DS96F175C DS96F175M 0 4 50 - 15 W,J,E Low Power, Enable Pair 4-115 

~ 

N 
DS96173C 0 4 75 - 15 N,J. 4-110 

DS96175C 0 4 75 - 15 N,J 4-110 

DS96176C' 1 1 35 12 16 N,J 4-123 

DS96177C 1 1 35 12 16 N Repeater. 4-133 

DS36276 1 1 60 60 60 M,N Failsafe RS-485 Compatible 4-28 

DS36277T 1 1 60 60 90 M,N Dominant Mode RS-485 Compatible 4-40 

DS36C278 DS36C278T 1 1 0.5 40 210 N,M Low Power 4-52 

DS36C279 DS36C279T 1 1 0.5 40 210 N,M Auto Sleep Mode 4-59 

DS36C280 DS36C280T 1 1 0.5 400 210 N,M Slew Rate Control' 4·68 

DS36950 4 4 90 15 14 V QUAD Transceiver, IPI Applications 4·76 

DS36954 4 4 90 15 14 V QUAD Transceiver, SCSI Applications 4·85 

Characteristics of an TIA/EIA-485 Device: I 

RECEIVERS: DRIVERS: "t1r/"·· Receiver common mode voltage range - - 7V to + 12V Minimum driver output voltage with 540 load - :2: 11.5vl iXi!Ri 
Receiver sensitivity over common mode range - ± 200 mV Driver output short circuit current (VO = -7V to + 12V) - ,,; 1250 mAl DE 
Typical receiver input imp.edance - 12 kO MaximUm driver output offset voltage - 3V . RE 

See TIAIEIA Standard :rIAiEIA-48~ for exact conditions. Typical maximum data rate - 10 Mb/s. RO R 

TYPICAL TRANSCEIVER 
See Datasheets for Complete Specifications TL/XX/OO94-9 

_ .. _-- ----- -------
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Device Number Number Number 

Industrial of of 

-40'Cto +85'C 
Drivers Receivers 

DS90C031T 4 0 

DS90LV031T 4 0 

DS90C032T 0 4 

DS90LV032T 0 4 

Device Number 

Commercial 
Transmitter # TTL 
or Receiver Inputs 

O'Cto +70'C 

DS90CR211 MTD Transmitter 21 

DS90CR212MTD Receiver 21 

DS90CR281 MTD Transmitter 28 

DS90CR282MTD Receiver 28 

Characteristics of an LVDS Device: 

RECEIVERS: 

Receiver common mode voltage range - GND to + 2.4 V 

Receiver sensitivity over common mode range - ± 1 00 mV 

See TIAIEIA Standard TIAIEIA-644 for exact conditions. 

See Datasheets for Complete SpecHications 

LVDS TIA/EIA·644 LINE DRIVERS AND RECEIVERS 

Power Max Typ. Driver Typ. Receiver Max Pulse 
Supply Icc Prop. Prop. Width Slew Packages 

Page 

(V) (mA) Delay (ns) Delay (ns) (ns) 
# 

5 4 2 - 0.4 M 5-4 

3.3 M 5-15 

5 10 - 3.5 0.6 M 5-16 

3.3 M 5-24 

CHANNEL LINK TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS 

# 

Differential 
Max Clock Power Strobe 

Package 
Page 

Frequency Supply Edge # 
Pair Outputs 

4 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-25 

4 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-25 

5 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-34 

5 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-34 

DRIVERS: 

Minimum driver output voltage with 100n load - ;;, 1250 mVI 

Driver output short circuit current (Vo = GND) - S;; I 24 mAl 

Driver output offset voltage - + 1.2V 

~~RO 
RI DI~: 

RECEIVER DRIVER/GENERATOR 
TL/XX/OO94-8 

TL/XX/OO94-6 
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FPD LINK TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS 

Device Number # 
Transmitter #RGB 

Differential 
Control Max Clock Power Strobe 

Package 
Page 

Commercial 
or Receiver Inputs Bits Frequency Supply Edge # 

O"Cto +70"C 
Pair Outputs 

3 
DS90CR561 MTD Transmitter 18 4 3 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-43 

DS90CR562MTD Receiver 18 4 3 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-43 

DS90CR581 MTD Transmitter 24 5 4 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-65 

DS90CR582MTD Receiver 24 5 4 40 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-65 

DS90CF561 MTD Transmitter 18 4 3 40 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-54 

OS90CF562MTD Receiver 18 '4 3 40 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-54 

DS90CF581 MTD Transmitter 24 5 4 40 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-76 

DS90CF582MTD Receiver 24 5 4 40 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-76 

DS90CR563MTD Transmitter 18 4 3 65 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-87 

DS90CR564MTD Receiver 18 4 3 65 MHz 5V Rising MTD 5-87 

DSOOCi=l583MTD Transmitter 24 5 4 65 MHz 5V. Rising MTD 5-109 

DS90CR584MTD Receiver 24 5 4 65 MHz 5V Rising 'MTD 5-109 ~ 

.p. 

DS9/lCF563MTD Transmitter 18 4 3 65 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-98 

DS90CF564MTD . Receiver 18 4 3 65 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-98 

DS9OCF583MTD Transmitter 24 5 4 65 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-120 

DS9OCF584MTD Receiver 24 5 4 65 MHz 5V Falling MTD 5-120 

See Datasheets for Complete Specifications 

-
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SPECIAL INTERFACE 

DS36C200 Dual High Speed Bi-Directional Differential Transceiver Similar to IEEE P1394 Levels Page # 6-3 

DS36C250 Controller Area Network (CAN) Transceiver Meets CAN Standard Page # 6-12 

GENERAL PURPOSE BALANCED AND UNBALANCED LINE DRIVERS 

Device Number Number Power Max Output Output Typical 
Standard Commercial Military 

Type of 
of Supply Icc Output Stage Voltage Current Prop. Packages 

Page 
Driver # 

O"Cto +70"C - 55°C to + 125"C 
Drivers Vcc(V) (mA) MinVo(V) 10 (mA) Delay (ns) 

188-114 DS3692 DS1692 Differential 2 50r ±5 30/-22 TRI-STATE ±6 ±20 190 N,J 7-3 

- DS75110A Differential 2 ±5 35/-50 TRI-STATE ±12 9 N,J,M 7-7 

- DS75113 DS55113 Differential 2 5 65 Note 2 3/0.2 ±40 13 N,J,M 7-12 

- DS75114 Differential 2 5 50 Note 2 3/0.2 ±40 15 N,J,W,E 7-19 

- DS75121 Single Ended 2 5 60 - 2.4 -100 11 N 7-24 

IBM 360 DS75123 Single Ended 2 5 60- - 3.11 -100 12 N 7-26 

~ 

U'1 - DS8830 DS7830 Differential 2 5 18 - 1.8/0.5 ±40 11 N,J,W 7-28 

- DS8831 DS7831 Note 1 2/4 5 90 TRI-STATE 1.8/0.5 ±40 13 N,J,W 7-38 

- DS8832 DS7832 Note 1 2/4 5 90 TRI-STATE 1.8/0.5 ±40 13 N,J,W 7-38 

- MM88C29 MM78C29 Single Ended 4 3to 15 N,M,J,W 7-32 

- MM88C30 MM78C30 Differential 2 3to 15 N,M,J,W 7-32 

Note 1: Driver can be used in differential or single ended mode. 

Note 2: Output features TAl-STATE, Choice of open collector or active pull-up. 

~ 

f See Datasheets for Complete Specifications 
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Device Number 

Standard Commercial Military 

O"Cto +70"C -55°C to + 125°C 

- OS26LS33C OS26LS33M 

- OS26LS33AC 

- OS3603 OS1603 

- OS3650 

- OS3652 OS1652 

- OS75107/A OS55107A 

- OS75108/A 

- OS75208 

- OS75115 OS9615M 

- OS55122 

IBM 360 OS75124 

IBM 360/370 OS75129 

- OS8820 OS7820 

~ OS8820A OS7820A 

OS9622M 

Note 1: Open collector output stage. 

See Datasheets for Complete Specmcations 

Line Drivers and Receivers Selection Guide 

GENERAL PURPOSE BALANCED AND UNBALANCED RECEIVERS 

Input Power Max Rated Typ. 
Number of 

Sensitivity Supply Icc/lEE VCM Prop. Packages 
Output Comments and Page 

Receivers Stage Special Features # 
(my) Vcc(V) (mA) (V) Delay (ns) 

4 ±500 5 80 ±25 17 N,J,W TRI-STATE 422/3 Type 3-38 

4 ±500 5 80 ±25 23 N TRI-STATE 422/3 Type 3-38 

2 ±25 ±5 40/ -15 ±3 17 N,J,W TRI-STATE 8-3 

4 ±25 ±5 60/-30 ±3 21 N,M TRI-STATE 8-7 

4 ±25 ±5 60/-30 ±3 22 J, M TRI-STATE Note 1 8-7 

2 ±25 ±5 30/ -15 ±3 17 N,J,M Strobe 8-15 

2 ±25 ±5 30/-15 ±3 19 N,M Strobe Note 1 8-15 

2 ±10 ±5 30/-15 ±3 N,J Strobe 8-15 

2 ±500 5 50 ±15 20 N,J,W,E Strobe Response Control 8-22 

3 - 5 72 6 20 J,W Strobe 8-27 

3 - 5 72 7 20 N Strobe 8-30 

8 - 5 53 7 18 N Strobe 8-33 

2 1000 5 10.2 ±15 150 N,J,W Strobe Response Control 8-37 

2 1000 5 10.2 ±15 30 N,J,W Strobe Response Control. 8-41 

2 - 5 22.9/-11.1 ±15 50 J,W,E Open Collector 8-46 

._- ._- --



f}1National Semiconductor 

Line Driver and Receiver Cross ,Refe'renee Guide 

The line Driver and Receiver Cross Reference Guide is pro
vided as an aid in identifying replacement part numbers. 
Direct replacements feature identical pin-outs and very simi
lar electrical specifications ... 5imilar replacements also fea
ture the same pin-out, and similar electrical specifications. 
Consult the data sheets for recommended operating condi
tions and package availability. Before replacing a specific 
product, It is recommended to compare electrical, function
al, and mechanical specifications. Interchangeability be. 
tween devices is not guaranteed. Manufacturers' most cur
rent data sheets take precedence over this guide. 

AMD to National 

Device Direct Similar 

AM26L530 053691 

AM26L531 0526L531 

AM26L532 0526L532A 

AM26L533 0526L533A 

AM26L532B 0526F32 

AM26L534 0596173 

http://www.national.com 

Device 

AM26L530 

AM26L531 

AM26L532 

MC14BB 

MC14CBB 

MC14B9 

MC14B9A 

MC14CB9 

MC26C31 

MC26C32 

MC34CB6 

MC34CB7 

MC3450 

MC3452 

MC34B6 

MC34B7 

MC34BB 

MC55107 

MC555110 

MC75107 

MC7510B 

MC755110 

MC75129 

MCBT13 

MCBT14 

MCBT24 

5N75172B 

5N75173 

5N75174B 

5N75175 

5N75176 

5N75177 

1-17 

Motorola to National 

Direct Similar 

053691 

0526L531 

0526L532A. 

0514BB 

0514CBB 

0514B9 

0514B9A 

0514CB9A 

0526C31 

0526C32A 

0534CB6 

0534CB7 

053650 

053652 

0534B6 

0534B7 

059636A 

0555107 

0555110A 

0575107 

057510B 

0575110A 

0575129 

0555121 

0555122 

0575124 

0596172C 

0596173C 

0596174C 

0596175C 

0575176B 

0596177C 

r :r 
CD 
c ... 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

Line Driver and Receiver Cross Reference 'Guide 

Signeties to National TI to National 

Devles Direct Similar Device Direct Similar 

AM26L830 083691 AM26LS31 OS26LS31 
, 

AM26L831 0826LS31 AM26LS32A OS26LS32A 

AM26L832 0826L832A AM26LS33A OS26L833A 

AM26L833 0826LS33A MAX232 OS14C232 ' 

087820 087820 MC3488 OS3486 , 

087830 087830 
MC3487 OS3487 

088820 088820. 
SN55107B OS55107 

088830 088830 
8N55108B 0855108 

MC1488 081488 
8N55110A OS55110A 

8N55113 0855113 
MC1489 081489 

SN55114 OS9614 
MC1489A 081489A 

8N55115 OS9615 
8T13 0875121 

8N55121 OS55121. 
8T14 0855122 

SN55122 OS55122 
8T23 0875123 

8N55173 D896F173M 
8T24 0875124 SN55182 OS7820A 
8T129 0875129 SN55183 OS7830 

SN515ALS192 OS26C31M 

SN55ALS194 0S35F87 

SN55ALS195 OS35F86 

SN65176B OS75176BT 

SN65ALS176 OS75176BT 

SN65C188 OS14C88T 

8N65C189A 0814C89AT 

8N75107B OS75107 

8N75108B OS75108 

SN75110A 0875110A 

SN75113 0875113 

8N75114 0875114 

8N75115 0875115 

8N75121 0875121 

81'475123 0875123 

8N75124 0875124 

8N75129 0875129 

8N75146 089639A 

8N75150 0875150 

8N75154 0875154 

1-18 http://www.national.com 



ttlNational Semiconductor 

Line Driver and Receiver Cross Reference Guide 

Texas Instruments to NSC 

Device Direct Similar 

SN75172 OS96172C 

SN75173 OS96173C 

SN75174 OS96174C 

SN,75175 OS96175C 

SN75176 OS96176C 

SN75176A OS75176B 

SN75176B OS75176B 

SN75LBC176 OS36C276 

SN75177 OS96177C 

SN75177B OS3697 

SN75182 OS8820A 

SN75183 OS8830 

SN75188 OS1488 

SN75189 OS1489 

SN75189A OS1489A 

SN75ALS176 OS36F95 

SN75ALS191 OS9638 

SN75ALS192 OS26C31C 

SN75ALS193 OS26C32AC 

SN75ALS194 OS34C87 

SN75ALS195 OS34C86 

SN75C188 OS14C88 

SN75C189A OS14C89A 

SN75276 OS36276 

SN75LBC241 OS14C241T 

SN75LV4737A OS14C335 

SN95176B OS16F95 

TL3695 OS3695 

""A9636A OS9636A 

""A9637A OS9637A 

!£A9638 OS9638 

""A9639 OS9639A 

http://www.national.com 1·19 
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t!lNational Semiconducto,r' 

Line Driver alid Receiver Cross :R efere nee' Guide 

Maxim to National LTCtoNatlonal 
, 

Device Direct Similar Device I . DireCt I Similar 

MAX232 DS14C232 LTC485 L DS36C278 I :' , 

.. 

MAX237 DS14C237 

MAX238 DS14C238 Analog Devices to National 

MAX239 DS14C239 Device I . Direct I Similar 

MAX241 DS14C241 ADM485 I DS36C278 I 
MAX481 DS36C279 

MAX485 DS36C278 

MAX561 DS14C561 

SIPEX to National 

Device Direct Similar 

SP481 DS36C279 

SP485 DS36C278 

h\tp:llwww.national.com· 



ttlNational Semiconductor 

Extended Temperature Range Devices 
Line Drivers and Receivers 

Commercial Military 

-40"Cto + 85'C -55'C to + 125'C 883 MLS 

DS14C88T DS1691A DS14C232 DS16F95 
DS14C89AT DS1692 DS1603 DS26C31M 
DS14C232T DS16F95 DS1652 OS26C32AM 
DS14C237T DS26F31M DS1691A DS26F31M 
DS14C238T DS26LS31M DS16F95 DS26F32M 
DS14C239T DS26F32M DS26C31M OS26F33M 
DS14C241T DS26LS32M DS26F31M DS26LS31M 
DS14C335T DS26LS33M DS26LS31M DS26LS32AM 
DS14C535T DS35F86 DS26C32AM OS26LS33M 
DS26C31T DS35F87 DS26F32M 0578C120 
DS26C32AT OS55113 DS26LS32M OS78LS120 
DS34C86T OS7820 DS26LS33M OS7820A 
DS34C87T DS7820A DS55107A OS7820 
DS3695T OS78C20 DS55113 057830 
DS3695AT OS9636AM DS55122 OS9615M 
DS3696T DS9637AM DS7820 059638M 
DS36277T DS9638M DS7820A OS96F174M 
DS36C278T DS96F172M DS78C20 OS96F175M 
DS36C279T OS96F173M DS7830 
DS36C280T OS96F174M DS7831 
OS75176BT OS96F175M DS7832 
DS8921AT DS78C120 
DS89C21T DS78LS120 
DS89C386T DS9615M 
DS89C387T DS9616HM 
DS90C031T OS9622M 
DS90C032T DS9627M 
MM88C29 DS9636A 
MM88C30 OS9637AM 

DS9638M 
OS96F172M 
DS96F173M 
OS96F174M 
DS96F175M 
MM78C29 
MM78C30 

Note 1: Package suffix is not shown, see Datasheet. 

http://www.national.com 1-21 
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Datasheets: 
DS14196 
DS14C202 
DS26LV31 
DS26LV32A 
DS34LV86 
DS34LV87 
DS89LV21 
OS8926 
DS8933 
DS8934 
D58935 
DS8936 
DS89C386 
DS89C387 
DS36C200 
DS36C250 
DS36C278 
DS36C279 
DS36C280 
DS90LV031 
DS90LV032 
DS90CR211/2 
DS90CR281/2 
DS90CR561/2 
DS90CF561/2 
DS90CR581/2 
DS90CF581/2 
DS90CR563/4 
DS90CF563/4 
DS90CR583/4 
DS90CF583/4 

New A.dditlons ·to this Databook 
Data Tr$.l')smission Circuits 

Description: 
5 Driver x 3 Receiver 
2 Driver X 2 Receiver ( + 5V, 0.1 p.F) 
Quad Differential Driver (3V) 
Quad Differential Receiver (3V) 
Quad Differential Receiver (3V) 
Quad Differential Driver (3V) 
Driver/Receiver Pair (3V) 
Local Talk Transceiver 
V.34 2 Driver X 1 Receiver 
V.34 5 Driver X 3 Receiver, 
Local Talk Transceiver 

' Local Talk Transceiver 
12 Channel Differential Receiver 
12 Channel Differential Driver 
Dual Differential Transceiv,er 
CAN Transceiver 
Low Power Transceiver 
Low Power Transceiver w/Sleep Mode 
Low Power Transceiver w/Slew Control 
LVDS Quad Differential Driver (3V) 
LVDS Quad Differential ReceIVer (3V) 
21-Bit (TILl Channel Link 
28-Bit (TIL) Channel Link 
FPD-Link 
FPD-Link 
FPD-Link 
FPD-Link 

' FPD-Link (65 MHz) 
FPD-Link (65 MHz) 
FPD-Link (65 MHz) 

' FPD-Link (65 MHz) 

Aj!j!lIcatlon Notes: TOPIC: 
AN-967 Local Talk Application 
AN-971 LVDS Overview 
AN-972 Inter-Operation of Interfaces 
AN-977 LVDS Signa] Quality 
AN-979 RS-485 Overview 
AN-1031 RS-422 Overview 
AN-1032 FPD Link Overview 
AN-1034 V.34 Interface 
AN-1035 LVDS PCB Guidelines 

1-22 

Standards: 
RS-232 
RS-232 
-RS-42,2 
-RS-422/3 
-RS-422/3 
-RS-422 
-RS-422 
RS-422/3 
-RS-423 
-RS-423 
RS-422/3 
RS-422/3 
RS-422/3 
RS-422 
LSD 
CAN 
RS-485 
RS-485 
RS-48,5 
RS-644 
RS-644 
RS-644 
RS-644 
RS-644 

RS-644,' 
RS-644 
RS-644 
RS-644 
RS-644 
RS-644 
RS-644 

http://www.national.com ' 
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Application Note-Selection Guide 
Line Drivers and Receivers 

Application Devices TIA/EIA ITU-T (CCITT) 
Note Number Title Referenced Standerds Related 

AN-XXXX Referenced Recommendations 

AN-22 Integrated Circuits for Oigital Oata Transmission OS7830/0S8830, 
OS7820/0S8820 

AN-l08 Transmission Line Characteristics OS7820/0S8820 

AN-214 Transmission Line Orivers and Receivers OS3691, 422 V.ll 
for EIA Standards, RS-422 and RS-423 OS88LS120 423 V.l0 

AN-216 Summary of Well Known Interface Standards ALL 

AN-336 Understanding Integrated Circuit Package 
Power Capabilities 

AN-409 Transceivers and Repeaters Meeting the EIA RS-485 OS3695/0S3696, 
485 

Interface Standard OS3697/0S3698 

AN-438 Low Power RS-232C Oriver and Receiver in CMOS OSI4C88, 
232 V.28 

OS14C89A 

AN-450 Small Outline (SO) Package .. 
Surface Mounting Methods-Parameters and 
Their Effect on Product Reliability 

AN-454 Automotive Multiplex Wiring OS75176B 
485 

OS3695 

AN-457 High Speed, Low Skew RS-422 Orivers and OS8921 lA, 
Receivers Solve Critical System Timing Programs OS8922/A, 422 V.l1 

OS8923/A 

AN-643 EMIIRFI Board Oesign 

AN-702 Build a Oirectional-Sensing Bidirectional Repeater 0575176B, 
485 

OS96175C 

AN-759 Comparing EIA-485 and EIA-422-A Line Orivers 422 V.ll 
and Receivers in Multipoint Applications 485 

AN-805 Calculating Power Oissipation for Oifferential OS26LS31, 422 V.l1 
Line Orivers OS96F172 485 

AN-806 Oata Transmission Lines and Their Characteristics 

AN-807 Reflections: Computations and Waveforms 

AN-808 Long Transmission Lines and Oata Signal Quality 

AN-847 FAILSAFE Biasing of Oifferential Buses 053695, OS96172, 422 V.l1 
OS96FI72 485 

AN-876 Inter-Operation of the OS14C335 with + 5V UARTs OS14C335 232 V.28 

AN-878 Increasing System ESO Tolerance for Line Orivers OS1488, 
232 V.28 

and Receivers used in RS-232 Interfaces OS1489A 
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Application Note-Selection Guide-Line Drivers and Receivers (Continued) 

Application 
Devices 

TIA/EIA ITU-T (CCITT) 
Note Number Title 

Referenced 
Standards Related 

AN-XXXX Referenced Recommendations 

AN·903 A Comparison of Differential Termination Techniques 422 V.11 
, ',' 485 

AN·904 An Introduction to ti)Ei Differential 0836954 
485 

SCSI Interface 

AN-905 Transmission Line Rapidesigner Operation 
All 

and Applications Guide 

AN·912 Common Data Transmission Parameters and 
All 

their Definitions 

AN-914 Understanding Power Requirements in OS14C335 232 
RS-232 Applications 562 

AN·915 Automotive Physical Layer SAE J1708 OS36277 
485 

and the DS36277 0875176B 

AN·916 A Practical Guide to Cable Selection All 

AN·917 Popular Connector Pin Assignments for 
All 

Data Communication 

AN·967 Local TalkTM Physical Layer Alternatives OS8925/26 422 V.11 
OS8935/36 423 V.10 

AN-971 An Overview of LVDS Technology OS90c031 
644 

089OC032 

AN·972 Inter·operation of Interface Standards All 

AN·977 LVDS Signal QualilY: Jitter Measurements OS90C031 
644 

using Eye Patterns Test Report '" 1 OS90C032 

AN-979 The Practical Limits of RS-485 OS75176B 
485 

083695 

AN-1031 TIAIEIA-422-B Overview 422 V.11 

AN-1032 An Introduction to FPD-Link DS90CR561/2 
DS90CF561/2 

644 
DS90CR581/2 
OS90CF581/2 

AN-1034 An Optimized DCE Interface for V.34 Modems 
DS8933 

using the 088933 and DS8934 
088934 

423 V.10 
Line Driver and Receivers 

AN-1035 PCB Design Guidelines for LVDS Technology 644 
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Data Transmission Standards Cross Reference 

TIAIEIA ITU-T' 
ISO' 

Electrical (CCITT) 
Standards 

Other' 
Interface Standards Recommendations 

EIAITIA-232-E V.24 - Functional ISO 2110 
V.28 - Electrical 

TIAIEIA-422-8 V.11 

TIA/EIA-423-8 V.10 

EIAR5-485 1508482 

EIAITIA-562 

TIAIEIA-612 V.12 

TIAIEIA-644 IEEE 1596.3 

'Cross reference is to similar standards. Differences in parameters, test conditions, and or limits may exist. 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

DS14185 
EIA/TIA-232 3 Driver x 5 Receiver 

General Description Features 
The OS14185 is a three driver, five receiver device which _ Replaces one 1488 and two 1489s 
conforms to the EIAITIA-232-E standard. _ Conforms to EIAlTlA-232-E 

The flow-through pinout facilitates simple non-crossover 
board layout. The DS14185 provides a one-chip solution for 
the common 9-pin serial RS-232 interface between data ter
minal and data communications equipment. 

_ 3 drivers and 5 receivers 
_ Flow through pinout 
_ Failsafe receiver outputs 
_ 20-pin SOIC package 
_ LapLink@ compatible - 200 kbps data rate 

Connection Diagram 

sOle 

V+ 

RtNl 

RtN2 

RtN3 

DOUT! 

Dourz 

RtN4 

DOUT3 

RtNS 

V- 10 

20 Vee 

19 RoUT! 

18 ROUT2 

ROUT3 

o,Nl 

'1N2 

ROUT4 

'1N3 

12 ROUTS 

11 GND 

Order Number DS14185WM 
See NS Package M20B 

TL/F/11938-1 
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Functional Diagram 

V· 
20 

Vee 

19 
RtNl ROUT! 

18 
RIN2 ROUT2 

4 17 
RtN3 ROUT3 

16 
DOUT! '1Nl 

15 
DOUT2 o,N2 

14 
RtN4 ROUT4 

13 
DOUT3 '1N3 

12 
RtNS RouTS 

10 11 v- GND 

TLlF/11938-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
'-'j 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,' Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to +150"C 
pleese contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature Range (Soldering, 4 seconds) +260·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. ESD Ratings (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) :l:1.5kV 
Supply Voltage (Vee) +7V 

Supply Voltage (V+) +15V Recommended Operating 
Supply Voltage (V-) -15V' -Conditions 
Driver Input Voltage OV to Vee Min Typ Max Units 
Driver Output Voltage (Power Off) ±15V Supply Voltage (Vee) +4.75 +5.0 .+5.25 V 
Receiver Input Voltage ±25V Supply Voltage (V+) +9.0 +12.0 +13.2 V 
Receiver Output Voltage (ROUT) , OVtoVyc Supply Voltage (V-) -13.2. -12.0 -9.0 V 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C Operating .Free Air 

MPackage 141l/lmW Temperature (TAl, C 25, 70 ·C 
Derate M Package 11.9 mW /·C above + 25~C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2). 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max, I Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

lee Vee Supply Current No Load, All Inputs at + 5V 24 30 mA 

1+ V + Supply Current No Load, All Driver V+ = 9V, V- = -9V 11.8 15 mA 
(Note 2), Inputs at 0.8V or + 2V V+ = 13.2V, V- = -13.2V 17.7 22 mA 

All Receiver Inputs 
V+ = 9V, V-: = -9V I- V- Supply Current at 0.8V or 2.4V. -18.5 -22 mA 

(Note 2) V+ = 13.2V, V- = -13.2V -24 -28 mA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Lellellnput Voltage, 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 5V 
10 p.A 

(Note 2)' 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = OV 
-1.24 -1.5 mA 

(Note 2) 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO, VIN = 0.8V, 
6 7 V 

(Note 2) V+ = 9V, V- = -9V 

RL = 3 kO, VIN = 0.8V, 
8.5 10 V 

V+ = +12V, V- = -12V 

RL = 7 kO, VIN = 0.8V, 
10 11.5 V 

V+ = + 13.2V, V- = -13.2V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO, VIN = 2V, 
-7 -6 V 

(Note 2) V+ = 9V, V- = -9V 

RL = 3 kO, VIN = 2V, 
-8 -7.5 V 

V+ = +12V, V- = -12V 

RL = 7 kO, VIN = 0.8V, 
-11 -10 V 

V+ = + 13.2V, V- = -13.2V 

108+ Output High Short Vo = OV, VIN = 0.8V 
-6 -13 -18 mA 

Circuit Current (Note 2) 

108- Output Low Short Vo = OV, VIN = 2.0V 
6 13 18 mA 

Circuit Current (Note 2) 

RO Output Resistance -2V:;;: Vo :;;: +2V, 
300 0 

V+ = V- = Vee = OV 

-2V:;;: Vo :;;: +2V, 
300 0 

V+ = V- = Vee = Open Ckt 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2). (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold Vo s: O.4V, 10 = 3.2 mA 
2.0 2.4 V 

(Recognized as a High Signal) 

VTL Input Low Threshold Vo" 2.5V, 10 = -0.5 mA 
0.8 1.0 V 

(Recognized as a Low Signal) 

RIN Input Resistance VIN = ±3Vto ±15V 3.0 4.1 7.0 kn 

liN Input Current (Note 2) VIN = +15V 2.1 4.1 5.0 mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 0.7 1 mA 

VIN = -15V -5.0 -4.1 -2.1 mA 

VIN = -3V -1 -0.65 -0.43 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage (Note 7) 10H = -0.5 mA, VIN = -3V 2.6 4 V 

10H = -10 /LA, VIN = -3V 4.0 4.9 V 

10H = -0.5 mA, VIN = Open Circuit 2.6 4 V 

10H = -10 /LA, VIN = Open Circuit 4.0 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10L = 3.2 mA, VIN = +3V 0.2 0.4 V 

10SR Short Circuit Current (Note 2) Vo = OV, VIN = OV -4 -2.7 -1.7 mA 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2). 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low RL = 3kn,CL = 50pF 
90 350 ns 

(Figures 1 and 2) 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High 220 350 ns 

1" tf Output Slew Rate (Note 8) 50 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low RL = 1.5 kn, CL = 15 pF 60 100 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High (includes fixture plus probe), 100 160 ns 
(Figures 3 and 4) 

tr Rise Time 87 175 ns 

tf Fall Time 15 50 ns 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the salety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table 01 Electrical Characteristics specifies oonditions of device operation. 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. CUrrent out 01 device pins Is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. For current, minimum and maximum values are specified as an absolute value and the sign is used to indicate direction. For voltage logic levels, the more 
positive value is designated as maximum. For example, if - 6V is a maximum, the typical value (-6.BV) is more negative. 

Note 3: All typicel. are given for: Vee = +5.0V, V+ = + 12.0V. V- = -12V, TA = +25'C. 
Note 4: Only one driver output shorted at a time. 
Nota 5: Generator characteristics lor driver input: 1= 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec),1r = It < 10 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = OV, duty cycle = 50%. 
Note 6: Generator characteristics lor receiver Input: 1= 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec), t, = tf = 200 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = -3V, duty cycle = 50%. 
Nota 7: If receiver inputs are unconnected, receiver output is a logic high. 

Note 8: Reier to typical curves. Driver output slew rate is measured Irom the +3.0V to the -3.0V level on the output waveform. Inputs not under test are 
oonnected to Vee or GND. Slew rate is determined by load capacitance. To comply with a 30 VI,.s maximum slew rate, a minimum losd capacitance 01 390 pF is 
recommended. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

~~-_--... -o VOUT 

I~ 

TLlF/11938-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition 
Time Test Circuit (Note 5) 

J:~------ :: 
VOH 

+3V 

-3V 

TLlF/11938-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition 
Time Waveforms Slew Rate (SR) = 6V I(tr or ttl 

Pin Descriptions 

Pin # Name 

13,15,16 DIN 

5,6,8 DOUT 

2,3,4,7,9 RIN 

12,14,17,18,19 ROUT 

11 GND 

1 V+ 

10 V-

20 Vee 
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. Vee 

~~-""----o VOUT 

I~ 

TLlF/11938-5 

FIGI,lRE 3. Receiver Propagation Delay and Transition 
Time Test Circuit (Note 6) 

J~:~------- ::: 
VOH 

BO% 

1.5V 

TLlF/11938-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation D,lay and 
Transition Time Waveform . 

Description 

TIL Level Driver Inputs 

Driver Ou1put Pins, RS-232 Levels 

Receiver Input Pins, RS-232 Levels 

Receiver Output Pins, TIL Levels 

Ground 

Positive Power Supply Pin (+9,0';; V+ ,;;; + 13.2) 

Negative Power Supply Pin (-9.0';; V- ,;;; -13.2) 

Positive Power Supply Pin (+ 5V ± 5%) 
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Applications Information 
In a typical Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) to Data Circuit
Terminating Equipment (DCE) 9-pin de-facto interface im
plementation, 2 data lines and 6 control lines are required. 
The data lines are TXD and RXD. The control lines are RT5, 
DTR, D5R, DCD, CT5, and RI. 

The 0514185 is a 3 x 5 Driver/Receiver and offers a single 
chip solutuion for this DTE interface. As shown in Figure 5, 
this interface allows for direct flow-thru interconnect. For a 
more conservative design, the user may wish to insert 
ground traces between the signal lines to minimize cross 
talk. 

11 
GNO 

iii 12 

OTR 13 

National CTS 14 
Semiconductor 

TO OTE TXO 15 
Superl/O™ +-Controllers 

RTS typically 16 
PC87310/311/312 

RXO 17 

OSR 18 

OCO 19 

20 
Yee 

0514185 

+5Y 

LapLink COMPATIBILITY 

The 0514185 can easily provide 128 kbps data rate under 
maximum driver load conditions of CL = 2500 pF and 
RL = 3 k!l, while power supplies are: 

Vee = 4.75V, V+ = 10.8V, V- = -10.8V 

MOUSE DRIVING 

A typical mouse can be powered from the drivers. Two driv
er outputs connected in parallel and set to VOH can be used 
to supply power to the V + pin of the mouse. The third driver 
output is set to VOL to sink the current from the V- terminal. 
Refer to typical curves of VOUT/IOUT.Typical mouse specifi
cations are: 

-12Y 

10 
Y-

RI 

OTR 

CTS 

TXO 

RTS 

4 RXO 

OSR 

2 OeD 

y+ 

+12Y 

10mAat +6V 
5 mAat -6V 

-+ 
TO RS-232 

CABLE and OCE 

R5-232 
CONNECTOR 

(9-PIN) 

TLiF 111938-7 

FIGURE 5. Typical DTE Application 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

5n'MJn", 

3V ' 
Driver '~ " 
Input .' ' • 

OV 10% 

TL/F/11938-8 

200 n, 

.1 ov -t-l-r--~ 
Receiver 
Input 

-10V 

TLlF/11938-9 

The above input waveforms were used to generate all Typical AC Characteristics. 

'01 
-S 
~ 
;:: 

Driver 
Input 

Driver Propagation Delay vs CL 

- - - - 3V 

10% 

~V---~::: Driver 
Output 

TLlF/11938-10 

3000 
y+ = 12V, V" = -12V, Vee = 5V, TA = 25°C 

2500 

2000 

1500 

On', Driver switching, RL = 5 k.ll r- Other Driver inp'uts = GND 
3 Receiver inputs = -12V 

~ 2 Receiver inputs = + 12V 

" Other Dr loads = 5 kll to GND 

" V IpHL ---:.,," 

~IpLH 
1000 

500 
AV 

~ .. 
" , 

500 1000 1500 '2000 2500 

CL (pF) 

TLlF/11938-12 

Driver Output Slew Rate between + 3V and - 3V 
VB Load Capacitance 

]: 
~ 
;:: 

Conditions: Vee = 5V, RL = 5 kO, T A = 25'C, 
fiN = 64 kHz Square Wave 

1500 

1250 

1000 

750 

500 

250 1---64----/----I---+-----l 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

Load Capacitance (pr) 

TLlF/II938-15 
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Receiver 
Input 

Receiver 
Output 

150 

Receiver Propagation Delay va CL 

---- '10V 

~I . ... y---'\--- VOH 

~12V "-
VOL 

TL/F/11938-11 

100 I-----+-~'----+-----I 

50 

25 50 

Cc (pF) 

TLlF/11938-14 

Driver Output Voltage va Frequency and CL 
Conditions: Vee = 5V, RL = 5 kO, T A = 25'C 

10 

-5 

100 200 

Frequency (kBit,/Sec) 

Cc =380pF 
V· = 12V 

300 

TLlF/11938-18 



Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 

Supply Current va Frequency and Driver CL Supply Current va Frequency and Driver CL 

I+@ 

20 
Icc 1\ 2500 pF 

__ L...-.- -::: - - 1500 pF 

500 pF 

10 

t 
1f'=12V,V-=-12V,Vcc =5V,TA=25°C 

3 Drivers switching I· 
Driver loads = 5 kn to GND 

~ 5 Receivers Switching, C1. - 15 pF 

-10 

-20 I-@-
500 pF - m~~~ 

50 100 150 200 250 

Frequency (kBits/sec) 

TLlF/11938-13 

Supply Current va Frequency 

, I 
ICC", 
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10 

~ 
-.S 
"E 0 
~ 
" <> 

-10 

-20 

If' = 12V. V- = -12V. VCC = 5V, TA = 25°C 

One Receiver switching, CL = 15 pF t 
~ 
1-__ -+2 Driver inputs = 5V ----I------i 

br?:~~ero~~~';t 5 ~~Dto GND 

50 

3 Receiver inputs = + 12V 
1 Receiver input = -12V 

100 150 

Frequency (kBits/Sec) 

200 

TL/F/11938-18 
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I+@ 

Icc", 

----
2500 pF 

----- --_'!.------ -....::: 
1500 pF -It....-- 500 pF 

t 
If' = 12V,V- =-12V,VCC =5V,TA=25 OC 

One Driver switching, Rt. = 5 kn I 

~ 
Other Driver inputs = OV 
Other Driver loads = 5 kn to GND 
2 Receiver inputs=+12V 
3 Receiver inputs = -12V 

~ I-@ 
500 pF-

~~~~P:F 

50 100 150 200 

Frequency (kBits/Sec) 

TL/F/11938-17 

Driver Output Current va Output Voltage 

r- 1f'1= +12V 
V-=-12V 

r- Vcc - +5V lo~/VOL V r-- 'j T 

I I 
No Load 
Voltage = + 11.5V 

If.. r-. No Load ~ 
Voltage = -11.2V II 

J 
V 

IOH/VOH .... ~ --i-'" 

-~ ~ 
-12 12 

Your (V) 

TL/F/11938-19 
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l!fINational Semiconductor' 
ADVANCE INFORMATION· 

DS14196 
EIA/TIA-2325 Driver x 3 Receiver. 

General Description 
The 0514196 is a five driver. three receiver device which 
conforms to the EIAITIA-232-E standard, 

Features 
• Replaces two 1488s and Qne 1489 
• Conforms to EIAITIA-232-r: 
• 5 drivers and 3 receivers 
• Flow-through pinout 
• Failsafe receiver outputs 
• 20-pin wide 50lC package 

The flow-through pinout 'facilitates simple non-crossover 
board layout. The 0514196 provides a peripheral side one
chip solution for the common 9-pin serial R5-232 interface 
between data terminals and data communications equip
ment. • LapLink<ll> compatible-300 kbps data rate 
The 0514196 offers optimum performance when used with 
the 0514185 3· x 5 Driver/Receiver. a host side one-chip 
solution for the common 9-pin serial R5-232 interface be
tween data terminals and data communications equipment. 

Connection Diagram 
sOP 

Vee 20 V+ 

DINI 2 19 DouTI 

~N2 DOUT2 

~N3 4 DoUT.3 

ROUT1 5 . ~Nl 

RoUT2 15 ~N2 
DIN4 14 DOUT4 

RoUT3 13 ~N3 

~N5 12 DOUT5 

GND 10 11 V-

TLlF/I2613-1 

Order Number DS14196WM 
See NS Package Number M20B 

• Pin compatible with: 5N75196 
GD7532 

Functional Diagram 

Vee 

.2 
~Nl 

DIN2 

~N3 

RoUT1 

RoUT2 

7 
~N4 

RoUT3 

~N5 D 

10 
GND 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Lead Temperature Range (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales ESD Ratings (HBM. 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ;;'1.5kV 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vee) +7V Recommended Operating 
Supply Voltage (V +) +15V Conditons 
Supply Voltage (V -) -15V 

Min Nom Max Units 
Driver Input Voltage OV to Vee Supply Voltage (Vee) +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 V 
Driver Output Voltage (Power Off) ±15V Supply Voltage (V +) +9.0 +12.0 +13.2 V 
Receiver Input Voltage ±25V Supply Voltage (V-) -13.2 -12.0 -9.0 V 
Receiver Output Voltage (Rour) OV to Vee Operating Free Air 
Maximum Power Package Dissipation @ + 25'C Temperature (T A) 0 +25 +70 'C 

M Package TBD 
Derate M Package TBD 

Storage Temperature Range -65'Cto + 150'C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

Icc Vee Supply Current No Load, All Inputs at + 5V TBD mA 

1+ V+ Supply Current No Load, All Driver V+ = +9V, V- = -9V TBD mA 
(Note 2) Inputs at O.BV or + 2V. V+ = + 13.2V, V- = -13.2V TBD mA 

All Receiver Inputs 
V+ = +9V, V- = -9V I- V- Supply Current at O.BV or 2.4V. TBD mA 

(Note 2) V+ = + 13.2V, V- = -13.2V TBD mA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage O.B V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 5V 
10 /LA (Note 2) 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = OV 
TBD mA 

(Note 2) 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO, VIN = O.BV, V+ = +9V, V- = -9V 6 7 V 
(Note 2) RL = 3 kO, VIN = O.BV, V+ = + 12V, V- = -12V 8.5 10 V 

RL = 7 kO, VIN = O.BV, V+ = + 13.2V, V- = -13.2V 10 11.5 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO, VIN = 2V, V+ = +9V, V- = -9V -7 -6 V 
(Note 2) RL = 3 kO, VIN = 2V, V+ = + 12V, V- = -12V -B -7.5 V 

.RL = 7 kO, VIN = 2V, V+ = + 13.2V, V- = -13.2V -11 -10 V 

108+ Output High Short Vour = OV, VIN = O.BV 
-6 -9 -14 mA 

Circuit Current (Note 2) 

108- Output Low Short Your = OV, VIN = 2.0V 
6 9 14 mA 

Circuit Current (Note 2) 

Ro Output Resistance -2V s: Your s: +2V, V+ = V- = Vee = OV 300 0 

- 2V s: Your s: + 2V, V+ = V- = Vee = Open Circuit 300 0 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply voltage and temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 3) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Condltl,ons Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold 
(Recognized as a High Signal) 

VOUT ,;;: O.4V, 10 = 3.2 mA I 
2.0 2.4 v 

10SR 

Input Low Threshold 
(Recognized as a Low Signal) 

Input Resistance 

Input Current (Note 2) 

High Level Output Voltage (Note 7) 

Low Level putput Voltage 

Short Qircl,lit. C,urrent (Note 2) 

VOUT :;;, 2.5V, 10 = '-0.5 mA 

VIN = ±3Vto ±15V 

VIN = +3V 

VIN = -15V 

VIN = -3V 

10H = -0.5 mA, VIN = -3V 

10H = .-10 pA, VIN =' -3V 

.IOH =. - 0.5 mA, VIN = Open Circuit 

10H = -10 p,A} VIN = Open Circuit 

10L = 3.2 mA, VIN =: +3V 

VOUT.= OV, VIN = OV'(Note4) 

SWit(:hing Characteristics . 

0.8 

3.0 

2.1 

0.43 

-2.1 

-0.43 

2.6 

4.0 

2.6 

4.0 

-1.7 

Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges, unless otherwille specified (Note 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low Rt: = 3kO,CL =50pF 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High 

tr, tl OutpiJt Slew Rate (Note 8) 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low RL'= 1.5 kO, CL = 15 pF 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High (includes fixture plus probe), 

(Figures 3 and 4) 
tr Rise Time 

tl Fall Time 

1.0 v 

4.1 7.ci . kO 

4.1 5.0 mA 

0.7 1,.0 mA 

-4.1 -5.0 mA 

-0.65 -1.0 mA 

4.0 v 
4.9 V 

4.0 V 

4.9 V 

0.2 0.4 V 

-2.7 -4 mA 

Typ Max Units 

.' 

90 350 ns 

220 350 ns 

50 ns 

&0 100 ns 

100 160 ns 

87 175 ns 

15 50 ns 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of Electrical Characteristics specifies conditions of device operation. 

Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. CUrrent out of the device pins Is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. For current. minimum and maximum values aTe speCified as an absolute v/llull and the sign is used to Indicate direction. For voltage logic levels, the more 
posttlve value Is deSignated as maximum. For example, H -6V is a maximum, the typical value ":S.8V is more negative. 

Note 3: All typicalsare given for, Vee ~ +5V, V+ ~ +12V, V- ~ -12V, TA ~ + 25"C. 

Note 4: Only one driver output shorted at a time. 

Note 5: Generator characteristics for driver input 1 ~ 64 kHz (128 kbps), t, ~ tf < 10 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ OV, duty cycle ~ 50%: 

Note 6: Generator characteristics for receiver Input: 1 ~ 64 kHz (128 kbps), t, ~ tr ~ 200 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ -3V, duty cycle ~ 50%. 

Note 7; If receiver inputs ara unconnected, receiver output iJi a logic high. 

Note 8: Refer to typical curvas. Driver output slew rate Is measured from the + 3V to the -3V level on the output waveform. Inputs not under test are connected to 
Vee or GND. Slew rate is determined by load capacitance. To comply w~h a 30 VI!"s maximum slew rate, a minimum load capscitance of 390 pF is recommended. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

1>40--.... --.... -0 Vour 

TLlF/12613-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delay and 
Transition Time Test Circuit (Note 5) 

J~:~------ :: 
VOH 

TLlF/12613-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition 
Time Waveforms Slew Rate (SR) = 6V I(tr or ttl 

Pin Descriptions 

Pin .. No. 

2,3,4,7,9 DIN 

12,14,17.18.19 DOUT 

13.15.16 RIN 

5,6,8 ROUT 

GND GND 

20 V+ 

11 V-

1 Vee 

Vee 

1--.... ---1 ~o--..... ----o Vour 

I~ 
TL/F/12613-S 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Propagation Delay and Transition 
Time Test Circuit (Note 6) 

TL/F/12613-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delay 
and Transition Time Waveform 

Description 

Driver Input Pins, RS-232 Levels 

TTL Level Driver Outputs 

TIL Level Receiver Inputs 

Receiver Output Pins. RS-232 Levels 

Ground 

Positive Power Supply Pin (+9.0 s; V+ s; +13.2) 

Negative Power Supply Pin (-9.0 s; V- :s: -13.2) 

Positive Power Supply Pin (+ 5V ± 5%) 
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Applications Information 
In a typical Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) to Data Circuit
Terminating Equipment (DCE) 9-pin de-facto interface im
plementation, 2 data lines and 6 control lines are required. 
The data lines are TXD and RXD. The control lines are RT5, 
DTR, D5R, DCD, er5 and RI. 

The D514196 is a 5 x 3 Driver/Receiver and offers a single 
chip solutuion for this DTE interface. As shown in Figure 5, 
this interface allows for direct flow-thru interconnect. For a 
more conservative design, the user may wish to insert 
ground traces between the signal lines to minimize cross 
talk. 

-12V 

RI 12 

DTR 13 

CTS 14 

TXD 15 

+- RTS 16 

TO RS-232 
CABLE and DTE RXD 17 

DSR 1~ 

DCD 19 

20 
V+ 

RS-232 
CONNECTOR 

(9-PIN) 
+5V 

LapLlnk COMPATIBILITY 
The D514196 can easily provide 128 kbps data rate under 
maximum driver load conditions of CL = 2500 pF and 
RL = 3 kO, while power supplies are: 

Vee = +4.75V, V+ = .10.8V, V- = -10.8V 

MOUSE DRIVING 
A typical mouse can be powered from the drivers. Two driv
er outputs connected in parallel and set to VOH can be used 
to supply power to the V + pin of the mouse. The third driver 
output is set to VOL to sink the current from the V- terminal. 
Refer to typical curves of VOUT(lOUT.Typical mouse specifi-
cations are: . 

10 mA at +6V 5 mA at -6V 

0 

8 

7 

6 
DCE 

-+ Modem 
5 

TO DCE 
4 

3 

2 

Vee 

+12V 
TL/F 112613-7 

FIGURE 5. Typical DCE Application 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 
ADVANCE INFORMATION 

DS14C202 
Low Power + 5V Powered EIA/TIA-232 
Dual Driver IReceiver 
General Description 
The DS14C202 is a low power dual driver/receiver featuring 
an onboard DC to DC convertor. This eliminates the need 
for ± 12V power supplies and requires only a + 5V power 
supply. Only four 0.1 p.F capacitors are needed for the DC 
to DC convertor. The drivers maintain greater than ± 5V 
output signal levels at data rates in excess of 120 kbits/sec 
when loaded in accordance with the EIAITIA-232-E specifi
cation. Icc is specified at TBD mA maximum, making the 
device ideal for battery and power conscious applications. 
The drivers' slew rate is set internally, eliminating the need 
for external slew rate capacitors. The device is designed to 
interface data terminal equipment (DTE) with data circuit
terminating equipment (DCE). The driver inputs and receiver 
outputs are TTL and CMOS compatible. DS14C202 driver 
outputs and receiver inputs meet EIAITIA-232-E and ITU-T 
V.28 standards. This device is an enhanced version of the 
DS14C232 that requires smaller external capacitors 
(0.1 p.F) and has a higher data rate of 120 kbitlsec. 

Connection Diagr~m 

Cl+ 16 Vee 

V+ 2 15 GND 

C1- 3 14 Doutl 

C2+ 4 13 Rin 1 
DS14C202 

C2- 5 12 Rout1 

V- 11 Dinl 

Dout2 7 10 Din2 

Rin2 8 9 Rout2 

TL/F/12622-1 

Order Number DS14C202CN, DS14C202CM, 
DS14C202TN, DS14C202TM, 

DS14C202CWM or DS14C202TWM 
See NS Package Number M16A, M16B or N16A 

Features 
• Used only four small 0.1 p.F capacitors for DC to DC 

convertor 
• Operates over 120 kbitl sec 
• Pin compatible with MAX202, MAX232A and others 
• Single + 5V power supply 

• Low power 
• DS14C202 meets EIAITIA-232-E and ITU-T V.28 stan-

dards 

• CMOS technology 
• Package efficiency-2 drivers and 2 receivers 
• Available in Plastic DIP and Narrow and Wide' SOIC 

packages 
• Extended temperature range: -40'C to +85'C 

Functional Diagram 

Vee 

Cl+ Vee C4 
0.1 JLF +O.lJLF 

Cl- V+ 

C2+ V-
0.1 JLF C3 

C2- ~ 0.1 JLF 

GND 
Vee 

SMn I ..... 
Dinl~Doutl 

Routl~Rin1 
~ ls:n 

_ GND 

Vee 

SMn I ..... 
Din2~Dout2 

Rout2~Rin2 
~ ls:n 

_ GND 

TLlF/12622-2 
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~1fI ;:. . National Semiconductor 
~ 

DS14C232 
Low Power + 5V Powered TIA/EIA-232 Dual. 
Driver IReceiver 
General Description 
The D514C232 is a low power dual driver/receiver featuring 
an onboard DC to DC converter, eliminating the need for 
± 12V power supplies. The device only requires a + SV 
power supply. Icc is specified at 3.0 mA maximum, making 
the device ideal for battery· and power conscious applica
tions. The drivers' slew rate is set internally and the receiv
ers feature internal noise filtering, eliminating the need for 
external slew rate and filter capacitors. The device is de
signed to interface data terminal equipment (DTE) with data 
circuit-terminating equipment (DCE). The driver inputs and 
receiver outputs are TTL and CM05 compatible. 
D514C232C driver outputs and receiver inputs meet 
TIAIEIA-232-E (R5-232) and cCln V.28 standards. 

Connection Diagrams 

Cl+ 16 VCC 

V+ 2 GND 

Cl- 3 Doutl 

C2+ 4 Rinl 
DS14C232· 

C2- 5 Rout 1 

V- 6 Dinl 

Dout2 7 Din2 

Rin2 8 Rout2 

TLlF/l0744-1 

Order Number DS14C232CN, DS14C232TN, 
DS14C232CM,DS14C232TM, 

DS14C232CWM or DS14C232TWM 
See NS Package Number N16A, M16A or M16B 

Features 
• Pin compatible with industry standard MAX232,LT1081, 

ICL232 and T5C232 
• Single + SV power supply 
• Low power-icc 3.0 mA maximum 
• 0514C232C meets TIAIEIA-232-E (R5-232) and ccln 

V.28 standards 

• CM05 technology 
• Receiver Noise Filter 
• Package efiiciency-2 drivers and 2 receivers 
• Available in Plastic DIP, Narrow and Wide 50lC 

packages 
• TIAIEIA-232 compatible extended temperature range 

options: 
D514C232T 
D514C232 

-40"C to +8SoC 
- 5SoC to + 12SoC 

Functional Diagram 
Vee 

Cl+ Vee C4 
1.0 ~r + 1.0 ~r Cl- v+ 

+ C2+ v-
1.0 ~r C3 

C2- ~1.0p.r 

GND 
Vee 

5 .. 0 I...... . 
Dlnl-l.--..JjJ>o- Doutl 

Routl~Rinl 
-15

:
0 

_ GND 

Vee 

5 .. 0 I...... . 
Din2~Dout2 

Rout2-4-t- Rin2 

-15
:

0 

_ GND 

TL/F/l0744-2 
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COMMERCIAL 
Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Specifications for the 883 version of this product are Short Circuit Duration, DOUT Continuous 
listed separately on the following pages. Storage Temp. Range - 65'C to + 150'C 
Supply Voltage, Vee -0.3Vto6V Lead Temp. (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260'C 
V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3)Vto +14V ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ;" 2.5 kV 
V- Pin + 0.3V to -14V 

Driver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
Driver Output Voltage (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V) Conditions 
Receiver Input Voltage ±25V Min Max Units 
Receiver Output Voltage -0.3Vto (Vee + 0.3V) Supply Voltage, Vee 4.5 5.5 V 

Junction Temperature + 150'C Operating Free Air Temp. (T A) 

Maximum Package Power Disslpation'@ 25'C (Note 6) DS14C232C 0 +70 'C 

N Package 1698 mW DS14C232T -40 +85 'C 
MPackage 1156mW 
WM Package 1376mW 

Electrical Characteristics Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

SymbOl1 Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max IUnlts 

DC TO DC CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 

V+ Positive Power Supply RL = 3 kO, C1-C4 = 1.0 /IoF, DIN = 0.8V 9.0 V 

V- Negative Power Supply RL = 3 kO, C1-C4 = 1.0 /IoF, DIN = 2.0V -8.5 V 

lee Supply (Vecl Current No Load 1.0 3.0 mA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN;" 2.0V -10 +10 /loA 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN s: 0.8V -10 +10 /loA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO 5.0 8.0 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO -7.0 -5.0 V 

108+ Output High Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = 0.8V (Note 3) -30 -15 -5.0 mA 

108- Output Low Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = 2V 5.0 11 30 mA 

Ro Output Resistance -2V s: Vo s: +2V, 
300 0 

Vee = OV = GND 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage Vee = 5.0V 1.9 2.4 V 

Vee = 5.0V ±10% 1.9 2.6 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage 0.8 1.5 V 

VHY Hysteresis TA = O'Cto + 85'C 0.2 0.4 1.0 V 

TA = -40'C to O'C 0.1 0.4 1.0 V 

RIN Input Resistance TA = O'Cto + 85'C -15V s: VIN s: +15V 3.0 4.7 7.0 kO 

T A = - 40'C to O'C (Note 8) 3.0 4.7 10 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +15V O'Cto +85'C +2.14 +3.75 +5.0 mA 

VIN = +3V +0.43 +0.64 +1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -1.0 -0.64 -0.43 mA 

VIN = -15V -5.0 -3.75 -2.14 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = -3V, 10 = -3.2 mA 3.5 4.5 V 

VIN = -3V, 10 = -20/loA 4.0 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIN = +3V, 10 = +3.2 mA 0.15 0.4 V 
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COMMERCIAL 

Switching Characteristics Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol I Parameter 
I 

Conditions U' 

I 
Min ITyplMaxl Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High Figure 1 1.0 4.0 "'S 

tpHL Propagation pelay High to Low 
RL = 3kO 

and 1.0 4.0 ·",s 
CL =50pF 

tsK Skew ItpLH - tpHd 
Figure 2 

0.1 1;0 "'S 

SR1 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO to 7 kO, CL = 50 pF (Note 7) 4.0 30 V/",s 

SR2 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO, CL '= 2500 pF 4.5 VI",s 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High Input Pulse Width> 10 "'S 2.9 6.5 j.Ls 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low CL = 50pF 2.5 6.5 "'S 

Skew ItpLH - tpHd 
(Figures 3 and 4) 

t8K 0.4 2.0 ",5 

tnw Noise Pulse Width Rejected (Figures 3 and 4) TA = O·Cto +85·C 0.7 0.5 "'S 

TA = -40·C to O·C 0.7 0.3 "'S 

Note 1: '"Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the salety 01 the-device cannot be guaranteed. They are noi meant to imply that the 'devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of '"Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions lor device operation. 

Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. CUrrent out 01 device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are relerenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 

Note 3: 108+ and 108- values are lor one output at a time. II more than one output is shorted simultaneously, the device power dissipation may be exceeded. 

Note 4: Receiver AC input waveform lor test purposes: Ir = It = 200 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = -3V, I = 30 kHz: 

Note 5: All typicals are given lor Vee = S.OV. 

Note 6: Ratings apply to ambient temperatu~ at. + 25°C. Above this temperature derate: N Package 15.6 mW rc, M Package 10.6 mW 1°C and WM Package 
12.7 mW/oC. 

Note 7: Slew rate is defined as !;'VI!;'t, measured between ±3V lev.el. 

Note 8: TIAlEIA·232·E receiver input impedance maximum limit is 7 kn. 

, 

-
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MIL-STD 883C 
Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

The 883 specifications are written to reflect the Rei Short Circuit Duration, DOUT Continuous 
Electrical Test Specifications (RETS) established by Na- Storage Temp. Range -6SoC to + 1SO"C 
tlonal Semiconductor for this product. For a copy of the Lead Temp. (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260°C 
RETS please contact your local National Semiconduc-
tor sales office or distributor. ESD Rating (HMB,1.S kO, 100 pF) :;, 2.5kV 

Supply Voltage, Vee -0.3Vt06V Recommended Operating 
V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3)Vto +14V 

V- Pin +0.3Vto -14V Conditions 
Driver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Min Max Units 

Driver Output Voltage (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V) 
Supply Voltage, Vee 4.5 S.5 V 
Operating Free Air Temp. (T A) 

Receiver Input Voltage ±25V DS14C232 -55 +125 °C 
Receiver Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ 25°C (Note 8) 
J Package 1520mW 
EPackage 2000mW 

Electrical Characteristics Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Max I Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS (C1-C4 = 1.0/LF) 

lee I Supply (Vecl Current I No Load I I 8.0 I mA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN:;' 2.0V 100 /LA 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = OV 100 /LA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO 5.0 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO -5.0 V 

105+ Output High Short Circuit Current Vo = ov I (Note 3) -25 mA 

105- Output Low Short Circuit Current Vo = ov I 25 mA 

Ro Output Resistance -2V s;; Vo s;; +2V, TA = 25°C, 
300 0 

Vee = ov = GND 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS (C1-C4 = 1.0/LF) 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage 3.0 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage 0.2 V 

VHY Hysteresis TA = 25°C, + 125°C 0.1 1.0 V 

TA = -55°C O.OS 1.0 V 

RIN Input Resistance VIN = ±3Vand ±15V, TA = 25°C 3.0 7.0 kO 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10 = -3.2mA 3.S V 

10 = -20/LA 4.0 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10 = +3.2 mA 0.4 V 
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MIL-STD';'883C 
Switching Characteristics Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min 
, I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS (Cl-C4 = 1.0,.,.F) 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High RL = 3 kn, CL = 50 pF Figures 1 and 2 4:0 ' ,.,.s 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low 4.0 ,.,.S 

t8K Skew ItpLH - tpHLi '. 1.0 ,.,.S 

SRI Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kn to 7 kn, CL = 2500 pF (Note 7) 1.5 30 V/,.,.s 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS (Cl-C4 = 1.0,.,.F) 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High Input Pulse Width> 10,.,.s 8.0 ,.,.S 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low CL = 50pF 8.0 ,.,.S 

Skew ItpLH - tpHLi 
(Figures 3 and 4) 

t8K 2.0 ,.,.S 

Note 8: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at + 25'C. Above this temperature derate: J Package 12.2 mW rc and E Package 13.3 mW I'C. 

Connection Diagrams (Continued) 
EPackage .' 

JPackage 20·Lead "Ceramic Lea~less Chip ~arrier 
16-Lead Dual·ln·llne Package 

+ ;t (J 1:: ~ 

\.J 
> (J :z > '" 
I I I I I 

Cl+- 1 16 -Vce 3 2 1 20 19 

Cl-- 4 18 I-Doull 
V+- 2 15 -GND 

C2+- S 17 I-Rln 1 

Cl-- 3 14 -Doutl NC- 6 161-NC 

C2+- 4 13 -Rinl 
C2-- 7 lSI-Roull 

DS14C232 V-- 8 14 I-Din 1 

C2-- 5 12 -Routl 9 10"'11' 12 13 

V-- 6 11 -Din1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
"$ I: :z "$ I: 

.g <;: 
& is 

Dout2- 7 10 -Din2 
• TLlF/l0744·10 

Rin2- 8 9 -Rout2 

TL/F/l0744-1 

For Complete Military 883 Specltlcatlons " 

See RETS Data Sheet. 
Order Number DS14C232J/883 or DS14C232E/883 

See NS Package Number"E20A or J16A 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

VIN (Din) 

Vo (Dout) 

VIN~VO 
Rt. =3kn Tel 

+GND 

FIGURE 1. Driver Load Circuit 
Tl/F/10744-3 

,-----------------,----------------------2V 

----------O.8V 

--------VOH 

"-----------------1-;-;--------------- VOL 

Tl/F/10744-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Switching Waveform 
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N ,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

~ 
(,) ..., ... 
~ 

Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

VIN (Rin)~VO (Rout) 

T'1. = 50pF 

GNO 
TL/F/10744-5 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Load Circuit 

VIN (Rin) 1.5V 1.5V 

~ -\PLH 

Vo (Rout) 
, 

O.4V 

1.5V 

-tnw-

fi2.0V 

1.5V 
+3V 

-3V 

VOH 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delays and Noise ReJe~tlon (Note 4) 

VOL 

TL/F/10744-6 

Pin Descriptions 
Vee (Pin 16) 
Power supply pin for the device, + 5V (± 10%). 

V+ (Pin 2) 

Positive supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers . .Recommended 
external capacitor: C4-1.0 ,..F (S.3V). Capacflor value 'should 
be larger than 1 ,..F. This supply is not intended to be loaded 
externally. 

V- (Pin 6) 

Negative supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. Recommended 
external capacitor: C3-1.0,..F (1SV). Capacitor value should 
be larger than 1 ,..F. This supply is not intended to be loaded 
externally. 

C1+, C1- (Pins 1,3) 

External capaCitor connection pins. Recommended capaci
tor: 1.0 ,..F (S.3V). Capacitor value should be larger than 
1,..F. 

C2+, C2- (Pins 4, 5) 

External capacitor connection pins. Recommended capaci
tor: 1.0 ,..F (1SV). Capacitor value should be greater than 
1,..F. 
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.DJN1, DIN2 (Pins 11, 10) 
Driver input pins are TTL/CMOS compatible. Inputs of un
used drivers may be left open, an internal active pull-up re
sistor (500 kO minimum, typically 5 MO) pulls input HIGH. 
Output will be LOW for open inputs. 

DOUT1, DOUT2 (Pins 14,7) 
Driver output pins conform to TIAIEIA-232-E levels. 

RIN1, RIN2 (Pins 13,8) 
Receiver input pins accept TIAIEIA-232-E input voltages 
(± 25V). Receivers feature a noise filter and guaranteed 
hysteresis of 100 mY. Unused receiver input pins may be 
left open. Internal input resistor 4.7 kO pulls input low, pro
viding a failsafe high output. 

ROUT1, ROUT2 (Pins 12, 9) 

Receiver output pins are TTL/CMOS compatible. Receiver 
output HIGH voltage is specified for both CMOS and TTL 
load conditions. 

GND (Pin 15) 

Ground Pin. 



Typical Application Information 
Application of DS14C232 and INS8250 

INS8250 
(UART) 

DS14C232 

DTRI-----I 

RTSI-----I 

DCDI----O< 

DSR I-----OC~ 

SOUT 1-----1 

CTS 1-----0< 

SIN 1-----0< 

OPEN ---0>0-
OS14C232 

TlA/EIA-232-E 
Connector 

GND TL/F/l0744-7 

Typical Connection Diagram 

l P FT 

Cl 1.0 pF 
Cl+ 

6.3V Cl-

C2 1.0 pF + C2+ 

16V C2-

11 Dinl 

TIV'_{ INPUTS 
10 Din2 

12 Rout 1 

TIV'_{ OUTPUTS 

9 Rout2 

+5V 

16 

Vcc 

DC to DC 
CONVERTER 

C4 
1.0 pF 
6.3V 

Doutl 14 

Dout2 7 

Rinl 13 

C3 
-r:: 1.0 pF 
-L16V 

1-+-_R_in_2-f..;,8_ .... 

} 

TIA/EIA-232-E 
(RS-232) 
INPUTS 

GND 
15 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

~ 
I .... 

<> ... 
:; 
0 
> .... 
:::> ... .... 
:::> 
0 
I 

-:? 

~ SI 

o:svO 

DRIVER VOH & VOL VS 

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE 
10~----r---~-----r--~ 

9 

8 

7 

4.75 5.00 5.25 5.50 

Vee-POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE-V 

Vo 

~ SI 

"O:'8VO 

TL/F/10744-11 

0 >4:>------0 Open 

TL/F/10744-13 

Vee ~ 5.0V. RL ~ 3 kil. CL ~ 15 pF (includes jig and probe capacitance), 
Cp ~ 1 "F 

51 

2.0V 

Vo 

VOL 

;" 
" > 

I .... 
!;;: 
"" 
~ 
-' 
II) 
I 

"" II) 

I1fl-

GND 

T. ~ 2S'C, RL ~ S kil, Cp ~ 1 "F, f ~ 30 KHz 
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O.SV 

DRIVER SLEW RATE vs POWER SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE & LOAD CAPACITANCE 

12~--'----r---r---'---' 

10 

4 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 

VOH 

G. -LOAD CAPACITANCE-pF 
TL/F/10744-14 

SR '~ 6V111 or 6V 112, whichever is grealer. 
I 
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tJ1National Semiconductor 

DS14C237 
Single Supply TIA/EIA-232 5 x 3 Driver/Receiver 

General Description 
The DS14C237 is a five driver, three receiver device which 
conforms to the TIAIEIA-232-E standard and CCITT V.28 
recommendations. This device eliminates ± 12V supplies by 
employing an internal DC-DC converter to generate the nec
essary output levels from a single + 5V supply. Driver slew 
rate control and receiver noise filtering have also been inter
nalized to eliminate the need for external slew rate control 
and noise filtering capacitors. 

One device is capable of implementing a complete nine pin 
interface. The combination of its extended operating tem
perature range and low power requirement makes this de
vice an ideal choice for a wide variety of commercial, indus
trial, and battery powered applications. 

Connection Diagram 

DOUT3 24 DouT< 

DoUT1 23 ~N2 

DouT2 22 RouT2 

~Nl 21 IljNS 

RoUT 1 ..... 20 DoUTS '" ilJN2 
N 19 IljN4 C,) 

ilJNl 
.... 18 IljN3 

GND V'I 17 Rom c 

Vee 16 ~N3 
Cl+ 10 15 V-

V+ 11 14 C2-

Cl- 12 13 C2+ 

TLlF/11284-1 

Order Number 
DS14C237N,DS14C237WM, 

DS14C237TN or DS14C237TWM 
See NS Package Number M24B or NA24G 

Features 
• Conforms to TIAIEIA-232-E and CCITT V.28 
• Internal DC-DC converter 
• Operates with single + 5V supply 
• Low power requirement-Icc 10 mA max 
• Internal driver slew rate control 
• Receiver Noise Filtering 
• Operates above 120 kbits/sec 
• Direct replacement for MAX237 
• Industrial temperature range option-DS14C237T 

(-40'C to +85'C) 

Functional Diagram 

Cl • 
el. 

1.0 "F el-

e2· 
e2. 

1.0 p.F e2-

SMn 

SMn 

~N2 o--II-~H 

SMn 

~N3 o--II-~H 

SMn 

~N' O----ll-_H 

SMn 

~NS 0----11-_'--1 

V-

Vee 

C3 .J:: 1.0 pF 

~)----+-o() DoUTt 

.~)----+-o() DoUT2 

x)----+--o DouT3 

.~)----+-o() DouT4 

.~)----+-o() DoUTS 

RoUTt o---t---<K. ........ .---+-0() ~Nt 
Skn 

RoUT2 o----1I-----lX ........ .---+-0() ~N2 
Skn 

RouT3 o--II-----lX 1--<.---+-0() ~N3 
Skn 

TLlF/11284-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 150·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 2600C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Short Circuit Duration (DOUT) continuous 
Supply Voltage (Vecl -0.3Vto +6V ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) :<02.0kV 
V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3V) to + 15V 
V- Pin +0.3Vto -15V Recommended Operating 
Driver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Conditions 
Driver Output Voltage (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- -: 0.3V) Min Max Units 
Receiver Input Voltage ±30V 

-, 

Supply Voltage, Vee 4.5 5.5 V 
Receiver Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + .. 0.3V) Operating Free Air 
Junction Temperature +150·C Temperature (TAl 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C (Note 6) DS14C237 0 +70 ·C 

N Package 2400mW DS14C237T ~40 +S5 ·C 
WM Package 1.400mW 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

V+ Positive Power Supply RL = 3 kO, Cl-C4 = 1.0 p.F, DIN = O.SV 9.0 V 

V- Negative Power Supply. RL = 3 kO, Cl-C4 = 1.0 p.F, DIN = 2.0V -S.5 V 

lee Supply Current (Vecl No Load 6.5 10 mA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND O.S V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN:<o2.0V -10 10 p.A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN"; O.SV -10 10 p.A 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL=3kO 5.0 7.4 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage -6.3 -5.0 V 

108+ Output High Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = O.SV I (Note3) -30 -15 -5.0 mA 

108- OutP)Jt Low Short Circuit ClIrrent Vo = OV, VIN = 2.0V I 5.0 12 30 mA 

Ro Output Resistance -2V"; Vo"; +2V, 
300 0 

Vee = GND = OV 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold Voitage 1.9 2.4 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage O.S 1:5 V 

VHY Hysteresis 0.2 0.4 1.0 V 

RIN Input Resistance 3.0 4.5 7.0 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +15V 2.14 3.S 5.0 mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 0.6 1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -1.0 -0.6 -0.43 mA 

VIN = -15V -5.0 -3.S -2.14 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = -3V, 10 = -3.2 mA 3.5 4.5 V 

VIN = -3V, 10 = -20 p.A 4.0 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level O\ltput .voltage VIN = +3V,10 = +3.2 mA 0.25 0.4 V 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL = 3 kO 0.7 4.0 I-'s 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 0.6 4.0 I-'s 

Skew ItpLH - tpHLi 
Figures 1 and 2 

tsk 0.1 1.0 I-'s 

SR1 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO to 7 kO, CL = 50 pF 4.0 15 30 V/I-'s 

SR2 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO, CL = 2500 pF 3.0 5.0 V/".s 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH Input Pulse Width> 10".s 2.0 6.5 ".S 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 2.8 6.5 ".S 

Skew ItpLH - tpHLi 
Figures 3 and 4 

tsk 0.8 2.0 ".S 

Inw Noise Pulse Width Rejected 2.5 1.0 ".S 

Note 1: ""Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the salety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meanl to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of ""Eleclrical Characteristics" specify conditions lor device operation. • Note 2: CUrrent into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 

Note 3: 105+ and 108- values are for one output at a time. If more than one output is shorted simultaneously, the device power dissipation may be exceeded. 

Note 4: Receiver AC input waveform for test purposes: t,. ~ tf ~ 200 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ -3V, I ~ 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec). Drive AC Input Waveform for test 
purposes: Ir ~ It '" 10 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ av, I ~ 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec). 

Note 5: All typicals are given lor Vee ~ 5.0V and TA ~ + 25°C. 

Note 6: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at + 25°C. Above this temperalure derate: N package 20 mW 1°C and WM peckage 13.5 mW rc. 

Parameter Measurement Information 

VIN D - VOUT - ,t, 1\ = 3 kll 

GND 
TL/F/I12B4-4 

FIGURE 1. Driver Load Circuit 

3V 

VIN (~N)-./ /'.5V '\X:5V 

OV 

~ ~ 

+3V~ I 
VOH 

~+3V 

VOUT (DoUT) OV OV I 
-3V 

_SR~ /I 
-3V 

-!SR-
VOL 

TL/F/I12B4-5 

FIGURE 2. Driver Switching Waveform 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

" -: 

'VIN~vour 
ct = 50 pF . 

. TG~6 
TL/F/11284-6 

FIGURE 3. Receiver LQad Clr~uit 

,_""'-t----+3V 
I.SV 

'----3V 

.,.....;.-----...;.- VOH 

'----~~~-+_----------~L 

TL/F/11284-7 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delays and Noise Rejection 

Pin Description 
Yee (Pin 9)--:Power supply pin for the device, +5V 
(±10%). 

Y+ (Pin 11}--Positive supply for TIAlEIA·232·E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor: C4 = 1.0 p.F (6.3V): This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

Y- (Pin 15}--Negative supply for TIAlEIA·232·E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor: C3 = 1.0 p.F (16V). This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

C1 +, C1- (Pins 10, 12}--External capacitor connection 
pins. Recommended capacitor-1.0 p.F (6.3V). 

C2+, C2- (Pins 13, 14}--External capacitor connection 
pins. Recommended capacitor-1.0 p.F (16V). 

http://www.national.com 2·28 

DIN 1-5 (Pins 7, 6,18; 19, 21}--Driver input pins are TIll 
CMOS compatible. InPl!ts of unused drivers may be left 
open, .an internal.pull·up resistor (500 kG minimum, typically 
5 MOl pulls input to Vee. Output will be LOW for open in· 
puts. 

DOUT1-5 (Pins 2, 3, 1, 24, 20}--Driveroutput pi~s conform 
to TIAlEIA·232·E levels. 

RIN1 1-3 (Pins 4, 23, 16}--Receiver input pins accept TIAI 
EIA·232·E input voltages (± 15V). Receivers feature a noise 
filter and guaranteed hysteresis of 200 mY. Unused receiver 
input pins may be left open. Internal input resistor (5 kG) 
pulls input LOW, providing a failsafe HIGH output. 

ROUT 1-3 (Pins 5, 22, 17}--Receiver output pins are TILl 
CMOS compatible. Receiver output HIGH voltage is speci· 
fied for both CMOS and TIL load conditions. 

GND (Pin !!)-Ground Pin. 



t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS14C238 
Single Supply TIA/EIA-232 4 x 4 Driver IReceiver 

General Description 
The DS14C238 is a four driver, four receiver device which 
conforms to the TIAIEIA-232-E standard and CCITT V.28 
recommendations. This device eliminates ± 12V supplies by 
employing an intemal DC-DC converter to generate the nec
essary output levels from a single + 5V supply. Driver slew 
rate control and receiver noise filtering have also been inter
nalized to eliminate the need for external slew rate control 
and noise filtering capacitors. 
The combination of its extended operating, temperature 
range and low power requirement makes this device an 
ideal choice for a wide variety of commercial, industrial, and 
battery powered applications. 

Connection Diagram 

DoUT2 1 24 DoUT! 

DoUT1 2 23 RtN3 

RtN2 3 22 RoUT3 

RoUT2 ~N4 

~N1 co DoUT4 .., 
RoUT1 

('oj 
~N3 U 

RtN1 
..... 

~N2 
GND 

In 
RoUT4 0 

Vee RtN4 
C1+ V-

V+ C2-

C1- C2+ 

TUFI11282-1 

Order Number DS14C238N, DS14C238WM, 
DS14C238TN or DS14C238TWM 

See NS Package Numbers M24B or NA24G 

Features 
• Conforms to TIAIEIA-232-E and CCITT V.28 
• Internal DC-DC converter 
• Operates with Single + 5V supply 
• Low power requirement-Icc 10 mA max 
• Internal driver slew rate control 
• Receiver noise filtering 
• Operates above 120 kbits/sec 
• Direct replacement for MAX238 
• Industrial temperature range option-DS14C238T 

(-40·C to +85·C) 

Functional Diagram 

Vee 
Cl + 

1.01'F Vee 

C2 + V+ 

1.0 l'F V-
C3 ,J; 1.0pF' 

SMR 

~N' DouT1 

SMR 

~N2 DouT2 

SMR 

11.3 DouT3 

SMR 

~.4 Dour4 

!IoUT1 ~N' 

!IoUT2 ~N2 

!10m ~N3 

!Iour4 ~N4 

TL/F/I1282-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, St(1rage Temp. Range ~65·Cto + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temp. (Soldering, 4 Seconds) + 260"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Short Circuit Duration (DOUT) Continuous 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.3Vto +6V ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ~ 2.0kV 
V+ Pin (Vee -0.3V) to + 15V 
V- Pin +0.3Vto .,-15V " , R~comtnended .operating 
Driver Input Voltage -0.3Vto(Vee +0.3V) Conditions 
Driver Output Voltage (V+ +0.3V) to, (V- -0.3V) Min Max Units .. 
Receiver Input Voltage ±30V SupplV Voltage, Vee 4.5 5.5 V 
Receiver Output Voltage -0.3Vto (Vee +0.3V) Operati.,g Fr~e,AirTemp. (TA> 
Junction Temperature + 150"C DS14C238 0 +7.0 , ·C 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C (Note 6) DS14C238T -40 ' +85 ·C 

N Package 2400mW 
WM Package 1400mW 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified. (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

V+ Positive Power Supply RL = 3 kO, C1-C4 = 1.0 /IoF, DIN = 0.8V 9.0 V 

V- Negative Power Supply RL '= 3 kO, C1-C4 = 1.0 /IoF, DIN = 2.0V -8.0 V 

lee Supply Current (Vee) No Load 7.0 10 rnA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN ~ 2.0V -10 +10 /loA 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN s: 0.8V -10 +10 /loA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO 5.0 7.4 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage -6.3 -5.0 V 

108+ Output High Short Vo = OV, VIN = 0.8V (Note 3) 
-30 -15 -5.0 rnA 

Circuit Current 

108- Output Low Short Vo = OV, VIN = 2.0V 
5.0 12 30 rnA 

Circuit Current 

Ro Output Resistance -'2V s: Vo s: +2V, Vee = GND = OV 300 0 
" 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified. (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage 1.9 2.4 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage 0.8 1.5 V 

VHY Hysteresis 0.2 0.4 1.0 V 

RIN Input Resistance 3.0 4.5 7.0 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +15V 2.14 3.8 5.0 mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 0.6 +1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -1.0 -0.6 -0.43 mA 

VIN = -15V -5.0 -3.8 -2.14 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = -3V, 10 = -3.2 mA 3.5 4.5 V 

VIN = -3V, 10 = -20,..A 4.0 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIN = +3V, 10 = +3.2 mA 0.25 0.4 V 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified. (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL = 3kO 0.7 4.0 JLs 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 0.6 4.0 JLs 

Skew ItpLH-tpHL I 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

tsk 0.1 1.0 JLs 

SR1 Output Slew Rate RL = 3kO to 7 kO, CL = 50 pF 4.0 15 30 V/JLs 

SR2 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO, CL = 2500 pF 3.0 5.0 V/JLs 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH Input Pulse Width> 10 JLs 2.0 6.5 /-'S 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 2.8 6.5 JLs 

tSK Skew I tpLH-tpHL I (Figures 3 and 4) 0.8 2.0 /-'S 

tNW Noise Pulse Width Rejected (Figures 3 and 4) 2.5 1.0 /-'S 

Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the salety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated al Ihese limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteristics" specify condilions lor device operation. 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages arB referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 3: los + and los - values are for one output at a time. If more than one output is shorted simultaneously, the df;Wice power dissipation may be exceeded. 

Note 4: Receiver AC inpul wavelorm lor lesl purposes: t,. ~ It ~ 200 ns, VIH ~ 3V. VIL ~ -3V, I ~ 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec). Driver AC inpul wavelorm lor lesl 
purposes: t,. ~ It <: 10 ns, VIH ~ 3V. VIL ~ OV. I ~ 64 kHz (128 kbHs/sec). 
Note 5: All typical. are given lor Vee ~ S.OV and TA ~ + 25"C. 
Note 6: Ratings apply 10 ambienl temperalure al + 2S'C. Above Ihis lemperalure derale: N package 20 mW I'C and WM package 13.5 mW I'C. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

TLlF/ll.282-4 

FIGURE 1. Driver Load Circuit 

,..------..... --------- 3V· 

--------OV 

_----VOH 

+3V 

-3V --+;.- +-+---3V 

-------", t-l------ VOL 

TL/F/11282-5 

FIGURE 2. Driver Switching Waveform 

VIN~VOUT 
T G.. = SOpf 

GNO 
TL/F/11282-6 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Load Circuit 

_""'4----+3V 

1.SV 

'-----3V 

,..----..... --- VOH 

VOUT(I!oUT) 
'------1~,--+--------- VOL 

TL/F/11282-7 

'. FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delays and Noise Refection 
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Pin Descriptions 
Vee (pin 9)-Power supply pin for the device, 

+SV (±100/0). 

V + (pin 11)-Positive supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor: C4 = 1.0 ",F (S.3V). This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

V- (pin 15)-Negative supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor: C3 = 1.0 ",F (lSV). This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

Cl +, Cl - (pins 10 and 12)-External capacitor connec
tion pins. Recommended capacitor - 1.0 ",F (S.3V). 

C2+, C2- (pins 13 and 14)-External Capacitor connec
tion pins. Recommended capacitor - 1.0 ",F (lSY). 

DIN 1-5 (pins 7,6,8,18,19, and 21)-Driver input pins are 
TTL/CMOS compatible. Inputs of unused drivers may be 

2-33 

left open, an internal pull-up resistor (SOO kO minimum, typi
cally S MO) pulls input to Vee. Output will be LOW for open 
inputs. 

DOUT 1-5 (pins 2, 3, 1, 24, and 20)-Driver output pins 
conform to TIAIEIA-232-E levels. 

RINl 1-3 (pins 4, 23, and 16)-Receiver input pins accept 
TIAIEIA-232-E input voltages (± lSV). Receivers feature a 
noise filter and guaranteed hysteresis of 200 mY. Unused 
receiver input pins may be left open. Internal input resistor 
(S kO) pulls input LOW, providing a failsafe HIGH output. 

ROUT 1-3 (pins 5, 22, and 17)-Receiver output pins are 
TTL/CMOS compatible. Receiver output HIGH voltage is 
specified for both CMOS and TIL load conditions. 

GND (pin 8)-Ground Pin. 
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~ .cJNational Sem.icond.uctor 
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DS14C239 
Qual Supply .TIA/EIA-232 3 x 5 Driver/Receiver 

General Description 
The DS14C239 is a three driver, five receiver device which 
conforms to the TIA/EIA·232·E standard and CCITT V.28 
recommendations. This device eliminates -12V supply by 
employing an internal DC·DC converter to generate the nec· 
essary output levels from a single + SV supply and a posi. 
tive voltage power supply (+ 7.SV to + 13.2V). Driver slew 
rate control and receiver noise filtering have also been inter· 
nalized to eliminate the need for external slew rate control 
and noise filtering capacitors. With the addition of 
TRI·STATE<II> receiver outputs, device power consumption is 
kept to a minimum. 

The combination of its low power requirement and extended 
operating temperature range makes this device an ideal 
choice for a wide variety of commercial, industrial, and bat· 
tery powered applications. 

Connection Diagram 

RoUT 1 ~Nl 

RtNl ~N2 
GNO 3 22 RoUT2 

Vee 4 21 RtN2 

V+ 5 ." 
." 

20 iloUT2 

C+ ..... 19 °OUT1 (,) 

C- 7 ;- 18 RtN3 

V- 8 III 17 RouT3 c 

RtN5 16 ~N3 

RoUT5 10 15 NC 

RouT4 11 14 EN 

RtN4 12 13 °OUT3 

TL/F/112B3-1 

Order Number DS14C239N, DS14C239WM, 
DS14C239TN or DS14C239TWM 

See NS Package Number M24B or NA24G 

Features 
• Conforms to TIAlEIA·232·Eand CCITT V.28 
• Internal DC·DC converter 
• Low power requirement: 1+ =; 10 mA max 

Icc = 1 mA max 
• Internal driver slew rate control 
• Receiver Noise Filtering 
• Operates above 120 kbits/sec 
• TRI·STATE Receiver Outputs 
• Direct replacement for MAX239 
• Industrial temperature range option-OS14C239T 

(-40"C to + 8S·C) 

Functional Diagram 

el + 
1.0 I'F 

Cl+ 

e1· 

5 MI! 

1I.,00--1I---.4H 

5MI! 

IIN2 o---1I---.4H 

5MI! 

11.3 o---1I---.4H 

RoUT1 o---f-----cK 

RoUT2 o---f--i--cK 

RouT3 o---f--i--cK 

Hour. o---f--i--cK 

RoUTS o---f--i--cK 

Vee 5V ~10" 

V+ 7.5V TO 13.2V 

V-
e2 .J:: 1.0 I'F 

OoUT1 

DoUT2 

DoUT3 

lit. 1 

5kl! 

1It.2 
5kl! 

R,.3 

5kl! 

lit •• 
5kl! 

lit •• 
5kl! 

TUFI112B3-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 150·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Short Circuit Duration (DOUT) continuous 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.3Vto +6V ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kn, 100 pF) ;;, 2.0kV 
V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3V) to + 15V 

V- Pin +0.3Vto -15V Recommended Operating 
Driver Input Voltage - 0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Conditions 
Driver Output Voltage (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V) Min Max Units 
Receiver Input Voltage ±30V Supply Voltage (Vecl 4.5 5.5 V 
Receiver Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Supply Pin (V+) 7.5 13.2 V 

Junction Temperature + 150·C Operating Free Air Temp. (TAl 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C (Note 6) DS14C239 0 +70 ·C 

N Package 2400mW DS14C239T -40 +B5 ·C 
WMPackage 1400mW 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

V- Negative Power Supply RL = 3 kn, C1, C2 = 1.0 ,...F, DIN = 2.0V -9.5 V 

1+ Supply Current (V +) No Load 4 10 mA 

lee Supply Current (Vee) No Load 0.1 1.0 mA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND O.B V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN;;' 2.0V -10 +10 ,...A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN s;; O.BV -10 +10 ,...A 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3kn 5.0 B.7 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage -B.O -5.0 V 

108+ Output High Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = O.BV -40 -20 -5.0 mA 

108- Output Low Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = 2.0V 5.0 16 40 mA 

RO Output Resistance -2V s;; Vo s;; +2V, 
300 n 

Vee = V+ = GND = OV 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage TA = 25·C 2 2.4 V 

TA = -40·Cto +B5·C 2 2.6 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage O.B 1.5 V 

VHY Hysteresis TA = 25·C 0.2 0.5 1.0 V 

TA = -40·Cto +B5·C 0.1 0.5 1.0 V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recomm~nded operating cpndilions.".mless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min ,I Typ 1 Max' I Units 

RECEivER CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
" 

R'N Input Resistance S.O 4.5 7.0 k.!l 

liN Input Current Y,N = +15V' 2.14 S.8 5.0 rnA 

Y,N = +SV 0.4S 0.6 1.0 
; 

" 'niA 

Y,N = -SV -1.0 -0.6 -0.4S rnA 

Y,N = -15V -5.0 -S.8 -2.14 rnA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Y,N = -SV, 10 = -S.2 rnA S.5 4.5 , V 

Y,N = -SV,IO = -20 p.A 4.0 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Y,N = +SV, 10 = +S.2mA 0.25 0.4 V 

V,H High Level Input Voltage EN 2.4 Vee V 

V,L Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 
", 

V 

I'H High Level Input Current Y,N ~ 2.4V -10 .+10 p.A 

I,L Low Level Input Current Y,N s: 0.8V -10 +10 p.A 

10Z Output Leakage Current EN" = Vee,OV s: ROUT s: Vee -10 0.1 +10 p.A 

Switching Characteristics 
9ver recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 4) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max, I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL = S k.!l 0.7 4.0 p.s 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 0.7 4.0 p.s 

Skew ItpLH-tpHL I 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

tak· 0 1.0 /Ls 

SR1 Output Slew Rate RL = Sk.!l to 7 k.!l, CL = 50 pF, 4.0, 17 SO V/p.s 
V+ s: 10.S5V 

SR2 Output SI~w Rate RL = S k.!l, CL = 2500 pF, 
S.O 6.4 V/p.s V+ s: 10.S5V 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH Input Pulse Width> 10 /Ls 2.1 6.5 /Ls 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL=50pF 2.9 6.5 /Ls 

Skew I tpLH-tpHL I 
(Figures 3 and 4) 

tsk 0.8 2.0 p,s 

tpLZ (Figures 5 and 7) 0.25 2.0 P.s 

tPZL 0.70 2.0 P.s 

tpHZ (Figures 5 and 6) 0.25- 2.0 /Ls 

tPZH 0.70 2.q /Ls 

tnw Noise Pulse Width Rejected (Figures 3 and 4) 2.0 1.0 /Ls 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ralings" are lhOse values beyond which the sslety 01 the device cannot be guarant8ed, They are not mesnl 10 imply thai Ihe devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions lor device operation. 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as posHive. Current out of device pins Is delined as negative, All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 3: los+ and los- values are lor one output at a time. II more than one output is shorted simuHaneously, the device power dissipstion may be exceeded. 
Note 4: Receiver AC input waveform for test purposes: t, ~ If ~ 200 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ -3V, I = 64 kHz (128 kbHs/sec). Driver AC inpul waveform for lest 
purposes: Ii ~ If ,;: 10 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ OV, I ~ 84 kHz (128 kblts/sec). 
Note 5: All typicals are given lor Vee ~ 5.0V and TA ~ +25'C, V+ ~ 10.35V. 
Note 6: Ratings apply to ambient temperalure at + 25'C. Above this tempsrature derate: N package 20 mW rc and WM package 13.5 mW rc. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

~O--""-1-0 Your 

TG~D 
TL/F 111283-4 

FIGURE 1. Driver Load Circuit 

~------------~------------------3V 

'------------- OV 

_-------- VOH 

+3V 

Your (Dour) 
-3V ---rooT +--I---3V 

'--------' i--+----------- VOL 
fI 

TL/F/11283-5 

FIGURE 2. Driver Switching Waveform 

TLlF/11283-6 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Load Circuit 

_'" -t------- +3V 

1.5V 

-----3V 
J---------VOH 

'----~-,-_r------------------~L 

TLlF/11283-7 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delays and Noise Rejection 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

S1 
+3.0V"""""O 

-3.0V --0 

V1No----.J 

VOUT 
2.SV 

R = 1 kn 

T G. = SOpf 

GNO 
TL/F/11283-8 

FIGURE 5. Receiver Disable Load Circuit 

~--------------~.--~--~----3V 

'-------- OV 

NOTE: S1=-3.0V 

----VOH 
3.SV 

----------'-~---- 2.SV TL/F/11283-9 

FI~URE 6. Receiver TRI-STATE Timing (tpHZ, tpZH) 

~--------------~-----------3V 

'----OV 

_---------------.. +------ 2.SV 
VOL +O.lV 

NOTE: Sl=+3.0V 
TLiF/11283-10 

FIGURE 7. Receiver TRI-STATE Timing (tpLZ, tpZL) 

Pin Descriptions 
Vee (pin 4)--Power supply pin for the device, +5V 
(±10%). 

V+ (pin 5)--Positive supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. 
Specified at 7.5V minimum and 13.2V maximum. 

V- (pin 8)--Negative supply for TIA/EIA-232-E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor: C2 = 1.0 J.!F (16V). This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

C1 + , C1- (pins 6, 7)--External capacitor connection pins. 
Recommended capacitor--l.0 J.!F (16V). 

EN {pin 14)--Controls the Receiver output TRI-STATE Cir
cuit. A High level on this pin will disable the Receiver Out
put. 
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DIN 1-3 (pins 24, 23, 16)--Driver input pins are TTl/CMOS 
compatible. Inputs of unused drivers may be left open, an 
internal pull-up resistor (500 kO minimum, typically 5 MO) 
pulls input to Vee. Output will be LOW for open inputs. 

DOUT 1-3 (pins 19, 20, 13)--Driver output pins conform to 
TlAlEIA-232-E levels. 

RIN 1-5 (pins 2, 21, "18, 12, 9)--Receiver input pins accept 
TIAIEIA-232-E input voltages (±15V). Receivers feature a 
noise filter and guaranteed hysteresis of 100 mV. Unused 
receiver input pins may be left open. Internal input resistor 
(5 kO) pulls input LOW, providing a failsafe HIGH output. 

ROUT 1-5 (pins 1, 22, 17, 11, 10)--Receiver output pins 
are TTl/CMOS compatible. Receiver output HIGH voltage 
is specified for both CMOS and TTL load conditions. 

GND (pin 3)--Ground pin. 



ttlNational Semiconductor 

DS14C241 
Single Supply TIA/EIA-232 4 x 5 Driver IReceiver 

General Description 
The DS14C241 is four driver, five receiver device which 
conforms to the TIAlEIA·232·E standard and CCITT V.28 
recommendations. This device eliminates ± 12V supplies by 
employing an internal DC-DC converter to generate the 
necessary output levels from a single + 5V supply. Driver 
slew rate control and receiver noise filtering have also been 
internalized to eliminate the need for external slew rate con· 
trol and noise filtering capacitors. With the addition of TRI· 
STATE® receiver outputs and a shutdown mode, device 
power consumption is kept to a minimum. 

The combination of its low power requirement and extended 
operating temperature range makes this device an ideal 
choice for a wide variety of commercial, industrial, and bat· 
tery powered applications 

Connection Diagram 

DOUT3 28 DOUT4 

DOUT1 27 IItN3 

DOUT2 26 RoUT3 

IItN2 25 SHUTDOWN (SD) 

RouT2 24 EN 

~N2 ....,. 23 IItN4 

~Nl 
.,... 

22 RouT4 U 

RouT1 
....,. 

21 ~N4 

IItNl 
VI 

20 ~N3 Q 

GND 19 RoUTS 

Vee 18 RIN5 
C1+ 17 V-

v+ 13 16 C2-

C1- 14 15 C2+ 

TUF/11281-1 

Order Number DS14C241WM or DS14C241TWM 
See NS Package Number M28B 

Features 
• Conforms to TIAlEIA·232·E and CCITT V.28 
• Internal DC-DC converter 
• Operates with single + 5V supply 
• Low power reqUirement-Icc 10 mA max 
• Shutdown mode-lex 10 p.A max 
• I nternal driver slew rate control 
• Receiver noise filtering 
• Operates above 120 kbits/ sec 
• TRI·STATE receiver outputs 
• Direct replacement for MAX241 
• Industrial temperature range option-DS14C241T 

(-40°C to + 85°C) 

Functional Diagram 

~" 

~N2 

~N3 

~N' 

I10UTI 

"ouT2 

11oUT3 

l10un 

"oUTS 

Vee 

V+ 
V· 

I-~----t 

5.n 

5.n 

5.lI 

5.lI 

EN 

C4 
+ I.Opr 

C3 
~1.0J"F 

"oUTI 

"oun 

"oUT3 

DoUT4 

~Nl 

~N2 

~N3 

~N' 

~NS 

TL/F/11281-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to +- 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Short Circuit Duration (DOUT) continuous 
Supply Voltage (Vecl -0.3Vto +6V ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ~ 2.OkV 
V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3V) to + 15V 

V- Pin +0:3Vto "::15V Recommended Operating 
Driver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Conditions 
Driver Output Voltage (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V) Min Max Units 
Receiver Input Voltage ±30V Supply Vol~age (Vecl 4.5 5.5 V 
Receiver Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Operating Free,Air Temp. (TAl 
Junction Temperature + 150·C DS14C241 0 +~O ·C 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation DS14C241T ,..40 +S5 ·C 

@ + 25·C (Note 6) 
WM Package 1520mW 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter , Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

V+ Positive Power Supply RL = 3 kO, Cl-C4 = 1.0 /J-F, DIN = O.SV 9.0 V 

V- Negative Power Supply RL = 3 kO, Cl-C4 = 1.0 /J-F, DIN = 2.OV -S.O V 

lee Supply Current (Vee) No Load . . S.5 10 mA 

lex Supply Current Shutdown RL = 3 kO, SD = Vee 1.0 10 /J-A 

VIH High Level Enable Voltage SD 2.4 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Enable Voltage GND O.S V 

IIH High Level Enable Current -10 +10 /J-A 

IlL Low Level Enable Current -10 +10 /J-A 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage DIN 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND O.S V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN ~ 2.OV -10 +10 /J-A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN $ O.SV -10 +10 /J-A 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL= 3 kO 5.0 7.5 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage -6.5 -5.0 V 

105+ Output High Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = o.sv -30 -15 -5.0 mA 

105- Output Low Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = 2.OV 5.0 12 30 mA 

Ro Output Resistance -2V $ Vo $ +2V, Vee == GND = OV 300 ° RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage 1.9 2.4 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage O.S 1.5 V 

VHY Hysteresis 0.2 0.4 1.0 V 

RIN Input Resistance 3.0 4.5 7.0 kO 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

liN Input Current VIN = +15V 2.14 3.8 5.0 mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 0.6 1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -1.0 -0.6 -0.43 rnA 

VIN = -15V -5.0 -3.8 -2.14 rnA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = -3V, 10 = -3.2 mA 3.5 4.6 V 

VIN = -3V, 10 = -20/LA 4.0 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIN = +3V, 10 = +3.2 rnA 0.25 0.4 V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage EN 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN:20 2.0V -10 +10 /LA 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN';;; 0.8V -10 +10 /LA PI 
loz Output Leakage Current EN = Vee,OV ,;;; ROUT';;; Vee -10 +10 /LA 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL = 3kO 0.7 4.0 /Ls 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 0.6 4.0 /Ls 

Skew ItpLH-tpHLi 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

tsK 0.1 1.0 /Ls 

SRl Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO to 7 kO, CL = 50 pF 4.0 15 30 VI/Ls 

SR2 Output Slew Rate RL = 3kO,CL = 2500pF 3.0 5.0 VI/Ls 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH Input Pulse Width> 10 /Ls 2.0 6.5 /Ls 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 2.8 6.5 /Ls 

tSK Skew ItPLH-tpHLf 
(Figures 3 and 4) 

0.8 2.0 /Ls 

tpLZ (Figures 5 and 7) 0.1 2.0 /Ls 

tpZL 0.6 2.0 /Ls 

tpHZ (Figures 5 and 6) 0.2 2.0 /Ls 

tPZH 0.6 2.0 /Ls 

tNW Noise Pulse Width Rejected (Figures 3 and 4) 2.5 1.0 /LS 

Note 1: "'Absolute Maximum Ratings"' are those values beyond which the salety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The lables 01 "'Eleclrical Characteristics"' specify conditions for device operation. 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
spec~ied. 

Note 3: 108+ and 108- values are lor one output at a time. II more than one output is shorted simullaneously, the device power dissipation may be exceeded. 
Note 4: Receiver AC input wavelorm lor test purposes: tr = tf = 200 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = -3V, I = 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec). Driver AC input wavelorm lor test 
purposes: t, = It ,;; 10 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = OV, I = 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec). 
Note 5: All typicals are given lor Vee = 5.0V and TA = + 25"C. 
Note 6: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at + 25"C. Above this temperature derate: WM package 14.3 mW rc. 
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FIGURE 1. Driver Load Circuit 
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FIGURE 2. Driver Switching Waveform 
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FIGURE 3. Receiver Load Circuit 
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FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delays and Noise Rejection 
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FIGURE 5. Receiver Disable Load Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

~--------------~.------------3V 

NOTE: Sl=-3.0V 

'-----oV 

~----VOH 
3.SV 

~ ________ .J.:':'-______ 2.SV 

TL/F/112B1-9 

FIGURE 6. Receiver TRI-STATE Timing (tpHZ, tpZH) 

~--------~------------3V 

'----OV 

_--------_+----- 2.SV 
VOL +O.lV 

NOTE: Sl=+3.0V VOL 
TL/F/112B1-10 

FIGURE 7. Receiver TRI-STATE Timing (tpLZ, tpzLl 

Pin Descriptions 
Vee (pin 11}-Power supply pin for the device, 
+5V (±10%). 

V+ (pin 13}-Positive supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor: C4 = 1.0,..,F (6.3V). This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

V- (pin 17}-Negative supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor: C3 = 1.0,..,F (16V). This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 
C1 + , C1- (pins 12 and 14}-External capacitor connec
tion pins. Recommended capacitor-1.0 ,..,F (6.3V). 

C2+, C2- (pins 15 and 16}-External capacitor connec
tion pins. Recommended capacitor-1.0 ,..,F (16V). 

EN (pin 24}-Controls the Receiver output TRI-STATE Cir
cuit. A HIGH level on this pin will disable the Receiver Out
put. 

SHUTDOWN (SO) (pin 25}-A High on the SHUTDOWN 
pin will lower the total Icc current to less than 10 ,..,A. Pro
viding a low power state. 

2-43 

DIN 1-4 (pins 7, 6, 20 and 21}-Oriver input pins are TTLI 
CMOS compatible. Inputs of unused drivers may be left 
open, an internal pull-up resistor (500 k!l minimum, typically 
5 M!l) pulls input to Vee. Output will be LOW for open in
puts. 

DOUT 1-4 (pins 2, 3, 1 and 28}-Oriver output pins con
form to TIAIEIA-232-E levels. 

RIN 1-5 (pins 9, 4, 27, 23 and 18}-Receiver input pins 
accept TIAIEIA-232-E input voltages (± 15V). Receivers 
feature a noise filter and guaranteed hysteresis of 200 mY. 
Unused receiver input pins may be left open. Internal input 
resistor (5 k!l) pulls input LOW, providing a failsafe HIGH 
output. 

ROUT 1-5 (pins 8, 5, 26, 22 and 19}-Receiver output pins 
are TTL/CMOS compatible. Receiver output HIGH voltage 
is specified for both CMOS and TTL load conditions. 

GND (pin 10}-Ground pin. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 

3.0V--o o __ 
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FIGURE 8. Driver Shutdown (SO) Delay Test Circuit 
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FIGURE 9. Driver Shutdown (SO) Delay Timing Waveforms 

Typical data only. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Typ Units 

tpHS Propagation Delay High to SO Vee = 5V(Notes 7 and 8) 124 p.s 

tpLS Propagation Delay Low to SO TA = 25°C 110 p.s· 

tpSH Propagation Delay SO to High 114 p.s 

tpSL Propagation Delay SO to Low 97 p's 

Note 7: Sample size = 10 parts; 3 different dateeodes. 

Note 8: All drivers are loaded as shown in FI(JIJT9 8. 
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DS14C335 
+ 3.3V Supply TIA/EIA-232 3 X 5 Driver IReceiver 

General Description 
The DS14C335 is three driver, five receiver device which 
conforms to TIAIEIA-232-E and CCITT V.28 standard speci
fications. This device employs an internal DC-DC converter 
to generate the necessary output levels from a + 3.3V pow
er supply. A SHUTDOWN (SO) mode reduces the supply 
current to 10 p.A maximum. In the SD mode, one receiver is 
active, allowing ring indicator (RI) to be monitored. PC 
Board space consumption is minimized by the availability of 
Shrink Small Outline Packaging (SSOP). 

This device's low power requirement and small footprint 
makes it an ideal choice for Laptop and Notebook applica
tions. 

Features 
• Conforms to TIAIEIA-232~E and CCITT V.28 

specifications 
• Operates with single + 3.3V power supply 
• Low power reqUirement-Icc 20 mA maximum 
• SHUTDOWN mode-lex 10 p.A maximum 
• One Receiver (R5) active during SHUTDOWN 
• Operates up to 128 kbps-Lap-Link® Compatible 
• . Flow through pinout 
• 4V / p's minimum Slew Rate guaranteed 
• Inter-operates with +5V UARTs 
• Available in 28-lead SSOP EIAJ Type II package 

Connection Diagram Functional Diagram 
DS14C335 0.47 ;<F 

V+ CH 

C2+ 27 GND 0.47 ;<F 
.V+ C3' 

Vee 26 C3-

C2- 25 V- C2' GND 

GND 24 Cl- Vee C3-
Cl' 23 SHUTDOWN (so) 

C2-

"Nl 22 DOUTI 
V-

~N2 21 DouT2 
GNO 

~N3 20 DOUT3 
el' el-

RouT1 10 19 ~Nl 

RoUT2 11 18 ~N2 "Nl DouTl 

Rom 12 17 ~N3 

RoUT4 13 16 ~N4 
"N2 ' DOUT2 

RoUTS 14 15 R,NS 

TL/F111734-1 
"N' DoUT3 

Order Number DS14C335MSA or 
DS14C335TMSA 

See NS Package Number MSA28 RouT1 R,N' 
SkI! 

RoUT2 RtN2 
SkI! 

RouT3 R,N3 
SkI! 

Rou,. R,N4 
SkI! 

RoUTS ~NS 
SkI! 

"::" 

TUF111734-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vecl 3.0 3.6 V 
Supply Voltage (Vecl -0.3Vto +6V DC-DC Converter Capacitors (Cl-C5) 0.47 ",F 
V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3V) to + 14V Operating Free Air Temperature (TA) 
V- Pin +0.3Vto -14V DS14C335 0 +70 'C 
Input Voltage (DIN, SD) -0.3Vto +5.5V DS14C335T -40 +85 'C 

Driver Output Voltage (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V) 

Receiver Input Voltage ±25V 

Receiver Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) 

Junction Temperature + 150'C 

Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec.) + 260'C 

Short Circuit Duration (Dour) continuous 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25'C 
SSOP MSA Package 1286 mW 
Derate MSA Package 10.3 mWI'C above +25C 

ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ~ 2.0 kV PI 
Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, SD = 0.8V, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

V+ Positive Power Supply No Load DIN = 0.8V +9.3 V 

V- Negative Power Supply Cl-C5 = 0.47 ",F DIN = 2.0V -9.0 V 

lee Supply Current No Load 11.5 20 mA 

lex SHUTDOWN Supply Current RL = 3 kO, SD = Vee, 5.5V 1.0 10 ",A 

VIH High Level Enable Voltage SD 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Enable Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Enable Current 2.0V ,;; VIN ,;; 5.5V O'Cto +85'C +2.0 ",A 

-40'Cto O'C +4.0 ",A 

IlL Low Level Enable Current GND ,;; VIN os: 0.8V -2.0 ",A 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage DIN 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current 2.0V ,;; VIN ,;; 5.5V +1.0 ",A 

IlL Low Level input Current GND os: VIN os: 0.8V -1.0 ",A 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3 kO +5.0 +7.1 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage -6.3 -5.0 V 

105+ Output High Short Va = OV, VIN = 0.8V (Note 7) -40 -16.5 -8 mA 
Circuit Current 

105- Output Low Short Va = OV, VIN = 2.0V (Note 7) 6 12.3 40 mA 
Circuit Current 

Ro Output Resistance -2V os: Va os: +2V, Vee = GND = OV 300 0 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) < 

Over recommended operating conditions, SO, = 0.8V, unless otherwi,se specified. (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 'Max Units 

REC~IVER CHARACTERISTICS (Note 4) 

VTH Input High ThresholdVoltage R1-R5, SO = 0.8V 1.4 2.4 V 

R5, 2.0V :s: SD :s: 5.5V 2.0 2.8 V' 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage R1-R5, SD = 0.8V 0.4 1.1 V 

R5, 2.0V :s: SO :s: 5.5V 0.1 0.5 V 

VHY Hysteresis 50 300 mV 

RIN Input Resistance VIN = ±3Vto ±15V 3.0 3.8 7.0 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +15V 2.14 5.0 mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -1.0 -0.43 mA 

VIN = -15V -5.0 -2.14 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = -3V,IOH = -1 mA 2.4 3.1 V 

VIN = -3V,IOH = -100/LA 2.8 3.28 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIN = +3V, IOL = +2 mA 0.23 0.4 V 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, SD = 0.8V, unless otherwise specified. (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL = 3 kO 0.1 0.6 1.0 I-'s 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 0.1 0.6 1.0 I-'s 

Skew ItpLH-tpHLi 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

tSK 0 0.2 I-'s 

SR1 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO to 7 kO, CL = 50 pF (Figure 2) 4 13 30 V/I-'s 

SR2 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO, CL = 2500 pF (Figure 2) 4 10 30 V/I-'s 

tpLS Propagation Delay LOW to SD (Figures 5 and 6) 0.48 ms 

tpSL Propagation Delay SD to LOW RL = 3 kO 1.88 ms 
CL = 50pF 

tpHS Propagation Delay HIGH to SO 0.62 ms 

tpSH Propagation Delay SD to HIGH 1.03 ms 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH CL = 50pF 0.1 0.4 1.0 I-'s 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW (Figures 3 and 4) 0.1 0.6 1.0 I-'s 

tSK Skew ItpLH-tpHLi 0.2 0.8 I-'s 

tpLS Propagation Delay LOW to SD (Figures 1 and 8) 0.13 I-'s 

tpSL Propagation Delay SD to LOW RL = 1 kO 1.0 I-'s 
CL = 50pF 

tpHS Propagation Delay HIGH to SD R1-R40nly 0.19 I-'s 

tpSH Propagation Delay SD to HIGH '0.58 I-'S 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the salety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteristics" specify condHions lor device operation. 

Note 2: Typical values are given lor Vee = 3.3V and TA = + 2S·C. 

Note 3: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 

Note 4: Receiver characteristics are guaranteed lor SO = O.BV. When SO = 2.0V, receiver live (RS) is active and meets receiver parameters in SHUTDOWN (SO) 
mode, unless otherwise specified. 

Note 5: Generator characteristics lor driver input: 1= 64 kHz (12B kbits/sec), Ir = tf < 10 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = OV, duty cycle = SO%. 

Note 6: Generator characteristics lor receiver input I = 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec), tf = tf = 200 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = -3V, duty cycle = SO%. 

Note 7: Only one driver output shorted at a time. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

VIN 

GENERATOR 
(NOTE 6) 

-

GENERATOR 
(NOTE S) 

TL/F/11734-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delay and Slew Rate Test Circuit 

_----VOH 

VOUT 

TL/F/11734-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay and Slew Rate Timing 

'-----3V 
Your 

son I '1. = SOpF Your 

-
TUF/11734-5 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 
TLlF/11734-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delay Timing 

2.0V 
.x~-.... ~~o Your 

GENERATOR 

TL/F/11734-7 

FIGURE 5. Driver SHUTDOWN (SO) Delay Test Circuit 

so 1.5V 
I'-----OV 

!PHS 

VOL -----1 
(VIN = +2.0V) 

r----VOL 

TLlF/11734-8 

FIGURE 6. Driver SHUTDOWN (SO) Delay Timing 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

1.5V 

2.4V 
Rt. =.1 kn 

">c>--~,---o VOUT 

I C1. = 50pF 

GENERATOR 

TL/F/11734-9 

FIGURE 7. Receiver SHUTDOWN (SO) Delay Test Circuit 

~--------_.--------------. 3V 
so 

VOH ----+-.I 
VOUT 

VOL---....;~ 
(VIN 

tpHS 

1.5V 
"-----oV 

I'----VOL 

TL/F/11734-10 

FIGURE 8. Receiver SHUTDOWN (SO) Delay Timing 

Pin Descriptions 
Vee (Pin 3). Power supply pin for the device, + 3.3V 
(±O.3V). 

v+ (Pin 1). Positive supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. Rec
ommended external capacitor-O.47 ,...F (16V). This supply 
is not intended to be loaded externally. 

V- (Pin 25). Negative supply for TIAIEIA-232-E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor-O.47 ,...F (16V). This 
supply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

C1 +, C1- (Pins 6, 24). External capacitor connection pins. 
Recommended capacitor-O.47 ,...F (6.3V). 

C2+, C2- (Pins 2, 4). External capacitor connection pins. 
Recommended capacitor-O.47 ,...F (16V). 

C3+, C3- (Pins 28, 26). External capacitor connection 
pins. Recommended capacitor-O.47 ,...F (6.3V). 

2-£1 

SHUTDOWN (SO) (Pin 23). A High on the SHUTDOWN pin 
will lower the total Icc current to less than 10 ,...A, providing 
a low power state. In this mode receiver R5 remains active. 
The SD pin should be driven or tied low (GND) to disable 
the shutdown mode. 

DIN 1-3 (Pins 7, 8, 9). Driver input pins are JEDEC 3.3V 
standard compatible. 

DOUT 1-3 (Pins 22, 21, 20). Driver output pins conform to 
TIAIEIA-232 -E levels. 

RIN 1-5 (Pins 19, 18, 17, 16, 15). Receiver input pins ac
cept TIAIEIA-232-E input voltages (± 25V). Receivers guar
antees hysteresis of TBD mY. Unused receiver input pins 
may be left open. Internal input resistor (5 kO) pulls input 
LOW, providing a failsafe HIGH output. 

ROUT 1-5 (Pins 10, 11, 12, 13, 14). Receiver output pins 
are JEDEC 3.3V standard compatible. 

GND (Pin 27). Ground Pin. 
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Application Information 
9-Pln SERIAL PORT APPLICATION 

In a typical Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) to.Data Circuit
Terminating Equipment (DCE) 9-pin de-facto'interface im
plementation, 2 data lines and 6 control lines are required. 
The data lines are TXD and RXD and the control lioes are 
RTS, DTR, DSR, DCD, CTS and RI. The DS14C335 is a 
3 x 5 Driver/Receiver and offers a single chip solution for 
the DTE interface as shown in Figure 9. 

DS14C335 --------
TXD 

RXD 

RTS 

TO DTE DTR ..... DSR 

DeD 

ClS 

Ri 

POWER 
MANAGEMENT SD 
CONTROLLER I ._-------

Ring Indicator (RI) is used to inform the DTE that an incom
ing call is coming from a remote DCE. When the DS14C335 
is in SHUTDOWN (SO) mode, receiver five (R5) remains 
active ,and monitors RI circuit. This active receiver (R5) 
alerts the DTE to switch the DS14C335 from SHUTDOWN 
to active mode. 

RS-232 
CONNECTOR 

(9 PIN) 

-+ 
TO RS-.232 CABLE 
Be DCE 

GND 
TUF/1173'4'-11, 

FIGURE 9. Typical DTE Application 
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Application Information (Continued) 

MOUSE DRIVING 

The OS 14C335 was tested for drive current under the fol
lowing mouse driving conditions: 

• Two driver outputs set at VOH and their outputs were tied 
together (paralleled), sourcing current to supply the V + 
terminal of the mouse electronics 

• One driver output set at VOL to sink the current from the 
V - terminal of the mouse electronics 

• One receiver was used to accept data from the mouse 

• Power Supply Voltage (Vee): 3.0V to 3.SV 

Completion of the testing (performed by National's Data 
Transmission Applications Group and a major PC manufac
turer) concluded that the DS14C335 and it's DC-DC Conver
tor supplied adequate drive capability to power a typical PC 
mouse. The mouse tested was specified with the following 
conditions: 

10 rnA at +SV 
5.0 rnA at -SV 

Since driver current is limited, it is recommended that newer 
lower power mice be specified for battery powered applica
tions. Using older high power mice is wasteful of precious 
battery charge. 

EXTERNAL DC-DC CONVERTOR COMPONENTS 

The DS14C335 with it's unique DC-DC Convertor triples the 
power supply voltage (3.0V) to + 9.3V and then inverts it to 
a -9V potential. This unique convertor ONLY requires 5 
external surface mount 0.47 J.LF capacitors. The five identi
cal components were chosen to simplify PCB layout and the 
procurement of components. The DS14C335's DC-DC Con
vertor also provides a larger signal swing (higher at RS-232 
standard data rates) which translates to more noise margin 
for the rejection of ground potential differences, induced 

noise, and crosstalk compared to other DC-DC convertor 
schemes which only provide limited signal swing and limited 
noise margin. 

DC-DC CONVERTOR CAPACITORS 

The use of polarized capacitors is not required. However, if 
they are used, the polarity indicated in the DS14C335 Func
tional Diagram must be honored for proper operation. Sur
face mount capaCitors or ceramic capaCitors may be used, 
however, for optimal efficiency, capacitors with a loweffec
tive series resistance (ESR) should be used. Values in the 
low Ohms(O) is normally acceptable. 

INTEROPERATION WITH + 5V UARTs 

The DS14C335 provides full RS-232 driver output levels 
and a single chip solution for the popular 9-pin defacto serial 
port. This device may be used in either pure + 3V applica
tions or mixed power supplied + 3V / + 5V applications. The 
Driver Input (DIN) and ShutDown (SD) input pins can directly 
accept full + 5V levels without the need for any external 
components. The Receiver Output (ROUT) is specified at 
2.4V minimum while sourcing 1 rnA. This level is compatible 
with standard TTL thresholds. For a complete discussion on 
"Interoperation of the DS14C335 with + 5V UARTs" please 
see National Application Note AN-87S. 

POWER DISSIPATION IN REAL RS-232 APPLICATIONS 

The DS14C335 DC-DC Convertor uses special circuitry that 
helps limit the increase in power supply current as frequen
cy increases. A complete description of power dissipation 
and calculations for RS-232 applications can be found in 
National Application Note AN-914 titled "Understanding 
Power Requirements in RS-232 Applications". Typical per
formance curves are also located in this datasheet for quick 
reference. 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

DS14C535 
+ 5V Supply EIA/TIA-232 3 X 5 Driver/Receiver 
General Description 
The DS14C535 is three driver, five receiver device which 
conforms to EIAITIA-232-E and CCITT (ITU-T) V.28 stan
dard specifications. This device employs an internal DC-DC 
converter to generate the necessary output levels from a 
+ 5V power supply. A SHUTDOWN (SO) mode reduces the 
supply current to 10 ",A maximum. In the SO mode, one 
receiver is active, allowing ring indicator (RI) to be moni
tored. PC Board space consumption is minimized by the 
availability of Shrink Small Outline Packaging (SSOP). 

The DS14C535 provides a one-chip solution for the com
mon 9-pin serial RS-232 interface between data terminal 
and data circuit-terminating equipment. 

This device allows an easy migration path to the 3.3V 
DS14C335. The packages are the same. The N/C pins on 
the DS14C535 are not physically connected to the chip. 
Board layout for the DS14C335 will accommodate both de
vices. 

This device's low power requirement and small footprint 
makes it an ideal choice for Laptop and Notebook applica
tions. 

Features 
• Pin compatible with DS14C335 
• Conforms to EIAITIA-232-E and CCITT (ITU-T) V.28 

specifications 
• Failsafe receiver outputs high when inputs open 
• Operates with single + 5V power supply 
• Low power requirement-Icc 12 mA maximum 
• SHUTDOWN mode-lex 10 ",A maximum 
• One Receiver (R5) active during SHUTDOWN 
• Operates up to 128 kbps--Lap-Link® Compatible 
• 4V/",s minimum Slew Rate guaranteed 
• ESD rating of 3 kV on all pins (H, B, M) 
• Available in 28-lead SSOP EIAJ Type II package 
• Only four 0.1 ",F capacitors required for the DC-DC 

converter 

Connection Diagram Functional Diagram 

DS14C535 

V+ 28 C2+ 

Cl+ 27 GND 

Vee 26 C2-

Cl- 25 V-

GND 24 N/c 
N/c 23 SHUTDOWN (so) 

D1NI 22 DOUTI 

DIN2 21 DOUT2 

DlN3 20 DOUT3 

ROUT 1 10 19 RINI 

ROUT2 11 18 RIN2 

ROUT3 12 17 RIN3 

ROUT4 13 16 RIN4 

ROUTS 14 15 RIN5 

TLlF/11910-1 

Order Number DS14C535MSA or 
DS14C535TMSA 

See NS Package Number MSA28 

0.1 Jl.F 

O.l,ur + 
el 

Vee 

DIN! 0--+---1 ;><)---+-00 OCUTI 

DIN20--+---I ;><)---+-00 DOUT2 

DIN' 0--+---1 ;><)---+-00 DOUT3 

ROUT! O--+---<K H~-+--O RINI 
S kn 

ROUT20--r---C1>C Hr--+--o RIN2 
Skn 

ROUT' 0--+---<>< Hr--+--o RIN3 
Skn 

ROUT. o--+---<K H~-+--o .,N. 
Skn 

ROUTS O--+---<K H~-+--O RINS 
Skn 

TL/FI1!910-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max . Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vce> 4.5 5.5 V 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.3Vto +6V 

Operating Free Air Temperature (TAl 
V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3V) to + 14V DS14C535 0 +70 °C 
V- Pin +0.3Vto -14V DC·DC Converter Capacitors '(C1-C4) 
Input Voltage (DIN, SO) -0.3Vto +5.5V Recommended range of vlllues is 0.1 ·,...F to' 0 .. 68 J.lF, 
Driver Output Voltage (11+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V) ± 20%. For more detail refer to application information sec· 
Receiver Input Voltage ±25V tion of this data sheet. 

Receiver Output Voltage -0.3V to (IIcc + 0.3V) 

Junction Temperature + 1500C 

Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 1500C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec.) + 2600C 

Short Circuit Duration (DOUT) Continuous 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25°C 
SSOP MSA Package 1286mW 
Derate MSA Package 10.3 mW/oC above +25°C . 

ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kn, 100 pF) :? 3.0 kV 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, SO = 0.8V, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

V+ Positive Power Supply No Load DIN = 0.8V +8.5 V 

V- Negative Power Supply C1-C4 = 0.1 ,...F DIN = 2.0V -7.0 V 

Icc Supply Current No Load 12 mA 

Icx SHUTDOWN Supply Current RL = 3 kn, SO = Vee 1.0 10 J.lA 

VIH High Level Enable Voltage SO 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Enable Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Enable Current 2.0V S; VIN S; 5.5V +2.0 J.lA 

IlL Low Level Enable Current GND S; VIN S; 0.8V -2.0 J.lA 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage DIN 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Inpui Current 2.0V S; VIN S; 5.5V +1.0 J.lA 

IlL Low Level Input Current GND S; VIN S; 0.8V -1.0 J.lA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3 ~n +5.0 8 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage -6.7 -5.0 V 

105+ Output High Short Va = OV, VIN = 0.8V (Note 7) -40 -20 -8 mA 
Circuit Current 

105- Output Low Short Va = OV, VIN = 2.0V (Note 7) 6 15 40 mA 
Circuit Current 

Ro Output Resistance, -2V S; Va S; +2V, Vcc = GND = OV 300 1200 n 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating conditions, SO = O.BV, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS (Note 4) 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage R1-RS, SO = O.BV (Active Mode) 1.4 2.4 V 

RS, 2.0V :s; SO :s; S.SV (Shutdown Mode) 2.0 2.B V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage R1-RS, SO = O.BV (Active Mode) O.B 1.1 V 

RS, 2.0V :s; SO :s; S.SV (Shutdown Mode) O.B 1.1 V 

VHY Hysteresis (Note 4) 0.1S 1.0 V 

RIN Input Resistance VIN = ±3Vto ±1SV 3.0 S.4 7.0 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +1SV 2.14 S.O mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -1.0 -0.43 mA 

VIN = -1SV -S.O -2.14 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = -3V,IOH = -2.0 mA 3.B V PI 
VIN = -3V,IOH = -20 poA 4.0 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIN = +3V,IOL = +2.0 mA 0.23 0.4 V 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, SD =, 0.8V, unless otherwise specified. (Note 4) 

Symbol I Parameter, I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL ='3kO 0.1 0.6 1.0 p.s 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 0.1 0.6 1.0 p.s 

Ske";" ItpLH-tpHd 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

tsK 0 0.2 p.s 

SR1 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO to 7 kO, CL = 50 pF (Figure 2) 4 13 30 V/p.s 

SR2 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO, CL = 2500 pF (Figure 2) 4 10 30 V/p.s 

tpLS Propagation Delay LOW to SD (Figures 5 and 6) 0.48 ms 

tpSL Propagation Delay SD to LOW RL = 3kO 1.88 ms 
CL = 50pF 

tpHS Propagation Delay HIGH to SD 0.62 ms 

tpSH Propagation Delay SD to HIGH 1.03 ms 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH CL = 50pF 0.1 0.4 1.0 p.s 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW (Figures 3 and 4) 0.1 0.6 1.0 P.s 

tSK Skew ItPLH-tpHLi 0.1 0.5 P.s 

tPLS Propagation Delay LOW to SD (Figures 7and 8) 0.13 P.s 

tpSL Propagation Delay SD to LOW RL = 1 kO 1.0 p.s 
CL = 50pF 

tpHS Propagation Delay HIGH to SD R1-R40nly 0.19 p.s 

tpSH Propagation Delay SD to HIGH 0.58 p.s 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed, They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits, The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify condHions for device operation. 
Note 2: Typical values are giVen for Vee ~ 5V and TA ~ + 25°C. 
Note 3: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. For voltage logic levels, the more positive value is designated as maximum. For example, if -5V is a maximum, the typical value (-S.7V) is more 
negative. 

Note 4: ReceiVer characteristics are guaranteed for SO ~ O.BV. When SO ~ 2.0V, receiVer five (R5) is actiVe and meets receiVer parameters in SHUTDOWN (SO) 
mode, unless otherwise specified. 

Note 5: Generator characteristics for driver input: f ~ 84 kHz (12B kbHs/sec), t,. ~ tf < 10 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ OV, duty cycle ~ 50%. 
Note 6: Generator characteristics for receiver input: f ~ 64 kHz (128 kbits/sec), t,. ~ tf < 10 ns, VIH ~ 3V, VIL ~ -3V, duty cycle ~ 50%. 
Note 7: Only one driVer output shorted at a time, 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

GENERATOR 
(NOTE 5) 

~>_-.... - .... -o VOUT 

TLlF/11910-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delay and Slew Rate Test Circuit 

-------OV 

,..----VOH 

TLlF/11910-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay and Slew Rate Timing 

GENERATOR 
(NOTE 6) 

50n 

~>_ ..... -_o VOUT 

I CL = 50pF 

TL/F/11910-5 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

2.0V 
~_-... ~,....o VOUT 

GENERATOR 

TL/F/11910-7 

FIGURE 5. Driver SHUTDOWN (SO) Delay Test Circuit 

2.4V 

GENERATOR 

------3V 
VOUT 

TL/F/11910-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delay Timing 

,..-------""'\················3V 
so 

vOH"';;""""'":'-~L 
VOUT 

VOL---~ 
(V'N = + 2.0V) 

1.5V 
1'-----oV 

IpHS 

-s.OV 
]'----VOL 

TLlF/11910-8 

FIGURE 6. Driver SHUTDOWN (SO) Delay Timing 

1.5V 

RL = 1 kn 

~>_-~~--o VOUT 

I ~ = 50pF 

TL/F/11910-9 

FIGURE 7. Receiver SHUTDOWN (SO) Delay Test Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

SO 

!PHS 

TL/F/11910-10 

FIGURE 8. Receiver SHUTDOWN (SD) Delay Timing 

Pin Descriptions 
Vee (Pin 3). Power supply pin for the device, +5V (±O.5V). 

V+ (Pin 1). Positive supply for EIAlTIA·232·E drivers. Rec· 
ommended external capacitor-O.1 IJ.F (16V).This supply is 
not intended to be loaded externally. 

V- (Pin 25). Negative supply for EIAlTIA·232·E drivers. 
Recommended external capacitor-O.1 IJ.F (16V). This sup· 
ply is not intended to be loaded externally. 

C1 +, C1- (Pins 2, 4). External capacitor connection pins. 

C2+, C2- (Pins 28, 26). External capacitor connection 
pins. 

SHUTDOWN (SD) (Pin 23). A High on the SHUTDOWN pin 
will lower the total ICC current to less than 10 IJ.A, 
providing a low power state. In this mode receiver R5 reo 

Application Information 
In a typical Data Terminal Equipmen,t (DTE) to Data Circuit· 
Terminating Equipment (DCE) 9·pin de·facto interface im· 
plementation, 2 data lines and 6 control Ones are required. 
The data lines are TXD and RXD and the control lines are 
RTS, DTR, DSR, DCD, CTS and RI. The DS14C535 is a 
3 x 5 Driver/Receiver and offers a single chip solution for 
the DTE interface as shown in Figure 9. 

OS14C535 

mains active. The SO pin should be driven or tied low (GND) 
to disable the shutdown mode. 

DIN 1-;1 (Pins 7, 8, 9). Driver input pins. 

DOUT 1-3 (Pins 22, 21, 20). Driver output pins conform to 
EIAlTIA·232 ·E levels. 
RIN 1-5 (Pins 19, 18, 17, 16, 15). Receiver input pins ac
cept ElAlTIA·232·E input voltages (± 25V). Receivers guar· 
antees hysteresis of TBD mY. Unused receiver input pins 
may be left open. Internal input resistor (5 kO) pulls input 
LOW, providing a failsafe HIGH output. 

ROUT 1-5 (Pins 10, 11, 12, 13, 14). Receiver output pins. 

GND (Pins 5, 2n, Ground Pins. Both pins must be connect· 
ed to external ground. These pins are not connected togeth· 
er on the Chip. 

Ring Indicator (RI) is used to inform the DIE that an incom· 
ing call is coming from a remote DCE. When the DS14C535 
is in SHUTDOWN (SO) mode, receiver five (R5) remains 
active and monitors RI circuit. This active receiver (R5) 
alerts the DTE to switch the DS14C535 from SHUTDOWN 
to active mode. 

To achieve minimum power con!ilumption, the DS14C535 
can be in SHUTDOWN mode and only activated when com· 
munications are needed. 

--------. 
R5-232 

CONNECTOR 
(9 PIN) 

TO OTE ..... 
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T;<O 

RXO 

RTS 

OTR 

OSR 

OCO 

CTS 

ift 

1----M50 
I .. _-----_. 

FIGURE 9. Typical DTE Application 

2·f;IO 

TO R5-232 CABLE 
&: OCE 
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Application Information (Continued) 

Capacitors: 

Capacitors can be ceramic or tantalum. Standard surface 
mount in the range of 0.1 ",F to 0.68 ",F are readily available 
from several manufacturers. A minimum 20V rating is rec
ommended. Contact manufacturers for specific detail on 
surface mounting and dielectrics. A partial list of manufac
turers include: 

Manufacturer Phone Number 

KEMET 803-963-6300 

AVX 803-448-9411 

MURATA-ERIE 800-831-9172 

• 
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~ dNational Semiconductor 
~p 

DS14C561 
+ 3.3V-Powered 4 X 5 Driver/Receiver 

General Description Features 
• Conforms to TIAlEIA-562 
• Full At. Specifications 
• Internal DC-DC converter 

The DS14C561 is a +3.3V-powered device that conforms 
to the new TIAIEIA-562 standard. This standard provides a 
faster, lower-power alternative to TIAIEIA-232-E (RS-232) 
Interfaces, while guaranteeing interoperation with TIAIEIA-
232-E Interfaces. The DS14C561 is guaranteed to operate 
with a minimum supply voltage of + 3V, while maintaining 
the TIAIEIA-562 output signal levels ±3.7V. 

• Operates with a single + 3.3V supply 

The DS14C561 features an internal DC-DC converter, with 
four external 1.0 p.F capacitors to double and invert + 3.3V 
to ±6.6V. The device also offers a shutdown mode that 
reduces supply current to 100 p.A, making the part ideal for 
use in battery-powered or power-conscious applications. 

Connection Diagram 

°OUT3 °ouu 

iloUT1 RtN3 

°OUT2 RoUT3 

RtN2 SHUTDOWN (so) 

RoUT2 EN 

~N2 ~N4 

~Nl Rouu 

RoUT 1 ~N4 

RtNl ~N3 
GNO RoUTS 

Vee RtNS 
C1+ V-

V+ C2-

C1- 14 15 C2+ 

Order Number DS14C561WM 
See NS Package Number M28B 

TUF/llS63-1 

• Low power requirement Icc 6 mA max 
• Shutdown mode Icx 100 p.A max 
• Operates over 64 kbits/sec 
• Receiver noise filtering 
• TRI-STATE® receiver outputs 
• Pin compatible with MAX561 

Functional Diagram 
Vee 

V+ 
SHUTDOWN 

+ C2+ V-
1.0~F' 

C2-

300kQ 

~N1 

300kll 

~., 

300kll 

~N3 

300kA 

~ .. 
'oun 

SkJl 

"oUT' 
SkJl 

"om 
SkJl 

"oUT. 
SkJl 

"oUTS 
SkJl 

EN -= 
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C3 .:r: 1.0 pF' 

DouTt 

DoUT2 

Do"" 

DouT. 

~.' 

~., 

~'3 

~N4 

~'S 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260'C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Short Circuit Duration (DOUT) continuous 
Supply Voltage (Vee> -0.3Vto +6V 

V+ Pin (Vee - 0.3V) to + 14V Recommended Operating 
v- Pin +0.3Vto -14V Conditions 
Driver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Min Max Units 
Driver Output Voltage (V+ + 0.3V) to (V- - 0.3V) Supply Voltage (Vee> 3.0 3.6 V 
Receiver Input Voltage ±30V Operating Free Air Temp. (TAl 
Receiver Output Voltage -0.3Vto(Vee + 0.3V) DS14C561 0 +70 'C 

Junction Temperature + 150'C 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation 
@ + 25'C (Note 6) 
Wide SOIC (WM) Package 1520 mW 

Electrical Characteristics 
Vee = +3.3V ±0.3V, Cl-C4 = 1 ,..F, TA = O'C to +70'C, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

V+ Positive Power Supply DIN = 0.4V 6.0 V 
RL = 3 kO, Cl -C4 = 1.0,..F 

V- Negative Power Supply DIN = 2.4V -5.0 V 

lee Supply Current (Vee) No Load 3.5 6.0 mA 

lex Supply Current Shutdown RL = 3kO,SD = Vee 20 100 ,..A 

VIH High Level Enable Voltage SO 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Enable Voltage GND 0.4 V 

IIH High Level Enable Current -10 +10 ,..A 

IlL Low Level Enable Current -10 +10 ,..A 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage DIN 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.4 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN;;;: 2.0V -10 +10 ,..A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN';; OAV -10 +10 ,..A 

VIN = OV -10 +10 ,..A 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3kO 3.7 5.0 13.2 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 3 Drivers Loaded -13.2 -4.0 -3.7 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3kO 3.7 4.8 13.2 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 4 Drivers Loaded, Vee = +3.3V -13.2 -4.2 -3.7 V 

105+ Output High Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = O.4V -20 -10 -2 mA 

105- Output Low Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VIN = 2.0V 2.0 8.0 20 mA 

Ro Output Resistance -2V';; Vo';; +2V, Vee = GND = OV 300 0 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage 1.3 2.0 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage 0.4 1.0 V 

VHY HystereSiS 0.05 0.3 V 

RIN Input Resistance 3.0 4.5 7.0 kO 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Vcc = +3.3V ±0.3V, C1-C4 = 1 ",F, TA = ODC to +70DC, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

liN Input Current VIN = +1SV 2.14 S.O mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -1.0 -0.43 mA 

VIN"; -1S\I -S.O -2.14 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = -3V,lo = -200 ",A 2.6 3.0 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIN = +3V, 10 = +1.6mA 0.2 0.4 V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage EN 2.0 VCC V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.4 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN;;' 2.0V -10 +10 ",A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN';;: O.4V -10 +10 ",A 

10Z Output Leakage Current EN = Vee,OV ,;;: ROUT';;: VCC -10 +10 ",A 

Switching Characteristics 
Vec = +3.3V ±0.3V, C1-C4 = 1 ",F, TA = ODC to +70DC, unless otherwise specified (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagalion Delay LOW to HiGH RL = 3kn 1.0 4.0 ",s 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = SOpF 0.8 4.0 ",s 

Skew itpLH-tpHLi 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

tsK 0.2 1.0 ",s 

SR1 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kn to 7 kn, CL = SO pF 30 V/",s 

SR2 Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kn, CL = 2S00 pF, f = 10 kHz 30 V/",s 

tr, tf Output Rise, Fall Time I Vcc = 3.3V RL = 3 kn, CL = 2S00 pF, f = 10 kHz 0.2 2.7 3.1 ",s 
(Note7) RL = 3 kn, CL = 1000 pF, f = 32 kHz 0.2 1.7 2.1 ",s 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH Input Pulse Width> 10 "'S 3.7 9.0 "'S 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 1S0pF 4.7 9.0 "'S 

t5K Skew itpLH-tpHLi 
(Figures 3 and 4) 

1.0 3.0 "'S 

tpLZ (Figures 5 and 7) 0.2 "'s 

tPZL 1.2 "'s 

tpHZ (Figures 5 and 6) 0.4 "'S 

IpZH 1.2 "'S 

tNW Noise Pulse Widlh Rejected (Fig¥res 3 and 4) 4.0 1.0 "'S 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are thosa values beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at thesa limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Charactaristics" speclfy conditions for device operation. 
Nota 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwisa 
specified. 
Note 3: los+ and los- values are for one output at a time. If more than one output is shorted simultaneously, the device power dissipation may be exceeded. 
Note 4: Receiver AC input waveform for test purposes: Ir = tr = 200 ns, VIH = 3V, VIL = -3V, I = 32 kHz (64 kbits/sec). Driver AC Input wavelorm lor test 
purposas: t, = tf = ,;; 10 ns. VIH = 3V, VIL = OV, I = 32 kHz (64 kbits/sec). 
Note 5: All typicals are given lor Vee = 3.3V and TA = + 2SDC. 

" 
Note 6: Ratings apply to'ambient temperature at +25DC. Above this temperature derate: WM package.14.3 mW/DC .. 
Note 7: Rise and Fall Times (t,. tr) are measured between the ±3.3V levels on the driver output. One output switching. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

>10--... - .... -0 VOUT 

TL/F/11363-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Load Circuit 

~--------~-------------------3V 

"-------------- OV 

_----VOH 

+3V 

-I--t-- -3V 

-------------"" t-+----- VOL 

TL/F/11363-4 

VOUT (RaUT) 

FIGURE 2. Driver Switching Waveform 

TL/F/11363-5 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Load Circuit 

+----+3V 

l.SV 

------3V 

r-------- VOH 

"-----~,,-_+--------- VOL 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delays and Noise Rejection 

SI 
+3.0V --0 

-3.0V --0 

VINo----... 

VOUT 
1.7V 

R = 1 kll 

T S. = IS0pF 

GND 

FIGURE 5. Receiver Disable Load Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

~--------------,-----------3V 

'-----OV 
NOTE: SI=-3.0V 

,..---- VOH 
2.6V 

~--------"":'----1.7V 
TLlFI11363-8 

FIGURE 6. Receiver TRI-STATE® Delay Timing (tpHZ, tPZH) 

~--------------,-----------3V 

'----oV 

~_-------"""'+---- 1.7V 
VOL +O.IV O.4V 

NOTE: 51 =+3.0V 
TL/F/11363-9 

FIGURE 7. Receiver TRI-STATE® Delay Timing (tpLZ, tPZL) 

Pin Descriptions 
Vee (pin 11}-Power supply pin for the device, +3.3V 
±0.3V. 

V+ (pin 13}-Positive supply for drivers. Recommended 
external capacitor: C4 = 1 ",F. This supply is not intended 
to be loaded externally. 

V- (pin 17)-Negative supply for drivers. Recommended 
external capacitor: C3 = 1 ",F. This supply is not intended 
to be loaded externally. 

C1 +, C1- (pins 12 and 14}-External capacitor connec
tion pins. Recommended capacitor: 1 ",F. 

C2+, C2- (pins 15 and 16}-External capacitor connec
tion pins. Recommended capacitor: 1 ",F. 

EN (pin 24}-Controls the Receiver output TRI-STATE® 
Circuit. A HIGH level on this pin will disable the Receiver 
Output. 
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SHUTDOWN (SO) (pin 25}-A High on the SHUTDOWN 
.pin will. lower the total Icc current to less than 100 ",A. Pro
viding a low power state. 

DIN 1-4 (pins 7, 6, 20 and 21}-lnputs of unused drivers 
may be left open, an internal pull-up resistor pulls input to 
Vee. Output will be LOW for open inputs. (300 kO minimum, 
typically 3.3 MO) 

DOUT 1-4 (pins 2, 3, 1 and 28}-Driver output pins con
form to TIA/EIA-562 levels. 

RIN 1-5 (pins 9, 4, 27, 23 and 18}-Receiver input pins 
accept TIAIEIA-562 input voltages (± 15V). Receivers fea
ture a noise filter and guaranteed hysteresis of 50 mY. Un
used receiver input pins may be left open. Internal input 
resistor (5 kO) pulls input LOW, providing a failsafe HIGH 
output. 

ROUT1-5 (pins 8, 5, 26, 22 and 19}-Receiver output pins 
generate a maximum VOL of O.4V given an 10 of 1.6 mA and 
a minimum VOH of 2.6V given an 10 of -200 ",A. 
GND (pin 10}-Ground pin. 



tflNational Semiconductor 

DS14C88/DS14C88T 
QUAD CMOS Line Driver 

General Description Features 
The DS14C88 and DS14C88T, pin-for-pin compatible to the 
DS1488/MC1488, are line drivers designed to interface 
data terminal equipment (DTE) with data circuit-terminating 
equipment (DCE). These devices translate standard TILl 
CMOS logic levels to levels conforming to EIA-232-D and 
CCITI V.28 standards. 

_ Meets EIA-232D and CCITT V.28 standards 
_ Industrial temperature range 

-40'C to +85'C-DS14C88T 
_ LOW power consumption 
_ Wide power supply range 

±5Vto ±12V 
The device is fabricated in low threshold CMOS metal gate _ Available in SOIC package 
technology. The device provides very low power consump-
tion compared to its bipolar equivalents: 500 /LA (DS14C88) 
versus 25 mA (DS1488). 

The DS14C88/DS14C88T simplifies designs by eliminating 
the need for external slew rate control capacitors. Slew rate 
control in accordance with EIA-232D is provided on-chip, 
eliminating the output capacitors. 

Connection Diagram 

v-

OUTPUT A 

GND 

v+ 

INPUT 02 
>-
'" '" INPUT 01 C,) 

;:! 
V> 
c 
"- OUTPUT 0 
'" '" C,) .... 
en INPUT C2 
c 

TLlF/11105-1 

Order Number DS14C88N, DS14C88M, DS14C88T J, DS14C88TN or DS14C88TM 
See NS Package Number J14A, N14A or M14A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Lead'Temperature 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales (Soldering 4 seconds) + 260·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 150·C 
Supply Voltage This Produc~ dO,~snot meet 2000V ~SD rating. (Note 9) 

V+ Pin +13V 
V- Pin -13V Recommended Oper$tlng 

Driver Input Voltage (V+) +0.3VtoGND -0.3V Conditions 
Driver Output Voltage I(v+) - vol,;;; 30V Min r.tax ,Units 

I(V-) - vol,;;; 30V V+ Supply (GND = OV) +4.5 +12.6 V 
Continuous Power Dissipation @ + 25·C (Note 2) V- Supply (GND = OV) -4.5 -12.6 V 

N Package 1513 mW Operating Free Air Temp. (TAl 
J Package 1935mW DS14C88 0 +75 ·C 
MPackage 1063mW DS14C88T -40 +85 ·C 

Junction Temperature + 150·C 

Electrical Characteristics Over Recommended Operating Conditions, unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

IlL Maximum Low Input Current VIN = GND +10 ~A 

IIH Maximum High Input Current VIN = V+ -10 ~A 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage V+ ~ +7V, V- ,;;; -7V GND 0.8 V 

V+ < +7V, V-> -7V GND 0.6 V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V+ V 

VOL Low Level Output Level VIN = VIH V+ = 4.5V, V- = -4.5V -4.0 -3.0 V 
RL = 3kO V+ = 9V, V- = 9V -8.0 -6.5 V 
or7kO 

V+ = 12V, V- = -12V -10.5 -9.0 V 

VOH High Level Output Level VIN = VIL V+ = 4.5V, V- = -4.5V 3.0 4.0 V 
RL = 3 kO V+ = 9V, V- = -9V 6.5 8.0 V 
or7 kO 

V+ = 12V, V-'- = -12V 9.0 10.5 V 

108+ High Level Output Short VIN = 0.8V, Va = GND V+ = +12V, -45 mA Circuit Current (Note 3) V- = -12V 

108- Low Level Output Short VIN = 2.0V, Va = GND +45 mA Circuit Current (Note 3) 

ROUT Output Resistance V+ = V- = GND = OV 
300 0 -2V';;; Va';;; +2V (Note4)(Figure 1) 

ICC+ Positive Supply Current VIN = VILmax V+ = 4.5V, V- = -4,5V 10 ~ 
RL = OPEN V+ = 9V, V- = -9V 30 ~ 

V+ = 12V, V- = -12V 60 ~ 
VIN = VIHmin V+ = 4.5V, V- = -4.5V 50 , ~A 
RL = OPEN V+ = 9V, DS14C88 300 ~A 

V- = -9V DS14C88T 400 ~A 

V+ = 12V, DS14C88 500 ~A 
V- = -12V DS14C88T 700 ~A 

Icc- Negative Supply Current VIN = VILmax V+ = 4.5V, DS14C88 -10 ~ 
RL = OPEN V- = -4.5V DS14C88T -15 ~A 

V+ = 9V, DS14C88 -10 ~A 
V- = -9V DS14C88T -15 ~A 

V+ = 12V, DS14C88 -10 ~ 
V- = -12V DS14C88T -15 ~A 

VIN = VIHmin V+ = 4.5V, DS14C88 -30 ~A 
RL = OPEN V- = -4.5V DS14C88T -45 ~ 

V+ = 9V, DS14C88 -30 ~A 
V- = -9V DS14C88T -45 ~A 

V+ = 12V, DS14C88 -60 ~ 
V- = -12V DS14C88T -80 ~ 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over Recommended Operating Conditions, unless otheriwse specified (Figures 2 and 3) (Notes 5 and 6) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay V+ = +4.5V, V- = -4.5V 1.5 6.0 ,...s 

Low to High V+ = +9.0V, V- = -9.0V 1.2 5.0 ,...S 

V+ = +12V, V- = -12V 1.2 4.0 ,...S 

tpHL Propagation Delay V+ = +4.5V, V- = -4.5V 1.5 6.0 ,...s 

High to Low V+ = +9.0V, V- = -9.0V 1.35 5.0 ,...S 

V+ = +12V, V- = -12V 1.3 4.0 ,...S 

tr Rise Time (Note 7) 0.2 1.0 ,...S 

tf Fall Time (Note 7) 0.2 1.0 ,...S 

tsk Typical Propagation V+ = +4.5V, V- = -4.5V 250 ns 

Delay Skew V+ = +9.0V, V- = -9.0V 200 ns 

V+ = +12V, V- = -12V 150 ns 

SR Output Slew Rate RL = 3 kO to 7 kO 
30 V/,...s 

(Note 7) CL = 15 pFto2500 pF 
fI 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the devioe cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devioes 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation. 

Note 2: Derate N Package 12.1 mW rc, J Package 12.9 mW /·C, and M Package 8.5 mW rc above + 25·C. 

Note 3: los + and 108- values are for one oUlput at a time. If more than one output is shorted simultaneously, the device dissipation may be exoeeded. 

Nota 4: Power supply (V+, V-) and GND pins are connected to ground for the OUlput Resistanoe Test (RO)' 

Note 5: AC input test waveforms for test purposes: Ir = It ,; 20 ns, VIH = 2V, VIL = O.SV (0.6V at V+ = 4.5V, V- = -4.5V) 

Note 6: Input rise and rall times must not exoeed 5 p.s. 

Nota 7: The output slew rate, rise time, and fall time are measured from the + 3.0V to the - 3.0V level on the output waveform. 

Note 8: CL include jig and probe capacitanoes. 

Note 9: ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kll, 100 pF) ;, 1.0 kV. 
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Parameter Measure Information 

INPUTS CAN BE 
EITHER TIED TO 
GROUND (GND) 
OR FLOAT. 

FIGURE 1. Output Resistance Test Circuit (Power-off) 

VIN~VO 
RL = 3 kn T ~ = 50 pF 

GND 
Tl/F/1110S-3 

FIGURE 2. Driver Load Circuit (Note 8) 
SR 

> TUF/1110S-4 

FIGURE 3. Driver Switching Waveform 

Typical Application Information 
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TTL 1/4 DSMCII/DSMCIIT 1/4 DSI4C8IAJDSMCIPT TTL ---r--, -r-, 
=:~_"k"'- P--+--"""T---+--Do--::~_ "r;~--

TTL I/USMCBIA/DSMCIIAT 

INTERCONNECTING 
CAlLE 

--~<::]:::-o<~--r---L---+--~ 

DATA TERMINAL 
EOUIJIMENT (OTE) 

1/4 DSMCII/DSI4CIIT 

SIGNAL GROUND 
DATA CIRCUIT TE8MIIlATINIi 

":" EOUI'tIOOfDCEI 

FIGURE 4. EIA-232D Data Transmission 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

OS 1488 Quad Line Driver 

General Description Features 
The DS1488 is a quad line driver which converts standard 
TTL input logic levels through one stage of inversion to out
put levels which meet EIA Standard RS-232D and CCITT 
Recommendation V.24. 

• Current limited output ± 10 mA typ 
• Power-off source impedance 300n min 
• Simple slew rate control with external capacitor 
• Flexible operating supply range 
• Inputs are TTL/LS compatible 

Schematic and Connection Diagrams 

INPUT 

INPUT 

114 Circuit 

r-----~~------~--~--~v+ 

RS R6 

09 

R8 r--t-.............. ..,.,...ooOUTPUT 

07 

08 

R7 

~~~----~----~--4-----oV

TLlF/5776-1 

v+ 

v-

Dual-In-Line Package 

Top View 

GNO 

TL/F/5776-2 

Order Number DS1488J, DS1488M or DS1488N 
See NS Package Number J14A, M14A or N 14A 

Typical Applications 

TTl/OTL 1/4 OS1488 
--~-, 
---t k)o-
--"'L_~ 

1/4 OS1489 DR 
TTl/OTL OS1489A ,.-.... --

--<t ~--... _..r---

INTERFACE DATA 
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT 

R5-232C Data Transmission 

INTERCONNECTING 
CABLE 

SIGNAL GROUND 

·Optional for noise filtering 
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1/4 OS1489 OR 
OS1489A TTl/OTL __ 1-' 

---I I:~----"'L_ ~ 

TTl/OTl 
"-'1----<:I .... -,_..r---

MODEM 

TL/F/5776-3 
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Absolute Maximum- Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Cavity Package 1364mW 
Supply Voltage Molded DIP Package 1280mW 

V+ +15V SO Package 974mW 
V- -15V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 260"C 

Input Voltage (VIN) -15V s VIN S 7.0V 'Derate cavity package 9.1 mW/'C above 25'C; derate molded DIP pack· 

Output Voltage ±15V age 10.2 mW /'C above 25'C; derate SO package 7.8 mW I'C above 25'C. 

Operating Temperature Range 0'Cto+75'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) Vee + = 9V, vee- = -9V unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current VIN = OV -1.0 -1.3 mA 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current VIN = +5.0V 0.005 10.0 /LA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage RL = 3.0kO, V+ = 9.0V, V- = -9.0V 6.0 7.0 V 
VIN = 0.8V V+ = 13.2V, V- = -13.2V 9.0 10.5 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage RL'= 3.0kO, V+ = 9.0V, V- = -9.0V -6.0 -6.8 V 
VIN = 1.9V V+ = 13.2V, V- = -13.2V -9.0 -10.5 V 

los+ High Level Output VOUT = OV, VIN = 0.8V 
-6.0 -10.0 -12.0 mA 

Short·Circuit Current 

105- Low Level Output VOUT = OV, VIN = 1.9V 
6.0 10.0 12.0 mA 

Short·Circuit Current 

ROUT Output Resistance V+ = V- = OV, VOUT = ±2V 300 0 

lee+ Positive Supply Current VIN = 1.9V V+ = 9.0V, V- = -9.0V 15.0 20.0 mA 
(Output Open) V+ = 12V, V- = -12V 19.0 25.0 mA 

V+ = 15V, V- = -15V 25.0 34.0 mA 

VIN = 0.8V V+ = 9.0V, V- = -9.0V 4.5 6.0 mA 

V+ = 12V, V- = -12V 5.5 7.0 mA 

V+ = 15V, V- = -15V 8.0 12.0 mA 

lee- Negative Supply Current VIN = 1.9V V+ = 9.0V, V- = -9.0V -13.0 -17.0 mA 
(Output Open) V+ = 12V, V- = -12V -18.0 -23.0 mA 

V+ = 15V, V- = -15V -25.0 -34.0 mA 

VIN = 0.8V V+ = 9.0V, V- = -9.0V -0.001 -0.015 mA 

V+ = 12V, V- = -12V -0.001 -0.015 mA 

V+ = 15V, V- = -15V -0.01 -2.5 mA 

Pd Power Dissipation V+ = 9.0V, V- = -9.0V 252 333 mW 

V+ = 12V, V- = -12V 444 576 mW 

Switching Characteristics (Vee = 9V, VEE = -9V, TA = 25'C) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpdl Propagation Delay to a Logical"1" RL = 3.0 kO, CL = 15 pF, TA = 25'C 230 350 ns 

tpdO Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" RL = 3.0 kO, CL = 15 pF, T A = 25'C 70 175 ns 

tr Rise. Time RL = 3.0 kO, CL = 15pF, TA = 25'C 75 100 ns 

tf Fall Time RL = 3.0 kO, CL = 15 pF, TA = 25'C 40 75 ns 

Note 1: ··Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Tempersture Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical-Characteristics" provides cond"ions for actual device 
operation; 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits spply across the O'C to + 75'C tempersture range for the OS1488. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 
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Applications 
By connecting a capacitor to each driver output the slew 
rate can be controlled utilizing the output current limiting 
characteristics of the DS1488. For a set slew rate the ap
propriate capacitor value may be calculated using the fol
lowing relationship 

C = Isc(AT/AV) 

where C is the required capacitor, Isc is the short circuit 
current value, and AV I AT is the slew rate. 

Typical Applications (Continued) 

DTL/TTL 
INPUT 

DTLlTTL-to-MOS Translator 
·fZV 

10K 

-12V -12Y 

TLlF/5776-4 

RS-232C specifies that the output slew rate must not ex
ceed 30V per microsecond. Using the worst case output 
short circuit current of 12 mA in the above equation, calcula
tions result in a required capacitor of 400 pF connected to 
each output. 

See Typical Performance Characteristics. 

DTLlTTl 
INPUT 

DTL/TTL·to·HTL Translator 

+12V 

-f2Y 

TLlF/5776-5 

DTLlTTL·to-RTL Translator 

+12V 

OTL/TTL 
INPUT 

RTL OUTPUT 10--.----4 ..... --0 -O.7V TO +3.7V 

-12V +3.0V 

AC Load Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

TLlF/5776-6 

V,. »-.... ---.... -0 VOUT 
2.oV .. -1 '~'l on 3K I'5PF' 

TLlF/5776-7 

'CL inc/udes probe and jig capacitance. '- 1-)[ 
Ir and If are measured between 10% 
and 90% of Ihe oulpul waveform. TLlF/5776-6 
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Typical Performance Characteristics T A = + 25°C unless otherwise noted 

g 
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1= 
~ 
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~ 
(I) 

12.0 
, 

Vcc= YEE=:t 12V 
9.0 

6.0 VCC=VE£=r:l 

3.0 

0 

-3.0 

-6.0 

-9.0 

Vcc= vEE=:t6V 

I I I I 
I-VI~VO 

3k.o. 
,~ ~ 

l-
I 1-=1 
J1J -12.0 

o 02 0.4 0.6 OB 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 lB 2.0 

VIN• INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 

TL/F/5716-9 

FIGURE 1. Transfer Characteristics 
vs Power Supply Voltage 

lK 

100 

10 100 lK 

CL• CAPACITANCE (pF) 

10K 

TL/F/5776-11 

FIGURE 3. Output Slew Rate vs 
Load Capacitance 
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I!JNational Semiconductor 

DS14C89A/DS14C89AT 
Quad CMOS Receiver 
General Description Features 
The DS14C89A1DS14C89AT, pin-for-pin compatible to the 
DS1489A1MC1489A, are receivers designed to interface 
data terminal equipment (DTE) with data circuit-terminating 
equipment (DCE). These devices translate levels conform
ing to EIA-232E and CCITT V.28 standards to TTL/CMOS 
logic levels. 

• Meets EIAITIA-232-E and CCITT V.28 Standards 

The device is fabricated in low threshold CMOS metal gate 
technology. The device provides very low power consump
tion compared to their bipolar equivalents: 900 p.A 
(DS14C89A) versus 26 mA (DS1489A). 

The DS14C89A1DS14C89AT provide on chip noise filtering 
which eliminates the need for external response control fil
ter capacitors. When replacing the DS1489A with the 
DS14C89A1DS14C89AT, the response control filter pins 
can be tied high, low, or not connected. 

Connection Diagram 

Input A 

NC 

Output A 

Input B 

HC 

Output B 

GND 

0-

'" '" "" u 
:! 
en c ..... 
'" '" "" u 
:! 
en c 

• Industrial Temperature Range 
-40·C to +85·C-DS14C89AT 

• LOW Power consumption 
• On chip noise filter 
• Available in SOIC Package 

14v 
13 CC 

Input D 

12 HC 

11 Output D 

10 Input C 

9 Ne 

8 Output C 

TL/F/lll06-1 

Order Number DS14C89AN, DS14C89AM, 
DS14C89ATJ,DS14C89ATN,DS14C89ATM 

See NS Package Number J 14A, M14A, N14A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Lead Temp. (Soldering 4 seconds) + 260"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Storage Temp. Range -65'Cto + 150"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. ESD Rating ~ 1.B kV. Typically ~ 2 kV 
Vee +6V (HMB. 1.5 kO. 100 pfl' 
Input Voltage -30Vto +30V 
Receiver Output Voltage (Vee) +0.3V to GND-0.3V Recom,mended Operating 
Junction Temperature + 150'C Conditions 
Continuous Power Dissipation @ + 25'C (Note 2) Min Max Units 

N Package 1513 mW Vee (GND = OV) '+4.5 +5:5 V 
J Package 1935mW Operating Free Air Temp. (TAl 

, 
M Package 1063mW DS14C89A 0 +75 'C 

DS14C89AT -40 +B5 ·c 

Electrical Characteristics' Over re,commended operating conditions. unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Input High Threshold 1.3 2.7 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold 0.5 1.9 V 

VHY Typical Input Hysteresis ,1.0 V 

liN Input Current VIN = +25V Vee = +4.5Vto +5.5V 3.6 B.3 mA 

VIN = -25V -3.6 -B,3 mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -:0.43 -1.0 mA 

VIN = +15V Vee = OV (Power-Off) 2.14 5.0 mA 

VIN = -15V, (Note 4), -2.14 -5.0 mA 

VIN = +3V 0.43 1.0 mA 

VIN = -3V -0.43 -1.0 rnA 

VOH Output High Voltage VIN = Vn:(min) lOUT = -3.2 mA 2.B 4.0 V 

lOUT = -20,..A 3.5 4.7 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage VIN = VTH (max) 0.15 0.4 V 
lOUT = +3.2mA 

lee Supply Current Nol-oad I DS14CB9A 0.5 900 ,..A 
VIN = 2.7VorO.5V I DS14CB9AT 0.5 2.0 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating conditions, unless otherwise specified. q = 50 pF (Note 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High Input Pulse Width ~ 10,..s 3.5 6.5 ,..S 
tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low Input Pulse Width ~ 10,..s 3.2 6.5 ,..S 
tsK Typical Propagation Delay Skew 400 ns 

tr Output Rise Time 40 300 ns 

tf Output Fall Time 40 300 ns 

tnw Pulse Width assumed to be Noise 1.0 ,..S 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" spectfy conditions for device operation. 
Note 2: Derate N Package 12.1 mW rc, J Package 12.9 mW rc, and M Package 8.5 mW I'C above + 25'C. 

Note 3: AC input waveforms for test purposes: t, ~ tf ~ 200 ns, VIH ~ +3V, VL = -3V, f ~ 20 KHz. 
Note 4: Under the power-off supply conditions H is assumed that the power supply potential drops to zero (OV) and is replaced by a low impedance or short circuit 
to ground. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

VOUT 

VIN~VO 
-r'1. =50pF 

+GND 

FIGURE 1. Receiver Load Circuit 
TL/F/11106-2 

FIGURE 2. Receiver Switching Waveform (Note 3) 

Typical Application Information 
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Input Comparator 
Resistors 

Noise 
Filter 

>---oVO 

Output 
Driver 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Block Diagram 

TTL I,. DSMCII/I.MCIIT --..,.-, 
==:t_)<~-

TTL "4 DlMCIMIDIMClMT 

INTEACOIIINECfING 
CAlLE 

--~(:;::-oO--+---L--+-...q 

DAIATERMIHAl 
EDUlfMENTIDTEI 

1/4 DSMc:III/DIMCIIT 

DATACllClATlEIIIIlu,nlll 
":" ....... 'DCQ SIGNAl GROUND 

FIGURE 4. EIA-232D Data Transmission 
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~ IfI Nat ion a I S e m i con d uc tor 
...... 
5 ... DS1489/DS1489A Quad Line Receiver 
~ 

General Description Features 
• Four separate receivers per package 
• Program.mable threshold 
• Built-in input threshold hysteresis 

The DS1489/DS1489A are quad line receivers designed to 
interface data terminal equipment with data communica
tions equipment. They are constructed on a single monolith
ic silicon chip. These devices satisfy the specifications of 
EIA Standard RS-232D. The DS1489/DS1489A meet and 
exceed the specifications of MC1489/MC1489A and are 
pin-for-pin replacements. 

• "Fail safe" operating mode: high output for open inputs 
• Inputs withstand ± 30V 

Schematic and Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

RESI'ONSE RESPONSE 
tM'UT CONTROL OUTPUT INPUT CONTROL OUTPUT 

Vee D II II C C C 

(V. of unit shown) 10 14 13 12 II .. " 2k 

OUTPUT 

.. 
INPUT 0--"'11'\,.,.. ..... _--4_-; 

OS1489: RF = 10k 

OS1489A: RF = 2k 

~-~~-~~--__ -~~-O.ND 

TLlF/5777-1 

INPUT RESPONSE OUTPUT INPUT RESPONSE OUTPUT GNO 
A CONTROl A B CONTROL 8 

A • 

TLlF/5777-2 
Top View 

Order Number QS1489J, DS1489M, 
DS1489AM, DS1489N or DS1489AN 

See NS Package Number J14A, M14A or N14A 

AC Test Circuit and Voltage Waveforms 
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RESPONSE CONTROL 
.. OPEN OUTPUT Vee 

R, 

l&pF 
INCLUOING T M • • ND '"01' 

INPUT -J,------,.r-"----. =:: 
OUTPUT ------t\J,r Jl~ 

~ t~j'L~, 
FIGURE 1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Cavity Package 1308mW 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Molded DIP Package 1207mW 

Power Supply Voltage 10V SO Package 1042mW 

Input Voltage Range ±30V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 260·C 

Output Load Current 20mA "Derate cavity package 8.7 mW/'C above 2S'C; derate molded DIP package 
9.7 mW I"C above 2S'C; derate SO package 8.33 mW I"C above 2S·C. 

Power Dissipation (Note 2) lW 

Operating Temperature Range O"Cto + 75·C 

Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 150'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3 and 4) 

DS1489/DS1489A: The following apply for Vee = 5.0V ± 1 %, O'C S;; TA S;; + 75·C unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Input High Threshold Voltage VOUT S;; 0.45V, DS1489 TA = 25·C 1.0 1.25 1.5 V 
lOUT = 10 mA 0.9 1.6 V 

DS1489A TA = 25·C 1.75 2.00 2.25 V PI 
1.55 2.40 V 

VTL Input Low Threshold Voltage VOUT:;" 2.5V, TA = 25'C 0.75 1.00 1.25 V 
lOUT = -0.5 mA 0.65 1.35 V 

liN Input Current VIN = +25V +3.6 +5.6 +8.3 mA 

VIN = -25V -3.6 -5.6 -8.3 mA 

VIN = +3V +0.43 +0.53 mA 

VIN = -3V -0.43 -0.53 mA 

VOH Output High Voltage lOUT = -0.5 mA VIN = 0.75V 2.6 3.8 5.0 V 

Input = Open 2.6 3.8 5.0 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage VIN = 3.OV,IOUT = 10 mA 0.33 0.45 V 

Ise Output Short Circuit Current VIN = 0.75V -3.0 mA 

lee Supply Current VIN = 5.0V 14 26 mA 

Pd Power Dissipation VIN = 5.0V 70 130 mW 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 25·C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpdl Input to Output "High" RL = 3.9k, (Figure 1) (AC Test Circuit) 
28 85 ns 

Propagation Delay 

tpdQ Input to Output "Low" RL = 3900, (Figure 1) (AC Test Circuit) 
20 50 ns 

Propagation Delay 

tr Output Rise Time RL = 3.9~, (Figure 1) (AC Test Circuit) 110 175 ns 

tf Output Fall Time RL = 3900, (Figure 1) (AC Test Circuit) 9 20 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot ba guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be oparated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides condttions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless oth....wise specified minImax limits apply across the O'C to +7S'C temparature range for the 081489 and D81489A. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: These specifications apply for response control pin ~ open. 
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i Typical Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = + 25°C unless otherwise noted .... 
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V,, INPUT VOLTAGE (Vdc) 

TUF/5777-B 

FIGURE 3. DS1489 Input Threshold Voltage Adjustment 
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Typical Application Information 

TTl 114051488 

--~- ... 
--of k.~-
--'1.._~ 

1140514891 
TTL 051489A 

,-~-----(t ... --,-_.r--

INTERCONNECTING 
CABLE 

1140514891 
051489A ITL --..... - ... 

--01 (.1---
--~-~ 

ITL 

"-'1---
-~:I ... --,_.r--

1/4051488 

INTERFACE DATA 
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT 

'Optional for noise filtering. 

Noise Filter 
(See Figure 7) 

1/4 OSI489/A 

Response 
Control 

TLlF/5777-13 

SIGNAL GROUND 

Applications Using the Response Control Pin 

Threshold Shift 
(See Figures 3 and 4) 

1/4 DS1489/A 

TL/F/5777-14 

Application of OS148, OS1489A and INS8250 

INS8250 
(UART) OSI488 

RS-232 
Connector 

OTR t----I .JO---I 

RTS t----I ")0---1 

SOUl 1----1I:>()---I 

DCO t----()I~I 

DSRt----oC 

CTS t----()I~I 

SIN t----()I("I 

2-81 

MODEM 

TLlF/5777-5 

NOise Filter and Threshold Shift 
(See Figures 3, 4 and 7) 

1/4 DS1489/A 

TL/F/5777-15 

TL/F/5777-16 
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§ ttlNational Semiconductor 

DS75150 Dual Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS75150 is a dual monolithic line driver designed to 
satisfy the requirements of the standard interface between 
data terminal equipment and data communication equip
ment as defined by EIA Standard RS-232-C. A rate of 
20,000 bits per second can be transmitted with a full 2500 
pF load. Other applications are in data-transmission sys
tems using relatively short single lines, in level translators, 
and for driving MOS devices. The logic input is compatible 
with most TTL and LS families. Operation is from -12V and 
+ 12V power supplies. 

Schematic and Connection Diagrams 

Features 
• Withstands sustained output short-circuit to any low im

pedance voltage between - 25V and + 25V 
• 2 '"'S max transition time through the -3V to +3V tran-

sition region under full 2500 pF load 
• Inputs compatible with most TTL and LS families 
• Common strobe input 
• Inverting output 
• Slew rate can be controlled with an external capaCitor 

at the output 
• Standard supply voltages ± 12V 

+V~o-'---~--------~~---'-----1~--------' 

TO OTHER 
LINE DRIVER 

INPUT A o---I~" 

11k 

STROBE S o-.-"'+-.!I-IM-H 

TO OTHER 
LINE DRIVER 

15k 10k 15k 

}---+--....... """'..,... ..... *-....... -+ ...... ---I4I---+-o0UTPUT 

GNO o-..... __ + ___ .J 

TO OTHER 
LINE DRIVER 

TO OTHER 
LINE DRIVER 

-v~o-4-----------------------~----~--~~~ 
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Component values shown are nominal. 
1 /2 of circuit shown 
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47 

TL/F/5794-1 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

+Vcc 1Y 2V -Vee 

STROBE INPUT INPUT GNU 
S 1A ZA 

Top View 
Positive LogiC C = ~ 

TL/F/5794-2 

Order Number 
DS75150M or DS75150N 
See NS Package Number 

M08AorN08E 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage (+ vecl 10.B 13.2 V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage (-Vecl -10.B -13.2 V 
Supply Voltage + Vee 15V Input Voltage (VI) 0 +5.5 V 
Supply Voltage - Vee 15V Output Voltage (Va) ±15 V 
Input Voltage 15V Operating Ambient Temperature 
Applied Output Voltage +25V Range (TAl 0 +70 °C 
Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 150°C 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25°C 
Molded DIP Package 1022mW 
SO Package 655mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 260°C 
'Derate molded DIP package 8.2 mW/'C above 25'C. Derate 50 package 
8.01 mW/'C above 25'C. 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3, 4 and 5) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High-Level Input Voltage (Figure 1) 2 V 

VIL Low-Level Input Voltage (Figure 2) O.B V 

VOH High-Level Output Voltage +Vee = 10.BV,-Vee = -13.2V, VIL = O.BV, 
5 B V 

RL = 3 kO to 7 kO (Figure 2) 

VOL Low-Level Output Voltage +Vee = 10.BV,-Vee = -10.BV, VIH = 2V, -8 -5 V 
RL = 3 kO to 7 kO (Figure 1) 

IIH High-Level Input Current +Vee = 13.2V,-Vee = -13.2V, Data Input 
1 10 ".A VI = 2.4V, (Figure 3) 

+Vee = 13.2V, -Vee = -13.2V, Strobe Input 
2 20 ".A VI = 2.4V, (Rgure3) 

IlL Low-Level Input Current +Vee = 13.2V,-Vee = -13.2V, Data Input 
-1 -1.6 mA 

VI = O.4V, (Figure 3) 

+Vee = 13.2V, -Vee = -13.2V, Strobe Input 
-2 -3.2 mA 

VI = O.4V, (Figure 3) 

los Short-Circuit Output Current +Vee = 13.2V,-Vee = -13.2V, Va = 25V 2 5 mA 
(Figure 4), (Note 4) Va = -25V -3 -6 mA 

Va = OV, VI = 3V 15 30 mA 

Va = OV, VI = OV -15 -30 mA 

+leeH Supply Current From + Vee, +Vee = 13.2V, -Vec = -13.2V, VI = OV, 
10 22 mA 

High-Level Output RL = 3 kO, T A = 25°C, (Figure 5) 

-leeH Supply Current From - Vee, +Vee = 13.2V, -Vee = -13.2V, VI = OV, -1 -10 mA 
High-Level Output RL = 3 kO, T A = 25°C, (Figure 5) 

+leeL Supply Current From + Vee, +Vee = 13.2V, -Vee = -13.2V, VI = 3V, 
8 17 mA 

Low-Level Output RL = 3 kO, TA = 25°C, (Figure 5) 

-leeL Supply Current From - Vee, +Vee = 13.2V, -Vee = -13.2V, VI = 3V, -9 -20 mA 
Low-Level Output RL = 3 kO, T A = 25°C, (Figure 5) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the O'C to +70'C range for the 0575150. All typical values are TA ~ 25'C and +Vee ~ 12V, 
-Vee ~ -12V. 
Note 3: All current into device pins shown as pOSitive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown as 
max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: The algebraic convention where the most-pos~ive (least-negative) limit is deSignated as maximum is used in this data sheet for logic levels only, e.g., when 
- 5V Is the maximum, the typical value is more-negative voltage. 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (+Vee = >12V, -Vee =; -12V, TA =.25"C) '. 

Symbol . Parameter Conditions Min ;Typ Mu' UnitS 

trLH Transition Time, Low-to-Hi.gh CL = 2500 pF, RL = 3 kG to 7 kG, 0.2 1.4 2 fJ.S Level Output (Figure 6) 

tTHL Transition Time, High-to-Low CL = 2500 pF, RL = 3 kG to 7 kG, 
0.2 1.5 2 fJ.s Level Output (Figure 6) 

tTLH Transition Time, Low-to-High CL = 15 pF, RL = 7 kG, (Figure 6) 
40 ns 

Level Output 

tTHL Transition Time, High-to-Low CL = 15 pF, RL = 7 kG, (Figure 6) 
20 ns 

Level Output 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time CL = 15 pF, RL = 7 kG, (Figure 6) 
60 

; 

Low-to-High Level Output 
ns 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time CL = 15 pF, RL = 7 kG, (Figure 6) 
45 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

DC Test Circuits 

+Vcc -Vee +Vcc -;Vee 

~---~ ~---~ 
•• <>-t:L[)o--i> II 1 ;,:~II .1 

VOL L_~_-.J =~, VOH L_~_-.J ~.' .b -!-
TUF/5794-3 TLIF 15794-4 

FIGURE 1. VIH, VOL Each input is tested separately. 
FIGURE 2. VIL, VOH 

+vee -Vee 3V +Vcc -Vee 

. ~ ~-=---~ ~.::--~~ 
. SEE ::IJ I I 
~ ~n' , OPEN I I Va - - l L _ ~ _ -.J -:0;;-I'L L .J - -J- . 

'rUF/5794-5 TUF/5794-6 

Note: When testing IIH, the other input is at 3V; when testing IlL. the other los is tested for both input condHions at each of the specified oulput cond;· 
input is open. tions. 

FIGURE 3. IIH, IlL FIGURE 4. lOS 

+Vee -Vee 

.. ,,~.= j ~ ~ I, , - CCH. - eeL 

---
v,o-{IJ~ 

- .J ~ L_r - ~3k 

":' '* TL/F/5794-7 

FIGURE 5. ICCH+, ICCH-, ICCL+, ICCL-
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Waveforms 

3V 

;r---~ 
PULSE 

GENERATOR .... ---...... _.J 
(SEE NOTE 1) 

INPUT 
OV 

VOH ---;...-· ... L 

VOL------+~~~--~~ 

OUTPUT 

Note 1: The pulse generator has the following characterstics: 
duty cycle,; 50%, ZOUT '" 50n. 

Note 2: CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

FIGURE 6 

Typical Performance Characteristics 

C 
.! .. z ... 
a: 
a: = ... 
S ... .. = .. 
I 

.2 

20 

15 

10 

-5 

-10 

-15 

-20 

Output Current va 
Applied Output Voltage 

+Vcc -12V V, -2AV 
..JIcc =-12V 
TA .25'C f 

--~ 
V, =0.4V 

-25 -15 -5 0 5 

I..-

RL - 7k 
RL = 3k-

15 25 

Vo - APPLIED OUTPUT VOLTAGE IV) 

FIGURE 7 
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TL/F/5794-9 
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ie ~National Semiconductor 
~IJI' 

DS75154 Quad Line Receiver 

General Description 
The 0575154 is a quad monolithic line receiver designed to 
satisfy the requirements of the standard interface between 
data terminal equipment and data communication equip
ment as defined by EIA Standard RS-232C. Other applica
tions are in relatively short, single-line, pOint-to-point data 
transmission systems and for level translators. Operation is 
normally from a single 5V supply; however, a built-in option 
allows operation from a 12V supply without the use of addi
tional components. The output is compatible with most TIL 
and LS circuits when either supply voltage is used. ' 

In normal operation, the threshold-control terminals are 
connected to the VCC1 terminal, pin 15, even if power is 
being supplied via the alternate VCC2 terminal, 'pin 16. This, 
provides a wide hysteresis loop which is the difference be
tween the positive-going and negative-going threshold volt
ages. In this mode, if the input voltage goes to zero, the 
output voltage will remain at the low or high level as deter
mined by the previous input. 

For fail-safe operation, the threshold-control terminals are 
open. This reduces the hysteresis loop by causing the nega-

Schematic Diagram 
COMMON TO 4 CIRCUITS 

tive~going threshold voltage to be above zero. The positive
going threshold voltage remains above zero as it is unaffect
ed by the disposition of the threshold terminals. In the fail
safe mode, if the input voltage goes to zero or an open-cir
cuit condition, the output will go to the high level regardless 
of the previous input condition. 

Features 
• Input resistance, 3 kG to 7 kG over full RS-232C volt

age range 
• Input threshold adjustable to meet "fail-safe" require-

ments without using external components 
• Inverting output compatible with TIL or LS 
• Built-in hysteresis for increased noise immunity 
• Output with active pull-up for symmetrical switching 

speeds 
• Standard supply voltage-5V or 12V 

Vccz 
INOTE) 

------1 

V~'o_+_----------. 

5k 
R10_~-----~~" 

GNO 0_...------------+--.. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

140 

4.2k 

I.PUT o-+""""""+~H 

I 
I 
I 

...::-.J 1 OF 4 RECEIVERS -------, 
"Ilk Uk 

1A1e 

1k 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L ____________ .J 

OUTPUT 

TL/F/5795-1 

Note: When using VCC1 (pin 15), VCC2 (pin 16) may be left open or shorted to VCC1. When using VCC2, VCC1 must be left open or connected to the threshold 
control pins. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage (Pin 1S), (VCC1) 4.5 5.5 V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Alternate Supply Voltage 
Normal Supply Voltage (Pin 15), (VCC1) 7V (Pin 16), (VCC2) 10.8 13.2 V 
Alternate Supply Voltage (Pin 16), (VCC2) 14V Input Voltage ±1S V 
Input Voltage ±25V Temperature, (TAl 0 +70 'C 
Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C 
Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25'C 

Molded DIP Package 1362 mW 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260'C 
'Derate molded DIP package 10.9 mW/'C above 2S'C; derate SO package 
8.01 mW I'C above 2S·C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3 and 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High-Level Input Voltage (Figure 1) 3 V 

VIL Low-Level Input Voltage (Figure 1) -3 V 

VT+ Positive-Going Threshold Voltage (Figure 1) Normal Operation 0.8 2.2 3 V 

Fail-Safe Operation 0.8 2.2 3 V PI 
VT- Negative-Going Threshold Voltage (Figure 1) Normal Operation -3 -1.1 0 V 

Fail-Safe Operation 0.8 1.4 3 V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis (Figure 1) Normal Operation 0.8 3.3 6 V 

Fail-Safe Operation 0 0.8 2.2 V 

VOH High-Level Output Voltage IOH=-400 p.A, (Figure 1) 2.4 3.5 V 

VOL Low-Level Output Voltage 10L = 16 mA, (Figure 1) 0.23 0.4 V 

rl Input Resistance (Figure 2) !J.VI= -25Vto -14V 3 5 7 kO 

!J.VI=-14Vto -3V 3 5 7 kO 

!J.VI= -3Vto +3V 3 6 kO 

!J.V,=3V to 14V 3 5 7 kO 

!J.V,= 14Vto 25V 3 5 7 kO 

VI (OPEN) Open-Circuit Input Voltage 11=0, (Figure 3) 0 0.2 2 V 

los Short-Circuit Output Current VCC1 =S.5V, V,= -5V, (Figure 4) -10 -20 -40 mA 
(NoteS) 

ICC1 Supply Current From VCC1 VCC1 = S.5V, T A = 2S'C, (Figure 5) 20 35 mA 

ICC2 Supply Current From VCC2 VCC2 = 13.2V, T A = 2S'C, (Figure 5) 23 40 mA 

Switching Characteristics (VCC1 = SV, T A = 25'C) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tPLH Propagation Delay Time, Low-to-High CL =50 pF, RL =3900, (Figure 6) 
22 ns 

Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, High-to-Low CL = SO pF, F!L = 3900, (Figure 6) 20 ns 
Level Output 

tTLH Transition Time, Low-to-High Level CL = 50 pF, RL = 3900, (Figure 6) 9 ns 
Output 

tTHL Transition Time, High-to-Low Level CL = 50 pF, RL = 3900, (Figure 6) 
6 ns 

Output 
Nole 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minimax limits apply across the O'C 10 + 70'C range for the OS7S1S4. All typical values are for TA ~ 2S'C and Ycc, ~ SV. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, ail voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: The algebraic convention where the most.positive (least-negative) limit is designated as maximum is used in this data sheet for logiC and threshold levels 
only, e.g., when -3V is the maximum, the minimum limit is a more~negative voltage. 

Note 5: Only one oulpul at a time should be shorted. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics Connection Diagram 

Output Voltage ys 
Dual-In-Line Package 

Input Voltage THRESHOLD OUTPUTS 

4 ALT NORM CONT , \ 

I Vea VCOI 4T IV 2V 3V 4V 

1 FA1L~AFE hI Ii 1,4 13 12 11 10 
E 3 - I-- , 
~ OPERATION 

J 
.. c 

I ~ 
2 c:o 

VT-I -VT > (NOTE 3) VT" .... 

~~ 
~ I-~ORMAL J. ~ " 1 OPEtATliN - I--c:o 

0 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

INPUT VOLTAGE (V) I 

l' 2 3 4 5 I 1 

G!: TL/F/5795-10 
3T 2T IT lA 2A 3A 4A 

\ . , \ , 

THRESHOLD V=A INPUTS 
CONTROLS 

TLlF/5795-2 

Top View 

Order Number DS75154M or DS75154N 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

DC Test Circuits and Truth Tables 
uvo 01UV 

-"°1[;'" UV 010.1. 

OPEN 

rT 

Ii 1& .J. 

(1fIT~ 
- -Vee1 VCC2 - Rt-, 

V1,YT 
A V 

L ___ ~ ___ ..J 

ill 1 - -=-i i -= -=- ':" ":' 
TL/F/5795-3 

Test Measure A T Y VCC1 VCC2 
(Pin 15) (Pin 16) 

Open·Circuit Input VOH Open Open IOH 4.5V Open 
(Fail·Safe) VOH Open Open IOH Open 10.8V 

VT+ min, VOH O.8V Open IOH 5.5V Open 
VT - (Fail-Safe) VOH O.8V Open IOH Open 13.2V 

VT + min (Normal) VOH (Note 1) Pin 15 IOH 5.5V and T Open 
VOH (Note 1) Pin 15 IOH T 13.2V 

VILmax, VOH -3V Pin 15 IOH 5.5VandT Open 
VT - min (Normal) VOH -3V Pin 15 IOH T 13.2V 

VIH min, VT+ max, VOL 3V Open IOL 4.5V Open 
VT - max (Fail·Safe) VOL 3V Open IOL Open 10.8V 

VIH min, VT+ max, VOL 3V Pin 15 IOL 4.5VandT Open 
(Normal) VOL 3V Pin 15 IOL T 10.8V 

VT - max (Normal) VOL (Note 2) Pin 15 IOL 5.5V and T Open 
VOL (Note 2) Pin 15 IOL T 13.2V 

Not. 1: Momentarily apply -5V. then o.av. 
Not. 2: Momentarily apply 5V. then ground. 

FIGURE 1. V'H. VII •• VT+. VT-. VOH. VOL 
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DC Test Circuits and Truth Tables (Continued) 

OPEr~SYO (~". 
OPEN 

15 16 -L 
- -VCC1 VCC2 - R1-, 

T VCC1 VCC2 
(Pin 15) (Pin 16) 

Open 5V Open 
Open Gnd Open 
Open Open Open 
Pin 15 Tand5V Open 
Gnd Gnd Open 

Y,o--R >-----1 ~>o_--~-oOPEN Open Open 12V 

L ___ ~---..J Open Open Gnd 
Pin 15 T 12V 
Pin 15 T Gnd 
Pin 15 T Open 

TLIF/5795-4 

FIGURE 2. rl 

T VCC1 VCC2 
(Pin 15) (Pin 16) 

Open 5.5V Open 
Pin 15 5.5V Open 

0---"1-"-1 >-----1 ~>o---_+-oOPEN Open Open 13.2V 
Pin 15 T 13.2V 

VlloP£NI L I 
~ ---~---~ 

TL/F15795-5 

FIGURE 3. VI(OPEN) 

OPEN St:. j~: OPt 

- -VQ:1 - VCC2-Rll 

4Wo-_~A~ v 

s.svjtc:. -J 0--013.2V 

ICCl Icc2 

Opt.! ! OPEN 
__ 15 _ 16_L r T VCC1 VCC2 R'l""l 

5Vo--t-:A~ )_-----1 ;>c>--~+_OOPEN 

TLIF15795-6 

Each output is tested separately. TL/F/5795-7 

FIGURE 4. lOS All four line receivers are tested simultaneously. 

FIGURE 5. ICC 
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an 

~ 
AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

INPUT . 5V OUTPUT 

OPEN OPEN 

_ 1,5_ .,.b6_ J. 
VCC! VCC2 RI ..., 

RL ~ 390 

PULSE 
GENERATOR ~ .... ~~ 

V 

(NOTE 1) 

L __ -r-__ ..J 
CL • 50 pF T (NOTE 2) 

http://www.national.com 

- -- -

5V 

INPUT OV 

-5V 

VOH 
2V 

OUTPUT 

VOL 

TL/F/5795-9 

Nota 1: The pulse generator has the following characteristicS: ZOUTF50n, tw=200 ns, duty cycle s; 20%. 

NOle 2: CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
FIGURE 6 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS9616H 
Triple Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS9616H is a triple line driver which meets the electri
cal interface specifications of EIA RS-232-C and CCITI 
V.24 and/or MIL-STD-188C. Each driver converts TTL/DTL 
logic levels to EIAICCIT and/or MIL-STD-188C logic levels 
for transmission between data terminal equipment and data 
communications equipment. The output slew rate is inter
nally limited and can be lowered by an external capacitor; all 
output currents are short circuit limited. The outputs are pro
tected against RS-232-C fault conditions. A logic HIGH on 
the inhibit terminal interrupts signal transfer and forces the 
output to a VOL (EIAICCITI MARK) state. 

For the complementary function, see the DS9627MJ Dual 
EIA RS-232-C and MIL-STD-188C Line Receiver. 

Connection Diagrams 

14-Lead DIP 

14 v+ 
1~ IN Bl 

121N B2 

11 INHIBIT B 

10 OUT B 

INAI 

INA2 

INHIBIT A 

DUTA 

INC 

INHIBITC 

GND 

~D-I>*9'-OUT C 

8 v-

Top View 

Order Number OS9616HMJ/883 
See NS Package Number J 14A 

TL/F/10B15-1 

Features 
• Internal slew rate limiting 
• Meets EIA RS-232-C and CCITI V.24 and/or 

MIL-STD-188C 

• Logic true inhibit function 
• Output short circuit current-limiting 
• Output voltage levels independent of supply voltages 

INHIBIT A 
Ne 

OUTA 
NC 

INC 

20-Terminal LCC 

~~~:t~ 

Top View 

INB2 
NC 
INHIBITB 
NC 
OUTB 

Order Number OS9616HME/883 
See NS Package Number E20A 

TL/F/10B15-2 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Supply Voltage ±15V 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Input or Inhibit Voltage -1.5Vto +S.OV 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Output Signal Voltage ±15V 
Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 175·C Note 1: VIH and VIL are guaranteed by the VOI1 and VOL tllStS. 
Operating Temperature Range - 55·C to + 125·C Note 2: All input and supply leads are grounded. 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 seconds) 300·C Nota 3: An external capaCItor may b~ needed to meet 81goal wave shaping 

Internal Power Dissipation (Note 4) requinsmenls of MIL·STD·l88C at the applicable modulation rate. No exter· 
nal capacitor is needed to meet RS·232·C. 

DIPandCCP 400mW Note 4: Rating applies to ambient temperatunss' up to 125'C. Above 125'C 
amblen~ derate linearty at 12O'C/W. 

DS9616HM' 
Electrical Characteristics ± 10.8V ,,; Vee"; ± 13.2V, RL == 3.0 kO, unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Characteristic Condition Min Max Unit 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH Vll and/or 5 . .0 7.0 V 
VI2 = VINHlsit = 0.8V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW Vl1 = VI2 = VINHIBIT = 2.0V -7.0 -5.0 V 

VOHto Output Voltage HIGH to 
VOL Output Voltage LOW ±10 % 

Magnitude Matching Error 

105+ Positive Output Short RL = 00, Vll and/or -45 -12 mA 
Circuit Current VI2 = VINHIBIT = 0.8V 

105- Negative Output Short RL = 00, 
12 60 rnA 

Circuit Current Vll = VI2 = VINHIBIT = 2.0V 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH (Note 1) 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW (Note 1) 0.8 V 

IIH !nput'Currl[lnt HIGH Vl1 = VI2 = 2.4V 
.. 

40 jJ-A " 

Vll = V12 = 5.5V 1.0 mA 

IlL Input Current LOW Vll = V12 = O.4V -1.6 mA 

1+ Positive Supply Current VI1 = VI2 = VINHIBIT = 0.8V 25 mA 

Vll = VI2 = VINHIBIT = 2.0V 15 mA 

1- Negative Supply Current Vll = VI2 = VINHIBIT = O.8V -1.0 mA 

Vll = VI2 = VINHIBIT = 2.0V -25 mA 

Ro Output Resistance, Power Off -2.0V ,,; Vo ,,; 0.5V 
300 0 (Note 2) 

SR+ Positive Slew Rate CL = 2500 pF, RL = 3.0 kO 4.0 30 V/jJ-s 
(Note 3) (See Figure 1) 4.0 30 V/jJ-s 

SR- Negative Slew Rate CL == 2500 pF, RL = 3.0 kO -30 -4.0 V/jJ-s 
(Note 3) (See Figure 1) -30 -4.0 V/jJ-s 

I 
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Omil Vl2 for channel "C". 
Inpul: FR - 50 kHz 

Pulse Width - 10 p.s 
t,. - If - 10 ±5.0 ns 

TL/F/10B1S-3 

IN 1 or 2 
(INHIBIT = LOW) 

OUT 

OV 

VOH-'"'"":'::::''\I 

OV------~~--__ ----~~+_-

TL/F/10B1S-4 

FIGURE 1. Switching Time Test Circuit and Waveforms 

Primary Burn-In Circuit 

INAl V+ ~r 
INA2 INBl 

INHIBIT A INB2 

- OUTA INHIBITB 

INC OUTB roo -:.: -
INHIBITC OUTC roo 
GND V-no -== -12V - TL/F/10B1S-S 
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Equivalent Circuit (113 of circuit) 

DI5 
R9 

10.711 
v+ 

INHIBIT-i4--..... -"VIII'y-..... -----..... ------,....-----------~-t_ ... 

IN 1-,,--, 

IN2-,,--I 

GND---,....---+---~---~ 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

089627 Dual Line Receiver 

General Description 
The DS9627 is a dual-line receiver which meets the electri
cal interface specifications of EIA RS-232C and MIL-STD
l88C. The input circuitry accommodates ± 25V input sig
nals and the differential inputs allow user selection of either 
inverting or non-inverting logic for the receiver operation. 
The DS9627 provides both a selectable hystereSiS range 
and selectable receiver input resistance. When pin 1 is tied 
to V-, the typical switching pOints are at 2.6V and -2.6V, 
thus meeting RS-232-C requirements. When pin 1 is open, 
the typical switching points are at 50 /LA and - 50 /LA, thus 
satisfying the requirements of MIL-STD-188C LOW level in
terface. Connecting the RA and/or RS pins to the (-) input 
yields an input impedanca in the range of 3 kG to 7 kG and 
satisfies RS-232-C requirements; leaving RA and/or RS 
pins unconnected, the input resistance will be greater than 
6 kG to satisfy MIL-STD-188C. 

The output circuitry is TTL/DTL compatible and will allow 
"collector-dotting" to generate the wired-OR function. A 
TTLlDTL strobe is also provided for each receiver. 

Features 
• EIA RS-232-C input standards 
• MIL-STD-188C input standards 
• Variable hystereSiS control 
• High common mode rejection 
• R control (5 kG or 10 kG) 
• Wired-OR capability 
• Choice of inverting and non-inverting inputs 
• Outputs and strobe TTL compatible 

Connection Diagram 
l6-LeadDIP 

HYSTERESIS --1. '-./ 16 
-Y+ 

2 15 
OUT A 

~ 6 
OUT B 

3 14 
STROBE A STROBE B 

NC......! A B 
13 
-NC 

5 -~ + + ~- 12 
-IN A -IN B 

6 11 
RA RB 

7 10 
+IN A +IN B 

GN02 
9 
-Y-

TL/F/9761-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS9627MJ/883 
See NS Package Number J16A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, see RETS Data Sheet. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Input Voltage Referred to GND ±25V 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Strobe to GND -0.5V to + 5.5V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Applied Output Voltage -0.5Vto +15V 
Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 175'C 

Operating Temperature Range - 55'C to + 125'C Operating Conditions 
Lead Temperature (Soldering. 60 sec.) 300'C Min Max Unlta 
Internal Power Dissipation (Note 5) 400mW Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.5 V 
V+ toGND OVto +15V Temperature (TN -55 +125 'C 
V- toGND ovio -15V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Hysteresis. -IN A. -IN B. RA and RB Opanfor MIL-STD-188C. unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 arid 3) 

Symbol Characteristics Conditions Min Max Units 

VOL Output Voltage LOW V+ = 10.8V, V- = -13.2V, 
0.4 V 

VI+ = 0.6V, 10L = 6.4 rnA 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH V+ = 10.8V, V- = -13.2V, 
2.4 V 

VI+ = 0.6V, 10H = -0.5 rnA 

los Output Short Circuit V+ = 13.2V, V- = -10.8V. 
-3.0 rnA 

Current (Note 4) VI+ = 0.6V, Vo = ov 

IIH(Sn Input Current HIGH V+ = 10.8V. I VST = 2.4V 40 IJ.A 
(Strobe) V- = -13.2V. VI+ = 0.6V I VST = 5.5V 1.0 rnA 

RI Input Resistance V+ = 13.2V. V- = -13.2V. 
6.0 kO 

-3.0V ~ VI+ ~ 3.0V 

ITH + Positive Threshold Current ±10.8V ~ Vee:S; ±13.2V. 
Vo = 2.4V 

100 ",A 

ITH- Negative Threshold Current ±10.8V ~ Vee ~ ±13.2V, 
-100 ",A 

Vo = 0.4V 

VldST) Input Voltage LOW (Strobe) VI+ = -0.6V 0.8 V 

VIH(Sn Input Voltage HIGH (Strobe) V+= 13.2V. V- = -10.8V. 
2.0 V 

VI+ = -0.6V 

1+ Positive Supply Current ±10.8V ~ Vee ~ ±13.2V 
18 rnA 

VI+ = -0.6V 

1- Negative Supply Current ±10.8V ~ Vee ~ ±13.2V 
-16 rnA 

VI+ = 0.6V 

Electrical Characteristics + IN A and -IN B connected to ground. RA and RB connected to -IN A and -IN B 
and Hysteresis connected to V- for RS-232C. unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Characteristics Conditions Min Max Units 

RI Input Resistance 3.0V ~ VI ~ 25V 3.0 7.0 kO 

-3.0V ~ VI ~ -25V 3.0 7.0 kO 

VI Input Voltage -2.0 2.0 V 

VTH+ Positive Threshold Voltage 3.0 V 

VTH- Negative Threshoid Voltage -3.0 V 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide cond~ions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified MinIMax lim~ apply across the - 55'C to + 125'C temperature range. 
Note 3: All currents irrto device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise specHied. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Rating spplies to ambient temperatures up to + 125'C. Above 125'C ambient. derate line~ at 120'C/W. 
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Electrical Characteristics Vee = ± 12V for MIL-STO-188C and RS-232C, TA = 25°C 

Symbol Characteristics Conditions Min Max Units 

Propagation Delay to High Level (See Figure 1) 250 ns 

Propagation Delay to Low Level (See Figure 1) 250 ns 

Vo -5.0V 

- trr -Jljf-
/:90% 90%,;:\ ~ 

lkll 

+1:= +059627 JC)-o--41H~ ..... .f4""1-t :1% 

+s.ov ---+--Ir-~~---~-'/ 

-IN- _ ."~, 

15 pF : t 
-- V+=12V STROBE 3.92kll :::... '~ 
~NO :1% ~~ 

~ 
--V-=-12V 
HYS OPEN 

TUF/9761-2 

15 pF includes jig capacitance. All diodes are FD777 or equivalent. 

10% 
-s.ov-"';"~'I 

PRR = 10 kHz 

PW=50p.s 

1,=t,=5n. 

-
OV 

tpLH 

/ 

FIGURE 1. Switching Time Test Circuit and Waveforms 
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OV 
10% 

I- - tpHL -
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059627 
::T 
::; 
"!'! v+ :::: m 
i Cl Rll R14 .a 

r:::: 
:> 1.1 pF 1.281<4 6k.o. ;:-~ 
0 +IN-nrn S» :> 
!!!. .: CD g 

:::J 3 8k.o. -0 

R2 iR4 I I -r.O~ -r -r ::;' 
019 n 

R --I 1'.3k.o. 24k.o. 010 r:::: 
R42 

;:+ 

091 7.6k.o. ;:: -IN .. 
~ 

R13 Q 
345.0. a 

. R34 c: 
R7 11.3k.o. .a: 

8k.o. 011 

R41 
R8 012 3.2k.o. 
2k.o. 

os+, I I ~-- -~~ I I I t 06 J... 
I\) 

cO 
00 

"rt~j ~o" , 'I o,,~ lJ. :~J",'.-I-J .. 
015 

016 ... RZ6 
450.0. 1 ;;).,)KU, .,..- 1.I~K.u. f 4o:JU,u, ,.. 4OJU.u. ,.. OJ • .aK,u, 1 v- , 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS1691A/DS3691 (RS-422/RS-423) Line Drivers 
with TRI-STATE® Outputs 
General Description 
The DS1691A1DS3691 are low power Schottky TTL line 
drivers designed to meet the requirements of EIA standards 
RS-422 and RS-423. They feature 4 buffered outputs with 
high source and sink current capability with internal short 
circuit protection. A mode control input provides a choice of 
operation either as 4 single-ended line drivers or 2 differen
tial line drivers. A rise time control pin allows the use of an 
external capacitor to slow the rise time for suppression of 
near end crosstalk to other receivers in the cable. Rise time 
capacitors are primarily intended for waveshaping output 
Signals in the single-ended driver mode. Multipoint applica
tions in differential mode with waveshaping capacitors is not 
allowed. 

With the mode select pin low, the DS1691A1DS3691 are 
dual-differential line drivers with TRI-STATE outputs. They 
feature ± 10V output common-mode range in TRI-STATE 
mode and OV output unbalance when operated with ± 5V 
supply. 

Connection Diagrams 
With Mode Select LOW 
(RS-422 Connection) 

Vee 

INPUT A 

INPUT B/DISABLE 

MDDfSELECT 

.NO 

INPUT ClDlSA8LE 

INPUlD 

VEE 

18 FUSE TIME CONTROL A 

......... ..--...,.'_5 OUTPUT A 

k'\~-+::' OUTPUT' 

13 RISE TIME CONTROL 8 

12 RISE TIME CONTROL C 

RISE TIME CONTROL 0 

Top View TlIF15783-1 

Truth Table 
Operation Inputs Outputs 

RS-422 

RS-423 

Mode A (D) 

0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 

0 
0 
1 
1 

B(C) 

0 

0 
1 

0 
1 
0 
1 

A (D) B(C) 

o 
TRI-STATE 

1 
TRI-STATE 

o 
o 
1 
1 

1 
TRI-STATE 

o 
TRI-STATE 

o 
1 
o 
1 

Order Number DS1691AJ, DS3691J, 
DS3691M, DS3691N or DS3691V 

See NS Package Number J16A, M16A, N16A or V20A 
For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 

see RETS Data Sheet 
Order Number DS1691AJ/883 
See NS Package Number J16A 
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Features 
• Dual RS-422 line driver with mode pin low, or quad RS-

423 line driver with mode pin high 
• TRI-STATE outputs in RS-422 mode 
• Short circuit protection for both source and sink outputs 
• Outputs will not clamp line with power off or in TRI

STATE 
• 1000 transmission line drive capability 
• Low Icc and lEE power consumption 

RS-422 ICC = 9 mA/driver typ 
RS-423 IcC = 4.5 mA/driver typ 

lEE = 2.5 mA/driver typ 
• Low current PNP inputs compatible with TTL, MOS and 

CMOS 
• Pin compatible with AM26LS30 

With Mode Select HIGH 
(RS-423 Connection) 

Vee 11 RtsE TIME CONTROL A 

,NPUT A ...... ---1 
IIPUT 8/DISABLE >--+::. OUTPUTB 

MODE SELECT '---+::' AISETIME CONTROL B 

.NO RISE TIME CONTROL C 

,NPUT C/O'SAILE ...... ---1 OUTPUTC 

IIPUTD >--+::. OUTPUT 0 

VEE '---+'- RISE TIME CONTROL 0 

Top View TLIF15783-2 

<C 

"" ':!If 
~ '" => 

'" ~~~8~ 

INPUT B/DISABLE 18 OUTPUTB 

MODESELECI 17 RISE TIME 
CONTROLB 

HC 6 DS3691V 16 NC 

GND 15 RISE TIME 
CONTROLC 

INPUT C/DISABLE 14 OUTPUTC 

TLIFI5783-18 

Top View 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Nota 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required" Min Max' Units 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS1691A 

Supply Voltage Vcc 4.5 5.5 V ,. 
VEE -4.5 -5.5 V 

Vcc J 7V 
VEE -7V DS3691 

Vee 4.75 5.25 V 
Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25'C VEE -4.75 -5.25 V 

Cavity Package 1509 mW 
Temperature (TA) 

Molded DIP Package 1476mW 
DS1691A -55 +125 'C SO Package 105.1 mW 
DS3691 0 +70 'C 

Input Voltage 15V 

Output Voltage (Power OFF) ±1SV 

Storage Temperature' - SS'C to + 1SO'C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 2SO'C 
'Derate cavity, package 10.1 mW/'C above 2S'C; derate molded DIP pack· 
age 11.9 mW I'C above 25"C. Derate SO package 8.41 mW I'C above 2S'C. 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3, 4 and S) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

R6-422 CONNECTION, VEE CONNECTION TO GROUND, MODE SELECT,;; O.BV 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 2.4V 1 40 ",A 

VIN';; 1SV 19 100 ",A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = O.4V -30 -200 ",A 

VI Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -1.5 V 

Vo Differential Output Voltage 
RL = 00 

VIN = 2V 3.6 6.0 V 

Va 'VA,B VIN = O.SV -3.S -S.O V 

VT Differential Output Voltage RL = 100n VIN =2V 2 2.4 V 

VT VA,B VCC ~ 4.75V VIN = .o.SV -2 -2.4 V 

VOS, Vos Common-Mode Offset RL = 100n 
2.S 3 V 

Voltage 

IVTI-Ivrl Difference in Differential RL = 100n 
O.OS 0.4 V 

Output Voltage 

IVosl - Ivosl Difference in Common- RL = 100n 
0.05 0.4 V 

Mode Offset Voltage 

Vss IVr - vTI RL = 100n, VCC ~ 4.7SV 4.0 4.8 V 

VCMR Output Voltage Common- VOISABLE = 2.4V ±10 V 
Mode Range 

IXA Output Leakage Current Vee = OV VCMR = 10V 100 p.A 

IXB 
Power OFF VCMR = -10V -100 ",A 

lox TRI-STATE Output Current VCC = Max VCMR';; 10V 100 ",A 

VEE = OVand -SV VCMR ~ -10V -100 ",A 

ISA Output Short Circuit Current VIN = O.4V VOA = SV SO 1S0 mA 

VOB = OV -SO -1S0 mA 

ISB Output Short Circuit Current VIN = 2.4V VOA =; OV -SO -150 mA 

, VOB = SV 80 1S0 mA 

Icc Supply Current 18 30 mA 
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AC Electrical Characteristics T A = 25"C (Note 5) 

Symbol I Parameter I ' Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RS-422 CONNECTION, Vee = SV, MODE SELECT = o.av 
tr Output Rise Time RL = 1000, CL = 5'00 pF (Figure 1) 120 200 ns 

tf Output Fall Time RL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (Figure 1) 120 200 ns 

tpDH Output Propagation Delay RL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (Figure 1) 120 200 ns 

tpDL Output Propagation Delay RL = '1000, CL = 500 pF (Figure 1) 120 200 ns 

tpZL TRI-STATE Delay RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Ce = 0 pF (Figure 4) 250 350 ns 

tpZH TRI-STATE Delay RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Ce = tl pF (Figure 4) 180 300 ns 

tpLZ TRI-STATE Delay RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Ce = 0 pF (Figure 4) 180 300 ns 

tpHZ TRI-STATE Delay RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Ce = 0 pF (Figure 4) 250 350 ns 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3, 4 and 5) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RS-423 CONNECTION, IVeci = IVEEI, MODE SELECT:;, 2V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V • IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 2.4V 1 40 /LA 

VIN";; 15V 10 100 /LA 

IlL Low Level Input Current YiN = O.4V -30 -200 /LA 

VI Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12 mA -1.5 V 

Vo Output Voltage RL = 00, (Note 6) VIN = 2V 4.0 4.4 6.0 V 

Vo 
Vee:;' 4.75V 

VIN = 0.4V -4.0 -4.4 -6.0 V 

VT Output Voltage RL = 4500 'VIN ='2.4V 3.6 4.1 V 

VT 
Vee:;' 4.75V VIN = 0.4V -3.6 -4.1 V 

IVTI-lvTI Output Unbalance IVee! = IVEEI = 4.75V, RL = 4500 0.02 0.4 V 

Ix+ Output Leakage Power OFF , Vee = VEE = OV Vo = 6V, 2 100 /LA 

Ix- Output Leakage Power OFF Vee = VEE = OV Vo = -6V -2 -100 /LA 

Is+ Output Sho(t Circuit Current Vo = OV VIN = 2.4V -80 -150 rnA 

Is- Output Short Circuit Current Vo = OV VIN = O.4V 80, 150 rnA 

ISLEW Slew Control Current ±140 /LA 

Icc Positive Supply Current VIN = 0.4V, RL = 00 18 30 mA 

lEE Negative Supply Current, VIN = 0.4V, RL = 00, -10 -22 mA 

Not. 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guarenteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of ·'Electrical Characteristics" provide condHions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, min/max limits apply across the -55"C to + 125'C temperature range for the OS1691A and across the O"C to + 70"C range 
for the 053691. All typicsls are given for Vee ~ 5V and T A ~ 25'C., Vee a"ll Vee as listed in operating conditions. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise specified. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Not. 5: Symbols and definHions correspond to EIA RS·422 and/or RS·423 where applicable. 
Note 6: At -55'C, the output voltage is +3,9V minimum and -3.9V minimum, 
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AC Electrical Characteristics T A = 25°C (Note 5) 

Symbol I P/irameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

R5-423 CONNECTION, Vee = 5V, VEE -5V, MODE SELECT = 2.4V 

Ir Rise Time RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Cc = 0 (Figure 2) 120 300 ns 

If Fall Time RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Cc = 0 (Figure 2) 120 300 ns 

Ir Rise Time RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF Cc = 50 pF (Figure 3) 3.0 ,...s 

If Fail Time RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF Cc = 50 pF (Figure 3) 3.0 ,...s 

Ire ' Rise Time Coefficienl RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Cc = 50 pF (Figure 3) 0.06 ,...s/pF 

IpDH Oulpul Propagation Delay RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF, Cc = 0 (Figure 2) 180 300 ns 

tpDL Oulpul Propagalion Delay RL = 4500,CL = 500pF,Cc = o (Figure 2) 180 300 ns 

AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms 

IV 

v~ I , 
A 

INPUT ",,10,. If" 10 .. • 
av----1, \ 

INPcrr=-

. -f RL - --tpoH - IpDL 

I~ UVsa/RL 

V+L 

a.1Vss/RL 
aUTI'IIT 

OUTPUT OJ Vss/RL a •• Vss/RL "TEK cn CURRfNT 
TRANSF, OR 

D.I Vsa/RL'/' \'0.1 V"",,,L fOUIVALfNT 

i -1,,1- -Ifl-
OUT TL/F/5783-4 

~ TL/F 15783-3 

FIGURE 1. Differential Connection 

I 3V 

V~ I , 
INPUT ",,10,. If" 10 .. 

INruf 
A I 1\ ov 

CL..L 11 OUTPUT - --IPOH '----

I 
RL IpOL 

I 

a.lYssJ 
OJIVss 

*" OUT 

V \ 
OUTPUT 

8 
a.1vsslRL 

vr 

OJ Vsa/RL 

v~ V 
TLlF/5783-5 o.lVsSl 0.1 Vss 

I~ 

---I I, -- - If f--
TL/F/5783-8 

FIGURE 2. Rs-423 Connection 
, " 

, 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

Vee 2 

2.6V'------r------, 
I \ I 

INPUT .r ~ 10 ns 

OUTPUT 
OV----..J 

_2,0",-_+---20.,_ 

OUT 

OUTPUT 

TL/F/5783-7 

TL/F/5783-8 

FIGURE 3. Rise Time Control for RS-423 

INPUT 8 

OUT 

Switching Waveforms 

hItp:llwww.national.com 

t.lODE=1 
RS-423 

t.lODE=O 
RS-422 
Vos< O.4V 

t.lODE=O 
RS-422 
Vos<3V 

INPUT 

UNBALANCED 
OUTPUT 

BALANCED 
OUTPUT 

BALANCED 
OUTPUT 

·TEK en CURRENT 
TRANSF, DR 
EQUIVALENT 

OUTPUT ~ tpZL 

TLlF/5783-9 

FIGURE 4. TRI-STATE Delays 

_--II 
I 

_---'I 

\'----
\ Vcc=+5V 

OV ----~\.Ir'-VEE=-5V 

___ ...IX"' ________ --'x V~~=;,~V 
---------------OV------

FIGURE 5. Typical Output Voltage 
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Typical Application Information 

SL 

SL 
1/2 D53691 

Fully Loaded RS·422 Interface 

TUF/S783-13 

R8-422 Point to Point Application 

1/2 DS3691 
OPTIONAL TERMINATION 

~ "'-:r>- RESISTANCE, RT = Zo, (Zo = ;t CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE 
D _________ R_T ... T~ R OF THE CABLE). RT IS HIGHLY 

RECONMENDED. 

1/2 DS3691 1/4 DS26LS32A 

Fully Loaded R8-423 Interface 

Differential Application with Rise Time Control 

3-8 

TLlF/S783-14 

SL 

TL/F/S783-1S 

SL 

TL/F/S783-16 
'Nole: Controlled edge allows long· 

ei stub lengths. Multiple Driv· 
ers are NOT allowed. 
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Typical Application Information (Continued) 

Dual RS-423 Inverting Driver 

+5V D53691 

JL l;vcc ~~ 
INPUT A .2 14 

~MODE ...... - == 
1 5 GND ...... 13 "l'RISE TIME 

..l.--.... -~ CONTROL B 

OUTPUT B 

TGND 7 ~ .... 

INPUT D ~t---r:,,;.2~:::Il ~1 ~""---OUTPUT C 

8 == 
rLV~EE~_..::=1:2r"l'...I· RISE TIME 

CONTROL C 

-5V 

Typical Rise Time Control Characteristics (RS·423 Mode) 

http://www.national.com 

Rise Time vs External Capacitor 

1 ... _ 

~ 100 11111111111111 
!! 
II: 

10". 
1 ..... '-U.l..lJJJLL--.L.L.J..J..LLUI-....L.J...LJ.LUU 10 100 Ik 10k 

CAPACITANCE (pFI 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS26C31T/DS26C31M 
CMOS Quad TRI-STATE® Differential Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS26C31 is a quad differential line driver designed for 
digital data transmission over balanced lines. The 
DS26C31T meets all the requirements of EIA standard 
RS-422 while retaining the low power characteristics of 
CMOS. The DS26C31M is compatible with EIA standard 
RS-422; however, one exception in test methodology is tak
en (see Note 8). This enables the construction of serial and 
terminal interfaces while maintaining minimal power con· 
sumption. 

The DS26C31 accepts TTL or CMOS input levels and trans· 
lates these to RS-422 output levels. This part uses special 
output circuitry that enables the drivers to power down with· 
out loading down the bus. This device has enable and dis· 
able circuitry common to all four drivers. The DS26C31 is 
pin compatible to the AM26LS31 and the DS28LS31. 

All inputs are protected against damage due to electrostatic 
discharge by diodes to Vee and ground. 

Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

INPUT A 

CHANNEL A { 
OUTPUTS ~I----J 

ENABLE 

CHANNEL 8{ 
OUTPUTS 

INPUT 8 

GND 

Top View 
TUF/8574-1 

Order Number DS26C31T J, DS26C31TM or DS26C31TN 
See NS Package Number J16A, M16A or N16E 

For Complete Military 883 Specification., 
See RETS Data Sheet 

Order Number DS26C31ME/883, DS26C31MJ/883 
or DS26C31MW/883 

See NS Package Number E20A, J16A or W16A 

Features 
• TTL input compatible 
• Typical propagation delays: 6 ns 
• Typical output skew: 0.5 ns 
• Outputs will not load line when Vee = OV 
• DS26C31T meets the requirements of EIA standard 

RS·422 

• Operation from single 5V supply 
• TRI·STATE outputs for connection to system buses 
• Low quiescent current 
• Available in surface mount 
• MiI·Std·863C compliant 

2G-Lead Ceramic Leadle •• Chip Carrier (E) 

CHANNEL A 
OUTPUT 

Truth Table 

... 
=> 
~ 
z 

CHANNEL C 
OUTPUT 

TLlF/8574-12 

Non-Inverting Inverting 
Output Output 

ENABLE lNAlH:E Input 

L H 

All other 
combinations of 

enable inputs 

L = Low logic state 
H = High logic state 

3-10 

x z z 
L L H 

H H L 

x = Irrelevant 
Z = TRI·STATE (high impedance) 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) 
This device does not meet 2000V ESD Rating. (Note 13) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Min Max Units 

Supply Voltage (Vee> -0.5V to 7.0V 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.50 5.50 V 

DC Input Voltage (VIN) -1.5VtoVee +1.5V 
DC Input or Output Voltage 

(VIN. VOUT) 0 Vee V 
DC Output Voltage (VOUT) -0.5Vt07V 

Operating Temperature Range (Till 
Clamp Diode Current (11K. 10K> ±20mA DS26C31T -40 +85 ·C 
DC Output Current. per pin (lOUT) ±150mA DS26C31M -55 +125 ·C 

DC Vee or GND Current. per pin (lee> ±150mA Input Rise or Fall Times (t,. tf} 500 ns 

Storage Temperature Range (T STG) - 65·C to + 150·C 

Max. Power Dissipation (Po) @25·C (Note 3) 
Ceramic "J" Pkg. 2419mW 
Plastic "N" Pkg. 1736mW 
SOIC "M" Pkg. 1226mW 
Ceramic "W" Pkg. 1182mW 
Ceramic "E" Pkg. 2134mW 

Lead Temperature (T u (Soldering. 4 sec.) 260"C 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 1 0% (unless otherwise specified) (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIN = VIH or VIL. 
2.5 3.4 V 

lOUT = -20mA 

VOL Low Level Output VIN = VIH or VIL. 0.3 0.5 V 
Voltage lOUT = 20mA 

VT Differential Output RL = 1000 
2.0 3.1 V 

Voltage (Note 5) 

IVTI-lvTI Difference In RL = 1000 
0.4 V 

Differential Output (Note 5) 

VOS Common Mode RL = 1000 
1.8 3.0 V 

Output Voltage (Note 5) 

Ivos - VOsI Difference In RL = 1000 
0.4 V 

Common Mode Output (Note 5) 

liN Input Current VIN = Vee. GND. VIH. or VIL ±1.0 /-LA 

lee Quiescent Supply DS26C31T VIN = Vee or GND 200 500 /-LA 
Current (Note 6) lOUT = O/-LA VIN = 2.4V or 0.5V 

(Note 6) 
0.8 2.0 mA 

DS26C31M VIN = Vee or GND 200 500 /-LA 
lOUT = 0 IJ.A VIN = 2.4V or 0.5V 

(Note 6) 
0.8 2.1 mA 

loz TRI·STATE Output VOUT = Vee or GND 
Leakage Current ENABLE = VIL ±0.5 ±5.0 /-LA 

ENABLE = VIH 

http://www.national.com 3·11 



DC Electrical Characteristics Vec = 5V ± 10% (unless otherwise specified) (Note 4) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter· Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Isc Output 5hort VIN = VCC or GND 
-30 -150 mA 

Circuit Current (Notes 5; 7) . 

IOFF Output Leakage Current D526C31T VOUT = 6V 100 ",A 

Power Off (Note 5) Vcc = OV VOUT = -O.25V -100 ",A 

D526C31M VOUT = 6V 100 ",A 

Vee = bv 
VOUT = OV 

(Notef;l) 
-100 ",A 

Nota 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devies 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electriesl Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified. all voltages are referenesd to ground. All currents into device pins are positive. all currents out of device pins are negative. 

Nota 3: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at 2S'C. Above this temperature derate N peckage at 13.89 mW I'C. J package 16.13 mW I'C. M package 
9.80 mW/'C. E package 12.20 mW/'C. and W package 6.7S mW/'C. 

Note 4: Unless otherwise specified. minImax limits apply across the recommended operating temperature range. All typicals are given for Vcc ~ SV and 
TA ~ 25'C. 

Note 5: See EIA Specification RS-422 for exact test conditions. 

Note 6: Measured per input. All other inputs at Vee or GNO. 

Nota 7: This is the current sourced when a high output is shorted 10 ground. Only one output at a time should ba shorted. 

Note 8: The OS26C31M (-SS'C to· + 12S'C) is tested with VOUT between +6V and OV while RS-422A condition is +6V and -0.2SV. 

Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 10%, tr s: 6 ns, It ,;: 6 ns (Figures 1,2, 3 and 4) (Note 4) 

Max 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Units 

DS26C31T CS26C31M 

tpLH, tpHL Propagation Delays 51 Open 
2 6 11 14 ns 

Input to Output 

5kew (Note 9) 51 Open 0.5 2.0 3.0 ns 

trLH, tTHL Differential Output Rise 51 Open 
6 10 14 ns 

And Fall Times 

tpZH Output Enab)e Time 51 Closed 11 19 22 ns 

tpZL Output Enable Time 51 Closed 13 21 28 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time 51 Closed 
5 9 12 

(Note 10) 
ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time 51 Closed 
7 11 14 

(Note 10) 
ns 

CPO Power DiSSipation 
50 pF 

Capacitance (Note 11) 

CIN Input Capacitance 6 pF 

Note 9: Skew is defined as the difference in propagation delays between complementary outputs at the SO% point. 

Nota 10: Output disable time is the delay from ENABLE or ENABLE being switched to the output transistors turning off. The actual disable times are less than 
indicated due to the delay added by the RC time constant of the load. 

Note 11: CpO determines the no load dynamic power consumption. Po ~ Cpo Vec2 f + ICC Vee. and the no load dynamiC current consumption. 
Is ~ Cpo Vee f + Icc· 
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Comparison Table of Switching Characteristics Into "LS-Type" Load 
Vee = 5V, TA = 25°C, tr;;: 6 ns, tf;;: 6 ns (Figures 2, 4, 5 and 6) (Note 12) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
DS26C31T DS26LS31C 

Units 
Typ Max Typ Max 

tpLH, tpHL Propagation Delays CL = 30pF 
Input to Output Sl Closed 6 8 10 15 ns 

S2Closed 

Skew (Note 9) CL = 30pF 
Sl Closed 0.5 1.0 2.0 6.0 ns 
S2Closed 

trHL, tTLH Differential Output Rise CL = 30pF 
and Fall Times Sl Closed 4 6 ns 

S2Closed 

tpLZ Output Disable Time CL = 10pF 
(Note 10) Sl Closed 6 9 15 35 ns 

S20pen 

tpHZ Output Disable Time CL = 10pF 
(Note 10) S10pen 4 7 15 25 ns 

S2Closed 

tPZL Output Enable Time CL = 30pF &I 
Sl Closed 14 20 20 30 ns 
S20pen 

tPZH Output Enable Time CL = 30pF 
S10pen 11 17 20 30 ns 
S2Closed 

Note 12: This table is provided for comparison purposes only. The values in this table for the OS26C31 reflect the performance of the device but are not tested or 
guaranteed. 
Note 13: ESO Rating: HBM (1.5 kn. 100 pF) 

Inputs ~ 1500V 
Outputs ~ 1000V 
EIAJ (On. 200 pF) ~ 350V 

Logic Diagram 

V'(fA (fA (fA 
INPUT A 

! ! ) ) ) ) 
GND Vee OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT 

D2 Dl C2 Cl B2 81 A2 AI 
TUF/8574-2 
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AC Test Circuit ~md Switching Time Wave.orms 

INPUT 3.0V.-I 
O.OV 

OUTPUT 
(DIFFERENTIAL) 

I.5V 

Rl 

INPUT ~ 
SI 

R3 

TL/F/8574-3 

Nota:.Gl = C2 = C3 = 40 pF (Including Probe and Jig capacitance), Rl = R2 = 50n, R3 = soon. 

90'; 

FIGURE 1. AC Test Circuit 

3.0V --r---'\ 
INPUT 

1=1 MHz,tr::SSn., 

ENABLE INPUT 
1=1 MHz, tr::s S ns, 

~::ssn. 

~::ssn. o.OV 

OUTPUT 

FIGURE 2. Propagation Delays 

3.DV 

D.DV --+~""'----.....I 
ENABLE Input HIgh 

1.5V --+---~---+~ 

VOL ---+-_.1 
VOH---+--'" 

FIGURE 3. Enable and Disable Times 

TUF/8574-4 

TLlF/8574-5 

Toot 
Point V 

From outPut._~ __ + __ )"""'"·~ 
Undor Teot 

90'; 

tTHL 

TL/F/8574-7 

CL (Includ •• 
Probe and Jig 
Capacltanco) I 

51 
75.0. 

TUF/8574-6 

FIGURE 5. Load AC Test Circuit for "LS-Type" Load 
Input pulse; f = 1 MHz, 50%; Ir ,;; 6 ns, If ,;; 6 ns 

FIGURE 4. Differential Rise and Fall Times 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

ENABLE INPUT 
f=1 MHz, Ir :S6ns, 

I f :S6ns 

3.0V 

O.OV __ +-'-_____ .1 

ENABLE Input High 

Vee --+---~-----1--

VOL--~~ 

VOH--+-_ 

O.OV ---t--+'----+--' 

FIGURE 6. Enable and Disable TImes for "1.5-Type" Load 

Typical Applications 
Two-Wire Balanced System, R5-422 

ENABLE 0---., ENABLE 0----, 

TL/F/8574-8 

DATA >--Og~~~UT 
1/4 DS26C32A 

TL/F/8574-9 

'RT is optional although highly recommended to reduce reflection. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics. 
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TUF/8574-10 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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~ttI ~ National Semiconductor 
ADVANCE 'INFORMATION 

~ 

DS26LV31 
3V Enhanced CMOS Quad Differential Line D,river 

General Description 
The OS26LV31 is a high-speed quad differential CMOS driv
er that is compatible with both TIAIEIA-422-B and CCITT 
V,11. The CMOS OS26LV31 features low Icc of XX mA 
MAX which makes it ideal for battery powered and power 
conscious applications. 

The TRI-STATE@ enables, EN and EN, allow the device to 
be active High or active Low. The enables are common to 
all four drivers. Protection diodes protect all the driver inputs 
against electrostatic discharge. The driver inputs (01) are 
compatible with TTL and CMOS levels. 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Llne Package 
DS26LV31 

01 1 (1) (16) Vee 

, DO 1 (2) r+---+ (15) 01 4 

DO· 1 (3) (14) 00 4 

EN (4) (13) 00· 4 

DO· 2 (5)-+~---:;;p..+---+(12) EN· 

002(6) (11)00·3 

01 2 (7) (10) 00 3 

GNO (8) (9) 01 3 

TUF/I2642-1 

Order Number DS26LV31M or DS26LV31N 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

Features 
• Low power design 

- Icc ~ 500 /LA max 
• Compatible with TIA/EIA-422-B (RS-422) and CCITT 

V.11 recommendation 
• Guaranteed AC parameter: 

- Maximum driver skew TBO 
- Transition time TBO 

• Pin compatible with OS26C31 
• Available in SOIC packaging 

Truth Table 
Enables Input Outputs 

EN EN 01 DO DO 

L H X Z Z 

H L H H L 
H H 
L L L L H 

L = Low logiC state X '" Irrelevant 
H = High logic state Z = TRI-!lTATE (high impedance) 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS26F31C/DS26F31M 
Quad High Speed Differential Line Driver 
General Description 
The DS26F31 is a quad differential line driver designed for 
digital data transmission over balanced lines. The DS26F31 
meets all the requirements of EIA Standard RS-422 and 
Federal Standard 1020. It is designed 10 provide unipolar 
differential drive to twisted-pair or parallel-wire transmission 
lines. 

The DS26F31 offers improved performance due to the use 
of state-of-the-art L-FAST bipolar technology. The L-FAST 
technology allows for higher speeds and lower currents by 
utilizing extremely short gate delay times. Thus, the 
DS26F31 features lower power, extended temperature 
range, and improved specifications. 

The circuit provides an enable and disable function common 
to all four drivers. The DS26F31C/DS26F31M features TRI
STATE4!> outputs and logical OR-ed complementary enable 
inputs. The inputs are all LS compatible and are all one unit 
load. 

The DS26F31C/DS26F31M offers optimum performance 
when used with the DS26F32 Quad Differential Line 
Receiver. 

Connection and Logic Diagrams 
16-Lead Dual-In-Llne Package 

16 
IN A Vee 

15 
OUT AI IN D 

14 
OUT A2 OUT 01 

13 
ENABLE OUT 02 

12 
OUT B2 ENABLE 

11 
OUT Bl OUT C2 

10 
IN B OUT Cl 

GNO IN C 

TUF/9614-1 
Top View 

Order Number DS26F31CJ or DS26F31MJ 
See NS Package Number J16A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS26F31ME/883, DS26F31MJ/883, or 
DS26F31MW 1883 

See NS Package Numbers E20A, J16A, or W16A 

Features 
• Military temperature range 
• Output skew-2.0 ns typical 
• Input to output delay-10 ns 
• Operation from single + 5.0V supply 
• 16-lead ceramic DIP Package 
• Outputs won't load line when Vee = OV 
• Output short circuit protection 
• Meets the requirements of EIA standard RS-422 
• High output drive capability for 100n. terminated 

transmission lines 

INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT 
ENABLE ENABLE D C B A 

~~~~~ 
GND Vee Dl D2 Cl C2 Bl B2 A1A2 , / 

OUTPUTS 

TL/F/9614-2 

FIGURE 1. Logic Symbol 

20-Lead Ceramic LeadleBB Chip Carrier (E) 
:; 
5 '" >8 0 j;! 

OUT 01 

OUT 02 

NC 

ENABLE 

OUT C2 

'" u U z z 
~ '" ~ ~ 

=> 
0 

TL/F/9614-7 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Range 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, DS26F31C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Temperature O"Cto +70'C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage 4.75V to 5.25V 

Storage Temperature Range DS26F31M 
Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C Temperature - 55'C to ;: 125'C 

Lead Temperature Supply Voltage 4.5Vt05.5V 
Ceramic DIP (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300'C 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
Cavity Package 1500mW 

Supply Voltage 7.0V 

Input Voltage 7.0V 

Output Voltage 5.5V 
'Derate cavity package 10 mW/'C above 2S'C. 

Electrical Characteristics over operating range, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 1)tp Max Units 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH Vee = Min,lOH = -20 mA 2.5 3.2 V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW Vee = Min, 10L = 20 mA 0.32 0.5 V 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH Vee = Min 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW Vee = Max 0.8 V 

IlL Input Current LOW Vee = Max, VI = 0.4V -0.10 -0.20 mA 

IIH Input Current HIGH Vee = Max, VI = 2.7V 0.5 20 p,A 

IIR Input Reverse Current Vee = Max, VI = 7.0V 0.001' 0.1 mA 

loz Off State (High Impedance) Vee = Max I Vo = 2.5V 0.5 20 
p,A Output Current I Vo = 0.5V 0.5 -20 

Vie Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min,ll = -18 mA -0.8 -1.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit Vee = Max (Note 4) -30 -60 -150 mA 

lecx Supply Current Vee = Max, All Outputs Disabled 50 mA 

Icc Vee = Max, All Outputs Enabled .' 40 mA 

tpLH Input to Output Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C, 10 15 ns Load = Note 5, Note 6 

tpHL I nput to Output Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C, 10 15 ns Load = Note 5 

SKEW Output to Output Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C, 2.0 4.5 
Load = Note 5, Note 6 

ns 

tLZ Enable to Output Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C, 23 32 ns CL = 10pF 

tHZ Enable to Output Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'6, 15 25 ns CL = 10pF 

tZL Enable to Output Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C, 20 30 ns Load = Note 5 

tZH Enable to Output Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C, 23 32 ns 
Load = Note 5 

Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise .pec~ied minImax limits apply across the - S5'C to + 12S'C temperature range for the OS26F31 M and across the O'C to + 70'C range 
for the DS26F3IC. All typical. are given for Vee = SV and TA = 2S'C. 
Note 3: All currents into the device pins are positive; .all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voHages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 4: On!y one output at a time should be shorted. 
Nota 5: CL = 30 pF, VI = 1.3V to Vo = 1.3V, VPULSE = OV to +3V (See AC Loed Test Circuit for TRI-STATE Outputs). 
Note 8: Skew is defined as the diffe~nce in propegation delays between complementary outputs at the SO% point· 
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Test Circuit and Timing Waveforms 

TEST 
POINT 

FROM OUTPUT --........... --0"" 
UNDER TEST 

CL Rl 

(NOTE 4) I 754 S2 

~ 
TL/F/9614-3 

FIGURE 2. AC Load Test Circuit for TRI-9TATE Outputs 

ENABLE 
INPUT 

OUTPUT 
NORMALLY 

LOW 

OUTPUT 
NORMALLY 

HIGH 

ENABLE DISABLE 
r-----~,---------3V 

I'----ov 

... 1.5V 

TLlF/9614-5 

FIGURE 4. Enable and Disable Times (Notes 2 and 3) 

Typical Application 

DATA 
IN 

DATA 
OUT 

INPUT 
TRANSITION 

OUT 

r-----~,-------~ 

I~--OV 

TLlF/9614-4 

FIGURE 3. Propagation Delay (Notes 1 and 3) 

Note 1: Diagram shown for Enable Low. Swilches 51 and 52 open. 

Note 2: 51 and 52 of Load Circuit are closed except where shown. 

Note 3: Pulse Generalor for all Pulses: Rale ,;; 1.0 MHz, Zo ~ son, I, ,;; 
6.0 ns, If ,;; 6.0 ns. 

Note 4: CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

DATA 
OUT 

DATA 
OUT 

TL/F/9614-6 

FIGURE 5. Typical Application 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS26LS31 C/DS26LS31 M Quad High 
Speed· Differential Line Driver 

General Description Features 
• Output skew-2.0 ns typical 
• Input to output delay-10 ns typical 
• Operation from single 5V supply 
• Outputs won't load line when Vee = OV 

The DS26LS31 is a quad differential line driver designed for 
digital data transmission over balanced lines. The 
DS26LS31 meets all the requireF)1ents of EIA Standard 
RS-422 and Federal Standard 1020. It is designed to pro
vide unipolar differential drive to twisted-pair or parallel-wire 
transmission lines. 

• Four line drivers in one package for maximum package 
density 

• Output short-circuit protection 
• Complementary outputs 

The circuit provides an enable and disable function common 
to all four drivers. The DS26LS31 features TRI-STATE® 
outputs and logically ANDed complementary outputs. The 
inputs are all LS compatible and are all one unit load. 

• Meets the requirements of EIA Standard RS-422 
• Pin compatible with AM26LS31 
• Available in military and commercial temperature range 

Logic and Connection Diagrams 

mm ENABLE 

GNO Vcc 

INPUT 0 INPUTC INPUT B INPUT A 

OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT 
~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ M M 

Dual-In-Line Package 

Top View 
Order Number DS26LS31CJ, DS26LS31CM, 

DS26LS31CN or DS26LS31MJ 
See NS Package Number J16A, M16A or N16A 

TLlF/5178-2 

TL/F/5178-1 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, see RETS Data Sheet. 
Order Number DS26LS31MJ/883 or DS26LS31 MW/883 

See NS Package J16A or W16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage, Vee 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS26LS31M 4.5 5.5 V 

Supply Voltage 7V 
DS26LS31 4.75 5.25 V 

Input Voltage 7V 
Temperature, T A 

DS26LS31M -55 +125 ·C 
Output Voltage 5.5V DS26LS31 0 +70 ·C 
Output Voltage (Power OFF) -0.25 to 6V 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 
Cavity Package 1509 mW 
Molded DIP Package 1476 mW 
SO Package 1051 mW 

·Derate cavity package 10.1 rnwrc above 25°C; derate molded DIP pack~ 
age 11.9 mW rc above 25"C; derate SO package 8.41 mW rc above 
25"C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3 and 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VOH Output High Voltage 10H = -20 rnA 2.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L = 20 rnA 0.5 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.8 V 

IlL Input Low Current VIN = O.4V -40 -200 ",A 

IIH Input High Current VIN = 2.7V 20 ",A 

II Input Reverse Current VIN = 7V 0.1 ' rnA 

10 TRI-STATE Output Current Vo = 2.5V 20 ",A 

Vo = 0.5V -20 ",A 

VeL Input Clamp Voltage liN = -18 rnA -1.5 V 

Ise Output Short -Circuit Current -30 -150 rnA 

lee Power Supply Current All Outputs Disabled 
35 60 rnA 

or Active 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 25·C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Input to Output CL = 30pF 10 15 ns 

tpHL Input to Output CL=30pF 10 15 ns 

Skew Output to Output CL = 30pF 2.0 6.0 ns 

tLZ Enable to Output CL = 10 pF, S2 Open 15 35 ns 

tHZ Enable to Output CL = 10 pF, S1 Open 15 25 ns 

tZL Enable to Output CL = 30 pF, S2 Open 20 30 ns 

tZH Enable to Output CL = 30 pF, S1 Open 20 30 ns 

Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified min/max IimHs apply across the -55"C to + 125"C temperature range for the DS726LS31M and across the O"C to +70"C 
range for the DS26LS31. All typicals are given for Vee ~ 5V and TA ~ 25"C. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise specified. 

Nota 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

1 = 1 MHz. I, ,;; 15 ns.1t ,;; 6 ns 

CL (INCLUDES 
PROBE AND ~IG T 
CAPACITANCE) '::' 

TEST 
POINT 

Note: SI and S2 01 load clrcutl are closed excepl where shown. 
TLlF/5778-3 

FIGURE 1. AC Test Circuit 

TLlF/5778-4 

ENABLE 
ENABLE INPUT 3V ---

1.3V 

DV 

OUTPUT 

DISABLE 

IpZL 

tpLZ 

S2 OPEN 
VOL------'-----------+-J-

VOH----~-----------+~ 
OUTPUT 
SIOPEN IpHZ 

IPZH 

FIGURE 2. Propagation Delays TL/F/5778-5 

, = 1 MHz .... ,;; 15 ns. If ,; 6 ns 

FIGURE 3. Enable and Disable Times 

Typical Applications 

Two-Wire Balanced System, R8-422 

ENABLE~ i ~1/4 DS.2BLS32 
,+ DATA 

DATA RT _ OUTPUT 

1/4DS26LS31 '::' _________________ + 

TLlF/5778-6 

'RT is optional allhough highly recommended 10 reduce reflection. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

DS26LS31CN Unloaded Ie 
va Frequency va T A DS26LS31 lee va Vee va TA 

« 52 ... 43 
E Vee = 5V E 42 
I 50 I 

>- >- 41 

~ ~ t-
48 '" 40 
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:::> 

39 <..> --- AVG/4.75V 

i 46 -- AVG Icc/25°C ~ 38 :.-
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l/. ~V -- AVG Icc/70°C :::> 37 
'" 44 Vl - AVG/5.25V 
~ e, V '" 36 .... 
~ '"' 
I 

42 fi: 35 

Jl ....... I 
34 <..> 40 .9 
33 

1 10 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

f - SWITCHING FREQUENCY - MHz 

TL/F/5778-7 TA - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE - °C 

TLlF/5778-8 

DS26LS31CN VOH va 10H va T A DS26LS31CN VOL va 10l va T A 
5.0 0.40 

> Vee L 5V > Vee L 5V ~ I I 
w 4.5 w 

0.35 

# '" '" ~ 
... 

...-:I 4.0 c:; 0.30 §? 0 9V ~ -a-- AVG VOH /25OC > 

~ -a-- AVG VOL/Ooc 
>- >-

~ 3.5 -- AVG VOH/Ooc ~ 0.25 

V -- AVG VOL /70°C 
:::> 

""'I~ ~ 0 -- AVG VOH /700C 0 -- AVG VOL /25°C 
'" 3.0 '"' 

0.20 

'" "" g '/ :;: 

"" I I 0.15 2.5 

• 
,} >0 

2.0 0.10 

0 10 20 30 40 50 a 10 20 30 40 50 

10H - HIGH OUTPUT CURRENT - mA 10L - LOW OUTPUT CURRENT - mA 

TL/F/5778-9 TL/F/5778-10 

> 
DS26LS31CN Voo va 10 va T A 

I 4.0 

VCC ~ 5V 
.... 

~ j '" ... 
~ 3.5 
0 

~ V > 
-' ~~" -< ;:: 3.0 --a-- VOO/OoC z $'7 ~ .... 

Voo/25OC e'i -... ... 2.5 c; i/ ~ --- VOO/70oC 
>-
:::> 
"- 2.0 >- r--r~~ :::> 
0 
I 

0 1.5 :? 
0 10 20 30 40 50 

'0 - OUTPUT CURRENT - mA 
TL/F/5778-11 
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tJ1 Nat ion a I S e m i con due tor' 

DS26C32AT IDS26C32AM 
Quad Differential Line Receiver 
General Description 
The DS26C32A is a quad differential line receiver designed 
to meet the RS·422, RS·423, and Federal Standards 1020 
and 1030 for balanced and unbalanced digital data trans
mission, while retaining the low power characteristics of 
CMOS. 

The DS26C32A has an input sensitivity of 200 mV over the 
common mode input voltage range of ± 7V. The DS26C32A 
features internal pull-up and pull-down resistors which pre
vent output oscillation on unus!ld channels. 

The DS26C32A provides an enable and disable function 
common to all four receivers, and features TRI-STATE<Iil 
outputs with 6 mA source and sink capability. This product is 
pin compatible with the DS26LS32A and the AM26LS32. 

Logic Diagram 

Features 
• CMOS design for low power 
• ± 0.2V sensitivity over input common mode voltage 

range 
• Typical propagation delays: 19 ns 
• Typical input hysteresis: 60 mV 
• Inputs won't load line when Vee = OV 
• Meets the requirements of EIA standard RS-422 
• TRI-STATE outputs for connection to system buses 
• Available in Surface Mount 
• Mil-Std-BB3C compliant 

,mm ENABLE INOZ INOI INez INCI INBZ INBI INAZ INAI 

! ! 
GNO VCC 

Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Line Package 

OUTPUT A ..:..t,..---' 

Top View 

OUTPUT D 

TL/F/8764-2 

Order Number DS26C32AT J, DS26C32ATM or 
DS26C32ATN 

See NS Package J16A, M16A or N16E 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
See RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS26C32AME/883, DS26C32AMJ/883 
or DS26C32AMW/883 

See NS Package E20A, J16A or W16A 

OUTPUT C OUTPUT B DUTPUT A TL/F/8764-1 

20-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

Truth Table 
ENABLE ENABLE 

L H 

All Other 
Combinations of 

Enable Inputs 

Z = TRI-STATE 

Input Output 

X Z 

VIO ~ VTH (Max) H 

VIO :5: VTH (Min) L 

Open H 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Current Per Output ±25mA 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating. (Note 4) 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vecl 7V Operating Conditions 
Common Mode Range (VeM) ±14V Min Max Units 
Differential Input Voltage (VOIFF) ±14V Supply Voltage {Vecl 4.50 5.50 V 
Enable Input Voltage (VIN) 7V Operating Temperature Range (T A) 
Storage Temperature Range (T STG) - 65·C to + 150·C DS26C32AT -40 +S5 ·C 
Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec.) 260"C DS26C32AM -55 +125 ·C 

Maximum Power Dissipation at 25·C (Note 5) Enable Input Rise or Fall Times 500 ns 
Ceramic "J" Pkg. 230SmW 
Plastic "N" Pkg. 1645mW 
SOIC "M" Pkg. 1190 mW 
Ceramic "E" Pkg. 210SmW 
Ceramic "W" Pkg. 1215 mW 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10% (unless otherwise specified) (Note 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Minimum Differential VOUT = VOH or VOL -200 35 +200 mV 
Input Voltage -7V < VeM < +7V 

RIN Input Resistance VIN = -7V, +7V DS26C32AT 5.0 6.S 10 kO 
(Other Input = GND) DS26C32AM 4.5 6.S 11 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +10V, DS26C32AT +1.1 +1.5 mA 
Other Input = GND DS26C32AM +1.1 +l.S mA 

VIN = -10V, DS26C32AT -2.0 -2.5 mA 
Other Input = GND DS26C32AM -2.0 -2.7 mA 

VOH Minimum High Level Vee = Min, VOIFF = + 1V 3.S 4.2 V 
Output Voltage lOUT = -6.0 mA 

VOL Maximum Low Level Vee = Max, VOIFF = -1V 0.2 0.3 V 
Output Voltage lOUT = 6.0mA 

VIH Minimum Enable High 
2.0 V 

Input Level Voltage 

VIL Maximum Enable Low 
O.S V 

Input Level Voltage 

loz Maximum TRI·STATE VOUT = Vee or GND, 
Output Leakage Current ENABLE = VIL, ±0.5 ±5.0 ".A 

ENABLE = VIH 

II Maximum Enable Input VIN = Vee or GND ±1.0 ".A Current 

lee Quiescent Power Vee = Max, DS26C32AT 16 23 mA 
Supply Current VOIF = +1V DS26C32AM 16 25 mA 

VHYST Input Hysteresis VeM = OV 60 mV 
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AC Electrical Characteristics VCC = 5V ± 1 0% (Note 3) . 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 
Max 

Units 
DS26C32AT DS26C32AM 

tpLH. Propagation Delay CL = 50pF 

tPHL Input to Output VOIFF = 2.5V 10 19 30 35 ·ns 

VCM = OV 

tRISE, Output Rise and CL = 50pF 

tFALL Fall Times VOIFF = 2.5V 4 9 9 ns 

VCM = OV 

tpLZ, Propagation Delay CL = 50pF 

tpHZ ENABLE to Output RL = 10000 13 22 29 ns 

VOIFF = 2.5V 

tpZL, Propagation Delay CL = 50pF 

tpZH ENABLE to Output RL = 10000 13 23 29 ns 

VOIFF = 2.5V 

Note 1: Absolute ~aximum Ratings are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of '"Electrical Characteristics'" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless othe~ specified, all voltages ara referenced to ground. 
Not8 3: Unless otherwise specified, MinIMax limits apply over recommended operating condHions. All typicals are given for Vcr; = SV and T A = 2S'C. 
Note 4: ESO Rating: HBM (I.S kO, 100 pF) 

Inputs ;" 2000V 
All other pins ;" 1 OOOV 
EIAJ (00, 200 pF) ;" 3S0V 

Note 5: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at 25'C. Above this temperature derate N Package 13.16 mW /'C, J Package 15.38 mW /'C, M Package 9.S2 mW/'C, 
E Package 12.04 mW /'C, and W package 6.94 mW I'C. 

Comparison Table of Switching Characteristics into "LS-Type" Load 
(Figures 4, 5, and 6) (Note 6) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
DS26C32A DS26LS32A 

Units 
Typ Typ 

tpLH Input to Output CL = 15pF 17 23 ns 

tpHL 19 23 ns 

tLZ ENABLE to Output CL = 5pF 13 15 ns 

tHZ 12 20 ns 

tZL ENABLE to Output CL = 15pF 13 14 ns 

tZH 13 15 ns 

Note 6: This table is provided for comparison purposes only. The values in this table for the OS26C32A reflect the performance of the device, but are not tested or 
guaranteed. 
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Test and Switching Waveforms 

"'!SE- i- --I i-tFALL 

190"'; 90"'; 
OUTPUT 

10"'; 10"'; 

~tPLH~ f''"'-
V- INPUT 
V+ INPUT=OV , 
REFERENCE 

FIGURE 1. Propagation Delay 

YOH 

50"'; 

VOL 

+2.5V 

OV 

-2.5V 

TUF/8764-3 

V+ INPUT 

V- INPUT 

Vee 

TL/F/8764-4 

CL includes load and test jig capacitance. 

51 ~ Vee for tPZL. and tpLZ measurements. 

51 ~ Gnd for tPZH and tpHZ measurements. 

FIGURE 2. Test Circuit for 
TRI·STATE Output Tests 

OUTPUT 
CONTROL 

,_----------""-- -- -- - - --- -- - - -- -- ---. 3.0V 

1.3V 
(LOW ENABLING) __ _ 

'--------------------------------GND 

OUTPUT 

~-------------------------+---------~~--------------·VOH 
50"'; 

OUTPUT ___________ tP_H_Z~~ ... :_.:_V __________ tP_ZH_)..I __ .~~. m •••• ____ :: 

TL/F/8764-5 

FIGURE 3. TRI·STATE Output Enable and Disable Waveforms 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 
TEST 
P~NT V~ VOH------~-------~ 

FROM OUTPUT 0-"'-"'-""""''''--<1' SI o-:J UNDER TEST 

OUTPUT 

VOL 

Z.SV 

ALL DIODES 
lN916 OR 
lN3064 

IN::i~~!~:.~~:~ OV 

CL INCLUDES 

PROBE AND JIG T' CAPACITANCE 

Rl 
Sk 

TL/F/8764-6 

FIGURE 4. Load Tes~ qlrcult tor TRI-STATE 
Outputs for ~~L8-Type" Load 

ENABLE 
INPUT 

3V--~------~~--~ 

OV 

-Z.SV-· --,-----

FIGURE 5. Propagation Delay 
for "LS-Type'; Load (Notes 7, 9) 

VOL--+--4-'---I~---i--~ 

. OUTPUT VOH-..:--i-,.--01~---.;...""'" 
NORMALLY 

HIGH 
TLlF/8764-8 

FIGURE 6. Enable and Disable Times for "LS-Type" Load (Notes 8, 9) 
Nole 7: Diagram shown for ~ low. 

Note 8: 81 and 82 of load clrcuil are closed excepl where shown. 

Nole 9: Pulse generator for all pulses: Rale ,;; 1.0 MHz; Zo = 500; t,. ,;; 15 ns; If ,;; 6.0 ns. 

Typical Applications 
Two-Wire Balanced Systems, R8-422 

ENABLE~ 

~ ~
1/40S2&C32A 

+ DATA 
DATA _ OUTPUT 

11/4 DS26C31 ":" _____________ R_T-4~-......I 

TLlF/8764-7 

TL/F/8764-9 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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Supply Current vs, 
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f}1National Semiconductor 
ADVANCE INFORMATION 

DS26LV32A 
3V Enhanced CMOS Quad Differential Line Receiver 
General Description 
The DS26LV32A is a high speed quad differential CMOS 
receiver that meets the requirements of both TIA/EIA-422-B 
and CCITT V.11. The CMOS DS26LV32A features low Icc 
of X rnA which makes it ideal for battery powered and power 
conscious applications. 

The TRI-STATE® enables, EN and EN, allow the device to 
be active High or active Low. The enables are common to 
all four receivers. 

The receiver output (RO) is guaranteed to be High when the 
inputs are left open. The receiver can detect signals as low 
as ±200 mV over the common mode range of ±7V. The 
receiver outputs (RO) are compatible with TTL and CMOS 
levels. 

Connection Diagram 

RIO 1 (1) 

RI 1 (2) 

Dual-In-Llne Package 
DS26LV32A 

(16) Vee 

(15) RIo 4 

RO 1 (3) (14) RI 4 

EN (4)....L_:r-..... (13)R04 

RO 2 (5) -+-=~---,.--1---t-(12) EN° 

RI 2 (6) (11) RO 3 

RIo 2 (7) (10) RI 3 

GND (8) (9) RIo 3 

TLlF/12643-1 

Order Number DS26LV32AM or DS26LV32AN 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16E 

Features 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Meets TIAIEIA-422-B (RS-422) and CCITT V.11 recom

mendation 
• Receiver OPEN input failsafe feature 
• Guaranteed AC parameter: 

- Maximum receiver skew 
- Transition time 

• Pin compatible with DS26C32A 
• Available in sOle packaging 

Truth Table 

Enables 

EN EN 

L 

H 

H 

L 

H 

L 

H 

L 

Inputs 

RI-RI* 

X 

VID " VTH (Max) 

VID 5: VTH (Min) 

Open 

x = Irrelevant 

TBD 
TBD 

Outputs 

RO 

Z 

H 

L 

H 

L = Low logic state 
H = High logic state Z = TRI-STATE (high impedance) 
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DS26F32C/DS26F32M 
Quad Differential Line" Receiver 

General Description 
The DS26F32 is a quad differential line receiver designed to 
meet the requirements of EIA Standards RS·422 and RS· 
423, and Federal Standards 1020 and 1030 for balanced 
and unbalanced digital data transmission. 

The DS26F32 offers improved performance due to" the use 
of state·of·the·art L·FAST bipolar technology. The L·FAST 
technology allows for higher speeds and lower currents by 
utilizing extremely short gate delay times. Thus, the 
DS26F32 features lower power, extended temperature 
range, and improved specifications. 

The device features an input sensitivity of 200 mV over the 
input common mode range of ±7.0V. The DS26F32 pro· 
vides an enable function common to all four receivers and 
TRI·STATE@ outputs with 8.0 mA sink capability. Also, a 
fail·safe input! output relationship keeps the 'outputs high 
when the inputs are open. 

The DS26F;32 offers optimum performance when used with 
the DS26F31 Quad Differential Line Driver. 

Connection Diagrams 
16·LeadDIP 

-'<A --'-I--..., 

... A ...--1-"- -1M • 

OUT A .IN • 

OUT • 

OUT C 

.'" c OUT 0 

... 0 

",,0 

Top View 
TL/F/9615-1 

Order Number DS26F32CJ or DS26F32MJ 
See NS Package Number J16A 

For Complete Military 663 Specifications, 
see RETS Datasheel 

Order Number DS26F32ME/663, 
DS26F32MJ/883 or DS26F32MW/883 

See NS Package Number E20A, J16A or W16A 

Features 
• Military ·temperature range 
• Input voltage range of ±7.0V (differential' or common 

mode) ±0.2V sensitivity over" the input voltage range 
• Meets all the requirements of EIA standards" RS·422 

and RS·423 
• High input impedance (18k typical) 
• 30 mV input hystereSis 
• Operation from single + 5.0V supply 
• Input pull·down resistor prevents output oscillation on 

unused channels 
• TRI·STATE outputs, with choice of complementary en· 

ables, for receiving directly onto a data bus 
• Propagation delay 15 ns typical 

2o-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

Function Table (Each Receiver) 

Differential Inputs 

VIO ~ 0.2V 

VIO::;;: -0.2V 

H = High Level 
L = Low Level 
X = Immaterial 

X 

Enables 

E "E 
H X 
X L 

H X 
X L 

L H 

TUF/9615-7 

Outputs 

OUT 

H 
H 

L 
L 

Z 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Common Mode Voltage Range ±25V 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Differential Input Voltage ±25V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Enable Voltage 7.0V 
Storage Temperature Range Output Sink Current 50mA 

Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C 

Operating Temperature Range Operating Range 
DS26F32M - 55'C to + 125'C 
DS26F32C O'Cto +70"C DS26F32C 

Lead Temperature 
Temperature O'Cto +70'C 

Ceramic DIP (soldering, 60 sec) 300"C 
Supply Voltage 4.75V to 5.25V 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
DS26F32M 

Temperature -55'C to + 125'C 
Cavity Package 1500mW Supply Voltage 4.5Vto5.5V 

Supply Voltage 7.0V 
'Derate cavity package 10 mW/'C above 2S'C. 

Electrical Characteristics Over operating range, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input Voltage -7.0V:s: VCM:S: +7.0V, 
-0.2 ±0.06 +0.2 V 

Vo = VOlorVOH 

RI Input Resistance -15V:S: VCM :s: +15V, 
14 1B kO 

One Input AC Ground 

II Input Current (under Test) VI = +15V, 
2.3 

Other Input -15V:S: VI:S: +15V 
mA 

VI = -15V, 
-2.B 

Other Input -15V:s: VI :s: + 15V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH Vee = Min, O"Cto +70'C 
2.B 3.4 

b.VI = + 1.0V, 
V 

VENABLE = O.BV, - 55'C to + 125'C 
10H = -440p.A 2.5 3.4 

VOL Output Voltage LOW Vee = Min, 10l = 4.0mA 0.4 
b.VI = -1.0V, 10l = B.OmA 0.45 

V 
VENABLE = O.BV 

VIL Enable Voltage LOW O.B V 

VIH Enable Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIC Enable Clamp Voltage VCC = Min, II = -1B mA -1.5 V 

loz Off State (High Impedance) Vee = Max Vo = 2.4V 20 
p.A 

Output Current Vo = 0.4V -20 

III Enable Current LOW VI = 0.4V -0.2 -0.36 mA 

IIH Enable Current HIGH VI = 2.7V 0.5 10 p.A 

II Enable Input High Current VI = 5.5V 1.0 50 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, VCC = Max, (Note 4) 
-15 -50 -B5 mA 

b.VI = + 1.0V 

lee Supply Current Vee = Max, All VI = GND, 
30 50 mA 

Outputs Disabled 

VHYST Input Hysteresis T A = 25'C, Vee = 5.0V, VCM' = OV 30 mV 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise spec~ied minImax limits apply across the - SS'C to + 125"C temperature range for the DS26F32M and across the O'C to + 70'C range 
for the DS26F32C. All typicals are given for Vee = SV and TA = 2S'C. 
Note 3: All currents into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are reference to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH 

tpHl 

tLZ 

tHZ 

tZl 

tZH 

Input to Output 
Figures2,3 

Input to Output 

Enable to Output 

Enable to Output 
Figures 2, 4 

Enable to Output 

Enable to Output 

ENABLE ENABLE / D2 Dl 

GND Vee OUTPUT 
D 

Cl = 15pF 

Cl = 5pF 

CL = 15pF 

C2 Cl 

OUTPUT 
C 

INPUTS 

B2 Bl 

OUTPUT 
B 

15 

15 

14 

15 

13 

12 

A2 AI \. 

OUTPUT 
A 

22 ns 

22 ns 

18 ns 

20 ns 

18 ns 

16 ns 

TUF/9615-2 

FIGURE 1. Logic Symbol 

TEST 
POINT Vee 

_ __ -.~_.~~--._-<~SI. 2kA I FROM OUTPUT ~ 
UNDER TEST 

(NOTE 4l 

TLlF/9615-3 

FIGURE 2. Load Test Circuit for Three-State Outputs 

ENABLE 
INPUT 

OUTPUT 
NORMALLY 

LOW 

OUTPUT 
NORt.tALLY 

HIGH 

,-----~-----3V 

1"------- OV 

... 1.5V 

TUF/9615-5 

FIGURE 4. Enable and Disable Times (Notes 1, 2 and 3) 

3-36 

----+2.5V OPPOSITE 
PHASE 
INPUT 

TRANSmON 
'"-__ 01-___ -2.5V 

TLlF/9615-4 

FIGURE 3. Propagation Delay (Notes 1, 2 and 3) 

Note 1: Diagram shown lor ENABLE Low. 

Note 2: 51 and 52 01 load Circuit are' closed excepl where shown. 

Note 3: Pulse Generator 01 all Pulses: Rate ,;; 1.0 MHz. Zo = SOil, t, ,;; 
6.0 ns. I, ,;; 6.0 ns. 

Note 4: All diodes are IN916 or IN3064. 

Note 5: CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 
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DS26LS32C/DS26LS32M/DS26LS32AC/DS26LS33CI 
DS26LS33M/DS26LS33AC Quad Differential Line 
Receivers 

~ 
"- General Description 
~ c;) The DS26LS32 and DS26LS32A are quad differential line 
!J receivers designed to meet the RS-422, RS-423 and Feder-
CD al Standards 1020 and 1030 for balanced and unbalanced 
N - digital data transmission. 

~ The DS26LS32 and DS26LS32A have an input sensitivity of 
C3 200 mV over the input voltage range of ± 7V and the 
~ DS26LS33 and DS26LS33A have an input sensitivity of 
C') 500 mV over the input voltage range of ± 15V. 

!J Both the DS26LS32A and DS26LS33A differ in function 
CD from the popular DS26LS32 and DS26LS33 in that input 
~ pull-up and pull-down resistors are included which prevent 
..... output oscillation on unused channels. 

:::E Each version provides an enable and disable function com-
~ mon to all four receivers and features TRI-STATE@ outputs 
!3 with 8 mA sink capability. Constructed using low power 
CD . Schottky processing, these devices are available over the 
~ full military and commerical operating temperature ranges. 

Logic Diagram 

Features 
• High differential or common-mode input voltage ranges 

of ± 7V on the DS26LS32 and DS26LS32A and ± 15V 
on the DS26LS33 and DS26LS33A 

• ± 0.2V sensitivity over the input voltage range on the 
DS26LS32 and DS26LS32A, ±0.5V sensitivity on the 
DS26LS33 and DS26LS33A 

• DS26LS32 and DS26LS32A meet all requirements of 
RS-422 and RS-423 

• 6k minimum input impedance 
• 100 mV input hysteresis on the DS26LS32 and 

DS26LS32A, 200 mV on the DS26LS33 and 
DS26LS33A 

• Operation from a single 5V supply 
• TRI-STATE outputs, with choice of complementary out

put enables for receiving directly onto a data bus 

~ 
3 
CD 

~ ~"¥'¥'¥'¥' 
GND Vee OUTPUT D OUTPUT C OUTPUT B OUTPUT A 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

OUTPUT A """"1---' 

ENABLE 

OUTPUT e 5 

Top View 

16 Vee 

TUF/5255-1 

Truth Table 

TL/F/5255-2 

3-38 

ENABLE ENABLE Input Output 

o X 
See V'c ~ VTH (Max) 

Note Below 

HI-Z ~ TAl-STATE 

Hi-Z 

1 

o 

Note: Input conditions may be any oombination not defined for ENABLE 
and~. 

Order Number DS26LS32CM, DS26LS32CN, 
DS26LS32MJ, DS26LS32ACM, DS26LS32ACN, 
DS26LS33CN, DS26LS33MJ or DS26LS33ACN 
See NS Package Number J16A, M16A or N16A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
See RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS26LS32MJ/883, DS26LS32MW/883, 
DS26LS33MJ/883, DS26LS33MW 1883 

See NS Package Number J16A or W16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65'Cto + 165'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage 7V Operating Conditions 
Common-Mode Range ±25V Min Max Units 
Differential Input Voltage ±25V Supply Voltage, (VcC> 

Enable Voltage 7V DS26LS32M,DS26LS33M 4.5 5.5 V 

Output Sink Current 50mA 
(MIL) 
DS26LS32C, DS26LS33C 4.75 5.25 V 

Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25'C DS26LS32AC, DS26LS33AC 
Cavity Package 1433 mW (COML) 
Molded Dip Package 1362mW Temperature, (TAl 
SO Package DS26LS32 1002mW 

DS26LS32A 1051 mW DS26LS32M,DS26LS33M -55 +125 'C 

'Derate cavity package 9.6 mW/'C above 2S'C; derate molded DIP package (MIL) 

10.9 mW I"C above 2S'C. DS26LS32C, DS26LS33C 0 +70 'C 

Derate SO Package 8.01 mW I"C for DS26lS32 DS26LS32AC, DS26LS33AC 
8.41 mW I"C for DS26LS32A (COML) 

Electrical Characteristics over the operating temperature range unless otherwise specified (Notes 2, 3 and 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input VOUT = VOH I DS26LS32, DS26LS32A, -7V';;; VCM ,;;; +7V -0.2 ±0.07 0.2 V 
Voltage or VOL I DS26LS33, DS26LS33A, -15V';;; VCM +15V -0.5 ±0.14 0.5 V 

RIN Input Resistance -15V ,;;; VCM ,;;; + 15V (One Input AC GND) 6.0 8.5 kO 

liN Input Current (Under VIN = 15V, Other Input -15V ,;;; VIN ,;;; + 15V 2.3 mA 
Test) VIN = -15V, Other Input -15V ,;;; VIN ,;;; + 15V -2.8 mA 

VOH Output High Voltage Vee = MIN, .6.VIN = IV, Commercial 2.7 4.2 V 
V~ = 0.8V,loH = -440/LA Military 2.5 4.2 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage Vee = Min, aVIN = -tV, IOL=4mA 0.4 V 
~=0.8V 10l = 8mA 0.45 V 

VIL Enable Low Voltage 0.8 V 

VIH Enable High Voltage 2.0 V 

VI Enable Clamp Vee = Min, liN = -18 mA 
-1.5 V 

Voltage 

10 OFF-State (High VCC = Max Vo = 2.4V 20 /LA 
Impedance) Output 
Current Vo = 0.4V -20 /LA 

III Enable Low Current VIN = 0.4V -0.36 mA 

IIH Enable High Current VIN = 2.7V 20 /LA 

Isc Output Short-Circuit Vo = OV, Vee = Max, aVIN = tv 
-15 -85 mA 

Current 

lee Power Supply VCC = Max, All VIN = GND, DS26LS32,DS26LS32A 52 70 mA 
Current Outputs Disabled DS26LS33,DS26LS33A 57 80 mA 

II Input High Current VIN = 5.5V 100 /LA 

VHYST Input Hysteresis TA = 25'C, VCC = 5V, DS26LS32,DS26S32A 100 mV 
VCM = OV DS26LS33,DS26LS33A 200 mV 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Nota 2: All currents into device pins are shown as posHive, all currents out of device pins are shown as negative, all voltages are referenced to ground, unless 
otherwise specified. All values shown as max or min are so classified on absolute value basis. 
Note 3: All typical values are Vee ~ SV, TA ~ 2S'C. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25°C " " 
<, " 

Symbol Parameter, Conditions 
DS26LS32/DS26LS33 DS26LS32AlDS26LS33A ' 

Units 
Min Typ Max Min TyP Max" 

tpLH Input to Output Cl = 15pF 17 25 23 35 
tpHl 17 25 23 35 

tlZ ENABLE to Output Cl =5pF 20 30 15 30 
tHZ 15 22 20 25 

" 

tZl ENABLE to Output Cl = 15pF 15 22 14 22 
tZH 15 22 15 22 

AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 
Load Test Circuit for TRI-8TATE Outputs 

TEST 
~~ ~ 

FROM OUTPUT O-.... - .................. --<Y SI o-:J 
UNDER TEST I~ ~ , 

CL INCLUDES 
PROBE AND JIG I _ ..... 

CAPACITANCE 

Rl 
6k 

I-
., , ~~i,~I~~ES 

",. '"' 1 N3,064 

.,~ 

~~ 
TL/F/5255-3 

Propagation Delay (Notes 1 and 3) Enable and Disable Times (Notes 2 and 3) 

VO'H----,.----
OUTPUT 

VOL 

OPPo'SITE PHASE 2.6V 
INPUT TRANSITION OV 

1.3V 

'pLH 

-2.6V-......:'----J 

Note 1: Diagram shown for EI'iAm:E low, 

IpHL 

TL/F/5255-4 

E~::~~ , 3V:~'3V ) ov i'I.,-__ 

ilL I-- 'U 
OUTPUT -UV ~UV, 

NORMALLY S2 OrEN UV I.5V 
I\.-, -

LOW VOL -+--1-'--'--+""" I- IlH , 1HZ-I-- i t 
VOH --'---+.,... __ ---.! 

OUTPUT 
--1.5V 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

Note 2: 51 and S2 of load circuit are closed except where shown, 
NORMALLY , SI OPEN) 

HIGH -oV-
Note 3: Pulse generator for all pulses: Rale = 1,0 MHZ; Zo = 501l; I, ,;;; 6 ns; t, ,;;; 6,0 ns, 

UV 

TLlF/5255-5 

Typical Applications 
Two-Wire Balanced Interfac_R8-422 

ENABLE~ 

f ~, ;/40S26LS32AO'ATA 

DATA At _ ' OUTPUT 

1/40S26LS31 ":"' ---------------4,.....J 
TLlF/S255-6 

Single Wire with Driver Ground Referenc_R8-423 

DATA ~DATA 0-ff"40S31111 

.... ____________ ----~, ,OUTPUT,. 

TLlF/5255-7 
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DS34C86T 
Quad CMOS Differential Line Receiver 

General Description 
The DS34C86T is a quad differential line receiver designed 
to meet the RS-422, RS-423, and Federal Standards 1020 
and 1030 for balanced and unbalanced digital data trans
mission, while retaining the low power characteristics of 
CMOS. 

Features 
• CMOS design for low power 
• ±0.2V sensitivity over the input common 

mode voltage range 
• Typical propagation delays: 19 ns 
• Typical input hysteresis: 60 mV 
• Inputs won't load line when Vee = OV The DS34C86T has an input sensitivity of 200 mV over the 

common mode input voltage range of ± 7V. Hysteresis is 
provided to improve noise margin and discourage output 
instability for slowly changing input waveforms. 

• Meets the requirements of EIA standard R8-422 

The DS34C86T features internal pull-up and pull-down re
sistors which prevent output oscillation on unused channels. 

Separate enable pins allow independent control of receiver 
pairs. The TRI-STATE<!l outputs have 6 mA source and sink 
capability. The DS34C86T is pin compatible with the 
DS3486. 

Logic Diagram 

• TRI-STATE outputs for system bus compatibility 
• Available in surface mount 
• Open input Failsafe feature, output high for open input 

IN A2 IN AI IN C2 IN CI ENABLE ENABLE IN B2 IN BI IN 02 IN 01 

! ! 
GNO Vee OUTPUT A OUTPUT C 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

INPUTS A { 

OUTPUT A ....;.-I------J 

ENABLE Ale 4 

OUTPUT e -t----, 

16 
Vee 

- 15 

} INPUTS B 
14 

OUTPUT B 

ENABLE BID 

.....------tr- OUTPUT D 

INPUTS e { 

GND 

TLlF/8899-2 
Top View 

Order Number DS34C86T J, DS34C86TM, and DS34C86TN 
See NS Package Number J16A, M 16A and N16E 
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OUTPUT B OUTPUT D 
TLlF/8699-1 

Truth Table 

Enable Input Output 

L X Z 

H V,D ~ VTH (Max) H 

H V,D ,;;; VTH (Min) L 

H Open- H 

·Open. not terminated 
Z = TRI·STATE 

II 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Current Per Output ±25mA 
please contact the National Semiconductor sales This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating. (Nole 4) 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 
Supply Voltage (Vce> 7V Operating Conditions 
Input Common Mode Range (VCM) ±14V Min Max Unit 
Differential Input Voltage (VDIFF) ±14V Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.50 5.50 V 
Enable Input Voltage (VIN) 7V Operating Temperature Range (TN -40 +B5 ·C 
Storage Temperature Range (T 8TG) -65·C to + 150·C Enable Input Rise or Fall Times 500 ns 
Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec) 2600C 

Maximum Power Dissipation at 25·C (Note 5) 
Ceramic "J" Package 230BmW 
Plastic "N" Package 1645mW 
SOIC Package 1190mW 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10% (unleSs otherwise specified) (Note 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Minimum Differential VOUT = VOH or VOL -200 35 +200 mV 
Input Voltage -7V < VCM < +7V 

RIN Input Resistance VIN = -7V, +7V 
5.0 6.B 10 kO 

(Other Input = GND) 

liN Input Current VIN = + 10V, Other Input = GND +1.1 +1.5 mA 
(Under Test) VIN = -10V, Other Input = GND -2.0 -2.5' mA 

VOH Minimum High Level Vee = Min., V(DIFF) = + 1V 3.B 4.2 V 
Output Voltage lOUT = -6.0 rnA -: 

VOL Maximum Low Level VCC = Max.,V(DIFF) = -1V 
0.2 0.3 V 

Output Voltage lOUT = 6.0mA 

VIH Minimum Enable High 
2.0 V 

Input Level Voltage 

VIL Maximum Enable Low 
O.B V 

Input Level Voltage 

loz Maximum TRI-STATE VOUT = VCCor GND, 
Output Leakage Current TRI-STATEControl = VIL ±0.5 ±5.0 p,A 

II Maximum Enable Input VIN = Vee or GND ±1.0 p.A 
Current 

lee Quiescent Power VCC = Max., V(DIFF) = + 1V 16 23 mA 
Supply Current 

VHY8T Input Hysteresis VCM = OV 60 mV 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 10% (Nate 3) (Figures 1,2, and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH, Propagation Delay CL = 50pF 

tPHL Input to Output VOIFF = 2.5V 19 30 ns 

VCM = OV 

tRISE, Output Rise and CL = 50pF 

tFALL Fall Times VOIFF = 2.5V 4 9 ns 

VCM = OV 

tpLZ, Propagation Delay CL = 50pF 

tpHZ ENABLE to Output RL = 10000 13 18 ns 

VOIFF = 2.5V 

tpZL, Propagation Delay CL = 50pF 

tpZH ENABLE to Output RL = 10000 13 21 ns 

VOIFF = 2.5V 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Charac!aristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, all voltages are referenced to ground. 

Note 3: Unless otherwise specified. MinIMax limits apply across the operating temperatura range. 

All typicals are given for Vee = 5V and TA = 25·C. 

Note 4: ESO Rating; HBM (1.5kn. 100 pF) 
Inputs :;, 2000V 
All other pins :;, 1 COOV 
EIAJ (On. 200 pF) :;, 350V 

Note 5: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at 25"C. Above this temperature derate N Package 13.16 mW/·C. J Package 15.38 mW/'C and M Package 
9.52 mWI"C. 

Comparison Table of Switching Characteristics into "LS-Type" Load 
VCC = 5V, T A = 25"C (Figures 4 and 5) (Note 6) 

Symbol Parameter 
DS34C86 DS3486 

Units 
Typ Max Typ Max 

tpHL(O) Propagation Delay TIme 
17 19 

ns 

Output High to Low 

IPLH(O) Propagation Delay Time 
19 19 

ns 

Output Low to High 

tpLZ Output Low to TRI-STATE 13 23 ns 

tpHZ Output High to TRI-STATE 12 25 ns 

tPZH Output TRI-STATE to High 13 18 ns 

tPZL Output TRI-STATE to Low 13 20 ns 

Note 6: This Table is provided for comparison purposes only. The values In this table for the OS34C86 reflect the performance of the dsvice but are not tested or 
guaranteed. 

Test and Switching Waveforms 

'RISE- I" j I-IrALL 
l_~)'~ 

VOH -
190% 90%1 v+ INPUTo--

DEVICE 
Rl 

OUTPUT 50% V- INMo-- UNDER 
10% 10% 

VOL TEST } ~ tpLH ~ f'- el 

+2.5V ~ -- -
V- INPUT \ OV TL/F/8699-4 
V+ INPUT=OV -2.5V CL Includes load and test jig capaCitance. 
REFERENCE 

TL/F/8699-3 
SI = Vee for tpZlo and tpLZ measurements. 

FIGURE 1. Propagation Delays SI = GNO for tpZH. and tpHZ measuraments. 

FIGURE 2. Test Circuit for 
TRI-STATE Output Tests 
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Test and Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

OUTPUT 
CONTROL 

(HIGH ENABLING) 

_----'"'"':"---~, 3.0V 

OUTPUT _____ t_PH_Z"!!l~ ... : ... :_V ____ ...... _____ tP_ZH_)...I __ ,~ ________ :: 

FIGURE 3. TRI-STATE Output Enable and Disable Waveforms 

AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms 

TO SCOPE 
(INPUT) 

61 

DIFFERENTIAL 
INPUTS 

1.5V 2V 

TO SCOPE 
(OUTPUT) 

CL = 15 pF 

T INCLUDES PROBE 
ANDSTRAV 

":" CAPACITANCE 

INPUT 3V~'5V . 

ov 

:::3(0) . {tpLH(D) 

OUTPUT v 1.3V 1.3V 
DL 
ov-------------------

Input Pulse Characteristics: 

trLH ~ trHL ~ 6 ns (10% to 90%) 

PRR ~ 1 MHz, 50% duty cycle 

TUF/8699-7 

TLlF/8699-6 

FIGURE 4. Propagation Delay Differential Input to Output for "LS-Type" Load 

TUF/8699-5 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

TO SCOPE 

1.5V for IpHZ and IpLZ 
-1.5V for IpLZ and tPZL 

Input Pulse Characteristics: 

tTLH = ITHL = 6 ns (10% to 90%) 
PRR = 1 MHz, 50% duty cycle 

tpZH 

3V 
INPUT 

(INPUT) TRI-8TATE 
CONTROL 

TO SCOPE 
(OUTPUT) 

CL =15 pF INCLUDES 
PROBE AND STRAY T 

CAPACITANCE 

SWI CLOSED 
SWZ CLOSED 

TL/F/8699-9 

SWIOPEN 
OV -- SWZCLOSEO 

~
PZH 

VOH 
1.5V 

OV 

TLlF/8699-11 

5. 

EOUT 

INPUT 

3V 

Z. 

ALL DIODES INgle OR 
EQUIVALENT 

OV-~r""-"" 

TL/F/8699-8 

SWI CLOSED 
SWZCLOSED 

-i iiPHZ 

VOH~ I 
~1.3V=-==~=~· __ 

OV 

TL/F/8899-10 

SWI CLOSED 
SWZ OPEN 

~5V-V8E~--'plL 

OUTPUT UV . 

VOL 
OV-----------

TL/F/8699-12 

FIGURE 5. Propagation Delay TRI-STATE Control Unit to Output for "LS-Type" Load 
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ttlNational Semiconductor 
ADVANCE INFORMATION· 

DS34LV86T 
3V Enhanced CMOS Quad Differential Line Receiver 
General Description 
The DS34LV86T is a high speed quad differential CMOS 
receiver that meets the requirements of bothTIAlEIA-422-B 
and CCITT V.11. The CMOS DS34LV86T features low IcC 
of X mA which makes it ideal for battery powered and power 
conscious applications. . 

The TRI-STATE® enables, EN, allow the device to be dis
abled when not in use to minimize power consumption. The 
dual enable scheme allows for flexibility in turning receivers 
on and off. 

The receiver output (RO) is guaranteed to be High when the 
inputs are left open. The receiver can detect Signals as low 
as ±200 mV over the common mode range of ±7V. The 
receiver outputs (RO) are compatible with TTL and CMOS 
levels. 

Connection Diagram 

RI' 1 (1) 

RI 1 (2) 

RO 1 (3) 

EN. (4) 

RO 2 (5) 

RI 2 (6) 

RI' 2 (7) 

GNO (8) 

Dual-In-Llne Package 
DS34LV86T 

(16) Vee 

(15) RI' 4 

(14) RI 4 

(13) RO 4 

(12) EN 

(11) RO 3 

(10) RI 3 

(9) RI' 3 

TL/F/12644-1 

Order Number DS34LV86TM or DS34LV86TN 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16E 

Features 
• Low power CMOS design 
.. Meets TIAIEIA-422-B (RS-422) and CCITT V.11 recom

mendation 

• Receiver OPEN input failsafe feature 
• Guaranteed AC parameter: 

- Maximum receiver skew 
- Transition time 

• Pin compatible with DS34C86T 
• Available in SOIC packaging 

Truth Table 

Enables Inputs 

EN EN RI-RI' 

L H X 

H L V,D ;;;, VTH (Max) 

H H V,D :s; VTH(Mln) 

L L Open 

x = Irrelevant 

TBD 
TBD 

Outputs 

RO 

Z 

H 

L 

H 

L = Low logiC state 
H = High logiC state Z = TAI·STATE (high impedance) 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS34F86/DS35F86 
RS-422/RS-423 Quad Line Receiver 
with TRI-STATE® Outputs 

General Description 
The DS34F86/DS35F86 RS-422/3 Quad Receiver features 
four independent receivers, which comply with EIA Stan
dards for the electrical characteristics of balanced/unbal
anced voltage digital interface circuits. Receiver outputs are 
74LS compatible TRI-STATE structures which are forced to 
a high impedance state when the appropriate output control 
lead reaches a logic zero condition. A PNP device buffers 
each output control lead to assure minimum loading for ei
ther logic one or logic zero inputs. In addition each receiver 
has internal hysteresis circuitry to improve noise margin and 
discourage output instability for slowly changing input wave
forms. 

The DS34F86/DS35F86 offers optimum performance when 
used with the DS34F87/DS35F87 Quad Line Driver. 

Features 
• Military temperature range 
• TRI-STATE outputs 
• Fast propagation times (15 ns typical) 

• TTL compatible 
• 5.0V supply 
• Lead compatible and interchangeable with MC3486 and 

DS3486 

The DS34F86/DS35F86 offers improved performance due 
to the use of state-of-the-art L-FAST bipolar technology. 
The L-FAST technology allows for higher speeds and lower 
currents by utilizing extremely short gate delay times. Thus, 
the DS34F86/DS35F86 features lower power, extended 
temperature range, and improved specifications. 

Connection Diagram 

16·LeadDIP 

IN A {......::. ....... """ 

OUT A """1-----' 
TRI-STATE 

CONTROL A/C 
OUTC~I---, 

IN C {--,-!.Sr,,.. 
GND 

16 V 
15 CC 

....... ,"'-'--"1 C"C4. } IN B 

...... --li-=-13;:."OUT B 
12 TRI-STATE 
11 CONTROL BID 

.---~OUTD 
10 

9 }IND 

DIFFERENTIAL 
INPUTS 
A 8 

TRI- STATE 
CONTROL INPUT 

E 
OUTPUT 

Y 

TLlF/9616-1 TLlF/9616-2 

Top View FIGURE 1. Block Diagram 

Order Number DS34F86J or DS35F86J 
See NS Package Number J16A Function Table (Each Receiver) 
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Differential Inputs 
VIO = (VIN+) - (VIN-) 

VIO';; -O.2V 

x 
H ~ High Level 
L ~ Low Level 
Z ~ High Impedance (off) 
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Enable 
E 

H 

H 

L 

Output 
OUT 

H 

L 

z 

~ 
c.n 

"" Q) 
Q) ..... 
o en w ... 
~ 
Q) 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Input Common Mode Voltage ±15V 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Input Differential Voltage ±25V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 'Cerate cavity package 10 mW /'C above 25"C. 
Storage Temperature Range 

Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C Operating Conditions 
Operating Temperature Range " DS34FB6 , 

DS35FB6 - 55'C to + 125'C Temperatu"re O'Cto +70'C 
DS34FBB O'Cto +70'C Supply Voltage 4.75V to 5.25V 

Lead Temperature DS35F86 
Ceramic DIP (soldering. 60 seconds) 300'C Temperature -55'C to + 125'C 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25'C Supply Voltage 4.5Vto 5.5V 
Cavity Package 1500mW Input Common Mode Voltage Range -7.0Vto +7.0V 

Supply Voltage B.OV Input Differential Voltage Range 6V 
Input Voltage B.OV 

Electrical Characteristics over operating range. unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW O.B V 

VTH(C) Differential Input Threshold -7V s: VCM s: 7V. Vo = VOH 0.2 
V 

Voltage (Note 6) VIH = 2V Vo= VOL -0.2 

liS Input Bias Current VCC = OV or 5.25V. VI = -10V -3.25 
Other inputs at OV VI= -3V -1.50 

mA 
VI = -f;3V +1.50 

VI = +10V +3.25 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH -7V s: VCM s: 7V O'Cto +70'C 
2.8 

(Note 5) VIH = 2V. 
V 

10 = -O.4mA. - 55'C to + 125'C 
VIC = 0.4V 2.5 

VOL Output Voltage LOW -7V s: VCM s: 7V. 10 = 8mA. 
0.5 V 

VIH = 2V VIC = 0.4V 

loz Off State (High Impedance) VI(D) = +3V. VIL = O.BV. 
-10 

Output Current Vo = 0.5V 
p.A 

VI(D) = -3V. VIL = 0.8V. 
10 

Vo = 2.7V 

los Output Short Circuit VI(D) = +3V. VIH = 2V. -15 -100 mA 
Current (Note 4) Vo= OV 

IlL Input Current LOW VIL = 0.5V 
-100 p.A 

(TRI·STATE Control) 

IIH Input Current HIGH VIH = 2.7V 20 
p.A 

(TRI·STATE Control) VIH = 5.25V 40 

VIC Input Clamp Diode Voitage IIC = -10mA 
-1.5 V 

(TRI·STATE Control) 

Icc Supply Current VIL = OV 50 mA 
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Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They arB not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical CharacteristiCS" provide conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the - 55·C to + 125·C temperature range for the DS35F86 and across the O·C to + 70"C range for 
the DS34F86. All typicals are given for Vee ~ 5V and TA ~ 25·C. 

Note 3: All currents into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages arB reference to ground unless otherwise 
spec~ied. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 5: Refer to EIA RS-422/3 for exact conditions. Input balance and VOHIVOL levels are tested simultaneously for worse case. 
Note 6: Differential input threshold voltage and guaranteed output levels arB tested simultaneously for worst case. 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25·C (Figures 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 
Typ 

(Note 1) 

tpHL(D) Propagation Delay Time Figure 2 15 

tpLH(D) 
Differential I nputs to Outputs 15 

tLZ Propagation Delay Time CL = 5pF 14 

tHZ 
Controls to Outputs FigureS 15 

tZH FigureS 12 

tZL 13 

Parameter Measurement Information 

Max Units 

22 ns 

22 ns 

18 ns 

20 ns 

16 ns 

18 ns 

TO SCOPE 
(INPUT) 

GENERATOR It 5011 INPUTS + PULSi~ DIFFEREMNIAL - ff 

TO SCOPE 
(OUTPUT) 

INPUT --f- 1.5V 

Ip~ -

j 3.0V 

1.5V 

r- IpHL(O) ov 
VOH (Note 1) 

-::.... TRI-STATE 
- CONTROL 

+ l.SV +2.0V 

_'- G. = ISpF .I. (Note 2) 

TUF/9616-3 

OUTPUT -.l1.3V 
J 

1.3V 

VOL 

------------------------OV 

TL/F/9616-4 

FIGURE 2_ Propagation Delay Differential Input to Output 
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Pararneter 'Me-asurement Information (ContinuE!d) 

TO SCOPE 
(INPUT) TRI-STATE 

TO SCOPE 
(O~TPUT) 

CONTROL 

+ 1.5V for \lz and tZH 

-1.5V for \Z and, tZL -O-lr-r-ER-E-NT-IA-LoO--t 

INPUTS 
~ = 15 pr 

(Not. 2).I 

TL/F/9616-5 

FIGURE 3. Propagation Delay TRI-8TATE Control Input to Output 

1 ,.---3.0V 

IN .. 1._5V ___ ... f,~_I_.5_V __ OV 

ILZ , 

~o:--=;..;.;~..:=--- ... 1.3V 

OUT 

VOL 
----~r_-------OV 

~ 
3.0V 

IN1.SV 1.5V I 
:t+--I--tZ-H-SW~V OPEN 

I SW2 CLOSED 
~VOH " 

OUT \. Jr1.5V 
... ----J·-'----OV 

TLiF/9616-6 

FIGURE 3a. tLZ. IzH 

1 ,.---3.0V, 

[I, I.5V 1.5V f' ov 

r-tHZ SWI CLOSED 
U SW2 CLOSED 

Eo---""~v ~VOH 
~ ..... _ ...... _,!. ___ ... 1.3V 

------------OV 

~ ·3.0V 

~·----J+-----OV 
IN 1\ I.SV 1.5v1 

I-t SWI CLOSED 
I ZL SW2 OPEN 

/,.---""~ ... 5.0V-VBE 
OUT I.5V 

• VOL 
OV 

TLlF/9616-7 

FIGURE 3b. tHZ. tZl 
Note 1: The Input pulse Is supplied by a generator haying the following characteristics: PRR = 1.0 MHz. 50% duty cycle. trLH = trHL = 6.0 ns (10% to 90%). 
Zo = 501l. 

Nota 2: CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Note 3: All diodes arelN916 or equivalent 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

083486 Quad R8-422, R8-423 Line Receiver 

General Description 
National's quad RS-422, RS-423 receiver features four in
dependent receivers which comply with EIA Standards for 
the electrical characteristics of balanced/unbalanced volt
age digital interface circuits. Receiver outputs are 74lS 
compatible, TRI-STATEIiP structures which are forced to a 
high impedance state when the appropriate output control 
pin reaches a logic zero condition. A PNP device buffers 
each output control pin to assure minimum loading for either 
logiC one or logic zero inputs. In addition, each receiver has 
internal hysteresis circuitry to improve noise margin and dis
courage output instability for slowly changing input wave
forms. 

Block and Connection Diagrams 
DIFFERENTIAL 

INPUTS . 

Features 
• Four independent receivers 
• TRI-STATE outputs 
• Internal hysteresis -140 mV (typ) 
• Fast propagation times -19 ns (typ) 
• TTL compatible outputs 

• 5V supply 
• Pin compatible and interchangeable with MC3486 

OUTPUT 

TLiF 15179-1 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

http://www.national.com 

OUTPUT A ~I-_..J 

TRI-STATE . 4 
CONTROL Ale 

OUTPUT C ~I--., 

GND 

Top View 

16 vCC 

12 TRI.sTATE 
CONTROL BID 

Order Number DS3486J, DS3486M or DS3486N 
See NS Package Number J 16A, M16A or N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Power Supply Voltage, VCC 4.75 5.25 V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Operating Temperature, T A 0 70 ·C 
Power Supply Voltage, Vee 8V Input Common-Mode Voltage -7.0 7.0 V 
Input Common-Mode Voltage, VICM ±25V Range,VICR 
Input Differential Voltage, VID ±25V 

TRI-STATE Control Input Voltage, VI 8V 

Output Sink Current, 10 50mA 

Storage Temperature, TSTG - 65·C to + 150·C 

Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25·C 
Cavity Package 1433mW 
Molded Dip Package 1362 mW 
SO Package 1002mW 

'Derate cavity package 9.6 mW I'C above 25'C; derat~ Dip molded package 
10.2 mW I"C above 2S'C. Derate SO package 8.01 mW I"C above 2S'C. 

Electrical Characteristics 
(Unless otherwise noted, minimum and maximum limits apply over recommended temperature and power supply voltage ranges. 
Typical values are for T A = 25·C, VCC = 5V and VIC = OV. See Note 2.) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage-High Logic State 
2.0 V 

(TRI-STATE Control) 

VIL Input Voltage-Low Logic State 
0.8 V (TRI-STATE Control) 

VTH(D) Differential Input Threshold Voltage -7V,;; VIC';; 7V, VIHTRI-STATE = 2V 
0.070 0.2 V 

10 = -0.4 rnA, VOH ~ 2.7V 

10 = 8 rnA, VOL ~ 0.5V 0.070 -0.2 V 

liB (D) Input Bias Current Vee = OV or 5.25V, Other Inputs at OV 

VI = -10V -3.25 rnA 

VI= -3V -1.50 rnA 

VI = 3V 1.50 rnA 

VI = 10V 3.25 rnA 

Input Balance -7V ,;; VIC';; 7V, VIH(3C) = 2V, 
(Note 4) 

I VOH 10 = -0.4 rnA, VID = O.4V 2.7 V 

I VOL 10 = 8 rnA, VID = -0.4V 0.5 V 

loz Output TRI-STATE Leakage Current VI (D) = 3V, VIL = 0.8V, VOL = 0.5V -40 /LA 

VI(D) = -3V, VIL= 0.8V, VOH = 2.7V 40 /LA 

los Output Short-Circuit Current VI(D) = 3V, VIH TRI-STATE = 2V, -15 -100 rnA 
Vo = OV, (Note 3) 

IlL Input Current-Low LogiC State VIL = 0.5V -100 /LA (TRI-STATE Control) 

IIH Input Current-High Logic State VIH = 2.7V 20 /LA 
(TRI-STATE Control) VIH;= 5.25V 100 p.A 

VIC Input Clamp Diode Voltage liN = -lOrnA -1.5 V (TRI-STATE Control) 

Icc Power Supply Current All Inputs VIL = OV 85 rnA 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electricel Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: All currents into d~ce pins are sho,wn as positive. out of d~ce pins are negative. All voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. 
Note 3: Only one output at a time should be ,shorted. 
Note 4: Refer to EIA RS·422/3 for ~ct cond~ions. 
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Switching Characteristics (Unless otherwise noted, Vee = 5V and TA = 25'C.) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

tpHL(D) Propagation Delay Time-Differential Inputs to Output 
Output High to Low 19 35 ns 

tpLH(D) Output Low to High 19 30 ns 

tpLZ TRI-STATE Control to Output 
Output Low to TRI-STATE 23 35 ns 

tpHZ Output High to TRI-STATE 25 35 ns 

tPZH Output TRI-STATE to High 18 30 ns 

tPZL Output TRI-STATE to Low 20 30 ns 

AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms 
TDSCDPE TD SCDPE 
(INPUT) (DUTPUT) 

DIFFERENTIAL 

t INPUTS 

fp-~ -L CL=t5pF '"U:t ~6t T INCLUDES PRDBE 
GENERATDR n AND STRAY 

':' CAPACITANCE 

~ 
TRI-sTAT~ CDNTROL 

( 
t.5V 2V 

TL/F/5779-3 

w~ INPUT t.5V 

DV 

IPLH(D) IPHL(D) 

VDH I 
DUTPUT :J.3V 1.3V 

VDL 
OV 

TL/F/5779-4 

Input pulse characteristics: 

t-rLH - ITHL - 6 ns (10% 10 90%) 

PRR - 1 MHz, 50% duty cycle 

FIGURE 1. Propagation Delay Differential Input to Out!Jut 
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~ 
~ AC Test and Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

~ 
TO SCOPE 
(INPUT) TRI-STATE 

CONTROL 

51 

DIFFERENTIAL 
INPUTS 

TO SCOPE 
(OUTPUT) 

CL = IS pF INCLUDES 

3V 

1.5V for IpHZ and IpLZ 
-I.SV for tpLZ and IpZL 

Input pulse characteristics: 

PROBE AND STRAY I ... ".'"" "" 

trLH - trHL - 6 ns (10% to 90%) 
PRR - I MHz, SO% duty cycle 

tPZH 

SWI CLOSED 
SW2CLOSEO 

TL/F/5779-6 

INPUT 1.5V SWI OPEN 
OV --- SW2 CLOSED 

VOHl};-PZH 

1.5V 

OV 

TL/F/5779-6 

5k 

EOUT 

INPUT 

2k 

ALL DIODES 'N9'S OR 
EQUIVALENT 

1 
3V 

OV--j-'--.I 

-l itz 

~:::--yJ 
ov 

tPZL 

TL/F/5779-5 

SWI CLOSED 
SWlCLOSED 

TL/F/5779-7 

SWI CLOSED 
SW2 OPEN 

~5V-VBE~--IpZL 

OUTPUT 1.5V 

VOL 
OV----------

TL/F/5779-9 

FIGURE 2. Propagation Delay TRI-STATE Control Input to Output 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS34C87T CMOS Quad TRI-STATE® 
Differential Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS34C87T is a quad differential line driver designed for 
digital data transmission over balanced lines. The 
DS34C87T meets all the requirements of EIA standard 
RS-422 while retaining the low power characteristics of 
CMOS. This enables the construction of serial and terminal 
interfaces while maintaining minimal power consumption. 

The DS34C87T accepts TTL or CMOS input levels and 
translates these to RS-422 output levels. This part uses 
special output circuitry that enables the individual drivers.to 
power down without loading down the bus. This device has 
separate enable circuitry for each pair of the four drivers. 
The DS34C87T is pin compatible to the DS3487T. 

All inputs are protected against damage due to electrostatic 
discharge by diodes to Vee and ground. 

Connection and Logic Diagrams 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

INPUT A 

CHANNEL A I 
OUTPUTS _+-_.J 

A/B CONTROL 

CHANNEL B I 
OUTPUTS 

INPUTB 

GND 

Top View 

16 VCC 

TL/F 18576-1 

Order Number DS34C87T J, DS34C87TM or DS34C87TN 
See NS Package Number J16A, M16A or N16E 

Features 
• TTL input compatible 
• Typical propagation delays: 6 ns 
• Typical output skew: 0.5 ns 
• Outputs won't load line when Vee = OV 
• Meets the requirements of EIA standard RS-422 
• Operation from Single 5V supply 
• TRI-STATE outputs for connection to system buses 
• Low quiescent current 
• Available in surface mount 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 
CONTROL 

Truth Table 

Input 
Control 
Input 

H H 
L H 
X L 

L = Low logic state 

H = High logic state 

)0--0 NON-INVERTING 

OUTPUTS 

0-1-0 INVERTING 

TLlF/8576-2 

Non-Inverting Inverting 
Output Output 

H L 
L H 
Z Z 

X = Irrelevant 

Z = TRI-STATE (high impedance) 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating. (Note 12) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Conditions please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Min Max Units 

Supply Voltage (Vee> -0.5t07.0V Supply Voltage (Vcc) 4.50 5.50 V 

DC Voltage (VIN) -1.5toVcc +1.5V DC Input or Output Voltage (VIN. VOUT) 0 Vee V 

DC Output Voltage (VOUT) -0.5t07V Operating Temperature Range (T A) 

Clamp Diode Current (11K. 10K> ±20mA 
DS34C87T -'40' +85' ·C 

DC Output Current. per pin (lOUT) ±150mA 
Input Rise or Fall Times (t,.. ttl 500 ns 

DC Vee or GND Current (Icc) ±150mA 

Storage Temperature Range (T STG) - 65·C to + 150"C 

Maximum Power Dissipation (Po) @ 25·C (Note 3) 
Ceramic "J" Package 2419mW 
Plastic "N" Package 1736mW 
SOIC Package 1226ri1W ,,, 

Lead Temperature (T t.l (~oldering 4 sec) 260"C 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 10% (unless otherwise specified) (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High Level Input 
2.0 V 

Voltage 

VIL Low Level Input 
0.8 V 

Voltage 

VOH High Level Output VIN = VIH or VIL. 2.5 3.4 V 
Voltage lOUT = -20mA 

VOL Low Level Output VIN = VIH or VIL. 0.3 0.5 V 
Voltage lOUT = 48mA 

VT Differential Output RL';= 100 n ", 

Voltage (Note 5) 
2.0 3.1 V 

IVTl-lihl Difference In RL = 100n 
0.4 V 

Differential Output (Note 5) 

VOS Common Mode RL = 100n 
2.0 3.0 V 

Output Voltage (Note 5) 

IVos-vosl Difference In RL = 100n 
0.4 V 

Common Mode Output (Note 5) 

liN Input Current VIN = Vee. GND. VIH. or VIL ±1.0 ",A 

Icc Quiesce~t Supply lOUT = O/LA. 
Current VIN = Vee or GND 200 500 ",A 

VIN = 2.4Vor 0.5V (Note6) 0.8 2.0 mA 

loz TRI-STATE Output ~OUT ~ Vcc or GND ±0.5 ±5.0 ",A 
Leakage Current Control = VIL 

Ise Output Short VIN = Vee or GND -30 -150 mA 
Circuit. Current (Notes 5. 7) 

10FF Power Off Output Vcc = OV I VOUT = 6V 100 /LA 
Leakage Current (Note 5) VOUT = -0.25V -100 /LA 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed, They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these lim~s, Tha table of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specHied, all voltages are referenced to ground. All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative, 

Nole 3: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at 25'C. Above this temperature derate N Package 13.89 mW rc, J Package 16.13 mW rc, and M Package 
9.80 mW/'C. 

Note 4: Unless otherwise specified, min/max limits apply across the -40'C to 85'C temperatura range. All typicals are given for Vee - 5V and TA - 25'C. 

Note 5: See EIA Specification RS-422 for exact test cond~ions. 

Note 6: Measured per Input All other inputs at Vee or GND. 

Note 7: This is the current sourced when a high output is shorted to ground. Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 1 0%, tr, tf ,;; 6 ns (Figures 1,2, 3, and 4) (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH, tpHL Propagation Delay 81 Open 
6 11 ns 

Input to Output 

8kew (Note 8) 81 Open 0.5 3 ns 

tTLH, tTHL Differential Output Rise 81 Open 
6 10 ns 

And Fall Times 

tpZH Output Enable Time 81 Closed 12 25 ns 

tpZL Output Enable Time 81 Closed 13 26 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time (Note 9) 81 Closed 4 B ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time (Note 9) 81 Closed 6 12 ns 

CPD Power Dissipation 
100 pF 

Capacitance (Note 10) 

C'N Input Capacitance 6 pF 

Note 8: Skew is defined as the difference in propagation delays between complementary outputs at the 50% point. 

Note 9: Output disable time is the delay from the control input being switched to the output transistors turning off. The actual disable times are less than indicated 
due to the delay added by the RC time constant 01 the loed. 
Note 10: CPO determines the no load dynamic power consumption, Po ~ Cpo V2ee I + ICC Vee, and the no load dynamiC current consumption, 
Is ~ CPO Vee I + Icc. • Comparison Table of Switching Characteristics into "LS-Type" Load 
Vee = 5V, TA = + 25°C, Ir ,;; 6 ns, tl ,;; 6 ns (Figures 4,5,6,7, 8 and!1) (Note 11) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
OS34C87 OS3487 

Units 
Typ Max Typ Max 

tpLH, tpHL Propagation Delay 
6 10 10 15 ns 

I nput to Output 

8kew (Note 8) 1.5 2.0 ns 

irHL, tTLH Differential Output Rise 
4 7 10 15 ns 

and Fall Times 

tpHZ Output Disable Time CL = 50 pF, RL = 2000, 
8 11 17 25 ns 

(Note 9) 81 Closed, 82 Closed 

tpLZ Output Disable Time CL = 50 pF, RL = 2000, 
7 10 15 25 ns 

(Note 9) 81 Closed, 82 Closed 

tPZH Output Enable Time CL = 50 pF, RL = 00, 
11 19 11 25 ns 

81 Open, 82 Closed 

tpZL Output Enable Time CL = 50 pF, RL = 2000, 
14 21 15 25 ns 

81 Closed, 82 Open 

Note 11: This table is provided lor comparison purposes only. The values in this table lor the DS34CB7 rellect the performanca 01 the device but are not tested or 
guaranteed. 

Note 12: ESD Rating: HBM (1.5 kO, 100 pF) 
Inputs " 1500V 
Outputs " 1000V 
EIAJ (00, 200 pF) 
All Pins " 350V 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

I.5V 

INPUT 

HI Y 
~~ 

H3 51 
H2 

TLlF/B576-3 

Note: Cl = C2 = C3 = 40 pF (Including Probe and Jig Capacitance), Rl = R2 = 5On, R,3 = soon 
FIGURE 1. AC Test Circuit 

IIPUT 

INPUT 
f=1 NHz.t,::S:6ns, 

3.rN--~--""",\ 

1t:S6111 D.DV 

OUTPUT 

FIGURE 2. Propagation Delays 
TLlF/B576-4 

3.OV~ 

O.DY \'----
90" 90ll: 

OUTPUT 
(DIFFERENTIAL) 

TLlF/B576-7 

Input pulse; 1 = 1 MHz, 50%, t,. ,;: 6 ns, It ,;: 6 ns 

FIGURE 4. Differential Rise and Fall Times 

114 DS3487 
114 DS34C87 

INPUT 
TEMCT2 
CURRENT TRANSFORMER 
OR EQUIVALENT 

CL 
5DpF T T INCWDING PROBE 
AND JIG CAPACITANCE 

'= ":" 
TLlF/B576-6 

FIGURE 6. Differential Rise and Fall Times 
Test Circuit for "LS-Type" Load 

3-58 

3.DY 
CONTROL INPUT 

1=1 MHz, t,:S6ns, 
1t:S6nl 

D.OV --+-' .. -----.1 
I.SV --+---,...----+-_ 

VOH--+-"""'\ 

I.5V----+---t'~------_+_--' 

TLlF/B576-S 

FIGURE 3. Enable and Disable Times 

1/4 DS34B7 
1/4 DS34CB7 

INPUT 

c,.= 50 pF 

INCLUDES PROBE 1 
AND JIG CAPACITANCE 

5V 

TL/F/8576-8 

FIGURE 5. Propagation Delays Test Circuit 
for "LS-Type" Load 

1/4 DS30187 
1/4 DS34C87 

INPUT 

CONTROL 
INPUT 

c,. Includ .. probe and Jig capacitance f 
TLlF/8576-9 

FIGURE 7. Load Enable and Disable Times 
Test Circuit for "L8-Type" Load 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

3.0V --~---'\. 
INPUT 

f:::1t.fHz,tr ::S:6ns, 
!,:S6ns 

OUTPUT 

O.OY 

TLlF/B576-10 

FIGURE 8. Load Propagation Delays for "LS-Type" Load 

CON11IOL INPUT 3.0V 

'=1 IIHz.t.-:S 6 nl. 
1t:S 6ns DY ----1f->---

VOH--I~t:-'-". 

3.0Y---t-_--

DY 

VOH --+-+.~-

I.5Y 

1.5Y 

TL/F/6576-11 

FIGURE 9. Load Enable and Disable Times for "LS· Type" Load 

Typical Applications 
Two-Wire Balanced System, RS·422 

ENABLE~ ENABLE~ i: + DATA 
DATA:: _ OUTPUT 

1/4 DS34CB7 --------.... 1/4 DS34C86 

TLlF/8576-12 

'AT is optional although highly recommended to reduce reflection. 
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~National Semiconductor 
ADVANCE 'INFORMATION' 

DS34LV87T 
Enhanced CMOS Quad Differential Line Driver 
General Description 
The DS34LV87T is a high speed quad differential CMOS 
driver that is compatible with both TIA/EIA-422-B and 
CCITT V.11 devices. The CMOS DS34LV87T features low 
Icc of X rnA which makes it ideal for battery powered and 
power conscious applications. 

The TRI-STATE@ enable, EN, allow the device to be dis
abled when the device is not in use to minimize power. The 
dual enable scheme allows for flexibility in turning the devic
es on or off. 

Protection diodes protect all the driver inputs against elec
trostatic discharge. The driver inputs (01) are compatible 
with TTL and CMOS levels. 

Connection Diagram 

INPUT A 

Dual·ln·Llne Package 
DS34LV87T 

CHANNEL A I 
OUTPUTS ...;,,3 t--.. 

AlB CONTROL 

CHANNELB I 
OUTPUTS 6 

INPUT 8 

GND 

16 VCC 

TL/F/12645-2 

Order Number DS34LV87TM or DS34LV87TN 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

Features 
• Low power design 

- Icc ,;; 500 p.A max 
• Compatible with TIAIEIA-422-B (RS-422) and CCITT 

V.11 recommendation 
• Guaranteed AC parameter: 

- Maximum driver skew TBD 
- Transition time TBD 

• Pin compatible with DS34C87T 
• Available in SOIC packaging 

Truth Table 

Enables Input Outputs 

EJII EN 01 DO DO 

L H X Z Z 

H L H H L 
H H 
L L L L H 

x = Irrelevant L = Low logiC state 
H = High logic state Z = TRI-STATE (high impedance) 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

DS34F87/DS35F87 
RS-422 Quad Line Driver with TRI-STATE® Outputs 

General Description 
The DS34F87/DS35F87 AS-422 Quad Line Driver features 
four independent drivers which comply with EIA Standards 
for the electrical characteristics of balanced voltages digital 
interface circuits. The outputs are TAl-STATE structures 
which are forced to a high impedance state when the appro
priate output control lead reaches a logic zero condition. All 
input leads are PNP buffered to minimize input loading for 
either logic one or logic zero inputs. In addition, internal cir
cuitry assures a high impedance output state during the 
transition between power-up and power-down. 

The DS34F87/DS35F87 offers improved performance due 
to the use 01 state-ol-the-art L-FAST bipolar technology. 
The L-FAST technology allows for higher speeds and lower 
currents by utilizing extremely short gate delay times. Thus, 
the DS34F87/DS35F87 leatures lower power, extended 
temperature range, and improved specifications. 

The DS34F87/DS35F87 offers optimum performance when 
used with the DS34F86/DS35F86' Quad Line Aeceiver. 

Block and Connection Diagrams 

INPUT 

c~=-----t 

FIGURE 1 

NON-INVERTING (V) 

OUTPUTS 

INVERTING (Z) 

TUF/9618-2 

Function Table (Each Driver) 

Input 

H 
L 
X 

H ~ High level 
l - low Level 
X ~ Immaterial 
Z ~ High Impedance (off) 

Enable 

H 
H 
L 

Output 

y Z 

H L 
L H 
Z Z 

Features 
• Military temperature range 
• Four independent drivers 
• TAl-STATE outputs 
• PNP high impedance inputs 
• Fast propagation time 

• TTL compatible 
• 5.0V supply 
• Output rise and falls times less than 15 ns 
• Lead compatible and interchangeable with MC3487 and 

DS3487 

INA 

OUTA{ 

A/B 
CONTROL 

OUTB{ 

INB 

GND 

16-Lead DIP 

TUF/9618-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS34F87J, DS34F87N or DS35F87J 
See NS Package Number J16A or N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Cavity Package 1500mW 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 'Derate cavity package 10 mWl'C above 25'C. 
Storage Temperature Range 

Operating Range Ceramic DIP -65·Cto + 175·C 

Lead Temperature DS34F87 
Ceramic DIP (soldering, 60 sec.) 300"C Temperature O·Cto +70·C 

Supply Voltage 8.0V Supply Voltage 4.75V to 5.25V 

Input Voltage 5.5V DS35F87 
Temperature - 55·C to + 125·C 
Supply Voltage 4.5Vto5.5V 

Electrical Characteristics over operating range, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions MIn Typ Max Units 

V,l Input Voltage LOW O.B V 

V,H Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

I,l Input Current LOW V,l = 0.5V -200 /LA 

I'H Input Current HIGH V,H = 2.7V +50 
/LA 

V,H = 5.5V +100 

V'C Input Clamp Voltage I, = -18mA -1.5 V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW 10L = 48mA 0.5 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -20mA 2.5 V 

los .Output Short Circuit Current (Note 4) V,H = 2.0V -40 -140 mA 

loz Output Leakage Current Hi·Z State V,l = 0.5V, V,Llz) = .0.8V ±100 
/LA 

V,H = 2.7V, V,Llz) = 0.8V ±100 

10l(Off) Output Leakage Current VOH = 6.0V, Vee = OV +100 
/LA Power Off VOL = -0.25V, Vee = OV -100 

Vos·Vos Output Offset 
±0.4 V 

Voltage Difference (Note 5) 

VOD Output Differential Voltage (Note 5) 2.0 V 

AVOD Output Differential 
±0.4 V 

Voltage Change 

leex Supply Current Control Leads Gnd 50 mA 

Icc Control Leads 2.0V 40 mA 

Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the - 55"C to + 125'C temperature range for the DS35F87 and across the O"C to + 70"C range for 
the DS34F87. All typicals are given for Vee - 5V and TA ~ 25'C. 
Note 3: All currents intO the device are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise specified. 
Note 4: Only one output at a iime should be shorted. 
Note 5: Refer to EIA RS-422/3 for exact conditions. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0 V, TA = 25°C (Note 1) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpHL Propagation Delay Times High to Low Input 20 ns 

tpLH Low to High Input 15 ns 

tTHL Output Transition High to Low Input 15 ns 

tTLH 
Times-Differential Low to High Input 15 ns 

tpHZ(E) Propagation Delay RL = 200, CL = 50 pF 35 ns 

tpLZ(E) 
Control to Output 

RL = 200, CL = 50 pF 35 ns 

tpZH(E) RL = 00, CL = 50 pF 35 ns 

tpZL(E) RL = 200, CL = 50 pF 35 ns 

SKEW Output to Output Note 2 4.5 ns 

Nole 1: CL ~ 50 pF. VI ~ I .5V to Vo ~ 1.5V, VPULSE ~ OV to + 3.0V. 
Nole 2: Skew is defined as the difference in propagation delays between complementary outputs at the 50% point. 

Parameter Measurement Information 

TO SCOPE 3.0V or GNO TO SCOPE 
IN INPUT OUT 

OPEN FOR &I 
INVERTING IpZH 

......... OUTPUT TEST ONLY 

"> I~ 
200n 

'""--- ..... ., o--Ao/Ih- +5V 

" 
NON-INVERTING r c.. = 15 pF-::::.- '"" OUTPUT 

(Note 2).I. ~ ~ (Note 3) 

PULSl~ - ." GENERATOR 11. son -
(Note 1) 1.0kn i-

OPEN FOR 

I 

~ IpZL X TEST ONLY 

-- TL/F/9618-3 
FIGURE 2. TRI-STATE Enable Test Circuit and Waveforms 

3.0V 

11.SV 

3.0V 
CONTROL 

, 
CONTROL 

INPUT -'I\'.SV INPUT 
OV OV 

tpHZ(E) ...... I- -- itPZL(E) 
~ VOH VOH 

~ O.SV , 
OUT Q OUT \l.SV 

:S1.SV VOL 

tpLZ(E) -- I-
OV 

... 1.SV -- --tpzH(E) 

~ VOH OUT } /. 
VOL OUT l~l.SV 

VOL OV 
TLiF/9818-4 OV 

FIGURE2a TLiF/9818-5 
FIGURE2b 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

TO SCOPE TO SCOPE 
IN OUT 

INVERTING. 
OUTPUT 

NON-INVERTING CL = 15 PFI OUTPUT (Not. 2) 

CONTROL 
3.0V 

5.0V 

(Not. 4) 

TL/F/9618-6 

_---,-:-----3.0V 

IN 
----oV 

OUT 

OUT 
VOL 

------------------------OV 
TL/F/9618-7 

FIGURE 3. Propagation Delay Times Input to Output Waveforms and Test Circuit 

TO SCOPE 
IN 

3.0V 
TL/F/9618-8 

OUT 
(DIfFERENTIAL) 

_---,-----3.0V 

'----oV 

--..II 
TL/F/9618-9 

FIGURE 4. Output Transition Times Circuit and Waveforms 

Note 1: The inpulpulse is supplied bya generalor having Ihe following characteristics: PRR = 1.0 MHz. 50% duty cycle, tnH = trHL';; 5.0 ns (10% 1090%), Zo 
= 50n. 

Nole 2: CL Includes probe and jig capacilance. 

Note 3: All diodes are IN3064 or equivalent. 

Note 4: All diodes are IN914 or equivalent. 
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I!fINational Semiconductor 

OS3487 Quad TRI-STATE® Line Driver 

General Description 
National's quad RS-422 driver features four independent 
drivers which comply with EIA Standards for the electrical 
characteristics of balanced voltage digital interface circuits. 
The outputs are TRI-STATE structures which are forced to a 
high impedance state when the appropriate output control 
pin reaches a logic zero condition. All input pins are PNP 
buffered to minimize input loading for either logic one or 
logic zero inputs. 

Block and Connection Diagrams 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 
CONTROL 

JC)--O NON·INVERTING 

"'--OUTPUTS 

IC>-t-o INVERTING 

TL/F/57BO-l 

Features 
• Four independent drivers 
• TRI-STATE outputs 
• Fast propagation times (typ IOns) 

• TIL compatible 
• 5V supply 
• Output rise and fall times less than 15 ns 
• Pin compatible with OS8924 and MC3487 

Dual-In-Line Package 

INpUTA 16 VCC 

OUTPUTS A /...;.3 f-_ .... 

AlB CONTROL 

OUTPUTSB! 

INPUTB 

GND 

Top View 
TUF/57BO-2 

Order Number DS3487M or DS3487N 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

Truth Table 

Input 

H 
L 
X 

l ~ low logic state 

H ~ High logic state 

X = Irrelevant 

Control 
Input 

H 
H 
L 

Z ~ TRI-STATE (high impedance) 
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Non-Inverting Inverting 
Output Output 

H L 
L H 
Z Z 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) ., 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, SO Package r' 1051 mW 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage 8V Operating Conditions 
Input Voltage 5.5V Min' Max Unlta 

Storage Temperature -65·C to + 150·C Supply Voltage, Vee 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25·C 
DS3487 4.75 5.25 V 

Molded DIP Package 1476mW Temperature (T A) 

'Derate DIP molded package 11.9 mW 1°C above 25"C. Derate SO package 053487 0 +70 ·C 
8.41 mW/oC above 2SOC. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3, 4 and 5) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIL Input Low Voltage 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 V 

IlL Input Low Current VIL = 0.5V -200 p.A 

IIH Input High Current VIH = 2.7V 50 p.A 

VIH = 5.5V 100 p.A 

VCL Input Clamp Voltage ICL = -18mA -1.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltalle 10L = 48mA 0.5 V 

VOH Output High Voltage 10H = -20mA 2.5 V 

lOS Output Short·Circuit Current -40 -140 mA 

10Z Output Leakage Current (TRI-STATE) Va = 0.5V -100 p.A 

Va = 5.5V 100 p.A 

10FF Output Leakage Current Power OFF 
Vee = OV 

Vo= 6V 100 p.A 

'. Va = -0.25V -100 p.A 

Ivos-vosl Difference in Output Offset Voltage 0.4 V 

VT ' Differential Output Voltage 2.0 V 

IVTI-VTI Difference in Differential Output Voltage 0.4 V 

lee Power Supply Current Active 50 80 mA 

TRI·STATE 35 60 mA 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 25·C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ, Max' Units 

tpHL Input to Output 10 15 ns 

tpLH Input to Output 10 15 ns 

ITHL Differential Fall Time 10 15 ns 

tTLH Differential Rise Time 10 15 ns 

tpHZ E;;nable to Output RL = 2000, CL = 50 pF 17 25 ns 

tpLZ Enable to Output RL = 2000, CL = 50 pF 15 25 ns 

tpZH Enable to Output RL = 00, CL = 50 pF, S1 Open 11 25 ns 

tpZL Enable to Output RL = 2000, CL = 50 pF, S2 Open 15 25 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the O"C to + 70"C range for the 053487. All typicals are given for Vee = SV and TA = 25"C. 
Note 3: All currents into devica pins are positive, all currents out of devica pins as negative. All voltages are referencad to ground unless otherwise specified. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Symbols and definitions correspond to EIA RS-422, where applicable. 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms 

INPUT 

CL=SOpF 

INCLUDES PROBE I 
AND JIG CAPACITANCE 

1/4 05:5487 

3V OR OV 

CONTROL 
INPUT 

SI and S2 closed excspt as noted. 

CL includes probe and Jig capacitancs. 

INPUT 

CL 
15 pF 

SV 

51 

OUTPUT I.SV 

I.SV 
1'----'1 

TL/F/5780-3 Input pulse: I = MHz. 50%; tr = tf ,;; 15 ns. 

FIGURE 1. Propagation Delays 

5V JRL 
200.11 

TL/F/5780-5 

CONTROL 
INPUT 

VOH--+,\ 
OUTPUT 

0lJTI!ljf 

VOL-~-+-"" +:.r~ 
1.5V 

Input pulse: I = MHz. 50%; 1r = It ,;; 15 ns. 

SI = open lor tPZH 

S2 = open for tPZL 

FIGURE 2. TRI-8TATE Enable and Disable Delays 

TL/F/5780-4 

TL/F/5780-6 

3V 

INPUT ---.-I 
OV 

\~ 
TEMCT2 
CURRENT TRANSFORMER 
DR EQUIVALENT 

OUTPUT 
(DIFFERENTIAL) 

90% z-----:i.. 

tTLH tTHL T T INCLUDING PROBE 
':' ':' AND JIG CAPACITANCE TUF/5780-8 

Input pulse: I = MHz. 50%; Ir = tf ,;; 15 ns. 
TUF/5780-7 

FIGURE 3. Differential Rise and Fall Times 
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o r-------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
N 

~d 
~ pNational Semiconductor 
..... re 
~ DS78C20/DS88C~O Dual CMOS Compatible 
~ Differential Line .Receiver 

General Description Features 
The OS78C20 and OS88C20 are high performance, dual 
differential, CMOS compatible line receivers for both bal
anced and unbalanced digital data transmission. The inputs 
are compatible with EIA and Federal Standards. 

• Meets requirements of EIA Standards RS-232-C RS-
422 and RS-423, and Federal Standards 1020 and 
1030 

• Input voltage range of ±15V (differential or common-
mode) Input specifications meet or exceed those of the popular 

OS7820/0S8820 line receiver, and the pinout is identical. • Separate strobe input for each receiver 

A response pin is provided for controlling sensitivity to input 
noise spikes with an external capacitor. Each receiver in
cludes a 1800 terminating resistor. which may be used op
tionally on twisted pair lines. The OS78C20 is specified over 
a - 55·C to + 125·C operating temperature range, and the 
OS88C20 over a O·C to + 700C range. 

• '!z Vee strobe threshold for CMOS compatibility 

Connection Diagram 

Vee 

1,4 

1 

-INPUT 

• 5k typical input impedance 
• 50 mV input hysteresis 
• 200 mV input threshold 
• Operation voltage range = 4.5V to 15V 
• OS7830/0S8830 or MM78C30/MM88C30 recommend

ed driver 

Dual-In-Line Package 

-INPUT 

13 

TERMI· 
NATION 

12 

2 3 

TERMI· +INPUT 
NATION 

+INPUT STROBE 

11 10 

Top View 

Order Number DS78C20J or DS88C20N 
See NS Package Numbers J14A or N14A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Stieet. 

Order Number DS78C20J/883 
See NS Package Number J14A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 15 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Temperature (T A) 
Supply Voltage 18V DS78C20 -55 +125 
Common-Mode Voltage ±25V DS88C20 0 +70 
Differential Input Voltage ±25V Common-Mode Voltage (VCM) -15 +15 
Strobe Voltage 18V 

Output Sink Current 50 rnA 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 
Cavity Package 1364mW 
Molded Package 1280mW 

Storage Temperature Range -65·C to + 150·C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 2600C 
'Derate cavity package 9.1 mWrC; derate molded package 10.2 mWrC 
above 25·C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 

VTH Differential Threshold Voltage lOUT = - 200 /LA, -10V:;;; VCM :;;; 10V 0.06 

VOUT ~ VCC -1.2V -15V:;;; VCM :;;; 15V 0.06 

lOUT = 1.6 rnA, VOUT :;;; 0.5V -10V:;;; VCM :;;; 10V -0.08 

-15V:;;; VCM :;;; 15V -0.08 

RIN Input Resistance -15V :;;; VCM :;;; 15V 5 

RT Line Termination Resistance TA = 25·C 100 180 

liND Data Input Current (Unterminated) VCM = 10V 2 

VCM = OV 0 

VCM = -10V -2 

VTHB Input Balance lOUT = 200 /LA, VOUT ~ -7V:;;;VCM:;;;7V 
Vcc -1.2V, Rs = 5000, 0.1 
(Note 5) 

lOUT = 1.6 rnA, VOUT :;;; 0.5V, -7V:;;;VCM:;;;7V 
-0.1 

Rs = 5000, (Note 5) 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage lOUT = - 200 /LA, VOIFF = 1V Vcc - 1.2 VCC - 0.75 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage lOUT = 1.6 rnA, VOIFF = -1V 0.25 

Icc Power Supply Current 15V :;;; VCM :;;; -15V, Vee = 5.5V 8 

VOIFF = -0.5V Vee = 15V 15 
(Both Receivers) 

IIN(t) Logical "1" Strobe Input Current VSTROBE = 15V, VDIFF = 3V VCC = 15V 15 

IIN(O) Logical "0" Strobe Input Current VSTROBE = OV, VDIFF = -3V Vee = 15V -0.5 

VIH Logical "1" Strobe Input Voltage lOUT = 1.6 rnA, VOL:;;; 0.5V Vee = 5V 3.5 2.5 

Vee = 10V 8.0 5.0 

Vee = 15V 12.5 7.5 

VIL Logical "0" Strobe Input Voltage lOUT = - 200 /LA. VCC = 5V 2.5 

VOH = VCC -1.2V Vee = 10V 5.0 

Vee = 15V 7.5 

los Output Short-Circuit Current VOUT = OV. VCC = 15V. VSTROBE = OV. (Note 4) -5 -20 
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Units 
V 

·C 
·C 

V 

Max Units 

0.2 V 

0.3 V 

-0.2 V 

-0.3 V 

kO 

300 0 

3.1 rnA 

-0.5 rnA 

-3.1 rnA 

0.4 V 

-0.4 V 

V 

0.5 V 

15 rnA 

30 rnA 

100 /LA 

-100 /LA 

V 

V 

V 

1.5 V 

2.0 V 

2.5 V 

-40 rnA 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 2SoC 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Differential Input to "0" Output CL = SOpF . 60 100 ns 

Differential Input to "1" Output CL = SOpF 100 1S0 ns 

Strobe Input to "0" Output CL = SOpF 30 70 ns 

tpd1(S) Strobe Input to "1" Output CL = SOpF 100 1S0 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Aatings" are those vatues beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Aange" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified min/max limits apply across the - 55'C to + 125'C temperature range for the OS7SC20 and across the O'C to + 70'C range for 
the OSSSC20. All typical values are for TA = 25'C, Vee = 5V and VCM = OV. 

Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 5: Aefer to EiA-AS-422 for exact conditions. 

Typical Applications 

Vee 

Note 1: (Optional intemal termination reSistor.) 

R6-422/R6-423 Application 

LINE DRIVER ANO RECEIVER (NOTE 3) 

. el 
0.01 "F 

(NOTE 1) 

STROBE 

Vee 

OUTPUT 

TLlF/57~8-2 

a) Capacitor in series with intemalline termination resistor, terminates the line and saves termination power. Exact value depends on line length. 

b) Pin 1 connected to pin 2; terminates the line. 

c) Pin 2 open; no internal line termination. 

d) Transmission line may be terminated elsewhere or not at all. 

Note 2: Optional to control response time. 

Note 3: Vee 4.5V to 15V for the OS7SC20. For further information on line drivers and line receivers, refer to applicaton notes AN-22, AN-S3 and AN· lOS. 

RS·232-C Application with Hysteresis 

Vee 
Vee Rl 01 

INPUT 

STROBE 

TL/F/5798-3 

For signals which require failMsafe or have slow rise and 
fall times, use AI and 01 as shown above. Otherwise, 
the pos~ive input (pin 3 or 11) may be connected to 
ground. 

Vee R1 ±5% 

SV 4,3kO 
10V 1S kO 
15V 24kO 

3-70 

VOH 

OV O.BV 

(OUTPUT
"I" FOR· 
OPEN INPUT) 

2.SV 

TL/F/5798-4 
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AC Test Circuit 

I, ~ If ~ ,;; 10 ns 

PRR ~ 1 MHz 

Switching Time Waveforms 

Vee 

'>~P-O OUTPUT 

50 pF* 

*Includes probe and jig capacitance 

2.5V ------,---""''' _J OIFF 
INPUT 

-2.5V -----' 

OUTPUT 
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CI 
~ I tilNalionAI Semiconductor 

~ .... DS78C120/DS88C120 Dual CMOS Compatible 
~ Differential Line Receiver 
~ 

General Description Features 
The OS78C120 and OS88C120 are high performance, dual 
differential, CMOS compatible line receivers for both bal
anced and unbalanced digital data transmission. The inputs 
are compatible with EIA, Federal and MIL standards. 

• Full compatibility with EIA Standards RS232-C, RS422 
and RS423, Federal Standards 1020, 1030 and MIL-
188-114 

• Input voltage range of ±1SV (differential or common-
mode) Input specifications meet or exceed those of the popular 

057820/058820 line receiver. • Separate strobe input for each receiver 

The line receiver will discriminate a ±200 mV input signal 
over a common-mode range of ± 10V and a ± 300 mV sig
nal over a range of ± 1SV. 

• 1/2 Vee strobe threshold for CMOS compatibility 
• Sk typical input impedance 
• SO mV input hysteresis 
• 200 mV input threshold Circuit features include hysteresis and response control for 

applications where controlled rise and fall times and/or high 
frequency noise rejection are desirable. Threshold offset 
control is provided for fail-safe detection, should the input 
be open or short. Each receiver includes a 1800 terminating 
resistor and the output gate contains a logic strobe for time 
discrimination. The OS78C120 is specified over a -SS·C to 
+ 12S·C temperature range and the OS88C120 from O·C to 
+700C. 

• Operation voltage range = 4.SV to 1SV 
• Separate fail-safe mode 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

FAIL-SAFE TERMI· RESPONSE 
vee OFFSET -INPUT NATION +INPUT STROBE TIME OUTPUT 

16 15 

OFFSET -INPUT TERMI· +INPUT STROBE RESPONSE OUTPUT GND 
FAIL-SAFE NATION TIME 

Top View 

Order Number DS88C120N 
See NS Package Number N16A 

For Complete M"ltary 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS78C120J/883 
See NS Package Number J16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 150·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 2600C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 
Supply Voltage 18V Operating Conditions 
Input Voltage ±25V Min Max Units 
Strobe Voltage 18V Supply Voltage (Vccl 4.5 15 V 

Output Sink Current 50 rnA Temperature (T A) 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 
DS78C120 -55 +125 ·C 

Cavity Package 1433mW 
DS88C120 0 +70 ·C 

Molded Package 1362 mW Common-Mode Voltage (VCM) -15 +15 V 

'Derate cavity package 9.6 mW/·C above 2S·C; derate molded package 
10.9 mW I"C above 2S·C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Threshold lOUT = - 200 p.A. -7V:S;VCM:S;7V 0.06 0.2 V 
Voltage VOUT ;;" Vee - 1.2V -15V:S; VCM :s; 15V 0.06 0.3 V 

VTL Differential Threshold lOUT = 1.6 mA.VOUT:S; 0.5V -7V:S; VCM:S; 7V -0.08 -0.2 V 
Voltage -15V:S; VCM:S; 15V -0.08 -0.3 V 

VTH Differential Threshold lOUT"" - 200 p.A. -7V:S;VCM:S;7V 
0.47 0.7 V 

Voltage Fail-Safe VOUT ;;" VCC - 1.2V -
VTL Offset = 5V lOUT = 1.6 rnA. VOUT :s; 0.5V -7V:S;VCM:S;7V 0.2 0.42 V 

RIN Input Resistance -15V :S;VCM :s; 15V. OV:s; VCC :s; 15V 4 5 kO 

RT Line Termination Resistance TA = 25·C 100 180 300 0 

Ro Offset Control Resistance TA = 25·C 56 kO 

liND Data Input Current OV:s; VCc:S; 15V VCM = 10V 2 3.1 rnA 
(Unterminated) 

VCM = OV 0 -0.5 rnA 

VCM = -10V -2 -3.1 rnA 

VTHB Input Balance lOUT = 200 p.A. VOUT;;" -7V:S; VCM:S; 7V 
0.1 0.4 V 

(Note 5) VCC - 1.2V. Rs = 5000 

lOUT = 1.6 rnA. VOUT :s; 0.5V -7V:S; VCM:S; 7V 
-0.1 -0.4 V 

Rs = 5000 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage lOUT = -200 p.A. VDIFF = 1V VCC - 1.2 VCC - 0.75 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage lOUT = 1.6 rnA. VDIFF = -1V 0.25 0.5 V 

lee Power Supply Current 15V:s; VCM :s; -15V. Vee = 5.5V 8 15 rnA 
VDlFF = -0.5V (Both Receivers) 

VCC = 15V 15 30 rnA 

IIN(I) Logical "1" Strobe Input VSTROBE = 15V. VDIFF = 3V 
15 100 p.A 

Current 

IIN(O) Logical "0" Strobe Input VSTROBE = OV. VDIFF = -3V 
-0.5 -100 p.A 

Current 

VIH Logical "1" Strobe Input VOL:S; 0.5V.IOUT = 1.6 rnA Vee = 5V 3.5 2.5 V 
Voltage 

Vee = 10V 8.0 5.0 V 

Vee = 15V 12.5 7.5 V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

SymbOl Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIL Logical "0" Strobe Input VOH Vee - 1.2V, Vee = 5V " 2.5 1.5 V 

Voltage lOUT = -200 ""A Vee = 10V 5.0 2.0 V 

Vee = 15V 7.5 2.5 ,V 

los Output Short-Circuit Current VOtiT = OV, Vee'" 15V, VSTROBE = OV, (Note 4) -5 -20 -40 rnA 

Nole 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyQnd ~ich Jhe safely of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Charactarlstlcs" provides conditions for ,actual device 
operation. 

Nota 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the - 55'C to + 125'C temperature range for the DS78C120 and, across the O'C to .+ 70'C range 
for the DS88CI20. All typical valuesforTA = 25'C, Vee = 5V and VCM = OV. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

" Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 5: Refer to EIA-RS422 for exact conditions. 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25'C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpdO(D) Differential Input to "0" Output CL = 50pF 60 100 ns 
: 

tpdl(D) Differential Input to "1" Output CL = 50pF 100 150 ns 

tpdO(S) Strobe Input to "0" Output CL = 50pF 30 70 ns 

tpdl(S) Strobe Input to "1" Output CL = 50pF 100 150 ,ns 

AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 
Differential and Strobe Input Signal 

~~ -.~_o-,...~ ..D"' '...L. OUTPUT 
OPEN 0-1-- 0 

TS.,F* '* OPEN 
STROBE 

'Includes probe and test fixture capacitance INPUT TUF/5BOI-3 

Z.&V 

j DIFF 

7 
.... 

1\ INPUT 

f4--5IIIM-
, -z'&V 

Vee 

STRDBE 

IJ 
&OK -' 

" 
INPUT 

-500 .. -
BV 

7~; 
r-

7 OUTPUT 

lB"-'~ 10!1 .... r-

t,. = It s: 10 ns ~1pdD(DI- I-Ipd1(DI- 1-'Pd0(81- 1-1pd1(81-

PRR = 1 MHz TLlF/5B01-4 

Nola: Optimum switching response Is obtained by minimizing stray capacitance on Response Control pin (no extarnal connectionl. 
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Application Hints 

112 MM7IC30 
LINE DRIVER 

1/4 DSI488 
OR 1/4 OS3691 

J 
VIL VT VIH 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

VOH 

Balanced Data Transmission 

1/2 OS78C120 
LINE RECEIVER 

Unbalanced'Data Transmission 

Logic Level Translator 

TLlF/5801-7 

OUTPUT 

TLlF/5801-5 

OUTPUT 

TL/F/5801-6 

OUTPUT 

TL/F/5801-8 

The DS78C120/DS88C120 may be used as a level transistor to Interface between ± 12V MOS, ECL, TIL and CMOS. To configure, bias either input to a voltage 
equal to y, the voltage of 1he input signal, and the other input to the driving gate. 
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Application Hints (Continued) 

LINE DRIVERS 

Line drivers which will interface with the OS78C1201 
OS88C120 are listed below. 

Balanced Drivers 
OS26LS31 
OS7830, OS8830 
OS7831,OS8831 
OS7832, OS8832 
OS1691A, OS3691 
OS1692,OS3692 

OS3587,OS3487 

Unbalanced Drivers 

OS1488 
OS14C88 
OS75150 

Quad RS·422 Line Driver 
Dual TTL 
Dual TRI·STATEI!> TTL 
Dual TRI·STATE TTL 
Quad RS·423/0ual RS·422 TTL 
Quad RS·423/0ual TRI·STATE 
RS·422 TTL 
Quad TRI·STATE RS·422 

Quad RS·232 
Quad RS·232 
Dual RS·232 

RESPONSE CONTROL AND HYSTERESIS 

In unbalanced (RS·232/RS·423) applications it is recom· 
mended that the rise time and fall time of the line driver be 
controlled to reduce cross·talk. Elimination of switching 
noise is accomplished in the OS78C120/0S88C120 by the 
50 mV of hysteresis incorporated in the output gate. This 
eliminates the oscillations which may appear in a line receiv· 
er due to the input signal slowly varying about the threshold 
level for extended periods of time. 

High frequency noise which is superimposed on the input 
signal which may exceed 50 mV can be reduced in ampli· 
tude by filtering the device input. On the OS78C1201 
OS88C120, a high impedance response control pin in the 
input amplifier is available to filter the input signal without 
affecting the termination impedance of the transmission 
line. Noise pulse width rejection vs the value of the reo 
sponse control capacitor is shown in Figures 1 and 2. This 
combination of filters followed by hysteresis will optimize 
performance in a worse case noise environment. 

TRANSMISSION LINE TERMINATION 

On a transmission line which is electrically long, it is advisa· 
ble to terminate the line in its characteristic impedance to 
prevent signal reflection and its associated noisel cross· 
talk. A 1800. termination resistor is provided in the 
OS78C120/0S88C120 line receiver. To use the termination 
resistor, connect pins 2 and 3 together and pins 13 and 14 
together. The 1800. resistor provides a good compromise 
between line reflections, power dissipation in the driver, and 
IR drop in the transmission line. If power dissipation and IR 
drop are still a concern, a capacitor may be connected in 
series with the resistor to minimize power loss. 

The value of the capacitor is recommended to be the line 
length (time) divided by 3 times the resistor value. Example: 
if the transmission line is 1,000 feet long, (approximately 
1000 ns) the capacitor value should be 1852 pF. For addi· 
tional application details, refer to application notes AN·22 
and AN·108. 
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FIGURE 1. Noise Pulse Width vs 
Response Control Capacitor 

-

I I 
NEGATIVE INPUT 

NOISE PULSE 

TUF/5801-9 

OUTPUT 

TL/F/5801-10 

O.5V 
0 

-2V 

I- -I NOISE PULSE WIDTH 

I I 
2V 

POSITIVE INPUT 
NOISE PULSE 

0 
-D.5V 

TLlF/5801-11 

FIGURE 2 
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Application Hints (Continued) 

FAIL-SAFE OPERATION 

Communication systems require elements of a system to 
detect the presencs' of si!1nals in the transmission lines, and 
it is desirable to have the system shut-down in a fail-safe 
mode if the transmission line is open or shorted. To facilitate 
the detection of input opens or shorts, the DS78C1201 
DS88C120 incorporates an input threshold voltage offset. 
This feature will force the line receiver to a specific logic 
state if presence of either fault is a condition. 

Given that the receiver input threshold is ± 200 mV, an input 
signal greater than ±200 mV insures the receiver will be in 
a specific IQglc state. When the offset control input (pins 1 
and 15) is connected to Vee = 5V, the input thresholds are 
offset from 200 mV to 700 mV, referred to the non-inverting 
input, or - 200 mV to -700 mV, referred to the inverting 
input. Therefore, if the input is open or shorted, the input will 
be greater than the input threshold and the receiver will 
remain in a specified logic state. 

The input circuit of the receiver consists of a 5k resistor 
terminated to ground through 1200 on both inputs. This net
work acts as an aUenuator, and permits operation with com
mon-mode input voltages greater than ±15V. The offset 
control input is actually another input to the attenuator, but 
its resistor value is 56k. The offset control input is connect
ed to the inverting input side of the aUenuator, and the input 
voltage to the amplifier is the sum of the inverting input plus 
0.09 times the voltage on the offset control input. When the 
offset control input is connected to 5V the input amplifier will 
see VIN(INVERTING) + 0.45V or VIN(INVERTING) + 0.9V 
when the control input is connected to 10V. The offset con
trol input will not significantly affect the differential 

performance of the receiver over its common-mode operat
ing range, and will not change !he input impedance balance 
6f the receiver. 

It is recommended that the receiver be terminated (5000 or 
less) to insure it will detect an open circuit in the 'presence 
of noise. 

The offset control can be used to insure fail-safe operation 
for unbalanced interface (RS-423) or for balanced interface 
(RS-422) operation. 

For unbalanced operation, the receiver would be in an inde
terminate logic state if the offset control input was open. 
Connecting the offset to 5V offsets the receiver threshold 
0.45V. The output is forced to a logic zero state if the input 
is open or shorted. 

For balanced operation with inputs shorted or open, receiv.
er C will be in an indeterminate logic state. Receivers A and 
B will be in a logic zero state allowing the NOR gate to 
detect the short or open condition. The strobe will disable 
receivers A and B and may therefore be used to sample the 
fail-safe detector. Another method of fail-safe detection 
consists of filtering the output of the NOR gate D so it would 
not indicate a fault condition when receiver inputs pass 
through the threshold region, generating an output transient. 

In a communications system, only the control signals are 
required to detect input fault condition. Advantages of a bal
anced data transmission system over an unbalanced trans
mission system are:. 

1. High noise immunity 

2. High data ratio 

3. Long line lengths 

Unbalanced R5-423 and RS-232 Fail-Safe 

... 
CD 

~ 
Q 

> 

~ 
Q 

(OFFSET CONTROL 
INPUT OPEN) 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

3-78 

... 
CD 

~ 
'" > ... 
:::J 

!; 
Q 

5V 

LINE RECEIVER 
112 DS78C120 

-

o OA5V 

(OFFSET CONTROL 
INPUT- 5V) 

INPUT VOLTAGE 
TLlF/5801-12 
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Application Hints (Continued) 

BALANCED 
LINE DRIVER 

~ J 
INPUT VOLTAGE 

... 
CD 
C 
~ 
co 
> 
l-
=> ... 
l-
=> 
co 

~ 

TL/F/5801-14 

Truth Table (For Balanced Fail-Safe) 

Balanced RS-422 Fail-Safe 

5VO-----------6-~ 

... 
CD 
C 
~ 
co 
> 
I-= 
~ = co 
CI - ""--

INPUT VOLTAGE 

TL/F/5801-15 

Input Strobe A-OUT B-oUT C-OUT 

0 1 0 1 0 
1 1 1 0 1 
X 1 0 0 X 
0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 
X 0 1 1 0 
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re 
~ dNational Semiconductor IP 
~ DS78LS120/DS88LS120 Dual Differential 
~ Line Receiver (Noise Filtering and Fail-Safe) 
&; 
C General Description 

The OS78LS120 and OS88LS120 are high performance, 
dual differential, TTL compatible line receivers for both bal
anced and unbalanced digital data transmission. The inputs 
are compatible with EIA, Federal and MIL standards. 

Input specifications meet or exceed those of the popular 
OS7820/0S8820 line receiver. 

Features 
The line receiver will discriminate a ± 200 mV input signal 
over a common-mode range of ±10V and a ±300 mV sig
nal over a range of ± 15V. 

• Meets EIA standards RS232-C, RS422 and RS423, 
Federal Standards 1020, 1030 and MIL-188-114 

• Input voltage range of ± 15V (differential or common-
mode) Circuit features include hysteresis and response control for 

applications where controlled rise and fall times and/or high 
frequency noise rejection are desirable. Threshold offset 
control is provided for fail-safe detection, should the input 
be open or short. Each receiver includes an optional 1800 
terminating resistor and the output gate contains a logic 
strobe for time discrimination. The OS78LS120 is specified 
over II - 55·C to + 125·C temperature range and the 
OS88LS120 from OOC to +70·C. 

• Separate strobe input for each receiver 
• 5k typical input impedance 
• Optional 1800 termination resistor 
• 50 mV input hysteresis 
• 200 mV input threshold 
• Separate fail-safe mode 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

FAIL-SAFE TERMI· RESPONSE 
vee OFFSET -INPUT NATION +INPUT STROBE TIME OUTPUT 

16 15 

FAIL-SAFE -INPUT TERMI· +INPUT STROBE RESPONSE OUTPUT GNO 
OFFSET NATION TIME 

Top View 

Order Number DS88LS120N or DS88LS120M 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS78LS12OJ/883 or DS78LS120W/883 
See NS Package Number J16A or W16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 

'please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage (Vce> 4.5 5.5 V 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Temperature (T A) 

Supply Voltage 7V DS78LS120 -55 +125 'C 

Input Voltage ±25V 
DS88LS120 0 +70 'C 

Strobe Voltage 7V 
Common-Mode Voltage (VCM) -15 +15 V 

Output Sink Current 50mA 

Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
Cavity Package 1433 mV 
Molded Package 1362 mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec) 260'C 

"'Oerate cavity package 9.6 mwrc above 25°C; derate molded package 
10.9 mW rc above 2S"C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Threshold Voltage lOUT = -400 /loA, VOUT ~ 2.5V -7V,;;VCM,;;7V 0.06 0.2 V 

-15';; VCM ,;;15V 0.06 0.3 V 

VTL Differential Threshold Voltage lOUT = 4 mA, VOUT ,;; 0.5V -7V';; VCM ';;7V -0.08 -0.2 V • -15V';; VCM ,;; 15V -0.08 -0.3 V 

VTH Differential Threshold Voltage lOUT = -400 /loA, VOUT ~ 2.5V -7V';; VCM';; 7V 0.47 0.7 V 

VTL with Fail-Safe Offset = 5V 
lOUT = 4 mA, VOUT ,;; 0.5V -7V,;;VCM';;7V -0.2 -0.42 V 

RIN Input Resistance --15V';; VCM ,;; 15V, OV,;; Vcc';; 7V 4 5 kO 

RT Line Termination Resistance TA = 25'C 100 180 300 0 

RO Offset Control Resistance TA = 25'C 42 56 70 kO 

IINO Data Input Current (Unterminated) VCM = 10V 2 3.1 mA 

VCM = OV OV';; VCC';; 7V 0 -0.5 mA 

VCM = -10V -2 -3.1 mA 

VTHB Input Balance lOUT = -400 /loA, VOUT ~ 2.5V, -7V,;; VCM7V 
0.1 0.4 V 

(Note 5) Rs = 5000 

lOUT = 4 mA, VOUT ,;; 0.5V, -7V';; VCM';; 7V 
-0.1 -0.4 V 

Rs = 5000 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage lOUT = -400 /loA, VOIFF = .1V, VCC = 4.5V 2.5 3 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage lOUT = 4 mA, VOIFF = -1 V, VCC = 4.5V 0.35 0.5 V 

ICC Power Supply Current VCC = 5.5V VCM = 15V 10 16 mA 
VOIFF = -0.5V, (Both Receivers) VCM = -15V 10 16 mA 

IIN(1) Logical "1" Strobe Input Current VSTROBE = 5.5V, VOIFF = 3V 1 100 /loA 

liN (0) Logical "0" Strobe Input Current VSTROBE = OV, VOIFF = -3V -290 -400 /loA 

VIH Logical "1" Strobe Input Voltage VOL';; 0.5, lOUT = 4mA 2.0 1.12 V 

VIL Logical "0" Strobe Input Voltage VOH ~ 2.5V, lOUT, = -400 /loA 1.12 0.8 V 

los Output Short-Circuit Current VOUT = OV, VCC = 5.5V, VSTROBE = OV, (Note 4) -30 -100 -170 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specHied minImax limits apply across the - 5S"C to + 12S"C temperature range for the OS78LS120 and across the O"C to + 70"C for the 
DS88LS120. All typical values are for TA ~ 25"C. VCC ~ SV and VCM ~ OV. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Refer to EIA·RS422 for exact conditions. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25°C 

Parameter Conditions Min 

Differential Input to "0" Output 

Differential Input to "1" Output 
Response Pin Open, CL = 15 pF, RL = 2 kO 

t dO(S) Strobe Input to "0" Output 

tpdl S Strobe Input to "1" Output 

AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

Differential and Strobe Input Signal 
OUTPUT 

INPUT 

OPEN 

'Includes probe and lesl fixture capacitance 

2.5V ----~---, 

~J DIFf 
INPUT 

-2.5V ___ J 

OUTPUT 

tr= tf S. 10 nl 
PRR -, MHz 

'o4D101 

'::" TL/F/7499-3 

Note: Optimum switching response Is obtained by minimizing stray capacitance on Response Control pin (no external connection), 

Application Hints 
Balanced Data Transmission 

TYP 
38 

38 

16 

12 

OUTPUT 

3·82 

Max Units 

60 ns 

60 nS 

25 ris 

25 ,ns 

TL/FI7499-4 

TL/FI7499-5 
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Application Hints (Continued) 
Unbalanced Data Transmission 

"4.81488011 
1/40S1 •• ,A/OS38t1 

; 
~ 

J 1VOH 

I ! 
, , , j V~L 

VIL VT VIH 

INPUT VOLTAGE TL/FI749S-7 

The OS78LS120/0S88LS120 may be used as a level trans
lator to interface between ± 12V MOS, ECL, TTL and 
CMOS. To configure, bias either input to a voltage equal to 
y:! the voltage of the input Signal, and the other input to the 
driving gate. 

LINE DRIVERS 
Line drivers which will interface with the OS78LS120/ 
OS88LS120 are listed below. 

Balanced Drfvers 
OS26LS31 

OS7830, OS8830 

OS7831, OS8831 

OS7832, 0S8832 

OS1691A,OS3691 

OS1692,OS3692 

OS3487 

Unbalanced Drivers 
OS1488 

OS75150 

Quad RS-422 Line Oriver 

OualCMOS 

OualTTL 

Oual TRI-STATE TTL 

Oual TRI-STATE TTL 

Quad RS-423/0ual RS-422 TTL 

Quad RS-423/0ual TRI-STATE 
RS-422TTL 

Quad TRI-STATE RS-422 

Quad RS-232 

Oual RS-232 

RESPONSE CONTROL AND HYSTERESIS 
In unbalanced (RS-232/RS-423) applications It is recom
mended that the rise time and fall time of the line driver be 
controlled to reduce cross-talk. Elimination of switching 
noise is accomplished in the OS78LS120/0S88LS120 by 
the 50 mV of hysteresis incorporated in the output gate. 
This eliminates the oscillations which may appear in a line 
receiver due to the input signal slowly varying about the 
threshold level for extended periods of time. 

High frequency noise which is superimposed on the input 
signai which may exceed 50 mV can be reduced in ampli
tude by filtering the device input. On the OS78LS120/ 
DS88LS120, a high impedance response control pin in the 
input amplifier is available to filter the input signal without 
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OUTPUT 

T 
':' 

TL/FI749S-6 

logic Level Trlnelltor 

OUTPUT 

affecting the termination impedance of the transmission 
line .. Noise pulse width rejection vs the value of the re
sponse control capacitor is shown in Figures 1 and 2. This 
combination of filters followed by hysteresis will optimize 
performance in a worse case noise environment. 

INPUT 

Il111k 

toa 1. 10k 

RESPONSE CONTROL CAPACITOR I,FI 

FIGURE 1. Nolee Pulse Width vs 
Responee Control CapaCitor 

TL/FI749S-9 

OUTPUT 

----, r-UV 

NEGATIVE INPUT U a 
NOISE PULSE 

---zv I-----/- NOISE PULSE WIDTH n - ZV 

POSITIVE INPUT 
NOISE PULSE 

----1 L-- 8 .... .5V 

FIGURE 2 
TUF1749S-10 
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Application Hints (Continued) 

TRANSMISSION LINE TERMINATION 

On a transmission line which is electrically long, it is advisa
ble to terminate the line in its characteristic impedance to 
prevent !lignal reflection and its associated noisel cross
talk. A 1800 termination resistor is provided in the 
DS78LS120/DS88LS120 line receiver. To use the termina
tion resistor, connect pins 2 and 3 together and pins 13 and 
14 together. The 1800 resistor provides a good compro
mise between line reflections, power dissipation in the driv
er, and IR drop in the transmission line. If power dissipation 
and IR drop are still a concern, a capacitor may be connect
ed in series with the resistor to minimize power loss. 

The value of the capaCitor is recommended to be the line 
length (time) divided by 3 times the resistor value. Example: 
if the transmission line is 1,000 feet long, (approximately 
1000 ns), and the termination resistor value is 1800, the 
capacitor value should be 1852' pF. For additional applica
tion details, refer to application notes AN-22 and AN-108. 

FAIL-SAFE OPERATION 

Communication systems require elements of a system to 
detect the presence of signals in the transmission lines, and 
it is desirable to have the system shut-down in a fail-safe 
mode if the transmission line is open or shorted. To facilitate 
the detection of input opens or shorts, the DS78LS1201 
DS88LS120 incorporates an input threshold voltage offset. 
This feature will force the line receiver to a specific logic 
state if presence of either fault is a condition. 

Given that the receiver input threshold ,is ± 200 mY, an input 
signal greater than ± 200 mV insures the receiver will be in 
a specific logic state. When the offset control input (pins 1 
and 15) is connected to Vee = 5V, the input thresholds 

are offset from 200 mV to 700 mY, referred to the non-in
verting input, or -200 mY- to -700 mY, referred to the 
inverting input. Therefore, if the input is open or shorted, the 
input will be greater than the input threshold and the receiv
er will remain in a specified logic state. 

The input circuit of the receiver consists of a 5k resistor 
terminated to ground through 1200 on both inputs. This net
work acts as an attenuator, and permits operation with com
mon-mode input voltages greater than ±15V. The offset 
control input is actually another input to the attenuator, but 
its resistor value is 56k. The offset control input is connect
ed to the inverting input side of the attenuator, and the input 
voltage to the amplifier is the sum of the inverting input plus 
0.09 times the voltage on the offset control input. When the 
offset control input is connected to 5V the input amplifier will 
see VIN(INVERTING) + 0.45V or VIN(INVERTING) + 0.9V when 
the control input is connected to 1 OV. The offset control 
input will not significantly affect the differential performance 
of the receiver over its common-mode operating range, and 
will not change the input impedance balance of the receiver. 

It is recommended that the receiver be terminated (5000 or 
less) to insure it will detect an open circuit in the presence 
of noise. 

The offset control can be u$ed to insure fail-safe operation 
for unbalanced interface (RS-423) or for balanced interface 
(RS-422) operation. ' 

For unbalanced,operation, the receiver would ,be in an inde
terminate logic state if the offset control input was open. 
Connecting the fail-safe offset pin to 5V, offsets the receiver 
threshold to 0.45V. The output is forced to a logic zero state 
if the input is open or shorted. " . 

Unbalanced R8-423 and RS-232 Fail-Safe 

(OFFSET CONTROL 
INPUT OPEN) 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

3-84 

... 
~ 
CI 
> 

~ 
CI 

LINE RECEIVER 
112 OS78LS120 

5V 

0.4511 
INPUT VOLTAGE 

(OFFSET CONTROL 
INPUT = SV) 

TL/F17499-11 

TL/F/7499-12 
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Application Hints (Continued) 
Balanced R8-422 Fall-Safe 

BALANCED 
LINE DRIVER 

5Vo-................ ~~~ 

II 
... 
co 

~ 
CI 
> 

~ 
CI 
CI 

... 
co 

~ 
CI 
> .... 
::0 

== ::0 
CI .. 

TL/F17499-13 

INPUT VOLTAGE INPUT VOLTAGE INPUT VOLTAGE 

For balanced operation with inputs open or shorted, receiv
er C will be in an indeterminate logic state. Receivers A and 
B will be in a logic zero state allowing the NOR gate to 
detect the open or short condition. The strobe will disable 
receivers A and B and may therefore be used to sample the 
fail-safe detector. Another method of fail-safe detection 
consists of filtering the output of NOR gate D so it would not 
indicate a fault condition when receiver inputs pass through 
the threshold region, generating an output transient. 

Truth Table (For Balanced Fail-Safe) 

Input Strobe A-Out 

0 1 0 
1 1 1 
X 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
X 0 1 
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TL/F17499-14 

In a communications system, only the control signals are 
required to detect input fault conditions. Advantages of a 
balanced data transmission system over an unbalanced 
transmission system are: 

1. High noise immunity 

2. High data ratio 

3. Long line lengths 

B-Out C-Out o-Out 

1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 X 1 
1 0 0 
1. 0 0 
1 0 0 

• 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS8921/DS8921A/DS8921AT 
Differential Line Driver and Receiver Pair 

General Description 
The DS8921, DS8921 A are Differential Line Driver and Re
ceiver pairs designed specifically for applications meeting 
the ST506, ST412 and ESDI Disk Drive Standards. In addi
tion, these devices meet the requirements of the EIA Stan
dard RS-422. 

The DS8921, DS8921 A receivers offer an input sensitivity of 
200 mV over a ± 7V common mode operating range. Hys
teresis is incorporated (typically 70 mY) to improve noise 
margin for slowly changing input waveforms. 

The DS8921, DS8921 A drivers are designed to provide uni
polar differential drive to twisted pair or parallel wire trans
mission lines. Complementary outputs are logically ANDed 
and provide an output skew of 0.5 ns (typ.) with propagation 
delays of 12 ns. 

The DS8921, DS8921A are designed to be compatible with 
TTL and CMOS. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• 12 ns typical propagation delay 
• Output skew - 0.5 ns typical 
• Meet the requirements of EIA Standard RS-422 
• Complementary Driver Outputs 
• High differential or common-mode input voltage ranges 

of ±7V 
• ± 0.2V receiver sensitivity over the input voltage range 
• Receiver input hysteresls-70 mV typical 
• DS8921AT industrial temperature operation 

(-40·C to +a5·C) 

VCC...!..K~~RI+ 
2 J---. 7 RO- I .... ~RI-

Truth Table 

hltp:llwww.national.com 

DI.!rL ~ __ -+.;..6 DO+ 

GND.! K ..... __ .. S,;.. DO-

TL/F/8512-1 

Order Number DS8921M, DS8921N, DS8921AM, DS8921AN, 
DS8921ATM, DS8921ATN or DS8921AT J 

See NS Package Number J08A, M08A or N08E 

Receiver Driver 

Input VOUT Input VOUT VOUT 

VID :;;, VTH (MAX) 1 1 1 0 

VID s: VTH (MIN) 0 0 0 1 

Open 1 

3-87 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Derate J Package 9.8 mW/'C above +25'C 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required," Derate M Package 9.3 mW/'C above + 25'C 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Derate N Package 5.8 mW I'C above + 25'C 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Storage Temperature Range -85'C to + 165'C 

Supply Voltage 7V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260'C 

Driver Input Voltage -0.5Vto +7V Maximum Junctio'n Temperature +150'C 

Output Voltage 5.5V 
Recommended Operating Receiver Output Sink Current 50mA 

Receiver Input Voltage ±10V Conditions 
Differential Input Voltage ±12V Min Max Units 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25'C Sypply Voltage 4.5 5.5 V 
J Package 1220mW Temperature (T A) 
M Package 730mW DS8921 IDS8921 A 0 70 'C 
N Package 1160mW 

DS8921AT -40 +85 'c 

088921/088921 A Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3 and 4) 

Symbol I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RECEIVER 

VTH -7V:<;;; VeM :<;;; +7V '-200 ±35 +200 mV 

VHYST -7V:<;;; VeM :<;;; +7V 15 70. mV 

RIN VIN = -7V, +7V 
4.0 6.0 kO 

(Other Input = GND) 

liN 
VIN = 10V 3.25. mA 

VIN = -10V -3.25 mA 

VOH IOH = -400 p.A 2.5 V 

VOL IOl = 8mA 0.5 V 

Isc Vee = MAX, VOUT = OV -15 -100 mA 

DRIVER 

VIH 2.0 V 

Vil 0.8 V 

III Vee = MAX, VIN = O.4V -40 -200 p.A 

IIH Vee = MAX, VIN = 2.7V 20 p.A 

II Vee = MAX, VIN = 7.0V 100 p.A 

Vel Vee = MIN, liN = -18 mA' -1.5 V 

VOH Vee = MIN, IOH = -20 mA 2.5 V 

VOL Vee = MIN, IOl = + 20 mA 0.5 V 

IOFF Vee = OV, VOUT = 5.5V 100 p.A 

IVTI-IVTI 0.4 V 

VT 2.0 V 

IVos-\1Os1 0.4 V 

Ise Vee = MAX; VOUT = OV -30 -150 mA 

DRIVER and RECEIVER 

lee I Vee = MAX, VOUT = LogicO I I I 35 I mA 

, 
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Receiver Switching Characteristics (Figures 1 and 2) 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ 
Max 

Units 
8921 8921A 8921AT 

TpLH CL = 30pF 
14 22.5 20 20 ns 

(Figures 1, 2) 

TPHL CL = 30pF 
14 22.5 20 20 ns 

(Figures 1, 2) 

IT pLH-T pHLi CL = 30pF 
0.5 5 3.5 5 ns 

(Figures 1, 2) 

Driver Switching Characteristics (Figures 3 and 4) 

SINGLE ENDED CHARACTERISTICS 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ 
Max 

Units 
8921 8921A 8921AT 

TPLH CL = 30pF 
10 15 15 15 ns 

(Figures 3, 4) 

TPHL CL = 30pF 
10 15 15 15 ns 

(Figures 3, 4) 

TTLH CL = 30pF 
5 8 8 9.5 ns 

(Figures 7, 8) 

TTHL CL = 30pF 
5 8 8 9.5 ns 

(Figures 7, 8) 

Skew CL = 30pF 
1 5 3.5 3.5 

(Figures 3, 4) 
ns 

Driver Switching Characteristics (Figures 3 and 5) 

DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (Note 6) 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ 
Max 

Units 
8921 8921A 8921AT 

TpLH CL = 30pF 
10 15 15 15 ns 

(Figures 3, 5, 6) 

TPHL CL = 30pF 
10 15 15 15 ns 

(Figures 3, 5, 6) 

IT pLH-T pHLi CL = 30pF 
0.5 6 2.75 2.75 ns 

(Figures 3, 5, 6) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot ~e guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The Table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: All currents into device pins are shown as positive values; all currents out of the device are shown as negative; all voltages are referenced to ground unless 
otherwise specified. All values shown as ";lax or min are classified on absolute value basis. 

Note 3: All typical values are Vee ~ 5V. TA ~ 25·C. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 5: Difference between complementary outputs at the 50% point. 

Note 6: Differential Delays are defined as calculated results from single ended rise and fall time measurements. This approach in establishing AC performance 
specifications has been taken due to limitations of available Automatic Test Equipment (ATE). 

The calculated ATE results assume a linear transition between measurement points and are a result of the following equations: 

T _ (T1b X Tro)- (Tra X Tlal 
or - Trb - Tra - T1a + lfb 

Where: Tor = Crossing Point 

T ra. T rb. T'a and T Ib are time measurements with respect to the input. See Figure 6. 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Diagrams 

R2 
2K 

ALL DIODES 
lN914 OR 
EQUIVALENT 

TL/F/8512-3 

FIGURE 1 

~f"f~ 
NOTE: Rl =1000hms, Cl =C2=C3=30Pf':' 

TL/F/8512-5 

FIGURE 3 

g~3. \ , ,'----
00--';":-.. ': DO __ ":_J),c~c_p_~: __ >,e::: 

I I I I , ... -... , , ... -... , 
TpLH TpHL 

TLlF/8512-7 

FIGURES 

DI __ ...,,1 

FIGURE 7 

3-90 

;~:~~V t . , ___ --I, 

, , 
RO ! 11.3V L ; : , , 

, ... -+" 
TpLH 

, ... -... , 
TpHL 

FIGURE. 2 

gL~.:.l ~"----.... , ,-
00--': - _ .... ': -)C : XSOl! ' 
DO--,.. -"." " 

I I I I , ... -... , , ... -.., 
DO TpLH DO TpHL 00 TpHL 00 TpLH 

FIGURE 4 

INPUTJ, \,,---
trb 1 ... -- .... : trb : ... - ....... ; 
lta :"'--..:: t I I I 

:---"i-·~~··~-·~i-~·--:)t::: 
tra I"'-~: t,..1"'-~: 
lrb 1 ... -_+. trb : ... -- .... ~ 

FIGURES' 

1;10')1; . 20" ]
80" ~O" 
1-"""TT"'Hl---~ TTLH 

TL/F/8512-4 

TL/F/8512-8 

TL/F/8512-2 

. TLlF/8512-11 

FIGURE 8 .. 
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Typical Applications 
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ST506 and ST412 Application 

058921 A DS8922 ,.-----, r-------, 
I I 
I 

READ DATA 1 

DRIVE 1 

WRITE DATA 1 

DS8921A 
r-----' 
I I 
I IIFt.i READ DATA 

o READ DATA 2 
I 
I 

DRIVE 2 : 
I 
I 

DISK DRIVES 

DS8923 

, , , 
, ' 
" ------------ -' 

DRIVE 

EN2 

I 
-----------.1 

ESDI Application 

NRZ READ DATA 

READ CLOCK 

NRZ WRITE DATA 

WRITE CLOCK 

3·91 

CONTROLLER 

DS8923 ,- --- ----

, , , , , 
~ --------------' 

CONTROLLER 

• 
TLlF/8512-8 

TL/F/8512-9 
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~ 
~ ttl. Nat ion a I S e m i con due tor 

DS89C21 
Differential CMOS Line Driver and Receiver Pair 

. General Description 
The OS89C21 is a differential CMOS line driver and receiver 
pair, designed to meet the requirements of TIAIEIA-422-A 
(RS-422) electrical characteristics interface standard. The 
0S89C21 provides one driver and one receiver in a mini
mum footprint. The device is offered in an 8-pin SOIC pack
age. 

The CMOS design minimizes the supply current to 6 mA, 
making the device ideal for use in battery powered or power 
conscious applications. 

The driver features a fast transition time specified at 2.2 ns, 
and a maximum differential skew of 2 ns making the driver 
ideal for use in high speed applications operating above 
10 MHz. 

The receiver can detect signals as low as 200 mY, and also 
incorporates hysteresis for noise rejection. Skew is speci
fied at 4 ns maximum. 

The OS89C2, is compatible with TTL and CMOS levels (01 
and RO). 

Connnection Diagram 

Vee (0-14 --(8) RI 

RO(2)-~ --(7) RI· 

01 (3) -IL r--... (6) DO 

GND (4) - ~ ~ (5) DO· 

TL/F/11753-1 

Order Number DS89C21TM or DS89C21TN 
See NS Package Number M08A or N08E 

Features 
• Meets TIAIEIA-422-A (RS-422)· and CCITT V.11 

recommendation· 

• LOW POWER design-15mW typical 

• Guaranteed AC parameters: 
- Maximum driver skew 2.0 ns 
- Maximum receiver skew 4.0 ns 

• Extended temperature range 
- 40'C to + 85'C 

• Available in SOIC packaging 
• Operates over 20 Mbps 
• Receiver OPEN input failsafe feature 

Truth Tables 

Driver 

Input Outputs 

01 DO DO· 

H H L 

L L H 

Receiver 

Inputs Output 

RI-RIO RO 

VOIFF:;" + 200 mV H 

VOIFF:5: -200 mV L 

OPENt H 

tNon·terminated 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Junction Temperature 150'C 
pleaae contact the National Semiconductor Sales Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25'C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. M Package 714mW 
Supply Voltage (Vecl 7V N Package 1275mW 

Driver Input Voltage (01) -1.5VtoVee + 1.5V Derate M Package 5.7 mW I'C above + 25'C 

Driver Output Voltage (DO, DO') -0.5Vto +7V Derate N Package 10.2 mW I'C above + 25'C 

Aeceiver Input Voltage-VeM (AI, AI') ±14V 
Recommended Operating Differential Aeceiver Input ±14V 

Voltage-VDIFF (AI, AI') Conditions 
Aeceiver Output Voltage (AO) -0.5VtoVee +0.5V Min Max Units 
Aeceiver Output Current (AO) ±25mA Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.50 5.50 V 

Storage Temperature Aange (TSTG) -65'C to + 150'C Operating Temperature (T p.) -40 +B5 'C 

Lead Temperature (TLl + 260'C Input Aise or Fall Time (01) 500 ns 

(Soldering 4 sec.) 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 Vee V 

Vil Input Voltage LOW 
01 

GND O.B V 

IIH, III Input Current VIN = Vee, GND, 2.0V, O.BV 0.05 ±10 /J-A 

Vel Input Clamp Voltage liN = -1BmA -1.5 V 

VOD1 Unloaded Output Voltage No Load 4.2 6.0 V 

VOD2 Differential Output Voltage Al = 100n 2.0 3.0 V 

b.VOD2 Change in Magnitude of VOD2 
5.0 400 mV 

for Complementary Output States 

VOD3 Differential Output Voltage Al = 150n 2.1 3.1 V 

VOD4 Differential Output Voltage Al = 3.9kn DO, 4.0 6.0 V 

Voe Common Mode Voltage Al = 100n DO' 2.0 3.0 V 

b.VOC Change in Magnitude of Voe 
2.0 400 mV 

for Complementary Output States 

IOSD Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -30 -115 -150 mA 

IOFF Output Leakage Current Vee = OV I VOUT = +6V 0.03 +100 /J-A 

I VOUT = -0.25V -O.OB -100 /J-A 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage' and operating,temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2, 3) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Pin Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTL, VTH Differential Thresholds VIN = +7V,OV, -7V -200 ±25 +200 mV 

VHYS Hysteresis VCM = OV 20 50 mV 

RIN Input Impedance VIN = -7V, + 7V, Other = OV 5.0 9.5 kG 

liN Input Current Other Input = OV, VIN = +10V RI, +1.0 +1.5 mA 

VCC = 5.5Vand VIN = +3.0V RI· 0 +0.22 mA 

Vee = OV VIN = +0.5V -0.04 mA 

VIN = -3V 0 -0.41 mA 

VIN = -10V -1.25 -2.5 mA 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH = -SmA VOIFF = +1V 3.8 4.9 V 

VOIFF = OPEN 3.8 4.9 V 
RO 

VOL Output LOW Voltage IOL = +SmA, VOIFF = -1V 0.08 0.3 V 

IOSR Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -25 -85 -150 mA 

DRIVER AND RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Icc Supply Current No Load 01 = Vee or GND 
Vee 

3.0 S mA 

01 = 2.4V or 0.5V 3.8 12 mA 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Note 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLHO Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL = 1000 (Figurss2,3) 2 4.9 10 ns 

tpHLO Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 2 4.5 10 ns 

tSKO Skew, \tpLHO-tpHLO\ 0.4 2.0 ns 

trLH Transition Time LOW to HIGH (Figures2, 4) 2.2 9 ns 

tTHL Transition Time HIGH to LOW 2.1 9 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH CL = 50pF (Figures 5, 6) S 18 30 ns 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW VOIFF = 2.5V S 17.5 30 ns 

Skew, \tpLH-tpHLi 
VCM = OV 

tSK 0.5 4.0 ns 

tr Rise Time (Figure 7) 2.5 9 ns 

tf Fall Time 2.1 9 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Rallngs" are Ihose values beyond which Ihe salety 01 Ihe device cannot be guaranteed, They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these IlmRs. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions lor device operallon, 
Noll 2: Current Into device pins Is deflned as posHlve. Current out 01 devlos pins Is deflnad as negallve. All voHages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 3: All typlcals are given lor Vee = 5,OV and TA = 25'C. 
Note 4: I = 1 MHz, I, and It ,; 6 ns. 

-
Note 5: ESC Rating: HBM (1.5 kO, 100 pF) all pins:. 2000V. 

EIAJ (00, 200 pF) :. 250V 
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Parameter Measurement Information 
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.- ,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, g Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 
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FIGURE 7. Receiver Rise and Fall Time. 
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f}1National Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY 

DS89LV21 
3V Differential CMOS Line Driver and Receiver Pair 

General Description 
The DS89LV21 is a differential CMOS line'driver and receiv
er pair, designed to operate with TIAIEIA-422-8 (RS-422) 
and V.11 electrical characteristics interface standards. The 
DS89LV21 provides one driver and one receiver in a mini
mum footprint. The device is featured in 8-pin SOIC and DIP 
packages. 

The 3V CMOS design minimizes the supply current to 
1.8 mA, making the device ideal for use in battery powered 
or power conscious applications. 

The driver features a fast transition time specified at 3 ns, 
and a maximum differential skew of 2 ns making the driver 
ideal for use in high speed applications operating above 
5 MHz. 

The receiver can detect signals as low as 200 mV, and also 
incorporates hysteresis for noise rejection. Skew is speci
fied at 4 ns maximum. 

The DS89LV21 is compatible with TTL and CMOS levels (01 
and RO). 

Connection Diagram 

Vee (1) - A'-- -- (a) RI 

RO (2) -~ --- -- (7) RI' 

01 (3) -"l... ....... (6) DO 

GND (4) - ; > (5) DO' 

TL/F 112620-1 

Order Number DS89LV21TM or DS89LV21TN 
See NS Package Number M08A or N08E 

Features 
• Single 3.3V power supply operation 
• Operates with TIAIEIA-422-8 (RS-422) and ITU V.11 
• LOW POWER design-6 mW typical 
• Guaranteed AC parameters: 

- Maximum driver skew 2.0 ns 
- Maximum receiver skew 4.0 ns 

• Extended temperature range 
- 40'C to + 85'C 

• Available in SOIC packaging 

• Operates over 10 Mbps 
• Receiver OPENt input failsafe feature 

Truth Tables 
Driver 

Input Outputs 

01 DO DO' 

H H L 

L L H 

Receiver 

Inputs Output 

RI-RI' RO 

VOIFF;;' + 200 mV H 

VOIFF S; - 200 mV L 

OPENt H 

tNon·terminated 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
, 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,' Maximum Junctlon Temperature '" ":15P"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Maximum Package Power DiSSipation @ + 25°C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. MPackage 714mW 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 7V N Package 1275mV 

Driver Input Voltage (01) -1.5V to Vee + 1.5V Derate M Package 5,7 mW'oC above + 25°C 

Driver Output Voltage (DO, 00°) -0.5Vto +7V Derate N PaCkf!.ge 1 0.2mWPC above + 25°C 

Receiver Input Voltage-VeM (RI, RIO) ±14V 
Recommended Operating Differential Receiver Input :l;14V 

Voltage-VDIF (RI, RIO) Conditions , . 
Receiver Output Voltage (RO) -!J.5V to Vee + 0.5V Min Max Unlta 
Receiver Output Current (RO) ±25mA Supply Voltage (Vee) 3.0 3.6 V 

Storage Temperature Range (T STG) -65°C to + 150"C Operating Temperature (T A) -4Q +85 °C 

Lead Temperature (T Ll + 260"C Input Rise or Fall Time (01) 500 ns 

(Soldering 4 sec.) 
.' 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2. 3) 

Symbol I Parsmeter I Conditions I Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW 
01 

GND 0.8 V 

IIH,lll Input Current VIN = Vee, GND, 2.0V, 0.8V 0~~5 ±10 IJA 
Vel Input Clamp Voltage liN = -18mA -1.5 V 

VOD1 . Unloaded Output Voltage No Load 2.6 4.0 V 

VOD2 Differential Output Voltage FlL = 100n 1.2 :1", 1.6 V 

t:.VOD2 Change in Magnitude of VOD2 
5.0 400 'mV 

for Complementary Output States 

VOD3 Differential Output Voltage Rl = 1500 1.3 1.8 V 

V004 Differential Output Voltage' Rl = 3.9kO DO; 2.3 4.0 V 

Voe Common Mode Voltage Rl= 1000 DO· 2.0 3.0 V 

I:.Voc Change in Magnitude of Voe 
2.0 400 mV 

for Complementary Output States 

IOSD Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -30 -65 -100 mA 

IOFF OUtPut Leakage Current Vee = OV I Vour = +4V ,0.Q3 +100 p.A 

I VOUT = -0.25V -0.08 -100 IJA 
, 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges. unless otherwise specified (Notes 2. 3) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Pin Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTL. VTH Differential Thresholds VIN = +7V.OV. -7V -200 ±35 +200 mV 

VHYS Hysteresis VCM = OV 70 mV 

RIN Input Impedance VIN = -7V. + 7V. Other = OV 6.5 8.5 kO 

liN Input Current Other Input = OV. VIN = +10V RI. +1.1 +1.5 mA 
Vee = 3.6Vand VIN = +3.0V RI· 0 +0.27 mA 
Vee = OV 

VIN = +0.5V -0.02 mA 

VIN = -3V 0 -0.43 mA 

VIN = -10V -1.25 -2.0 mA 

VOH Output HIGH Voltage IOH = -6mA VOIFF = +1V 2.4 3.0 V 

VOIFF = OPEN 
RO 

2.4 3.0 V 

VOL Output LOW Voltage IOL = +6 mAo VOIFF = -1V 0.08 0.3 V 

IOSR Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -15 -40 -100 mA 

DRIVER AND RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS • Icc Supply Current No Load 01 = Vcc or GND 
Vcc 

1.8 3 mA 

01 = 2.4V or 0.5V 2.0 6 mA 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges. unless otherwise specified (Note 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLHO Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH RL = 1000 (Figul'9s 2. 3) 2 5.5 11 ns 

tpHLO Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW CL = 50pF 2 6.5 11 ns 

tSKO Skew.itpLHo-tpHLOi 1 2.0 ns 

trLH Transition Time LOW to HIGH (Figul'9s 2, 4) 3 6 ns 

trHL Transition Time HIGH to LOW 3 6 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Propagation Delay LOW to HIGH CL = 50pF (Figul'9s 5, 6) 10 27 45 ns 

tpHL Propagation Delay HIGH to LOW VOIFF = 2.5V 10 26 45 ns 

Skew.itPLH-tpHLi 
VCM = OV 

tSK 1 4.0 ns 

tr Rise Time (Figul'97) 3 6 ns 

tf Fall Time 3 6 ns 

Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions lor device operation. 
Nota 2: Current Into device pins Is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are relerenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 3: All typicals are given for Vee = 3.3V and TA = 2S'C. 
Nota 4: I = 1 MHz. tr and It :s; 6 ns. 
Note 5: ESO Rating: HBM (1.5 kn, 100 pF) all pins:. 2000V. 

EIAJ (On, 200 pF) :. 2S0V 
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Parameter Measurement Information 
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FIGURE 1. VOD and Voc Test Circuit 
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FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 
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FIGURE 4. Driver Differential Transition Timing 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS8922/DS8922A/DS8923/DS8923A TRI-STATE® 
RS-422 Dual Differential Line Driver and Receiver Pairs 

General Description 
The DS8922/22A and DS8923/23A are Dual Differential 
Line Driver and Receiver pairs. These devices are designed 
specifically for applications meeting the ST506, ST412 and 
ESDI Disk Drive Standards. In addition, the devices meet 
the requirements of the EIA Standard RS-422. 

These devices offer an input sensitivity of 200 mV over a 
± 7V common mode operating range. Hysteresis is incorpo
rated (typically 70 mV) to improve noise margin for slowly 
changing input waveforms. An input fail-safe circuit is pro
vided such that if the receiver inputs are open the output 
assumes the logical one state. 

The DS8922A and DS8923A drivers are designed to pro
vide unipolar differential drive to twisted pair or parallel wire 
transmission lines. Complementary outputs are logically 
ANDed and provide an output skew of 0.5 ns (typ.) with 
propagation delays of 12 ns. 

Both devices feature TRI-STATE outputs. The DS8922/22A 
have independent control functions common to a driver and 
receiver pair. The DS8923/23A have separate driver and 
receiver control functions. 

Connection Diagrams 
DS8922A Dual-In-Llne 

ROI 

TLlF/8511-1 

Order Number DS8922M, DS8922N, 
DS8922AM or DS8922AN 

See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

Truth Tables 
DS8922/22A 

EN1 an R01 R02 D01 D02 
0 0 ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE 

0 HI-Z ACTIVE HI-Z ACTIVE 

0 ACTIVE HI-Z ACTIVE HI-Z 

HI-Z· HI-Z HI-Z HI-Z 

Power up/down circuitry is featured which will TRI-STATE 
. the outputs and' prevent erroneous glitches on the transmis
sion lines during system power up or power down operation. 

The DS8922/22A and DS8923/23A are designed to be 
compatible with TIL and CMOS. 

Features 
• 12 ns typical propagation delay 
• Output skew-±0.5 ns typical 
• Meets the requirements of EIA Standard RS-422 
• Complementary Driver Outputs 
• High differential or common-mode input voltage ranges 

of ±7V 
• ± 0.2V receiver sensitivity over the input voltage range 
• Receiver input fail-safe circuitry 
• Receiver input hysteresis-70 mV typical 
• Glitch free power up/down 
• TRI-STATE outputs 

DS8923A Dual-In-Llne 

TL/F/8511-2 

Order Number DS8923M, DS8923N, 
DS8923AM or DS8923AN 

See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

DS8923/23A 

DEN REN R01 R02 D01 D02 
0 0 ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE 

1 0 ACTIVE ACTIVE HI-Z HI-Z 

0 1 HI-Z HI-Z ACTIVE ACTIVE 

1 1 HI-Z HI-Z HI-Z HI-Z 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
Maximum Package Power Dissapation @ + 2,5'C 

M Package 1300 mW 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, N Package 1450 mW 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 

Derate M Package 10.4 mW/'C above +25'C Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage 7V 
Derate N Package 11.6 mWI'C above +25'C 

Drive Input Voltage -0.5Vto +7V Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 165'C 

Output Voltage 5.5V 
Lead Temp. (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260'C 

Receiver Output Sink Current 50mA Recommended Operating 
Receiver Input Voltage ±10V Conditions 
Differential Input Voltage ±12V 

Min Max Units 
Supply Voltage 4.5 5.5 V 
Temperature (T A) 0 70 'C 

DS8922/22A and DS8923/23A Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3, and 4) 

Symbol I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Unite 

RECEIVER 

VTH -7VS:VCMS: +7V -200 ±35 +200 mV 

VHYST -7VS:VCMS: +7V 15 70 mV 

RIN VIN = -7V, +7V(Otherlnput = GND) 4.0 6.0 kO • liN 
VIN = 10V 3.25 mA 

VIN = -10V -3.25 mA 

VOH Vee = MIN, IOH = - 400/LA 2.5 V 

VOL Vee = MAX, IOl = 8 mA 0.5 V 

Isc Vee = MAX, VOUT = OV -15 -100 mA 

DRIVER 

VOH Vee = MIN, IOH = -20 mA 2.5 V 

VOL VCC = MIN, IOl = + 20 mA 0.5 V 

IOFF Vee = OV, VOUT = 5.5V 100 /LA 

IVTI-lvTI 0.4 V 

VT 2.0 V 

IVos-VciI 0.4 V 

Isc VCC = MAX, VOUT = OV -30 -150 mA 

DRIVER and RECEIVER 

IOZ VOUT = 2.5V 50 /LA 
TRI-STATE VCC = MAX VOUT = 0.4V 
Leakage -50 /LA 

Icc Vee = MAX 
ACTIVE 76 mA 

TRI-STATE 78 mA 

DRIVER and ENABLE INPUTS 

VIH 2.0 V 

VIL 0.8 V 

III Vee = MAX, VIN = 0.4V -40 -200 /LA 
IIH VCC = MAX, VIN = 2.7V 20 /LA 

II Vee = MAX, VIN = 7.0V 100 /LA 

VCl Vee = MIN,IIN = -18 mA -1.5 V 
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Receiver Switching Characteristics (Figures 1, 2 and 3) ; " 
',' 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ 
. Max 

Units 
8922/23 ,1I922A/23A 

TpLH CL == 30pF 12 22.5 20 ns 

TpHL CL =30pF 12 22.5 20 ns 

iTpLH-TpHd CL= 30pF 0.5 5 3.5 ns 

Skew (Channel to Channel) CL = 30pF. 0.5 3.0 2.0 ns' 

TpLZ CL = 15 pF S2 Open 15 ns 

TpHZ CL = 15 pF S1 Open 15 ns 

TpZL CL = 30 pF S2 Open 20 ns 

TpZH CL = 30 pF S1 Open 20 ns 

Driver Switching Characteristics 

Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 
8922/23 8922A123A 

SINGLE ENDED CHARACTERISTICS (Figures 4, 5, 6 and 8) 

TpLH CL = 30pF 12 15 15 ns 

TpHL CL = 30pF 12 15 15 ns 

TTLH CL = 30pF 5 10 10 ns 

TTHL CL = 30pF 5 10 10 ns 

iTpLH-TpHd CL = 30pF 0.5 ns 

Skew CL = 30 pF (Note 5) 0.5 5 3.5 ns 

Skew (Channel to Channel) 0.5 3.0 2.0 ns 

TpLZ CL = 30pF 15 ns 

TpHZ CL = 30pF 15 ns 

TpZL CL = 30pF 20 ns 

TpZH CL=30pF 20 ns 

DIFFERENTIAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Note 6, Figures 4 and 7) 

TPLH CL7"30pF 12 15 15 ns 

TpHL CL = 30pF 12 15 15 ns 

iTpLH-TpHd CL;= 30pF 0.5 6.0 2.75 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The Table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: All currents into device pins are shown as posIIlve values; all currents out of the device are shown as negative; all voltages are referanced to ground unless 
otherwise speclfled. All values shown as max or min are classified on absolute value basis, 

Note 3: All typical values are Vee = 5V, TA = 25'C. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 5: Oifferanee between complementary outputs at the 50% point 

Note 6: Differantial Delays are defined as calculated results from single ended rise and fall time measurements. This approach in establishing AC performance 
specifications has been taken due to limitations of available Automatic Test Equipment (ATE). 

The calculated ATE results assume a linear transition between measurement points and are a result of the following equations: 

(T1b X Trb) - (Tra X Tfa) Where: Tcp = Crossing Point 

Tcp = Trb _ Tra - Tis + Tfb Trs, Trb, Tfa and Tfb are time measurements with respect to the input. 

: 
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Switching Time Waveforms 

AC Test Circuits and Switching Waveforms 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Waveforms (Continued) 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (DS8923A) 
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Typical Performance Characteristi.cs (DS8923A) (Continued) 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (DS8923A) (Continued) 
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Typical Performance Characteristics. (DS8923A) (Continued) 
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Typical Applications 
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ESDI Application 
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~~ is pNational Semiconductor 

DS8925 
LocalTalkTM Dual Driver/Triple Receiver 

General Description Features 
The DS8925 is a dual driver/triple receiver device optimized - Single chip solution for LocalTalk port 
to provide a single chip solution for a LocalTalk Interface. _ Two driver/three receivers per package 
The device provides one differential TIAlEIA·422 driver. _ Wide common mode range: ± 10V 
one TIAlEIA·423 single ended driver. one TIAIEIA-422 reo _ ±200 mV receiver sensitivity 
ceiver and two TIAlEIA·423 receivers. all in a surface "_ 70 mV typical receiver input hysteresis 
mount 16 pin package. This 'device is electrically similar to' 
the 26LS30 and 26LS32 devices. - Available in sOle packaging 

The drivers feature ± 10V common mode range. and the 
differential driver provides TRI·STATEable outputs. The reo 
celvers offer ± 200 mV thresholds over the ± 10V common 
mode range. 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

'-' 
VEE - 1 16 r- Vee 

'1Nl- 2 15 - DOUT1 + 

ilENi- 3 14 - DoUT1 -

'1N2 - 4 13 - DoUT2 -

RoUT1- 5 12 -R1N ,-

RoUT2 - 6 11 -R,N2+ 

ROUT3 - 7 10 -R,N2-

GND - 8 9 - R1N3 + 

Order Number DS8925M 
See NS Package Number M16A 

TL/F/11895-1 

Functional Diagram 

TL/F/11895-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Package Power Dissipation @+ 25·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales M Package 1.33W 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Derate M Package 10.6 mWrC above +25·C 

Supply Voltage (Vecl +7V Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 150·C 

Supply Voltage (VEE) -7V Lead Temperature Range (Soldering, 4 Sec.) + 260·C 

Enable Input Voltage (DENf) +7V This Device Does Not Meet 2000V ESD Rating (Note 7) 

Driver Input Voltage (DIN) +7V 
Recommended Operating Driver Output Voltage (Power Off: DOUT) ±15V 

Receiver Input Voltage (VID: RIN + - RIN -) ±25V Conditions 
Receiver Input Voltage (VeM: (RIN + + RIN - )/2) ±25V Min Typ Max Units 
Receiver Input Voltage (Input to GND: RIN) ±25V Supply Voltage (Vecl +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 V 

Receiver Output Voltage (ROUT) +5.5V Supply Voltage (VEE) -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 V 

Operating Free Air 
Temperature (TAl 0 25 70 ·C 

Electrical Characteristics 
OVer Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Unita 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VOD Output Differential Voltage RL = 00 or RL = 3.9 kl1 ±7 ±9.0 ±10 V • Va Output Voltage RL = 00 or RL = 3.9 kl1 ±4.5 ±5.25 V 

VODl Output Differential Voltage RL = 10011, Figure 1 4.0 6.4 IV! 
VSS IVODl - VOD1*1 8.0 12.8 IV! 
aVODl Output Unbalance 0.02 0.4 V 

Vas Offset Voltage DOUT+, 0 3 V 

aVos Offset Unbalance DOUT- 0.05 0.4 V 

VOD2 Output Differential Voltage RL = 14011, Figure 1 6.0 7.0 IV! 
10ZD TRI-STATE@ Leakage Current Vee = 5.25V Va = +10V 2 150 /LA 

VEE = -5.25V Va = +6V 1 100 /LA 

Va = -6V -1 -100 /LA 

Va = -10V -2 -150 /LA 

SINGLE ENDED DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Va Output Voltage (No Load) RL = 00 or RL = 3.9 kl1, Figure 2 4 4.4 6 IV! 
VT Output Voltage RL = 3 kl1, Figure 2 3.7 4.3 IV! 

DOUT-
IV! RL = 45011, Figure 2 3.6 4.1 

aVT Output Unbalance 0.02 0.4 V 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VeM Common Mode Range Power Off, or Dl Disabled ±10 V 

loso Short Circuit Current Va = OV, Sourcing Current -80 -150 mA 

Va = OV, Sinking Current 80 150 mA 

loxo Power-Off Leakage Current Va = +10V 
DOUT+, 

2 150 /LA DOUT-
(Vee = VEE = OV) 

Va = +6V 1 100 /LA 

Va = -6V -1 -100 /LA 

Va = -10V -2 -150 /LA 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature rangef1. unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Pin Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CH~~ACTERISTics '. 

VTH Input 1:hreshol~ -7V ~ VCM ~ +7V -200 ±3~ +20q mV 

VHY Hysteresis VCM = OV 70 : mV 

RIN Input Resistance -10V ~ VCM ~ +10V 6.0 8.5 kn 

liN Input Current (Other Input = OV. VIN = +10V RIN+. 3.25 mA 
Power On. orVcc = VEE = OV) 

VIN = +3V RIN- 0 1.50 mA 

, VIN = -3V 0 -1.50 mA 

VIN = ':"10V -3.25 mA 

VIS Input Balance Test Rs = 5000. (R2 only) ±400 mV 

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -400!IA. 2.7 4.2 V 
VIN = +200mV 

IOH = -400!IA. VIN = OPEN ROUT 2.7 4.2 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOL = 8.0 mAo VIN = - 200 mV 0.3 0.5 V 

IOSR Short Ci~cuit Current Vo = OV , -15 -34 -85 mA 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

ViH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

Vil. Low LevellnpOt Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH High Level I nput Current VIN = 2.4V 
DIN. 1 40 ",A. Dm; 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = 0.4V -10 -200 ",A 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -1.5 V 

Icc Power Supply Current No Load VCC 40 65 mA 

!EE 
D1 Enabled,or Disabled 

VEE -5 -15 mA 

; 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature Ranges. unless otherwise specified (Notes 4 and 5) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHLD Differential Propagation Delay High to Low RL = 1000. CL = 500 pF. 70 134 350 ns 

tpLHD Differential Propagation Delay Low to High (Figures 3 and 4) 70 141 350 ns 

Differential Skew ItpHLD - tpLHDI 
C, =C2=50pF 

tsKD 7 50 ns 

tr Rise Time 50 140 300 ns 

tf Fall Time 50 140 300 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z RL = 1000. CL = 500 pF 300 600 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z (Figures land 8) 300 600 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High 160 350 ns 

tPZL Enable Time Z to Low 160 350 ns 

SINGLE ENDED DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low RL = 4500. CL = 500 pF 70 120 350 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High (Figures 5 and 6) 70 150 350 ns 

15K Skew. ItpHL - tpLH 30 70 ns 

tr Rise Time 50 100 300 ns • tf Fall Time 20 50 300 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low CL = 15pF 10 33 75 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High (Figures9and 10) 10 30 75 ns 

15K Skew.ltpHL - tpLHI 3 20 ns 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Aatings ara those values beyond Which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They ara not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of Electrical Characteristics specifies conditions of device operation. 
Note 2: Current Into device pins Is defined as positive. Current out of device pins Is defined as negative. All volteges are referenced to ground except Voo. VOO1. 
VOD2. and Vaa. 
Note 3: All typlcals are given for: Vee = +5.0V, VEE - -5.0V, TA = +25'C unlese otherwise specified. 

Truth Tables 
Driver (D1) Receiver (1) 

Inputs Outputs Input Output 

om DIN1 DOUT1+ DOUT1- RIN1- ROUT1 

H X Z Z 
S;-200mV H 

~+200mV L 
L L L H 

OPENt H 
L H H L 

Receiver (2) 

Driver (D2) Inputs Output 

Input Output RIN2+ - RIN2- ROUT2 

DIN2 DOUT2-
s;-200mV L 

~+200mV H 
L H 

OPENt H 
H L 

H = Logic High Level (Steady State) Receiver (3) 
L = Logic Low Level (Steady State) Input Output 
x = Irrelevent (Any Input) 

RINS+ ROUTS Z = Off State (TAl-STATE, High Impedance) 
tOPEN = Non-Terminated S;-200mV L 

~+200mV H 

OPENt H 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

2V --0 

O.BV --0 
51 

TL/F/11895-3 

FIGURE 1. Differential Driver DC Test Circuit 

2V--o 

O.BV --0 
51 

TUF/11895-4 

FIGURE 2. Single Ended Driver DC Test Circuit 

....... 0;:---+--.--0 DouTt 

...... '0---+--.... -0 DOUT-

TL/F/11895-5 

FIGURE 3. Differential Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 

~----------------~-------3V 

OV (DIFFERENTIAL) 

80% 

OV 

VDlrr = DOUTt - DOUT-

'--------- OV 

~------~ VOH 

'-------- VOL 

20% 

TUF/11895-6 

FIGURE 4. Differential Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveforms 

TL/F/11895-7 

FIGURE 5. Single Ended Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

3V 

OV 

80% 
VOH 

.OV 
20% 

t,. 
VOL 

TL/F/11895-8 

FIGURE 6. Single Ended Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveform 

3V 

TLlF/11895-9 

FIGURE 7. Differential Driver TRI-STATE Test Circuit 

~--------------~~----------3V 

.... -----OV 

or ___ -1-.1 
51 = OV 

52 = DoUT -

51 = OV 
52 = DoUT+ or ___ ..... 

51 = 3V 
52 = DoUT -

2.0V 2.0V 
~-------~-'~--------OV 

I,----------~+--------OV 
-2.0V -2.0V 

FIGURE 8. Differential Driver TRI·STATE Waveforms 

GENERATOR t-.... --...:::..-Q 

FIGURE 9. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

~---+2.5V 

.... ---------+---- -2.5V 

~--------,-j----- VOH 
1.5V 

RoUT VOL 

FIGURE 10. Receiver Propagation Delay Waveform 
Note 4: Genera10r waveform for all tests unless otherwise specified: f = 500 kHz, Zo = 5011, Ir " IOns, If " IOns. 

Note 50 CL Includes probe and jig capaCitance. 

Note 8: All diodes are I N916 or equivalent. 

Note 7: ESD Rating HBM (1.5 kll, 100 pF) pins 10, 12 ;;, 1500V, all other pins;;, 2000V. 
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~ Typical Application Information 

OS8925 
8530 p----------. 

Pln# 

2.4 

3 

15 

13,14 

9,11 

10,12 

5,6,7 

8 

1 

16 

T XD 1--......,1-004 
~~--~~~-----------------+----~ 

RTS 1----1-...... 

OTR 1----+--1 

OCO 1--......,1--< 

RXD I----I~-< 

I 
CTS 1----1~< 

._--------_. 
FIGURE 11. Typical LocaITalk Application 

TABLE I. Device Pin Descriptions 

Name Description 

DIN TIL Driver Input Pins 

MINI 8-PIN 
CONNECTOR 

oem Active Low Driver Enable Pin. A High on this Pin TRI-STATES the Driver 
Outputs (D1 Only) 

DOUT+ Non-Inverting Driver Output Pin 

DOUT- Inverting Driver Output Pin 

RIN+ Non-Inverting ReceiVer Input Pin 

RIN- Inverting Reqelver Input Pin 

ROUT Receiver Output Pin 

GND Ground Pin 

VEE Negative Power Supply Pin, - 5V ± 5% 

Vee Positive Power Supply Pin, + 5V ± 5% 
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Typical Application Information (Continued) 

DRIVER OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

The driver configuration on the DSS925 is unique among 
TIAIEIA-422 devices in that it utilizes -5V VEE supply. A 
typical TIAIEIA-422 driver uses + 5V only and generates 
signal swings of approximately OV-5V. 

By utilizing VEE, the differential driver is able to generate a 
much larger differential signal. The typical output voltage is 
about 141 V, which gives lsi V differentially, thus providing a 
much greater noise margin than + 5V drivers. See Figure 
12. The receiver therefore has a range of +SV to -SV or 
Vss of 16V (Vss = Voo-Voo·). 
Each side of the differential driver operates similar to a TIAI 
EIA-423 driver. The output voltages are slightly different due 
to the loading: the differential driver has differential termina
tion, the single-ended driver is terminated with a resistor to 
ground. 

~ , .. ----....... 1--- 3V 

N~ ~ 

---I-.......:~.:......:...:;.:\--- OV(DIFF) 

Vss = (voo - voo') 

(FVT VT 7 ::.(GNO) 

TLlF/11895-15 

Note: Star (.) represents the opposne Input condition for a parameter. 
FIGURE 12. Typical Driver Output Waveforms 

UNUSED PINS 
Unused driver outputs should be lett open. If tied to either 
ground or supply, the driver may enter an los state and 
consume excessive power. Unused driver inputs should not 
be left floating as this may lead to unwanted switching 
which may affect Icc, particularly the frequency component. 
Unused driver inputs should be tied to ground. 

r-------., 
I 

TXD....,j,--I 

DEN·.....JL-_-I 
2011 

I~I I D2 I Ne 
I I 

~I':': Ne Rl Ne 
I I 

~150PF 

I I 
I 

RXD--J--<i 

Note: Star (.) represents the opposite input condition for a parameter. 

Receiver outputs will be in a HIGH state when inputs are 
open; therefore, outputs should not be tied to ground. It is 
best to leave unused receiver outputs floating. 

RECEIVER FAILSAFE 

All three receivers on this device incorporate open input 
failsafe protection. The differential receiver output will be in 
a HIGH state when inputs are open, but will be indetermined 
if inputs are shorted together. Unused differential inputs 
should be lett floating. 

Both single-ended receivers (inverting and non-inverting) 
are biased internally so that an open input will result in a 
HIGH output. Therefore, these inputs should not be shorted 
to ground when unused. 

BYPASS CAPACITORS 

Bypass capacitors are recommended for both Vee and VEE. 
Noise induced on the supply lines can affect the signal qual
ity of the output; Vee affects the VOH and VEE affects the 
VOL. Capacitors help reduce the effect on signal quality. A 
value of 0.1 p.F is typically used. 

Since this is a power device, it is recommended to use a 
bypass capacitor for each supply and for each device. Shar
ing a bypass capacitor between other devices may not be 
sufficient. 

TERMINATION 

On a multi-point transmission line which is electrically long, 
it is advisable to terminate the line at both ends with its 
characteristic impedance to prevent signal reflection and its 
associated noise/crosstalk. 

A 1000 termination resistor is commonly specified by TIAI 
EIA-422 for differential signals. The DSS925 is also speci
fied using 1400 termination which will result in less power 
associated with the driver output. The additional resistance 
is typical of applications requiring EMI filtering on the driver 
outputs. 

TWO-WIRE LocalTalk 

The DSS925 is a single chip solution for a LocalTalk inter
face. A typical application is shown in Figure 11. 

An alternative implementation of LocalTalk is to only use 
two wires to communicate. The differential data lines can be 
transformer-coupled on to a twisted pair medium. See Fig
ure 13. The handshake function must then be accomplished 
in software. 

1 kll 

liCE lkll 

TLlFI11895-16 

FIGURE 13. Differential Communication, Transformer.coupled to a Twisted-Pair Line 
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Typical Application Information (Continued) 

SINGLE + 5V SUPPLY 
The 088925 is derived from the OS3691 192 which could be 
configured using a single + 5V supply (VEE = OV). This 
device is not specified for this type of operation. However, 
the device will not be damaged if operated using a Single 
+5V supply. 

Both drivers require the - 5V supply in order to meet the 
output voltage levels specified. When the device switches 
from a positive vOltage to the complimentary state, it is 
pulled toward the VEE level. If that level is OV, then the 

Typical Performance Characterlstics* 
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Differential Driver Propagation 
Delay va Temperature 
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·v defined as Vee = IVEEI 
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complimentary state will be near OV instead of VEE. Thus, 
the output would switch from about 4V to OV, instead of 4V 
to -.4V. The differential driver will meet TIA/EIA-422, but 
with a reduced noise margin. The single·ended driver will 
not meet TIAIEIA-423 without the -5V $upply. 

The receivers will be functional but may suffer parametrlcal' 
Iy. The inverting receiver is referenced to VEE therefore, the 
threshold may shift slightly. The inputs can still vary over the 
± 10V common mode range. 

~ 
I ... 
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.... 
:::> 
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:::> 
0 ... .. 
;::: 
15 
ffi ... ... 
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Differential Driver Output 
Voltage va Output Current 
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Typical Performance Characteristics* (Continued) 

Differential Driver Differential Driver 
Skew vs Temperature Skew vs Power Supply Voltage 
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'V defined as Vee = IVEEI 
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Typical Performance Characteristics· (Continilllil) .. 

Driver Output Low Voltage Driver Output Low Voltage 
VB Output Low Current VB Output Low Current 
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'V deflned as Vee = IVEEI 
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Typical Performance Characteristics* (Continued) 

Driver Tranaltlon Time Driver Tranaltlon Time 
va Temperature va Power Supply Voltage 
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~ m Typical Performance Characteristics * (Continued) >;, 
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Typical Performance Characteristics· (Continued) 
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i~ Q pNational Semiconductor 
ADVANCE INFORMATION 

DS8926 
LocalTalkTM Dual Driver/Triple Receiver 

General Description 
The DS8926 is a dual driver/triple receiver device optimized 
to provide a single' chip solution for a LocalTalk Interface. 
The device provides one differential TIAIEIA-422 driver, 
one TlAlEIA-423 single ended driver, one TIAIEIA-422 re
ceiver and two TIAIEIA-423 receivers, all in a surface 
mount 16 pin package. This device 1s electrically similar to 
the 26LS30 and 26LS32 devices and is a direct replace
ment for the DS8925. 

The drivers feature ± 10V common mode range, and the 
differential driver provides TRI-STATEable\!) outputs. The 
receivers offer ± 200 mV thresholds over the ± 1 OV com
mon mode range. 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-in-Line Package 

'-.../ 
VEE - 1 16 ~ Vee 

~Nl- 2 15 ~ DOUT1 + 

~Ni- 3 14 ~ DoUT1-

~N2 - 4 13 ~ DoUT2-

RoUTt- 5 12 r- RtNl-

RoUT2 - 6 11 ~RtN2+ 

Roun - 7 10~RtN2-

GND- 8 9 ~ R1N3 + 

Order Number DS8926M 
See NS Package Number M16A 

TL/F/I2646-1 

Features 
• Single chip solution for LocalTalk port 
• Two driver/three receivers per package 
• Fast rise/fall times and propagation delay on receivers 
• Wide common mode range: ± 10V 
• ±200 mV receiver sensitivity 
• 70 mV typical receiver input hysteresis 
• Available in sOle packaging 

Functional Diagram 

TL/F/I2646-2 
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t!JNational Semiconductor 

DS8933 
V.34 Serial Port 2 X 1 Driver/Receiver 

General Description 
The OS8933 is a 2 driver X 1 receiver device optimized to 
provide a two chip solution for a synchronous V.FAST (V.34) 
modem serial port when used with the OS8934 5 driver X 3 
receiver device. The TIAIEIA-423-B (V.10) single-ended 
drivers are compatible with EIA/TIA-232-E (V.28) receivers, 
and the receivers are compatible with TIAIEIA-423-B (V.10) 
and EIAITIA-232-E (V.28) drivers. 

The drivers provide a minimum output voltage of ±3.6V, 
while the receivers offer a + 1.4V threshold, a failsafe out
put state, and an input range of ± 1 OV minimum. 

Both the drivers and the receivers provide an inverting logic 
function and the drivers are electrically Similar to the indus
try standard 26LS30 (3691) devices. The device is available 
in a surface mount 14-pin package. 

Connection Diagram 

VEE - 1 

~Nl- 2 

RoUTl - 3 

~N2 - 4 

GND - 5 

NC- 6 

DOUT2- - 7 

Dual·ln·Llne 

14 I- Vee 

13 I- NC 

12 I- NC 

11 I-RCI 

10 I- DoUT1 -

9 I- ~Nl-
8 I- RC2 

Order Number DS8933M 
See NS Package Number M14A 

TL/F/12374-1 

Features 
• Oual chip solution for V.34 sync. modem serial port 

when used with complementary OS8934 
• Conforms to industry standards: 

TIAIEIA-423-B.1994 (RS-423) 
ITU-T V.10 (formerly CCITT) 

• Compatible with EIAITIA-232-E (RS-232) and ITU-T 
V.28 (formerly CCITT) drivers and receivers 

• Adjustable driver slew rate reduces noise generation 
• Operates above 1 Mbps 
• Wide receiver input voltage range - ± 10V 
• + 1.4 V receiver threshold with hysteresis 
• Failsafe receivers: output high for open input 
• Available in SOIC packaging 

Functional Diagram 

~RCI 

~Nl~DoUT1-

RoUT1~~Nl
~RC2 

~N2 -pu--DoUT2-

TLlF/12374-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) , 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum JUI'ICti6nTemperature + 1500C 
pleasa contact the National Semiconductor Sales Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 1500C 
Offlca/Dl8trlbutors for availability and apaclflcetlons. Lead Temperature Range Soldering (4 Sec.) +2600C 
Supply Voltage (Vee> +7V ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) >2kV 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -7V 

Driver Input Voltage (DIN) +7V . , ... Recommended Operating .. 
Driver Output Voltage (Power Off: DOUT) ±15V Conditions 
Receiver Input Voltage (Input to GND: RIN) . ±25V 'MII1 Typ Mali ' Units 
Receiver Output Voltage (ROUT) . +5.5V Supply Vol~ge (Vee) +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 V 
Maximum Package Power Dissipalioll1 ,@ + 25°C Supply Voltage (Vee) -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 V 

M Package 1.5W Operating Free Air 
Derate M Package 12.2 mW'oC above + 25°C " Temperature (T A) 0 25 70 °C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditione I ' Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Vo Output Voltage RL = 00 or RL = 3.9 kO, Figure 1 ,.4.4 a !VI 
VT Output Voltage RL =3 kO, Figure 1 3.7 4.3 !VI 

RL = 4500, Figure 1 3.6 4.1 !VI 
AVT Output Unbalance " 0.1 0.4 V 

IOSD Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, Sourcing Current -100 -150 mA 

Vo = OV, Sinking Current Dour. 80 150 'mA 

10XD Power·Off Leakage Vo = +10V 1 150 p.A 
Current Vo = +6V 1 100 p.A 
(VCC = Vee =OV) 

Vo = -6V , -1 -100 p.A 
, Vo = -10V -1 -150 p.A 

VeM Common Mode Range Power.Off ±10 V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 2.4V DIN 1 40 p.A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = 0.4V -3 -200 'p.A 

VeL Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA 
.. 

-0.7 -1.5 V 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VT- Negative-Going Threshold (See Figure 7) 
0.9 1.36 V 

Voltage 

VT+ Positive-Going Threshold 
1.4 1.7 V 

Voltage 

VHY Hysteresis 40 mV 

RIN Input Resistance -10V';;: VIN';;: +10V RIN- 4.0 6.0 8.0 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +10V 1.6 3.25 mA 
(Power On, or VIN = +3V 0 0.38 1.50 mA 
Power Off-
Vee = Vee '= OV) VIN = -3V 0 -0.67 -1.50 mA 

VIN = -10V -1.9 -3.25 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -400 /LA, VIN -3V 3.5 4.2 V 

10H = -400 /LA, VIN OPEN 3.5 4.2 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10L = 8.0 mA, VIN = + 3V 
ROUT 

0.3 0.5 V 

10SR Short Circuit Current VO= OV -15 -35 -85 mA 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin -' Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

Icc I Power Supply Current I No load I Vee J 1 20 I 30 I mA 

lEE I Power Supply Current I I VEE I I -5 I -10 I mA 

Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 4 and 5) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay RL = 4500,CL = 50 pF, 
40 160 300 ns 

High to low Ce = Open 

tpLH Propagation Delay (Figures 2 and 3) 

low to High 
40 120 300 ns 

tsK Skew,ltpHL -tpLHI 0 40 150 ns 

ttcc Transition Time Coefficient ttcC<Ccl = tt, where tt = tr or tf 54 ns/pF 

tr Rise Time RL = 4500, CL = 50 pF, 100 250 ns 

t, Fall Time Ce = Open (Figures 2 and 3) 50 250 ns 

1, Rise Time RL = 3 kO, CL = 2,500 pF, 275 475 ns 

tf Fall Time Ce = 5 pF (Figures 2 and 3) 275 475 ns 
Maximum load (V.28/232) 

SR Slew Rate (± 3V) 12.6 21 VIILS 

tr Rise Time RL = 3 kO, CL = 2,500 pF, 800 ns 

tf Fall Time Cc = 15 pF (Figures 2 and 3) 800 ns 
Maximum load (V.28/232) 

SR Slew Rate (± 3V) 7 VIILS 

tr Rise Time RL = 7 kO, CL = 50 pF, 800 ns 

tf Fall Time Ce = 15 pF (Figures 2 and 3) 800 ns 
Maximum load (V.28/232) 

SR Slew Rate (± 3V) 7 VlILS 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay CL = 15pF 
10 29 75 ns 

High to low (Figures 4 and 5) 

tpLH Propagation Delay 
10 26 75 ns 

low to High 

tsK Skew,ltpHL -tpLHI 0 3 20 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limns. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" specifies conditions of device operation. 
Note 2: Current Into device pins is defined as posHive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground. 
Note 3: All typicals are given for. Vee = +5.0V, VEE = -5.0V, TA = +25"C unless otherwise specified. Typical AC numbers are rounded off. Measurements of 
the driver with a response control capacitor connected may vary due to tolerance of the capaCitor, the use of surface mount components is recommended. 

Note 4: Generator waveform for all tests unless otherwise specmed: f = 500 kHz, Zo = 500, t,. ,;: 10 ns, t, ,;: 10 ns. 
Note 5: CL includes probe and jig capacHance. 
Note 6: All diodes are 1 N916 or equivalent. 
Note 7: ESD rating HBM (1.5 kO, 100 pF) :;, 2 kV. 
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~ r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
~ 

~ 
Parameter Measurement Information 

2Y---<) 

O.8V ---<) S 1 

TLlF/12374-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver DC Test Circuit 

>(::1---.... --+---+--0. DoUT-

TLlF112374-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Teat Circuit . 

,---------------------~-----------------3V 

-~~-------OY 

1r-+-3Y----- VOH 

DoUT-

-3V 
1'------------...J1--!--------- VOL 

Tl/F/I2374-5 

FIGURE 3. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveform 

Vee 

Hn 

Tl/F/12374-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit (Note 6) 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

RtN-
""---- +3V 

"\f\:.SV / /;SV 
'----------------------J"-1-------------3V 
~ ~ 

RoUT 

""--------------------~"-1-------~H 
1.5/V "\~,1.5V 

------------- . "'-- VOL 
TL/F/12374-7 

FIGURE 5. Receiver Propagation Delay Waveform 

Pin Descriptions 
Pln# Name Description 

2.4 DIN TIL Driver Input Pins 

7.10 DOUT- Inverting Driver Output Pin 

8.11 RC Driver Response Control Pin 

9 RIN- Inverting Receiver Input Pin 

3 ROUT Receiver Output Pin 

5 GND Ground Pin 

VEE Negative Power Supply Pin. -5V ±5% 

14 Vee Positive Power Supply Pin. + 5V ± 5% 

Truth Tables 
Driver (01, 02) Receiver (R1) 

Input Output Input Output 
DIN DOUT- RIN- ROUT 

L H s; +0.9V H 

H L ~+1.7V L 

H = logic high level (steedy slate) OPENt H 
L = Logic low level (steady stete) 

tOPEN = Non-terminated 
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~ r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, i Typical Application Information 
c 

DS8934 

RI 

OTR 

CTS 

TXO 

RTS 

RXO 

OSR 

DCD 

DS8933 

TXC 

ETXC 

RXC 

c 
o 
N 
N 
E 

.c 
T 
o 
R 

cLlF/12374-11 

FIGURE 6. Typical V.34 Sync. Application 

._r-________________ ~--~V~OL~~====~======r_ • 
• I I I I VIN 

-IOV OV +1.36V +1.4V +IOV 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Threshold Voltage Transfer Curve (VTC) 
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Typical Application Information (Continued) 
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+15V 

+SV 

-5V 

Elli1llitt.!_ 1 5 V 

R8-232 
(V.28) 
Driver 

R8-232 
(V.28) 

Receiver 

+15V 

+3V 

-3V 

-1SV 

R8-423 
(V.10) 
Driver 

, FIGURE 8. R9-423 and R9-232 Levels 

':: +25V 

+10V 

+1.4-V 

-25V 
088933/34 
Receiver 

TL/F/12374-10 

FIGURE 9. External Slew Rate Control Capacitor Connection 
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~ r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

Q
1 d 
VI pNational Semiconductor 

DS8934 
V.34 Serial Port 5 X 3 Driver/Receiver 

General Description 
The OS8934 is a 5 driver X 3 receiver device optimized to 
provide a single chip solution for an asynchronous V.34 
(V. FAST) modem serial port. The TIAIEIA-423-B (V.10) sin
gle-ended drivers are compatible with EIAITIA-232-E (V.28) 
receivers, and the receivers are compatible with 
TIA/EIA-423-B (V.10) and EIAlTIA~232-E (V.28) drivers. 

The drivers provide a minimum output voltage of ±3.6V, 
while the receivers offer a + 1.4V threshold, a failsafe out
put state, and an input range of ± 10V minimum. 

Both the drivers and the receivers provide an inverting logic 
function and the drivers are electrically similar to the indus
try standard 26LS30 (3691) devices. The pinout of the de
vice maps the common OB-9 connector, and provides a 
straight through connection. The device is available in a sur
face mount 24-pin package. 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Llne 

'-" 
VEE - I 24 I-Vcc 

DINI- 2 23 I-RCI 

RoUT1- 3 22 !-DoUT1 -

~N2- 4 21!-RtNl-

RoUT2- S 20 I-RC2 

RoUT3 - 6 19 I-DouT2-

GND- 7 18 I-RtN2-

~N3- 8 17 I-RtN3-

~N4- 9 16 !-RC3 

DtNS- 10 15 !-DoUT3-

RCS- II 141-RC4 

DoUTS- - 12 13 I-DoUT4-

Order Number DS8934WM 
See NS Package Number M24B 

TL/F/12373-1 

Featurt;ts 
• Single chip solution for V.34 asyne. modem serial port 
• Companion 2 X 1 OS8933 for dual chip sync. serial port 
• Conforms to industrY standards: 

TIAIEIA-423-B.1994 (RS-423) 
ITU-TV.10 (formerly CCITT) 

• Compatible with EIAITIA-232-E (RS-232) and ITU-T 
V.28 (formerly CCITT) drivers and receivers 

• Adjustable driver slew rate reduces noise generation 
• Operates above 1 Mbps 
• Wide receiver input voltage range ± 10V 
• + 1.4 V receiver threshold with hysteresis 
• Failsafe receivers: output high for open input 
• Available in SOIC packaging 

Functional Diagram 

~RCI 

~Nl~DOUT1-

ROUTI-4-RtNl

~RC2 

DIN2~DouT2-

RoUT2 --+-RtN2-

RoUT3~RtN3-
~RC3 

~N3~DOUT3-

~RC4 

~N4 --pu-- Douu

~RCS 

~N5~DoUTS-

TL/F/12373-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Junction Temperature + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 150"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Lead Temp. Range Soldering (4 sec.) + 260"C 
Supply Voltage (Vee) +7V ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 k~, 100 pF) >2kV 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -7V 

Driver Input Voltage (DIN) +7V Recommended Operating 
Driver Output Voltage (Power Off: DOUT) ±15V Conditions 
Receiver Input Voltage (Input to GND: RIN) ±25V 

Receiver Output Voltage (ROUT) +5.5V Min 1)Ip Max Units 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25°C 
Supply Voltage (Vccl +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 V 

WMPackage 1.3W Supply Voltage (Vee) -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 V 

Derate WM Package 10.7 mW'oC above + 25·C 
Operating Free Air 

Temperature (TAl 0 25 70 ·C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Vo Output Voltage Rl = 00 or Rl = 3.9 k~, Figure 1 4.4 6 !VI 
VT Output Voltage Rl = 3 kO, FlfJure 1 3.7 4.3 !VI • Rl = 4500, Figure 1 3.6 4.1 !VI 
tNT Output Unbalance 0.1 0.4 V 

IOSD Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, Sourcing Current -100 -150 mA 

Vo = OV, Sinking Current DOUT- 80 150 mA 

IOXD Power-off Leakage Vo = +10V 1 150 /LA 
Current - Vo = +6V 1 100 /LA 
(Vee = Vee = OV) Vo = -6V -1 -100 /LA 

Vo = -10V -1 -150 /LA 

VCM Common Mode Range Power Off ±10 V 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 2.4V DIN 1 40 /LA 

IIH Low Level Input Current VIN = 0.4V -3 -200 /LA 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VT- Negative-Going Threshold (See Figure 7) 
0.9 1.36 V 

Voltage 

VT+ Positive-Going Threshold 
1.4 1.7 V 

Voltage 

VHY Hysteresis 40 mV 

RIN Input Resistance -10V:S: VIN:S: +10V RIN- 4.0 6.0 8.0 kO 

liN Input Current VIN = +10V 1.6 3.25 mA 
(Power on, or VIN = +3V 0 0.38 1.50 mA 
Power off - VIN = -3V 0 -0.67 -1.50 mA 
Vee = Vee = OV VIN = -10V -1.9 -3.25 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -400 /LA, VIN -3V 3.5 4.2 V 

IOH = -400 p.A, VIN OPEN 3.5 4.2 V 

Low Level Output Voltage IOl = 8.0 mA, VIN = + 3V 
ROUT 

0.3 V VOL 0.5 

IOSR Short Circuit Current Vo= OV -15 -35 -85 mA 
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. 

Electrical Characteristics " ~, ~> 

Oyer Supply Voltage and Operatiog 1emperature ran~es, unless otherwise ~peciiied (NotE!s~ aAd 3) (C()nti,nued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin l ' Min I Typ I MaJc L UnitS 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

lee I Power Supply Current I No Load I Vee I I 46 I 65' . I mA 

lEE I Po~r Supply Current 'I " I VEE I I -10 I ':"20 I mA' 

Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature re,nges, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 4 and 5) 

,'\ 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay RL = 450.0., CL = 50 pF, 
40 . 175 300 ns 

High to Low Cc = Open 

tpLH. Propagation Delay (Figures 2 and 3)' 
40 125 300 ns 

Low to High ; 

tSK Skew,ltpHL -tpLHI 0 50 '" '150, '" ns 

tlce Transition Time Coefficient (ttcc(Cc) = tt, where tt = tr or t,) 54 ns/pF 

t,. Rise Time RL = 450.0., CL = 50 pF, 100 " 250 ns' 

t, Fall Time Cc = Open (Figures 2 and 3) 50 250 ns 

t,. Rise Time RL = 3 k.o., CL = 2,500 pF, 27~ 4-;:5 ns 

t, Fall Time Cc = 5pF '275'" 475 ns 
(Figures 2 and 3) 

SR Slew Rate (± 3V) Maximum Load (V.2B/232) 12.6 .21 V/ILS 

tr Rise Time RL = 3 k.o., CL = 2,500 pF, BOO ns 

t, Fall Time Cc = 15pF BOO ns 
(Figures 2 and 3) 

; 

SR Slew Rate (± 3V) Maximum Load (V.2B/232) 7 V/ILS 

tr Rise Time RL = 7 kn, CL = 50 pF, BOO ns 

t, Fall Time Cc = 15pF BOO ns 
(Figures 2 and 3) 

SR Slew Rate (± 3V) Minimum Load (V.2B/232) ,7 V/ILS 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay CL = 15pF :! 

10 29 75 ns 
High to Low (Figures 4 and 5) ; .', 

tpLH Propagation Delay 
10 21,- 75 ns 

Low to High '. 

tsK Skew,itPHL -tpLHI 0 3 20. ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They arEI not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limils. The teble of "Electrical Characteristics" specifies conditions of device operation. 
Note 2: Current Into device pins is dsllned as pOSitive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All vdHages are referenced to ground. 
Note 3: All typlcals are given for: Vee = +5.0V. VEE = -5.0V. TA = .+25·C unless otherwise specHied. Typical AC numbers are rounded ot!. Measurements of 
the driver wHh a response control capac""!' connected may vary due to tolerence of the capac""!'. the use of surface mount components i~recommended. 
Note 4: Generator waveform for all teste unless otherwise spacHied: f = 500 kHz. Zo = 50(1. If ,; 10 ns. It ,; 10 ns. 
Note 5: CI, Includes probe and jig capacitance. 
Note 8: All diodes are 1 N916 or equivalent. 
Note 7: ESD rating HBM <1.5 kG. 100 pF) ;" 2 kV. 

., 
" . 

.. 
". '. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

_---oRC=Open 
2V--o 

O.8V--o Sl 

TLfFf12373-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver DC Test Circuit 

Cc 

~O--t----4"""-""'-OIDaUT_ 

TLfFf12373-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 

~--------------------~.------------------3V 

'-------OV 

iJ-.-3V----- VaH 

DauT-

-3V 
1'---------------------.J~--~----------vaL 

TLfF 112373-5 

FIGURE 3. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveform 

2kll 

TLfFf12373-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit (Note 6) 
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I Parameter Measurement Information ,00_" 
,..----+3v 

'\ ~SV /'/"SV 

'-----~-----~~~~-------3V 
~ ~ 

RtN-

" VOH 
~~.SV 

. '---VOL 
RoUT ,.S,,// 
-----

FIGURE 5. Receiver Propagation Delay Waveform 

Pin Descriptions 
~------------r-------~--------------~---------' 

Truth Tables 

Input 

DIN 

L 

H 

Pln# . 

2,4,8,9,10 

12,13,15,19,22 

11,14,16,20,23 

17,18,21 

3,5,6 

7 

24 

Driver (01-5) 

Output 
DOUT-

H 

L 

H = Logic high level (steady state) 
L = Logic low level (steady statal 

Name 

DOUT-

RC 

RIN-

ROUT 

GND 

Vee 

Vee 

Deacrlptlon 

TIL Driver Input Pins 

Inverting Driver Output Pin 

Driver Response Control Pin 

Inverting Receiver Input Pin 

Receiver Output Pin 

Ground Pin 

Negative Power Supply Pin, - 5V ± 5% 

Positive Power Supply Pin, + 5V ± 5% 

3-138 

Input 

RIN-

';;+0.9V 

~+1.7V 

OPENt 

tOPEN = non-tannlnatad 

Receiver (R1-3) . 

TLlF/12373-7 

Output 

ROUT 

H 

L 

H 
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Typical Application Information 

DS8934 
-5V +5V 

VEE 
24 

Vee 
GND 

23 
DJNl Co 

RoUTI 
22 

125 (RI) 

DJN2 
4 

D 
21 

R,Nl- 108 (OTR) 

5 20 
RouT2 S RC2 

,Co 

8 19 108 (CTS) 

RoUT3 DoUT2-

9 18 
103 (TXO) 

GND R,N2-
3 17 

DJN3 4 R,N3- 105(RTS) 

16 
DJN4 104 (RXO) 

10 15 
DJNS 

11 14 107 (DSR) 
RC5 

DoUTS-
12 13 

109 (DCD) 

TTL RS-423 
Side (V.10) 

Side 

FIGURE 6. Typical V.34 9-Pln DCE Application 

VOUT 

VOH 

VT- VT+ 

- - VOL 

I I I I 
-10V OV + 1.36V +1.4V +10V 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Threshold Voltage Transfer Curve (VTC) 
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Connector 
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~ r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
('I) 

I Typical Application Information (Continued) 

~ 

RS-232 
(V.28) 
Driver 

+15V 

+5V 

-5V 

-15V 

RS-232 
(V.28) 

Receiver 

+15V 

+3V 

-3V 

-15V 

RS-423 
(V.10) 
Driver 

FIGURE 8. R8-423 and RS-232 Levels 

+25V 

+10V 

+1.4V 

-10V 

-25V 

DS8933/34 
Receiver 

TUF/12373-l1 

FIGURE 9. External Slew Rate Control Capacitor Connection 

3·140 
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DS8935 
LocalTalkTM Dual Driver/Triple Receiver 

General Description 
The OS8935 is a dual driver/triple receiver device optimized 
to provide a single chip solution for a LocalTalk Interface. 
The device provides one differential TIAlEIA·422 driver, 
one TIAlEIA·423 single ended driver, one TIAlEIA·422 reo 
ceiver and two TIAlEIA·423 receivers, all in a surface 
mount 18·pin package. Tl:lis device is electrically similar to 
the 26LS30 and 26LS32 devices. 

The drivers feature ± 1 OV common mode range, and the 
differential driver provides TRI·STATEable outputs. The reo 
ceivers offer ± 200 mV thresholds over the ± 1 OV common 
mode range. 

The device offers enable circuitry for the differential driver 
and selectable enabling for the three receivers. 

Connection Diagram 

Dual·ln·Llne Package 

VEE 20 Vee 

I1Nl DoUTl + 

Il[Nl DoUT1 -

I1N2 DOUT:i-

ROUT1 RtNl-

RoUT2 15 RtN2+ 

RoUT3 RtN2-

GND 8 13 RtN3 + 

RE 9 12 RE 

N/C 10 11 N/C 

TUF/12066-1 

Order Number DS8935WM 
See NS Package Number M20B 

Features 
• Single chip solution for LocalTalk port 
.• Two driver/three receivers per package 
• Wide common mode range: ± 10V 
• ±200 mV receiver sensitivity 
• 70 mV typical receiver input hysteresis 
• Available in sOle packaging 
• Failsafe receiver for open inputs 

Functional Diagram 

RE 

'----------- RE 
TLlF/12066-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25°C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales M Package .1.34W 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Derate M Package 10.7 mW/oC above +25°C 

Supply Voltage (Vee) +7V Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 1500C 

Supply Voltage (VEE) -7V Lead Temperature Range (Soldering, 4 Sec.) +2600C 

Enable Input Voltage (DEm, RE, RE) +7V This device does not meet 2000V ESD Rating (Note 8) 

Driver Input Voltage (DIN) +7V 
Recommended Operating Driver Output Voltage (Power Off: Dour) ±15V 

Receiver Input Voltage (VIO: RIN + - RIN -) . ±25V Conditions 
Receiver Input Voltage (VCM: (RIN + + f.lIN - )/2) ±25V Min Typ Max Units 
Receiver Input Voltage (Input to GND: RIN) ±25V Supply Voltage (Vccl +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 V 

Receiver Output Voltage (Rour) +5.5V Supply Voltage (VEE> -4.75 -5.0 -5:25 V 

Operating Free Air 
Temperature (TAl 0 25 70 °C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VOD Output Differential Voltage RL = 00 or RL = 3.9 kO ±7 ±9.0 ±10 V 

Vo Output Voltage RL = 00 or RL = 3.9 kO ±4.5 ±5.25 V 

VODl Output Differential Voltage RL = 1000, Figure 1 4.0 6.4 !VI 
Vss IVODl - VoDTI 8.0 12.8 !VI 
boVODl .Output Unbalance 0.02 0.4 V 

Vos Offset Voltage Dour + , 0 3 V 

boVos Offset Unbalance DOUT- 0.05 0.4 V 

VOD2 Output Differential Voltage RL = 1400, Figure 1 6.0 7.0 !VI 
10ZD TRI-STATE4Il Leakage Current Vee = 5.25V Vo = +10V 2 150 IJA 

VEE = -5.25V Vo = +6V 1 100 fJ-A 

Vo = -6V -1 -100 IJA 
Vo = -10V -2 -150 IJA 

SINGLE ENDED DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Vo Output Voltage (No Load) RL = 00 or RL = 3.9 kO, FIflUre 2 4 4.4 6 !VI 
Vr Output Voltage RL = 3 kO, Flflure 2 3.7 4.3 !VI 

RL = 4500, Figure 2 
Dour-

!VI 3.6 4.1 

boVr Output Unbalance 0.02 0.4 V 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VCM Common Mode Range Power Off, or 01 Disabled ±10 V 

1060 Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, Sourcing Current -80 -150 mA 

Vo = OV, Sinking Current 80 150 mA 

10XD Power-Off Leakage Current Vo = +10V 
Dour + , 

2 150 IJA 
(Vee = VEE = OV) 

Dour-
Vo = +6V 1 100 IJA 
Vo = -6V -1 -100 IJA 
Vo = -10V -2 -150 IJA 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input Threshold -7V';;; VCM ,;;; +7V -200 ±35 +200 mV 

VHY Hysteresis VCM = OV 70 mV 

RIN Input Resistance -10V';;; VCM';;; +10V 6.0 8.5 kn 
liN Input Current (Other Input = OV, VIN = +10V RIN+, 3.25 mA 

Power On, orVCC = VEE = OV) 
VIN = +3V RIN- 0 1.50 mA 

VIN = -3V 0 -1.50 mA 

VIN = -10V -3.25 mA 

VIB Input Balance Test Rs = 5000. (R2 only) ±400 mV 

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -400 ",A, 
2.7 4.2 V 

VIN = +200mV 

IOH = -400 ",A, VIN = OPEN 2.7 4.2 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOL = 8.0 mA, VIN = -200 mV ROUT 0.3 0.5 V 

IOSR Short Circuit Current Vo = OV -15 -34 -85 mA 

IOZR TRI-STATE Output Current VCC = Max I Vo = 2.4V 0 +20 ",A • I Vo = 0.4V 0 -20 ",A 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage DIN, 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 2.4V 
DENT, 

1 40 ",A RE, 
IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = 0.4V RE -10 -200 ",A 

VCL Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -1.5 V 

Icc Power Supply Current No Load VCC 40 65 mA 

lEE 
D1 Enabled or Disabled 

VEE -5 -15 mA 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature Ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 4 and ,5) " 

Symbol 1 Parameter 1 Conditions 1 Min 1 Typ 1 Max I' Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS ' , 

tpHLD Differential Propagation Delay High to Low RL = 1000, CL = 500 pF, 70 : 134 '350 ns 

tpLHD Differential propagation Delay Low to High 
(Figures 3 and 4) 

70 141 350 ns 

Differential Skew ItpHLD - tpLHDI 
C1 =C2=50pF 

tSKD '7' 50 ns 

tr Rise Time 50 140 300 ns 

tf Fall Time 56 140 300 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z RL = 1000, CL = 500 pF 300 600 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 
(Figures 7 and 8) 

300 600 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High ' 160 350 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z to Low 160 '350 ns' 

SINGLE ENDED DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low RL = 4500, CL = 500 pF 70 120 350 ns 

tpLH Propagation pelay Low to High (Figures 5 and 6) 70 150 350 ns 

tsK Skew, ItPHL - tpLH 30 70 ns 

Ir Rise Time 50 100 300 ns 

tj Fall Time 20 50 300 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay High to Low CL=15pF 10 ' 33 75 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Low to High 
(Figures9and 10) 1'0 30 75 " ns 

tsK Skew, ItpHL - tpLHI 3 20 ns 

tHZ Disable Time High to Z CL = 15pF, 20 75 ns 

tLZ Disable Time Low to Z 
(Figures 9 and 11) 

20 75 ns 

tZH Enable Time Z to High ' : 20 75 ns 

tZL Enable Time Z to Low 20 75 ns 

Nota 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the selety 01 the device cennot be guaranteed, They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits, The table 01 Electricel Charactertstics specifies conditions 01 device operation, 
Note 2: Current Into device pins is delined as pOsitive, Current out 01 device pins Is defined as negative, All voltages are referenced to ground except VOD, VOO1. 
VOD2. and Vss, 
Note 3: All typicels are given lor: Vee ~ +S,OV. VEE ~ -S.OV. TA ~ +2SOC unless otherwise specified, 
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Truth Tables 

Inputs 

om DIN1 

H X 

L L 

L H 

Input 

DIN2 

L 

H 

http://www.national.com 

Driver (D1) 

Outputs 
RE RE 

DOUT1+ DOUT1-

Z Z 0 1 

L H Any Other 

H L Combination 

Driver (D2) 

Output 
RE RE 

DOUT2-

H 0 1 

L Any Other 
Combination 

Receiver (3) 

RE FIE 
Input Output 

RIN3+ ROUT3 

0 1 X Z 

Any Other :S;-200mV L 
Combination ;;, +200 mV 

H - Logic High Level (Steady State) 
L - Logic Low Level (Steady State) 
X - Irrelevant (Any Input) 

Opent 

Z - Off State (TRI-STATE,. High Impedance) 
tOPEN - Non-Terminated 

3·145 

H 

H 

Receiver (1) 

Input Output 

RIN1- ROUT1 

X Z 

:S;-200mV H 

;;,+200mV L 

Opent H 

Receiver (2) 

Inputs Output 

RIN2+ -RIN2- ROUT2 

X Z 

:S;-200mV L 

;;, +200 mV H 

Opent H &I 



U) r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
C") 

I Parameter Measurement Information 

2V --0. 

O.SV --0 
SI 

FIGURE 1. Differential Driver DC Teat Circuit 

2V--o 

O.SV --0 
SI 

FIGURE 2. Single Ended Driver DC Teat Circuit 

..... '1::""--.... --1-0 DOUT+ 

...... '00--.... --4_0 DOUT -

TLlF/12066-3 

TLlF/12066-4 

TL/F/I2066-6 

FIGURE 3. Differential Driver Propagation Delay and Tranaltlon Time Teat Circuit 

~--------------~~----------3V 
'-----OV 

ov (DIFrERENTIAL) 
~----VOH 

---, , _______ ....r '---- VOL 

SO% 

OV 

V01FF = DoUT+ - DoUT- 20% 

TL/F/12066-6 

FIGURE 4. DIfferential Driver Propagation Delay and Tranaltlon Time Waveforma 

TLlF/I2066-7 

FIGURE 5. Single Ended Driver Propagation Delay and Tranaltlon Time Teat Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

http://www.national.com 

3V 

OV 

80% 
VOH 

OV 
20% 

t,. 
VOL 

TL/F/12066-8 

FIGURE 6. Single Ended Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveform 

3V 

TLlF/12066-9 

FIGURE 7. Differential Driver TRI-sTATE Test Circuit 

~----------------~------------3V 

S2 = Dour+ 
or ____ ~_I 

SI = OV 
S2 = DoUT-

51 = OV 
S2 = Dour+ 

or ______ .... 

'---------- OV 

2.0V 2.0V 
~----------------~~----------OV 

~----------------~~~--------OV 
-2.0V -2.0V 

SI = 3V 
S2 = DoUT -

TLlF/120BB-10 

FIGURE 8. Differential Driver TRI-5TATE Waveforms 

GENERATOR t-.... - ...... -QI 2kll 

52 
(Not •• 6 and 7) 

'---~Y O::i.... 

FIGURE 9. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

,..---+2.SV 

'----------'-t---- -2.SV 

r---------..... -f--- VOH 
1.5V 

RoUT VOL 

FIGURE 10. Receiver Propagation Delay Waveform 

~" I.SV 

tZL ~ r- \Z 
,O.SV 

}~ 
OUTPUT N4.SV 
NORMALLY 
LOW 52 OPEN 1.3V 

~ + r- \lz [O.SV tZH 

OUTPUT 
NORMALLY 
HIGH 51 OPEN " • 

NOV 1.3V 

FIGURE 11. Receiver TRI-STATE Delay Waveform 
Note 4: Generator wavefonn for all tests unless otherwise specified: f = 500 kHz, Zo = SOil, tr s: IOns, tf s: IOns. 

Note 5: CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Note 8: All diodes are 1 N916 or equivalent. 

Note 7: 81 and 82 closed except where sho)Yn. 

Note 8: E8D Rating HBM (1.5 kll, 100 pF) pins 14, 16 :21500V, all other pins :22000V. 

\ 
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Typical Application Information 

8530 
OS8935 r--------------, 

TXO 1--+-------1 

RTS~-+-----~ 

OTR I--+------t 

oeo 1--+------< 

RXO 1--+------+< 

eTS I--+-----+C 

TXO+ I 

TXO- I 

HSKo I 

I 
I 

RXO+ I 

RXO- I 

HSKi I 

"'-------------_..1 
FIGURE 12. Typical LocalTalkTM Application 

TABLE I. Device Pin Descriptions 

Pln# Name Description 

2,4 DIN TIL Driver Input Pins 

mini a-pin 
connector 

3 DENT Active Low Driver Enable Pin. A High on this Pin TRI-STATEs the Driver 
Outputs (01 Only) 

19 DOUT+ Non-Inverting Driver Output Pin 

17,18 DOUT- Inverting Driver Output Pin 

13,15 RIN+ Non-Inverting Receiver Input Pin 

16,14 RIN- Inverting Receiver Input Pin 

5,6,7 ROUT Receiver Output Pin 

9 REN Active Low Receiver Enable 

12 REf;j Active High Receiver Enable 

10,11 N/C Not Connected 

8 GND Ground Pin 

1 VEE Negative Power Supply Pin, - 5V ± 5% 

20 Vee Positive Power Supply Pin, + 5V ± 5% 
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Typical Application Information (Continued) 

DRIVER OUTPUT WAVEFORMS UNUSED PINS 

The driver configuration on the OSS935 is unique among 
TIAIEIA-422 devices in that it utilizes -5V VEE supply. A 
typical TIA/EIA-422 driver uses + 5V only and generates 
signal swings of approximately OV-5V. 

By utilizing VEE, the differential driver Is able to generate a 
much larger differential signal. The typical output voltage is 
about 141 V, which gives lsi V differentially, thus providing a 
much greater noise m!lrgin than + 5V drivers. See Figure 
13. The receiver therefore has a range of +SV to -SV or 
Vss of 16V (Vss "; Voo-VOO')· 
Each side of the·differential driver operates similar to a TIAI 
EIA-423 driver. The outp,ut voltages are slightly different due 
to the loading: the differential driver has differential termina
tion, the single-ended driver is terminated with a resistor to 
ground. 

Vss = (Voo - VOJj) 

Note: 
• Vee - +6V, Vee = -6V 
• 01 Enabled (Active) 

3V 

----OV 

rr.:: VT 

I r T 7 : (GND) 

"-"'----'. VT 

TL/F/12066-15 

...... .::--.... - DOUTt. 

...... 0--..... - DOUTt -

DOUT2-

TL/F/12066-t6 

FIGURE 13. Typical Driver Output Waveforms 
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Unused driver outputs should be left open. If tied to either 
ground or supply, the driver may enter an los state and 
consume excessive power. Unused driver inputs should not 
be left floating as this may lead to unwanted switching 
which may affect Icc, particularly the frequency component. 
Unused driver inputs should 'be tied to ground. 

Receiver outputs will be in a HIGH state when inputs are 
open; therefore, outputs should not be tied to ground. It is 
best to leave unused receiver outputs floating. 

RECEIVER FAILSAFE 

All three receivers on this device incorporate open input 
failsafe protection. The differential receiver output will be in 
a HIGH state when inputs are open, but will be indetermined 
If inputs are shorted together. Unused differential inputs 
should be left floating. 

Both single-ended receivers (inverting and non-inverting) 
are biased internally so that an open input will result in a 
HIGH output. Therefore, these inputs should not be shorted 
to ground when unused. 

BYPASS CAPACITORS 

Bypass capacitors are recommended for both Vee and VEE. 
Noise induced on the supply lines can affect the Signal qual
Ity of the output; Vee affects·the VOH and VEE affects the 
VOL. Capacitors help reduce the effect on Signal quality. A 
value of 0.1 ,.,.F Is typically used. 

Since this is ,a power device, it is recommended to use a 
bypass capaCitor for each supply and for each device. Shar
ing a bypass capacitor between other devices may not be 
sufficient. 

TERMINATION 

On a multi-point transmission line which is electrically long, 
it is advisable to terminate the line at both ends with its 
characteristic Impedance to prevent Signal reflection and Its 
associated nOi!"!1 crosstalk. -

A 1000 termination resistor is ccimmonly specified by TIAI 
EIA-422 for differential signals. The OSS935 is also speci
fied using 1400 termination which will result in less power 
associated with the driver output. The additional resistance 
is typical of applications requiring EMI filtering on the driver 
outputs. 

TWO-WIRE LocalTalk 

The 088935 is a single chip solution for a LocalTalk Inter
face. A typical application Is shown in Figure 12. 
An alternative implementation of LocalTalk is to only use 
two wires to communicate. The differential data lines can be 
transformer-coupled on to a twisted pair medium. See Fig
ure 14. The handshake function must then be accomplished 
in software. 
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Typical Application Information (Continued) 

r-------, 
TXO --1'---001 

DfN 1 rH ........ l-W'--.:::c.~':'-l5-,jol\ip'VF '----......, 
1 02 1 NC 
1 1 

NC~NC 
~ 

liCE 
1 1 
1 

1 kll 

RXO_---<i 

lkll 

&._------'" TL/FI12086-17 

FIGURE 14. Differential Communication, Transforme .... Coupled to a Twisted-Pair Line 

SINGLE + 5V SUPPLY 

The 058935 is derived from the 053691/92 which could be 
configured using a single + 5V supply (VEE = OV). This 
device is not specified for this type of operation. However, 
the device will not be damaged if operated using a single 
+5V s.upply. 

Both drivers require the - 5V supply in order to meet the 
output voltage levels specified. When the device switches 
from a positive voltage to the complimentary state, it is 
pulled toward the VEE level. If that level is OV, then the 

Vee 

complimentary state will be near OV instead of VEE. Thus, 
the output would switch from about 4V to OV, instead of 4V 
to -4V. The differential driver will meet TIAIEIA-422, but 
with a reduced noise margin. The single-ended driver will 
not meet TIAIEIA-423 without the -5V supply. 

The receivers will be functional but may suffer parametrical
ly. The inverting receiver is referenced to VEE therefore, the 
threshold may shift slightly. The inputs can still vary over the 
± 10V common mode range. 

15.3k1l 
lNPUT+a-.... -tMft-_--1 1-..... .......JItM..-..... _ .. lNPUT-

17 kll 1.75kn 17 kll 

GND 

TL/F/12066-49 

FIGURE 16. Receiver Input Structure 

TL/F/12066-46 

FIGURE 15. Driver Output Structure 
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i _ Typical Performance Characteristics 
! The OS8935 Is very closely related to the OS8925. Please 

refer to the OS8925 datasheet for the typical performance 
characteristics. 
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f)1National Semiconductor 
ADVANCE INFORMATION I 

058936 
LocalTalkTM Dual Driver/Triple Receiver 

General Description 
The OS8936 is a dual driver/triple receiver device optimized 
to provide a single chip solution for a LocalTalk Interface. 
The device provides one differential TIAIEIA-422 driver, 
one TIA/EIA-423 single ended driver, one TIAIEIA-422 re
ceiver and two TIA/EIA-423 receivers, all in a surface 
mount 16-pin package. This device is electrically similar to 
the 26LS30 and 26LS32 devices and is a direct replace
ment for the OSB935. 

The drivers feature ±10V common mode. range, and the 
differential driver provides TRI-STATEable<lil outputs. The 
receivers offer ±200 mV thresholds over the ±10V com
mon mode range. 

The device offers enable circuitry for the differential driver 
and selectable enabling for the three receivers. 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Line Package 

VEE 20 Vee 

~Nl DOUT1 + 

DtNI DoUT1 -

~N2 DoUT2 -

ROUT1 RtNl-

ROUT2 RtN2+ 

ROUT3 R,N2 -

GND R'N3 + 

RE RE 
N/e 10 N/e 

Order Number DS8936WM 
See NS Package Number M20B 

TL/F/12647-1 

Features 
• Single chip solution for LocalTalk port 
• Two driver/three receivers per package 
• Fast rise/fall times and prop delay on receivers 
• Wide common mode range: ± 10V 
• ± 200 mV receiver sensitivity 
• 70 mV typical receiver input hysteresis 
• Available in sOle packaging 
• Failsafe receiver for open inputs 

Functional Diagram 

RoUT2 

RE 

~--------------------RE 
TLlF/12647-2 
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DS89C386 
Twelve Channel CMOS Differential Line Receiver 

General Description 
The DS89C386 is a high speed twelve channel CMOS 
differential receiver that meets the" ~equirements of 
TIAIEIA-422-B. The DS89C386 features low power dissipa
tion of 240 mW typical. " 

Each TRI-STATE- enable, EN, allows the receiver output to 
be active or in a Hi-impedance off state. Each enable is 
common to only two receivers for flexibility and multiplexing 
of receiver outputs. ' 

The receiver output (RO) is guaranteed to be High when the 
inputs are left open and unterminated. The receiver can de
tect signals as low and including ± 200 mV over the com
mon mode range of ±7V. The receiver outputs (RO) are 
compatible with both TTL and CMOS levels. 

Connection Diagram 

48LSSOP 
DS89C386 

NC 1 • 48 NC 

RO A 2 47 RI A 

EN A,C 46 RI' A 

RO C RI' B 

RI C RI B 

RI' C RO B 

RI'O EN B,O 

RID RO 0 

RO E RI E 

EN E,G RI'E 

RO G Vee 
RI G Rl' F 

RI'G RI F 

GHO RO F 

RI'H EN F,H 

RI H RO H 

RO I RI I 

EN I,K RI'I 

RO K RI' J 

RI K RI J 

RI'K RO J 

RI'L EN J,L 

RI L RO L 

GNO HC 

Order Number DS89C386TMEA 
See NS Package Number MS48A 

TL/F/I2085-1 

Features 
• Low power design-240 mW typical 
• Meets TIAIEIA-422-B (RS-422) 
• Receiver OPEN input 'failsafe featuril 
• Guaranteed AC parameters: 

- Maximum receiver skew -4 ns 
- Maximum transition time - 9 ns 

• High Output Drive Capability: ±6 mA 
• Available in SSOP packaging: 

Requires 30% less PCB space than 3 DS34C86TMs 

Function Diagram 

EN RI RI' RI RI' 

RO RO 
TUF/I2085-2 

'Ie of package 

Truth Table 
Enable Inputs Output 

EN RI-RI' RO 

L X Z 

H :2: 200 mV or OPENt H 

H ,s: -200mV L 

H +200 mV > and> -200 mV X 

tNot terminated. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) 

If MDltary/Aerospace specified devices are required, This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating. (Note 5) 
please contact the Na~lonal Semiconductor Sales 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Operating Conditions 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.5 to 7V Min Max Unit 
Input Common Mode Range (VeM) ±14V Supply Voltage (Ved 4.50 5.50 V 
Differential Input Voltage (VOIFF) ±14V Operating Temperature Range (TAl 
Enable Input Voltage (VIN) 7V DS89C386T -40 +85 DC 
Storage Temperature Range (T STG) -65DC to + 150"C Enable Input Rise or Fall Times 500 ns 
Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec) 260"C 

Maximum Power Dissipation at 25DC (Note 4) 
SSOP Package 1359mW 

Current Per Output ±25mA 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10% (unless otherwise specified) (Note 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input Voltage VOUT = VOH or VOL -200 ±35 +200 mV 
-7V < VeM < +7V 

VHYST Input Hysteresis VeM = OV 70 mV 

RIN Input Resistance VIN = -7V, +7V 
5.0 6.8 10 kG 

(Other Input = GND) II 
liN Input Current VIN = + 10V, Other Input = GND +1.1 +1.5 mA 

(Under Test) VIN = -10V, Other Input = GND -2.0 -2.5 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vee = Min., V(OIFF) = + W 
3.8 4.2 V 

lOUT = -6.0 mA 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Vee = Max., V(OIFF) = -W 0.2 0.3 V 
lOUT = 6.0mA 

VIH Enable High Input Level Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Enable Low Input Level Voltage GND 0.8 V 

loz TRI-STATE Output Leakage Current VOUT = Vee or GND, EN = VIL ±0.5 ±5.0 /LA 

II Enable Input Current VIN = Vee or GND ±1.0 /LA 

lee Quiescent Power Supply Current Vee = Max., V(OIFF) = + W 48 69 mA 
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AC Electrical Characteristics VCC = sv ± 1 0% (Note 3)(Figures 1,2, andS) 
.. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH. Propagation Delay CL.= 50 pF 

tpHL I nput to Output VOIFF = 2.SV 10 19 30 ns 

VCM = OV 

tsK Skew CL = SOpF 

VOIFF = 2.SV 0 2 4 ns 

VCM = OV 

tRISE. Output Rise and CL = SOpF 

tFALL Fall Times VOIFF = 2.SV 4 9 ns 

VCM = OV 

tpLZ. Propagation Delay CL = SOpF 

tpHZ ENABLE to Output RL = 10000 13 18 ns 

VOIFF = 2.SV 

tPZL. propagation Delay CL = 50pF 

tPZH ENABLE to Output RL = 10000 13 21 ns 

VOIFF = 2.SV 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Elecbical Characteristics" provides condHions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, all voltages are referenced to ground. 

Note 3: Unless otherwise specified, MinIMax IimHs apply across the operating temperature range. 

All typical. are given for Vee =. 5V and TA = 25'C. 

Note 4: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at 25'C. Above this temperature derate SSOP (MEA) Package 10.9 mW rc. 
Note 5: ESO Rating: HEM (1.5 kn, 100 pF) 

Inputs ;" .2000V 
OjJtputs ;" 1 OOOV 
EIAJ (On. 200 pF) 
All Pins ;" 350V 
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c 
Logic Diagram en 

CD 
q) 
C") 
Co) 

NC (1) (4S)NC I 
ROA (2) (47) RI A 

EN A,C (3) (46) RI' A 

RO C (4) 

RI C (5) (45)RI' a 
RI'C (6) (44)RI a 

(43)RO B 

RI'O (7) (42)EN B,O 

RI 0 (s) (41)RO 0 

RO E (9) (40)RI E 

EN E,G (10) (39) RI' E 

RO G(I1) (3S) Vee 

RI G(12) (37)RI' F 

RI'G (13) (36)RI F 

GNO (14) (35)RO F 

RI'H (15) (34)EN F,H .-RI H (16) (33)RO H 

RO 1(17) (32)RI I 

EN I,K (IS) (31)RI' I 

ROK (19) 

RI K (20) (30) RI' J 

RI'K (21) (29)RI J 

(2S) RO J 

RI'L (22) (27) EN J,L 

RI L (23) (26)RO L 

GNO (24) (25)NC 

TL/F/12085-3 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

~ISE IrALL 
~~~--------------~~L~-------VOH 

OUTP~~ ----------+l-"--------------------------'-'Irl------SO % 

rl'";':';;';:"'-- VOL 

~_tpHL--__ +2.SV 

____ ~~--------------------~#_--------------OV 
t--;;;;-t-;;;---i } _ 2. S V 

TL/F/12085-4 

CL Includes load and test Jig capacitance. 

SI - Vee for !PZL. and !PLZ rneasurementa. 

SI = GND for tPZH. and !PHZ measurements. 

SI = Open for !PLH. IpHL. and isK' 

FIGURE 1. Propagation Delays 

RI INPUT 

RI' INPUT t--+-o OUTPUT 
RO 

TL/F/12085-5 

EN 
(HIGH ENABLING) 

FIGURE 2. Test Circuit for Switching Characterlstlea 

_--------- 3.0V 

------------1------1;0 .. '; ................ VOH 

OUTPUT tpHZ ~~'5V tPZH)"----- VOL 

-----""':11 0.5V .----- VOH 
50% 

_____________ J ........................ VOL 

TL/F/12085-6 

FIGURE 3. TRloSTATE Output Enable and Disable Waveforms 
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Application Information 

ENABLE 

INPUT 
01 

OUTPUT 
RO 

TUF/12085-7 
'RT i. optional although highly recommended to reduce reflections. 

FIGURE 4. Two-Wire Balanced System, R8-422 

SKEW 
Skew may be thought of in a lot of different ways, the next 
few paragraphs should clarify what is represented by tSK in 
this datasheet and how it is determined. Skew, as used in 
this databook, is the absolute value of a mathematical differ
ence between two propagation delays. This is commonly 
accepted throughout the semiconductor industry. However, 
there is no standardized method of measuring propagation 
delay, from which skew is calculated, of differential line re
ceivers. Elucidating, the voltage level, at which propagation 
delays are measured, on both input and output waveforms 
are not always conslstant. Therefore, skew calculated in this 
datasheet, may not be calculated the same as skew defined 
in another. This is important to remember whenever making 
a skew comparison. 
Skew may be calculated for the OS89C386, from many dif
ferent propagation delay measurements. They may be clas
sified Into two categories, single-ended and differential. Sin
gle-ended skew is calculated from tpHL and tpLH propaga
tion delay measurements (see Figures 5 and 6). Differential 
skew is calculated from tpHLD and tpLHD differential propa
gation delay measurements (see Figures T and 8). 

Waveforms for Circuit 1 

RI 

RO 

TUF/12085-10 

RIO 

RO 

(Circuit 1) 

RI=!>-R RO 
VREF -

(Circuit 2) 

VREF~RO RI0---V--

TL/F/I2085-8 

TUF/I2085-9 

FIGURE 5. Circuits for Measuring Single-Ended 
Propagation Delays (See Figure 6) 

Waveforms for Circuit 2 

TL/F/I2085-11 

FIGURE 6. Propagation Delay Waveforms for Circuit 1 and Circuit 2 (See Figure 5) 
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Application Information (Continued) 
In Ftguf9 6, VX, where X is a number, is the wavjilform volt
age level at which the propagation delay measurement ei
ther starts or stops. Furthermore, V1and V2 are normally 
identical. The same is 1rue for V3 and V4. However, as men
tioned before, these levels are not standardized, and may 
vary, even with similar devices from other companies. Also 
note, VREF in Flguf9 1 should equal Vl and V2 in Flguf9 6. 

The' single-ended skew provides information about the 
pulse width distortion of the output waveform. The lower the 
skew, the less the output waveform will be distorted. For 
best case, skew would be zero, and the output duty cycle 
would be 50%, assuming the input has a 50% duty cycle. 

(Circuit 3) 

RI=i>-' , R RO RI· -
TL/F/12085-12 

FIGURE 7. Circuit for Measuring Differential 
Propagation Delayi (See FlgurtJ 8) 

Waveforms for Circuit 3 
RI·--_ 

VI~{ ~(V2 
RI ___ J~ ______ J\ __ _ 

RI- RI· OV"'~ 
---1 

\ 
-'rOY 

\ 

RO ____ -y..tf~ 
TL/F/12OB5-13 

FIGURE 8. Propagation Delay Waveforms 
for Circuit 3 (see F1gurtJ n 

For differential propagation delays, V1 may not equal V2. 
Furthermore, the crOSSing point of RI and RI· corresponds 
to zero volts on the differential waveform. (5ee middle 
waveform in Ftguf9 8.) This is true whether V1 equals V2 or 
not. However, if V1 and V2 are specified voltages, then V1 
and V2 are less likely to be equal to the crossing point volt
age. Thus, the differential propagation delays will not be 
measured from zero volts on the differential waveform. 

3-160 

The differential skew also provides information about the 
pulse width distortion of the output waveform relative to the 
differential input waveform. The higher the skew, the greater 
the distortion of the output waveform. Assuming the differ
ential input has a 50% duty cycle, the output will have a 
50% duty cycle if skew equals zero and less than a 50% 
duty cycle if skew is greater than zero. 
Only 18K is specified in this datasheet for the 0S89C386. 
tSK is measured single-endedly but corresponds to differen
tial skew. Because, for single-ended skew, when VREF 
equals V1 and V2, tpHL equals tpHLD when tpHLD is mea
sured from the crossing point. 
More information can be calculate~ from the propagation 
delays. The channel to ch~nnel and device to devi98 , skew 
may be calculated in addition to the types of skew men
tioned previously. These parameters provide timing per
formance information beneficial when designing. The chan
nel to channel skew is calculated from the variation in prop
agation delay from receiver to receiver within one package. 
The device to device skew is calculated from the variation in 
propagation delay from one 05890386 to another 
05890386. 
For the 05890386, the maximum channel to channel skew 
is 20ns (tp max-tp min) where tp is the low to high or high 
to low propagation delay. The minimum channel to channel 
skew is 0 ns since it is possible for all 12 receivers to have 
identical propagation delays. Note, this is best and worst 
case calculations used whenever 18K (channel),is not inde
pendently characterized and specified in the datasheet. The 
device to device skew may be calculated in the same way 
and the results are identical. Thereforii', the device to deviCfil 
skew is 20 ns and 0 ns maximum and minimum respectively. 

TABLE I. DS89C386 Skew Table 

Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

18K (diff.) o 2 4 ns 

tSK (channel) o 20 ns 

tSK (device) o 20 ns 

Note 18K (diff.) in Table I is the same as 18K in the data
sheet. Aiso, 18K (channel) and 18K (device) are calculations, 
but are guaranteed by the propagation delay tests. Both 18K 
(channel) and tSK (device) would normally be tighter when
ever specified from characterization data. 
The information in this section of the datasheet is to help 
clarify how skew is defined in this datasheet. This should 
help when designing the 05890386 into most applications. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

'< 
-.5 

" 
~ 

u 

"5 
Q. 

.!: 
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~ 
'iii 

" .. 
'" I 

.F 

-1 

-2 

Receiver Input Voltage vs 
Receiver Input Current 
(Notes 6 and 7) 

TA = 25°C 
Vee = 5V 

RI' 

.' 
.' ? RI 

.' ~ 
~ I'" 

~"/ 
~ 

-P 

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 

VIN - Receiver Input Voltage (V) 

TL/F/12085-l4 

Note 6: The DS89C386 is V.ll compatible. liN (RI input) is not;" 0 when VIN 
= 3V due to internal failsafe bias resistors (see Figure 6). See ITU V.ll for 
complete cond"ions. 

Note 7: Failsafe (open inputs) is maintained over entire common mode 
range and operating range ± 10V. 

DS89C386 Equivalent Input/Output Circuits 

Not:: !~::n-----
Only f 2.4 kn 

8.6 kn 
RI or RI' .~-4I~_"t/I;",""_+---I 

INPUTS I 
I 

Note: f 2.9 kn 
RI' 50 kn 

Only 

--------"'----... 

FIGURE 10. Receiver Input Equivalent Circuit 
TL/F/12085-l5 

{ ...-.... --. ~~TPUT ENAB~~ ...... - ......... 

GND GND 
TLlFI12085-l6 

FIGURE 11. Receiver Output Equivalent Circuit 
TUF/12085-l7 

FIGURE 12. Receiver Enable Equivalent Circuit 
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"" 

Pin Descriptions : ... 

TABLE II. Device Pin Names and Descriptions 

Pin '" Pin Name Pin Description 

2,4,9,11,17,19,26, RO TTL/CMOS Compatible Re<;eiver Output Pin 
28,33,35,41,43 

5,8,12,16,20,23,29, RI Non-Inverting Signal Receiver Input Pin 
32,36,40,44,47 

6,7,13,15,21,22,30, RI' Inverting Signal Receiver Input Pin 
31,37,39,45,46 

3,10,18,27,34,42 EN Active High Dual Receiver Enabling Pin 

38 Vee Positive Power Supply Pin + 5 ± 10% 

14,24 GND Device Ground Pin 

1,25,48 NC Unused Pin (NOT CONNECTED) 

"" 

'" 

: . 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS89C387 
Twelve Channel CMOS Differential Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS89C387 is a high speed twelve channel CMOS 
differential driver that meets the requirements of 
TIAIEIA-422-B. The DS89C387 features a low Icc specifi
cation of 1.5 mA maximum, which makes it ideal for battery 
powered and power conscious applications. The device re
places three DS34C87s and offers a PC board space sav
ings up to 30%. The twelve channel driver is available in a 
SSOP package. The device is ideal for wide parallel bus 
applications. 

Each TRI-STATEot enable (EN) allows the driver outputs to 
be active or in a HI-impedance off state. Each enable is 
common to only two drivers for flexibility and control. The 
drivers may be disabled to turn off load current and to save 
power when data is not being transmitted. 

The driver's input (DI) is compatible with both TIL and 
CMOS signal levels. 

Connection Diagram 
48LSSOP 
DS89C387 

NC- 1 • 

DO A- 2 

DO' A- 3 

EN A,C- 4 

DO' C- 5 

DO C- 6 

01 C- 7 

010- 8 

DO E- 9 

DO' E- 10 

EN E,G- 11 

DO'G- 12 

DO G- 13 

GNO- 14 

01 G- 15 

01 H- 16 

DO 1- 17 

DO' 1- 18 

EN I,K- 19 

OO'K- 20 

DO K- 21 

01 K- 22 

01 L- 23 

GND- 24 

48 -NC 

47 -01 A 

46 -DI 8 

45 -DO 8 

44 -DO' 8 

43 -EN 8,0 

42 -DO' D 

41 -DO D 

40 -DI E 

39 -DI F 

38 -Vee 

37 -DO F 

36 -DO' F 

35 -EN F,H 

34 -DO' H 

33 -DO H 

32 -DI 1 

31 -DI J 

30 -DO J 

29 -DO' J 

28 -EN J,L 

27 -DO' L 

26 -DO L 

25 -NC 

Order Number DS89C387TMEA 
See NS Package Number MS48A 

TLlF/12086-1 

Features 
• Low power Icc: 1.5 mA maximum 
• Meets TIAIEIA-422-B (RS-422) 
• Guaranteed AC parameters: 

- Maximum driver skew - 3 ns 
- Maximum transition time -10 ns 

• Available in SSOP packaging: 
Requires 30% less PCB space than 3 DS34C87TMs 

Functional Diagram 

~ DO 
01- 01 :> 

DO' 

EN 'Is of package 

02 :> DO 
01-

V 
DO' 

TLlF/12086-2 

Truth Table 

Enable Input Outputs 

EN DI DO DO' 

L X Z Z 

H H H L 

H L L H 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 & 2) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales. 

This device does not meet 2000V ESO rating. (Note 11) 

Pfflce/Olstrlbutora for availability and specifications. Operating Conditions 
Supply Voltage {Vecl -0.5to7.0V Min Max .Unita 
DC Voltage (VIN) -1.5toVee +1.5V Supply Voltage {Veel 4.50 5.50 V 
DC Output Voltage (VOUT). -0.5to7V DC Input or Output Voltage (VIN. VOUT) 0 Vee V 
Clamp Diode Current (11K. loKI ±20mA Operating Temperature Range (TAl 
DC Output Current. per pin (lOUT) ±150mA DS89C387T -40 +85 ·C 

DC Vee or GND Current (Ieel ±SOOmA Input Rise or Fall Times (tr• tf} 500 ns 

Storage Temperature Range (T STG) -65·eto + 150·C 

Maximum Power Dissipation (Po) @ lWC (Note 3) 
SSOP Package 1359mW 

Lead Temperature (T U (Soldering 4 sec.) 260"C 

DC Electrical Characteris.tics Vee = 5V ± 10% (unless otherwise specified) (Notes 2 and 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unita 

VIH High Level Input 
2.0 Vee V 

Voltage 

VIL Low Level Input 
GND 0.8 V 

Voltage 

VOH High Level Output VIN = VIH or VIL. 2.5 3.4 V 
Voltage lOUT = -20mA 

VOL Low Level Output VIN = VIH or VIL. 0.3 <;l.5 V 
Voltage· lour= 48mA 

VT Differential Output RL = 100n 
2.0 3.1 V 

Voltage· (Note 5) 

IVTI-lvTI Difference In RL = 100n 
0.4 V 

Differential Output (Note 5) 

VOS Common Mode RL = 100n 
2.0 3.0 V 

Output Voltage (Note 5) 

IVes-vosl Difference Iii· RL = 100n 
0.4 V 

Common Mode Output (Note 5) 

liN Input Current VIN = Vee. GND. VIH. or VIL ±1.0 /LA 

Icc Quiescent Supply lOUT = O/LA. 600 1500 /LA Current "IN"; Vee or GND 

VIN. = 2.4V or 0.5V (Note 6) 0.8 2.0 mA 

loz TRI-STATE Output VOUT = VeeorGND ::\:0.5 ±5.0 /LA Leakage Current Control = VIL 

Ise Output Short VIN = Vee or GND -30 -115 -150 mA 
Circuit Current (Notes 5. 7) 

10FF Power Off Output Vee = ov I VOUT = 6V 100 p.A 
Leakage Current (Note 5) I VOUT = -0.25V -100 p.A 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provide condHions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, ali voltsges are referenced to ground. Ali currents into device pins are positive; ali currents out of device pins are negative. 
Note 3: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at 25"C. Above this temperature derate SSOP (MEA) Package 10.9 mW/'C. 
Note 4.: Unless otherwise specified. minImax limits apply across the -40"C to 85'C temperature range. Ali typical. are given for Vo:; ~ 5V and TA = 25"C. 
Note 5: See TIAlEIA·422-B for exact test conditions. 
Note 8: Measured per input Ali other Inputs at Vo:; or GND. 

Note 7: This Is the current sourced when a high output is shorted to ground. Only one output at II .time should be shorted. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10%. tr. t, :s; 6 ns (Figures 1,2,3, and 4) (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH. tpHL Propagation Delay 51 Open 
2 6 11 ns 

Input to Output 

Skew (NoteS) S10pen 0 0.5 3 ns 

trLH. trHL Differential Output Rise S10pen 
6 10 ns 

And Fall Times 

tpZH Output Enable Time 51 Closed 12 25 ns 

tPZL Output Enable Time 51 Closed 13 26 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time (Note 9) S1 Closed 4 8 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time (Note 9) 51 Closed 6 12 ns 

CPO Power Dissipation 
100 pF 

Capacitance (Note 10) 

CIN Input Capacitance 6 pF 

Note 8: Skew Is defined as the dllfarence in propagation delays ~n complarnantary outputs at the creasing point. 

Note 9: Output disable time Is the delay from the control input being switched to the output transistors turning off. The actual disable tim.s are less than indicated 
due to the delay added by the RC time constant 01 the loed. 

Note 10: CPO determines the no loed dynamic power consumption. Po = Cpo V2cc' + lee Vee. and the no load dynamic current consumption. 
IS = CpoVeef + 100 &I 
Note 11: ESO Rating: HBM (1.5 kll, 100 pF) 

Inputs ;, 1500V 

Outputs ;, 1000V 

EIAJ (Oil, 200 pF) 

All Pins ;, 350V 

Logic Diagram 

NC (1)- - (48}NC 

00 A (2) .A r- - (47)01 A 
<A I 

00' A (3) 

~ 
(46) DI B 

EN A.C (4) 

~ 
(45)00 a 

00' C (5) (44) 00' B 

00 C (6) (43) EN a.o 
01 C (7) 

JJ> 
(42) 00' 0 

DI 0 (8) - f--I (41)00 0 
.A 

00 E (9) 
<E 

(40)01 E 

OO'E(IO) 

~ 
(39)01 F 

EN E.G (11) 

~ 
- (38)Vcc 

00' G(12) (37)00 F 

DO G (13) (36)00' F 

GNO(14) -

~ 
(35)EN F.H 

01 G (15) (34)00' H 

01 H (16) 
.A 

(33)00 H 

DO 1(17) 
<I 

(32)01 I 

00'1 (18) 

~ 
(31)01 J 

EN I.K (19) 

~ 
(30)00 J 

DO' K (20) (29)00' J 

DO K (21) (28) EN J,L 

01 K (22) 
I L> 

(27)00' L 

01 L (23) - f--J (26}00 L ..... 
GNO (24) - - (25)NC 

TLlF/12086-3 
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Parameter Measurement Information 
r-..... - .... - .... -o OUTPUT DO 

1.5V 
Rl ~ 

~O-J 
R3 51 

R2 

L-..... - .... -3-.... -o OUTPUT DO' 

TLlF/I2086-4 

Note: Cl - C2 = C3 = 40 pF (Including Probe end Jig Cepecitance), Rl = R2 - 50n, RS = 500n 

FIGURE 1, AC Te.t Circuit 

01 INPUT 
f= 1 MHz, t,. S 6 ns, 

It S 6 ns 

DO 
OUTPUT 

DO' 
OUTPUT 

3.0V ----,..-....,;---_ 

O.OV 

TLlF/I2066-5 

FIGURE 2. Propagation Delay. 

EN Enoble 
f= 1 MHz, \-::S 6 n., 

ItS6ns 

3.0V 

O.OV--+,-------' 

1.5V---t---·~---+-"" 

DO When 01 = L: DO' Whon 01· H VOL --+~O! 

DO' Whon 01 = L: DO When 01 = H VOH ---+0-"10 

1.5V---t---+'----+-.1 

FIGURE 3. Enable and Disable Tlmea . 

'".~ .... J 
01 . 

. o.ov 

OUTPUT 
(DIFFERENTIAL) 

00- DO' 

\'----
90% 90% 

Input pulss; f = 1 MHz, 50%, I, :!: 6 ns, It :!: 6 os 
. FIGURE 4. Differential RI.e and Fall Time. 
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Typical Application 

ENABLE 

OUTPUT 
RO 

TL/F/12086-8 

'RT is optional although highly recommended to reduce reflection. 

FIGURE 5. Two-Wire Balanced System, RS-422 

Application Information 
SKEW 

Skew may be thought of in a lot of different ways, the next 
few paragraphs should clarify what is represented by 
"Skew" in the datasheetand how it is determined. Skew, as 
used in this databook, is the absolute value of a mathemati
cal difference between two propagation delays. This is com
monly accepted throughout the semiconductor industry. 
However, there is no standardized method of measuring 
propagation delay, from which skew is calculated, of differ
ential line drivers. Elucidating, the voltage level, at which 
propagation delays are measured, on both input and output 
waveforms are not always consistant. Therefore, skew cal
culated in this datasheet, may not be calculated the same 
as skew defined in another. This is important to remember 
whenever making a skew comparison. 

Skew may be calculated for the DS890387, from many dif
ferent propagation delay measurements. They may be clas
sified into three categories, single-ended, differential, and 
complementry. Single-ended skew is calculated from tpHL 
and tpLH measurements (see Figures 6 and 7). Differential 
skew is calculated from tpHLD and tpLHD measurements 
(see Figures 8 and 9). Complementry skew is calculated 
from tpHL and tpLH measurements (see Figures 10 and 11). 

Waveforms for Circuit 1 

01 

DO 

TUF/12088-11 

01 

DO' 

(Circuit 1) 

~00 
01 0 

Ne 
TL/F/12086-9 

(Circuit 2) 

~NC 
01 0 

DO' 

TUF/12086-10 

FIGURE 6. Circuits for Measuring Single-Ended 
Propagation Delays (See Figure 7) 

Waveforms for Circuli 2 

TL/F/12066-12 

FIGURE 7. Propagation Delay Waveforms for Circuit 1 and Circuit 2 (See Figure 6) 
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I 
Application Information (Continued) 

In Fl{}ure 2, VX, where X is a number, is the waveform volt
age level at which the propagation delay measurement ei
ther starts or stops. Furthermore, V1 and V2 are normally 
identical. The same is true for V3 and V4. However, as men
tioned before, these levels are not standardized and may 
vary, even with similar devices from other companies. Also 
note, NC (no connection) in Fl{}ure 1 means the pin Is not 
used In propagation delay measurement for the correspond
ing circuit. 

The single-ended skew provides information about the 
pulse width distortion of the ou1put waveform. The lower the 
skew, the less the output waveform will be distorted. For 
best case, skew would be zero, and the output duty cycle 
would be 50%, assuming the input has a 50% duty cycle. 

01 

(Circuit 3) 

~OO 
01 0 

DO· 

TUF/12086-13 

FIGURE 8. Circuit for Measuring Differential 
Propagation Delays (See FIgure 9) 

Waveforms for Circuit 3 

~"' 1: 
00· 

V3 

DO 

DO - DO· 

TUF/12086-14 

FIGURE 9. Propagation Delay Waveforms 
. for Circuit 3 (See Figure 8) 

For differential propagation delays, V1 should equal V2. Fur
thermore, the crossing point of DO and DO· corresponds to 
zero volts on the differential waveform (see bottom wave-
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form in Figure 9). This is true whether V3 equals V4 or not. 
However, if V3 and V4 are specified voltages, then V3 and 
V4 are less likely to be equal to the crossing pOint voltage. 
Thus, the differential propagation delays will not be mea
sured to zero volts on the differential waveform. 

The differential skew also provides information about the 
pulse width distortion of the differential output waveform rel
ative to the input waveform. The higher the skew, the great
er the distortion of the differential output waveform. Assum
ing the input has a 50% duty cycle, the differential output 
will have a 50% duty cycle if skew equals zero and less than 
a 50% duty cycle if skew is greate~ than zero. 

(Circuit 4) 

~OO 
01 0 ' 

00· 
TL/F/12086-15 

FIGURE 10. Circuit for Measuring Complementary Skew 
(See FIgure 11) 

Waveforms for Circuit 4 

01 

DO· 

DO 

TL/F/12086-16 

FIGURE 11. Waveforms for Circuit 4 (See Figure 10) 
Complementary skew is calculated from single-ended prop
agation delay measurements on complementary output sig
nals, DO and DO·. Note, when V3 and V4 are absolute 
values, they are identical on DO and 00·; but vary whenev
er they are relative values. 
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Application Information (Continued) 

The complementary skew reveals information about the 
contour of the rising and falling edge of the differential out
put signal of the driver. This is important information be
cause the receiver will interpret the differential output signal. 
If the differential transitions do not continuously ascend or 
decend through the receivers threshold region, errors may 
occur. Errors may also occur if the transitions are too slow. 

In addition, complementary skew provides information 
about the common mode modulation of the driver. The com
mon mode voltage is represented by (00-00·)/2. This in
formation may be used as a means for determining EMI 
affects. 

Only "Skew" is specified in this datasheet for the 
OS89C387. It refers to the complementary skew of the driv
er. Complementary skew is measured at both V3 and V4 
(see Figure 11). 

More information can be calculated from the propagation 
delays. The channel to channel and device to device skew 
may be calculated in addition to the types of skew men
tioned previously. These parameters provide timing per
formance information beneficial when designing. The chan
nel to channel skew is calculated from the variation in prop
agation delay from receiver to receiver within one package. 
The device to device skew is calculated from the variation in 
propagation delay from one OS89C387 to another 
OS89C387. 
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For the OS89C387, the maximum channel to channel skew 
is 9 ns (tp max-tp min) where tp is the low to high or high to 
low propagation delay. The minimum channel to channel 
skew is 0 ns since it is possible for all 12 drivers to have 
identical propagation delays. Note, this is best and worst 
case calculations used whenever Skew (channel) is not in
dependently characterized and specified in the datasheet. 
The device to device skew may be calculated in the same 
way and the results are the same. Therefore, the device to 
device skew is 9 ns and 0 ns maximum and minimum re
spectively. 

TABLE I. DS89C387 Skew Table 

Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

Skew (comp.) 0 0.5 3 ns 

Skew (channel) 0 9 ns 

Skew (device) 0 9 ns 

Note Skew (comp.) in Table I is the same as "Skew" in the 
datasheet. Also Skew (channel) and Skew (device) are cal
culations, but are guaranteed by the propagation delay 
tests. Both Skew (channel) and Skew (device) would nor
mally be tighter whenever specified from characterization 
data. 
The information in this section of the datasheet is to help 
clarity how skew is defined in this datasheet. This should 
help when designing the OS89C387 into most applications. 
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DS89C387 Equivalent Input/Output Circuits 

Vee 

30n 

...-..... _ ...... 00 or 00' 
OUTPUT 

GNO 
TLlF/12086-17 

FIGURE 12. Driver Output Equivalent Circuit 

Vee 

01 or EN _--t-.. 
INPUT 

GNO 
TLlF/12086-18 

FIGURE 13. Driver Input or Driver Enable Equivalent Circuit 
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Pin Descriptions 
TABLE II. Device Pin Names and Descriptions 

Pin # Pin Name Pin Description 

7,8,15,16,22,23, 01 TTL/CMOS Compatible Driver Input , 
31,32,39.40,46.47 

2,6,9,13,17,21, 00 Non·lnverting Driver Output Pin 
26,30,33,37,41,45 

3,5,10,12,18,20, DO· Inverting Driver Output Pin 
27,29,34,36,44,44 

4,11,19,28,35,43 EN Active High Dual Driver Enabling Pin 

38 Vee Positive Power Supply Pin + 5 ± 10% 

14,24 GND Device Ground Pin 

1,25,48 NC Unused Pin (NOT CONNECTED) 

&I 
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DS9636A 
RS-423 Dual Programmable Slew Rate Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS9636A is a TTL/CMOS compatible, dual, single end
ed line driver which has been specifically designed to satisfy 
the requirements of EIA Standard RS-423. 

The DS9636A is suitable for use in digital data transmission 
systems where signal wave shaping is desired. The output 
slew rates are Jointly controlled by a single external resistor 
connectlld between the wave shaping control lead (WS) 
and ground. This eliminates any need for external filtering of 
the output signals. Output voltage levels and slew rates are 
independent of power supply variations. Current-limiting is 
provided in both output states. The DS9636A is designed 
for nominal power supplies of ±12V. 

Connection Diagram 
8-LeadDIP 

WAVESHAPE 
CONTROL 

IN A 

IN B 

GND 

Top View 

V+ 

OUT A 

OUT B 

V-

TL/F/962Q,-1 

Inputs are TTL compatible with input current loading low 
el'!ough (1/10 UL) t9 be also compatible with CMOS logic. 
Clamp diodes are provided on the inputs to limit transients 
below ground. 

Features 
• Programmable slew rate limiting 
• Meets EIA Standard RS-423 
• Commercial or extended temperature range 
• Output short Circuit protection 
• TTL and CMOS compatible inputs 

Order Number DS9636ACJ, 
DS9636ACN or DS9636AMJ 

See NS Package Number J08A or N08E 

For Complete Military 883 SpeCifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS9636AJ/883 
See NS Package Number J08A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25'C (Note 5) 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Cavity Package 1560mW 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Molded Package 1300mW 
Storage Temperature Range V + Lead Potential to Ground Lead V- to +15V 

Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C V - Lead Potential to Ground Lead +0.5Vto -15V 
Molded DIP - 65'C to + 150'C V + Lead Potential to V - Lead OVto +30V 

Lead Temperature Output Potential to Ground Lead ±15V 
Ceramic DIP (Soldering, 60 seconds) 3000C 
Molded DIP (Soldering, 10 seconds) 265'C Output Source Current -150 mA 

Output Sink Current 150mA 

Recommended Operating Conditions 

Characteristics 
DS9636AM DS9636AC 

Units 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Positive Supply Voltage (V + ) 10.8 12 13.2 10.8 12 13.2 V 

Negative Supply Voltage (V - ) -13.2 -12 -10.8 -13.2 -12 -10.8 V 

Operating Temperature (TAl -55 25 125 0 25 70 'C 

Wave Shaping Resistance (Rws) 10 500 10 1000 kO 

Electrical Characteristics Over recommended operating temperature, supply voltage and wave shaping resist· • ance ranges unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VOHl Output Voltage HIGH RL to GND (RL = 00) 5.0 5.6 6.0 V 

VOH2 RL to GND (RL = 3.0 kO) 5.0 5.6 6.0 V 

VOH3 RL to GND (RL = 4500) 4.0 5.5 6.0 V 

VOLl Output Voltage LOW RL to GND (RL = 00) -6.0 -5.7 -5.0 V 

VOL2 RL to GND (RL = 3.0 kO) -6.0 -5.6 -5.0 V 

VOL3 RL to GND (RL = 4500) -6.0 -5.4 -4.0 V 

Ro Output Resistance 4500 S; RL 25 50 0 

los+ Output Short Circuit Current (Note 4) Vo = OV, VI = OV -150 -60 -15 mA 

los- Vo = OV, VI = 2.0V 15 60 150 mA 

ICEX Output Leakage Current Vo = ±6.0V, Power·Off -100 +100 /LA 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VIC Input Clamp Diode Voltage 11=15mA -1.5 -1.1 V 

IlL Input Current LOW VI = 0.4V -80 -16 V 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.4V 1.0 10 
/LA 

VI = 5.5V 10 100 

1+ Positive Supply Current Vee = ±12V, RL = 00, 
13 18 mA 

Rws = 100 kO, VI = OV 

1- Negative Supply Current Vee = ±12V, RL = 00, 
-18 -13 mA 

Rws = 100 kO, VI = OV 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which 1he safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified MinIMax limits apply across the - 55'C to + 125"C temperature range for the DS9636AM and across the O'C to + 70'C range 
for the DS9636AC. All typicals are given for Vo;; = 5V and TA = 25'C. 
Note 3: All currents into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are reierence to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Ratings apply to ambient temperature at 25"C. Above this temperature, derate J and N packages 10.4 mWrC. 
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I Switching Characteristics Vee = ±12V ±10%, TA = 2O°C,seeACTestCircuit 

Symbol Parameter Condition Min Typ Max Units 

tr Rise Time Rws ='101(0. 0.8 1.1 1.4 

Rws = 100kn 8.0 11 14 
1£& 

Rws = 500kn 40 55 70 

Rws .. , 1000 kn 80 110 140 

tf Fall Time Rws = 10kn 0.8 1.1 1.4 

Rws = 100kn 8.0 11 14 
I£s 

Rws = 500kn 40 55 70 

Rws = 1000 kn 80 110 140 

: 

.. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

Input/Output Transfer 
Characteristic vs Temperature 

> 
16.0 

~ 4J) 

~ 2.0 

i -~ 
-4.D 
-6.0 

Vee=i12V 
Rws = 1001dl-
RL =.sOD. ,-

125"1:r-

7O"C f--
25"1: f--

O"C 

-55"1: 

I 
OA o.a 1.2 1.6 1.8 

INPUT VOLTAGE - V 

Output Current vs 
Output Voltage (Power Off) 

100 

80 

1. 80 
1 «I 

is 20 
II! 0 
0-20 

i: 
-80 

-100 

L I 
Vee = V, = ov 

, 
.J 

I 

-10 -6.0 -6.0 -4.D -2.0 0 2.0 4J) 6.0 6.0 10 

OUlPUT VOLTAGE - V 

+12V 

200 

1. 150 
1 100 

!E 50 

! 0 
0-50 ... 
~-100 
;I; -150 

-200 

«I 

1 30 
1 20 
is 10 
II! 0 
o -10 

E -20 
iil -30 

-«I 

Input Current vs 
Input Voltage 

I I I -55"1: -.. 

- Vee = i12V I 25OC-
Rws = 100k4, 125"1:-

I 
I 

~ 

- -55"1: 

f- 25"1: 
>- 125"1: 

I 
-1.0 0 1.0 2.0 3D 4J) 5.D 6.0 7.0 

INPUT VOLTAGE - V 

Supply Current 
vs Temperature 

Vee = i12V 
Rws = 100k4 

LOGIC 
V,=O-

1+ LOGIC LOGIC 
V, = 1 "]V,=I-

l- I 
LOGIC 
V,=O -

I 
-55 o 25 70 125 

TEMPERATURE - "I: 

~)--+-.... -- Vo 

-12V 
Note: CL Includes jig and probe capacitance 
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Ct. 
30 pF 

TL/F/9620-4 

v, 
AmplHude: 3.0V 

Offset: OV 

Pulse Width: 500 p.. 

PRR: 1.0 kHz 

Ir = It,; 10 ns 

FIGURE 1. AC Test Circuit and Waveforms 

V- -= 
FIGURE 2. R5-423 System Application 
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50 

«I 

1 30 
1 20 
is 10 
II:! 0 = <J -10 

~-20 
o -30 

-«J 

-50 

Output Current vs 
Output Voltage (Power On) 

Vcc=i12V 
Rws = 100kll 
TA = 25"1: ,-

V, = 2V 

1 I 
I I 
I I 

v, = ov 

I I 
-10-6.0-6.0-4.D-2.00 2.0 4J) 6.0 6.0 10 

OUlPUT VOLTAGE - V 

Transition Time vs Rws 1000l1li_ 

10K2OK5OK lOOK 300K l.oM 3DM 

WAVE SHAPING RESISTANCE - 4 
TLlF/9620-3 

TL/F/9620-5 

TL/F/9620-6 
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DS9637A 
Dual Differential Line Receiver 

General Description 
The DS9637 A is a Schottky dual differential line receiver 
which has been specifically designed to satisfy the require
ments of EIA Standards RS-422 and RS-423. In addition, 
the DS9637A satisfies the requirements of MIL-STD 188-
114 and is compatible with the Intemational Standard 
CCITI recommendations. The DS9637 A is suitable for use 
as a line receiver in digital data systems, using either single 
ended or differential, unipolar or bipolar transmission. It re- . 
quires a single 5V power supply and has Schottky TIL com
patible outputs. The DS9637 A has an operational input" 
common mode range of ± 7V either differentially or to 
ground. 

Connection Diagram 

8-Lead DIP and S0-8 Package 

Vee 1 

OUT A 2 

.~_8_+INA 
_____ ......... 7 __ 

IN 
A 

, ...... r-... 6_+IN B 
'r-'1_5 __ IN B 

TL/F/9621 -1 

Top View 

Features 
• Dual Ilhannel 
• Single 5V supply 
• Satisfies EIA standards RS-422 and RS423 
• Built-in ± 35 mV hystereSiS 
• High input common mode voltage range 
• High input impedance 
• TIL compatible outputs 
• Schottky technology 
• Extended temperature range 

Order Number DS9637ACJ, DSA9637AMJ, 
DS9637ACM or DS9637ACN 

See NS Package Number J08A, Nl08A or N08E 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet 

Order Number DS9637AMJ/883 
See NS Package Number J08A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, V CC Lead Potential to GrQund -0.5V to 7.0V 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Input Potential to Ground ±15V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Differential Input Voltage ±15V 
Storage Temperature Range 

Output Potential to Ground -0.5Vto +5.5V 
Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C 
Molded DIP - 65'C to + 150'C Output Sink Current 50mA 

Lead Temperature Recommended Operating Ceramic DIP (Soldering, 30 seconds) 300'C 
Molded DIP and SO Package Conditions 
(Soldering, 10 seconds) 265'C DS9637AM Min Max Units 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C Supply Voltage {VcC> 4.5 5.5 V 
Cavity Package 1300mW Operating Temperature (T A) -55 +125 'C 
Molded Package 930mW 

DS9637AC SO Package 810mW 
Supply Voltage (VcC> 4.75 5.25 V 'Derate cavity package 8.7 mWrC above 25'C; derate molded DIP package 

7.5 mWrC above 25'C; derate SO package 6.5 mWrC above 25'C. Operating Te,mperature (T A) 0 +70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating temperature and supply voltage ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input -7.0V ,,; VCM ,,; + 7.0V 
-0.2 +0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 5) 

VTH(R) Differential Input -7.0V"; VCM ,,; +7.0V 
-0.4 +0.4 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 6) 

I, Input Current V,= 10V, OV ,,; Vee"; +5.5V 1.1 3.25 
mA 

(Note 7) V,= -10V,OV,,;Vcc,,; +5.5V -1.6 -3.25 

VOL Output Voltage LOW 10L = 20 mA, VCC = Min 0.35 0.5 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -1.0 mA, Vee = Min 2.5 3.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit Vo = OV, VCC = Max 
-40 -75 -100 mA 

Current (Note 4) 

lee Supply Current Vcc = Max, V,+ = 0.5V, 
35 50 mA 

V,- = GND 

VHYST Input Hysteresis VCM = ±7.0V (See Curves) 70 mV 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide condHions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified MiniMax limits apply across the - 55'C to + 125'C temperature range for 059637 AM and across the O'C to + 70'C range for 
the D59637ASC. All typicals are given for Vee = 5V and TA = 25'C. 
Note 3: All currents into the device pins are posHive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
NOle 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: VOIFF (Differential Input Voltage) = (VI+) - (VI-)' VCM (Common Mode Input Voltage) = VI+ or VI-' 
Note 6: 500n ± 1 % in series with inputs. 
Note 7: The input not under test is tied to ground. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.mf. TA = 25°C 

tpLH ., 

Parameter 

Propagation Delay Time .. 
Low to High 

Propagation Delay Time 
High to Low 

Conditions 

See AC Test Circuit 

See AC Test Circuit 

Min Typ Max Unlt.~ 

15 25 ns 

13 25 ns 

r-----~~----~~----------~~------~----._--_t------------._--v~ 

R7 RI5 

R8 R24 R23 .... -----t-.., 
02 

OUT 

tiN -41-'W.~Hf------I------"'" 

Q20 1-------+-4~ 

R6 

R19 RS 

GND 
TL/F/9621-2 

FIGURE 1. Equivalent Circuit 
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Typicallnput/Output Transfer Characteristics 

Yo _4.75Y 

3 
I I 
I h..:.... 
I : VQI-t7V 
I 

2 
I I 
I YCM=av~ : I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

o 
-100 -so o 50 100 

INPUT VOLTAGE - mV 
TL/F/9621-3 

AC Test Circuit and Waveforms 

vl-.... --I 
51.0 

Notas: 

CL includes jig and probe capacitance. 

Ali diodes are F0700 or equivalenl 

FIGURE 2 
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Vcc = 5.25V 

I 
I 

3 

~anY 
I 

2 
I 

YCM=av/ : 

• I 
I 
I 

o 
-100 -SO o so 

INPUT VOLTAGE - mV 

+O.5V --.,-..,..---_ 

VO----' 

VI 
Amplitude: 1.0V 

Offset 0.5V 

Pulse Width: 100 ns 

PRR: 5.0 MHz 

"=1,<:5.0n8 
FIGURE2a 

100 

TL/F/9621-4 

TUF/9621-6 
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Typical Applications 

+5V 
TWISTED PAIR 

OR 
FLAT CABLE 

.r-L + 

DUAL RS-422 LINE DRIVER 

+5V 

TL/F/9621-7 

FIGURE 3. Rs-422 System Application (FIPS 1020) Differential Simplex Bus Transmission 
Notes: 

RT ;, 50n for RS-422 operation. 

RT combined with Input impedance of receivers must be greater than 90n. 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

OS9638 
RS-422 Dual High Speed Differentia'i Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS9638 is a Schottky, TTL compatible, dual differential 
line driver designed specifically to meet the EIA Standard 
RS-422 specifications. It is designed to provide unipolar dif
ferential drive to twisted pair or parallel wire transmission 
lines. The inputs are TTL compatible. The outputs are simi
lar to totem pole TTL outputs, with active pull-up and pull
down. The device features a short circuit protected active 
pull-up with low output impedance and is specified to drive 
son transmission lines at high speed. The mini-DIP pro
vides high package denSity. 

Connection Diagram 

8-LeadDIP 

v ,1 YIoJ""_-.p:..8 OUT A 

IN~.1~ 7 OUT A 
IN 82 -, t 6 OUT 8 

GND~ ~ 5 0UTa 

TL/F/9622-1 

Top View 

Features 
• Single 5V supply 
• Schottky technology 
• TTL and CMOS compatible inputs 
• Output short circuit protection 
• Input clamp diodes 
• Complementary outputs 
• Minimum output skew « 1.0 ns typical) 
• 50 mA output drive capability for son transmission lines 
• Meets EIA RS-422 specifications 
• Propagation delay of less than 10 ns 
• "Glitchless" differential output 
• Delay time stable with Vee and temperature variations 

«2.0 ns typical) (Figure 3) 
• Extended temperature range 

Order Number DS9638CJ, DS9638MJ, 
DS9638CM or DS9638CN 

See NS Package Number J08A, M08A or N08E 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Datasheet. 

Order Number DS9638MJ/883 
See NS Package Number J08A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation;' at 25'C '. 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Cavity Package 1300mW 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Molded Package 930mW 

Storage Temperature Range SO Package 810mW 

Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C Vee Lead Potential to Ground :,;"'~VtQ7V 
Molded DIP and SO-8 - 65'C to + 150'C I nput Voltage -0.5Vto +7V 

Lead Temperature 'Derate cavity package 8.7 mWI"C above 25'C; derate molded DIP package 
Ceramic DIP (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300'C 7,5 mW /'C above 25'C; derate SO package 6.5 mW'C above 25'C, 
Molded DIP (Soldering, 10 sec.) 265'C . 

Recommended Operating Conditions " 

DS9638M DS9638C 

Min Typ " Max Min Typ Max Units 

Supply Voltage (Vecl 4.5 5.0 5.5 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 
Output Current HIGH (lOH) -50 ~50' mA 
Output Current LOW (loll 50 40 50 mA 
Operating Temperature (TAl -55 25 125 0 25 70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics Over recommended operating temperature and supply voltage ranges, unless other-
wise specified (Notes ~ & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW O'Cto +70'C 0.8 
V 

- 55'C to + 125'C 0.5 

Vie Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min, 11= -18 mA -1.0 -1.2 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 'Vee = Min, 10H = -10niA 2.5 3.5 
VIH = VIH Min, 10H = -40mA 2.0 

V , 
VIL = VILMax 

VOL Output VciltagEiLOW Vee = Min, VIH = VIH Min, 
0.5 V 

VIL = VIL Max, 10L = 40 mA 

II Input Current,at Maximum Vee = Max, VI Max = 5.5V 
50 /LA Input Voltage 

IIH Input Current HIGH Vee = Max, VIH = 2.7V 25 /LA 

IlL Input Current LOW Vee = Max, VIL = 0.5V -200 /LA 

los Output Short Circuit Current Vee = Max, Vo = OV (Note 4) -50 -150 mA 

vT,'h Terminated Output Voltage See Figure 1 2.0 V 

vT-'h Output Balance 0.4 V 

Vos, Vos Output Offset Voltage 3.0 V 

Vos-Vos Output Offset Balance 0.4 V 

Ix Output Leakage Current TA = 25'C 
100 !LA -0.25V < Vx < 5.5V 

lee Supply Current Vee = 5.5V, 
(Both Drivers) All input at OV, 45 65 mA 

No Load 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those value. beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits, The tables of "Electrical Characteristics provide conditions for actual device oparation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified min/max limits apply across the - 55"C to + 125°C temperature range for the DS9638M and across the O"C to + 70"C range for 
the 059638C. All typicals are given for Vee ~ 5V and T A ~ 25'C. 
Nota 3: All currents into the device pins are positive: all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified, 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted, 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C. 
U) 
co 
Q) 
Co) 

Symbol Parameter Conditlpns Min Typ Max Units Q) 

tpHL Propagation Delay CL = 15pF 10 20 ns 

tpLH 
RL = 100n, See Figure 2 10 20 ns 

tf Fall Time, 90%-10% 10 20 ns 

tr Rise Time, 10%-90% 10 20 ns 

tpO-tpo Skew Between Outputs 
1.0 ns AlA and BIEI 

vee 

OUT 
OUT 

GND 

TL/F/9622-2 

FIGURE 1. Equivalent Circuit 
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DC Test Circuit 

TL/F/9622-3 

FIGURE 2. Terminated Output Voltage and Output Balance 

r---..... --t-vo 

Note: 

The pulse generator has the following characteristics: 
PRR - 500 kHz, tw - 100 ns, 
Ir"; 5.0 ns, Zo - 501l. 

CL includes probe and jig capacitance. 

"-loon 

Tl:ili'/9622-4 

FJGURE 3, AC Test Circuit and Voltage Waveform 

16 

14 .. c 12 I 

~ "-10 
Q -z 8.0 
0 

i 6.0 

~ 4.0 ... 
2.0 

0 
-75 -SO-25 0 25 SO 75 100 125 

TEMPERATURE - "C 
TlIF/9622-6 

FIGURE 4. Typical Delay Characteristics 

r----_:--~--3.0V 

TL/F/9622-5 

FIGURE3a 

16 

14 .. c 12 I 

5 -... 10 
Q -z 8.0 
52 

:1 6.0 
~ 
~ 4.0 ... 

2.0 

0 
3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE- V 
TL/F/9622-7 

FIGURE4a 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

DS9639A 
Dual Differential Line Receiver 

General Description Features 
• Dual channel 
• Single 5.0V supply 

The DS9639A is a Schottky dual differential line receiver 
which has been specifically designed to satisfy the require
ments of EIA Standards RS-422, RS-423 and RS-232C. 
In addition, the DS9639A satisfies the requirements of MIL
STD 188-114 and is compatible with the International Stan
dard CCITI recommendations. The DS9639A is suitable for 
use as a line receiver in digital data systems, using either 
single ended or differential, unipolar or bipolar transmission. 
It requires a single 5.0V power supply and has Schottky TTL 
compatible outputs. The DS9639A has an operational input 
common mode range of ±7.0V either differentially or to 
ground. 

• Satisfies EIA Standards RS-422, RS-423 and RS-232C 

Connection Diagram 

hltp:llwww.national.com 

• Built-in ±35 mV hysteresis 
• High input common mode voltage range 

• High input impedance 
• TIL compatible outputs 
• Schottky technology 

a-Lead DIP 

,_r-T8-+IN A 

'r-"L-... 7:...._IN A 

,_r-T6-+IN B 

'r-I--I.5=-_IN B 

Top View 

Order Number DS9639ACN 
See NS Package Number NoaE 
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I Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required" Oiltput Sink Current 50mA 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Molded Package 930mW 
Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 175·C 'Derate molded DIP package 7.S mW/"C above 2S"C, 
Operating Temperature Range OOCto +700C 

Lead Temperature Recommended Operating 
Molded DIP (soldering, 10 sec.) 260·C Conditions 

Vee Lead Potential to Ground -0.5Vto +7.0V Min Typ Max Units 
Input Potential to Ground Lead ±25V Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 

Differential Input Voltage ' ±25V Operating Temperature (TAl 0 25 70 ' ·C 

Output Differential to Ground Lead -0.5V to 5.5V 

Electrical Characteristics Over recommended operating temperature and I!upply voltage ranges, unless other· 
wise specified (Notes :1 & 3) , , , 

Symbol Parameter Conditions (Note 1) Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input -1.0V s: VCM :;;; + 7.0V 
-0.2 +0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 5) 

VTH(R) Differential Input -7.0V s: VCM s: +7.0V 
-0.4 +0.4 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 6) 
,;,',,' 

II Input Current (Note 7) VI = 10V, OV s: Vee s: 5.5V 1.1 3.?5 mA 
VI = -10V,OV s: Vee s: 5.5V -1.6 -3.25 

VOL Output Voltage LOW 10L = 20 mA, Vcc = Min 0.35 0.5 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH IOH = -1.0 mA, Vee = Min 2.5 3.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current (Note 4) Va = OV, Vee = Max -40 -75 -100 mA 

Icc Supply Current Vcc" Max, VI+ = 0.5V, 35 50 mA 
VI- = GND 

VHYST Input Hysteresis "'CM = ± i.ov (See Curves) 70 mV 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25·C 

Symbol Parameter Cond!~lons Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time See AC Test Circuit 
55 85 

Low to High 
ns 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time See AC Test Circuit 
50 75 

High to Low 
ns 

Note t: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide ccndHions lor actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified min/max limits apply across the O"C to + 70"C range for the DS9639A. All typicals are given lor Vcr;; ~ SV and TA ~ 25"C. 
Note 3: All curranta into the device pins are positive; all currents out of \he davice pins are negative. All vollages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specHIed. 
Note 4. Only one output at a Ume should be shorted. 
Note 5: VOIFF (DHferentiallnput Voltage) ~ (VI+) - (VI-). VCM (Common Mode Input Voltage) ~ VI+ or VI_. 
Note 8: 500n ± 1 % in series wtth inputs. 
Note 7: The input not under test is tied to ground. 
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Equivalent Circuit 

~--------------'-------------~--------'---~~--~------------'---Vcc 

R7 

R8 R24 R23 

02 t--;-------------+--~~Q8 

-IN --_'lM __ --. 
RI 

+IN ----'W..---t-------t--------t 
R2 

R6 

FIGURE 1. Equivalent Circuit 

Typicallnput/Output Transfer Characteristics 

VJ~4.75V 
I '.1 I h.:..... 
I : VCII=t7V 
I 

3 

2 
I I 
I 

VCII=OV/ : I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

o 
-100 -50 o 50 100 

3 

2 

o 
-100 -50 

RI4 RI5 

OUT 

GNO 
TLlF/9623-2 

Vcc=5.25V 

;1 

!\=t7V 
I 

I 

VCII=OV/ : 

I 
I 
I 

o 50 100 

INPUT YOLTAGE-mY INPUT YOLTAGE-mY 
TL/F/9823-3 TL/F/9623-4 

FIGURE 2 FIGURE 2a 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveform 
Vce = 5.0V 

ISpF 3.92kSl 

NOtas: 

CL Includes jig and probe cspacitance. 

All diodes are F0700 or equivalent. 

TLlF/9623-5 

FIGURE 3. AC Test Circuit and Waveforms 

Typical Applications 

+5V 

+O.5V ----;-;,.----" 

VI 
-o.sv 

VO---" 

VI 

Amplitude: 1.0V 

Offset: O.5V 
Pulse Widlh: 500 ns 

. PRR: 1 MHz 

1,= 1,,, 5.0 no 

TWISTED PAIR 
OR 

FLAT CABLE 

FIGURE3a 

+5V 

.JI.... ~ 

DUAL RS-422 LINE DRIVER 

Notes: 

Rt ;" 50Sl for RS-422 operstion. 

Rt combined with input impedance of receivers must be greater than 90Sl. 

TLlF/9623-6 

TL/F/9623-7 

FIGURE 4. R5-422 System Application (FIPS 1020) Differential Simplex Bus Transmission 
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IJ1National Semiconductor 

DS3695/DS3695T/DS3696/DS3696T/DS3697/DS3698 
Multipoint RS485/RS422 Transceivers/Repeaters 

General Description 
The DS3695, DS3696, DS3697 and DS3698 are high speed 
differential TR I-ST A TE® bust line transceivers/ repeaters 
designed to meet the requirements of EIA standard RS485 
with extended common mode range (+ 12V to - 7V), for 
multipoint data transmission. 

The driver and receiver outputs feature TRI-STATE capabili
ty. The driver outputs remain in TRI-STATE over the entire 
common mode range of + 12V to -7V. Bus faults that 
cause excessive power dissipation within the device trigger 
a thermal shutdown circuit, which forces the driver outputs 
into the high impedance state. The DS3696 and DS3698 
provide an output pin TS (thermal shutdown) which reports 
the occurrence of the thermal shutdown of the device. This 
is an "open collector" pin with an internal 10 kO pull-up 
resistor. This allows the line fault outputs of several devices 
to be wire OR-ed. 

Both AC and DC specifications are guaranteed over the O'C 
to 70'C temperature and 4.75V to 5.25V supply voltage 
range. 

Connection and Logic Diagrams 

RO Vee 
RE DO/iii } 

OO/RI BUS OE 

01 GNO 

TUF/l040B-l 

Top View 

Vee ~ } BUS IN 
RO RI 

GND 
DO} BUS OUT 
DO 

TLlF/l040B-13 

Top View 

Features 
• Meets EIA standard RS485 for multipoint bus transmis-

sion and is compatible with RS-422 
• 15 ns driver propagation delays with 2 ns skew (typical) 
• Single + 5V supply 
• - 7V to + 12V bus common mode range permits ± 7V 

ground difference between devices on the bus 
• Thermal shutdown protection 
• High impedance to bus with driver in TRI-STATE or 

with power off; over the entire common mode range al
lows the unused devices on the bus to be powered 
down 

• Combined impedance of a driver output and receiver in
put is less than one RS485 unit load, allowing up to 32 
transceivers on the bus 

• 70 mV typical receiver hysteresis 

RO Vee 
RE/OE DO/iii} BUS 

i'S OO/RI 

DI GNO 

TL/F/l040B-12 

Top View 

053698 8 
Vee ~ } BUS IN 

i'S 7 
RI 

GNO 
:} BUS OUT 

TL/F/l040B-14 

Top View 

Order Number DS3695N, DS3696N, DS3697N, DS3698N, 
DS3695TN, DS3696TN, DS3695T J or DS3696T J 

See NS Package Number J08A or N08E 

Nole: TS pin was IT (Une Faull) in previous datasheets and reports the occurrence of a thermal shutdown of the device. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) , 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Continuous Power Dissipation @ 25'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales N Package 1.07W (Note 4) 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C 
SupplyVolla,ge, Vcc ,7V L~ad "Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) '26O"C 
Control Input Voltages 7V 

, ,,;' , 

Driver Input Voltage ; 7V Recommended Operating , 
Driver Output Voltages +15V/-10V Conditions 
Receiver Input Voltages Min Max Units 

(DS3695, DS3696) +15V/-10V Supply Voltage, Vee '4.75 5.25 V 

Receiver Common Mode Voltage BusVollage -7 +1'2 V 
(DS3697, DS369S) ±25V Operating Free Air Temp. (T A) 

Receiver Output Voltage 5.5V Commercial 0 +70 'C 
Industrial -40 +S5 ·c 

Electrical Characteristics coc s: fA s: + 7COC, 4.75V < vee < 5.25V unless otherwise specifi~ (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol' ' Parameter Conditions Min, Typ Max Units 

VOOl Differential Driver Output 10 = 0 
5 V 

Voltage (Unloaded) 

V002 Differential Driver Output (Figure 1) R = 500; (RS-422) (Note 5) 2 V 
Voltage (with' Load) R = 270; (RS-485) 1.5 V 

!.vOO Change in Magnitude of Driver 
Differential Output Voltage for ; 0.2 V 
Complementary Output States 

Voc Driver Common Mode Output Voltage (Figure 1) R = 270 3.0 V 

Alvocl Change in Magnitude of Driver 
Common Mode Output Voltage '';, 0.2 V 
for Complementary Output States 

VIH Input High Voltage 2 V 

Vil Input Low Voltage 
DI,DE, 

O.S V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage RE,E, RE/DE liN = -1SmA, " -1.5 V 

III Input Low Current Vil = 0.,4V .. -200 ",A 

IIH Input High Current VIH = 2.4V 20 ",A 

liN Input Current DO/RI, DOIRI Vcc = OV or 5.25V VIN = 12V +1.0 mA 
RI,RT RT:/DE or DE = OV VIN = -7V -O.S mA 

lozo TRI-STATE Current DO,DO Vcc = OV or 5.25V, E = OV 
±100 ",A 

DS3697 & DS3698 -7V < Vo < +12V 

VTH Differential Input Threshold -7V s: VCM s: +12V 
-0.2 +0.2 V 

Voltage for Receiver 

AVTH Receiver Input Hysteresis VCM = OV 70 mV 

VOH Receiver Output High Voltage IOH = -400 ",A 2.4 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage RO IOl = 16 mA (Note 5) 0.5 V 

is IOl = SmA 0.45 V 

10ZR OFF-State (High Impedance) Vcc = Max 
±20 IJoA Output Current at Receiver 0.4V s: Vo s: 2.4V 

RIN Receiver Input Resistance -7V,;: VCM ,;: +12V 12 kO 

lee Supply CUlTent No Load Driver Outputs Enabled 42 60 mA 
(Note 5) Driver Outputs Disabled 27 40 mA 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
O'C ~ TA ~ +70'C.4.75V < Vee < 5.25V unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

loso Driver Short-Circuit Output Current Vo = -7V (Note 5) -250 rnA 

Vo = +12V(Note5) +250 rnA 

10SR Receiver Short-Circuit Output Current Vo= OV -15 -85 rnA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device should 
be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Nole 2: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to device ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 3: All typicals are given for Vee - 5V and TA - 2S'C. 
Nole 4: Oerate linearly at 11.1 mW I'C to 570 mW at 70'C. 
NOle 5: All limits for which Note S is applied must be derated by 10% for 0S369ST and OS3696T. Other parameters remain the same for this extended temperature 
range device (-40'C ,;; T A ,;; + a5'C). 

Switching Characteristics 
O'C ~ TA ~ +70'C.4.75V < VCC < 5.25V unless otherwise specified (Notes 3.6) 

Receiver Switching Characteristics (FigurBS 2, 3 and 4) 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH CL = 15pF 15 25 37 ns 

tpHL 
S1 andS2 
Closed 

15 25 37 ns 

itpLH-tpHd 0 ns 

tpLZ CL = 15 pF. S2 Open 5 12 16 ns 

tpHZ CL = 15 pF. S1 Open 5 12 16 ns 

tPZL CL = 15 pF. 52 Open 7 15 20 ns 

tPZH CL = 15 pF. 51 Open 7 15 20 ns 

Driver Switching Characteristics 
Symbol I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

SINGLE ENDED CHARACTERISTICS (Figures 5, 6 and 7) 

tpLH R.LOIFF '" 60n 9 15 22 ns 

tpHL CLI = CL2 = 100 pF 9 15 22 ns 

t5KEWitpLH-tpHd 2 8 ns 

tpLZ CL = 15 pF. 52 Open 7 15 30 ns 

tpHZ CL = 15 pF. S1 Open 7 15 30 ns 

tPZL CL = 100 pF. S2 Open 30 35 50 ns 

tPZH CL = 100 pF. 51 Open 30 35 50 ns 

DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (Figures 5 and 8) 

tr• tf 

I 
RLOIFF = 60n 

I 6 I 10 I 18 I ns 
CLI = CL2 = 100 pF 

Note 6: SWitching Characteristics apply for OS3695. DS3695T. 053696. 053696T. 053697 only. 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Waveforms 
" ' 

TL/F/l0408-15 

FIGURE 1. Driver VOD and Voc 

JJIWr Ik Vee 
RECEIVER _,..-+---.. ...... -Cll'r -=-"...",..J 
OUTPUT 

Ik 
IU.IIIIIB 
l1li1l1li' -

.' '. 

TLlF/l0408-3 

FIGURE 2. Receiver Propagation Delay Teat Circuit 

::------}.b"-------l 
VIM ~ r 1 - tMHz: .. ,; tOns ~ t-
v: _____________________ ! :" ,; tOns 1 T 

Note: Dllferentiallnpul voltage may be realized by grounding ro and pulsing RI between +2.5V and ,-2.5V. 

FIGURE 3. R!llCelver Input·to.()utput Propagation Delay Timing 

, 3V -._----....,. 
1= lMHz: .. ~ IOn. 

:lf~10 .. 

w~------~~~---------f~------------J 
5V --~I1G-,,---1-\. 

OUTPUT 
10RMALtY LOW 

INPUT 

"--------"""II-----------I-...I-------r- VOl. 

10 
OUTPUT 

DV _..;.;:;DR::;;M;;:AL:,:LY.,;;HI;;;,;8H;...._--' 

_-----...0/ /-______ -+-_.-'-----1..--- VOH 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Enable/Disable Propagation Delay Timing 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

-r-G1 
. 500n --Vee 

FROM OUTPUT 
UNDER TEST S 

--:::L 
CL -

(INCLUDES PROBE .I. -
AND JIG _ 

CAPACITANCE) 
TLlF/l0408-6 

Note: Unless otherwise specified the sw"ches are closed. 

FIGURE 5. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuits 

3V---------~--------------------------~ 
01 OV---

\ = 1 MHz: t,. "- 1 0 ns 

It "- 10 ns 

OO~~---{~-------------

1 ..,. 

TL/F/l0408-7 

TLlF/l040B-8 

Note: tpLH and tpHL are measured to the respective 50% pOints. IsKEW is the dillarenee between propagation delays of the complementary outputs. 

FIGURE 6. Driver Input·to-output Propagation Delay Timing (Single-Ended) 

3V ------------------

D£ ar E 

OV --------" 

5V -----------h 
00.00 

OUTPUT 

l=lM11z:I,,,10ns 
:11" 1110s 

~L ______ -=~==AU~l=LO=W __ ~----·~---------_T~------------_r-'-----------~,r 

VOM -------I---r------I. ~-------+-'""...,,........-~* 
00. jjjj 

OUTPUT 
IOR.AUlHIIH 

~ ----~~~----t-' 

FIGURE 7. Driver Enable/Disable Propagation Delay Timing 

+Vo 
90" 

OV 

10" 

90" 

OV 

10" 

FIGURE 8. Driver Differential Transition Timing 
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1HZ 

TLlF/l0408-9 

TLlF/l0408-10 
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Function Tables 

Inputs. 

RE OE 

X 1 
X 1 
X 0 
X 1 

RE 

0 
0 
1 

Inputs 

E RI·Ri 

1 ;;, +O.2V 
1 s; -O.2V 
0 X 
1 ;;, +O.2V 
1 '" -O.2V 

X-Don t care condHlon 
Z-High impedance state 

OS3695/0S3696 Transmitting 

Thermal 
Outputs 

01 Shutdown 00 00 
1'8. 

{OS3696 Only} 

1 OFF 0 1 H 
0 OFF 1 0 H 
X OFF Z Z H 
X ON Z Z L 

OS3695/0S3696 Receiving 

Inputs Outputs . 

OE RI-Ri RO 
'1'5. 

(OS3696 Only) 

0 ;;, +O.2V 1 H 
0 s; -O.2V 0 H 
0 X Z H 

OS3697/0S3698 

Thermal 
Outputs 

Shutdown 00 00 
RO ft· 

(OS3697 Only) (OS3698 Only) 

OFF 0 1 1· H 
OFF 1 0 0 H 
OFF Z Z Z H 
ON Z Z 1 L 
ON Z Z 0 L 

''fS is an "open collector" output with an on-chip 1 0 kll pull-up resistor that reports the occurrence of a thermal shutdown of the device. 

Typical Application 

DS3I1!15JDS3698 

TL/F/10408-11 

Note: Repeater control logic not shown, see AN· 702. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

Driver VOH VS 

IOH vs Temperature 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued). 

Supply Current va 
Temperature 

45 

1 45 IlE=H. REO= 

i 40 
DE=H. REO=L 

0 35 
E 30 DEaL, REO=H 
iii 
11 25 
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Driver Short 
Circuit Current 
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! 50 

~ 0 
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~-50 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 

Receiver Non-Inverting 
Input Current 
vs Temperature 
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S e m i C 0 n,d u c tor 

DS3695A/DS3695AT IDS3696A " 
Multipoint RS485/RS422 Transceivers 

General Description 
The DS3695A and DS3696A are high speed differential , 
TRI-STATE@ buslline transceivers desiQned to meet the re
quirements of EIA standard RS485 with extended common 
mode range (+12V to -7V), for multipoint data transmis
sion. In addition they are compatible with requirements of 
RS-422. 

The driver and receiver outputs feature TRI-STATE cap~bili
ty. The driver outputs remain in TRI-STATE over the entire 
common mode range of + 12V to - 7V. Bus faults that 
cause excessive power dissipation within the device trigger 
a thermal shutdown circuit, which forces the driver outputs 
into the high impedance state. The DS3696A provides an 
output pin (TS) which reports the thermal shutdown of the 
device. TS is an "open collector" pin with an internal 10 kO 
pull-up resistor. This allows the TS outputs of several devic
es to be wire OR-ed. 

Both AC and DC specifications are guaranteed over the O·C 
to 700C temperature and 4.75V to 5.25V supply yoltage 
range. 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

Features 
• Meets EIA standard RS485'for multip6il'1t bus transmis-' 

sion and is compatible with RS-422 
• 10 ns driver pr9pagation delays (ty,pical)' 
• Single + 5V supply " 
• - 7V to + 12V bus common mode. range permits ± 7V 

ground difference between devices on the bus 
• Thermal.shutdown protection 
• High, impedance to bus with driver in, TRI-STATE or 

. with power off, over the entire common mode range al
lows the unused devices on, the bus to be powered 
down 

• Combined impedance of a driver output and receiver in
put is less than one RS485 unit load, allowing up to 32 
transceivers on the bus 

• 70 mV typical rlilceiver hysteresis. 
.. Available in soiC packaging 

Molded Package, Small Outline (M) 

80 Vee 

1E-4-_..J 

DE OOIHI 

Ol-"'L.....I-~ BND 

TLlF/5272-1 

Top View 

RD 

iIAE-=+--...... 

OOIHI 

01 8IID 

TL/F/5272-2 

Top View 
Note: TS was (F (Une Fault) on previous datasheets. TS goes low upon thermal shutdown. 

htlp:llwww.national.com 

Order Number DS3695AM, DS3695ATM or DS3696AM 
See NS Package Number M08A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage, Vcc 4.75 5.25 V 
Supply Voltage, Vcc 7V Bus Voltage -7 +12 V 
Control Input Voltages 7V 

Operating Free Air Temp. (TAl 
Driver Input Voltage 7V Commercial (DS3695AM) 0 +70 ·C 
Driver Output Voltages +15V/-10V Industrial (DS3695ATM) -40 +85 ·C 

Receiver Input Voltages +15V/-10V Commercial (DS3696AM) 0 +'~O ·C 

Receiver Output Voltage 5.5V 

Continuous Power Dissipation @ 25·C 
M Package 630 mW (Note 4) 

Storage Temp. Range -65·Cto + 150·C 

Lead Temp. (Soldering 4 seconds) 260·C 

Electrical Characteristics o·c,;; TA ,;; 70"C,4.75V < Vcc < 5.25Vunless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VOO! Differential Driver Output 10= 0 
5 V 

Voltage (Unloaded) 

VOO2 Differential Driver Output R = 500.; (RS-422) (Note 5) 2 V 
Voltage (with Load) R = 270; (RS-485) 1.5 V 

IlVoo Change in Magnitude of Driver 
Differential Output Voltage For 0.2 V 
Complementary Output States 

Voc Driver Common Mode Output Voltage R = 270. 3.0 V 

IlIVod Change in Magnitude of Driver 
Common Mode Output Voltage 0.2 V 
For Complementary Output States 

VIH Input High Voltage 2 V 

Vil Input Low Voltage 
DI,DE, 

0.8 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage RE, RE/DE liN = -18mA -1.5 V 

III I nput Low Current Vil = 0.4V -200 /LA 

IIH Input High Current VIH = 2.4V 20 /LA 

liN I nput Current DO/RI, iX5/RI Vcc = OV or 5.25V VIN = 12V +1.0 mA 
RI,Ai DE or RE/DE = OV VIN = -7V -0.8 mA 

VTH Differential Input Threshold -7V,;; VCM ,;; +12V 
-0.2 +0.2 V 

Voltage for Receiver 

IlVTH Receiver Input Hysteresis VCM = OV 70 mV 

VOH Receiver Output High Voltage 10H = -400/LA 2.4 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage RO 10l = 16 rnA (Note 5) 0.5 V 

'rn IOl=8mA 0.45 V 

10ZR OFF-State (High Impedance) Vee = Max 
±20 /LA Output Current at Receiver 0.4V ,;; Vo ,;; 2.4V 

RIN Receiver Input Resistance -7V,;; VCM';; +12V 12 kn 
Icc Supply Current No Load Driver Outputs Enabled 42 60 mA 

(Note 5) Driver Outputs Disabled 27 40 mA 
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Electrical Characteristics ,. 

O·C,;;; TA ,;;; 70'C, 4.75V < Vee < 5.25Vunless'(it/lerwise specified (Notes 2&3) (Continued) 

Symbol ; Parameter Cor\dltlons Nlln Typ f.IIa.", 'Uni,s 

loso Driver Short-Circuit Vo = - 7V (Note 5) -250. rnA 
Output Current Vo'~ + J2V (Note 5) +250 rnA 

10SR' Receiver Short-Circuit Vo= OV -15 -85 mA 
Output Current 

Note 1: "Absolute maximum ratings" are those beyond which the sefety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device should be 
oparated at these limits, The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation, 
Note 2: All currents into device pins are posHive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to device ground unless otherwise 
specHied. 
Note 3: All typicals are given for Vee = SV and TA = 25'C. 
Note 4: Derate linearly at 6.S mW I'C to 337 mW at 70'C. 
Note 5: All limits for which Note S is applied must be derated by 10% for OS369SAT: Other paremetsrs remain the seme for this extended temparature range 
device (-40'C ,; TA ,; +S5'C). 

Switching Characteristics 
O'C,;;; TA ,;;; 70'C, 4.75V < Vee < 5.25,Vunless otherwise specified (Note 3) 

Receiver Switching Characteristics (Figures 1,2and3) 

Symbol conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tPLH CL = 15pF. 15 28 42 ns 

tpHL 
S1 andS2 15 28 42 ns 
Closed 

ItpLH-tpHLi 0 3 ns 

tpLZ CL = 15 pF, S2 Open 5 29 35 ns 

tpHZ CL = 15pF,S1 Operi 5 12 16 ns 

tPZL CL = 15 pF, 52 Open 7 15 28 ns 

tPZH CL = 15 pF, S1 Open 7 15 20 ns 

Driver Switching Characteristics 
Symbol I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

SING,LE ENDED CHARACTERISTICS (Figures 4, 5 and 6) 

tpLH RLOIFF = 60n 9 15 22 ns 

tpHL CL1 = CL2 = 100 pF 9 15 22 ns 

tSKEwltpLH-tpHLi 0 2 8 ns 

tpLZ CL = 15pF,S20pen 7 15 30 ns 

tpHZ CL = 15 pF, S1 Open 7 15 30 ns 

tpZL ,CL = 100 pF, 52 Open 30 35 ,50 ns 

tPZH CL = 100 pF, S1 Open 30 35 50, ns 

DIFFERENTIAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Figure 7) 

tr, t, IRLOIFF = 60n I 6 I 10 I 18 I ns 
,Cl1 = CL2 = 100 pF 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Waveforms 

IIIIClUO~ PRDIEI AIIIIJIG 
CAPACITAlCEI 

IlLImIS 
l1li16. -

FIGURE 1. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

2!V --------. 

Rl,iii 

2SV -------~~~---------------

VOK --------__. 

RO 

f = IMHz:t,,;: IOns 
:If';: 10 .. 

VOL------------~--------------J 

Note: Differential input voltage may be realized by grounding l'ii and pulsing RI between + 2.5V and - 2.5V 

TL/F/5272-6 

FIGURE 2. Receiver Input-to-Output Propagation Delay Timing 

3V__.r----""\. 
f=IMHz: tr~IOAl 

: tf~IO .. 

ov~--------~-~--------~I-------------J 

6V --~Ro---+"" 
OUTPUT 

NORMALLY lOW 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

'-------------r 1-------+-.-------.-- VOL 

RO 
OUTPUT 

DV _..;;I~OR;;;;M:;;;AL;;;LY..;;H;.;;IGH;;...... __ " 

_------u-------+""'\.'--:-----:-':,--:--- VOH 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Enable/Disable Propagation Delay Timing 

TUF/5272-7 

TL/F/5272-8 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

FROMOUTPUTr-Cn 81 -Vee 

UNDER TEaT 82 

CL l. PICLUDEI PROlE T 
MaJII 
CAPACITANCE) '::' '::' 

Note: Unless otherwise specified 
the switches are closed. 

TL/F/5272-9 

FIGURE 4. Driver Propagation Delay Test Circuits 

3V--------.r-------~~~~--------~ 
t = 1 MHz: t,. ~ IOns 

01 ~ ~ IOns 
OV-----

OO~------~}------------------------J 

TLlF/5272-10 

TLiF 15272-11 

Note: tpLH and tpHL are meesured to the respective 50% points. IsKEW is the difference between propagation delays of the complementary outputs. 

3V 

DV 

5V 

DO. DO 

VOL 

VOH 

DO. DO 

ov 
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FIGURE 5. Driver Input-ta-Output Propagation Delay Timing (Single-Ended) 

DE or E 

OUTPUT 
NDRMAll HOW 

OUTPUT 
NORMAllY HIGH 

f=IMHz: IrslDns 
: If" IOns 

FIGURE 6. Driver Enable/Disable Propagation Delay Timing 

3V 

/ \ 01 F = 1 MHz 

OV 
t,. .~.~ 10 ns 

+VO 
90% 90% 

VOIFF = V DO-VjjQ 
OV OV 

"' 10% 10% 
-Yo 

FIGURE 7. Driver Differential Transition Timing 
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Function Tables 

Inputs 

RE DE DI 

X 1 1 
X 1 0 
)( 0 X 
X 1 X 

Inputs 

RE DE 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 

x - Don't care condition 

Z - High impedance s\llte 

DS3695A1DS3696A Transmitting 

Line Outputs 
Condition DO DO TS· (DS3696A Only) 

No Fault 0 1 H 
No Fault 1 0 H 

X Z Z H 
Fault Z Z L 

DS3695A1DS3696A Receiving 

Output 

RI-RI RO ~. (DS3696A Only) 

~+O.2V 1 H 
:S;-O.2V 0 H 

Inputs Open" 1 H 
X Z H 

Fault - Improper line conditions causing excessive power dissipation in the driver, such as shorts or bus contention situations 

• TIl is an "open collector" output wtth an on-chip 10 kG pull-up resistor . 

.. This Is a lall sale cqndltlon 

Typical Application 

DS3&95A/DS369&A 

TL/F/5272-18 

Note: Repeater control logic not shown. See AN-702. 
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~ r---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

~ 
~ t!lNational Semiconductor 
.... 
"8! 
~ DS16F95, DS36F95 
~ EIA-485/EIA-422A Differential Bus Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS16F95/DS36F95 Differential Bus Transceiver is a 
monolithic integrated circuit designed for bidirectional data 
communication on balanced multipoint bus transmission 
lines. The transceiver meets both EIA-485 and EIA-422A 
standards. . 

The DS16F95/DS36F95 offers improved performancE! due 
to the use of L-FAST bipolar technology. The L-FAST tech
nology allows for higher speeds and lower currents by mini
mizing gate delay times. Thus, the DS16F95 and DS36F95 
consume less power, and feature an extended temperature 
range as well as improved specifications. 

The DS16F95/DS36F95 combines a TRI-STATE<!> differen
tial line driver and a differential input line receiver, both of 
which operate from a single 5.0V power supply. The driver 
and receiver have an active Enable that can be externally 
connected to function as a direction control. The driver dif
ferential outputs and the receiver differential inputs are in
ternally connected to form differential input/output (1/0) bus 
ports that are designed to offer minimum loading to the bus 
whenever the driver is disabled or when Vee = OV. These 
ports feature wide positive and negative common mode 
voltage ranges, making the device suitable for multipoint ap
plications in noisy environments. 

The driver is designed to accommodate loads of up to 
60 mA of sink or source current and features positive and 
negative current limiting in addition to thermal shutdown for 
protection from line fault conditiQns. 

Logic Diagram 

B y 

~ft ,~ ! ! 4 

GNO vee RO RE OE 01 
TL/F/9629-20 

The DS16F95/DS36F95 can be used in transmission line 
applications employing the DS96F172 and the DS96F174 
quad differential line drivers and the DS96F173 and 
DS96F175 quad differential line receivers. 

Features 
• Meets EIA-485 and EIA-422A 
• Meets SCSI-1 (5 MHZ) specifications 
• Designed for multipoint transmission 
• Wide positive and negative input/output bus voltage 

ranges 

• Thermal shutdown protection 
• Driver positive and negative current-limiting 
• High impedance receiver input 
• Receiver input hysteresis of 50 mV typical 
• Operates from single 5.0V supply 
Ii Reduced power consumption 
• Pin compatible with DS3695 and SN75176A 
• Military temperature range available 
• Qualified for MIL-STD 883e 
• Standard Military Drawings (SMD) available 
• Available in DIP (J), Lee (E), and Flatpak (W) packages 

Function Tables 

Driver Input 

DI 
H 

L 

X 

Differential Inputs 

A-B 

VID";: -0.2V 

H ~ High Level 
L ~ Low Level 
X ~ Immaterial 

X 

Z ~ High Impedance (Off) 

Drtver 

Enable 

DE 
H 

H 

L 

Receiver 

Enable 

RE 

L 

L 

H 

Outputs 

A B 

H L 

L H 

Z Z 

Output 

RO 

H 

L 

Z 
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COMMERCIAL 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
Specifications for the 883 version of this product are Conditions 
listed separately on the following pages. Min Typ Max Units 
Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto +175·C Supply Voltage (Vee) 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300·C DS36F95 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation· at 25·C DS16F95 4.50 5.0 5.50 V 

'J' Package 1300mW Voltage at Any Bus Terminal 

Supply Voltage 7.0V (Separately or Common Mode) 
J (VlorVCM) -7.0 +12 V Input Voltage (Bus Terminal) +15V/-10V 

Enable Input Voltage 5.5V 
Differential I nput ±12 V 

'Derate 'J' package 8.7 mwrc above 2S·C. 
Voltage (VI D) 

Output Current HIGH (IOH) 
Driver -60 rnA 
Receiver -400 ".A 

Output Current LOW (loll 
Driver 60 rnA 
Receiver 16 rnA 

Operating Temperature (T A) 
DS36F95 0 +25 +70 ·C 
DS16F95 -55 +25 +125 ·C 

Driver Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

Vil Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -55mA O·Cto +70·C 3.0 V 

Val Output Voltage LOW IOl = 55 rnA O·Cto +70"C 2.0 V 

VIC Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -1.3 V 

IVOO11 Differential Output Voltage 10 = OmA 6.0 V 

IVOO21 Differential Output Voltage Rl = 1000, Figure 1 2.0 2.25 
V 

Rl = 540, Figure 1 1.5 2.0 

aivool Change in Magnitude of Rl = 540 or 1000, - 40·C to + 125·C ±0.2 
Differential Output Voltage Figure 1 - 55·C to + 125·C ±0.4 V 
(Note 4) 

VOC Common Mode Output 
3.0 V 

Voltage (Note 5) 

alvoe! Change in Magnitude of 
Common Mode Output ±0.2 V 
Voltage (Note 4) 

10 Output Current (Note 8) Output Disabled Vo = +12V 1,0 
rnA 

(Includes Receiver II) Vo = -7.0V -0.8 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.4V 20 ".A 

III Input Current LOW VI = 0.4V -50 ".A 

los Short Circuit Output Vo = -7.0V -250 
Current (Note 9) Vo = OV -150 

rnA 
Vo = Vee 150 

Vo = +12V 250 

lee Supply Current No Load,AII DE = 2V, RJ: = 0.8V 
28 

(Total Package) Inputs Open Outputs Enabled 
rnA 

Iccx DE = 0.8V, RE = 2V 
25 

Outputs Disabled 
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COMMERCIAL , 

Driver Switchinu Characteristics Ycc = 5.0V! T A == 25°C 
-, .' ',,~'> 

Symbol Parameter Condltlona i Min Typ Max Unlta 

too Differential Output Delay Time RL = 600, Figure 3 8.0 15 20 ns 

'. ITo Differential Output Transition Time 8.0 15 22 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, " RL = 2m, Figure 4 
6.0 12 16 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output '"' 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, .' 

High-to-Low Level Output ' " 6.0 12 16 ns 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL = 1100., Figure 5 25 32 ns ' 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 1100., Figure 6 25 32 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level ' RL = 1100., Figure 5 20 25 ns 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level RL = 1100., Figure 6 20 25 ns 

tLZL Output Disable Time from Low Level Load per Figure 5 
300 ns 

with Load Resistor to GND ' Timing per Figure 6 

tSKEW Skew (Pulse Width Distortion) RL = 600., Figure 3 1.0 4.0 ns 

Receiver Electr,ical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltagl;! a:nd operating temperature' ranges, unless ,otherwise sp~cified 

Symbol Parameter 
-, 

Conditions, Min Typ Max Unlta 

VTH Differential I nput High Vo = 2.7V, 10 = -0.4 mA 
0.2 V 

' Threshold Voltage 

VTL Differentiallnp~t Low Vo = 0.5V, 16 = 8.0 mA -0.2 
V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 6) 

VT+-VT- Hy~eresis (Note 7) VCM = OV 35 50 mV 

VIH Enable Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VIC Enable Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -1.3 V 

VOH ,Output Voltage HIGH VIO = 200mV, O"Cto +70"C 2.8 
10H = -400 p,A, V 
Figure 2 - 55°C to + 125°C 2.5 

VOL Output Voltage LOW VIO = - 200 mY, 10L = 8.0mA 0.45 
V 

Figure 2 10L = 16mA 0.50 

loz High Impedance State Output Vo = O.4V to 2.4V ±20 p,A 

II Line Input Current (Note 8) Other Input = OV VI=+12V 1" 1.0 
mA 

VI = -7.0V 0.8 

IIH Enable Input Current HIGH VIH = 2.7V 20:, p,A 

IlL Enable Input Current LOW VIL= 0.4V ,'':'50 p,A' 

RI Input Resistance 14 18 22 kn 
los Short Circuit Output Current (Note 9) -15 -85 mA 

Icc Supply Current ' NoLoad,AII DE = 2V, RE = 0.8V 
28 

(Total Package) Inputs Open Outputs Enabled ' 
mA 

Iccx DE = C.8Y,FiE = 2V , 25 
Outputs Disabled 
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COMMERCIAL 

Receiver Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, VIC = OV to + 3.0V 
14 19 24 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output Cl = 15 pF, Figure 7 

tpHl Propagation Delay Time, 
14 19 24 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level Cl = 15 pF, Figure 8 10 16 ns 

tZl Output Enable Time to Low Level 12 18 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level Cl = 5.0 pF, Figure 8 12 20 ns 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level 12 18 ns 

ItplH -tpHLi Pulse Width Distortion (SKEW) Figure? 1.0 4.0 ns 

Note I: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the - SS'C to + 12S'C temperature range for the DSI6F9S and across the O'C to + 70'C range for 
the DS36F9S. All typicals are given for Vee ~ SV and TA ~ 2S'C. 

Note 3: All currents Into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 

Note 4: Aivool and Alvocl are the changes in magnitude of Voo and Voe, respectively, that occur when the input is changed from a high level to a low level. 

Not. 5: In TIAIEIA-422A and TlAlEIA-48S Standards. Voe, which is the average of the two output voltages with respect to ground, is called output offset voltage, 
Vos· 
Note 8: The algebraic convention, where the less positive (more negative) limit is designated minimum, is used in this data sheet for common mode input voltage 
and threshold voltage levels only. 

Note 7: Hysteresis is the difference between the positive·going input threshold voltage, VT+. and the negative-going input threshold voltage, VT _. 

Note 8: Refer to TIAIEIA-48S Standard for exact conditions. 

Not. 9: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Order Number: DS16F95J, NS Package Number J08A 

DS36F95J, NS Package Number J08A 
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MIL-STD883C 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
The 883 specifications are. written to reflect the Rei. Conditions 
Electrical TestSpeclflcatlons (RETS) established by Na- Min Max Units 
tlonalSemlconductor for this product. For a copy of the 

Supply Voltage (Vee> 
RETS please contact your local National SemiconduC-
tor sales office or distributor. 

DS16F95 , 4.50 5.50 V 

Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 175'C 
Voltage at Any Bus Terminal 

(Separately or Common Mode) 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300"C (VlorVCM) -7.0 +12 V 
Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25'C Differential Input ±12 V 

Ceramic 'E' Package 1800mW Voltage (VIO) . 
Ceramic 'J' Package 1300mW ... Output Current HIGH (IOH) 
Ceramic 'W' ,Package. tBD Driver -60 mA 

Supply Voltage 7.0V Receiv~r -400 /LA 
Input Voltage (Bus Terminal) +15V1-10V Output Current LOW (Iou 
Enable Input Voltage ~.5V . Driver 

., 
60 mA 

'Above T" = 25"C, derate E package, J package 8.7 mWI'C, W package Receiver 16 mA 
12.5 mW/'C. Operating Temperature (TAl 

DS16F95 -55 +125 'C 

Driver Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltl!ge and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH Vee = 5.5V 2.0 Y 
VIL Input Voltage LOW Vee = 5.5V 0.8 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -20 mA, Vee = 4.5V 3.0 V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW 10L = +20 mA, Vee = 4.5V 2.0' V 

Vie Input Clamp Voltage 11=-18mA -1.3 V 

IVOD11 Differential Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA, VIN = 0.8V or 2V, Vee = 5.5V 
,. '6.0 V 

IVOD21 Differential Output Voltage RL = 10011, Vee = 4.5V, Flflure 1 2.0 
V 

RL = 5411, Vee = 4.5V, Figure 1 1.5 

AlvODI Change in Magnitude of RL = 5411 or 10011, Figure 1, Vee = 4.5V 
Differential Output Voltage ±0.2 V 
(Note 4) 

VOD3 Differential Output Voltage VeM = -7Vto +12V 1.0 V 

VOC Common Mode Output RL = 5411 or 10011 
3.0 V 

Voltage (Note 5) 

Alvocl Change in Magnitude of Vee = 4.5V, RL = 5411 or 10011 
Common Mode Output ±0.2 V 
Voltage (Note 4) 

10 Output Current (Note 8) Output Disabled I Vo=+12V 1.0 
mA 

(Includes Receiver II) Vee = OV or 5.5V I Vo = -7.0V -0.8 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.4V 20 /LA 

IlL Input Current LOW VI = 0.4V -50 /LA 

los Short Circuit Output Vo = -7.0V, VIN = OVor3V -250 
Current (Note 9) Vo = OV, VIN = OV or 3V -150 

mA 
Vo = Vee, VIN = OV or 3V 150 

Vo = + 12V, VIN = OVor3V 250 

lee Supply Current No Load, DE = 2V, RE = 0.8V, Inputs Open 28 
mA 

leex 
(Total Package) No Load, DE = 0.8V, RE = 2V, Inputs Open 25 
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MIL-STD 883C 

Driver Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 
TA = 25"C TA = 125°C TA = -55"C 

Units 
Max Max Max 

too Differential Output Delay Time RL = BOn, FigureS B.O 15 25 30 30 ns 

lTo Differential Output Transition Time B.O 15 25 30 30 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, RL = 27n, Figure 4 
B.O 12 1B 25 25 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
B.O 12 1B 25 25 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL = 110n, Figure 5 25 35 45 45 ns 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 110n, Figure 6 25 40 50 50 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level RL = HOn, Figure 5 20 30 40 40 ns 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level RL = 110n, Figure 6 20 30 40 40 ns 

tLZL Output Disable Time from Low Level Load per Figure 5 
300 ns 

with Load Resistor to GND Timing per Figure 6 

tsKEW Skew (Pulse Width Distortion) RL = BOn, Figure S .1.0 B 12 12 ns 

Receiver Electrical Characteristics II 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VTH Differential Input High Vo = 2.5V,10 = -0.4 mA, VCM = -7V,OV, +12V 
0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage Vcc = 4.5V, 5.5V 

VTL Differential Input Low Vo = 0.5V, 10 = B.O mA, VCM = -7V,OV, + 12V, 
-0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note B) VCC = 4.5V,5.5V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis (Note 7) VCM = OV, VCC = 4.5V, 5.5V 35 mV 

VIH Enable Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage LOW O.B V 

VIC Enable Input Clamp Voltage 11= -1B mA, VCC = 5.5V -1.3 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH VIO = 200mV, - 55°C to + 125°C 
10H = -400 IJ.A, 2.5 V 
Figure 2, VCC = 4.5V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW VIO = -200 mV, IOL = B.OmA 0.45 
V 

Figure 2, Vcc = 4.5V 10L = 1BmA 0.50 

loz High Impedance State Outpu1 Vo = 0.4V,2.4V ±20 IJ.A 

II Line Input Current (Note B) Other Input = OV VI= +12V 1.0 
VCC = 5.5Vor VI = -7.0V mA 
VCC = OV -O.B 

IIH Enable Input Current HIGH VIH = 2.7V 20 IJ.A 

IlL Enable Input Current LOW VIL = 0.4V -50 IJ.A 

RI Input Resistance 10 kn 

los Short Circuit Ou1put Current VIN = 1V, VOUT = O.OV (Note 9) -15. -B5 mA 

Icc Supply Current (Total Package) No Load, DE = 2V, RE = O.SV, Inputs Open 2B 
mA 

Iccx No Load, DE = O.BV, RE = 2.0V, Inputs Open 25 
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MIL·STD 883C 

Receiver Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ TA = 25"C TA = 125"C TA = -55·C 
Units 

Max Max Max 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, VIC = OVto +3.0V 
10 19 27 38 38 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output CL = 15 pF, Figure 7 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
High-to-Low Level Output 

10 19 27 38 38 ns 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level CL = 15pF,Figure8 10. 20 30 30 ns 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level 12 20 30 30 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level CL = 5.0 pF, Figure 8 12 20 30 30 ns 

CL = 20.0 pF, Figure 8 
12 30 40 40 ns 

(Note 14) 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level CIL = 50 pF, Figure 8 12 20 30 30 ns 

ItpLH-tpHd Pulse Width Distortion (SKEW) Figure 7 1.0 8 16 16 ns 

Ordering Number: DS16F95J/883. NS Package Number J08A 

DS16F95E/883. NS Package Number E20A 

DS16F95W/883. NS Package NumberW10A 

SMD Number: DS16F95J/883 +-+ 5962-896150PX 

DS16F95E/883+-+ 5962-8961502X 

DS16F95W/883+-+ 5962-896150HX 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

TL/F/9629-2 

FIGURE 1. Driver VOD and Voc (Note 13) 

GENERATOR 5011 

TL/F/9629-4 

'~! 
OV POL t IOL VOM .1 ~ (+) ..L 

FIGURE 2. Receiver VOH and VOL 

,-______ ~~~----_3V 

IN 
'---OV 

OUT 

IsKEW - ItpLHo-tpHLDI 

t 10M 
(-) 

TUF/9629-3 

TL/F/9629-5 

FIGURE 3. Driver Differential Output Delay and Transition Times (Notes 10, 12) 

GENERATOR 5011 

OV or 3V 

GENERATOR 5011 

OV or 3V 

GENERATOR 5011 

3V 

2.3V 

RL = 2711 

---0--_-..... - OUT 

TL/F/9629-6 

IN 

y 
OUT 

,_------.... -:-----3V 

'---OV 

VOL 

Z VOH ~
HL tpLH 

OUT 2.3V 2.3V 
------VOL 

TL/F/9629-7 

FIGURE 4. Driver Propagation Times (Notes 10, 11) 

--0--.... - ..... - OUT 

'-J'J.~ Jr-: 
----...,:LLVOH 

OUT 2.3V \---ro.SV 
I'-.:.~~FF=OV 

TL/F/9629-9 

TL/F/9629-8 

FIGURE 5. Driver Enable and Disable Times (tZH, tHz)(Notes 10, 11, 12) 

5V 

RL = 11011 ---0--_-..... - OUT 

TUF/9629-10 

IN ~.sv I.SV 3V 

OV 

tlL r- ~r-

OUT ----~.3V tJ!:v 
. -------- -t VOL 

TL/F/9629-11 

FIGURE 6. Driver Enable and Disable Times (tZL, tLZ, tLzLl (Notes 10, 11, 12) 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

GENERATOR son 

1.SV----...1 
OUT 

OV-----...... 
TL/F 19629-12 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Propagation Delay Times (Notes 10, 11) 

1.5V 

GENERATOR 50n 

IN 
51 to 1.5V 
52 OPEN 
53 CLOSED 

IN 

2kn 52 

VOL 

TL/F/9629-13 

TUF/9629-14 

3V 

OV 

51 to -1.5V 
52 CLOSED 
53 OPEN 

~---~+--"4.5V 

OUT 

IN 

OUT 

3V 

OV 

TUF/9629-15 

51 to 1.5V 
52 CLOSED 
S3 CLOSED 

!zr 
+-~ ___ Jr~~:v 

TLlF/9629-17 

OUT 

IN 

OUT 

FIGURE 8. Receiver Enable and Disable Times (Notes 10, 11, 13) 

3V 

OV 

TL/F/9629-16 

51 to -1.5V 
52 CLOSED' 
53 CLOSED 

TL/F/9629-18 

Note 10: The input pulse Is supplied by a generator having the following characteristics: PRR = 1.0 MHz. 50% duty cycle, Ir ,;; 6.0 lis, tf ,;; 6.0 ns, Zo = 50n. 

Note 11: CL includes prObe and stray capacitance. 

Note 12: DS16F95/DS36F95 Driver enable is Active·High. 

Note 13: All diodes are lN916 or equivalent. 

Note 14: Testing at 20 pF assures conformance to 5 pF specification. 
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Typical Application 

~~~~---'-------------------~~-1--~~~ 

~~.-~~-+-------------------~~~~~~~ 

Note: 

UP TO 32 
TRANSCEIVERS 

The line should be terminated at both ends in ~s characteristic impedance, typically 12011. 
Stub lengths off the main line should be kept as short as possible. 

Connection Diagrams 

8-Lead Dual-ln-Une Package 20-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

Vee 

RO Vce 

RE -+;;....-...o-.::ao ..... ~-B} IN/OUT 

DE A BUS PORT 

NC NC 

rn GND 

TUF/9629-19 

TUF/9629-1 

Order Number DS16F95, DS16F95J/883, DS36F95J 
See NS Package Number J08A 

NC 

DE 

B } IN/OUT :C BUS PORT 

NC NC 

Order Number DS16F95E/883 
See NS Package Number E20A 

10-Lead Ceramic Flatpak 

RO vee 

RE NC 

D[~~J::~~J..h NC 
DIC B}IN/OUT 

GND A BUS PORT ------...---
Order Number DS16F95W/883 
See NS Package Number W10A 

TUF/9629-22 

For Complete Military 883 SpeCifications, see RETS Data Sheet 

TL/F/9629-21 
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Je I /J1National Semiconductor 

0836276 
FAILSAFE Multipoint Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS36276 FAILSAFE Multipoint Transceiver'is designed 
for use on bi-directional differential busses. It is compatible 
with existing TIAIEIA-485 transceivers, however, it offers an 
additional feature not supported by standard transceivers. 

The FAI LSAFE feature guarantees the receiver output to a 
known state when the Interface is in the following co'ndi: 
tions: Floating Une, Idle Une (no active drivers), and Une 
Fault conditions (open or short). The receiver output is in a 
HIGH state for the following conditions: OPEN Inputs, Ter
minated Inputs (500), and SHORTED Inputs. 

FAILSAFE is a highly desirable feature when the transceiv
ers are used with Asynchronous Controllers such as 
UARTs. 

Connection and 
Logic Diagram 

,\, 

~ 

: ~ J$ ~ ~OOVCC=RI 
RE _--",-,LJr"'--- . r- I.' 

DE -: ~r"'2D _ ..... ~6;.. OO/RI 

DI...;.f-f.... ~ GND 

TUF/11383-1 

Order Number DS36276N or DS36276M 
See NS Package Number N08E or M08A 

Features 
• FAILSAFE receiver, RO = HIGH for: 

- OPEN inputs 
- Terminated inputs 
- SHORTED inputs 

• Compatible with popular interface standards: 
~ TIAIEIA-485 (RS-485) 
- TIAIEIA-422-A (RS-422-A) 
-CCITT Recommendation V.ll 

• Bi-Directional Transceiver 
- Designed for multipoint transmission 

• Separate driver input, driver enable, receiver 
enable, and receiver output for maximum flexibility 

• Wide bus common moqe range 
-(-7Vto +12V) .--

• Pin compatible with: DS75176B, DS96176, DS3695 and 
SN75176A and B 

• Available in plastic DIP and SOIC packailes 

Truth Tables 
Driver 

Inputs Outputs 

RE DE 01 DO/RI DO/RI 

X H H H L 
X H L L H 
X L X Z Z 

Receiver 

Inputs Output 

RE DE RI-RI RO 

L ;L :?OV H 
L L :S;;-500mV L 
H X X Z 

Receiver FAILSAFE 

Inputs Output 

RE DE RI-RI RO 

L L SHORTED H 
L L OPEN H 
H X X Z 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage, Vee 4.75 5.25 V 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 7V Bus Voltage -7 +12 V 
Input Voltage (DE, RE, and DI) 5.5V Operating Temperature (T A) 
Driver Output Voltage/ DS36276 0 +70 ·C 

Receiver Input Voltage -10V to + 15V 

Receiver Output Voltage (RO) 5.5V 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C 
N Package (derate 9.3 mWrC above + 25·C) 1168mW 
M Package (derate 5.8 mW rc above + 25·C) 726mW 

Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 150·C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec.) 260"C 

Max Junction Temperature 150"C 

ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kn, 100 pF) :<: 6.0kV 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2, 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA (No Load) 1.5 4.8 6.0 V 

VoOO Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA (Output to GND) 0 6.0 V 

VoDO Output Voltage 0 6.0 V 

VT1 Differential Output Voltage RL = 54n (485) (Figure 1) 1.5 2.0 5.0 V 
(Termination Load) RL = 100n (422) 2.0 2.3 5.0 V 

aVT1 Balance of VT1 RL = 54n (Note 3) -0.2 0.07 +0.2 V 

IVT11 - IVT11 RL = 100n -0.2 0.07 +0.2 V 

Vos Driver Common Mode RL = 54n (Figure 1) 0 2.5 3.0 V 
Output Voltage RL = 100n 0 2.3 3.0 V 

aVos Balance of Vos RL = 54n , (Note 3) -0.2 0.08 +0.2 V 

Ivosl - Ivosl RL = 100n -0.2 0.08 +0.2 V 

loso Driver Short-Circuit Vo = +12V (Rgure3) 134 290 mA 
Output Current 

Vo = Vee 140 mA 

Vo= OV -140 mA 

Vo = -7V -180 -290 mA 
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" 

Electrical Characteristics, (Continued) 
Over recommended Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Notes,2, 4) '. 

Symbol , Parameter Condltlona 'Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Differential I nput High Vo = VOH,IO = -0.4 mA -0.18 0 V 
Threshold Voltage (Note 5) -7V s: VCM s: +12V 

VTl Differential Input Low Vo = VOL, 10 = 8.0 mA 
-0.5 -0.23 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 5) -7V s: VCM s: + 12V 

VHST Hysteresis (Note 6) VCM = OV 50 " mV 

liN Line Input Current Other Input = OV 1 VI = +12V 0.7 1.0 mA 
(VCC = 4.75V, 5.25V, OV) DE = VIH (Note 7)1 VI = -7V -0.5 -0.8 mA 

10SR Short Circuit Current VO=OV RO -5.0 -30 -85 mA 

loz TRI-STATEiII> Leakage Current Vo = 0.4 to 2.4V -20 +20 ",A 

VOH Output High Voltage VIO = OV,IOH = -0.4 mA 2.5 3.5 V 
(Figure 12) VIO = OPEN, IOH = -0.4 mA 2.5 3.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage VIO = -0.5V,IOl = +8 mA 0.25 0.6 V 
(Figure 12) VIO = -0.5V,IOl = +16mA 0.35 0.7 V 

RIN Input Resistance 12 19 kO 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS' 

VIH High Level Input Voltage DE, 2.0 VCC V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage RE, GNO 0.8 V 
or 

1114 High Level Input Current VIH = 2.4V 01 20 ".A 
III Low Level Input Current Vil = 0.4V -100 ".A 
VCL Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18mA -0.75 -1.5 V 

Icc Output Low Voltage DE = 3V, RE = OV, 01 = OV 42 60 mA 

ICCR 
Supply Current DE = OV, -ro: = OV, 01 = OV 28 45 mA 
(No Load) 

DE = 3V, FU: = 3V, 01 = OV ICCD 43 60 mA 

Iccx DE = OV,-ro: = av, 01 = OV 31 50 mA 

'" 

" 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Note 4) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLHO Dill. Prop. Delay Low to High RL = 540. 7 21 60 ns 

tpHLO Dill. Prop. Delay High to Low CL = 50pF 7 19 60 ns 

Dill. Skew (ItpLHO-tpHLDI) 
Co = 50pF 

tSKO (Figures 4, 5) 2 10 ns 

tr Dill. Rise Time 12 50 ns 

tf Dill. Fall Time 12 50 ns 

tpLH Prop. Delay Low to High RL = 2m, CL = 15 pF 22 45 ns 

tpHL Prop. Delay High to Low (Figures 6, 7) 22 45 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High RL = 1100. 32 55 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z to Low CL = 50pF 32 65 ns 
(FiguresB-11) 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z 22 55 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 16 55 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLH Prop. Delay Low to High VIO = -1.5Vto +1.5V 15 40 70 ns 

tpHL Prop. Delay High to Low CL = 15pF 15 42 70 ns 

Skew (ItpLH-tpHLi) 
(Figures 13, 14) 

tsK 2 15 ns 

tpZH Enable Time Z to High CL = 15pF 15 50 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z to Low (Figures 15, 16) 17 50 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z 24 50 ns .-
tpLZ Disable TIme Low to Z 19 50 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings"are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that Iha devices 
should be operated at thesa limits. The tables of "'Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation. 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwisa 
specified. 
Note 3: 11 IVnl and 11 Ivosl are changes in magnitude of Vn and Vas. respectively. that occur when the input changes state. 
Note 4: All typicals are given for Vee - 5.0V and TA - + 25"C. 
Note 5: Threshold parameter limits specified as an algebraic value rather than by magnitude. 
Note 6: HysteresiS defined as VHST - VTH - VTL. 
Note 7: liN includes the receiver input current and driver TRI·STATE leakage current. 
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i Parameter Measurement Information 

! 
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RL/2 

01 

3V 
OE 

TL/F/11383-2 

FIGURE 1. Driver VT1 and Vas Test Circuit 

01 
"""'0--0' 51 52 

3V 
OE 

TUF/11383-3 

FIGURE 2. Driver VOH and VOL Test Circuit 

01 
"""'0--0' 51 

Vo 
3V 

OE 
TLlF/11383-4 

FIGURE 3. Driver Short Circuit Test Circuit 

~~,--~--oOO 

GENERATOR 

(NOTE 8) 

..... ~.--.... --oDo 

(NOTE 9) 

TL/F/11383-5 

FIGURE 4. Driver Differential Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

01 
~----------~--------3V 

---OV 

DO 

Vo = 00- DO 

TL/F/11383-6 

FIGURE 5. Driver Differential Propagation Delays and Transition Times 

2.3V 

GENERATOR 

"'O .... -4~---o OUT 

(NOTE 8) 
(NOTE 9) 

DE 

TL/F/11383-7 

FIGURE 6. Driver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

01 

DO 

~----~~---------3V 

'-------- OV 

2.3V 
'------ VOL 

~;""'---VOH 
2.3V 

'-------"..:------- VOL 

FIGURE 7. Driver Propagation Delays 
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~ 
Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

01 

OV OR 3V 

GENERATOR 

(NOTE 8) 5011 

....... 1I::'""-O""':SI 

81 to DO lor 01 = 3V 

81 to 150 for 01 = OV 

OUT 

(NOTE 9) 

FIGURE 8. Driver TRI-STATE Test Circuit (tpZH. tpHZ) 

~--------,---------3V 

DE 

'------OV 
1~~_;';';;'_";"'"'Ii __ VOH 

....... ...;.(V,;::OH:.,.- O.SV) 
, VOFF = GNO 

OUT 

FIGURE 9. Driver TRI-STATE Delays (tpZH. tpHZ) 

01 
OV OR 3V 

GENERATOR 

(NOTE 8) 5011 

SV 

"0-4-.... --0() OUT 

81 10 DO lor 01 = OV 

81 10 00 lor 01 = 3V 

(NOTE 9) 

FIGURE 10. Driver TRI·STATE Test Circuit (tpZL. tpLZ) 

~d~ "~:: 
OUT ~3V -r- VOL + D.SV 

- - VOL 

TL/F/11383-9 

TLlF/I1383-10 

TL/F/11383-11 

TL/F/11383-12 
FIGURE 11. Driver TRI-STATE Delays (tpZL. tpLZ) 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

IOH 
(-) 

~ 

TL/F/11383-13 

FIGURE 12. Receiver VOH and VOL 

GENERATOR 

(NOTE 8) >-~",,-oRO 

(NOTE 9) 

TLlF/11383-14 

FIGURE 13. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

~--__ ----- +1.5V 

"'----1.5V 

~----.... -i'--- VOH 

VOL 

FIGURE 14. Receiver Propagation Delays 
TLlF/11383-15 

FIGURE 15. Receiver TRI-STATE Delay Test Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

~------~-------3V 

'----OV 

S3CLOSED TL/F/11383-17 

~--------~--------3V 

OUT 

SII.5V 

S2CLOSED 

53 CLOSED 

'----GND 

TL/F/I1383-19 

,-------~-------3V 

S2CLOSED 

53 OPEN 

S2CLOSED 

S3 CLOSED 

GND 

TL/F/I1383-18 

VOL 

TUF/I1383-20 

FIGURE 16. Receiver Enable and Disable Timing 
Note 8: The input pulse is supplied by a generator having the following characteristics: f = 1.0 MHz, 50% duty cycle, t,. and tf < 6.0 ns, Zo = son. 

Note 9: CL includes probe and stray capacitance. 

Note 10: Diodes are I N916 or equivalent. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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vs Output Current 
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Differential Output Voltage 
vs Output Current 
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~ r-----------------------------------~----------------------~----------------~ i Typical Performance Characteristics (Coriti'nued)' 

~ 

~ 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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~ 
~ I!J1National Semiconductor 

DS36277 
Dominant Mode Multipoint Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS36277 Dominant Mode Multipoint Transceiver is de
signed for use on bi-directional differential busses. It is opti
mal for use on Interfaces that utilize Society of Auto/Tlotive ' 
Engineers (SAE) J1708 Electrical Standard. 

The device is similar to standard TIA/EIA-485 transceivers, 
but differs in enabling scheme. The Driver's Input Is normal
ly externally tied LOW, thus providing only two states: Active 
(LOW), or Disabled (OFF). When the driver is active, the 
dominant mode is LOW, conversely, when the driver is dis
abled, the bus is pulled HIGH by external bias resistors. 

The receiver provides a FAILSAFE feature that guarantees 
a known output state when the Interface is in the following 
conditions: Floating Line, Idle Line (no active drivers), and 
Line Fault Conditions (open or short). The receiver output is 
HIGH for the following conditions: Open Inputs, Terminated 
Inputs (500), or Shorted Inputs. FAILSAFE is a highly desir
able feature when the transceivers are used with Asynchro
nous Controllers such as UARTs. 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

TL/F/113B4-1 

Order Number DS36277TM or DS36277TN 
See NS Package Number M08A or N08E 

Features 
• FAILSAFE receiver, RO = HIGH for: 

- OPEN inputs 
'- Terminated inputs 
- SHORTED inputs 

• Optimal for use in SAE J1708 Interfaces 
• Compatible with popular interface standards: 

- TIAIEIA-485 and TIAIEIA-422-A 
~CCITT recommendation V.11 

• Bi-directional transceiver 
- Designed for multipoint transmission 

• Wide bus common mode range 
- (-7V to +12V) 

• Available in plastic DIP and SOIC packages 

Truth Tables 
Driver 

Inputs Outputs 

DE DI DO/RI Do/iii 

L L L H 
L H H L 
H X Z Z 

Receiver 

Inputs Output 

RE DO/RI-DO/iii RO 

L ~ OmV H 
L :s: -500mV L 
L SHORTED H 
L OPEN H 
H X Z 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage, Vee 4.75 5.25 V 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 7V Bus Voltage -7 +12 V 
Input Voltage (DE, RE, and 01) 5.5V Operating Temperature (TAl 
Driver Output Voltage/ DS36277T -40 +85 °C 

Receiver Input Voltage -10Vto +15V 

Receiver Output Voltage (RO) 5.5V 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25°C 
N Package (derate 9.3 mW rc above + 25°C) 1168mW 
M Package (derate 5.8 mW rc above + 25°C) 726mW 

Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 150"C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec.) 260"C 

ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ;;, 6.0kV 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2, 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA (No Load) 1.5 3.6 6 V 

Vooo Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA (Outputto GND) 0 6 V 

Voi5C5 Output Voltage 0 6 V 

VT1 Differential Output Voltage Rl = 540 (485) (Figure 1) 1.3 2.2 5.0 V 
(Termination Load) Rl = 1000 (422) 1.7 2.6 5.0 V 

aVn Balance of Vn Rl = 540 (Note 3) -0.2 0.2 V 

IVT1 - vnl Rl = 1000 -0.2 0.2 V 

Vas Driver Common Mode Rl = 540 (Figure 1) 0 2.5 3.0 V 
Output Voltage Rl = 1000 0 2.5 3.0 V 

aVos Balance of Vas Rl = 540 (Note 3) -0.2 0.2 V 

Ivos - VOSI Rl = 1000 -0.2 0.2 V 

VOH Output Voltage High 10H = -22mA (Figure 2) 2.7 3.7 V 

Val Output Voltage Low 10l = +22mA 1.3 2 V 

loso Driver Short-Circuit Va = +12V (FigureS) 92 290 mA 
Output Current Va = -7V -187 -290 mA 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continlled) 
Over recommended Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature range~1 unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2,.4) 

Symbol I Parameter I CondItions I Min I Typ I Max I UnIts 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Differential Input High Vo = VOH, 10 = -0.4 mA ':"0.150 0 V 
Threshold Voltage (Note 5) -7V,;; VCM';; +12V 

VTl Differential Input Low Vo = VOL, 10 = S.O mA 
-0.5 -0.230 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 5) -7V';; VCM';; +12V 

VHST Hysteresis (Note 6) VCM = OV SO mV 

liN Line Input Current Other Input = OV I VI = +12V 0.5 1./l . rnA 

(VCC = 4.75V, 5.25V, OV) DE = VIH (Note 7) I VI = -7V -(l.5 -1.5 mA 

10SR Short Circuit Current Vo= OV RO -15 -32 , -S5 mA 

loz TRI·STATE® Leakage Current Vo = 0.4 to 2.4V -20 1.4 +20 IJA 
VOH Output High Voltage VIC = OV, 10H = -0.4 mA 2.3 3.7 V 

(Figurs 12) VIC = OPEN, 10H = -0.4 mA 2.3 3.7 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage VIC = -0.5V, 10l = +S mA 0.3 0.7 V 
(Figure 12) VIC = -0.5V,IOl= +16mA 0.3 O.S V 

RIN Input Resistance 10 20 kO 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage OE, 2.0 Vee V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage RE, GNO O.S V 
or 

IIH High Level Input Current VIH = 2.4V 01 20 /J-A 

III Low Level Input Current Vil = O.4V -100 /J-A 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -1SmA -0.7 -1.5 V 

Icc Output Low Voltage OE = OV, RE = OV, 01 = OV 39 60 mA 

ICCR 
Supply Current OE = 3V, RE = OV, 01 = OV 24 50 mA 
(No Load) 

OE = OV, FiE = 3V, 01 = OV ICCD 40 75 mA 

Iccx OE = 3V, RE = 3V,DI = OV 27 45 mA 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges. unless otherwise specified. (Note 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tplHO Diff. Prop. Delay Low to High Rl = 540. 8 17 60 ns 

tpHlO Diff. Prop. Delay High to Low Cl = 50pF 8 19 60 ns 

Diff. Skew (ItplHO-tpHLOI) 
Co = 50pF 

tsKO (Figures 4, 5) 2 10 ns 

tr Diff. Rise Time 11 60 ns 

tf Diff. Fall Time 11 60 ns 

tplH Prop. Delay Low to High Rl = 270. CL = 15 pF 22 85 ns 

tpHL Prop. Delay High to Low (Figures 6. 7) 25 85 ns 

tpZH Enable Time Z to High Rl = 1100. 25 60 ns 

tPZl Enable Time Z to Low Cl = 50pF 30 60 ns 
(FiguresB-11) 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z 16 60 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 11 60 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tplH Prop. Delay Low to High VIO = -1.5Vto +1.5V 15 37 90 ns 

tpHL Prop. Delay High to Low CL = 15pF 15 43 90 ns 

Skew (ItpLH-tpHLi) 
(Figures 13. 14) 

tSK 6 15 ns III 
tPZI;i Enable Time Z to High CL = 15 pF 12 60 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z to Low (Figures 15, 16) 28 60 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z 20 60 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 10 60 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the sslely 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the deviceS 
should be operated at these limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions lor device operation. 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Not. 3: I!. IVT11 and I!. IVasl are changes in magnitude 01 VT1 and Vas. respectively. that occur when the input changes state. 
Not. 4: All typicals are given lor Vc;c ~ 5.0V and TA - + 25"C. 
Note 5: Threshold parameter limits specified as an algebraic value rather than by mag,nijude. 
Not. 6: HysteresiS defined as VHST ~ VTH - VTL· 
Note 7: "N includes the receiver input current and driver TRI·STATE leakage currenl 
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Parameter Measurement Information " " 
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FIGURE 1. Driver VT1 and Vos Test Circuit 
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FIGURE 2. Driver VOH and VOL Test Circuit 
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FIGURE 3. Driver Short Circuit Test Circuit 
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FIGURE 4. Driver Differential Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

01 
~----------~~------3V 

'----OV 

DO 

10" 

Vo= 00- Do OV 

TLlF/11384-6 

FIGURE 5. Driver Differential Propagation Delays and Transition Times 

2.3V 

GENERATOR 

'O .... _~--o OUT 

(Note 8) 
(Note 9) 

TL/F/11384-7 

FIGURE 6. Driver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

01 

DO 

~----~~---------3V 

------OV 

~--+"'"'~~-- VOH 
2.3V 

'----VOL 

",---VOH 
2.3V 

'-----'-1...--- VOL 

FIGURE 7. Driver Propagation Delays 
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Parameter Measurement Information (cOntinued) 
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GENERATOR 

(Note 8) 

....... ::--O"":SI 

811000 for 01- 3V 

81 to 00 for 01 - OV 

OUT 

(Note 9) 

FIGURE 8. Driver TRI-STATE Test Circuit (tpZH. tpHZ) 

OUT 

~---3V 

'------"-r-------- ov 
1 ..... __ ,;,;,;;;_..;.."t! __ vOH 

(VOH - O.SV) 
"----- VOFF = GND 

FIGURE 9. Driver TRI-STATE Delays (tpZH. tpHZ) 

GENERATOR 

(Noto 8) 

5V 

"'<lH""'"" .... ---o OUT 

81 to DO for 01 - OV 

81 to 00 for DI - 3V 

(Note 9) 

FIGURE 10. Driver TRI·STATE Test Circuit (tpZL. tpLZ) 
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.-----------------------------------------------------------------------,0 
Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

DE~.5V 15V~3V 

~ZL~ ~ r-- . ~E:: 
OUT ~3V F VOL + O.SV 

- - VOL 
TL/F/113B4-12 

FIGURE 11. Driver TRI-STATE Delays (tpZL. tpLl) 

FIGURE 12. Receiver VOH and VOL 

GENERATOR 

(Not. 8) >-~p--oRO 

IOH 
(-) 

! 

(Not. 9) 

FIGURE 13. Receiver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

_--_:------- + l.SV 

---- -1.SV 

-----"'-+-- VOH 

TLlF/11384-13 

TL/F/113B4-14 

VOL 

FIGURE 14. Receiver Propagation Delays 
TLlF/113B4-15 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

TL/F/11384-16 

FIGURE 15. Receiver TRI-8TATE Delay Test Circuit 

~------,~------3V ~------~-------3V 

OUT 

SII.SV 

S20PEN 

53 CLOSED 

'----OV 

OUT 

TL/F/I1384-17 

~------__ ~--------3V 

S2CLOSED 

53 CLOSED 

'----GND 

TL/F/11384-19 

FIGURE 16. Receiver Enable and Disable Timing 

SI -1.SV 

S2CLOSED 

S3 OPEN 

S2 CLOSED 

53 CLOSED 

GND 

TL/F/11384-18 

VOL 

TL/F/11384-20 

Nole 8: The input pulse Is supplied by a generator having the following characteristics: f ~ 1.0 MHz, SO% duty cycle, t, and It < 6.0 ns, Zo ~ son. 

Note 9: CL includes probe and slray capacitance. 

Note 10: Diodes are IN916 or equivalent. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Differential Output Voltage 
vs Output Current 
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roo r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
l\i ~ Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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.-----------------------------------------------------------------------.0 
Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 

Voltage Output vs Voltage Input (Hysteresis) 
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Typical Applications Information 
SAE J1708 Node with External Bias Resistors and Filters 
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:e 
~ dNational Semiconductor' 
~VI' 

DS36C278 
Low Power Multipoint EIA-RS-485 Transceiver 

General Description 
The Ds36C278 is a low power differential buslline trans
ceiver designed to meet the requirements of Rs-485 stan
dard for multipoint data transmission. In addition it is ·com
patible with TIAIEIA-422-B. 

The CMOS design offers significant power savings over its 
bipolar and ALs counterparts without sacrificing ruggedness 
against EsD damage. The device is ideal for use in battery 
powered or power conscious applications. Icc is specified at 
500 p.A maximum. 

The driver and receiver outputs feature TRI-sTATEI!l capa
bility. The driver outputs operate over the entire common 
mode range of - 7V to + 12V. Bus contention or fault situa
tions that cause excessive power dissipation within the de
vice are handled by a thermal shutdown Circuit, which forces 
the driver outputs into the high impedance state. 

The receiver incorporates a fail safe circuit which guaran
tees a high output state when~ the inputs are left open. t 

The Ds36C278T is fully specified over the industrial temper
ature range (-40"C to + 85·C). 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

RO-11""1~~R~:::j.., 
2 "1'" 

REo- --' 

OE 2. -r.:l. ~ 
4 r-I~ 01"';'...J .. _ 

8 
-Vee 

2.00° /Rlo 

.!..OO/RI 

l..GNO 

TL/F 112040-1 

Order Number DS36C278TM, DS36C278TN, 
DS36C278M,DS36C278N 

See NS Package Number M08A or N08E 

Features 
• 100% Rs-485 compliant 

- Guaranteed Rs-485 device interoperation 

• Low power CMOS design Icc 500 p.A max 
• Built-in power up/down glitch-free circuitry 

..,.. Permits live transceiver insertion/displacement 

• DIP and sOIC packages available 
• Industrial temperature range -40"C to +85·C 

• On-board thermal shutdown circuitry 
- Prevents damage to the device in the event of ex-

cessive power diSSipation 

• Wide common mode range 
• Receiver open input fail-safet 
• % unit load (Ds36C278) 
• Yz unit load (Ds36C278T) 
• EsD (human body model) 
• Drop in replacement for: 

- LTC485, MAX485, 0575176, '053895 

Truth Table 
DRlyl;:R SECTION 

REO DE 01 DO/RI 

X H H H 
X H L L 
X L X Z 

RECEIVER SECTION 

REO DE RI·Rlo 

L L :2:+0.2V 
L L s; -0.2V 
H L X 
L L OPENt 

tNole: Non·termlnated. open input only 

-7V to +12V 

:2:128 nodes 
:2:64 nodes 

:2:2 kV 

DO"fRIO 

L 
H 
Z 

RO 

H 
L 
Z 
H 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Typ Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vccl +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 V 
Supply Voltage (Vccl +12V Bus Voltage -7 +12 V 
Input Voltage (DE, RE", & DI) -0.5V to (Vcc + 0.5V) Operating Free Air Temperature (Ta) 
Common Mode (VCM) DS3SC278T -40 25 +85 ·C 

Driver Output/Receiver Input ±15V DS3SC278 0 25 +70 ·C 

Input Voltage (DO/RI, DO'/RIO) ±14V 

Receiver Output Voltage -0.5Vto (VCC +0.5V) 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation 
@ +25·C 
M Package 1190 mW, derate 9.5 mW rc above + 25·C 
N Package 744 mW, derate S.O mW rc above + 25·C 

Storage Temperature Range -S5·C to + 1500C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec) +2S0·C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VOD! Differential Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA (No Load) 1.5 5.0 V 

VODO Output Voltage 10 = OmA 
(422) 

0 5.0 V (485) II 
VODO- Output Voltage (Output to GND) 0 5.0 V 

VOD2 Differential Output Voltage RL = 500 (422) I Figure 1 2.0 2.8 V 
(Termination Load) RL = 2m (485) I 1.5 2.3 5.0 V 

AVOD2 Balance of VOD2 RL = 270 or 500 (Note 4) 
-0.2 0.1 +0.2 V 

IVOD2 - VOD2-1 (422,485) 

VOD3 Differential Output Voltage R1 = 540, R2 = 3750 
Figure 2 1.5 2.0 5.0 V 

(Full Load) VTEST = -7Vto +12V 

Voc Driver Common Mode RL = 270 (485) I Figure 1 0 3.0 V 
Output Voltage RL = 500 (422) I 0 3.0 V 

avOC Balance of VOC RL = 270 or (Note 4) 
-0.2 +0.2 V 

Ivoc - voc-I RL = 500 (422,485) 

10SD Driver Output Short-Circuit Vo = +12V (485) Figure 4 200 +250 mA 
Current Vo = -7V (485) -190 -250 mA 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Differential Input High Vo = VOH, 10 = -0.4V 
+0.035 +0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage -7V';; VCM';; +12V (Note 5) 

VTL Differential I nput Low Vo = VOL, 10 = 0.4 mA (422,485) 

Threshold Voltage -7V';; VCM';; +12V 
-0.2 -0.035 V 

VHST Hysteresis VCM = OV (NoteS) 70 mV 

RIN Input Resistance -7V';; VCM';; +12V DS3SC278T 24 S8 kO 

RIN Input Resistance -7V';; VCM';; +12V DS3SC278 48 S8 kO 
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Electrical Characteri$tics (Continued) -, 

Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temper/ilturE! ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes;! and 3) 
" 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Refere"ce Min Typ MaX Units 

liN Line Input Current Other Input = OV, DS36C278 VIN = +12V 0 0.19 0.25 mA 
(Note 7) DE = VIL, REo = VIL, VIN = -7V 0 -0.1 -0.2 .:mA 

Vcc = 4.75Jo,5.25 D536C278T VIN = +12V 0 0.19 0.5 rnA orOV 

VIN = -7V 0 -0.1 -0.4 mA 

liNG Line Input Current Glitch Other Input = OV, DS36C278 VIN = +12V 0 0.19 0.25 mA 
(Note 7) DE = VIL, REo = VIL, VIN = -7V 0 " -0.1 -0.2 mA 

Vcc = +3.0VorOV, 
DS36C278T 

: 

TA = 25°C VIN = +12V 0 0.19 O.~ mA 

VIN = -7V 0 -0.1 -,-0.4 mA 

18 Input Balance Test RS = 5000 (422) (Note 9) ±400 mV 

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -4 mA, VIO = +0.2V RO 3.5 4.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOL = +4 mA, VIO = -0.2V Figure 11 0.3 0.5 ' 'it 

IOSR Short Circuit Current Vo = GND 
RO 

7 35 85 mA 

IOZR TRI-STATE Leakage Current Vo = O.4V to 2.4V ±1 p.A 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Vol~ge 2.0' Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage DE, GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIH = Vcc REo, 2 p.A 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vee = 5V 
01 -2 p.A 

VIL = OV 
Vcc = +3.0V -2 p.A 

lee Power Supply Current Driver and Receiver ON 200 500 p.A 

ICCR 
(No Load) Driver OFF, Receiver ON 200 500 p.A 

Vee 
Icco Driver ON, Receiver OFF 200 500 p.A 

leez Driver and Receiver OFF 200 500 p.A 

Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply VoltagE! and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 3 and 8) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHLO Differential Propagation RL = 540,CL = 100pF 
10 39 80 ns 

Delay High to Low 

tpLHO Differential Propagation 
10 40 80 ns 

Delay Low to High 

tSKO Differential Skew 
Figures 5, 6 

ItpHLO - tpLHol 
0 1 10 ns 

tr Rise Time , 3 25 50 ns ' 

tf Fall TimE! 3 25 50 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z CL = 15pF Figures?, 8 - 80 200 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z REO = L Figures 9, 10 - 80 200 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High CL = 100pF Figures?, 8 - 50 200 ns 

tPZL Enable TIme Z to Low RE 0 = L Figures 9, 10 - 65 200 ns 

.-
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 3 and 8) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Reference I Min I Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay CL = 15pF 
30 210 400 ns 

High to Low 

tpLH Propagation Delay Figures 12, 13 
30 190 400 ns 

Low to High 

t5K Skew, ItpHL - tpLHI 0 20 50 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time CL = 15pF 50 150 ns 

tpHZ 55 150 ns 

Output Enable Time 
Figures 14, 15, 16 

tPZL 40 150 ns 

tPZH 45 150 ns 

Note t: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" specifies condHions of device operation. 

Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground except VOD1 and 

VOD2· 
Note 3: All typicals are given for. Vee ~ + S.OV. T ... ~ + 2S'C. 

Note 4: Delta IV0D21 and Delta Ivocl are changes in magnitude of VOD2 and Voe. respectively, that occur when input changes state. 

Note 5: Threshold parameter limits specified as an algebraic value rather than by magnHude. 

Note 6: Hysteresis defined as VHST ~ VTH - VTL. 

Note 7: liN includes the receiver input current and driver TRI·STATE leakage current. 

Note 8: CL includes probe and iig capacitance. 

Note 9: For complete details of test. see RS-48S. 

Parameter Measurement Information 

TUF/I2040-2 

FIGURE 1. Driver VOD2 and Voc 

01 

3V 

TUF/I2D40-3 

FIGURE 3. Driver VOH and VOL 

GENERATOR 
DI 
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3V 

01 

3V 

FIGURE 2. Driver VOD3 

Vtest = -7Vto +12V 
FIGURE 4. Driver IOSD 

r-..... >---.... -oQ DO 

'--..... >---..... -0() DO' 

TUF/I2040-5 

FIGURE 5. Driver Differential Propagation Delay Test Circuit 
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Vtest = 
-7V to +12V 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

Di 
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DO 

90% 

OV 

TLlFI12040-6 

FIGURE 6. Driver Differential Propagation Delays and Differential Rise and Fall Times 

GENERATOR 

........ ~-O""Sl 

SltoDOlorDi=3V 
Sl to DO' lor 01 = OV 

OUT 

TLlFI12040-7 

FIGURE 7. TRI-STATE Test Circuit (tpZH. tpHZ) 

GENERATOR 

500n 

"CH .... ---4 .... --o OUT 

S 1 to DO lor 01 = OV 
Sl to DO' lor 01 = 3V 

TLIFI12040-9 

FIGURE 9. TRI-STATE Test Circuit (tpZLo tpLZ) 

TLlF/12040-11 

FIGURE 11. Receiver VOH and VOL 
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FIGURE 8. TRI·STATE Waveforms (tpZH. tpHz) 
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FIGURE 10. TRI·STATE Waveforms (tpZL. tpLV 
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FIGURE 12. Receiver Differential Propagation Delay 
Test Circuit 



Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

~----... ----------3V 

-----oV 
r----"-t--- VOH 

VOL 
TLlF/12040-13 

FIGURE 13. Receiver Differential Propagation Delay Waveforms 

1.5V~ 

-1.5V~ 

TLlF/12040-14 

FIGURE 14. Receiver TRI·STATE Test Circuit 
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FIGURE 15. Receiver Enable and Disable Waveforms (tpLZ. tpzd 
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FIGURE 16. Receiver Enable and Disable Waveforms (tpHZ. tpZH) 
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Typical Application Information· 

R1 R1 

11 12 

• • • • 

13 14 132 TLlF/12040-17 

FIGURE 17. Typical RS-485 Bus Interface 

TABLE I. Device Pin Descriptions 

Pin No. Name Description 

RO Receiver Output: When RE (Receiver Enable) is LOW, the receiver is enabled (ON), if DOIRI ;;, DO'/RI' by 
200 mV, ROwili be HIGH. If DOIRI :s: DO'/RI' by 200 mV, ROwili be LOW. Additionally ROwili be HIGH for 
OPEN (Non·terminated) Inputs. 

2 RE' Receiver Output Enable: When REo is LOW the receiver output is enabled. When RE* is HIGH, the receiver 
output is in TRI·STATE (OFF). 

3 DE Driver Output Enable: When DE is HIGH, the driver outputs are enabled. When DE is LOW, the driver outputs 
are in TRI·STATE (OFF). 

4 DI Driver Input: When DE (Driver Enable) is HIGH, the driver is enabled, if DI is LOW, then DOIRI will be LOW 
and DO'/RI' will be HIGH. If DI is HIGH, then DOIRI is HIGH and DO'/RI' is LOW. 

5 GND Ground Connection. 

6 DOIRI Driver Output/Receiver Input, 485 Bus Pin. 

7 DO'/RI' Driver Output/Receiver Input, 485 Bus Pin. 

8 Vee Positive Power Supply Connection: Recommended operating range for Vee is + 4.75V to + 5.25V. 

Unit Load 
A unit load for an RS-485 receiver is defined by the input 
current versus the input voltage curve. The gray shaded reo 
gion is the defined operating range from - 7V to + 12V. The 
top border extending from - 3V at 0 mA to + 12V at + 1 mA 
is defined as one unit load. Likewise, the bottom border 
extending from +5V at 0 mA to -7Vat -0.8 mA is also 
defined as one unit load (see Figure 18). An RS-485 driver 
is capable of driving up to 32 unit loads. This allows up to 32 
nodes on a single bus. Although sufficient for many applica· 
tions, it is sometimes desirable to have even more nodes. 
For example, an aircraft that has 32 rows with 4 seats per 
row would benefit from having 128 nodes on one bus. This 
would allow signals to be transferred to and from each indio 
vidual seat to 1 main station. Usually there is one or two less 
seats in the last row of the aircraft near the restrooms and 
food storage area. This frees the node for the main station. 

The DS36C278, the DS36C279, and the D$36C280 all have 
Yo unit load and % unit load (UL) options available. These 
devices will allow up to 64 nodes or 128 nodes guaranteed 
over temperature depending upon which option is selected. 
The Yz UL option is available in industrial temperature and 
the % UL is available in commercial temperature. 

First, for a V2 UL device the top and bottom borders shown 
in Figure 18 are scaled. Both 0 mA reference points at + 5V 
and - 3V stay the same. The other reference pOints are 
+ 12V at +0.5 mA for the top border and -7V at -0.4 mA 
for the bottom border (see Figure 18). Second, for a % UL 
device the top and bottom borders shown in Figure 18 are 
scaled also. Again, both 0 mA reference pOints at + 5V and 
-3V stay the same. The other reference points are + 12V 
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at +0.25 mA for the top border and -7V at -0.2 mA for 
the bottom border (see Figure 18). 

The advantage of the Yo UL and % UL devices is the in
creased number of nodes on one bus. In a single master 
multi·slave type of application where the number of slaves 
exceeds 32, the DS36C278/279/280 may save in the cost 
of extra devices like repeaters, extra media like cable, 
andlor extra components like resistors. 

The DS36C279 and DS36C280 have an additional feature 
which offers more advantages. The DS36C279 has an auto· 
matic sleep mode function for power conscious applica
tions. The DS36C280 has a slew rate control for EMI con· 
scious applications. Refer to the sleep mode and slew rate 
control portion of the application information section in the 
corresponding datasheet for more information on these fea· 
tures. 

v 
-0.2 mA 
-0.4 mA 

-0.8 mA 

TL/F/12040-19 

FIGURE 18. Input Current VB Input Voltage 
Operating Range 



t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS36C279 
Low Power EIA-RS-485 Transceiver with Sleep Mode 

General Description 
The DS36C279 is a low power differential bus/line trans
ceiver designed to meet the requirements of RS-485 Stan
dard for multipoint data transmission. In addition it is com
patible with TIAIEIA-422-B. 

The sleep mode feature automatically puts the device in a 
power saving mode when both the driver and receiver are 
disabled.tt The device is ideal for use in power conscious 
applications where the device may be disabled for extended 
periods of time. 

The driver and receiver outputs feature TRI-STATEIII> capa
bility. The driver outputs operate over the entire common 
mode range of -7V to + 12V. Bus contention or fault situa
tions that cause excessive power dissipation within the de
vice are handled by a thermal shutdown circuit, which forces 
the driver outputs into a high impedance state. 

The receiver incorporates a fail safe circuit which guaran
tees a high output state when the inputs are left open. t 

The DS36C279T is fully specified over the industrial temper
ature range (-40·C to + 85·C). 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

RO 
1 ~ ~Vcc 

RE' 2 
y"" 

.z-OO'/RI' 

3 

~ t2-00/RI OE-

4 
t1-GNO 01-

TL/F/12053-1 

Order Number DS36C279M, DS36C279N, 
DS36C279TM or DS36C279TN 

See NS Package Number M08A or N08E 

Features 
• 100% RS-485 compliant 

- Guaranteed RS-485 device interoperation 
• Low power CMOS design Icc 500 /kA max 
• Automatic sensing sleep mode 

- Reduces Icc to 10 /kA maximum 
• Built-in power up/ down glitch-free circuitry 

- Permits live transceiver intersection/displacement 
• DIP and SOIC packages available 
• Industrial temperature range - 40·C to + 85·C 
• On-board thermal shutdown circuitry 

- Prevents damage to the device in the event of ex-
cessive power dissipation 

• Wide common mode range 
• Receive open input fail-safet 
• % unit load (DS36C279) 
• % unit load (DS36C279T) 
• ESD (Human Body Model) 
• Drop-in replacement for: 

- L TC485 MAX485 DS75176 DS3695 

Truth Table 
DRIVER SECTION 

RE' DE 01 DO/RI 

X H H H 
X H L L 
X L X Z 

RECEIVER SECTION 

RE' DE RI-RI' 

L L :<:+0.2V 
L L S;;-0.2V 
H L X 
L L OPENt 

Nolet: Non·termlnated, open input only 

-7V to +12V 

:<: 128 nodes 
:<: 64 nodes 

:<: 2 kV 

DO'IRI' 

L 
H 
Z 

RO 

H 
L 

Ztt 
H 

tt: Device enters sleep mode if enable conditions are held> 600 ns 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating, 
',l 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Typ Max 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vee> +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 
Supply Voltage (Vcc) +12V Bus Voltage -7 +12 
Input Voltage (DE, RE', & 01) -0.5Vto (Vce +0.5V) Operating Free Air Temperature (T IV 
Common Mode (VcM) DS36C279T ~40 +25 +85 

Driver OutputlReceiver Input ±15V DS36C279 0 +25 +70 

Input Voltage (DO/RI, DO'/RI') ±14V 

Receiver Output Voltage -0.5Vto(VCC +0.5V) 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation 
@ +25°C 
M Package 1190 mW, derate 9.5 mW 1°C atiove + 25°C 
N Package 744 mW, derate 6.0 mW I'C above + 25°C 

Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 150"C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec) + 260"C 

Electrical Characteristics 
OVer Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max. 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

V001 Differential Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA (No Load) 1.5 5.0 

VODO Output Voltage 10 =: OmA 
(422) 

O· 5.0 
,(485) 

VODO' Output Voltage (Output to GND) 0 5,0 

V002 Differential Output Voltage RL = 500 (422) I Figure 1 2.0 2.8 
(Termination Load) RL = 270 (485) I . 1.5 2.3 5.0 

aV002 Balance of V002 Rl = 270 or 500 (Note 4) 
-0.2 0.1 +0.2 

IV002 - Vo02·1 (422,485) 

V003 Differential Output Voltage R1 ,;. 540, R2 = 3750 
Figure 2 1.5 2.0 5.0 

(Full Load) VTEST = -7Vto +12V 

Voe Driver Common Mode RL = 270 (485) J Figure 1 0 3.0 
Output Voltage RL = 500 (422) I 0 3.0 

aVoc Balance of Voc RL = 2.70 or (Note 4) 
-0.2 +0.2 

IVoe - voe·1 RL = 500 (422,485) 

loso Driver Output Short-Circuit Vo = +12V (485) Fl{Jure 4 200 +250 
Current Vo = -7V (485) -190 -250 
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Units 
V 
V 

°C 
°C 

Units 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 



Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Differential Input High Va = VOH, 10 = -0.4 mA 
Threshold Voltage -7V"; VCM"; +12V (NoteS) 

VTl Differential Input Low Va = Val, 10 = 0.4 rnA (422,485) 

Threshold Voltage -7V,,; VCM"; +12V 
-0.2 

VHST Hysteresis VCM = OV (Note 6) 

RIN Input Resistance -7V"; VCM"; +12V DS36C279T 24 

DS36C279 48 

liN Line Input Current Other Input = OV, DS36C279 VIN = +12V 0 
(Note 7) DE = Vll, RE* = Vll, VIN = -7V 0 

VCC = 4.75 to 5.25 
orOV DS36C279T VIN = +12V 0 

VIN = -7V 0 

liNG Line I nput Current Glitch Other Input = OV, DS36C279 VIN = +12V 0 
(Note 7) DE = Vll, REo = Vll, VIN = -7V 0 

VCC = +3.0Vor OV, 
TA = 25'C DS36C279T VIN = +12V 0 

VIN = -7V 0 

18 Input Balance Test RS = 5000 (422) (Note 10) 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -4 mA, VIO = +0.2V RO 3.5 

Val Low Level Output Voltage 10l = +4 mA, VIO = -0.2V Figure 11 

10SR Short Circuit Current Va = GND 
RO 

7 

10ZR TRI-ST ATE Leakage Current Va = 0.4V to 2.4V 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage DE, GND 

IIH High Level Input Current VIH = VCC RE*, 

III Low Level Input Current VCC = 5V 
DI 

Vrl = OV 
VCC = +3.0V 

ICC Power Supply Current Driver and Receiver ON 

ICCR 
(No Load) Driver OFF, Receiver ON 

VCC 
ICCO Driver ON, Receiver OFF 

Iccx Sleep Mode 
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Typ Max Units 

+0.035 +0.2 V 

-0.035 V 

70 mV 

68 kO 

68 kO 

0.19 0.25 mA 

-0.1 -0.2 rnA 

0.19 0.5 mA 

-0.1 -0.4 mA 

0.19 0.25 mA 

-0.1 -0.2 mA 

0.19 0.5 mA 

-0.1 -0.4 mA 

±400 mV 

4.6 V 

0.3 0.5 V 

35 85 mA 

±1 /JoA 

Vcc V 

0.8 V 

2 /JoA 

-2 /JoA 

-2 /JoA 

200 500 /JoA 

200 500 /JoA 

200 500 /JoA 

0.2 10 /JoA 
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Switching Characteristics " 

Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otheiwise specified (Notes 3 and 8) 

Symbol I . Parameter I Conditions" I Reference I Min I Typ I Max I Units' 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHLD Differential Propagation RL = 540, CL = 100 pF 
10 39 80 ns 

Delay High to Low 

tpLHD Differential Propagation .' , , 

Delay Low to High 
10 40 80 ns 

tSKD Differential Skew 
Figures 5, 6 

itpHLD - tpLHDi 
0 1 10 ns 

t, Rise TIme 3 25 50 ns 

t, FaUTIme 3 25 50 ns 

tpHz Disable Time High to Z. CL = 15pF Figures 1, 8 80 200 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 
REO = L 

Figures 9, 10 80 200 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High CL=100pF Figures 7, 8 50 200 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z.to Low 
REO = L 

Rgures9,10 65 200 ns 

tpSH Driver Enable from Sleep CL = 100pF 
Figures 7, 8 70 98 250 ns 

Mode to Output High (Note 9) 

tPSL Driver Enble from Sleep CL = 100pF 
Figures 9, 10 70 98 250 ns 

Mode to Output Low (Note 9) 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay CL = 15pF 
30 210 400 ns 

High to Low 

tpLH Propagation Delay Figures 12, 13 
30 190 400 ns 

Low to High 

tsK Skew, itpHL - tpLi-ti 0 20 50 ns 

tpLZ ' Output Disable Time CL = 15pF 50 150 ns 

tpHZ 
DE= H 

55 150 ns 
Rgures 14, 15, 16 

. 150 tPZL Output Enable Time 40 ns 

tpZH 45 150 ns 

tpSH Receiver Enable from Sleep CL = 15pF Figures 14, 16 
70 97 250 ns 

Mode to Outpu1 High (Note 9) 

tpSL Re~iver Enable from Sleep CL = 15pF Figures 14, 15 
70 95 250 ns 

Mode·to Output Low (Note 9) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these IImiis. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" specifies conditions of device operation. 

Note 2: Curnsnt Into device pins Is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages ans referenced to ground except V001 and 
VQ02. 

Note 3: All typicals ans given for: Vee = +5.0V, TA = + 25'C. 

Note 4: Delta IVOO21 and Delta IVael are changes In magn~ude of V0D2 and Vex:., nsspectively, that occur when Input changes stale. 

Note 5: Thnsshold parameter limiis specified as an algebraic value rather than by magn~e. 

Note G: HysteresIs defined as VHST = VTH - VTL. 

Note 7: liN includas the nsceiver input current and driver TRI-STATE leakage current. 

Note 8: ~ includes probe and jig capaCitance. 

Note 9: For enable from sleep mode delays DE = L and REO = H for gnsater than 600 ns prior to test (device Is in sleep mode). 

Note 10: For complete deteils of test, see RS-485. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

01 

3V 

TL/F/12053-2 

FIGURE 1. Driver VOD2 and Voc 

TLlF/12053-3 

FIGURE 3. Driver VOH and VOL 

GENERATOR 

01 

50/l 

3V 

01 

3V 

DI 

3V 

FIGURE 2. Driver VOD3 

Vtest= -7Vto+12V 
FIGURE 4. Driver loso 

.---.... ---1�---0 00 

TL/F/12053-5 

FIGURE 5. Driver Differential Propagation Delay Teat Circuit 

01 

00' 

00 

TL/F/12053-6 

FIGURE 6. Driver Differential Propagation Delays and Differential Rlae and Fall Times 
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Vtest = 
-7V to +12V 

TL/F/12053-17 

TLlF/I2053-4 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

01 

OV OR 3V 

GENERATOR 

son 

"""""_--0...:51 

51 to DO for 01 = 3V 
51 to DO' for 01 = OV 

OUT 

TL/F/12053-7 

FIGURE 7. TRI-STATE and Sleep Mode Test Circuit 
(tpZH. (tpSH). tpHZ) 

01 

OV OR 3V 

GENERATOR 

soon 

"'O--4J ......... ----0() OUT 

51 to DO for 01 = OV 
51 to DO' for 01 = 3V 

TL/F/12053-B 

FIGURE 9. TRI-STATE and Sleep Mode Test Circuit 
(tpZL. (tpsLl. tpLZ) 

TL/F/12053-11 

FIGURE 11. Receiver VOH al1d VOL 

~--------~.----------3V 

DE 

'------OV 

TLlF/12053-8 

FIGURE 8. TRI-STATE and Sleep Mode Waveforms 
(tpZH. (tpSH). tpHZ) 

TLlF/12053-10 

FIGURE 10. TRI-STATE and Sleep Mode Waveforms 
(tpZL. (tpsLl. tpLZ) 

GENERATOR 

Vgt-..... ----I 
>--t---oRO 

TLlF/12053-12 

FIGURE 12. Receiver Differential Propagation Delay 
Test Circuit 

_----...... ---------- 3V 
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----oV 

/'"--------\..-1--- VOH 

TL/F/12053-13 

FIGURE 13. Receiver Differential Propagation Delay Waveforms 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

RO 
vee 

J 
2kn 52~ 

GND -= 

TL/F/12053-14 

DE 

RE-

FIGURE 14. Receiver TRI-8TATE and Sleep Mode Test Circuit 

51 -1.5V 
52 Vee _-------(Ip ... SL-)-t--- Vee 

OUT ' 1.5V _____ ~ o.sv 
~ VOL 

FIGURE 15. Receiver Enable and Disable Waveforms (tpLZ. tpza.. (tpSL» 

51 +1.5V 
52 GND 

RE-

OUT 

FIGURE 16. Receiver Enable and Disable Waveforms (tpHZ. tpZH. (tpSH» 

DE = Hand RE- = X, or 
RE- = L and DE = X 

DE = Land RE- = H 

MODE = 
ACTIVE 

t = 0 ns 

MODE = 
TRI-STATE 

FIGURE 17. Entering Sleep Mode Conditions 
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MODE = 
SLEEP 

\ = 600 ns 

TL/F/12053-15 

TLlF/12053-16 

5V 

OV 

5V 

OV 

TL/F/12053-19 
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Typical Application Information 

RT RT 

Tl T2 . , ... 
T3 T4 T32 TL/F/12053-18 

FIGURE 18. Typical RS·485 Bus Interface 

TABLE I. Device Pin Descriptions 

Pin No. Name Description 

RO Receiver Output: Whe~ RE (R~cei~er Enable) is LOW, the receiver is enabled (ON), if DO/RI ~ DO· IRI· by 
200 mY, RO will be HIGH. If DO/RI :s;: DO· IRI· by 200 mY, RO will be LOW. Additionally RO will be HIGH for 
OPEN (Non-terminated) Inputs. 

2 RE· Receiver Output Enable: When RE· is LOW the receiver output is enabled. When RE· is HIGH, the receiver 
output is in TRI-STATE (OFF). When RE* is HIGH and DE is LOW, the device will enter a low-current sleep 
mode after 600 ns. 

3 DE Driver Output Enable: When DE is HIGH, the driver outputs are enabled. When DE is LOW, the driver outputs 
are in TRI-STATE (OFF). When RE* is HIGH and DE is LOW, the device will enter a low-current sleep mode 
after 600 ns. 

4 DI Driver Input: When DE (Driver Enable) is HIGH, the driver is enabled, if DI is LOW, then DO/RI will be LOW 
and DO· IRI· will be HIGH. If DI is HIGH, then DO/RI is HIGH and DO· IRI· is LOW. 

5 GND Ground Connection. 

6 DO/RI Driver Output/Receiver Input, 485 Bus Pin. 

7 DO"/RI· Driver Output/Receiver Input, 485 Bus Pin. 

S Vee Positive Power Supply Connection: Recommended operating range for Vee is + 4.75V to + 5.25V. 

Unit Load 
A unit load for an RS-485 receiver is defined by the input 
current versus the input voltage curve. The gray shaded re
gion is the defined operating range from - 7V to + 12V. The 
top border extending from -3V at 0 mA to + 12V at + 1 mA 
is defined as one unit load. Likewise, the bottom border 
extending from +5V at OmA to -7V at -0.8 mA is also 
defined as one unit load (see Figure 19). An RS-485 driver 
is capable of driving up to 32 unit loads. This allows up to 32 
nodes on a Single bus. Although sufficient for many applica
tions, it is sometimes desirable to have even more nodes. 
For example, an aircraft that has 32 rows with 4 seats per 
row would benefit from having 128 nodes on one bus. This 
would allow signals to be transferred to and from each indi
vidual seat to 1 main station. Usually there is one or two less 
seats in the last row of the aircraft near the restrooms and 
food storage area. This frees the node for the main station. 

The DS36C278, the DS36C279, and the DS36C280 all have 
% unit load and % unit load (UL) options available. These 
devices will allow up to 64 nodes or 128 nodes guaranteed 
over temperature depending upon which option is selected. 
The % UL option is available in industrial temperature and 
the % UL is available in commercial temperature. 

First, for a % UL device the top and bottom borders shown 
in Figure 19 are scaled. Both 0 mA reference pOints at + 5V 
and -3V stay the same. The other reference points are 
+ 12V at + 0.5 mA for the top border and - 7V at - 0.4 mA 
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for the bottom border (see Figure 19). Second, for a % UL 
device the top and bottom borders shown in Figure 19 are 
scaled also. Again, both 0 mA reference pOints at + 5V and 
- 3V stay the same. The other reference points are + 12V 
at' + 0.25 mA for the top border and - 7V at - 0.2 mA for 
the bottom border (see Figure 19). 

The advantage of the % UL and % UL devices is the in
creased number of nodes on one bus. In a single master 
multi-slave type of application where the number of slaves 
exceeds 32, the DS36C278/279/280 may save in the cost 
of extra devices like repeaters, extra media like cable, 
and I or extra components like resistors. 

v 

Tl/FI12053-20 

FIGURE 19. Input Current vs Input Voltage 
Operating Range 



Unit Load (Continued) 

The DS36C279 and DS36C280 have an additional feature 
which offers more advantages. The DS36C279 has an auto
matic sleep mode function for power conscious applica
tions. The DS36C280 has a slew rate control for EMI con
scious applications. Refer to the sleep mode and slew rate 
control portion of the application information section in the 
corresponding datasheet for more information on these fea
tures. 

Sleep Mode 
The DS36C279 features an automatic shutdown mode that 
allows the device to save power when not transmitting data. 
Since the shutdown mode is automatic, no external compo
nents are required. It may be used as little or as much as the 
application requires. The more the feature is utilized, the 
more power it saves. 
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The sleep mode is automatically entered when both the 
driver and receiver are disabled. This occurs when both the 
DE pin is asserted to a logic low and the RP pin is asserted 
to a logic high. Once both pins are asserted the device will 
enter sleep mode typically in 50 ns. The DS36C279 is guar
anteed to go into sleep mode within 600 ns after both pins 
are asserted. The device wakes up (comes out· of sleep 
mode) when either the DE pin is asserted to a logic high 
and/or the REO pin is asserted to a logic low. After the 
device enters sleep mode it will take longer for the device to 
wake up than it does for the device to enable from 
TRI-STATE. Refer to datasheet specifications tpSL and tPS'H 
and compare with tPZL and tPZH for timing differences. 

The benefit of the DS36C279 is definitely its power savings. 
When active the device has a maximum Icc of 500 pA 
When in sleep mode the device has a maximum Icc of only 
10 p,A, which is 50 times less power than when active. The 
Icc when the device is active is already very low but when in 
sleep mode the Icc is ultra low. 
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DS36C280 
Slew Rate Controlled cMOS EIA-RS';'485 Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS36C280 is a low power differential bus/line trans
ceiver designed to meet the requirements of RS-485 Stal)
dard ,for multipoint data transmission. In addition, it is com
patible with TIAIEIA-422-B. 

The slew rate qontrol feature allows the user to set the driv
er rise 'and fall times by using an external resistor. C,on
trolled edge rates can reduce switching EM!. 

The CMOS design offers significant power savings over its 
bipolar and ALS counterparts without sacrificing ruggedness 
against ESO damage. The device is ideal for use in battery 
powered or power conscious applications. Icc is specified at 
500 I£A maximum. 

The driver and receiver outputs feature TRI-STATE® capa
bility. The driver outputs operate over the entire common 
mode range of -7V to + 12V. Bus contention or fault situa
tions are handled by a thermal shutdown circuit, which 
forces the driver outputs into the high impedance state. 

The receiver incorporates a fail safe circuit which guaran
tees a high output state when the inputs are left opent. 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

~-
RO .-.;1+-__ /c: -R ,0-
SR2 ,"",z.... DO' /RI' 

DE/RE' ...2.l.rr: ...... ~.,...-e-/H-6=-- DO/RI 

DI ....! U- ""D-o-__ ..I ~GND 

TL/F/12Q52-1 

Order Number DS36C280TM, DS36C280TN 
DS36C280M and DS36C280N 

See NS Package Number M08A or N08E 
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Features 
• 100% RS-485 compliant 

- Guaranteed RS-485 device interoperation 

• Low power CMOS design Icc 500l£A max 
• Adjustable slew rate control 

- Minimizes EMI affe,cts ' 

• Built-in power up/down glitch-free circuitry 
- Permits live transceiver insertion/displacement 

• DIP and SOIC packages available 
• Industrial temperature range -40'C to +85'C 

• On-board thermal shutdown circuitry 
- Prevents damage to the device in the event of ex-

cessive power dissipation 

• Wide common mode range 
• Receiver open input fail-safet 

• y.. unit load (OS36C280) 
• % unit load (OS36C280T) 
• ESO (human body model) 

Truth Table 
DRIVER SECTION 

DE/RE' DI DO/RI 

H H H 
H L L • 

L X Z 

RECEIVER SECTION 

DElRE' RI-RI* 

L :<:+0.2V 
L ~-0.2V 

H X 
L OPENt 

tNote: Non·terminated, Open Inputs only 
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-7Vto+12V 

:<:128 nodes 
:<:64 nodes 

:<:2 kV 

DO'/RI* 

L 
H 
Z 

RO 

H 
L 
Z 
H 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Typ Max Units 
OHlce/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage {Vce> +4.75 +5.0 +5.25 V 
Supply Voltage {Vce> +12V Bus Voltage -7 +12 V 
Input Voltage (DElRE·, & 01) -0.5Vto(Vcc +0.5V) Operating Free Air Temperature (T A)" 
Common Mode (VCM) DS36C280T -40 +25 +85 ·C 

Driver Output/Receiver Input ±15V DS36C280 0 +25 +70 ·C 
Input Voltage (DO/RI, DO' fRI') ±14V 

Receiver Output Voltage -0.5Vto(Vcc +0.5V) 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation 
@ +25·C 
M Package 1190 mW, derate 9.5 mW rc above + 25·C 
N Package 794 mW, derate 6.0 mW rc above + 25·C 

Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 150"C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec) + 260·C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VOD1 Differential Output Voltage 10 = 0 mA (No Load) 1.5 5.0 V 

VODO Output Voltage 10=OmA 
(422) 

0 5.0 V (485) 

VODO' Output Voltage (Output to GND) 0 5.0 V 
II 

VOD2 Differential Output Voltage RL = 500 (422) I Figure 1 2.0 2.8 V 
(Termination Load) RL = 270 (485) I . 1.5 2.3 5.0 V 

.6.VOD2 Balance of VOD2 RL = 270 or 500 (Note 4) 
-0.2 0.1 +0.2 V 

IVOD2 - VOD2*1 (422,485) 

VOD3 Differential Output Voltage R1 = 540, R2 = 3750 
Figure 2 1.5 2.0 5.0 V 

(Full Load) VTEST = -7Vto +12V 

Voc Driver Common Mode RL = 270 (485) I Figure 1 0 3.0 V 
Output Voltage RL = 500 (422) I 0 3.0 V 

.6.Voc Balance of Voc RL = 270 or (Note 4) 
-0.2 +0.2 V 

Ivoc - voc·1 RL = 500 (422,485) 

10SD Driver Output Short-Circuit Vo = +12V . (485) Figure 4 200 +250 mA 
Current Vo = -7V (485) -190 -250 mA 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Differential Input High Vo = VOH, 10 = -0.4 mA 
+0.035 +0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage -7V $: VCM $: +12V (Note 5) 

VTL Differential Input Low Vo = VOL, 10 = 0.4 mA (422,485) 

Threshold Voltage -7V $: VCM $: +12V 
-0.2 -0.035 V 

VHST Hysteresis VCM = OV 70 mV 

RlN Input Resistance -7V $: VCM $: +12V DS36C280T 24 68 kO 

RlN Input Resistance -7V $: VCM $: +12V DS36C280 48 68 kO 
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Electrical Characteristics (COntinued) . 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3)· 

Symbol Parameter 
. 

Conditions ,. Reference Min Typ Max Units 

liN Line Input Current Other Input = OV DS36C280 VIN = +12V 0 .0.19 0.25 mA 
(Note 7) , DE = VIL, REo = VIL VIN = -7V 0 -0.1 -0.2 mA 

Vee = 4.75 to 5.25 DS36C280T VIN = +12V 0 0.19 0.5 . mA 
orOV VIN = -7V 0 -0.1 -0.4 mA 

liNG Line Input Current Other Input = OV DS36C280 VIN = +12V 0 0.19 0.25 mA 
Glitch (Note 7) DE = VIL, RE' = VIL VIN = -7V 0 -0.1 -0.2 mA 

Vcc = +3.0V DS36C280T: VIN = +12V 0 0.19 0.5 mA 
orOVTA = 25°C VIN = -7V 0 -0.1 -0.4 mA 

Ie Input Balance Test RS = 5000 (422) (Note 9) ±400 mV 

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -4 mA, VIO = +0.2V RO 3.5 4.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOL = +4 mA, VIO = -0.2V Figure 11 0.3 0.5 V 

IOSR Short Circuit Current Vo= GND 
RO 

7 35 85 mA 

IOZR TRI·STATE Leakage Current Vo = O.4V to 2.4V ±1 /LA 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vec V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIH = Vee 
DElRE', 

2 /LA 01. 
IlL Low Level Input Current Vee = 5.0V -2 /LA 

VIL = OV 
Vcc = +3.0V -2 /LA 

SR = OV SR -1 mA 

leeR Power Supply Current Driver OFF, Recei~er ON 200 500 ~ 
(No Load) Vcc 

Icco Driver ON, Receiver OFF 200 500 /LA 

Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 3, 8, and 10) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHLO Differential Propagation RL = 540, CL = 100 pF 
10 399 1000 ns 

Delay High to Low 

IpLHO Differential Propagation 
10 400 1000 ns 

Delay Low to High 

tsKO Differential Skew 
0 1 10 

IIpHLD - tpLHOI 
ns 

tr Rise Time SR = Open Figures 5, 6 2870- ns 

If Fall Time 3070 ns 

tr Rise Time SR=100kO 1590 ns 

tf Fall Time 1640 ns 

Ir Rise Time SR = Short 100 337 1000 ns 

If Fall Time 100 348 1000 ns 
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 3,8, and 10) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z CL = 15pF Figures 7, 8 1100 2000 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z Figures 9, 10 500 800 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High CL = 100pF Figures 7, 8 300 500 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z to Low Figures 9, 10 300 500 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHL Propagation Delay CL = 15pF 
30 210 400 ns 

High to Low 

tpLH Propagation Delay Figures 12, 13 
30 190 400 ns 

Low to High 

t5K Skew, ItpHL - tpLHI 0 20 50 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time CL = 15pF 50 150 ns 

tpHZ 55 150 ns 
Figures 14, 15, 16 

tpZL Output Enable Time 40 150 ns 

tpZH 45 150 ns 

Nole 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safely of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Charecteristics" specifies conditions 01 device operation. III 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negiltive. All voltage. are referenced to ground except VOO1 and 
VOD2· 
Nole 3: All typical. are given lor: Vee = + 5.0V, TA = + 25'C. 
Note 4: Delta [VOD2[ and Delta [Voel are changes In magnitude 01 VOD2 and Voc, respectivaly, that occur when input changes state. 
Nole 5: Threshold parameter limits specified as an algebraic value rather than by magnHude. 
Note 6: Hystaresis dellned as VHST = VTH - VTL. 
Nole 7: liN includes the receiver input current and driver TRI-STATE leakage current. 
Note 8: CL includes probe and Ilg capacHance. 
Note 9: For complete details of test, see RS-485. 
Nole 10: SR = GND lor all Switching Characteristics unless otherwise speCified. 

Parameter Measurement Information 

"PJh DI~Vt 
R2 

RT 

Rr. Voc 3V~ I l R2 £'---3V 1 _ -7Vto+T2V 
DE DE 

-- TL/P/12052-18 
TLlF/120S2-2 FIGURE 2. Driver VOD3 

FIGURE 1. Driver VOD2 and Voc 

+-+ 
01 ~~ 

J_~r -"~ ~/ST 
SI 

01 'oso S2 N~-· r 3V 

l_t 1_ DE 
3V -

DE TL/F/12052-4 - - - - Vtest = -7Vto +12V TL/F/I2D52-3 
FIGURE 4. Driver IOSD FIGURE 3. Driver VOH and VOL 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

GENERATOR 

501l 

3V '--.... --.. -<1 DO', 

FIGURE 5. Driver Differential 
Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

01 

TL/F/I2052-S 

OV OR 3V 

GENERATOR 

Sl to DO for 01=3V 
Sl to 00' for 01 = OV 

TL/F/12052-7 

FIGURE 7. TRI-STATE Test Circuit (tpZH. tpHZ) 

01 
OV OR 3V 

GENERATOR 

soon 

"<1-4,...._ ..... --0 OUT 

Sf to 00 for 01 = OV 
Sl to 00' for 01 = 3V 

TUF/12052-9 

FIGURE 9. TRI-STATE Test Circuit (tpzLo tpLZ) 

IOH 
(-) 

~ 

TL/F/12052-11 

FIGURE 11. Receiver VOH and VOL 

htlp:/fwww.national.com 

TL/F/12052-6 

FIGURE 6. Driver Differential Propagation Delays 
and Differential Rise and Fall Times 

~--~----~.-------3V 

OE 

"----OV 

Tl/F/12052-8 

FIGURE 8. TRI-5TATE Waveforms (tpZH. tpHZ) 

OEclt1.SV l.Sk:: 
~SV. 

OUT !.3V -"'" ___________ "'" (VOL + o.sv) 
VOL - ---r 

TL/F/12052-10 

FIGURE 10. TRI-STATE Waveforms (tpZL. tpLZ) 

GENERATOR 

Vgt-..... ----1 
~-.... -oRO 

, TL/F/I2052-12 

FIGURE 12. Receiver Differential 
Propagation Delay Test Circuit 



Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

~----,---------3V 

------OV 

~----.... __1-- VOH 

TL/F/12052-13 

FIGURE 13. Receiver Dlffer.entlal Propagation Delay Waveforms 

I.SV---O 51 

-1.SV---O 

GENERATOR 

51 -1.SV 
52 Vee 

FIGURE 14. Receiver TRI·STATE Test Circuit 

FIGURE 15. Receiver Enable and Disable Waveforms (tpLZ. tpzLl 

51 + I.SV 
52 GND 

REO __ %-''' ~,,:: 
r ~ ~HZl ~ ~}:~H 
• ~H O'tSV 

.. -_______ -J 1.SV GND 
OUT 

FIGURE 16. Receiver Enable and Disable Waveforms (tpHZ. tPZH) 
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Typical Application Information 
J 

- Vee 

RxData /r- J 
R 

r ~ P-I-

Ir: ~10on BI-Directional 
Data Bus 

Tx/Rx Enable r ~ 
TxData ~ -

TL/F1120S2-17 

FIGURE 17. Typical Pin Connection 

TABLE I. Device Pin Descriptions 

Pin '" Name Description 

1 RO Receiver Output: When DElRE' (Receiver Enable) is LOW. the receiver is enabled (ON). if DOIRI ;;, 
DO'/RI" by 200 mV. RO will be HIGH. If DOIRI s; DO'/RI' by 200 mV. RO will be LOW. Additionally RO 
will be HIGH for OPEN (Non-terminated) inputs. 

2 SR Slew Rate Control: A resistor connected to Ground controls the Driver Output rising and falling edge rates. 

3 DElRE' Combined Driver and Receiver Output Enable: When signal is LOWthe receiver output is enabled and the 
driver outputs are in TRI-STATE (OFF). When signal is HIGH. the receiver output is in TRI-STATE (OFF) 
and the driver outputs are enabled. 

4 01 Driver Input: When DElRE' is HIGH. the driver is enabled. if 01 is LOW. then DOIRI will be LOW and 00' I 
RI" will be HIGH. If 01 is HIGH. then DOIRI is HIGH and DO"/RI' is LOW. 

5 GND Ground Connection 

6 DOIRI Driver Output/Receiver Input. 485 Bus Pin. 

7 OO'/RI" Driver Output/Receiver Input. 485 Bus Pin. 

8 Vee Positive Power Supply Connection: Recommended operating range for Vee is + 4.75V to + 5.25V. 

Unit Load The DS36C278. the DS36C279. and the DS36C280 all have 
% unit load and '14 unit load (UL) options available. These 

A unit load for a RS-485 receiver is defined by the input devices will allow upto 64 nodes or 128 nodes guaranteed 
current versus the input voltage curve. The gray shaded re- over temperature depending upon which option is selected. 
gion is the defined operating range from - 7V to + 12V. The The % UL option is available in industrial temperature and 
top border extending from - 3V at 0 mA to + 12V at + 1 mA the 1,4 UL is available in commercial temperature. 
is defined as one unit load. Likewise. the bottom border 

First. for a % UL device the top and bottom borders shown extending from +5V at 0 mA to -7V at -0.8 mA is also 
defined as one unit load (see Figure 18). A RS-485 driver is in Figure 18 are scaled. Both 0 mA reference points at + 5V 

capable of driving up to 32 unit loads. This allows upto 32 and -3V stay the same. The other reference paints are 

nodes on a single bus. Although sufficient for many applica-
+ 12V at +0.5 mA for the top border and -7V at -0.4 mA 

tions. it is sometime desirable to have even more nodes. For for the bottom border (see Rgure 18). Second. for a 1,4 UL 

example an aircraft that has 32 rows with 4 seats per row device the top and bottom borders shown in Figure 18 are 

could benefit from having 128 nodes on one bus. This would scaled also. Again. both 0 mA reference paints at + 5V and 

allow Signals to be transferred to and from each individual - 3V stay the same. The other reference points are + 12V 

seat to 1 main station. Usually there is one or two less seats at +0.25 mA for the top border and -7Vat -0.2 mA for 

in the last row of the aircraft near the restrooms and food 
the bottom border (see Figure 18). 

storage area. This frees the node for the main station. 
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Unit Load (Continued) 

The advantage of the Yz UL and % UL devices is the in
creased number of nodes on one bus. In a single master 
mUlti-slave type of application were the number of slaves 
exceeds 32, the DS36C278/279/280 may save in the cost 
of extra devices like repeaters, extra media like cable, andl 
or extra components like resistors. 

The DS36C279 and DS36C280 have addition feature which 
offer more advantages. The DS36C279 has an automatic 
sleep mode function for power conscious applications. The 
DS36C280 has a slew rate control for EMI conscious appli
cations. Refer to the sleep mode and slew rate control por
tion of the application information section in the correspond
ing datasheet for more information on these features. 

v 
-0.2 mA 
-0.4 mA 

-0.8 mA 

TL/F/12052-19 

FIGURE 18. Input Current vslnput Voltage 
Operating Range 

4-75 

Slew Rate Control 
The DS36C280 features an adjustable slew rate control. 
This feature allows more control over EMI levels than tradi
tion fixed edge rate devices. The slew rate control may be 
adjusted wi~h or without any external components. The 
DS36C280 offers both low power (Icc 500 p.A max) and low 
EMI for an RS-485 interface. 

The slew rate control is located at pin two of the device and 
only controls the driver output edges. The slew rate control 
pin (SR) may be left open or shorted to ground, with or 
without a resistor. When the SR pin is shorted to ground 
without a resistor, the driver output edges will transition typi
cally 350 ns. When the SR pin is left open, the driver output 
edges will transition typically 3 p.s. When the SR pin is short
ed to ground with a resistor, the driver output edges will 
transition between 350 ns and 3 p's depending on the resis
tor value. Refer to the slew rate versus resistor value curve 
in this datasheet for determining resistor values and expect
ed typical slew rate value. Please note, when slowing the 
edge rates of the device (see Figure 19) will decrease the 
maximum data rate also. 

Differential Rise/Fall Time 
vs Slew Rate Resistor 

4r------------,-----, 
TA = 25°C 

Vee = 5V 
3 Load = 54n ----1----1 

50 kHz Input 

OL-----~~--~----~ 

1 10 100 

Rsr - Slew Rate Resistor (kn) 

FIGURE 19. Slew Rate Resistor 
vs Rise/Fall Time 

1000 

TL/F/12052-20 
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DS36950 
Quad Diff~rential Bus Transceiver 

General Description 
The OS36950 is a low power, space-savi!lg quad EIA-485 
differential bus transceiver especially suited for high speed, 
parallel, multipoint,comP"!ter 110 bus applications. A com
Pl!.ct 20-pin surface mount PLCC package provides high 
transceiver integration and a very small PC board, footprint. 

Timing uncertainty across an interface using multiple devic
es, a typical problem in a parallel interface, is specified
minimum and maximum propagation delay times ,are guar
anteed. 

Six devices can implement a complete IPI master or slave 
interface. Three transceivers in a package are pinned out 
for connection to a parallel databus. The fourth transceiver, 
with the flexibility provided by its individual enables, can 
serve as a control bus transceiver. 

Pinout and Logic Diagram 

DR2 
DE2 
DE3 
DR3 
DR4 

OA2 
082 

Vee 
OA3 
083 

Order Number DS36950 
See NS Package Number V20A 

TL/F/10602-1 

Features 
• Pinout fpr II"I ,interface' 
• Compact 20-pin PLCC package 
• Meets EIA-485staf1da~dfor multipoint bus transmission, 
• Greater than 60 mA source/sink 
• Thermal Shutdown Protection 

REC (1) --1hrl~~!:;::OAl (20) 
DRl (3) OBl (19) 

DEl (2)-++--1 

--1h~~~!:;::OA2 (18) DR2 (4) OB2 (17) 

DE2 (5)-+-+-.... 

--l~t"""B;~!:;::OA3 (15) DR3 (7) 083 (14) 

DE3 (6)-+-+-...1 

~
OA4(13) 

DR4 (8) OB4 (12) 

DE4 (9) 

RE4 (10) R 

TLlF/10602-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Continuous Power Dissipation @ 25·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales V Package 1.73W 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Derate V Package 13.9 mWI"C above 25·C 

Supply Voltage 7V Storage Temp. Range -65·Cto + 150·C 

Control I nput Voltage Vcc + 0.5V Lead Temp. (Soldering 4 Sec.) 260·C 

Driver Input Voltage Vee + 0.5V 
Recommended Operating Driver Output Voltage/Receiver 

Input Voltage -10Vto +15V Conditions 
Receiver Output Voltage 5.5V Supply Voltage, Vcc 4.75V to 5.25V 

Bus Voltage -7Vto +12V 

Operating Free Air Temp. (Till O·Cto +70·C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VOOL Differential Driver Output IL = 60 mA 
1.5 1.9 V 

Voltage (Full Load) VCM = OV 

VOO Differential Driver Output RL = 1000 (EIA-422) 2.0 3.5 V 
Voltage (Termination Load) RL = 540 (EIA-485) 1.5 3.2 V 

AIVool Change in Magnitude of Driver RL = 540 or 1000 
Differential Output Voltage for (Note 4) (Figure 1) 0.2 V 
Complementary Output States (EIA-485) 

Voc Driver Common Mode Output RL = 540 
3.0 V 

Voltage (Note 5) (FigLire 1) (EIA-485) 

AIVocl Change in Magnitude of Common (Note 4) (Figure 1) 
0.2 V 

Mode Output Voltage (EIA-485) 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -55mA 2.7 ~.2 V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW 10L = 55mA 1.4 1.7 V 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VCL Input Clamp Voltage 1= -18mA -1.5 V 

IIH Input High Current VI = 2.4V (Note 3) 20 IJA 
IlL Input Low Current VI = O.4V (Note 3) -20 /LA 

losc Driver Short-Circuit Vo = -7V (EIA-485) -130 -250 mA 
Output Current Vo= OV (EIA-422) -90 -150 mA 
(Note 9) 

Vo = +12V (EIA-485) 130 250 mA 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

10SR Short Circuit Output Current Vo = OV (Note 9) -15 -28 -75 mA 

102 TRI-STATE® Output Current Vo = O.4V to 2.4V 20 /LA 

VOH Output Voltage High VIO = 0.20V, IOH = -0.4 mA 2.4 3.0 V 

VOL Output Voltage Low VIO = -0.20V, 10L = 4 mA 0.35 0.5 V 

VTH Differential Input High Vo = VOH, 10 = -0.4 mA 
0.03 0.20 V 

Threshold Voltage (EIA-422/485) 

VTL Differential Input Low Vo = VOL, 10 = 4.0 mA 
-0.20 -0.03 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 6) (EIA-422/485) 

VHST HystereSiS (Note 7) VCM = OV 35 60 mV 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) " , ", 

Over Supply Voltage a.nd Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) c 

Symbol 
, 

MI" 
.,>', , 

Units Parameter Conditions Typ Max 

DRIVER AND RECEIVER CHARACT~ISTICS 

VIH Enable Input Voltage High 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage Low 0.8 V 

VCl Enable Input Clamp Voltage I "C'-18mA -1.5 V 

liN Line Input Current Other Input = OV VI = +12V 0.5 1 mA 
(Note 8) VI= -7V -0.45 -0.8 mA 

IIH Enable Input Current High VOH = 2.4V ~orDE 20 /LA 

~ 60· /LA 

IlL Enable Input Current Low VOL'" 0.4V RE40rDE ~20 /LA 

~ -60 /LA 

Icc Supply Current (Note 1 0) No Load, Outputs Enabled 75 90 mA 

Iccz Supply Current (Note 1 0) No Load, Outputs Disabled 50 70 mA 

Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges" unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER SINGLE-ENDED CHARACTERISTICS 

tPZH RL = 1100 (Figure 4) 35 40 ns 

tPZL RL = 1100 (Fi,gure 5) 25 40' ns 

tpHZ RL = 1100 (Fi,gure4) 15 25 ns 

tpLZ RL = 1100 (Fi,gure 5) :35 40 ns 

DRIVER DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

tR. tF Rise & Fall TIme RL = 540 13 16 ns 

tplHO Differential Propagation CL = 50pF 9 15 19 ns 
Delays (Note 15) Co = 15pF 

tpHLO (Fi,gures3,8) 9 15 19 ns 

tsKO itpLHO - tpHLOi Differential Skew 3 6 ns 

; 

, 

" 
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Conditions I Min I Typ, I Max I Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLHD Differential Propagation Delays 9 14 19 ns 

tpHLD 
CL = 15pF, VCM = 1.5V (Figure 6) 

9 14 19 ns 

tsKD ItpLHD - tpHLOI Differential Receiver Skew 1 3 ns 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level 15 22 ns 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level CL = 15pF 20 30 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level 
(Figure 7) 

10 17 ns 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level 17 25 ns 

Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which tha safety of tha device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meanl to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. Tha tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation. 

Note 2: Current into device.pins is define as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 

Note 3: IIH and III includes driver input current and receiver TRI-STATE leakaga current. 

Nota 4: bolYool and bolYocl are changes in magnitude of Yoo and Yoc, respectively, that occur when the input changes state. 

Note 5: In EIA Standards EIA-422 and EIA·48S, Yoc. which is the average of the two output vonages with respect to ground. is called output offset voltage. Vas. 

Note 6: Threshold parameter limits specHied as an algebraic value rather than by magnitude. 

Note 7: Hyaleresis defined as YHST = YTH - YTl. 

Note 8: liN includes the receiver input current and driver TRI-STATE leakage current. 

Note 9: Short one output at a time. 

Note 10: Total package suppiy current. 

Note 11: All typical. are given for Vee = S.OY and TA = 2S·C. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 12) 

01 

3V 

TL/F/10602-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver VOD and.Voc 

OA 

01 

50.11 

TL/F/10602-5 

V~ 
OV .RE ilOL ·l 

~ - (+) 

10H 

r 
(-) 

TLlF/10602-4 

FIGURE 2. Re.celver VOH and.VOL 

10SV} 
·itPHLD 

+Vo ----+r::::::::---::::::s..: 

Ir 
Vo=OA-OB 

TLlF/10602-6 

FIGURE 3. Driver Differential Propagation Delay and Transition Timing 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 12) 

81 10 OA lor 01 = 3V 
81 10 OB lor 01 = OV 
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--o--_-.... -OUT 

,.---_-:------3V 

DE l'oSV 
~ 

OUT 

TLlF/10602-10 

TL/F/10602-9 

FIGURE 4. Driver Enable and Disable Timing (tpZH. tpHZ) 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

OV or 3V 

GENERATOR 
(Nolo 12) 

51 to OA for 01 = OV 
51 to OB for 01 = 3V 

GENERATOR 
(Note 12) 

Vg 

Vg 

son 

50 

RI 

Ri 
son 

OV 

5V 

---0--..... - ..... --0 OUT 

TL/F/l0602-11 

~~:'r '$~: 
OUT ~:.3V ~ O.5V 

fVOL 

TL/F/l0602-12 

FIGURE 5. Driver Enable and Disable Timing (tpZL. tpLZ) 

9 ~:: OUT 

--v 
1.3V 1.3V OH 

OUT 
VOL 

TLlF/l0602-14 

TLlF/l0602-13 

FIGURE 6. Receiver Differential Propagation Delay Timing 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) . 

SV 
I.SV ~n-__ I~~ __ -. ______ -+~~ __ ~~~2k~~~ 

SI 1.5V OUT 

S20PEN 
S3 CLOSED 

GENERATOR 
(Note 12) 

\ 

L_---. 
O.SV 

SII.5V t 
S2 CLOSED 
S3 CLOSED 

so 

3V 

OV 

J-'~ I.SV
OND 

TL/F/l0602-18 

3V 

OND 

r VOH 

1.3V 

TLlF/l0602-18 

S2 

(Note 14) 

RE 

/ OUT 
SI -1.5V 
S2CLOSED 
S3 OPEN 

RE 

t OUT 
SI -1.5V :.SV 

S2CLOSED VOL 

S3CLOSED 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Enable and Disable Timing 

INPUT 

OB 

OA 

TCP ~ (lib x Trb) - (lra x Tla) 
Trb - Tra - Tla + TIb 

Tra, Trb, TIa, and Tlb are propagation delay 
measurements to the 20% and 80% levels. 

TL/F/l0602-20 

TCP ~ Croaaing Point 

TL/F/l0602-15 

3V 

OND 

TL/F/l0602-17 

3V 

OND 

"-.1.3V 

VOL 

TLlF/l0602-19 

FIGURE 8. Propagation Delay Timing for Calculation of Driver Differential Propagation Delays 

Note 12: The input pulse is supplied by a generator having the lollowing characteristics: 
f ~ 1.0 MHz, 50% Duly Cycle, tf and Ir < 6.0 ns, Zo ~ 5011 

Note 13: CL includes probe and stray capacitance. 

Note 14: Diodes are lN918 or equivalent. 

Note 15: Differential propagation delays are calculated Irom slngle-ended propagation delays measured Irom driver Input to the 20% and 80% levels on the driver 
outputs (See Figure 8). 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued), , 
" ,. '. ". 
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IfINational Semiconductor 

0836954 
Quad Differential Bus Transceiver 

General Description 
The OS36954 is a low power, quad EIA-485 differential bus 
transceiver especially suited for high speed, parallel, multi
point, I/O bus applications. A compact 20-pin surface mount 
PLCC or SOIC package provides high transceiver integra
tion and a very small PC board footprint. 

Propagation delay skew between devices is specified to aid 
in parallel interface designs-limits on maximum and mini
mum delay times are guaranteed. 

Five devices can implement a complete SCSI initiator or 
target interface. Three transceivers in a package are pinned 
out for data bus connections. The fourth transceiver, with 
the flexibility provided by its individual enables, can serve as 
a control bus transceiver. 

Connection Diagrams 
Iii! 
"-

~ '" 
.., :;;: a; 

c c c 0 0 

DE2/RE2 1 B OA2 

DE3/RE3 17 082 

DR3 16 Vee 
R04 7 15 OA3 

DI4 8 14 093 

~ I~ 
c .... .... 
z '" « c (!) 0 0 

TL/F/11014-1 

Order Number DS36954V 
See NS Package Number V20A 

DE 1 !RE1 20 OA1 

DR1 2 19 081 

DR2 3 OA2 

DE2!RE2 
D 

4 S 092 

DE3!RE3 5 3 
Vee 6 

DR3 9 OA3 
5 

R04 7 4 093 
tot 

D14 13 OA4 

DE4 12 084 

RE4 10 11 GND 

TLlF/11014-19 

Order Number DS36954M 
See NS Package Number M20B 

Features 
• Pinout for SCSI interface 
• Compact 20-pin PLCC or SOIC package 
• Meets EIA-485 standard for multipoint bus transmission 
• Greater than 60 mA source/sink currents 
• Thermal shutdown protection 
• Glitch-free driver outputs on power up and down 

Logic Diagrams 
OA1 (20) 

DR1 (2) 
081 (19) 

DE1/REi (1) 

DR2 (3) 
OA2 (18) 

092 (17) 

DE2/RE2 (4) 

DR3 (6) 
OA3 (15) 

083 (14) 

DE3/RE3 (5) 

OA4 (13) 
DI4 (8) 

094 (12) 

DE4 (9) 

R04 (7) 

RE4 (10) 

TL/F/11014-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65'Cto + 150'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 Sec.) 260'C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage 7V Recommended 
Control Input Voltage Vcc + 0.5V Operating Conditions 
Driver Input Voltage Vcc + O.~V Min Max Units 
Driver Output Voltagel Supply Voltage, Vee 4.75 5.25 V 

Receiver Input Voltage -10Vto +15V Bus Voltage -7 +12 V 
Receiver Output Voltage 5.5V Operating Free Air 
Continuous Power Dissipation @··+25'C Tempe~ture (T A> 0 +70 'C 

V Package 1:73W 
MPackage 1.73W 

Derate V Package 13.9 mW I'C above + 25'C 

Derate M Package i 3.7 mW I'C above + 25'C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VODL Differential Driver Output IL = 60mA 
1.5 1.9 V 

Voltage (Full Load) VCM = OV 
,>,' 

VOD Differential Driver Output RL = 1000 (EIA-422) 2.0' 2.25 V 
Voltage (Termination Load) 

, 
RL = 540 (EIA-485) 1.5 2.0 V 

~IVODI Change in Magnitude of Driver RL = 54 or 1000 
Differenti8;' Output Voltage for (Note 4) (Figure 1) 0.2 V 
Complementary Output States (EIA-422/485) 

Voc Driver Common Mode RL = 540 (Figure 1) (EIA-485) 
3.0 V 

Output Voltage (Note 5) 

~IVOCI Change in Magnitude of (Note 4) (Figure 1) 
0.2 V 

Common Mode Output Voltage (EIA-422/485) 

VOH Output Voltage High IOH = -55mA 2.7 3.2 V 

VOL Output Voltage Low IOL = 55mA 1.4 1.7 V 

VIH Input Voltage High 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage Low 0.8 V 

VeL Input Clamp voliage ICL = -18mA -1.5 V 

IIH Input High Cumint VIN = 2.4V (Note 3) 20 p.A 

IlL Input LC)w Current VIN = 0.4V (Note 3) -20 p.A 

lose Driver Short-Circuit Vo = -7V (EIA-485) -130 -250 mA 
Output Current Vo = OV (EIA-422) ~90 -150 mA 
(Note 9) 

Vo = +12V(EIA-485) 130 250 mA 

,,. 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2) (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

10SR Short Circuit Output Current Va = OV (Note 9) -15 -28 -75 mA 

loz TRI·STATE~ Output Current Va = O.4V to 2.4V 20 poA 

VOH Output Voltage High VIO = 0.2V, 10H = 0.4 mA 2.4 3.0 V 

Val Output Voltage Low VIO = -0.2V, 10l = 4 mA 0.35 0.5 V 

VTH Differential Input High Va = VOH, 10 = -0.4 mA 
0.03 0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage (EIA-422/485) 

VTl Differential Input Low Va = Val, 10 = 4.0 mA 
-0.20 -0.03 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 6) (EIA·422/485) 

VHST Hysteresis (Note 7) VCM = OV 35 60 mV 

DRIVER AND RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH Enable Input Voltage High 2.0 V 

Vil Enable Input Voltage Low 0.8 V 

VCl Enable Input Clamp Voltage lel = -18mA -1.5 V 

liN Line Input Current Other Input = OV VI = +12V 0.5 1.0 mA 
(Note 8) DElFiE = 0.8V VI= -7V -0.45 -0.8 mA 

DE4 = 0.8V 

liNG Line Input Current Other Input = OV VI = +12V 
1.0 mA 

(Note 8) DElRE and DE4 = 2V 
Vcc = 3.0V VI= -7V 
TA = +25°C -0.8 mA 

IIH Enable Input VIN = 2.4V Vee = 3.0V 1 40 p.A 
Current High DElRE Vcc = 4.75V 1 p.A 

VCC = 5.25V 1 40 p.A 

VIN = 2.4V Vcc = 3.0V 1 20 poA 
DE4orRE4 Vee = 5.25V 1 20 p.A 

III Enable Input VIN = 0.8V VCC = 3.0V -6 -40 poA 
Current Low DElRE Vcc = 4.75V -12 p.A 

Vcc = 5.25V -14 -40 poA 

VIN = 0.8V Vcc = 3.0V -3 -20 poA 
DE4or~ Vee = 5.25V -7 -20 poA 

Icco Supply Current (Note 10) No Load, DElRE and DE4 = 2.0V 75 90 mA 

ICCR Supply Current (Note 10) No Load, DElRE and ~ = 0.8V 50 70 mA 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER SINGLE-ENDED CHARACTERISTICS 

tpZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL'= 1100 (Figure 5) 35 40 ns 

tpZL Output Enable Time to Low Level (Figure 6) 25 40 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time to High Level (Figure 5) 15 25 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time to Low Level (Figure 6) 35 40 ns 

DRIVER DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

t,., tf Rise and Fall Time RL = 540 13 16 ns 

tpLHD Differential Propagation CL = 50pF 9 15 19 ns 
Delays (Note 15) CD = 15pF 

tpHLD (Figures 3, 4, and 9) 9 12 19 ns 

tSKD ItpLHD - tpHLDI Diff. Skew 3 6 ns 

RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpLHD Differential Propagation Delays CL = 15pF 9 14 19 ns 

tpHLD 
VCM = 2.0V 9 13 19 ns 

ItpLHD - tpHLDI Diff. Receiver Skew 
(Figure 7) 

tsKD 1 3 ns 

tPZH Output Enable Time to High Level CL = 15pF 15 22 ns 

tPZL Output Enable Time to Low Level (Rgure8) 20 30 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time from High Level 20 30 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level 17 25 ns 

Note 1: '"Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of '"Electricsl Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation. 
Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Nota 3: IIH and IlL include driver input current and receiver TRI-STATE leakage current on DR(I-3). 
Note 4: A IVODI and A IVOCI are changes in magnitude of Voo and VOC, respectively, that occur when the input changes state. 
Nota 5: In EIA Standards EIA-422 and EIA-48S, Voc, which is the average of the two output voltages with respect to ground, is called output offset voltage, Vos. 
Note 6: Threshold parameter limits specHied as an algebraic value rather than by magnitude. 
Note 7: Hysteresis defined as VHST = VTH - VTL. 
Note 8: liN includes the receiver input current and driver TRI-STATE leakage current 
Note 9: Short one output at a time. 
Note 10: Total package supply current. 
Note 11: All typicals are given for Vee = S.OV and TA = +2S·C. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

RL 

DR 2" 
or 
014 RL 

2" Voe 

3V + 
DElRE J:-or 

DE4 
TL/F/11014-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Voo and Voe (Note 13) 

GENERATOR 
(Note 12) 

GENERATOR 
(Note 12) 

TLlF/11014-5 

FIGURE 3. Driver Differential 
Propagation Delay Load Circuit 

DR 

-.......o--..... -+--OUT 

51 to OA for 01 = 3V 

51 to DB for 01 = OV 

TLlF/ll014-7 

IOH 

~ 
H 

TL/F/11014-4 

FIGURE 2. Receiver VOH and VOL 

or t.5V "":1 014 OV 
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1.5V} 
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TL/F/11014-6 

FIGURE 4. Driver Differential Propagation 
Delays and Transition Times 
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IpZH 
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TL/F111014-8 

FIGURE 5. Driver Enable and Disable Timing (tpZH. tpHZ) 

GENERATOR 
(Note 12) 

OV or 3V 

son or 
DE4 

5V 

--0--""-""'-0 OUT 

51 to OA for 01 = OV 

51 to DB for 01 = 3V 

TLlF/11014-9 

DElRE -1~.\ 3V 

;~~ 'r "'~r::: 
OUT ~2.3V ~ O.SV 

t VOL 

TLlF111014-10 

FIGURE 6. Driver Enable and Disable Timing (tpZL. tpLZ) 
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~ Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

~ GENERATOR 

9 ~:: 
(Note 12) 

Vg OUT RI 

Vg --v 
RI 

OUT 
1.3V 1.3V OH 

50n 50n VOL 

OV TL/F/ll014-12 

TLlF/ll014-11 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Differential Propagation Delay Timing 

1.5V 
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Sl -l.SV 
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FIGURE 8. Receiver Enable and Disable Timing 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

TCp ~ (T,b X Trb) - (Tra x T,s> 
Trb - Tra - Tfa + Tfb 

INPUT 

08 

OA 
Tra 

T ra. Trb. T fa and T fb are propagation delay measurements to the 20% and 80% levels. 

T Cp = Crossing Point 

TL/F/ll014-18 

FIGURE 9. Propagation Delay Timing for Calculations of Driver Differential Propagation Delays 

Note 12: The input pulse is supplied by a generator having the following characteristics: f ~ 1.0 MHz. 50% duty cycle.1r and tf < 6.0 ns. Zo ~ 50n. 

Note 13: Cl includes probe and stray capacitance. 

Note 14: Diodes are 1 N916 or equivalent. 

Note 15: Differential propagation delays are calculated from single-ended propagation delays measured from driver input to the 20% and 80% levels on the driver 
outputs (FI(JIJf9 9). 

Note 16: On transceivers 1-3 the driver is loaded with receiver input conditions when DE/ItE is high. Do not exceed the package power dissipation lim~ when 
testing. 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

DS75176B/DS75176BT 
Multipoint RS-485/RS-422 Transceivers 

General Description 
The OS75176B is a high speed differential TAI-STATEQ!) 
buslline transceiver designed to meet the requirements of 
EIA standard AS485 with extended common mode range 
(+12V to -7V), for multipoint data transmission. In addi
tion, it is compatible with AS-422. 

The driver and receiver outputs feature TAl-STATE capabili
ty, for the driver outputs over the entire common mode 
range of + 12V to - 7V. Bus contention or fault situations 
that cause excessive power dissipation within the device 
are handled by a thermal shutdown circuit, which forces the 
driver outputs into the high impedance state. 

DC speCifications are guaranteed over the 0 to 70"C tem
perature and 4.75V to 5.25V supply voltage range. 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

RO 

RE 

DE 

DI 

Features 
• Meets EIA standard AS485 for multipoint bus transmis

sion and is compatible with AS-422. 
• Small Outline (SO) Package option available for mini-

mum board space. 
• 22 ns driver propagation delays. 
• Single + 5V supply. 
• - 7V to + 12V bus common mode range permits ± 7V 

ground difference between devices on the bus. 
• Thermal shutdown protection. 
• High impedance to bus with driver in TAI-STATE or 

with power off, over the entire common mode range al
lows the unused devices on the bus to be powered 
down. 

• Pin out compatible with OS3695/A and SN75176A/B. 
• Combined impedance of a driver output and receiver in

put is less than one AS485 unit load, allowing up to 32 
transceivers on the bus. 

• 70 mV typical receiver hysteresis. 

8 
Vee 

7 DO /Ri 

6 OO/RI 

5 GND 

TUF/B759-1 

Top View 

http://www.national.com 

Order Number DS75176BN, DS75176BTN, DS75176BM or DS75176BTM 
See NS Package Number N08E or M08A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage, Vcc 7V Recommended Operating 
Control Input Voltages 7V Conditions 
Driver Input Voltage 7V Min Max Units 
Driver Output Voltages +15VI -10V Supply Voltage, Vcc 4.75 5.25 V 
Receiver Input Voltages (DS751768) +15V/-10V Voltage at Any 8us Terminal -7 +12 V 
Receiver Output Voltage 5.5V (Separate or Common Mode) 

Continuous Power Dissipation @25·C Operating Free Air Temperature T A 
for M Package 675 mW (Note 5) DS751768 0 +70 ·C 
for N Package 900 mW (Note 4) DS751768T -40 +85 ·C 

Differential Input Voltage, 
VID (Note 6) -12 +12 V 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

O·C ,;; TA ,;; 70"C,4.75V < Vcc < 5.25V unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VOO1 Differential Driver Output 10 = 0 
5 V 

Voltage (Unloaded) 

VOO2 Differential Driver Output (Figure 1) R = 500; (RS-422) (Note 7) 2 V 
Voltage (with Load) R = 2m; (RS-485) 1.5 V 

avoo Change in Magnitude of Driver III 
Differential Output Voltage For 0.2 V 
Complementary Output States 

Voc Driver Common Mode Output 
(Figure 1) R = 2m 3.0 V 

Voltage 

alvocl Change in Magnitude of Driver 
Common Mode Output Voltage 

0.2 V 
For Complementary Output 
States 

VIH Input High Voltage 2 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage 
DI,DE, 0.8 

VCL Input Clamp Voltage RE,E liN = -18mA -1.5 

IlL Input Low Current VIL = 0.4V -200 ,..A 

IIH Input High Current VIH = 2.4V 20 ,..A 

liN Input DO/RI,OO/RI Vcc = OV or 5.25V VIN = 12V +1.0 rnA 
Current DE = OV VIN = -7V -0.8 rnA 

VTH Differential I nput Threshold -7V,;;VCM,;;+12V 
-0.2 +0.2 V 

Voltage for Receiver 

aVTH Receiver Input HystereSiS VCM = OV 70 mV 

VOH Receiver Output High Voltage IOH = -400,..A 2.7 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage RO 10L = 16 rnA (Note 7) 0.5 V 

10ZA OFF-State (High Impedance) Vcc = Max ±20 }LA 
Output Current at Receiver 0.4V ,;; Vo ,;; 2.4V 

RIN Receiver Input Resistance -7V,;; VCM';; +12V 12 kO 

Icc Supply Current No Load Driver Outputs Enabled 55 rnA 
(Note 7) Driver Outputs Disabled 35 rnA 
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Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

O'C s: T A s: 7O'C, 4.75V < Vee < 5.25V unless otherwise specified (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

loso Driver Short-Circuit Vo = -7V (Note 7) -250 mA 
Output Current Vo = +12V(Note7) +250 mA 

10SR Receiver Short·Circuit Vo= OV -15 
-85 mA 

Output Current 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the device should 
be operated at these limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteriatlcs" provide cond"lons lor actual device operation. 
Note 2: All currants into device pins are positive; ali currents out 01 device pins are negative. Ali voltages are referenced to device ground unless otherwisa 
specified. 
Note 3: All typical. are given lor Vee = 5V and T A = 25'C. 
Note 4: Derate linearly at 5.56 mW/'C to 650 mW at 7Irc. 
Note 5: Derate Iinearly@ 6.11 mW/'C to 400 mW at 70'C. 
Note 8: Differential· Input/Output bus voItaga Is measured at the nonlnverUng terminal A _ respect to the inverting terminal B. 
Note 7: All worst casa perameters lor which note 7 is applied, must be Increesed by 10% lor DS75176BT. The other parameters remain valid lor 
-4O'C < TA < + 85'C. 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25'C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Driver Input to Output RLOIFF = 60n 12 22 ns 

tpHL Driver Input to Output CLI = CL2 = 100pF 17 22 ns 

tr Driver Rise Time RLOIFF = 60n 18 ns 

tl Driver Fall Time CLI =CL2 = 100 pF 18 ns 
(Figures 3 and 5) 

tZH Driver Enable to Output High CL = 100 pF (Figures 4 and 6) Sl Open 29 100 ns 

tZL Driver Enable to Output Low CL = 100 pF (Figures 4 and 6) S2 Open 31 60 ns 

tLZ Driver Disable Time from Low CL = 15 pF (Figures 4 and 6) 82 Open 13 30 ns 

tHZ Driver Disable Time from High CL = 15 pF (Rgures 4 and 6) Sl Open 19 200 ns 

tpLH Receiver Input to Output CL = 15 pF (Figures 2 and 7) 30 37 ns 

tpHL Receiver Input to Output Sl and S2 Closed 32 37 ns 

tZL Receiver Enable to Output Low CL = 15 pF (Figures 2 and 8) S2 Open 15 20 ns 

tZH Receiver Enable to Output High CL = 15 pF (Figures 2 and 8)Sl Open 11 20 ns 

tLZ Receiver Disable from Low CL = 15 pF (Figures 2 and 8) S2 Open 28 32 ns 

tHz Receiver Disable from High CL = 15 pF (Rgures 2 and 8) Sl Open 13 35 ns 

AC Test Circuits 
DO TEIT 

1h - .... 11 ~ RECEIVER 

DU~ 1 
" 111._ 

~ 
.. lOR 

~-I 
Il -=::"AIICEI , 

"iF TUF/8759-2 

FIGURE 1 

~ .. TL/F/8759-3 

Note: 51 and 52 oIloed circuit are closed except as otherwise' mentioned. 
FIGURE 2 

II III 

rk '1«. h:. l"·'" -'IIC 
FIDIIIUT'UT IlIOn 

l U_TEIT II 
Cl2=111Dp1 

~~~-T l. TL/F/8759-4 CAPAlilTAIICfI .. .. TL/F/8759-5 
FIGURE 3 

Note: Unless otherwise specified the switches are closed. 
FIGURE 4 
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Switching Time Waveforms 

3V 

DE 

OV 

5V 

DO. iiii 

VOl 

VOH 

DD.iiii 

OV 

3V - - - - - - - -,---:,,-:,,:,,!,:,:,,"-,,\ 
01 
OV---'I 

DO 

VDlFF = Voo - ViiO 

TUF/8759-6 

FIGURE 5. Driver Propagation Delays and Transition Times 

OUTPUT 
NORMAllY LOW 

OUTPUT 
NORMAllY HIGH 

f = IMHz:t, ';;10 •• 
:11';;10 .. 

FIGURE 6. Driver Enable and Disable Times 

VDH ----------.. 

~.5V t!lV/ RO 

VOL IPl \"------.-'tM-HZ-: -tr-~-tOn-.--------tP~I-

TUF/8759-7 

DUTl'UT 

UV -------, : tf~tDns ,..--------

RI·iii 

·2.SV ---------, ______________ --' 

Note: Differential input voltage may may be realized by grounding AI and pulsing RI between + 2.5V and - 2.5V 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Propagation Delays 

INJ'UT 

TL/F/8759-8 
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Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

3V-----""'' 
lIE 

,I = 1M11z: t, S; 10 •• 
:lfS 10 .. 

OV----------~~~----------~~------------J 

5V ---:R:""O-----t

OUTPUT 
NORMALLY LOW 

------------'11--------------+-'--------.-- VOL 

,...----------u----------+_,-:------=-=:---- VON 

RO 
OUTPUT 

OV _;.:;NO:::RM:::ALL=Y~H:;;;IG;;.;.H __ _J 

FIGURE 8. Receiver Enable and Disable Times 

Function Tables 

x - Don't care condition 

Z - High impedance state 

RE 

X 
X 
X 
X 

RE 

0 
0 
0 
1 

DS751768 Transmitting 

Inputs Line 

DE 01 Condition 

1 1 No Fault 
1 0 No Fault 
0 X X 
1 X Fault 

OS751768 Receiving 

Inputs 

DE RI-RI 

0 ~ +O.2V 
0 :s: -O.2V 
0 I nputs Open·· 
0 X 

Outputs 

DO DO 

0 1 
1 0 
Z Z 
Z' Z 

Outputs 

RO 

1 
0 
1 
Z 

Fault -Improper line conditons causing excessive power dissipation in the driver, such as shorts or bus contention situations 

"This Is a fail safe condition 

Typical Application 
O5751768/DS3695/053696 053697/053698 

053695/05751768/053696 05751768 
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ttlNational Semiconductor 

DS96172/DS96174 
RS-485/RS-422 Quad Differential Line Drivers 

General Description Features 
• Meets EIA Standard R5-485 and R5-422A 
• Monotonic differential output switching 
• Transmission rate to 10 Mbs 
• TRI-5TATE outputs 
• Designed for multipoint bus transmission 

The 0596172 and 0596174 are high speed quad differen
tialline drivers designed to meet EIA Standard R5-485. The 
devices have TRI-5TATEI!> outputs and are optimized for 
balanced multipoint data bus transmission at rates up to 
10 Mbps. The drivers have wide positive and negative com
mon mode range for multipoint applications in noisy environ
ments. Positive and negative current-limiting is provided 
which protects the drivers from line fault conditions over a 
+ 12V to - 7.0V common mode range. A thermal shutdown 
feature is also provided and occurs at junction temperature 
of approximately 160·C. The 0596172 features an active 
high and active low Enable, common to all four drivers. The 
0596174 features separate active high Enables for each 
driver pair. Compatible R5-485 receivers, transceivers, and 
repeaters are also offered to provide optimum bus perform
ance. The respective device types are 0596173, 0596175, 
0596176 AND 0596177. 

• Common mode output voltage range: - 7V to + 12V 

Connection Diagrams 
16-LeadOIP 

OS96172 

lA--,r--=

lY 2 

lZ""';;'!---' 

E.....:.I--........ 

2z4-=:;-t--, 
2Y_.-•. t 

2A....!..J'--=

GND 8 

Top View 

• Operates from Single + 5V supply 
• Thermal shutdown protection 
• 0596172/0596174 are lead and function compatible 

with the 5N75172175174 or the AM26L531/MC3487 
respectively 

16 Vee 

15 4A 

14 4y 

13 4z 

12 E 

11 3Z 

10 3y 

9 3A 

TUF/9626-1 

16·LeadOIP 
OS96174 

lA--,r--=

lY 2 

lZ 3 

El,2-4+-D-t 

2Z 5 

2Y 6 

2A 7 

GND 8 

Top View 

Order Number OS96172CJ or OS96174CJ 
See NS Package Number J16A 

Order Number OS96172CN or OS96174CN 
See NS Package Number N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Typ Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage (Vcc) 4.75 5 5.25 V 
Storage Temperature Range Common Mode Output 

Ceramic DIP -65'Cto + 175'C 
Voltage (Voe> -7 +12 V 

Molded DIP - 65'C to + 150'C 

Operating Temperature Range O'Cto +70'C 
Output Current HIGH (IOH) . -60 mA 

Lead Temperature 
Output Current LOW (loll 60 mA 

Ceramic DIP (soldering, 60 sec.) 300'C Operating Temperature (TAl 0 25 ,70 'C 

Molded DIP (soldering, 10 sec.) 265'C 

Supply Voltage 7V 

Enable Input Voltage 5.5V 

Maximum Power Dissipation' 25'C 
J-Cavity Package 1.74W 
N-Molded Package 1.98W 

'Derate cavity package 14 mW /'C above 25"C; derate molded DIP package 
16 mW /'C above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics 
over recommended temperature and supply voltage ranges. unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -20mA 3.1 V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW 10L = 20mA 0.8 V 

VIC Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -1.5 V 

IVOO11 Differential Output Voltage 10=OmA 6 V 

IVOO21 Differential Output Voltage RL = 540., Figure 1 1.5 2 V 

RL = lOOn, Figure 1 2 2.3 V 

Aivool Change in Magnitude of Differential RL = 540. or lOOn, Figure 1 
±0.2 V 

Output Voltage (Note 4) 

Voe Common Mode Output Voltage (Note 5) RL = 540., Figure 1 3 V 

Alvoe! Change in Magnitude of Common Mode 
±0.2 V 

Output Voltage (Note 4) 

10 Output Current with Power Off Vee = OV, Vo = -7.0Vto 12V ±100 p,A 

loz High Impedance State Output Current Vo = -7.0Vto 12V ±50 ±200 p,A 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.7V 20 p,A 

IlL Input Current LOW VI = 0.5V -100 p,A 

los Short Circuit Output Current Vo = -7.0V -250 
(Note 6) Vo= OV -150 

mA 
Vo = Vcc 150 

Vo = 12V 250 

Icc Supply Current (All Drivers) No Load I Outputs Enabled 50 70 
mA 

I Output Disabled 50 60 
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Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5V, T A = 25'C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

too Differential Output Delay Time RL = 60n, Figure 2 15 25 ns 

tro Differential Output Transition Time 15 25 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, RL = 27n, Figure 3 
12 20 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
12 20 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tpZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL = 110n, Figure 4 30 45 ns 

tpZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 11 on, Figure 5 30 45 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time from High Level RL = 110n, Figure 4 25 35 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level RL = 11 on, Figure 5 30 45 ns 

Note 1: .' Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these IimHs. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide condHions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specmed minImax limits apply across the O'C to +70"C range for the OS96172/0S96174. All typicals are given for Vee ~ 5Vand 
TA ~ 25'C. 
Note 3: All currents into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 4: "- IVoDI and "-Ivoel are the changes in magnitude of VOD and Voe respectively, that occur when the input is changed from a high level to a low level. 
Nota 5: In EIA Standards RS-422A and RS-485, Vee, which is the average of the two output voltages wHh respect to ground, is called output offset voltage, Vos. 
Note 6: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Parameter Measurement Information II 

vL 
Rl 
2" 

I ~ ENABLED 2" ~oc 
(Not. 3) - TL/F/9626-4 

FIGURE 1. Differential and Common Mode Output Voltage 

p--------. 3V 
I I 

cli Rl = O!T --1:'t "] I IN 
I 

OV I - 60.0. 'r GENERATOR I I -
(Note 1) 50.0. I I too I 

I I 

c<± 
I---< 3V I Cl=15pF ~ ... ' I 50%j 90% 90% 

-== I I (Note 2) OUT - ._------_. - 10i,J 10% =-2.5V 
ENABLED -- ITD...J - (Note 3) - .... lTD 

TL/F/9626-5 TLlF/9626-6 

FIGURE 2. Differential Output Delay and Transition Times 

0 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 1) 

2.3V 

RL = 27A 

TLlF/9626-7 

IN 

y 
OUT 

Z 
OUT 

,-------~-~------~ 

'------OV 

,..---I~-+----VOH 

'-----'·..:.----VOL 
TLlF/9626-8 

FIGURE 3. Propagation Delay Times 

r-------., 
I 

OV or 3V --I-------t 

GENERATOR 500. 
(Note 1) 

3V 
(Note 4) 

OV or 3V ------t 

GENERATOR 
(Note 1) 

I 50.a. ~ r-__ ~" 

3V 
(Note 4) 

-......o--.... - ...... -OUT 

TL/F/9626-9 

FIGURE 4. tpZH and tpHZ 

SV 

RL=1100. 

-......o()--........ -- OUT 

TL/F/9626-11 

FIGURE 5. tPZL and tpLZ 

IN --1:~~_ ,.,~: 
--------~~VOH . 

OUT 2.~ O.SV 
VQfF=OV 

TLlF/9626-10 

.~~~ ,.,~: 
OUT t~.3V ~ 

'-------r VOL 
O.SVI 

TLlF/9626-12 

Note 1: The input pulse is supplied by a generator having Ihe following characteristics: PRR = 1.0 MHz, duty cycle = 50%, I, :s: 5.0 ns, If :s: 5.0 ns, Zo = SOil. 
Note 2: CL includes probe and Ilg capacitance. 

Note 3: 0596172 with active high and active low Enables is shown here. OS96174 has active high Enable only. 

Note 4: To lesl the active low Enable E of OS96172, ground E and apply an inverted waveform 10 E. OS96174 has acttve high Enable only. 
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Function Tables 
0596172 

Input Enables Outputs 
A E E y 

H H X H 
L H X L 
H X L H 
L X L L 
X L H Z 

Typical Application 
1/40596172 

Z 

L 
H 
L 
H 
Z 

Input 

H 
L 
X 

H = High Level 
L = Low Level 

0596174 

Enable 
Outputs 

y Z 

H H L 
H L H 
L Z Z 

x = ImmateMal 
Z = High Impedance (off) 

1/40596174 

~~--~~--~----------------------~--~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~--------------------------+--.~~~~~ 

1/40596173 

1/40596172 
UP TO 32 

DRIVER/RECEIVER 
PAIR5 

FIGURE 6 
Note: The line length should be terminated at both ends in its characteMstic impedance. 

Stub lengths off the main line should be kept as short as possible. 
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ttlNational Semiconductor 

DS96F172C/DS96F172M/DS96F174C/DS96F174M 
EIA-485/EIA-422 Quad Differential Drivers 
General Description 
The DS96F172 and the DS96F174 are high speed quad 
differential line drivers designed to meet EIA-485 Standards. 
The DS96F172 and the DS96F174 offer improved perform
ance due to the use of L-FAST bipolar technology. The use 
of LFAST technology allows the DS96F172 and DS96F174 
to operate at higher speeds· while minimizing power con
sumption. 

The DS96F172 and the DS96F174 have TRI-STATE@ out
puts and are optimized for balanced multipoint data bus 
transmission at rates up to 15 Mbps. The drivers have wide 
positive and negative common mode range for multipoint 
applications in noisy environments. Positive and negative 
current-limiting is provided which protects the drivers from 
line fault conditions over a + 12V to - 7.0V common mode 
range. A thermal shutdown feature is also provided. The 
DS96F172 features an active high and active low Enable, 
common to all four drivers. The DS96F174 features sepa
rate active high Enables for each driver pair. 

Logic Diagrams 
0596F172 

'ftiAiIT ENABLE 

! ! 
GND Vee IY IZ 2Y 2Z 

Function Tables (Each Driver) 

0596F172 

Input Enable 

A E E 
H H X 

L H X 

H X L 

L X L 

X L H 

3Y 3Z on 4Z 

TL/F/9625-14 

Outputs 

y Z 

H L 

L H 

H L 

L H 

Z Z 

Features 
• Meets EIA-485 and EIA-422A standards 
• Monotonic differential output switching 
• TRI-STATE outputs 
• DeSigned for multipoint bus transmission 
• Common mode output voltage range: -7.0V to + 12V 
• Operates from single + 5.0V supply 
• Reduced power consumption 
• Thermal shutdown protection 
• DS96F172 and DS96F174 are lead and function com

patible with the SN75172/174 or the AM26LS31/ 
MC3487 

• Military temperature range available 
• Qualified for MIL-STD-883C 
• Standard military drawings available (SMD) 
• Available in DIP (J), LCC (E), and Flatpak (W) packages 

0596F174 
EI,2 IA 2A 3A 4A £3,4 

IY IZ 2Y 2Z 3Y 3Z on 4Z 

Input 

A 

H 

L 

X 

H = High Level 

L = Low Level 

TL/F/9625-15 

0596F174 

Enable Outputs 

E Y Z 

H H L 

H L H 

L Z Z 

x = Don't care 

Z = High Impedance (Off) 
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COMMERCIAL 
Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
Specifications for the 883 version of this product are Conditions 
listed separately on the following psges. Min Typ Max Units 
Storage Temperature Range (T STG) -65'Cto + 175'C Supply Voltage (Vee) 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300'C DS96F172C/DS96F174C 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation· at 25'C DS96F172M/DS96F174M 4.50 5.0 5.50 

Ceramic DIP (J) 1500mW Common Mode 
-7.0 +12.0 V 

Supply Voltage 7.0V Output Voltage (Voe> 

Enable Input Voltage 5.5V Output Current HIGH (IOH) -60 mA 

'Derate "J" package 10 mWI'C above 25"C. Output Current LOW (IoU 60 mA 

Operating Temperature (T A) 
DS96F172C/DS96F174C 0 +70 

'C 
DS96F172M/DS96F174M -55 +125 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature range, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 
Typ 

Max Units 
(Note 1) 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW TA = O'Cto +70'C 0.8 
V 

TA = -55'Cto + 125'C 0.7 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -33mA TA = O'Cto +70'C 3.0 V II 
VOL Output Voltage LOW 10L = 33mA TA = O'Cto +70'C 2.0 V 

VIC Input Clamp Voltage 11=-18mA -1.5 V 

IVOO11 Differential Output Voltage 10 = OmA 6.0 V 

IVOO21 Differential Output Voltage RL = 54.0, Figure 1 TA = -55'C 1.2 
2.0 

1.5 V 

RL = 100.0, Figure 1 2.0 2.3 

Voo Differential Output Voltage Figure 1a TA = O'Cto +70'C 1.0 V 

aivool Change in Magnitude of Differential RL = 54.0 or 1 00.0, -40'Cto + 125'C ±0.2 V 
Output Voltage (Note 4) Figure 1 - 55'C to + 125'C ±0.4 V 

Voc Common Mode Output Voltage (Note 5) RL = 54.0 or 100.0, Figure 1 3.0 V 

alvocl Change in Magnitude of Common RL = 54.0 or 100.0, Figure 1 
±0.2 V 

Mode Output Voltage (Note 4) 

10 Output Current with Power Off Vee = OV, Va = -7.0Vto +12V ±50 ",A 

loz High Impedance State Output Current Va = -7.0Vto +12V ±20 ±50 ",A 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.4V 20 ",A 

IlL Input Current LOW VI = 0.4V -50 ",A 

los Short Circuit Output Current Va = -7.0V -250 
(Note 6) Vo= OV -150 

mA 
Va = Vcc 150 

Va = +12V 250 

Icc Supply Current (All Drivers) No Load Outputs Enabled 50 
mA 

leex Outputs Disabled 30 
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COMMERCIAL 

Switching Characteristics Vcc = ~.OV, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

too Differential Output Delay Time RL = 600, Figure 2 15 20 ris 

tTD Differential Output Transition Time 15 22 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, RL = 270, Figurs 3 
12 16 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
12 16 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL = 1100, FIgure 4 25 32 ns 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 1100, Figure 5 25 32 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level RL = 1100, Figure 4 25 30 ns 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level RL = 1100, Figure 5 20 25 ns 

tLZL Output Disable Time from Low Level Figurs5 
300 ns 

with Load Resistor to GND (Note 7) -
!sKEW Driver Output to Output RL = 600 1.0 4.0 ns -.. -.\ --
Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They 8N not me: " '" ,ply that the devices 
should be operated at these IimHs. The tables of "Electrlcel Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the - 55'C to + 125'C temperature range for the DS96F172M/DS96F174M and across the O'C to 
+70'C renge for the DS96F172C/DS96F174C. All typical. are given for Vee ~ 5V and TA ~ 25'C. 

Nota 3: All currents Into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltagas are reference to ground unless otherwise 
specified, 

Nota 4: 41vool and 41vocl are ths changes in magnHude of Voo and Voc respectively, that occur when the Input is changed from a high level to a low level. 

Note 5: In EIA-422A and EIA-485 standards, VOC, which is the average of the two output voltages with respect to ground, is called output offset voltaga, Vos. 

Note 6: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 7: For more information see Application Bulletin, contact Product Marketing. 

Order Number: DS96F172CJ 
DS96F172CN 
DS96F172MJ 
DS96F174CJ 
DS96F174MJ 
NS Package Number J16A or N16A 
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MIL-STD-883C 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
The 883 specifications are written to reflect the Rei Conditions 
Electrical Test Specifications (RETS) established by Na- Min Typ Max Units 
tional Semiconductor for this product. For a copy of the Supply Voltage {Vee! 

. latest RETS please contact your local National Seml- DS96F172M/DS96F174M 4.50 5.0 5.50 V 
conductor sales office or distributor. 

Common Mode 
Storage Temperature Range (T STG) - 65°C to + 175°C Output Voltage (Voe) 

-7.0 +12.0 V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300°C Output Current HIGH (lOH) -60 mA 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation· at 25°C Output Current LOW (loLl 60 mA 

Ceramic LCC (E) 2000mW 
Operating Temperature (T A> 

Ceramic DIP (J) 1800 mW DS96F172M/DS96F174M -55 +125 
Ceramic Flatpak (W) 1000mW 

Supply Voltage 7.0V 

Enable Input Voltage 5.5V 
'AboveTA ~ 25'C. derate "E" package 13.4, "J" package 12.5. "W" pack· 
age 7.1 mWI"C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature range unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW I TA = 25°C 0.8 

I TA = -55°C, or + 125°C 
V 

0.7 • Vie Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -1.5 V 

IV0011 Differential Output Voltage 10=OmA 6.0 V 

IV0021 Differential Output Voltage RL = 54.0., Vee = 4.5V I TA = -55°C 1.2 
Figure 1 I TA = 25°C, or + 125°C 1.5 V 

RL = 100.0., Vee = 4.5V, Figure 1 2.0 

'*001 Change in Magnitude of Differential RL = 54.0. or 100.0., I TA = 25°C, or + 125°C ±0.2 V 
Output Voltage (Note 4) Vee = 4.5V, Figure 1 I -55°C ±0.4 V 

Voe Common Mode Output Voltage (Note 5) RL = 54.0. or 100.0., Figure 1 3.0 V 

alvcel Change in Magnitude of Common RL = 54.0. or 100.0., Vee = 4.5V, Figure 1 
±0.2 V 

Mode Output Voltage (Note 4) 

10 Output Current with Power Off Vee = OV, Va = -7.0Vto +12V ±50 p.A 

loz High Impedance State Output Current Va = -7.0Vto +12V ±50 p.A 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.4V 20 p.A 

IlL Input Current LOW VI = 0.4V -50 p.A 

los Short Circuit Output Current Va = -7.0V -250 
(Note 6) Va = OV -150 

mA 
Va = Vee 150 

Va = +12V 250 

lee Supply Current (All Drivers) No Load l Outputs Enabled 50 
mA 

leex 1 Outputs Disabled 30 
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MIL-STD-883C 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
TA = 25"C TA = 55'C TA = 125"C 

Units 
Typ Max Max Max 

tDD Differential Output Delay Time RL= 60n, CL = 15 pF, 15 22 30 30 ns 

tTD Differential Output Transition Time 
Figure 2 

15 22 40 40 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, RL = 270, CL = 15 pF, 
12 16 25 25 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output Figure 3 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
12 16 25 25 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL = 110n, Figure 4 25 32 40 40 ns 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 110n, Figure 5 25 35 100 100 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level RL = 110n, Figure 4, 25 30 80 80 ns 
Note 13 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level RL = 110n, Figure 5 20 25 40 40 ns 

tLZL Output Disable Time from Low Level Figure 5 
300 ns 

with Load Resistor to GND (Note 12) 

tSKEW Driver Output to Output RL = 60n 1.0 4.0 10 10 ns 

SMD Numbers: DS96F172MJ/883 5962-9076501 MEA 
DS96F172ME/883 5962-9076501M2A 

DS96F174MJ/883 5962-9076502MEA 
DS96F174MW/883 5962-9076502MFA 
DS96F174ME/883 5962-9076502M2A 

Order Number: DS96F172MJ/883, DS96F174MJ/883 
NS Package Number J16A 

DS96F172ME/883, DS96F174ME/883 
NS Package Number E20A 

DS96F172MW-MIL, DS96F174MW/883 
NS Package Number W16A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, see RETS Data Sheet. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

TL/F/9625-3 

FIGURE 1. Differential and Common 

TL/F 19625-13 

FIGURE 1a. Differential Output Voltage with 
Varying Common Mode Voltage 

GENERATOR 
(Note 8) 

GENERATOR 
(Note 8) 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 8) 

Mode Output Voltage 

TUF/9625-4 
TL/F/9625-5 

FIGURE 2. Differential Output Delay and Transition Times 

2.3Y 

I\. =27n 

TL/F 19625-6 

IN 

y 
OUT 

Z 
OUT 

_---,-;-----3V 

TL/F/9625-7 

FIGURE 3. Propagation Delay Times 

""'-0--_-_-- OUT 

TLlF/9625-8 

FIGURE 4. tzH and tHZ 

4·107 

IN ---{¥~ '~~: 
---....JL.l...YOH 

OUT 2.3V ~V 
VOFF=OV 

TL/F/9825-9 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

SV 

IN '\ = 1104 

...... o()--........ -OUT 
OV-

OVor3V--~------~ 

GENERATOR 
(Nolo 8) 

I 

500 ~ 

~
ZL .·'ui 

'uL 
. SV 

OUT ________ 2_3V --:T~ 
O_SVI 

3V 
(Not. 11) 

TLlF/9825-10 

FIGURE 5. tzLo tLZ. tLZL 

Note 8: The input pulse Is supplied by a generator having the following characteristics: 
t, ,; 5.0 ns, Zo = 50n. 

Note 9: CL Includes probe and jig capacitance. 

1.0 MHz,. duty cycle 

Note 10: DS96F172 with active high and active low Enables is shown. DS96FI74 hes active high Enable only. 

TL/F/9625-11 

50%, t,. ,; 5.0 ns, 

Note 11: To test the active low Enable E of DS96F172 ground E and apply an inverted waveform to E. DS96F174 has active high Enable only. 

Note 12: For more information see Application Bulletin, Contact Product Marketing. 

Note 13: Not tested for DS96F172MW-MIL device. 

Typical Application 
1/4DS96F172 1/4DS96FI74 

~~--~~~~--------------------.-~~~--~ 

Note: 

~~1-~~~~--------------------+-~~~~~ 

UP TO 32 
DRIVER/RECEIVER 

PAIRS 

The line length should be terminated at both ends in Hs characteristic impedance. 
Stub lengths off the main line should be kept as short es possible. 
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c 
Connection Diagrams 

U) 
CD 
CD 

16·Lead Ceramic Dual·ln·Line Package ." 
NS Package Number J16A .... ...... 

DS96F172 DS96F174 N 
0 .... 

16 Vee 
C 

IA IA en 
CD 

IY 
15 4A IY CD 

." 
14 4y 

.... 
IZ IZ ...... 

N 
15 4Z EI.2 

i: ....... 
12 E C 

2Z 2Z en 
CD 

11 3Z CD 
2Y 2Y ." .... 
2A 103Y 2A 

...... 
0l:Io. 

9 3A 
0 

GND GND ....... 
C 
U) 

TUF/9625-1 TL/F/9625-2 CD 
CD 

Top View Top View ." 
20·Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier .... ...... 

NS Package Number E20A 0l:Io. 
i: 

lY lA He 4A 

lZ 
18 4y II 

EHABLE 
17 4Z El.2 

Ne 16 Ne 

2Z 15 EHABLE 

2Y 
14 5Z 

2A 3A 3Y 
TL/F/9625-18 TUF/9625-19 

TOp View Top View 
NC - No connection 

16·Lead Ceramic Flatpak 
NS Package Number W16A 

1A 16 Vee IA 

IY 
15 4A IY 

IZ 
14 4y IZ 

13 4Z EI.2 

2Z 12 E 2Z 

2Y 
11 3Z 2Y 

2A 103Y 2A 

GND 9 3A GND 

TUF/9625-1 TUF/9625-2 

Top View Top View 

Order Numbers are located at the end of the respective Electrical Tables. 
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t(/National Semiconductor· 
. ~' . 

OS96173/0S96175 
RS-485/RS-422 Quad Differential Line Receivers 

General Description 
The 0896173 and 0896175 are· high speed quad differen
tial line receivers designed to meet EIA 8tandard R8-485. 
The devices have TRI-8TATE4I> outputs and are optimized 
for balanced multipoint data bus transmission at rates up to 
10 Mbps. The receivEilrs feature high input impedance, input 
hysteresis for increased noise immunity, and input sensitivi
ty of 200 mV over a common mode input voltage range of 
-7V to + 12V. The receivers are. therefore suitable for mul
tipoint applications in noisy environments. The 0896173 
features an active high and active low Enable, common to 
all four receivers. The 0896175 features separate active 
high Enables for each receiver pair. Compatible R8-485 
drivers, transceivers, and repeaters are also offered to pro
vide optimum bus performance. The respective device 
types are 0896172, 0896174; 0896176 and 0896177. 

Features 
• Meets EIA 8tandard R8-485, R8-422A",R8-423A 
• Oesigned for multipoint bus applications 
• TRI-8TATE Outputs 
• Common mode input voltage range: -7V to + 12V 
• Operates from single + 5V supply ., 
• Input sensitivity of ±200 mV over common mode range 
• Input hysteresis of 50mV typical 
• High input impedance 
• 0896173/0896175 are lead and function compatible 

with 8N75173175175 or the AM26L832/MC3486 
respectively 

----------------------------..,......_ .. _-
Connection Diagrams 

16·LeadOIP 
OS96173 

18~1---. 

lA 2 

lY 

16·Lead DIP 
DS96175 

18~1---. 

lA 

lY 

El, 2~--I1>--f 

16 Vee 

15 4B 

144A 

13 4y 

2Y 2Y 

2A 

+-a--f.:l::..2 E3,4 

2A 

28...:.,1-...... 

GND 8 

hltp:llwww.national.com 

9 38 

TL/F/9628-1 

2B~I-""" 

GND 8 

Order Number OS96173CJ, OS96173CN, DS96175CJ or DS96175CN 
See NS Package Number J16A or N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Typ Max Unlta 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 
Storage Temperature Range 

Supply Voltage (Vce> 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Ceramic DIP -65'Cto + 175'C Common Mode Input . -7 
+12 V 

Molded DIP - 65'C to + 150'C Voltage (VCM) 

Lead Temperature Differential I nput -7 +12 V 
Ceramic DIP (soldering, 60 sec.) 300'C Voltage (VIO) 

Molded DIP (soldering, 10 sec.) 265'C Output Current High (lOH) -400 p.A 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C Output Current LOW (loll 16 mA 
J·Cavity Package 1.63W Operating Temperature (T A) 0 25 70 'C 
N·Molded Package 1.B4W 

Supply Voltage 7V 

Input Voltage, A or B Inputs ±25V 

Differential Input Voltage ±25V 

Enable Input Voltage 7V 

Low Level Output Current 50mA 
'Derate cavity package 13 mW/'C above 25'C; derate melded OIP package 
15 mW I'C above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics over recommended temperature, common mode input voltage, and supply voltage 
ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 & 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential I nput Vo = 2.7V, 10 = - 0.4 mA 
0.2 V 

High Threshold Voltage 

VTL Differential Input (Note 4) Vo = 0.5V, 10 = 16 mA 
-0.2 V 

Low Threshold Voltage 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis (Note 5) VCM = OV 50 mV 

VIH Enable Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage LOW O.B V 

VIC Enable Input Clamp Voltage 11= -1BmA -1.5 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH VIO = 200 mV, 10H = -400 p.A 2.7 V 

VOL Output Voltage LOW VIO = -200mV II0L=BmA 0.45 
V 

I 10L = 16mA 0.50 

loz High Impedance State Output Vo = 0.4V to 2.4V ±20 p.A 

II Line I nput Current (Note 6) Other Input = OV I VI = 12V 1.0 
mA 

I VI= -7V -O.B 

IIH Enable Input Current HIGH VIH = 2.7V 20 p.A 

IlL Enable Input Current LOW VIL = 0.4V -100 p.A 

RI Input Resistance 12 kO 

los Short Circuit Output Current (Note 7) -15 -B5 mA 

Icc Supply Current Outputs Disabled 75 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Charactarlstics" provide condHlons for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified MinIMax lim"s apply across the O'C to + 70'C range for the OS96173/0896175. All typicals are given for Vee - 5V and 
TA - 25'C. 
Note 3: All currents into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are reference to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 4: The algebraic convention, when the less posHlve (more negative) limit is designated minimum, is used in this data sheet for common mode input voltage 
and threshold voltage levels only. 
Note 5: HysteresiS is the difference between the posiliveijoing input threshold voltage, VT +, and the negative going input threshold voltage, VT _. 

Note 8: Refer to EIA Standards RS-485 for exact conditions. 
Note 7: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, VIO = -2.5Vt02.5V, 
15 25 ns 

Low to High Level Output CL = 15 pF, Figure 1 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
15 25 ns 

High to Low Level Output 

tpZH Output Enable Time to High Level CL = 15pF,Figure2 15 22 ns 

tpZL Output Enable Time to Low Level CL = 15pF, Figure 3 15 22 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time from High Level CL = 5 pF, Figure 2 14 30 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level CL = 5 pF, Figure 3 24 40 ns 

Function Tables 
(Each Receiver) 0596173 (Each Receiver) 0596175 

Differential Inputs Enables Outputs Differential Inputs 
Enable 

Output 

A-B E E V A-B Y 

VIO> 0.2V H X H VIO ~ 0.2V H H 

X L H VIO"; -0.2V H L 

VIO < -0.2V H X L X L Z 
X L L 

X L X Z 

X X H Z 

H ~ High Level 
L ~ Low Level 
X = Immaterial 
Z ~ High Impedance (off) 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

.----_ .... 
GENERATOR 

(Nol. I) 

>....;...-..... --OUT 

ov 
2.0V---.J 

GENERATOR t-.... -"--~-.J 
(Not. 1) 

TL/F/9628-3 

FIGURE 1. tpLH. tpHL (Note 3) 

(Not. 4) 

TL/F/9626-5 

FIGURE 2. tpHZ. tPZH (Note 3) 

2kll 

5kll (Nolo 4) 

TL/F/9628-7 

FIGURE 3. tPZL. tpLZ (Note 3) 

TLlF/9628-4 

TLlF/9628-6 

~
3V 

IN 1.3V 1.3V 

OV 

IpZL 1P\2 
S2 OPEN S2 CLOSED 

OUT 

TLiF 19626-8 

Note 1: The input pulse is supplied by a generator having Ihe following characteristics: PRR = 1.0 MHz, 50% duty cycle, I, ,. 6.0 ns, If ,. 6.0 ns, Zo = 5On. 

Note 2: CL includes probe and slray capacitance. 

Note 3: 0896173 with active high and active low Enables is shown here. 0896175 has active high Enable only. 

Note 4: All diodes are lN916 or equivalent. 

Note 5: To lest Ihe active low Enable t: of 0896173, ground E and apply an inverted inpul waveform 10 E. 0896175 has active high Enable only. 
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Typical Application 
1/4 DS96172 1/4 DS96174 . 

~~--~~~~--------------------~--~~--~ 

~~~~~.--+------------------------+--~~-+--~ 

1/4 DS96173 

UP TO 32 
DRIVER/RECEIVER 

PAIRS 

FIGURE.4 

1/4 DS96175 

TL/F/9628-9 

Nota: The line length should be terminated at both ends in its characteristic impedance. Stub lengths off the main line should be kept as short as possible. 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS96F173C/DS96F173M/DS96F175C/DS96F175M 
EIA-485/EIA-422 Quad Differential Receivers 
General Description 
The DS96F173 and the DS96F175 are high speed quad 
differential line receivers designed to meet the EIA-485 
standard. The DS96F173 and the DS96F175 offer improved 
performance due to the use of L-FAST bipolar technology. 
The use of LFAST technology allows the DS96F173 and 
DS96F175 to operate at higher speeds while minimizing 
power consumption. 

The DS96F173 and the DS96F175 have TRI-STATE® out
puts and are optimized for balanced multipoint data bus 
transmission at rates up to 15 Mbps. The receivers feature 
high input impedance, input hysteresis for increased noise 
immunity, and input sensitivity of 200 mV over a common 
mode input voltage range of -7V to +12V. The receivers 
are therefore suitable for multipoint applications in noisy en
vironments. The DS96F173 features an active high and ac
tive low Enable, common to all four receivers. The 
DS96F175 features separate active high Enables for each 
receiver pair. 

Logic Diagrams 

DS96F173 
ENABLE ENABLE 1 A 18 2A 28 3A 3B 4A .liB 

~¥¥¥¥ 
GND Vee 1Y 2Y 3Y 4Y 

TUF/9627-1D 

Function Tables 

(Each Receiver) DS96F173 

Dltferentiallnputs Enable Output 
A-B E E y 

VID:2: 0.2V 
H X H 
X L H 

VID ~ -0.2V 
H X L 
X L L 

X L X Z 

X X H Z 

H ~ High Level 
L ~ Low Level 
Z ~ High Impedance (off) 
X ~ Don't care 

Features 
• Meets EIA-485, EIA-422A, EIA-423A standards 
• Designed for multipoint bus applications 
• TRI-STATE outputs 
• Common mode input voltage range: - 7V to + 12V 
• Operates from single + 5.OV supply 
• Reduced power consumption (Icc = 50 mA max) 
• Input sensitivity of ± 200 mV over common mode range 
• Input hysteresis of 50 mV typical 
• High input impedance 
• Military temperature range available 
• Qualified for MIL STD 883C 
• Available to standard military drawings (SMD) 
• Available in DIP(J), LCC(E), and FlatPak (W) packages 
• DS96F173 and DS96F175 are lead and function com

patible with SN75173/175 or the AM26LS32/MC3486 

DS96F175 

f yyyyyyyy 
tdtdtdtd 1 (1 

b b 
GND Vee 1Y 2Y 3Y 4Y 

TLlF/9627-11 

(Each Receiver) DS96F175 

Differential Inputs Enable Output 
A-B E Y 

VID:2: 0.2V H H 

VID ~ -0.2V H L 

X L Z 
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COMMERCIAL 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
Specifications for the 883 version of this product are Conditions 
listed separately. 

Min Typ Max : Units 
Storage Temperature Range (T sm) - 65·C to + 175·C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300·C 
Supply Voltage (Vcd 

DS96F173C/DS96F175C 4.75 5.0 5.25 
Max. Package Power Dissipation· at 25·C DS96F173M/DS96F175M 4.50 5.0 5.50 

V 
Ceramic DIP (J) 1500mW 

Supply Voltage 7.0V Common Mode Input 
Voltage (VCM) -7 +12 V 

Input Voltage, A or 8 Inputs ±25V 

Differential Input Voltage ±25V 
Differential Input Voltage (VIO) 1121 V 

Enable Input Voltage 7.0V Outp~t Current HIGH (IOH) -400 /LA 

Low Level Output Current 50mA Output Current LOW (IoU 11 mA 

'Derate package 10 mW /'C above 25'C. Operating Temperature (T A> 
DS96F173C/DS96F175C 0 25 70 

·C 
DS96F173M/DS96F175M -55 25 125 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential-Input Vo = VOH 0.2 V 
High Threshold Voltage 

VTL Differential-Input (Note 4) Vo = VOL -0.2 V 
Low Threshold Voltage 

VTH - VTL Hysteresis (Note 5) VCM = OV 50 mV 

VIH Enable Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VIC Enable Input Clamp Voltage 11=-18mA -1.5 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH VIO = 200mV O"Cto +70"C 2.8 
V 

10H = -400/LA - 55·C to + 125·C 2.5 

VOL Output Voltage LOW VIO = -200mV 10L = 8.0mA 0.45 
V 

10L ~ 11 mA 0.50 

loz High-Impedance State Output Vo = O.4V to 2.4V ±20 /LA 

II Line Input Current (Note 6) Other Input = OV VI = 12V 1.0 
mA 

VI = -7.0V -0.8 

IIH Enable Input Current HIGH VIH = 2.7V 20 /LA 

IlL Enable Input Current LOW VIL = 0.4V -100 /LA 

RI Input Resistance 14 18 22 kO 

los Short Circuit Output Current (Note 7) -15 -85 mA 

Icc Supply Current No Load Outputs Enabled 50 
mA 

Iccx Outputs Disabled 50 
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COMMERCIAL 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, VID = -2.5Vto +2.5V, 
5.0 15 22 ns 

Low to High Level Output CL = 15 pF, Figurs 1 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, VCM = OV 

High to Low Level Output 
5.0 15 22 ns 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level CL = 15 pF, Figure 2 12 16 ns 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level CL = 15 pF, Figure 3 13 18 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level CL = 5.0 pF, Figurs 2 14 20 ns 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level CL = 5.0 pF, Figurs 3 14 18 ns 

ItpLH-tpHLi Pulse Width Distortion (SKEW) Figure 1 1.0 3.0 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the salety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated atlhese limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions lor actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limns apply across the - SS'C to + 125"C temperature range lor the DS96FI73M/DS96FI75M and across the O'C to 
+70'C range lor the DS96FI73C/DS96FI7SC. All typicals are given lor Vee = SV and TA = 2S'C. 

Note 3: All currents into the device pins are positive; all currents out 01 the device pins are negative. All voltages are relerence to ground unless otherwise 
specHied. 

Note 4: The algebraiC convention, when the less positive (more negative) limit is designated minimum, is used in this data sheet for common mode input voltage 
and threshold voltage levels only. 

Note 5: HysteresiS is the difference between the posHive-going input threshold voltage. VTH, and the negative going input threshold voltage, VTL. 

Nota 6: Reier to EIA-48S Standard lor exact conditions. 

Note 7: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Order Number: DS96F173CJ 

DS96F173MJ 

DS96F175CJ 

DS96F175MJ 

See NS Package Number J16A 
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MIL-STD-883C 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
The 883 specifications are written to reflect the current Conditions 
Reliability Electrical· Test Specifications (RETS) estab- Min Typ Max Units 
IIshed by National Semiconductor for this product. For 

Supply Voltage {Vce> a copy of the latest version of the RETS please contact 
your local National Semiconductor sales office or dis- DS96F173M/DS96F175M .4.50 5.0 5.50 V 

tributor. Common Mode 
Storage Temperature Range (T STG) - 65·C to + 175·C Input Voltage (VCM) 

-7 +12 V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300·C Differential Input Voltage (VIO) 1121 V 

Max. Package Power Dissipation- at 25·C Output Current HIGH (IOH) -400 p.A 
Ceramic DIP (J) 1500mW 

Output Current LOW (Iou 11 mA 
Ceramic Flatpak (yV) 1034mW 
Ceramic LCC (E) 1500mW Operating Temperature (T A) 

Supply Voltage 7.0V DS96F173M/DS96F175M -55 25 125 ·C 

Input Voltage, A or B Inputs ±25V 

Differential Input Voltage ±25V 

Enable Input Voltage 7.0V 

Low Level Output Current 50mA 
'Above TA = 25'C derate J package 10 mW/'C, W package 6.90 mwrc, 
E package 11.11 mwrc. 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VTH Differential-Input Vee = 4.5V,5.5V 
0.2 V 

High Threshold Voltage VCM = OV,12V, -12V 

VTL Differential-Input (Note 4) Vee = 4.5V,5.5V -0.2 V 
Low Threshold Voltage VCM = OV,12V, -12V 

VIH Enable Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

Vie Enable Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18 mA, Vee = 4.5V -1.5 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH VIO = 200mV - 55·C to + 125·C 
2.5 V 

10H = -400 ",A 

VOL Output Voltage LOW VIO = -200mV 10L = 8.0mA 0.45 V 

loz High-Impedance State Output Vo = 0.4V, 2.4V, Vec = 5.5V ±20 /LA 
II Line Input Current (Note 6) Other Input = OV VI = 12V 1.0 

mA 
VI = -7.0V -0.8 

IIH Enable Input Current HIGH VIH = 2.7V, Vee = 5,5V 20 ",A 

IlL Enable Input Current LOW VIL = 0.4V, Vee = 5.5V -100 ",A 

RI Input Resistance 10 kO 

los Short Circuit Output Current (Note 7) -15 -85 mA 

lee Supply Current No Load Outputs Enabled 
50 mA 

leex 
or Disabled 
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MIL-STD-883C 

Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
TA = 25°C TA = -55°C TA = 125"C 

Units 
Typ Max Max Max 

tPLH Propagation Delay Time, VIO = -2.5Vto +2.5V, 
15 22 30 30 ns 

Low to High Level Output CL = 15 pF, Figure 1 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, VCM = OV 

High to Low Level Output 
15 22 30 30 ns 

tZH Output Enable Time to High Level CL = 15 pF, Figure 2 12 16 27 27 ns 

tZL Output Enable Time to Low Level CL = 15 pF, Figure 3 13 18 27 27 ns 

tHZ Output Disable Time from High Level CL = 5.0 pF, Figure 2 (Note 13) 14 20 27 27 ns 

CL = 20 pF, Figure 2 (Note 13) 14 30 37 37 ns 

tLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level CL = 5.0 pF, Figure 3 14 18 30 30 ns 

ItpLH-tpHd Pulse Width Distortion (SKEW) Figure 1 1 3 5.0 5.0 ns 

SMD Number: DS96F173MJ 5962-9076602 MEA 
DS96F173MW 5962-9076602 MFA 
DS96F173ME 5962-9076602 M2A 

DS96F175MJ 5962-9076601 MEA 
DS96F175MW 5962-9076601 MFA • DS96F175ME 5962-9076601 M2A 

Order Number: 883 Marking SMDMarklng 
DS96F173MJ/883 DS96F173MJ-SMD 
DS96F175MJ/883 DS96F175MJ-SMD 
See NS Package Number J16A 

DS96F173ME/883 DS96F173ME-SMD 
DS96F175ME/883 DS96F175ME-SMD 
See NS Package Number E20A 

DS96F173MW/883 DS96F173MW-SMD 
DS96F175MW/883 DS96F175MW-SMD 
See NS Package Number W16A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, see RETS Data Sheet. 
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::E an Connection Diagrams .... .... 
LI-
CD 16-Lead Ceramic Dual-In-Line Package m NS Package Number J16A 
C DS96F173 DS96F175 ..... 
(.) 
an 

18 16 Vee 18 .... .... 
Ll-

lA 
15 48 lA CD 

~ lY lY 
..... 
::E El,2 
C") .... 

2Y 2Y .... 
LI-
CD 2A 2A G) 
U) 
C 28 28 ..... 
(.) 

GND GND C") .... .... 
LI- TL/F/9627-1 
CD 

Top View Top View 

~ 20-Lead Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier 

TL/F/9627-2 

NS Package Number E20A 

:! ~ 
(.) ~ III :! ~ 

(.) ~ III 
Z .... Z .... 

lY lY 

ENABLE El,2 

NC NC 

2Y 2Y 

2A 2A 

III '" (.) III ... III '" (.) III ... 
'" z ;z .., 

'" '" ;z :z; '" '" " " TL/F/9627-12 TL/F/9627-13 

Top View Top View 
*NC-No Connection 

16-Lead Ceramic FlatPak 
NS Package Number W16A 

18 18 

lA I,A 

lY lY 

ENABLE El,2 

2Y 2Y 

2A 2A 

2B 2B 

GND 3B GND 

TL/F/9627-14 TLlF/9627-15 

Top View Top View 

Order Numbers are located at the end of the respective Electrical Tables. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

p------'I 

>...,..-.... --OUT 

~ -{ov 1:;-2.5V 

-2.5V 

~PlH It>HLj 
--VOH 

OUT I.3V 1.3V 

VOL 

GENERATOR 

2.0V----' 

TLlF/9627-3 
TL/F/9627-4 

FIGURE 1. tpLH. tpHL (Notes 8,9) 

Vee 

·----~>---~·~~-~-~-~-~-cr-51~2kn IN ::{.3V 

51 OPEN IZH 

OUT 

TL/F/9627-6 

GENERATOR I-~~';'-__ ..J 

TL/F 19627-5 

FIGURE 2. tHZ. tZH (Notes 8, 9, 11 and 12) 

IN -f1S=.3V 1.3V 3V 
OV 

IZL III 

2kn 

52 OPEN 52 CLOSED 
=1AV 

5 kG 01lT 

TLlF/9627-6 
GENERATOR t-........... --_ .... 

TL/F 19627-7 

FIGURE 3. tZL. tLZ (Notes 8, 9, 11 and 12) 
Note 8: The input pulse is supplied by a generator having the following characteristics: f ~ 1.0 MHz, 50% duty cycle, tr ,;: 6.0 ns, tf ,;: 6.0 ns, Zo ~ son. 

Note 9: Cl includes probe and stray capacitance. 

Note 10: DS96F173 with active high and active low Enables are shown. DS96F175 has active high Enable only. 

Note 11: All diodes are 1 N916 or equivalent. 

Note 12: To test the active low Enable E of [)S96FI73, ground E and apply an inverted input waveform to E. DS96F175 has active high enable only. 

Note 13: Testing at 20 pF assures conformance to 5 pF specification. 
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Typical Application 
1/4DS96F172 1/4DS96F174 

~~--~~~~--------------------~--~-.~~ 

~~~-r4-~-r------------------------r--~~-+--~ 

1/4DS96F173 

1/4 DS 96F172 

1/4 DS 96F173 

1/4 DS 96F173 

UP TO 32 
DRIVER/RECEIVER 

PAIRS 

FIGURE 4 

1/4 DS 96F175 

1/4DS96F174 

TL/F/9627-9 

Note: The line length should be terminated at both ends in its characteristic impedance. Stub lengths off the main line should be kept as short as possible. 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS96176 
RS-48S/RS-422 Differential Bus Transceiver 

General Description 
The 0596176 Oifferential Bus Transceiver is a monolithic 
integrated circuit designed for bidirectional data communi
cation on balanced multipoint bus transmission lines. The 
transceiver meets EIA 5tandard R5-485 as well as R5-
422A. 

The 0596176 combines a TRI-5TATEGl> differential line driv
er and a differential input line receiver, both of which oper
ate from a single 5.0V power supply. The driver and receiver 
have an active Enable that can be externally connected to 
function as a direction control. The driver differential outputs 
and the receiver differential inputs are internally connected 
to form differential input/output (I/O) bus ports that are de
Signed to offer minimum loading to the bus whenever the 
driver is disabled or when Vee = OV. These ports feature 
wide positive and negative common mode voltage ranges, 
making the device suitable for multipoint applications in 
noisy environments. 

The driver is designed to handle loads up to 60 mA of sink 
or source current. The driver features positive and negative 
current-limiting and thermal shutdown for protection from 
line fault conditions. Thermal shutdown is designed to occur 
at junction temperature of approximately 160"C. The receiv
er features a typical input impedance of 15 kn, an input 
sensitivity of ± 200 mV, and a typical input hysteresis of 
50 mY. 

Connection Diagram 
S-LeadDIP 

RO Vee 

RE -+;"-'-.(N~~+-B} IN/OUT 
DE A BUS PORT 

01 GNO 

TLiF/9630-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS96176CJ or DS96176CN 
See NS Package Number JOSE or NOSE 

The 0596176 can be used in transmission line applications 
employing the 0596172 and the 0596174 quad differential 
line drivers and the 0596173 and 0596175 quad differential 
line receivers. 

Features 
• Bidirectional transceiver 
• Meets EIA 5tandard R5-422A and R5-485 
• Oesigned for multipoint transmission 
• TRI-STATE driver and receiver enables 
• Individual driver and receiver enables 
• Wide positive and negative input/output bus voltage 

ranges 
• Oriver output capability ± 60 mA Maximum 
• Thermal shutdown protection 
• Oriver positive and Negative current-limiting 
• High impedance receiver input 
• Receiver input sensitivity of ± 200 mV 
• Receiver input hysteresis of 50 mV typical 
• Operates from single 5.0V supply 
• Low power requirements 

Function Table 
Driver 

Input Enable Outputs 

DI 

H 
L 
X 

Differential Inputs 

A-B 

VID ~ 0.2V 
VID:;;; -0.2V 

H = High Level 
L = Low Level 
X = Immaterial 

X 

Z = High Impedance (off) 

DE A B 

H H L 
H L H 
L Z Z 

Receiver 

Enable Output 

RE R 

L H 
L L 
H Z 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
It Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 

Min Typ Max Units 
OHlce/Dlstrlbutors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (vccl 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 
Storage Temperature Range Voltage at Any Bus Terminal 

Ceramic DIP -65·Cto + 175·C 
(Separately or Common Mode) -7.0 12 V 

Molded DIP -65·Cto + 15lr.C 

Lead Temperature 
Differential lnpl,lt Voltage (VIO) ±12 V 

Ceramic DIP (soldering, 60 sec.) SOO·C Output Current HIGH (IOH) 

Molded DIP (soldering, 10 sec.) 265·C Driver -60 mA 

Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25·C 
Receiver -400 IJoA 

Cavity Package 1S00mW Output Current LOW {Iou 

Molded Package 9S0mW Driver 60 mA 

Supply Voltage 7.0V 
Receiver 16 mA 

Differential Input Voltage +15V/-10V 
Operating Temperature (T A) 0 25 70 ·C 

Enable Input Voltage 5.5V 
'Darate cavity .p,ackage 8.7 mwrc above 25'C; derate 'molded DIP package 
7.5 mwrc above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended temperature, common mode input voltage, and supply voltage ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 
andS) 

DRIVER SECTION 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH 10H = -20mA S.1 V 

VOL Output Voltage LO'f'/ 10L = 20mA 0.85 V 

VIC Input Clamp Voltage 11=-18mA -1.5 V 

IVOD11 Differential Output Voltage 10 = OmA 6.0 V 

IVOD21 Differential Output Voltage RL = 1000, Figure 1 2.0 2.25 
V 

RL = 540, Figure 1 and 2 1.5 2.0 

~IVOD21 Change in Magnitude of RL = 540 
Differential Output Voltage (Note 4) VCM = OV Figure 1 and 2 ±0.2 V 

RL = 1000 Figure 1 

VOC Common Mode Output Voltage (Note 5) RL = 540 or 1000, Figure 1 S.O V 

~Ivocl Change in Magnitude of 
±0.2 V 

Common Mode Output Voltage (Note 4) 

10 Output Current (Note 4) Output Disabled I Vo = 12V 1.0 
mA 

(Includes Receiver II) I Vo = -7.0V -0.8 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.4V 20 /LA 

IlL Input Current LOW VI = 0.4V -100 /LA 

los Short Circuit Output Current Vo = -7.0V -250 
(Note 9) Vo= OV -150 

mA 
Vo = VCC 150 

Vo = 12V 250 

Icc Supply Current No Load I Outputs Enabled S5 
mA I Outputs Disabled 40 

1 

, 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended temperature, common mode input voltage, and supply voltage ranges, unless otherwise specified 

RECEIVER SECTION 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input High Vo = 2.7V, 10 = -0.4 mA 
0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage 

VTL Differential Input Low Vo = 0.5V, 10 = 8.0 mA 
-0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 6) 

VT+ - VT- Hysteresis (Note 7) VCM = OV 50 mV 

VIH Enable Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VIC Enable Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -1.5 V 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH VIO = 200 mY, 10H = -400 p.A, 
2.7 V 

Figure 3 

VOL Output Voltage LOW VIO = -200 mY, I 10L = 8,OmA 0.45 
V 

Figure 3 I 10L = 16mA 0.50 

loz High Impedance State Output Vo = 0.45V to 2.4V ±20 p.A 

II Line Input Current (Note 8) Other Input = OV I VI = 12V 1.0 
mA 

j VI = -7.0V 0.8 

IIH Enable Input Current HIGH VIH = 2.7V 20 p.A II 
IlL Enable Input Current LOW VIL = 0.4V -100 p.A 

RI Input Resistance 12 kO 

los Short Circuit Output Current (Note 9) -15 -85 mA 

Icc Supply Current (Total Package) No Load I Outputs Enabled 
40 mA I Outputs Disabled 

Driver Switching Characteristics VCC = 5V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

too Differential Output Delay Time RL = 600, Figure 4 15 25 ns 

~O Differential Output Transition Time RL = 600, Figure 4 15 25 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, RL = 270, Figure 5 
12 20 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, RL = 270, Figure 5 
12 20 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tPZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL = 11 00, Figure 6 25 35 ns 

tPZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 1100, Figure 7 25 35 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time from High Level RL = 1100, Figure 6 20 25 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level RL = 1100, Figure 7 29 35 ns 
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Receiver Switching Characteristics Vee = S.OV, TA = 2soq 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, V,O = OV to 3.0V 
16 25 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output CL = 15 pF, Figure 8 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
16 25 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tpzH Output Enable Time to High Level CL = 1SpF,Figure9 15 22 ns 

tpZL Output Enable Time to Low Level 15 22 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time from High Level CL = 5.0 pF, Figure 9 14 30 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Til'(le from Low Level 24 40 ns 

NOIe 1: "Absolute M~m Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The lables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual operation. 

Nole 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the O"C to +70"C range for the OS96176. All typicals are given for Vee ~ 5V and 
TA ~ 25'C. 

Nole 3: All currents Into the device pins are positive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All Yoltages are referenced 10 ground unle .. otherwise 
specified. 

Nole 4: ~IVODI and ~Ivocl are the changes In magnitude of VOD and Voc. respectively, that occur when the Input is changed from a high level 10 a low level. 

Nole 5: In EIA standards RS-422A and R8-485, Voc, which is the average of the two output Yoltages with respect to ground, is called output offset Yoltage, Vos-
Nole 6: The algebraic convention, where the Ie .. positive (more negative) limit Is designated minimum, is used in this data sheet for common mode input yoltage 
and threshold voltage lavels only. 

Nole 7: HysteresiS is the difference between the positive-going Input threshold Yoltage VT +, and the negative-going input threshold Yoltage, VT-. 
Nole 8: Refer to EIA Standard RS-465 for exact condHions. 

Nole 9: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Parameter Measurement Information 

1 
375D. 

RL 
'2 1 VCII= 

vr . RL v~ VOO2 RL I§'w '2 

I ENABLED ~ (Note 3) ENABLED 375D. 

TL/F/9630-2 (Nota 3) 
FIGURE 1. Driver VOD and Voc -

Tl/F/9630-3 

FIGURE 2. Driver VOD with Varying 
Common Mode Voltage 

'~l 
ov fit lOL VOH t 'oH .1 (+) ..L (-) 

- - -- - - - TL/F/9630-4 

FIGURE 3. Receiver VOH and VOL 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

GENERATOR 
(Note 1) 

GENERATOR 
(Note 1) 

GENERATOR 
(Note 1) 

GENERATOR 
(Note. 1) 

OV or 3V 

OV or 3V 

5011 

5011 

5011 

TLlF/9630-5 

TL/F/963o-8 

FIGURE 4. Driver Differential Output Delay and Transition Times 

3V 

2.3V 

RL = 2711 

...... -o--_-.... -OUT 

TLlF/9630-7 

IN 

y 
OUT 

r-----~,~-----~ 

'---OV 

VOL 

Z v~ ~
PHL Irui 

OUT 2.~ 2.3V 

---VOL 

TL/F/9630-8 

FIGURE 5. Driver Propagation Times 

TL/F/9630-10 
TL/F/9630-9 

FIGURE 6. Driver Enable and Disable Times (tPZH. tpHz) 

5V 

RL=11011 

...... -o--_-.... -OUT 

TLlF/9630-11 

'" f.:r '~1r : 
OUT ~.3V ¥':l ~~5V 

fVOL 
TL/F/9630-12 

FIGURE 7. Driver Enable and Disable Times (tpzu tpLZ) 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

IN 

OUT 

IN 

OUT 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 1)" son. 

I.SV----.... 

OV'-------' 

I.SV 

GENERATOR 
(Note 1) 

OUT 

TL/F/9630-13 

FIGURE 8. Receiver Propagation Delay Times 

SOn. 

3V SI to I.SV 
S2 OPEN 

OV S3 CLOSED 

TUF/9630-16 

3V SI to l.SV 
S2 CLOSED 

OV S3 CLOSED 

IN 

OUT 

IN 

L~_"" yv ~ __ ---,r~:~3V OUT 

TL/F/9630-18 

FIGURE 9. Receiver Enable and Disable Times 

l.SV \. 

3V 

~ ~"'H-L -,--OV 

_---,---VOH 

2kn. 

(Note 4) 

VOL 
TUF/9630-14 

TUF/9630-15 

3V SI to -1.SV 
S2 CLOSED 

OV S3 OPEN 

.----'+--=4.SV 

TUF/9630-17 

3V SI to -1.SV 
S2 CLOSED 

OV S3 CLOSED 

TUF/9630-19 

Note 1: The Input pulse is supplied by a generator having the following characterislics: PRR ~ 1.0 MHz. 50% duty cycle, t, ,;; 6.0 ns, Zo ~ 50n. 

Note 2: CL includes probe and stray capaci/8nce. 

Note 3: 0596176 Driver enable Is Actlve·High. 

Note 4: All diodes are 1 N916 or equivalent. 
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Typical Application 
0596176 0596176 

~~--~1---~-----------------------~---1---'--0'1 

~~~~~~----------------------~~~-+~~ 

0596176 

Note: 

UP TO 32 
TRANSCEIVERS 

FIGURE 10 

The line length should be terminated at both ends of its characteristic impedance. 
Stub lengths off the main line should be kept as short as possible. 

Typical Performance Characteristics 

c 

Driver Differential Propagation Delay 
vs Vee vs Temperature 

1. 14 '----'---'--'----'---'--'---' 
o 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 

TA - Temperature - °C 

Driver Differential Rise Time 
VB Vee VB Temperature 

TLlF/9630-22 

10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 

TA - Temperature - °C 

TLlF/9630-24 

4-129 

0596176 

.. 
c 
I 

;;-
~ 

19 

TLlF/9630-20 

Driver Differential Propagation Delay 
vs Vee VB Temperature 

~ 
~P'" 

Vee = 4.7SV ~~e=S.2SV-
~ 

~~ \ I 
vec=s,ov--

5 J. 14 
o 

.. 
C 
I 

" E 
;:: 

10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 

TA - Temperatura - °C 

TL/F/9630-23 

Driver Differential Fall Time 
vs Vee VB Temperature 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

TLlF/9630-25 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 

01 

DO· 

DO 

http://www.national.com 

1.0 .. 
C 
I 
~ 0.8 Jl 
VI 

~ o.s 
e· 
~ 
<5 0.4 
; 
> 
~ 0.2 I 

Q 

'" $' 
0.0 

Generalor 

Driver Skew vs Vee vs Temperature 
(itpLDH-tpHLDi) 

f-- Vee = 5.25V- Vee;= 5.0S 

//'~=4i75V 

V ""' ......... 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

TA - Temperalure - °C 
TLIFI9B30-26 

~~----~----~~-----oOO 

son 

(J~----t------4~-----oOO· 

TLiF /9630-27 

FIGURE 11. Typical Curve Driver Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

,---------------~-------------------------3V 

'-------------------OV 
ipHLO 

,-------- VOH 

'-------- VOL 

Vo = DO - DO· 

FIGURE 12. Typical Curve Driver Differential Propagation Delay Timing 
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Typical Performance Curves 

DO - DO' 

~ 
0: 
I 

iO' 

------------- VOO 

10% 90% 

'----------- VOO' 

TUF/9630-29 

FIGURE 13. Typical Curve Driver Differential Rise and Fall Times 

Receiver Propagation Delay vs Vee 
vs Temperature 

~ 
0: 
I 

iO' 

17 

Receiver Propagation Delay va Vee 
va Temperature 

~ 16f_-+--I--f_-+--I----,~'_I ~ 16 
0: 
o 

0: 

° ~ 15f_-+--I--f_-+~9-:7'f___i 
[ 

~ 15 
[ 

e 
IL 14 

e 
IL 

~ .. 
> o§ 

II< 
I .... 

~e=y5V 

14 

Vee = s.OV 
13 r-vr= 5(SV 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
.§ 12 

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

TA - Temperature - °C 

~ 
0: 
I 

'" Jl 
en 

~ 
.~ 
II< 
I 

'" '" _VI 

TA - remperature - °C 

TL/F/9630-30 

4 

o 

Receiver Skew va Vee vs Temperature 
(ItpLH-tpHLi) 

Vee=sv ::.-
~~7SV L ~ V ,-

~ 
po: 

Vv;;e = s.OV -
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

TA - Temperature - °C 
TUF/9630-32 
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Typical Performance Curves (Continued) 

RI- RIo 

RO 

http://www.national.com 

~RI~ 
Generator _I R/>--.... -----O RO 

nlR,o-VI ~ lSpF 
son son _ 

--==- -
TL/F/9630-33 

FIGURE 14. Typical Curve Receiver Differential Propagation Delay Test Circuit 

--------2.0V 

----VOH 

1.5V 

"'----VOL 
TL/F/9630-34 

FIGURE 15. Typical Curve Receiver Propagation Delay Timing 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS96177 
RS-48S/RS-422 Differential Bus Repeater 

General Description 
The OS96177 Differential Bus Repeater is a monolithic inte
grated device designed for one-way data communication on 
multipoint bus transmission lines. This device is designed 
for balanced transmission bus line applications and meets 
EIA Standard RS-485 and RS-422A. The device is designed 
to improve the performance of the data communication over 
long bus lines. The OS96177 has an active high Enable. 

The OS96177 features pOSitive and negative current limiting 
and TRI-STATE@ outputs for the receiver and driver. The 
receiver features high input impedance, input hysteresis for 
increased noise immunity, and input sensitivity of 200 mV 
over a common mode input voltage range of -12V to 
+ 12V. The driver features thermal shutdown for protection 
from line fault conditions. Thermal shutdown is designed to 
occur at a junction temperature of approximately 160·C. The 
driver is designed to drive current loads up to 60 mA maxi
mum. 

The OS96177 is designed for optimum performance when 
used on transmission buses employing the OS96172 and 
0596174 differential line drivers, OS96173 -and OS96175 
differential line receivers, or 0596176 differential bus trans
ceivers. 

Connection Diagram 

a-Lead Dual-In-Line Package 

~ 
Vcc - A} BUS 

T (RO)-~~L 7 B IN 
3 .. ~ 6 

E- Z} BUS 
GNO- 4 0> 5 Y OUT 

Top View 

Order Number DS96177CN 
See NS Package Number NOaE 

TLlF/9644-1 

Features 
• Meets EIA Standard RS-422A and RS-485 
• DeSigned for multipoint transmission on long bus lines 

in noisy environments 

• TRI-STATE outputs 
• Bus voltage range -7.0V to + 12V 
• Positive and negative current limiting 
• Driver output capability ± 60 mA max 
• Driver thermal shutdown protection 
• Receiver input high impedance 
• Receiver input sensitivity of ± 200 mV 
• Receiver input hysteresis of 50 mV typical 
• Operates from Single 5.0V supply 
• Low power requirements 

Function Table 
Differential Inputs Enable Outputs 

A-B E T Y Z 
VID;;' 0.2V H H H L 

VID';;; -0.2V H L L H 

X L z z z 
Note: T is an output pin only. monitoring the BUS (AO). 

H ~ High Level 
L ~ Low Level 
X = Immaterial 
Z ~ High Impsdance (off) 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Typ Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 
Storage Temperature Range Voltage at any Bus Terminal 

Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C (Separately or Common -7.0 12 V 
Molded DIP -65'Cto + 150"C 

Lead Temperature 
Mode) (VI or VCM) 

Ceramic DIP (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300"C 
Differential Input Voltage 

Molded DIP (Soldering, 10 sec.) 265'C (VIO) . ±12 V 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
Output Current HIGH (IOH) 

Molded Package 930mW Driver -60 mA 

Supply Voltage 7.0V 
Receiver -400 p.A 

Output Current LOW (IOU 
Input Voltage 5.5V Driver 60 
'Derate molded DIP package 7.5 mW/'C above 25"C. 

Receiver 16 
mA 

Operating Temperature (TAl 0 25 70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics Over recommended temperature, common mode input voltage, and supply voltage 
ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

DRIVER SECTION 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VIC Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -1.5 V 

IVOO11 Differential Output Voltage 10 = OmA 6.0 V 

IVOO21 Differential Output Voltage RL = 1000, F,gure 1 2.0 2.25 
V 

RL = 540, F,gure 1 and 2 1.5 2.0 

A-iVOO21 Change in Magnitude of Differential RL = 1000, F,gure 1 ±0.2 V 
Output Voltage (Note 4) RL = 540 Figure 1 and 2 I VCM = OV 

Voc Common Mode Output Voltage (Note 5) RL = 540 or 1000 3.0 V 

~Ivocl Change in Magnitude of Common Mode Figure 1 

Output Voltage (Note 4) 
±0.2 V 

10 Output Current with Power Off Vee = OV, Vo = -7.0Vto +12V ±100 p.A 

10Z High Impedance State Output Current Vo = -7.0Vto +12V ±50 ±200 p.A 

IIH Input Current HIGH VI = 2.7V 20 p.A 

IlL Input Current LOW VI = 0.5V -100 p.A 

los Short Circuit Output Current Vo = -7.0V -250 
(Note 9) Vo= OV -150 

mA 
Vo = Vee 150 

Vo = 12V 250 

lee Supply Current No Load I Outputs Enabled 35 
mA I Outputs Disabled 40 

RECEIVER SECTION 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input Vo = 2.7V,lo = -0.4 mA 
0.2 V 

High Threshold Voltage 

VTL Differential Input Low Vo = 0.5V, 10 = 8.0 mA 
-0.2 V 

Threshold Voltage (Note 6) 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis (Note 7) VCM = OV 50 mV 

VIH Enable Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Enable Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VIC Enable Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -1.5 V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended temperature, common mode input voltage, and supply voltage ranges, unless otherwise specified 

RECEIVER SECTION (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VOH High Level Output Voltage V,O = 200 mY, 10H = -400 p,A, Figure 2.7 V 
S 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage V,O = -200 mY, I 10L = 8.0 rnA 0.45 
V 

FigureS J 10L = 16mA 0.50 

loz High-Impedance State Output Vo = OAV -360 
p,A 

Vo = 2.4V 20 

I, Line Input Current (Note 8) Other Input = OV I V, = 12V 1.0 
mA 

I V, = -7.0V -0.8 

I'H Enable Input Current HIGH V,H = 2.7V 20 p,A 

I,L Enable Input Current LOW V,L = 0.4V -100 ",A 

R, Input Resistance 12 kO 

los Short Circuit Output Current (Note 9) -15 -85 mA 

Icc Supply Current (Total Package) No Load I Outputs Enabled 35 
mA 

I Outputs Disabled 40 

Drive Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

too Differential Output Delay Time RL = 600, Figure 4 15 25 ns 

tTD Differential Output Transition Time RL = 600, Figure 4 15 25 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, RL = 270, Figure 5 
12 20 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, RL = 270, Figure 5 
12 20 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tPZH Output Enable Time to High Level RL = 1100, Figure 6 25 45 ns 

tPZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 1100, Figure 7 25 40 ns 

tpHZ Output Disable Time from High Level RL = 1100, Figure 6 20 25 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level RL = 1100, Figure 7 29 35 ns 

Receiver Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, V,O = OV to 3.0V, 
16 25 ns 

Low-to-High Level Output CL = 15pF,Figure8 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, 
16 25 ns 

High-to-Low Level Output 

tpzH Output Enable Time to High Level CL = 15 pF, Figure 9 15 22 ns 

tPZL Output Enable Time to Low Level 15 22 ns 

tPHZ Output Disable Time from High Level CL = 5.0 pF, Figure 9 14 30 ns 

tpLZ Output Disable Time from Low Level 24 40 ns 
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Nole I: "Absolule Maximum Ratings" are t~ose values beyond w~lc~ t~e safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply t~at the devices 
should be operated at these limits. T~e tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide condRlons for actual device operation, 

Nole 2: Unless otherwise specHied MiniMax limits apply across the O'C to +70'C range for the OS96177. All typicals are given for Vee = 5V and TA = 25'C. 

Note 3: All currents into the device pins are posFtive; all currents out of the device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 

Nota 4: aivool and alvcel are the changes in magnitude of Voo, Voe respectively, thai occur when the Input is changed from a high level to a low level. 

Nota 5: In EIA Standards RS-422A and RS-485, Vce, which is the average of the two output voltages wRh respect to ground, is called output offset voltage, Vas. 

Note 8: The algebraic convention, when the less positive (more nagetive) limit is designated minimum, is used in this data sheet for common mode input voltage 
and threshold voltage levels only. 

Nota 7: HysteresiS Is the difference between the positive.going input threshold voltage, VT +, and the negative gOing input threshold voltage, VT _. 

Note 8: Refer to EIA Standards RS-485 for exact conditicns. 

Nole 9: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Parameter Measurement Information 
375.0. 

Veil = 
-7V to +12V 

375.0. 

TUF/9644-2 

FIGURE 1. Driver VOD2 and Voe 
TLlF/9644-4 

FIGURE 2: Driver VOD2 with Varying 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 1) 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 1) 
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504 

ENABLED 
(Not. 3) 

'~! 
OV T6 t'OL 1. ~ (+) 

FIGURE 3. Receiver VOH and VOL 

IN 

OUT 

TL/F/9644-5 

Common Mode Voltage 

TL/F/9644-3 

~=-~:::",II::l---- .. 2.5V 

TLlF/9644~6 

FIGURE 4. Driver Differential Output Delay and Transition Times 

2.3V 

INJ1.5V 1.5V~ f RL =274 

-----3V 

---OV 

or ~=~5PF OUT tpLH 

.I (Not;' .2) Y 
OUT 

,.._---I\.+---VOH 

ENABLED 
(Not. 3) 

TL/F/9644-7 tpHL 

Z 
OUT 

TL/F/9644-8 

FIGURE 5. Drive Propagation Times 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 1) 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 1) 

OV or 3V 

OV or 3V 

GENERATOR 
(Not. 1) 

(Not. 3) 
son 

500 

son 

I.SV----.... 

~------~.~-----~ 
IN /1.SV 

~ 
-o-...... ,....-,....-OUT 

OUT 

TL/F/9644-9 TL/F/9644-10 

FIGURE 6. Driver Enable and Disable Times (tpZH. tpHZ) 

5V 

RL = loon 
--0--..... - .... -- OUT 

TL/F 19644-11 

"~~~ "'1r: 
OUT ~:.3V .,k':::I O.SV ----tVOL 

TL/F/9644-12 

FIGURE 7. Driver Enable and Disable Times (tpZL. tpLZ) 

IN /',-.S-V--,-.S-V"'\ ~ 

--:j tpLH -I ~HL I OV 

,----"'----VOH 
OUT 

VOL 
ENABLED --------' 
(Not. 3) 

TL/F 19644-14 

TUF/9644-1S 

FIGURE 8. Receiver Propagation Delay Times 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

IN 

OUT 

IN 

OUT 

I.SV 

GENERATOR 
(Nota 1) 

(Nota 3) 
50.!l 

tPZH 

~
3V Sltol.SV 

I.SV S2 OPEN 
S3 CLOSED 

~
ZH 

tPHZ 

VOH 
I.SV 

--OV 

TL/F/9644-16 

3V SI to I.SV 
S2 CLOSED 
S3 CLOSED 

L:U-~ or ~ __ --r::~3V 
TLlF/9644-18 

2k.!l 

Sk.!l (Nota 4) 

IN 

OUT 

IN 

OUT 

TL/F/9644-15 

1m 

~
3V Slto-l.SV 

I.SV S2 CLOSED 
S3 OPEN 

~PZL 
=4.SV 

I.SV 

VOL 

TLlF/9644-17 

IpLZ 

~
3V Slto-l.SV 

I.SV S2 CLOSED 
S3 CLOSED All 

---=1.3V 
O.SV 

VOL 
TL/F/9644-19 

FIGURE 9. Receiver Enable and Disable Times 
Nota 1: The Inpul pulse is supplied by a generalor having Ihe following characleristics: PRR = 1.0 MHz. duty cycle'" 50%. I, ,; 6.0 ns. If ,; 6.0 ns, Zo = 50n. 

Nota 2: CL includes probe and slray capacitance. 

Note 3: 0596177 Enable is active high. 

Nota 4: All diodes are 1 N916 or equivalent. 
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Typical Application 
0596177 

0596176 

0596177 

Notes: 

The line length should be terminated at both ends in its characteristic impedance. 

Stub lengths off the main line should be kept as short as possible. 

Repaater control logic not shown 

FIGURE 10 

4-139 

0596176 

TL/F/9644-20 

III 
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Section 5 
LVDS RS-644 Circuits 
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L VDS Introduction 
Low Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) is a new technolo
gy addressing the needs of today's high performance data 
transmission applications. It is designed to meet the needs of 
future applications since the power supply may be as low as 
2V. This technology is based on the TIAIEIA-644 and IEEE 
1596.3 standards. 

L VDS technology features a low voltage differential signal of 
330 mV (250 mV MIN and 400 mV MAX) and fast transition 
times. This allows the products to address high data rates 
easily exceeding 450 Mbitls for some devices such as the 
DS90CR583/4. Additionally, the low voltage swing minimizes 
power dissipation while providing all the benefits of differen
tial transmission. 

The LVDS technology is used in simple (quad) drivers and 
receivers as well as more complex interface communications 
devices. The FPD (Flat Panel Display) Link and Channel Link 
chipsets multiplex and demultiplex TTL signal lines to provide 
a narrow, high speed LVDS interface. The QuickRing™ 
(QR1001) Enhanced Datastream Controller provides addi
tional logic to support communications protocol and a ring 
architecture. 

Included in this section are the following related products: 

• DS90C031 LVDS Quad CMOS Differential Line Driver 
• DS90C032 L VDS Quad CMOS Differential Line Receiver 
• DS90CR561 12/3/4 18-Bit Color Flat Panel Display Link 
• DS90CF561 12/3/4 18-Bit Color Flat Panel Display Link 
• DS90CR581 12/3/4 24-Bit Color Flat Panel Display Link 
• DS90CF581 12/3/4 24-Bit Color Flat Panel Display Link 
• DS90CR211 12 21-Bit Channel Link 
• DS90CR281 12 28-Bit Channel Link 
• QR 1001 QuickRing Enhanced Data Stream Controller 

These products, the first in a planned series, introduce LVDS 
technology and provide designers with new alternatives to 
solving high speed 1/0 interface problems. 
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DS90C031 
LVDS Quad CMOS Differential Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS90C031 is a quad CMOS differential line driver de
signed for applications requiring ultra low power dissipation 
and high data rates. The device is designed to support data 
rates in excess of 155.5 Mbps (77.7 MHz) utilizing Low Volt
age Differential Signaling (LVDS) technology. 

The DS90C031 accepts TTL/CMOS input levels and trans
lates them to low voltage (350 mV) differential output sig
nals. In addition the driver supports a TRI-STATEiI!l function 
that may be used to disable the output stage, disabling the 
load current, and thus dropping the device to an ultra low 
idle power state of 11 mW typical. 

The DS90C031 and companion line receiver (DS90C032) 
provide a new alternative to high power psuedo-ECL devic
es for high speed pOint-to-point interface applications. 

Features 
• >155.5 Mbps (77.7 MHz) switching rates 
• ± 350 mV differential signaling 
• Ultra low power dissipation 
• 400 ps maximum differential skew (5V, 25°C) 
• 3.5 ns maximum propagation delay 
• Industrial operating temperature range 
• Available in surface mount packaging (SOIC) 
• Pin compatible with DS26C31, MB571 (PECL) and 

41LG (PECL) 
• Compatible with IEEE 1596.3 SCI LVDS standard 
• Compatible with proposed TIA LVDS standard 

Connection Diagram Functional Diagram and Truth Tables 

Dual-In-Llne 

~Nl 16 Vee. 

DOUTl + 15 ~N4 
DoUT1 - 14 DOUT4+ 

EN 13 DoUT4-

DoUT2 - 12 EN' 

DoUT2+ 11 DoUT3-

~N2 10 °OUT3+ 

GND ~N3 

TUF/11946-1 

Order Number DS90C031TM 
See NS Package Number M16A 

~Nl 

~N2 

EN 
EN' 

Enables 

EN EN' 

L H 

All other combinations 
of ENABLE inputs 

5-4 

....... ...---DOUT1 + 

.A)--- DOUT 1-

....... ..---- DoUT2 + 

.A)--- DoUT2 -

....... ...--- DoUT3+ 

....... )--- DoUT3-

..... ..---- DoUT4+ 

.A)-...... - DoUT4 -

TL/F 111946-2 

DRIVER 

Input Outputs 

DIN DOUT+ DOUT-

X Z Z 

L L H 

H H L 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature Range Soldering (4 sec.) + 260"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Maximum Junction Temperature . + 150·C 
Supply Voltage (Vccl -0.3Vto +6V 

ESD Rating (HBM, 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ~ 3,500V (Note 7) 
Input Voltage (DIN) -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) 

Enable Input Voltage (EN, EN·) -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
Output Voltage (DOUT +, DOUT -) -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Conditions 
Short Circuit Duration (DOUT +, DOUT -) Continuous Min Typ Max Units 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C Supply Voltage (Vee) +4.5 +5.0 +5.5 V 

MPackage 1068mW 
Operating Free Air 

Derate M Package 8.5 mW rc above + 25·C 
Temperature (TAl -40 +25 +85 ·C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3). 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Pin Min Typ Max Units 

VOOI Differential Output Voltage Rl = 1000 
250 345 450 mV 

(Figure 1) 

aVOOl Change in Magnitude of 
ImVI VOOI for Complementary 4 35 

Output States DOUT-, 

Vos Offset Voltage DOUT+ 1.125 1.25 1.375 V 

avos Change in Magnitude of 
ImVI Vos for Complementary 5 25 

Output States 

VOH Output Voltage High Rl = 1000 1.41 1.60 V 

VOL Output Voltage Low 0.90 1.07 V 

VIH Input Voltage High 2.0 Vcc V 

Vil Input Voltage Low DIN, GND 0.8 V 
EN, 

II I nput Current VIN = Vcc, GND, 2.5V, or 0.4V EN" -10 ±1 +10 /LA 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18mA -1.5 -0.8 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV (Note 8) -3.5 -5.0 mA 
DOUT-, 

loz Output TRI-STATE Current EN = 0.8V and EN" = 2.0V, DOUT+ -10 ±1 +10 ~ VOUT = OVorVcc 

Icc No Load Supply Current DIN = Vee or GND 1.7 3.0 mA 
Drivers Enabled 

DIN = 2.5V or 0.4V 4.0 6.5 mA 

ICCl Loaded Supply Current Rl = 1000 All Channels Vcc 15.4 21.0 mA Drivers Enabled VIN = Vee or GND (all inputs) 

Iccz No Load Supply Current DIN = Vcc or GND 
2.2 4.0 mA Drivers Disabled EN = GND, EN· = Vcc 
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Switching Characteristics 
Vee = +5.0V, TA = + 25'C (Notes 3,4,6,9) 

Symbol Parameter Condltlona Min Typ Max Units 

tpHLD Differential Propagation RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF 1.0 2.0 3.0 ns 
Delay High to Low (Figures 2 and 3) 

tpLHD Differential Propagation 1.0 2.1 3.0 ns . 
Delay Low to High 

tsKD Differential Skew 
0 80 400 

ItpHLD-tpLHDI 
ps 

tsKl Channel to Channel Skew Note 4 0 300 600 ps 

trLH Rise Time RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF . 0.35 1.5 ns 

tTHL Fall Time (Figures 2 and 3) 0.35 1.5 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z (Figures 4 and 5) 2.5 10 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 2.5 10 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High 2.5 10 ns 

tPZL Enable Time Z to Low 2.5 10 ns 

Switching Characteristics 
Vee = +5.0V ±10%, TA = -40'C to + 85'C (Notes 3-6,9) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpHLD Differential Propagation RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF 0.5 2.0 3.5 ns 
Delay High to Low (Figures 2 and 3) 

tpLHD Differential Propagation 0.5 2.1 3.5 ns 
Delay Low to High 

tsKD Differential Skew 
0 80 900 

ItpHLD-tpLHDI 
ps 

tsKl Channel to Channel Skew Note 4 0 0.3 1.0 ns 

tsK2 Chip to Chip Skew Note 5 3.0 ns 

tTLH Rise Time RL = 1000,CL = 5pF 0.35 2.0 ns 

trHL Fall Time (Rgures 2 and 3) 0.35 2.0 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z (Figures 4 and 5) 2.5 15 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 2.5 15 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Z to High 2.5 15 ns 

tpzL Enable Time Z to Low 2.5 15 ns 
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Parameter Measurement Information 
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DOUT> 

Vee --0 ~N 

GND --0 51 

TL/F/11946-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Voo and Vos Test Circuit 

r--,....---..... -O DOUT+ 

Rt. = 100n 

.... - .... ---... -0 DoUT-

Driver ENABLED 

TLlF/11946-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 

'"---{',. 
3V 

OV 

tpLHO 

DoUT-

DoUT> 

VOH 

VOL 

V01FF = DoUT> - DoUT-

FIGURE 3. Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveforms 

r--,....--.... --o DOUT+ 

son 
Vee --0 

-....I-j-----I 
GND --0 ...I... +1.2V 

son 

L..._~--.... --o DoUT-

---------_. 
1/4 D590C031 

FIGURE 4. Driver TRI·STATE Delay Test Circuit 
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i Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

EN WHEN EN- = Vee 

or. 

EN- WHEN EN = GND 

DOUT+ WHEN ~N = Vee 
Dour- WHEN ~N = GND 

Dour + WHEN ~N = GND 
Dour- WHEN ~N = Vee 

Typical Application 

-----1---' 

IpLZ 

FIGURE 5. Driver TRI-STATE Delay Waveform 

Balanced System 

1.5V 

ENABLE~ 

f ~
1/4 D5!1OCOO2 

DATA + DATA 
INPUT RT 10011 _ OUTPUT 

1/405901:031 ':' _____________ -' ___ ...J 

FIGURE 6. Point-to-Polnt Application 

5·8 

3V 

OV 

3V 

OV 

VOH 

1.2V 

1.2V 

VOL 

TL/F/11946-7 

TL/F/11946-8 
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Applications Information 
lVDS drivers and receivers are intended to be primarily 
used in an uncomplicated point-to-point configuration as is 
shown in Figure 6. This configuration provides a clean sig
naling environment for the quick edge rates of the drivers. 
The receiver is connected to the driver through a balanced 
media which may be a standard twisted pair cable, a parallel 
pair cable, or simply PCB traces. Typically, the characteristic 
impedance of the media is in the range of 100n. A termina
tion resistor of 100n should be selected to match the me
dia, and is located as close to the receiver input pins as 
possible. The termination resistor converts the current 
sourced by the driver into a voltage that is detected by the 
receiver. Other configurations are possible such as a multi
receiver configuration, but the effects of a mid-stream con
nector(s), cable stub(s), and other impedance discontinui
ties as well as ground shifting, noise margin limits, and total 
termination loading must be taken into account. 

The DS90C031 differential line driver is a balanced current 
source design. A current mode driver, generally speaking 
has a high output impedance and supplies a constant cur
rent for a range of loads (a voltage mode driver on the other 
hand supplies a constant voltage for a range of loads). Cur
rent is switched through the load in one direction to produce 
a logic state and in the other direction to produce the other 
logic state. The typical output current is mere 3.4 mA, a 
minimum of 2.5 mA, and a maximum of 4.5 mAo The current 
mode requires (as discussed above) that a resistive termi
nation be employed to terminate the signal and to complete 
the loop as shown in Figure 6. AC or unterminated configu
rations are not allowed. The 3.4 mA loop current will de-

Dour-----_. 

velop a differential voltage of 340 mV across the 100n ter
mination resistor which the receiver detects with a 240 mV 
minimum differential noise margin neglecting resistive line 
losses (driven signal minus receiver threshold (340 mV-
100 mV = 240 mV». The Signal is centered around + 1.2V 
(Driver Offset, Vas) with respect to ground as shown in Fig
ure 7. Note that the steady-state voltage (Vss) peak-to-peak 
swing is twice the differential voltage (VaD) and is typically 
680 mY. 

The current mode driver provides substantial benefits over 
voltage mode drivers, such as an RS-422 driver. Its quies
cent current remains relatively flat versus switching frequen
cy. Whereas the RS-422 voltage mode driver increases ex
ponentially in most case between 20 MHz-50 MHz. This is 
due to the overlap current that flows between the rails of the 
device when the internal gates switch. Whereas the current 
mode driver switches a fixed current between its output 
without any substantial overlap current. This is similar to 
some ECl and PECl devices, but without the heavy static 
Icc requirements of the ECL/PECl designs. lVDS requires 
> 80% less current than similar PECl devices. AC specifi
cations for the driver are a tenfold improvement over other 
existing RS-422 drivers. 

The TRI-STATE function allows the driver outputs to be dis
abled, thus obtaining an even lower power state when the 
transmission of data is not required. 

The footprint of the DS90C031 is the same as the industry 
standard 26lS31 Quad Differential (RS-422) Driver. 

SINGLE-ENDED )1'\. 
DOUT+ "'-----'""1'-----", 

Dour. - Dour
DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT 
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FIGURE 7_ Driver Output Levels 
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Pin Descriptions Ordering Information. 
Pin No. Name Description 

1,7, DIN Driver input pin, TIL/CMOS 

Operating Package Typel 
Order Number 

Temperature Number 
9,15 compatible -40"Cto +85°C SOP/M16A DS90C031TM 
2,6, DOUT+ Non-inverting driver output pin, 
10,14 LVDSlevels 

3,5, DOUT- Inverting driver output pin, LVDS 
11,13 levels 

4 EN Active high enable pin, OR-ed with 
EN· 

12 EN" Active low enable pin, OR-ed with 
EN 

16 Vee Power supply pin, + 5V ± 10% 

8 GND Ground pin 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" specifies conditions of device operation. 

Note 2: Current into device pins is defined as posltiva. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground except VOOl and 
AVoo,· 
Note 3: All typicals are given for: Vee = +5.0V. TA = + 25"C. 

Note 4: Channel to Channel Skew Is defined as the difference between the propagation delay of the channel,and the other channels in the same chip with an event 
on the inputs. 

Note 5: Chip to Chip Skew is defined as the difference between the minimum and maximum specified differential propagation IIelays. 

Note 6: Generator waveform for all tests unless otherwise specified: f = 1 MHz, Zo = SOil, t, s: 6 ns, and tf s: 6 ns. 

Note 7: ESD Ratings: HBM (1.5 kll, 100 pF) ., 3,5OOV 

EIAJ (Oil, 200 pF) ., 250V 

Note 8: Output short eireuH current (los) is specified as magnitude only, minus sign indicates direction only. 

Note 9: CL Includes probe and Jig capacHance. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Power Supply Current 
V8 Power Supply Voltage 

TA = 25°C 
VIN = Vee or GND 

1.8 No external 10~ 

---~ 1.6 -
U 

1.2 

1 
4.5 4.75 5 5.25 5.5 

Vee - Power Supply Voltage (V) 

TLlFfl1946-10 

Power Supply Current 
V8 Power Supply Voltage 

16 
TA = 25°C 
VIN = Vee or GND 

15.8 Ext. load = lOOn/dr. 

15.6 

15.4 

15.2 

./ 

/ 
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15 

4.5 4.75 5 5.25 

Vee - Power Supply Voltage (V) 

Output TRI·STATE Current 
V8 Power Supply Voltage 
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Power Supply Current 
V8 Temperature 

Vee = 5.0V 
VIN = Vee or GND 
No oxternal load 

-40 -15 10 35 60 85 

16 

15.8 

15.6 

15.4 

15.2 

15 

-3 

-3.2 

-3.4 

-3.6 

-3.8 

TA - Ambient Temperature (Oe) 

Power Supply Current 
V8 Temperature 

Vee = 5.0V 
VIN = Vee or GND 

TLlFfll946-11 

Ext. load = lOOn/dr. 

---
-40 -15 10 35 60 85 

TA - Ambient Temperalure (Oe) 

TLlFfll946-13 

Output Short Circuit Currant 
va Power Supply Voltage 

TA = 25°C 
VIN = OV or 5V 

Your = OV 

..... 

-4 
4.5 4.75 5 5.25 5.5 

Vee - Power Supply Voltage (V) Vee - Power Supply Voltage (V) 

TlfFfll946-14 TLlFfll946-15 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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i Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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ADVANCE INFORMATION ::g 
t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS90LV031 
3V L VDS Quad CMOS Differential Line Driver 

General Description 
The DS90LV031 is a quad CMOS differential line driver de
signed for applications requiring ultra low power dissipation 
and high data rates. The device is designed to support data 
rates in excess of 100 Mbps (50 MHz) utilizing Low Voltage 
Differential Signaling (LVDS) technology. 

Features 
• 3.3V power supply design 
• > 1 00 Mbps (50 MHz) switching rates 
• ± 350 mV differential signaling 
• Ultra low power dissipation 
• TBD ps maximum differential skew (3.3V, 25°C) 
• TBD ns maximum propagation delay The DS90LV031 accepts TIL/CMOS input levels and trans

lates them to low voltage (350 mY) differential output sig
nals. In addition the driver supports a TRI-STATE<!> function 
that may be used to disable the output stage, disabling the 
load current, and thus dropping the device to an ultra low 
idle power state of 11 mW typical. 

• Industrial operating temperature range (-40"C to 
+ 85°C) 

• Available in surface mount packaging (SOI,C) 
• Pin compatible with DS26C31, MB571 (PECL), 

41LG (PECL), and DS90C031 
The DS90LV031 and companion line receiver (DS90LV032) 
provide a new alternative to high power psuedo-ECL devic
es for high speed point-to-point interface applications. 

• Compatible with IEEE 1596.3 SCI LVDS standard 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Line 

~N1 Vee 

DOUT1 + ~N4 
DOUT1 - DoUT4+ 

EN DoUT4 -

DoUT2- EN' 

DoUT2 + DoUT3 -

~N2 DOUT3+ 

GND ~N3 

TLlF/12625-1 

Order Number DS90LV031TM 
See NS Package Number M16A 

http://www.national.com 

• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

Functional Diagram and Truth Tables 

Enables 

~N1 

EN 
EN' 

....... ~-- DOUT1 + 

....."-'1,,,,"""-- DOUT1 -

............. -- DOUT2+ 

~o--- DoUT2 -

....... ...--- DoUT3+ 

....."-'1,,,,"""-- DoUT3-

............. -- DOUT4+ 

~o--- DoUT4-

DRIVER 

Input 

TL/F/12625-2 

Outputs 

EN 1 EN' DIN DOUT+ DOUT-

L I H X Z Z 

All other combinations L L H 
of ENABLE inputs H H L 
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i IfINafional Semiconductor 

DS90C032 
LVDS Quad CMOS Differential Line Receiver 

General Description 
The DS90C032 is a quad CMOS differential line receiver 
designed for applications requiring ultra low power dissipa
tion and high data rates. The device is designed to support 
data rates in excess of 155.5 Mbps (77.7 MHz) utilizing Low 
Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) technology. 

The DS90C032 accepts low voltage (350 mV) differential 
input Signals and translates them to CMOS (TTL compati
ble) output levels. The receiver supports a TRI-STATEiIl> 
function that may be used to multiplex outputs. The receiver 
also supports OPEN, shorted and terminated (1000) input 
Failsafe. Receiver output will be High for all failsafe condi
tions. 

The DS90C032 and companion line driver (DS90C031) pro
vide a new alternative to high power psuedo-ECL devices 
for high speed point to point interface applications. 

Features 
• >155.5 Mbps (77.7 MHz) switching rates 
• Accepts small swing (350 mV) differential Signal levels 
• Ultra low power dissipation 
• 600 ps maximum differential skew (5V, 25'C) 
• 6.0 ns maximum propagation delay 
• Industrial operating temperature range 
• Available in surface mount packaging (SOIC) 
• Pin compatible ~th DS26C32A, MB570 (PECL) and 

41LF (PECL) 

• Supports OPEN, short and terminated input failsafe 
• Compatible with IEEE 1596.3 SCI LVDS standard 
• Compatible with proposed TIA LVDS standard 

Connection Diagram Functional Diagram and Truth Tables 

RtNl-

RtN1+ 

RouT1 
EN 

RouT2 

RtH2+ 

RtH2-
GND 

Dual-In-Llne 

1 16 Vee 
2 15 RtN4-

RtH4+ 

RouT4 
EN' 

RouT3 

RtH3+ 

RtN3-

TL/F/11945-1 

Order Number 
DS9OC032TM 

See NS Package Number M16A 

RtNl+ 

RtNl-

RtN2+ 

RtH2-

RtN3+ 

RtH3-

RtHH 

RtN4-

EN 
EN' 

ENABLES 

EN I EN* 

L I H 

All other combinations 
of ENABLE inputs 
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RoUT! 

ROUT2 

RouT3 

RouT4 

TL/F/11945-2 

RECEIVER 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

RIN+ - RIN- ROUT 

X Z 

VIO ~ O.1V H 

VIO';; -o.tV L 

Full Failsafe 
OPEN/SHORT H 
or Terminated 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature Range Soldering (4 sec.) + 260"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Maximum Junction Temperature + 150"C 
Supply Voltage (Vcc! -0.3Vto +6V ESD Rating (HBM 1.5 kO, 100 pF) ;;, 3,500V (Note 7) 
Input Voltage (RIN +, RIN -) -0.3V to (Vee +0.3V) 

Enable Input Voltage (EN, EN") -0.3Vto (Vec +0.3V) Recommended Operating 
Output Voltage (ROUT) -0.3V to (Vec +0.3V) Conditions 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25°C Min Typ Max Units 
M Package 1025mW Supply Voltage (Vee) +4.5 +5.0 +5.5 V 
Derate M Package 8.2 mW rc above + 25°C Receiver Input Voltage GND 2.4 V 

Operating Free Air 
Temperature (TAl -40 25 +85 °C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 2). 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Pin Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Input High VCM = +1.2V RIN+, +100 mV 
Threshold RIN-

VTl Differential Input Low 
-100 mV 

Threshold 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I Vcc = 5.5V -10 ±1 +10 p.A 

VIN = OV I -10 ±1 +10 p.A 

VOH Output High Voltage 10H = -0.4 mA, VID = + 200 mV ROUT 3.8 4.9 V 

10H = ,-0.4 mA, Input terminated 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 10l = 2 mA, VID = -200 mV 0.07 0.3 V 

los Output Short Circuit Enabled, VOUT = OV 
-15 -60 -100 mA 

Current (Note 8) 

10Z OutputTRI-STA TE Disabled, 
-10 ±1 +10 p.A 

Current VOUT = OV or Vee 

VIH Input High Voltage EN, 2.0 V 

Vil Input Low Voltage EN' 0.8 V 

II Input Current -10 ±1 +10 p.A 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18mA -1.5 -0.8 V 

lee No Load Supply Current EN, EN" = Vce or GND, Inputs Open Vee 3.5 10 mA 

Receivers Enabled EN, EN" = 2.4 or 0.5, Inputs Open 3.7 11 mA 

leez No Load Supply Current EN = GND, EN' = Vee 
3.5 10 mA 

Receivers Disabled Inputs Open 
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Switching Characteristics 
Vee = +5.0V. TA = + 25°C (Notes 3-5, 9) 

Symbol . Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpHLO Differential Propagation Delay CL = 5pF 1.5 3.40 5.0 ns 
High to Law VIO = 200mV 

tpLHD Differential Propagation Delay (Figures 1 and 2) 
1.5 3.48 5.0 ns 

Low to High 

taKO Differential Skew 
0 80 600 

ItPHLD - tPLHOI 
ps 

taK1 Channel to Channel Skew (NoteS) 0 0.6 1.0 ns 

trLH RiaeTime r (Figures 1 and 2) 0.5 2.0 ns 

trHL Fall Time 0.5 2.0 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z (Figures 3 and 4) 10 15 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 10 15 ns 
-~ , 

tpZH Enable Time Z to High 4 10 ns 

tPZL Enable Time Z to Low 4 10 ns 

Switching Characteristics 
Vee = + 5.0V ± 10%, T A = -40"C to + 85°C (Notes 3-6, 9) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpHLD Differential Propagation Delay CL = 5pF 1.0 3.40 6.0 ns 
High to Low VIO = 200mV 

tpLHD Differential Propagation Delay (Figures 1 and 2) 
1.0 3.48 6.0 ns 

Low to High 

taKO Differential Skew 
0 0.08 1.2 

ItpHLD - tpLHOI 
ns 

taK1 Channel to Channel Skew (NoteS) 0 0.6 1.5 ns 

tSK2 Chip to Chip $kew (Note 6) 5.0 ns 

trLH RiaeTime (Figures 1 and 2) 0.5 2.5 ns 

trHL Fall Time 0.5 2.5 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z (FlfJures 3 and 4) 10 20 ns 

tpLZ Disable Time Low to Z 10 20 ns 

tpZH Enable Time Z to High 4 15 ns 

tPZL Enable Time Z to Low 4 15 ns 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

~N+ 

Generator ~N- >~,......-oRouT 

50n 50n 

Receiver ENABLED 
TL/F/11945-3 

FIGURE 1. Receiver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 

R'N_ ----'" ,,----- +1.3V 

~N+----'" '-----+1.1V 

Ir---------""'I -1---- VOH 

RoUT 

TLlF/II945-4 

FIGURE 2. Receiver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveforma 

CL includes load and test jig capacitance. 
S1 = Vee for IpZl. and IpLZ measurements. 
S1 = GND for IpZH and IpHZ measurements. 

EN When EN' = Vee ---, 

EN' When EN=GND ___ I 

Vee 

r---------------- ----~ I I 
I I 

EN I I 
I t-j-I -~-o RoUT 

I 
I 

I I son I I 
.~---------------- ----~ EN 1/4 DS90C032 

TLlFI11945-5 

FIGURE 3. Receiver TRI-8TATE Delay Test Circuit 

,-------------3V 
~----------J~------------OV 

,-----------,~------------3V 

'------------OV 
_---------1---...... +-------- Vee 

V~~~~r O~H~~ ------l~-;jf:::1=rO.5V 
-lpHZ ~o 

'-------- VOL 

V~~~~ro~H~~ ------,.[.~.SV 

~-----------,----------GND 

-------- VOH 

TLlFI11945-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver TRI-8TATE Delay Waveforms 
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Typical Application 
Balanced System 

ENABlE~ I ~'/4 DS90C032 

DATA R + DATA 
INPUT T 100n _ OUTPUT 

1/4 DS90C031 -= ________________ --
TL/F/11945-7 

FIGURE 5. POlnt-to-Point Application 

Applications Information 
LVDS drivers and receivers are'intended to be primarily 
used in an uncomplicated point-to-point configuration as is 
shown in Figure 5. This configuration provides a clean sig
naling environment for the quick edge rates of the drivers. 
The receiver is connected to the driver through a balanced 
media which may be a standard twisted pair cable, a parallel 
pair cable, or simply PCB traces. Typically the characteristic 
impedance of the media is in the range of 1000.. A termina
tion resistor of 1000. should be selected to match the me
dia, and is located as close to the receiver input pins as 
possible. The termination resistor converts the current 
sourced by the driver into a voltage that is detected by the 
receiver. Other configurations are possible such as a multi
receiver configuration, but the effects pf a mid-stream con
nector(s), cable stub(s), and other impedance discontinui
ties as well as ground shifting, noise margin limits,and total 
termination loading must be taken into account. 

The DS90C032 differential line receiver is capable of de
tecting signals as low as 100 mV, over a ±1V common 
mode range centered around + 1.2V. This is related to the 
driver offset voltage which is typically + 1.2V. The driven 
signal is centered around this voltage and may shift ± 1 V 
around this center point. The ± 1 V shifting may be the result 
of a ground potential difference between the driver's ground 
reference and the receiver's ground reference, the common 
mode effects of coupled noise, or a combination of the two. 
Both receiver input pins should honor their specified operat-

5-20 

ing input voltage range of OV to +2.4V (measured from 
each pin to ground), exceeding these limits may turn on the 
ESD protection circuitry which will clamp the bus voltages. 

The receiver also supports a failsafe feature which provides 
a stable (known state) high output voltage for any of the 
following conditions: 

1. Open Input Pins. The DS90C032 is a quad receiver de
vice, and if an application requires only 1, 2 or 3 receiv
ers, the unused channel(s) inputs should be left OPEN. 
Do not tie unused receiver inputs to ground or other volt
ages. The internal circuitry will guarantee a high, stable 
output state. 

2. Terminated Input. If the driver is in a TRI-STATE condi
tion, or if the driver is in a power-off condition, or if the 
driver is even disconnected (cable unplugged), the re
ceiver output will again be in a high state, even with the 
end of cable 1000. termination resistor across the input 
pins. 

3. Shorted Inputs. If a cable fault condition occurs that 
shorts the twisted pair conductors together, thus resulting 
in a OV differential input voltage to the receiver, the re
ceiver output will remain in a high state. 

The footprint of the DS90C032 is the same as the industry 
standard 26LS32 Quad Differential (RS-422) Receiver. 
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Pin Descriptions Ordering Information 
Pin No. Name Description 

2,6, RIN+ Non-inverting receiver input pin 

Operating Package Typel 
Order Number 

Temperature Number 
10,14 - 40·C to + 85·C SOP/M16A DS90C032TM 
1,7, RIN- Inverting receiver input pin 
9,15 

3,5, ROUT Receiver output pin 
11,13 

4 EN Active high enable pin, OR-ed with 
EN' 

12 EN' Active low enable pin, OR-ed with EN 

16 Vee Power supply pin, + 5V ± 1 0% 

8 GND Ground pin 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that Iha devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" specifies conditions of device operation. 

Note 2: Currant into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified. 

Note 3: All typicals are given for: Vee = + S.OV. TA = + 2S'C. 

Note 4: Generator waveform for all tesls unless otherwise specified: f = 1 MHz. Zo = son. t, and !t (0%-100%) ,;: 1 ns forRIN and t,and It ,;: 6 nsforEN orEN'. 

Note 5: Channel to Channel Skew is defined as Iha difference between the propagation delay of one channel and that of the others on the same chip with an event 
on the inputs. 

Note 6: Chip to Chip Skew is defined as the difference between the minimum and maximum specified differential propagation delays. 

Note 7: ESD Rating: HBM (1.5 kn.l00pF) " 3.500V 

EIAJ (On. 200 pF) " 250V 

Note 8: Output short eircuH currant (los) is specified as magnHude only. minus sign indicates direction only. Only one output should be shorted at a time. do not 
exceed maximum junction temperature specification. 

Note 9: CL includes probe and iig capacitsnce. 

\ 

\ 
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I Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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c;. = 5 pF 

r-... r--.. -
-40 -15 10 35 60 85 . 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

o 

TA - Ambient Temperature (DC) 

Tranaltlon Time va 
Ambient Tempereture 

Vee = 5V 

TLlF/11945-17 

Freq = 65 MHz 

tTHL ~ 
~ 

tTLH 

-40 -15 10 35 60 85 

Vee - Power Supply Voltage (V) TA - Ambient Temperature (DC) 

TLlF/11945-1a TL/F/11945-19 
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ADVANCE INFORMATION. 

DS90LV032 
3V LVDS· Quad .CMOS Differential Line Receiver 

General Description 
The DS90LV032 is a quad CMOS differential line receiver 
designed for applications requiring ultra low power dissipa
tion and high data rates. The device is designed to support 
data rates in excess of 100 Mbps (50 MHz) utilizing Low 
Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) technology. 

The DS90LV032 accepts low voltage (350 mV) differential 
input signals and translates them to 3V CMOS output levels. 
The receiver supports a TRI-STATEGD function that may be 
used to multiplex outputs. The receiver also supports 
OPEN, shorted and terminated (1000) input Failsafe. Re
ceiver output will be High for all failsafe conditions. 

The DS90LV032 and Companion line driver (DS90LV031) 
provide a new alternative to high power psuedo-ECL devic
es for high speed point to point interface applications. 

Features 
• 3.3V power supply design 
• > 100 Mbps (50 MHz) switching rates 
• Accepts small swing (350 mV) differential signal levels . 
• Ultra low power dissipation C , 

• TBD ps maximum differential skew (3.3V, 25"C) 
• TBD ns maximum propagation delay 
• Industrial operating temperature range 

(-40'C to +85'C) 
• Available in surface mount packaging (SOIC) 
• Pin compatible with DS26C32A, MB570 (PECL), 

41 LF (PECL), and DS90C032 

• Supports OPEN, short and terminated input failsafe 
• Compatible with IEEE 1596.3 SCI LVDS standard 
• Compatible with TIA/EIA-644 LVDS standard 

Connection Diagram Functional Diagram and Truth Tables 

Dual-In-Llne 

RtNI' 

RtNI- 16 Vee RtNI-
RoUT I 

IitNI' RtN4-

RoUT! RtN4+ 

EN ROuT4 RtN2+ 

RoUT2 EN' 
~N2-

RoUT2 

RtN2+ RoUT3 

RtN2- RtN3+ 

GND RtN3~ . ~N3+ 
RoUT3 

TL/F/I2624··1 RtN3-

Order Number 
DS90LV032TM 

See NS Package Number M16A RtN4+ 
Rouu 

RtN4-

EN 
EN' 

TLlF/12624-2 

RECEIVER 

ENABLES INPUTS OUTPUT 

EN 

L 

All other combinations 
of ENABLE inputs 

5-24 

EN· 

H 
. R'N+ - R'N- ROUT 

x z 
V,O ~ O.lV H 

V,O ~ -O.lV L 

Full Failsafe 
OPEN/SHORT H 
or Terminated 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY ~ 

DS90CR211/DS90CR212 
21-Bit Channel Link 

General Description 
The DS90CR211 transmitter converts 21 bits of CMOS/TTL 
data into three LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fourth LVDS link. 
Every cycle of the transmit clock 21 bits of input data are 
sampled and transmitted. The DS90CR212 receiver con
verts the LVDS data streams back into 21 bits of CMOS/ 
TTL data. At a transmit clock frequency of 40 MHz, 21 bits 
of TTL data are transmitted at a rate of 280 Mbps per LVDS 
data channel. Using a 40 MHz clock, the data throughput is 
105 Megabytes per second. 

The 21 CMOS/TTL inputs can support a variety of signal 
combinations. For example, 54-bit nibbles plus 1 control, or 
2 9-bit (byte + parity) and 3 control. 

Block Diagrams 
DS90CR211 

Features 
• Up to 105 Mbyte/s bandwidth 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 48-lead TSSOP package 
• Rising edge data strobe 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 

DS9OCR212 

DATA (LVDS) 

CMOS/TTL """'--11--1 
INPUTS 

(140 To 280 Mbit/s 
On Each LVDS 

Channel) 
t-+r-- CMOS/TTL 

OUTPUTS 

TRANSMIT CLOCK IN 
(20 To 40 MHz) 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CR211 MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 
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CLOCK (LVDS) 
(20 To 40 MHz) 

5-25 

RECEIVER 
CLOCK OUT 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CR212MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

TUF/12637-1 
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Connection Diagrams 
DS90CR211 

TxlN4 
Vee 

TxlNS 
TxlN6 

GND 
TxlN7 
TxlNB 

Vee 
TxlN9 

TxlNl0 
GND 

TxlNll 
TxlN12 

Vee 
TxlN13 
TxlN14 

GND 
lxlN1S 
TxlN16 
TxlN17 

Vee 
TxlN1B 
TxlH19 

GND 

TL/F/I2837-2 
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RxOUT17 
RxOUT1B 

GND 
RxOUT19 
RxOUT20 

N/c 
LVDSGND 

RxINO

DS9OCR212 

RxINO+ __ .... ~, 
RxlNl
RxlNl+ 

Lvlis Vee 
LVDSGND 

RxIN2-
. RxIN2+ __ .... ~, 

RxCLK IN
RxCLKIN+ 
LVDSGND 

PLLGND 
PLL Vee 
PLLGND 

PViRiiWN 
RxCLKOUT 

RxOUTO 

TLlF/12637-3 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation @ + 25·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTD48 (TSSOP) Package: 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS90CR211 1.98W 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.3Vto +6V DS90CR212 1.89W 

CMOS/TIL Input Voltage -0.3Vto(Vcc + 0.3V) Package Derating: DS90CR211 16 mW /·C above + 25·C 

CMOS/TIL Ouput Voltage -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V) DS90CR212 15 mW I"C above + 25·C 

LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4). 

LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration continuous Conditions Junction Temperature + 150"C 
Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 150"C Min Nom Max Units 

Supply Voltage (VCC) 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Lead Temperature (Soldering. 4 sec.) +26O"C Operating Free Air Temperature (TAl -10 + 25 + 70 ·C 

Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CMOS/TTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vcc V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -0.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10l = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = Vee. GND. 2.5V or O.4V ±5.1 ±10 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VOD Differential Output Voltage Rl = 1000 250 290 450 mV 

AVOD Change in VOD between 
35 mV 

Complementary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

AVCM Change In VCM between 
35 V 

Complementary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV. RL = 1000 -2.9 -5 mA 

10Z Output TRI-STATEIID Current Power Down - OV. VOUT - OV or VCC ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTl Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I Vee = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV l ±10 p.A 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify cond~ions for device operation. 
Note 2: Typlcal velues are given for Vee = 5.0VandTA = + 25"C. 
Note 3: Current into device pins is defined as po~e. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. Voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified (except Voo and l!Noo). 

Note 4: ESO Rating: HBM (1.5 kll, 100 pF) 
PLL Vee" 1000V 
All other pins., 2000V 
EIAJ (011, 200 pF) ., 150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, I f = 32.5 MHz 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1,2) I f = 37.5 MHz 

Iccrz Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, , I f = 32.5 MHz 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 3) I f = 37.5 MHz 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 2) 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 2) 

CLHT CMOS/TIL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 

CHLT CMOS/TIL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 4) 

TCCS TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 5) 

TSSPW Tx Sub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 5) I f = 20 MHz 5.5 

Rces RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 6) 25 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 6) 0.35T 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 6) 0.35T 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 6) 8 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure 6) 2.5 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 7) 25 

Note A: This Iimij based on bench characterization. 

Nota B: This limit assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 ps. 

5-28 

I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

34 46 rnA 

36 48 rnA 

1 10 p.A 

55 75 rnA 

60 80 rnA 

1 10 p.A 

Typ Max Units 

0.75 1.5 ns 

0.75 1.5 ns 

3.5 6.5 ns 

2.7 6.5 ns 

8 ns 

350 ps 

7 8 ns 

700 ps 

T 50 ns 

0.5T 0.65T ns 

0.5T 0.65T ns 

ns 

2 ns 

T 50 ns 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 7) f = 20 MHz 19 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6 ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 7) f = 20 MHz 21.5 ns 

f = 40 MHz 10.5 ns 

RSRC RxCLK Setup to RxCLK OUT (Figure 7) f = 20 MHz 14 ns 

f = 40 MHz 4.5 ns 

RHRC 
o. 

RxCLK Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 7) . f = 20 MHz 16 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6 ns 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25·C. 
5 9.7 

Vee = 5.0V (FigureS) 
ns 

.. RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25·C. 
7.6 11.9 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 9) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 10) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 10 ms 

'. 

~ 
! 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

TxClK IN/RxClK OUT 

ODD TxIN/RxOUT 

EVEN TxIN/RxOUT 

Tl/F/12637 -4 

FIGURE 1. "WORST CASE" Test Pattern 

Vdiff = (TxOUT+)-(TxOUT-) 

TL/F/12637-5 Vdiff ------oOJ! 
LLHT 

TL/F/12637-6 

FIGURE 2. DS90CR211 (Transmitter) LVDS OUtput Load and Transition Timing 

CMOS/TTL OUTPUT 
DS90CR211 

*spr 
TL/F/12637-7 

CMOS/TTL OUTPUT ----=~'" 

ClHT 

TL/F/12637-6 

FIGURE 3. DS90CR212 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Timing 

TXCLK IN -------"'1 
TelT 

TLlF/12637-9 

Tees 

FIGURE 4. DS90CR211 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

TSSPW 

TlhtE-
Tl/F/12637-10 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdiff - OV 

Note 2: TCCS measured between ear1iest and latest Initial LVDS edges. 

Note 3: TxCLK OUT Differential Low -+ High Edge 

FIGURE 5. DS90CR211 (Transmitter) Channel·to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

http://www.national.com 

1--- TCIP ----l Sample on L-H Edge 

2.0V 

TxCLK IN ---.I 

TxlN 0:21 1.5V Setup 1.5V 

FIGURE 6. DS90CR211 Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

.1--- RCOP ----l Sample on L -H Edge 

2.0V 

RxCLK OUT ___ 01 

RxOUT 0:21 1.5V 

FIGURE 7. DS90CR212 Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12637-13 

FIGURE 8. DS90CR211 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12637-14 

FIGURE 9. DS90CR212 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

2V 

POWER DOWN -----, 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUT1/ 
RxlNl 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 

•• SV 

Vee ------' 

TxCLK IH 

TxCLK OUT/ 
RxCLK IN 

~======- S.SV 

FIGURE 10. DS9OCR211 (Transmitter) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN ------' 

Vee --...... --' 

RxCLK IH 

RxCLK OUT 

FIGURE 11. DS9OCR212 (Receiver) P!'Iase Lock Loop Set Time 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN / \ __ ~--.lr 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

T/7 

FIGURE 12. Seven Bits of LVDS In On. Clock Cycle 

Previous Cycle Hexl Cycle 

.' 

FIGURE 13.21 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CR211) 

5·32 

TL/F/12637-15 

TL/F/12637-16 

TUF/12637-17 

TUFI12637-18 
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DS90CR211 Pin Description-Channel Link Transmitter 
Pin Name 1/0 No. Description 

TxlN I 21 TTL Level inputs 

TxOUT+ 0 3 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 3 Negative LVDS differential data output 

TxCLKIN I 1 TTL level clock input. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive L VDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative LVDS differential clock output 

PWREiOWN I 1 TTL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI-STA TES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL inputs 

PLLVee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVcc I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CR212 Pin Description-Channel Link Receiver 
Pin Name 1/0 No. Description 

RxIN+ I 3 Positive L VDS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 3 Negative LVDS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 21 TTL level outputs 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKOUT 0 1 TTL level clock output. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

PWRDOiiill'J I 1 TTL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL outputs 

PLLVcc I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVcc I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 
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~National Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY 

DS90CR281/DS90CR282 
28-Bit Channel Link 

General Description .Features 
• Up to 140 Mbyte/sec bandwidth The DS90CR281 transmitter converts 28 bits of CMOS/TTL 

data into four LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Sigl)8ling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fifth LVDS link. Every 
cycle of the transmit clock 28 bits of input data are sampled 
and transmitted. The DS9OCR282 receiver converts the 
LVDS data streams back into 28 bits of CMOS/TTL data. At 
a transmit clock frequency of 40 MHz, 28 bits of TTL data 
are transmitted at a rate of 280 Mbps per LVDS data chan
nel. USing a 40 MHz clock, the data throughput is 
140 Megabytes per second. 

• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 56-lead TSSOP package 
• Rising edge data strobe 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 

The 28 CMOS/TTL Inputs can support a variety of signal 
combinations. For example, 7 4-bit nibbles or 3 9-bit (byte + 
parity) and 1 control. 

Block Diagrams 

DStOCR281 

CMOS/TTL ~2",8+--1 
INPUTS 

TRANSIotIT CLOCK IN 
(20 To 40 IotHz) 

POWER DOWN 

DATA (LVDS) 

(140 To 280 Mblt/. 
On Each LVDS 

Channel) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 
(20 To 40 IotHz) 

DS90CR282 

CMOS/TTL 
OUTPUTS 

RECEIVER 
CLOCK OUT 

POWER DOWN 

TLlF112638-1 

Order Number DS9OCR281MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

Order Number DS90CR282MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 
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Connection Diagrams 
DS90CR281 

Vee 
TxlN5 
TxlN6 
TxlN7 

GNO 
TxlN8 
TxlN9 

TxlNl0 
Vee 

TxlN 11 
TxlN 12 
TxlN 13 

GNO 
TxlN 14 
TxlN15 
TxlN 16 
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RxOUT22 
RxOUT23 
RxOUT24 

GND 
RxOUT25 
RxOUT26 
RxOUT27 

LVOSGND 

DS9OCR282 

RxINO- __ .. ~~ 

RxINO+ 
RxlN 1-
RxlN1 + 

LVOS Vee 
LVOSGNO 

RxIN2-
RxIN2+ 

RxCLKIN- 18 
RxCLKIN+ 19 

RxIN3- 20 
RxIN3+ 

LVOSGNO 21 
PLLGNO 22 
PLL Vee 23 
PLLGNO 24 

PWR OWN 25 
RxCLKOUT ~~ 

RxOUTO 28 
GNO 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTD56(TSSOP) Package: 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS90CR281 1.63W 

Supply Voltage (Vce> -0.3Vto +6V DS90CR282 1.61W 

CMOS/TIL Input Voltage -0.3Vto(Vcc + 0.3V) Package Derating: DS90CR281 12.5 mW fOC above + 25·C 

CMOS/TIL Ouput Voltage -0.3Vto{Vcc + 0.3V) DS90CR282 12.4 mW fOC above + 25·C 

LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3Vto{Vec + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4). 

LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vcc + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration continuous Conditions 
Junction Temperature + 150·C 
Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 1500C 

Min Nom Max Units 
Supply Voltage {Vee> 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260·C Operating Free Air Temperature (T A> -10 + 25 + 70 ·C 

Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recoml11ended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

CMOS/TIL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vcc V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -0.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOL=2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

Vel Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18 mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = Vcc, GND, 2.5V or O.4V ±5.1 ±10 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage Rl = 1000 250 290 450 mV 

I1Noo Change in Voo between 
35 mV 

Complementary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

tNCM Change in VCM between 
35 V 

Complementary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV, Rl = 1000 -2.9 -5 mA 

loz Output TRI·STATEIII> Current Power Down OV, VOUT OVorVcc ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTl Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I Vcc = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV I ±10 p.A 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the device 
should be operated at these limRs. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation. 
Nota 2: Typical values are given for Vee = 5.0V and TA = + 25"C. 
Nota 3: Current Into device pins Is defined as positive. Current out of device pins Is defined as negative. VoHagas are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified (except Voo and .l.Voo). 
Note 4: ESO Rating: HBM (1.5 kO, 100 pF) 

PLL Vee" 1000V 
All other pins ., 20D0V 
EIAJ (00, 200 pF) ., 150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICClW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, l f = 32.5 MHz 34 46 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures " 2) I f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down Low 
1 10 /loA Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, I f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 3) I f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power DOwn - Low 
1 10 /loA Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 2) 0.75 1.5 ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 2) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 3.5 6.5 ns 

CHLT CMOS/TTL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 4) 8 ns 

TCes TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 5) 350 ps 

TSSPW Tx Sub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 5) I f = 20 MHz 5.5 7 8 ns 

RCes RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 700 ps 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 6) 25 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 6) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 6) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 6) 8 ns 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure 6) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 7) 25 T 50 ns 

Note A: This limit based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limit assumes a maximum cable sk_ of 350 ps. 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specilied (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter. Min Typ Max Units 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 7) 1= 20 MHz 19 ns 

1= 40 MHz' 6 ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 7) 1= 20 MHz 21.5 ns 

1= 40 MHz 10.5 ns 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (Figure 7) 1= 20 MHz 14 ns 

1= 40 MHz 4.5 ns 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 7) 1= 20 MHz 16 ns 

1= 40 MHz 6 ns 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 
5 9.7 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 8) 
ns 

RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 
7.6 11.9 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 9) 
ns .. 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 10) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 10 ms 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

, I .' , 
TxCLK IN /RxCLK OUT ~ 

,P-----..1 , 

ODDTxIN/RxOUT --J , , 
EVEN TxIN /RxOUT ~ 

~,--------------------~ 

FIGURE 1. "WORST CASE" Telt Pattern 

Vdiff = (TxOUT+ )-(TxOUT-) 

TL/F/12638-5 Vdiff ------""'1 

L 

L 

LLHT 

FIGURE 2. DS9OCR281 (Tranlmltter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Timing 

DS90CR282 
CNOS/TTL OUTPUT 

*8PF 
TL/F/12638-7 

eNOS/TTL OUTPUT ----=,;;,;;;,'" 
eLHT 

FIGURE 3. DS90CR282 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Timing 

TXCLK IN ------""'1 
TelT 

TL/F/12636-9 

FIGURE 4. DS9OCR281 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

Tecs TSSPW 

Note 1: Meaaurements at Vdlff = OV 

TL/F/12636-4 

TL/FI12638-6 

TL/FI12638-6 i 

Note 2: TeeS measured between earliest and latest initial LVDS edges. 

Nota 3: TxCLK OUT Differential Low ..... High Edge 

TlME-
TUF/12636- 10 

FIGURE 5. DS9OCR281 (Tranlmltter) Channel·to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

1--- TCIP ---I Sample on L-H Edge 

2.0V 

TxCLK IN ___ " 

TxIN'''O:27 1.5V 

TL/F/12638-11 

FIGURE 6. DS90CR281 (Transmitter) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

1--- RCOP ---I Sample on L-H Edge 

2.0V 
1.5V 

RxCLK OUT ___ I 

- RSRC --RHRC-

RxOUT 0:27 1.5V 
, 

Hold ~ 'l.5V \ Setup 
\ 

FIGURE 7. (Receiver) DS90CR282 Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12638-13 

FIGURE 8. DS9OCR281 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

RxCLK IN 

~xCLK OUT 

TUF/12838-14 

FIGURE 9. DS90CR282 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

T.ClK OUT 
R.ClK IN 

T.OUT3/ 
R.IN3 

T.OUT2/ 
R.IN2 

TxOUT1! 
R.,N I 

T.OUTO/ 
R.INO 

2V 

POWER DOWN ----------, 

4.SV 

T.ClK IN 

T.ClK OUT/ 
R.ClK IN 

.-=======--- S.SV 

FIGURE 10. DS90CR281 (Transmitter) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN -----------' 

Vee ---------" 

R.ClK IN 

R.ClK OUT 

FIGURE 11. DS90CR282 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

T.ClK OUT / \ R.ClK IN 

" , , 
~ : 

T.OUT! 
R.IN 

FIGURE 12. Seven Bits of LVDS In One Clock Cycle 

Previous Cycle Next Cyc:le 

TL/F/12638-15 

Tl/F/12638-16 

" 

TL/F/12838-17 

T.IN27 

T.IN19 

T.IN8 

T.INO 

TLlF/12838-18 

FIGURE 13.28 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS9OCR281) 
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DS90CR281 Pin Description-Channel Link Transmitter 
PlnName 110 No. Description 

TxiN I 28 TIL Level inputs 

TxOUT+ 0 4 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 4 Negative L VDS differential data output 

TxCLKIN I 1 TIL level clock input. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive L VDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative LVDS differential clock output 

ISWAI50WFJ I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low Input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL inputs 

PLLVce I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVce I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CR282 Pin Descrlption-Channel Link Receiver 
PinName 1/0 No. Description 

RxIN+ I 4 Positive LVDS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 4 Negative LVDS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 28 TIL level outputs 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKOUT 0 1 TIL level clock output. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

ISWAoOWiiI I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL outputs 

PLLVce I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 

/ 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DS90CR561/DS90CR562 
L VDS 18-Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link 
General Description 
The DS90CR561 transmitter converts 21 bits of CMOS/TTL 
data into three LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fourth LVDS link. 
Every cycle of the transmit clock 21 bits of input data are 
sampled and transmitted. The DS90CR562 receiver con
verts the LVDS data streams back into 21 bits of CMOS/ 
TTL data. At a transmit clock frequency of 40 MHz, 18 bits 
of RGB data and 3 bits of LCD timing and control data 
(FPLlNE, FPFRAME, DRDY) are transmitted at a rate of 280 
Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 40 MHz clock, the 
data throughput is 105 Megabytes per second. These devic
es are offered with rising edge data strobes for convenient 
interface with a variety of graphics and LCD panel control
lers. 

This chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size 
problems associated with wide, high speed TTL interfaces. 

Block Diagrams 
DS9OCR561 

CMOS/TTL 
INPUTS GRN ~'-I~-I 

BLU ~'-I~-I 

FPLINE (HSYNC) ---1 ..... -1 
FPFRAME (VSYNC) ---1"--1 

DRDY (DATA --I~-I 
ENABLE) 

FPSHlrT IN 
(20 To 40 MHz) 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS9OCR561MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

r-

HOST GRAPHICS CMOS/ 
CONTROLLER TTL 

~ 

:> 

~ 
FPSHIFT IN (TxCLK IN) -5-t~ 

http://www.nalional.com 

Features 
• Up to 105 Megabyte/sec bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 48-lead TSSOP package 
• Rising edge data strobe 
• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

DATA (LVDS) 

(140 To 280 Mbit/s 
On Each LVDS 

Channel) 

DS9OCR562 

I--+r-RED 

I--+r-GRN 

I--+r-BLU 

CMOS/TTL 
OUTPUTS 

1-+-- FPLINE (HSYNC) 

1--+-- FPFRAME (VSYNC) 
1--+-- DRDY (DATA 

ENABLE) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 
(20 To 40 MHz) FPSHlrT OUT 

(20 To 4014Hz) 

Application 

DATA (LVDS) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 

5-43 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS9OCR562MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

-
> 
> CMOS/ LCD PANEL 

TTL CONTROLLER 

> 

>5-L...-...J 
FPSHIFT OUT (RxCLK OUT) 

TLlF/12470-1 

TLlF/12470-2 

~ 
I 



C'i 

~ Connection Diagrams g 
DS9OCR561 DS90CR562 m 

TxlN4 48 RxOUT17 Vee Q 47 TxlN3 .... Vee 46 TxlN2 lixOUT1S RxOUT16 

~ TxlN5 GND GND RxOUT15 
II) TxlN6 4.5 TxlNI RxOUT19 RxOUT14 
II: GND 44 TxlNO RxOUT2G GND 
(,) TxlN7 43 N/c N/c RxOUT13 
0 TxlN8 42 LVDSGND LVDS GND Vee m Vee 41 TxOUTO- RxINO- RxOUT12 
Q TxlN9 40 TxOUTQ+ RxINO+ RxOUTl1 

TxlNl0 39 TxOUT1- RxlNl- RxOUT10 
GND ~~ TxOUT1+ RxlNl+ GND 

TxlN 11 36 LVDS Vee LVDSVee RxOUT9 
TxlN12 35 LVDSGND , LVDS GND Vee 

Vee TxOUT2- RxIN2- RxOUT8 
TxlN13 34 TxOUT2+ RxIN2+ RxOUT7 
TxlN14 33 TxCLK OUT- RxCLK IN- RxOUT6 

GND 32 TxCLK OUT+ RxCLK IN';' GND 
TxlN15 31 LVDS GND LVDSGND RxOUT5 
TxlN 16 30 PLLGND PLLGND RxOUT4 
TxlN17 i: PLL Vee PLL Vee RxOUT3 

Vee 27~ PLL GND Vee 
TxlN18 

26 ~:~L~~~ PWRDWN RxOUT2 
TxlN19 RxCLKOUT RxOUT 1 

GND 25 TxlN20 RxOUTO GND 

TLlF/I2470-3 TL/F/12470-4 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation @ + 25'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTD48 (TSSOP) Package: 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS90CR561 1.98W 

Supply Voltage (Vcc) -0.3Vto +6V DS90CR562 1.89W 

CMOS/TTL Input Voltage -0.3Vto(Vcc + 0.3V) Package Derating: DS90CR561 16 mW I'C above + 25'C 

CMOS/TTL Ouput Voltage -0.3Vto(Vcc + 0.3V) 
DS90CR562 15mWI'Cabove +25'C 

LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vcc + 0.3V) 
This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4) 

LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3Vto(Vee + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration continuous Conditions 
Junction Temperature + 150'C 

Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C 
Min Nom Max Units 

Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260'C 

Operating Free Air Temperature (TAl -10 + 25 + 70 'C 

Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CMOS/TTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vcc V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -0.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10l = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = Vcc, GND, 2.5V or 0.4V ±5.1 ±10 pA 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage Rl = 100.0 250 290 450 mV 

AVoo Change in Voo between 
35 mV 

Complimentary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

AVCM Change in VCM between 
35 V 

Complimentary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

lOS Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV, Rl = 100.0 -2.9 -5 rnA 

loz Output TRI-STATEIi!> Current Power Down OV,VOUT OVorVee ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTl Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN I nput Current VIN = +2.4V I VCC = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV I ±10 p.A 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation. 
Note 2: Typical values are given for Vee - 5.0V and TA - + 25·C. 
Note 3: Current into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. Voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified (except Voo and IlVoo). 
Note 4: ESO Rating: HBM (1.5 kO, 100 pF) 

PLL Vee ;, 1000V 
All other pins ;, 2000V 
EIAJ (00, 200 pF) ;, 150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 34 46 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 3) f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 27 42 mA 
16 Grayscale Grayscale Pattern (Figures 2, 3) f = 37.5 MHz 28 43 mA 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down Low 
1 10 /LA Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 4) f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

ICCRG Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 35 55 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern (Figures 2, 4) f = 37.5 MHz 37 58 mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
1 10 /LA Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Flflure 4) 3.5 6.5 ns 

CHLT CMOS/TTL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 4) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 8 ns 

TCCS TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 350 ps 

TSSPW Tx Sub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 20 MHz 5.5 7 8 ns 

RCes RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 700 ps 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Flflure 7) 25 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 8 ns 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 8) 25 T 50 ns 

Note A: This 11m" based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limit assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 pa. 

I 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 19 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6 ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 21.5 ns 

f = 40 MHz 10.5 ns 

RSRC RxCLK Setup to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 14 ns 

f = 40 MHz 4.5 ns 

RHRC RxCLK Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 16 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6 ns 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 
5 9.7 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 9) 
ns 

RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 
7.6 11.9 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 10) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 12) 10 ms 

, 

~ 
I 

I 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT 

000 TxIN/RxOUT 

EVEN TxIN/RxOUT 

TlIF/12470-5 

FIGURE 1. "Worst Case" Test Pattern 

Davice Pin Name Signol Signal~ : ~9.!!!l Fre9.l!!!!£X 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT I 

TxINO/RxOUTO R5 1/16 

TXIN I /RxOUT I R4 1/8 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R3 1/4 

Txln3/RxOUT3 R2 1/2 

TxIN4/RxOUT4 RI Steady State, Low 

TxIN5/RxOUT5 RO Steady State, Low 

TxIN6/RxOUT6 G5 1/16 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 G4 1/8 

TxIN8/RxOUT8 G3 1/4 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G2 1/2 

TxlN I O/RxOUTl 0 GI Steady State, Low 
TxINI I/RxOUTI I GO Steady State, Low 

TxlN 12/RxOUTI2 95 1 L 1/16 

TxlN I 3/RxOUTl 3 94 f/8 

TxIN14/RxOUT14 93 1/4 

TxINI5/RxOUTI5 92 1/2 
TxINI6/RxOUTI6 91 ! i Steady State, Low 
TxlN 17 /RxOUT 17 90 I Steady State, Low 
TxlN 18/RxOUTl8 Syncl I 

Steady State, High 
TxINI9/RxOUTI9 Sync2 Steady State, High 
TxIN20/RxOUT20 Sync3 Steady State, High 

TlIF/12470-6 

FIGURE 2. "16 Grayscale" Test Pattern 

Note 1: The worst case test pattern produces a maximum toggling of device digital circuitry, LVDS 110 and TIL 110. 

Note 2: The 16 grayscale test pattern tests device power consumption for a "typical" LCD display pattern. The test pattern approximates signal switching needed 
to produce groups of 16 vertical stripes across the display • 

. Note 3: F/gur9 1 and F/gur9 2 show a rising edge data strobe (TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT). 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

OS90CR562 

http://www.national.com 

Vdiff = (TxOUT+ )-(TxOUT-) 

TL/F/12470-8 
Vdiff----=~ 

LLHT 

FIGURE 3. DS90CR561 (Transmitter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Timing 

CMOS/TTL OUTPUT 

*SPf 
TL/F/12470-10 

CMOS/TTL OUTPUT ----~~ 

CLHT 

FIGURE 4. DS90CR562 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Timing 

TXCLK IN ----...;.;.;~ 

TCIT 

TL/F/12470-9 

CHLT 

TLlF/12470-11 

TLlF/12470-15 

TCCS 

FIGURE 5. DS90CR561 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

TSSPW 

TlME-
TL/F/12470-16 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdiff = OV 

Note 2: TCCS measured between earliest and latest initial LVDS edges. 

Note 3: TxCLK OUT Differential High -+ Low Edga for DS90CF561 

TxCLK OUT Differential Low -+ High Edge for DS90CR561 

FIGURE 6. DS90CR561 (Transmitter) Channel·to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

1--- TCIP---i Sample on L-H Edge 

2.0V 

TxCLK IN ---" 

TxIN 0:20 1.5V Setup 1.5V 

FIGURE 7. DS90CR581 Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

1---'- Rcap ---I 'Sample on L -H Edge 

2.0V 

RxCLK OUT ---" 

RxOUT 0:20 1.5V 1.5V 

FIGURE 8. DS9OCR582 Setup/Hold and High/low Times 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12470-17 

FIGURE 9. DS9OCR561 (Transmitter) Clock In to Cloc;:k Out Delay 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12470-18 

FIGURE 10. DS9OCR582 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
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2V 

POWER DOWN -----, 

,.;.=======- 5.5V 

4.5V 

Vee -----, 
\+---- TPLLS ----I 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT/ 
RxCLK IN 

FIGURE 11. DS9OCR561 (Transmitter) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN -----, 

Vee -----, 
1--- RPLLS ---1 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

FIGURE 12. DS90CR562 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TxClK OUT 
RxClK IN 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUTl/ 
RxlNl 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 

TxClK OUT 
RxClK IN 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

/ 
'. 

\~, _----J{ 
" 

T/7 

FIGURE 13. Seven Bits of LVDS in One Clock Cycle 

Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

FIGURE 14. 21 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CR561) 
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DS90CR561 Pin Description-FPD Link Transmitter 
Pin Name 1/0 No. Description 

TxlN I 21 TTL Level input. This includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 control lines (FPLlNE, FPFRAME, 
DRDY). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and DATA ENABLE.) 

TxOUT+ 0 3 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 3 Negative LVDS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TTL level clock input. The rising edge acts as data strobe. 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive L VDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative L VDS differential clock output 

PWRDOWN I 1 TTL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI-ST ATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL inputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CR562 Pin Description-FPD Link Receiver 
Pin Name I/O No. Description 

RxIN+ I 3 Positive LVDS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 3 Negative L VDS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 21 TTL level outputs. This includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 control lines (FPLlNE, FPFRAME, 
DRDY). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and DATA ENABLE.) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TTL level clock output. The rising edge acts as data strobe. 

PWRDOWN I 1 TTL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL outputs 

PLLVee I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 
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ttlNational Semiconductor 

DS90CF561/DS90CF562 
LVDS 18-Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link 
General Description 
The DS90CF561 transmitter converts 21 bits of CMOS/TTL 
data into three LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fourth LVDS link. 
Every cycle of the transmit clock 21 bits of input data are 
sampled and transmitted. The DS90CF562 receiver con
verts the LVDS data streams back into 21 bits of CMOS/ 
TTL data. At a transmit clock frequency of 40 MHz, 18 bits 
of RGB data and 3 bits of LCD timing and control data 
(FPLlNE, FPFRAME, DRDy) are transmitted at a rate of 
280 Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 40 MHz clock, 
the data throughput is 105 Megabytes per second. These 
devices are offered with falling edge data strobes for conve
nient interface with a variety of graphics and LCD panel 
controllers. 

This chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size 
problems associated with wide, high speed TTL interfaces. 

Block Diagrams 

DS90CF561 

RED ~'-f--t 

CMOS/TTL 
INPUTS GRN ~'-f--t 

BLU ~'-f--t 

FPLINE (HSYNC) --f--t 
FPFRAME (VSYNC) --f--t 

DRDY (DATA --f--I 
ENABLE) 

FPSHIFT IN 
(20 To 40 MHz) 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CF561MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

r-

HOST GRAPHICS CMOS/ 
CONTROLLER TTL 

~ 

.z 

.z 

il.--5-t~ FPSHIFT IN (TxCLK IN) 

Features 
• Up to 105 Megabyte/sec bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS ,design 
• Power down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 48-lead TSSOP package 
• Falling edge data strobe 
• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

DATA (LVDS) 

(140 To 280 Mbit/s 
On Each LVDS 

Channel) 

DS90CF562 

t-+r-RED 

t-+r-GRN 

t-+r-BLU 

CMOS/TTL 
OUTPUTS 

t-+-- FPLINE (HSYNC) 

t-+-- FPFRAME (VSYNC) 
1-+-- DRDY (DATA 

ENABLE) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 
(20 To 40 MHz) FPSHIFT OUT 

(20 To 40 MHz) 

Application 

DATA (LVDS) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 

5-54 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CF562MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

-
> 
> CMOS/ LCD PANEL 

TTL CONTROLLER 

> 

>5- r-

~'FT OUT (RxCLK OUT) 

TL/F/12485-1 

TLlFI12485-2 
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II 

Connection Diagrams 
DS90CF561 

TxlN4 
Vee 

TxlN5 
TxlN6 

GND 
TxlN7 
TxlN8 

Vee 
TxlN9 

TxlN10 
GND 

TxlN,ll 
TxlN12 

Vee 
TxlN 13 
TxlN14 

GND 
TxlN 15 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

It Military/Aerospace. specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation @ + 25'C 
please contact the. ",atlonal Semiconductor Sales MTD48 (TSSOP) Package: 
Office/Distributors tor availability and specltJ.catlons. DS90CF561 1.98W 

Supply Voltage (vccl -o.aVto +6V DS90CF562 1.89W 

CMOS/TTL Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3Y) Package Derating: DS90CF561 16mW/"Cabove +25'C 

CMOS/TTL Ouput Voltage -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V) DS90CF562 15 mWrC above + 25'C 

LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3Y) 
This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4). 

LVDS DriverOutput Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration' continuous Conditions 
Junction Temperature + 150'C 

Storage Temperature Range -65'Cto + 150'C 
Min Nom Max Units 

Supply Voltage (VCC) 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260'C 

Operating Free AirTemperature (TAl -10 + 25 + 70 'c 
Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parsmeter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

CMOS/TTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 VCC V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -0.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOl=2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = VCC, GND, 2.5V or 0.4V ±5.1 ±10 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

. LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage RL = 1000 250 290 450 mV 

I:..voo Change in Voo between 
35 mV 

Complimentary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

aVCM Change in VCM between 
35 V 

Complimentary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV, RL = 1000 -2.9 -5 mA 

loz OutputTRI-STATEiIIl Current Power Down OV, VOUT OV or Vee ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTL Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I Vee = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV I ±10 !LA 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Charactaristics" specify conditions for device operation. 

Note 2: Typical values are given for Vee = 5.0V and TA = + 25'C. 

Note 3: Current Into device pins Is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is definsd as negative. Voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified (except Voo and "'Veo!. 

Note 4: ESC Rating: HBM (1.5 kll. 100 pF) 
PLL Vee ;" 1000V 
All other pins ;" 2000V 
EIAJ (On. 200 pF) ;" 150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 34 46 mA 
Worst Case Worst case Pattern (Agures " 3) f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 27 42 mA 
16 Grayscale Grayscale Pattern (Figures 2, 3) f = 37.5 MHz 28 43 mA 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
1 10 /loA Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 4) f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

ICCRG Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 35 55 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern (Agures 2, 4) f = 37.5 MHz 37 58 mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down Low 
1 10 p.A 

Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 4) 3.5 6.5 ns 

CHLT CMOS/TIL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 4) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 8 ns 

TCes TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 350 ps 

TSSPW Tx Sub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 20 MHz 5.5 7 8 ns 

RCCS RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 700 ps 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 7) 25 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 8 ns 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure,?) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 8) 25 T 50 ns 

Note A: This limit based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limit assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 ps. 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max U",lts 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 21.5 ns 

f = 40 MHz 10.5 ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 8) f=20MHz 19 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6 ns 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (Fl(Jure8) f = 20 MHz 14 ns 

f = 40 MHz 4.5 ns 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (Fl(Jure 8) f = 20 MHz 16 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6.5 ns . 
TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 9) 
5 9.7 ns 

RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 
7.6 11.9 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 10) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 10 ms .. 

RPLLS Recei!ler Phase Lock Loop Set (Fl(Jure 12) . 10 ms 

,. 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT 

ODD TxIN/RxOUT 

EVEN TxIN/RxOUT 

TLlF/12485-5 

FIGURE 1. "Worst Case" Test Pattern 

Device Pin Name Signal Signal f!lli!!! : §l9.D!! Freru!!!!SX 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT f 

TxINO/RxOUTO RS f/16 

TxlN l/RxOUT1 R4 f/S 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R3 1/4 

Txln3/RxOUT3 R2 1/2 

TxIN4/RxOUT4 Rl Sleady Sialo, Low 

TxINS/RxOUT5 RO Sioody Siale, Low 

TxIN6/RxOUT6 G5 f/16 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 G4 I/S 

TxINS/RxOUT8 G3 1/4 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G2 f/2 
TxINl0/RxOUT10 Gl Sleady Sialo, Low 
TxlN 11/RxOUT 11 GO Sleady Sialo, Low 

TxlN 12/RxOUT12 B5 1 L 1/16 

TxIN13/RxOUT13 B4 

~ 
f/8 

TxIN14/RxOUT14 B3 1/4 

TxIN1S/RxOUT1S B2 1/2 
TxlN 16/RxOUT16 Bl ; ; Sioady Sialo, Low 
TxlN 17/RxOUT 17 BO I Sioady Sialo, Low 
TxIN18/RxDUT18 Syncl ! Sioady Sialo, High 
TxlN 19/RxOUT19 Sync2 Sioady Sialo, High 
TxIN20/RxOUT20 Sync3 Sioady Siale, High 

TL/F/12485-6 

FIGURE 2. "16 Grayscale" Test Pattern 

Not. 1: The worst case test pattern produces a maximum toggling of device dig/tal circuitry, LVDS 110 and TIL 110. 

Note 2: The 16 grayscale test pattern tests device power consumption for a "typical" LCD display pattern. The test pattern approximates Signal switching needed 
to produce groups of 16 vertical stripes across the display. 

Note 3: Figum 1 and Figum 2 show a falling edge data strobe (TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUn. 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

DS90CF562 

TxOUTI 

Vdiff = (TxOUT+ )-(TxOUT-) 

TL/F/12485-8 
Vdiff----~~ 

LLHT 

FIGURE 3. DS90CF561 (Transmitter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Timing 

Ct.lOS/TTL OUTPUT 

CMOS/TTL OUTPUT ----~~ 

TL/F/12485-10 
CLHT 

FIGURE 4. DS9OCF562 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Timing 

TXCLK IN ---...;.;.;::.'" 

TCIT 

TL/F/12485-9 

CHLT 

TUF/12485-11 

TL/F/12485-15 

TCCS 

FIGURE 5. DS90CF56·1 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

TSSPW 

TIME--
TL/FI12485-16 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdlff ~ OV 

Note 2: TCes measured between earliest and latest initial LVDS edges. 

Note 3: TxCLK OUT Differential High ~ Low Edge for DS90CF561 

TxCLK OUT Differential Low ~ High Edge for DS90CR561 

FIGURE 6. DS90CF561 (Transmitter) Channel·to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
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1-0-- TCIP ---I Sample on H-L Edge 

2.0V 
TxCLK IN 

TxlN 0:20 

FIGURE 7. DS90CF561 (Transmitter) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

Sam pie on H-LEdge 

2.0V 
RxCLK OUT 

RxOUT 0:20 

FIGURE 8. DS90CF562 (Receiver) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

TUF/12485-17 

FIGURE 9. DS90CF561 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

TUF/124B5-18 

FIGURE 10. DS90CF562 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

POWER DOWN 

2V 

,.::========- s.sv 
4.SV 

1------- TPLlS -------I 

TxClK IN 

TxClK OUT/ 
RxClK IN 

FIGURE 11. DS90CF561 (TransmIHer) Ph ... Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN -----, 

Vee -----' 
f+----- RPllS ----+I 

RxClK IN 

RxClK OUT 

FIGURE 12. DS90CF562 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUTI/ 
RxlNI 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 
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TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

I , , 
I· 

\ ___ -----If 
cycle a : , 

" 

FIGURE 13. Seven Bits of LVDS in One Clock Cycle 

Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

FIGURE 14.21 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CF561) 
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DS90CF561 Pin Description-FPD Link Transmitter 
PinName 110 No. Oeacrlptlon 

TxlN I 21 TIL level input. This includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 control lines (FPLINE, FPFRAME, 
OROY). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and OAT A ENABLE.) 

TxOUT+ 0 3 Positive LVOS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 3 Negative L VOS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TIL level clock input. The falling edge acts as data strobe. 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive LVOS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative LVOS differential clock output 

PWROOWN I 1 TTL level Input. Assertion (low Input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL inputs 

GNO I 5 Ground pins for TIL inputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGNO I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVOSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVOS outputs 

LVOSGNO I 3 Ground pins tor LVOS outputs 

DS90CF562 Pin Descriptipn-FPD Link Receiver 
PlnName 110 No. Description 

RxIN+ I 3 Positive LVOS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 3 Negative LVOS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 21 TIL level data outputs. This includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 control lines (FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, OROy). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and OAT A ENABLE.) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVOS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVOS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TIL level clock output. The falling edge acts as data strobe. 

PWROOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL outputs 

GNO I 5 Ground pins for TIL outputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGNO I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVOSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVOS inputs 

LVOSGNO I 3 Ground pins for LVOS inputs 
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I!J1National Semiconductor 

DS90CR581/DS90CR582 
LVDS 24-Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link 

General Description 
The DS90C581 transmitter converts 28 bits of CMOS/TTL 
data into four LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fifth LVDS link. Every 
cycle of the transmit clock 28 bits of input data are sampled 
and transmitted. The DS90C582 receiver converts the 
LVDS data streams back into 28 bits of CMOS/TTL data. At 
a transmit clock frequency of 40 MHz, 24 bits of RGB data 
and 4 bits of LCD timing and control data (FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDY, CNTL) are transmitted at a rate of 
280 Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 40 MHz clock, 
the data throughput is 140 Megabytes per second. 

The chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size 
problems associated with wide, high speed TTL interfaces. 

Block Diagrams 
DS90CR581 

8 
RED~"'-il--I 

8 CMOS/TTL 
INPUTS GRN ~"'-il--I 

8 
BLU ~"'-il---I 

FPLINE (HSYNC) ---11--1 
FPFRAME (VSYNC) _--11---1 

DRDY (DATA ENABLE) --ir--I 
CNTL --il---I-.....J 

FPSHlfT IN 
(20 To 40 101Hz) 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CR581MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

r-

HOST GRAPHICS CMOS/ 
CONTROLLER TTL 

J! 

~ 

~ 

... 
-I 

~ 
FPSHlfT IN (TxCLK IN) K5-tJ! 
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Features 
• Up to 140 Megabyte/sec Bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 56-lead TSSOP package 
• Rising edge data strobe 
• Compatible with TIA/EIA-644 LVDS standard 

DATA (LVDS) 

(140 To 280 Mbit/s 
On Each LVDS 

Channel) 

DS90CR582 

I--+r-RED 

I--+r-GRN 

I--+r-BLU 

CMOS/TTL 
OUTPUTS 

1--+-- FPLlNE (HSYNC) 

1--+-- FPFRAME (VSYNC) 
I--I---DRDY (DATA ENABLE) 

L..J--II-- CNTL 

CLOCK (LV OS) 
(20 To 40 MHz) FPSHlfT OUT 

(20 To 40 101Hz) 

Application 

DATA (LVDS) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 

5-65 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CR582MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

>-

> CMOS/ LCD PANEL 

> TTL CONTROLLER 

... 
> 
>D- -.--..r-

FPSHIFT OUT (RxCLK OUT) 

TL/F/12487-1 

TUF/12487-2 

• 



Connection Diagrams 
DS9OCR581 

TL/F/12487-3 

5·66 

RxOUT22 1 
RxOUT23 2 
RxOUT24 
, GND 
RxOUT25 

, RxOUT26 
RxOUT27 

LVDSGND 
RxINO
RxINO+ 
RxlNl

DS90CR582 

RxlNl+ __ "'.,," 
LVDSVcc 
LVDS GND 

RxIN2-
RxIN2+ 

RxCLKIN- 18 
RxcLKIN+ 19 

RxIN3- 20 
RxIN3+ 

LVDSGND 21 
PLLGND 22 
PLL V 23 
PLLG~g 24 

PWR OWN 25 
RxCLKOUT ~~ 

RxOUTO 28 
GND 

TL/F/12487-4 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25°C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTD56 (TSSOP) Package: DS90CR581 1.63W 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS90CR582 1.61W 
Supply Voltage (Vce> -0.3 to +6V Package Derating: DS90CR581 12.5 mW;oC above + 25°C 
CMOS/TTL Input Voltage -0.3 to (Vcc + 0.3V) DS90CR582 12.4 mW;oC above + 25·C 
CMOS/TTL Output Voltage -0.3 to (Vcc + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating. (Note 4) 
LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3 to (Vcc + 0.3V) 
LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3 to (Vcc + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration continuous Conditions 
Junction Temperature + 150·C Min Nom Max Units 
Storage Temperature Range -65·C to + 1500C Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Lead Temperature (Soldering. 4 sec.) + 2600C Operating Free 

Air Temperature (T IV -10 +25 +70 ·C 

Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CMOS/TTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -O.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10l = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18 mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = Vee. GND. 2.5V or 0.4V ±5.1 ±10 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

.LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage RL = 1000 250 290 450 mV 

~Voo Change in Voo between 
35 mV 

Complimentary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

~VCM Change in VCM between 
35 mV 

Complimentary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV. RL = 1000 -2.9 -5 mA 

loz Output TRI·STATE@ Current I'ower!)own - OV. VOUT - OVorVee ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High ThreshOld VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTL Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I Vee = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV I ±10 p.A 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of tha device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant Ie Imply that the device 
should be operatad at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operaticn. 
Note 2: Typical values are given for Vee - S.OV and TA - + 2S'C. 
Note 3: Current inle device pins is definad as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. Volteges are rafareneed to ground unless otherwise 
specifiad (except voo and .1 Voo). 
Nota 4: ESO Rating: HBM (I.S kn, 100 pF) 

PllVee:;' l000V 
All othar plns :;, 2000V 
EIAJ (On, 200 pF) :;, IS0V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TRANSMITTER SUPPI,. Y CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f';' 32.5 MHz 34 . 46 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 3) f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current, . RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 27 42 mA 
16 Grayscale Grayscale Pattern (Figures 2, 3) f = 37.5 MHz 28 43 mA 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down Low 
1 10 ",A 

Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 4) f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

ICCRG Receiver Supply Current, GL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 35 55 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern (Figures 2. 4) f = 37.5 MHz 37 58 mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
1 10 ",A 

Power Down 

Switching Char~cteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 4) 3.5 6.5 ns 

CHLT CMOS/TTL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 4) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 8 ns 

TCCS TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 350 ps 

TSSPW Tx Sub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 20 MHz 5.5 7 8 ns 

RCCS RxIN·Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note 8) 700 ps 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 7) 25 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 8 ns 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (FigureS) 25 T 50 ns 

Note A: This limit based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limit assumes a maximum I'Sble skew of 350 ps. 

, 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 19 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6 ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 21.5 ns 

f = 40 MHz 10.5 ns 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (F/{Jure 8) f = 20 MHz 14 ns 

f = 40 MHz 4.5 ns 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 16 ns 

f = 40 MHz 6.5 ns 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 
5 9.7 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 9) 
ns 

RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, 
7.6 11.9 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 10) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 12) 10 ms 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

" .' I I 

TxCLK IN /RxCLK OUT 

~ L 
I 

ODD TxlN /RxOUT -----1 
EVEN TxIN /RxOUT 

~ L 
I 

TL/F/12487-15 
FIGURE 1. "Worst Case" Test Pattern 

Device Pin Name Signal Signal Frequency 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT I 

TxINO/RxOUTO R7 1/16 

TxlN 1 /RxOUT 1 R6 1/8 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R5 1/4 

Txln3/RxOUT3 R4 1/2 

TxIN4/RxOUT4 R3 Steady Stat., Low 

TxIN5/RxOUT5 R2 Steady Stat., Low 

TxIN6/RxOUT6 Rl Steady State, Low 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 RO St.ady State, Low 

TxIN8/RxOUT8 G7 

ta;c£ibZt 
1/16 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G6 1/8 

TxlN 1 O/RxOUTI 0 G5 1/4 

TxlN 11 /RxOUT11 G4 1/2 

TxlN 12/RxOUT 12 G3 Steady Stat., Low 

TxlN 13/RxOUT 13 G2 Steady State, Low 

TxlN 14/RxOUT14 Gl Steady State, Low 

TxIN15/RxOUT15 GO Steady State, Low 

TxlN 16/RxOUT 16 87 1/16 

TxlN 17 /RxOUT 17 86 1/8 

TxlN 18/RxOUT 18 85 1/4 
TxlN 19/RxOUT 19 84 1/2 
TxIN20/RxOUT20 83 Steady Stat., Low 
TxIN21/RxOUT21 82 Steady State, Low 
TxIN22/RxOUT22 81 Steady State, Low 
TxIN23/RxOUT23 80 Steady State, Low 
TxIN24/RxOUT24 Syncl Steady State, High 
TxIN25/RxOUT25 Sync2 Steady State, High 
TxIN26/RxOUT26 Sync3 St.ady State, High 
TxIN27/RxOUT27 Sync4 Steady State, High 

TLlF/12487-18 

FIGURE 2. "16 Grayscale" Test Pattern 

Note 1: The worst case test pattern produces a maximum toggling of digital circulta, LVDS 1/0 and CMOSITIL 1/0. 

Note 2: Tho 16 grayscalo test pattern tosts device power consumption lor a "typical" LCD display pattern. Tho test pattern approximates signal switching needed 
to produce groups of 16 vertical stripes across the display. 

Note 3: Fl[Jure 1 and 2 show a rising edge data strobe (TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT). 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

DS90CR5B2 
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Vdiff = (TxOUT+ )-(TxOUT-) 

TUF/12487-8 
Vdi"----;.;.;~ 

LLHT 

FIGURE 3. DS90CR581 (Transmitter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Timing 

CMOS/TTL OUTPUT 

t BPF CMOS/TTL OUTPUT ---""':=""1 
CLHT 

TL/FI12487-10 

FIGURE 4. DS90CR582 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Timing 

TXCLK IN ----.;.;;;"""'1 

TCIT 

TL/F/12487-9 

CHLT 

TL/F/12487-11 

TUF/12487-17 

Tecs 

FIGURE 5. DS90CR581 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

TSSPW 

TIME-
TLlF/12487-18 

Nota 1: Measurements at V dlff = OV 

Nota 2: TCes measured between eartiest and latest InRlal LVDS edges. 

Nota 3: TxCLK OUT Differential High - Low Edge for DS90CF561 

TxCLK OUT Differential Low - High Edge for DS9OCR561 

FIGURE 6. DS90CR581 (Transmitter) Channel-to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

1--- TCIP---I Sample on L -H Edge 

2.0V 

TxCLK IN ___ .I 

TCIH 

1.5V Setup 1.5V 

FIGURE 7. DS90CR581 (Transmitter) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

1--- RCOP ---I Sample on L -H Edge 

2.0V 

RxCLK OUT --..... .1 

RxOUT 0:27 

FIGURE 8. DS90CR582 (Receiver) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12487-19 

FIGURE 9. DS90CR581 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

TLlF/12487-20 

FIGURE 10. DS90CR582 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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TLlF/12487-12 

.TL/F/12487-13 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
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2V 

POWER DOWN ------' 

,.;.=======- 5.5V 

4.5V 

Vee -----, 
1----- TPLLS -----0-1 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUTI 
RxCLK IN 

FIGURE 11. DS90CR581 (Transmitter) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN 

1---- RPLLS ---I 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

FIGURE 12. DS90CR582 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN / \'---~-Jr 

cycle a : 25 ns • I 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN 

TxOUT3/ 
RxlN3 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUT1/ 
RxlNI 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

" , , 
3.6 ns , , 

FIGURE 13. Seven Bits of LVDS In One Clock Cycle 

Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

FIGURE 14. 28 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CR581) 
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TL/F/12487-23 

TxlN27 

TxlN19 

TxlN8 

TxINO 

TLlF/12487-24 
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DS90CR581 Pin Description-FPD Link Transmitter 
Pin Name 1/0 No. Description 

TxlN I 28 TIL Level input. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 control lines (FPLlNE, FPFRAME, 
DRDY, CNTL). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and DATA ENABLE) 

TxOUT+ 0 4 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 4 Negative L VDS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TIL level clock input. The rising edge acts as data strobe. 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive L VDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative LVDS differential clock output 

PWRDOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL inputs 

PLLVcc I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CR582 Pin Description-FPD Link Receiver 
Pin Name 1/0 No. Description 

RxIN+ I 4 Positive LVDS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 4 Negative LVDS differential data inputs • RxOUT 0 28 TIL Level outputs. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 control lines (FPLlNE, FPFRAME, 
DRDY, CNTL). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and DATA ENABLE) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TIL level clock output. The rising edge acts as data strobe. 

piiliRDOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL outputs 

PLLVee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVcc I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 
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DS90CF581/DS90CF582 
LVDS 24-Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link 

General Description Features 
• Up to 140 Megabyte/sec Bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design. 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 56-lead TSSOP package 
• Falling edge data strobe 

The DS90CF581 transmitter converts 28 bits of CMOS/TIL 
data into four LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) 
data streams, A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fifth LVDS link. Every 
cycle of the transmit clock 28 bits of input data are sampled 
and transmitted. The DS90CF582 receiver converts the 
LVDS data streams back into 28 bits of CMOS/TIL data. At 
a transmit clock frequency of 40 MHz, 24 bits of AGB data 
and 4 bits of LCD timing and control data (FPLlNE, 
FPFAAME, DADY, CNTL) are transmitted at a rate of 
280 Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 40 MHz clock, 
the data throughput is 140 Megabytes per second. The 
chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size prob
lems associated with wide, high speed TIL interfaces. 

• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

Block Diagrams 
DS90CF581 

REO ..... '-If--I 

CMOS/TTL 
INPUTS GRN ""''--11-; 

BLU ..... '-If--I 
fPLlNE (HSYNC) --;1-; 

fPfRAME (VSYNC) --If--I 
DRDY (DATA ENABLE) --If--I 

CNTL --If--L--.l 

DATA (LV OS) 

(140 To 280 Mbit/s 
On Each LVDS 

Channel) . 

DS9OCF582 

I-+~-REO 

I-+r--GRN 

1-+~-8LU 

CMOS/TTL 
OUTPUTS 

1-+-- FPLlNE (HSYNC) 

1-+-- FPFRAME (VSYNC) 
I--+--DRDY (DATA ENABLE) 

L.J-__ !-- CNTL 

FPSHIFT OUT fPSHIFT IN 
(20 To 40 MHz) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 
(20 To 40 MHz) (20 To 40 MHz)' 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CF581MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

c-

HOST GRAPHICS CMOS/ 
CONTROLLER TTL 

~ 

~ 
FPSHIFT IN (TxCLK IN) ~~ 

Application 

DATA (LVDS) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 

5-76 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CF582MTD 

See NS Package Number MTD56 

>-
> CMOS/ LCD PANEL 

> TTL CONTROLLER 

;.. 
> 
>D-~ FPSHIFT OUT (RxCLK OUT) 

TLlF/12486-1 

TLlF/12486-2 
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Connection Diagrams 
DS9OCF581 

Vee 
TxlN5 
TxlN6 
TxlN7 

GND 
TxlN8 
TxlN9 

TxlN10 
Vee 

TxlN11 
TxlN12 
TxlN13 

GND 
TxlN14 
TxlN15 
TxlN 16 

Vee 
TxlN17 19 
TxlN18 20 
TxlN19 21 

GND 22 
TxlN20 23 
TxlN21 24 
TxlN22 25 
TXI~23 26 

ee 27 
TxlN24 28 
TxlN25 
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RxOUT22 
RxOUT23 
RxOUT24 

GND 
RxOUT25 
RxOUT26 
RxOUT27 

LVDS GND 
RxINO
RxINO+ 

DS90CF582 

RxIN1- ............ ' .... 
RxIN1+ 

LVDS Vee 
LVDS GND 

RxIN2-
RxIN2+ 

RxCLKIN-

TLlF/12486-4 .. 
I , 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTD56 (TSSOP) Package: DS90CF581 1.63W 
Office/Distributors for availability anfi specifications. DS90CF582 1.61W 
Supply Voltage (Vee> -0.3 to +6V Derate Package: DS90CF581 12.5 mW /'C above + 25'C 
CMOS/TIL Input Voltage -.0.3 to (Vee + 0.3V) DS90CF582 12.4 mW rc above + 25'C 
CMOS/TIL Output Voltage -0.3 to (Vcb + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating. (Note 4) 
LVDS Receiver InpUt Voltage -0.3 to (Vee + 0.3V) 

LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3 to (Vee + 0.3V) Recommended Operating 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration continuous Conditions 
Junction Temperature, + 150'C Min Nom Max Units 
Storage Temperature Range -65'Cto + 150'C Supply Voltage (Vee) '4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260'C Operating Free 

Air Temperature (TAl -10 +25 +70 ·C 

Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Paraineter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CMOSITTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -O.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10l = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

Vel Input Clamp Voltage lel= -18mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = Vee. GND, 2.5V or O.4V ±5.1 ±10 /LA 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage Rl = 1000 250 290 450 mV 

il.Voo Change in Voo between 
35 mV 

Complimentary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

il.VeM Change in VCM between 
35 mV 

Complimentary Outpu1 States 

VOH High Level Outpu1 Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV. Rl = 1000 -2.9 -5 mA 

loz Output TRI-STATE4I> Current Power Down OV. VOUT OVorVee ±1 ±10 /LA 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTl Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Inpu1 Current VIN = +2.4V I Vee = 5.5V ±10 /LA 

VIN = OV I ±10 /LA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these lim~s. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation, 
Note 2: Typical values are given for Vee = 5.0V and TA = + 25'C. 
Nota 3: CUrrent into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. Voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specHied (except Voo and Il.Voo). 
Note 4: ESD Rating: HBM (1.5 kll. 100 pF) 

PLL Vee;' l000V 
All other pins;, 2000V 
EIAJ (Oil, 200 pF) ;, 150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature.ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000., CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 3) f = 37.5 MHz 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current, RL = lOOn, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 

16 Grayscale Grayscale Pattern (Figures 2, 3) f = 37.5 MHz 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down Low 
Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 

Worst Case Worst Case Pattern (Figures 1, 4) f = 37.5 MHz 

ICCRG Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern (Figures 2, 4) f = 37.5 MHz 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down - Low 

Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 4) 

CHLT' CMOS/TTL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 4) 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 

TCCS TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 

TSSPW Tx Sub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 20 MHz 5.5 

RCCS RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 7) 25 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 8 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 2.5 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 8) 25 

Note A: This limn based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limit assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 ps. 
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Min Typ Max 

34 46 

36 48 

27 42 

28 43 

1 10 

55 75 

60 80 

35 55 

37 58 

1 10 

Typ Max 

0.75 1.5 

0.75 1.5 

3.5 6.5 

2.7 6.5 

8 

350 

7 8 

700 

T 50 

0.5T 0.65T 

0.5T 0.65T 

2 

T 50 

Units 

rnA 

rnA 

rnA 

rnA 

".A 

rnA 

rnA 

rnA 

rnA 

".A 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ps 

ns 

ps 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

~ 
." 
UI 
CD .... 
" i 
CD o 
o 
." 
UI 
CD 
N 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless o!herwise specified (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 21.5 

f = 40 MHz 10.5 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (F/{/ure 8) f = 20 MHz 19 

'f = 40 MHz 6 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 14 

f = 40 MHz 4.5 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 20 MHz 16 

f = 40 MHz 6.5 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25·C, 
5 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 9) 

RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25·C, 
7.6 

Vee = 5.0V (Figure 10) 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (F/{/ure 12) 

5·80 

Max Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

9.7 ns 

11.9 ns 

10 ms 

10 ms 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

'. 
TxClK IN /RxClK OUT "'--_ ...... 1 

ODD TxlN /RxOUT 1--------1 
~!----~ 

I 

EVEN TxlN /RxOUT L 
TUF/12486-15 

FIGURE 1. "WORST CASE" Test Pattern 

Device Pin Name Signal Signal Frequency 

TxClK IN/RxClK OUT I 

TxINO/RxOUTO R7 1/16 

TxlN 1 /RxOUTI R6 1/8 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R5 1/4 

Txln3/RxOUT3 R4 1/2 

TxIN4/RxOUT4 R3 Steady State, Low 

TxIN5/RxOUT5 R2 Steady State, low 

TxIN6/RxOUT6 R1 Steady State, Low 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 RO Steady State, Low 

TxIN8/RxOUT8 G7 

~ 
1/16 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G6 1/8 

TxlN I O/RxOUT 1 0 G5 1/4 

TxlN 11/RxOUTI1 G4 1/2 

TxlN 12/RxOUTI2 G3 
' , , , Steady State, Low 

TxlN 13/RxOUT 13 G2 Steady State, Low 

TxlN 14/RxOUT14 GI Steady State, low 
TxlN 15/RxOUT 15 GO Steady State, Low 

TxlN 16/RxOUT 16 B7 1/16 

TxINI7/RxOUTI7 B6 1/8 

TxlN 18/RxOUT18 B5 1/4 

TxlN 19/RxOUTI9 B4 1/2 
TxIN20/RxOUT20 B3 Steady State, Low 
TxIN21/RxOUT21 B2 Steady State, low 
TxIN22/RxOUT22 B1 Steady State, Low 
TxIN23/RxOUT23 BO Steady State, low 
TxIN24/RxOUT24 Sync1 Steady State, High 
TxIN25/RxOUT25 Sync2 Steady State, High 
TxIN26/RxOUT26 Sync3 Steady State, High 
TxIN27/RxOUT27 Sync4 Steady State, High 

TL/F/12486-16 

FIGURE 2. "16 GRAYSCALE" Test Pattern 

Note 1: The worst case test pattern produces a maximum toggling 01 digital circuits, LVDS I/O and CMOS/TTL I/O. 

Note 2: The 16 grayscale test pattern tests device power consumption lor a "typical" LCD display pattern. The test pattern approximates signal switching needed 
to produce groupa 01 16 vertical stripes across the display. 

Note 3: FIgure 1 and Fl{JIJre 2 show a lalling edge data strobe (TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT). 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

DS90CF582 

Vdiff = (TxOUT+ )-(TxOUT-) 

TLlFI12486-8 Vdiff ----.;;.;;.;~ 

LLHT 

fiGURE 3. DS90Cf581 (Transmitter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Timing 

CIIOS/TTL OUTPUT 

~8PF 

TL/F/12488-10 

CIIOS/TTL OUTPUT ---"":;;;';:;'''1 

CLHT 

fiGURE 4. DS9OCf582 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Timing 

TXCLK IN ------"""'1 
TCIT 

TL/F/12486-9 

CHLT 

TLlF/12488-11 

TLlF/12466-17 

TCCS 

fiGURE 5. DS9OCf581 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

TSSPW 

Tlt4E-
TLlFI12466-18 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdiff = OV 

Note 2: TCes measured between earliest and latest initial LVDS edges. 

Note 3: TxCLK OUT Differential High -+ Low Edge for DS90CF561 

TxCLK OUT Differential Low -+ High Edge for OS90CR561 

fl~URE 6. DS9OCf581 (Transmitter) Channel-to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 
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1--- TCIP ---I Sample on H-L Edge 

2.0V 
TxCLK IN 

TSTC 

TxlN 0:27 1.5V Setup 1.5V 

FIGURE 7. DS9OCF581 (TransmIHer) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

1--- RCOP ---+I Sample on H-L Edge 

2.0V 
RxCLK OUT 

RxOUT 0:27 

FIGURE 8. DS90CF582 (Receiver) Setup/Hold and High/Low Tlmea 

TUF/12486-19 

FIGURE 9. DS9OCF581 (TransmIHer) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

TL/F/12486-20 

FIGURE 10. DS90CF582 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

2V 

POWER DOWN -----, 

4.SV 

Vee -----, 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT/ 
RxCLK IN 

.-::::::::::::::::::=- s.SV 

FIGURE 11. DS90CF581 (TransmItter) Phase Lock Loop Set TIme 

POWER DOWN -----"' 

1----- RPLLS ----1 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

FIGURE 12. DS90CF582 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set TIme 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TxClK OUT 
RxClK IN 

TxOUT3/ 
RxlN3 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUT1/ 
RxlNl 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 

hltp:llwww.national.com 

TxClK OUT / RxClK IN 

; ,I , 
: 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

''---_----'r 
T/7 

FIGURE 13. Seven Bits of LVDS In One Block Cycle 

, 
" 

Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

FIGURE 14.28 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CF581) 
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DS90CF581 Pin Description-FPD Link Transmitter 
Pin Name I/O No. Description 

TxlN I 28 TTL level input. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 control lines (FPUNE, FPFRAME, 
DRDY, CNTL). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and DATA ENABLE) 

TxOUT+ 0 4 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 4 Negative LVDS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TTL level clock input. The falling edge acts as data strobe. 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive LVDS differential dock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative L VDS differential clock output 

PWRDC5wN I 1 TTL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATE the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL inputs 

PLLVee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outP,uts 

DS90CF582 Pin Description-FPD Link Receiver 
Pin Name I/O No. Description 

RxIN+ I 4 Positive L VDS differential data inputs. 

RxIN- I 4 Negative LVDS differential data inputs. 

RxOUT 0 28 TTL level data outputs. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 control lines (FPUNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDY, CNTL). (Also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC and DATA ENABLE) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive L VDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TTL level clock output. The falling edge acts as data strobe. 

PWRDOWN I 1 TTL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATE the outputs, ensuring low current at power down. 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL outputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVcc I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 

-
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t!lNational Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY 

DS90CR563/DS90CR564 
L VDS 18-Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link-65 MHz 
General Description 
The DS90CR563 transmitter converts 21 bits of CMOS/TTL 
data into three LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signalling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fourth LVDS link. 
Every cycle of the transmit clock 21 bits of input data are 
sampled and transmitted. The DS90CR564 receiver con
verts the LVDS data streams back into 21 bits of CMOS/ 
TTL data. At a transmit clock frequency of 65 MHz, 18 bits 
of RGB data and 3 bits of LCD timing and control data 
(FPLlNE, FPFRAME, DRDY) are transmitted at a rate of 
455 Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 65 MHz clock, 
the data throughput is 171 Mbytes per second. These devic
es are offered with rising edge data strobes for convenient 
interface with a variety of graphics and LCD panel control
lers. 

This chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size 
problems associated with wide, high speed TTL interfaces. 

Features 
• Up to 171 Mbytes/s bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 48-lead TSSOP package 
• Rising edge data strobe 
• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

Block Diagrams 
DS90CR563 DS90CR564 

CMOS/TTL Inpuls 

RED -r~--I 

GRN -r~--I 

BlU -r~--I 

FPLlNE (HSYNC) -~--I 
FPFRAME (VSYNC) -~--I 

DRDY (Data Enabl.) -~_-I 

FPSHIFT IN 
(TRANSMIT CLOCK IN) -~--I 

(20 10 65 MHz) 

POWER DOWN 

DATA (lVDS) 

(140 10 455 Mbit/s 
""',...--+_ On Each lVDS 

Channel) 

CLOCK (lVDS) 
(20 10 65 MHz) 

CMOS/TTL Oulputs 

....---I~~ RED 

....---I~~ GRN 

1--1"""''- BlU 
1--1-- FPllNE (HSYNC) 
""---1-- FPFRAME (VSYNC) 
""---1-- DRDY (Dala Enable) 

FPSHIFT OUT 
1---1-- (RECEIVER CLOCK OUT) 

POWER DOWN 

Tl/F/12617-1 

Order Number DS90CR563MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

Order Number DS90CR564MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

FPD Link Application FPD Link 
DS90CR563 DS90CR564 

r-- DATA (lVDS) r--

r- 2- ~ >-
Host CMOS/ CMOS/ LCD 

Graphics TTL r- 2 ~ >- TTL Panel 
Controller Controller 

I-
r- ~ ~ >- -
r- 2 ~ >-- CLOCK (lVDS) >--D-FPSHIFT IN (TxClK IN) FPSHIFT OUT (RxClK OUT) 

2 ~ f-

TUF/12617-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation@ 25°C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTD48 (TSSOP) Package: 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS90CR563 TBDW 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.3Vto +6V DS90CR564 TBDW 
CMOS/TTL Input Voltage -0.3Vto.(Vee + 0:3V) Package Derating: 
CMOS/TTL OutpUt Voltage -0.3V to(Vee + 0.3V) DS90CR563 TBDWrCabove + 25°C 
LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) DS9OCR564 TBD W/oC above +25°C 
LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3Vto(Vee + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4). 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duratl,on Continuous 

Junction Temperature + 150"C Recommended Operating 
Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150"C Conditions 
Lead Temperature (Soldering. 4 sec) + 260"C Min Nom Max Units 

Supply Voltage (Vce> 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Operating Free Air 

-10 +25 +70 °C 
Temperature (TAl 

" Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol 1 Parameter I· Conditions 1 Min 1 Typ 1 Max 1 Units 

CMOSmL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -O.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10l = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICL = -18 mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = VCC. GND, 2.5V or 0.4V ±5.1 ±10 p.A 

loS Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Veo Differential Outpul Vollage RL = 100n 250 290 450 mV 

l.,VOD Change in VOD between 35 mV Complementary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

l.,VCM Change in VOM between 
35 mV 

Complementary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

lOS Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV. RL = 100n -2.9 -5 mA 

loz Output TRI-STATE4D Current i5owerEiown OV. VOUT OV or Vee ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTL Differentiallnpullow Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I VCC = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV I ±10 p.A 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which tha safely of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be oparated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Chilracterialics" spacHy conditions for device operation. 
Note 2: Typical values are given for Vee = 5.0V and TA = + 25'C. 
Note 3: Current Into device pins Is defined as positive. Current out of device pins Is defined as negativE!. Voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified (except Voo and AVoo). 
Note 4: ESO rating: HBM (1.5 kn. 100 pF) 

PLLVee;' 1000V 
All other pins;. 2OO0V 
EIAJ (On. 200 pF) ;'150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 34 46 .mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

(Figures 1,3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 27 42 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 28 43 mA 

(Agures 2, 3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
1 10 IJA Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

(Figures 1, 4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCRG Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 35 55 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 37 58 mA 

(Figures2,4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down Low 
1 10 IJA Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 4) 3.5 6.5 ns 

CHLT CMOS/TTL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 4) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 8 ns 

TCCS TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 350 ps 

TSSPW TxSub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 65 MHz 1.7 2.1 2.5 ns 

RCes RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 700 ps 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 7) 15 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) I f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

Note A: This limn based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limit assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 ps. 
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 
,~. 

Ove! recommended operating supply and temperature rang!!s unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure. 7) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 8) 15 T 50 ns 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (F/{Jure 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

RCOL . RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (F/{Jure 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 65 MI-Jz TBD ns 

TceD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, Vee = 5.0V 
5 9.7 

(F/{Jure9) 
ns 

RceD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25"C, Vee = 5.0V 
7.6 11.9 

(Figure (0) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure (1) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 12) 10 ms 

" 

r 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

" , 

TxClKIN/RxClKOUT ~ '",----_ .... 

.1 

L 
ODD TxIN/RxOUT ~ ~ ___ ----ill 

EVEN TxIN/RxOUT ~ 
~,------------------------~ 

FIGURE 1. "Worat case" Teat Pattern 

Device Pin Name Signal 

TxClK IN/RxClK OUT 

TxINO/RxOUTO 

TxlN 1 /RxOUT 1 R4 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R3 

TxIN3/RxOUT3 R2 

TxIN4/RxOUT4 Rl 

TxIN5/RxOUT5 RO 

TxIN6/RxOUT6 G5 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 G4 

TxIN8/RxOUT8 G3 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G2 

TxlN 1 O/RxOUT1 0 Gl 

TxlN II/RxOUT11 GO 

TxIN 12/RxOUT 12 B5 

TxINI3/RxOUTI3 B4 

TxINI4/RxOUTI4 B3 

TxlN 15/RxOUTI5 B2 

TxlN 16/RxOUT 16 Bl 

TxINI7/RxOUTI7 BO 

TxIN IS/RxOUT 18 Syncl 

TxINI9/RxOUT1~ Sync2 

TxIN20/RxOUT20 Sync3 

FIGURE 2. "16 Grayscale" Test Pattern 

L 

: Signal Frequency 

I 

1/16 

1/8 

1/4 

1/2 

Steady Stato, low 

Stoady Stato, low 

1/16 

1/8 

1/4 

1/2 

Stoady Stato, Low 

Stoady Stat., Low 

1/16 

1/8 

1/4 

1/2 

Stoady Sialo, low 

SI.ady Sial., low 

Sleady Stat., High 

Steady Stat., High 

Steady State, High 

TLlF/12617-3 

TL/F112617-4 

Note 1: The worsl case lesl pattem produces a maximum toggling of digital circuits, LVDS 1/0 and CMOSITTL 110. 

Note 2: The 16 grayscale test pattem tests device power consumption for a ''typical'' LCD display pattern. The test pattern approximates signal switching needed 
10 produce groups 01 16 vertical stripes across Ihe display. 

Note 3: FIgure 1 and FIgure 2 show a rising edge data strobe (TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT). 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

Vdiff = (OUT+) - (OUT-) 

~T+5PFf *toon 
~T-

llHT lHlT 

FIGURE 3 .. DS90CR563 (Transmitter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Times 

DS90CR564 
CMOS/TTL Output 

*SPF 
ClHT 

FIGURE 4. DS90CR564 (Receiver) .CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Times 

TxClK IN 

TCIT 
Tl/F/I2617-7 

. FIGURE 5. DS9OCR563 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

TCCS TSSRW 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdiff ~ OV 

TUF/12617-5 

Tl/F/I2617-6 

TxOUTI Note 2: Tess measured between earliest and latest lVDS edges. 
. Noh. 3: TxCLK Differential low ..... High Edge 

Time~ 

Tl/F/12617-8 

FIGURE 6. DS90CR563 (Transmitter) Channel-to-Cl'lannel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

http://www.national.com 

..... -- TCIP----i Sample on l -H Edge 

2.0V 2.0V 2.0V 
l.SV 

TxClK IN ---./ 

TCIH 

THTC 

TxlN 0:20 l.SV 1.SV 

Tl/F/12617-9 

FIGURE 7. DS90CR563 (Transmitter) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

RxClK OUT 

RxOUT 0:20 

TL/F/12617-10 

FIGURE 8. DS9OCR564 (Receiver) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

TxClK IN 

TxClK OUT 

TL/F/12617-11 

FIGURE 9. DS90CR563 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

RxClK IN 

RxClK OUT 

TLlF/12617-12 

FIGURE 10. DS90CR564 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

POWER DOWN 

TxCLK IN 

FIGURE 11. DS90CR563 (Transmitter) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN 

Vee 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 2V 

FIGURE 12. DS90CR564 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 
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TL/F/12617-14 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUTI/ 
RxlN 1 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 

http://www.national.com 

TxCLK OUT / RxCLK IN ,'---_-J{ 
" " , , T/7 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

FIGURE 13. Seven Bits of LVDS in One Clock Cycle 

Previous State Next State 

FIGURE 14. 21 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS (DS90CR563) 
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DS90CR563 Pin Descriptions-FPD Link Transmitter 
PinName 110 No. Oescrlptlon 

TxlN I 21 TTL level input. Thil! includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 control lines (FPLINE, FPFRAME, 
DRDy) (also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable) 

TxOUT+ 0 :3 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 3 Negative LVDS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TTL level clock input. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive LVDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative LVDS differential clock output 

PWRDOWN I 1 TTL level Input. Assertion (low Input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL inputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CR564 Pin Descriptions-FPD Link Receiver 
PlnName 110 No. Oescrlptlon 

RxIN+ I 3 Positive LVDS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 3 Negative LVDS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 21 TTL level data outputs. This includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 control lines (FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDy) (also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TTL level clock output. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

PWRDOWN I 1 TTL level Input. Assertion (low input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TTL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL outputs 

PLLVee I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 
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Connection Diagrams 

TxlN4 
Vee 

TxINS 
TxlN6 

GND 
TxlN7 
TxlN8 

Vee 
TxlN9 

TxlNl0 
GND 

TxlN 11 
TxlN12 

Vee 
TxlN13 

DS90CR563 

RxOUT17 
RxOUT18 

GND 
RxQUT19 
RxOUT20 

N/e 
LVDSGND 

RxINO
RxINO+ 
RxlNl
RxlNl+ 

LVDSVee 
LVDSGND 

RxIN2-
RxIN2+ 

RxCLK IN-
RxCLK IN+ 

DS90CR564 

TLlF/12617-15 TL/F/12617-16 
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tfI Nat ion al S e m i co n due to r 
PRELIMINARY 

DS90CF563/DS90CF564 
LVDS 18-Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link-65 MHz 
General Description 
The DS9OCF563 transmitter converts 21 bits of CMOS/TIL 
data into three LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signalling) 
data streams. A ph_locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fourth LVDS link. 
Every cycle of the transmit clock 21 bits of input data are 
sampled and transmitted. The DS90CF564 receiver con
verts the LVDS data streams back into 21 bits of CMOS/ 
TIL data. At a transmit clock frequency of 65 MHz, 18 bits 
of RGB data and 3 bits of LCD timing and control data 
(FPLINE, FPFRAME, DRDY) are transmitted at a rate of 
455 Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 65 MHz clock, 
the data throughput is 171 Mbytes per second. These devic
es are offered with falling edge data strobes for convenient 
interface with a variety of graphics and LCD panel control
lers. 

Block Diagrams 
DS90CF563 

This chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size 
problems associated with wide, high speed TIL interfaces. 

Features 
• Up to 171 Mbytes/s bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 48-lead TSSOP package 
• Falling edge data strobe 
• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

DS90CF564 
CIIOS/TTL Inputs DATA (LVDS) CMOS/TTL Oulputs 

RED -70'+--1 

GRN -70'+--1 

BLU--.r+--I 

FPLINE (HSYNC) -+--1 
FPFRAME (VSYNC) -+--1 

DRDY (Dala Enable) -+--1 
FPSHIFT IN 

(TRANSMIT CLOCK INj-+--I 
(20 10 6511Hz 

POWER DOWN 

(140 10 455 Mbit/s ...... _+- On Each LVDS 
Channel) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 
(20 10 65 MHz) 

1---1"";':"" RED 

1---1"";':"" GRN 

t---1-7''- BLU 
1---1-- FPlINE (HSYNC) 
1---1-- FPFRAME (VSYNC) 
1---1-- DRDY (Dala Enable) 

TLIF112615-1 

Order Number DS9OCF563MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

Order Number DS9OCF564MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD48 

Host 
Graphics 
Controll.r 

CMOS/ 
TTl 

FPSHIFT IN (TxCLK IN) 

FPD Link Application 
DS90CF563 
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CIIOS/ 
TTL 

LCD 
Panel 

Controller 

FPSHIFT OUT (RxCLK ouT) 

TUFI12615-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power DIssipation @ 25'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTD48 (TSSOP) Package: 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS90CF563 TBDW 
Supply Voltage (Vccl -0.3Vto +6V DS90CF564 TBDW 
CMOS/TTL Input Voltage -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V) Package Derating: 
CMOS/TTL Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vcc + 0.3V) DS90CF563 TBD wrc above + 25'C 
LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) DS90CF564 TBD wrc above + 25'C 
LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3Vto(Vee + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4) 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration Continuous 

Junction Temperature + 150'C Recommended Operating 
Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 1500C Conditions 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec) + 2600C Min Nom Max Units 

Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Operating Free Air 

-10 +25 +70 ·C 
Temperature (TAl 

Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CMOS/TTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -0.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10l = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V III 
VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18 mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = Vee, GND, 2.5V or O.4V ±5.1 ±10 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage Rl = loon 250 290 450 mV 

avoo Change in Voo between 35 mV 
Complementary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

aVCM Change in VCM between 35 mV 
Complementary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

lOS Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV, Rl = lOon -2.9 -5 mA 

10Z OutputTRI-STATE® Current Power Down OV, VOUT OVor VCC ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTL Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I VCC = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV I ±10 p.A 

Note I: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these IimRs. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify conditions for device operation. 
Note 2: Typical values are given for Vee ~ S.OV and T A ~ + 2S'C. 
Note 3: Current into device pins is defined as posHive. Current out of device pins Is defined as negative. Voltages ara referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specHied (except Voo and IJ. Voo). 
Note 4: ESO Rating: HBM (1.5 kll, 100 pF) 

PLL vee;;' 1000V 
All other pins;;, 2OO0V 
EIAJ (Oil, 200 pF) ;;, ISOV 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless qtherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I typ I Max I Units 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

Iccrw Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 100(1, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 34 46 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

(Figures 1, 3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 27 42 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 28 43 mA 

(figures'2, 3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Power Down Low 
1 10 /JoA 

Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

(Figures 1, 4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCRG Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 35 55 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 37 58 mA 

(Figures 2, 4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
1 10 /JoA Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 4) 3.5 6.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL High-to-Low Transition Time (Rgure 4) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT, TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 8 ns 

TCCS TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 350 ps 

, TSSPW TxSub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 65 MHz 1.7 2.1 2.5 ns 

RCCS RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 700 ps 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 7) 15 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxCLK IN High TIme (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) I f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 8) 15 T 50 ns 

Nota A: This limn based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limit assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 ps, 
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 8) f=65MHz TBD ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f= 65 MHz TBD ns 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, Vee = 5.OV 
5 9.7 

(Figure 9) 
ns 

RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, Vee = 5.OV 
7.6 11.9 

(Figure 10) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (Fl{lure 12) 10 ms 

• 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

I. 
I 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT ---J 
ODD TxIN/RxOUT ---J 

EVEN TxIN/RxOUT I 
I 

Device Pin Name Signal 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT 

TxINO/RxOUTO R5 

TxlN 1 /RxOUT 1 R4 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R3 

TxIN3/RxOUT3 R2 

TxIN4/RxOUT 4 Rl 

TxIN5/RxOUT5 RO 

TxINS/RxOUTS G5 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 G4 

TxIN8/RxOUT8 G3 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G2 

TxlN 1 O/RxOUTI 0 Gl 

TxlN 11/RxOUTII GO 

TxlN 1 2/RxOUT 12 B5 

TxlN 13/RxOUT 13 B4 

TxlN 14/RxOUT 14 B3 

TxlN 15/RxOUT 15 B2 

TxlN 16/RxOUT 16 Bl 

TxlN 17 /RxOUT 17 BO 

TxlN 18/RxOUT 18 Syncl 

TxlN 19/RxOUT 19 Sync2 

TxIN20/RxOUT20 Sync3 

.1 

FIGURE 1. "Worst Case" Test Pattern 

FIGURE 2. "16 Grsyscale" Tes1 Pattern 

_____ ...... 1 

L 

Signal Frequency 

I 

1/16 

1/8 

1/4 

1/2 

Ste.dy State, Low 

Steady State, Low 

1/16 

1/8 

1/4 

1/2 

Steady State, Low 

Ste.d y State, Low 

1/16 

1/8 

1/4 

1/2 

Steady St.t., Low 

Steady St.t., Low 

Steady St.te, High 

Ste.dy State, High 

Steady St.te, High 

TL/FII2615-3 

TLlF/12615-4 

Note 1: The worst case lest pattern produces a maximum toggling 01 digital circuits, LVDS 1/0 and CMOS/TTL 1/0. 

Note 2: The 16 grayscale test pattern tests device power consumption lor a "typical" LCD display pattern. The test pattern apprOximates signal SWitching needed 
to produce groups of 16 vertical stripes across the display. 

Note 3: Figure 1 and Figure 2 show a lalling edge data strobe (TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT). 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

Vdiff = (OUT+) - (OUT-) 

~T+5PFf ~10on 
~T-

llHT lHlT 

FIGURE 3. DS90CF563 (Transmitter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Times 

DS90CF564 
CMOS/TTL Output 

*SPF 

ClHT 

FIGURE 4. DS90CF564 (Receiver) CMOSrnL Output Load and Transition Times 

TxClK IN 

TCIT 
TUF/12615-7 

FIGURE 5. DS90CF563 (Transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

TCCS TSSPW 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdlff = OV 

TUF/12615-5 

TL/F/12615-6 

Note 2: TeSS measured between earliest and latest lVDS edges. 

Note 3: TxClK Differential High - Low Edge 

Time --.. 
TUFIt2615-8 

FIGURE 6. DS90CF563 (Transmitter) Channel-to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

~, , ' 
,~. 

TxClK IN 

TxIN 0:20 

1---- TCIP ----I, Sample on H-l Edge 

2.0V 

FIGURE 7. DS90CF563 (Trllnsmltter) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

2.0V 
RxClK OUT 

RxOUT 0:20 

TLlF/12615-9 

TLlF112615-10 

FIGURE 8. DS90CF564 (Receiver) Setup/Hold and High/Low Times 

TxClK IN 

TxClK OUT 

TL/F./12615-11 

FIGURE 9. DS90CF563 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

RxClK IN 

RxClK OUT 

TL/F/12615-12 

FIGURE 10. DS90CF564 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TLlF/12615-13 . 

FIGURE 11. DS90CF563 (Transmitter) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN 

[,::========5.5V 
Vee 

1--- RPLLS ---I 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 2V 

TLlF/12615-14 

FIGURE 12. DS90CF564 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TxC.LK OUT 
RxCLK IH 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUT1/ 
RxlNl 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlHO 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IH 

TxOUT/ 
RxlH 

/ 
o 

" 
T/7 

FIGURE 13. Seven Bits of LVDS In One Clock Cycle 

Previous Stat. Hext State 

. ' 

FIGURE 14. 21 Parallel TTL Data Inputa Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS9OOF563) 

TLlF/12615-18 

TLlF/12615-17 
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DS90CF563 Pin Description FPD Link Transmitter 
PlnName 110 No. Description 

TxlN I 21 TIL level input. This includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 controllines-FPLINE, FPFRAME, 
DRDY (alsc referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable) 

TxOUT+ 0 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 3 Negative L VDS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TIL level clock input. The falling edge acts as data strobe 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive LVDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative L VDS differential clock output 

PWRDOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL inputs 

PLLVcc I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVcc I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CF564 Pin Description FPD Link Receiver 
PlnName 110 No. Description 

RxIN+ I 3 Positive LVDS differential data Inputs • RxIN- I 3 Negative L VDS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 21 TIL level data outputs. This includes: 6 Red, 6 Green, 6 Blue, and 3 controllines-FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDY (alsc referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TIL level clock output. The falling edge acts as data strobe 

PWROOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL outputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 
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Connection Diagrams 
DS90CF563· 

TxlN4 
Vee 

TxlNS 
TxlN6 

GND 
TxlN7 
lxlN8 

Vee 
TxlN9 

TxlN 10 
GND 

TxlNll 
Tx/NI2 

Vee 
TxlN13 
TxlN14 

GND 

TL/F/12615-15 

5-108 

RxOUT17 
RxOUT18 

GND 
RxOUT19 
RxOUT20 

N/C 
LVDS GND 

RxINO
Rx/NO+ 
RxlNl
RxlNl+ 

LVDSVee 
LVDSGND 

Rx/N2-
RxIN2+ 

RxCLK IN-
RxCLK /N+ 

DS90CF564 

TL/F/12615-16 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY 

DS90CR583/DS90CR584 
LVDS 24·Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link-65 MHz 
General Description 
The DS90CR583 transmitter converts 28 bits of CMOS/TIL 
data into four LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signalling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fifth LVDS link. Every 
cycle of the transmit clock 28 bits of input data are sampled 
and transmitted. The DS90CR584 receiver converts the 
LVDS data streams back into 28 bits of CMOS/TIL data. At 
a transmit clock frequency of 65 MHz, 24 bits of RGB data 
and 4 bits of LCD timing and control data (FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDY, CONTROL) are transmitted at a rate of 
455 Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 65 MHz clock, 
the data throughput is 227 Mbytes per second. These devic
es are offered with rising edge data strobes for convenient 
interface with a variety of graphics and LCD panel control
lers. 

This chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size 
problems associated with wide, high speed TIL interfaces. 

Block Diagrams 
DS90CR583 

C~OS/TTL Inputs 

RED ~4---/ 

Features 
• Up to 227 Mbytes/s bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 56-lead TSSOP package 
• Rising edge data strobe 
• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

DATA (LV OS) 
DS90CR584 

CMOS/TTL Outputs 

·8 
1---1f-..;.'- RED 

GRN ~4---/ 
""""o;::~+-(14D to 455 Mbit/s 
'" On Each LVDS 1---1f-..;.'- GRN 

BLU ~4---/ 

FPLlNE (HSYNC) --+--f 
FPFRAME (VSYNC) -4---/ 

DRDY (Data Enable) ==t==L--1 
CNTL 

FPSHIFT IN 
(TRANS~IT CLOCK IN) --+--f 

(20 to 65 MHz) 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS90CR583MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

Channel) 

CLOCK (LVDS) 
(20 to 65 MHz) 

1---1f-..;.'- BLU 

1--11-- FPLlNE (HSYNC) 
1---11-- FPFRA~E (VSYNC) 

L_j:=+:= OROY (Data Enable) 
CNTL 

1--1>--- r~~~gJE~UriLOCK IN) 

POWER DOWN 

Order Number DS9OCR584MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

TLlF/12818-1 

FPD Link Application FPD Link 
DS90CR583 DS90CR584 

r-- DATA (LVDS) -
- 2 ~ >-

Host CMOS/ CMOS/ LCD 
Graphics TTL - "2 ~ >- TTL Panel 
Controller Controll.r 

r- "2 ~ >- r-
r- "2 ~ >-

FPSHIFT IN (TxCLK IN) CLOCK (LVDS) >--i3- FPSHIFT OUT (RxCLK ouT) 
"2 ~ -

TL IF/12618-2 
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.Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Mllitary/Aeroapace apeclfled devlcea ara required, Maximum Power Dissipation @ 25'C 
pleaae contact the National Semiconductor Salea MTD56 (TSSOP) Package: 
Offlce/Dlatrlbutors for availability and apeclflcatlona. DS90CR583 TBDW 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.3Vto +6V DS90CR584 TBDW 
CMOS/TTL Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vcc + 0.3V) Package Derating: 
CMOS/TTL Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) DS90CR583 TBDWI'Cabove +25'C 
LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3Vto(Vcc + 0.3V) DS90CR584 TBD W I'C above + 25'C 
LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3Vto(Vee + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4) 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration Continuous 
Junction Temperature + 150'C Recommended Operating 
Storage Temperature -65'Cto + 150'C Conditions 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec) + 260'C Min Nom Max Unlta 

Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
Operating Free Air 

-10 +25 +70 'c Temperature (TAl 
Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Paremeter I Condltlona I Min I Typ I Max I Unlta 

CMOSITTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage IOH = -0.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage IOl = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18mA -0.79 -1.5 V 

liN Input Current VIN = Voo, GND, 2.5V or 0.4V ±5.1 ±10 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VOO Differential Output Voltage Rl = 1000 250 290 450 mV 

avoo Change In Voo between 35 mV 
Complementary Output States 

VOM Comm.on Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.375 V 

aVOM Change In VCM between 
35 mV 

Complementary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV, Rl = 1000 -2.9 -5 mA 

loz Output TRI·STATE~ Current Power Down - OV, VOUT - OV or VCO ±1 ±10 p.A 
, 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VOM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTl Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V -' VCC = 5.5V ±10 p.A 

VIN = OV I ±10 p.A 

Note I: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" specify condHions for device operation. 
Note 2: Typical values are given for Vee = S.OV and TA = + 2S'C. 
Note 3: Current Into devlce pins Is defined as positive. Current out of device pins Is defined as negative. Voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified (except Voo and "'Voo). 
Not84: ESD Rating: HBM (1.5 kll,IOO pF) 

PLL Vee:': 1000V 
All other pins:.: 2000V 
EIAJ (Oil, 200 pF) :.: 150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 34 46 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

(Figures 1, 3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current, RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f = 32.5 MHz 27 42 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 28 43 mA 

(Figures2,3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCTZ Transmitter Supply Current, Powerbown Low 
1 10 p.A 

Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

(Figures 1, 4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCRG Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 35 55 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 37 58 mA 

(Figures 2, 4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
1 10 p.A 

Power Down 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TIL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 4) 3.5 6.5 ns 

CHLT CMOS/TIL High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 4) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 8 ns 

TCCS TxOUT Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 350 ps 

TSSPW TxSub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 65 MHz 1.7 2.1 2.5 ns 

RCCS RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 700 ps 

TCIP TxCLK IN Period (Figure 7) 15 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxCLK IN High Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TCIL TxCLK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) I f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxCLK IN (Figure 7) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxCLK OUT Period (Figure 8) 15 T 50 ns 

Note A: This limit based on bench characterization. 
Note B: This limit assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 ps. 
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (Figure 8) f=65MHz TBD ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f=65MHz TBD ns 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 25°C, Vee = 5.0V 
5 9.7 

(Figure 9) 
ns 

RCCD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25"C, Vee = 5.0V 
7.6 11.9 

(Figure 10) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 11) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (Figure 12) 10 ms 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

'. , 
TxCLKIN/RxCLKOUT ~ '", _____ ..1 L 

ODD TxIN/RxOUT -J 1-----------1 
EVEN TxIN/RxOUT ~ 

~,------------------------~ 
L 

TLlF/12618-3 

FIGURE 1. "Worst Case" Test PaHern 

Device Pin Name Signal Signal Frequency 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT f 

TxINO/RxOUTO R7 1/16 

TxlN 1 /RxOUT 1 R6 f/8 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R5 f/4 

TxIN3/RxOUT3 R4 f/2 

TxIN4/RxOUT4 R3 Steady State, Low 

TxIN5/RxOUT5 R2 Steady State, Low 

TxIN6/RxOUT6 Rl Steady State, Low 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 RO Steady State, Low 

TxIN8/RxOUT8 G7 

~ 
f/16 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G6 f/8 

TxlN 1 O/RxOUlI 0 G5 1/4 

TxlN 11 /RxOUT 11 G4 1/2 

TxlN 12/ftxOUT 12 G3 
' , , , Steady State, Low 

TxlN 13/RxOUT 13 G2 Steady State, Low 

TxINI4/RxOUTI4 Gl Steady State, Low 

TxINI5/RxOUT15 GO Steady State, Low 

TxIN16/RxOUT16 B7 1/16 

TxINI7/RxOUT17 B6 1/8 

TxINI8/RxOUT18 B5 1/4 

TxlN 19/RxOUT19 B4 1/2 

TxIN20/RxOUT20 B3 Steady State, Low 

TxIN21/RxOUT21 B2 Steady State, Low 
TxIN22/RxOUT22 Bl Steady State, Low 
TxIN23/RxOUT23 BO Steady State, Low 
TxIN24/RxOUT24 Syncl Steady State, High 
TxIN25/RxOUT25 Sync2 Steady State, High 
TxIN26/RxOUT26 Sync3 Steady State, High 
TxIN27/RxOUT27 Sync4 Steady State, High 

TLlF/12618-4 

FIGURE 2. "16 Grayscale" Test PaHern 

Note 1: The worst case test pattern produces a maximum toggling 01 digital circu~s, LVDS 110 and CMOS/TTL 110. 

Note 2: The 16 grayscale test pattern tests device power consumption lor a "typical" LCD display pattern. The test pattern approximates signal switching needed 
to produce groups 01 16 vertical strip .. across the display. 

Note 3: F/guf9 1 and F/guf9 2 show a rising edge data strobe (TxCLK IN/RxCLK DUn. 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

Vdlff = (OUT+) - (OUT-) 

~T+SPFf *'00n 

~T-
LLHT 

FIGURE 3. DS9OCR5113 (Transmltt.r) LVDS Output Load and Transition Times 

DS90CR584 
CMOS/TTL Output 

*8PF 
CLHT 

FIGURE 4. DS9OCR584 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Tim •• 

TxCLK IN 

TCIT 

TUF/12818-5 

TL/FI12618-8 

TUF/12618-7 

TCCS 

FIGURE 5. DS9OCR583 (Tran8lllltter) Input Clock Transition Tim. 

TSSPW 

Time-
TUF/12618-8 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdlfl = OV 
Note 2: Tess measured between earlleal and lateat LVDS adges. 

Noltl 3: TxCLK Differential Low .... High Edge 

FIGURE 6. DS9OCR583 (Transmltter~ Chann .... to-Chann.1 Sk.w and PUlA Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

1--- TCIP ---I Sample on L -H Edge 

2.0V 

TxCLK IN ---" 

TxlN 0:27 1.5V Setup 1.5V 

TL/F/1261B-9 

FIGURE 7. DS9OCR583 (Transmitter) Setup/Hold and High/low Tim .. 

1--- RCOP ---, 

RxCLK OUT 

RxOUT 0:27 1.5V Setup 1.5V II 
TLlF/12B1B-l0 

FIGURE 8. DS9OCR584 (Receiver) Setup/Hold and High/low Tim .. 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12B1B-ll 

FIGURE 9. DS90CR583 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

TLlF/12B18-12 

FIGURE 10. DS9OCR584 (Receiver) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

POWER DOWN 

Vee 

TxCLK IN 

TL/F/12616-13 

FIGURE 11. DS90CR583 (TransmIHer) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN 

Vee 

RxCLK IN 

TLlF/12618-14 

FIGURE 12. DS90CR584 (Receiver) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

TxCLK OUT / RxCLK IN \ _____ r 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN 

TxOUT3/ 
RxlN3 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUT1/ 
RxlNl 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 
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" , , , T/7 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

FIGURE 13. Seven Bits of LVDS In One Clock Cycle 

Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

, 
" 

FIGURE 14. Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CR583) 
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.1 DS90CR583 Pin Descrlptions-FPD Link Transmitter 
PinName 110 No. Description 

TxlN I 28 TIL level input. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 controllines-FPLlNE, FPFRAME, 
DRDYand CNTL (also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable, CNTL) 

TxOUT+ 0 4 Positive LVDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 4 Negative LVDS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TIL level clock input. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive LVDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative LVDS differential clock output 

PWRDOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TTL inputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CR584 Pin Descrilltlons-FPD Link Receiver 
PlnName I/O No. Description 

RxIN+ I 4 Positive.LVDS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 4 Negative LVDS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 28 TIL level data outputs. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 controllines-FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDY and CNTL (also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable, CNTL) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive L VDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TIL level clock output. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

PWRDOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI-STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL outputs 

PLLVec I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVce I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS Inputs 
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Connection Diagrams 

Vee 
TxlN5 
TxlN6 
TxlN7 

GND 
TxlN8 
TxINS 

TxlN10 
Vee 

TxlN 11 
TxlN12 
TxlN 13 

GND 
TxIN14 
TxlN 15 
TxlN16 
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RxOUT22 
RxOUT23 
RxOUT24 

GNO 
RxOUT25 
RxOUT26 
RxOUT27 
LVDSGND 

RxINO
RxINO+ 
RxlN 1-
RxIN1+ 

LVOSVee 
LVOSGNO 

RxIN2-
RxIN2+ 

RxCLK IN-

DS90CR584 
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tflNational Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY 

DS90CF583/DS90CF584 
LVDS 24·Bit Color Flat Panel Display (FPD) Link-65 MHz 
General Description 
The DS90CF583 transmitter converts 28 bits of CMOS/TIL 
data into four LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signalling) 
data streams. A phase-locked transmit clock Is transmitted 
in parallel with the data streams over a fifth LVDS link. Every 
cycle of the transmit clock 28 bits of input dllta are sampled 
and transmitted. The DS90CF584 receiver converts the 
LVDS data streams back into 28 bits of CMOS/TIL data. At 
a transmit clock frequency of 65 MHz, 24 bits of RGB data 
and 4 bits of LCD timing and control data (FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDY, CONTROL) are transmitted at a rate of 
455 Mbps per LVDS data channel. Using a 65 MHz clock, 
the data throughput is 227 Mbytes per second. These devic
es are offered with falling edge data strobes for convenient 
interface with a variety of graphics and LCD panel control-
lers. " 

Block Diagrams 
DS90CF583 

This chipset is an ideal means to solve EMI and cable size 
problems associated with wide, high speed TIL interfaces. 

Features 
• Up to 227 Mbytes/s bandwidth 
• Narrow bus reduces cable size 
• 345 mV swing LVDS devices for low EMI 
• Low power CMOS design 
• Power-down mode 
• PLL requires no external components 
• Low profile 56-lead TSSOP package 
• Falling edge data strobe 
• Compatible with TIAIEIA-644 LVDS standard 

DS90CF584 
CMOS/TTL Inputs DATA (LVDS) CMOS/TTL Outputs 

REO "';;::....J.--4 

GRN -7'+--1 

BLU "';;::'-1----1 

FPLlNE (HSYNC) -+--1 
FPFRAME (VSYNC) -+--1 

1'o;:~+-(14gn t~0!~5L:~~t/. 
Channel) 

I--I....;;~ REO 

I--I....;;~ GRN 

I--I....;;~ BLU 

1--1-- rPLlNE (HSYNC) 
1--1-- FPFRAME (VSYNC) 

DRDY (Dato Enabl.) ==l~:::l_J 
CNTL L_J::::::j~= DRDY (Oota Enable) 

CNTL 

FPSHlrT IN 
(TRANSMIT CLOCK INl-+--I 

(20 to 65 MHz 

POWER DOWN 

CLOCK (lVDS) 
(20 to 65 MHZ) 1--1-- r;~~gJE~UJLOCK IN) 

POWER DOWN 

TL/F/I2616-1 

Order Number DS9OCF583MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

Order Number DS90CF584MTD 
See NS Package Number MTD56 

Host 
Graphics 
ControUer 

CMOS/ 
TTL 

FPSHlrT IN (TxCLK IN) 

FPD Link Application FPD Link 
DS90CF583 DS90CF584 

5-120 

LCD 
Panel 

Controller 

FPSHlrT OUT (RxCLKOUT) 

TL/F/I2616-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation @ 2SDC 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales MTDS6 (TSSOP) Package: 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS90CFS83 TBDW 
Supply Voltage (Vee) -0.3Vto +6V DS90CFS84 TBDW 
CMOS/TIL Input Voltage -0.3Vto(Vee + 0.3V) Package Derating: 
CMOS/TIL Output Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) DS90CFS83 TBD W,DC above +2SDC 
LVDS Receiver Input Voltage -0.3V to (Vee + 0.3V) DS90CFS84 TBD wrc above +2SDC 
LVDS Driver Output Voltage -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V) This device does not meet 2000V ESD rating (Note 4). 
LVDS Output Short Circuit Duration Continuous 

Junction Temperature + 1S00C Recommended Operating 
Storage Temperature - 6SDC to + 1S00C Conditions 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec) + 2600C Min Nom Max Units 

Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.S s.o s.s V 
Operating Free Air 

-10 +2S +70 DC 
Temperature (T A) 

Receiver Input Range 0 2.4 V 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CMOS/TTL DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage GND 0.8 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -O.4mA 3.8 4.9 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10l = 2mA 0.1 0.3 V 

VCl Input Clamp Voltage ICl = -18 mA -0.79 -1.S V 

liN Input Current VIN = VCC, <;3ND, 2.SV or O.4V ±S.1 ±10 /LA 

loS Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -120 mA 

LVDS DRIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

Voo Differential Output Voltage RL = 1000 2S0 290 4S0 mV 

AVoo Change in Voo between 
3S mV Complementary Output States 

VCM Common Mode Voltage 1.1 1.25 1.37S V 

AVCM Change in VCM between 
3S mV 

Complementary Output States 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 1.3 1.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 0.9 1.07 V 

lOS Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV, Rl = 1000 -2.9 -S mA 

loz OutputTRI-STATEIII> Current Power Down OV, VOUT OVor VCC ±1 ±10 p.A 

LVDS RECEIVER DC SPECIFICATIONS 

VTH Differential Input High Threshold VCM = +1.2V +100 mV 

VTL Differential Input Low Threshold -100 mV 

liN Input Current VIN = +2.4V I VCC = S.SV ±10 /LA 

VIN = OV I ±10 p.A 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Charactaristlcs" specify cond"lons for device operation. 
Note 2: Typical valus. are given for Vee = S.OV and TA = + 2S'C. 
Note 3: Current into device pins is defined as pos"ive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. VoHages are referenced to ground unless otherwise 
specified (except Voo and <lNoo). 
Nota 4: ESC Rating: HBM (1.SkO.100 pF) 

PllVcc;' 1000V 
All other pins;, 2000V 
EIAJ (00. 200 pF) ;, 150V 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating,supply and temperature ranges unlestl otherwise specified " 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Un,lta 

'TRANSMITTER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCTW Transmitter Supply Currant, RL = 1000,CL = 5pF, f = 32.5 MHz 34 46 inA 
Worst~ Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 36 48 mA 

(Figures 1, 3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCTG Transmitter Supply Current; RL = 1000, CL = 5 pF, f,:, 32.5 MHz 27 42 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Graysc;ale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 28 ' 43 mA 

(Figures 2, 3) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

lexrrz' Transmitter Supply Current, Power DOWn - Low 
1 10 p.A 

Power Down 

RECEIVER SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCRW Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 55 75 mA 
Worst Case Worst Case Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 60 80 mA 

(Flf1ures 1, 4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

IcCRG Receiver Supply Current, CL = 8pF, f = 32.5 MHz 35 55 mA 
16 Grayscale 16 Grayscale Pattern f = 37.5 MHz 37 58 mA 

(Figures 2, 4) 
f = 65 MHz TBD TBD mA 

ICCRZ Receiver Supply Current, Power Down - Low 
1 10 p,A 

Power Down 
i" 

Switching Characteristics 
Over recommehded operating supply and temperat\lre ranges unlesS otherwise specified 

Symbol Parametar Min Typ Max Unlta 

LLHT LVDS Low-to-Hlgh Transition Time (FlfJure 3) 0.75 1.5 ' ns 

LHLT LVDS High-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 3) 0.75 1.5 ns 

CLHT CMOS/TTL Low-to-High Transition Time (Figure 4) 3.5 6.S ns 

CHLT CMOS/TTLHlgh-to-Low Transition Time (Figure 4) 2.7 6.5 ns 

TCIT TxCLK IN Transition Time (Figure 5) 8 ns 

TCCS TxOUT Chllnnel-to-Channel Skew (Note A) (Figure 6) 3S0 ps 

TSSPW TxSub-Symbol Pulse Width (Figure 6) I f = 6SMHz 1.7 2.1 2.5 ns 

Rces RxlN Channel-to-Channel Skew (Note B) 700 ps 

TCIP TxClK IN Period (Figure 7) 15 T 50 ns 

TCIH TxClK IN High Time (FlfJure 7) 0.35T 0.5T 0.6ST ns 

TCll ,TxClK IN Low Time (Figure 7) 0.35T O.ST 0.65T ns 

TSTC TxlN Setup to TxCLK IN (FlfJure 7) I f = 65 MHz .TBD ns 

THTC TxlN Hold to TxClK IN (Figure 7) 2.5 2 ns 

RCOP RxClK OUT Period (Figure 8) 15 T '" 50 ns 

Note Ii:. This limH based on bench characterization. 

Note B: This limN assumes a maximum cable skew of 350 pa: 
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 
Over recommended operating supply and temperature ranges unless otherwise specified. 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Units 

RCOH RxCLK OUT High Time (F/gurB 8) f = 65 MHz TBD ns 

RCOL RxCLK OUT Low Time (Figure 8) f=6SMHz TBD ns 

RSRC RxOUT Setup to RxCLK OUT (Figure 8) f = 6SMHz TBD ns 

RHRC RxOUT Hold to RxCLK OUT (FIgure 8) f=6SMHz TBD ns 

TCCD TxCLK IN to TxCLK OUT Delay @ 2SoC, Vee = S.OV 
5 9.7 

(FigureS) 
ns 

RceD RxCLK IN to RxCLK OUT Delay @ 25"C, Vee = S.OV 
7.6 11.9 

(Figure 10) 
ns 

TPLLS Transmitter Phase Lock Loop Set (FJgUre 11) 10 ms 

RPLLS Receiver Phase Lock Loop Set (F/gurB 12) 10 ms 
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AC Timing Diagrams 

I. 
" I I 

~. TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT 

I 
--_ ...... 1 

I 

ODD TxIN/RxOUT ---.J ~-----~I 
EVEN TxIN/RxOUT I L 

I 

TL/F/12616-3 
FIGURE 1. "Worst Case" Test Pattern 

Device Pin Name Signal Signal Frequency 

TxCLK IN/RxCLK OUT I 

TxINO/RxOUTO R7 1/16 

TxlN 1 /RxOUT 1 R6 1/8 

TxIN2/RxOUT2 R5 1/4 

Txln3/RxOUT3 R4 1/2 

TxIN4/RxOUT4 R3 Steady Stat., Low 

TxIN5/RxOUT5 R2 Steady St.t., Low 

TxIN6/RxOUT6 Rl St.ady Stat., Low 

TxIN7/RxOUT7 RO Steady St.te, Low 

TxIN8/RxOUT8 G7 

~ 
1/16 

TxIN9/RxOUT9 G6 1/8 

TxlN 1 O/RxOUTI 0 G5 1/4 

TxlN 11 /RxOUTII G4 1/2 

TxlN 12/RxOUT 12 G3 Steady St.t., Low 

TxINI3/RxOUTI3 G2 Ste.dy Stat., Low 

TxlN 14/RxOUT 14 Gl St.ady Stat., Low 

TxlN 15/RxOUT 15 GO St.ady St.t., Low 
TxlN 16/RxOUTl6 87 1/16 

TxlN 17 /RxOUT 17 86 1/8 

TxlN 18/RxOUT 18 85 1/4 
TxlN 19/RxOUT 19 84 1/2 
TxIN20/RxOUT20 83 Steady Stat., Low 
TxIN21/RxOUT21 82 Steady St.t., Low 
TxIN22/RxOUT22 81 St.ady St.t., Low 
TxIN23/RxOUT23 80 St •• dy St.t., Low 
TxIN24/RxOUT24 Syncl Steady St.te, Hi9h 
TxIN25/RxOUT25 Sync2 St.ady Stat., High 
TxIN26/RxOUT26 Sync3 St.ady St.t., High 
TxIN27/RxOUT27 Sync4 Ste.dy Stat., High 

TliF/12616-4 

FIGURE 2. "16 Grayscale" Test Pattern 

Note 1: The worst case test pattern produces a maximum toggling of digital circuits, LVDS 110 and CMOS/TTL 110. 

Nota 2: The 16 grayacale test pattern tests device power consumption lor a "typical" LCD display paltern. The test paltern approximates signal switching needed 
to produce groups of 16 vertiCal stripes across the display. 

Note 3: Figuf9 1 &r1d Figurrl2 show a falling edge data strobe (TXCLK IN/RxCLK OUT). 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

Vdiff = (OUT+) - (OUT-) 

~T+5PFf $'0on 

~T-
LLHT 

FIGURE 3. DS90CF583 (Transmitter) LVDS Output Load and Transition Times 

DS90CF584 
CMOS/TTL Oulpul 

. *8PF 
CLHT 

FIGURE 4. DS90CF584 (Receiver) CMOS/TTL Output Load and Transition Times 

TxCLK IN 

TCIT 
TL/F/I2616-7 

FIGURE 5. DS90CF583 ('transmitter) Input Clock Transition Time 

Tecs TSSPW 

Note 1: Measurements at Vdlff ~ OV 

TL/F/12616-5 

TL/F/I2616-6 

Note 2: TeSS measured between earliest and latest LVDS edges. 

Note 3: TxCLK Differ.entiai High -+ Low Edge 

Time~ 

TLlF/I2616-B 

FIGURE 6. DS90CF583 (Transmitter) Channel·to-Channel Skew and Pulse Width 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued)' 

1--- TCIP ---+I Sample on H-L Edge 

2.0V 
TxCLK IN 

TxlN 0:27 

TLlF/12616-S 

FIGURE 7. DS8OCF583 (Transmitter) Setup/Hold and High/Low Time. 

I---RCOP-

2.0V 
RxCLK OUT 

RxOUT 0:27 1.5V 

Tl/F/12616-10 

FIGURE 8. DStOCF584 (Receiver) Setup/Hold and High/Low Time. 

TxCLK IN 

TxCLK OUT 

TL/F/12818-11 

FIGURE t. DSIOCF&83 (Transmitter) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 

RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 

TLlF/12816-12 

FIGURE 10. DSIOCF584 (Recelv.r) Clock In to Clock Out Delay 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

POWER DOWN 

Vee 

TxCLK IN 

TLlF112616-13 

FIGURE 11. DS90CF583 (Transmitter) Phase Lock Loop Set Time 

POWER DOWN 

Vee • 
RxCLK IN 

RxCLK OUT 2V 
TL/F/12616-14 

FIGURE 12. DS90CF584 (Receiver) Ph.se Lock Loop Set Time 
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AC Timing Diagrams (Continued) 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN / , \'---_____ ----I( 

TxCLK OUT 
RxCLK IN 

TxOUT3/ 
RxlN3 

TxOUT2/ 
RxlN2 

TxOUT1/ 
RxlNl 

TxOUTO/ 
RxlNO 

TxOUT/ 
RxlN 

I .. 

FIGURE 13. Seven Blta of LVDS In One Clock Cycle 

Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

t: 

FIGURE 14. Parallel TTL Data Inputa Mappad to LVDS Outputa (DS90CF583) 

5-128 

TL/F/I2616-17 

TxlN27 

TxlN19 

TxlN8 

TxINO 

TLlF/I2616-18 
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DS90CF583 Pin Descriptions-FPD Link Transmitter 
PlnName 1/0 No. Description 

TxlN I 28 TIL level input. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 controllines-FPLlNE, FPFRAME, 
DRDY and CNTL (also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable, CNTL) 

TxOUT+ 0 4 Positive L VDS differential data output 

TxOUT- 0 4 Negative L VDS differential data output 

FPSHIFTIN I 1 TIL level clock input. The rising edge acts as data strobe 

TxCLKOUT+ 0 1 Positive L VDS differential clock output 

TxCLKOUT- 0 1 Negative LVDS differential clock output 

PWRDOWN I 1 TIL level Input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL inputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL inputs 

PLLVee I 1 Power supply pin for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pins for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS outputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS outputs 

DS90CF584 Pin Descriptions-FPD Link Receiver 
PlnName 1/0 No. Description 

RxIN+ I 4 Positive LVDS differential data inputs 

RxIN- I 4 Negative LVDS differential data inputs 

RxOUT 0 28 TIL level data outputs. This includes: 8 Red, 8 Green, 8 Blue, and 4 controllines-FPLlNE, 
FPFRAME, DRDY and CNTL (also referred to as HSYNC, VSYNC, Data Enable, CNTL) 

RxCLKIN+ I 1 Positive LVDS differential clock input 

RxCLKIN- I 1 Negative LVDS differential clock input 

FPSHIFTOUT 0 1 TIL level clock output. The falling edge acts as data strobe 

PWRDOWN I 1 TIL level input. Assertion (low input) TRI·STATES the outputs, ensuring low current at power 
down 

Vee I 4 Power supply pins for TIL outputs 

GND I 5 Ground pins for TIL outputs 

PLL Vee I 1 Power supply for PLL 

PLLGND I 2 Ground pin for PLL 

LVDSVee I 1 Power supply pin for LVDS inputs 

LVDSGND I 3 Ground pins for LVDS inputs 
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i DS90CF583 

Connection Diagrams 

I 

TLlF/12616-15 

5-130 

~~g~g~ 
RxOU.T24 

GND 
RxOUT25 
RxOUT26 
RxOUT27 

LVDSI;ND 
RxINO
RxINO+ 
RxlNl
RxlNl+ 

LVDSVee 
,LVDSGND 

RxIN2-
'RxIN2+ 

RxCLK IN-
RxCLK IN+ :: 

, RxIN3-
RxIN3+ 20 

LVDSGND 21 
2 

PLLGND 23 
PLL Vee 
PLLGND 24 

ffiDwN 25 

RxCLKOUT ~6 
RxOUTO 28 

GND 

,'" 

DS90CF584 

TLlF/12e16-16 
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f}1National Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY 

DS36C200 
Dual High Speed Bi-Directional Differential Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS36C200 is a dual transceiver device optimized for 
high data rate and low power applications. This device pro
vides a single chip solution for a dual high speed bi-dlrec
tional interface. Also, both control pins may be routed to
gether for single bit control of datastreams. Both control 
pins are adjacent to each other for ease of routing them 
together. The DS36C200 is compatible with IEEE 1394 
physical layer and may be used as an economical solution 
with some considerations. Please reference the application 
information on 1394 for more information. The device is in a 
14-lead small outline package. The differential driver out
puts provides low EMI with its low output swings typically 
210 mV. The receiver offers ± 100 mV threshold sensitivity, 
in addition to common mode noise protection. 

Connection Diagram 

DI/ROl NC 

Vee 2 OO/Rll+ 

DE DO/Rll-

REO 4 OO/RI2-

GND OO/RI2+ 

Ne 6 NC 

DI/R02 8 Ne 

Order Number DS36C200M 
See NS Package Number M14A 

TL/F/12621-1 

Features 
• Optimized for DSS to DVHS interface link 
• IEEE 1394 signaling 
• Operates above 100 Mbps 
• Bi-directional transceivers 
• 14-lead SOIC package 
• Ultra low power dissipation 
• ± 1 00 mV receiver sensitivity 
• Low differential output swing typical 210 mV 

Functional Diagram 

........ ;:-..... - OO/Rll + 
DI/R01-.......... 

~o--+ .... OO/Rll-

DE ..... +--.... 

REO 

........ ;:-..... - OO/RI2+ 
DI/R02 -t .... +-t 

~o--++- DO/RI2-

TLlF/12621-2 
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I Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are req\llred, Lead Temperature Range (Soldering, 4 sec.) + 260·C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales ESD Rating (HBM 1.5 k.o, 100 pF) (Note 4) ~2.5 kV 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vcc) -0.3Vto +6V Recommended Operating 
Enable Input Voltage (DE, REO) -0.3Vto(Vee + 0.3V) Conditions i 

Voltage (DIIRO) -0.3Vto(Vcc + 0.3V) Min Typ Max Units 
Voltage (DO/RI ±) -0.3V to (VCC + 0.3V) Supply Voltage (Vee> +"4.5 +5.0 +5.5 V 
Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25·C Receiver Input Voltage 0 2.4 V 

M Package TBDmW Operating Free Air '" 
Derate M Package TBD mW /·C above + 25·C Temperature (TAl 0 25 70 " ·C 
Storage Temperature Range -65·Cto + 150"C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2, 3 and 7) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Pin I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VOO Output Differential Voltage RL = 55.0 172 210 TBD mV 

avoo Voo Magnitude Change Figure 1 
0" 4 35 mV 

VOH Output High Voltage 1.36 1.6 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.9 1.15 V 

Vos Offset Voltage 
00+, 

Q.9 1.25 1.6 V 00-
avos Offset Magnitude Change 0 5 25 mV 

lozo TRI·STATEII> Leakage Vo = Vee or GND 0 ±1 ±10 p.A 

loxo Power·Off Leakage Vo = Vee = GND = OV 0 ±1 ±10 p.A 

loso Output Short Circuit Current -6 -9 rnA 

DIFFERENTIAL RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

VTH Input Threshold High +100 mV 

VTL Input Threshold Low " 
RI+, 

-100 mV RI-
liN I nput Current VIN = + 2.4V, or OV -10 ±1 +10 p.A 

VOH Output High Voltag~ 10H = - 400 p.A 3.8 4.9 V 

Inputs Open 3.8 4.9 V 

Inputs Terminated, Rt = 55.0 3.8 
RO 

4.9 V 

Inputs Shorted, Voo = OV 4.9 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 10L = 2.0 rnA, VIO = - 200 mV 0.3 0.5 V 

10SR Output Short Circuit Current VOUT = OV -15 -60 -100 rnA 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over supply voltage and operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2, 3 and 7) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditione I Pin I Min I Typ I Mex I Unite 

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee V 

VIL Input Low Voltage GND 0.8 V 

IIH Input High Current VIN = Vee or 2.4V 
DI,DE 

±1 ±10 /loA RE* 

IlL Input Low Current VIN = GND or 0.4V ±1 ±10 /loA 

VCL Input Clamp Voltage ICL = -18 mA -1.5 -0.8 V 

leeD Power Supply Current No Load; DE = RE* = Vee 3 7 rnA 

RL = 550; DE = REo = Vee VCC 10 TBD mA 

ICCR DE = REo = OV 5 7 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" specHles conditions of device operation. 
Note 2: Current Into device pins is defined as positive. Current out of device pins is defined as negative. All voltages are referenced to ground except Voo amd VIO. 
Note 3: All typicals are given for Vee = + S.OV and TA = + 2S'C. 
Note 4: ESD Rating: HBM (1.S kO, 100 pF) ., 2.S kV 

EIAJ (00, 200 pF) ., TBD 
Note 5: CL includes probe and fixture capaCitance. 
Note 8: Generator waveform lor all tests unless otherwise specified: I = 1 MHz, Zo = 500,tr ,; 1 ns, If ,; 1 ns (0%-100%). 
Note 7: The DS36C200 is a current mode device and only function with datasheel specHlcation when a resistive load is applied to the drivers outputs. 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over supply voltage and 'operating temperature ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 5) 

Symbol I Parameter I 'ConditIone I Min I Typ I Max I UnIte 

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVER CHARACTERISTICS 

tpHLO Differential PropagatldnDelay High to Low RL = 550, CL = 50 pF 1.5 3.4 6 ns 

tpLHO Differential Propagation Delay Low to High (Figures 2 snd 3) 1.5 3.50 6 ns 

taKO Differential Skew ItPHLO-tPLHOI 0.1 0.1 2 ns 

trLH Transition Time Low to High 0 0.5 2 ns 

trHL Transition TIme High to Low 0 0.5, 2 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High to Z RL = 550 0.3 5 20 ns 

tpLZ Disable TIme Low to Z (Figures 4 snd 5) , 0.3 5 20 ns 

tpZH Enable Time Z to High 0.3 10 30 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z to Low 0.3 10 30 ns 

DIFFERENTIAL RECEIVER CHARAC:rJ;RISTICS , 

IpHLO Differential Propagation Delay High to Low CL = 50 pF, VIO = 200 mV 1.5 3.4 6 ns 

tpLHO Differential Propagation Delay Low 10 High (Figures 6 snd 7) , 1.5 3.5 6 ns 

taKO Differential Skew ItpHLO-tpLHOI 0.1 " 0.1 2 ns 

tr Rise Time 0 0.5 2.5 ns 

tf Fall Time 0 0.5 2.5 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time High 10 Z CL = 5pF 1 10 20 ns 

IpLZ Disable Time Low 10 Z (Figures 8 snd 9) 1 10 20 ns 

IpZH Enable Time Z 10 High 0.3 10 30 ns 

tpZL Enable Time Z to Low 0.3 10 30 ns 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

00+ 

2V --0 01 

O.BV --0 
SI 

'00-' 

TL/F/12621-3 

FIGURE 1. Differential Driver DC Test Circuit 

...... .".....--+---..... -0 00+ 

...... "O---..... --.... -() 01+ 

TLlF/12821-4 

FIGURE 2. Differential Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Test Circuit 

01 

00-----.;_. 

00+---' 

VOIFF 

BO% 

OV 

VDIFF = {DO+} - {DO-} 

'-----OV 

,,~--VOH 

'----VOL 

, ,TL/F/12621-5 

FIGURE 3. Differential Driver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveforms 
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DE 

DO-(DI=L) 
DO+(DI=H) 

DO-(DI=H) 
DO+(DI=L) 

FIGURE 4. DrIver TRI-sTATE Delay Test Circuit 

~-----3V 

",---VOH 
50% 50% ...... -------+J.· .............. ·l.2V 

tpZL .,--------_d· .............. 1.2V 
50% SOli: 

FIGURE 6. Driver TRI-STATE Delay Waveforms 

RI+ 

Gonor.tor RI- > .... -oRO 

TLlF/12621-8 

FIGURE 8. Receiver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Tnt Circuit 

RI- --_. J-----""I"----..... ~--- +1.3V 
RI+ ---~ ~ _____ .r...;. ____ '---- +1.1V 

RO 

20% • 
I"----VOL 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Propagation Delay and Transition Time Waveforms 
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>-1 ..... -t--0 RO 

RE
Generalor t--1~---I 0-- Vee 

TLfFfl2821-10 

FIGURE 8. Receiver TRI-STATE Delay Teat Circuit 

RE* 
""------OV 

.----VOH 
VOH - 0.5 50% 

~--------f-""-'------'--'-" GHD 
RO ItoZL 1"'---------" . .............. Vee 

50% VOL + 0.5 
'----VOL 

TLfFf12621-11 

FIGURE 9. Receiver TRI-ST ATE Delay Waveforma 
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Application Information 
TRUTH TABLES 

The DS36C200 has two enable pins DE and REo, however, and DO/RI-. Please note that some of the pins have been 
the driver and receiver should never be enabled simulta- iljentified by its function in the corresponding mode in the 
neously. Enabling both could cause multiple channel con- three tables below. For example, in Transmit mode the 
tention. It is recommended to route the enables together on DO/RI + pin is identified as DO +. This was done for clarity 
the PC board. This will allow a Single bit [DE/REO] to control in the tables only and should not be confused with the pin 
the chip. This DE/REO bit toggles the DS36C200 between identification throughout the rest of this document. Also 
Receive mode and Transmit mode. When the bit is asserted note that a logic low on the DE/RE· bit corresponds to a 
HIGH the device is in Transmit mode. When the bit is as- logic low on both the DE pin and the RE· pin. Similarly, a 
serted LOW the device is in Receive mode. The mode de- logic high on tile DE/RE· bit corresponds to a logic high on 
termines the function of the I/O pins: DIIRO, DO/RI+, both the DE pin and the REO pin. 

Receive Mode Transmit Mode 

Input(s) Input/Output Input(s) Input/Output 

DE REO [RH]- [RI-] RO DE RE· 01 00+ DO-

L L > +100mV H H H L L H 

L L < -100mV L H H H H L 

L L 100mV> & > -100mV X H H 2> & > 0.8 X X 

H = Logic high level 

L = Logic low level 

X = Indeterminant stata 

TABLE I. Device Pin Descriptions 

Pln# 
Name 

Mode Description 
(In mode only) 

3 DE Transmit Driver Enable: When asserted low driver is disabled. And when asserted high 
driver is enabled. 

1,7 01 TTL/CMOS driver input pins 

10,13 00+ Noninverting driver output pin 

11,12 00- Inverting driver output pin 

4 RE· Receive Receiver Enable: When asserted low receiver is enabled. And when asserted high 
receiver is disabled. 

1,7 RO Receiver output pin 

10,13 RI+ Positive receiver input pin 

11,12 RI- Negative receiver input pin 

5 GND Transmit and Ground pin 

2 Vee 
Receive Positive power supply pin, + 5V ± 10% 

IEEE 1394 link where speed sensing, bus arbitration, and other func-

The DS36C200 drives and receives IEEE 1394 physical lay- tions are not required, a controller and the DS36C200 will 

er signal levels. The cu~ent mode driver is cabpable of driv- provide a cost effective, high speed dedicated link. This is 

ing a 550 load with Voo between 172 mV and TBD mY. The shown in Figure 10A. In applications that require fully com-

DS36C200 is not designed to work with a link layer control- pliant 1394 protocol, a link layer controller and physical lay-

ler IC requiring full 1394 physical layer compliancy to the er controller will be required as shown in Figure 10B. The 

standard. No clock generator, no arbitration, and no en- physical layer controller supports up to three DC36C200 de-

code/decode logic is provided with this device. For a 1394 vices (not shown). 
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Controller 

Link 
Layer 

Controller 

TPA 
Control 

DS36C200 
TPB 

I/o Link 

-
· · · 
-

~ 
link Phy-Layer 

Layer Controller Control 

I/o 
-:-- DS36C200 

I/O Link 

DIN II Arb. -
Code 

FIGURE 10. (A) Dedicated IEEE 1394 Unk 
(8) Full IEEE 1394 Compliant Unk 

o 
[ liD 

FIGURE 11. Typical in Home Application 

TPA 

TPB 

1/2 DS36C200 l/Z DS36CZOO 

FIGURE 12. Typical Interface Connection (Note 7) 
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co dNational Semiconductor 
~V' 

ADVANCE INFORMATION 

DS36C250 
Controller Area Network (ISOIDIS 11898) Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS36C2S0 is a low power differential, bus transceiver 
designed to meet the requirements of the ISO/DIS 11898 
Controller Area Network (CAN) Standard for multipoint data 
communication. The DS36C2S0 also meets the require
ments of CAN V2.0 .. 

The DS36C2S0 transceiver is composed ·of three major 
functional blocks: a transmitter with differential output, a dif
ferential input receiver and a voltage reference. Data to be 
transmitted over the CAN bus (CAN_H and CAN_L) is in
put to the DS36C2S0 on the TxD pin. Data received over the 
CAN bus is output via the RxD pin. The CAN bus data signal 
consists of a sequence of large and small amplitude differ
ential voltages. A positive (or large) differential voltage rep
resents the so-called "dominant" (or active) bit value. When 
the CAN bus voltage corresponds to the dominant bit, the 
CAN_H voltage is more positive than the CA~L voltage. 
A zero differential voltage (CAN_H = CAN_L ::: VCC/2) 
represents the "recessive" (or passive) bit value. Data sig
nals applied to TxD or output from RxD are logically low
true. The signal polarity on CAN_H is inverted with respect 
to that of TxD or RxD. Additionally, each transceiver sup
plies current at a voltage equal to VREF to maintain the CAN 
bus (CAN_H and CAN_L) at approximately Vcc/2 when 
the bus is in the recessive (passive) state. 

The DS36C2S0 transmitter is deSigned to reduce EMI from 
the CAN bus. The CAN bus output rise and fall times are 
controlled by extracting current f~om the RS pin. The control 
element can be as simple as a single resistor connected 
from the Rs pin to ground. 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

sOle·a and Mlnl·DIP 

I Slope r TxD IT - Control roRs 
Be Standby 

/ 

GND 12 - T> f--~ CAN_H. 

~ P-
vee IT r-r- ~ CAN_L 

......--. 

RXD~ - ~ :IJ VREF 

TL/F/12614-1 

The DS36C2S0 is designed to resist fault conditions occur
ing on the CAN bus. The CAN bus 110 pins are deSigned to 
withstand overvoltages up to 2SV. The receiver design al
lows operation over a common mode range of - 7V to 
+ 12V. The transmitter has thermal and current limiting in 
the output driver stage. Additionally, the device outputs 
withstand shorts to either Vee or ground. The device is fully 
specified over the automotive temperature range (-40·C to 
+ 12S·C). The DS36C2S0 is form, fit and function compati
ble with other CAN transceivers while offering improved 
characteristics and performance. 

Features 
• Meets CAN V2.0B and ISO/DIS-11898 Standards 
• Adjustable transmitter slew rate for low EMI/RFI 
• Data rates up to 1 M bit! s 
• Low standby power 
• Wide common mode range: - 7V to + 12V 
• CAN bus pins withstand up to 2SV 
• Automotive temperature range -40·C 10 + 12S·C 
• Industry standard function and pinout (Philips 

PCA82C2S0) 
• Available in JEDEC SOIC-8 and mini-DIP packages 

Product Application 
• DS36C2S0 is suitable for all ISO/DiS 11898 and CAN 

V2.0B automotive and industrial applications. 

Pin Descriptions 

Pin '" Name Description 

1 TxD Transmitter Input, Inverted with 
Respect to CA~H 

2 GND Circuit Ground (OV) 

3 Vee Positive Power Supply Input (+ SV, 
±10%) 

4 RxD Receiver Output, I nverted with 
Respect to CA~H • 

S VREF CAN Bus Reference Voltage Source 
Vcc/2 

6 CAN_L CAN Bus Low-Side Driver Output! 
Receiver Input 

7 CAN_H CAN Bus High-Side Driver Output! 
Receiver Input 

8 Rs CAN Bus Output Slope Control, 
Standby Mode Control 
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Truth Table (2 = transmitter output off or floating) 

TRANSMITTER 

TxD CALH CAN_L RxD CAN BUS STATE 

0 HIGH LOW 0 Dominant 

1 Z Z 1 Recessive 

unconnected Z 2 1 Recessive 

RECEIVER 

1 

I 
HIGH 

I 
LOW 

I 
0 

I 
Dominant 

1 Z Z 1 Recessive 

RS Functions 

FORCED CONDITION AT Rs MODE VOLTAGE OR CURRENT AT Rs 

VRs > 0.75Vcc Standby IRs < 110 ,...AI 

-10 p.A < IRs < -200,...A Slope Control O.4Vce < VRs < 0.6VCC 

VRs < 0.3VCC High-Speed IRs -500,...A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65°C to + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering 4 sec.) + 260"C 
Ofllce/Dlatrlbutoi'8 for availability and specifications. . ESD Capability . 
Supply Voltage (vccl + 12.0V (Class 2 per MIL-STD-883C, test method 3015) >2kV 
Input Voltage (TxD, Rs) -0.5Vto(Vcc +0.5V) 

Common Mode Voltage Recommended Operating 
(CAN.....,H, CAN.....,L) (Note 8) ±20.0V Conditions 

Input Voltage (CAN.....,H, CAN.....,L) (Note 8) ±25.0V Min Typ Max Units 
Output Voltage (RxD) -0.5V to (Vee + 0.5V) Supply Voltage (Vee) +4.5+5.0 +5.5 V 
Output Current (VREF) ±100"A CAN Bus Voltage (VCM) -7.0 +12.0 V 

Maximum Package Power Dissipation @ + 25°C Operating Free Air Temperature (T A) -40 25 125 °C 
MPackage TBD mW, derate TBD mW rc above + 25°C 
N Package TBD mW, derate TBD mW rc above + 25°C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature Ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3). 

DEVICE DC POWER SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

lee Power Supply Current No Load, not Standby, 
200 500 "A VRs = OV, TxD = VIL 

ICDom Supply Current, Dominant TxD = VIL 
40 70 mA 

For RL, see Note 9 

ICCRee Supply Current, Recessive TxD = VIH, RL = 600. 12 18 mA 

ICCStby Supply Current, Standby TxD = VIH, VRs = VIH 150 "A 

DRIVER DC CHARACTERISTICS 

VIH High Level Input Voltage TxD 2.0 VCC V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage TxD 0.0 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIH = VCC TxD 2 "A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIL = OV TxD -2 "A 

VCANdiff Differential Output Voltage, Dominant, RL = 600. Figure 1 1.5 3.0 V 

VCAN-H-VCALL Recessive, RL = 600. -500 50 mV 

VCANHdom Driver Output Voltage Dominant, RL = son CAN_H, Figure 2 2.75 4.5 V 

VCANLdom CAN_L, Figure 2 0.5 2.25 V 

VCANHrec Driver Output Voltage Recessive, RL = 600. CAN.....,H, Figure 2 2.0 3.0 V 

VCANLree CAN.....,L, Figure 2 2.0 3.0 V 

VeAL Differential Output Voltage Dominant, RL = 600. Figure 4 
ITBDI Imvi 

Balance 

loso Driver Output Short-Circuit VCAN-H = -7to +12V Figure 3 0 -190 -250 mA 
Current VCAN-HorL = OV 100 mA 

VCAN L = -7Vto +12V 0 190 +250 mA 

RECEIVER DC CHARACTERISTICS 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -4mA RxD, Figure 5 3.5 4.6 V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10L = +4mA RxD, F/{Jure 5 0.3 0.5 V 

10SH Output Short Circuit Current Vo = GND RxD -7 -35 -85 mA 

10SL Output Short Circuit Current Vo = Vee RxD 7 35 85 mA 

VTdom Differential Input Dominant -7V s: VCM s: +12V Figure 11 
0.9 5.0 V 

Threshold Voltage 

VTree Differential Input Recessive -7V s: VCM s: +12V Figure 11 
-1.0 0.5 V 

Threshold Voltage 

liN Input Current Other Input = Vee/2, VI = +12V TBD 0.5 mA 
(Note 4) Vee = OVor +5V ±10% VI =-7 TBD -0.4 mA 
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Electrical Characteristics (Continued) 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature Ranges, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3). 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

RECEIVER DC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

VHYS Hysteresis VCM = OV Note 5, Figure 13 150 mV 

R'N Input Resistance -7V S; VCM S; +12V TSO 68 kG 

R'Ndiff Oifferentiallnput Resistance TSO kG 

RECEIVER AC CHARACTERISTICS 

CIN Input Capacitance, TxO TSO pF 

CIN(CAN) Input Capitance, 
TSO pF 

CAN_H or CAN_L 

C,Ndiff Oifferentiallnput Capacitance, 
TSO pF 

CAN_H to CAN_L 

REFERENCE OUTPUT DC CHARACTERISTICS 

VREF Reference Output Voltage IL = ±50~A 0.45Vcc 0.5Vcc 0.55Vcc V 

IREF Reference Output Current ±100 ~A 

SLOPE CONTROL/STANDBY DC CHARACTERISTICS 

VRs Slope Control Input Voltage for 0.3 Vee 
V 

Fmax 

IRs Slope Control I nput Current for VRs = OV 
-500 ~A 

Fmax 

Vstandby Slope Control Input Voltage for 0.75 Vee 
V 

Standby Mode 

Islope Slope Control Mode Current 
-10 -200 ~A Range 

II 
! 

Vslope Slope Control Mode Voltage 0.4 Vee 0.6Vcc 
V 

Range 
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Switching Characteristics 
Over Supply Voltage and Operating Temperature Ranges, unless otherwise specified (Note 3). 

Symbol ,Parameter Conditions Reference Min Typ Max Units 

FMAX Maximum Operating Frequency IRs = max. 1 MHz 

ltJ~ Minimum Bit Time IF/a = max. 1 IJ.S 
DRIVER SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

toffTxo Differential Propagation Delay RL = 600, CL = 100 pF Figures 6& 9 
40 80 ns 

Dom.toRec. 

tonTxO Differential Propegatlon Delay VRs = OV Figures 6& 9 
TBD 50 ns 

Rec.to Dom. 

tsKO Differential Skew VRs = OV Ftgure 10, (Note 6) 
TBD TBD 

ItPHLD- tpLHOI 
ns 

tr Rise Time VRs = OVor Figure 12 TBD ns 
t, Fall Time IRs < -500 p.A TBD ns 

tr Rise Time IRs = -100 p.A Ftgure 12 TBD ns 
t, Fall Time TBD ns 

tr Rise Time IRs = -20p.A Figure 12 TBD ns 
t, Fall Time TBD ns 

RECEIVER SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

toffRxO DelayTxD = VIH to RxD = VOH IRs = max Figures 7& 9 TBD 160 ns 

tonRxD DelayTxD = VIL to RxD = VOL IRa = max Figures 7& 9 TBD 130 ns 

tpHL Propegatlon Delay VCANdIff CL = 15pF Figures 7& 9 
80 ns 

Domlnantto RxD = VOL 

tpLH Propagation Delay VCANdilf CL = 15pF Flgures7&9 
80 ns 

Recessive to RxD = VOH 

tsKR skew,ltpHL -tpLHI Figure 8, (Note 6) 10 TBD ns 

twAKE Wake-Up from Standby via Pin 8 20 ".s 

ldRxOL CAN Bus Dominant to RxD = VOL Standby Mode VRs = VIH 3 ".S 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are thosa parameter values beyond which the Ule and operation 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. The stating herein 01 
thesa maximums shall not be construed to mean that the device can or should be operated at or beyond these values. The table 01 "Electrical Characteristics'" 
specifies acceptable device operating conditions. All vo~ are maaeured wHh respect to pin 2 (GND). 
Note 2: Positive current la deflned asllowtng Into device pins. Negative current 18 daflned as flowing out 01 device pins, All voltages are relerenced to ground (equel 
to zero volta) with the exception 01 VCANdlllo VBALo VTdomo VTrec, VHYS. 
Note 3: Typical values are etaI8d for: Vee = +5,OV and T A ~ + 25"C. 

Note 4: liN Includes both the receiver Input current and driver recel8Jve.state leakage current 
Note 5: Hystaraslsl8 dallned as VHYS - VTH-VTL. (FIgura 13). 
Note e: Signal skews are defined as the largest magnitude difference between and wHhout regard to the sequence 01 the specHled edges. 
Note 7: Ct. inCludes probe and ilg capacitances. 

Note 8: The vo~ applied betwaan the CAN-H and CA~L pins may not exceed 125v D.C. I. 
Note 8: ICCdcm(typ) la measured using the eoo CAN bus termination. ICCdcm(max) Is measured using a 450 load which represanta the parallel equivalent of 128 
Inputs (typical RIW and the CAN bus termination. 
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Parameter Measurement Information 

FIGURE 1. Driver VCANdlff 
Dominant and Recessive 

FIGURE 3. Driver IOSD 

TLlF/12614-2 

TL/FI12614-4 

TLlF112614-7 

FIGURE 5. Receiver VOL/IOL and VOH/IOH 

son 

TL/F/I2614-3 

FIGURE 2. Driver VCANH and VCANL 
Dominant and Recessive 

TLlF112614-8 

FIGURE 4. Driver DIfferential Output 
Voltage Balance (VaAL) 

5011 

TL/F/I2614-5 

FIGURE 8. Driver Differential Propagation 
Delay Test CIrcuit 

Oscilloscope 

TL/F/I2614-8 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Differential Propagation Delay Test Circuit 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) . 

CA N·_H 
- I. 
--1 VCANH(DDM) 
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s 1 in position 1 Dominant Recessive 
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-
VREF 

C AN_L 

-

- l>CANH(DOM) l>CANH(REC) 

VREF 
C AN_H 

- .~ ItSKRI 
1 in position 2 Dominant -
AN_L \ 

VCANL(REC)j VCANL(DOM) 

\ 
C 

-

VOH 

RxD 

VOL -

.TxD 

Vdilf(DOM) :...

Vd1ff(CAN) 

l>CANL(DOM) 

D.5~ 
FIGURE 8. Receiver Skew Timing 

Dominant 1.5V 

Vdiff(REC) ---01--
VOH ---+--...;.""'" 

RxD 

FIGURE 9. Propagation Delays 
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Parameter Measurement Information (Continued) 

TxD 

CAN_H 

CAN_L VCANL(DOM) VCANL(REC) 

TUF/12814-11 

FIGURE 10. Driver Skew Timing 

TUF/12814-12 

FIGURE 11. Differential Input Threshold 

max 
RxD 

min -/"'----------------1 0.5 0.9 

0.4 VCC 0.6 VCC VCANdiff (V) 

VSLOPE 
TUF/12814-14 

FIGURE 12. Driver Slew Rate vs Rs Pin Control Voltage 
FIGURE 13. Hysteresis 
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Applications Information 

Typical Application with Host Control 

TxO/P~----------~ 

CAN 
Host 

Controller 

Rx I/P 1-------1 

DS36C250 
TL/F/12614-13 

outputs such as shorts to large positive and negative battery 
voltages, shorts to ground, electrical transients, load dump, 
etc. 

CAN BUS OUTPUT SLEW RATE CONTROL 
The slew-rate of the CAN bus outputs is controlled by the 
amount of current flowing in pin 8, the Rs pin. Grounding pin 
8, called high-speed mode, defeats the slew rate contr~1 
circuitry and causes the CAN bus outputs to slew at their 
maximum rates. For lower speed operation and slope con
trol, current is sunk from pin 8. This can be done using a 
resistor or other equivalent means. The output signal slopes 
will be proportional to the amount of current extracted from 
pin 8. When the current flowing in pin 8 is reduced to zero, 
the part enters the low-current, standby mode. In standby, 
the transmitter is switched off and the receiver placed in a 
powered-down mode. If dominant bits are detected on the 
CAN bus while the device is in standby mode, RxO will go to 
a low logic level. The host should then re-activate the trans
ceiver to a normal operating mode by increaSing current 
flow out of pin 8. Messages received while in standby mode 
will be lost because of the slowed response of the receiver 
and should be re-transmitted after the receiver is in a nor
mal operating mode. 

CAN BUS OUTPUT THERMAL, VOLTAGE AND 
CURRENT LIMITING 
The 0536C250 incorporates therm~1 limiting and over
currrentlvoitage protection in the CAN bus outputs. Ther
mal limiting in the transmitter outputs restricts the maximum 
junction temperature to less than 150"0. Receiver operation 
is maintained during transmitter thermal limiting. Current and 
voltage limiting are incorporated in the design to protect 
against fault conditions which may occur on the CAN bus 
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CAN BUS OUTPUT RECESSIVE·MODE REFERENCE 
POTENTIAL 
The 0536C250 sources current to the CAN bus lines at a 
reference potential approximately equal to Vcc/2 when it is 
in the recessive mode (and not in the standby mode). The 
amount of current supplied by one or more devices connect
ed to a properly CAN bus allows the connection of a maxi
mum of 128 devices to the network. Note: It should be un
derstood that the amount of current contributed to the net
work by anyone of N devices connected to the network will 
be approximately liN; where I is the current source capabili
ty of a single device into the terminated network. 

EMIIRFI 
The design of the transmitter and its output signals CAN_H 
and CAN_L minimizes production of both EMIIRFI and 
common-mode noise signals. 

NETWORK SIZE LIMITS 
The maximum number of network nodes in a normal CAN 
automotive application is 30. The 0536C250 is designed to 
have equivalent performance in networks having 128 
nodes. In order to aChieve this, particular attention has been 
given to parameters affecting the equivalent load that the 
device presents to the bus. The critical parameters include: 
transmitter output leakage current, receiver input resistance 
(and impedance), reference current source impedance, and 
pin reactances. 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

OS1692/0S3692 TRI-STATE® Differential Line Drivers 

General Description 
The OS1692/0S3692 are low power Schottky TTL line driv
ers electrically similar to the OS1691 AlOS3691 but tested 
to meet the requirements of MIL-STO-188-114A (see Appli
cation Note AN-216). MIL-STO-188-114A type 1 driver 
specifications can be met by adding an external three resis
tor voltage divider to the output of the OS3692/1692. The 
DS3692/1692 feature 4 buffered outputs with high source 
and sink current capability with internal short circuit protec
tion. 

With the mode select pin low, the DS1692/0S3692 are dual 
differential line drivers with TRI-STATE outputs. They fea
ture ±10V output common-mode range in TRI-STATE and 
OV output unbalance when operated with ± 5V supply. 

Logic Diagram (% Circuit Shown) 

Multipoint applications in differential mode with waveshap
ing capacitors is not allowed. 

Features 
• Short circuit protection for both source and sink outputs 
• 1000 transmission line drive capability 
• Low Icc and lEE power consumption 

Differential mode Icc = 9 mAidrivertyp 

lEE = 5 mAidrivertyp 
• Low current PNP inputs compatible with TTL, MOS and 

CMOS 
• Adaptable as MIL-STO-188-114A type 1 driver 

INPUT A (D)o--------I ;~-... ---------_I ">c::>---oOUTPUT A (D) 

TRI·STATE·o--4~-------+---r""",,, 
DISABLE JO----... 

:>()---oOUTPUT B (C) 

TLlF/5784-1 

Connection Diagram Truth Table 
Inputs Outputs 

16 RISE TIME CONTROL A 
Mode A (D) 0laable1 (2) A (D) B(C) 

15 OUTPUT A 

14 
OUTPUT B 

RISE TIME CONTROL B 

12 RISE TIME CONTROL C 

RISE TIME CONTROL D 

TLlF/5784-2 

Top View 

Order Number DS1692J, oS3692J, 
oS3692M or oS3692N 

See NS Package Number J16A, M16A' or N16A 

'Contact Product Marketing for availability. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
pl .. se contact the National Semiconductor Sel .. Supply Voltage 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS1692 
Supply Voltage Vcc 4.5 5.5 V 

Vcc' 7V VEE . -4.5 -5.5 V 

VEE -7V DS3692 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25·C Vee 4.75 5.25 V 

Cavity Package 1509mW VEE -4.75 -5.25 V 

Molded Package 1476mW Temperature (TAl 
Input Voltage 15V DS1692 -55 +125 ·C 

Output Voltage (Power OFF) ±15V 
DS3692 0 +70 ·C 

Storage Temperature -65·Cto + 150·C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 26O"C 

'Derate cavity package 10.1 mWrc; derate rno.1ded package 11.9 mwrc 
above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics DS1692/053692 (Notes 2, 3 and 4) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DS1692, Vee = 5V ± 10%. DS3692. Vee = 5V ±5%. VEE CONNECTION TO GROUND. MODE SELECT s; O.BV 

Vo Differential Output Voltage RL = 00 VIN = 2V 2.5 3.6 V 
"To VA,B VIN = 0.8V -2.5 -3.6 V 

VT . Dlfferentlal,Output Voltage RL = 10.00 VIN = 2V 2 2.6 V 
v,: VA,B' Vcc ~ 4.75V VIN = 0.8V -2 -2.6 V 

Vos, 'VoS Common·Mode Offset RL = 1000 2.5 3 V Voltage 

IVTI-Ivrl Difference in Differential RL '" .1000 0.05 0.4 V Output Voltage 

Ivosl - 1'VoS1 Difference in cOmmon· RL = 1000 0.05 0.4 V Mode Offset Voltage 

Vss IVT - v,:1 RL = 1000, Vcc'~ 4.75V 4.0 4.8 V 

lox TRI·STATE Output Current Vo s; -10V -0.002 -0.15 rnA 

Vo ~ 15V 0.002 0.15 rnA 

ISA Output Short Circuit Current VIN = O.4V VOA = 8V 80 150 rnA 

VOB = OV -80 -150 rnA 

ISB Output Short Circuit Current VIN ~ 2.4V VOA = OV -80 -150 rnA 

VOB = 6V 80 150 rnA 

Icc . Supply Current 18 30 rnA 

DS1692. Vee = 5V ±10%. VEE = -5V ± 10%. DS3692. Vee = 5V ±5%. VEE = -5 ±5%. MODE SELECT s; O.BV 

Vo Differential Output Voltage RL =' 00 VIN = 2.4V 7 8.5 V 
'To VA,B VIN = 0.4V -7 -8.5 V 

VT Differential Output Voltage RL = 2000 VIN = 2.4V 6 7.3 V 
v,: VA,B VIN = 0.4V -6 -7.3 V 

IVTI-Ivrl Output Unbalance Ivccl = IVEEI, Rt = 2000 0.02 0.4 'V 

lox TRI·STATE Output Current Vo = 10V 0.002 0.15 rnA 

Vo = -10V -0.002 -0.15 rnA 

Is+ Output Short Circuit Current Vo= OV VIN = 2.4V -80 -150 rnA 
Is- VIN = 0.4V 80 150 rnA 

ISLEW Slew Control Current ±140. pA 

Icc Positive Supply Current VIN = 0.4V, RL = 00 . 18 30 rnA 

lEE Negative Supply Current VIN = 0.4V, RL = 00 -10 -22 rnA 
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Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) VEE :s; OV 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH High Level Input Current VIN = 2.4V 1 40 p.A 

VIN:S; 15V 10 100 p.A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VIN = 0.4V -30 -200 ,...A 

VI Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -1.5 V 

IXA Output Leakage Current Vee = VEE = OV I Vo = 15V 0.01 0.15 mA 
IXB Power OFF I Vo = -15V -0,01 -0.15 mA 

Switching CharacteristlcsTA = 25°C 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

Vee = 5V, MODE SELECT = O.BV 

tr Differential Output Aise Time AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (Figure 1) 120 200 ns 

tf Differential Output Fall Time AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB1) 120 200 ns 

tpDH Output Propagation Delay AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB 1) 120 200 ns 

tpDL Output Propagation Delay AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB1) 120 200 ns 

tpZL TAl-STATE Delay AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB 2) 180 250 ns 

tpZH TAl-STATE Delay AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB 2) 180 250 ns 

tpLZ TAl-STATE Delay AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB 2) 80 150 ns 

tpHZ TAl-STATE Delay AL = 1000, CL = 500 pF (FigurB 2) 80 150 ns 

Vee = 5V, VEE = -5V, MODE SELECT = O.BV 

tr Differential Output Aise Time AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (FigufB 1) 190 300 ns 

t, Differential Output Fall Time AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB 1) 190 300 ns 

tpDL Output Propagation Delay AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB 1) 190 300 ns 

tpDH Output Propagation Delay AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (Figure 1) 190 300 ns 

tpzL TAl-STATE Delay AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (FlgufB 2) 180 250 ns 

tpZH TAl-STATE Delay AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (Figure 2) 180 250 ns 

tpLZ TAl-STATE Delay AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (FigUfB 2) 80 150 . ns 

tpHZ TAl-STATE Delay AL = 2000, CL = 500 pF (FigufB 2) 80 150 ns 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electricel Cherecteristics" provide conditions for actual davice operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise speCified, minImax limits apply acrosa the -55'C to + 125"C temperature range for the OS1692 and across the O'C to +70'C range for 
the OS3692. All typlcals are given for Vee = 5Vand.TA = 25"C .. Vcc and Vee as listed In operating conditions. 
Note 3: All currents into davice pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwlse specified. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms 

Vee 
2 A 

INPUT 

DUT 

INPUTB 

DUT 

Switching Waveforms 

3V----r-------,. 

·TEK CT2 CURRENT 
TRANSF. OR 
EQUIVALENT 

TL/F/5784-3 

INPUT 

Oy 

DUTPUT 

FIGURE 1. Differential ConnectIon 

-TEK en CURRENT 
TRANS'. DR 
EDUIVALENT 

TLlF/5784-5 

FIGURE 2. TRI-5TATE Delays for DS1692/DS3692 
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OUTPUT 

TL/F/5784-4 

TLlF/5784-6 

TL/F/5784-7 

TLlF/5784-8 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS75110A 
Dual Line Drivers 

General Description 
The OS75110A is a dual line driver with independent chan
nels, common supply and ground terminals featuring con
stant current outputs. These drivers are designed for opti
mum performance when used with the 0575107, 0575108 
line receivers. 

The output current of the OS75110A is nominally 12 mA and 
may be switched to either of two output terminals with the 
appropriate logic levels at the driver input. 

Separate or common control inputs are provided for in
creased logic versatility. These control or inhibit inputs allow 
the output current to be switched off (inhibited) by applying 
low logic levels to the control inputs. The output current in 
the inhibit mode, IO(Off)' is specified so that minimum line 
loading is induced. This is highly desirable in system appli
cations using party line data communications. 

Connection Diagram 

14-Lead Dual-In-Line Package 
and SO-14 Package 

IN A1-;-~'-' *v+ 
IN A2- _. ~r---+-OUT A2 
_ 3 12 
INH A-+--r'\ OUT A1 
_ 4 11 
INH B-+...., ...... ---, r--V-
• "-f ~L-..I-~O_INH COMMON 
IN B2- H""!u..""""'-+-OUT B1 

7 8 
GND- L-..I--OUT B2 

TLlF/9619-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS75110AM or DS75110AN 
See NS Package Number M14A or N14A 
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Features 
• Improved stability over supply voltage and temperature 

ranges 
• Constant current, high impedance outputs 
• High speed: 15 ns max propagation delay 
• Standard supply voltages 
• Inhibitor available for driver selection 
• High common mode output voltage range 

(-3.0V to 10V) 

• TIL input compatibility 

Function Table 
Inputs 

Outputs 
Logic Inhibitor 

1 2 AlB INH A1/B1 A2/B2 

X X L X Off Off 

X X X L Off Off 

L X H H Off On 

X L H H Off On 

H H H H On Off 

H = High, L = Low, X = Don" Care 

,. 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power 8issipation· at 25'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Molded Package 1040mW 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. SO Package 930mW 

Storage Temperature Range 'Derate molded DIP package 8.3 mW/'C above 25'C; derate SO package 
Ceramic DIP -65'C to + 175'C 7.5 mW/'C above 25'C. 

Molded DIP and SO-14 - 65'C to + 1500C Suppy Voltage ±7.0V 

Lead Temperature Input Voltage (Any Input) 5.5V 
Ceramic DIP (Soldering, 60 sec.) 3000C 
Molded DIP and SO-14 

Output Voltage (Any Output) -5.0Vto +12V 

(Soldering, 10 sec.) 265'C 

Recommend.ed Operating Conditions 
DS751"10A 

Units 
Min Typ Max 

Positive Supply Voltage (V +) 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 

Negative Supply Voltage (V-) -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 V 

Positive Common Mode Voltage (VCM +) 0 10 V 

Negative Common Mode Voltage (VCM-) 0 -3.0 V 

Operating Temperature (TAl 0 25 70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating temperature range, unless otherwise specified. (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unlta 

VIH Input Voltage HIGH 2.0 V 

VIL Input Voltage LOW 0.8 V 

VIC Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min,ll = -12 mA -0.9 -1.5 V 

10(on) On-State VCC = Max, Vo = 10V 12 15 
mA 

Output Current Vee = Min, Vo = -3.0V 6.5 12 

10(Oft) Off-State Output Current Vee = Min, Vo = 10V 
100 pA 

(Inhiblte!! Only) 

II Input Current A, BorC Vee = Max, VI = 5.5V 
1.0 

At Maximum Inputs mA 
Input Voltage D Input 2.0 

IIH Input Current HIGH A,BorC VCC = Max, VI = 2.4V 
40 

Input /LA 

Dlnput 80 

IlL Input Current LOW A, B orC Vee = Max, VI = 0.4V 
-3.0 

Input mA 

D Input -6.0 

1+ (On) Positive Supply Current VCC = Max, 23 35 mA 
with Driver Enabled A & B Inputs at O.4V, 

I-(On) Negative Supply Current C & D Inputs at 2.0V 

with Driver Enabled 
-34 -50 mA 

1+(011) Positive Supply Current VCC = Max, 21 mA 
with Driver Inhibited A, B, C & D Inputs 

I-(Off) Negative Supply Current atO.4V 

with Driver Inhibited 
-17 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Charactaristics" provide conditions for actual d~ice operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limns apply across O"C to +70"C range for the 0875110. Aillypicals are given for Vee ~ 5V and TA ~ 25'C. 
Note 3: When using only one channel of the line drivers, the other channel should be inhibited andlor its outputs grounded. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = ± 5V, T A = 25°C 

From To 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 

(Input) (Output) 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, LOW to HIGH CL = 40pF, AorB 1 or 2 9.0 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, HIGH to LOW RL = 500 9.0 
See Test Circuit 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, LOW to HIGH CorD 10r2 16 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, HIGH to LOW 13 

LOGIC ~ ~ 
INPUT' ." 

SOD. ~ V+ V-

1 
-::.: ~ - - • ___ L _______ B!~D. f I RL 
PULSE 

-oA 890D. SOD. ± ~PF 
GENERATOR t-- ...0; I )--{ 2- -::.: -

I • "V I #1 - -
-OB 

I I 
-oC I I 

RL ~ 
PULSE 

I I 

...0; : I SOD. 
GENERATOR t-- I 

i ~PF )-
#2 H""o I I ~ 

I I I -
INHIBITOR I ....0- I 

INPUT I TO OTHER CHANNEL I 

SOD. ·-----T-----· 
-

-:.: ~ - -
Note 1: The pulse generators have the following characteristics: 

tr = ~ = IOns ± 5.0 ns, t.,1 = 500 ns, PRR = 1.0 MHz, !w2 = 1.0 ,..S, PRR = 500 kHz, Zo = 50n. 

Not. 2: CL Includes probe and jib capacitanca. 

Not. 3: For simplicity, only one channel and the inhibitor connections are shown. 
FIGURE 2. AC Test Circuit 

LOGIC 
INPUT 50% 50% r:\. 

1 OR 2 ~ ~s---J ,"""-__ 

INHIBITOR 
INPUT OR 
INHIBITOR 
cOMMON 

I--'wl- " _tw2_ 
---+----+--~ .. r-"I 50% 50% 1_--

OUT I F :->\ 
1 1\50% IT SO% 

tpHL - f.:=" - I-- tpLH 

3V 

OV 

3V 

OV 

OFF 

ON 

-

Max Units 

15 ns 

15 ns 

25 ns 

25 ns 

OUTPUT 2 

OUTPUT 1 

TLiF 19619-3 

TLlF/9619-4 

FIGURE 3. AC Waveforms 
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~------------~------~---------.--------~ 

INA1--.... -' 

Rl 
2.2kA 

INA2--+--+ 

RS 
3.5kA 

R14 
5504 

GNO--4--~~-----~~----~ 

iNiiA 

iNii v+ 
COMYON 

Rl08 Rl01 
2kA 1.2kA 

Ql08 

iNii9 

0104 

':' 

v+ 

11191--.... -' 

IN 92--+--+ 

0= CROSSUNDEII 

FIGURE 1. Equivalent Circuit 

7-10 

os 

Z4 

D6 

R15 
lkA 

ZS 

07 

v-

TLlF/9619-2 
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.-----------------------------------------------------------------------,0 
Typical Applications 

PORT 
ENABLES 

DATA 
IN 

DATA 
OUT 

DATA 
IN 

INHIBIT 

SHIELD OR CO .... ON GROUND RETURN 

FIGURE 4. Simplex Operation 

t-JtArv-., RT 

SHIELD OR 
CO .... ON GROUND 

RETURN 

FIGURE 5. Half-Duplex Operation 

DATA OUT 

TLlF/9619-5 

PORT 
ENABLES 

DATA 
IN 

DATA 
OUT 

TLlF/9619-6 

Note 1: All drivers are DS75110A. Receivers are DS75107 or DS751 08. Twisted-pair orcoaxiallransmission line should be used for minimum noise and cross lalk. 

Note 2: When only one driver in a package is being used, the outputs of the other driver should either be groundad or inhibited to reduce power dissipation. 
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:z 
~ tflN4tion41 Semiconductor 
;; .... 
:;; D855113/DS75113 Dual TRI-STATE® 
~ Differential Line Driver 

General Description 
The 0555113/0875113 dual differential line drivers with 
TRI-STATE outputs are designed to provide all the features 
of the 0855114/0575114 line drivers with the added fea
ture of driver output controls. There are individual controls 
for each output palr, ~ well as a common control for both 
output palrs. When an output control Is low, the associated 
output is in a high-impedance state and the output can nei
ther drive nor load the bus. This permits many devices to be 
connectad together on the same transmission line for party
line applicetions. 

The output stages are similar to TTL totem-pole outputs, 'but 
with the sink outputs, Y5 and Z5, and the corresponding 
active pull-up terminals, YP and ZP, available ,on adjacent' 
package pins. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• Each cir,cuit offers a choice of open-collector or active 

pull-up (totem-pole) outputs 

51ngl8 5" supply 
Differential line operation 
Dual channels 
TTLlL5 compatibility 
High-impedance output state for party-line applications 
5hort:c;:ircuit protection 
High current outputs 
Single-ended or differential ANO/NANO outputs 
Common and individual output controls 
Clamp diodes at inputs 
Easily adaptable to 0555114/0575114 applications 

Dual-ln-L1ne Package 

Truth Table 

IZP ID IVI IVP IA 18 Ie BND 

Top View 
Order Number DS55113J, DS75113M or DS75113N 

See NS Package Number J16A, M16A or N16A 

Pos~ive logic: Y ~ AB 
Z ~ AI! 

Output is OFF when 
CorCC is low 

TL/F/5785-\ 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, lee RETS Datalheet. 
Order Number DS55113J/883 
See NS Package Number J16A 

Inpute Outputl 

Output Control Date AND NAND 

C CC A B* y Z 

L X X X Z Z 
X L X X Z Z 
H H L X L HO 

H H X L L H 
H H H H H L 

7-12 ' 

H ~ high level 
L ~ low level 
X - Irrelevant 
Z ~ high impedanoe (OFF) 
'B input and 4th line of truth 
table applicable only to 
driver number 1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65"Cto + 150"C 
please contact the National semiconductor Sales lead Temperature (1/16" from case for 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 60 seconds): J Package 300·C 
Supply Voltage (Vee> (Note 1) . 7V lead Temperature (1/16" from case for 
Input Voltage 5.5V 4 seconds): N Package 26O"C 
OFF·State Voltage Applied to 

Operating Conditions Open·Collector Outputs 12V 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C Min Max Units 

Cavity Package 1433mW Supply Voltage {Vee> 

Molded DIP Package 1362mW OS55113 4.5 5.5 V 

SO Package 1002mW OS75113 4.75 5.25 V 

Operating Free·Air Temperature Range High level Output Current (IOH) -40 mA 

OS55113 - 55·C to + 125·C low level Output Current (Iou 40 mA 
OS75113 O·Cto +70·C Operating Free·Air Temperature IT Al 

'Derate cavity package 9.6 mwrc above 25"C: derate mold~ DIP peck· OS55113 -55 125 ·C 
age 10.9 mW rc above 25"C; derate SO peckage 8.01 mwrc above 25"C 
(Note 2). 

0875113 0 70 ·C 

Electrical Characteristics Over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted) 

0855113 DS75113 
Symbol Parameter Conditions (Note 3) Typ Typ Units 

Min 
(Note 4) 

Max Min 
(Note 4) 

Max 

VIH High Level 
2 2 V 

Input Voltage 

Vil low level 
0.8 0.8 V 

Input Voltage 

VIK Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min,ll = -12 mA -0.9 -1.5 -0.9 -1.5 V 

VOH High Level Vee = Min, VIH = 2V, 10H= -10mA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 
V 

Output Voltage Vil = 0.8V 10H = -40mA 2 3.0 2 3.0 

VOL low level Vee = Min, VIH = 2V, Vil = 0.8V, 10l = 40 mA 
0.23 0.4 0.23 0.4 V 

Output Voltage 

VOK Output Clamp Voltage Vee = Max, 10 = -40 mA -1.1 -1.5 -1.1 -1.5 V 

10(011) Off·State Vee = Max VOH = 12V TA = 25·C 1 10 
Open-Collector TA = 125·C 200 
Output Current /LA 

VOH = 5.25V TA = 25"C 1 10 

TA = 70"C 20 

loz Off-State (High· Vee = Max, TA = 25°C, Vo = o to Vee ±10 ±10 
Impedance·State) Output Controls Vo = OV -150 -20 
Output Current atO.8V TA = Max 

Vo = 0.4V ±80 ±20 p.A 

Vo = 2.4V ±80 ±20 

Vo = Vee 80 20 

II Input Current at ~ Vee = Max, VI = 5.5V 1 1 
mA 

Maximum Input CC 2 2 
Voltage 

IIH High level ~ Vee = Max, VI = 2.4V 40 40 
p.A 

I nput Current CC 80 80 

III low level ~ Vee = Max, VI = 0.4V -1.8 -1.6 
mA 

Input Current CC -3.2 -3.2 
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Electrical Characteristics 
Over recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted) (Continued) 

0$55113 OS75113 
Symbol Parameter . Conditions (Note 3) Typ Typ Units 

Min 
(Note 4) 

Max Min 
(Note 4) 

Max 

los Short-Circuit Output , Vee = Max, Va = OV 
-40 -90 -120 -40 -90 -120 mA 

Current (Note 5) 

lee Supply Current All Inputs at OV, f'lo Load IVee = Max 47 65 47 65 
mA 

(Both Drivers) TA = 25°C [Vee = 7V 65 85 65 85 

Note 1: All voltage values are wHh respect to network ground terminal. 

NO'tlI 2: For operation above 25"C tree ... lr temperature, refer to Dissipation Derating Curves in the Thermal information section. 

Note 3: All pai"meters with the exceptioo·of OFF_te open-oollector output current are measured with the activa pull-up connected to the sink output. 

Note 4: All typical ~a1ues are at TA ~ 25"C and Vce = 5V, with the exception of Ice at 7V. 

Note 5: Only one output should be shorted at a time, and duration of the short.Qrcult should not sxcsed one second. 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, CL = 30 pF, TA = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
OS55113 OS75113 

Unit 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, Low-to (Figure 1) 
13 20 13 30 ns 

High-Lavel Output· 

tpHL Propagation Delay TIme, High-to 
12 20 12 30 ns 

Low-Level Output 

tPZH Output Enable Time tp High Level RL = 1800, (Figure2) 7 15 7 20 ns 

tPZL Output Enable Time to Low Level RL = 2500, (Figure 3) 14 30 14 40 ns. 

tpHZ Output Disable Time from High RL = 1800, (Figure 2) 
10 20 10 30 ns 

Level 

tpLZ output Disable TIme from Low RL = 2500, (Figure 3) 
17 35 17 35 ns Level . 

-
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CO') ... 
~ AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms 

~ 
~ -... OUTPUT ... 
Ln 
Ln 

~ 
~~---+-L __ ~----iJ~~---t~-----::~~ 

INPUT 

NAND 
OUTPUT 

AND 
OUTPUT 

FIGURE 1. tpLH and tpHL 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

110 

3Y 

VOH 

VOL 

VOH 

VOL 

INPUT 

OUTPUT I 

TL/F/5785-3 

VOH ------N=--+'" I 
I 
I 
I vOFF-IV 

It 
IV --¥o,..,..-o-+...... I 

IV 

I I 

~-----------------~ 
FIGURE 2. tpZH and tpHZ 

INPUT 

It I 
I 
I 
I 

1 1 I 
I I 

~~---.--------------~ 

IV 

OUTPUT 

FIGURE 3. tpZLand tpLZ 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Note 1: The pulse generator has the following characteristics: ZoUT = 50n,. PAR = 500 kHz, tw = 100 ns. 
Note 2: CL Includes probe and jig capacitance. 

.7-16 

TlIF/5785-4 

3Y -I-.JI=--:="Ii. 

IV-----'l.1 

VOL ____ '1.._ ..... -T-

TlIF/5785-5 
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Typical Performance Characteristics· 

Output Voltage vs Output Output Voltage vs Output Output Voltage vs Output 
Control Voltage Control Voltage Control Voltage 

• 8 

v~C "I!IV 
• LOAO "IGOn TO BROUN:J-- LOAO " HIli TO VCC 

VCC "IV -
vrr E I E I E I 

= 
.TA"'}',oC. w VCC" IV 

= ~ I I 

~ • _TA" 121'C_ - • VCC"UV - r- ~ 4 .. ~ .. TA -m'c 
> 3 3 > 3 

~ 
.1. TA - -15'C I; .. 

TA"2I't OISABLE HIGH I!: i! 
2 .. 2 

Olrr 
LOW I; 2 .. .. .. 

I I I TA"-55'C .. .. LOAO - soon TO VCC .. 
> 1 > I > 1 

TA" 25'C OISABLE LOW I 
a a • • 1 2 3 • 0 1 2 3 • a 1 2 3 4 

VI -INPUT VOLTAGE 10UTPUT CONTROL) (V) VI-INPUT VOLTAGE (OUTPUT CONTROL) IV) VI -INPUT VOLTAGE (OUTPUT CONTROL) (V) 

High Level Output Low Level Output 
Output Voltage vs Free-Air Voltage vs Output Voltage vs Output 
Temperature Current Current 

• I J VCc-4.5V 
5 I TA"25'C 

D.8 

3.8 
TA-25'C 

.I. 
~ VO~ no~· ~10 m~ ~ ~CC"5V I ~ 0.5 12 400;;0;;; 

VC~ -4.5 
~ w .... - w 

j ~CC·J.5V- w 

~ 
.. .. .. 2 .• ~ -

~ +-T' ..J..-I-- -I'.. --~ ~ a.' r-
2.' .. 3_ .. .~ .. v;;;o;;:. ~O m~) > 

""" - > > 

~ 
2 I; 

~ 
0.3 

1.8 
I Ii 2 

_VCC-4.5V-- .. ~~5V 1.2 
.. .. 0.2 r--

I I I I 

L j J .. 0.8 '" 1 ~ 

> .. .. 1.1 
VOL nOL - 40 mAl 

> > It' OA 

D a a 
-75 -50 -25 a 25 50 75 100 125 0 -20 -40 -80 -80 -100 -120 0 20 40 80 80 111 120 

T A - FREE·AIR TEMPERATURE I"C) 10H - OUTPUT CURRENT (mA) 10L - OUTPUT CURRENT (mA) 

Supply Current (Both 
Supply Current (Both Drlvera) vs Free-Air Supply Current (Both 
Drivers) vs Supply Voltage Temperature Drivers) vs Frequency 

80 
NO LOAD 

58 
VCC "5V 

100 
14 VCC" 5V 

1 70 TA"2I'j Of INPUn GRDUNDED Of RL--
A 52 ND LDAD A 80 CL -30pF .. 10 
IS 50 ~ 

INPUTI: 3V SQUARE WAVE ill INPun GRDUNDE~ .. 50 a: TA"25'C a: L a: .. a: 80 f"" tl 40 tl .. tl .. 
~ INPunDPEN i ....... i E 3D 44 40 

;: ;: 42 ;: -I 20 I I .. I !l 40 !l 20 -~ 
10 38 -

,. 
0 3B D ~ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 -71 -50 -25 0 25 50 75 180 125 0.1 ... I • 1 • 40 IDO 

VCC -SUPPLY VOLTAGE (V) TA - 'REE-AIR TEMPERATURE ('C) f - FREQUENCY (MH.) 

Propagation Delay Times 
from Data Inputs vs Free-Air Output Enable and Disable 
Temperature Times vs Free-Air Temperature 

20 I 30 
VCC" 5V VCC" 5V I I 18 CL-3Op' Ii! (FIGURES UNO 3) 

!i 1. (FIGURE 11 ! 25 

1. tpLH 
L,..o .... 

i Itp~ 
5~ 

,..... 20 
I-""tp~ 12 ..... w., IpHL " ,,- 10 " 15 

~~ .. 
8 c 

~ Iii" w 
~ 10 

~I 8 :I IpZH 
La: 

4 ill ,,~ 

If ~ 
5 

I I z 
0 .. 0 

" -75 -50 -25 0 25. 50 7& 100 125 -75 -50 -25 a 25 50 75 100 121 

TA - FREE·AIRTEMPERATURE ('C) TA - FREE·AIR TEMPERATURE ('C) 

TL/F/5785-7 

"Data for temperatures below O'C and above 70'C and for supply voUages below 4.75V and above 5.25V are applicable to 0855113 circuits only. These 
parameters were measured with the active pull-up connected to the sink output. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics'" (Contin~ed) 

Output Voltage va Data Output Voltage va Data Output Voltage va Output 
Input Voltage' Input Voltage Control Voltage 

I 
110 LOAD 

/vqC"Jv TA"ZI'C 

/ V~C" J .. V 

I 

• LOAD "Hon TO BROUND .!. 
TA"ZI"C VCC"6Y-l-

I I 
VCC "&.IV , 4 

• NO LDAD 
I T~~2l·c VCC"6V 

/ Ti,"IJ.·C 
7 

V C"4.IV VCC"4.IV 
TA"-li6'C r-

DISABLED HIGH 

• o o I I 
D o 4 o 

VI-INPUT VOLTAGE (OUTPUT CONTROL) (V) 

TUF/5785-6 

'Data for temperatures below O'C andabo've 70'C and for supply vonages below 4.75V and above 5.25V are applicable to DS55113 circuits only. These 
parameters were measured with the active pull-up connected to the sink output 

VI- DATA IIlPUT VOLTAGE (V) VI- DATA INPUT VOLTAGE (V) 
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ttlNational Semiconductor 

D575114 Dual Differential Line Drivers 

General Description Features 
The DS75114 dual differential line driver is designed to pro
vide differential output signals with high current capability 
for driving balanced lines, such as twisted pair at normal line 
impedances, without high power dissipation. The output 
stages are similar to TTL totem-pole outputs, but with the 
sink outputs, YS and ZS, and the corresponding active pull
up terminals, YP and ZP, available on adjacent package 
pins. Since the output stages provide TTL compatible output 
levels, these devices may also be used as TTL expanders 
or phase splitters. 

• Each circuit offers a choice of open-collector or active 

Connection Diagram 

Vee 2lP 

16 15 

IlP IlS 

Truth Table 

A 

H 

pull-up (totem-pole) outputs 
• Single 5V supply 
• Differential line operation 
• Dual channels 
• TTLILS compatibility 
• DeSigned to be interchangeable with Fairchild 9614 line 

drivers 
• Short-circuit protection of outputs 
• High current outputs 
• Clamp diodes at inputs and outputs to terminate line 

transients 
• Single-ended or differential ANDINAND outputs 
• Triple inputs 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

2ZS ZVS ZVP 

14 

IVS IVP IA 

Top View 

Positive logic: Y - ABC 

Z - Al'fC 

ze 

IB 

Order Number DS75114N 
See NS Package Number'N16A 

Inputs 

B C 

H H 

2B 2A 

Ie GND 
TL/F/5766-1 

Outputs 

y Z 

H L 
All Oiher Input Combinations L H 

http://www.national.com 

H - high level 

L - low level 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devlees are required, Lead Temperature (1Ae" Irom case ':.' 

pi .... contact the National Semiconductor Sales lor 4 seconds): N Package 2600C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 'Derate cavity package 9.6 mW I'C above 25'C; derate molded package 
Supply Voltage (Vee 7V 10.9 mWrC above 25'C (Note 2). 

Input Voltage 5.5V 
Operating Conditions 

OFF-State Voltage Applied to 
Open-Collector Outputs '. 12V 

Min ".ax Units 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25'C 
Supply Voltage (Vcc) 

DS75114 4.75 5;25 V 
Cavity Package 1433mW High Level. Output Current (lOH) . -40 mA 
Molded Package 1362mW Low Level Output Current (IOU 40 mA 

Operating Free-Air Temperature Range .Operatlng Free-Air 
DS55114 - 55'C to + 125'C Te!11perature (T A> 
DS75114 O'Cto +70'C DS75114 0 70 'C 

Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 1500C 
Lead Temperature (1A.8" from case 

for 60 seconds): J Package 3000C 

Electrical CharacterislicSOver recommended operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted) 

DS75114 

Symbol· Parameter Conditions (Note 3) 
Min 

Typ 
Max 

Units 
(Note 4) 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 
V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 

VIK Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min,ll = -12 mA -0.9 -1.5 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vee = Min, VIH = 2V IOH = -10mA 2.4 3.4 
V 

VII: = 0.8V IOH = -40mA 2 3.0 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Vee = Min; VIH = 2V, VIL = 0.8V, 
0.2 0.45 V 

10L = 40mA 

VOK Output Clamp Voltage Vee = 5V,I0 = 40 mA, TA = 25'C 6.1 6.5 
V 

Vee = Max, 10 = -40 mA, T A = 25'C -1.1 -1.5 

10(011) OFF-State Open-Collector 
VOH = 12V 

TA = 25' 
Output Current TA = 125'C 

Vee = Max IJA 
VOH = 5.25V 

TA = 25'C 1 100 

TA = 700C 200 

II Input Current at Maximum VCC = Max, VI = 5.5V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage 

IIH High Level Input Current Vee = Max, VI = 2.4V 40 p.A 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vee = Max, VI = 0.4V -1.1 -1.6 mA 

los Short-Circuit Output Vee = Max, Vo = OV -40 -90 -120 mA 
Current (Note 5) 

lee Supply Current Inputs Grounded, No Load, Vee = Max 37 50 
mA 

(Both Drivers) TA = 25'C Vee = 7V 47 70 
Note 1: All voltage values are w~h respect to network ground terminal. 
Note 2: For operation above 25'C free-air temperature, refer to Dissipation Derating Curves, in the ~a1 Information section. 
Note 3: All pararnaters, wijh the exception of OFF-8lete open-collector output current, are measured with the active pull-up connected to the sink output. 
Note 4: All typical values are at TA = 25'C and Va; = 5V, with the exception of Ia; at 7V. 
Note 5: Only one output should be shorted at a time, and duration of the short-clrcu~ should not excaed one second. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 25°C ' 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
Min 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, CL = 30 pF, (Flflure 1) 
Low-to-High-Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time 
High-to-Low-Level Output 

AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

http://www.national.com 

PULSE 
GENERATOR 

Note 1: The puls,e generator has the following characIe~SIIcs: Zour ~ son, 
t., = 100 ns, PRR = 500 kHz. 

Note 2: CL includes probe and jig-capacilance, 

7-21 

DS75114 
Unite 

Typ Msx 

15 30 ns 

11 30 ns 

TUF/5786-3 
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Typical Performance Characteristics * 

~ .. 
co 

~ 
co ,. 
Ii 
S co 
I ... 
~ 

i 
i 
'" '" '" .. 
i 

I 

!I 

Output Voltage vs Data 
. Input Voltage 

I 
,NO LOAD 
TA " HOC' 

VCJ'I.~V' VCf'5V 

VCc·4.IV 

o 
D 

v, - DATA INPUT VOLTAGE ivl 

Low Level Output Voltage 
vs Output Current 

D.4 
TA·zrc 

D.3 

D.Z 

vcc·&.&~ 

<'~IV 
;I' , 

V' 
'.1 

o 
o II H 3D 40 H 0 N 0 

'OL - OUlPUT CURRENT (mAl 

Supply Current (Both Drivers) 
V8 Supply Voltage 

0 
NO LOAD 

10 

II 
T. - zrc 

&I 

40 

30 

ZO 

,0 

INPUTI GROUNDED ~ 
L. , 'jPUj OPEIN-

I 

• .'Z341111 

VCC -SUPPLY VOLTAGE (VI 

~ 
=: 
~ 
co ,. 
Ii 
S co 
I 
co ,. 

1 
i .. 
'" .. 
i 
iii 
I 

!I 

Output Voltage vs Data 
Input Voltage 

• , NO LOAO I 
VCC 'IV 

T~' '~5°C T~.zh 

TA' _II°C-:-

D 

• 
VI- DATA INPUT VOLTAGE (VI 

Output Voltage vs Free·Alr', 
Temperature 

4 
11 
u 
Z.I 

Z.4 

z 
1.6 

U 

0.8 

D.4 

o 

VCC·4.IV l l 
I-- -vrH(I~H~ P" 
~ -r.l~ 
~ -VOH nOH' -41 mAl 

I J 1 
, 1 'I 1 
J 1 1 

,-- I-VOL nOL '4ImAI_ = = 
-~I -&0 -H 0 ZI 10 15 '00 ,21 

42 

41 

31 

31 

34 

32 

30 

TA - FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE rCI 

Supply Current (Both Drivers) 
V8 Free·Alr Temperature 

v,f,c.dv 
I UTI GROUNDED 
OUlPUTI OPEN 

,..... 
~ .... ...... ..... 

~ 

1\ 

-15 -III -2& I 25 51 1& 10 '2& 

TA - FREE·AIR TEMPERATURE rCI 

j 
ill 
~ 
S 
= .. 
co 
~ 
~ 
Ii! 

1 
Ii 
ll! .. 
'" .. 
i 
iii 
I 

!I 

'\ .> 

High Level Output Voltage 
vs Output Current 

TA'Zlocl 1 
"';;;;'~cc·J..v 1 

,.1' 
VCC"IV --.... ,~ ~, .-.. _.J""""-~ 

• 

40 

3D 

ZO 

,0 

o 

- I-Vc~~ 
1 , 
1 J 
1 1 I 

o -20 -41 -II -III -110 -,ZI 

IOH - OUlPUT CURRENT (mAl 

Tl/F/5786-5 

Propagation Delay Times vs 
Free·Alr Temperature 

rF~&~:~ 1) 

--" 
IpLH ,., ." 

'~HL 

-15 -50 -21 • ZI &0 11 110 IZI 

,UI 

10 

0 

40 

zo 

D 

TA - FREE·AlR TEMPERATURE rCI 

TUF/5786-6 

Supply Current (Both Drivers) 
vs Frequency 

'''' VCC'IV 
RL •• 
CL'31I,F 
INPUTI· 3V SOUARE WAVE 
TA·zre -

p 
r- - l-

f-
t-

f-
'-

8,1 004' 41040111 

f - FREQUENCY (IIH,I 

TUF/5786-7 

'Oala for temperatures below erc and above 7«rC and for supply voltages below 4.75V and above 5.25V are applicable to 0855114 circuits only. These 
parematers were measured wtth the active pull-up connlicted to the sink output. 
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0575121 Dual Llne,:Drivers 

General Description 
, The OS75121 is a monolithic dual line driver designed to 

drive long lengths of coaxial cable, strip ,line, or twisted pair' 
transmission lines having impedances from 50n to 500n. It 
is compatible with standard TTL logic and supply voltage 
levels. ' 
The OS75121 will drive terminated low impedance lines due 
to the low-impedance emitter-follower outputs. In addition 
the outputs are uncommitted allowing two or more drivers to 
drive the same line. 
Output short-circuit protection is incorporated to turn off the 
output when the output voltage drops below approximately 
1.5V. 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Llne Package 

Vee F2 E2 D2 C2 B2 

16 15 14 

AI BI Cl DI EI FI 

A2 V2 

VI 

TL/F/5788-1 

Top View 
Order Number DS75121N 

See NS Package Number N16A 

AC Test Circuit and Switching 
Time Waveforms 

l.oV 

Features 
• Designed for digital data transmission over 50n to 

500n coaxial cable, strip line, or twisted pair transmis
sion lines 

• TTL compatible 
• Open emitter-follower output structure for party-line 

operation 
• Short-circuit protection 
• AND-OR logic configuration 
• High speed (max propagation delay time 20 ns) 
• Plug-in replacement for the SN75121 and the 8T13 

Typical Performance 
Characteristics 

Output Current VI Output Voltage 
-300 

I-Z5o 

5 -2110 
:: 
B -1&0 
I; 
; -100 .. 
I 

,9-&0 

Vcc!5.I/V 
V,H' z.oV 
TA _2&OC 

, 
r\ 

i' l-i- \ 
o 0.& 1.8 1.5 Z.O Z.S 3.0 3.& 4.0 4.S &.0 

Vo -O~TPUTVOLTAGE (VI 

Truth Table 
Inputs Output 

A B· e 0 E F Y 

H H H H X X H 

X X X X H H H 

All Other Input 
L 

Combinations 

H=Hlgh Level, L=Low Level, X=lrrelevant 

TL/F/5788-2 

>--+-"'---+-0 OUTPUT 
,,1.8 .. 

Note 1: The pulse generators have Ihe following cheracl!lrlstlcs: 

ZOUT '" son, tw ~ 200 ns, duty cycle ~ 50%,Ir, = It = 5.0 ns., 

Note 2: CL Includes probe and Ilg capacitance. 

,3.DV --H~~""'!'!~ 
Ct. INPUT 
(NOTE 2) 

VOH ------+ ...... +-_ 
TL/F/5788~3 i .. OUTPUT 

TLlF/5788-4 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Slies Supply Voltage, Vee 4.75 5.25 V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Temperature, T A 
Supply Voltage, Vcc 6.0V DS75121 0 +75 °C 

Input Voltage 6.0V 
Output Voltage 6.0V 

Output Current -75mA 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25°C 
Molded Package 1280mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260"C 
'Oerate molded pacl<age 10.2 mWrC above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 4.75V to 5.25V (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

VI Input Clamp Voltage Vee = 5.0V,11 = -12 mA -1.5 V 

II Input Current at Max Input Voltage Vcc = 5.25V, VIN = 5.5V 1 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIH = 2.0V, 10H = -75 mA (Note 4) 2.4 V 

10H High Level Output Current Vee = 5.0V, VIH = 4.75V, VOH = 2.0V, -100 -250 mA 
T A = 25°C (Note 4) 

10l Low Level Output Current Vll·= 0.8V, VOL = 0.4V (Note 4) -800 /LA 

10(OFF) Off State Output Current Vcc = OV, Vo = 3.0V 500 /LA 

IIH High Level Input Current VI = 4.5V 40 p.A 

III Low Level Input Current VI = 0.4V -0.1 -1.6 mA 

los Short Circuit Output Current Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25°C -30 mA 

ICCH Supply Current, Outputs High Vee = 5.25V, All Inputs at 2.0V, Outputs Open 28 mA 

,. 
ICCl Supply Current, Outputs Low . Vcc = 5.25V, All Inputs at 0.8V, Outputs Open 60 mA 

Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V, TA = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tplH Propagation Delay Time, Rl = 370, (See AC Test Circuit Cl = 15pF 11 20 ns 
Low-to-High Level Output and Switching Time Waveforms) Cl = 1000pF 22 50 ns 

tpHl Propagation Delay Time, Rl = 370, (See AC Test Circuit CL = 15pF 8.0 20 ns 
High-la-Low Level Output and Switching Time Waveforms) Cl = 1000pF 20 50 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the salety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. Except lor "Oparating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to Imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table 01 "Electrical Characteristics" provides condHions lor actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limHo apply across the O'C to +70'C range lor the 0875121. All typical values are lor TA = 25'C and Vee = 5V. 
Note 3: All currants Into device pins shown as pOSitive, out 01 device pins as negetive, all voHages ralerenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 
Note 4: Tha output voHage and currant IimHo are guaranteed lor any appropriate combination 01 high and low inputs specified by the truth table lor the desired 
output. 

.. 
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DS75123 Dual line Driver' 

General Description 
The OS75123 is a monolithic dual line driver designed spe
cifically to meet the 1/0 interface specifications for IBM Sys
tem 360. It is compatible with standard TTL logic and supply 
voltage levels. 

The low-impedance emitter-follower outputs of the 
0575123 enable driving terminated. low impedance lines. In 
addition the outputs· are uncommitted allowing two or more 
drivers to drive the same line. 

Output short-circuit protection is Incorporated to tum off the 
output when the output voltage drops below approximately 
1.5V. 

C.onoe~tion Diagram 
DuaJ.IrI-L,lne Package 

, 'Vee F2 E2 02 C2 82 

, . 1& 15' 14 

IA 81 Cl EI F1 

A2 VZ 

VI 

Features 
• Meet IBM System 360 1/0 Interface spleclfications.for 

digital data transmission over 500 to 5000 ·toaxial ca
ble, strip line, or terminated ~ir transmission lines 

• TTL compatible with single 5.0V supply 
• 3.11V output at IOH = -59.3 mA 

, • Open ' emitter-follower output struCMe for party-Hile, , 
operation 

• Short circuit. protection 
• AND-OR logic configuration '.' 
• Plug-in replacement for the SN75123 aOO the 8T~3 

r "'. 't, 

Typical Performance 
Characteristics . , 

, Output Cu,...nt VB OU,put Voltage 
-3DD 

1-2&0 .. ·m -fa 
:: 
B -1&1 
!; 
S -IDO .. 
I 

.9-111 

Vcc=&.IV 
VIH ' Z.IV 
TA -zs'C 

" 1\ 
) 

~I- \ 
'0 o.s 1.8 1.5 z.o 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 &.0 

Vo - OUTPUT VOLTAGE (V) 

TUFI5790-3 

Top View 
TUF/5790-1 Truth Table 

Order Number DS7S123N 
See NS Package Number N·1.6A 

AC Test Clrcuit and Switching 
. Time Waveforms 

INPUTS OUTPUT 

A B C D E F YP 

H H !i H X X .H 

X X X X H H H 

All Other Input 
L 

Combinations 

. H = High level, L= Low ,level, X = Irrelevant . 

:S;'I.D .. 

3.IV-I-..iI~-~"" 

>--+-+--"'00 OUTPUT INPUT 

c.. 
(MOTEZ) 

VOH ---1-,---_ 

TL/F/S790-2 

Note 1: The pulse generators hove the following characteristics: ZOUT '" SOO, tw = 200 no, duty cycle 
= 50%. 

Note 2: CL Includes probe and Ilg cspecllance. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage, Vcc 4.75 5.25 V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. High Level Output Current, -100 mA 
Supply Voltage, Vcc 7.0V 10H 
Input Voltage 5.5V Temperature, T A 0 +75 'C 
Output Voltage 7.0V 

Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25'C 
Molded Package 1280mW 

Operating Free-Air Temperature Range O'Cto + 75'C 

Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150"C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260'C 
'Derate molded package to.2 mWl'C above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

VI Input Clamp Voltage Vcc = 5.0V,II = -12 mA -1.5 V 

II Input Current at Max Input Voltage Vcc = 5.25V, VIN = 5.5V 1 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vcc = 5.0V, VIH = 2.0V, ITA =25'C 3.11 V 

10H = - 59.3 mA, (Note 4) ITA = O'C to + 75'C 2.9 V 

10H High Level Output Current VCC = 5.0V, VIH = 4.5V, TA = 25'C, -100 -250 mA 
VOH = 2.0V, (Note 4) 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIL = 0.8V,IOL = -240 p,A, (Note 4) 0.15 V 

10(OFF) Off State Output Current Vee = 0, Vo = 3.0V 40 p,A 

IIH High Level Input Current VI = 4.5V 40 p,A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VI = 0.4V -0.1 -1.6 mA fI 
loS Short Circuit Output Current Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25'C -30 mA 

ICCH Supply Current, Outputs High Vee = 5.25V, All Inputs at 2.0V, Outputs Open 28 mA 

ICCL Supply Current, Outputs Low Vcc = 5.25V, All Inputs at 0.8V, Outputs Open 60 mA 

Switching Characteristics Vcc = 5.0V, TA = 25'C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, Low- RL = 50.0, (See AC Test Circuit CL = 15pF 12 20 ns 
to-High Level Output and Switching Time Waveforms 

C~ = 100pF 20 35 ns 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, High- RL = 50.0, (See AC Test Circuit CL = 15pF 12 20 ns 
to-Low Level Output and Switching Time Waveforms CL = 100pF 15 25 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not mesnt to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: All currents into device pins are shown ss positive. currents out of device pins shown as negative. all voltage values are referenced with rsspect to network 
ground terminal. unless otherwise noted. All values shown ss max or min on absolute value basis. 
Note 3: MinImax lim~s apply across the guaranteed operating temperature range of O"C to + 75'C for 0575123, unless otherwise specified. Typlcals are for Vee 
~ 5.0V, TA ~ 25'C. Positive current is defined as current into the referenced pin. 
Nota 4: The output voltage and current limits are guaranteed for any appropriate cOmbination of high and low inputs specified by the truth table for the desired 
output. 
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DS7830/DS8830 Dual Differential Line Driver 

General Description Features 
• Single 5V power supply The OS7830/0S8830 is a dual differential line driver that 

also performs the dual four-input NAND or dual four-input 
AND function. 

• Diode protected outputs for termination of positive and 
negative voltage transients 

TTL (Transistor-Transistor-Logic) multiple emitter inputs al
low this line driver to interface with standard TTL systems. 
The differential outputs are balanced and are designed to 
drive long lengths of coaxial cable, strip line, or twisted pair 

. transmission lines with characteristic impedances of 500 to . 
fWOO. The differential feature of the output eliminates trou

. blesome ground-loop errors normally associated with sin
gle-wire transmissions. 

• Diode protected inputs to prevent line ringing 

• High speed 
• Short circuit protection 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Llne and f'lat Package 

AND NAND 
Vee OUTPUT OUTPUT 

AND NAND GNO 
OUTPUT OUTPUT 

TlIF/5799-2 

Top View 

Order Number DS8830N 
See NS Packagti Number N14A ' 

For COmplete Military 883 Speclflcatons, See RETS Data Sheet • 
. Order Number DS783OJ/883 or DS7830W 1883 

Typic~1 AJ)plicatlon 

112 087830 

~n--t-t-l 

See NS Package Number J14A 

Digital Data Transmls819n 

,.,ilWISTEO PAIR LINE 

tExact value depends on line length. 

'Optional to control response time, 

OUTPUT 

STROBE TL/F/5799-3 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage (Vee> 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS8730 4.5 5.5 V 

Vee 7.0V DS8830 4.75 5.25 V 

Input Voltage 5.5V Temperature (Till 
Storage Temperature -65·Cto + 1500C DS7830 -55 +125 

'" 
·C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 2600C DS8830 0 +70 ·C 

Output Short Circuit Duration (125·C) 1 second 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 
Cavity Package 1308mW 
Molded Package 1207mW 

'Derate cavity package 8,7 mW I'e above 2S'C; derate molded package 
9.7 mWrC above 2S'C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unlta 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage 0.8 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage VIN = 0.8V lOUT = -0.8 rnA 2.4 V 

lOUT = 40mA 1.8 3.3 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage VIN = 2.0V lOUT = 32mA 0.2 0.4 V 

lOUT = 4clmA 0.22 0.5 V 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current VIN = 2.4V 120 p.A 

VIN = 5.5V 2 mA 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current VIN = 0.4V -4.8 rnA 

Isc Output Short Circuit Current Vee = 5.0V, T A = 125·C, (Note 4) -40 -100 -120 mA 

lee Supply Current VIN = 5.0V, (Each Driver) 11 18 mA 

VI Input Clamp Vee = Min,IIN = - 12 mA -1.0 -1.5 V 

Switching Characteristics TA = 25·C, Vec = 5V, unless otherwise noted 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Ipd1 Propagation Delay AND Gate RL = 4000, CL = 15 pF 8 12 ns 

1pcro 
(Fl{Jure 1) 11 18 ns 

tpd1 Propagation Delay NAND Gate RL = 4000, CL = 15 pF 8 12 ns 

!pdQ (Figure 1) 5 8 ns 

t, Differential Delay Load,1000 and 5000 pF, 
12 16 ns 

(Fl{Jure2) , " ~ 

t2 Differential Delay Load, 1000 and 5000 pF, '12 16 ns 
(Fl{Jure2) 

Note 1: "Abaolute Maximum Ratings" ara those values beyond which the safety of the davlee cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operalll)gTemperature Range" 
they ara not' meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Charactelistlca" provides conditions for ~ual device 
operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minimax limits apply across the - 5S'C to + 125'C temperature range for the 087830 and across the O'C'to + 70'C range for 
the DS883O. Typical values for TA = 25'C and Vee = S,OV. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out Of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value 'basis. 

Note 4: Only OAll output at a tima should be shorted. 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

Vee 

TL/F 15799-4 

FIGURE 1 

r--------------, 
Va: : 1/2 q&1I311OS1I3D : ....... --VA 

I I 
I 

50DDpF 
VIN_"'"':' .... __ _ -"'--Va 

TLlF/5799-8 

FIGURE 2 

f = 1 MHz 
t,. = Ij ,; 10 ns (10% to 90%) 
Duty cycle = 50% 

~3V :.6V 

VI. 0. 

VA _ va ____ ·IJJ. 

TL/F/5799-9 

TL/F/5799~10 

Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Schematic Diagram 
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'2 Per Package 
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MM78C29/MM88C29 Quad Single-Ended Line Driver 
MM78C30/MM88C30 Dual Differential Line Driver 

General De.criptlon 
The MM78C30/MM88C30 is a dual differential line driver 
that also performs the dual 'four-input NAND or dual four-in
put AND function. The absence of a clamp diode to Vee in 
the input protection circuitry of the MM78C30/MM88C30 al
lows a CMOS user to interface systems operating. at differ
ent voltage levels. Thus, a CMOS digital signal source can 
operate at a \Icc voltage greater than the Vee voltage of 
the MM78C30 line driver. The differential output of· the 
MM78C30/MM88C30 eliminates ground-loop errors. 

The MM78C29/MM88C29 is a non-inverting single-wire 
transmission line driver. Since the output ON resistance is a 
low 200. typ., the device can be used to drive lamps, relays, 
solenoids, and clock lines, besides driving data lines. 

Features 
• Wide supply volt~ge ranQ9 
• High noise immul1ity 
• Low output ON resistance 

Logic Diagrams 
1/4 MM78C29/MM88C29 

INPUT 0-...... --1 ~)-+--I ~)----1 

INPUT 1 

INPUT 2 ---'--'"=~""" 
INPUT 3 ---sr=~J 

INPUT 4 

OUTPUT 

112 MM78C30/MM88C30 

7-32 

TUF/5908-1 

AND 
OUTPUT 

NAND 
OUTPUT 

3V to 15V 
0.45 Vee (typ.) 

200. (typ.) 

TL/F/5908-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Vee Range 3Vto 15V 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Absolute Maximum Vee 18V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Average Current at Output 
Voltage at Any Pin (Note 1) -0.3VtoVee +16V MM78C30/MM88C30 50mA 
Operating Temperature Range MM78C29/MM88C29 25mA 

MM78C29/MM78C30 - 55°C to + 125°C Maximum Junction Temperature, Tj 150"C 
MM88C29/MM88C30 - 40°C to + 85°C 

Lead Temperature 
Storage Temperature - 65°C to + 150°C (Soldering, 10 seconds) 260°C 
Power Dissipation (Pol 

Dual-In-Une 700mW 
Small Outline 500mW 

DC Electrical Characteristics MinIMax limits apply across temperature range unless otherwise noted 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CMOS TO CMOS 

VIN(11 Logical "1" Input Voltage Vee = 5V 3.5 V 

Vee = 10V 8 V 

VIN(O) Logical "0" Input Voltage Vee = 5V 1.5 V 

Vee = 10V 2 V 

IIN(l) Logical "1" Input Current Vee = 15V, VIN = 15V 0.005 1 ".A 

IIN(OI Logical "0" Input Current Vee = 15V, VIN = OV -1 -0.005 jJA 

lee Supply Current Vcc = 5V 0.05 100 mA 

OUTPUT DRIVE 

ISOURCE Output Source Current 
MM78C29/MM78C30 VOUT = Vee -1.6V, 

Vcc:;' 4.5V, Tj = 25°C -57 -80 mA 

Tj = 125°C -32 -50 mA 

MM88C29/MM88C30 VOUT = Vee - 1.6V, 
Vcc:;' 4.75V, Tj = 25°C -47 -80 mA 

PI 
TJ = 85°C -32 -60 mA 

MM78C29/MM88C29 VOUT = Vcc - 0.8V 
-2 -20 mA 

MM78C30/MI\II88C30 Vcc:;' 4.5V 

ISINK Output Sink Current 

MM78C29/MM78C30 VOUT = 0.4V, Vcc = 4.5V, 

TJ = 25°C 11 20 mA 

Tj = 125°C 8 14 mA 

VOUT = 0.4V, Vcc = 10V, 
Tj = 25°C 22 40 mA 

Tj = 125°C 16 28 mA 

MM88C29/MM88C30 VOUT = O.4V, Vee = 4.75V, 
Tj = 25°C 9.5 22 mA 
Tj = 85°C 8 18 mA 

VOUT = 0.4V, Vee = 10V, 
Tj = 25°C 19 40 mA 

Tj = 125°C 15.5 33 mA 

ISOURCE Output Source Resistance 
MM78C29/MM78C30 VOUT = Vee - 1.6V, 

Vee :;, 4.5V, TJ = 25°C 20 28 n 
Tj = 125°C 32 50 n 

MM88C29/MM88C30 VOUT = Vcc - 1.6V, 
Vcc:;' 4.75V, Tj = 25°C 20 34 n 
Tj = 85°C 27 50 n 
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DC Electrical Characteristics " '" 
,. , ::,}t ~;."'t 

" 
. ' ': ~" ~ I • '. 

-MinIMax limits apply 'across tempera~ur" ~ange, unless otherwise noted ,(Continue!l) .. ~ . 1 ~ 
, . 

" ·'1 , 

Symbol I Parameter I 'Conditions 
"~ I. Min I ., TYP I' ,MaX, I f',-

, Units 

, OUTPUT DRIVE (Continued) "f: 

ISINK Output Sink Resistance 
MM78C29/MM78C30 VOUT = 0.4V, Vee =:', 4.50V, 

Tre" 25'C 20 36 0, 
0 

" 

Tj ""'125'C 28 50 0 

VOUT = 0.4V, Vee =;, 10V, 
Ti = 25'C 10 18 n 
Tj = 125'C 14 25 0 

MM88C29/MM88C30 VOUT = 0.4V, Vee = 4.75V, 
Tj = 25'C, 1,8 41 n" 
Tj = 85'C '. 22' '50, 0 

VOUT = 0.4V, Vee = 10V, 
,,' 

Tj = 25'C 10 21 0 
Tj = 85'C 12 26 0 

Output Resistance 
Temperature Coefficient 

Source 0.55 %/~C 

Sink " " ,0.40 %I'C 

()JA Thermal Resistance 
MM78C29/MM78C30 100 'cm, ,', ., 
(O-Package) 

MM88C29/MM88C30 , 150 'C/W 
(N-Package) 

AC Electrical Characteristics * TA = 25'C, CL = 50 pF 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max, Units 

tpd , Propag!ltion Delay Time to 
Logical "1" or "0" (See Figure 2) \.' .' 

MI\o178C29/MM88C29 Vee = 5V ." : 80 200 ns 
Vdc = 10V 35 100 ns 

MM78C30/MM88C30 Vee = 5V ,\ 1,10 ' 350 ns 
Vee = 10V 50 150 ns 

!pet Differential Propagation Delay RL = 1000,GL = 5000 pF 
Time to Logical "1" or "0" , (See Figure 1J 

MM78C30/MM88C30 Vee = 5V 400 ns 
Vee =:' 10V ,. 150 ns 

C,N " Input Capacitance 
." 

, '" 
MM78C29/MM88C29 (Note 3) 5.0 pF 
MM78C30(MM88C30 (Note 3) 5.0 pF 

CpO Power Dissipation Capacitance 
MM78C29/MM88C29 (Note 3) 150 pF 
MM78C30/MM88C30 (Note 3) 200 pF 

• AC Parameters are guaranteed by DC correlated testing. 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. 'Except for "Operating Temperature Rangs" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limila. Tha lable of "Electrical Characteristtes" provides condilions for actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: Capacitance Is guarant~ \lit periodic testing. 
Note 3: CPO detecmlnes Ihe no lmid AC,power consumption 0/ any CMOS device. For complete,explanation see 540174C Family Characteristics application note 
AN·90 (CMOS Logic Dalabook). 

" 
0 , 
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Connection Diagrams 
Dual-In-Llne Package 
MM78C29/MM88C29 

Ne Ne 

114 
113 12 111 10 

-

1 2 

13 
4 5 

Ne Ne 

Top View 

9 B 

I--

6 17 

TL/F/5908-3 

114 13 

r--

1 2 

Dual-In-Llne Package 
MM78C30/MM88C30 

12 11 10 

3 • 5 

BAND 
OUT 

9 

6 

B NAND 
OUT 

a 

I--

17 
IN4A A AND A NAND GND 

OUT OUT 

TLlF/5908-4 

Top View 

Order Number MM88C29M or MM88C29N Order Number MM88C30M or MM88C30N 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, see RETS Data Sheet. 
Order Mumber MM78C29J/883, MM78C29W 1883, MM78C30J/883 or MM78C30W 1883 

Typical Performance Characteristics 
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MM78C30/MM88C30 
Typical Propagation Delay vs 
Load capacitance 
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MM78C29/MM88C29 
Typical Propagation Delay vs 
Load capacitance 
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AC Test Circuits 
Vcc " .. 
' 14 

I~{ 12 MM78C30 

7 

-
. ~>" 

Vec 
14 

5 

~l 12 MM7BC30 

7 

Typical Applicatio'ns 

v cc 

14 
AND 

.M{ 
OUTPUT 

1/2 MM78C30/ 
MM88C30 

NAND 
OUTPUT 

7 , 

r--f--o"AND OUTPUT 

..... - .... ...0 NAND OUTPUT 

Ie.. 

Tl/F/5908-6 

FIGURE 1 

AND 
OUTPUT 

. Tr/F/5908-8 '" 

,; FIGURE2 

2 '. 

Digital Data Transmission 

tiNE DRIVER AND RECEIVER (NOTE 3) 

--

Vcc" 

14 

1/4 t,tM78C29 

7 

CI 
0.01 p.F . 

(NOTE I) 

, ~i' 

Tl/F/5908-7 

.. 6~_ .... _O OUTPUT 

" Tl/F/5908-9 

6, 
OUTPUT 

C2 I'OO pF 
, (NOTE 2) - , STROBE,. 

Note 1: Exact value depend. on line length . 

. ,. ~ 2: Optional to C'ontrol reepon~ time. 
Note 3: Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V for 111!1 087820, Vee = 4.5V to 15V for the 
0878020. 

7·36 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

-[ 
Va: 

14 

1/2 MM78C30/ 
MM88C30 

AND 
OUTPUT 

NAND 
L-____ ~-----JOUTPUT 

INPUT 

Va: 

14 

1/6 MII78C30/ 
111I88C30 

7 

.. ~ \ 

", 

SI~LE-WAVE ,TRANSMISSION UNE'(I!\OTE H ' , Vee 

.. I, 

OUll'UT 

Note 1: Ycc is 3Ylo 15Y 

Typical Data Rate vs Transmission Line Length 
, : . , " 

104' , 
TA =25"C 

I~",s"", 
'Ct.", , 

If. 0" : 
~""S" 

'.,." . -

0, 

LENGTH OF TRANSMISSION LINE (FT) 
TUF/5908-13 

Note 1: The transmission line used wes #22 gauge unshielded twis1ed pair (40k 
termination). 

Nota 2: The curves generated assume that both drivers are driving eq~al lines, 
and Ihatlhe maximum power is 500 mW/package, " , , 
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OS7831/0S8831/0S7832/088832 
Oual TRI-STATE® Line Driver' 

General Description 
Through simple logic control, the OS7831 10S8831 , 
OS7832/0S8832 can be used as either a quad single·end
ed line driver or a dual differential line driver. They are spe
cifically designed for party line (bus-organized) systEln1S, 
The 057832/088832 does not have the Vee cllll'l1P diodes 
found on the 087831/088831. 

The 057831 and 057832 are specified for operation over 
the - 55·C to + 125·C military temperature rllnge, The 
058831 and 088832 are specified for operation over the 
O"C to + 70·C temperature range, ' , 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

Vee 

1& 

"A" OUTPUT 
DISABLE 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

DIFFERENTIAL! 
OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT IINSU-INOED 

AZ AZ AI AI MODE CONTROL 

"8" OUTPUT 
OISABLE 

OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT DIFFERENTIAL! GNO 
B2 BZ BI BI IINSLEUDEO 

MODE CONTR~L 

Top View 
Tl/F/5800-1 

Truth Table (8hown for A Channels Only) 

Dlfferentlall 

Features 
• Series 54/74 compatible 
• 17 ns propagation delay 
• Very low output impedance-high drive capability 
• 40 mA sink and source currents 
• Gating control to allow either single-ended or differen

tllIl' operation 
• High impedance output state which allows many out

puts to be connected to a common bus line 

Order Number DS8831N, DS8832J or DS8832N 
See NS Pac!<age Number J16A or N16A 

For Complete Military 883 Speciflcatons, 
. See RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS7831J/883, DS7831W/883, 
DS7832J/883 or DS7832W 1883 

See NS Package Number J16A or W16A 

"A" Output Disable Slngle-J!ncled InputA1 OutputA1 InputA2 OutputA2 
Mode Control 

0 0 0 
Logical "1" or 8ameas Logical "1" or 5ameas 

0 
Logical "0" InputA1 Logical "0" InputA2 

0 
X 1 Logical" 1" or Opposite of Logical "1" or 8ameas 

0 1 X Logical "0" InputA1 Logical "0" inputA2 

1 X High High 
X X X Impedance X Impedance 

X 1 
8tate 8tate 

x = Don't Care 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace spaclfled devices are reql,llred, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 8upply Voltage (Vee) 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 087831/087832 4.5 5.5 V 

8upply Voltage 7V 088831/088832 4.75 5.25 V 

Input Voltage 5.5V 
Temperature (TAl 

087831/087832 -55 +125 'C 
Output Voltage 5.5V 088831/088832 0 +70 'C 
8torage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C 

Lead Temperature (8oldering, 4 sec.) 260"C 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
Cavity Package 1433 mW 
Molded Package 1362mW 

'Cerate cavity package 9.6 mWrC above 25'C; derate molded package 
10.9 mW/'C above 25"C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH Logical "1 " Input Voltage Vee = Min 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage Vee = Min 0.8 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage 087831/087832 10 = -40mA 1.8 2.3 V 

10"; -2mA 2.4 2.7 V 

058831/058832 
Vee = Min 

10 = -40rnA 1.8 2.5 V 

10 = -5.2mA 2.4 2.9 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage 087831/087832 10 = 40mA 0.29 0.50 V 

10 = 32mA 0.40 V 

058831/058832 
Vee = Min 

10 = 40mA 0.29 0.50 V 

10 = 32mA 0.40 V 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current Vee = Max 087831/087832, VIN = 5.5V 1 mA 

0888311088832, VIN = 2.4V 40 /loA 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current Vee = Max, VIN = 0.4V -1.0 -1.6 mA 

100 . Output Disable Current Vee = Max, Vo = 2.4V or O.4V -40 40 /loA 

Isc . Output 8hort Circuit Curr~nt Vee = Max, (Note 4) -40 -100 -120 mA 

lee 8upply Current Vee = Max in TRI-8TATE 65 90 mA 

VeLt Input Diode Clamp Voltage Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25'C, liN =; -12 rnA -1.5 V 

VeLO Output Diode Clamp Voltage Vce == 5.0V, lOUT = -12mA 087831/088831 
-1.5 V 

TA.= 25'C 087832/088832 , 
lOUT = 12mA 08783.1/088831 Vee + 1.5 V 

'. 
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Switching Characteristics T A = 25·0, Vee = 5V, unless otherwise:lJoted 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ l!Iax Units 

tpdO Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" 
from Inputs A1, A2, B1, B2 

13 25 ns 
Differential Single-ended Mode , . 
Control to Outputs 

tpd1 Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" 
from Inputs A 1, A2, B1, B2 

13 25 ns 
Differential Single-ended Mode 
Control to Outputs 

t1H Delay from Disable Inputs to High 
Impedance State (from Logical "1" 6 12 n$ 

(See Figures 4 and 5) 
Level) 

toH Delay from Disable Inputs to High 
Impedance State (from Logical "0" 14 22 n$ 
Level) 

tH1 Propagation Delay from Disable Inputs 
to Logical "1" Level (from High 14 22 ns 
Impedance State) 

tHO Propagation Delay from Disable Inputs 
to Logical "0" Level (from High 18 27 ns 
Impedance State) 

t,lote1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at thasa limits. The table of "Electrical Characterislic$" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. . . 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the -55"C to + 125"C temperature range for the OS7831 and OS7832 and across the O"C to 
+ 7O"C range for the 058831 and 0S8832. All typical values are for T A = 25"C and Vcc = 5V. 

"ote 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltsge referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown as 
max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Applies for Til = 125"C only. Onl.y one output should be shorted at a time. 

Mode of Operation 
To operate as a quad single-ended line driver apply logicaf 
"O"s to the output disable pins (to keep the outputs in the 
normal low impedance mode) and apply logical "O"s to both 
Differential/Single-ended Mode Control inputs. All four 
channels will then operate independently and no signal in
version will occur between inputs and outputs. 

To operate as a dual differential line driver apply logical 
"O"s to the Output Disable pins and apply at least one logi
cal "1" to the Differential/Single.:ended Mode Control in-
puts. ' 

The inputs to the A channels should be connected together 
and the inputs to the B channels should be cOl'1nected to
gether. 

In this mode the signals applied to the resulting inputs will 
pass non-inverted on the A2 and B2 outputs and inverted on 
the A1 and B1 outputs. 

When operating in a bus-organized system with outputs tied 
directly to outputs of other DS7831/D58831's, DS7832/ 
DS8832's (Figure 1), all devices except one must be placed 

/ 

7-40 

in the "high impedance" state. This is accomplished by en
suring that a logical "1" is applied to at least one of the 
Output Disable pins of each device which is to be in the 
"high impedance" state. A NOR gate was purposely chosen 
for this function since it is possible with only two DM5442/ 
DM7442, BCD-to-decimal decoders, to decode as many as 
100 057831 /DS8831's, DS7832/DS8832's (Figure 2). 

The unique device whose Disable inputs receive two logical 
"0" levels assumes the normal low impedance output state, 
providing good capacitive drive capability and waveform in
tegrity especially during the transition from the logical "0" to 
logical "1" state. The other outputs-in the high impedance 
state-take only a small amount of leakage current from the 
low impedance outputs. Since the logical "1" output current 
from the selected device is 100 times that of a conventional 
Series 54174 device (40 rnA vs. 400 ,..A), the output is easily 
able to supply that leakage current for several hundred oth
er D87831/DS8831's, DS7832/D58832's and still have 
available drive for the bus line (Figure 3). 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Continued) 
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Switching Time Waveforms 
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Input characteristic: 

Amplitude - 3.0V 
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t;tINational Semiconductor 

081603/083603 TRI-8TATE® Dual Receivers 

General Description 
The 081603/083603 are dual differential TRI-8TATE line 
receivers designed for a broad range of system applica
tions. They feature a high input impedance and low input 
current which reduces the loading effects on a digital trans
mission line, making them ideal for use in party line systems 
and general purpose applications like transducer preamplifi
ers, level translators and comparators. 

The 081603/083603 are pin compatible with the 0875107, 
0875108 and 0875208 series of dual line receivers. 

Features 
• Oiode protected input stage for power "OFF" condition 

• 17 ns typ high speed 
• TIL compatible 
• ±25 mV input sensitivity 

The receivers feature a ±25 mV input sensitivity specified 
over a ± 3V common mode range. Input protection diodes 
are incorporated in series with the collectors of the differen
tial stage. These diodes are useful in applications that have 
multiple Vee+ supplies or Vee+ supplies that are turned 
off thus avoiding signal clamping. In addition, TIL compati
ble strobe and control lines are provide for flexibility in the 
application. 

• ± 3V input common-mode range 

Connection Diagram 

INPUT 
lA 

• High-input inpadance with normal Vee, or Vee = OV 
• 8trobes for channel selection 
• TRI-8TATE outputs for high speed buses 

Dual-In-Une Package 
INPUT 

Vee· ZA 

INPUT 
11 

IC 

INPUT 
21 NC 

OUTPUT STROlE OlSAlLE 810 
l' 18 D 

Top View 

Order Number DS3603N 
See N,S Package Number N14A 

TLlF/5781-2 

For Complete Military 883 Speclflcatlon., See RETS Data Sheet. 
Order Number: DS1603J/883 or DS1603W/883 

See NS Package Number J14A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Strobe Input Voltage S.SV 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Storage Temperature Range - 6SOC to + 15O"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Maximum Power Dissipation· at 2SoC 
Supply Voltage (Vec+) 7V Cavity Package 130BmW 
Supply Voltage (Vee-) -7V Molded Package 1207mW 
Differential Input Voltage ±6V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec) 260"C 
Common Mode Input Voltage ±SV 'Derate cavity package 8.7 mWI'C above 25"C; derate molded. package 

9.7 mW/'C above 25"C. 

Operating Conditions 
OS1603 OS3603 

Min Nom Max Min Nom Max 

Supply Voltage Vec+ 4.5V SV S.SV 4.7S 5V S.2SV 

Supply Voltage Vec- -4.5V -SV -S.SV -4.7S -SV -S.2SV 

Operating Temperature Range -SSOC to + 12SOC O"C to +70"C 

Electrical Characteristics T MIN s: T A s: T MAX (Notes 2,3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions .Mln Typ Max Units 

IIH High Level Input Current Vee+ = Max, Vec- = Max, 30 7S p.A into 1A, 1 B, 2A or 2B VID = O.SV, VIC = -3Vto 3V 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, VCC- = Max, -10 p.A into 1A, 1 B, 2A or 2B VID = -2V, VIC = -3Vt03V 

IIH High Level Input Current Vcc+ ,,; Max VII-Il§) = 2.4V 40 p.A 
into 1G, 2G or 0 Vcc- = Max VIH(S) = MaxVcc+ 1 mA 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, 
-1.6 mA into 0 . VIL(Di = 0.4V 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, VIH(D) = 2V -40 p.A 
into 1G or 2G VCC- = Max, VIL(D) = O.BV -1.6 mA 

VIL(G) = 0.4V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vcc+ = Min, Vcc- = Min, 
ILOAD = -2 mA, VID = 2S mV, 2.4 V 
VIL(D) = O.BV, VIC = -3Vt03V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Vcc+ = Min, VCC- = Min, 
ISINK = 16 mA, VID = -' 25 mV, 0.4 V ., 
VIL(D) = O.BV, VIC = -3V to 3V 

10D Output Disable Current Vcc+ = Max, VOUT = 2.4V 40 p.A 
Vcc- = Max, VOUT = 0.4V 
VIH(D) = 2V -40 !l-A 

los Short Circuit Output Current Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, -1B -70 mA 
VIL(D) = O.BV (Note 4) 

ICCH+ High Logic Level Supply Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, 
2B 40 mA Current from Vcc+ VID = 25 mV, TA = 2SoC 

ICCH- High Logic Level Supply Vcc+ = M~, Vcc- = Max, -B.4 -15 mA Currentfrom Vcc- VID = 2S mV, TA = 2SoC 

VI Input Clamp Voltage Vcc+ = Min, Vcc- = Min, -1 -1.5 V 
onGorD liN = -12 mA, TA = 2SoC 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperatura Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be oparated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions lor actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the -55'C to + 125'C temperature range lor the OSl603 and across the O"C to +70"C range for 
the 053603, All typical values are for T A ~ 25'C and Vee ~ 5V. 

Note 3: All current into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown as 
max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted, 
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Switching Characteristics Vcc+ = SV,VCC- = -sv, TA = 2SOC 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 

tpLH(D) Propagation Delay Time, Low-to- RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF, (Note 1) 
High Level, from Differential 
Inputs A and B to Output 

tpHL(D) Propagation Delay Time, High-to- RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF, (Note 1) 
Low Level, from Differential 
Inputs A and B to Output 

tpLH(S) Propagation Delay Time, Low-to- RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF 
High Level, from Strobe Input G 
to Output 

tpHL(S) Propagation Delay Time, High-to- RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF 
Low Level, from Strobe Input G 
to Output 

tlH Disable Low-ta-High to Output RL = 3900, CL = 5 pF 
High to Off 

toH Disable Low-ta-High to Output RL = 3900,CL = 5pF 
Low to Off 

tHl Disable High-to-Low to Output RL = 1ktoOV,CL = 50pF 
Off to High 

tHO Disable High-to-Low to Output RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF 
Off to Low 

Note 1: Diflerantlallnput Is + 100 mV to -100 mV pulaa. Delays read from 0 mVon Input to 1.5V on output 

Typical Application 
Line Receiver Used In a Party-Line or Data-Bus System 

RECEIVERS 

( ) 5I'STRDBE 

. 

TWlSTED·PAlR 
/ TRANSMISSION 

r-__ ~-i __ -f-~~~~ __ ~,, __ ~~~~~~~LlNE 
I I 
\I 
\I 
A 
1\ 
I' I I 

1\ 1\ 

I yt.····ltrt n n 
DRIVERS 
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I' 1/ 
1/ 
A 
1\ 

" I I 

, , 
\I 
1/ 
1 
1\ 
II 
, I 

Typ Max 

17 25 

17 25 

10 15 

8 1S 

20 

30 

25 

25 

Line receivers are 
0575107/0575108 
or 053603 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Line drivers are 
5N75109/pA75110/0575110 
or 058831 

TL/F/5781-3 
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Schematic Diagram (Note 1) 

DS160~(bS3603 '.," 

INPUTB ~-.~.., OUTPUT 

INPUT A 0----+---' 

~-----r--t-t-------~-~---~~GNO 

3k 3k 
~--------~----------+-~STRDBEG 

8.5k Uk 

.-+-0 DISABLE 0 

Vcc-o------4~--------~--~----_4~--------------J 

.. ~' 1k 

TL/F/5781-6 

Note 1: Va 01 the dual circuit Is shown. 

Note 2: 'Indicates connections common to second half 01 dual circuit. 
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f}1Nation'al Semiconductor 

OS1652/0S3650/0S3652 
Quad Oifferential Line Receivers 
General Description 
The 083650 and 081652/083652 are TIL compatible 
quad high speed circuits intended primarily for line receiver 
applications. 8witching speeds have been enl'!anced over 
conventional line receivers by the .use of Schottky technolo
gy, and TRI-8TATE~ strobing is incorporated offering a high 
impedance output state for bussed organizations. 

The 083650 has active pull-up outputs and offets a TRI-
8TATE strobe, while the 081652/083652 offers open col
lector outputs providing implied "AND" operation. 

The 081652/083652 can be used for address deCoding as 
illustrated below. All outputs of the 081652/083652 are 
tied together through a common resistor to 5V. In this con-

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Llne Package 

Vee -IN' til BOUT. VEE OUT D tiN D -II D 

-tl. +II A OUT A STI GUTe +INC -INC 

Top View 
TUF/5782-1 

Order Number DS3650M, DS3652M or DS3650N 
See NS Package Number M16A or N16A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS~652J 
See NS Package Number J16A 

Truth Table 
Output 

Input Strobe DS16621 
DS3650 

DS3662 

Vo ~ 25mV L H Open 

H Open Opsn 

-25 mV s: VIO s: 25 mV L X X 

H Opsn Open 

VIO s: -25mV L L L 

H Opsn Open 

L = Low Logic State Open = TAl-STATE 

H = High LogiC State X = Indeterminate State 

8-7 

figuration, the 081652/083652 provides the "ANO" func
tion. All addresses have to be true before the output will go 
high. This scheme eliminates the need for an "ANO" gate 
and enhances speed throughput for address decoding. 

features 
Ii High speed 

• TIL compatible 
• Input sensitivity ±25 mV 
Ii TRI-STATE outputs for high speed busses 

• Standard supply voltages ± 5V 
• Pin and function compatible with MC3450 and MC3452 

Typical Applications 
Implied "AND" Gating 

510 

ADD lo-+-O+-c;.-

ADD 4o-_>+-C" 
)0-11-1'0+--0 OUlPUT 

TLlF/57B2-2 

Wired "OR" Data Selecting Using TRI-STATE Logic 

DATA 
L .. II 

DI DZ ,Dl 

ITRDH ~ 

aWN El 
mOlE ~ 

OWH 

0_0 ~ 
STROBE ~ 

0S315. t:: 
STROlE b-o 1M 

DATA 
OUTPUT 

TLlF/57B2-3 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
. ,';~ Units If Military/Aerospace specified devices are requl..jci,' ., . '," . 'Mrn' Max' 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage, Vee 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. OS1652 4.5 5.5 Voc 
Power Supply Voltages , 083~50, 083652 , 4.,75" .~\. ,,5.25 " Voc 

Vee +7.0Voc SupplyVolfage, Va: 
," 

VEE -~.~ .' "OS165,2 -4~~, 
,.~. -5.5, Voc 

,,!. "'- " 
., , 

083650, OS3652 Differential-Mode Input Signal Voltage -4.75 -5.25 Voc 
Range, VIDR ±6.0Voc Operating Temperatl,lre,.T "', " {I.';' .' , 

"Cc;>mmon-Mode InputVoltag~Rar,lge, VICR ,=t,5·Q.y'PC "C,;,,",, OS1652 , ,-5.5 +125 'c 
Strobe Input Voltage, VI(S) " l •• ,·, .:-.5.5VDC ' OSS,650, OS3652 , : ,0, +7:0 , 'C 

Storage Temperature Range '. .. -'65'Oto + 150"C "" Qutpl,l, l..Qad,Curren~, IOL ."\ i6 inA 
Lead Temperature (Soldering; 4 second$) ""., " 26"O'C ,Differential-Mode Input '- , . ." 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
.). Voltage Ramge,VIDR -5.0 +5.0 VDC , 

1~9'mW Common-Mode Input Cavity Package ~ ~ . 

Molded DIP Package 1476mW Voltage Range, VICR ' -3.0 +3.0, VDC 

SO Package ::;. 1051 iflw Input Voltage -Range 

'Derate cavity package 10.1 mWI"C above 25"C; allrate molded DIP pSck- Input tb GNO, VIR -5.0 +3.0 Voc 
age 11.8 mW/'C above 25'C: derate SO,pack8ge8.41 rIIW/'C'above 25"C. : " 

, , 

Electrical Characteristics 
,."f. ' , 

(VCC = 5.0 VDC, VEE =,,7~.Q~Vop: ~ir,.~ ,1A,:;:; ~~ ~n/ess otherwise noted) (Notes 2 and 3) " 
' . 

.,,; :"',,, 

Symbol Parameter ... .', Conditions 
',' 

Min Typ Max Units 

VIS Input Sensitivity, (Note 5) 
(Common-Mode Voltage Range = Min :s: VCC :s: Max ,±25.0 mV 
-3V:s: VIN :s: 3Y) Min ~ VEE ~ MaX' 

., 
< • i 

High Level Input Current to 
.. ", 

IIH(I) (FigureS) 
...• 

'f 75 p.A 
Receiver Input-

IIL(I) Low Level Input Current to' 
.~ '. 

(Rgure6) 
n." .. 

;-.10 'IJ.A Receiver Input .... ., 

IIH(S) 
";( t ' I ~ 

(Figure 3) VIH(~) ~= 2.4V, High Level,lnput Current to " 
100 IJ.A Strobe Input 051652 

Vui(s) ,f 2.4V, 
40 IJ.A OS3650, 083652 

VIH(S) = Vee 1 mA 

IIL(S) Low Level'lnput Current to "', ){IH(S)'= ~:4y -1.6 mA 
Strobe Input , 

" 

VOH 'High L~vel OutP~t v~l~ge: ' .. '(Figure 1) OS3650 '2.4 V 

ICEX High Level OutPut Leakage Cur,rEW.!,,,,.' (Figure 1) OS1652,OS3652 ' ~ " 250 p.A 
'J .... 

Low Level Output Voliage 
.".,.. .. 

VOL .. ,." (Figure 1) 083650, 083652 0.45 
V 

OS1652 0.50 . .. 
los Short-Circuit Output Current (Note 4). ' (Figure4J; DS3650 -18 -70 mA 

IOFF Output Disable Leakage ~u~rent .. " (Figure7j : ( ~:. c. '0831;160 
, 

40 clJ.A 
.. , ; .. 

, , 
' .. ~ ...... ,c 

. ~ ,: ( .. 1 ~. ~. , 
. , 

.. , ' '," ., 

.. , , , ; 
. -",.,.' , '. . , 

." " 
," ; ~l" .. ~! , .. Cc 

,." ... .. , .. .. .. 
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Electrical Characteristics 
CVcc = 5.0 Voc. VEE = -5.0 VDC. Min os: TA os: Max. unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

ICCH High Logic Level Supply Current (Figure 2) 
45 60 mA 

fromVcc 

IEEH High Logic Level Supply Current (Figure 2) 
-17 -30 mA 

from VEE 

Nota 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified. minImax limits apply across the O'C to +70'C range for the OS365O. OS3652 and the -55"C to + 125'C range for the 
OS1652. All typical values are for TA - 25'C. Vee - 5V and Vee - -5V. 

Nota 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive. out of device pins as negative. all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Nota 5: A perameter which Is of primary concern when designing with line receivers Is. what Is the minimum differential Input voltage required as the receiver input 
terminals to guarantee a glven output logic state. This parameter is commonly referred to as threshold voltage. It is well known that design considerations of 
threshold voltage are plagued by input offset currents, bias currents, network source resistances, and voltage gain. As a design convenience, the OS1652 and the 
083650, 083652 are specified to a parameter called input sensitivity (Vtsl. This parameter takes into consideration input offset currents and bias currents and 
guarantees a minimum input differential voltage to cause a given output logic state with respect to a maximum source impedance of 2000 at each input. 

Switching Characteristics CVee = 5 Voc. VEE = - 5 Voc. T A = 25DC unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpHL(D) High-to-Low Logic Level Propagation OS3650 21 25 ns 
Delay Time (Differential Inputs) OS1652/0S3652 20 25 ns 

(Figure 8) 
tpLH(D) Low-to-High Logic Level Propagation OS3650 20 25 ns 

Delay Time (Differential Inputs) OS1652/053652 22 25 ns 

tpOH(S) TAl-STATE to High Logic Level 
OS3650 16 21 ns 

Propagation Delay Time (Strobe) 

tpHO(S) High LogiC Level to TAl-STATE 
OS3650 7 18 ns 

Propagation Delay Time (Strobe) 
(Figure 9) 

tpOL(S) TAl-STATE to Low Logic Level 
OS3650 19 27 ns 

Propagation Delay Time (Strobe) 

tpLO(S) Low LogiC Level to TAl-STATE 
053650 14 29 ns 

Propagation Delay Time (Strobe) 

tpHL(S) High-to-Low Logic Level Propagation 
OS1652/0S3652 16 25 ns 

Delay Time (Strobe) 
(Figure 10) 

tpLH(S) Low-to-High Logic Level Propagation 
OSI652/053652 13 25 ns 

Delay Time (Strobe) 
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Electrical Characteristic Test Circuits 

VI 
I II 

2 
~ 

MINlIee 
V2 

3 14 

O.lV 
4 OS3ll60. ~. 

0.; OSI8621 12 
0&3652 MIN VEE 

V3 
I @o 
7 10 

V4 r .!o-. 

DSII521 
0S3852 

MAX 0-0-0 \. 

'<0 • !~ T' .... '" 'eEX 
11~ 

OS16601 
0S3B60 '::" 

TLlF/5782-4 

V1 V2 V3 V4 

063650 
0616521 

063650 
0616521 

083650 
OS16521 

OS3650 
OS16521 11 

OS3652 063652 OS3652 OS3652 

VOH +2.975V +3.0V +3.0V GND -0.4 mA 
-3.0V -2.975V GND -3.0V -O.4mA 

'CEX +2.975V +3.0V +3.0V GND 
-3.0V -2.975V GND -3.0V 

VOL +3.0V +3.0V +2.975V +2.975V GND GND +3.0V +3.0V +16mA 
-2.975V -2.975V -3.0V -3.0V -3.0V -3.0V GND GND +16mA 

Channel A shown under teal Other channels are tested similarly. 

FIGURE 1.ICEX. VOH and VOL 

1 16 MAX 
3V 

~ 
15 Vec 

ICCH 3V 
1 ,. 

<>f ~ A MAXVce 

~ 
15 OS3860. r;;o 
~ 0.; OS18521 MAX 

~ DS3852 VEE 
4 0S3650. ~ IEEH 

'''''''',t ~ f¥.o 
~ 

OS16621 12 7 
~ 0S3&52 A MAX VEE 

~ ~ ;0 VIH(SIOR _ 9 

7 
~ VIL(SI o:!-

8 9 

-! ":::-

TLlF/5782-5 TL/F/5782-6 

FIGURE 2. ICCH and IEEH FIGURE 3. 'IHIS) and IILIS) 
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Electrical Characteristic Test Circuits (Continued) 

MAX 
Vee 

25mV 

3V 

1.8V 

MAX 
VEE 

TLIF 15782-7 

Note: Channel A shown under test, other channels are tested similiarly. Only 
one output shorted at a time. 

FIGURE 4. lOS 

16 MAX VI-2V 
Vee t5 

VI 

OS3850, 3V 
OSI6521 MAX" 
OS3162 

VEE 

TLlF/5782-9 

Nota: Channel A( -) shown under lest, other channels arB tested 
similarly. Devices are tested with VI lrom 3V to -3V. 

"FIGURE 6. IlL 

8-11 

16 MAX 
Vee 16 

VI 

VI-2V 

3V 083850, 
OSI6621 MAX 
OSS852 VEE 

TIJF/5782-8 

Note: Channel A( -) shown under lest, other channels arB tested similarly. 
Devices are tested with VI from 3V to -3V. 

FIGURE 5. IIH 

18 MAX 
3V 

Vee 

2V OSl651, 
OSt6521 MAX 
OS3852 VEE 

TL/F/5782-10 

Note: Output 01 Channel A shown under test, other outputs are tested 
similarly lor VI = O.4V and 2.4V. 

FIGURE 7.IOFF 

http://www.national.com 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms 

111mV IY 

28D 

EO 

Note: Output of Channel 8 shown under test, other channels are tested similarly. 

81 at "A" for 081652/083652 
81 at "8" for D81650/DS3650 
CL = 15 pF total for DSI652/DS3652 
CL = 50 pF total for DSI650/DS3650 

TLlF/5782-11 

'··~t"'LI.) 
£D 1.1V 

VOL 

TLlF/5782-12 

Note: E'N waveform characteristics: 
tn.H and !niL ,. 10 ns measured 
10% to 90% 
PRR = 1 MHz 
Dirty Cycle = 50% 

FIGURE 8. Receiver Propagation Dealy tpLH(D) and tpHL(D) 

Ylo---~~-~~ 

no------+-.-<~ 

IG 

5Y 

EO 

Note: Output of Channel 8 shown under test, other channels are tested slmillarly. 

V1 V2 S1 S2 

tpLO(S) 100mV GND Closed Closed 

tPOl(S) 100mV GND Closed Open 

tpHO(S) GND 100mV Closed Closed 

tPOH(S) GND 100mV Open Closed 

~ includes jig and probe capacitance. 

EtN wavaform characteristics: trLH and trHL ,. 10 ns maasured 10% to 90% 

PRR = 1 MHz 

Duty Cycle = 50% 

TL/F/5782-13 

CL 

15pF 

50pF 

15pF 

50pF 

'PLom 
_--- 1Io 1.5V 

EO 

YOL---.1 

TL/F/5782-14 

EE'O' :'=1C .. _olSl 
__ _ 

~ YOH-O.&Y 

~1.&V 

TL/F/5782-15 

E'N3V~ 
IV 

n~j--
EO ~&Y 

VOL 

TL/F/5782-1e 

3Y~. 
E'N \: &11'1\ 

OV~~'---F--tpoH(s) 
VOH 

EO ~OY 1.&V 

TLlF/5782-17 

FIGURE 9. Strobe Propagation Delay tpLO(S). tpoL(S). tpHD(S) and tPOH(S) 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

IV 

310 

~++--~>-O ED 
-IV 

IlpF 'T' lToTAL) .,.. 

TL/F/5782-18 

Note: OUtput of Channel B shown under test. other channels 
are tested similarly. 

3V~ EIN 5'" 
OV 

"LH~S) 'pHLIS) 
VOH 

EO UV 
VOL 

Note: EIN waveform characteristics: 
trLH and trHL ,,; IOns measured 10% and 90% 
PRR = 1 MHz 
Duty Cycle = 500 ns 

FIGURE 10. Strobe Propagation Delay tpLH(S) and tpHL(S) 

Schematic Diagrams 

DS3650 

IIII'UT Co---+_--J 

VEEo--~~--4--4----+----J 

114 of circuit shown 

TO OTHER 
CIRCUITS 

OUTPUT 

+----...... 1--<> GND 

"-1----0 STROBE 

TLlF/5782-19 

TLlF/5782-20 
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Schematic Diagrams (Contlnliedf" 

DS1652/DS3852 ,,' 
Vcco---~---'----~~~----1---~--~----1-----'--------' 

150 850 4k 1.11\ ' 

INPUT Co----+--'" 
r.,...--+--oOUTPUT 

t-----t---oGNO 

4k 4k 

1/4'01 circutl shown '-1~--OSTROBE 

Tl/F/5782-21 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

OS551 07/0S75107/0S751 08/0S75208 
Dual Line Receivers 
General Description 
The products described herein are TTL compatible dual 
high speed circuits intended for sensing in a broad range of 
system applications. While the primary usage will be for line 
receivers of MaS sensing. any of the products may effec
tively be used as voltage comparators. level translators. 
window detectors. transducer preamplifiers. and in other 
sensing applications. As digital line receivers the products 
are applicable with the SN55109/SN75109 and ",A751101 
OS75110 companion drivers. or may be used in other bal
anced or unbalanced party-line data transmission systems. 
The improved input sensitivity and delay specifications of 
the OS75208 make it ideal for sensing high performance 
MaS memories as well as high sensitivity line receivers and 
voltage comparators. 

useful in certain applications that have multiple Vcc+ sup
plies or Vcc+ supplies that are turned off. 

Features 
• Oiode protected input stage for power "OFF" condition 
• 17 ns typ high speed 
• TTL compatible 
• ± 10 mV or ± 25 mV input sensitivity 
• ± 3V input common-mode range 
• High input impedance with normal Vee. or Vee = OV 
• Strobes for channel selection 
• Oual circuits 
• Sensitivity gntd. over full common-mode range 

Input protection diodes are incorporated in series with the 
collectors of the differential input stage. These diodes are 

• Logic input clamp diodes-meets both "A" and "S" 
version specifications 

• ± 5V standard supply voltages 

Connection Diagram 

Selection Guide 

Dual-In-Line Package 
INPUT INPUT OUTPUT STROBE 

Vcc+ vcc::- 2A 28 NC ZY ZG 

INPUT INPUT !We OUTPUT STROBE StROBE GND 
lA 18 lY lG S 

TL/F/9446-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS75107M, DS75107N, DS75107AM, DS75107AN, 
DS75108M, DS75108N or DS75208N 

See NS Package Number M14A or N14A 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, see RETS Datasheet. 
Order Number DS55107AJ/883 
See NS Package Number J14A 

Temperature -
Package-

-55"C ~ TA ~ + 125'C 
Cavity Dip 

O"C ~ TA ~ +70"C 
Cavity or Molded Dip 

Input Sensitivity -
Output Logic ,j. 

±25mV ±25mV ±10mV 

TTL Active Pull-Up 
TTL Open Collector 

OS55107 

8-15 

OS75107 
OS75108 OS75208 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aeroapace specified devices are required, Strobe Input Voltage ,'" 5.5V 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Storage Temperature Range -65°C to +150"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25°C 
Supply Voltage, Vcc+ 7V Cavity Package 130SmW 
Supply Voltage, Vcc- -7V Molded Package 

,,' 
1207iT1W 

Differential Input Voltage ±6V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec) 260"C 

Common Mode Input Voltage ±5V 'Derate cavity package 8.7 mWrC above 25"C; derate molded packag!l9.7 
mW /'C above 25"C. 

, Operating Conditions 

DS55107 
DS7510,7; 

DS75108, DS7520!1 

Min Nom Max Min "Nom "Max 

Supply Voltage Vcc+ 4.5V 5V 5.5V 4.75V 5V 5.25V 

Supply Voltage Vcc- -4.5V -5V -5.5V -4.75V -5V -5.25V 

Operating Temperature Range -55°C to + 125°C O°C to +70"C 

Note ,: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" Bra thosa values beyond w~lch the safety of the device cannot be guarantesd, Except for "Operating Temperature,Range" 
they Bra not meant to imply that the devices should be opsrated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 
Note 2. Unless otherwise specified min/max limits apply across the - 55'C to + i 25'C tempsrature range for the OS55107 and across the O'C to + 70'C range for 
the 0875107, D875108 and 0815208. All typical values are for TA = 25'C and Vee = 5V. 
Note 3: All currants into device pins shown as poslliva, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis, 

085510710875107,0875108 
Electrical Characteristics T MIN :s: TA :s: T MAX (Notes 2, 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

IIH High Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, 30 75 /LA intoA1, 81, A2 or 82 VID = 0.5V, VIC = -3V to 3V 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, -10 p.A intoA1, 81. A2 or 82 VID = -2V, VIC = -3Vt03V 

IIH High Level Input Current Vcc+ =' Max, I VIH(S) = 2.4V 40 p.A 
intoG10rG2 Vcc- = Max I VIH(S) MaxVcc+ 1 mA 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, -1.6 rnA intoG10rG2 VIL(S) = O.4V 

IIH High Level Input Current into S Vcc+ = Max, I VIH(S) = 2.4V SO /LA 
Vcc- = Max I VIH(S) = MaxVcc+ 2 rnA 

IlL Low Level Input Current into S Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, -3.2 mA 
VIL(S) = 0.4V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vcc+ = Min, VCC- = Min, 
ILOAD = -400 p.A, VIO = 25 mV, 2.4 V 
VIC = -3V to 3V, (Note 3) 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Vcc+ = Min, Vcc- = Min, 
ISINK = 16 rnA, VID = - 25 mV, 0.4 V 
VIC = -3Vt03V 

10H High Level Output Current Vcc't = Min, VCC- = Min 250 p.A VOH = MaxVCC+,(Note4) 

lOS Short Circuit Output Current Vcc+ = Max, VCC- = Max, -1S -70 mA (Notes 2 and 3) 

ICCH+ High Logic Level Supply Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, 1S' 30 mA Current from Vcc VID = 25 mV, TA = 25°C 

ICCH- High Logic Level Supply Vcc+ = Max, VCC- = Max, -S.4 -15 ' mA 
Current from Vcc VID = 25 mV, TA = 25°C 

VI Input Clamp Voltage on G or S Vcc+ = Min, Vcc- = Min, -1 -1.5 V liN = -12 rnA, TA = 25°C 
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Switching Characteristics Vcc+ = 5V, Vcc- = -5V, TA = 25·C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH(O) Propagation Delay Time, Low to RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF, (Note 3) 17 25 ns 
High Level, from Differential (Note 1) (Note 4) 19 25 ns 
Inputs A and B to Output 

tpHL(O) Propagation Delay Time, High to RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF, (Note 3) 17 25 ns 
Low Level, from Differential (Note 1) (Note 4) 19 25 ns 
Inputs A and B to Output 

tpLH(S) Propagation Delay Time, Low to RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF (Note 3) 10 15 ns 
High Level, from Strobe Input G (Note 4) 13 20 ns 
or S to Output 

tpHL(S) Propagation Delay Time, High to RL = 3900, CL = 50 pF (Note 3) 8 15 ns 
Low Level, from Strobe Input G (Note 4) 13 20 ns 
or S to Output 

Note 1: Differential input is + 100 mV to -100 mV pulse. Delays read from 0 mV on input to 1.5V on output. 

Note 2: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 3: 0855107/0875107 only. 

Note 4: OS75108 only. 

OS75208 

Electrical Characteristics o·c ,,;; T A ,,;; + 70"C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

IIH High Levell nput Current Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, 
30 75 p.A 

intoA1, Bl, A2 or B2 VIO = 0.5V, VIC = -3V to 3V 

IlL Low Level Input Current VCC+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, 
-10 /LA into A1, B1, A2 or B2 VIO = -2V, VIC = -3Vt03V 

IIH High Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, I VIH(S) = 2.4V 40 p.A 
intoG10rG2 Vcc- = Max I VIH(S) = MaxVcc+ 1 mA 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- .. Max, 
-1.6 mA 

intoGlorG2 VIL(S) = 0.4V 

IIH High Level Input Current into S Vcc+ = Max, I VIH(S) = 2.4V 80 /LA 

Vcc- = Max I VIH(S) = MaxVcc+ 2 mA 

IlL Low Level Input Current into S Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = ,Max, 
-3.2 mA 

VIL(S) = 0.4V 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Vcc+ = Min, Vcc- = Min, 
ISINK = 16 mA, VIO = -10 mV, 0.4 V 
VIC = -3Vt03V 

IOH High Level Output Current Vcc+ = Min, Vcc- = Min, 
250 /LA 

VOH = Max VCC+ 

ICCH+ High Logic Level Supply VCC+ = Max, VCC- = Max, 
18 30 mA 

Current from VCC+ VIO = 10 mV, TA = 25·C 

ICCH- High LogiC Level Supply Vcc+ = Max, Vcc- = Max, 
-8.4 -15 mA 

Current from Vcc- VIO = 10 mV, TA = 25·C 

VI Input Clamp Voltage on G or S Vcc+ = Min, Vcc- = Min, -1 -1:5 V 
liN = -12 mA, TA = 25·C 
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~ ,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
.~ Switching Characteristics Vcc+ = 5V, Vcc- = -5V, TA = 25°C 

§ 
! .... 
an 

§ 
~ ..... 

~ 
S .... 
an 

~ 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 

tpLH(D) Propagation Delay Time, Low-to- RL = 4700, CL = 15 pF, (Note 1) 

High Level, from Differential 
Inputs A and B to Output 

tpHL(D) Propagation Delay Time, High-to- RL = 4700, CL = 15 pF, (Note 1) 
Low Level, from Differential 
Inputs A and B to Output 

tpLH(S) Propagation Delay Time, Low-to- RL = 4700, CL = 15 pF 
High Level, from Strobe Input G 
or S to Output 

tpHL(S) . Propagation Delay Time, High-to- RL = 4700, CL = 15 pF 
Low Level, from Strobe Input G 
or S to Output 

Note 1: Differential input is +10 mV to -30 mV pulse. Delays read from 0 mV on input to 1.5V on output. 

Voltage Waveforms 

+IN 

STROBE OR --I---+--~ 
STROBE 

COMMON 

OUT 

----+100mV 

-----100mV 

3.0V 

Max Units 

35 ns 

20 ns 

17 ns 

17 ns 

TL/F/9446-12 

Typical Applications 

DATA 
INPUT 
IN Al 
IN A2 

INHIBIT 
INH A 

INH 
COMMON 

(~55/7511 OA)/ 
(0555/75110A) 

http://www.national.com 

Basic Balanced-Line Transmission System 

P 

TWISTED-PAIR OR EQUIVALENT 
TRANSMISSION LINE 

Zo = 2 RT +!N 

(!'A55/75107A) 
(0555/75107) 

-IN'--___ ... 

STROBE STROBE 
A COMMON 

-I 
RECEIVER 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

oata-Bus or Party-Une System 

RT 

DATA " DRIVER I 
INPUT 
IN AI 
IN A2 

INHIBIT 
INK A 

INH 
CONNON 

APPLICATION 
The 0855107, 0875107 dual line circuits are designed spe
cifically for use in high speed data transmission systems 
that utilize balanced, terminated transmission lines such as 
twisted-pair lines. The system operates in the balanced 
mode, so that noise induced on one line is also induced on 
the other. The noise appears Common mode at the receiver 
input terminals where itis rejected. The ground Connection 
between the line driver and receiver is not part of the signal 
circuit so that system performance is not affected by circu
lating ground currents. 
The unique driver output circuit allows terminated transmis
sion lines to be driven at normal line impedances. High 
speed system operation is ensured since line reflections are 
virtually eliminated when terminated lines are used. Cross
talk Is minimized by low signal amplitudes and low line im
pedances. 
The typical data delay in a system is approximately (30 + 
1.3L) ns, where L is the distance in feet separating the driv
er and receiver. This delay includes one gate delay in both 
the driver and receiver. 
Data is impressed on the balanced-line system by unbalanc
ing the line voltages with the driver output current. The driv
en line is selected by appropriate driver input logic levels. 
The voltage difference is approximately: 

VOIFF "" ~ 10(on) X RT (1) 

High series line reSistance will cause degradation of the sig
nal. The receivers, however, will detect signals as low as 

8-19 

TWISTED-PAIR LINE 
P 

DRIVER 3 

RT 

RT 

TlIF/9446-3 

25 mV (or less). For normal line resistances, data may be 
recovered from lines of several thousand feet in length. 
Line termination resistors (RT) are required only at the ex
treme ends of the line. For sl:lort lines, termination resistors 
at the receiver only may prove adequate .. The signal ampli
tude will then be approximately: 

VOIFF '"" ·IO(on) x RT (2) 

The strobe feature of the receivers and the inhibit feature of 
the drivers allow the 0855107, 0875107 dual line circuits to 
be used in data-bus or party-line systems. In these applica
tions, several drivers and receivers may share a common 
transmission line. An enabled driver transmits. data to all 
enabled receivers on the line while other drivers and receiv
ers are disabled. Data is thus time multiplexed on the trans
mission line. The 0855107, 0875107 device specifications 
allow widely varying thermal and electrical environments at 
the various driver and receiver locations. The data-bus sys
tem offers maximum performance at minimum cost. 
The 0855107, 0875107 dual line circuits may also be used 
in unbalanced or single line systems. Although these sys
tems do not offer the same performance as balanced sys
tems for long lines, they are adequate for very short lines 
where environment noise is not Severe. 
The receiver threshold level is established by applying a DC 
reference voltage to one receiver input terminal. The signal 
from the transmission line is applied to the remaining input. 
The reference voltage should be optimized so that. signal 
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Typical Applications (Continued) 

swing is symmetrical about it for maximum noi~ IT!argi,n. 
The reference voltage should be in the range of - 3.0V to 
+ 3.0V. It can be provided by a voltage supply or by a volt-
age divider from an available supply voltage. .. 

Unbal,anced or Single-Line Systems 

INPUT 

VR£f 
OUTPUT 

STROBES 
TUF/9448-4 

Precautions in the Use of DS1603, DS3603, D855107,' 
D875107, DS75108 and D875208 Dual Une Receive,. 

The following precaution should be observed when using or 
testing 0555107, 0575107 line circuits. 

When only one receiver in a package is being used, at least 
one of the differential inputs of the unused receiver should 
be terminated at some voltage between ':"3.0Vand +3.0V, 
preferably at ground. Failure to do so will cause improper 
operation of the unit being used because of common bias 
circuitry for the current sources of the two receivers. 

The 0555107, 0575107 and 0575108 line receivers fea
ture a common mode input voltage range of±3.0V. This 
satisfies the requirements for all but the noisiest system ap
plications. For these severe noise environments, the com
mon mode range can be extended by the use of extemal 
input attenuators. Common mode input voltages can in this 
way be reduced to ±3.0V at the receiver input terminals. 
Differential data signals wl,1 be reduced proportionately. In
put sensitivity, input impedance and delay times will be ad
verselyaffected. 

The 0575108 line receivers feature an open-collector-out
put circuit that can be connected In the DOT-OR logiC con
figuration with other 0575108 outputs. This allows a level of 
logic to be implemented without addtlonal logic delay. 

Rl 

, Rl 

Increasing'Common Mode Input 
Voltage Range of Receiver 

0555/75107 
0575108 
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D~75108 Wlred-OR Output Connections 

JOo-lI-4~-, OUTPUT 

TUF/9448-8 

Circuit Differences Between "A" and 8tandard Devices 

The.·difference between the "A"~and standard devices is 
, shown In the folloWing schematics of the input stage. 

8-20 

"A" Devices 

v+------.---~-------4~--~ 

+1", 

-IN -----11----' 

1 
1 
'1 

" 

Standard Devtces, 

TL/F/9448-7 

v+------.---~-------4~--~ 

+IN 

-IN ____ "-__ .J 

TUF/9448-B 



Typical Applications (Continued) 

The input protection diodes are useful in certain party-line 
systems which may have multiple V + power supplies and, 
in which case, may be operated with some of the V + sup
plies turned off. In such a system, if a supply is turned off 
and allowed to go to ground, the equivalent input circuit 
connected to that supply would be as follows: 

"A"D.vlces 

INPUT .1 L!J 1 
TLlF/S448-S 

Standard Devices 

INPUT .1 1l1li L!J 1 
TL/F/9448-10 

Schematic Diagrams 

This would be a problem in specific systems which might 
possibly have the transmission lines biased to some poten
tial greater than 1.4 V. Since this is not a widespread appli
cation problem, both the "An and standard devices will be 
available. The ratings and characteristic specifications of 
the "An devices are the same as those of the standard 
devices. 

The DS55107A feature the "An device input stage. 

DS55107/DS75107,DS75108,DS75208 

vcc+o--.. - .. --_ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... -----... --.. --.. _______ "1 

100 

INPUT. 

INPUT A 0---+-_ ...... 

31e 3Ic 

Note 1: Yo of the dual eireutt is shown. 

Note 2: 'Indicates connections common to seccnd haW of dual elreutt. 

8.51e 

550 

I .. 
120:: 

1.II1e , 

. -----. _.(. I 

~ ... --~ -, .. -.... ~ , ... -. 
I I 
\0 I 
~410 I 
.. I 
I I 

I OUTPUT 

e---+-~~---~-~-__ --oGNO 

'----~r--4 ..... ----oSTR08E G ... ---... -------0 STROBE S 

TLlF/9446-11 

Note 3: Components shown with dash lines are applicable to the DSSS107. OS75207 and DS75101 only. 
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OS75115/089615 Oual'Differential Line Receiver 

General Description 
The 0875115/089615 is a dual differential line receiver de
signed to sense differential signals from data transmission 
lines. Designed for operation over military and commercial 
temperature ranges, the 0875115/089615 can typically re
ceive ± 500 mV differential data with ± 15V common-mode 
noise. Outputs are open-collector and give TTL compatible 
signals which are a function of the polarity of the differential 
input signal. Active output pull-ups are also available, offer
ing the option of an active TTL pull-up through an external 
connection. 

Response time may be controlled with the use of an exter
nal capacitor. Each channel may be independently con
trolled and optional input termination resistors are also 
available. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• 8ingle 5V supply , 
• High common-mode voltage range 
• Each channel individually strobed 
• Independent response time control 
• Uncommitted collector or active pull-up option 
• TTL compatible output 
• Optional 1300 termination resistors 
• Direct replacement'for 9615 

,r:' ", '.;" 

FUAction Table 

Dual-In-Llne Package Str!)be 
Dlff. 

Output 
Input 

vee 2YS 
2 2 RESP 

2VP STRB TIME eONT 8Z 

IYS IVP I IRESP BI 'IRT 
STRB TIME eONT 

Top View 

Order Number DS75115N 
See NS Package Number N16A 

ZRT AI 

AI GND 

TL/F/5787-1 

For Complete Mllltel"'/883 Specifications, See RETS DatasheeL 
Order Number DS9615MJ/883, DS9615ME/883 
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L X H 
H L H 
H H L 

H ~ ,VI:> VIH min or Vlo'lnOre positive than VTH max 

L = VI ,;; VIL max or VIO more negative than VTL max 
X =, irrelavant 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range -65'Cto + 150"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. ('As inch from case for 4 seconds) 260"C 
Supply Voltage, Vcc (Note 1) 7V 'Cerate cavity package 9.6 mW/'C above 25'C; derate molded package 

Input Voltage at A, Band RT Inputs ±25V 10.9 mW/'C above 25'C. 

Input Voltage at Strobe Input 5.5V Operating Conditions 
Off-State Voltage Applied to Open-Collector Outputs 14V Min Max Units 
Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C Supply Voltage, (Vccl 

Cavity Package 1433 mW DS9615M 4.5 5.5 V 
Molded Package 1362mW DS75115 4.75 5.25 V 

Operating Free-Air Temperature Range High Level Output Current (lOH) -5 mA 
DS9615M - 55'C to + 125'C Low Level Output Current (Iou 15 mA 
DS57115 O"Cto +70'C 

Operating Temperature (T A) 
DS9615M -55 125 'C 
DS75115 0 70 'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3 and 5) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions 
Min 

DS75115 

Typ Max 
Units 

VTH Differential Input High- Vo = 0.4V,IOL = 15 mA, VIC = OV 
200 500 mV 

Threshold Voltage 

VTL Differential Input Low- Vo = 2.4V,IOH = -5 mA, VIC = OV -200 -500 mV 
Threshold Voltage 

VICR Common-Mode Input VID = ±1V 15 24 
Voltage Range to to V 

-15 -19 

VIH(STROBE) High-Level Strobe 
Input Voltage 

2.4 V 

VIL(STROBE) Low-Level Strobe 
Input Voltage 

0.4 V 

VOH High Level Output Voltage Vcc = Min, VID = -0.5V, TA = Min 2.4 
10H = -5mA TA = 25'C 2.4 3.4 V 

TA = Max 2.4 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage Vcc = Min, VID = 0.5V,IOL = 15 mA 0.22 0.45 V 

IlL Low Level Input Current Vcc = Max, VI = O.4V, TA = Min -0.9 
Other Input at 5.5V TA = 25'C -0.5 -0.7 mA 

TA = Max -0.7 

ISH High Level Strobe Current VCC = Min, VID = -0.5V, TA = 25'C 0.5 5 
VSTROBE = 4.5V TA = Max 10 

p.A 

ISL Low Level Strobe Current Vcc = Max, VID = 0.5V, TA = 25'C -1.15 -2.4 mA 
VSTROBE = 0.4V 

14,112 Response Time Control Vcc = Max. VID = 0.5V, TA = 25'C 
-1.2 -3.4 mA 

Current (Pin 4 or Pin 12) VRC = OV 

10(OFF) Off-State Open-Collector Vcc = Min, VOH = 12V, TA = 25'C 
Output Current VID = -4.5V TA = Max 

Vcc = Min, VOH = 5.25V, TA = 25'C 100 
p.A 

VID = -4.75V TA = Max 200 
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Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3 and 5) (Continued) , 

" OS75115 
Symbol Parameter Conditions, , 

'" Min Typ Max 
Units 

RT Line Terminati\1g Vee = 5V TA = 25°C 74 130 179 0 
Resistance 

los Short-Circuit Output Vee = Max, Vo = OV, TA = 25°C -14 -40 -100 mA Current V,O = -,0.5V, (Note 4) 

Icc Supply Current (Both Vee = Max, V,O = 0.5V, TA = 25°C 
' , 

Receivers) V'c = OV 
32 50 rnA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed, Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not mesnt to Imply that the devices should be operaled at these limits. The table 01 "Elilctrical Characteristics" provides conditions for the actual device 
operation, 
Notti 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply ac~ the - 55'C to + 125"C temperature range for the OS9615M and across the O"C to + 7O"C range for 
the 0575115. All typical values are for TA '= 25"C, Vee = 5V and VCM = OV. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out 01 device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Nole 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Unless otherwise noled, VSTROBE = 2.4V, All parameters wHh the exception of off-sill Ie open-collector output current are measured with the active pull-up 
connected to the sink output, 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, CL = 30 pF, TA = 25°C 

OS75115 
Symbol Parameter Conditions 

Min Typ Max 
Units 

\PLH Propagation Delay Time, Low- RL ;;, 3.9 kO, (Figure 1) 
18 ,75 ns 

to-High Level Output 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, High- RL = 3900, (Figure 1) , 
?O 75 ns 

to-Low Level Output 

Schematic Diagram 

RESPONSE 

vcc RT Vcc 
TIME 

f 
STROBE CONTROL Vcc 

lk lk z~ ~~ t"" 
"'wi 

Uk 1.14k 

130 ..,. 

~h 
l.84k r H.~ 

Uk Uk ZO 

" K~ PULL·UP 
INPUT A ~, ~r VP 

Bk - ...... Bk 5DO 500 5k 
7k 

7k .". 

>- 4:. - f( 
.". .". 

INPUTB 
~ 3k 

130 158 '1 I'" SINK 

It" .". 
OUTPUT 

r-----, ys 

150 I ~vcc I 150 1.5k I I I 
..F I I 

.". 

~ 
I I 
I 1&1 I 
I I 
L..~ ___ .J 

COMMON TO 
BOTH RECEIVERS 

TUF/5787-2 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Note 3) 

j 
Iii 
a: 
a: 
i3 

Input Current vs Input 
Voltsge 

~; ~J uJOEJ TJr 1T JI~ 
T -Irc ~ 

)t' 

i -2 
~ 

I I 

.... 1.1 
-25 -20-11 -I' -I • I I' II 2D 2& 

VI -IIII'UT VOLTAGE (VI 

I 

High Level Output Voltsge 
vs Output Current 

I I I VIO"-UV 

~ 
TA"2SoC 

VCC-IV 

T"1-I.. ,...~ 

v~ ~ 
r-~ 

l 
-I' -20 -30 -411 -51 

10H - HIUH LEVEL OUTPUT CURRENT (IIA) 

Output Voltage 
vs Differential Input Voltage 

VCC-U~ J-
VCc-SV 

Vcc- UV 

LOAU - II TO Vcc 
TA -11°C 

-u ..... 1 0.1 

VID - DiffERENTIAL INPUT VOLTAGE (V) 

~ 
w 

lI! 
~ 
co 
> .. .. 
I!: .. 
co 
I 
co 
> 

Supply Current (Both Receivers) 
vs Supply Voltsge 

• ~T-~-r~~--~~ 

j H 

&i 40 
a: 
a: 
i3 H t-+--t--tt---+""""'~t-+--I , 
i 2I1-+-HIhI'l~ 
I 

~ 11r-~~+-+-+-+-~~ 

.W£L-~~~~~~~ 

01234187. 

VCC - SUPPLY VOLTAGE (V) 

C 
.! .. 
ill 
a: 
a: 
i3 , 
i 
I 

Jl 

4 

3A 

3.2 
u 
Z.4 

1.8 
1.2 

D.8 

D.4 

o 

Output Voltage vs 
Temperature 

VCC"UV I I 
I I I 
I L J...-l--t""" 

--~OH (VIO - -O.SV. ION" -I .. A) 

_ VOL (VIO - D.SV.IOL -II mAl f-

-7S -SO -2S D 21 50 71 100 121 

TA - AIIIIIENT TEMPERATURE rc) 

Low Level Output Voltsge 
vs Output Current 

VID " I.5V v~C-~ TA-HoC 

/ ~~uv 

,/ 
~ 

'/ 

10 II 20 25 30 

10L - LOW LEVEL OUTPUT CURRENT 11IIA) 

Output Voltsge vs 
Strobe Input Voltage 

• 
~ 
~ 

o 
I 

VCC'UV 

NO LOAO 
VIO"o.SV 
TA " 21°C 

r-Vcc- IV 

Vs - STROBE INPUT VOLTAGE IVI 

Supply Current (Both Receivers) 
vs Temperature 

4G 

35 ! 
3D !B 

~ 
21 

20 ~ 
co 

'" IS co 
iii 

II VCC-I.5V 
B INPUT AT S.5V 

A II"IIljATr 
o 

.. 
:! 
co 
II: 

-71 -58 -21 I 2& 50 7S lID 121 

TA - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE rc) 
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a 

Output Voltage vs 
Common-Mode 
Input Voltage 

NO LOAO 
TA-HoC 

VCC-I.IV 

-VCC-5V- VCC"UV 

I I 
;;. VIO"-IV 

~IO~IV 
-25-20-15-10-5 D I 10 II 2D 25 

VIC - CO .. ON-MOOE INPUT VOLTAGE IV) 

a 

I 

Output Voltsge vs 
Differential Input Voltage 

VCC"IV 
LOAO=ZktaVcc 

TA -121°C 

TA_2SoC TA' -&SoC 

-0.2 -0.1 LI D.2 

• 

o 

31 

2& 

20 

II 

10 

• 

VID - OlffERENTIAL INPUT VOLTAGE IV) 

Output Voltsge vs 
Strobe Input Voltage 

VCC"I.5V 
NO LOAO 

~"12S0C VIO-O.IV 

F ~~ 
TA"jC- --i-

TA'2rc 

o I 

Vs - STROlE INPUT VOLTAGE M 

Propagation Delay Times 
vs lemperature 

VCC" 5V 
IfISURE21) ~ 

Ip~L IdL "~ID!lI ", 
", 

,/ 
<r;RL'3.BI) I-

-71 -58 -21 0 2S H 71 liD 121 

TA - AMIIENT TEMPERATURE rc) 

TUF/5787-4 
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Frequency Response Control 
Frequency Response as a 
Function of Capacitance 

VCC' 5V 
10M 

E 1M 
TA' 25'C 

TLlF/5787-5 

Note: CR (response Control) > 0.Q1 ,.F may cause slowing of rise and fall 
times of the output 

AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 
OPEN UV 

STROBE 

i 
~ lOOk 

~ i!i 10k 

i Ik 
.,( 

100 
0.001 

--, 5V 

I 

0.01 0.1 

CR - CAPACITANCE (.F) 

>-..... L.J>~...,..o() Va 

DIFFERENTIAL 
INPUT 

OUTPUT 

__ .J 

RESPONSE 
TIME CONTROL 

OPEN 

FIGURE 1. Propagation Delay Time (Notes 1, 2) 
Note 1: The pulse generator has the following characteristics: ZOUT = 50n, PRR = 500 kHz/tw = 100 ns 

Note 2: CL includes probe and test fixture capacitance 

Typical Application 

TLlF/5787-7 

TL/F/5787-8 

Basic Party-Line or Data-~us Differential Data Transmission 

::0:: 0875113 ~RIVER 
'Zo is in~,nallo the 059615/0575115 

A capacitor, may be connected in series with Zo to reduce power dissipation. 
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t;tINational Semiconductor 

OS55122 
Triple Line Receiver 

General Description 
The 0555122 is a triple line receiver designed for digital 
data transmission with line impedances from 500 to 5000. 
Each receiver has one input with built-in hysteresis which 
provides a large noise margin. The other inputs on each 
receiver are in a standard TIL configuration. The 0555122 
is compatible with standard TIL logic and supply voltage 
levels. 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Llne Package 

vee 51 Rl Yl A3 53 R3 Y3 

TL/F/l0816-1 

Top View 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, 
see RETS Data Sheet. 

Order Number DS55122J/883 or DS55122W/883 
See NS Package Number J16A or W16A 

Features 
• Built-in input threshold hysteresis 
• High speed-typical propagation delay time 20 ns 
• Independent channel strobes 
• Input gating increases application flexibility 
• Single 5.0V supply operation 
• Fanout to 10 series standard loads 
• Plug-in replacement for. the SN55122 

Truth Table 

Inputs Output 
A at R S Y 

H H X X L 
X X l H l 
l X H X H 
L X X L H 
X l H X H 
X l X L H 

H = high level, L = low level, X = Irrelevanl 

t B input and last two lines of the truth table are applicable to receivers 
1 and 2 only. 

AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

2.6V 

84.5 

1 "3064 INPUT 

»+_-...... -OUTPUT 

TL/F/l0816-2 

Note 1: The pulse generator has the following characteristics: loUT'" 500, 
tw = 200 ns, duty cycle = 50%, Ir = " = 5.0 ns. 

Note 2: CL Includes probe and iig capacitance. 

8-27 

OUTPUT 

VOH-----/-,----"" 

VOL----' 
TLlF/lOB16-3 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, " Min Max ' Unlta 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage (Vee) 4.75 5.25 V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Operating Temperature (TAl 
Supply Voltage (Vee) 6.0V DS55122 -55 +125 ·C 
Input Voltage High Level Output Current 

R Input 6.0V (IOH) -500 pA 
A. B. or S Input 5.5V Low Level Output Current 

Output Voltage 6.0V (Iou 16 mA 
Output Current ±100mA 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25·C (J) 1433mW 

Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 150"C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering. 10 sec.) 300·C 

'Derate cavity package 9.6 mW/'C above 25'C; derate molded package 
10.9 mWrC above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics Vee = 4.75V to 5.25V (unless otherwise noted) (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unlta 

VIH High Level Input Voltage A.B.R.orS 2.0 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage A.B.R.orS 0.8 V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis Vee = 5.0V. T A = 25·C. R. (Note 6) 0.3 0.6 V 

VI Input Clamp Voltage Vee = 5.0V.11 = ....:12mA.A.B.orS -1.5 V 

II Input Clamp at Max Input Voltage Vee = 5.25V. VIN = 5.5V. A. B. or S 1.0 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage 10H = -500/J-A VIH = 2V. VIL = 0.8V. (Note 4) 2.6 V 

VI(A) = OV. VI(B) = OV. 2.6 V 
VI(R) = 1.45V. VI(S) = 2.0V. (Note 7) 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage 10L = 16mA VIH = 2.0V. VIL = 0.8V, (Note 4) 0.4 V 

VI(A) = OV. VI(B) = OV, 0.4 V 
VI(R) = 1.45V, VI(S) =:' 2.0V, (Note 8) 

IIH High Level Input Current VI = 4.5V. A. B. or S 40 /J-A 

VI = 3.8V.R 170 p.A 

IlL Low Level Input Current VI = 0.4V. A. B. or S -0.1 -1.6 mA 

los Short Circuit Output Current Vee = 5.0V. T A = 25·C. (Note 5) -50 -100 mA 

Icc Supply Current Vee = 5.25V 72 mA 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V. T A = 25·C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unlta 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, Low~to-High (See AC Test Circuit and Switching 
20 30 ns 

Level Output from R Input Time Waveforms) 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time. High-to-Low (See AC Test Circuit and Switching 
20 30 ns 

Level Output from R Input Time Waveforms) 

Note I: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characbnistics" Piovjdtii c;-onditions for actuai device 
operation. 

Nota 2: All currents into device pins are shown as positive, currents out of device pins sh~ as nSgativa, all voltage values are referenced with respect to network 
ground terminal. unless otherwise noted. All values shown as max or min on absolute value basis. 
Note 3: MinImax limits apply across the guaranteed operating temperature range of -55'C to + 125'C for DS55122 and O'C to +75"C for 0975122. unless 
otherwise specHied. Typicals are for Vee ~ 5.0V, TA ~ 25'C. Positive current is defined as current Into the referenced pin. 
Note 4: The output voltage and c~rrent limits are guaranteed lor any appropriate combination of high and low inputs spacifled by the truth table for the desired 
output 
Note 5: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. 
Nota 6: Hysteresis is the differenoe between the positive going Input threshold voHage, VT +. and the nagativa going Input threshold voltage. VT-. 
Note 7: Receiver input was at a high level immediately before being reduced to 1.45V. 
Note 8: Reoeiver input was at a low level immediately before being raised to 1.45V. 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

Typical Applications 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

£ ... 
~ 
!::i 
~ .... 
:::> 
f!: 
:::> 
0 
I 
~ 

.I.() 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

o 

Output Voltage VB 

Receiver Input Voltage 

Vcc =5.0V 
NO LOAD 
TA =+25"C 

Vr_ Vr+ 

o D.2 Cl.4 Cl.6 0.81.0 1.2 1.41.61.8 2.0 

VI-INPUT VOLTAGE (V) 

Single-Ended Party Line Circuits 

I I 
~ ___ 1~3!-1J~11~ ______ ! 

75 COAXIAL CABLE 
75 

.------------. 
I ! 

I 
I 

I 
• _____ .!L~~~1!..J 

The high gain and built-in hystersis of the 0555122 
line receiver enables R to be used as a 
5chmilllrigger in squaring up pulses. 

R 
INPUT 

OUTPUT 

75 COAXIAL CABLE 

Pulse Squaring 
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~ dNational Semiconductor' !I)' 

OS75124 Triple Line Receiver 

General Description Features 
The OS75124 is designed to meet the inpuVoutput interface • Built-in input threshold hysteresis 
specifications for IBM System 360. It has built-in hysteresis' , '" High speed ... typical propagation delay time 20 ns 
on one input on each of the three receivers to provide large • Independent channel strobes 
noise margin. The other inputs on each receiver are in a • Input gating increases application flexibility 
standard TTL configuration. The 0575124 is compatible • Single 5.0V supply operation 
with standard TTL logic and supply voltage levels.. Plug-in replacement for the 5N75124 and the 8T24 

Connection Diagram and Truth Table 
DuaJ.ln-Une PackBge 

AI Bl R2 S2 A2 B2 

Top View 

Order Number DS75124N 
See NS Package Number N16A 

Typical Application 

A-__ 
B 

g...: ...... -
E-.r--
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Y2 GNO 
TlIF/5792-1 

15 COAXIAL CABLE 

8-30, 

Inputs Output 

A Bt R S y 

H H X X L 
X X L H L 
L X H X H 
L X X L H 
X L H X H 
X L X L H 

H = high level. L = low level. X = irrelevant 
tB inpul and 1881_ lines of the lruth lable 

are applicable to receivers 1 and 2 only 

Y 

TL/F/S71l2-2 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Operating Temperature Range O"Cto +75'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150"C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260"C 
Supply Voltage, Vee 7.0V 'Derate molded package 10.9 mW I'C above 2S'C. 
Input Voltage 

R Input with Vcc Applied 7.0V Operating Conditions 
R Input with Vee not Applied 6.0V Min Max Units 
A, B, or S Input 5.5V Supply Voltage, Vee 4.75 5.25 V 

Output Voltage 7.0V High Level Ou1put Current, -800 /LA 
Output Current ±100 mA 10H 
Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C Low Level Output Current, 16 mA 

Molded Package 1362mW 10L 
Operating Temperature, T A 0 +75 'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High Level Input Voltage A,B,orS 2.0 V 

R 1.7 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage A,B,orS 0.8 V 

R 0.8 V 

VT+-VT- Hysteresis Vcc = 5.0V, T A = 25'C, R, (Note 6) 0.2 0.4 V 

VI Input Clamp Voltage Vee = 5.0V, II = -12 mA, A, B, orS -1.5 V 

II Input Current at Maximum Vee = 5.25V, VIN = 5.5V, A, B, or S 1 mA 
Input Voltage I VI = 7.0V 5.0 mA 

R 
I VI = 6.0V, Vee = OV 5.0 mA 

VOH High Level Output Voltage VIH = VIHMIN, VIL = VILMAX, 2.6 V 
10H = -800 !LA, (Note 4) 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage VIH = VIHMIN, VIL = VILMAX, 10L = 16 mA, 0.4. V 
(Note 4) 

IIH High Level Input Current VI = 4.5V, A, B, or S 40 /LA 

VI = 3.11V, R 170 /LA 

IlL Low Level Input Current VI = 0.4V, A, B, or S -0.1 -1.6 mA 

los Short Circuit Output Current Vee = 5.0V, TA = 25'C, (Note 5) -50 -100 mA 

Icc Supply Current Vee = 5.25V 72 mA 

Switching Characteristics T A = 25'C, nominal power supplies unless otherwise noted 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, Low-to-High . (See AC Test Circuit and Switching 
20 30 ns 

Level Output from R Input Time Waveforms) 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, High-to-Low (See AC Test Circuit and Switching 
20 30 ns 

Level Output from R Input Time Waveforms) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should bs operated atlhsse limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides condijions for actual device 
operation. 

Nole 2: All currents into device pins are shown as positive, currents out of device pins shown as negative, all voltage values are referenced with respect to network 
ground terminal, unless otherwise noted. All values shown as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 3: MinImax limns apply across the guaranteed operating temperature range of O'C to + 7S'C for 0575124, unle.s otherwise specified. Typical. are for Vee 
= S.OV, TA = 25'C. Positive current is defined as currant into the referenced pin. 
Note 4: The output voltage and current limits are guaranteed for any appropriate combination of high and low inputs specHled by the truth table for the desired 
output. 

- Note 5: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. 
Note 6: Hysteresis is Ihs difference between the positive going Input threshold voltage, VT +, and the negative going Input threshold voltage, VT _. 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 
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IN3064 
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Note 1: The pulse generator has the following characteristics: Zovr '" 508, tw = 200 ns, duty cycle = 50% 

Note 2: CL includes probe and Jig capacttance. 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

OS75129 Eight-Channel Line Receivers 

General Description Features 
• Meets IBM 360/370 I/O specification 
• Input res/stanc&-7 kO to 20 kO 
• Output compatible with TIL 
• Schottky-clamped transistors 
• Operates from a single 5V supply 
• High speed-low propagation delay 
• Ratio specificatiOn-tpLH/tpLH 

The OS75129 is an eight-channelline receiver designed to 
satisfy the requirements of the input-output interfaCE! specifi
cation for IBM 360/370. The device features common 
strobes for each group of four receivers. The OS75129 has 
an active-low strobe. Special low-power design and 
Schottky-diode-clamped transistors allow low supply-cur
rent requirements while maintaining fast switching speeds 
and high-current TIL outputs. The OS75129 is character
ized for operation from O·C to 70"C. • Common strobe for each group of four receivers 

• OS75129 strobe--active-Iow 

Connection Diagram 

positive logic: Y = All. 

DS75129 
Dual-In-Llne Package 

_ " ~ ~ ~ " " n " H 

IS IA 2A 3A 4A SA 8A 7A 8A OND 

Top View 

Order Number DS75129N 
See NS Package Number N20A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (~ote 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Lead Temperature 260"C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Yi6 Inch from Case for 4 Seconds: N Package 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage, Vee 7V i=lecommended Operating 
Input Voltage Range -0.15Vt07V Conditions 
Strobe Input Voltage 7V Min Typ Max Units 
Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25·C (Note.2) Supply Voltage, Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 

Molded Package. 1687mW . High-Level Output Current, 10H -0.4 mA 
Operating Free-Air Temperature Range O"Cto +70·C Low-Level Output Current, 10L 16 mA 
Storage Temperature Range -65·C to + 150"C Operating Free-Air Temperature, T A 0 70 ·C 
'Derate molded package 13.5 mWre above 25"C ... 

Electrical Characteristics over recommended operating free-air temperature range (Note 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min 
Typ 

~ax Units 
(Note 5) 

VIH High-Level Input Voltage A 1.7 
V r-

S 2 

VIL Low-Level Input Voltage A 0.7 
V r-

S 0.7 

VOH High-Level Output Voltage Vee = 4.5V, VIL = 0.7V, 10H = 0.4 mA 2.4 3.1 V 

VOL Low-Level Output Voltage Vee = 4.5V, VIH = 1.7V,IOL = 16 mA 0.4 0.5 V 

VI Input Clamp Voltage S Vee = 4.5V,11 = -18 mA -1.5 V 

IIH High-Level Input Current A Vee = 5.5V, VI = 3.11V 0.3 0.42 mA 

S Vee = 5.5V, VI = 2.7V 20 p.A 

IlL Low-Level Input Current A Vee = 5.5V, VI = 0.15V -0.24 
mA 

S Vee = 5.5V, VI = 0.4V -0.4 

los Short-Circuit Output Current Vee = S.5V, Vo = OV -18 -60 mA 
(Note 4) 

rl Input Resistance Vee = 4.5V, OV, orOpen,l1V, = 0.15Vto 4.15V 7 20 kO 

Icc Supply Current Vee = 5.5V, Strobe at OAV, All A Inputs at 0.7V 19 31 
mA 

Vee = 5.5V, Strobe at 0.4V, All A Inputs at 4V 32 53 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these IimHs. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides condHions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: For operation above 25'C free-alr temperature, refer to Thermal Hatings for ICs: in App Note AN·33e. 
Note 3: All currents Into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 
Note 4: Only one output should be shorted at a time. 
Note 5: All typical values are at Yee ~ SY, TA ~ 2S'C. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 25"C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unite 

tpLH Prol?agation Delay Time~ Low-to-High-Level Output 
A 

7 14 25 ns 

tpHL Pr.opagation Delay TIme, High-to-Low-Level Output 10 18 30 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay'TIme, Low-to-High-Level Output 
S 

20 35 ns 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, High-to-Low-Level Output RL = 4000, 16 30 ns 

tpLH Ratio of Propagation Delay Times 
CL = 50pF, 

A SeeFiguf91 0.5 0.8 1.3 
tpHL 

lTLH Transition Time, Low-to-High-Level Output 1 7 12 ns 

tTHL Transition Time, High-to-Low-Level Output 1 3 12 ns 

Schematic Diagram (each receiver) 
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AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 
OUTPUT Vcc ,~ , . 

TLlF/5793-4 

3V~r-------~ 

INPUT 
(SEE NOTES 
1,4,AND &1 

OV 

VOH----~." 

OUTPUT 

Note 1: Input pulses are supplied by a generator having the following characteristics: Zo = 500., PRR = 5 MHz. 

Note 2: Includes probe and jig capacitance. 

Not. 3: All diodes are 1 N3064 or equivalent. 

Note 4: The strobe inputs of 0575129 are in-phase with the output. 

Note 5: VREF.l = 0.7V and VREF2 = ·1.7V for testing data (A) inputs, VREFI = VREF2 = 1.3V for strobe inputs. 

FIGURE 1 

Typical Characteristics 
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Voltage Transfer Characteristics 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

087820/088820 Dual Line Receiver 

General Description Features 
The 087820, specified from -55'C to +125'C, and the 
088820, specified from O'C to + 70'C, are digital line re
ceivers with two completely independent units fabricated on 
a single silicon chip. Intended for use with digital systems 
connected by twisted pair lines, they have a differential in
put designed to reject large common mode signals while 
responding to small differential signals. The output is direct
ly compatible with TTL or L8 integrated circuits. 

• Operation from a Single + 5V logiC supply 
• Input voltage range of ± 15V 
• Each channel can be strobed independently 
• High input resistance 
• Fan out of two with TTL integrated circuits 
• 8trobe low forces output to "1" state 

The response time can be controlled with an external ca
pacitor to eliminate noise spikes, and the output state is 
determined for open inputs. Termination resistors for the 
twisted pair line are also included in the circuit. Both the 
087820 and the 088820 are specified, worst case, over 
their full operating temperature range, for ± 1 O-percent sup
ply voltage variations and over the entire input voltage 
range. 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Line Package 

INPUT --+--...,"-../ 14 
-Vee 

TERMINATION -....;.,-+---, 

INPUT -....;.,-+-.... 

r-____ -i_~ll~_ IN~ 

12 
r-----I~....;.,- TERMINATION 

-+--\~ 1. STROBE INPUT 

",-\-_L...-J+L/~+-'_D _ 
11 

RESPONSE TIME ---I \ ~ STROBE 

OUTPUT ---If--.....1 1--- RESPONSE TIME 

GROUNO---I L-__ ----I~-- OUTPUT 

Top View 

Order Number DS7820J or DS8820N 
See NS Package Number J14A or N14A 

For Complete MIlitary 883 Specifications, See RETS Data Sheet. 
Order Number: DS7820J/883 or DS7820W/883 

See NS Package Number J14A or W14B 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, ,Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25DC ~, 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Cavity Package 1~08mW 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Molded Package 1207mW 

Supply Voltage 8.0V 'Derate cavity package 8.7 mW"C above,25'C; derate molded package 

Input Voltage ±20V 
9.7 mwrCabove 25'C. ' 

Differential Input Voltage ±20V Operating Conditions 
Strobe Voltage 8.0V Min Max Units 
Output Sink Current 25mA Supply Voltage (Vce> 

Storage Temperature Range - 65DC to + 150"C DS7820 ' 4.5 , /:!.5 V 
DS8820 4.75 5.25 V 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 260"C Temperature (TAl 
, DS7820 -55 +12!) DC 

D,S8820 0 +70 DC 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions " Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Input Threshold Voltage VCM = OV -0.5 0 0.5' V 

-15V:S; VCM :s; 15V -1.0 0 1.0 V 

VOH High Output Level IOUT:S; 0.2mA 2.5 , 5.5 V 

VOL Low Output Level ISINK :s; 3.5 mA <> 0.4 V 

RI- Inverting Input Resistance 3.6 5.0 kO 

RI+ Non-Inverting Input Resistance 1.8 " 2.5 kO 

RT Line Termination Resistance TA = 25DC 120 170 250 0 

tr Response Time COELAY = OpF 40 ns 

COELAY = 100 pF 150 ns 

1ST Strobe Current VSTROBE = 0.4V -1.0 -1.4 mA 

VSTROBE = 5.5V 5.0 ,...A 

Icc Power Supply Current VIN = 15V 3.2 6.0 mA 

VIN = OV 5.8 10.2 mA 

VIN = -15V 8.3 15.0 mA 

IIN+ Non-Inverting Input Current VIN = 15V 5.0 7.0 niA 

VIN = OV -1.6 -1.0 mA 

VIN = -15V -9.8 -7.0 mA 

IIN- Inverting Input Current VIN"" 15V 3.0 4.2 mA 

VIN "" OV 0 -0.5 mA 

VIN = -15V -4.2 -3.0 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to Imply that the devices should be operated at th~e limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides condHions for actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: These specifications spply for4.5V ,;: Vcc';: 5.5V, -15V';: VCM ",'15Vand -55'C s: TA s: +125'CfortheOS7820orO'C s: TA';: +70'Cforthe 
088820 unless otherwise specified; typical values glvEin are for Vee =, 5.0V, TA = 25'C and VCM = 0 unless stated differently. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as posHlve, out of device pins as n~ative, all voHages relerenood to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 
Note 4: The specifications and curves given are'lor one side only. Therefore, the totSl package diS$ipation and supply currents will be double the values given when 
both receivers are operated under identical conditions. ' 
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Typical Performance Characteristics (Note 3) 
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Typical Application 

Line Driver aml Receiver 
. 112 OS1830 

INPUTS { ~ -~HH"""'t 

Schematic Diagram 
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·Optional to control response time. 
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~National Semiconductor 

DS7820A/DS8820A Dual Line Receiver 

General Description 
The DS7820A and the DS8820A are improved performance 
digital line receivers with two completely independent units 
fabricated on a single silicon chip. Intended for use with 
digital systems connected by twisted pair lines, they have a 
differential input designed to reject large common mode sig
nals while responding to small differential signals. The out
put is directly compatible with TTL or LS integrated circuits. 

their full operating temperature range (-SS·C to + 12S·C 
and O"C to 70·C respectively), over the entire input voltage 
range, for ± 10% supply voltage variations. 

Features 

The response time can be controlled with an external ca
paCitor to reject input noise spikes. The output state is a 
logic "1" for both inputs open. Termination resistors for the 
twisted pair line are also included in the circuit. Both the 
DS7820A and the DS8820A are specified, worst case, over 

• Operation from a single + SV logic supply 
., Input voltage range of ± 1SV 

• Strobe low forces output to "1" state 

• High input resistance 
• Fanout of ten with TTL integrated circuits 
• Outputs can be wire OR'ed 
• Series S4174 compatible 

Connection Diagram 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

- INPUT -1-+--.....,'-' 

2 
TERMINATION - ..... --, 

3 
+ INPUT -....jl-... 

4 '\ STROBE 

5 
RESPONSE TIME -

6 
OUTPUT 

7 
GROUND-

13 
1'"""--..... --- INPUT 

12 
r-----tP-- TERMINATION 

1\)' 
11 

+ INPUT 

10 
STROBE 

9 
- RESPONSE TIME 

8 
OUTPUT 

Note: Pin 7 connected to bottom of cavity package. 
Top View 

Order Number DS7820AJ or DS8820AN 
See NS Package Number J14A or N14A 

For Complete Military 883 Speclflcatons, See RETS Data Sheet. 
Order Number DS7820AJ/883 or DS7820AW/883 

See NS Package Number J14A or W14B 
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.. -
Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
It Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Unita 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage {Vce> 

Office/Distributors tor availability and specifications. DS7820A 4.5 5.5 V 

Supply Voltage 8.0V DS8820A 4.75 5.25 V 

Common-Mode Voltage ±20V Temperature (T A) 
DS'7820A -55 +125 ·C 

Differential Input Voltage ±20V DS8820A 0 +70 ·C 
Strobe Voltage 8.0V 

Output Sink Current 50,mA 

Storage Temperature Range -65·C to 150"C 

Maximum Power Dissipation" at 25·C 
Cavity Package 1308mW 
Molded Package 1207mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 260·C 
'Derate cavity package 8.7 mW I'C above 25'C; derate molded package 
9.7 mW /'C above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2, 3, and 4) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH Differential Threshold Voltage lOUT = -400 p.A, -3V S; VCM S; +3V 0.06 0.5 V 
VOUT ~ 2.5V -15V S; VCM S; + 15V 0.06 ,1.0 V 

lOUT = +16mA, -3V S; VCM S; +3V -0.08 -0.5 V 
VOUT S; 0.4V -15V S; VCM S; + 15V -0.08 -1.0 V 

RI- Inverting Input Resistance -15V S; VCM,S; +15V 3.6 5 kO 

RI+ I Non-Inverting Input Resistance -15V S; VCM S; +15V 1.8 2.5 kO 

RT Line Termination Resistance TA = 25·C 120 170 250 0 

11- Inverting Input Current VCM = 15V 3.0 4.2 mA 

VCM = OV 0 -0.5 mA 

VCM = -15V -3.0 -4.2 mA 

11+ Non-Inverting Input Current VCM = 15V 5.0 7.0 mA 
., 

VCM =OV -1.0 -1.6 rnA 

VCM = -15V -7.0 -9.8 mA 

Icc Power Supply Current lOUT = Logical "0" VOIFF = -tV I VCM = 15V 3.9 6.0 mA 
One Side Only I VCM = -15V 9.2 14.0 mA 

VOIFF = -0.5V, VCM = OV 6.5 10.2 mA 

VOH Logical "I" Output Voltage lOUT = -400 p.A, VOIFF = tV 2.5 4.0 5.5 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage lOUT = +16mA, VOIFF = -tV 0 0.22 0.4 V 

VSH Logical "1" Strobe Input Voltage lOUT = + 16 mA, VOUT S; 0.4V, VOIFF = -3V 2.1 V 

VSL Logical "0" Strobe Input Voltage 'lOUT = -400 p.A, VOUT ~ 2.5V, VOIFF = -3V 0.9 V 

ISH Logical "I" Strobe Input Current VSTROBE = 5.5V, VOIFF = 3V 0.01 5.0 p.A 

ISL Logical "0" Strobe Input Current VSTROBE =O.4V, VOIFF =-3V -1.0 -1.4 mA 
\ 

Isc Output Short Circuit Current Vo = OV, Vee = 5.5V, VSTROBE = OV -2.8 -4.5 -6.7 mA 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limHs. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides condHions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: These specifications apply for 4.5V S; Vee S; 5.5V, -15V S; VCM S; 15Vand -55'C s; TA s; + 125'C for the OS7820A or4.75V S; vee S; 5.2SV, O'C S; 

TA S; + 70'C for the 0S8820A unless otherwise specified. Typical values given are for Vee = S.OV, T A = 2S'C and VCM = OV unless stated dillarently. 
Note 3: All currents Into device pins shown as posHlve, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basls. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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Switching Characteristics T A = 25°C, Vee = 5V, unless otherwise noted 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpdO Propagation Delay, Differential 
30 

Input to "0" Output 

tpdl Propagation Delay, Differential 
27 

Input to "1" Output 
R!- = 400.n, CL = 15 pF, see Figure 1 

tpdO Propagation Delay, Strobe 
16 

Input to "0" Output 

tpdl Propagation Delay, Strobe 
18 

Input to "1" Output 

AC Test Circuit and Waveforms 

PULSE 
GEN. 

DIFF. 

IN:r 1 ~r--"44---0-U-T-PU-T-~.~-40-00VCC = 5V 

~ I ~S~>8;""",+I"".+~""",.I_. ".of-I~"".I...., 
.50 A1' I..... ... ' ''' ... I I 
4~1./ -r ,7 T 15 pF" IN914 ~ 

PULSE 
GEN. 

-::.!:- _ ~ 'Includes Jig and Probe Capacitance 

~----"~""rJSTROBE ':' 

t, = tf = 10 ns 
PRR = I MHz 

INPUT 

DIFF +2.5V----~--..... ~ 
INPUT. J OV 

-2.5V- '-------'.', ,. 

STROBE 
INPUT 

OUTPUT 

2.6V--r __ r---__ r-"" , 
1.3V 

OV ~ 

- A\-1.3V_ B r::- - c \--1.3V- D 
A = Differential Input to "0" Oulput 

B = Differential Inpullo "I" Output 

C = Strobe Input to "0" Output 

D = Strobe Input to "1" Output 

FIGURE 1 

8-43 

45 ns 

40 ns 

25 ns 

30 ns 

TUF/5797-7 

TL/F/5797-8 
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I 
I 

Typical Performance Characteristics (Note 3) 

I 
> 
:5 
:a: 
:; 

I 
;; 

Supply Voltage Sensitivity 

T. - 25'C 
VIII = OV 

;0;;;- vlT - 2.lv. loL --4~~ 
V"'" - 0.4V. I':" - IJ mA 

S.O 5.1 1.0 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE IVI 

Transfer Function 

FANOUT -10 ~12J~ Vee" s.ov I::.o~ 
VCM·DV ~ , , , 

, , 
, .. Jrc·-I-1 , 

-15'C , , 
, , ~ 

--~ .. 
-0.& -O.Z D.Z D.4 

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT VOLTAGE IVI 

Power Supply Current 
10 

........ I LVee:-5V-....... ~d:--tT' a 25'C_ ...... /),,~ 

...... ~,0t,.1--
- ~ , "K 

~/),,~, .1'... ;>,. 
.q"'-I-~ -,...... , I'... 

• -ZO -10 +10 

........ 
.20 

COr.wON-MOOE VOLTAGE M 

Differential Input Delays 

&2 Vcc· SV , 
38 

3& 
I- ~IFFE~EN}IAL I; 
I-TO ..... OUTl'UT 

30 ..... 
" 1 

21 
,. 

Z2 
DIFFERENTIAL ..-.:: .., TO "I" OUTPUT 

18 
-75 -50 -25 0 Z5 50 75 100 125 

T.rC) 
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Common·Mode Voltage 
Sensitivity 

~ OA T. - 25'C 
, , Vcc -5V .. 

i u 
I- - 'l"~""""~~ 

~"", .1'" .-
I- .O.&~~;- #-""", 

.. 
S 

~ 
i! -OJ I--
!'!!~ _ -0.' 

~ 
;; 

s 
~ .. 
! .. .. 
i 
I 
= 

i .. .. 
fii 
i .. .. 
~ 
2 

I 
> 

~ .. 
::: .. .. 
t; 

-20 -10 +10 .zo 
COMMO.-MOOE VOLTAGE IVI 

Termination Resistance 

188 
L 

180 

170 ./ 
r-- -I"" 

lID 

-75 -so -25 0 25 so 75 100 125 

TArC! 

Internal Power Dissipation 
300 Jcc .I&.Ovl 

zoo 

100 

~ 
OUTPUT LOW 

\ 
~ ~ ~C 1[1 

1 

1~5'C ~ ~' 

~ ir=' ,.. 
o 
-zo -10 10 ZI 

COr.wON-MOOE VDLTAGE IVI 

Strobe Delays 
3& 

30 

Vee" IV 
f 

28 

zz 

STROBE TO "I" OUTPUT -/- -
\/ 

18 
.,. 

./ ...... '\ 
14 I- ---, ~STR08E TO ''0'' OUTPUT 

10 
-75 -511 -25 0 Z5 511 75 lao 12& 

T.rC) 

~ 
~ 
~ .. 

Temperature Sensitivity 

50 

i -&0 I-F;,o..cl-ll-+-+~-l 
j!; 
:; -IDB I-+-+-+-"':' 

5 
~ -150 L-J........L......L.....JL-J........L.. ............ 

:: -75 -50 4' o 25 50 71 101 1~ 
;; 

1 ... 
'; 

0: 

6 

i 

T.rC) 

Input Characteristics 

Vee: - 5V 
T. - 2re 

1 ," , ~.,... 

-2 
-INPU,::> f"': 

-4 
.,. i<""'""1 

-I 

-I 

"II 
-20 

/( 
!""-'INPUT , 

-10 11 ZO 

INPUT VOLTAGE !WITH RESPECT TO GROUNOIIVI 

Output Voltage Levels 
5 

Vee -5V'" , , 
- I-

LOGICAL "I" OUTPUT • 
f-lOUT' -400 .A -

3~ , , :: 

3 
,J....~ 

..... ;.;:-0111;;-
i""'" LOGI~~ • """, 

1 
'f, , , 

O. 
,,75 -60 -Z5 0 25 50 75 101 lZ5 

T.rCI 

Noise Rejection 
lD1D 

I 
j!; .. 
i 
!i 100 i! 
III .. .. .. .. 
I! 

10 
10 101 1010 10 .... 

C"I..aNIE TIME CONTROl. (,F) 
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Schematic Diagram 
AESPONSE TIME 

CONTROL 

r---------~t----4~----_+--_t~--------~----~------v~ 

NON·INVERTING 
INPUT 

(+1 

R7 
170 

TERMINATION 

RI 

INVERTING III 
INPUT 

(-I 

Typical Applications 

AND OUTPUT 

,IZ DS1130 

NAND OUTPUT 

RIO 
167 

RI 
III 

RI 
511 

R3 
167 

Rll 
4.1111 

R4 ,. R5 
I. AI4 

750 

Rl~ 

3Z0 

.--+--- OUTPUT 

~--------~------~------~----__ -----------~O 
RZ 
167 

STAOBE 

Differential Line Driver and Receiver 

'Optlonal to conlrol response time. 

Nota: Schematic shows one-half of unit. 

CI = .01".F 

C2' 

T'OOPF 
STROBE ':' 

TL/F/5797-1 

OUTPUT 

TL/F/5797-3 

Single Ended (EIA-RS232C) Receiver with Hysteresis 

INI14 

~-~-OUTPUT 

CZ' 

T'OOPF 
STROBE ':' 

8-45 

TL/F/5797-4 

4V 

, 1 
VOUT t ' 
0.2V 

o O.BV V,N 2.5V 

TLlF/5797-5 

(0uIpu1 = "'" for Open Input) 
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Q ""National SemicondfJ,ctor 

089622 Ouat Line Receiver , 

General Description 
The OS9622 is a dual line receiver de/ligned to discriminate. 
a worst case logic swing of 2V from a ± 10V common mode 
noise signal or ground shift. A 1.5V threshold is built into the 
differential amplifier to offer Ii TTL compatible threshold 
voltage and maximum noise immunity. The offset is 01>
tained by use of current sources and matched resistors. 
The OS9622 allows th!!l choice of, output states with the 
input open, without affecting circuit performance by use of 
S3. A 1300 terminating resistor is provided at the input of 
each line receiver. An enable is also provided for each line 
receiver. The output is TTL compatible. The .output high lev
el can be increased to 12V by tying it to a positive supply 
through a resistor. The output circuits allow yvired-OR opera
tion. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• . TTL compatible threShold voltage 
• Inpllt terminating reSIstors 
• .chOice of output state with inputs open 
• TTL compatible output 
• High common 'mode 
• Wired-OR capability. 
• Enable inputs 
• Logic compatible supply voltages 

14"LeadDIP 

Tl/F/9760-2 

Top View 

.hI1p:/lwww.IlII\iOnal.com 

For Complete Military 883 Specifications, see RETS Datasheet 
Order Number DS9622ME/883. 

DSII622MJ/883 or DS9822MW/883 
see NS Package Numb8r E20A,' J14A or W14B 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Voltage Applied to Outputs 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales for Output High State -0.5Vto +13.2V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. V- to GND -0.5Vto -12V 
Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 175'C Enable to GND -0.5Vto +15V 
Operating Temperature Range -55'Cto + 125'C 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 60 sec.) 300'C Operating Conditions 
Internal Power Dissipation (Note 5) 400mW Min Max Units 

V+ toGND -0.5Vto +7.0V Supply Voltage, Vee 4.5 5.5 V 

Input Voltage ±15V Temperature, T A -55 +125 'C 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2,3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VOL Output Voltage LOW V+ = S3 = 4.5V, V- = -11V, 
VOIFF = 2.0V, 10L = 12.4 mA, 0.4 V 
EN = Open 

VOH Output Voltage HIGH V+ = 4.5V, V- = -9.0V, 
S3 = OV, VOIFF = 1.0V, 2.8 V 
10H = -0.2 mA, EN = Open 

ICEX Output Leakage Current V+ = 4.5V, V- = -11V, 
S3 = OV, VOIFF = 1.0V, 200 ".A 
Vo = 12V, EN = Open 

los Output Short Circuit V+ = 5.0V, V- = -10V, 
Current (Note 4) VOIFF = 1.0V, Vo = S3 = OV, -3.1 -1.4 mA 

EN = Open 

IR(EN) Enable Input V+ = S3 = 4.5V, V- = -11V, 
5.0 ".A Leakage Curent IN = Open, EN = 4.0V 

IF(EN Enable Input V+ = 5.5V, V- = -9.0V 
-1.5 mA 

Forward Current VI = Open, EN = S3 = OV 

IF(+IN) + Input Forward Current V+ = 5.0V, V- = -10V, 
VI+ = OV, VI- = GND, -2.3 mA 
EN = S3 = Open 

IF(-IN) -Input Forward Curent V+ = S3 = 5.0V, V- = -10V, 
VI+ = GND, VI- = OV, -2.6 mA 
EN = Open 

VldEN) Input Voltage LOW 4.5V ,,; V+ ,,; 5.5V, + 25'C 1.0 V 
-11V"; v-,,; -9.0V, + 125'C 0.7 V 
EN = Open 

-55'C 1.3 V 

VTH Differential Input 4.5V, ,,; V+ ,,; 5.5V, 
Threshold Voltage -11V"; V- ,,; -9.0V, 1.0 2.0 V 

EN = Open 

VCM Common Mode Voltage V+ = 5.0V, V- = -10V, 25'C -10 +10 V 
1.0V ,,; VOIFF ,,; 2.0V 

RT Terminating Resistance 25'C 91 215 n 

1+ Positive Supply Current V+ = S3 = VI+ = 5.5V, 25'C 22.9 mA 
1- Negative Supply Current V- = 11V, VI- = OV -11.1 mA 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS T A = 25'C 

tpLH Propagation Delay V+ = 5.0V, RL = 3.9kn 
50 ns 

to High Level V- = -10V, 

lPHL Propagation Delay OV ,,; VI ,,; 3.0V, RL = 390n 
to Low Level CL = 30pF 50 ns 

(See Figure 1 ) 

Nole 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide cond~ions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified MinIMax limits apply across the -55"C to + 125"C temperature range. All typicals are given for Vee ~ 5V and TA = 25"C. 

Note 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise speCified. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Rating applies to ambient temperatures up to + 125"C. Above 125"C ambient, derate linearity at 12(Y'C/W. 
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N .-------~------~------------------------------------------------------~~ 
N 

~ Switching Time Test Circuit and Wa,veforms 

VI 

T~f!~" 
3'OV~ 

VI ov 1:_SV ____ _ 

ipLH 

TUF/9780-4 
o.2V=====~ _____ ~~ ov 

TL/F/9780-5 

FIGURE 1 

Equivalent Circuit 

~--.-~----~~---.------.-------~---.~~----~----.------.------~ 
5kA 2kA 2kA 5kA 2.kA 5kA 2kA 2kA 5kA 2kA 

OlIn 

+INA 

RA 

-INA-1~Vr--.... t4-+----+-----+ 

S3~----------+-----+-----~----~~~ 

L----+----4_----~~------------~--_4----4_---------~ 
TUF/9780-6 

Typical Applications 
When S3 is connected to V-, open inputs cause output to be high. When V+ = 5V, V- = -10V and S3 is connected to 
ground, open inputs cause output to be low. . 
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t;(INational Semiconductor 

Bus Circuits Introduction 

A bus is a common communication medium, such as a print
ed circuit trace, that is time shared by several elements of a 
syste!l1. A popular 'example of this is the traditional Back
plane. This is iIIus~ted in Figure 1. Multiple cards plug into 
a chassis (cage) and communicate to each other via the 
connecting PCB (Backplane) located across the back of the 
cage. This Card to Backplane interface is further illustrated 
in FlfJure 2. Note that the Bus Circuits are located next to 
the connector and interface the PCB to the Backplane. Sin
gle-ended bus circuits included in this databook may be fur
ther categorized into Backplane TransCeiver Logic (BTL) cir
cuits, open-collector circuits and TAl-STATE" circuits. 

When not transmitting, a bus driver should be capable of 
presenting a high impedance output in order to allow other 
drivers to freely use the bus. This is achieved by using either 
an open-collector (open drain) or TAl-STATE outputs. 

Open-collector drivers may be connected in a wired-or con
figuration which is very useful for polling and bus arbitration. 
These devices require pull-up resistors, which can also 
serve as bus terminators. 

http://W.iiw:nalional.com 9-3 

TAl-STATE drivers, on the other hand, do not require bus 
termination for short bus runs on PC boards or Backplanes. 

A single-ended bus is susceptible to: noise, including ground 
noise and crosstalk. For this reason the bus should not be 
extended beyond the subsystem's enclosure without spe
cial care. Line lengths in excess of -,10 feet are not recom
mended without the use of noise reduction techniques, such 
as slew rate 'control, high receiver thresholds and noise fil
tering. Oevices such as National Semiconductor's OS3662 
and 083862 Trapezoidal bus transceivers and OS3896 and 
083897 BTL transceivers are specifically designed for re
ducing crosstalk and noise susceptibility on high-speed bus
ses. 

BTL TRANSCEIVERS 
The BTL devices are designed for driving high-speed micro
computer backplane buses. These devices use BTL (Back
plane Transc8iver Logic) technology and incorporate low 
output capacitance, tight receiver thresholds, and small sig
nal swings with the ability to drive a bus with a loaded im
pedance of less than 180. This excellent drive capability is 
achieved while still maintaining high levels of noise immuni
ty. 
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FIGURE 1. Backplane Application 

PCB 
Card 

FIGURE 2. PCB-Backplane Interface 
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PCB 
Card 

Tl/F/11162-1 

Backplane Connector 

TLlF/11162-2 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

Backplane Technology Relative Selection Guide 

50 

'N' 
::I: 30 
~ 

I 
Vl .. 
c 
to 
Q. .... 
~ 

10 

5 15 25 

Number of Boards in Backplane 
TLlF/11464-1 

Note: This selection chart Is to be used as a pointer towards the technology most appropriate for an application based on number of modules and performance. 
This does not include such Issues as cost and reliability. 
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Bus Circuits-Select~on Guide 

~ 

r Bus Circuits~election Guide 
" 

, ' . BTL TRANSCEIVERS 
" I 

Temp. Range Channels' 
MaxSUJlply 

Irtae'ltall Prop Dellliy Page 
Device 

(C,M) 
Function 

Package 
Current lee ' 

_'Min (ns) -Typ{"s) 
Package Comments 

No. , (mA) 

~ 

' , 

TRAPEZOIDAL DEVICES 
" , 

D83890 C Driver 8 100 " 3 9 N Trapezoidal Signal Control 10-35 
DS3892 C Receiver 8 80 x 1,2 ", N,M Trapezoidal Signal Control 10-35 
DS3896 C Transceiver 8 135 3 9' N,M Trapezoidal Signal Control 10-46 
DS3897 C Transceiver 4 80 ~, 9 . N,J,M Trapezoidal Signal Control 10-46 

TURBO DEVICE 
," 

'95 
,,' 

DS3893A C Transceiver 4 1 3.5 V Turbotransceiver 10-41 

BTUFuturebus+ DEVICES 

DS3883A C Transceiver 9 62 1 3.5 '.' ' V,VB,VF,W Data Transceiver 10-5 
D83884A C,M Transceiver 6 65 1 3 Y,VF,W Integrated Glitch Filters '10-14 

~ DS38~ C,M Transceiver 9 82 1 4.5- V,VB, VF,.w Integrated Latches ~ ,~ .10-22 
DS38 6A C Transceiver 9 " 

V,VF Low Power CMOS 10-33 

PI-BUS DEVICE 
'.;'- -' 

"-
,- " 

DSl776 M Transceiver 8 31 '"2,' 10 E,J Non-Inverting, 883 Qualified, Low Power 10-53 
,,' -~ 

Characteristics of BTL Devices 
.-

1. One volt signal swings 
~-

"';' 
" , 

2, 50 mA-l00 rnA drivers 
" .. --

3. Tight receiver thresholds, l,47V-l.62V 
, , , -

, 

4. Less than 5 pF output capaCitance - ~, 

: 
5. All BTL transceiver/driver outputs are inverting unless indicated ;,,', ,Z 

'-

- ',' {, :~; :.0 " 

Package Designators: J = Ceramic DIP V = PLCC VF == PQFP VB = PQ,FP Temp,.Range Designators: C = Commercial, poe to + 70"C ' , , 

N = Plastic DIP M = SOIC W := Flatplliij: ~' LCc :, ,,' - M=Military --: 55°C to + 125°C'; . 
'- ;. -. 

. .,.;. 

'_. i':-' '1 

~< ;.':~ 

----- ---- ------ --- ------ - ------ -_ .. - - - -
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Bus Circuits-Selection Guide (Continued) 

OPEN-COLLECTOR BUS CIRCUITS 

Device Number Driver! Bus Driver Bus Receiver 
Circuits! 

Receiver! Comments 
Page 

Commercial Military Package Propagation VOL(V)! Propagation VIL (V)! VIH (V)! Hysteresis No. 
crCto +70·C -SS·C to + 12S·C Transceiver Delay (ns) IOL(mA) Delay (ns) IlL (,..A) IIH(,..A) (V) 

0526510C 052651 OM 4 Transceiver 10 0.8/100 10 1.75/-100 2.25/100 11-21 
0526511C 0526511M 4 Transceiver 10 0.8/100 10 1.75/-100 2.25/100 Input to Bus is Non-Inverting 11-21 
053662 4 Transceiver 20 0.9/100 25 1.50/400 1.9/100 Trapezoidal Transceiver 11-27 
053862 8 Transceiver 12 0.9/100 15 1.50/10 1.9/10 Trapezoidal Transceiver 11-36 
058640 057640 4 Receiver 23 1.2/-50 1.8/50 Quad NOR Receiver 11-50 
058641 4 Transceiver 30 0.7/50 30 1.2/-100 1.8/100 11-52 
058836 057836 4 Receiver 20 1.05/-50 2.65/50 1 Quad NOR Receiver 11-63 
058837 057837 6 Receiver 20 1.05/-50 2.65/50 1 11-65 
058838 057838 4 Transceiver 25 0.8/50 30 1.05/-100 2.65/100 1 11-68 

TRI-5TATE® BUS CIRCUITS 

Bus Driver Bus Receiver 
Device Number Driver! 

Circuits! 
Receiver! Propagation Propagation Comments 

Page 
Package Delay 

VOL (V)! VOH (V)! 
Delay 

VIL(V)! VIH (V)! Hysteresis No. 
Commercial Military Transceiver IOL(mA) IOH(mA) IlL (,..A) IIH (,..A) (mV) 

crc to + 70·C - SS·C to + 12S·C Typ(ns) Typ(ns) 

OP8303A 8 Transceiver 10 0.5/50 3.9/-5 10 0.8/-250 2/80 Bidirectional Inverting 11-3 
OP8304B OP7304B 8 Transceiver 10 0.5/50 3.6/-5 15 0.8/-250 2/80 Bidir. Non-Inverting IEEE 488 11-8 
OP8307A 8 Transceiver 10 0.5/50 3.6/-5 10 0.8/-250 2/80 Bidirectional Inverting 11-13 
OP8308 8 Transceiver 11 0.5/50 3.6/-5 15 0.8/-250 2/80 Bidirectional Non-Inverting 11-17 
053667 8 Transceiver 20 0.5/48 2.5/-5.2 20 0.8/-100 2/20 400 11-31 
0575160A 8 Transceiver 20 0.5/48 2.5/-5.2 20 0.8/-100 2/20 400 IEEE 488 GPIB 11-42 
0575161A 8 Transceiver 20 0.5/48 2.5/-5.2 20 0.8/-100 2/20 400 IEEE 488 GPIB 11-42 
0575162A 8 Transceiver 20 0.5/48 2.5/-5.2 20 0.8/-100 2/20 400 IEEE 488 GPIB 11-42 
058833 057833 4 Transceiver 14 0.5/50 2.4/-10 20 0.8/-40 2/80 400 Non-Inverting TRI-5TA TE Receiver 11-55 
058834 057834 4 Transceiver 14 0.5/50 2.4/-10 20 0.8/-40 2/80 400 Inverting 11-59 
058835 057835 4 Transceiver 14 0.5/50 2.4/-10 20 0.8/-40 2/80 400 Inverting TRI-5TATE Receiver 11-55 

Note: Unless otherwise specified, bus circuits listed above are TTL compatible and use 5V supplies. 

- -

ep!n9 UO!IOeleS-Sl!nOJ!O sns 
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(fINational Semiconductor 

Bus Circuits-Cross Reference Guide 

The Bus Circuits Cross Reference Guide is provided as an 
aid in identifying replacement part numbers. Direct replace
ments feature identical pin-outs and very similar electrical 
specifications. Similar replacements also feature the same 
pin-out, and similar electrical specifications. Consult the 
data sheets for recommended operating conditions and 
package availability. Before replacing a specific product, it is 
recommended to compare electrical, functional, and me
chanical specifications. Interchangeability between devices 
is not guaranteed. Manufacturers' most current data sheets 
take precedence over this guide. An asterisk (0) represents 
National's closest replacement. 

AMD to National 

Device Direct Similar 

AM26S1 0 OS26S1 0 

AM26S11 OS26S11 

AM26S12 OS8838· 

OP8303 OP8303A 

OP8304B OP8304B 

OP8307 OP8307 

OP8308 OP8308 

0S8838 OS8838 

Motorola to National 

Device Direct Similar 

0S8641 0S8641 

MC3438 OS8838 

MCST26A OS8834 

MC74F3893A OS3893A 

9-8 

Signetics to National 

Device Direct 

N8T34 OS8834 

N8T37 OS8837 

N8T38 OS8838 

N8T380 

N8T380 

.TI to National 

Device Direct 

SN75160B OS75160A 

SN75161B OS75161A 

SN75162 OS75162A 

SN75162B OS75162A 

SN75ALS053 OS3893A 

SN75ALS056 OS3896 

SN75ALS057 OS3897 

Intel to National 

Device Direct 

P8286 OP8304B 

P8287 OP8303A 

Similar 

OS8640· 

0S8836· 

Similar 

Similar 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

Application Note-Selection Guide 
Bus Circuits 

Application Note 
Title 

Devices Related Standard 
Number AN·XXXX Referenced Area 

AN-259 The Bus Optimizer 053662 

AN-336 Understanding Integrated Circuit Package 
All 

Power Capabilities 

AN-337 Reducing Noise on Microcomputer Buses 053662 

AN-450 Small Outline (SO) 
All Package Surface Mounting Methods 

AN-514 Timing Analysis of Synchronous and 053896 
BTL 

Asynchronous Buses 053893 

AN-725 PI-Bus 051776 PI-Bus 

AN-738 Signals in the Futurebus+ Backplane BTL 

AN-744 Futurebus+ Wired-OR Glitch Effects and Filter 053884 BTL 

AN-829 IEEE 1194.1 BTL Enabling Technology for 
BTL 

High Speed Bus Applications 

AN-834 Live Insertion with BTL Transceivers OS388X BTL 

AN-835 Futurebus+ BTL Grounding Scheme OS388X BTL 

AN-839 BTL Power Dissipation Calculation OS388X BTL -! 
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it PI-Bus Overview 
Dan Mansur 

PI-Bus, Parallel Interface Bus, has evolved over the late 
1980's to become the backplane of choice for avionics ap
plications. National Semiconductor has utilized its BTL ex
perience and supports the PI-Bus standard by offering a 
BiCMOS Octal PI-Bus transceiver. 

PI-Bus Standard 
The PI-Bus standard initially was developed under the Very 
High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) program, a program 
that funds development of advanced semiconductor tech
nology for military use. In an effort to reduce. redundant de
velopment of avionics subsystems, the U.S. Congress man- . 
dated that certain new aircraft programs will need to coordi
nate technology requirements. To this end, the Joint Inte
grated Avionics Working Group (JIAWG) WliS created of 
armed service and industry representatives to coordinate 
and standardize duplicative efforts. 

The principle output of JIAWG regarding hardware was the 
creation of a common modular avionics architecture that 
could be configured to any aircraft. Known as the Advanced 
Avionics ArchiteCture, if prescribes a bus oriented approach 
using various combinations of modules to achieve the differ
ent avionic needs. The current version of this architecture is 
known as Common Avionics Baseline III (CAB III) and is 
also incorporated in the Society of Automotive Engineers' 
(SAE) specifications. Development is also underway within 
Aeronautica] Radio, Inc. (ARINC) to make PI-Bus the stan
dard avionics backplane for commercial aircraft. 

This architecture addresses those functions which could be 
implemented with common hardware and common comput
er programs to allow adaptation to either air-to-air or air-to
ground missions. The architecture features a building-block 
design, using standardized modules that can be plugged 
into a rack and linked by high speed data busses. Instead of 
line-replaceable units, the new approach features line-re
placeable modules or, as they are now called, common 
modules. 

Applications for the PI-Bus systems include flight control, 
communications, target acquiSitions, weapon delivery, bat
tlefield management, navigation, electronic countermea
sures, stores management and radar management. Specific 
mandated programs include the U.S. Navy Advanced Tacti
cal Aircraft (ATA), the U.S. Air Force Advanced Tactical 
Fighter (ATF), the U.S. Army Light Helicopter Experiment 
(LHX). Several existing airframes, such as the F-15 or the 
F-16, will be retrofitted. In addition, PI-Bus systems are ex
pected to rapidly migrate into the commercial avionics as 
well. 
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PI-Bus Backplane Features 
The PI-Bus backplane is a linear, multidrop synchronous 
bus with supports digital message communications between 
up to 32 modules residing in a single backplane. Messages 
are transferred datum serial and bit parallel using data size 
of 16 bits (single word) or 32 bits (double ",(ord). 

PI-Bus standard uses a master-slave communications pro
tocol which allows the current bus master. to read data from 
one .slave or write data to any number of slaVeS in a single 
message sequence. Messages may be routed to a particu
lar module using either logical or physical addressing. A 
number of independent messages may be transmitted dur
ing a bus ml;!ster's tenure. This message formats provide a 
.32-bit virtual addressing range for each module. 

The PI-Bus protocol specifies a set of bus state transitions 
which control tlie bus to operate in a pipeline manner at the 
maximum clock rateall6wed by the bus signal propagation 
delay. Master-Slave handshaking is provided with minimum 
performance penalty by operating the slave modules in syn
chronization with the master and using the bus state look
ahead. 

National's PI-Bus Transceiver 
National's octal PI-Bus transceiver was designed to meet 
the low power requirements of the military by combining the 
company's leading BTL (Backplane Transceiver LogiC) with 
an advanced BiCMOS process. 

BTL transceivers feature a nominal 1V Signal swing· for low 
power consumption, with receivers having precise thresh
olds for maximum noise immunity, and drivers with low pow
er capacitance to minimize bus loading. These features 
combine to allow higher bus-data-transfer rates and im
proved overall system reliability. They also eliminate per
formance-degrating settling-time delays. 

National's patented deSign and BiCMOS process enable 
the OS 1776 to operate at approximately one-fourth the 
power of competing devices. The reduced power consump
tion is reflected in the worst-case current (Icel requirement 
of only 37 mA for the DS1776, compared with 145 mA for 
competing devices. This low power solution can offer up to 
1 Amp per board savings, reducing the concerns of avionics 
manufacturers regarding excessive power consumption in 
the limited space available. 

http://www.national.com 
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Futurebus + Overview 
David Hawley 

Standardized by the IEEE, Futurebus+ promises a maxi
mum data-transfer rate of better than 50 million transfers/s, 
a 500 percent improvement over current 32-bit buses. 
What's more, Futurebus+ is extendable to 256 bits. 

This bus offers a lot to system ,designers. ,Its extremely high 
data-transfer rate makes it attractive for high-performance 
I/O operations, such as FOOl or high-resolution graphics. 
The fine task scheduling provided by the arbitration protocol 
is a requirement for real-time systems. 

Also, its cache coherence, message passing, and. split
transaction support allow the design of efficient multipro
cessing systems. The standard has generated significant 
technological advances throughout its long development, 
starting 10 years ago as the original Futurebus. These in
clude the creation of Backplane Transceiver Logic to boost 
bus performance, the development of high-performance 
asynchronous and source-synchronous data-transfer proto
cols, and the formulation of a unified theory of cache coher
ence. As it has the possibility of becoming a universal stan
dard bus, it deserves close consideration by anyone design
ing a backplane-based system. 

The performance of Futurebus+ can be expected to vary 
from system to system, depending largely on the data-trans
fer mode supported. The asynchronous, full-handshake 
mode (similar to that of the old Futurebus) uses burst trans
fers and can be expected to peak between 20 million and 
25 million transfers/so A new source-synchronous mode 
should operate at ovei"-50 million transfers/s with the next 
generation of silicon support."Because Futurebus+ sup
ports data-path widths of 32, 64, 128, and 256 bits, a raw 
data-transfer rate of 1.6 Gbytes/s is conceivable. Even at 
32 bits, the 200-¥bytes/s source-transfer rate is five times 
the peak of VMEbus or Multibus II. 

Documents on the use of Futurebus+ in real-time and high
availability systems and those that describe special require
ments for industrial and military operating environments are 
specified by IEEE. Standard bridges are also being specified 
to VMEbus and Multibus II. Refer to IEEE 896.2 and 896.3 
for specific implementation application profile definitions 
and recommendations. 

Futurebus + has been endorsed by vendorS of existing 
32-blt buses, including the VME International Trade Associ
ation and the Multibus Manufacturer's Group. It also has 
been selected by the U.S. Navy as one of the standards for 
future computer contracts. 

The high speed of Futurebus+ is due to backplane trans
ceiver logic, which was first produced by National Semicon
ductor in 1984. BTL was designed specifically to drive back
plane transmission lines and provides the fastest possible 
bus interface in a CMOS or TIL environment. Its character
istics are the foundation upon which the Futurebus + proto
col rests. 

Reprinted by perm_ion of High Performance System magazine (condensed edition). 
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With this interface technology, a bus designer can guaran
tee that a signal will cross the input thresholds of every 
receiver on the backplane on the incident edge of the prop
agating wavefront. A BTL bus never has to wait for reflec
tions to settle before signals can be sampled. This allows 
Futurebus to implement much more efficient and high-per
formance data-transfer protocols than any TIL-based com
petitor. 

Arbitration 
The Futurebus+ specification carefully works out an arbi
tration procedure designed to optimize the scheduling of 
requests from multiple modules and to prevent more than 
one module from trying to transfer data on the bus at the 
same time. Futurebus+ provides a large number of priority 
levels for accurate real-time task scheduling, as well as a 
fairness protocol that allows an even allocation of bus band
width to multiple modules. The arbitration takes place on its 
own independent set of lines in parallel with transfers on the 
data bus. The Futurebus arbitration mechanism provides a 
number of other facilities, including error detection and re
covery, parking, bus-master identification, emergency mes
sages, and a live insertion-and-withdrawal mechanism for 
board replacement in high-availability systems. 

Data Transfer 
Each transaction on Futurebus + consists of a broadcast 
conneqlion or address transfer, followed by one of a variety 
of data transfer types, and finally a broadcast disconnec
tion. The connection phase is used to transmit addresses 
and commands from the master to the slaves, to return 
status to the master from the slaves, and for all partiCipating 
modules to establish their data-transfer capabilities. Those 
modules that have been selected can participate' in the 
data-transfer handshake, as can any caching modules that 
have chosen to "snarf" (induce data broadcast) or inter
vene. The disconnection 'phase is used to transfer informa
tion only during split transactions, when it provides the iden
tity of the requester and the status of the response. 

Cache. Coherence 
The Futurebus+ cache protocols allow this specialized 

'memory to perform its three main functions automatically 
and completely transparent to the software. The first func
tion is to convert a microprocessor's semirandom reads and 
writes into efficient burst transfers on the bus. The second is 
to provide the microprocessor with a fast local window into 
the system memory space. The third is to provide the basis 
for a multiprocessing architecture. 

An action by one cache affects every other cache in such a 
way that a consistent view of shared data is maintained. 
Futurebus + provides the transaction set necessary to im
plement this shared-memory system efficiently. 
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t(/National Semiconductor • NEWBRIDGE 
MICROSYSTEMS 

The National SemiconductorlNewbridge Microsystems 
Futurebus + Partnership 

National, Semiconductor ,and Newbridge Microsystems are 
partners in the development of a high performance 
Futurebus+ Interface Chipset. This partnership provides 
end users with the design, applications and manufacturing 
expertise of both National Semiconductor and Newbridge 
Microsystems. Newbridge Microsystems is the primary de
signer, and sales and marketing channel for the Logical In
terface Futurebus+ Engine (LiFETM). National Semicon
ductor manufactures the LIFE chip for Newbridge Microsys· 
tems. The design, manufacture, marketing and support for 
the transceivers are provided solely by National Semicon· 
ductor. 

Contact us if you have any quelltions or comments about 
our products. " , 

National Semiconductor Corporation 
Interface Products Group 
2900 Semiconductor Drive 
Santa Clara, CA 
95052·8090 
1·800·272·9959 

Newbrldge Mlcrosystems 
1103 March Road 
Kanata, Ontario Canada 
K2K2M5 
1-800·267·7231 

Additional National Technical Documentation 
Available on Futurebus + 

Documents can be obtained from National's customer support centers (listed on the back cover of this databook). 

DS3885 Datasheet BTL Arbitration Transceiver 
OS3875 Datasheet Futurebus+ Arbitration Controller 
AN·1036 Ap. Note What is Futurebus +? 
AN·668 Ap. Note Futurebus + Asynchronous Slave Memory DeSign 
AN·742 Ap. Note DS3885 Arbitration Transceiver 
AN·751 Ap. Note Futurebus+ 1/0 Board Design 
AN·833 Ap. Note Futurebus+ Chip Set Pin Connections 
AN·836 Ap. Note Futurebus+ ~rbtocol Controller Design for a MC88040 Based Board 
AN·837 Ap. Note A Complete Solution for Futurebus+ and Arbitration Schemes 
AN·838 Ap. Note DeSigning a Futurebus + Central Arbiter 
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Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) Introduction 

Since 1985, BTL has grown from a new bus driving technol
ogy to the industry standard, (IEEE1194.1) for driving high 
performance backplane buses. The evolution of BTL result
ed from the need to replace TTL devices which are not 
suited to drive heavily loaded backplanes at very fast and 
reliable data rates. In order to see why BTL is the technolo
gy of choice, one must first look at the problems BTL was 
designed to solve. 

The TTL Bus Driving Problem 
BTL was invented by National Semiconductor Corporation 
and first introduced in 1985 to solve the bus driving problem 
created by deficiencies in TTL drivers. TTL devices are not 
suited to drive characteristically low impedance buses which 
result from a capacitive load in each backplane card slot in 
a running computer system. Typical TTL bus drivers have an 
output capacitance of 12 pF-20 pF per transceiver. This, 
when coupled with the capacitive loading resulting from the 
connectors, holes, vias and printed circuit traces results in a 
lumped slot capaCitance of 20 pF-25 pF. 

The high output capaCitance of each board results in a low 
characteristic impedance for the backplane signal lines. In 
order to drive a signal through the threshold region, a high 
current drive is required. Most TTL devices specify a sink 
current of 64 mA-200 mAo This large current drive that is 
needed by these TTL devices results in the high transceiver 
output capacitance. In order to have incident wave switch
ing of a signal with these parts, (i.e., do not have to wait for 
reflections to force signal transition through threshold), even 
more current drive than that which is specified in devices 
today is required to transition a line through TTL's 3V signal 
swing. The TTL bus driving problem arises when attempting 
incident wave switching. A TTL device must have higher 
drive current than presently available. Increasing this drive 

~ 
Increased Increased r 0,;- O~''''~)'' 

Decreased Increased 
Bus Impedance Bus Capacitance 

TL/F/11152-1 

FIGURE 1. TTL Bus Driving Problem 
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current also brings about an increased output capaCitance 
for the device. This scenario increases the overall bus load
ing and once again lowers the characteristic impedance of 
the backplane which requires even more current drive (Fig
urs 1). 

The result of this cyclic problem was a compromise that had 
to be made in performance. A bus using TTL driving logic 
must rely upon reflections at the bus terminations in order to 
send the signal completely through from one logical signal 
level to another. The performance hit is evident by looking 
at the speCifications for VMEbus which requires a 35 ns 
settling delay for reflections before a board can review the 
data or control lines that transitioned on the bus. The only 
delay incorporated in a BTL system is based upon the actu
al performance of the BTL drivers and receivers and time 
for a signal to propagate down a backplane. 

The BTL Solution to the Bus 
Driving Problem 
The endless cycle described above is the problem faced by 
system and transceiver deSigners in their quest to obtain the 
highest level of system performance that is physically possi
ble. 

Since 1985, BTL has been adopted by many proprietary 
backplane bus designers and has become the backplane 
driver of choice in heavily loaded high speed systems. BTL 
is also specified as the physical layer for Futurebus+ sys
tems. 

BTL incorporates a unique transceiver design which limits 
the amount of output capacitance for the transceiver 
(Figurs2). 

BTL 
DRIVER 

BTL 
RECEIVER 

Co=tt02pf 
" .--_·t .. ___ . 

I II I 
I I 
I I 

.... ____ ..... ____ ... Ier; t 10 2 pF 

TLiF 111152-2 

FIGURE 2. The BTL Transceiver 
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The BTL transceiver solves the output capacitance problem 
by inserting a Schottky diode in series with the driving tran
sistor. This isolates the driver capacitance to that of the' 
reverse biased Schottky diode, and the result becomes a 
driver capacitance of 1 pF-2 pF. Another 1 pF-2 pF for a 
BTL receiver puts the total BTL device capacitance at 
<5 pF as required ~y, the,IEEE P1t94 specificatiqp. ThE1, 
5 pF capacitance 'Specification is very crucial for transceiver 
manufacturers to meet. Any excess capacitance taken up 
by a transceiver would result in system designers having to 
layout their boards with BTL transceivllr to connector stub 
lengih$ that physically are not capable, with any sized pack
age. 

This reduced transceiver output capacitance is only part of 
the BTL solution. BTL also specifies a 1 V signal swing with 
tightly controlled receiver thresholds. The 1 V swing with the 
BTL required 80 mA drive current, enables an incident wave 
switching to o,ccur. and does not require reflections to pass a 
signal through the threshold ,region. The 1 V, signal swing 
also enables reduced power consumption. The tight receiv
er tllresholds are required in order to guarantee accurate 
noise margin which are critical since a signal only switclles 
between 1 V an<:l2.1 V. As a result, any BTL transceiver must 
Ilav:e a separate ground and Vee pins;which are only con
nected to separate receiver tllreshold control circuitry, oth
erwise noise margins can not be reliably controlled. 
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A BTL backplane bus is also terminated at botll ends to 
2.1 V, with resistors selected to ma,tch the bus impedance. A 
TTl:. bus with a 3V signal swing,' higll current drivers lind 
such a large output capacitance can not be equally matched 
wllich also results in a less reliable signal. 

Tile end result of tile BTL solution to the TTL bus driving 
problem can be seen in th.e actual backplane waveforms 
'below (F"lfJure 3j.~ " '. 

Slot Spacing 1.0· and Number of Slots = 18 

Full), Load.d 
Futurebus -... 

Fully L""ded 
TTL Bus ---.. 

IV IV 20n. 

TUF/11152-3 

FIGURE 3. Actual BTL vs TTL Waveforms 
The ciean, reliable waveforms witll incident wave switclling 
has caugllt the eye of many proprietary system designers, 
and also BTL is undoubtedly the bus transceiver of chOice 
for high performance systems. 
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DS3883A BTL 9-Bit Data Transceiver 

General Description 
The OS3883A is one in a series of transceivers designed 
specifically for the implementation of high performance Fu
turebus + and proprietary bus interfaces. The OS3883A, is 
a BTL 9-bit Transceiver designed to conform to IEEE 
1194.1 (Backplane Transceiver Logic-BTL) as specified in 
the IEEE 896.2 Futurebus + specification. Utilization of the 
OS3883A simplifies the implementation of byte wide ad
dress/data with parity lines and also may be used for the 
Futurebus+ status, tag and command lines. 

The OS3883A driver output configuration is an NPN open 
collector which allows Wired-OR connection on the bus. 
Each driver output incorporates a Schottky diode in series 
with its collector to isolate the transistor output capacitance 
from the bus thus reducing the bus loading in the inactive 
state. The col"(lbined output capacitance of the driver and 
receiver input is less than 5 pF. The driver also has high sink 
current capability to comply with the bus loading require
ments defined within IEEE 1194.1 BTL specification. 
(Continued) 

Connection Diagrams 
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Ne 1 33 Ne 
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GND 5 44-PIN 2984 

A4 • 10 X 10 PQFP 28 Ne 

QVcc 7 (TOP VIEW) 27 a4 GND 

Vcc' 26 DSGND 

A59 

A6 10 

47 11 23 B6GNO 

~ :! ;! :? ~ ~ ~ ::: ;:; 

:1 ~ B ~ !i! !i! !i! ~ [;; 

TUF/l0719-17 

Features 
• 9-bit Inverting BTL transceiver meets IEEE 1194.1 

standard on Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) 

• Supports live insertion 
• Glitch free power-up/down protection 
• Typically less than 5 pF bus-port capaCitance 
• Low bus-port voltage swing (typically 1 V) at 80 mA 
• Open collector bus-port output allows Wired-OR 

connection 
• Controlled rise and fall time to reduce noise coupling to 

adjacent lines 
• TTL compatible driver and control inputs 
• Built in bandgap reference with separate QVcc and 

QGNO pins for precise receiver thresholds 

• Exceeds 2 kV ESO (Human Body Model) 
• Individual bus-port ground pins minimize ground bounce 
• Product offered in PLCC, and PQFP package styles 
• 7 x 7 PQFP requires 50% less PCB space 'than 

10 x 10 PQFP , 

• Tight skew (1 ns typical) 

~ ~ 
!ii ~ !i! Ii !i! " 

g g :;; ;;; :;j 

- : :I ~ :; ~ 

Ne 7 39 Ne 

AI • 3882 GND 

A2 , 3783 GNO 

AllO 36B3 

GNO 11 DS3883AV 
PLCC 34 Ne 

(TOP VIEW) 
Vee 14 328SGND 

AS IS 

A6 16 

4717 29B6GND 

~ ~ ::: ;:; ::: ::: ;\ :e ::; ::: 
:1 ~ B Iii !i! !i! !i! ~ [;; ~ 

[;; 
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(Continued next page) 
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Connection Diagrams (Continued) 

DS3883AVB 
48-PIN 

7 X 7 PQFP 
(TOP VIEW) , 

~ ~ ~ fi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 

(Note: Ne = No Connect) 

-:'.: 86 GND 

TLlF110719~22 

Order Number DS3883AV, DS3883AVF or DS3883AVB 
See NS Package Number V44A, VF44B orVBH48A 

General Description (Continued) 

Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) is a signaling standard 
that was invented and first introduced by National Semicon
ductor, then developed by the IEEE to enhance the per
formance of backplane buses. BTL compatible transceivers 
feature low output capacitance drivers to minimize bus load
ing, a 1V nominal signal swing for reduced power consump
tion and receivers with precision thresholds for maximum 
noise immunity. BTL eliminates settling time delays that se
verely limit TTL bus performance, and thus provide signifi
cantly higher bus transfer rates. The backplane bus is in
tended to be operated with termination resistors (selected 
to match the bus impedance) connected to 2.1V at both 
ends. The low voltage is typically 1V. 

Separate ground pins are provided for each BTL output to 
minimize induced ground noise during simultaneous switch
ing. 

The unique driver circuitry meets the maximum slew rate of 
0.5 V/ns which allows controlled rise and fall times to re
duce noise coupling to adjacent lines. 

The transceiver's control and driver inputs are designed 
with high impedance PNP input structures and are fully TTL 
compatible. 

The receiver is a high speed comparator that utilizes a 
bandgap reference for precision threshold control allowing 
maximum noise immunity to the BTL 1V Signaling level. 
Separate QVee and QGND pins are provided to minimize 
the effects of high current switching noise. The output is 
TRI-STATEI!> and fully TTL compatible. 

The DS3883A supports live insertion as defined in 896.2 
through the LI (Live Insertion) pin. To implement live inser
tion the LI pin should be connected to the live insertion 
power connector. If this function is not supported the LI pin 
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must be tied to the Vee pin. The DS3883A also provides 
glitch free power up/down protection during power se-
quencing. '~ ,;;.~ 

The DS3883A has two types of power connections in addi
tion to the LI pin. They are the Logic Vee (Vec> and the 
Quiet, Vee (QVeC>. '[here are two logic Vee pil)S on the 
DS3883 that provide the supply voltage for the 'logic and 
control circuitry. Multiple power pins reduce the effects of 
package inductance ,and ,thereby minimize, switching noise. 
As these pins are common to the Vee bus internal to the 
device, a voltage delta 'should never exist between these 
pins and the' voltage difference' between Vee and QVee 
should never exceed ±0.5V because oi ESD circuitry. 

Additionally, the ESD circuitry between the Vee pins and all 
other pins except for BTL I/O's and LI pins requires that any 
voltage on these pins should not exceed the voltage on Vee 
+ 0.5V. 

There are three different types of ,ground pins on the 
DS3883A. They are the logic ground (GND), BTL grounds 
(BOGND-B8GND) and the Bandgap reference ground 
(QGND). All of these ground reference pins are isolated 
within the chip to minimize the effects of high current switch
ing transients. For optimum performance the QGND should 
be returned to the connector through a quiet channel that 
does not carry transient switching current. The GND and 
BO'<;3ND-B8GND should be connected to the nearest back
plane ground pin with the shortest possible path. 

Since many different grounding schemes could be imple
mented and ESD circuitry exists on the DS3883, it is impor
tant to note that any voltage difference between ground 
pins, QGND, GND or BOGND-B8GND should not exceed 
±0.5V including power-up/down sequencing. 

When CD (Chip Disable) is high, An and Bn are in a high 
impedance state. To transmit data (An to Bn) the T /R Signal 
is high. To receive data (Bn to An) the T/R signal is low. 

Additional transceivers included in the Futurebus+ family 
are the DS3884A BTL Handshake Transceiver featuring se
lectable Wired-OR glitch filtering; the DS3885 BTL Arbitra
tion Transceiver with arbitration competition logic for the 
AB<7:0>/ABP signal lines; and the DS3886A BTL 9-bit 
Latching Data Transceiver featuring edge triggered latches 
in the driver which may be bypassed during a fall-through 
mode and a transparent latch in the receiver. 

The DS3875 Arbitration Controller included in the Future
bus+ family supports all the required and optional modes 
for Futurebus + arbitration protocol. It is designed to be 
used in conjunction with the DS3884A and DS3885 trans
ceivers. 

The Logical Interface Futurebus+ Engine (LIFE) is a high 
performance Futurebus + Protocol Controller designed for 
IEEE P896.1. The LIFE will handle all handshaking signals 
between the Futurebus + and the local bus interface. The 
LIFE supports the !"uturebus -f: compelled mode data trans
fer as both master and slave. The LIFE can be configured to 
operate in compliance to IEEE 896.2 Profile B mode. The 
LIFE incorporates a DMA controller and 64-bit FIFO's for 
fast queuing. The DS3883A is offered in 44-pin PLCC, 
44-pin PQFP, and 48-pin PQFP high density package styles. 

The 48-pin PQFP is a 7 x 7 space savings package that 
requires 50% less PCB space than the 44-pin 10 x 10 PQFP 
package. 



Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 and 2) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Derate PLCC Package (V44A) 20mW/·C 
.please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Derate PQFP Package (VF44A) 11.1 mW/·C 
Offlce/Dlstrlbutors for availability and specifications. Derate PQFP Package (VBH48A) 12.SmWl"C 

Supply Voltage 6.5V Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 150·C 

Control Input Voltage 6.5V Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260"C 

Driver Input and Receiver Output 5.5V 
Recommended Receiver Input Current ±15mA 

Bus Termination Voltage. 2.4V Operating Conditions 
Power Dissipation at 25·C PLCC(V44A) 2.5W Min Max Units 

POFP (VF44B) 1.3W Supply Voltage, Vee 4.5 5.5 V 
PQFP (VBH4SA) 1.59W Bus Termination Voltage (VT) 2.06 2.14 V 

Operating Free Air Temperature 0 70 ·C 
. . 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) TA = O"C to + 70"C, VCC = 5V ± 10% 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER AND CONTROL INPUT (CD, T IR, An) 

VIH Minimum Input High Voltage 2.0 V 

Vil Maximum InpUt Low Voltage O.S V 

II Input Leakage Current VIN ",; Vee = 5.5V 250 ",A 

IIH Input High Current VIN = 2.4V,AN = CD = 0.5V, TiA = 2.4V 40 ".A 
III Input Low Current VIN = 0.5V, AN = CD = 0.5V, TiA = 2.4V -100 ",A 

VCl Input Diode Clamp Voltage ICLAMP = -12mA -1.2 V 

DRIVER OUTPUT/RECEIVER INPUT (Bn) 

VOlS Output Low Bus Voltage An = T/R = 2.4V, CD = 0.5V 
0.75 1.0 1.1 V 

(Note 5) IOl = SOmA 

IOFF Output Off Low Current An = 0.5V, T/R = i!.4V, Bn = 0.75V, CD = 0.5V -200 ",A 

Output Off High Current An = 0.5V, T/R = 2.4V, Bn = 2.1V, CD = 0.5V 200 ".A 
. Output Ott Low Current- An = 0.5V, T/R .. = CD = 2.4V, Bn = 0.75V 

-50 ",A 
Chip Disabled 

. Output Off Low Current- An = 0.5V, T IR = CD = 2.4V, Bn = 2.1V 
50 ".A Chip Disabled 

VTH Receiver Input Threshold TIR = CD = 0.5V 1.47 1.55 1.62 V 

VClP Positive Clamp Voltage Vee = MaxorOV,lsn = 1 mA,CD = T/R = OV 
2.4 3.4 4.5 V 

An= OV 

Vee = Maxor.OV,ISn = 10mA,CD = T/R = OV 
2.9 3.9 5.0 V 

An = OV 

VCLN . Negative Clamp Voltage ICLAMP = -12 rnA, CD = TIR = 0.5V -1.2 V 

RECEIVER OUTPUT (An) . 

VOH Voltage Output High Bn = 1.1V, T/R = CD = 0.5V,loH = -2 rnA 2.4 3.2 V 

VOL Voltage Output Low TIR = CD = 0.5V, Bn = 2.1V,IOl = 24mA 0.35 0.5 V 

TIR = CD = 0.5V, Bn = 2.1V,IOl = SmA 0.35 0.4 V 

loz TRI-STATEiI> Leakage Current An = 2.4V,CD = 2.4V, TIR = 0.5V 10 ",A 

An = 0.5V, CD = 2.4V, T IR = 0.5V -10 ",A 

los Output Short Circuit Current Bn = 1.1V, T/R = CD = 0.5V (Note 4) -40 -70 -100 mA 

: SUPPLY CURRENT 

Icc Supply Current: Includes T IR = All An Inputs = 2.4V, CD = 0.5V 62 mA 
Vce, avcc and LI CD = TIR = 0.5V,All Bn Inputs = 2.1V 53 mA 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) T A = O·C to + 70'C, Vee = 5V ± 10% (Continued) 
., 

Symbol 1 Parameter 1 Conditlon~ , I, MI~ 1 Typ'l Max 1 Unlta 

SUPPLY CURRENT (Continued) , ,~. ,1. .- " 

ILl live I nsertion Current :'T/R;; CD '" An = 0.5V, Bn= Open, 
2.2 mA 

Vee = aVee = 5.5V 

. T /R ,=, All An = 2.4V, CD = 0.5V, Bn = Open 
4.5 mA 

Vee = aVee = 5.5V 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings"' are thOse' beyond 'which 'ihe safety 6f the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device should 
be operated at these limits~ The table of "'Electrical Characteristics"' provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: All input andlor output pins shall not exceed Vec + O.5V and shall not excead'the absolute maximum rating lit any time, including power-up and power-
down. This pr!>vE\nts the ESO structure fro.m being dam~d due I!' 8I(cessive currents flowing fro.m the Input andlor output pins to avec and Vee- Thera is a diode 
between each iriput and/or output to Vee whic~ is forward biased when incorrect sequencing Is applied. LI and Bn pins do not have power sequencing 
requirements wnh respect to Vee and avec. 
Note 3: All currents inlo device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to device gro.und unless otherwise 
specified. All typical values are specified under these conditions: Vee = 5V and TA 7 25'C, unless otherwise stated. 
Nota 4: Only one output should be shorted at a time, and duration of the shert should not exceed one second. 
Note 5: Referenced to ap~ropriate signal ground. Do not exceed maximum power dissipation of peckage. 

AC Electrical Characteristics TA = O'Cto +70'C, Vee = 5V ±10% (Note 6) 

This AC table applies to DS3883AVF (10 x 10 PQFP) 
and DS3883AV (PLCC) only. 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Unlta 

, DRIVER 

tpHL An to Bn Propagation Delay CD = OV, T/R = 3V 1 3.5 6 ns 

tpLH 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

1 3.5 "r 6 ns 

tpHL CDto Bn Enable Time, T/R = An = 3V 3 6 9 ns 

tpLH Disable Time 
(Figures 1 and 3) 2.5 5 8 ns 

tpHL T/R to Bn Enable Time (Hgures 8 and 9) 9 " 
13.5 18 ns 

tpLH Disable Time 
CD= OV 2 6 10 ns 

t, Transition Time-Rise/Fall (Rgures 1 and 2) 1 2.5 4.5 ns 

t, 
20%toSO% CD = OV, TiR" = 3V (Note 10) 

1 2 4.5 ns 

SR Slew Rate is Calculated from (Figures 1 and 2) (Note 10) 
0.5 Vlns 

from 1.3V to 1.SV CD = OVT/R = 3V 

tSKEW ,An to Bn Skew (Same Package) (Note 7) 1 3.5 ns 

RECEIVER 

tpHL BntoAn CD = T/R = OV 2 4 7 ns 

tpLH 
(Figures 4 and 5) 

1.5 4.5 7.5 ns 

tpLZ CD to An Disable Time Bn = 2.1V, TiR" = ov 4 S 12 ns 

tPZL Enable Time 
(Figures 6 and 7) 

2.5 6 9 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time Bn = 1.1V, T/R= OV 3 6.5 10 ns 

tpZH Enable Time 
(Figures 6 and 7) 

2 6 10 ns 

tPLZ T/RtoAn Disable Time CD = OV Bn = 2.1V 3 7 12 ns 

tpZL Enable Time 
(Figures 8 and 9) 

4 10 16 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time' Bn = 1,1V, CD = OV 2 6.5 10, ns 

tPZH Enable Time 
(Figures 6 and 7) 

3 7 11 ns 

tSKEW Bn to An Skew (Same Package) (Note 7) 1 .3.5 ns 

PARAMETERS NOT TESTED 

Co~tput BTL Output CapaCitance (NoteS) 5 pF 

tNR Noise Rejection (Note 9) 1 ns 
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AC Electrical Characteristics TA = O"Cto +70·C, Vee = 5V ±10% (Note 6) 

This AC table applies to DS3883AVB (7 x 7 PQFP) only. 
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER 

tpHL An to Bn Propagation Delay CD = OV, T/R = 3V 0.5 2 5.5 ns 

tpLH 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

0.5 3 5.5 ns 

tpHL CDtoBn Enable Time T/A = An = 3V 2 5 9 ns 

tpLH Disable Time 
(Figures 1 and :3) 

2 4 7.5 ns 

tpHL T/AtoBn Enable Time (Figures 8 and 9) 9.5 12 17 ns 

tpLH Disable Time 
CD= OV 

0.5 5 10 ns 

tr Transition Time-Rise/Fali (Figures 1 and 2) 0.5 1.5 4.5 ns 

tf 
20% to 80% CD = OV, T/A = 3V (Note 10) 

0.5 1.5 4.5 ns 

SR Slew Rate is Calculated from (Figures 1 and 2) (Note 10) 
0.4 0.85 V/ns 

from 1.3V to 1.8V CD = OVT/A = 3V 

tsKEW An to Bn Skew (Same Package) (Note 7) 1 3.5 ns 

RECEIVER 

tpHL BntoAn CD = T/A = OV 1.5 4 7 ns 

tpLH 
' (Figures 4 and 5) 

1.5 4 7.5 ns 

tpLZ CD to An Disable Time Bn = 2.1V, T/R = OV 5 7 12 ns 

tpZL Enable Time 
(Figures 6 and 7) 

1 5 9 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time Bn = 1.1V, T/A = OV 2.5 6.5 10 ns 

tPZH Enable Time 
(Figures 6 and 7) 

1.5 4.5 10 ns 

tpLZ T/AtoAn Disable Time CD = OVBn = 2.1V 3.5 6.5 12 ns 

tPZL Enable Time 
(Figures 8 and 9) 

6 10 16 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time Bn = 1.1V, CD = OV 1 6 11 ns 

tpZH Enable Time 
(Figures 6 and 7) 

2 5 11 ns 

tSKEW Bn to An Skew (Same Package) (Note 7) 0 3.5 ns 

PARAMETERS NOT TESTED 

Coutput BTL Output Capacitance (Note 8) 5 pF 

tNR Noise Rejection (Note 9) 1 ns 

Note 6: Input waveforms shall have a riselfalltime of 3 ns. Propagation delays are measured with a single output sw~ching, 
Note 7: IsKEW is an absolute value defined as differences seen in propagation delays between drivers in the same package with idenlical load conditions, 
Note 6: The parameter is tested using TOR techniques described in 1194.0 BTL backplane Design Guide. 
Note 9: This parameter is tested during device characterization. The measurement revealed thal1he part will reject 1 ns pulse widths, 
Note 10: Futurabus + transceivers are required to limit bus signal rise and fall times to no faster than 0.5 V Ins, measured between 1.3V and 1.8V (approximately 
20% to 80% of nominal voltage swing). The rise and fall times are measured with a transceiver loading equivalenl to 12.511 tied to + 2,1 V DC. 
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Pin Description ... 
.,:"' ":1: 

,," , 
" J', ',~ ; 

Pin Name 
Number Inputl ". ',<'., Description 
of Pins Output " 

AO-AS 9 I/O nL TRI-STAT,!;: receiver output and 'driver input 't< 
, 

BO:-BS 9 I/O BTL receiver input and driver outpuJ 

BOGND-B8GND 9 NA Parallel driver grounds 'reduce ground bounce due to high current '" 
switching of driver outputs. (Note 11) 

CD 1 I Chip, Disable , 
GND 2 NA' , Ground for switching circuits. (Note 11) 

LI 1 NA Power supply for live insertion. Boards that require live insertion should 
connect LI to the live insertion pin on the connector. (Note 12) 

NC 8 NA No Connect 

QGND 1 NA Ground for receiver input bandgap reference and non-switching circuits. 
(Note 11) 

QVec 1 NA Vee supply for bandgap reference and !:tQll.switching circuits. (Note 12) 

T/R 1 ,I Transmit/ReceivEr-transmit (An to Bn), receive (Bn to An) 

Vee 2 NA Vee supply for switching circuits. (Note 12) 

Note 11: The multiplicity of parallel ground paths reduces the effective inductance of bonding wires and leads. which then reduces the noise caused by transients,-' 
on the ground path. The various ground pins can be tied together provided that the external ground has low inductance. (i.e., ground plane with power pins and 
many signal pins connected to the backplane ground.) If the external ground floats considerably during transients. precautionary steps should be taken to prevent 
QGND from mDVillg with reference to the backplane ground. The receiver threshold should have the same ground reference as the signal coming from the 
backplane. II voltage offset between their grounds will degrade the noise margin. " 

Note 12: The same considerations for ground are used for Vee in reducing lead inductance (see Note 11). aVec and Vee should be tied together externally. If live 
insertion is not supported. the LI pin can be tied together with aVee and Vee. 

Truth Table Package Thermal Characteristics 
CD TiFi An Bn (BTL) Li,near Feet per 6JAFC/W) 

H X Z H Minute Air Flow 44-Pln 48·Pln 44·Pln 

L L L H 
(LFPM) PQFP PQFP PLCC 

L L H L 0 82 76 45 

L H H L 225 68 60 35 

L H L H 500 60 54 " .30 

900 53 ' ~ 48 26 x = High or low logic state 

Z = High impedance state Note: The above values are typical values and are different !rom the Abso-
L = Low state lute Maximum Rating values. which include guardban~s. 

H = High state '" 

, 

",' 
, 
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Logic Diagram 

CD 
T(R 

10---.---80 

D--~HI--81 

D--~~1--82 

JO.--~~I-- 83 

JO.--_~I-- 84 

D--~HI--85 

D--~HI--86 

D--~HI--87 

JO.--_~I-- 88 

10·11 

TL/F/10719-1 
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Typical Application 

OS3875 
ARBITRATION 
CONTROLLER ~ 

DS3883A 
BTL 9-BIT XCVR 

DS3885 DS3884A OR 
ARBITRATION HANDSHAKE DS3886A 

XCVR XCVR BTL LATCHING 
DATA XCVR 

.... 9 6 9 

, 

32/64 BIT DATA PATH 

LOGICAL INTERFACE Futurebus+ ENGINE (LIFE) 
·1/0 PROTOCOL CONTROLLER 

WITH 64 BIT DATA PATH 

I 
I 

DS3883A 
BTL 9-BIT. XCVR DS3883A 

OR DS3884A DS3884A BTL 9-BIT DATA XCVR 
DS3886A HANDSHAKE HANDSHAKE OR 

BTL LAlCHING XCVR XCVR DS3886A 
DATA ~CVR BTL LATCHING DATA XCVR 

., 
4/8 DEVICES 
(DEPENDING ON DATA-
PATH WIDTH) 

9 6 6 9 

I-
I-

l-

9 .. 
p-

ARB ADDRESS DATA FUTUREBUS+ 
ARB# SYNC COMMAND STATUS 

Test Circuit and Timing Waveforms 

2.1V 

_ I~=12.5n 
VI~VO 

I c" = 30pF 

TL/F110719-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delay Set-Up 

VI CD 

OV 

SYNC 

"~ 
'toLHI--

2. IV - - - - - - -
Vo Bn· t.55V Il 

VOL 

SYNC ADDRESS/DATA PATH BACKPLANE 
TL/F/l0719-20 

An 3V ~ I.S:i' 

OV -- - ~~-LH----=!'toHL i-
2.1V - - - - - - -

Bn I.SSV ,.. 1.8V--'I 1.8V 
--_ ............. .--J 1.3V I.SSV ~ 1.3V 

VOL I-
--II-- SR --II-- SR 

TUF/l0719-4 

FIGURE 2. Driver: An to Bn, SR 

.. ~ 
'toHL I-

I.55V~ 
TL/F/l0719-5 

FIGURE 3. Driver: CD to Bn 
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Vo 

~SI 
Switch Position 

tpLH I tpHL 

I 91 Open I Close 
V
I

_ ~ 11 . 
c" = 50 p~ ~ = 1 k.!l 

TUF/l0719-6 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delay Set-Up 
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Test Circuit and Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

s.OV 

R(load) = soon 

C(load) = so pF I VI 

2.IV 

Vo An 

IpHlj+-
--..;..-~ 

FIGURE 5. Receiver: Bn to An 

I 91 

I\. = soon I 52 

G. = sop~ 
TL/F110719-8 

FIGURE 6. Receiver Enable/Disable Set-Up 

VI CD, TIR 
OV 

TUF/l0719-7 

Switch Posilion 

tPZL IPZK 
tpLZ IpHZ 

Close Open 

Open Close 

An ~IpzH~ 

--" l.SV 
TUF/l0719-9 

FIGURE 7. Receiver: CD to An, T IR to An (tpHZ and tPZH only) 

2.1V 

VI TIR 
R(load) = 12.Sn OV 

An 
IC(load) = 30 pF VOL __ -+-006' 

TLlF110719-18 
Vo Bn 

FIGURE 8. T/R to An, T/R to Bn 

FIGURE 9. 
T IR to Bn (tpHL and tpLH only), 
T IR to An (tpZL and tpLZ only) 

TLlF110719-19 
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*iCA d ;;: p National Semiconductor 
PRELIMINARY 

DS3884A 
BTL Handshake Transceiver MIL-STD-883 

General Description-(MIL Only) 
The 083884A is pin to pin and functionally compatible with 
the 083884. The OS3884A is a speed and power enhanced 
version of the 083884. There are two minor differences be
tween the OS3884 and OS3884A. 

The external resistor used in the OS3884A is different from 
that used in the OS3884. REXT for the OS3884 is 6.2k while 
REXT for the OS3884A is 15 kfi. The available filter settings 
for the OS3884A are 5 ns, 10 ns, 14 ns, 20 ns, while the 
settings for the OS3884 are 5 ns, 7.5 ns, 15 ns, and 25 ns. 

Features 
• Fast propagation delay 
• 6-bit BTL transceiver 
• Selective receiver glitch filtering (FR1-FR3) 

Connection Diagram 

• Meets 1194.1 Standard on Backplane Transceiver Log-
ic (BTL) 

• Supports live insertion 
• Glitch free power-up/down protection 
• Typically less than 5 pF bus-port capaCitance 
• Low Bus-port voltage swing (typically 1 V) at 80 mA 
• TTL compatible driver and control inputs 

• Separate TTL I/O 
• Open collector bus-port outputs allow Wired-OR 

connection 
• Controlled rise and fall time to reduce noise coupling to 

adjacent lines 
• Built in Bandgap reference with separate QVcc and 

QGNO pinS' for precise receiver thresholds 

• Individual Bus-port ground pins 
• Product offered in glass sealed CERPAK 

"-..I. r- REXT QGNO - 1 48 

L1 - 2 47 r-Vcc 

01- 3 46 r-GNO 

R1- 4 45 r-PS1 

FR1- 5 44 r-PS2 

NC - 6 43 i-NC 

NC- 7 42 I-NC 

02- 8 41 I-B1 

R2 - 9 40 r- B1 GNO 

rR2- 10 39 r-B2 

GNO- 11 38 r- B2GNO 

Vcc - 12 37 -B3 
DS3884AW 

03- 13 36 -B3GNO 

R3- 14 35 -B4 

FR3- 15 34 -B4GNO 

04- 16 33 -B5 

R4- 17 32 r-B5GNO 

05- 18 31 r-B6 

R5- 19 30 r-B6GNO 

06- 20 29 r-OE* 

R6- 21 28 -QVcc 

GNO- 22 27 ~QGNO 

NC- 23 26 -NC 

NC- 24 25 -NC 

TL/F/11976-1 

Order Number DS3884AW/883 
See NS Package Number WA48A 
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c 
Logic Diagram 
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03 
B3 

R3 

FR3 

04 
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R4 

05 
B5 

R5 

06 
B6 

R6 

OE 

PS1 1m PS2 
TLlF/11976-2 
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General Description (Continued) 

The DS3884A is one in ,a series of transceivers designed 
specifically for the implementation of high performance Fu
turebus+ and proprietary bus interfaces. The DS3884A is a 
BTL 6-bit Handshake Transceiver designed to conform to 
IEEE 1194.1 (Backplane Transceiver Logic-BTL). Utiliza
tion of the DS3884A simplifies the implementation ,of all 
handshake signals which require Wired-OR glitch filtering. 
Three of the six bits have an additional parallel Wired-OR 
filtered receive output giving a total of nine receiver outputs. 

In Wired-OR applications, the glitch generated as drivers 
are released from the bus, is dependent upon the back
plane and parasitic wiring components causing the charac
teristics of the glitch to vary In pulse width and amplitude. To 
accommodate this variation the DS3884A features two pins 
defined as PS1 and PS2 which allow selection of a 5 ns, 
10 ns, 14 ns and 24 ns filter setting to optimize glitch filter
ing for a given situation. The REXT pin is issued in conjunc
tion with the filtering circuitry and requires a 15 kO resistor 
to ground. For additional information on Wired-OR glitch, 
reference Application Note AN-774. 

The DS3884A driver output configuration is an NPN open 
collector which allows Wired-OR connection on the bus. 
Each driver output incorporates a Schottky diode in, series 
with its collector to isolate the transistor output capacitance 
from the bus thus reducing the bus loading in the inactive 
state. The combined output capacitance of the driver and 
receiver input is typically less than 5 pF. The driver also has 
high sink current capability to comply with the bus loading 
requirements defined within IEEE 1194.1 BTL specification. 

Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) is a Signaling standard 
that was invented and first introduced by National Semicon
ductor, then developed by the IEEE to 'enhance the per
formance of backplane buses. BTL compatible transceivers 
feature low output capaCitance drivers to minimize bus load
ing, a tV nominal Signal swing for reduced power consump
tion and receivers with precision thresholds for maximum 
noise immunity. The BTL standard eliminates settling time 
delays that severely limit TTL bus perforrnance, and thus 
provide significantly higher bus transfer rates. The back
plane bus is intended to be operated with termination resis
tors (selected to match the bus impedance) connected to 
2.1 V at both ends. The low voltage is typically tV. 
Separate ground pins are provided for each BTL output to 
minimize induced ground noise during simultaneous switch
ing. 

The device's unique driver circuitry meets a maximum slew 
rate of O.5V Ins which allows controlled rise and fall times to 
reduce noise coupling to adjacent lines. 

The transceiver's high impedance control and driver inputs 
are fully TTL compatible. 

The receiver is a high speed comparator that utilizes a 
bandgap reference for preciSion threshold control allowing 
maximum noise immunity to the BTL 1 V signaling level. 

Separate QVee and QGND pins are provided to minimize 
the effects of high current switching noise. Output pins 
FR1-FR3 are the filtered outputs and R1-R6 are the unfil
tered outputs. All receiver outputs are fully TTL compatible. 

The DS3884A supports live insertion as defined for Future
bus+ through the LI (Live Insertion) pin. To implement live 
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insertion the LI pin should be connected to the live insertion 
power connector. If this function is not supported the LI pin 
must be tied to the Vee pin. The DS3884A also provides 
,Power upl down glitch free protection during power se
quencing. 

The DS3884A has two types of power connections in addi
tion to the LI pin. They are the Logic Vee (Vee) and the 
Quiet Vee (QVee). There are two Vee pins on the DS3884A 
that provide the supply voltage for the logic and control cir
cuitry. Multiple connections are provided to reduce the ef
fects of package inductance and thereby minimize switching 
noise. As these pins are common to the Vee bus internal to 
the device, a voltage difference should never exist between 
these pins and the voltage difference between Vee and 
QVee should never exceed ±O.5V because of ESD circuit
ry. Additionally, the ESD circuitry between the Vee pins and 
all other pins except for BTL lID's and LI pins requires that 
any voltage'on these pins should not exceed the voltage on 
Vee + O.5V. 
There are three different types of ground pins on the 

'DS3884A. They are the logic ground (GND), BTL grounds 
(B1GND-B6GND) and the Bandgap reference ground 

10-16 

(qGND). All of these ground reference pins are isolated 
within the chip to minimize the effects of high current switch
ing transients. For optimum performance the QGND should 
be returned to the connector through a quiet channel that 
does not carry transient switching current. The GND and 
B1GND-B6GND should be connected to the nearest back
plane ground pin with the shortest possible path. 

Since many different grounding schemes could be imple
mented and ESD circuitry exist on the DS3884A, it is impor
tant to note that any voltage difference between ground 
pins, QGND, GND or B1GND-B6GND should not exceed 
±5V including power upldown sequencing. 

Additional transceivers included in the military Futurebus + 
family are; the DS3885 BTL Arbitration Transceiver with ar
bitration competition logic for the AB<7:0>/ABP signal 
lines, and the DS3886A BTL 9-bit Latching Data Transceiv
er featuring edge triggered latches in the driver which may 
be bypassed during a fall-through mode and a transparent 
latch in the receiver. 

The DS3875 Arbitration Controller included in the Future
bus+ family supports all the required and optional modes 
for Futurebus + arbitration protocol. It is designed to be 
used in conjunction with the DS3884A and DS3885 trans
ceivers. 

The Logical Interface Futurebus+ Engine (LIFE) is a high 
performance Futurebus + Protocol Controller designed for 
IEEE 896.1-1991. The LIFE will handle all handshaking sig
nals between the Futurebus + and the local bus interface. 
The Protocol Controller supports the Futurebus+ com
pelled mode data transfer as both master and slave. The 
Protocol Controller can be configured to operate in compli
ance to IEEE 896.2 Profile B mode. The LIFE is 896.5 com
patible. The LIFE incorporates a DMA controller and 64-bit 
FIFO's for fast queuing. 

All of the transceivers are offered in 48-pin Cerpak high 
density package styles. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 
.. - t ; ., ,~~, , • ~ 'i,~> ~ • v • '1' " . , .. ",";:, 

The 883 specifications are written to reflect the Rellabll· Storage Temperature Range - 65°C to + 150"C 
Ity Electrical Test Specifications (RETS) established by Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260"C 
National Semlcondu~~r ,~r this product. For a copy of ," ~, .. ~ .. .. 

'" 
the latest'RETS please' contact your local' National"" , Rtttommehaed~Operating 
Semiconductor sales,:offlce ordlstrl~utor." " , 

Conditions ,)' . :'" 

Supply Voltage ' . .. '6.SV 

Control Input Voltage ~.5V Supply Voltage, V.ee ' 4.5V-5.5V 
,~, .... '''' " '2.d6V':'2.14V Driver Input and Receiver Output 5.5V Bus Termination Voltage (VT) 

Receiver Input Current ±15mA Operating Free Air Temperature - 55°C ~o + 125°C 

Bus Terl)'linatioR Voltage 
'V" 

2.4V 
" 

Power Dissipation at 125°C 
. , ,. a.ssw ' \ 

, "'~ , ... 
" 

DC Electrical CharactEtr.istiCs(~otes2~l)d3)TA''''' -55°C to + 12SOC, Vee "" ,5V ±10% • 
'1\>. 

i . 
"" " Max,: ' Units Symbol Parameter COlidltlo!18 '" ,-

" 
Min Typ 

DRIVER AND CONTRO'L INPUT: (On, DE', PS1 and PS2) .. 

VIH Minimum Input High Voltage 2.0 V 

" VIL Maximum Input Low Voltage O.S V 

II input leakage Current VIN "" Vee "" 5.5V 100 p.A 

IIH Input High Current VIN "" 2.4V 40 p.A 

III Input Low Current VIN "" 0.5V -100 p.A 

VCl Input Diode Clamp Voltage ICLAMP"" -12 mA -1.2 V 

DRIVER OUTPUT/RECEIVER INPUT: (Bn) 

VOlB Output Low Bus Voltage On "" 2.4V, DE" "" OV, 
0.75 1.0 1.1 V 

(Note 5) 10l = SOmA 

10LBZ Output Low Bus Current On = 0.5V, DE' = 2.4V, Bn = 0.75V 100 p.A 

10HBZ Output High Bus Current On = 0.5V, DE' = 2.4V, Bn = 2.1V 100 p.A 

10lB Output Low Bus Current On = 0.5V, DE' = OV, Bn = 0.75V 220 p.A 

IOHB Output High Bus Current On = 0.5V, DE" = OV, Bn = 2.1V 350 p.A 

VTH Receiver Input Threshold DE" = 2.4V 1.47 1.55 1.62 V 

VClP Positive Clamp Voltage Vee = Max or OV, IBn = 1 mA 2.4 3.4 4.5 V 

Vee = Max or OV, IBn = 10mA 2.9 3.9 5.0 V 

VClN Negative Clamp Voltage ICLAMP = -12 mA -1.2 V 

RECEIVER OUTPUT: (FRn and Rn) 

VOH Voltage Output High Bn = 1.1V, DE" = 2.4V,IOH = -2 mA 2.4 3.2 V 

VOL Voltage Output Low Bn = 2.1V, DE" = 2.4V, IOL = 24 mA 0.35 0.5 V 

Bn = 2.1V, DE" = 2.4V, IOL = SmA 0.35 0.4 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current Bn = 1.1V, DE' = 2.4V (Note 4) -40 -70 -100 mA 

SUPPLY CURRENT 

lee Supply Current: Includes Vee, DE" = 0.5V, All On = 2.4V 50 90 mA 
QVeeand LI DE" = 2.4V, All Bn = 2.1V 50 SO mA 

III Live Insertion Current DE" = 2.4V, All Dn = 0.5V 1 3 mA 

DE" = 0.5V, All Dn = 2.4V 2 5 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those beyond which the safety of the device cannot ba guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device should 
be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 

\ , 
i .. 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3)TA = -55'Cto + 125'C, Vee = 5V ±10% (Continued) 
Note 2: All input and/or output pins shall not exceed Vee plus O.5V and shall not exceed the absolute maximum rating at anytime, including power·up and power-
down. This prevents the ESD structure from being damaged due to excessive currents flowing from the input andlor output pins to avec and Vee. There is a diode 
between each input and/or output to Vee which is forward biased when incorrect sequencing is applied. Alternatively. a current limiting resistor can be used when 
pulling-up the inputs to prevent damage. The current into any input/oulput pin shall be no greater than 50 rnA. Exception, LI and Bn pins do not have power 
sequencing requirements with respect to Vee and avec. Furthermore, the difference between Vee and avec should never be greater than O.5V at any time 
including power·up. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to device ground unless otherwise 
specified. All typical values are specified under these conditions.: Vee = 5V and T A = 25°C unless otherwise stated. 

Note 4: Only one output should be shorted at a time, and duration of the short should not exceed one second. 
Note 5: Referenced to appropriate signal ground. Do not exceed maximum power dissipation of package. 

AC Electrical Characteristics TA = -55'Cto + 125'C, Vee = 5V ±10% (Note 6) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER 

tpHL Dnto Bn Prop. Delay DE" = OV 1 7 ns 

tpLH 
(Figures 1,2) 1 6 ns 

tpHL DE' to Bn Enable Time Dn = 3V 2 4 9 ns 

tpLH Disable Time (Figures 1,3) 
2 4 7 ns 

tr Transition Time-Rise/Fall (Figures 1,2) 1 2 3.5 ns 

tf 
20% to 80% 1 2 4.5 ns 

SR Skew Rate is Calculated (Note 11) 
0.5 V/ns 

from 1.3V to 1.8V 

tskew Skew between Drivers in (Note 7) 
1 5 

the Same Package 
ns 

RECEIVER 

tpHL Bnto Rn Prop. Delay DE" = 3V 2 6 ns 

tpLH 
(Figures 4, 5) 2 6 ns 

tskew Skew between Receivers in (Note 7) 
3 

Same Package 
ns 

FILTERED RECEIVER 

tpHL BntoFRn Prop. Delay PS1 = OV PS2 = OV DE' = 3V 
6 13 17 

(Figures 4, 5), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

PS1 = OV PS2 = 3V DE' = 3V 
11 16 23 

(Figures 4, 5), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

PS1 = 3V PS2 = OV DE" = 3V 
16 21 29 

(Figures 4, 5), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

PS1 = 3V PS2 = 3V DE' = 3V 
22 33 49 

(Figures 4, 5), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

tpLH Bnto FRn Prop. Delay DE" = 3V (Figures 4, 5) (Note 8) 
2 8 

REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

IGR Glitch Rejection PS1 = OV PS2 = OV DE' = 3V 
5 16 

(Figures 4, 6), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

PS1 = OV PS2 = 3V DE' = 3V 
10 21 

(Figures 4, 6), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

PS1 = 3V PS2 = OV DE" = 3V 
14 27 

(Figures 4, 6), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 

PS1 = 3V PS2 = 3V DE" = 3V 
20 47 

(Figures 4, 6), REXT = 15 kO 
ns 
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AC Electrical Characteristics TA = -55°C to + 125°C, Vee = 5V ±10% (Note 6) (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Ul)lts 

FILTEREP RECEIVER TIMING REQUIREMENTS 

ts I PSntoBn Set-UpTIme I (Figure 7), REXT = 15 kO I 250 I I I ns 

PARAMETERS NOT TESTED 

Coutput I Capacitance at Bn I (Note 9) I I 5 I I pF 

tNR I Noise Rejection I (Note 10) I I 1 I I ns 

Nota 6: Input waveforms shall have a rise/fall time of 3 ns. 
Nota 7: !skew Is an absolute value defined as differences seen in propagation delays between drivers in the same package wIIh Identical load conditions. 
Nota 8: Filtered receiver IpLH Is Independent of lliter setting. 
Nota 9: The parameter is tested using TOR techniques described in Pll94.0 BTL Backplane Design Guide. 
Note 10: This parameter Is tested during device characterization. The measurements revealed that the part will reject 1 ns pulse width. 
Nota 11: Futurabus + transceivers are required to limit bus signal rise and Iail times to no laster than 0.5V1ns, measured between 1.3V and 1.8V (approximately 
20% to 80% of nominal voltege swing). The rise and lall times are measured with a transceiver loading equivalent to 12.50 tied to + 2.1 V DC. 

Pin Descriptions 

Pin Name 
Number of Inputt 

Description 
Pins Output 

B1-B6 6 1/0 BTL receiver input and driver output 

B1GND-B6GND 6 NA Driver output ground reduces bounce due to 
high current switching of driver outputs 
(Note 12) 

DE' 1 I Driver Enable Low 

D1-D6 6 I TTL Driver Input 

FR1-FR3 3 0 TTL Filtered Receiver Output 

GND 3 NA Ground reference for switching circuits. 
(Note 12) 

LI 1 NA Power supply for live insertion. Boards that 
require live insertion should connect LI to the 
live insertion pin on the connector. (Note 13) 

NC 8 NA No Connect 

PSt, PS2 2 I Pulse Width Selection pin determines glitch filter 
setting (Note 14) 

R1-R6 6 0 TTL Receiver Output 

REXT 1 NA External Resistor pin. External resistor is used 
for internal biasing of filter circuitry. The 15 kO 
resistor shall be connected between REXT and 
GND. The resistor shall have a tolerance of 1 % 
and a temperature coefficient of 100 ppm 1°C or 
better. 

QGND 2 NA Ground reference for receiver input bandgap 
reference and non-switching circuits (Note 12) 

QVcc 1 NA V cc supply for bandgap reference and non-
switching circuits (Note 13) 

Vee 2 NA Vee supply for switching circuits (Note 13) 

Nota 12: the muiliplicity 01 grounds reduces the effective inductsnce of bonding wires and lesds, which then reduces the noise caused by transients on the ground 
path. The various ground pins cen be tied together provided that the external ground has low Inductence (i.e., ground plane wIIh power pins and many signal pins 
connected to the backplane ground). If the _mal ground floats considerably during transients, precautionary steps should be !eken to prevent aGND from 
moving with reference to the backplane ground. The receiver threshold should have the same ground reference as the signal coming from the backplane. A vollage 
offset between their grounds will degrade the noise margin. 
Note 13: The same considerations for ground are used ferVec In reducing lead inductence (see Note 12). aVee and Vee should be tied togetherextemally. II live 
insertion is not supported, the LI pin can be tied together with avec and Vee-
Nota 14: See AC characteristics for liller setting. 

-
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Truth Table 
DE" Dn FRn Rn Bn 

H x H H L 

H x L L H 

L H H H L 

L L L L H 

Note 1: X: High or low logic state 

Note 2: L: Low state 

Note 3: H: High state 

NDte 4: L·H: Low to high transition 

2.1V 

J Rt. = 12.Sfi 

VI~VO 
I c;. =30pF 

TL/F/11976-4 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delay Set-Up 

Vo Bn 

3V 3.,....--1-.S~-,. __ _ 

OV -I tpLH - -I \PHL I-
2.1V - - - - - - -

I.SSV 
VOL ----.1 I.SSV "--

TL/F/11976-6 

FIGURE 3. Driver: DE' to Bn 

2.1V~ 
Bn 1.SSV 1\ 1.SSV i 

1.1V - - - -I'----.JI 

YaH ___ --: _ \P~H_I- ~ \PHLt 
Rn. FRn -.y-;SV 1.SV 

VOL----J 

TLlF/11976-6 

FIGURE 5. Receiver: Bn to FRn, Bn to Rn 

Glitch Filter Table 
PS1 

L 

L 

H 

H 

Va Bn 

PS2 Filter Setting 

L 5 ns 

H 10ns 

L 14 ns 

H 20ns 

3V~ 1.S:.:1 

OV -- ~"'\PL-H-~--=! \PHL _ 

2.1V - - - - - - -
1.SSV ".. 80% 

VOL ---....; ... ifl 20% 
~I-t,. 

.. .., 80% 
1.SSV ~ 

~I-~ 
TLlF/11976-5 

FIGURE 2. Driver: Dn to Bn 

Va Switch Poeltlon 

~ 
I IpLH I IpHL 151 lSI 1 open 1 close 

VI DS3884A 

c;. = so pF Rt. = 1 kfi 

I 
TL/F/11976-7 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Propagation Delay Set-Up 

VI Bn 2.1V ___ I_.s_s_v
J
f ~R =t loSSY 

1.1V 

3V--------------
Va FRn 

OV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TL/F/11976-9 

FIGURE 6. Receiver: tOR, FRn(min) = 2V 

,:: ---1-.S-VJ5 ______ _ 
1.lV 

Bn 

PS1,PS2 

TLlF/11976-10 

FIGURE 7. Receiver: PSn to Bn 
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I t!lNatiOnal Semiconductor 

DS3886A 
BTL 9-Bit Latching Data Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS3886A is a higher speed, lower power, pin compati
ble version of the DS3886. 

The DS3886A is one in a series of transceivers designed 
specifically for the implementation of high performance 
Futurebus + and proprietary bus interfaces. The DS3886A 
is a BTL 9-Bit Latching Data Transceiver designed to con
form to IEEE 1194.1 (Backplane Transceiver Logic-BTL) 
as specified in the IEEE 896.2 Futurebus+ specification. 
The DS3886A incorporates an edge-triggered latch in the 
driver path which can be bypassed during fall-through mode 
of operation and a transparent latch in the receiver path. 
Utilization of the DS3886A simplifies the implementation of 
byte wide address/data with parity lines and also may be 
used for the Futurebus+ status, tag and command lines. 

The DS3886A driver output configuration is an NPN open 
collector which allows Wired-OR connection on the bus. 
Each driver output incorporates a Schottky diode in series 
with it's collector to isolate the transistor output capacitance 
from the bus, thus reducing the bus loading in the inactive 
state. The combined output capaCitance of the driver output 
and receiver input is less than 5 pF. The driver also has high 
sink current capability to comply with the bus ioading re
quirements defined within IEEE 1194.1 BTL specification. 

(Continued) 

Connection Diagrams 

c c 
c z Z 

<!> <!> 
0 

U Z 
<.> 0 '" >c.J ~ <!> :::; 0 ;;; ;;; ... 0 z '" In '" 

NC 1. NC 

Al 32 82 GND 

A2 31 83 GND 

A3 DS3886AVF 83 

GND 44-PIN 84 

A4 NC 

QVee 
10 X 10 PQFP 

84 GND 

Vee (TOP VIEW) 85 GND 

AS 85 

A6 10 86 

A7 11 86 GND 

~~ c c <.> 0- ~ C '" 0- C 
<.> z z >- z '" '" Z 

<!> '" ~ <!> <!> 

'" '" 0-

'" '" 
TL/F/11458-1 

Features 
• Fast propagation delay (3ns typ) 
• 9-BIT BTL Latched Transceiver 
• Driver incorporates edge triggered latches 
• Receiver incorporates transparent latches 
• Meets IEEE 1194.1 Standard on Backplane Transceiver 

Logic (BTL) 
• Supports Live Insertion 
• Glitch free Power-up/down protection 
• Typically less than 5 pF Bus-port capaCitance 
• Low Bus-port voltage swing (typically 1 V) at 80 rnA 
• Exceeds 2 KV ESD testing (Human Body Model) 
• Open collector Bus-port outputs allows Wired-OR 

connection 
• Controlled rise and fall time to reduce noise coupling to 

adjacent lines 
• TTL compatible Driver and Control inputs 
• Built in Bandgap reference with separate QVec and 

QGND pins for precise receiver thresholds 
• Individual Bus-port ground pins 
• Product offered in PLCC and PQFP package styles 
• 7 x 7 PQFP requires 50% less PCB space than 

10 x 10 PQFP 
• Tight skew (0.5 ns typical) 

NC 

Al 

A2 

A3 DS3886AV 
GND 44-PIN 

A4 

QVee 

Vee 

PLCC 
(TOP VIEW) 

A5 

A6 

A7 

NC 

82 'GND 

83 GND 

83 

84 

Ne 

84 GND 

85 GND 

31 85 

30 86 

29 86 GND 

TL/F/11458-2 

(Continued next page) 
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Connection Diagrams (Continued) 

- , 

A6 

Ai 

DS3886AVB 
48-PIN 

7 X 7 PQFP 
(TOP VIEW) 

1314151617-1819202122""2324 

co <.> ~ c c <.> ... '" c co ... c 

'" z <.> z z >- -' z CD CD Z 

'" CD <.> '" '" "" '" co ... 
CD ID 

NC 

82 GND 

NaIll: NC = No Connect TL/F/11458-16 

Order Number DS3886AV. DS3886AVB or DS3886AVF 
See, NS Package' Number V44A. ,YBH48A or yF44B 

~eneral Description (Continued) 

Backplane Transceiver LogiC (BTL) is a signaling standard 
tbat was invented and first introduced by National Semicon
ductor, then developed by the IEEE to enhance the per
formance .of b1lckplane buses. BTL compatible transceivers 
feature low output capacitance drivers to minimize bus lo~d
ing, a 1 V nominal signal swing for reduced power consump
tion l\nd receivers with precision thresholds for maximum 
nOise'immunity. The BTL standard eliininates settling time 
delays that severely limit TIL.bus performance, and"thus 
prOvide significantly higher" bus transfer rates. The back
plane, bus is intended to be operated with termination resis
tors (selected to match the bus impedance) connected,: to 
2.1V at both ends., The low voltage is typically 1V. 

Separate groynd pins are provided for each BTL output to 
minimize induced Qround .. noise during simultaneous switch
ing. 

_ The uniqae driver :circuitry meets the maximum slew rate of 
0.5 V Ins which allows controlled rise and fall times to re
duce nOise coupling to adjacent lines. 

The transceiver's high impedance control and driver inputs 
are fully TIL compatible. 

The receiver is a high speed comparator that utilizes a 
Bandgap reference for precision threshold control, allowing 
maximum noise immunity to the BTL 1V signaling level. 
Separate QVce and QGND pins are provided to minimize 
the effects of high current switching noise. The output is 
TRI-STATE and fully TIL compatible. 

The DS3886A supports live insertion as defined in IEEE 
896.2 through the LI (Live Insertion) pin. To implement live 
insertion the LI pin should be connected to the live insertion 
power connector. If this function is not supported, the LI pin 
must be tied to the Vee pin. The DS3886A also provides 
glitch free power upldown protection during power se
quencing. 

10-23 

ThE! DS3886A has two types .of power connections:in addi
tion to tlie LI pin. They are the Logic Vee (Vee> and the 
Quiet Vce (QVce). There are two Logic Vee pins on the 
DS~886A that provide the supply voltage for the logic and 
control circuitry. Multiple connections are provided to re
duce the effects of package inductance and thereby mini
mize switching noise. As these pins are common to the Vee 
bus internal to the device, a voltage delta should never exist 
between these pins and the voltage difference between 
Vce and QVee should never exceed ±0.5V because of 
ESD circuitry. 

When CD (Chip Disable) is high, An is in high impedanCe 
state and Bn is high. To transmit data (An to Bn) the T/R 
signal is high. 

When RBVP is high, the positive edge triggered flip-flop is in 
the transparent mode. When RBVP is low, the positive edge 
of the ACLK signal clocks the data. ' 

In addition, the ESD circuitry between'the Vce pins and all 
other pins except for BTL 1I0's and LI pins requires that any 
voltage oli'these pins should not exceed the voltage on Vce 
+0.5V. ' 

There are three different types of ground pins on the 
DS3886A; the logic ground (GND), BTL grounds (BOGND
B8GND) and the Bandgap reference ground (QGND). All of 
these ground reference pins are isolated within the chip to 
minimize the effects of high current switching transients. For 
optimum performance the QGND should be returned to the 
connector through a quiet channel that does not carry tran
sient switching current. The GNO and BOGND-B8GND 
should be connected to the nearest backplane ground pin 
with the shortest possible path. 

Since many different grounding schemes could be imp1e
mente!l and ESD circuitry exists on the DS3886A, it is im
portant to note that any voltage difference between ground 
pins, QGND, GND or BOGND-B8GND should not exceed 
±0.5V inclUding powerup/down sequencing. ' 

Additional transceivers included in the FiJturebus+ family 
are; the DS3884A BTL Handshake Transceiver. featuring se
lectable Wired-OR glitch filtering and the D53885 BTL Arbi
tration Transceiver with arbitration competition logic for the 
AB<7:0>/ABP~ signal lines, and the DS3883A BTL 9-Bit 
Data Transceiver. 

The OS3875 Arbitration Controller included iri the Future
bus+ family supports all the required and optional modes, 
for Futurebus + arbitration protocol. It is deSigned to be 
used in conjunction with the DS3884A and DS3885 trans
ceivers. 

The Logical Interface Futurebus+ Engine (LIFE) is a high 
performance Futurebus+ Protocol Controller designed for 
IEEE 896.1 - 1991. The LIFE will handle all handshaking 
signals between the Futurebus + and the local bus inter
face. The Protocol Controller supports the Futurebus + 
compelled mode data transfer as both master and slave. 
The Protocol Controller can be configured to operate in 
compliance to IEEE 896.2 Profile B mode. The LIFE incor
porates a DMA controller and 64-bit FIFO's for fast queuing. 

The DS3886A is offered in 44-pin PLCC, 44-pin PQFP, and 
48-pin POFP high density package styles. 

The 48-pin PQFP is a 7 x 7 space saving package that 
requires 50% less PCB space than the 44-pin 10 x 10 PQFP 
package. 
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I Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 an!l2) 

If MilitarY/Aerospace specIfIed devIces are requIred, Derate PLCC Package (V44A) 20mWI"C 

please contact ~ NatIonal SemIconductor, _Ies Derate PQFP Package (VF44B) 11.1 mW/oC 

OHlce/Dlstrlbllt0rs for, availability and speclflcetlons. Derate PQFP Package (VBH4~A) 12.BmW/oC 

Supply Voltage . 6.SV Storage Temper~ture Range . . ... -~SoC ~o + 15O"C 

Control Input Voltage 6.SV Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) .26O"C 

Driver Input and Receiver Output S.SV Recommended Operating 
Receiver Input Current ±1SmA 

Bus Termination Voltage 2.4V Conditions 
Power Dissipation at 2SOC MIn Max Units 

PLCC(V44A) 2.SW Supply Voltage (Vcc) 4.S S.S V 

PQFP (VF44B) 1.3W Bus Termination Voltage (VT) 2.06 2.14 V 
PQFP (VBH48A) 1.S9W Operating 'Free Air Temperature 0 70 °C 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) TA = 0" to +70"C, Vee = SV ±10% 

Symbol I Parameter I ConditIons I MIn I Typl Max I UnIts 

DRIVER AND CONTROL INPUT (CD, T lA, An, ACLK, LE and RBVP) 

VIH Minimum Input High Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Maximum Input Low Voltage 0.8 V 

II Input Leakage Current 'VIN' = Vee = S.SV 2S0 '. p.A 

IIH Input High Current VIN= 2.4V,An = CD = O.SV, TIl!{ = 2.4V 40 p.A 

III Input Low Current ·c VIN = O.SV, An = CD = O.SV; TIl!{ = 2.4V -10 p.A 

III Input Low Current An Port, An = O.SV, CD = O.SV 
-100 p.A 

T fR = 2.4V, RBVp = 2.4V 

VCl Input Diode Clamp Voltage ICLAMP = -12 mA -1.2 V 

DRIVER OUTPUT/RECEIVER INPUT (Bn) 

VOl.B Output Low Bus Voltage An = TIl!{ = 2.4V, CD = O.SV, IOl = SOmA 
0.7S 1.0 .1.1 V 

(NoteS) 

IOFF Output Off Low Current An = O.SV, T/R = 2.4V,Bn = 0.7SV,CD = O.SV -200 ,P.A 
Output Off High Cumint An = O.SV, TIR = 2.4V, Bn = 2.1v, CD = O.SV 200 p.A 

Output Off LOW Current-Chip Disabled An = O.SV, T/R = CD = 2.4V, Bn = 0.7SV -SO p.A 

Output Off High Current-Chip Disabled An = O.SV, T/R = CD == 2.4V, Bn ':' 2.1V SO p.A 

VTH Receiver Input Threshold T/R = CD = O.SV 1.47 1.55 1.62 V 

VCLP Positive Clamp Voltage Vee = Max or OV, Bn:: 1 mA '2.4 '3.4 • 4.S V 

Vee = Max or OV, Bn = .10 mA 2.9 3.9 '. S.O V 

VCLN Negative Clamp Voltage ICLAMP = -12mA -1.2 V 

". 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) TA = o· to + 70'C. Vee = 5V ± 10% (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units I 
RECEIVER OUTPUT (An) 

VOH Voltage Output High Bn = 1.1V.IOH = -2mA. TfR = CD = 0.5V 2.4 3.2 V 

VOL Voltage Output Low TIR = CD = 0.5V. Bn = 2.1V.IOL = 24 mA 0.35 0.5 V 

TIA = CD = 0.5V. Bn = 2.1V.IOL = 8 mA 0.30 0.4 V 

loz TRI-STATEG!> Leakage Current VIN = 2.4V. CD = 2.4V. T/R = 0.5V. Bn = 0.75V 10 p.A 

VIN = 0.5V. CD = 2.4V. T/R = 0.5V. Bn = 0.75V -10 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current Bn = 1.1V. T/R = CD = 0.5V (Note 4) -40 -70 -100 mA 

SUPPLY CURRENT 

ICCT 'CCT-Power Supply Current T fR = All An = 3.4V. CD = 0.5V 
for a TTL High Input ACLK = LE = RBVP = 3.4V 55 62 rnA 
(YIN = Vee - 2.1V) 

Supply Current: Sum of Vcc. T /R = 0.5V. All Bn = 2.1V. LE = CD = 0.5V 
45 53 mA 

QVccand LI ACLK = RBVP = 3.4V 

ILl Live Insertion Current TIA = An = CD = ACLK = 0.5V 1.5 2.2 mA 

T IA = All An = RBVB = 2.4V. CD = ACLK = 0.5V 3 4.5 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute maximum ratings" are those beyond which ths safety of ths device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the device should be 
operated at these limits. The table of "Elecbical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: All input and/or output pins shall not exceed Vee plus O.5V and shall not exceed the absolute maximum rating at anytime. including power~up and power 
down. This prevents the ESO structure from being damaged dua to excessive currents flowing from the input andlor output pins to avec and vee. There is a diode 
between each input andlor output to Vee which is forward biased when Incorrect sequancing is applied. Alternatively. a current limiting resistor can be used when 
pulling-up the inputs to prevent damage. The current into any input/output pin shall be no greater than 50 mAo Exception. LI and Bn pins do not have power 
sequencing requirements'with respect to Vee and avec. Furtherrncre. ths difference between Vec and avec should never be greater than 0.5V at any time 
including power-up. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to device ground unless otherwise 
specified. All typical values are specified under thsse conditions: Vec = 5V and T A = 25"C. unless otherwise stated. 
Note 4: Only one output should be shorted at a time. and duration of the short should not exceed one second. 
Note 5: Referenced to appropriate signal ground. Do not exceed maximum power dissipation of package. 

AC Electrical Characteristics TA = O'C to + 70'C. Vee = 5V ± 10% (Note 6) 

This AC table applies to DS3886AVF (10 x 10 PQFP) and DS3886AV (PLCC) 
only. 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER 

tpHL AntoBn Propagation Delay CD = OV. TfR = RBVP = 3V 1 3 5 ns 

tpLH Fall-through mode (Figures 1 and 2) 1.5 3 5 ns 

tpHL ACLKtoBn Propagation Delay CD = RBVP = OV. TfR = 3V 1.7 4 6.5 ns 

tpLH Latch mode (Figures 1 and 4) 2 4 6.5 ns 

tpHL CDtoBn Enable Time TfR = 3V.An = 3V 3 5 9 ns 

tpLH Disable Time (Figures 1 and 3) 2.5 5 6.7 ns 

tPHL TfRtoBn Enable Time CD = OV (Figur8S 10 and 11). RBVP = 3V 9 13 18 ns 

tpLH Disable Time CD = OV (Figures 10 and 11). RBVP = 3V 2 5 8 ns 

1, Transition Time-Rise/Fall CD = RBVP = OV. T/R = 3V 1 2 3.5 
20% to 80% (Figures 1 and 3) (Note 10) ns 

t, 1 2 4 

SR Slew Rate is calculated from CD = RBVP = OV. T/R = 3V 
0.85 0.5 Vlns 

1.3Vto 1.8V (Figures 1 and 2) (Note 10) 

tskew ACLKtoBn Same Package (Note 7) 0.8 3 ns 

An to Bn Same Package (Note 7) 0.8 3 ns 
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AC ElectriCal.Characteri~tics TA = 'OOCto +7O:C, Vee";; 5V ±10% (Note6)(Continued) 

Symbol I· Parameter I p~ndltlo",s I Min l1yp I Max. I Units 

DRIVER TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Figure 4) . 

ts· An to ACLK· Set-upTime CD = RBYP = OV, TIfi = 3V 3 nil' ; 

tH ACLK to An Hold Time CD = RBVP = OV, T/~ =. 3V 1 ns 

tpw ACLK Pulse Width CD = RBYP = OV, TIfi= 3V 3 ns 
\ 

RECEIVER " 

tPHL. BntoAn Propagation Delay CD = TIfi = OV, LE = 3V 3 4.5 6 ns 

tpLH Bypass Mode (Figures 5 and 6) 3 4.5 6.5 ns " 

tpHL LE to An Propagation Delay CD = TIff = C)V 3.5 5.5 10. ns 

tpLH Latch Mode (Figures 5 and n 4.5 5.5 8.5 ns 

tpLZ CD to An Disable Time LE = 3.0V 3 5 10 ns 

tPZL Enable Time Bn = 2.1V, T/~ = OV (Figures 8 and 9) 2.5 6 8 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time LE = 3.0V 4 6 8.5 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Bn = 1.1V, TIff = OV (Figures8and 9) 2.5 5 8.5 ns 

tpLZ T/FhoAn Disable Time LE = 3.0V, Bn = 2.1V 3 7.5 12 ns 

tPZL Enable Time CD= OV (Figures 10 and 11) 5 9.5 15 ns 

tpHz Disable Time LE = 3.0V 3 6 9 ns 

tpZH Enable Tiine Bn = 1.1V, CD = OV (Rgures Sand 9) 3 .6 9 ns 

tskew LEtoAn . Same Package (Note 7) 0.5 3 ns 

BntoAn Same Package (Note 7) 0.5 2.5 ns 

RECEIVER TIMING'AEQUIREMENTS (Figure 7) 

ts BntoLE Set-upTIme . CD = T/FI = ov 3 ns 

tH LEtoBn Hold Time CD = TtR= ov 1 ns 

1pw LE Pulse Width CD = TtR = dV 5 ns 

PARAMETERS NOT TESTED 

CoulpUl Capacitance at Bn (Note 8) 5 pF 

tNR Noise Rejection (Note 9) 1 ns 

, 

... 
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AC Electrical Characteristics T A = O·C to + 700C, Vee = 5V ± 1 0% (Note 6) 

This AC table applies to DS3886AVB (7 x 7 PQFP) only. 
Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER 

tpHL An to Bn Propagation Delay CD = OV, T/R = RBYP = 3V 1 2.2 5 ns 

tpLH Fall-through mode (Figures 1 and 2) 1 2.6 5 ns 

tpHL ACLKtoBn Propagation Delay CD = RBYP = OV, T/R = 3V 1.5 3 6.5 ns 

tpLH Latch mode (Figures 1 and 4) 2 4 6.5 ns 

tpHL CDtoBn Enable Time T/R = 3V,An = 3V 3 4.8 8.5 ns 

tpLH Disable Time (Figures 1 and 3) 2.5 4.3 6.5 ns 

tpHL TlRtoBn Enable Time CD = OV (Figures 10and 11), RBYP = 3V 9 15.5 18 ns 

tpLH Disable Time CD = OV (Figures 10and 11), RBYP = 3V 2 5.7 8.5 ns 

tr Transition Time-Rise/Fall CD = RBYP = OV, TIR = 3V 1 1.7 3.5 
20% to 80% (Figures 1 and 3) (Note 10) ns 

t, 1 1.4 4 

SR Slew Rate is calculated from CD = RBYP = OV, T/R = 3V 
0.85 0.7 V/ns 

1.3Vto 1.8V (Figures 1 and 2) (Note 10) 

tskew ACLKtoBn Same Package (Note 7) 0.8 3 ns 

An to Bn Same Package (Note 7) 0.8 3 ns 
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I AC Electrical Characteristics T A = O·C to + 70"C. Vee = 5V ± 1 0% (Note 6) (Oontinued) . 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions /: I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Figure 4) 

ts An to ACLK Set-upTime CD = RBYP = OV. T/R" = 3V 3 ns 

tH ACLKtoAn Hold Time CD = RBYP = OV. T/A" = 3V 1 ns 

tpw ACLK Pulse Width CD = RBYP = OV. T/R" = 3V 3 ns 

RECEIVER 

tpHl BntoAn Propagation Delay CD = T/R = OV.LE = 3V 3 4.4 6 ns 

tpLH Bypass Mode (Figures 5 and 6) 3 4.9 6.5 ns 

tpHl LEtoAn Propagation Delay CD = T/Fi = OV 3.5 6 8 ns 

tpLH Latch Mode (Figures 5 and 7) 3.5 5.5 7 ns 

tpLZ CD to An Disable Time LE = 3.0V 3 5.7 10 ns 

tPZl Enable Time Bn = 2.1V. T m = OV (Figures 8 and 9) 2.5 6.8 8 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time LE = 3.0V 4 6.5 .9 ns 

tpZH Enable Time Bn = 1.1V. T IR" = OV (Figures 8 and 9) 2.5 5 8.5 ns 

tpLZ T/RtoAn Disable Time LE = 3.0V. Bn = 2.1V 3 6.6 12 ns 

tpZl Enable Time CD= OV (Figures 10 and 11) 4.5 8.2 15 ns 

tpHZ Disable Time LE = 3.0V. 3 6.2 9 ns 

tPZH Enable Time Bn = 1.1V. CD = OV (FigurBs 8 and 9) 3 5.3 9 ns 

tskew LEtoAn Same Package (Note 7) 0.5 3 ns 

Bn to An Same Package (Note 7) 0.5 2.5 ns 

RECEIVER TIMING REQUIREMENTS (Figure 7) 

ts Bnto LE Set-upTime CD = T/R" = OV 3 ns 

tH LEto Bn Hold Time CD = TtR = OV 1 ns 

tpw LE Pulse Width CD = T/R = OV 5 ns 

PARAMETERS NOT TESTED 

Coutput Capacitance at Bn (Note 8) 5 pF 

tNR Noise Rejection (Note 9) 1 ns 

Note 6: Input waveforms shall have a rise and fall time of 3 ns. 
Note 7: Iskew is an absolute value dellned as differences seen in propagation delay between drivers in the sema package with identical load conditions. 
Note 8: The parameter is tested using TDR techniques described in P1194.0 BTL Backplane Design Guide. 
Note 9: This parameter Is tested during device charecterization. The measurements revealed that the part will typically reject 1 ns pulse width. 
Note 10: Futurebus+ transceivers ere required to limn bus signal rise and fall times to no faster than 0.5 Vlns. measured between 1.3V and 1.BV (approximately 
20% to BO% of nominal voltage swing). The rise and fall times are measured wUh a transceiver loading equivalent to 12.50 tied to + 2.1 Veo 

I 
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Pin Description 

Pin Name 
Number of Input/ 

Description 
Pins Output 

AO-A8 9 lID TIL TRI-STATE receiver output and driver input 

ACLK 1 I Clock input for latch 

BO-B8 9 I/O BTL receiver input and driver output 

BOGND-B8GND 9 NA Driver output ground reduces ground bounce due to high current switching of 
driver outputs. (Note 11) 

CD 1 I Chip Disable 

GND 2 NA Ground reference for switching circuits. (Note 11) 

LE 1 I Latch Enable 

LI 1 NA Power supply for live insertion. Boards that require live insertion should connect 
LI to the live insertion pin on the connector. (Note 12) 

NC 5 NA No Connect 

QGND 1 NA Ground reference for receiver input bandgap reference and non-switching 
circuits. (Note 11) 

aVee 1 NA Vee supply for bandgap reference and non-switching circuits. (Note 12) 

RBYP 1 I Register bypass enable 

T/R 1 I Transmit/Receive - Transmit (An to Bn) Receive (Bn to An) 

Vee 2 NA Vee supply for switching circuits. (Note 12) 

Note 11: The multiplicity of grounds reduces the effective inductance of bonding wires and leads, which then reduces the noise caused by transients on the ground 
path. The various ground pins can be tied together provided that the external ground has low iductance (i.e., ground plane with power pins and many signal pins 
connected to the backplane ground). If the external ground floats considerably during transients, precautionary steps should be taken to prevent aGND from 
moving with reference to the backplane ground. The receiver threshold should have the same ground reference as the signal coming from the backplane. A voltsge 
offset between thelr grounds will degrade the noise margin. 

N_ 12: The seme considerations for ground are used for Vee in reducing lead inductance (see Note 11). aVee and Vee should ba tied together externally. If live 
Insertion Is not supported, the L1 pin can be tied together with aVec and Vee. 

i: 

Truth Table Package Thermal Characteristics 
CD T/Fi LE RBVP ACK An Bn Linear Feet per 9JA("C/W) 

H X X X X Z H Minute Air 44-Pin 44-Pln 48-Pin 
Flow (LFPM) PQFP PLCC PQFP L H X H X L H 

L H X H X H L 0 82 45 76 

L H X L X X Bna 225 68 35 60 

L H X L L-H H L 500 60 30 54 

L H X L L-H L H 900 53 26 48 

" ,I 
II 

~ 
" 

L L H X X H L 
Note: The above values are typical values and are different from the Abso-
lute Maximum Rating values, which include guardbands. 

L L H X X L H 

L L L X X Ana X 

x = High or low logic stste 

Z = High impedance state 

L = Low state 

H = High state 

L-H = Low to high transition 

Ana = no change from previous state 

Bno = no change from previous state 

BTL = high and low stste are nominally 2.1V and 1.0V, respectively. 

TTL = high and low state are nominally 2.4V and O.5V, respectively. 
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CD 

Logic Diagram co 
co 
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RBYP 

ACLK 

LE 

AO 
80 

A1 
81 

A2 
B2 

A3 
83 

M 
84 

A5 
85 

A6 
86 

. A7 
87 

A8 
8S 

T/R 

CD 

TLlF/11458-3 
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Typical Application 
32/64/128/256 BIT DATA PATH 

053875 LOGICAL INTERFACE Futurebus+ ENGINE (LIFE) 
ARBITRA nON 
CONTROLLER ~ 

DS3883A DS3883A 
BTL 9-BIT XCVR BTL 9-BIT XCVR 

DS3885 DS3884A OR OR 
ARBITRATION HANDSHAKE DS3886A DS3886A 

XCVR 

4 
ARB' 

II 

XCVR 

ARB 
SYNC 

6 

BTL LATCHING BTL LATCHING 
DATA XCVR DATA XCVR 

9 8 

COMMAND STATUS 

Test Circuits and Timing Waveforms 
2.IV 

,~~~" 
I e;.=30pF 

TL/F/II458-5 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delay Set-up 

3V~-~.~-
OV 

"'LH 

2.IV - - - - - -1:1'""----\1 
Vo Bn I.S5V 

VOL ----.1 
TL/F/II45B-7 

FIGURE 3. Driver: CD to Bn 

Vo 

f " Switch Position 

V, 0-1 DS3886A I Al-
e;. = 50 pF f\ - I kJl 

I 
TLlF/1145B-9 

FIGURE 5. Receiver Propagation Delay Set-up 

PROTOCOL/DATA PATH CONTROLLER 

DS38~4A 
HANDSHAKE 

XCVR 

6 

ADDRESS 
SYNC 

Vo Bn 

An 

Vo Bn 

I 
DS3883A 

DS3884A BTL 9-BIT XCVR 

HANDSHAKE OR 
XCVR DS3886A 

BTL LATCHING DATA XCVR 

4/8/16/32 DEVICES 
(DEPENDING ON DATA-
PATH WIDTH) 

6 9 9 

~ 
rUTUREBUS+ DATA 

SYNC ADDRESS/DATA PATH BACKPLANE 

TLlF/11458-4 

1.5V 

OV - - - - """'-LH---3V~ 

2.IV - - - - - -lr-..... -...;..~il 
1.55V 

TLlF/I1458-6 

FIGURE 2. Driver: An to Bn, CD to An 

3v---~I.r--+_-~IJ----
1.5V 1.5V 

OV ---.I "'--+--"" "'-__ 

ov ------"1 

VOH ------....;.--

VOL ----------
TL/F/I1458-B 

FIGURE 4. Driver: ACLK to Bn, ts, tH, tpw 

2.IV 

Vo An 

"'HL I--
-----~ 

TLlF/I1458-10 

FIGURE 6. Receiver: Bn to An 
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Test Circuits and Timing Waveforms (Continued) 

VI 

Vo 

2.W 
Bn I.SSV 

I.W 

LE 
OV 

VOH X An 
VOL 

TL/F/11458-11 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Enable/Disable Set-up 

Vee SWitch Poeltlon 
Vo 51 J 

VI - ~ Y ••• r 
~o, 

c,.=50 PFI 52 ~ 

tpZL tpZH 
tpu tpHZ 

IS1 close open 

IS2 open close 

TL/F/I1458-12 

FIGURE 8. Receiver: Enable/Disable Set-up 

2.1V 

VI CD, TIR' I\. =500/1 I\. = 12.5/1 
Ov---'I 

VOL ---+-~-T 
An 

VOH---.;.... ...... -.l. 

TL/F/11458-13 

FIGURE 9. Receiver: CD to An, T /R to An 
(tpHZ and tPZH only) 

Vo An 
voL--;-"1 

2.1V --+---,1 
Vo Bn 

c,. =50pF I I c,.=30pF 

TL/F/11458-14 

FIGURE 10. TfAtoAn, TfihoBn 

TL/F/I1458-15 

FIGURE 11. T fA to Bn (tpHLand tpLH only), 
T fA to An (tpZLand tpLZ only) 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 
ADVANCE INFORMATION 

DS38C86A CMOS BTL 9-Bit Edge 
Latched/Registered Data Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS38C86A is one in a series of transceivers designed 
specifically for the proprietary bus interfaces implemented in 
CMOS technology, these transceivers deliver all of the per
formance of their Bi-CMOS counterparts with less then half 
of the power supply current. The DS38C86A is a CBTL 9-Bit 
Latching Data Transceiver designed to conform to IEEE 
1194.1 (Backplane Transceiver Logic-BTL). The 
DS38C86A allows data transmission from A(port) TTL to 
B(port) BTL or from B(port) BTL to A(port) TTL depending 
on the logic level of T fA' pin. Buffer, register and Ootype 
latch configurations are available for the drive direction, 
while Buffer and D-type latch configurations are available 
for the receive direction. 

The DS38C86A driver output configuration is an open drain 
which allows Wired-OR connection on the bus. A unique 
design reduces the bus loading to typically 3 pF. The driver 
also has high sink current capability to comply with the bus 
loading requirements defined within IEEE 1194.1 BTL speci
fication. 

Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) is a signaling standard 
that was invented and first introduced by National Semicon
ductor, then developed by the IEEE to enhance the per
formance of backplane buses. BTL compatible transceivers 
feature low output capacitance drivers to minimize bus load
ing, a 1V nominal Signal swing for reduced power consump
tion and receivers with precision thresholds for maximum 

Connection Diagrams 
c c 

~ t5 t5 
~>8~g~::J~gmm~ 
I I I I I I I I I I I 

~ 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 

(Continued) 

He - 1 • 33 - Ne 

AI - 2 

A2 - 3 

A3 - 4 

GND - 5 

A4 - 6 

QVcc - 7 

Vee - 8 
AS - 9 

A6 - 10 

A7 - 11 

DS38C86AVF 
44- PIN 

10 X 10 PQFP 
(TOP VIEW) 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

32 - 82 GND 

31 - 83 GND 

30 - 83 

29 - 84 

28 - Ne 

27 - 84 GND 

26 - 85 GND 

25 - 85 

24 - 86 

23 t- 86 GND 

Features 
• >50% less Icc than BiCMOS DS3886A 
• Fast propagation delay 
• 9-Bit inverting BTL 'latched transceiver 
• Driver incorporates edge triggered latches 
• Receiver incorporates transparent latches 
• Meets IEEE 1194.1 Standard on Backplane Transceiver 

LogiC (BTL) 
• Supports live insertion 
• Glitch free power-up/down protection 
• Typically 3 pF bus-port capaCitance 
• Low Bn bus-port voltage swing (typically 1V) at 80 mA 
• Exceeds 2 kV ESD testing (Human Body Model) 
• Open drain bus-port outputs allow Wired-OR 

connection 
• Controlled rise and fall time to reduce noise coupling to 

adjacent lines 
• TTL compatible driver and control inputs 
• Built in bandgap reference 'with separate QVec and 

QGND pins for precise receiver thresholds 
• Individual bus-port ground pins 
• Product offered in PQFP 7 x 7, PQFP 10 x 10 and 

PLCC package style 
• The 7 x 7 PQFP requires 50% less PCB space than 

10 x 10 

• Tight skew 

il §1 
c <.:> <.:> 

o 8WJ~O_OO--N 

; 7 I' f I' I' 7 7 7 7 7 
~ 6 5 4 3 2 1 44 43 42 41 40 

Ne - 7 • 39 ,..... NC 

AI - 8 

A2 - 9 

A3 - 10 

GHD - 11 

A4 - 12 

aVee -13 

Vee - 14 

AS - 15 

A6 - 16 

A7 - 17 

DS38C86AV 
44 - PIN 

PLCC 
(TOP VIEW) 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

38 - 82 GND 

37 - 83 GND 

36 - 83 

35 - 84 

34 - NC 

33 - 84 GND 

32 - 85 GND 

31 - 85 

30 ... 86 

29 - 86 GND 

TL/F/12623-1 TL/FI12623-2 

This datasheet contains the design specification tor product development. Specifications may change In any 
manner without notice. 
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Connection Dla~rams (Q)ntinued) 

He .' 1 
AI 
A2 
A3 

A6 

A7 

Ne ' 

• 

c c 
c ~ t; 

~~~~g~:::iggm - .... ...... 
4847464544434241 40 39 38 37 

DS38C86AVB 
48-PIN 

7 X 7 PQFP 
(TOP VIEW) 

Order Number DS38C86AV, 
DS38C86AVB, of,DS38C86A VF 

He 
82 GND 

83 

' 84 

Ne 

84 GND 

85 GND 

85 

86 

TlIF/12l123-3 

See NS Package Number V44A, VBH48A or VF44B 

, General Description (Gontinued) 
noise Immunity. The BTL standard eliminates settling time 
delays that severely limit TIL bus performance, and thus 

,provide significantly higher bus transfe~ rates. The back
plane bus Is intended to be operated witl! termination resis-
,tors (selected to match the bus impedance) connected to 
2.1 V at both ends. The low voltage is typically 1 V. 
Separate ground pins are provided for each BTL output to 
minimize induced ground noise during simultaneous switch
ing. 
The unique driver circuitry meets the maximum slew rate of 
0.5V Ins which allows controlled rise and fall times to reduce 
noise coupling to adjacent lines. 
The transceiver's high Impedance control and driver inputs 
are fully TIL compatible. 
The receiver Is a high speed comparator that utilizes a 
Bandgap reference for precision threshold control, allowing 
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maximum noise immunity to the BTL 1 V sigqaling Iellel. 
Separate QVec and QGND pins are provided'<to minimize 
the effects of' high current switching noise. Thi;I::oiJlpL\t is 
TAl-STATE. and fully TIL compatible.' ' 
The DS38C86A supports live insertion as defined in IEEE 
896.2 through, the.LI, (I,.i,!e..ln~ertipn) pin. To implement Jive 
iOsertion (he I:.lpitl should'be Connected ,to' the, live insertion 
power connector. If this fllnl(tionis not suPPOr:tIl,d, the LI' pin 
must be tied to the Vee pin. The'DS38C86k'also-provides 
glitch free power-up/down protection during powerse-
quencing." " 
The DS38C86A has ~o-types of POWer connections in addi
tion, to the,L! pin. They are the Logic Voc Wec> ~I)d the 
Quiet Vee (aVec). There are three logic Vee pinson the 
DS38C86A that provide the ~upply voltage for the logiC and 
control' circuitry. Multiple connections are proVioed, to re
duce the effeCts of package liu:tuctance and thereby' mini
mize switching noise. As these pinll are, common to t!1e Vec 
bus internal to the device, a voltage delta should never e/dst 
between ,these pins and th,e voltage difference petween 
Vec and QVec should neVE!r exceed ±0.5V because of 
ESD circuitry. • , 
,When CD (Cl1ip Disable) is high, An is in high impedance 
state and Bn is high. To transmit data (An to Bn) thE! Tm 
signal is high. " , , 
When ABVP is high, the positive edge triggered flip-flop i~ in 
the transparent mode. When ABVP is low, the positive edge 
of the ACLKsignal clocks the data. 
In addition, the ESD circuitry between the Vee pins and all 
other pins except for BTL I/O's and LI pins requires that any 
volfage on these pins should not exceed the voltage on Vec 
+ 0.5V. , 
There are three' differsnt 'types of ground pins on ~he 
DS38C86A;the logic ground (GND), BTL grounds (BOG ND
B7GND) and the Bandgap reference ground (QGND). 'All of 

"these ground reference pins are isolated within the chip to 
minimize the effects of high current switching transients. For 
()ptimum performance the QGND should be returned to the 
connector through a quiet channel that does not carry tran
sient switching current. The GND and BOGND-B7GND 
should be connected to the nearest backplane ground pin 
with the shortest possible path. 
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Since many different grounding schemes could be imple
mented and ESD circuitry exists on the Dg38C86A, it is im
portant'to note that any voltage difference between grouild 
pins, QGND, GND or BOGND-B7GND should, not exceed 
±0.5V including power-up/down sequencing. 



t!lNational Semiconductor 

OS3890 BTL Octal Trapezoidal Driver 
OS3892 BTL Octal TRI-STATE® Receiver 

General Description 
The 053890 and 053898 are designed specifically to over
come problems associated with driving densely populated 
backplanes. These products provide significant improve
ment in both speed and data integrity in comparison to con
ventional bus drivers and receivers. Their low output capaci
tance, low voltage swing and noise immunity features make 
them ideal for driving low impedance busses with minimum 
power dissipation. 

The 053890 features an open collector outputs that gener
ate precise trapezoidal waveforms with typical rise and fall 
times of 6 ns which are relatively independent of capacitive 
loading conditions. These controlled output characteristics 
significantly reduce noise coupling to adjacent lines. 

To minimize bus loading, the 053890 also features a 
schottky diode in series with the open collector outputs that 
isolates the driver output capacitance in the disabled state. 
With this type of configuration the output low voltage is typi
cally "1V". The output high level is intended to be 2 volts. 

Logic and Connection Diagrams 
OS3890 Octal Trapezoidal Driver 

AI 
20 81 

A2 
19 82 

18 83 

17 84 

16 OND 

AS 
15 85 

1. 86 

13 87 

12 88 

11 NC 

TLlF/8700-1 

This is achieved by terminating the bus with a pull up resis
tor. Both devices can drive an equivalent DC load of 18.50 
(or greater) in the defined configuration. 

(General Description to be continued) 

Features 
• Driver output capaCitance less than 5 pF 
• 1 volt bus signal reduces power consumption 
• Trapezoidal driver waveforms (tr, tj, typically 6 ns) re

duces noise coupling to adjacent lines 
• Precise receiver threshold track the bus logic high level 

to maximize noise immunity in both logic high ahd low 
states 

• Open collector driver output allows wire-or connection 
• Advanced low power schottky technology 
• Glitch free power up/down protection 
• TTL compatible driver and control inputs and receiver 

output 

• BTL compatible 

OS3892 Octal TRI-8TATE Receiver 

AI 

A2 2 

A3 3 

M4 

Vee 

AS 

M 7 

A7 8 

AS 9 

DiSABlE 10 11 NC 

TLlF/8700-2 

Order Numbers DS3892M, 0S3890N or OS3892N 
See NS Package Number M20B or N20A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 

Min Max Units Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage 6V· Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 

Control Input Voltage 5.5V Temperature (TAl 0 70 'c 
Driver Input and Receiver Output 5.5V 
Receiver Input and Driver Output 2.5V 
Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 165'C 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 sec.) 2600C 

083890 E'lectrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

DRIVER AND CONrROL INPUTS 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH 2.0 V 

VIL 0.8 V 

IILAn Vcc=Max VIN=0.4V -'1 -1.6 mA 

IlL Dis Vcc=Max VIN=0.4V -180 -400 p.A 

IIH Vcc=Max VIN=2.4V 40 p.A 

II Vcc=Max VIN=5.25V 1 mA 

VCL VcC=Min IIN=-12mA -0.9 -1.5 V 

DRIVER OUTPUt 

VOL Vcc=Min' RL =18.50 0;75 . 1.0 1.2 V 

10H Vcc=Max VOUT=2V -20 10 100 p.A 

10 Vcc=OV Vour=2V 100 p.A 

IlL Vcc=Max VOUT=0.75V -1,00 -250 p.A 

ICC Low Vcc=Max 
50 80 mA 

ICC High 100 mA 

083892 Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

CONTROL INPUTS 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH 2.0 V 

VIL 0.8 V 

IlL Vcc=Max VIN=0.4V -180 -400 /LA 

IIH Vcc=Mali VIN=2.4V 40 /LA 

II Vcc=Max VIN=5.25V 1 mA 

VCL Vcc=Min' IIN=-12mA -0.9 -1.5 V 

RECEIVER 

VOL Vcc=Min IOL=16mA 0.35 0.5 V 

VOH : Vcc=Min 10H= -400 p.A 2.4 3.2 V 

los 
.',: ' , Vcc=Max VOUT=OV -20 -70 -100 mA 

VTH Ree Vcc=5V 1.47 1.55 1.62 V 

IIHRee Vcc·=Max VIN=2V 10 100 /LA 

IIRee Vcc=OV VIN=2V 100 /LA 

IILRee Vcc=Max VIN=0.75V 100 /LA 

ICC Low Vcc=Max 
80 mA 

Icc High 
.. 

" 60 mA 
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053890 Switching Characteristics (Figure 1) 
OOCS:TAS:700C, 4.75VS:VccS:5.25V unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TdLH AntoBn 
9 15 ns 

TdHL 9 15 ns 

TdLH Dis to Bn 
10 18 ns 

TdHL 12 20 ns 

Tr&T, Bn rise and fall time 3 6 10 ns 

053892 Switching Characteristics (Figures 2, 3 and 4) 

Symbol Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TdLH Bn to An 
12 18 ns 

TpHL 10 18 ns 

TdLZ 10 18 ns 

TdZL Dis to An 
8 15 ns 

TdHZ 4 8 ns 

TdZH 7 12 ns 

TNR Receiver noise rejection 3 6 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" ara those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. Tha Table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: All currents into device pins are shown as pos~ive values; all currents out of the device are shown as negative; all voltages ara referenced to ground unless 
otherwise specHled. All values shown as max or min are classified on absolute value basis and apply to the full operating temperature and Vee range. 

Note 3: All typical values are Vcc=5V. TA= 25"C. 
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General Descriptions (Continued) 

The 053892 receiver inputs incorporate a low pass filter in 
conjunction with high speed comparator to further enhance 
the' noise immunity. Both devices 'provide equal rejection to 
both positive and negative noise pulses (typically 6 ns) on 
the bu.s. ' 

The 053890 features TTL compatible inputs while the 
053892 inputs are BTL compatible. The control inputs on all 
devices are TTL compatible. 

BTL "Backplane Transceiver Logic" is a new logic signaling 
method developed by IEEE P896 Future Bus Stan-

AC Switching Waveforms 

DISABLE 

An 

Vo(Bn) 

dards Committee. Thi!i standard was adopted to enhance 
the performance of Backplane Busses. BTL compatible bus 
interface circuits feature low capacitance drivers to mini
mize bus loading, a 1 V nominal signal swing for reduced 
power consumption and receivers with precision thresholds 
for maximum noise immunity. This new standard overcomes 
some of the fundamental limitations of TTL bus transceivers 

. in heavily loaded backplane bus applications. Devices de
signed to this standard provide significant improvements in 
switching speed and data integrity. 

TL/F/8700-4 

VL = 2.0 VOLTS 
~ 

~ 18.0. 

VI 0-- DS3890 ~--~~----~VO 
(Bn) ____ 30 pF I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

Note: tR~"'<10 ns from 10% to 90% TL/F/8700-5 

FIGURE 1 
Driver Propagation Delays 
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AC Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

VI(Bn) 

Vo(An) 

VI 
(DISABLE) 

VI 
(DISABLE) 

(Bn) 
VI DS3892 

I.SV 1.5V 

SV 

(An) 

RL2 

RLt 
390 A 

Yo 

~~ • - - - ) ...... ---J,I.55V
tDHL 

Voh • - ~~H_ - - -F---. 
Vol----

TUF/B700-B 
1.61c4 

(INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) I 3DPF 

- -
Note: 1R=1f<10 ns from 10% to 90% 

FIGURE 2. Receiver Propagation Delays 

3V---", 

TL/F/B700-7 

Vi (DISABLE) OV I.SY 1'-_______ "'1 

IDHZ 

Vo(An) 

IDLZ--I L 
~ r 

tDLZ 

VL 

RLt 
390 A 

(An) 
DS3892 Vo 

I ~CLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

TUF/B700-14 

tDHZ 

(An) 
DS3892 Vo 

RLt I ~CLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 390 A 

IDZH 

-I !-IDZL 

~ 

RLt 
390 A 

TUF/8700-B 

VI DS3892 
(An) 
~";",-+-,,,--oVo 

(DISABLE) 
RL2 ___ ",,1.6kA 

CL I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

Note: IR = If < 5 ns from 10% to 90% 

VI DS3892 
(DISABLE) 

tDZH 

(An) 
~";"'''''~P--OVo 

TUF/B700-9 

RLI ___ ""1.6kA I ~CLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

Note: IR = If < 5 ns from 10% to 90% 
TL/F/B700-15 TL/F/8700-18 

FIGURE 3. Propagation Delay from Disable Pin to An 
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AC Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

VI 1.85V - - -1~55V- -,.----, 

I.IV ~ t=-
BUS LOGIC .. tNR 
LOW LEVEL . 

High 

(Bn) 
Vi o-o¥wllr--I DS3892 

39,Q.. 

SV 

... ___ BUS LOGIC 

~ F 2V HIGH LEVa 
_ _,_-...... _ ~.s_s.~ ._ _ 1.2SV 

. tNR 

Low 

390A 

(An) 
~~-'-~---oVo 

1.6kAI l30pr . 
'---..I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

Note: lR ~ IF < 2 ns from 10% to 90% 

htlp:llwww.national.com 

-== -
FIGURE 4 

Receiver Noise Immunity: 
"No Response at Output" Input Waveforms 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS3893A BTL TURBOTRANSCEIVER™ 
General Description 
The TURBOTRANSCEIVER is designed for use in very high 
speed bus systems. The bus terminal characteristics of the 
TURBOTRANSCEIVER are referred to as "Backplane 
Transceiver Logic" (BTL). BTL is a new logic signaling stan
dard that has been developed to enhance the performance 
of backplane buses. BTL compatible transceivers feature 
low output capacitance drivers to minimize bus loading, a 
1V nominal signal swing for reduced power consumption 
and receivers with precision thresholds for maximum noise 
immunity. This new standard eliminates the settling time de
lays, that severely limit the TTL bus performance, to provide 
significantly higher bus transfer rates. 

The TURBOTRANSCEIVER is compatible with the require
ments of the proposed IEEE 896 Futurebus draft standard. 
It is similar to the DS3896/97 BTL TRAPEZOIDAL Trans
ceivers but the trapezoidal feature has been removed to 
improve the propagation delay. A stripline backplane is 
therefore required to reduce the crosstalk induced by the 
faster rise and fall times. This device can drive a 100 load 
with a typical propagation delay of 3.5 ns for the driver and 
5 ns for the receiver. 

When multiple devices are used to drive a parallel bus, the 
driver enables can be tied together and used as a common 
control line to get on and off the bus. The driver enable 
delay is designed to be the same as the driver propagation 
delay in order to provide maximum speed in this configura
tion. The low input current on the enable pin eases the drive 
required for the common control line. 

Connection and Logic Diagram 

LOGIC 
GND 

RI vee 

The bus driver is an open collector NPN with a Schottky 
diode in series to isolate the transistor output capacitance 
from the bus when the driver is in the inactive state. The 
active output low voltage is typically 1V. The bus is intended 
to be operated with termination resistors (selected to match 
the bus impedance) to 2.1V at both ends. Each of the resis
tors can be as low as 200. 

Features 
• Fast single ended transceiver (typical driver enable and 

receiver propagation delays are 3.5 ns and 5 ns) 
• Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) levels (1 V logic 

swing) 
• Less than 5 pF bus-port capacitance 
• Drives densely loaded backplanes with equivalent load 

impedances down to 100 
• 4 transceivers in 20 pin PCC package 
• Specially designed for stripline backplanes 
• Separate bus ground returns for each driver to minimize 

ground noise 
• High impedance, MOS and TTL compatible inputs 
• TRI-STATE® control for receiver outputs 
• Built-in bandgap reference provides accurate receiver 

threshold 
• Glitch free power up/down protection on all outputs 
• Oxide isolated bipolar technology 

BG 
GND 

BUS 
GNO 

R4 DE BUS 
GND 

Order Number DS3893AV 
See NS Package Number V20A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) .. ' 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature Range ': -.~5·0, to + 150"C 

" t please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (Soldering. 3 sec.) . ,'260·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

"Recommen~ed Qperating Supply Voltage 6.5V ,. 
Control Input Voltage 5.5V or, ConditiOns . . " 
Driver Input and Receiver Output 5.5V Min Max Units 

Driver Output Receiver Input Clamp Current ±15mA Supply Voltage. Vee 4.5 5,$ V 

Power Dissipation at 70"C 900mW Bus Termination Voltage (VT) .2.0; ,:2.2 V 
Operating Free Ajr Temperature 0 70 ·C 

,. 
. . , "', 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2. 3 and 4) T" = 0 to + 70·C. Vee = 5V ± 1 O%- " '-,' 

Symbol I Parameter I CondItions I Min, I Typ I MaX I Units 

DRIVER AND CONTROL INPUT: (DE, RE, On) 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0. 
" 

V 

Vil Input Low'Voltage 0.8 V 

II I nput Leakage Current DE = FiE = On = Vee 100' p.A 

IIH Input High Current DE = RE = On = 2.5V 20 p.A 

III On Input Low Current On = 0.5V. DE = Vee = Max -200 :p.A 
DE Input Low Current DE = 0.5V. On = Vee = MaX -500' p.A 

, " 
RE Input Low Current RE = 0.5V, Vee = Max -100. p.A 

Vel Input Diode Clamp Voltage . Iclamp = -12mA -1.2 V 

DRIVER OUTPUT/RECEIVER INPUT: (Bn) " 

VOlB Output Low Bus Voltage .Dn = DE = VIH{Figure2). 0.75 1.0 1.2 V 
RT = 100. VT = 2.2V 

On = DE = Wi (Figure 2) , ' " 

RT = 1B.511.. VT= 2.14 
0.,75 ... 1.0 

"-
1.1 

I," 
V 

IllS Ou1put Bus Currerit (Power On) On = DE = 0.8V. Vee = Max -250 100 p.A Bn = 0.75V .' 

IIHB Output Bus Current (Power Off) On = DE = O.BV. Vee = OV 100 p.A Bn = 1.2V 

VoeB Driver Output Positive Clamp Vee = Max or OV. Bn = 1 mA 2.'9 V 

Vee = Max or OV. Bn = 10 mA 3.2 V 

VOHB Output High Bus Voltage Vee = Max. On = 0.8V'(Figure2) 
1.90 V 

VT = 2.0V. RT = 100 

VTH Receiver Input Threshold 1.47 1.55 1.62 V 

RECEIVER OUTPUT: (Rn) ". 

VOH Voltage Outpu1 High Bn"" 1.2V.loh = -3'mA. FiE = O.BV 2.5V 'V 

VOL Voltage Output Low Bn = 2V. 101 = 6 mA; FiE = a.BV 0.35 0.5 V 

loz TRI-STATE Leakage Vo = 2 .. 5V. RE = 2V 20 p.A 

Vo = 0.5V. FiE = 2V -20 p.A 

los Output Short Circuit Current Bn = 1.2V. Vo = OV -80 -120 -200 rnA (Note 5) ,RE = 0.8V. Vee = Max 

Icc Supply Current On = DE = FiE = VIH. Vee =: Max 70 95 mA 
Note 1: "Absolute maximum ratings" are those beyond which the safety 01 the devloe cannot b~ guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devioe should be 
operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provide condHions for actual devloe operation. 

, Note 2: All currents into devioe pins are positive; all currents out of ,device pins are negative. All voRages are referenoed 10 devioe ground unless other'wise 
specified. . 
Note 3: All typicals are given for Vee = 5V and TA = 25'C, 

Note 4: Unused inputs $~Id not be left floating. Tie unused inputs 10 either Vee or GND tliru a resistor. 
Note 5: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

, 
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Switching Characteristics TA = Oto +7O"C, Vee = 5V ±10% 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER: (Figures 3 and 6) 

tpHL Driver Input to Output VT = 2V RT = 100, CL = 30 pF, DE = 3V 1 3.5 7 ns 

tpLH Driver Input to Output VT = 2V, RT = 100, CL = 30 pF, DE = 3V 1 3.5 7 ns 

tr Output Rise time VT = 2V, RT = 100, CL = 30 pF, DE = 3V 1 2 5 ns 

tf Output Fall Time VT = 2V, RT = 100, CL = 30 pF, DE = 3V 1 2 5 ns 

tskew Skew Between Drivers (Note 1) 
1 

in Same Package 
ns 

DRIVER ENABLE: (Figures 3 and 6) 

tpHL Enable Delay VT = 2V, RT = 100, CL = 30 pF, Dn = 3V 1 3.5 7 ns 

tpLH Disable Delay VT = 2V, RT = 100, CL = 30 pF, Dn = 3V 1 3.5 7 ns 

RECEIVER: (Figures 4 and 7) 

tpHL Receiver Input to Output CL = 50 pF, Ai: = DE = 0.3V, S3 Closed 2 5 8 ns 

tpLH Receiver Input to Output CL = 50 pF, Ai: = DE = 0.3V, S3 Open 2 5 8 ns 

!skew Skew Between Receivers (Note 1) 
1 

in Same Package 
ns 

RECEIVER ENABLE: (Figures 5 and 8) 

tZL Receiver Enable to CL = 50 pF, RL = 500, DE = 0.3V 
2 6 12 

Output Low S20pen Bn = 2V 
ns 

tZH Receiver Enable to CL = 50 pF, RL = 500, DE = 0.3V 
2 5 12 

Output High S10pen Bn = 1V 
ns 

tLZ Receiver Disable CL = 50 pF, RL = 500, DE = 0.3V 
1 5 8 

From Output Low S20pen Bn = 2V 
ns 

tHZ Receiver Disable CL = 50 pF, RL = 500, DE = 0.3V 
1 4 8 

From Output High S10pen Bn = 1V 
ns 

Note 1: to and IR skew is an absolute value, defined as differences seen in propagation delays between each of the drivers or receivers in the same package of the 
same delay, Vee, temperature and load conditions. 

VT 

~ln~ I DS3893A 
RT=10.n 

i • .,,. Dn Bn 

.,~ ,- VOLB' VOHB 

VIL,VIH+ 
DE ! f-

-=~ .l Note: n ~ 1,2,3,4 - -- - -
TLlF/8698-12 TL/F/B69B-2 

FIGURE 1. Equivalent Bus Output FIGURE 2. Driver Output Voltage 
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AC Test Circuits 

VDn(t) o-~Dn::.r+-I 

VDE(t) o-~DE"'f-"" 

RT=104 

JO ..... i--~Bni--t-'--o VBn(t) 

, Ct. =30PF 

I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) - TL/F/8698-3 

FIGURE 3 

DS3893A 

VBn(t) O-~~""--I ~>O __ -FRn::"",,,,,, ___ ,,,,,-oVRn(t) 

Switching Time Waveforms 

CL =SOPF 
RL = 1 k I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

FIGURE 4 

DS3893A 

FIGURE 5 

VRn(t) RL =500 

S2 

CL =50PF -:L I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) ':" 

Note: Unless Otherwise Specified 
The Switches are Closed 

VDn(t) 3V ----- -------~iJ "" -_ 
OR 1.3V ltPH~ VDE(t) .3V -----....,j I-

VBn(t'v:: ~O( 1~_~~_~i--___ "'" ,"---""''-''r 

FIGURE 6. Driver Propagation Delay 

2V-----""""\ 

VBn(t) IV I.S5V~tPLH:I' ' II 

TL/F/8698-4 

TL/F/8698-5 

TLlF/8698-6 

VRn(t) VOH -j ... l.3 .... V-----lll 
VOL----------' 

[1.55V 

I-tPHLj 

1.3y\' 
~---

TL/F/8698-7 

FIGURE 7. Receiver Propagation Delay 
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Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

_ 3V 

'''t 
VRE(t) 

: : 
l.SV 

.3V 
i- tLZ" 

5V :\{ .. , / VRn(t) 

VOL 

VOH 
tZH1---j 

i S ~'~\: 
j{SV VRn(\) 

OV 
Note: IR = IF " 4 ns From 10% 10 90% Note:n = 1.2,3,4 

FIGURE 8. Receiver Enable and Disable Times 

Typical Application 
2.1V 2.1V i 204 20 OHM LOADED BACKPLANE 204 i 
~ I-~.-•• ""'L-.-i.! .J __ .! ~ 

DS3893A DS3893A 

Application Information 
Due to the high current and very high speed capability of the 
TURBOTRANSCEIVER's driver output stage, circuit board 
layout and bus grounding are critical factors that affect the 
system performance. 

DS3893A , , , , , ,. 

DS3893A 

B.G. REFERENCE GROUND 

.SV 

i 
t VOL 

i VOH 

t 
.SV 

TLlF/8698-8 

TLlF/8698-9 

Each of the TURBOTRANSCEIVER's bus ground pins 
should be connected to the nearest backplane ground pin 
with the shortest possible path. The ground pins on the con
nector should be distributed evenly through its length. 

Although the bandgap reference receiver threshold pro
vides sufficient DC noise margin (Figure 9), ground noise 
and ringing on the data paths could easily exceed this mar
gin if the series inductance of the traces and connectors are 
not kept to a minimum. The bandgap ground pin should be 
returned to the connector through a separate trace that 
does not carry transient switching currents. The transceiv
ers should be mounted as close as possible to the connec
tor. It should be noted that even one inch of trace can add a 
significant amount of ringing to the bus signal. 

20 19 ...--"""'t.JlOb-+-+. 

1.9V-.,....-' 

1.62SV-..l---~-
1.47SV-..-----~ .. 

1.2V-.L..-----'-__ 

TLlF/8698-10 

FIGURE 9. Noise Margin 

TL/F/B698-11 

FIGURE 10 
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053896/053897 BTL Trapezoidal™ Transceivers 
General Description 
These advanced transceivers are specifically designed to 
overcome problems associated with driving a densely popu
lated backplane, and thus provide significant improvement, 
in both speed and data integrity. Their low output capaci
tance, low output signal swing and noise immunity features 
make them ideal for driving low impedance buses with mini
mum power consumption. 

The 083896 is an octal high speed schott,ky bus tran,sceiver 
with common control signals, whereas the 083897 is a 
quad device with independent driver input and receiver out
put pins. The 083897 has a separate driver disable for each 
driver and is, therefore, suitable for arbitration lines. The 
separate driver disable pins (En) feature internal pull ups, 
and may be left open if not required. On the other hand, the 
083896 provides high package density for data/address 
lines. 

The open collector drivers generate precise· trapezoidal 
waveforms, which are relatively independent of capacitive 
loading conditions on the outputs. This significantly reduces 
noise coupling to adjacent lines. In addition, the receivers 
use a low pass filter in conjunction with a' high speed com
parator, to further 'enhance the noise immunity and provide 
equal rejection to both negative and positive going noise 
pulses on the bus. 

To minimize bus loading, these devices also feature a 
schottky diode in series with the open collector output that 
isolates the driver output capacitance in the disabled state. 
The outputJow voltage is typically "1Voo and the output high 
level is intended to be 2V. Thi,s is'achieved by terminating 
the bus with a pull up resistor to 2V at both ends. The ,device 
can drive an equivalent OC load of 18.50 (or greater) in the 
above Cionfigurl1-tion. . ' 

Logic Diagrams 
DS3896N,M 

A4 

Vee 

A8 ii=ru~Jff 
(CD) 10 

CHIP/I ~===:!..I DISABLE ~ 

TL/F/8510-1 

These Signalling requirements, including a 1 volt signal 
swing, low output capacitance and precise receiver thresh
olds are referred to as Bus Transceiver Logic (BTL). 

Features 
• 8 bit 083896 transceiver provides high package density 
• 4 bit 083897 transceiver provides separate driver input 

and receiver output pins 

• BTL compatible 
• Less than 5 pF output capacitance for niinimal bu$" 

loading 
• 1 Volt bus signal swing reduces power consumption 
• Trapezoidal driver waveforms (tr,tf "" 6 ns typical) re

duce ,noise coupling to adjacent lines 
• Temperature insensitive receiver thresholds track the 

bus logic higb level to maximize rioise immunity in both 
high and low states 

• Guaranteed A.C. specifications on noise immunity and 
propagation delay over the specified temperature and 
supply voltage range 

• Open collector driver output allows wire-or connection 
• Advanced low power schottky technology 
• Glitch free power up/down protection bndriver and re

ceiver outputs 
• TTL compatible driver and control . inputs and receiver 

outputs 

DS.3!197N, ill . , 

01 2O'BI 

19 El 

]11-,+--+",'8 B2 

Rl "'--+-<11(1--' 

17 E2 

16 GNO 

TLlF/8510-2 

Order Numbers DS3896M, DS3896N, DS3897M or DS3897N 
See NS Package Number M20B or N20A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devlcss are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage, Vee 4.75 5.25 V 
Supply Voltage 6V Bus Termination Voltage 1.90 2.10 V 
Control Input Voltage 5.5V Operating Free Air Temperature 0 70 'C 
Driver Input and Receiver Output 5.5V 

Receiver Input and Driver Output 2.5V 

Power Dissipation at 70"C N Package 1480mW 

M Package TBDmW 

Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150'C 
Lead Temperature (Soldering. 4 sec.) 260'C 

Electrical Characteristics: (Note 2 and 3)(O"C ,;;; TA ,;;; 70"C,4.75V ,;;; Vee ,;;; 5.25V unless otherwise specified) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

Driver and Control Inputs: (An, On, En, CD, T /R, RE, TE) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

Vil Logical "0" Input Voltage 0.8 V 

II Logical "1" Input Current An = On = En = Vcc 1 mA 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current An = On = En = 2.4V 40 /LA 

IIHC Logical "1" Input Current CD = T/R = RE = TE = 2.4V 80 /LA 

III Logical "0" Input Current An = On = En = O.4V -1 -1.6 mA 

IllC Logical "0" Input Current CD = T/R = RE = TE = 0.4V -180 -400 /LA 

VCl Input Diode Clamp Voltage Iclamp =:' -12 mA -0.9 -1.5 V 

Driver Output/Receiver Input: (Bn) 

VOlB Low Level Bus Voltage An = On = En = TfR = 2V, VL = 2V 0.75 1.0 1.2 V 
RL = .18.50, CD = iE = 0.8V (Figure 1) 

IIHB Maximum Bus Current (Power On) An = On = En = 0.8V, VCC = 5.25V 10 100 /LA 
Bn = 2V 

IllB Maximum Bus Current (Power Off) An = On = En = 0.8V, VCC = OV 100 /LA 
Bn = 2V 

VTH Receiver Input Threshold Vee = 5V 1.47 1.55 1.62 V 

Receiver Output: (An, Rn) 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage Bn = 1.2V, 10H = -400 p.A 2.4 3.2 V 
II 

CD = TfR = RE = 0.8V 

Val Logical "0" Output Voltage Bn = 2V, 10l = 16 mA 0.35 0.5 V 
CD = T fR = RE = 0.8V 

los Output Short Circuit Current Bn = 1.2V -20 -70 -100 mA 
CD = T fR = RE = 0.8V 

Icc Supply Current (DS3896) Vee = 5.25V 90 135 mA 

Icc Supply Current (DS3897) Vee = 5.25V 50 80 mA 

Note 1. "Absolute maximum ratings" are those beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the device should be 
operated at these limits. The tsble of "Electrical Characteristic" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2. Ali currants into device pins ara positive; ali currants out of device pins are negative. Ali vol18ges are referenced to device ground unless otherwise 
specified. 
Note 3. Ali typicals are given for Vee = SV and T. = 2.S'C. 
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OS3896 Switching Characteristics 
(O"C s: TA s: 70"C,4.75V s: Vee s: 5.25V unless otherwise specified) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions 

Driver: 

toLH AntoBn CD = O.BV, TiFi = 2.0V, VL = 2V 

tOHL (Figure 2) 

tOLHC CD to Bn An = T/R = 2.0V, VL = 2V 

tOHLC (Figure 2) 

tOLHT TlRto Bn VCI = An, VC = 5V, (FigureS) 

tOHLT CD = O.BV. RC = 3900. CL = 30 pF 
RU = 1BO, RL2 = NC, VL = 2V 

tR Driver Output Rise Time CD = O.BV, T/R = 2V, VL = 2V 

tF Driver Output Fall Time (Figure 2) 

Receiver: 

tRLH Bn to An CD = O.BV, T fFi = O.BV 

tRHL (FigureS) 

tRLZC CD to An Bn = 2.0V, T IFl: = O.BV, CL = 5 pF 
RU = 3900, RL2 = NC, VL = 5V (Figure 4) 

tRZLC Bn = 2.0V, T/Fl: = O.BV, CL "" 30pF 
RL 1 = 3900, RL2 = 1.6k. VL = 5V (Figure 4) 

tRHZC Bn = O.BV, T/R = O.BV, VL = OV, 
RL 1 = 3900, RL2 = NC. CL = 5 pF (Figure 4) 

tRZHC Bn = O.BV, T/R = O.BV, VL = OV, 
RL 1 = NC, RL2 = 1.6k, CL = 30 pF (Figure 4) 

tRLZT T/R'to An VCI = Bn, VC = 2V, RC = 1BO, 
CD = O.BV, VL = 5V, RL 1 = 3900, 
RL2 = NC, CL = 5 pF (FigureS) 

tRZLT VCI = Bn, VC = 2V, RC = 1BO,. 
CD ;= O.BV, VL = 5V, RL 1 = 3900,. 
RL2 = 1.6k,CL = 30pF (F/{/ureS) 

tRHZT VCI = Bn, VC = OV, RC = 1BO, 
CD = O.BV, VL = OV, RU = 3900. 
RL2 = NC, CL = 5 pF (FigureS) 

tRZHT . VCI = Bn, VC = OV, RC = 1BO. 
CD = O.BV, VL = OV, RL1 = NC 
RL2 = 1.6k, CL = 30 pF (FigureS) 

tNR Receiver Noise 
, 

(Figure 6) 
Rejection Pulse Width 

Nota: NC means open 

OS3897 Switching Characteristics 
(O"C s: TA s: 70"C,4.75V s: Vee s: 5.25V unless otherwise specified) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions 

Driver: 

toUi On; EntoBn 1'1: = O.BV, JfE: = 2.0V, VL = 2V 

tOHL .. (Figure2) 

tOLHT TEtoBn An = Ai: = 2.0V. VL = 2V. (Figure 2) 

tOHLT RC = 3900, VCI = An, VC = 5V, CL = 30 pF 
RU = 1BO. RL2 = NC, VL = 2V (FigureS) 

tR Driver Output Rise Time CD = O.BV. T/R = 2V, VL = 2V 

tF Driver Output Fall Time (Figure2) 
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I Min I Typ, I Max I Units 

5 9 15 ns 

5. 9 15 ns 

5 10 1B ns 

5 12 20 ns 

5 15 25 ns 

5 22 35 ns 

3 6 . 10 ns 

3 6 10 ns 

5 12 1B ns 

5 10 1B ns 

5 10 1B ns 

5 B 15 ns 

2 4 B ns 

3 7 12 ns 

5 10 1B ns 

14 24 40 ns 

2 4 B ns 

2 B 15 ns 

3 6 ns 

I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

5 9 15 ns 

5 9 15 ns 

5 10 1B ns 

5 12 20 ns 

3 6 10 ns 

3 6 10 ns 



OS3897 Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

(O"C s: TA s: 70"C, 4.75V s: Vee s: 5.25V unless otherwise specified) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Unlta 

Receiver: 

tRLH BntoRn ~ = 2.0V, FiE = 0.8V (FigureS) 5 10 18 ns 

tRHL 5 12 18 ns 

tRLZR FiEtoRn Bn = ~ = 2V, VL = 5V, CL = 5 pF 5 10 18 ns 
RL 1 = 3900, RL2 = NC (F/{Jure4) 

tRZLR Bn = ~ = 2V, VL = 5V, CL = 30 pF 5 8 15 ns 
RL 1 = 3900, RL2 = 1.6k (Figure 4) 

tRHZR Bn = 0.8V, ~ = 2V, VL = OV, 2 4 8 ns 
RL 1 = 3900. RL2 = NC, CL = 5 pF (Figure 4) 

tRZHR Bn = 0.8V, TE = 2V, VL = OV. 3 7 12 ns 
RL 1 = NC, RL2 = 1.6k, CL = 30 pF (Figure 4) 

tNR Receiver Noise (Figure 6) 3 6 ns 
Rejection Pulse Width 

Driver plus Receiver: 

tORLH I DntoRn TE = FiE = 0.8V (F/{Jure 7) 10 20 30 ns 

tORHL 10 20 30 ns 
_ NC means open 

~ VL 

.. : R 
~ L 

053896 
OR Volb 

053897 (Bn) 

TL/F/B510-3 

FIGURE 1. DrIver Output Low Voltage Test 

( <CDl:: -- --'I' ~)1.5V 
Vi toLHC ~ i- -- toHLC 

3V .Jt' 1,. ... 
(An. On, En, IT) 1.5 V \ 1.5vI 

OV - - - - - -

~ toLH' toLHT (DS3897) -- i- toHL 

Voh - - - - - - - -
1.55 y., 90% 90%- .,. 1.55 V 

Vo (Bn) Vol 1 ~ i. 10% 

~ -- - ,--", 
C~ VL 

.~ 18.0. 

DS3896 
Vi- OR -Vo 
(An, On. En. CD) DS3897 (Bn) f 30 pF (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

-- TLlF/B510-4 

Note: Ir = It ,;: 5 nsfrom 10% to 90% 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delays 
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__ ~~tF' tR 

VI(Bn) ~: __ iR~L'H5:_~~~_ 1~5vl ' 
~r -:11- tRHL 

Vo (An, Rn~Oh - - - - -'~5; ~ --------\ l~V 
Vol· "----

VI 
(Bn) 

053896 
OR 

053897 
1---",--4t--o Vo .... _ ..... I 30, pF' (INClUDES. JIG CAPACITANCE) 

--
Note: IA = IF s: 10 ns from 10% 10 90% 

FIGURE 3. Recel~er Propagation Delays 

3V-----------,r-~--------~. Vi (CD) 1.5V 
OV------I 

Vo(An) ------..1 

053896 
VI 0----1 

(CD) 
OR 1--.... --.... -0() Vo 

053897 (An) 
RL2 I CL (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

Note: t, = It s: 5 no from 10% 10 90% 

FIGURE 4.,Propagatlon DelayJrom,CD pin to An 
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~------------."------------~. VI (T/R) 1.5V 
OV----------

Vo(Bn) 

Vo(An) 
0.5 V 

l.5V 

f 
tRHZT - !- :J~ 

Vo(An) ~ l.5V 

VI o----~ DS3896 
(TlR) OR 

~----t---~~-oVo 

Vc o-"y"""----... DS3897 
RC (An, Bn) .... ____ .. 

RL2 I CL (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

--
Note: t,. ~ If ,; 5 ns from 10% 10 90% 

FIGURE 5. Propagation Delay from T fA pin to An or Bn 

1.85V- - - -
VI 1.55 V 

1.1 V 
BUS LOGIC _ 
LOW LEVEL 

053896 

~
tr 2V BUS LOGIC 

tf 1.55 V HIGH LEVEL 
- - - - 1.25V 

tNR 

Vio-,."",.~-~-I 
(Bn) 

OR 1-:-----:-.... -----..... -0 Vo 
053897 (An, Rn) 39.0. I 30 pF" (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

Note: Ir = If = 2 ns from 10% 10 90% 

FIGURE 6. Receiver Noise Immunity: "No Response at Output" Input Waveforms 

TLlF/B510-7 

TL/F/B510-B 
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YI{Dn)::- - - - -l.5Vf'tr tf\I.5V 
tDRLH ::j t::: -1"1+- tDRHL 

Vo{Rn) I.5VF·--------\'"~ 1_.5_V ____ _ 

5Y 

184 

1-::---:--t-~~-oYo 

TL/F/8510-9 

Note: t,. = " ,;; 5 ns from 10% to 90% 

Typical Application 
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FIGURE 7. Driver Plus Receiver Delay. 

: DS3896 / 053897 : 
I I 
I 

s--..... --5 ! ____ L_! ! ___ ~~~!. 
: DS3896 / DS3897: : DS3896 / 053897 : 

I • I I 
I I • I 
I I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I I 
I • I I .- -------_ ..... - - -----_ .. 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

OS 1776 PI-Bus Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS1776 is an octal PI-bus Transceiver. The A to B path 
is latched. B outputs are open collector with series Schottky 
diode, ensuring minimum B output loading. B outputs also 
have ramped rise and fall times (2.5 ns typical), ensuring 
minimum PI-bus ringing. B inputs have glitch rejection cir
cuitry, 4 ns typical. 

Designed using National's Bi-CMOS process for both low 
operating and disabled power. AC performance is optimized 
for the PI-Bus inter-operability requirements. 

The DS1776 is an octal latched transceiver and is intended 
to provide the electrical interface to a high performance 
wired-or bus. This bus has a loaded characteristic imped
ance range of 200. to 500. and is terminated on each end 
with a 300. to 400. resistor. 

The DS 1776 is an octal bidirectional transceiver with open 
collector Band TRI-STATE@ A port output drivers. A latch 

Pin Configurations 

function is provided for the A port signals. The B port output 
driver is deSigned to sink 100 mA from 2V and features a 
controlled linear ramp to minimize crosstalk and ringing on 
the bus. 

A separate high level control voltage (Vx) is provided to 
prevent the A side output high level from exceeding future 
high density processor supply voltage levels. For 5V sys
tems, Vx is tied to Vee. 

Features 
• MII-Std-883C qualified 
• Similar to BTL 
• Low power ICCL = 41 mA max 
• B output controlled ramp rate 
• B input noise immunity, typically 4 ns 
• Available in 28-pin DIP, Flatpak and CLCC 
• Pin and function compatible with Sign!ltics 54F776 

Logic Symbol 

Pin Configuration Pin Configuration 

Vee 28 

OEA 27 

AD 26 

GND 4 25 

AI 5 24 

A2 

A3 DIP 
GND 

A4 

AS 10 19 

GND 11 18 

A6 12 17 

A7 13 16 

VX 14 15 

c 
~ ~ I~ 2 a; Z Q 

IE " .. 
BO 

Bl AI GNO 

GND A2 24 B2 

B2 A3 23 B3 

B3 
GND 28 CLCC 22 GND 

GND 
A4 21 B4 

AS 10 20 B5 
B4 

GND 11 19 B6 
B5 

86 ... 
~ ~ I~ I~ :;; co 

GND .. z 
" 

B7 TL/F/l0875-2 

OEBI 

OEBO 

TL/F/l0B7S-1 

Order Number DS1776E/883 or DS1776J/883 
See NS Package E28A or J28B 
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3 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 

15 OEBO 

OEA 

28 [£ 

16 OEBI 

BO 81 B2 83 84 85 86 87 

27 26 24 23 21 20 19 17 

TUF/l0875-3 
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MIL-STD-883C 

DEVICE SPECIFICATIONS 

, BO-B7 Current Applied to Output 
" , in Low Output State (10) 

Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 and 2) 

The 883 specifications are written to reflect the Rei 
Electrical Test Specifications (RETS) established by Na
tional Semiconductor for this product. For a copy of the 
latest RETS please contact your local National Seml
conduct;or sales ,offlce"pr, d~strlbl,ltor. 

Storage Temperature Range (T 8TG) 

Lead Temperature (Soldering 16 Sec.) 

ESD Tolerance: 
Supply Voltage (Vee) , ," ,,-0.5Vto +7.0V CZAP = 120 pF, RZAP = 1500.0. 

VX,VOH Output Level Control Voltage 
(A Outputs) -0.5Vto +7.0V 

OEBn, OEA.~'lnput V,6ItaQ~(VI) , ' ':'0.5V to ,+ 7.0V 
Operating ,Conditions 

AO-A7, BO-B7h'lputVeltageWI) -0.5Vto +5.5V Supply Voltage (Vee) 
Input Current (II) -40 mA to + 5 mA Operating Temp. 'Range (TAl 
Voltage Applied to Output in 

High Output State (Vo) 
, Input Rise or Fall Times (t,., til 

-0.5Vto +VeeV 

AO-A7 Current Applied to Output 
in Low Output State (10) 

PI Bus Transceiver DS1776 

40 rnA 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ±10% (Unless Otherwise Specified) 

DC testing temp. groups: 1 = + 25°C, 2 = + 125°C, 3 = -55°C 
.... ," '. 

Symbol Parameter 
Conditions 

(Notes3& 5) 

VIH High Level Input Voltage ExceptBn 
Bn 

VIL " Low Level Input Voltage ExceptBn 
Bn 

10H High Level Output Current An VIN = VIH 
VOH = Vee - 2.0V 

High Level Output,Gurrent Bn Vee = Max,OEA = [E 

VIH = 2.0V, VOH = 2.1V 

10L Low Level OutPut,Current An VIN = VIL 
VOL = 0.5V 

Bn VOL = 1.15V, 

11K Input Clamp Current Except An 

An 

10Z TRI·STATE Output An 
Leakage Current Bn 

VOH High Level Output Voltage An Vee = Min, VIH = 1.9V IOH=-3mA 
Vx = Vee 

10H = -0.4 mA 
Vx = 3.13Vto3.47V 

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which damage to the device may occur, 

Nota 2: Unless otherwise spec~ied all voltages are referenced to ground. 

Temp. 
Group 

" 
1,2,3 

1,2,3 

1,2,3 

1,2,3 

1,2,3 

1,2,3 

1,2,3 

Min 
4.5 
-55 

Min 

2 
1.6 

2.5 

2.5 

'", 

200mA 

-65°C to + 150"C 

26O"C 

0.5kV 

Max Units 
'5.5 ' V 

+125 °C 

50 ns 

Typ 
Max Units 

(Note 4) 

V 
V 

0.8 V 
1.45 V 

-3, mA 

100 p.A 

20 mA 

100 mA 

-18 mA 

-40 mA 

±70 /LA 

Vee V 

Vx V 

Note 3: For cond~ions shown as Min or Max, use the appropriate value specmed under recommended operating conditions, Unless otherwise specified, Vx = Vee 
for all test conditions. " 

Note 4: All typical values are at Vee = 5V, TA = 25'C. 

Note 5: Due to test equipment limitations, actual test conditions are for VIH = 1.9V and for VIL = 1.2V, however the specified test lim~ and conditions are 
guaranteed. 
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MIL-STD-883C 

PI Bus Transceiver DS 1776 (Continued) 

DC Electrical Characteristics Vcc = 5V ±10% (Unless Otherwise Specified) 

DC testing temp. groups: 1 = + 25°C, 2 = + 125°C, 3 = - 55°C (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter 
Conditions Temp. 

Min 
Typ 

Max Units 
(Notes3Bc 5) Group (Note 4) 

VOL Low Output An Vcc=Min, V'L =1.2V 10L =20mA, 
0.5 V 

Level Voltage Vx=Vcc 

Bn Vcc=Min, V'L =0.8V 10L =100 mA 1,2,3 1.15 
V 

IOL=4mA 0.4 

V'K Input Clamp An VCC=Min,I,= -40 mA 1,2,3 -0.5 V 
Voltage Except An Vcc=Min,I,= -18 mA -1.2 V 

I'H2 Input Current OEBn, OEA, LE Vcc=Min, V,=7.0V 1,2,3 1 100 pA 
at Max An Vcc=Min, V,=5.5V 0.01 1 mA 
Input Voltage 

Bn Vcc=Min, V,=5.5V 0.01 1 mA 

I'Hl Input Current OEB,OEA,[E Vcc=Max, V,=2.7V 20 p.A 
at Max BO-B7 Vcc=Max, V,=2.1V 100 p.A 
Input Voltage 

I'l Low Level OEB,OEA,[E Vcc=Max, V,=0.5V 2,3 -40 p.A 
Input Current 1 -20 p.A 

Bn Vcc=Max, V,=0.3V 1,2,3 -100 pA 

10ZH TRI-STATE An Vcc=Max, Vo=2.7V 1,2,3 

+I'H Output Current, 
70 p.A 

High Level 
Voltage Applied 

10ZH TRI-STATE' An VCC=Max, VO=0.5V 1,2,3 

+I'l Output Current, 
-70 pA 

Low Level 
Voltage Applied 

Ix High Level Vcc=Max, Vx=VCC, 1,2,3 
Control Current [E = OEA = 'Oi:Bn = 2.7V -100 100 p.A 

An = 2.7V, Bn=2.0V 

. Vcc.= Max, Vx= 3.14V & 3.47V, 1,2,3 
[E = OEA= OEBn= 2.7V, -10 10 mA 
An = 2.7V, Bn=2.0V 

los Short-Circuit An Vcc=Max, Bn=1.9V, 1,2,3 
Output Current OEA= 2.0V, 'Oi:Bn=2.7V -60 -75 -150 mA 
(Note 6) 

Icc Supply Current ICCH Vcc=Max, V'H (A)=5.0V 1,2 37 mA 

ICCH 3 41 mA 

ICCl Vcc=Max, V'l(A)= 0.3V 1,2,3 38 mA 

Iccz Vcc=Max, V,dA)= 0.3V 1,2,3 35 mA 

10FF Power Off Bn=2.1V, Vcc=O.OV, 1,2,3 
100 p.A 

Output Current V'l = Max or V'H = Min 

Note 6: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. For testing 'os, the use of high speed test apparatus and/or samp'e-and·ho'd techniques are 
prefereble in order to minimize internal heating and more accurately reflect operational values. Otherwise, pro'onged shorting of a High output may raise the chip 
temperature above normal and thereby cause invalid readings in other parameter tests. In any squence of parameter test, los tests should be performed Isst 
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MIL-STO-883C 

PI Bus Transceiver OS1776 

AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V ± 10% (Unless otherwise specified) 
AC testing temp. groups: 1 = + 25°C, 2 = + 125°C, 3 = - 55"C , 

" 

condl~lon8 
Temp. 

Path, Parameter 
Group 

Min Mat Units 

B-To-APATH 

tpLH "' Propagation Delay B to A Waveform 1, 2 1,2,3 4.5 17 ns 

tpHL 6 17 ns 

IpZH Output Enable OEA to A Waveform 3, 4 1,2,3 '4 17 ns 

IpZL 4 17 ns 

\PHZ Output Disable OEA 10 A Waveform 3, 4 1,,2,3 2 12 ns 

IpLZ 2 13 ns 

A.TO-BPATH 

IPLH Propagation Delay A to B Waveform 1, 2 1.,3 2 13 ns 
2 2 17 ns 

tPHL 1,2,3 2.5 13 ns 

tpLH Propagation Delay [E to B Waveform 1, 2 1,3 2 16 ns 
2 2 22 ns 

\PHL 1,,2,3 2 16 ns 

tpLH Enable/Disable ~ to B Waveform 1, 2 1,3 2 13 ns 
2 2 16 ns 

tpHL 1 3.5 14 ns 
2 3.5 13 ns 
3 3.5 16 ns 

trLH Transition Time, B Side 1.3Vt01.7V 1,3 0.5 5.5 ,ns 
2 0.5 10 ns 

tTHL 1.7Vto 1.3V 1 0.5 5.5 ns 
2 0.5 7 ns 
3 0.5 10 ns 

SETUP/HOLD/PULSE WIDTH SPECS 

Is A toLE Setup Waveform 5 1,2,3 7 ns 

tH A toLE Hold Waveform 5 1,2,3 0 ns 

tw [E Pulse Width Low Waveform 5 , 1,2,3, 12 ns 

"i 

, 

" 
, 
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Description 
PIN DESCRIPTION 

TABLE I. Pin Description 

Symbol Pins Type Name snd Function 

AO 3 1/0 

A1 5 1/0 

A2 6 1/0 

A3 7 1/0 
TTL Level,latched input/TRI-STATE output (with Vx control option) 

A4 9 1/0 

A5 10 1/0 

A6 12 110 

A7 13 1/0 

60 27 1/0 

61 26 1/0 

62 24 1/0 

63 23 1/0 Data input with special threshold circuitry to reject nOiselOpen Collector 

64 21 1/0 output, High current drive 

65 20 1/0 

66 19 110 

67 17 1/0 

OEBO 15 I 
Enables the 6 outputs when both pins are low 

0EB1 16 I 

OEA 2 I Enables the A outputs when High 

LE 28 I Latched when High (a special delay feature is built in for proper enabling 
times) 

Vx 14 I Clamping voltage keeping VOH from rising above Vx (Vx = Vee for normal 
use) 
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Description (Continued) 

FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

Vcr; = Pin 1 
Vx = Pin 14 
GND = Pin. 4, 8, 11, 18, 22, 25 

http://www.national.com 

OEBO _l~S ____ -f >c>--------. 

Offi_l~6 ____ -f >c>-------. 

OEA -------1 ;>-----., 

IT 

A3 .!......-.----.jf.--ro:;;:--, 

A4 ..!--_---.j~ro:;::-I 

AS 
_l~O_~~_-+_~;';----l 

A6 
_1~2_~~_-l_~;';----1 

A7 
_1~3_~~_-+_~;';----1 

TL/F/l0875-4 

FIGURE 1. Functional logic Diagram 
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Description (Continued) 
TABLE II. Function Table 

Inputs Latch Outputs 
Mode 

An Bn (Note 3) LE OEA OEBO OEB1 State An Bn 

H X L L L L H Z H 
A TRI-STATE, Data from A to B 

L X L L L L L Z L 

X X H L L L an Z an A TRI-STATE, Latched Data to B 

- - L H L L (Note 1) (Note 1) (Note 1) Feedback: A to B, B to A 

- H H H L L H (Note 2) H off (Note 2) Preconditioned Latch Enabling 

- L H H L L H (Note 2) L off (Note 2) Data Transfer from B to A 

- - H H L L an an an Latch State to A and B 

H X L L H X H Z off 

L X L L H X L Z off B off and A TRI-STATE 

X X H L H X an Z off 

- H L H H X H H off 

- L L H H X L L off 

- H H H H X an H off B off, Data from B to A 

- L H H H X an L off 

H X L L X H H Z off 

L X L L X H L Z off B off and A TRI-STATE 

X X H L X H an z off 

- H L H X H H H off 

- L L H X H L L off 
B off, Data from B to A 

- H H H X H an H off 

- L H H X H an L off 
H = High Voltage Level 
L = Low Voltage Level 
X = Don't Care 
- = Input not externally driven 
Z = High Impedance (off) state 
an = High or Low voHage level one setup time prior to the Low-to-High (E transHion 
Note 1: Condition will cause a feedback loop path: A to 8 and 8 to A. 
Note 2: The latch must be precondHioned such that 8 inputs may assume a High or Low level while 0EB0 and 0831. are Low and (E is high. 
Note 3: Precaution should be taken to ensure that the 8 inputs do not float If they do. they are equal to a Low state. 
off = Applies to "8" (OC) outputs only. Indicates that the outputs are turned off. 

CONTROLLER POWER SEQUENCING OPERATION 

The DSI776 has a design feature which controls the output 
transitions during power up (or down). There are two possi
ble conditions that occur. 

1. When u: = Low and OEEin = Low, the B outputs are 
disabled until the LE circuit can take control. This feature 

Switching Characteristics 
AC WAVEFORMS 

.. ·"·,,,,·,,-t::t t::k 
A";Bn ' j 1.5V 1.5V:: 

TL/F/l0875-5 

Waveform 1: Propagation Delay for Data to Output 

10-59 

ensures that the B outputs will follow the A inputs and 
allow only one transition during power up (or down). 

2. If u: = High or OEEin = High, then the B outputs still 
remain disabled during powe~ up (or down). 

OEBn,LE -{:~::,1~ 
, 'VOH 

An ,Bn 1.5V 1.5V 
• - VOL 

TL/F/l0B75-8 

Waveform 2: Propagation Delay for Data to Output 
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Switching Characteristics (Continued) 

AC, WAVEFORMS (Continued) 

'" . {:":J t:~ 
. PI VOH _ O.3V 

An 1.5V 
• O.OV 

TUF/l0875-7 

Waveform 3: TRI-8TATE Output Enable Time 
to High Level and Output Disable 

Time from High Level 

OEA ~1.5V 

~.~ 
An ~ VOL + O.3V 

TUF/l0875-B 

Waveform 4: TRI-sTATE Output Enable Time 
to Low Level and Output Disable 

Time from Low-Level 

TL/FI10875-9 

Waveform 5: Data Setup and Hold Times and LE Pulse Widths 
The shadad areas indicate when the input is permitted to change for predictable output performance. 

TEST CIRCUIT AND WAVEFORMS 

Test Circuit for TRI-STATE Outputs on A Side 

vee 

Switch Position 

Test Switch 

tpLZ. tPZL Closed 
All Other Open 

Test Circuit for TRI-8TATE Outputs on 8 Side 

vee 

VOUT 

RT 

DEF1NmONS 

2.0V 

Au 911 

1 30PF 

~\ 
(lnclud •• jig 
cepacltance) 

TL/F110B75-12 

7.0V 

TL/F/l0875-10 

Input Pulse Definition 

Iw 
NEGA11VE 

PULSE 

tTHL(ltl 

tn.ttCt,l 

POSIT1VE 
PULSE 

Iw 

AIIPM 

LOW V 
TUF/l0B75-11 

RL = Load resistor 5000 Input Pulse Characteristics 
CL = Load capacitance includes Jig and probe capacitance 
RT = Termination resistance should be equal to loUT of pulse generators. 
Ru = Pull up resislQr 
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ASide 

BSide 
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Amplitude Low V 

S.OV O.OV 

2.0V 1.0V 

Rep. Rate tw tn.H lniL 
1 MHz 500ns 2ns 2ns 

1 MH~ 500ns 2ns 2ns 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DP8303A 8-Bit TRI-STATE® 
Bidirectional Transceiver (Inverting) 

General Description 
This family of high speed Schottky 8-bit TAl-STATE bidirec
tional transceivers are designed to provide bidirectional 
drive for bus oriented microprocessor and digital communi
cations systems. They are all capable of sinking 16 mA on 
the A ports and 48 mA on the B ports (bus ports). PNP 
inputs for low input current and an increased output high 
(VOH) level allow compatibility with MOS, CMOS, and other 
technologies that have a higher threshold and less drive 
capabilities. In addition, they all feature glitch-free power 
up/down on the B port preventing erroneous glitches on the 
system bus in power up or down. 

DP8303A and DP7304B/DP8304B are featured with Trans
mit/Receive (T iR) and Chip Disable (CD) inputs to simplify 
control logic. For greater design flexibility, DP8307 A and 
DP7308/DP8308 are featured with Transmit (f) and 
Receive (R'j control inputs. 

Logic and Connection Diagrams 

AD'o-+-....... 

I 

[ 

L-
:~-
A3o-t-

APORT :~= 

ABo-( = 
A7<>-t..._ 

;><>--_P-t-OSD 

I 

-.J ) -~: 
-j-oS3 

=~:: SPORT 

=j-oS6 
_ ........-oS7 

,.--.... -~Lo.r7>-<> TRANSMIT/iiREiiIl' (T/Ii) 

CHIP~o-", _______ --' 

TLiF/5856-1 

Logic Table 
Inputs 

Chip Disable Transmit/Receive 

0 0 

0 1 

1 X 

Features 
• 8-bit directional data flow reduces system package 

count 
• Bidirectional TAl-STATE inputs/outputs interface with 

bus oriented systems 
• PNP inputs reduce input loading 
• Output high voltage interfaces with TIL, MOS, and 

CMOS 
• 48 mA/300 pF bus drive capability 
• Pinouts simplify system interconnections 
• Transmit/ReceIVe and chip disable simplify control logic 
• Compact 20-pin dual-in-line package 
• Bus port glitch free power up/down 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

AD 

Al 

A2 

A3 82 

A PORT 
A4 

BPORT 

AS 

A6 S5 

A7 

CHIP OISASLE 

GNO 
10 

~------' 
11 TRANfm 

Top View 
Order Number DP8303AN 

See NS Package Number N20A 

Resulting Conditions 

APort BPort 

OUT IN 

IN OUT 

TAl-STATE TAl-STATE 

TL/F/5856-2 

x = Don't care 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Lead Temperature (soldering. 4 seconds) 260'C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage 7V Recommended Operating 
Input Voltage 5.5V Conditions 
Output Voltage 5.5V Min 'Max Units 
Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C Supply Voltage (Vcal 

Cavity Package 1667mW DP8303A 4.75 5.25 V 
Molded Package 1832mW Temperature (T A) 

'I1erate cavitY package 11:1 mW/,C above 25'C; derate molded package 
DP8303A 0 70 'C 14.7mW/,C, 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ' I Max I Units 

A PORT (AO-A7) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage CD = Vil. T fR = 2.0V 2.0 V 

Vil Logical "0" Input Voltage CD = Vil. T /R = 2.0V 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage CD = TfR = Vil 10H = -0.4mA Vee - 1.15 Vcc - 0.7 V 
Vil = 0.5V 10H = -3mA 2.7 3.95 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage CD = Tf~ = Vil 10l = 16mA 0.35 0.5 V 
Vil = 0.5V 10l = 8mA 0.3 0.4 V 

los Output Short Circuit CD = Vil. TfR = Vil. Vo = OV. -10 -38 -75 mA 
Current Vee = Max. (Note 4) 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current CD = Vil. Tf~ = 2.0V. VIH = 2.7V 0.1 80 p.A 

II Input Current at Maximum CD = 2.0V. Vee = Max. VIH = 5.25V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage 

III Logical "0" Input Current CD = Vil. Tf~ = 2.0V. VIN = 0.4V -70 -200 p.A 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage CD = 2.0V.IIN = -12 mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Output/Input CD = 2.0V VIN = 0.4V -200 p.A 
TRI-STATE Current VIN = 4.0V ,80 p.A 

B PORT (BO-B7) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage CD = Vil. TfR = Vil 2.0 V 

Vil Logical "0" Input Voltage CD = Vil. Tf~ = Vil 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage CD = Vil. TfR = 2.0V 10H = -0.4mA Vee -1.15 Vee -0.8 V 
Vil = 0.5V 10H = -5mA 2.7 3.9 V 

10H = -10mA 2.4 3.6 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage CD = Vil. T fR = 2.0V 10l = 20mA 0.3 0.4 V 

10l = 48mA 0.4 0.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit CD = Vil. Tf~ = 2.0V. Vo = OV. -25 -50 -150 mA 
Current Vee = Max. (Note 4) 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current CD = Vil. Tf~ = Vil. VIH = 2.7V 0.1 80 p.A 

II Input Current at Maximum CD = 2.0V. Vee = Max. VIH = 5.25V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage 

III Logical "0" Input Current CD = Vil. T fR = Vil. VIN = 0.4V -70 ":'200 p.A 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage CD = 2.0V.IIN = -12 mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Output/Input CD = 2.0V VIN = 0.4V -200 p.A 
TRI-STATE Current VIN = 0.4V +200 p.A 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CONTROL INPUTS CD, T/R 

V,H Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

V,L Logical "0" Input Voltage 0.7 V 

I'H Logical "1" I nput Current V,H = 2.7V 0.5 20 !J-A 

I, Maximum Input Current Vee = Max, V,H = 5.25V 1.0 mA 

I,L Logical "0" Input Current V,L = 0.4V I TfR -0.1 -0.25 mA 

I CD -0.25 -0.5 mA 

VeLAMP Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -0.8 -1.5 V 

POWER SUPPLY CURRENT 

Icc Power Supply Current CD = 2.0V, V'N, Vcc = Max 70 100 mA 

CD = O.4V, V,NA = TfR = 2V, Vee = Max 100 150 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25"C 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

A PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpDHLA Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" from CD = 0.4V, TfR = 0.4V (FigureA) 
8 12 ns 

8 Port to A Port R1 = 1 k, R2 = 5k, C1 = 30 pF 

tpDLHA Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" from CD = 0.4V, TfR = 0.4V (FigureA) 
11 16 ns 

8 Port to A Port R1 = 1k,R2 = 5k,C1 = 30pF 

tpLZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to 80 to 87 = 2.4V, T IR =O.4V (Figure C) 
10 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from CD to A Port S3 = 1, R5 = 1,k,C4 = 15pF 

tPHZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "1" to 80 to 87 = 0.4V, T fR = 0.4V (Figure C) 
8 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from CD to A Port S3 = 0, R5 = 1k, C4 = 15 pF 

tpZLA Propagation Delay from TRI-STA TE to 80 to 87 = 2.4V, T IR = O.4V (Figure C) 
20 30 ns 

a Logical "0" from CD to A Port S3 = 1, R5 = 1 k, C4 = 30 pF 

tpZHA Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to 80 to 87 = 0.4V, T fR = 0.4V (Figure C) 
19 30 ns 

a Logical "1 " from CD to A Port S3 = 0, R5 = 5k, C4 = 30 pF 

B PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpDHLB Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" from CD = O.4V, T/R = 2.4V (FigureA) 
12 18 ns 

A Port to 8 Port R1 = 1000., R2 = 1k, C1 = 300 pF 
7 12 

R1 = 6670., R2 = 5k, C1 = 45 pF 
ns 

tpDLHB Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" from CD = 0.4V, T/R = 2.4V (Figure A) 
15 20 ns 

A Port to 8 Port R1 = 1000., R2 = 1k, C1 = 300 pF 
9 14 

R1 = 6670, R2 = 5k, Ct = 45 pF 
ns 

III 
tpLZB Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to AO to A7 = 2.4V, T fR = 2.4V (Figure C) 

13 18 ns 
TRI-STATE from CD to 8 Port S3 = 1,R5 = 1k,C4 = 15pF 

tPHzB Propagation Delay from a Logical "1" to AO to A7 = 0.4V, T IR = 2.4V (Figure C) 
8 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from CD to 8 Port S3 = 0, R5 = 1 k, C4 = 15 pF 

tpLZB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 = 2.4V, T fR = 2.4V (Figure C) 
25 35 ns 

a Logical "0" from CD to 8 Port 53 = 1, R5 = 1000., C4 = 300 pF 
16 25 ns 

S3 = 1, R5 = 6670, C4 = 45 pF 

tpZHB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 = O.4V, T fR = 2.4V (Figure C) 
22 35 ns 

a Logical "1" from CD to 8 Port S3 = 0, R5 = 1k, C4 = 300 pF 
14 25 ns 

S3 = 0, R5 = 5ko., C4 = 45 pF 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25°C (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

TRANSMIT/RECEIVE'MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

trRL Propagation Delay from Transmit Mode to CD = 0.4V (Figure 8) 
Receive a Logical "0", T IA to A Port 51 = 1, R4 = 100n, C3 = 5 pF 23 35 ns 

52 = 1,R3 = 1k,C2 = 30pF 

trRH Propagation Delay from Transmit Mode to CD = 0.4V (FigUfB 8) 
Receive a Logica .... 1 .. , T IA to A Port 51 = O,R4 = 100n, C3 = 5 pF 23 35 ns 

52 = 0, R3 = 5k, C2 = 30 pF 

tRTL Propagation Delay from Receive Mode to CD = 0.4V (F/{JUfB 8) 
Transmit a Logical "0", T IA to B Port 51 = 1, R4 = 100n, C3 = 300 pF 23 35 ns 

52 = 1, R3 = 300n, C2 = 5 pF 

tRTH Propagation Delay from Receive Mode to CD = 0.4V (F/{JUfB 8) 
Transmit a Logical "1", T IA to B Port 51 = 0, R4 = 1k, C3 = 300 pF 27 35 ns 

52 = O,R3 = 300n,C2 = 5pF 
Nota 1: ,"Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devicea 
should be operated al these limits. The tables 01 "Electrical Characteris\lcs" provide condHions lor actual devios operation, 
Nota 2: Unless o\helwlse specified, minImax limits apply across the supply and temperature range listed in the table 01 Recommended Operating Conditions. All 
typical values given are lor Vee = 5V and T A = 25"C. ' 

Nota 3: All currents Into davios pins are positive; all currents out of davice pins are negative. All voltages are referenosd to ground unless otherwise specified. 
Nota 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Switching Time Waveforms and AC Test Circuits 

3 v-:::'s ..... If Ir =If" 10 .. 1r-1. INPUT 15V..lr- '''''101'''' } 1.5V A.OR B. • 1\ 
OV---

~ - f~'" 
IPOHL-

OUTPUT 
Bn DR A. 1.& V 

, TUF/5856-3 

VCC VCC 

.~ RI 

INPUT OUTPUT 
4 

~ ~ ~ ~ I PULSE I DEVICE 
~ ~ GENERATOR I UNDER 

±" 
TEST 

:~R2 
, ~ ~ 

~ '*' ':.?' 
TLfF/5858-4 

Nota: CI includes test fixture capacitanos. 

FIGURE A. Propagation Delay from A Port to B Port or from B Port to A Port 
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Switching Time Waveforms and AC Test Circuits (Continued) 

BPORT 

3V-------r------~--~----~~ 
INPTUI tr • I, .. lDns If 

'/R 1l1li TO 8l1li 

DV 

OUTPUT -----Ik 

IRTL 

~
RTH 

1.6 V 

OUTPUT 

Vcc 

APDRT 

A PORT 00---.... --... 
52 = 1 

..... - .. ----0 B PORT 

5, =1 
vcc...o R3 DEVICE 

UNDER 
TEST 

R4 Vcc 

Note: C2 ad C3 include test fixture capacitance. 

FIGURE B. Propagation Delay from T fA to A Port or B Port 

3V-------,----------~ 
INPUT 

CD 
DV 

PDRT OUTPUT -----.... 

IPHZ 

tr· If" lDn. 
1l1li TO 8l1li 

-=:NPLZ 
D.5V 

PORT OUTPUT ---1. 

Vcc 

I, 

tpZL 

2.4 V 0 
PORT 

INPUT 
D.4V 

1--... ----o~~~~UT 
INPUT 

""'''----1 CD 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

53"1 
RS Vcc 

Note: C4 includes test fixture capacitance. Port input is in a fixed logical condition. See AC tabls. 

TLlF/5856-5 

TL/F/5856-6 

TL/F/5856-7 

TL/F/5656-8 

FIGURE C. Propagation Delay to/from TRI-8TATE from CD to A Port or B Port 
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~ pNational Semiconductor 

iii .. 
~ DP7304B/DP8304B 8-Bit TRI-STATE® 
~ Bidirectional Transceiver (Non-Inverting) 

General Description 
The DP73048B/DP8304B are high speed Schottky 8-bit 
TRI-STATE bidirectional transceivers designed to provide 
bidirectional drive for bus oriented microprocessor and digi
tal communications systems. They are all capable of sinking 
16 mA on the A ports and 48 mA on the B ports (bus ports). 
PNP inputs for low input current and an increased output 
high (VOH) level allow compatibility with MOS, CMOS, and 
other technologies that have a higher threshold and less 
drive capabilities. In addition, they all feature, glitch-free 
power up/down on the 8 port preventing erroneous glitches 
on the system bus in power up or down. 

DP73048/DP83048 are featured with Transmit/Receive 
(T fA) and Chip Disable (CD) inputs to simplify control logic. 

Logic and Connection Diagrams 

AD 80 

I I 

rd== ==b") . A2 82 

A3o-t- -j-oB3 
APORT ::~_ _~:: 8PORT 

A6o-t = =j-oB6 
A700--t.. _ _ ...J'""'OB7 

TRANSMITIIIUIiIif 
(TIAI 

CHIP OISA(~~~o-",, _______ -.I 

TLIF/B793-1 

Logic Table 
Inputs 

Chip Disable Transmit/Receive 

0 0 

0 1 

1 X 

x = Don't C~re 

Features 
• 8-bit bidirectional data flow reduces system package 

count 
• Bidirectional TRI-STATE inputs/outputs interface with 

bus oriented systems 
• PNP inputs reduce input loading 
• Output high voltage interfaces with TTL, MOS, and 

CMOS 
• 48 mA/300 pF bus drive capability 
• Pinouts simplify system interconnections 
• Transmit/Receive and chip disable simplify control logic 
• Compact 20-pin dual-in-line package 
• Bus port glitch free power up/down 

Dual-,In-Llne Package 

AD 1 20 Vee 

AI 19 aD 

A2 11 81 

A3 1182 

A PORT 

A4 16 83 

BPORT 

A5 15 84 

A6 14 B5 

A7 13 86 

CHIP DISABLE 12 B7 

DNO 10 11 TRANIm 

TUF/B793-2 

Top View 

Order Number DP7304BJ, DP8304BJ, 
DP8304BN or DP8304BWM 

See NS Package Number J20A, N20A or M20B 

Resulting Conditions 

APort BPort 

OUT IN 

IN OUT 

TRI-STATE TRI-STATE 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage (Vee> 
Supply Voltage 7V DP73048 4.5 5.5 V 
Input Voltage 5.5V DP8304B 4.75 5.25 V 
Output Voltage 5.5V Temperature (TAl 
Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150'C DP73048 -55 125 'C 
Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25'C DP83048 0 70 'C 

Cavity Package 1667mW 
Molded Package 1832mW 

Lead Temperature (soldering, 4 sec.) 260'C 
'Derate cavity package tt.1 mW/'C above 2S'C; derate molded package 
14.7 mW/'C above 2S'C. 

DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

SymbOl' Parameter 
, 

Conditions 
, 

Min 
, 

Typ 
, 

Max , Units 

A PORT (AO-A7) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage CD = VIL. T/R = 2.0V 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage CD = VIL. T /R = 2.0V DP83048 0.8 V 

DP73048 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage CD = VIL. T/R = VIL 10H = -0.4mA Vee-1.15 Vee- 0.7 V 

10H = -3mA 2.7 3.95 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage CD = T/R = VIL IIOL = 16 mA (83048) 0.35 0.5 V 

IIOL = S mA (both) 0.3 0.4 V 

los Output Short Circuit CD = VIL, T/R = VIL, Vo = OV. 
-10 -3S .-75 mA 

Current Vee = Max (Note 4) 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current CD = VIL. T/R = 2.0V. VIH = 2.7V 0.1 SO ,...A 

II Input Current at Maximum CD = 2.0V. Vee = Max, VIH = 5.25V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current CD = VIL. T/R = 2.0V, VIN = 0.4V -70 -200 ,...A 

VeLAMP Input Clamp Voltage CD = 2.0V.IIN = -12 mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Output/Input CD = 2.0V VIN = 0.4V -200 ,...A 
TRI-STATE Current VIN = 4.0V SO ,...A 

B PORT (BO-B7) 

VIH· Logical "1 " Input Voltage CD = VIL. T/R = VIL 2.0 V 
III 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage CD = VIL. TlR = VIL DPS3048 O.S V 

DP73048 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage CD = VIL. T IR = 2.0V 10H = -O.4mA Vee-1.15 Vee- O.S V 

10H = -5mA 2.7 3.9 V 

10H = -10mA 2.4 3.6 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage CD = VIL. T/R = 2.0V 10L = 20mA 0.3 0.4 V 

10L = 48mA 0.4 0.5 V 

lOS Output Short Circuit CD = VIL. T/R = 2.0V. Vo = OV. 
-25 -50 -150 mA 

Current Vee = Max (Note 4) 

http://www.national.com 11-9 
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DC Electrical Characteristics' (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 
. 

" 

Symbol Parameter Conditions MI-:'I Typ, 
" 

Max 
'. 

l,I'lltS 

B PORT (BO-B7) (Continued) " 
, , .. ~ 

.' 
IIH Logical "1" Input Current CD = VIL, T/R= VIL, VIH = 2.7V 0.1 80 /LA' 

II Input Current at Maximum CD = 2.0V, Vcc = Max, VIH = 5.25V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current CD = VIL, TII'i,= VIL, VIN = 0.4V .,-7Q -200 /LA 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage CD = 2.0V,IIN = -12 mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Output/Input CD = 2.0V I VIN = 0.4V -200 /LA 
TRI-STATE Current I VIN = 4.0V +200 /LA 

CONTROL INPUTS CD, T/A 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage I DP8304B 0.8 V 

I DP7304B 0.7 V 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current VIH = 2.7V 0.5 .20 ~ 

II Maximum Input Current Vee = Max, VIH = 5.25V 1.0 mA 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current VIL = 0.4V I TII'i -0.1 -0.25 mA 

J CD -0.25 -0.5 mA 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -0.8 ,.,-1.5 V 

POWER SUPPLY CURRENT 

Icc Power Supply Current CD = 2.0V, VIN = 0.4V, Vee = Max 70 100 mA 

CD = VINA = 0.4V, T/R = 2V, VCC = Max 90 140 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

A PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpOHLA Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" from CD = 0.4V, T IR = 0.4V (Figure A) 
14 18 ns 

B Port to A Port R1 = 1k, R2 = 5k, C1 = 30 pF 

tpOLHA Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" from CD = 0.4V, T/R = 0.4V (Figure A) 
13 18 ns 

B Port to A Port R1 = 1k,R2 = 5k,C1 = 30pF 

tpLZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to BOto B7 = OAV, TII'i = 0.4V (Figure C) 
11 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from CD to A Port S3 = 1,R5 = 1k,C4 = 15pF 

tpHZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "1" to BO to B7 = 2.4V, T IR = 0.4V (Figure C) 
8 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from CD to A Port S3 = 0, R5 = 1k,CR = 15pF 

tPZLA Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to BO to B7 = 0.4V, T IR = 0.4V (Figure C) 
27 35 ns 

a Logical "0" from CD to A Port S3 = 1,R5 = 1k,C4 = 30pF 

tPZHA Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to BOto B7 = 2.4V, T/R = O,4V (Figure C) 
19 25 ns 

a Logical "1" from CD to A Port S3 = 0, R5 = 5k, C4 = 30 pF 

B PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpOHLB Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" from CD = 0.4V, T II'i = 2.4V (Figure A) 
A Port to B Port R1 = 1000, R2 = 1k, C1 = 300 pF 18 23 ns 

R1 = 6670, R2 = 5k, C1 = 45 pF 11 18 ns 

tpOLHB Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" from CD = 0.4V, T/R = 2.4V (Figure A) 
A Port to B Port R,1 = 1000, R2 = 1k, C1 = 300 pF 16 23 ns 

R1 = 6670, R2 = 5k, C1 = 45 pF 11 18 ns 
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AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = SV, T A = 2SoC (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

B PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS (Continued) 

tPLzB Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to AOtoA7 = 0.4V, T/R = 2.4V(FigureC) 
13 18 ns 

TRI-STATE from CD to B Port S3 = 1,RS = 1k,C4 = 1SpF 

tpHZB Propagation Delay from a Logical "1" to AO to A7 = 2.4V, T l!'i = 2.4V (Figure C) 
8 1S ns 

TRI-STATE from CD to B Port S3 = O,RS = 1k,C4 = 1SpF 

tpZLB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 = 0.4V, T Il'i = 2.4V (Figure C) 
a Logical "0" from CD to B Port S3 = 1, RS = 1000, C4 = 300 pF 32 40 ns 

S3 = 1, RS = 6670, C4 = 4S pF 16 22 ns 

tpZHB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 = 2.4V, T/!'i = 2.4V (Figure C) 
a Logical "1" from CD to B Port S3 = 0, RS = 1 k, C4 = 300 pF 26 3S ns 

S3 = 0, RS = Sk, C4 = 4S pF 14 22 ns 

TRANSMIT/RECEIVE MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

lTRL Propagation Delay from Transmit Mode to CD = O.4V (Figure 8) 
Receive a Logical "0", T l!'i to A Port S1 = 0, R4 = 1000, C3 = S pF 30 40 ns 

S2 = 1, R3 = 1k, C2 = 30 pF 

tTRH Propagation Delay from Transmit Mode to CD = 0.4V, (Figure 8) 
Receive a Logical "1", T l!'i to A Port S1 = 1, R4 = 1000, C3 = S pF 28 40 ns 

52 = 0, R3 = Sk,C2 = 30pF 

tRTH Propagation Delay from Receive Mode to CD = 0.4V (Figure 8) 
Transmit a Logical "1", T l!'i to B Port 51 = 0, R4 = 1 k, C3 = 300 pF 28 40 ns 

52 = 1, R3 = 3000, C2 = S pF 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits. The tables of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, minimax limits apply across the supply and temperature range listed In the teble of Recommended Operating Conditions. All 
typical values given are for Vee ~ 5V and T ... - 25"C. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise specified. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Switching Time Waveforms and AC Test Circuits 
3V ,4; ,-".". tf-\ 

INPUT 15V 10% TO 90% .... j\.5V An OR Bn . 

OV 

f~'" 
tpOHL-

~ OUTPUT 
Bn OR An 1.5 V 

TL/F/8793-3 

VCC VCC 

~ Rl 

INPUT OUTPUT 
~ 

C C 

~ , ~ 
, 

-~ ~ I PULSE I DEVICE ~ , UNDER 
GENERATOR J TEST 

±" 
-... 

~R2 ~ , 
~ 

-~ 
~ -:-~ 

Note: Cl includes test fixture capacitance. TLlF/8793-4 

FIGURE A. Propagation Delay from A Port to B Port or from B Port to A Port 
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Switching Time Waveforms and AC Test Circuits (Continued) 

3V-------r--~------~------~ 
INPUT " = II .. IOn. II 

Till ''',lIT09011 

OV 

OUTPUT---+, 

BPORT APORT 

OUTPUT----.1 

Vcc 

APORT~_----4~--~ 

S2 = 1 

I---... ----~_o B PORT 

VCC...o' R3 

Note: C2 and C3 include test lixture cspacilance. 

DEVICE 
,UNDER 

TEST 

S, = 1 

R4 

FIGURE B. Propagation Delay from T IR to A Port or B Port 

3V-------J--------------------~ 
Ir = II .. IOns II INPUT 

CD 
OV 

PORT OUTPUT ---+, 

IPHZ 

10% TO 9011 

~
PLZ 
. . . 

0.5V 
PORT OUTPUT ---1. 

Vcc 

IPlL 

VCC 

2.4VO 

PORT .~------------_t 
INPUT~ 0.4 V S4 

1---.... -------0 ~~~~UT 

Note: C4 includes test fixture capacitance. 

Port input is in a fixed logical 
condHion. See AC table. 

INPUT 

......... -----tCD 

DEVICE 
UNDER· 
TEST 

":". 

R5 

TL/F/8793-5 

TLlF/8793-6 

TL/F/8793-7 

TL/F 18793-8 

FIGURE C. Propagation Delay to/from TRI-8TATE from CD to A Port or B Port 
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tJ1National Semiconductor 

DP8307A 8-Bit TRI-STATE® 
Bidirectional Transceiver (Inverting) 

General Description 
The DP8307A is a high speed Schottky 8-bit TRI-STATE 
bidirectional transceiver designed to provide bidirectional 
drive for bus oriented microprocessor and digital communi
cations systems. It is capable of sinking 16 mA on the A 
ports and 48 mA on the B ports (bus ports). PNP inputs for 
low input current and an increased output high (VOH) level 
allow compatibility with MOS, CMOS, and other technolo
gies that have a higher threshold and less drive capabilities. 
In addition, it features glitch-free power up/down on the B 
port preventing erroneous glitches on the system bus in 
power up or down. 

DP8303A and DP7304B/DP8304B are featured with Trans
mit/Receive (T fR) and Chip Disable (CD) inputs to simplify 
control logic. For greater design flexibility, DP8307A and 
DP7308/DP8308 is featured with Transmit (f) and 
Receive (R) control inputs. 

Logic and Connection Diagrams 

APORT 

AOo-_ .... -t 
I 
I 
1--

:~
A3o-t= 
:~
A6o--C= 
A7D--L._ 

Logic Table 
Control Inputs 

o 
o 

o o 

:><>---.... -1--0 so 
I 
I 

-....J 
_~Sl 

"-L-oB2 

=::]-oS3 

-~: 
=J--oB6 

_.J'""'OB7 

B PORT 

TUF/8794-1 

Resulting Conditions 

A Port B Port 

OUT IN 

IN OUT 

TRI-STATE TRI-STATE 

Both Active· 

*This is not an intended logic condition and may cause oscillations. 

Features 
• 8-bit bidirectional data flow reduces system package 

count 
• Bidirectional TRI-STATE inputs/outputs interface with 

bus oriented systems 
• PNP inputs reduce input loading 
• Output high votlage interfaces with TTL, MOS, and 

CMOS 
• 48 mA/300 pF bus drive capability 
• Pinouts simplify system interconnections 
• Independent f and R controls for versatility 
• Compact 20-pin dual-in-line package 
• Bus port glitch free power up/down 

Dual-In-Une Package 

AD 20 Vee 

AI 

A2 

A3 

APORT 
A4 

B PORT 

AS 

A6 BS 

A7 13 B6 

12 B7 

GNO 10 11 R 

TLlF/8784-2 

Top View 

Order Number DP8307 AN 
See NS Package Number N20A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Lead Temperature (soldering. 4 sec.) 260'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Storage Temperature -65·C to + 150·C 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Supply Voltage 7V Recommended Operating 
Input Voltage 5.5V Conditions 
Output Voltage 5.5V 

Min Max Units 
Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C Supply Voltage (Vee> 4.75 5.25 V 

Cavity Package 1667mW 
Temperature (TAl 0 ·70 ·C 

Molded Package 1S32mW 
'Derate cavity package 11.1 mW/'C above 25'C; derate molded package 
14.7 mWrC above 25'C. 

DC· Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

A PORT (AO-A7) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage T = VIL. R' = 2.0V 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage T =VIL. R = 2.0V 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage T = 2.0V. R = VIL 10H = -0.4mA Vee - 1.15 Vec - 0.7 V 
VIL = 0.5V 10H = -3mA 2.7 3.95 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage T = 2.0V. 10L = 16mA 0.35 0.5 V 
R' = VIL 10L = SmA 0,3 0.4 V 

los Output Short Circuit T = 2.0V. R = VIL. Vo = OV. -10 -3S -75 mA 
Current Vee = Max. (Note 4) 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current T = VIL. R = 2.0V. VIH = 2.7V 0:1 SO IlA 
II Input Current at Maximum R = T = 2.0V. Vee = Max. VIH = 5.25V 

1 mA 
Input Voltage 

IlL Logical "0" I nput Current T = VIL. R = 2.0V. VIN = O.4V -70 -200 ,.,.A 

VeLAMP Input Clamp Voltage T = R = 2.0V.IIN = -12 mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Output/Input T = R = 2.0V VIN = O.4V -200 ,.,.A 
TRI·STATE Current VIN = 4.0V SO ,.,.A 

B PORT (BO-B7) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage T =2.0V. R = VIL 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage f = 2.0V. R = VIL 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage T = VIL. R = 2.0V 10H = -0.4.mA Vee - 1.15 Vee - O.S V 
VIL = 0.5V 10H = -5mA 2.7 3.9 V 

IOH = -10mA 2.4 3.6 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage T = VIL. R = 2.0V 10L = 20mA 0.3 0.4 V 

IOL = 4SmA 0.4 0.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit T = VIL. R = 2.0V. Vo = OV. -25 -50 -150 mA 
Current Vee = Max. (Note 4) 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current T = 2.0V. R' = VIL. VIH = 2.7V 0.1 SO ,.,.A 

II Input Current at Maximum T = R = 2.0V. Vee = Max. VIH = 5.25V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current f = 2.0V. R = VIL. VIN = 0.4V -70 -200 ,.,.A 

VeLAMP Input Clamp Voltage f=R=2.0V.IIN= -12mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Output/Input T = R = 2.0V VIN = O.4V -200 ,.,.A 
TRI·STATE Current VIN = 4.0V +200 ,.,.A 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CONTROL INPUTS T, R 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage 0.7 V 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current VIH = 2.7V 0.5 20 p.A 

II Maximum Input Current Vcc = Max, VIH = 5.25V 1.0 mA 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current VIL = 0.4V I~ -0.1 -0.25 mA 

I i -0.25 -0.5 mA 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -0.8 -1.5 V 

POWER SUPPLY CURRENT 

Icc Power Supply Current T = R = 2.0V, VIN = 2.0V, Vee = Max 70 100 mA 

T = 0.4V, VINA = R = 2V, Vee = Max 100 150 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25"C 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

A PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpDHLA Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" from T = 2.4V, R = 0.4V (FlfJure A) 
8 J~ ns 

B Port to A Port Rl = 1 k, R2 = 5k, Cl = 30 pF 

tpDLHA Propagation Delay' to'a Logical"~" from i = 2.4V; R = 0.4V (Fq;ure Ai 
11 16 ns 

B Port to A Port Rl "'" 1 k, R2 ";' 5k, Cl = 30 PF 

tPLZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to BO to B7 = 2.4V; i "" 2.4V (Figure 8) 
10 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from R to A Port S3 = l,R5 = lk,C4 = 15pF 

tPHZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "1" to BO to B7 = 0.4V, i = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
8 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from R to A Port S3 = 0, R5 = lk,C4 = 15pF 

tpZLA Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to BO to B7 = 2.4V, T = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
25 35 ns 

a Logical "0" from R to A Port S3 = 1, R5 = lk, C4 = 30 pF 

tPZHA Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to 
a Logical "1" from R to A Port 

BO to B7 = ,0.4V, i = 2.4V(Figure 8) 
S3 = 0, R5 ';'5k, C4 = 30 pF 

24 35 ns 

B PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpDHLB Propagation Delay to a Logical ''0'' from T = 0.4V, R = 2.4V (Rgure A) 
A Port to 8 Port Rl = 1000, R2 = lk, Cl = 300 pF 12 18 ns 

Rl = 6670, R2 = 5k, Cl = 45 pF 8 12 ns 

tpDLHB Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" from T = 0.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure A) 
A Port to B Port Rl = 1000, R2 = lk. Cl = 300 pF 15 23 ns 

Rl = 6670; R2 = 51<, Cl = 45 pF 9 14 ns III 
tPLZB Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to AO to A7 = 2.4V, R = 2.4V (Rgure 8) 

13 18 ns 
TRI-STATE from i to Ei Port S3 = l.R5-" lk,C4 = 15PF 

tPHZB Propagation Delay from a LcigiCal "1 " to AO to A7= 0.4V, ~ = 2.4V (Rgure 8) 
8 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from i to B Port ' S3 = 0, R5= lk,C4 = l&pF, 

tPZLB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 = 2.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
a Logical "0" from i to B Port S3 = 1, R5 = 1000, C4 = 300 pF 32 40 ns 

S3 = 1. R5 = 6670, C4 = 45 pF 18 25 ns 

tPZHB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 = 0.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure ,8) 
a Logical "1" from i to B Port S3 = 0, R5 == lk,C4 = 300pF 25 35 ns 

S3 = 0, R5 = 5k, C4 = 45 pF 16 25 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety 01 the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the devices 
should be operated at these limits, The tables 01 "Electrical Characteristics" provide condHlons lor actual device operation, 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, min/max IimHs apply across the supply and temperature range listed in the table 01 Recommended Operating Conditions, All 
typical values given are lor Vee = 5V and TA = 25'C. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out 01 device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unless otherwise specnied. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted, 
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Switching Time Waveforms and AC Test Circuits 

OUTPUT 
Bn ORA• 

Note: CI includes test fixture capacltence. 

3V 
tl t, ·tl" 10 .. 

10% TO 10% 

t;tPDLH 

I.&vt 
___ oJ 

INPUT 

VCC 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

VCC 

RI 

FIGURE A. Propagation Delay from A Port to B Port or from B Port to A Port 

3V--~---J--------------------~ 
CONTROL INPUT 

OV 

PORT OUTPUT ----..... 

tPHZ 

t, • tl .. IOns 
Ill'll TO 9'0% 

~
LZ 

0.5V 
PORT OUTPUT --1. 

VCC 

lAVO 

tl 

tpZL 

PORT 00-----------4 
INPUT 0.4V 54 CONTRDL 

INPUT 

1---+------0 ~~~~UT 

DEVICE 
UNDER 

TEST 
1-... -----4ii OR i' 

Note: C4 Includes test fixture capacltence. Port input Is In a lIxed logical oondijlon. See AC Table. 

R5 

TUF/8794-3 

TUF/8794-4 

TUF/8794-5 

TUF/8794-6 

FIGURE B. Propagation Delay to/from TRI-5TATE from if to A Port a,nd f to B Port 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

DP8308 8-Bit TRI-STATE® 
Bidirectional Transceiver (Non-Inverting) 

General Description 
The DP8308 is a high speed Schottky 8-bit TRI-STATE bidi
rectional transceiver designed to provide bidirectional drive 
for bus oriented microprocessor and digital communications 
systems. It is capable of sinking 16 mA on the A ports and 
48 mA on the B ports (bus ports). PNP inputs for low input 
current and an increased output high (VOH) level allow com
patibility with MOS, CMOS, and other technologies that 
have a higher threshold and less drive capabilities. In addi
tion, it features glitch-free power up/down on the B port 
preventing erroneous glitches on the system bus in power 
up or down. 

DP8308 is featured with Transmit (T) and Receive (l'i) 
control inputs. 

Logic and Connection Diagrams 
r------, 

AD BD 

I I 
I I 
L...- -....t 

AI~ _~BI 
A2 . B2 

A3o-t= =:)-oB3 
APORT :~- -~: 

BPORT 

A&o-C= -rB& 

A700-L_ =..J-O B7 

'i'iiliNIMIT RECEIVE 
(f) (iiI 

TLlF/B795-1 

Logic Table 
Control Inputs Resulting Conditions 

Transmit Receive APort SPort 

1 0 OUT IN 

0 1 IN OUT 

1 1 TRI-STATE TRI-STATE 

0 0 Both Active" 

-This is not an intended logic condition and may cause oscillations. 

Features 
• 8-bit bidirectional data flow reduces system package 

count 
• Bidirectional TRI-STATE inputs/outputs interface with 

bus oriented systems 
• PNP inputs reduce input loading 
• Output high voltage interfaces with TIL, MOS, and 

CMOS 
• 48 mA/300 pF bus drive capability 
• Pinouts simplify system interconnections 
• Independent T and 11 controls for versatility 
• Compact 20-pin dual-In-line package 
• Bus port glitch free power up/down 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

AI 

A2 18 BI 

A3 17 82 

APORT 

A4 1& 83 

A5 15 84 

A& 14 B5 

A7 13 B& 

T 12 87 

" Ii 

Top View 

Order Number DP8308N 
See NS Package Number N20A 

8 PORT 

TlIF/B795-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,' Conditions " 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage (Vce) 
Supply Voltage 7V DP7308 ,4.5 5.5 V 
Input Voltage 5.5V DP8308 4.75 .. 5.25 V 
Output Voltage 5.5\1 Temperature (TAl '. 
Storage Temperature - 65·C to + 150"C DP7308 -55 +125 ·C 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25·C DP8308 0 +70 ·C 
Cavity Package '1667mW 
Molded Package 1832mW 

Lead Temperature (soldering, 4 sec.) 260"C 
"Derate cavity packBge 11.1 mW I'C above 2S'C; derate molded package 
14.7 mW I'C above 2S'C. 

DC Electrical Ch~racteristics (Notes 2 'and 3) , 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min' I Typ I Max I Units 

A PORT (AO-A7) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 'f = VIL, R ,;, 2.0V 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input VoltagE! 'f "" VIL, R = 2.0V DP8308 0.8 V 

DP7308 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage i = 2.0V, R = VIL 10H = -O.4mA Vcc-1.15 Vcc-0.7 V 

IOH=-3mA 2.7 3.95 V 

VOL Logical "0" ,Output Voltage T = 2.0V, 10L = 16 mA (8308) 0.35 0.5 V 
R= VIL 10L = 8 mA (both) 0.3 0.4 V 

los Output Short Circuit 'f = 2.0V, R = VIL, Vo = OV -10 -38 -75 mA 
Current Vce = Max (Note 4) 

IIH Logica,l "1" Input Current 'f = VIL, R = 2.0V, VIH = 2.7V 0.1 80 /LA 

II Input Current at Maximum R = T = 2.0V, Vce = Max, VIH = 5.25V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage ", 

IlL Logical "0" I nput Current T = VIL, R = 2.0V, VIN = 0.4V -70 -200 /LA 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage T = R = 2.0V, liN = -12 mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Outputllnput 'f = R = ,2.0V VIN = O.4V -200 /LA 
TRI-STATE Current VIN = 4.0V 80 /LA 

B PORT (BO-B7) 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage T = 2.0V, R = VIL 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage 'f = 2.0V, R = VIL DP8308 0.8 V 

DP7308 0.7 V 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage T =:' VIL, R = 2.0V 10H = -0.4mA Vcc-1.15 VCC-0.8 V 

10H = -5mA 2.7 3.9 V 

IOH = -10mA 2.4 3.6 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage T = VIL. R = 2.0V 10L = 20mA 0.3 0.4 V 

10L = 48mA 0.4 0.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit i = VIL, R = 2.0V, Vo = OV, , -25 -50 -150 , mA 
Current Vce = Max (Note 4) 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current i = 2.0V, R = VIL, VIH = 2.7V 0.1 80 p.A 

II Input Current at Maximum i = R = 2.0V, Vce = Max, VIH = 5.25V 
1 mA 

Input Voltage 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current i = 2.0V, R = VIL, VIN = 0.4V -70 -200 /LA 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage 'f = R = 2.0V, liN = -12 mA -0.7 -1.5 V 

100 Outputllnput i=R=2.0V VIN = 0.4V -200 /LA 
TRI-STATE Current VIN = 4.0V +200 /LA 
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DC Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol· I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

CONTROL INPUTS f, R 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage I DP8308 0.8 V 

I DP7308 0.7 V 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current VIH = 2.7V 0.5 20 ",A 

II Maximum Input Current Vcc = Max, VIH = 5.25V 1.0 mA 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current VIL = 0.4V I R -0.1 -0.25 mA 

I 'f -0.25 -0.5 mA 

VCLAMP Input Clamp Voltage liN = -12mA -0.8 -1.5 V 

POWER SUPPLY CURRENT 

IcC Power Supply Current 'f = R = 2.0V, VIN = O.4V, Vcc = Max 70 100 mA 

'f = VINA = 0.4V, R = 2V, Vee = Max 90 140 mA 

AC Electrical Characteristics Vee = 5V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

A PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpOHLA Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" from 'f = 2.4V, R = 0.4V (Figure A) 
14 18 ns 

8 Port to A Port R1 = 1k, R2 = 5k, C1 = 30 pF 

tpOLHA Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" from 'f = 2.4V, R = O.4V (FigureA) 
13 18 ns 

8 Port to A Port R1 = 1k, R2 = 5k, C1 = 30 pF 

tpLZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to 80 to 87 = O.4V, T = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
11 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from R to A Port S3 = 1,R5 = 1k,C4 = 15pF 

tPHZA Propagation Delay from a Logical "1" to 80 to 87 = 2.4V, 'f = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
8 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from R to A Port S3 = 0, R5 = 1k, C4 = 15 pF 

tPZLA Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to 80 to 87 = 0.4V, 'f = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
24 35 ns 

a Logical "0" from R to A Port S3 = 1,R5 = 1k,C4 = 30pF 

tPZHA Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to 80 to 87 = 2.4V, 'f = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
21 30 ns 

a Logical "1" from R to A Port S3 = 0, R5 = 5k, C4 = 30 pF 

B PORT DATA/MODE SPECIFICATIONS 

tpOHLB Propagation Delay to a Logical "0" from T = 0.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure A) 
A Port to 8 Port R1 = 1000, R2 = 1k, C1 = 300 pF 18 23 ns 

R1 = 6670, R2 = 5k, C1 = 45 pF 11 18 ns 

tpOLHB Propagation Delay to a Logical "1" from 'f = O.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure A) III 
A Port to 8 Port R1 = 1000, R2 = 1k, C1 = 300 pF 16 23 ns 

R1 = 6670, R2 = 5k, C1 = 45 pF 11 18 ns 

tPUB Propagation Delay from a Logical "0" to AO to A7 = 0.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
13 18 ns 

TRI-STATE from 'f to 8 Port S3 = 1, R5 = 1k, C4 = 15 pF 

tPHZB Propagation Delay from a Logical "1" to AO to A7 = 2.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
8 15 ns 

TRI-STATE from 'f to 8 Port S3 = 0,R5 = 1k,C4 = 15pF 

tPZLB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 = 0.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
a Logical "0" from 'f to 8 Port S3 = 1, R5 = 1000, C4 = 300 pF 25 35 ns 

S3 = 1, R5 = 6670, C4 = 45 pF 17 25 ns 

tPZHB Propagation Delay from TRI-STATE to AO to A7 =2.4V, R = 2.4V (Figure 8) 
a Logical" 1" from 'f to 8 Port S3 = 0, R5 = 1k, C4 = 300 pF 24 35 ns 

S3 = 0, R5 = 5k, C4 = 45 pF 17 25 ns 
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AC Electrical Characteristics (ContinUed) 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are thqse values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to Imply that the devices' sho~ld be .operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides condHlons for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise spsclfied, minimax limits apply across the supply and temperature range listed in the table of Recommended Operating CondHions. All 
typical values given are for Vee ~ 5V and TA ':" 25°C. 

Nota 3: All currents into device pins are positive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All voltages are referenced to ground unle!lS otherwise specified ... 

Nota 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. . 

Switching Time Waveforms and AC Test Circuits 

INPUT 
An OR Bn 

3V--_~ 
Ir=~~10ns 

10% TO 90% 
Ir 

~------~'~---------------------------------' 

INPUT 

Vcc 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

Note: Cl includes test fixture capaCitance. 

1,5V 

Vcc 

TUF/8795-4 

FIGURE A. Propagation Delay from A Port to B Port or from B Port to A Port 

3V-------~--------------------~ 
CONTROL INPUT 

OV 

PORT OUTPUT ----+-... 

PORT OUTPUT 

I, • If .. IOn. 
lD%TD9D% . 

If 

IPlL 

TL/F/8795-3 

TUF/8795-5 

VCC 

2.4VO 
PORT PORl 

INPUT 
54 OUTPUT 0.4 V 

DEVICE S3"1 UNDER 
TEST R5 VCC 

RDRT 

JC4 
S3'q, 

- TUF/8795-6 

Note: C4 includes test fixture capacitance. Port Input Is in a fixed logical condition. See AC Table. 

FIGURE B. Propagation Delay to/from TRI·STATE from R to A Port and 'i' to B Port 
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I!fJNational Semiconductor 

DS26S 1 OC/DS26S 1 OM/DS26S 11 C/DS26S 1.1 M 
Quad Bus Transceivers 

General Description 
The OS26S10 and DS26811 are quad Bus Transceivers 
consisting of 4 high speed bus drivers with open-collector 
outputs capable of sinking 100 mA at 0.8V and 4 high speed 
bus receivers. Each driver output is connected internally to 
the high speed bus receiver in addition to being connected 
to the package pin. The receiver has a Schottky TTL output 
capable of driving 10 Schottky TTL unit loads. 

An active low enable gate controls the 4 drivers so that 
outputs of different device drivers can be connected togeth
er for party-line operation. 

The bus output high-drive capability in the low state allows 
party-line operation with a line impedance as low as 1000. 
The line can be terminated at both ends, and still give con
siderable noise margin at the receiver. The receiver typical 
switching point is 2V. 

Logic Diagrams 

The OS26S10 and OS26S11 feature advanced Schottky 
processing to minimize propagation delay. The device pack
age also has 2 ground pins to improve ground current han
dling and allow close decoupling between Vee and ground 
at the package. Both GNO 1 and GNO 2 should be tied to 
the ground bus extemal to the device package. 

Features 
• Input to bus is inverting on OS~68t 0 
• Input to bus is non-inverting on OS26S11 
• Quad high speed open-collector bus transceivers 
• Driver outputs can sink 100 rnA at 0.8V maximum 
• Advanced Schottky processing 
• PNP inputs to reduce input loading 

DS26S10 

IZ 

If 

ZD Zl ZZ Zl 
TL/F/5802-1 

DS26S11 

E: Iii Ii Ii Ii 

ZD Zl Z2 Zl 
TLlF/5802-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings .. 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Dissipation· af 25'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Cavity Package 1433mW 
OHlce/Dlstrlbutors for availability and speclflcaUons. Molded Package 1362mW 

Storage Temperature - 65'C to + 150"Q PLCC Package TBDmW 

Temperature (Ambient) Under Bias - 55'C to + 125"C "Derate cavity package 9.6 mW rc. l1bove 25"(:; derate molded package 
10.9 mW'·C above 25"C, derate PLCC package TEiD mW rc above 25"C. 

Supply Voltage to Ground Potential -0.5Vto +7V 

DC Voltage Applied to Outputs for -0.5Vto + Vee Max Operating Conditions 
High Outpu1 State Min Max Units 

DC Input Voltage -0.5Vto +5.5V Supply Voltage (Vee) 
Output Current, Into Bus 200mA DS26S1.0C, DS26S1.1C 4.75 5.25 V 

Output Current, Into Outputs (Except Bus) 30mA PS26$10M,DS26.S11 M 4.5 5,5 V 

. DC Input C\.Irrent -30mAto +5mA Temperature.(TAl " 
DS26S10C,DS26S11C O' +70 'C 
DS26S10M,DS26S11M -55 +125 'c 

Electrical Characteristics (Unless otherwise noted) 

Symbol Parameter 
Conditions 

Min 
Typ 

Max Units (Note 1) (Note 2) 

VOH Ou1put High Voltage . Vee = Min,lOH = -1 mA, Military 2.5 3.4 V 
(Receiver Ou1puts) VIN = Vil or VIH 

'< 
Commercial 2.7 3.4 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage Vee = Min, IOl = 20 mA, 0.5. V (Receiver Outputs) VIN = Vil or VIH 

VIH Input High Level Guaranteed Input Logical High for 
2.0 V (Except Bus) All Inputs 

Vil Inpu1 Low Level Guaranteed Input Logical Low for 
0.8 V (Except Bus) All Inputs 

VI Input Clamp Voltage Vee = Min,IIN = -18 mA -1.2 V (Except Bus) 

III Input Low Current Vee = Max, VIN = 0.4V Enable -0.36 mA 
(Except Bus) Data -0.54 mA 

IIH Input High Current Vee = Max, VIN = 2.7V Enable 20 p.A 
(Except Bus) Data 30 !LA 

II Input High Current . Vee = Max, VIN = 5.5V 100 p.A (Except Bus) 

Ise Ou1put Short-Circuit Current Vee = Max, (Note 3) Military -20 -55 mA 
(Except Bus) Commercial -18 -60 mA 

leel Power Supply Current Vee = Max, Enable = GND DS26S10 45 70 .mA 
(All Bus Outputs Low) DS26S11 80 mA 

: .' 

.. 
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Connection Diagrams 

http://www.nationaf.com 

Dual·ln·Llne Package 

vee B3 Z3 13 E 12 Z2 B2 

OS26S10N 

GN01 eo ZO 10 11 Z1 Bi GN02 
TLlF/5802-3 

TOp View 
Order Number DS26S10CJ, DS26S10MJ 

or DS26S10CN 
See NS Package Number J16A or N16A 

Plastic Chip Carrier 

ZO 

10 

NC 

11 

ZI 

Top View 

Z3 

17 13 

16 NC 

15 E 
14 12 

Order Number DS26S10CV 
See NS Package Number V20A 

Dual·ln·Line Package 

vee B3 Z3 13 E 12 Z2 B2 

OS26S11N 

GN01 eo zo To T, ZI Bi GN02 

Top View 

TL/F/5802-12 

TL/F/5802-4 

Order Number DS26S11CJ, DS26S11MJ 
or DS26S11CN 

See NS Package Number J16A or N16A 
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, ···of 

Bus Input/Output Characteristics " 

Symbol Parameter 
Conditions 

Min 
Typ 

Max Units 
(Note 1) (Note 2) 

VOL Output Low Voltage Military 10L = 40mA 0.33 0.5 

10L = 70mA 0.42 0.7 

Vee = Min 10L = 100mA 0.51 0.8 
V 

Comm"rcial 10L = 40mA 0.33 0.5 
, 

10L = 70mA 0.42 0.7 

10L = 100 mA 0.51 0.8 

10 Bus Leakage Current " Vo = 0.8V -50 

Vee = Max' Military Vo = 4.5V 200 p.A 

Commercial Vo = 4.5V 100 

10FF Bus Leakage Current (Power OFF) Vo = 4.5V 100 p.A 

VTH Receiver Input High Threshold Bus Enable = 2.4V, Military 2.4 2.0 
V 

Vee = Max Commercial 2.25 2.0 

VTL Receiver Input Low Threshold Bus,Enable = 2.4V, Military 2.0 1.6 
V 

Vee = Min Commercial 2.0 1.75 
Note 1: For oondijions shown as min or max, use the apprOpriate value specified under Electrical Characteristics for the applicable device type. 
Note 2: Typicallimils are at Vee = 5V, 25'C ambient and maximum loading. 
Note 3: Not more than one output should be shorted at a time. Duration of the short circulttes! should not exceed one second. 

Switching Characteristics (T A = 25°C, Vee = 5V) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpLH Data Input to Bus Rs = 500, Cs = 50 pF'(Note 1) 
0526510 

10 15 ns 

tpHL Data Input to Bus 10 15 ns 

tpLH Data Input to Bus 
0526511 

12 19 ns 

tpHL Data Input to Bus 12 19 ns 

tpLH Enable Input to Bus 
0526510 

14 1S ns 

tpHL Enable Input to Bus 13 18 ns 

tpLH Enable Input to Bus 
0526511 

15 20 ns 

tpHL Enable Input to Bus 14 20 ns 

tpLH Bus to Receiver Out Rs = 500, RL = 2800, Cs = 50 pF (Note 1), 10 15 ns 

tpHL Bus to Receiver Out CL=15pF 
• 10 15 ns 

tr Bus Rs = 500, Cs = 50 pF (Note 1) 4.0 10 ns 

tf Bus 2.0 4.0 ns 
Note 1: Includes probe and jig capacHance, 

Truth Tables 
OS26S10 OS26S11 

Inputs outputs Inputs Outputs 

E I B Z E i B Z 

L L H L L L L H 
L H L H L H H L 
H X Y 'if H X Y 'if 

H = High voltege level 
L = Low voltags level 
X = Don't care 
Y = Voltage level of bus (assumes oontrol by another bus transceiver) 
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Typical Application 

STROBE 

IV 
160 

100 

188 

IDO 

INPUTS 

21 
OSZISIO 

ZZ 

Z3 

110 PARTY·LlNE OPERATION 

STROBE 

} 
RECEIVER 
OUTPUTS 

INPUTS 

21 } -''',. ZI } "''''''" OSllS10 OUTPUTS OSlISII OUTPUTS ZZ ZZ 

23 Z3 

AC Test Circuit and Switching Time Waveforms 

VCC 
ZTEST 
POINT VCC 

RB 
50 

PULSE IINPUT .... 
GENERATOR 

NO.1 

CL 
15 pf 

TINOTEIl 

PULSE [INPUT 
GENERATOR iiTEST 

NO.2 POINT 
':' 

Note 1: Includes probe and jig capacitance. 

3V 

OSllsn 
TlNPUT 

DV 

3V 

OSllS10 
TlNPUT 

DV 

3V 

[INPUT 

OV 

tPLH tpHL 

VOH 

I TEST POINT 

VOL 

VOH 

ZTESTPOINT 

VOL 
\~--J/ 
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ZI } "''''''" OSlISII OUTPUTS 2Z 

Z3 

5V 
100 

100 

100 

100 

TL/F/5802-5 

RL 
2aD 

ALL DIODES 
lN9110R 
EOUIVALENT 

TUF/5802-6 
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il 
I: 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 

~ .. .. 
c 
~ 

'" > 
!; 
!; 
'" !II .. 
I ... 
'" > 

1.1 

0.8 

0.& 

D.4 

8.2 

D 

Typical Bus Output Low Volt
age vs Ambient Temperature 

V~~_IIV 
I 

r- JIBUS'IoomA 

IBUS=70 mA 

IBUs=~mA 

-is -31-11 5 25 41 &Ii 85 101 125 

T A - AMlIENT JEMPERATURE rC) 

Schematic Diagram 

4.(5). 
(111.(13) 

To--.... -+-........... 

Rl 

TUF/5B02-8 

f· 
2. m. (9). (111 
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Receiver Threshold Valiatlon 
vs Ambient Temperature 

~ 2.& .. 
~ ::: 
!; 
9 2.2 

'" Z.I 

... 1 2.0 
·1.8 

f5 1.8 

1.5 

I I I I I 

r- r-v~c-II.5J . I 

VCC·&.Z5V 

MIL~ I--~4.71V ;: COM'L 
,./ 

Vcc-4.5V 

I I I 
I I I 

i 1.7 

~ 1 .• 

!; 
-i5 -35 -15 5 25 41 ~5 1& 105 125 

TA - AMlIENT TEMPERATURE re) 

Vee = Pin 16 

VCC 
I. 

GNOI = Pin 1 

GN02 = Pin 8 

ConneCI for OS26S1 0 

'Remove Rl. 01. 01 for DS26S10 

TL/F/~2-9 

liD 

3.(11. 
(10).(14) 

--4_0Z 

TUF/5B02-10 
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AC Test Circuits and Switching Waveforms 
5.Ov 

,----------, II 

5.DV....";;.,,.;.---.....J 2110 

TLlF/5803-2 

VI 

Vo 

3.0V ----h=::---~="I. 

OV 

VOH----~--~--------4_--, 

VOL -----+--"' 
ENABLETO BUS 
(HIGH LEVELl 

TLlF/5803-3 
Note: Ir ~ tr ~ 2.5 ns. Pulse width ~ 500 ns measured between t.5V levsls. f - 1 MHz. 

FIGURE 1. Disable Delays 

5.0V 

VI ,----------, 91 

Vo 
I 

v I I I 
I z,s,L. _________ .J 

zoo 

11.14 

TLIF 15603-4 

500 .. 

3.0V -------h...::::=-------.... "" 

OV----=or 

VOH ---------4_ ...... 

VOL------i--i-r~~------~~~ 

DRIVER INPUT TO BUS 
(LOW LEVEll 

ORIVER INPUT TO BUS 
(HIGH LEVEll 

TL/F/5803-5 
Nota: Ir ~ If ~ 2.S ns. Pulse widlh ~ 500 ns measured between I.SV levels. f ~ I MHz. 

FIGURE 2. Driver Propagation Delays 

5.0V 

3AV-------+~~----~~~ 

VI '----iiEcEivEii---' 390 

L,I I" 
12. 151 '">o-__ ~I.;.;IO;:,;,1;;.3"' __ ""_t-_VO 

VI I ~ I 

I I I 

~ _ .! _______ J TI5PF 

'V---"':':':~ 

VOH-------r~ 

1.8k Vo 

VOl------t--t-'-------+---' 

BUSTO LOGIC LOW LEVEL BUSTO LOGIC HIGH LEVEL 
TLlF/5803-6 RECEIVER OUTPUT RECEIVER OUTPUT 

TL/F/5803-7 
Nole:1r ~ If ~ 15 ns. Pulsewidlh ~ SOO ns measured between 1.7V levels. f ~ 1 MHz. 

VI 
1211 

h\tp:/Iwww.national.com 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Propagation Delays 

5.oV 

TLlF/5B03-B 

Z.&V 
VI 1.1V t.1V 
T-{R 

OV BUSLDDIC 
lOW lEVEL 

TLlF/5803-9 

I, ~ If ~ 2.5ns 

(a) Receiver Output {Vol to 
Remain Greater than 2.2V 

~ 
BUS LOGIC 

3AV HIOH LEVEL 
VI t.W I.W 

O.JV--

TL/F/5803-tO 

1,~tr~2.5ns 

(b) Receiver Output {Vol to 
Remain Less than O.7V 

FIGURE 4. Receiver Noise Immunity: "No Response at Output" Input Waveforms 
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Typical Application 
1200 Unified Data Bus 

5V 6V 

180 

1 ... __ l_,I1 ... _.:..t_,' 
11/40S3682 I 1/4 0S3&82 
I I I I 

I t I 

1i/4Ds3&&2 -, Iii. DS3682 
390 I I I 390 

I I I I I I I 
- I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
L ____ .J L_ .J L ____ .J L ____ .J 

TUF/5803-11 
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tJ1National Semiconductor 

OS3667 TRI-STATE® Bidirectional Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS3667 is a high-speed Schottky a-channel bidirection
al transceiver designed for digital information and communi
cation systems. Pin selectable totem-pole/open collector 
outputs are provided at all driver outputs. This feature, to
gether with the Dumb Mode which puts both driver and re
ceiver outputs in TAl-STATE at the same time, means high
er flexibility of system design. PNP inputs are used at all 
driver inputs for minimum loading, and hysteresis is provid
ed at all receiver inputs for added noise margin. A power 
up/down protection circuit is included at all outputs to pro
vide glitch-free operation during Vee power up or down. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• a-channel bidirectional non-inverting transceivers 
• Bidirectional control implemented with TAl-STATE 

output design 

• High speed Schottky design 
• Low power consumption 
• High impedance PNP inputs (drivers) 
• Pin selectable totem-pole/open collector outputs 

(drivers) 
• 500 mV (typ) input hysteresis (receivers) 
• Power up/down protection (glitch-free) 
• Dumb Mode capability 

Dual-In-Line Package 

TE..!. U ~Vcc: 

B12. r!-01 

B22 r!-02 

B3..! ,!!..03 

B4....! r!-04 
BUS 

BS..!. 
OS3667 

r!-05 
TERMINAL 

86.2. ~D6 

B7...! ~07 

BS...! ~OB 

6N02!!. t!!-PE 
TLlF/5245-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS3667N 
See NS Package Number N20A 
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~ r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
CD 

I Logic Diagram 

TERMIIW. IUS 

6 16 

..:::...-----1-...... 10.:>-..... 4.....::.· 17 

NoIe1:-[9>- Denotes driver 

Nole 2: -<a-Denotes receiver 

TUF/5245-2 
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Functional Truth Table 
Control 

Input 
Level 

tE PE Mode 

H H 

H L 

L H 

L L 

H: High Level Input 

L: Low level Input 

T: Transmitting Mode 

R: Receiving Mode 

0: Dumb Mode 

T 

T 

A 

0 

Data Transceivers 

Bus Port Terminal Port 

Totem-Pole Input 
Output 

Open Input 
Collector 
Output 

Input Output 

TAl-STATE TAl-STATE 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) . Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Vee, Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. T A, Ambient Temperature ·0 70 ·C 

Supply Voltage (Vee) 7.0V IOL' Output Low Current 
Input Voltage 5.5V Bus 48 mA 

Storage Temperature Range -65·C to + 150"C Terminal 16 mA 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 
Molded Package 1832mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260"C 
'Derate molded package 14.7 mW rc above 25"C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Unita 

VIH High Level Input Voltage 2 V 

VIL Low Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

VIK Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -0.8 -1.5 V 

VHYS Input Hysteresis Bus 400 500 mV 

VOH High Level Terminal IOH = -800/JoA 2.7 3.5 
Output Voltage V 

Bus IOH = -5.2mA 2.5 3.4 

VOL Low Level Terminal 10L = 16mA 0.3 0.5 
Output Voltage V 

Bus 10L = 48mA 0.4 0.5 

IIH High Level TE,PE VI = 5.5V 0.2 100 
Input Current VI = 2.7V 0.1 20 

Terminal VI = 4V /JoA 

and Bus 
200 

IlL Low Level Terminal VI = 0.5V 
-10 -100 IJ.A Input Current andTE, PE 

Bus -0.4 -1.0 mA 

los Short Circuit Terminal VI = 2V, Vo = OV (Note 4) -15 -35 -75 
Output Current mA 

Bus -50 -120 -200 

lee Supply Current Transmit, TE = 2V, PE = 2V, VI = 0.8V 75 100 
mA 

Receive, TE = 0.8V, PE = 2V, VI = 0.8V 65 90 

CIN Bus-Port Bus Vee = OV, VI = OV, 
20 30 pF 

Capacitance f;" 10 kHz (Note 5) 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to Imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions .for actual device operations. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified. min/max limits apply across the O"C to + 70"C temperature range and the 4.7SV to S.2SV power supply range. All typical 
values are for TA = 2S'C and Vee = S.OV. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins are shown as pos"ive; all currents out of device pins are shown as negative; all vo~es are refarenoed to ground, unless 
otherwise specified. All values ,\hown as max.or min are so classified on absolute value basis. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: This parameter is guaranteed by dasign. It is not a tested parameter. 

i 
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Switching CharacteristiCs Vee == 5.OV,±5%, TA = O"Cto +70"C (Note 1) 

Symbol 

tPZH 

tpZL 

tPZH 

tpZL 

tPZH 

., Parameter 

Propagation Delay Time, ' 
Low to High Level Output 

Propagation Delay Time, 
High to Low Level Output 

Propagation Delay Time, 
Low to High Level Output 

Propagation Delay Time, 
High to Low Level Output 

Output Enable TIme 
tei High Level 

Output Disatiie Time 
to High Level 

Output Enable TIme 
to Low Levei 

Output' Disable Time 

to Low Level 

" Output Enable Time 
to High Level 

Output Disable Time 
'to High Level 

Output Enable Time 
to Low Level 

Output Disable Time 
to Low Level 

Output PUll-Up Enable 

TIme' 

Output I"IlIl-Up Disable 
Time 

" From 

Terminal 

Bus 

TE 

(Notes 2 and 3) 

TE,PE 

(Notes 2 and 3) 

PE 

(Notes 2 and 3) 

Note 1: All typical values are for TA = 25"C. Vee = 5V. 

Nota 2: Refer to Functional Truth Table for control input deflnHlon. 

To 

Bus 

Terminal 

Bus 

Terminal 

Bus 

C«»llditl~ns 

VL = 2.3V 
RL = 38.30 
CL = 30pF 
(Ftgure 1) 

VL = 5.0V 
RL = 2400 
CL = 30pF=' 
(Ftgure2) 

VI';' 3.0V' 
VL'= OV 

RL = 4800 
CL = 15pF 
(Ftgure 1) 

VI = OV 
VL = 2.3V 
RL = 38.30 
CL = 15pF 
(Figure 1) 

VI = 3.0V 
VL= OV 
RL=3kO 
CL = 15pF 
(Figure 1) 

VI= OV 
VL"; 5V 
RL'= 2800 
CL = 15pF 
(Figure 1) 

VI = 3V 
VL = OV 
RL = 4800 
CL = 15pF 
(Figure 1) 

.,..1"' " TyP. Max 

10 20 ns 

20 ns 

15 20 ns 

10 20 ns 

19 30 ns 

15 20 ns 

40 ns 

17 30 ns 

19 35 ns 

17 25 ns 

27 40 ns 

17 30 ns 

10 20 ns 

10 20 ns 

Note 3: Test configuration should be connected to only one transceiver at a time due to the high ciJrrent stress caused by lI1e VI voltage aouroe when tile output 
connected to that input becomes active. 

Switching Load Configurations 

TEST 
DEVICE 

VI 0- IN 

OUT_ 

Vc 0- CONTROL _ .... C * 
~L 

Vc logic high = 3.0V 

Vc logic low = OV 

'CL Includes Jig and probe capacitance 
FIGURE 1 

TLlF/5245-3 

11-34 

TEST 
DEVICE 

V.o- IN 1~~ 
OUT~-"""I-. 

Vc 0- CONTROL -!-I; .. lor 
~CL ~~IN914 

':" ~ ~ lN914 

Vc logic high = 3.0V 

Vc logic low = OV ~~IN914 
":~ 

TL/F/524S-4 
'CL includes jig and probe capacitance 

FIGURE 2 

htlp:llwww.national.com 



Switching Waveforms 

http://www.national.com 

Transmit Propagation Delays 

3.DV ,.----------.... 

TERMINAL* ~ 1: (INPUT) BV 1.5V 1.5V ____ _ 

tpLH tpHL 

BUS 
(OUTPUT) 

Receive Propagation Delays 

3.DV r-----------. 
(lNP~~* OV f.BV 1.5V\ ____ _ 

--:::./ tpLH \: tpHL 

TERMINAL 
(OUTPUT) 

CONTROL* 
INPUT 

TERMINAL 
OUTPUT 

TERMINAL 
OUTPUT 

CONTROL* 
INPUT 

BUS 
OUTPUT 

BUS 
OUTPUT 

Terminal Enable/Disable Times 

3V 

BY 

Bus Enable/Disable Times 

3V 

BV 

'Input signal: f = 1.0 MHz. 50% duty cycle. !r = If s: 5 ns 
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OS3862 Octal High Speed Trapezoidal Bus Transceiver 
General Description 
The 053862 is an octal high speed schottky bus transceiver 
intended for use witl) terminated 1200 impedance lines. It is 
specifically designed to reduce noise in unbalanced trans
mission systems. The open collector drivers generate pre
cise trapezoidal waveforms with rise and fall times of 9 ns 
(typical), which are relatively independent of capacitive 
loading conditions on the outputs. This reduces noise cou
pling to the adjacent lines without any appreciable impact 
on the maximum data rate obtainable with high speed bus 
transceivers. In addition, the receivers use a low pass filter 
in conjunction with a high speed comparator, to further en
hance the noise immunity. Tightly controlled thresho,ld lev
els on the receiver provide equal rejection to both negative 
and positive going noise pulses on the bus. 

The external termination is intended to be a 1800 resistor 
from the bus to 5V logic supply, together with a 3900 resis
tor from the bus to ground. The bus can be terminated at 
one or both ends. 

Logic and Connection Oiagram 
OS3862 

Features 
• Guaranteed A.C. specifications on noise immunity and 

propagation delay over the specified temperature and 
supply voltage range 

• Temperature insensitive receiver thresholds track bus 
logic level and respond symmetrically to positive and 
negative going pulses 

• Trapezoidal bus waveforms reduce noise coupling to 
adjacent lines 

• Open collector driver output allows wire-or connection 
• Advanced low power schottky technology 
• Glitch free power up/down protection on driver and re

ceiver outputs 
• TTL compatible driver and control inputs, and receiver 

outputs 
• Control logic is the same as the 053896 

A2~2~ __ ~~ __ ~~1~9 82 

3 18 
A3 -H--ri""",\_~~";" 83 

5 
Vee 

AS ....;.6H __ t-fl_~~1..;..5 85 

8 13 
A7 --i1-t......,~""...JI..r-+- 87 

11-36 

Order Number 0S3862J, OS3862N 
orOS3862WM 

See NS Package Number J20A, 
N20AorM20B 

TL/F/B539-1 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Recommended Operating 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Conditions 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Min Max Units 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Supply Voltage,Vee 4.75 5.25 V 
Supply Voltage 6V Operating Free Air Temperature 0 70 'C 
Control Input Voltage 5.5V 
Driver Input and Receiver Output 5.5V 
Receiver Input and Driver Output 5.5V 
Power Dissipation 1400mW 

Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C 
Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260'C 

Electrical Characteristics O'C ,;;: TA ,;;: 70'C,4.75V ,;;: Vee';;: 5.25V unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

Driver and Control Inputs: 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Logical "0" Input Voltage O.B V 

II Logical "1" Input Current An = Vee 1 mA 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current An = 2.4V 40 pA 

IIHe Logical "1" Input Current CD = T/R = 2.4V BO pA 

IlL Logical "0" Input Current An = 0.4V -1 -1-.6 mA 

IILe CD & T IR Logicai "0" Input Current CD = T/R = O.4V -180 -400 /LA 

Vel Input Diode Clamp Voltage Iclamp = -12mA -0.9 -1.5 V 

Driver Output/Receiver Input 

VOLB Low Level B'us Voltage An = T/R = 2V,Ibus = 100 mA 0.6 0.9 V 

IIHB Logical "1 " Bus Current An = O.BV, Bn = 4V, Vee = 5.25V and OV 10 100 /LA 

IILB Logical "0" Bus Current An = O.BV, Bn = OV, Vee = 5.25V and OV 100 /LA 

VTH I nput Threshold Vee = 5V 1.5 1.7 1.9 V 

Receiver Output 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage Bn = 0.9V,loh = - 400/LA 2.4 3.2 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage Bn = 4V, 101 = 16 mA 0.35 0.5 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current Bn = 0.9V -20 -70 -100 mA 

lee Supply Current Vee = 5.25V 90 135 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They are not meant to imply that device should be 
operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provide conditions for aclual device operation. 
Note 2: All currents into device pins are posilive; all currents out of device pins are negative. All vollages are referenced to deviCe ground unleas olherwise 
specified. 
Note 3: Aillypiceis are given for Vee = SV and TA = 2S'C. 
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Switching CharacterlstlcsO"c s; TA s; 70"C,4.75V s; Vee s; 5.25V unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Driver: 

tOLH An to Bn CD = O.BV, T/~ = 2.0V, VL = 5V (Figure 1) 12 20 ns 

tOHL 12 20 ns 

tOLHC CDtoBn An = T/R = 2.0V, VL = 5V, (Figure 1) 12 20 ns 

tOHLC 15 25 ns 

tOLHT T/RtoBn VCI = An, VC = 5V, (FJgure2) 20 30 ns 

tOHLT 
CD = O.BV, RC = 3900, CL = 30 pF 25 40 ns 
RL1 = 910, RL2 = 2000, VL = 5V 

tR Driver Output Rise Time CD = O.BV, T/R = 2V, VL = 5V (Figure 1) 4 9 20 ns 

tF Driver Output Fall Time 4 9 20 ns 

Receiver: 

tRLH Bn to An CD = O.BV, T IR = O.BV (Figure 3) 15 25 ns 

tRHL 15 25 ns 

tRLZC CD to An Bn = 2.0V, T/R = O.BV, CL = 5 pF 15 25 ns 
RL 1 = 3900, RL2 = NC, VL = 5V '(Figure 4) 

tRZLC Bn = 2.0V, TlA = O.BV, CL = 30 pF 10 20 ns 
RL 1 = 3900, RL2 = 1.6K, VL = 5V (Figure 4) 

tRHZC Bn = O.BV, T/~ = O.BV, VL = OV, 5 10 ns 
RL 1 = 3900, RL2 = NC, CL = 5 pF(FJgure 4) 

tRZHC Bn = O.BV, T/R = O.BV, VL = OV, B 15 ns 
RL 1 = NC, RL2 = 1.6K, CL = 30 pF (Figure 4) 

tRLZT T/RtoAn VCI = Bn, VC = 3.4V, RC = 390 20 30 ns 
CD = O.BV, VL = 5V, RL 1 = 3900, 
RL2 = NC,CL = 5pF (Figure 2) 

tRZLT VCI = Bn, VC = 3.4V, RC = 390, 30 45 ns 
CD = O.BV, VL = 5V, RL1 = 3900, 
RL2 = 1.6K, CL = 30 pF (Figure 2) 

tRHZT VCI = Bn, VC = OV, RC = 390 5 10 ns 
CD = O.BV, VL = OV, RL1 = 3900, 
RL2 = NC,CL = 5pF (Figure 2) 

tRZHT VCI = Bn, VC = OV, RC = 390, 10 20 ns 
CD = O.BV, VL = OV, RL1 = NC 
RL2 = 1.6K, CL = 30 pF (Figure 2) 

tNR Receiver Noise Rejection (Figure 5) 9 12 ns 
Pulse Width 

Note: NC means open 
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Switching Waveforms 

[

(CD) 3V· - - -1~5V l''r 
V ov '!-IDlHC 
I 3V ,-If 

(An) 1.5V 
OV-------~--~------------------'I 

IIlLH 
Vo (Bn) VOH - - - - - - - - -1.7V-IT.::::------------------=='" 

VOL -----------1r1 

Vi o----i I---t---..... --O Vo {An.CD) __ ...... 

2004 30pF I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

TUF/8539-2 

Note:" = It s: 5 ns from 10% to 90% 

FIGURE 1. Driver Propagation Delays 

3V·------·~--------------------~ 
VI (T!R) 1.5V If 

ov------'I 

Vo (Bn) 

Vo (A.) 

III 
VI o--....... -{T/R---I) r-l-__ -+_~P_-o Vo 

~o-~~~~_-J Rc (A..Bn) 

TL/F/8539-3 

Note:" = It s: 5 ns from 10% to 90% 

FIGURE 2. Propagation Delay From T lif Pin to An or Bn. 
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Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

SV 

3900. 

VI 0----1 1--"'--"'-0 Vo 
(Bn)L..._..I 

1.6kA 30p' . I (iNCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

TL/F/8539-4 

Note: IR ~ IF :s; 10 ns from 10% 10 90% 

FIGURE 3. Receiver Propagation Delays 

VI (CD) __ I,S_V"1 

Vo(An) ..... _·t_RL_ZC::::~--+--

1---.... --... -0 Vo 

I CL (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

TL/F/8539-5 

Nota:" ~ It :s; 5 ns from 10% 10 90% 

FIGURE 4. Propagation Delay From CD Pin to An 
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Switching Waveforms (Continued) 

~!ttr 3.4V 

PV ~.?V ____ 'O.9V 

tNR • .. 

5V 

~--...... --... -() Vo 

1.6k 30pF I (INCLUDES JIG CAPACITANCE) 

TL/F/8539-8 

Note: Ir - tr = 2 n.from 10% to 90% 
FIGURE 5. Receiver Noise Immunity: No Response at Output Input Waveform. 

Typical Application 

5V 5V 

1204 UNIFIED DATA BUS 

TLlF/8539-7 

III 
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tflNational Semiconductor 

DS75160A/DS75161A1DS75162A 
IEEE-488 GPIB Transceivers 
General Description 
This family of high-speed-Schottky 8-channel bi-directional 
transceivers is designed to interface TIL/MOS logic to the 
IEEE Standard 488-1978 General Purpose Interface Bus 
(GPIB). PNP inputs are used at all driver inputs for minimum 
loading, and hysteresis is provided at all receiver inputs ~or 
added noise margin. The IEEE-488 required bus termination 
is provided internally with an active turn-off feature which 
disconnects the termination from the bus when Vee is re
moved. 

The General Purpose Interface Bus is comprised of 16 sig
nallines - 8 for data and 8 for interface management. The 
data lines are always implemented with DS75160A, and the 
management lines are either implemented with DS75161A 
in a single-controller system, or with DS75162A in a multi
controller system. 

Connection Diagr,ms 
Dual-In-Line Package 

TE 

Bl 

BZ 

B3 

B4 
BUS TERMINAL 

B5 

BI 

B7 

B8 

GND 18 11 PE 

TLlF/5804-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS75160AN or DS75160AWM 
See NS Package Number M20B or N20A 

Features 
• 8-channel bi-directional non-inverting transceivers 
• Bi-directional control implemented with TRI-STATE® 

output design 

• Meets IEEE Standard 488-1978 
• High-speed Schottky design 
• Low power consumption 
• High impedance PNP inputs (drivers) 
• 500 mV (typ) input hysteresis (receivers) 
• On-chip bus terminators 
• No bus loading when Vee is removed 
• Pin selectable open collector mode on DS75160A driv

er outputs 
• Accommodates multi-controller systems 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

SC vee 
TE NC 

REN REN 

IFC IFC 

NDAC MDAC 

NRFD NRFD 

DAV DAV 

EOI EOI 

ATM ATN 

SRQ 10 SRQ 

NC II NC 

GND 12 DC 

TLlF/5804-15 

Order Number DS75162AWM. DS75162AN 
See NS Package Number M24B or N24B 

Dual In-Line Package 

TE vee 
REN REN 

IFC IFC 

NDAC MDAC 

MRFD NRFD 
BUS TERMINAL 

DAV DAV 

EOI EOI 

ATM ATN 

SRQ 12 SRQ 

GMD 10 11 DC 

TLlF/5804-18 

Order Number DS75161AN or DS75161AWM 
See NS Package Number M20B or N20B 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Vee. Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. T A. Ambient Temperature 0 70 ·C 

Supply Voltage. Vee 7.0V 10L. Output Low Current 
Input Voltage 5.5V Bus 48 mA 

Storage Temperature Range -65·C to + 1500C Terminal 16 mA 

Lead Temperature (Soldering. 4 sec.) 2600C 
Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25·C 

Molded Package 1897mW 
'Derate molded package 15.2 mWrC above 25"C. 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High·Levellnput Voltage 2 V 

VIL Low-Level Input Voltage 0.8 V 

VIK Input Clamp Voltage 11= -18mA -0.8 -1.5 V 

VHYS Input Hysteresis Bus 400 500 mV 

VOH High-Level Terminal 10H = -800 p.A 2.7 3.5 
V 

Output Voltage Bus (Note 5) 10H = -5.2mA 2.5 3.4 

VOL Low-Level Terminal 10L = 16mA 0.3 0.5 
V 

Output Voltage Bus 10H = 48mA 0.4 0.5 

IIH High-Level 
Terminal and 

VI = 5.5V 0.2 100 
p.A 

Input Current 
TE. PE.DC. VI = 2.7V 0.1 20 

IlL Low-Level SC Inputs VI = 0.5V 
Input Current 

-10 -100 p.A 

VSIAS Terminator Bias Driver 
II(bus) = 0 (No Load) 2.5 3.0 3.7 V 

Voltage at Bus Port Disabled 

I LOAD Terminator VI(bus) = -1.5V to 0.4V -1.3 
Bus Loading VI(bus) = 0.4V to 2.5V 0 -3.2 
Current Bus Driver 2.5 

Disabled 
VI(bus) = 2.5Vto 3.7V -3.2 

mA 

VI(bus) = 3.7V to 5V 0 2.5 

VICbus) = 5V to 5.5V 0.7 2.5 

Vee = OV. VI(bus) = OV to 2.5V 40 p.A 

los Short-Circuit Terminal VI = 2V. Vo = OV (Note 4) -15 -35 -75 
mA 

Output Current Bus (Note 5) -35 -75 -150 
III 

Icc Supply Current 
DS75160A 

Transmit. TE = 2V. PE = 2V. VI = 0.8V 85 125 

Receive. TE = 0.8V. PE = 2V. VI = 0.8V 70 100 
mA 

DS75161A TE = 0.8V. DC = 0.8V. VI = 0.8V 84 125 

DS75162A TE = 0.8V. DC = 0.8V. SC = 2V. VI = 0.8V 85 125 

CIN Bus-Port Bus Vee = 5V or OV. VI = OV to 2V. 
20 30 pF 

Capacitance f = 1 MHz 

Note I: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" ara those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. They ara not meant to imply that the device 
should be operated at these limits. The Ioble of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specijied, minImax limits apply across the O"C to + 70"C temperature range and the 4.75V to 5.25V power supply range. All typical 
values are for TA ~ 25"C and Vee ~ 5.0V. 
Note 3: All currents into device pins ara shown as positive; all currents out of device pins ara shown as negative; all voltages ara referenced to ground, unless 
otherwise specified. All values shown as max or min are so classijied on absolute value basis. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: This characteristic does not apply to outputs on DS75161A and DS75162A thet ara open collector. 
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Switching Characteristicswcc '"" 5:0V ±5%, TA = O·C to 70'C(Note 1)' 

DS75160A DS75161A DS75162A 
, ,. 

Symbol ' Parameter From To Conditions Units 
, .' 

, Min Typ Max Min Typ, Mal! Min Typ Max 

tpLH Propagation Delay Time, VL = 2.3V 
10 20 10 20 10 20 !Is Low to High Level Output 

Terminal Bus 
RL = 38.30' 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, CL = 30pF 
Figure 1 14 20 14 2q 14 20 ns 

High to Low Level Output .. 
tpLH Propagation Delay Time, VL = 5.0V 

14 20 14 20 14 20 ns 
Low to High Level Output 

Bus Terminal 
RL = 2400 

tpHL Propagation Delay Time, CL = 30pF 

High to Low Level Output Figure 2 10 20 10 20, 10 20 . ns 

tpzFi Output Enable Time VI = 3.0V 
19 32 23 40 23 40 ns 

to High Level VL = OV 

tpHZ Output Disable Time RL'= 4800 

From High Level 
TE,DC, CL = 15pF 15 22 15 25 15 25 ns 
orSC Figure 1 

tPZL Output Enable Time (Note 2) Bus VI = OV 
24 35 28 48 28 48 ns 

to Low Level (Note 3) . VL = 2.3V 

Output Disable Time RL = 38.30 , 
tpLZ 

CL = 15pF 17 25 17 27 17 27 ns 
From Low Level 

Figure 1 

tpZH Output Enable Time VI = 3.0V 
17 33 18 40 18 40 ns 

to High Level VL = OV 

tpHZ Output Disable Time RL = 3 kO 

From High Level 
TE,DC, CL = 15pF 15 25 22 33 22 33 ns 
orSC Terminal Figure 1 

tPZL Output Enable Time (Note 2) VI = OV 
25 39 28 52 28 52 ns 

to Low Level (Note 3) VL = 5V 

tpLZ Output Disable Time RL = 2800 

From Low Level CL = 15pF 15 27 20 35 20 35 ns 

Figure 1 

tPZH Output Pull-Up Enable VI = 3V 
10 17 NA NA ns 

Time (DS75160A Only) PE 
Bus 

VL = OV 

tpHZ Output Pull-Up Disable (Note 2) RL = 4800 , 
Time (DS75160A Only) CL = 15pF 10 15 NA NA ns 

Figure 1 

Note 1: Typical values are for Vee ~ 5.0V and J A '" 25'C and are meaoit for reference only. 

Note 2: Refer to Functional Truth Tables for control input definition. 

Note 3: Test configuration should be connected to only one transceiver at a time due to the high current stress caused by the VI voltage scurce when the output 
connected to that input becomes active. 

Switching Load Configurations 

VL VL 

TEST TEST 
DEVICE RL DEVICE RL 

Vt~ IN Vlo- IN IN!: 
OUT - OUT 

VcO- CONTROl 
fCL* 

VcO- CONTROL T'C~~ 'IMBI. 

TL/F/5B04-8 
'::' 

~, lN81. 

Ve logiq,high ~ 3.0)1 
~ ~ lN81' Ve logic low ~ OV Ve logic high ~ 3.0V 

'CL'includes jig and proqe ·capaci\8nce Ve logic low ~ OV "I::-
FIGURE 1 " TLlF/5B04~9 

'CL incl~des jig and probe capacHance 
FIGURE 2 
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Connection Diagrams (Continued) 

http://www.nalional.com 

Dual-In-Une Package 

TE 

19 
REN REN 

18 
IFC IFC 

4 17 
NDAC NDAC 

NRFD 16 NRFD 
BUS DS75161A TERMINAL 

DAY 15 DAY 

14 
EDI EDI 

ATN 

SRD 

GND 

Top View 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

SC 

TE (NOT USEDI 

REN REN 

IFC 
19 

IFC 

NDAC 18 
NDAC 

NRFD DS75162A 17 
NRFD 

BUS TERMINAL 

DAY DAY 

EDI EDI 

ATN 

13 SRQ 

GND 11 12 DC 

Top View 

Order Number DS75161AN, DS75162AN or DS75161AWM 
See NS Package Number M20B, N20A or N22A 
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c en ...... 
CI'I -Q) 
0 
3> ...... 
C en 
...... 
CI'I -Q) -3> ...... 
C 
tn ...... 
CI'I -Q) 
N 
3> 

TL/F/5804-2 
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Functional Description 
DS75160A 

This device is an 8-channel bi-directional transceiver with 
one common direction control input, denoted TE. When 
used to implement the IEEE-488 bus, this device is connect
ed to the eight data bus lines, designated DI01-DIOa. The 
port connections to the bus lines have internal terminators, 
in accordance with the IEEE-488 Standard, that are deacti
vated when the device is powered down. This feature guar
antees no bus loading when Vee = OV. The bus port out
puts also have a control mode that either enables or dis
ables the active upper stage of the totem-pole configura
tion. When this control input, denoted PE, is in the high 
state, the bus outputs operate in the high-speed totem-pole 
mode. When PE is in the low state, the bus outputs operate 
as open collector outputs which are necessary for parallel 
polling. 

DS75161A 

This device is also an 8-channel bi-directional transceiver 
which is specifically configured to implement the eight man
agement signal lines of the IEEE-488 bus. This device, 
paired with the DS75160A, forms the complete 16-line inter
face between the IEEE-488 bus and a single controller in
strumentation system. In compliance with the system orga
nization of the management signal lines, the SRO, NDAC, 
and NRFD bus port outputs are open collector. In contrast 
to the DS75160A, these open collector outputs are a fixed 
configuration. The direction control is divided into three 
groups. The DAV, NDAC, and NRFD transceiver directions 
are controlled by the TE input. The ATN, SRO, REN, and 
I FC transceiver directions are controlled by the DC input. 
The EOI transceiver direction is a function of both the TE . 
and DC inputs, as well as the logic level present on the ATN 
channel. The port connections to the bus lines have internal 
terminators identical to the DS75160A. 

DS75162A 

This device is identical to the DS75161A, except that an 
additional direction control input is provided, denoted SC. 
The SC input controls the direction of the REN and IFC 
transceivers that are normally controlled by the DC input on 
the DS75161A. This additional control function is instrumen
tal in implementing multiple controller systems. 

Table of Signal Line Abbreviations 

Signal Line 
Mne-

Classi-
monic 

Definition Device 
flcation 

DC Direction Control DS75161AI 
DS75162A 

Control PE Pull-Up Enable DS75160A 
Signals TE Talk Enable All 

SC System Controller DS75162A 

Data B1-B8 Bus Side of Device 
110 Ports 01-08 Terminal Side DS75160A 

of Device 

ATN Attention 

DAV Data Valid 

EOI End or Identify 

Management IFC Interface Clear DS75161AI 
Signals NDAC Not Data Accepted DS75162A 

NRFD Not Ready for Data 

REN Remote Enable 

SRO Service Request 

11-46 

Logic Diagrams 
DS75160A 

Note 1: + Denot .. driver 

Note 2: --<a- Denotes receiver 

Not.·3: Driver and receiver outputs are totem-pole configurations 

Note 4: The driver outputs of DS75160A can have their active pull-ups 
disabled by switching the PE Input (pin 111 to the logiC low state. This 
mode configures the outputs 88 open collector. 

TLlF/5B04-4 
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Logic Diagrams (Continued) 

DS75161A DS75162A 

TE TE 

• DAY .AV 7 DAY 

IIDAC .... .... 

NRFD IIRFD NRFD 

.;.;...--.... ""'I.l~;:::~==:t---:-IE.' E.' ...;.;;.--.... -I!!>--... --+---t-=- E.' 

TERMINAL BU • 
TERMIIAL BUS 

.;;..--.... -IO:>---<~-+-----.:..' AT. 

'RO ';;"--"'-!~!>-':':"""-+-----=-"O 

~--.... ;~>_-... -~-----=-RE. REN,.;;;,.--... -!ij!>--... ++-----=- RE • 

.;,;..._ .... -10>_ .... _+ ____ .:..' ... IF • ...;.;;.--... -10:>--4 ..... 1-+-----.;.. ... 
•• .;;..~~>o-----~ so 

TL/F/5804-5 .. -=-~~~--------~ 
TLlF/5804-6 

htlp:l!www.nalional.com 

Note 1: +- Denotes driver 

Note 2: 4 Denotes rece~ver 
Note 3: Symbol "OC" spoclfles open collector output 
Note 4: Driver and receiver outputs that are not specified "OC" are totem· polo 
configurations 
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c en ..... 
CII .... 
G'I 
0 :a-..... 
C 
fJ) ..... 
CII .... 
G'I .... 
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G'I 
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Switching Waveforms 

n.IWINAL 
(OUTPUT) 

CONTROL" 3V 
INPUT 

TERMINAL 
OUTPUT 

IV 

CDNTROi.- 3V 
IN'UT 

lUI 
,OUTPUT 

'I~ , 

IUS 
DInNT 

ov 

Transmit Propagation Delays 

UV\ __ _ 

~tpHL 

'Receive Propagation Delays 

'PLH 

1.&V\_ 
~,,"L 

Terminal Enable/Disable Times 

'-_____________ ~~~;r:-
Bus Enable/Disable Times 

UV 

'Inputslgna(: f ~ 1.0 MHz. 50% dutycyc(a, t, ~ t,,;: 5 ns 

Performance Characteristics 
Bus Port Load Characteristics 

C 
.! 

I -2 
0: 

il -4 

!l -I 
I .. -I c 
~ -10 

-1 • , 2 3 4 & & 

VI- BUS VOLTAGE (V) 
TLlF/5804-14 

Refer to Electrical Characteristics tabla 
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Functional Truth Tables 
DS75160A 

Control Input 
Data Transceivers 

Level 

TE PE Direction Bus Port Configuration 

H H T Totem-Pole Output 
H L T Open Collector Output 
L X R Input 

DS75161A 

Control Input Level Transceiver Signal Direction 

TE DC ATN· EOI REN IFC SRQ NRFD NDAC DAV 

H H R R R T R R T 
H L T T T R R R T 
L H R R R T T T R 
L L T T T R T T R 

H X H T 
L X H R 
X H L R 
X L L T 

DS75162A 

Control Input Level Transceiver Signal Direction 

SC TE DC ATN· EOI REN IFC SRQ NRFD NDAC DAV 

http://www.national.cern 

H H 
H H 
H L 
H L 
L H 
L H 
L L 
L L 

X H 
X L 
X X 
X X 

H - High level Input 

L - Low level input 

X - Don't care 

H R 
L T 
H R 
L T 
H R 
L T 
H R 
L T 

X H 
X H 
H L 
L L 

T - TransmH, i.e., signal outputted to bus 

R - Receive, i.e., signal outputted to terminal 

T T T R R 
T T R R R 
T T T T T 
T T R T T 
R R T R R 
R R R R R 
R R T T T 
R R R T T 

T 
R 
R 
T 

·The ATN slgnellevells sensed for Internal multiplex control of EOltransmlssion direction logic. 
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I tflNational Semiconductor 
~ 
§ 057640/058640 Quad NOR Unified Bus Receiver 

General Description Features 
The 057640 and 058640 are quad 2-input receivers de
signed for use in bus organized data transmission systems 
interconnected by terminated 1200 impedance lines. The 
external termination is intended to be 1800 resistor from 
the bus to the + 5V logic supply together with a 3900 resis
tor from the bus to ground. The design employs a built-in 
input threshold providing substantial noise immunity. Low 
input current allows up to 27 driver/receiver pairs to utilize a 
common bus. 

• Low input current with normal Vee or Vee OV 

Connection Diagram 

14 

GND 

Typical Application 

+5V 

lID 

390 

(30 p,A typ) 
• High noise immunity (l.tV typ) 
• Temperature-insensitive input thresholds track bus logic 

levels 
• TTL compatible output 
• Matched, optimized noise immunity for "1" and "0" 

levels 
• High speed (19 ns typ) 

Dual-In-Line Package 

DUl2 OUll IN lA IN 18 IN 2A IN 28 

Top View 

Order Number DS7640J or DS8640N 
See NS Package Number J 14A or N14A 

1200 Unified Data Bus 

--, r-
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 11/8 

__ .J L!!!I,!!' 

II-50 

--, r
I I 
I 1 
I 1 
I 11/4 

_.J ~8~ 

lL/F/5805-1 

+5V 

180 

390 

lLlF/5805-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact Ihe National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage (Vee> 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. OS7640 4.5 5.5 V 
Supply Voltage 7.0V OS8640 4.75 5.25 V 

Input Voltage 5.5V Temperature (T A) 

Storage Temperature Range - 65·C to + 1500C OS7640 -55 +125 ·C 

Maximum Power Oissipation" at 25·C OS8640 0 +70 ·C 

Cavity Package 1308mW 
Molded Package 1207mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260·C 
'Derate cavity package 8.7 mWl"C above 25"C; derate molded peckage 
9.7 mWI"C above 25"C. 

Electrical Characteristics 
The following apply for VMIN s: Vee s: VMAX, T MIN s: TA s: T MAX, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VIH High Leyellnput Threshold VOUT = VOL OS764O 1.80 1.50 V 

OS8640 1.70 1.50 V 

VIL Low Level Input Threshold VOUT = VOH OS7640 1.50 1.20 V 

OS864O 1.50 1.30 V 

IIH Maximum Input Current VIN = 4V Vee = VMAX 30 80 p.A 

Vee =OV 1.0 50 p.A 

IlL Maximum Input Current VIN = O.4V, Vee = VMAX 1.0 50 p.A 

VOH Output Voltage IOH = -400 p.A, VIN = VIL 2.4 V 

VOL Output Voltage IOL = 16 mA, VIN = VIH 0.25 0.4 V 

lOS Output Short Circuit Current VIN = 0.5V, Vos = OV, Vcc = VMAX, (Note 4) -18 -55 mA 

Icc Power Supply Current VIN = 4V, (Per Package) 25 40 mA 

Switching Characteristics T A = 25·C, nominal power supplies unless otherwise noted 

Symbol Parametsr Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

lpd Propagation Oelays (Notes 5 and 6) I Input to Logic "1" Output 10 23 35 ns 

I Input to Logic "0" Output 10 15 30 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperatura Range" 
they are not meant to imply thetlhe devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "ElecIricaI Characteristics" provides condHlons for actual device 
operation. 
Nota 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the - 55"C to + 125"C temperature range for the OS7640 end across the O"C to + 70"C range for 
the DS8640. All typical values are TA - 25"C and Vee - 5Y. III 
Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as posHive, out of device pins as negative, all voHages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 
Nota 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
Note 5: Fan-out of 10 load, CLOAO - 15 pF total, measured from YIN - 1.5Y to YOUl - I.SV, VIN - OV to 3V pulse. 
Note 8: Apply to Vee - SV, T A - 2S"C. 
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~ tt/National Semiconductor 

OS8641 Quad Unified Bus Transceiver 

General Description 
The 058641 is a quad high speed drivers/receivers de
signed for use in bus organized data transmission systems 
interconnected by terminated 1200 impedance lines. The 
external termination is intended to be a 1800 resistor from 
the bus to the + 5V logic supply together with a 3900 resis
tor from the bus to ground. The bus can be terminated at 
one or both ends. Low bus pin current allows up to 27 driv
er/receiver pairs to utilize a common bus. The bus loading is 
unchanged when Vee = OV. The receivers incorporate tight 
thresholds for bettar bus noise immunity. One two-input 
NOR gate is included to disable all drivers in a package 
simultaneously. 

Connection Diagram 

Features 
• 4 separate driver/receiver pairs per package 
• Guaranteed minimum bus noise immunity of O.SV, 1.1V 

typ " 

• Temperature insensitive receiver thresholds track bus 
logic levels 

• 30 p,A typical bus terminal current with normal Vee or 
with Vee = OV . 

• Open collector driver output allows wire-OR connection 

• High speed 
• Series 74 TTL compatible driver and disable inputs and 

receiver outputs 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

Typical Application 

+5V 

180 

BUS I IN lOUT I BUS 2 IN 2 DUT2 DISABLE A 

TLlF/5806-1 

Top View 

Order Number DS8641N 
See NS Package Number N16A 

'1200 Unified Data Bus 

r----, r- --, 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

I 11/4 I 
_ J \.!S!!!o _ .J 
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+5V 

180 

390 

TL/F/5808-2 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
It Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min . Max Units 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Supply Voltage, {Vee> 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications, DS8641 4.75 5.25 V 

Supply Voltage 7V Temperature Range, (T A) 

Input and Output Voltage 5.5V 
DS8641 0 +70 'c 

Storage Temperature Range - 65'C to + 150'C 
'Derate molded package 10.9 mW/'C above 25·C. 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25'C 
Cavity Package 1433 mW 
Molded Package 1362mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260'C 

Electrical Characteristics 
The following apply for VMIN ,;: Vee';: VMAX, T MIN';: T A ,;: T MAX unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

DRIVER AND DISABLE INPUTS 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

Vil Logical "0" Input Voltage 0.8 V 

'I Logical "1" Input Current VIN = 5.5V 1 mA 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current VIN = 2.4V 40 /loA 

III Logical "0" Input Current VIN = 0.4V -1.6 mA 

Vel Input Diode Clamp Voltage lOIS = -12 mA, liN = -12 mA, IBUS = -12 mA, -1 -1.5 V 
TA = 25'C 

DRIVER OUTPUT/RECEIVER INPUT 

VOlB Low Level Bus Voltage VDlS = 0.8V, VIN = 2V, IBUS = 50 mA 0.4 0.7 V 

IIHB Maximum Bus Current VIN = 0.8V, VBUS = 4V, Vee = VMAX 30 100 /loA 

IllB Maximum Bus Current VIN = 0.8V, VBUS = 4V, Vee = OV 2 100 /loA 

VIH High Level Receiver Threshold VINO = 0.8V, Val = 16 mA 1.70 1.50 V 

Vil Low Level Receiver Threshold VINO = 0.8V, VOH = -400/loA 1.50 1.30 V 

RECEIVER OUTPUT 

VOH Logical "1 " Output Voltage VIN = 0.8V, VBUS = 0.5V, 10H = -400/loA 2.4 V 

Val Logical "0" Output Voltage VIN = 0.8V, VBUS = 4V, 10l = 16 mA 0.25 0.4 V 

lOS Output Short Circuit Current VOIS = 0.8V, VIN = o.av, VBUS = 0.5V, Vas = OV, 
-18 -55 mA 

Vee = VMAX, (Note 4) 

lee Supply Current VOIS = OV, VIN = 2V, (per Package) 50 70 mA III 
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9- .---------------------------~--~--~------------------------------------------------~--------, ... 
~ Switching Character:istic$,TA = 25°C. Vee = 5V. unless otherwisa indicated 

sYmbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpD Propagation Delays (Note 7) (Note5) 
" 

.. '. 
Disable to Bus "1" 19 30 ns 
Disable to Bus "0" 15 30 ns 
Driver Inputto Bus "1" 17 25 ns 
Driver Input to Bus "0" 17 25 'ns 

Bus to Logical "1" Receiver Output (Note 6) 20 30 ns, 
Bus to Logical "0" Receiver Output 18 30 "ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed, They are not meant to Imply thet the_s 
should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrtcal Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specMIed minImax limits apply across the O"C to +70"C renge for the 088641. All typical values are for TA = 2S"C and Vcc; = 6V. 

Note 3: All currenta Intc devlcs pins shown as posltlva, out of _ pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless oiheiwise noted. All values ShoWA 
as max or min on absclute valua basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Note 5: 91(\ from bus pin-to Vcc; and 20011 from bus pin to ground. Ct.oAD = 15 pF totel. Measured from VIN = 1.SV to Vaus '" 1.5V, VIN = OV to 3V pulse. 

Note 8: Fan-out of 10 load, CLOAD = 15 pFtotai. Measured from VIN = 1.5V to VOUT = 1.5V, VIN = OV to 3V pulse. 

Note 7: The following apply for Vee = 5V. TA = 25"C unless otherwise spacified. 
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IfINational Semiconductor 

057833/058833/057835/058835 
Quad TRI-STATE® Bus Transceivers 

General Description 
This family of TRI-STATE bus transceivers offers extreme 
versatility in bus organized data transmission systems. The 
data bus may be unterminated, or terminated DC or AC, at 
one or both ends. Drivers in the third (high impedance) state 
load the data bus with a negligible leakage current. The 
receiver input current is low allowing at least 100 driver/re
ceiver pairs to utilize a single bus. The bus loading is un
changed when Vee = OV. The receiver incorporates hyster
esis to provide greater noise immunity. All devices utilize a 
high current TRI-STATE output driver. The DS7B33/ 
DSBB33 and DS7B35/DSBB35 employ TRI-STATE outputs 
on the receiver also. 

The DS7B33/DSBB33 are non-inverting quad transceivers 
with a common inverter driver disable control and common 
inverter receiver disable control. 
The DS7B35/DSBB35 are inverting quad transceivers with a 
common inverter driver disable control and a common in
verter receiver disable control. 

Connection Diagram 
Dual-In-Line Package 

IND OUT D BUs., INc 
DRIVER 

OUTc DISABLE 

IN. 

Top View 

OUT. RECEIVER GND 
DISABLE 

TLlF/5808-1 

Order Number PS7833J or DS8833N 
See NS Package Number J16A or N16A 

Features 
• Receiver hysteresis 
• Receiver noise immunity 
• Bus terminal current for 

normal Vee or Vee = OV 

• Receivers 
Sink 
Source 

• Drivers 

400 mV typ 
1.4V typ 

BO /LA max 

16 mA at 0.4V max 
2.0 mA (Mil) at 2.4V min 

5.2 mA (Com) at 2.4V min 

Sink 50 mA at 0.5V max 
32 mA at 0.4V max 

Source 10.4 mA (Com) at 2.4V min 
5.2 mA (Mil) at 2.4V min 

• Drivers have TRI-STATE outputs 
• DS7B33/DSBB33, DS7B35/DSBB35 receivers have 

TRI-STATE outputs 
• Capable of driving 100n DC-terminated buses 
• Compatible with Series 54174 

Dual-In-Llne Package 

Vee BUs., IND DUT D BUs., INc 
DRIVER 

OUTc DISABLE 

IN. 

Top View 

DUT. RECEIVER GND 
DISABLE 

TL/F/5808-2 

Order Number DS7835J or DS8835N 
See NS Package Number J16A or N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 

please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 8upply Voltage, Vee 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 087833/087835 4.5 5.5 V 

8upply Voltage 7.0V 
088833/088835 4.75 5.25 V 

Input Voltage 5.5V 
Temperature. (T A) 

087833/087835 -55 +125 ·C 
Output Voltage 5.5V 088833/088835 0 +70 ·C 
8torage Temperature -65·Cto + 150"C 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25·C 
Cavity Package 1509mW 
Molded Package 1476mW 

Lead Temperature (80Idering, 4 sec.) 260·C 
'derate cavity package 10.1 mWrC above 25'C; derate molded package 
II.S mW rc above 25"C. ,.' 

'. 

Eltitctrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DISABLE/DRIVER INPUT 

VIH High Level Input Voltages Vee = Min 2.0 V 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage Vee = Min 087833,088833,088835 0.8 
V 

087835 0.7 

IIH High Level Input Current Vee = MaX VIN = 2.4V 40 ",A 

VIN = 5.5V ·1.0 mA 

III Low Level I nput Current Vee = Max, VIN = 0.4V -1.0 -1.6 mA 

Vel Input Clamp Diode Vee = 5.0V,IIN = -12 mA, TA = 25·C -0.8 -1.5 V 

liT Driver Low Level Disabled Driver Disable Input = 2.0V, VIN = 0.4V 
-40 p.A 

Input Current· 

RECEIVER INPUT/BUS OUTPUT 

VTH High Level Threshold Voltage 087833, 087835 1.4 1.75 2.1 V 

088833, 088835 1.5 1.75 2.0 V 

VTl Low Level Threshold Voltage 087833, 087835 0.8 1.35 1.6 V 

088833, 088835 0.8 1.35 1.5 V 

I·S Bus Current, Output Disabled VBUS = 4.0V Vee = Max 25 80 p.A 
or High Vee = OV 5.0 80 p.A 

Vee = Max, VBUS = 0.4V -2.0 -40 ",A 

~', 
VOH . Logic "1" Output Voltage Vee = Min lOUT = -5.2,mA 087833, 087835 2.4 2.75 V 

lOUT = -10.4 mA 088833, 088835 2.4 2.75 V 
.. 

VOL Logic "0" Output Voltage Vee = Min lOUT = 50mA 0.28 0.5 V 

lOUT = 32mA 0.4 V 

los Output 8hort Circuit Current Vee = Max, (Note 4) -40 -62 -120 mA 

RECEIVER OUTPUT 

VOH .Logic "1" Output Voltag~ Vee = Min lOUT = -2.0 mA 087833, 087835 2.4 3.0 V 

lOUT = -5.2 mA 088833, 088835 2.4 2.9 V 

VOL Logic "0" Output Voltage Vee = Min,lOUT = 16 mA 0.22 0.4 V 

lOT Output Disabled Current Vee = Max, Disable VOUT = 2.4V 40 p.A 

Inputs = 2.0V VOUT = 0.4V -40 p.A 
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Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) (Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RECEIVER OUTPUT (Continued) 

lOS Output 8hort Circuit Current Vee = Max, (Note 4) 087833, 087835 28 -40 -70 mA 

088833, 088835 -30 -70 mA 

lee 8upply Current Vee = Max 087833, 088833 84 116 mA 

087835, 088835 75 95 mA 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electricsl Characteristics" provides condHions for actual device 
operation. 

Not. 2: Unless otherwise specHied min/max limHs apply across the - 55·C to + 125·C temperature range for the OS7833, 057835 and across the erc to + 70"C 
range for the 058833, 058835. All typicals are given for Vee ~ 5.0V and TA ~ 25·C. 

Nota 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol 

tpd1 

IpdO 

tPZH 

tPZL 

Parameter 

Propagation Oelay to a Logic "0" 
from Inputto Bus 

Propagation Oelay to a Logic "1 " 
from Input to Bus 

Propagation Oelay to a LogiC "0" 
from Bus to Input 

Propagation Oelay to a Logic "1" 
from Bus to Input 

Oelay from Oisable Input to High 
Impedance 8tate (from Logic "1" Level) 

Oelay from Oisable Input to High 
Impedance 8tate (from Logic "0" Level) 

Oelay from Oisable Input to Logic 
"1" Level (from High Impedance 8tate) 

Oelay from Oisable Input to Logic 
"0" Level (from High Impedance 8tate) 

AC Test Circuits 

: 1110 

(Figure 1) 

(Figure 1) 

(Figure 2) 

(Figure 2) 

CL = 5.0pF, 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

CL = 5.0pF, 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

CL = 5.0pF, 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

CL = 5.0pF, 
(Figures 1 and 2) 

...... ~ .......... . 
OUTPUT 0 ..... 1-..... -1,l0III ................ I--I ...... *'" ,00 .... R.'·--···_· . 

cL....L.. ~ 
50 PFT ~ 1.Dk 

':' ~=- ~ 
TL/F/5808-3 

FIGURE 1. Driver Output Load 
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Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

087833/088833 14 30 ns 

087835/088835 10 20 ns 

087833/088833 14 30 ns 

087835/088835 11 30 ns 

087833/088833 24 45 ns 

087835/088835 16 35 ns 

087833/088833 12 30 ns 

087835/088835 18 30 ns 

Oriver 8.0 20 ns 

Receiver 6.0 15 ns 

Oriver 20 35 ns 

Receiver 13 25 ns 

Oriver 24 40 ns 

Receiver 16 35 ns 

Oriver 19 35 ns 

Receiver 087833/088833 15 30 ns 

Receiver 087835/088835 33 50 ns 

~ 400 

....... ~ ...... ...... ..... . . .................. . 
TL/F /5808-4 

FIGURE 2. Receiver Output Load 

II 



Switching Time Waveforms 

3.lV ,.---__,. 

INPUT . f.5Y \.5V 
ov---ll I '-. 1""1 ---..;... 

--1 .... 1-- --,,,.,t--, , "----
(INY~~~~~ ! \1.5V ! '1.5V 

I , 

--l ... , - ---I .... 14--, 

I I 

(NONINV~~~~~ ___ I ~l1.5V ~"I._5V __ _ 

f = 1 MHz 

t, = It " 10 ns (10% to 90%) 

DUTY CYCLE = 50% 

TL/F/5808-5 

w---------~~--------

1·5V INPUT 

IV---..J I D.5Y 

ACTUAL LOGICAL HI" I ~ 
VOLTAGE 

OUTPUT II II J ......... __ _ .... 5V 
'--',o--! 

TUF/5808-7 

tPZH 

3~V----------~---------

INP:: ___ ....I!1.5V 

--1100'-
I I I ~------"'.5V 

OUTPUTid 
ACTUAL LOGICAL.,... _____ -J.,---I 

VOLTAGE ~ 
D.5V 

TUF/5808-6 

tPZL 

3V------, 
INPUT ~&V 
OV----------~_+I~------

: \tol.5V 
I a.lv 

~ '".- - T - ACTUAL LOGICAL "G" 
I I VOLTAGE 

OUlPUT 

TLiF/5808-8 

3V---_ 
INP:: _________ \-1-: ...;1"',5_V ________ _ 

I 

~ 
I I 
I I ,~ ______ egI~:~~OGICAL "I" 

I !II _j __ 
_______ :JT - O.5V 

.. UV --r 
OUTPUT 

TUF/5808-9 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

OS7834/0S8834 Quad TRI-STATE® 
Bus Transceivers 

General Description Features 
• Receiver hysteresis 
• Receiver noise immunity 
• Bus terminal current for 

normal Vee or Vee = OV 

• Receivers 
Sink 
Source 

• Drivers 

400 mV typ 
1.4V typ 

80 p.A max 

16 mA at 0.4V max 
2.0 mA (Mil) at 2.4V min 

5.2 mA (Com) at 2.4V min 

This family of TRI·STATE bus transceivers offers extreme 
versatility in bus organized data transmission systems. The 
data bus may be unterminated, or terminated DC or AC, at 
one or both ends. Drivers in the third (high impedance) state 
load the data bus with a negligible leakage current. The 
receiver input current is low, allowing at least 100 driver/reo 
ceiver pairs to utilize a single bus. The bus loading is un· 
changed when Vee = OV. The receiver incorporates hyster· 
esis to provide greater noise immunity. Both devices utilize a 
high current TRI-STATE output driver. The OS7834/ 
OS8834 employs TIL outputs on the receiver. 

Sink 50 mA at 0.5V max 
32 mA at 0.4V max 

The OS7834/0S8834 are inverting quad transceivers with 
two common inverter driver disable controls. 

Source 10.4 mA (Com) at 2.4V min 
5.2 mA (Mil) at 2.4V min 

• Drivers have TRI·STATE outputs 
• Receivers have TRI·STATE outputs 
• Capable of driving 1000 DC-terminated Buses 
• Compatible with Series 54/74 

Connection Diagram 

http://www.national.com 

Dual-In-Une Package 

DRIVER 
Vee BUSa IND DUlD BUSe INc DUTe DISABLE 

BUSA INA DUlA BUS. IN. ClUT. DRIVER GND 
DISABLE 

Top View 

Order Number DS7834J, or DS8834N 
See NS Package Number J16A or N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

Storage Temperature If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 

-65·CtO+150·C 

2600C 

Supply Voltage 7.0V Operating Conditions 
Input Voltage 

Output Voltage 

5.5V 

5.5V 

, " Min 

Maximum Power Dissipation· at 25·C 
Cavity Package 
Molded Package 

1509mW 
1476mW 

Supply Voltage (Vee) 
DS7834 
DS8834 

'Derate cavity package 10.1 mW/'C above 2S'C; derate molded package 
11.8 mW I'C above 2S'C. 

Temperature (T A) 
DS7834 
DS8834 

Electrical Characteristics (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions 

DISABLE;/DRIVER INPUT 

VIH High Level Input Voltage Vee = Min 

Vil Low Level Input Voltage VCC = Min 

IIH High Level Input Current Vee = Max VIN = 2.4V 

VIN = 5.5V 

III Low Level Input Current Vee = Max, VIN = 0.4V 

liND Driver Diasbled Input Driver Disable Input = 2.0V, VIN = 0.4V 
Low Current 

Vel Input Clamp Diode Vee = 5.0V, liN = -12 mA, TA = 25·C 

RECEIVER INPUT/BUS OUTPUT 

VTH High Level Threshold Voltage Vee = Max DS7834 

DS8834 

VTl Low Level Threshold Voltage Vee = Min DS7834 

DS8834 

IBH Bus Current, Output VBUS = 4.0V Vee ;" Max, Disable Input = 2.0V 
Disabled or High Vee = OV 

Vee = Max, Vsus = 0.4V, Disable Input = 2.0V 

VOH Logic "1" Output Voltage Vee = Min lOUT = -5.2 mA DS7834 

lOUT = -10.4 mA DS7834 

VOL Logic "0" Output Voltage Vee = Min lo'UT = 50mA 

lOUT = 32mA 

los Output Short Circuit Current Vee = Max, (Note 4) 

RECEIVER OUTPUT 

VOH Logic "1" Output Voltage Vee = Min lOUT = -2.0 mA DS7834 

lOUT = -5.2 mA DS8834 

VOL Logic "0" Output Voltage Vee = Min, lOUT = 16 mA 

los Output Short Circuit Current Vee = Max, (Note 4) DS7834 

DS8834 

lee Supply Current Vee = Max 

. 4.5 
4.75 

-55 
o 

I Min 

2.0 

1.4 

1.5 

0.8 

0.8 

2.4 

2.4 

-40 

2.4 

2.4 

-28 

-30 

I 

Max Units 

5.5 
5.25 

+125 
+70 

Typ I 

-1.0 

-0.8 

1.75 

1.75 

1.35 

1.35 

25 

5.0 

2.75 

2.75 

0.28 

-62 

3.0 

2.9 

0.22 

-40 

75 

Max 

0.8 

40 

1.0 

-1.6 

-40 

-1.5 

2.1 

2.0 

1.6 

1.5 

80 

80 

-40 

0.5 

0.4 

-120 

0.4 

-70 

-70 

95 

I 

V 
V 

·C 
·C 

Units 

V 

V 

p.A 

mA 

mA 

p.A 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

p.A 

p.A 

",A 

V 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

V 

V 

V 

mA 

mA 

mA 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to Imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table 01 "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions lor actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specHied. minImax limits apply across the -S5"Cto + 12S'C temperature range for the OS7834 and across the O'C to +70'C range lor 
the 0S8834. All typicals are given for Vet; = S.ov and TA = 2S'C. 
Note 3: All currents Into device pins shown as positive, out of device ptns as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 
Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 
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Switching Characteristics Vee = 5.0V, T A = 25°C 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ 

tpdo Propagation Delay to a Logic "0" (Figure 1) DS7B34/DSBB34 
10 from Input to Bus 

Propagation Delay to a Logic "1" (Figure 1) DS7B34/DSBB34 tpdl 11 
from Input to Bus 

tpdO Propagation Delay to a Logic "0" (Figure 2) DS7B34/DSBB34 
16 

from Bus to Output 

tpdl Propagation Delay to a Logic" 1 " (Figure 2) DS7B34/DSBB34 
1B 

from Bus to Output 

tpHZ Delay from Disable Input to High CL = 5.0 pF, (Figures 1 and 2) Driver Only 
B 

Impedance State (from Logic "1" Level) 

tPLZ Delay from Disable Input to High CL = 5.0 pF, (Figures 1 and 2) Driver Only 
20 

Impedance State (from Logic "0" Level) 

tpZH Delay from Disable Input to Logic CL = 50 pF, (Figures 1 and 2) Driver Only 
24 

"1" Level (from High Impedance State) 

tPZL Delay from Disable Input to Logic CL = 50 pF, (Figures 1 and 2) Driver Only 
19 

"0" Level (from High Impedance State) 

AC Test Circuit 

Vee Vee 

OUTPUT :~ ,~ , .... 
CL 

50 PFT Uk 

-= ~ 

~ 

100 

........ ..... ... , ..... , ... 

FIGURE 1. Driver Output Load 

Switching Time Waveforms 
tpdl and tpdO 

3Y 

TL/F 15809-3 

'NPUTJ.5V X5V 

OV: I '":-, ----
--IlpdOf-- _Ipd'~ 

, I Ir----

400 

...... ... ........ 

FIGURE 2. Receiver Output Load 

tpLZ 

3.0V j 
'NP:: ___ J!:,.6V 

Max Units 

20 ns 

30 ns 

35 ns 

30 ns 

20 ns 

35 ns 

40 ns 

35 ns 

~ 
TL/F/5809-4 

OUTPUT I '\L I I 
(INVERTED) :, 1.5V I 1.5V 

--jIoHI-
I I I ,..------..,.6Y 

OUTPUTi~ I ...... ___ +,J 
---: tpd' I-- -<01 tpdO '--I 

) I 

INONINV~~~~~ ___ I ...J!1.5V ,*"I._5V __ _ 

f ~ 1 MHz 

t, ~ It,;; 10 n8 (10% to 90%) 

Duty Cycle ~ 50% 
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TL/F/5809-5 

ACTUAL LOGICAL "OH _____ .J,-
VOLTAGE -----.-

0.5V 

TUF/5809-6 
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~ .-----------------------------------------------------------------~--------------, 

I . Switching Time Waveforms (Continued) 

~ tpHZ 

~ 
3V-----------,-----------------

t~ 
OV---- I UV 

INPUT 

ACTUAL LOGICAL "'" I--.l. 
VOLTAGE ","--, 

OUTPUT :!'J 
I I ---------"'1.&V 
~t,~ 

TL/F/58D9-7 

tpzL 

3V-----~ 

INP: ___________ ~---lI~'.& ... V------------

_____ -+I ___ -r-__ -'. ___ .. ,.&V 

: ~O.&V 
L.-"'..--I - f-
.---- I ACTUAL LOGICAL "0" 
I I "--- VOLTAGE 

OUTPUT 

TUF/5809-8 

tPZH 

3V---"" 
INP: ________ \,i...:',,·5_V _______________ _ 

I 

~ 
I I 
I I r-":"""--------- ACTUAL LOGICAL ."" 
I V, ~j__ VOLTAGE 

_____________ ~T- O.5V 

"'.6V r 
OUTPUT 

TL/F/5809-9 

Truth Table 

Disable 
Driver Receiver Inputl Receiver 

Mode of 
Input 

Input Bus Output Output 
Operation 

(INx) (BUSx) (OUTx) 

OS7834/0S8834 

1 X mm Receive Bus Signal 
0 1 0 1 Drive Bus 
0 0 1 0 Drive Bus 

x = Don't care 
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057836/058836 Quad NOR Unified Bus Receiver 

General Description Features 
The D57836/D58836 are quad 2-input receivers designed 
for use in bus organized data transmission systems inter
connected by terminated 1200 impedance lines. The exter
nal termination is intended to be 1800 resistor from the bus 
to the + 5V logic supply together with a 3900 resistor from 
the bus to ground. The design employs a built-in input hys
teresis providing substantial noise immunity. Low input cur
rent allows up to 27 driver/receiver pairs to utilize a com
mon bus. Performance is optimized for systems with bus 
rise and fall times s; 1.0 /LsN. 

• Low input current with normal Vee or Vee OV 

Typical Application 

+5V 

180 

390 --1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

j 

(15 /LA typ) 
• Built-in input hysteresis (1V typ) 
• High noise immunity (2V typ) 
• Temperature-insensitive input thresholds track bus logic 

levels 

• TTL compatible output 
• Matched, optimized noise immunity for "1" and "0" 

levels 

• High speed (18 ns typ) 

1200 Unified Data Bus 

--1 r-
I I 
I I 
I \ 
I \'/6 

j l!!?~ 

--, r
\ I 
I I 
I I 
I 

_...J 

+5V 

180 

390 

TL/F/5810-1 

Connection Diagram 
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Dual-In-Llne Package 

OUT 3 OUT 4 IN4A IN 48 IN 3A IN 38 

14 

GNO oun OUT 1 IN IA IN 18 IN 2A 

TOp View 

Order Number DS7836J or DS8836N 
See NS Package Number J14A or N14A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings Operating Conditions 
" , 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Min Max Units 
please contact the National Semiconductor Seles Supply Voltage (Vecl 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. DS7836 4.5 5.5 V 
Supply Voltage 7.0V DS8836 4.75 5.25 .' V 
Current Voltage 5.5V Temperature (TA) 

Storage Temperature Range -65'C to + 150"C DS7836 -55 +125 'C 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C DS8836 0 +70 'C 

Cavity Pack,age 1308mW 
Molded Package 1207mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 260'C 
'Derate cavity package 8.7 mWI'G above 25"C; derate molded package 9.7 
mW/'C,above 25'C. 

Electrical Characteristics 
The following apply for VMIN ,;; Vee ,;; VMAX, T MIN';; TA ,;; TMAX, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

" 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ , Max Units 

VTH High Level Input Threshold Vee = Max DS7836 1.65 2.25 2.65 V 

DS8836 1.80 2.25 2.50 V 

VIL Low Leyellnput Threshold Vee = Min DS7836 0.97 1.30 1.63 V 

DS8836 1.05 1.30 1.55 V 

liN Maximum Input Current VIN = 4V I Vee = Max 15 50 IJ.A 
I Vee = OV 1 50 p.A 

VOH Logical "1 " Output Voltage VIN = 0.5V, lOUT = -400 p.A 2.4 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage VIN = 4V, lOUT = 16 mA 0.25 0.4 V 

Isc Output Short Circuit Current VIN = 0.5V, VOUT = OV, Vee = Max, (Note 4) -18 -55 mA 

Icc Power Supply Current VIN = 4V, (Per Package) 25 40 mA 

VeL Input Clamp Diode Voltage liN = -12mA, TA = 25'C -1 -1.5 V 

Switching Characteristics Vee = 5V, TA = 25'C unless otherwise specified 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

Ipd Propagation Delays (Notes 4 and 5) I Input to Logical "1 " Output 20 30 ns 

I Input to Logical "0" Output 18 30 ns 
Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed, Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
thoy are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at the~ limits. The teble of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 
Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax limits apply across the -55"C to + 125'C temperalure range for lhe 087836 and across the O"C to + 70"C range for 
the 088836. All typical values are for TA = 25'C an~ Vee = 5V. 
Note 3: All currents Into device pins shown as pOSitive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Fan·out of 10 load, CLOAD = 15 pF Iotal, measured'from YIN = 1:3V to VOUT = 1.5V, VIN = OV to 3V pulse. 
Note 5: Fan·out of 10 load, CLOAD = 15 pF total, measured from YIN = 2.3V to VOUT = 1.5V, VIN = OV 10 3V pulse. 
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OS7837/0S8837 Hex Unified Bus Receiver 

General Description Features 
The 057837/058837 are high speed receivers designed for 
use in bus organized data transmission systems intercon
nected by terminated 1200 impedance lines. The external 
termination is intended to be 1800 resistor from the bus to 
the + 5V logic supply together with a 3900 resistor from the 
bus to ground. The receiver design employs a built-in input 
hysteresis providing substantial noise immunity. Low input 
current allows up to 27 driver I receiver pairs to utilize a com
mon bus. Disable inputs provide time discrimination. Disable 
inputs and receiver outputs are TTL compatible. Perform
ance is optimized for systems with bus rise and fall times 
s:1.0 p,slV. 

• Low receiver input current for normal Vee or Vee = OV 
(15 p,A typ) 

• Six separate receivers per package 
• Built-in receiver input hysteresis (1V typ) 
• High receiver noise immunity (2V typ) 
• Temperature insensitive receiver input thresholds track 

bus logiC levels 

• TTL compatible disable and output 
• Molded or cavity dual-in-line or flat package 

• High speed 

Typical Application 
+5V +5V 

180 110 

390 Ei4- --, ('Ii4- --1 r- --, r- 390 
I 057838 

I 
I 057118 

I I I I 
":' I I I I I I \ ":' 

I \ I I I I I 
I I \ I 11/6 I \1/4 
L_ .J L_ .J l,!!!7~ _...J ~~ 

TL/F/5811-1 

Connection Diagram 
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Dual-In-Llne Package 

Vee IN lOUT 1 IN 2 OUT 2 IN 3 OUT 3 DISABLE A 

IN 4 OUT4 IN 5 OUT5 IN 6 OUTI OISAIU I UNO 

Top View 

Order Number DS7837J, DS8837M or DS8837N 
See NS Package Number J16A, M16A or N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) Operating Conditions 
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are requ!red. Min Max Units 

please contact the National Semiconductor Seles Supply Voltage, (Vee) 

Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. OS7837 4.5 5.5 V 

Supply Voltage 7V 
OS8837 4.75 5.25 V 

Input Voltage 5.5V 
. Temperature (T A) 

OS7837 -55 +125 ·C 
Operating Temperature Range OS8837 0 +70 ·C 

OS7837 - 55·C 10 + 125·C 
OS8837 o-Cto +700C 

Storage Temperature Range -65·C to + 150·C 

Maximum Power Oissipation· at 25·C 
Cavity Package 1433mW 
Molded OIP Package •. .1362mW 

SO Package 1002mW 

Lead Temperature (Soldering, 4 seconds) 2600C 
'Derate cavity package 9.6 mW/'C above 25'C; derate molded DIP package 
10.9 mW/'C above 25'C; derate SO package 8.01 mW/'C above 25"C. 

Electrical Characteristics 
The following apply for VMIN ,;;; Vee ,,;; VMAX, T MIN";; T A ,,;; T MAX, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

VTH High Level Receiver Threshold Vee = Max OS7837 1.65 2.25 2.65 V 

OS8837 1.80 2.25 2.50 V 

VTl Low Level Receiver Threshold Vee = Min OS7837 0.97 1.30 1.63 V 

OS8837 1.05 1.30 1.55 V 

IIH M!p(imum Receiver Input Current VIN = 4V Vee = VMAX 15.0 50.0 p.A 

Vee = OV 1.0 50.0 p.A 

III Logical "0" Receiver Input Current VIN = 0.4V, Vee = VMAX 1.0 50.0 !LA 
VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage Oisable ~O V 

Vil Logical "0" Input Voltage Oisable 0.8 V 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current Oisable Input VIND = 2.4V 80.0 p.A 

VINO = 5.5V 2.0 mA 

III Logical "0" Input Current VIN = 4V, VIND = 0.4V, Oisable Input -3.2 mA 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage VIN = 0.5V, VIND = 0.8V, 
2.4 V 

IOH = -400 !LA 
VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage VIN = 4V, VIND = 0.8V, 10H = 16 mA 0.25 0.4 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VIN = 0.5V, VIND = OV, VOS = OV, 
-18.0 -55.0 mA 

Vee = VMAX, (Note 4) 

lee Power Supply Current VIN = 4V, VIND = OV, (PerPackage) 45.0 60.0 mA 

Vel Input Clamp Oiode VIN = -12 mA, VIND = -12 mA, 
-1.0 -1.5 V 

TA = 25·C 

: 
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Switching Characteristics T A = 25°C, nominal power supplies unless otherwise noted 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

tpd Propagation Delays VIND = OV, Input to Logical "1" Output, (Note 5) 20 30 ns 
Receiver Input to Logical "0" Output, (Note 6) 18 30 ns 

Input = OV, Input to Logical "1" Output 9 15 ns 
Disable, (Note 7) Input to Logical "0" Output 4 10 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values. beyond which the safety of the dev/ca cannot be.guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should ba operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides condHlons for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minImax IimHs apply across the -SsoC to + 125"C temperature range for the OS7837 and across the O'C to + 70'C range for 
the 058837. All typical values are for T A = 2S'C and Vee = SV. . 

Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all vottages referenced to gncund unlees othe<wise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should ba shorted. 

Note 5: Fan-out of 10 load, CLOAD = 15 pF total. Measured from VIN = 1.3V to VOUT = 1.5V, VIN = OV to 3V pulse. 

Note 6: Fan·out of 10 load, CLOAD = 15 pF total. Measured fncm VIN = 2.3V to VOUT = 1.5V, VIN = OV to 3V pulse. 

Note 7: Fan-out of 10 load, CLOAD = 15 pF total. Measured from VIN = I.SV to VOUT = I.SV, VIN = OV to 3V pulse. 
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~ 
~ OS7838/0S8838 Quad Unified Bus Transceiver 

General Description 
The DS7B3B/DSBB3B are quad high speed drivers/receiv
ers designed for use in bus organized data transmission 
systems interconnected by terminated 1200 impedance 
lines. The external termination is intended to be 1 BOO resis
tor from the bus to the + 5V logic supply together with a 
3900 resistor from the bus to ground. The bus can be termi
nated at one or both ends. Low bus pin current allows up to 
27 driver/receiver pairs to utilize a common bus. The bus 
loading is unchanged when Vee = OV. The receivers incor
porate hysteresis to greatly enhance bus noise immunity. 
One two-input NOR gate is included to disable all drivers in 
a package simultaneously. Receiver performance is opti
mized for systems with bus rise and fall times';;: 1.0 /LslV. 

Typical Application 

+5V 

180 

390 

Connection Diagram 

--1 r-
1 I 
1 1 
1 I 
1 1116 

J I..!!!!~ 

Features 
• 4 totally separate driver/receiver pairs per package 
• 1 V typical receiver input hysteresis 
• Receiver hysteresis independent of receiver output load 
• Guaranteed minimum bus noise immunity of 1.3V, 2V 

typo 
• Temperature-insensitive receiver thresholds track bus 

logic levels 
• 20 /LA typical bus terminal current with normal Vee or 

with Vee = OV 
• Open collector driver output allows wire-OR connection 
• High speed 
• Series 74 TTL compatible driver and disable inputs and 

receiver outputs 

-, r
I 1 
I 1 
I I 
1 1114 

_...J 1.!!!?2 

--, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

--' 

+5V 

180 

390 

TL/F/5812-1 

Dual-In-Line Package 

IUS 3 IN 3 OUT 3 IUU IN 4 DUH DISAILE I GND 

Top View 

Order Number DS7838J, DS8838M or DS8838N 
See NS Package Number J16A, M16A or N16A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Note 1) 

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Maximum Power Oissipation' at 25'C 
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Cavity Package 1433 mW 
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Molded OIP Package 1362mW 

Supply Voltage 7V SO Package 1002mW 

Input and Output Voltage 5.5V Operating Conditions 
Storage Temperature Range -65'Cto + 150'C 

Lead Temperature, (Soldering, 4 sec.) 260'C 
Operating Temperature Range 

OS7838 -55'Cto + 125'C 
'Derate cavity package 9.6 mwrc above 2S'C; derate molded DIP package OS8838 O'Cto +70'C 
10.9 mW I'C above 2S'C; derate SO package 8.01 mW rc above 2S'C. 

Supply Voltage (Vecl 
OS7838 4.5V :s: Vee :s: 5.5V 
OS8838 4.75V :s: Vee :s: 5.25V 

Electrical Characteristics 
OS7838/0S8838: The following apply for VMIN :s: Vee :s: VMAX, T MIN :s: T A :s: T MAX, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units 

DRIVER AND DISABLE INPUTS 

VIH Logical "1" Input Voltage 2.0 V 

Vil Logical "0" Input Voltage 0.8 V 

II Logical "1" Input Current VIN = 5.5V 1 mA 

IIH Logical "1" Input Current VIN = 2.4V 40 ",A 

III Logical "0" Input Current VIN = 0.4V -1.6 mA 

Vel Input Oiode Clamp Voltage lOIS = -12 mA,llN = -12 mA,lsus = -12 mA, -1 -1.5 V 
TA = 25'C 

DRIVER OUTPUT/RECEIVER INPUT 

VOlS Low Level Bus Voltage VOIS = 0.8V, VIN = 2V, Isus = 50 mA 0.4 0.7 V 

IIHS Maximum Bus Current VIN = 0.8V, VSUS = 4V, Vee = VMAX 20 100 ",A 

IllS Maximum Bus Current VIN = 0.8V, VSUS = 4V, Vee = OV 2 100 ",A 

VIH High Level Receiver Threshold VI NO = 0.8V, IOL = 16 mA 087838 1.65 2.25 2.65 V 

Vee = Max OS8838 1.80 2.25 2.50 V 

Vil Low Level Receiver Threshold VINO = 0.8V, VOH = -400 ",A OS7838 0.97 1.30 1.63 V 

Vee = Min OS8838 1.05 1.30 1.55 V 

RECEIVER OUTPUT 

VOH Logical "1" Output Voltage VIN = 0.8V, VSUS = 0.5V,IOH = -400 ",A 2.4 V 

VOL Logical "0" Output Voltage VIN = 0.8V, VSUS = 4V,IOl = 16 mA 0.25 0.4 V 

los Output Short Circuit Current VOIS = 0.8V, VIN = 0.8V, VSUS = 0.5V, 
-18 -55 mA 

VOS = OV, Vee = VMAX, (Note 4) 

III 
Icc Supply Current VOIS = OV, VIN = 2V, (Per Package) 50 70 mA 
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Electrical Characteristics 
087838/088838: The following apply for. VMIN ~ Vee ~ VMAX, T MIN ~ TA ~ T MAX, unless otherwise specified (Notes 2 and 3) 
(Continued) 

Symbol I Parameter I Conditions I Min I Typ I Max I Units 

RECEIVER OUTPUT (Continued) 

tpd Propagation Delays (Note 8) 
Disable to Bus "1" (Note 5) .19 30 ns 

Disable to Bus "0" (Note 5) 15 23 ns 

Driver Input to Bus" 1 " (Note 5) 17 25 ns 

Driver Input to Bus "0" (Note 5) 9 15 ns 

Bus to Logical "1" Receiver Output (Note 6) 20 30 ns 

Bus to Logical "0" Receiver Output (Note 7) 18 30 ns 

Note 1: "Absolute Maximum Ratings" are those values beyond which the safety of the device cannot be guaranteed. Except for "Operating Temperature Range" 
they are not meant to imply that the devices should be operated at these limits. The table of "Electrical Characteristics" provides conditions for actual device 
operation. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified minimax limits apply across the - 55'C to + 125'C temperature range for the 087838 and across the O'C to + 70'C range for 
the 058838. All typical values are for TA = 25'C and Vee = 5V. 

Note 3: All currents into device pins shown as positive, out of device pins as negative, all voltages referenced to ground unless otherwise noted. All values shown 
as max or min on absolute value basis. 

Note 4: Only one output at a time should be shorted. 

Nota 5: eln from bus pin to Vee and 200n from bus pin to ground, CLOAD = 15 pFtotal. Measured from VIN = 1.5V to Vaus = 1.5V, VIN = OVto 3.0V pulse. 

Note 6: Fan-out of 10 load. CLOAD = 15 pF total. Measured from VIN = 1.3V to VOUT = 1.5V, VIN = OV to 3.0V pulse. 

Nota 7: Fan-out of 10 load, CLOAD = 15 pF total. Measured from VIN = 2.3V to VOUT = 1.5V. VIN = OV to 3.0V pulse. 
Note 8: These apply for Vee = 5V, T A = 25'C unless otherwise speicHied. 
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Chapter 1 
Transmission Line Concepts 

Introduction 
The interactions between wiring and circuitry in high-speed 
systems are more easily determined by treating the inter
connections as transmission lines. A brief review of basic 
concepts is presented and simplified methods of analysis 
are used to examine situations commonly encountered in 
digital systems. Since the principles and methods apply to 
any type of logic circuit, normalized pulse amplitudes are 
used in sample waveforms and calculations. 

Simplifying Assumptions 
For the great majority of interconnections in digital systems, 
the resistance of the conductors is much less than the input 
and output resistance of the circuits. Similarly, the insulating 
materials have very good dielectric properties. These cir
cumstances allow such factors as attenuation, phase distor
tion, and bandwidth limitations to be ignored. With these 
simplifications, interconnections can be dealt with in terms 
of characteristic impedance and propagation delay. 

Characteristic Impedance 
The two conductors that interconnect a pair of circuits have 
distributed series inductance and distributed capaCitance 
between them, and thus constitute a transmission line. 
For any length in which these distributed parameters are 
constant, the pair of conductors have a characteristic im
pedance Zoo Whereas quieacent conditions on the line are 
determined by the circuits and terminations, Zo is the ratio 
of transient voltage to tranSient current passing by a point 
on the line when a signal charge or other electrical distur
bance occurs. The relationship between transient voltage, 
transient current, characteristic impedance, and the distrib
uted parameters is expressed as follows: 

T=ZO=~ (1-1) 

where Lo = inductance per unit length, Co = capaCitance 
per unit length. Zo is in ohms, Lo in Henries, Co in Farads. 

Propagation Velocity 
Propagation velocity v and its reciprocal, delay per unit 
length 8, can also be expressed in terms of Lo and Co. A 
consistent set of units is nanoseconds, microhenries and 
picofarads, with a common unit of length. 

1 
v = ~LoCo 8 = ~LoCo (1-2) 

Equations 1-1 and 1-2 provide a convenient means of deter
mining the Lo and Co, of a line when delay, length and im
pedance are known. For a length I and delay T, 8 is the ratio 
Til. To determine Lo and Co, combine Equations 1-1 and 
1-2. 
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Lo = 8Zo 
8 

Co=
Zo 

(1-3) 

(1-4) 

More formal treatments of transmission line characteristics, 
including loss effects, are available from many sources.1- 3 

Termination and Reflection 
A transmission line with a terminating resistor is shown in 
Figure 1-1. As indicated, a positive step function voltage 
travels from left to right. To keep track of reflection polari
ties, it is convenient to consider the lower conductor as the 
voltage reference and to think in terms of current flow in the 
top conductor only. The generator is assumed to have zero 
internal impedance. The initial current 11 is determined by V1 
and Zoo 

V1,11 --.. 1,_ ;) ,.¢ - -V, I, 

I,=~ 
V2! 

RT 

LINE LENGTH = I DELAY~T= II> 

TL/FI12654-' 
FIGURE 1-1. Assigned Polarities and 

Directions for Determining Reflections 

If the terminating resistor matches the line impedance, the 
ratio of voltage to current traveling along the line is matched 
by the ratio of voltage to current which must, by Ohm's law, 
always prevail at RT. From the viewpoint of the voltage step 
generator, no adjustment of output current is ever required; 
the situation is as though the transmission line never existed 
and RT had been connected directly across the terminals of 
the generator. From the RT viewpoint, the only thing the line 
did was delay the arrival of the voltage step by the amount 
of time T: 

When RT is not equal to Zo, the initial current starting down 
the line is still determined by V1 and Zo but the final steady 
state current, after all reflections have died out, is deter
mined by V1 and RT (ohmic resistance of the line is as
sumed to be negligible). The ratio of voltage to current in the 
initial wave is not equal to the ratio' of voltage to current 
demanded by RT. Therefore, at the instant the initial wave 
arrives at RT, another voltage and current wave must be 
generated so that Ohm's law is satisfied at the line
load interface. This reflected wave, indicated by Vr and Ir in 
Figure 1-1, starts to return toward the generator. Applying 
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Termination and Reflection (Continued) 

Kirchoff's laws to the end of the line at the instant the initial 
wave arrives, results in the following. 

11 + Ir = IT = current into RT (1-5) 

Since only one voltage can exist at the end of the line at this 
instant of time, the following is true: 

V1 + Vr = VT 

thus IT = VT = V1 + Vr 
RT RT 

V1 Vr 
11 = - and Ir = --

Zo Zo 
also 

with the minus sign indicating that Vr is moving toward the 
generator. 

Combining the foregoing relationships algebraically and 
solving for Vr yields a simplified expression in terms of V1, 
Zo and RT. 

V1 _ Vr = V1 + Vr = V1 + Vr 
Zo Zo RT RT RT 

V1 (..!.. _.2..) = Vr (.2.. + ..!..) 
Zo RT RT Zo 

Vr = V1 (RT - Zo) = PL V1 
RT + Zo 

(1-7) 

The term in parenthesis is called the coefficient of reflection 
p. With RT ranging between zero (shorted line) and infinity 
(open line), the coefficient ranges between -1 and + 1 re
spectively. The subscript L indicates that P refers to the 
coefficient at the load end of the line. 

Equation 1-7 expresses the amount of voltage sent back 
down the line, and since 

~=~+~ 0~ 

then VT = V1 (1 + PU. 
VT can also be determined from an expression which does 
not require the preliminary step of calculating PL. Manipulat
ing (1 + PU results in 

RT-ZO (RT) 1 + PL = 1 + ----- = 2 ---
RT+ZO RT+ZO 

Substituting in Equatioll 1-8 gives 

VT=2(~)V1 
RT+ Zo 

(1-9) 

The foregoing has the same form as a simple voltage divid
er involving a generator V 1 with internal impedance Zo driv
ing a load RT, except that the amplitude of VT is doubled. 

The arrow indicating the direction of Vr in F/{Jure 1-1 correct
ly indicates the Vr direction of travel, but the direction of Ir 
flow depends on the Vr polarity. If Vr is positive, Ir flows 
toward the generator, opposing 11' This relationship be
tween the polarity of Vr and the direction of Ir can be de
duced by noting In Equation 1-7 that if Vr is positive it is 
because RT is greater than Zoo In turn, this means that the 
initial current Ir is larger than the final quiescent current, 
dictated by V1 and RT. Hence, Ir must oppose 11 to reduce 
the line, current to the final quiescent value. Similar reason
ing shows that if Vr is negative, Ir flows in the same direction 
as 11. 
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It is sometimes easier to determine the effect of Vr on Ihie 
conditions by thinking of it as an independent voltage gener
ator in series with RT. With this concept, the direction of Ir is 
immediately apparent; its magnitude, however, is the ratio of 
Vr to Zo, i.e., RT is already accounted for in the magnitude of 
Yr. The relationships between incident and reflected signals 
are represented in Figure 1-2 for both cases of mismatch 
between RT and Zoo 

The incident wave is shown in Figure 1-2a, before it has 
reached the end o(the line. In Figure 1-2b, a positive Vr is 
returning to the generator. To the left of Vr the current is still 
11, flowing to the right, while to the right of Vr the net current 
in the line is the difference between 11 and Ir. In Agure 1-20, 
the reflection coefficient is negative, producing a negative 
Yr. This .. in turn, causes an increase in the amount of current 
flowing to the right behind the Vr wave. 

VI Vl,lI_ 
Vl~--------I-<-T----==t::-, 

a. Incident Wave 

v, 11-1, -
Vll------·...;-..... -:-t----, VT 11 } 

T < I < 2T 

b. Reflected Wave for RT > Zo 

11 ~ v, ----.. ~ 
Vll--==~-::"-l.. - - ---, 

T < I < 2T t 

~ 

DUlTANCE 

TL/F/12654-2 

TL/FI12654-3 

TLlF/I2654-4 
c. Reflected Wave for RT < Zo 

FIGURE 1-2. Reflections for RT "'" Zo 



Source Impedance, Multiple Reflections 
When a reflected voltage arrives back at the source (gener
ator), the reflection coefficient at the source determines the 
response to V,. The coefficient of reflection at the source is 
governed by Zo and the source resistance Rs. 

Rs - Zo 
PS=Rs+Zo 

(1-10) 

If the source impedance matches the line impedance, a re
flected voltage arriving at the source is not reflected back 
toward the load end. Voltage and current on the line are 
stable with the following values. 

Vr = VI + V,and Ir = II - I, (1-11) 

If neither source impedance nor terminating impedance 
matches Zo, multiple reflections occur; the voltage at each 
end of the line comes closer to the final steady state value 
with each succeeding reflection. An example of a line mis
matched on both ends is shown in Figure 1-3. The source is 
a step function of 1V amplitude occurring at time to. The 
initial value of VI starting down the line is 0.75V due to the 
voltage divider action of Zo and Rs. The time scale in the 
photograph shows that the line delay is approximately 6 ns. 
Since neither end of the line is terminated in its characteris
tic impedance, multiple reflections occur. 

The amplitude and persistence of the ringing shown in Fig
ure 1-3 become greater with increasing mismatch between 
the line impedance and source and load impedances. Re-

::f' j" 

Zo=I3D 

Rr= 00 1 
VT 

TUF/I2654-5 

31 - 93 
PS = 31 + 93 = -0.5 

Initially: VI =~'Vo=~'1 =0.75V 
Zo + Rs 124 

H=20 nsldi. 
V=O.5 V/dl. 

TL/F/12654-6 

FIGURE 1-3. Multiple Reflections Due to 
Mismatch at Load and Source 
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ducing Rs (Figure 1-3) to 130 increases Ps to -0.75V, and 
the effects are illustrated in Figure 1-4. The initial value of 
Vr is 1.BV with a reflection of 0.9V from the open end. When 
this reflection reaches the source, a reflection of 0.9V x 
-0.75V starts back toward the open end. Thus, the second 
increment of voltage arriving at the open end is negative 
going. In turn, a negative-going reflection of 0.9V x -0.75V 
starts back toward the source. This negative increment is 
again multiplied by - 0.75 at the source and returned 
toward the open end. It can be deduced that the difference 
in amplitude between the first two positive peaks observed 
at the open end is 

Vr - V'r = (1 + pLl VI - (1 + pLl VI p2L p2s 

= (1 + pLl VI (1 - p2L p2s). 
(1-12) 

The factor (1 - p2L p2s) is similar to the damping factor 
associated with lumped constant circuitry. It expresses the 
attenuation of successive positive or negative peaks of ring
ing. 

H =20 nsldiv 
V=O.4 V/dlv 

TUF/I2654-7 

FIGURE 1-4. Extended Ringing when Rs 
of Figure 1-315 Reduced to 130 

Lattice Diagram 
I n the presence of multiple reflections, keeping track of the 
incremental waves on the line and the net voltage at the 
ends becomes a bookkeeping chore. A convenient and sys
tematic method of indicating the conditions which combines 
magnitude, polarity and time utilizes a graphic construction 
called a lattice diagram.4 A lattice diagram for the line condi
tions of Figure 1-3 is shown in Figure 1-5. 

The vertical lines symbolize discontinuity pOints, in this case 
the ends of the line. A time scale is marked off on each line 
in increments of 2T, starting at to for VI and T for Vr. The 
diagonal lines indicate the incremental voltages traveling 
between the ends of the line; solid lines are used for posi
tive voltages and dashed lines for negative. It is helpful to 
write the reflection and transmission multipliers p and 
(1 + p) at each vertical line, and to tabulate the incremental 
and net voltages in columns alongside the vertical lines. 
Both the lattice diagram and the waveform photograph 
show that VI and Vr asymptotically approach 1V, as they 
must with a 1V source driving an open-ended line. 
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Lattice Diagram (Continued) 

v, VT 
(1+p). +0.5 p. -0.8 p= +1 (1 +p)_ +2 

.J!I!L - - - -- SUM: 

+0.71 V 1=10 

+1.saV 

to.376V 2T + 1.12& V 

-D.75V 
3T +1JIV 

-0.'11 V 4T 
tG.83TV 

ST +O.37SV 
+1.125Y 

+O.D84Y IT 
+1.G31Y 

7T -0.'11; 
+0.937 

-o.D41V IT +1li4V 

TL/F/12654-8 

FIGURE 1·5. Latti,ce Diagram for the Circuit of Figure 1-3 

Shorted Line 
The open·ended line in Figure 1-3 has a reflection coeffi· 
cient of + 1 and the successive reflections t~d toward the 
steadY"s~te conditions ,of zero line current and a,'line volt· 
age equal"io the source voltage. In contrast, a shorted line 
has a reflection coefficient of -1 and successive reflections 
must caU!\6 the line conditions to approach the steady' state 
conditions of zero voltage and a 'line current determined by 
the source voltage and resistance. 

Shorted line coriPitiO!1S ,~e shown in Figure 1:6a with the 
reflection coefficient at the source end of the line also neg!!-· 
tive. A negative coefficient at both ends ot the line means 
that any voltage approaching either end of the line is reflect· 
ed in the oppOSite polarity. Figure 1-6b shows the response 
to an input step·function with a duration much longer than 
the line delay. The initial voltage st!lrting down the line is 
about +0.75V, which is inverted at the shorted end and 
returned toward the source as -0.75V. Arriving back at the 
source end of the line, this voltage is multiplied by (1 + psI, 
causing a -0.S7V net change in V,. Concurrently, a reflect· 
ed voltage of +0.S7V (-0.75V times 'Ps of -0.5) starts 
back toward the shorted end of the'line. The voltage at V, is 
reduced by 50% with each successive round trip of reflec· 
tions, thus ieading to the final condition of zero volts on the 
line. 

When tHe duration of the input pulse is less than the delay 
of the line, the reflections observed at the source end of the 
line constitute a train of negative pulses, as shown in Figure 
1-6c. The amplitude decreases by 50% with each succes
sive occurrence as it did in Figure 1-6b. 

TLlF/12854-9 

0-93 
PS = -0.5 PL = 0 + 93 = -1 

a. Reflection Coefficients for Shorted Line 

H=10nsldiv 
V=O.2 Vldiv 

TL/F/12654-10 

b. Input Pulse Duration > Line Delay 

H=10nsldiv 
V=O.2 V/dlv 

V, 

, , " , TLlFI12654-1.1 

c. InP'It Pulse Dura,tlon < Line Delay 

FIGURE 1-6. Reflections of Long and Short Pulses on a Shorted Line 
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Series Termination 
Driving an open-ended line through a source resistance 
equal to the line impedance is called series termination. It is 
particularly useful when transmitting signals which originate 
on a PC board and travel through the backplane to another 
board, with the attendant discontinuities, since reflections 
coming back to the source are absorbed and ringing thereby 
controlled. Figure 1-1 shows a 930 line driven from a 1V 
generator through a source impedance of 930. The photo
graph illustrates that the amplitude of the initial Signal sent 
down the line is only half of the generator voltage, while the 
voltage at the open end of the line is doubled to full ampli
tude (1 + PL = 2). The reflected voltage arriving back at 
the source raises VIto the full amplitude of the generator 
signal. Since the reflection coefficient at the source is zero, 
no further changes occur and the line voltage is equal to the 
generator voltage. Because the initial signal on the line is 
only half the normal Signal swing, the loads must be con
nected at or near the end of the line to avoid receiving a 2-
step input signal. 

TLlF/12654-12 

H=10 nsldlv 
V=O.4V/div 

TL/F/12654-13 

FIGURE 1-7. Series Terminated Line and Waveforms 

.D .s 
TL/F/12654-14 

FIGURE 1-8. Logic Element Driving 
a Series Terminated Line 
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Extra Delay with Termination 
CapaCitance 
Designers should consider the effect of the load capaci
tance at the end of the line when using series termination. 
Figure 1-9 shows how the output waveform changes with 
increasing load capaCitance. Figure 1-9b shows the effect 
of load capacitances of 0, 12, 24, 48 pF. With no load, the 
delay between the 50% points of the input and output is just 
the line delay T. A capacitive load at the end of the line 
causes an extra delay aT due to the increase in rise time of 
the output Signal. 

TL/F/12654-15 

a. Series Terminated Line with Load CapaCitance 

b. Output Rise Time Increase with 
Increasing Load Capacitance 

~O% LINE 
INPUT T 

LINE 
OUTPUT 

TL/F/12654-16 

TLlF/12654-17 

c. Extra Delay aT Due to Rise Time Increase 

FIGURE 1-9. Extra Delay with Termination CapaCitance 
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Extra Delay with Termination Capacitance (Continued) 

V~N (I) -....;zo'---l~ 

r 
B. Thevenln Equivalent for 

Series TermInated Case 

z'_~ 

TLlF/12664-18 

Zo 2 
V1N(t}---:-D VIN(t}~ t 

'I r~¢ ""'='f 'I .. 
b. Thevenln Equivalent for 
Parallel Terminated Case 

LINE 
INPUT 

o 
I 

'1.0 t •• 

V'" ;'. .' .. ' 
Vln(t) = - [tu(t) - (t - a)u (t - a)) a ,.,. .. 

Ofort <: 0 
u(t) = 1 fort> 0 

u(t - a) = o fort < a, 
1fort>a 

V 
VIN(S) = as2 (1 - e-as) 

V 1 
Vc(S) = -. (1 - e-as) 

ar s2 (s + 1/ .. ) 

V 
ve(t) = - [t - .. (1 - e-V")) u(t) 

a 
V 

- - [(t - a) 
a 

,-. 

v 

TLlF/12654-19 

TLlF/12a54-20 

- .. (1 - e-7)) u (t - a) 
c. Equations for Input and Output Voltages 

FIGURE 1-10. Determining the Effect 
of End-ot--Llne CapaCitance 
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The increase in propagation delay can be calculated by us
ing a ramp approximation for the incident voltage and cl:1ar
acterizing the circuit as a fixed impedance in. sElries with the 
load capacitance, as shown in Figure 1-10. One gElneral 
solution serves both series and parallel termination cases 
by using an impedance Z' and a time constant .. , defined in 
Figure 1-10a and 1,10b. Calculated and observed ;increases 
in delay time to the. 50% point shoW close agreement when 
.. is less than half the ramp time. At large ratills of .. I a 
(where a = ramp time), measured delays exceed calculated 
values by approximately 7%. Figure 1-11, based on mea
sured values, shows the increase in delay to the 50% point 
as a function of the Z'C time constant, both normalized to 
the 10% to 90% rise time of the input signal. As an example 
of using the graph, consider a 1000 series terminated,line 
with 30 pF load capacitance at the end of the line and a. no
load rise time of3 nsforthe input signal. From Figure1-10a, 
Z' is equal to 1000; the ratio Z'C/t,. is 1. From the graph, 
the ratio .6. T It,. is 0.8. Thus the increase in the delay to the 
50% point of the output waveform is 0.8 tr, or 2.4 ns, which 
is then added to the no-load line delay T to determine the 
total delay. 

Had the 1000 line in the foregOing example been parallel 
rather than series terminated at the end of the line, Z' would 
be 500. The added delay would be only 1.35 ns with the 
same 30 pF loading at the end. The added delay would be 
only 0.75 ns if the line were 500 and parallel terminated. 
The various trade-offs involving type of termination, line im
pedance, and loading 'are important considerations for crit
ical delay paths. 

2.5 

/ 

/' 
./' 

'./ 
V 

./' 
/ 

V 
o O.S 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

LlNE·LOAD TIME CONSTANT, NORMALIZED-Z' CIt, 

TLlF/12654-21 

FIGURE 1-11. Increase In 50% Point Delay Due 
to Capacitive Loading at the End 

of the Line, Normalized to T r 



Distributed Loading Effects on Line Characteristics 
When capacitive loads such as inputs are connected along 
a transmission line, each one causes a reflection with a po. 
larity opposite to that of the incident wave. Reflections from 
two adjacent loads tend to overlap if the time required for 
the incident wave to travel from one load to the next is equal 
to or less than the signal rise time.s Figure 1·12a illustrates 
an arrangement for observing the effects of capacitive load· 
ing, while Figure 1·12b shows an incident wave followed by 
reflections from two capacitive loads. The two capacitors 
causing the reflections are separated by a distance requir· 
ing a travel time of 1 ns. The two reflections return to the 
source 2 ns apart, since it takes 1 ns longer for the incident 
wave to reach the second capacitor and an additional 1 ns 
for the second reflection to travel back to the source. In the 
upper trace of Figure 1· 12b, the input signal rise time is 1 ns 
and there are two distinct reflections, although the trailing 
edge of the first overlaps the leading edge of the second. 
The input rise time is longer in the middle trace, causing a 
greater overlap. In the lower trace, the 2 ns input rise time 
causes the two reflections to merge and appear as a single 
reflection which is relatively constant (at::::: -10%) for half 
its duration. This is about the same reflection that would 
occur if the 93n line had a middle section with an imped· 
ance reduced to 75n. 
With a number of capacitors distributed all along the line of 
Figure ,. 12a, the combined reflections modify the observed 
input waveform as shown in the top trace of Figure 1·12c. 
The reflections persist for a time equal to the 2·way line 
delay (15 ns), after which the line voltage attains its final 
value. The waveform suggests a line terminated with are· 
sistance greater than its characteristic impedance (RT > 

RS=93!l 

t 
I 

Vo 

tc 
2V 

VI 

"::" 

Zo). This analogy is strengthened by observing the effect of 
reducing RT from 93n to 75n, which leads to the middle 
waveform of Figure 1·12c. Note that the final (steady state) 
value of the line voltage is reduced by about the same 
amount as that caused by the capacitive reflections. In the 
lower trace of Figure 1·12c the source resistance Rs is reo 
duced from 93n to 75n, restoring both the initial and final 
line voltage values to the same amplitude as the final value 
in the upper trace. From the standpoint of providing a de· 
sired signal voltage on the line and impedance matching at 
either end, the effect of distributed capacitive loading can 
be treated as a reduction in line impedance. 

The reduced line impedance can be calculated by consider· 
ing the load capaCitance CL as an increase in the intrinsic 
line capaCitance Co along that portion of the line where the 
loads are connected.6 Denoting this length of line as I, the 
distributed value Co of the load capaCitance is as follows. 

CL 
Co=, 

CD is then added to Co in Equation 1·1 to determine the 
reduced line impedance ZOo 

(1·13) 

flO 
Z'o + VCo = Zo 

~1 + CD ~1 + CD 
Co . Co 

Zo=93!l 

I I I 
..L ..L t RT=93!l I r "::" 

TL/F/I2654-22 

a. Arrangement for Observing capacitive Loading Effects 

H=2no/dlv 
V = 0.25 V/dlv 

TLlF/12654-23 

b. Capacitive Reflections Merging 
as Rise Time Increases 

Hs5ns/dlv 
V = 0.25 V/dlv 

.. Rs=RT= 
93 ~! 

RS=931! 
.... RT=75!1 

.... Rs=RT= 
75!l 

TLlF/12654-24 

c. Matching the Altered Impedance 
of a Capacltlvely Loaded Line 

FIGURE 1·12. Capacitive Reflections and Effects on Line Characteristics 
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Distributed Loading Effects' on' 
Line Characteristics (Continued) 

In the el<8mple of Figure 1-12c, the total load capacitance is 
33 pF while the total intrinsic lin~ capacit8nce ICo i,s'SO pF. 
(Note that the ratio CD/Co' is the same as Cll/CO.) The 
calculated vlllue of the reducell impedance is thus' ' 
Z,_,.93 _93_ "". 

o -~1 + 33 ~ ff.&5 - 750 '. (1-14) 

. SO 

This correlates with 'the results observed in Figure 1-12c 
when RT and Rs are reduced to 750. " . 

The distributed load capaCitance also increases the line de
lay, which 'can be calculated from Equstion 1-2. 

II' = ~41 (Co + Co) = ~41CO.~1 + ~ 

=1l~1 + ~ 
(1-15) 

The line used in the example of Figure 1-12c has an intrinsic 
delay of S ns and a loaded delay of 7.5 ns which checks 
with Equation 1-15. 

Ill' = 11lff.&5 = sff.&5 = 7.5ns (1-16) 

Equstion 1-15 can be used to predict the delay for a given 
line and load. The ratio CD/CO (hence the loading effect) 
can be minimized for a given loading by using a line with a 
high intrinsic capaCitance Co. 

A plot of Z' and II' for a 500 line as a function of CD is 
shown in Figure 1-13. This figure illustrates that relatively 
modest amounts of load capacitance will add appreciably to 
the propagation delay of a line. In addition, the characteris
tic impedance is reduced significantly. 

80 • V I..>" 
I 

V 41.. ./ 6 -1.778II1II1 

3~ V 
Co =2.1 pFnn 

2/ ['... ,....." 
r-:--

Zo .' ~. 

1 
:::/ . 

0' 
.10 3D . 3D , i 

Co-DISTRIBUTED CAPAClTANCE:"pF/In 

, "., , • , . TL(F(I~~25 
FIGl:JFlE 1"13. CapacitIVe loading, 

Eflecta on Une' Delay and Irnpedanoe 
Worst case reflllCtions from ~ capacitively loaded secti~n of 
transmission line can be accu~tely ;predicted.b~'I!s)ng tl1.~ 
modified impedance of EqustlOn1-9.6, When a sigria('6rlgj' 
nates on a~unloaded sectlo.n ptlinE!\the effectiVe reflect,lon 
coefficient IS as follows. ,,' ;, , 

Z'o - Zo 
P=-

Z'o + Zo 
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Mismatched Lines 
Reflections. occur not only from, mismatched load and 
source ,impedances but also from changes in line imped
ance. These changes could be caused, by bends in coaxial 
cable, unshielded twisted~pair in contact with metal, or mis
match between PC board traces and backplane wiring. With 
the coax or twisted-pair, line impedance changes run about 
5% to 10% aod reflections are usually no problem since the 
percent reflection is roughly half the, percent change in im
pedance.,However, between PC board and backplane wir
ing, the mismatch can be 2 or 3 to 1. This is illustrated in 
Figure 1-14 and analy2;ed in the lattice diagram of Figure 
1-15. ·Line 1 is driven in the series terminated mode so that 
reflections coming back to the source are absorbed. 

The reflection and transmission' at the point where imped
ances differ are determined by treating the downstream line 
as though it were a terminating reSistor. For,the example of 
Figure 1-14, the reflection coefficient at the interSection of 
lines 1 and 2 for a signal traveling to the right is as follows. 

, Z2 - Z1 93 - 50 ' 
P12 7 Z2 + ZI = """"143"" = +0.3 (1-18) 

Thus the signa! reflected back toward the source and the 
signal,continuing along line 2 are, respectively, as follows. 

V1r = P12 VI = +0.3Vl (1-19a) 

V2 ""'(1 +PI2) V1 = 4- 1.3 VI (1-19b) 
At the intersection of lines 2 arid 3, the reflection coefficient 
for signals traveling to the, right iS'determined by treating Zs 
as a terminating resistor. ' , 

ZS-Z239-:-93 
P23 = Zs + Z2 = ~ = -0.41 (1-20) 

When V 2 arrives at this pOint, the reflected and transmitted 
signals are as follows . 

V2r = P2S V2= -0.41 V2 
. = (-0.41)(1.3) VI (1-21a) 

= -0.53Vl 
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Vs = (1 + P2S) V2 = 0.59 V2 
= (0.59)(1.3) VI (1-21b) 
= 0.77 VI 

Voltage Vs is doubled in magnitude when it arrives at the 
open-ended output, since Pl is + 1. This effectively cancels 
the voltage divider action ,between Rs and ZI. 

V4 = (1 + puV~ ":' (1 + Pu(1,+ P2S)V2 
= (1 + PU (1 + P2S),(1 + P~2) VI (1-22) 
"V 

= (1 + ,PU (1 T';1>2S) (1 ,+ PIll) 20 

V4 = (1 +P2S)(1' + P12) Yo 
Thus, Equstidn' 1::22; is the general expression for th,e initial 
step of output vtl!uige for three lines when the input is series 
terminated and the output is open-en~ed. ' 

, , 



Mismatched Lines (Continued) 

Note that the reflection coefficients at the intersections of 
lines 1 and 2 and lines 2 and 3 in Figure 1-15 have reversed 
signs for signals traveling to the left. Thus the voltage re
flected from the open output and the signal reflecting back 
and forth on line 2 both contribute additional increments of 
output voltage in the same polarity as Vo. Lines 2 and 3 
have the same delay time; therefore, the two aforemen
tioned increments arrive at the output simultaneously at 
time 5T on the lattice diagram (Figure 1-15). 

In the general case of series lines with different delay times, 
the vertical lines on the lattice diagram should be spaced 
apart in the ratio of the respective delays. Figure 1-16 
shows this for a hypothetical case with delay ratios 1 :2:3. 
For a sequence of transmission lines with the highest im-

Ps=O P12= +0.3 
P21- -0.3 

pedance line in the middle, at least three output voltage 
increments with the same polarity as Vo occur before one 
can occur of opposite polarity. On the other hand, if the 
middle line has the lowest impedance, the polarity of the 
second increment of output voltage is the opposite of Vo. 
The third increment of output voltage has the opposite po
larity, for the time delay ratios of Figure 1-16. 

When transmitting logic Signals, it is important that the initial 
step of line output voltage pass through the threshold region 
of the receiving circuit, and that the next two increments of 
output voltage augment the initial step. Thus in a series ter
minated sequence of three mismatched lines, the middle 
line should have the highest impedance. 

tv. 
P23= -0.41 
P32= +0.41 

H ,.20nsldlv 
V=O.4 Vldlv 

TL/F/12654-26 

TL/F/12654-27 

FIGURE 1-14. Reflections from Mismatched Lines 

v, 
p=O 

+ 0.50 V 1=0 

+O.15V 
T + 0.65 V 

2T 

3T 

-O.IIV 4T +OA8v 

5T 

+1.3&V 8T 
+UIY 

7T 

+0.24 V 8T 
+1.15V 

IT 

V, 
P12=+0.3 
P21=-0.3 

V. 
P23- -0.41 

"Pus +0.41 

V. 
PL=I (I +PLl= +2 --

+0.77 V 

+0.40 V 
+1.17V 

-0.12Y 
+T.OiV 

FIGURE 1-15. Lattice Diagram for the Circuit of FIgure 1-14 
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Mismatched Lines (Continued) 

V~T1_.V+,I: ___ TZ ___ • V+(._----T3-----I.~14 
1-0 

- ...... 

TL/F/12654-29 

FIGURE 1·16. lattice Diagram for Three Lines with Delay Ratios 1:2:3 

Rise Time versus Line Delay 
When the 2-way line delay is less than the rise time of the 
input wave, any reflections generated at the end of the line 
are returned to the source before the input transition is com
pleted. Assuming that the generator has a finite source re
sistance, the reflected wave adds algebraiCally to the' input' 
wave while it is still in transition, thereby changing the shape 
of the input. This effect is illustrated in Figure 1-17, which 
shows input and output voltages for several comparative 
values of rise time and line delay. . 

In Figure 1-17bwhere the rise time is much shorter than the 
line delay, V1 rises to an initial value of 1V. At tJ,me T later, 
VT rises to 0.5V, i.e., 1 + PL = 0.5. The negative reflection 
arrives back at the source at time 2T, causing a net change 
of -0.4V, i.e., (1 + PS) (-0.5) = -0.4. 

The negative coefficient at the source changes the polarity 
of the other 0.1 V of the reflection and returns it to the end of 
the line, causing VT to go positive by another 50 mV at time 
3T. The remaining 50 mV is inverted and reflected back to 
the source, where its effect is barely distinguishable as a 
small negative change at time 4T. 

in Figure 1-17e, the input rise time (0% to 100%) is in
creased to such an extent that the input ramp ends just as 
the negative reflection arrives back at the source end. Thus 
the input rise time is equal to 2T. 

The input rise time is increased to 4T in Figure 1-17d, with 
the negative reflection causing a noticeable change in input 
slope at about its midpoint. This change in slope is more 
visible in the double exposure photo of Figure 1-17e, which' 
shows V1 (t, still set for 4n with and without the negative 
reflection. The reflection was eliminated by terminating the 
line in its characteristic impedance. 

http://www.nationai.com 12-12 

The net input voltage at any particular time is determined by 
adding. the reflection to the otherwise unaffected input. It 
must be remembered that the reflection arriving back at the 
inPut at Ii given time is proportional to the input voltage at a 
:time 2T earlier. The. value of V1 in Figure 1-17d can be 
calcUlated by starting with the 1 V input ramp. 

1 
V1 = -.t ,forO s; t S;4T 

t, 
=·W for t'~ 4T 

. Th~ reflection from the end of the line is 

V = pdt - 2!l. 
.' t,.' 

(1-23) 

(1-24) 

the portion of the reflection that appears at the input is 

v, _ (1 + ps) pdt - 2T). 
, - t,' (1-25) 

the net value of the input voltage is the sum. 

V'1 = .! + .:..;(1_+-£:PS",,)_+-,,-,PL;:..:(,,-t ---=2n.;.:. 
t, t" 

(1-26) 

The peak value of the input voltage in Figure 1-17dis deter· 
mined by substituting values and letting t equal 4T. 

V'1 = 1 + .:..(0_.8.:...)(=--_0_.5.:...)(=-4T_-_2n-:. 
t, 

= 1 - 0.4 (0.5) = 0.8V 

(1-27) 

After this peak pOint, the input ramp is no longer increasing 
but the reflection is still arriving. Hence the net value of the 
input voltage decreases. In this example, the later reflec· 
tions are too small, to be detected and the input voltage is 
thus stable after time 6T. For the general case of repeated 
reflections, the net voltage .v 1 (t) seen at the driven end of 
the line can be expressed as follows, where the signal 
caused by the generator is V 1 (t). 



Rise Time versus Line Delay (Continued) 

V'l(t) =Vl(t) 
forO<t<2T 

V'l(t) = Vl(t) + (1 + PS) PL Vl(t-2D 
fqr2T < t < 4T 

V'1(t) = Vl(t) + (1 + ps) PL Vl(t-2D 
+ (1 + PS) PSPL2Vl(t-4D (1·28) 
for4T < t < 6T 

V'l(t) = Vl(t) + (1 + PS) PL Vl(t-2D 
+ (1 + ps) PSPL2 Vl(t-4D 
+ (1 + PS) PS2PLS Vl(l-eD 
for 6T < t < 8T. etc. 

• 

Ps= -0.2 

The voltage at the output end of the line is expressed in a 
similar manner. 

VT(t) = 0 
forO<t<T 

VT(t) = (1 + PUV1(t-D 
forT < t < 3T 

VT(t) = (1 + PU Vl(t-D (1·29) 
+(1 + PU PSPL Vl(t-SD 
for3T < t < 5T 

VT(t) = (1 + PU Vl(1 - D 

la=7SU 

+ (1 + PU PSPLV1(t-SD 
+ (1 + PU PS2PL2Vl(I-5D 
for 5T < t < 7T, etc. 

TUF 112654-30 

a. Test Arrangement for Rise Time Analysis 

H-10nitdlv 
V=0.5V/dlv 

TL/F/12654-31 

H=10nsldlv 
V=O.5 Vldlv 

TLlF/12654-33 

b. Line Voltages for tr < T d. Line Voltages for Ir = 4T 

H= 10nsldlv 
V=O.5 Vldlv 

H =10nsldlv 
V=0.5V/div 

TUF/12654~32 TLlFI12654-34 

c. Line Voltages for tr = 2T e. Input Voltage with and without Reflection 

FIGURE 1·17. Line Voltages for Various Ratl080f Rille Time to Une Delay 
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Ringing 
Multiple reflections occur on a transmission line when Rei
ther the signal source impedance nor the termination (load) 
impedance matches the line impedance. When the source 
reflection coefficient Ps and the load reflection coefficient 
PL are of opposite polarity, the reflections alternate in polari
ty. This causes the signal voltage to oscillate about the final 
steady state value, commonly recognized as ringing. 

When the signal rise time is long compared to the line delay, 
the signal shape is distorted because the individual reflec
tions overlap in time. The basic relationships among rise 
time, line delay, overshoot and undershoot are shown in a 
simplified diagram, Figure 1-18. The incident wave is a ramp 
of amplitude 8 and rise duration A. The reflection coefficient 
at the open-ended line output is + 1 and the source reflec
tion coefficient is assumed to be -0.8, i.e., Ro = Zo/9. 

~.-£: 
~ 

.. 
1Is= -0.8 

Vo=1.118 ~ 

Figure 1-18b shows the individual reflections treated sepa
rately. Rise time A is assumed to be three times the line 
delay T. The time scale reference is the line output and the 
first increment of output voltage Vo rises to 28 in the'Ume 
interval A. Simultaneously, a positive reflection (not shown) 
of amplitude 8 is generated and travels to the source, 
whereupon it is multiplied by -0.8 and returns toward the 
end of the line. This negative-going ramp starts at time 2T 
(twice the line delay) and doubles to -1.61;1 at time 2T + A. 

The negative-going increment also generates a reflection of 
amplitude -0.88 which makes the round trip to the source 
and back, appearing at time 4T as a positive ramp rising to 
+ 1.288 at time 4T + A. The process of reflection and re
reflection continues, and each successive increment chang
es in polarity and has an amplitude of 80% of the preceding 
increment. 

Po= +1 

t 
J 

"., •• i Ramp ~i!'rator Driving Open-Ended Line 
TL/F/12654-35 
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Vo 
+28, 

Ill' +8 

"," ~ 
~' 
I!i 

~ 
,~ 

" -8 
L 

S 
11:' 

-28 

VOl =(1 +Pol' Ro-Z:Zo' Va 

A=3T 

b. Incremems~of Output Voltage Treated IndIVidually 

o T 2T 3T 4T 5T 6T 7T aT 9T lDT llT 12T 13T 

c. Ne,t Output Slg,l1al De~ermlned by Superposition 

FIGURE 1-18. Basic Relationships Involved In Ringing 
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Ringing (Continued) 

In Figure 1-18c, the output increments are added algebrai
cally by superposition. The starting point of each increment 
is shifted upward to a voltage value equal to the algebraic 
sum of the quiescent levels of all the preceding increments 
(i.e., 0, 28, 0.48, 1.688, etc.). For time intervals when two 
ramps occur simultaneously, the two linear functions add to 
produce a third ramp that prevails during the overlap time of 
the two increments. 

It is apparent from the geometric relationships, that if the 
ramp time A is less than twice the line delay, the first output 
increment has time to rise to the full 28 amplitude and the 
second increment reduces the net output voltage to 0.48. 
Conversely, if the line delay is very short compared to the 
ramp time, the excursions about the final value VG are 
small. 

Figure 1-18c shows that the peak of each excursion is 
reached when the earlier of the two constituent ramps 
reaches its maximum value, with the result that the first 
peak occurs at time A. This is because the earlier ramp has 
a greater slope (absolute value) than the one that follows. 

Actual waveforms such as produced by ECl or TTL do not 
have a constant slope and do not start and stop as abruptly 
as the ramp used in the example of Figure 1-18. Predicting 
the time at which the peaks of overshoot and undershoot 
occur is not as simple as with ramp excitation. A more rigor
ous treatment is required, including an expression for the 
driving waveform which closely simulates its actual shape. 
In the general case, a peak occurs when the sum of the 
slopes of the individual Signal increment is zero. 

12-15 

Summary 
The foregoing discussions are by no means an exhaustive 
treatment of transmission line characteristics. Rather, they 
are intended to focus attention on the general methods 
used to determine the interactions between high-speed log
ic circuits and their interconnections. Considering an inter
connection in terms of distributed rather than lumped induc
tance and capaCitance leads to the line impedance concept, 
i.e., mismatch between this characteristic impedance and 
the terminations causes reflections and ringing. 

Series termination provides a means of absorbing reflec
tions when it is likely that discontinuities and/or line imped
ance changes will be encountered. A disadvantage is that 
the incident wave is only one-half the signal swing, which 
limits load· placement to the end of the line. With parallel 
termination, i.e., at the end of the line, loads can be distrib
uted along the line. 
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Chapter 2 
System Considerations 

Introduction 
All of National's Interface device input and output imped
anceS a,re designed to accommodate various methods of 
driving and terminating interconnections. Controlled wiring 
impedance makes it possible to use simplified equivalent 
circuits to determine limiting conditions. Specific guidelines 
and recommendations are based on assumed worst-case 
combinations. Many of, ~he recommendations may seem 
conservative, compared to typical observations, but the in
tent is to help the designer aChieve a reliable system in a 
reasonable length of time with a minimum amount of rede
sign. 

PC Board Transmission Lines 
Strictly speaking, transmission lines may not always be. re
quired in all situations but, when used, they provide the ad
vantages of predictable interconnect delays as well as re
flection and ringing control through impedance matching. 
Two, common types of PC board transmission lines are mi
crostrip and s~pline, Figure ~-1.Stripllne requires multilayer 
construction tEichniques; microstrip uses ordinary double
clad boards. Other board construction techniques are wire 
wrap, stitch weld and discrete wired. 

TLlF/12655-1 

a. Microstrlp 

Stripline, Figure 2-1b, is used where packing density is a 
high priority because increasing the interconnect layers pro
vides short signal paths. Boards with as many as 22 layers 
have been used in logic systems. 

Mlcrostrip offers easier fabrication and higher propagation 
velocity than stripline,but the routing for a complex system 
may require more design effort. Signal routing is simplified 
and an extra voltage plane is obtained by bonding two mi
crostrip structures back to back, Figure 2-1 c. 

Microstrip 

Equation 2~1 relates microstrip charaCteristic impedance to 
the dielectric constant and dimensions.1 Electric field fring~ 
ing requires that the ground extend beyond each edge of 
the signal trace by a distance no less than the trace width. 

( , '~ ) ( "~ )' ~- ~ , ',' 

- JO.475 ~r + 0.67 0.67 (0.8 w + t) "(2-1) 

( 87 ) I ( 5,.98 h )' 
= JEr + 1.41 n 0.8 w + t 

where h = dielectric thickness, w = trace width, t = trace 
thickness, Er = board material dielectric constant relative to 
air. 

TL/F/12655-2 

b. Strlpllne 

AC GROUND 

TLlF/12655-3 

c. Composite Micr08trip 

FIGURE 2-1. Transmission Unes on Circuit Boards 
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PC Board Transmission Lines (Continued) 

Equation 2-1 was developed from the impedance formula 
for a wire over ground plane transmission line, Equation 2-2. 

Zo = (~) In (:h) (2-2) 

where d = wire diameter, h = distance from ground to wire 
center. 

Comparing Equation 2-1 and 2-2, the term 0.67 (0.8 w + t) 
shows the equivalence between a round wire and a rectan
gular conductor. The term 0.475 Er + 0.67 is the effective 
dielectric constant for microstrip Ea, considering that a mi
crostrip line has a compound dielectric consisting of the 
board material and air. The effective dielectric constant is 
determined by measuring propagation delay per unit of line 
length and using the following relationship. 

a = 1.0167 • .Ie; nslft (2-3) 

where a = propagation delay, nslft. 

Propagation delay is a property of the dielectric material 
rather than line width or spacing. The coefficient 1.0167 is 
the reCiprocal of the velocity of light in free space. Propaga
tion delay for microstrip lines on glass-filled G-10 epoxy 
boards is typically 1.77 nslft, yielding an effective dielectric 
constant of 3.03. 

TRACE WIDTH - INCHES 

TL/F/12655-4 

FIGURE 2-2. Mlcrostrlp Impedance 
Versus Trace Width, G-10 Epoxy 

USing Er = 5.0 in Equation 2-1, Figure 2-2 provides micros
trip line impedance as a function of width for several G-10 
epoxy board thicknesses. Figure 2-3 shows the related Co 
values, useful for determining capacitive loading effects on 
line characteristics, (Equation 1-15). 

System designers should ascertain tolerances on board di
mensions, dielectric constant and trace width etching in or
der to determine impedance variations. If conformal coating 
is used the effective dielectric constant of microstrip is in
creased, depending on the coating material and thickness. 
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FIGURE 2-3. Mlcrostrip Distributed CapaCitance 
Versus Impedance, G-10 Epoxy 

Stripline 

Strip line conductors are totally embedded. As a result, the 
board material determines the dielectric constant. G-10 
epoxy boards have a typical propagation delay of 2.26 nslft. 
Equation 2-4 is used to calculate stripline impedances.1,2 

Z _ (60) I ( 4b ) 
o - ,fE,. n 0.67 11" (0.8 w + t) (2-4) 

where b = distance between ground planes, w trace 
width, t = trace thickness, w/(b-t) < 0.35 and lib < 0.25. 

Figure 2-4 shows stripline impedance as a function of trace 
width, using Equation 2-4 and various ground plane separa
tions for G-10 glass-filled epoxy boards. Related values of 
Co are plotted in Figure 2-5. 

a 
I 

4O~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~~~ 
0.050 0.026 

FIGURE 2-4. Stripline Impedance 
Versus Trace Width, G-10 Epoxy 

TLlF/12655-6 
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PC Board Transmission Lines (Continued) 
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FIGURE 2-5. Stripllne Distributed Capacitance 
Versus Impedance, G-10 Epoxy 

Wire Wrap 
Wire-wrap boards are commercially available with several 
voltage planes, positions for Dual-In-Line Packages (DIP), 
terminating resistors, and decoupling capacitors. The devic
es are mounted on' socket pins and interconnected with 
~isted pair wiring. One wire at each end of the twisted pair 
is wrapped around a Signal pin; the other around a ground 
pin. The #,30 insulated wire is uniformly twisted to provide a 
nominal 930 impedance line. Positions for Single-In-Line 
Package (SIP) terminating resistors are close to the inputs 
to providt;l good termination characteristics. 

DisCrete Wired 
Custom Multiwire' boards are available with integral power 
and ground planes. Wire is placed on a controlled thickness 
above the ground plane to obtain a nominal impedance line 
of 550. Then holes are drilled through the wire and board. 
Copper is depOSited in the drilled holes by an additive-elec
trolysis process which bondS each wire to the wall of the 
holes. Devices are soldered on the board to make connec
tion to the wires. 

Parallel Termination 

Terminating a line at the receiving end with a resistance 
equal to the characteristic line impedance is called parallel 
termination, Figure 2-6a. A pair of resistors connected in 
series between Vee and ground supply can provide the 
Thevenin equivalent of a' single resistor to the termination 
supply voltage, Figure 2-6b. The average power dissipation 
in the Thevenin equivalent resistors is about 1 0 times the 
power dissipation in the single resistor. For either parallel 
termination method, decoupling capaCitors are required be
tween the supply and ground. 
'Multiwire is a registered trademark of the Mulliwire Corporation, 
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a. Parallel Termination 

VTT 

TLlF/I2655-8 

b. Thevenln Equivalent of RT and VTT 

Vee 

AI 

VTT~--~ 
A2 ,fAT 

VTT 

AI =V~C:T 

R2= Vee AT 
Vee-VTT 

TL/F/I2655-9 

FIGURE 2-6. Parallel Termination 

The magnitude of reflections from the terminated end of the 
line depends on how well the termination resistance RT 
matches the line impedance Z00 The ratio of the reflected 
voltage to the incident voltage VI is the reflection coefficient 
p. 

(2-5) 

The initial Signal swing at the termination is the sum of the 
incident and reflected voltages. The ratio of termination sig
nal to incident signal is thus: 

VT 2RT 
Vi=1+ P =RT+Zo (2-6) 

The degree of reflections which can be tolerated varies in 
different situations, but to allow for worst-case circuits, a 
good rule of thumb Is to limit reflections to 15% to prevent 
excursions into the threshold region of the inputs connected 
along the line. The range of permissible values of RT as a 
function of Zo and the reflection coefficient limitations can 
be determined by rearranging Equation 2-5. 

RT = Zo 1 + P (2-7) 
1 - P 

Using 15% reflection limits as examples, the range of the 
RT/ZO ratio is as follows. 

~ > RT> 0.85 1.35 > RT;' 0.74 (2-6) 
0.85 Zo 1.15 Zo 

The permissible range of the RT/ZO ratio determines the 
tolerance ranges for RT and Zo0 For example, using the 
foregoi'ng ratio limits, RT tolerances of ± 10% allow Zo toler
ance limits of + 22% and -19%; RT tolerances of ± 5% 
allow Zo tolerance limits of + 28% and - 23%. 



Input Impedance 
The input impedance of integrated circuits is predominately 
capacitive. A single-function input has an effective value of 
about 5 pF, as determined by its effect on reflected and 
transmitted Signals on transmissio.n lines. 

Capacitive loads connected along a transmission line in
crease the propagation delay of a signal along the line. The 
modified delay can be determined by treating the load ca
paCitance as an increase in the intrinsic distributed capaci
tance of the line, discussed in Chapter 1. The intrinsic ca
paCitance of any stubs which connect the inputs to the line 
should be included in the load capacitance. The intrinsic 
capaCitance per unit length for G-1 0 epoxy boards is shown 
in Figurs 2-3 and 2-5 for microstrip and stripline respective
ly. For other dielectric materials, the intrinsic capaCitance Co 
can be determined by dividing the intrinsic delay II (Equation 
2-3) by the line impedance ZOo 

The length of a stub branching off the line to connect an 
input should be limited to insure that the signal continuing 
along the line past the stub has a continuous rise, as op
posed to a rise (or fall) with several partial steps. The point 
where a stub branches off the line is a low impedance point. 
This creates a negative coefficient of reflection, which in 
turn reduces the amplitude of the incident wave as it contin
ues beyond the branch point. If the stub length is short 
enough, however, the first reflection returning from the end 
of the stub adds to the attenuated incident wave while it is 
still rising. The sum of the attenuated incident wave and the 
fi.rst stub reflection provides a step-free Signal, although its 
rise time will be longer than that of the original signal. Satis
factory signal transitions can be assured by restricting stub 
lengths according to the recommendations for unterminated 
lines (Figurs 2-10). The same considerations apply when 
the termination resistance is not connected at the end of 
the line; a section of line continuing beyond the termination 
resistance should be treated as an unterminated line and its 
length restricted accordingly. 

Series Termination 
Series termination requires a resistor between the driver 
and transmission line, Figure 2-7. The receiving end of the 
line has no termination resistance. The series resistor value 
should be selected so that when added to the driver source 
resistance, the total resistance equals the line impedance. 
The voltage divider action between the net series resistance 
and the line impedance causes an incident wave of half 
amplitude to start down the line. When the signal arrives at 
the unterminated end of the line, it doubles and is thus re
stored to a full amplitude. Any reflections returning to the 
source are absorbed without further reflection since the line 
and source impedance match. This feature, sourceabsorp
tion, makes series termination attractive for interconnection 
paths involving impedance discontinuities, such as occur in 
backplane wiring. 

A disadvantage of series termination is that driven inputs 
must be near the end of the line to avoid receiving a 2-step 
Signal. The initial signal at the driver end is half amplitude, 
riSing to full amplitude only after the reflection returns from 
the open end of the line. In Figure 2-7, one load is shown 
connected at point D, aways from the line end. This input 
receives a full amplitude Signal with a continuous edge if the 
distance I to the open end of the line is within recommended 
lengths for unterminated line. 
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RS Zo 

TLlF/12655-10 

FIGURE 2-7. Series Termination 

The signal at the end has a slower rise time that the incident 
wave because of capacitive loading. The increase in rise 
time effectively increases the line propagation delay. This 
added delay as a function of the product line impedance 
and load capaCitance is discussed in Chapter 1. 

Unterminated Lines 
Lines can be used without series or parallel termination if 
the line delay is short compared to the signal rise time. Ring
ing occurs because the reflection coefficient at the open 
(receiving) end of the line is positive (nominally + 1) while 
the reflection coefficient at the driving end is negative (ap
proximately - 0.8). These opposite polarity reflection coeffi
cients cause any change in signal voltage to be reflected 
back and forth, with a polarity change each time the signal is 
reflected from the driver. Net voltage change on the line is 
thus a succession of increments with alternating polarity 
and decreasing magnitude. The algebraic sum of these in
crements if the observed ringing. The general relationships 
among rise time, line delay, overshoot and undershoot are 
discussed in Chapter 1, using simple waveforms for clarity. 

Excessive overshoot on the positive-going edge of the sig
nal drives input transistors into saturation. Although this 
does not damage an input, it does·.cause excessive recov-

:, _.:~.~·-}.o", .. 
= IxZo 

TL/F/12655-11 

a. Noise Margin Loss Due to Load Input Current 

-Do Rs, z, 

-~~-:-~:: ---_. 
TLlFI12655-12 

b. Driving Several Lines from one Output 

FIGURE 2-8. Loading Considerations 
for Series Termination 

ery times and makes propagation delays unpredictable. Un
dershoot (following the overshoot) must also be limited to 
prevent signal excursions into the threshold region of the 
loads. Such excursions could cause exaggerated transition 
times at the driven circuit outputs, and' could also cause 
multiple triggering of sequential circuits. Signal swing, exclu
sive of ringing, is slightly greater on unterminated lines than 
on parallel terminated lines. 
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Unterminated Lines (Continued) 

For worst case combinations of driver output and load input 
characteristics, a 35% overshoot limit insures that system 
speed is not compromised either by saturating an input on 
overshoot or extending into the threshold region on the fol
lowing undershoot. 

For distributed loading, ringing is satisfactorily controlled if 
the 2-way modified line delay does not exceed the 10% to 
90% rise time of the driver output. This relationship can be 
expressed as follows, using the symbols from Chapter 1 and 
incorporating the effects of load capacitance on line delay. 

tr=2T'=2i8'=2t8~1+ CL lCo 
Rearranging terms yields the quadratic equation: 

CL t~. 
12max+-/max+-=0 

Co 482 . 
(2-14) 

TL/FI12655-13 

a. Untermlnated Line 

, H = 10 nsJdiv 
V=D.3 Vldiv 

TLiF/12655-14 

FIGURE 2-9. Line Voltages Showing Stair-step 
Trailing Edges on Untermlnated Line 

The many combinations of line impedance and load make it 
practically impossible to define just when stub length begins 
to cause noticeable steps in the signal. A rough rule-of
thumb would be to limit the stub length to less than Yz of a 
rise time. 

Data Bussing 
Data bussing involves connecting two or more -outputs and 
one or more inputs to the same signal line, (Figure 2-10). 
Anyone of the several drivers can be enabled and can ap
ply data to the line. Load inputs connected to the line thus 
receive data from the selected source. This method of 
steering data from place to place simplifies wiring and tends 
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to minimize package count. Only one of the drivers can b$ 
enabled at a given time; all other driver outputs must be in 
the LOW or CUT-OFF state. Termination resistors matching 
the line impedance are connected to both ends of the line ·t6 
prevent reflections. An output driving the line sees· an im
pedance equal to half the line impedance. . 

Vn 

TL/F/12655-15 

FIGURE 2-10. Data Bus or Party LIne 

In some instances a single termination is satisfactory for a 
data bus, provided certain cOnditions are fulfilled. The single 
termination is connected in the middle of the line. This re
quires that for each· half of the line, from the termination to 
the end, the line length and loading must comply with the 
same restrictions as unterminated lines to limit overshoot 
and undershoot to acceptable levels. The termination 
should be connected as near as possible to the electrical 
mid-point of the line, in terms of the modified line delay from 
the termination to either. end. Another restriction Is that the 
time between successive transitions, i.e., the nominal bit 
time, should not be less than 15 ns. This allows time for the 
major reflections to damp out and limits additive reflections 
to a minor level. 

Backplane Interconnections 
Several types of interconnections can be used to ·transmit·a 
signal between logic boards. The factors to be considered 
when selecting a particular interconnection for a given appli
cation are cost, impedance discontinuities, predictability of 
propagation delay, noise environment, and bandwidth. Sin
gle-ended transmission over an ordinary wire is the most 
economical but has the least predictable impedance and 
propagation delay. At the oppOSite end of the scale, coaxial 
cable is the most costly but has the best electrical charac
teristics. Twisted pair and similar parallel wire interconnec
tion cost and quality fall in between. 

For single-wire transmission through the ba¢kplane, a 
ground plane or ground screen should be provided to estab
lish a controlled impedance. A wire over a ground plane or 
screen has a typical impedance of 1500 ~ith variations on 
the order of ±33%, depending primarily on the distance 
from ground and the configuration of the ground. Figure 
2-12 illustrates the.effects of impedance variations with a 



Backplane Interconnections (Continued) 

A 1_16" 

WIRE OVER GND PLANE OR SCREEN 

1500 

VTT 
TL/F/12t!S5-16 

a. Wire over Ground Plane or Screen 

TLlF/12t!S5-17 

b. Wire In ContaQt with Ground Plane 

:H = 5'nsldiv 
Y=0.4 V/div 

TL/FI12t!S5-18 

c. Wire Spaced Ys" from Ground Screen 

FIGURE 2-12. Parallel Terminated Backplane Wire 

.15.inch wire parallel terminated with 150n to VTT. Figure 
2-12b shows source and receiver waveforms when the wire 
is in contact with a continuous ground plane. The negative
going signal at the sourCe shows an initial step of only 80% 
of a full signal swing. This occurs because the quiescent 
HIGH-state current IOH multiplied by the impedance of the 
wire (approximately 90n) is less than the normal signal 
swing, and this' condition allows the drivEn to turn off. The 
negative-going signal at the receiving end is greater by 25% 
(1 + P = 1.25). The receiving end mismatch causes a neg
ative-going refl~on which returns to the source'and estab
lishes the VOL level. T\'Ie positive-goin$! signal at the source 
shows a normal signal swing"with the receiving end exhibit
ing approximately 25% overshoo~. 

Figure 2-12cshows waveforms for a.similar·arrangement, 
but with the wire about Ys inch from a ground screen. The 
impedance Qf the wirE~ is greater than 150n termination, but 
small vari~onll in impedance along thf'l wire cause interme
diate refleCtions which tend to lengthen the rise and fall 
times of the signal. As a result, the received signal does not 
exhibit pronounced changes in slope as would be expected 
if a 200n constant impedance line were terminated with 
150n. 

Series source resistance can also be used with single wire 
interconnections to absorb reflection. Figure 2-138 shows a 
is-inch wire with a ground screen driven through a source 
resistance of 100n. The waveforms (Figure 2-13bj show 
that although reflections are generated, they are largely ab
soribed by the .series resistor, and the signal received at the 
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load exhibits only slight changes and overshoot. Series ter
mination techniques can also be used when the signal into 
the wire comes from the PC board transmission line. Figure 
2-148 illustrates a 12-inch wire over a ground screen, witl) 
12-inch microstrip lines at either end of the wire. The output 
is heavily loaded (fan-out of 8) and the combination of im
pedances produces a variety of reflections at the input to 
the first microstrip line, shown in the upper trace of Figure 
2-14b. The iower trace shows the final output; a comparison 
between the two traces shows the effectiveness of damping 
in maintaining an acceptable signal at the output. Figure 
2-14c shows the signals at the input to the driving gate and 
at the output of the load gate, with a net through-put time of 
8.5 ns. The circuit in Figure 2-148 is a case of mismatched 
transmission lines, discussed in Chapter 1. 

Signal propagation along a single wire tends to be fast be
cause the dielectric medium is mostly air. However, imped
ance variations along a wire cause intermediate reflections 
which tend to increase rise and fall times, effectively in
creasing propagation delay. Effective propagation delays 
are in the range of 1.5 to 2.0 ns per foot of wire. Load 
capacitance at the receiving end also increeses rise and fall 
time (Chapter 1), further increasing the effective propaga
tion delay. 
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Backplane Interconnections (Continued) 

TL/F/12655-19 

, a. wtre ove" Ground Screen 

H= 10 nsldl. 
V=0.3 V/dl. 

TL/F/12655-20 

b. Series Terminated Waveform 

FIGURE 2·13. Series Terminated Backplane Wire ' 

Better control of line i~pedance and faster propagation can 
be achieved with a twisted pair. A twisted pair of AWG 26 
Teflon· insulated wires, two twists per inch, exhibits a prop
agation delay of 1.~3 nslft and an impedance of 115ft 
Twisted pair lines are available in a variety of sizes, imped
ances and multiple-pair cables. Figure 2-15a illustrates sin" 
gle-ended driving and rec;ei)ling. In addition to improved 
propagation velocity, the magnetic fields of the two conduc
tQrs tend to cancel, minimizing noise coupled in,to adjacent 
wiring. 

Differential line driving and receiving using a line driver and 
line receiver is illustrated in Figure 2-15b. Differential opera
tion provides high noise immunity, since common mode in
put voltages are rejected. The differential mode is recom
mended for communication between different parts of a sys
tem, because it effectively nullifies ground voltagediffe~enc
es. For long runs between cabinets or near high power tran
sients, interconnections using shielded twisted pair are rec
ommended. 

Twisted pair lines can be used to implement party line type 
data transfer in lhe backplane, as indicated in Figure 2-15c. 
Only one driver should be enabled at a given time; the other 
outputs must be in an off state. 

In the differential mode, a twisted pair can send high-fre
quency symmetrical signals, such as clock pulses, of 
100 MHz over distances of 50 to 100 feet. For random data, 
however, bit rate capability is reduced by a factor of four or 
five due to line rise effects on time jitter.S (Also see AN-806, 
AN-807 and AN-808.) 
'Teflon Is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours Company. 
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INPUT 
1000 

'[12" MlcROSTRIPSl 
12" WIRE OVER 

GROUND SCREEN __ -L..--

OUTPUT 

rOo-
A Zo = 15011 a 
Zo = 100 0 Zo = 100 II I 

L[>-

TLlfn2656-21 
a. BackplaneWlre Interconnecting PC Boa~d Lines 

H = 10nsldiv 
V=0.4 Vldl. 

TLlF/12655-22 

b; Signals Into the Firat Mlcrostrlp and at the Loads 

H =10 ns/dl. 
V=O.4V/dlv 

, TL/F/12655-23 

c. Input to Driving Gate and Output of Load Gate' 

FIGI,!RE 2·14. Signal Path with Sequence 
of Microstrip, Wire, Mlcrostrlp 

Coaxial cable off~rs the highest frequency capability. In ad
dition, the outer conductor actlil as a shield against noise, 
while the uniformity of characteristics simplifies the task of 
matching time delays between different parts,of the system. 
In the Single-ended mode, Figure 2-16a, 50 MHz Signals can 
be transferred over distances of 100 feet. For 100 MHz op
eration, lengths should be 50 feet or less. In the differential 



Backplane Interconnections (Continued) 

mode, Figures 2-16b, c, the line receiver can recover small
er signals, allowing 100 MHz signals to be transferred up to 
100 feet. The dual cable arrangement of Figure 2-16c pro
vides maximum noise immunity. The delay of coaxial cables 
depends on the type of dielectric material, with typical de
lays of 1.52 nslft for polyethylene and 1.36 nslft for cellular 
polyethylene. 

p 

-D_o ;::-.:::-.:::-~~t'--------'-l"""lE>-
1 ~1 

TL/F/12655-24 

a. Single-ended Twisted Pair 

TL/F/12655-25 

b. Differential Transmission Reception 

TUF/12655-26 

c. Backplane Data Bus 

FIGURE 2-15. Twisted Pair Connections 
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-Do....-H-" --:------+: ....... ) I ~ i ~ 1 f~-~ 
VTT 

TUF/12655-27 

a. Single-Ended Coaxial TransmisSion 

~~T 
2 "2 
if-' 

VTT 

TUF/12655-28 

b. Differential Coaxial Transmission 

VTT 

RT 

,- Ll I -
~ ~ 
I 
. L2 

I·' 

~ ~ 
L1 = L2 VTT 

TUF/12655-29 

c. Differential Transmission with Grounded Shields 

FIGURE 2-16. Coaxial Cable Connections 
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IfIN'ftional Semiconductor 

Chapter 3" 
Power Distribution and Thermal Considerations 

Introduction 
High-speed circuits generally consume more power than 
similar low-speed circuits. At the system level, this means 
that the power supply distribution system must handle the 
larger current flow; the larger power dissipation places a 
greater demand on the cooling system. The direct current 
(DC) voltage drop along ground busses affects noise mar
gins for all types of circuits. 

Logic Circuit Ground 
The negative potential ground in circuits is the reference 
voltage for output voltages and input thresholds. When two 
circuits are connected in a single-ended mode,' any differ
ence in grQund potentials decreases the nOise margins. This 
effect for TIL circuits is illustrated in' Figure 3-1. The follow
ing analysis assumes some average value of current flowing 
through the distributed resistance along the ground path be
tween two circuits. For the indicated direction of IG, the shift 
in grouf\d potential ,dec/"fNJS88 the LOW-state (l0ise mljl"gin 
of the TTL circuits. If IG is flOWing in the opposite direction, it 
increases theSe noise margins, but decreases the noise 
margins when the drivers are in the OPPOSite state. Logic 
boards which use microstrip or stripline techniques general
ly have large areas of ground metal. This causes the ground 
resistanClil to be quite low and thUS minimizes noise margin 
loss between pairs of circuits on the same board. 

~ ~: tVOL ' ~ la" it ... i __ 
ToTAL RESI8TANCE. Ra 

TLlF/I2656-1 

TTL 
V'OL -VOL -+laRa 
laRa-(V'OL -VaLl-Noise Margin Decrease 

FIGURE 3-1. Effect of Ground R.slstance 
, on Noise Margins ' 
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In practice; two communicating circuits might be located on 
widely separated PC cards with other PC cards in between. 
The net resistance then includes the incremental resistance 
of the ground distribution bus from card to card, while the 
ground current is successively increased by the contribution 
from each card. Figure 3-2 illustrates a distribution bus for a 
row of cards with incremental resistances along the bus. 

~~i-0rN---~ 
CARD 3 ___ J ______ k _____ n 

POSITION 

r = Incremental Bus Reslstanos between Positions 
I - Average Ground Current per Card 

TLlF/12656-2 

FIGURE 3-2_ Ground Shift Along a Row of PC Cards 
The ground shift can be estimated by first ,determining an 
average value of current per card based, on the number of 
packages, the mix of 551 and M51, and the number and 
types of terminations. With n cards in the row, an average 
ground current (i) per card, and an hicremental bus resist
ance (r) between card pOSitions, the bus voltage drops be
tween the various pOSitions can be determined as follows: 

between positions 1 and 2: vl-2 = (n - 1) ir 

between positions land 3: vl-3 = (n - 1) ir + 
(n - 2) ir 

between positions 1 and 4: vl-4 = (n - 1) ir + 
(n - 2)ir + 
(n - 3)ir 

between 1 and n: v1-n = ir (en - 1) + 
(n - 2) + (n - 3) 
+ ... + In - (n - 1)]} 
= irll + 2 + 3 
+ ... + (n - 1)1 

n-1 

v1- n =irLn 

1 
For a row of 15 cards, for example, the total ground shift 
between positions 1 and 15 is expressed as in Equation 5-1. 

14 

vl-15 = ir L n = ir(l + 2 + 3 + ... + 13 + 14) 
1 ,~) 

= 105 ir 



Logic Circuit Ground (Continued) 

The ground shift between any two card positions j and k can 
be determined as follows for the general case. 

Vj_k = (n - j) ir + [n - 0 + 1 II ir + 

[n - 0 + 2)1 ir 
+ ... + (n - 0 + (k-j-1)]) ir 

= (k - j) nir - ir (j + 0 + 1) + 0 + 2) (3-2) 

+ ... + 0 + (k-j-1)]} 
k-l k-l 

Vj_k = (k - j) nir - ir L n = irl(k - j) n - L nl 

j j 
I n a row of 15 cards, the ground shift between positions four 
and nine, for example, is determined as follows. 

Vj-k = ir [(9 - 4) 15 - (4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8ll (3-3) 
= ir (75 - 30) = 45 ir 

The ground shift between the same number of positions 
further down the row is less because of the decreasing cur
rent along the row. Consider the ground shift between card 
positions 10 and 15. 

vl0-15 = ir [(15 - 10)15 -
"0+11+12+13+1~ ~~ 

= ir (75 - 60) = 15 ir 

These examples illustrate several principles the designer 
should consider regarding the ground distribution bus and 
assignment of card positions. The bus resistance should be 
kept as low as possible by making the cross-sectional areas 
as large as practical. Logic cards which represent the heavi
est current drain should be located nearest the end where 
ground comes into the row of cards. Cards with single-end
ed logic wiring between them should be assigned to posi
tions as close together as possible. Conversely, if the 
ground shift between two card positions represents an un
acceptable loss of noise margin, then the differential trans
mission and reception method i.e., twisted pair, should be 
used for logic wiring between them, thereby eliminating 
ground shift as a noise margin factor. 

Conductor Resistances 
Conductors with large cross-sectional areas are required to 
maintain low voltage drops along power busses. For conve
nience, Figure 3-3 lists the resistance per foot and the 
cross-sectional area for more common sizes of annealed 
copper wire. Other characteristics and a complete list of 
sizes can be found in standard wire tables. A useful rule-of
thumb regarding resistances and, hence, areas is: as gauge 
numbers increase, resistance doubles with every third 
gauge number; e.g., the resistance per foot of #10 wire is 
1 m.!l, for # 13 wire it is 2 m.!l. Similarly, the resistance per 
foot of #0 wire is 0.078 m.!l, which is half that of #2 wire. 

For calculations involving conductors having rectangular 
cross sections, it is often convenient to work with sheet 
resistance, particularly for power distribution on PC cards. 
Copper reSistivity is usually given in ohm-centimeters, indi
cating the resistance between opposing faces of a 1 cm 
cube. The sheet resistance of a conductor is obtained by 
dividing the resistivity by the conductor thickness. These 
relationships follow. 
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AWG 
Resistance Cross-Sectional 

B&S Area 
Gauge m.!l Per Foot 

Square Inches 

#2 0.156 5.213 x 10-2 
#6 0.395 2.062 X 10-2 
#10 0.999 8.155 X 10-3 
#12 1.588 5.129 x 10-3 
#18 6.385 1.276 x 10-3 
#22 16.14 5.046 X 10-4 
#26 40.81 1.996 X 10-4 
#30 103.2 7.894 x 10-5 

FIGURE 3-3. Resistance and Cross-Sectional Area 
of Several Sizes of Annealed Copper Wire 

Copper resistivity = p = 1.724 X 10-6 .!lcm @ 20·C 

Resistance of a conductor = p ~ = p ~ 
where: I = length t = thickness w = width 

Sheet resistance Ps = f.!l per.!.. 
t w 

The length/width ratio (I/w) is dimensionless; therefore, the 
resistance of a length of conductor of uniform thickness can 
be calculated by first determining the number of "squares," 
then multiplying by the sheet resistance. For example, a 
conductor one-eighth inch wide and three inches long has 
24 squares; its resistance is 24 times the sheet resistance. 
Since many thickness dimensions are given in inches, it is 
convenient to express the resistivity in ohm-inch, as follows. 

p(.!lin.) =p(.!lcm) + 2.54 = 6.788 x 10-7 .!lin. 

The use of sheet fesistance and the "squares" concept is 
illustrated by calculating the resistance of the conductor 
shown in Figure 3-4. Assume the conductor is a 1 oz. cop
per cladding with a 0.0012 inch minimum thickness on a PC 
card. 

TL/F/12656-3 

FIGURE 3-4. Conductor of Uniform Thickness 
but Non-Uniform Cross Section 

Sheet resistance = Ps = ~ 
= 5.657 x 10-4 .!lpersquare 

The number of squares S for the rectangular sections are as 
follows. 

S1 = .!!. = 8 13 
S3=-=3 

wl w2 

The middle average segment of the conductor has a trapez
iodal shape. The average of wl and w2 can be used as the 
effective width, within 1 % accuracy, if the w2/Wl ratio is 1.5 
or less. Otherwise, a more exact result is obtained as fol
lows. 

S2 = __ 12 __ ln (W2) = 41n 2 = 2.77 squares 
w2 -wl wl 

Total R = Rl + R2 + R3 = Ps(Sl + S2 + S3) 
= 7.51 m.!l 

(3-5) 
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Conductor Resistllnces (Continued) , 

As another example, assume that'a 1 OZ; trace mllst carry a 
200 rriA current six inches with a voltage drop 'less than 
10mV. ' 

, Vmax " O.ot 
Rmax = '.-1-' = Q.2 = 0.050 

I ' 
0.05 = PSw (3-6) 

! = 20'ps 
I , 
w = 120 Ps = (120) 5.657 x 10-4 .. 67.9 X 10-3 

:. minimum trace width, W '9 68 mils 

At a higher current level, consider the voltage drop in a 
conductor 20 mils'thick, 1.25 inches wide and 3 feet long 
carrying a 50A current. 

6.788 x 10-7 
Ps = 2 X 10 2 = 3.364 X 10-5 0 per square 

36 
V'" IR - (50) (3.364 X 10-5) 1.25 (3-7) 

= 0.0484 = 48.4 mV 

Sheet resistances for various ,copper thicknesses are listed 
in Figure 3-5. Stand/lrd thicknesses and, tolerances, for cop
per cladding are tabUlated in Figut;8 3-~ and resistance per 
foot as ,a function of width is shown in Figure 3-7. 

Weight 
Sheet 

Sheet 
Resistance 

or o per 
Thickness Resistance' 

Thickness 
Square' 

o per Square 
" 

2 OZ. 2.715 X 10-4 0.02 in. 3.364 X 10-5 

30z. 1.886 X 10-4 0.05 in. 1.358 X 10-5 

50z. 1.077 X 10-4 VIa in. 1.086 X 10-5 

0.01 in. 6.788 X 10-5 %in. 2.715 X 10-6 

FIGURE 3-5. Sheet Resistance for Various 
Thicknesses of Copper 

Nominal Thickness 
Nominal Tolerances 
Weight, By 

in. mm oz/ft2 Weight, % In. 

0.0007 0.0178 'Iz +10 +0.0002 
0.0014 0.0355 1 +10 +0.0004 

.,,' -0.0002 
0.0028 0.0715 2 +10 +0.0007 

-0.0003 
0.0042 0.1065 3 +10 +0.0006 
0.0056 0.1432 4 +10 +0.0006 
0.0070 0.t.780 ' 5 +10 +0.0007 
0.0084 0.2130 6 +10' +0.0008 
0.0098 0.2460 7 +10 +0.001 

, 0.014 0.3530 10 +10 +0.0014 
0.0196 0.4920 14 +10 +0.002 

FIGURE 3·6. Thickness and Tolerances for 
Copper Cladding 
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FIGURE 3·7. Conductor Resistance vs 
Thickness and Width 

Temperature Coefficient 
The resistances in Figures 3-3, 3-5, and 3-7, as well as 
those used in the sample calculations, are 20'C values. 
Since copper, resistivity has a temPerature coefficient of ap
proxitnately 0.4%I'C, thEi resistance at a temperature m 
can be determined as follows: ' 

R,r= R20'C [1 + 0.004 (T + 20'C)1 

At 55'Cl ' (3-8) 

R = R20'C 11"+ 0.004 (55'C - 20'C)1 = 1.14 R20'C 

When specifYing power bus dimensions for Pc cards eon
taining many' IC packages, designers should bear in mind 
that flxcessive current densities can cause the copper tem
perature to rise appreciably. Figure 3-8 illustrates the ohmic 
heating effect of 'various current densities.1 

lao 150 200 250 300 
CR()S8.SECTIONAL AREA - mil'< 

TL/F/12656-5 

FIGURE 3-8. Temperature Rise with Current 
Density In PC Board Traces ' 



Distribution Impedance 
Power busses should have low AC impedance, as well as 
low DC resistance, to prevent propagation of extraneous 
disturbances along the distribution system. As far as current 
or voltage changes are concerned, power and ground bus
ses appear as transmission lines; thus their impedances can 
be affected by shape, spacing and dielectric. The effect of 
geometry on impedance is illustrated in the two arrange
ments of Figure 3-9. The same cross-section!!1 area of cop
per is used, but the two round wires have an impedance of 
about 750 while the flat conductors have an impedance 
determined as follows. 

377d d 
Zo = -IE h for Ii < 0.1 

With a MylarC!>* or TeflonC!>* dielectric (E = 2.3) two mils 
thick, impedance of the flat conductor pair is only 0.50. 
Power line impedance can be reduced by periodically con
necting RF-type capacitors across the line, 

leI·7SD 

'-~"11± 
d=O.OO2" ..... 11_ 

lei. 0.750 
(AlR DIELECTRIC) 

TUF/I2656-6 

FIGURE 3-9. Effect of Geometry 
on Power Bus Impedance 

'Mylar and Teflon are registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemour. 
Company. 

Ground on PC Cards 
It is essential to assign one layer of copper cladding almost 
exclusively to ground. This provides low-impedance, non-in
terfering return paths for the current changes which travel 
along signal traces when the IC outputs change state. 
These currents flow from the Vee pins of the IC packages, 
through the output transistors, then into the loads and the 
stray capacitances. These stray capacitances exist from an 
output to ground and to other Signal lines. Thus, displace
ment currents through stray capacitances flow in many 
paths, but must ultimately return through ground to the out
put transistor where they originated. To reduce the length 
and impedance of the return path, the ground metal should 
cover as large an area as possible and one decoupling ca
pacitor should be provided for every one to two IC pack
ages. Additional capacitors may be needed for multiple out
put devices. These capacitors should be ceramic, monolith
ic or other RF types in the 0.01 p.F to 0.1 p.F range.' , 

The load current returning to an IC package through ground 
metal is predictable, both in magnitude and in the return 
path. Since the magnetic and capacitive coupling between a 
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signal trace and the underlying ground provides the trans
mission line characteristic, it follo\,\,s that the load current 
flowing through the signal trace is accompanied by a ground 
return current equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. 
For example, in a 500 terminator IOL is 5.9 mA, IOH is 
20.9 mAo Then signal change will cause about 15 mA cur
rent change and, as this current change propagates along 
the signal trace, a current of -15 mA advances along the 
ground directly underneath the signal trace. Therefore, if 
there is an interruption in the ground, the return current is 
forced to go around it. When it is necessary to interrupt the 
ground plane, the interruptions should be kept as short as 
possible; every effort should be made to locate them away 
from overlying signal lines. When the ground plane is inter
rupted for short signal lines between packages, these lines 
should be at right angles to signal lines on the other side to 
minimize coupling. The Vee plane can also act as the return 
side of trarismission lines, as long as de-coupling capacitors 
to ground are placed in the immediate areas where the sig
nal return'current must continue through ground. 

Several connections along'the edge of a PC card should be 
aSSigned to ground to accommodate backplane signal 
ground. These should be spaced at one-half to one inch 
intervals to minimize the average path length for Signal re
turn currents and to simulate a distributed connection to the 
backplane signal ground. ' 

Not enough emphasis can be placed on the requirement for 
a good grOUnd. All input signals are referenced to 
ground. Any variation from one side of the board to 
the other affects the noise margins. 

Backplane Construction 
In order to take complete advantage of the speeds inherent 
in modern logic it is desirable to construct the backplane as 
a multilayer printed circuit board. Generally, two internal lay
ers are devoted to ground and Vee and the Signals occupy 
tile outside'layers. Where power densities are very high, it 
may be necessary to supplement the power layers with ex
ternal busses (see Backplane Interconnections, Chapter 2). 
If it is necessary to use wires to augment the interconnec
tion provided by the traces, 'less critical Signals should use 
the wires. The wires will exhibit an impedance which can be 
calculated with the wire-over-ground formula 

138 4h 
Zo = Ii. Logl0 d (3-9) 

where d is diameter, h is distance to ground, and E is di
electric constant. 

Bear in mind that if the ground plane is buried inside the 
board, then both hand E are made up of multiple compo
nents. 

Reference 
1. Harper, CA, Editor, Handbook of Wiring, Cabling and In

terconnecting for Electronics, McGraw-Hili, 1972. 
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a: 
.f Chapter 4 
15. 
:;, Decoupllng Requirements 

~ 
National SlImiconductor's Line Drivers, as with other high
performance, hlgh'drlve devices, has special decoupling 
and printed circuit board layout requirements. Adhering to 
these requirements will ensure the' maximum advantages 
are gained with Interface products. 

utilizes an 'AC240 driving a 1000. bus from a point some
where in the middle. 

Local high frequencydecoupling is required to supply power 
to the chip when it is transitioning from a' LOW to HIGH 
value. This power is necessary to charge the load capaci
tance or drive aline impedance. Figure 4-1 displays various 
Vee and ground layout schemes along with associated im-
pedances: ' 

Data 8us 

10011 

8uffer 

1 of 8 

10011 

TL/F/12853-2 

Ground 
Plane 

Buffer OUlput Sees Net 500 Load. 
500 Load Line on IOH-VOH 
Characteristic. 
Shows Low-to-High Step of 
Approx. 4.8V. 

I 4•9V 

VOUT : 

O.IV " , ' .., :-4- 4 ns 

K' '94mA 

'oH 
o 

TUF/12853-3 

Worst-Case Octal Drain = 8 X 94 rnA 
= 0.75 Amp. 

For most power distribution networks"the typical impedance 
is between 500. and 1000.. This impedance appears in se
ries with the load impedance and will cause a droop in the 
Vee at the part. This limits the available voltage swing at the 
local node, unless some form ot decoupling is used. This 
drooping of rails will cause the rise and fall times to become 
elongated. Consider the ,example described in Figure 4-2 to 
calculate the amount of·;decoupling necessary. This circuit 

FIGURE 4·2. Octal Buffer Driving a 1000. Bus 

.032" 
Epoxy Glass 

e) 211 Vee 
Impedance 

d) 5011 Vee 
Impedance 
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c) 10011 Vee 
I!"pedance 

b) 6,811 Vee 
Impedance 

FIGURE 4·1. Power Distribution Impedances 
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a) 10011 Vee 
Impedance 
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Decoupling Requirements (Continued) 

Being in the middle of the bus, the driver will see two 100n 
loads in parallel, or an effective impedance of 50n. To 
switch the line from rail to rail, a drive of 94 mA is needed; 
more than 750 mA will be required if all eight lines switch at 
once. This instantaneous current requirement will generate 
a voltage drop across the impedance of the power lines, 
causing the actual Vee at the chip to droop. This droop 
limits the voltage swing available to the driver. The net ef
fect of the voltage droop will lengthen device rise and fall 
times and slow system operation. A local decoupling capac
itor is required to act as a low impedance supply for the 
driver chip during high current conditions. It will maintain the 
voltage within acceptable limits and keep rise and fall times 
to a minimum. The necessary values for decoupling capaci
tors can be calculated with the formula given in Figure 4-3. 

In this example, if the Vee droop is to be kept below 30 mV 
and the edge rate equals 4 ns, a 0.10 flF capaCitor is need
ed. 
It is good practice to distribute decoupling capacitors evenly 
through the devices, placing one capacitor for every pack
age as shown in Figure 4-4. 

I 

GND 

I I I 
I~I 
I T I CaULK (Al 
I I 

--....... _ ...... I 

• Need to decouple board at the point of power supply entry 

• This capaCitor (Al will smooth low frequancy bulk switching noise 
• A large value electrolytic capacitor Is typically used (50 ,.F-loo ,.F) 

Q = CV 
1= CIJ.VllJ.t 
C = IIJ.VIJ.V 
IJ.t = 4 X 10-9 

Bypass Capacitor --./ 
Specify Voo Droop = 3D mV Max Tl/F/12653-4 

C = 0.750 x 4 X 10-9 = 100 X 10-9 = 0.100,.F 
0.03 

Select CB" 0.10,.F 
FIGURE 4-3. Formula for Calculating 

Decoupllng Capacitors 

Capacitor Types 
Decoupling capaCitors need to be of the high K ceramic 
type with low equivalent series resistance (ESR), consisting 
primarily of series inductance and series reSistance. Capaci
tors using 5ZU dielectric have suitable properties and make 
a good choice for decoupling capacitors; they offer mini
mum cost and effective performance. 

_.,;;:: 0.1 J'F 
_ Capacitor 

- -
~~ 

-

TUF/12653-5 

FIGURE 4-4. Board-Level Decoupllng CapaCitor 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

An Introduction to IBIS Modeling 
(I/O Buffer Information Specification) 

SyedB.Huq 

INTRODUCTION 

With time to market becoming shorter and shorter, system 
designers are struggling to release a product from concept 
to reality in a tightly budgeted time. The need to simulate 
before prototyping is very essential and the ability to simu· 
late and simulate accurately has heightened even more. But 
in orderto simulate a system level board, all components on 
the board need to be modeled. Unfortunately many device 
models are not readily available from vendors. 
IBIS (I/O Buffer Information Specification) is a Behavioral 
Modeling Specification that is gaining world wide popularity 
as a standard format to generate device mOdels. IBIS 
solves many of the problems that prevented system design
ers from obtaining semiconductor vendor's SPICE models. 
This application note discusses various aspects of IBIS in
cluding its history, advantages, compatibility, model genera· 
tion flow, data requirements in modeling the input/output 
structures and future trends. 

ABOUT IBIS ••• 

I/O Buffer Information Specification is a fast and accurate 
behavioral method of modeling Input! output buffers based 
on V /1 curve data derived from measurement or full circuit 
simulation. It uses a standardized software parsable format 
in the form of an ASCII file to store the Behavioral Informa
tion needed to model device characteristics of integrated 
circuits. 
IBIS can be used by almost any Simulators/EDA tools in the 
industry. A wide range of Industry leaders support the IBIS 
open forum. Below is a partial list of vendors supporting the 
IBIS method of model generation. 
Cadence Design Systems (SigNoise) 
Quantic Laboratories (Greenfield) 
MicroSim Corporation (PSPICE) 
Integrity Engineering (SimnetX) 
Interconnectix Inc. (IS) 
Mentor Graphics Corp. (Accusim) 
INCASES (FREACS) 
Tanner Research (TSPICE) 
Zuken-Redac 
Hyperlynx (LineSim PRO) 
Meta-Software (HSPICE) 
IntuSoft (IS_SPICE) 
Anacad (Eldo) 
Contec Microelectronics (ContecSPICE) 
Quad Design Technology (XTK/TlC) 
Symmetry Design Systems (MODPEX) 
UniCAD Canada (UniSolve) 
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HISTORY OF IBIS 

The originator of IBIS was Intel. Presently the standard is 
being driven by the IBIS forum with over 35 members con
sisting of EDA vendors, Computer manufacturers, Semicon
ductor vendors and Universities. 
IBISv1.0 was released in April 1993. IBISv1.0 is capable of 
modeling standard TIL or CMOS type of I/O structure. In 
June 1993 at the DAC (Design Automation Conference) 
show in Dallas, IBISv1.1 was released. The major changes 
were the addition of more comments to the original specifi
cation. 
IBISv2.0 was ratified in June 1994 at the DAC conference in 
San Diego. IBISv2.0 is a considerable improvement over 
IBISv1.1. Some of the added features are, Multiple rail sup
port (ex. V+ and V- supply for RS-232), ECl, Terminator 
models, Open drain, Open collector, Differential I/O, Con· 
trolled slew rate and Definitions of complex package param
etars to name a few. 
IBISv2.1 added more comments to clarify v2.0 and has 
been ratified December 1994. Today IBIS is an approved 
standard within EIA (ElectroniC Industry Association) and is 
also known under ANSI/EIA-656. 
The software parser (known as the "Golden Parser") vali· 
dates the IBIS model file. The Golden Parser checks the 
syntax of the IBIS model file to confirm that the data format 
mee~ the IBIS sPEICification. The object code of the parser 
is available for free from the forum. Simulator vendors may 
also purchase the source code for a fee. 
IBIS Is backwards compatible. So all models created today 
using the present version of the specification are guaran
teed to work with future versions of IBIS. The IBIS forum is 
continually defining new and improved ways of modeling 
complex and unique I/O structures. 

ADVANTAGES OF IBIS 

The IBIS model file protects proprietary information about 
the modeled circuit as no. process or circuit design informa· 
tion is disclosed. A SPICE mod",1 on the other hand can 
disclose substantial information that Semiconductor ven
dors .consider to be confidential such as circuit nodal con· 
nections and process parameters. IBIS models are accu
rate, as non-linear aspects of I/O structures as well as 
package parasitic and ESD structures are considered in the 
model parameters. Since IBIS is behavioral, the simulation 
time for an IBIS model can run 25 x faster than a structural 
model (SPICE). IBIS does not have non-convergence issues 
like SPICE and can practically run on any Industry wide plat
forms as most EDA vendors support the IBIS specification. 
One of the most popular uses of IBIS is for Signal Integrity 
Analysis on system boards. The models are very easy to 
create as they can be made from bench measurements or 
from simulation data. 



Following is a behavioral block diagram of IBIS (Figure 1) 
and the pieces needed to create an Input and an Output 
model. 

~---- Inpul :.tage, -,..,...---1" ----- Output stag. 

FIGURE 1. Behavioral Diagram of IBIS 
, Tl,IF/12826-1 

INPUT STRUCTURe MODEL OUTPUT STRUCTURE MODEL 
Information needed to model the Input Structure is shown in 
FI{J/H9 2. C-pkg. R-Pkg ar'ld Lpkg are the' package pa· 
rameters. 'Power;....Clamp and GNO_Clamp 'defines the 
ESO structures on the Inputs. The V /I curve data defines 
these clamp structures. C_compis the input capacitance 
of the ilJPut pin. 

Information' needed to model the output structure is shown 
in Figure S. Pullup defines VOH"IOH. Pulldown defines the 
VOL/IOL and Ramp defines the dV/dt of the Rising and Fall· 
ing waveforms. 

Vee' 

TL/F/12826-2 

FIGURE 2. Input/Enable Structure Model 

" 

Vee 

q 

Pullup 
Pulldown 

, ",',Ramp rat. 

( ........................................ : 

C_pkg : 

l·r;~=:······:~·:~····;J·····j 
Powe, _Clamp 

,; 

GND .. Clamp 

TLlF/12826-3 

'-:IGURE 3. output Structure Model 
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The Pullup and Pulldown data are created from the VII 
curves. The remaining parameters are similar 'to the Input 
structure except that they define the package parasitic of 
the output pin as well as the output capacitance of the out
put pin. 

The Pullup and Power_clamp data are "Vee relative". 
meaning that the voltage values are referenced to Vee and 
not ground. So the voltages in the tables are derived from 
the equation: Viable = Vee - Voutput. Vee relative data is 
necessary for the simulator as the Pullup structure depends 
on the voltage between the output and Vee and not the 
voltage between the output and ground pin. 

An Interconnect engineer can create a slow and a fast mod
el using IBIS. The slow model is useful to determine flight 
time and the fast model is useful to analyze overshoot. un
dershoot. crosstalk. etc. By combining min IOH/IOL with max 
ramp time and 'max package parameters. a slow model is 
generated. To create a fast model. the max IOH/IOL. min 
ramp and minimum package information is used. 

MODEL GENERATION FLOW 

The following steps are used in generating an IBIS model. 
All necessary V II and other parameters need to be either 
measured on the bench. obtained from simulation or provid
ed by the semiconductor vendor. 

Bench Measurements Simulation 

~OR_ 
! 

Measurements of package parameters can be made 
through TOR (Time Domain Reflectometry) techniques if 
they are not available ,from the semiconductor vendor. V /I 
data can be collected using a curve tracer or programmable 
supply with sinking and sourcing capabilities. Clamp curves 
can be generated by putting the device in TRI-STATEIID and 
sweeping the 1/0. For non TRI-STATE devices. the VII 
curves are the summation of the Clamp and Pullup/Pull
down. 

The required data is: R.....:pkg. Lpkg. C-pkg and C_comp 
for all Inputs and Outputs and Enables. Power_Clamp and 
GNO_Clamp (ESO structures if present) for 1/0. Pullup. 
Pulldown and Ramp rates for Outputs. 

The Interconnect engineer then creates the IBIS ASCII file 
following the format defined in the IBIS standard. This can 
be done on a UNIX or DOS text editor. An example of a 
sample IBISv2.1 model file is shown later. 

The ASCII model file is then checked by the "Golden Pars
er" for possible syntax errors. If passed. the model is then 
imported into a simulator and validated for accuracy. Now 
the model is ready for use. Figure 4 shows this flow in a 
graphical form. 

o 
Validate Model 
on Simulator of Choice 

!~---
----

Actual Data 

------ IBIS Model .:E~55 

CD Golden Parser 

TL/F/12626-4 

FIGURE 4. IBIS Model Generation Flow 
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MODEL VALIDATION ON SIMUIoATOR 

Interface Applications has generated IBIS models and has 
used LineSim PRO (HyperLynx) simulator for"model valida
tion. LineSim PRO cah simulate a system boSrd by using 
diffetent· transmission elements with' different characteris
tics ani:! connecting them together. These transmission ele
ments can be microstrip, strip-line or cables/connectors. 

Figure 5 shows a typical Driver output driving a microstrip 
line 12 inches long with a Receiver on the"other end. Figure 
6 shows the simulated'· Rise time of the receiver output. 
Measurements can be made on the simulated wav.eform to 
make sure they match the data previously collected for the 
particular device .. 

[SCQP.E. 

. [FILE 

SCHEMATIC EDITOR 

[ERASE J 
[HELP '. J 
[PRINT J 
(MANUAb· J 
[DONE J 

PULL-UP 

c:TIO J 

PULL-OWN 
[]][J J 

~-HIG-O--3-24-53-LX--~J4---

TUF/12626-5 

FIGURE 5. Schematic Editor of LlneSlm PRO 
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I (! [START J 
I r. (ERASE J 
I Q (. EDGE J 

~ -CH-'''GEJ!!!O"~-O-'-M 
~ ~~;.&D ..... . 

• G ~~3:~.:.: 
CH4 c::2IT) 

~H~1Ef--· 
p -------II"" CHO GID 

I ~ (HELP J 
Ie (MANUAL J 

[PRINT J 
[DONE J 

I;OITOR 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

COMMENT: I DS14C239 Receiver Tr on Rout1 

c:IEJ V 
VERTICAL 
VOLTS/DIV 

CIE]V 
VERTICAL 
orFSET 

, , " '" ----,-----,-----,-----,_.-------,-----,-----,------.-

[gf----:-----:-----:----. ::: ---- .. ----1-----1 __ ... _____ .. _ .... ___ ' ... __ 1._. _____ _ 

- - - - ~ - -- -:- - - -:- - - -; - - -- - - - - -~ - - - -:- - -- -:- - - - - -- - -
• I " ", 

--- -:- --- ,. -- - -:- --- ~ - -- ------:- - ---:- --- -:- ----. - - -
, , " " I __ ._ ---.-----1---- .. --------- .. ----1-----1---------

, " '" . , " '" --('----,-----,----j---------r----,-----,---------
, " '" ----,-----,-----,-----'---------,-----,-----,---------

, , I I '" 

DELAY~Hc TIME BASE ~ ns.c/div 

:~· .. ---:r·~ ~.: .. ::.:--::~,.'.~ !:::: :,' l' 
• • .... -.;------------- - .. - .. , : I 

.. ~~:--------t~~::-;.--~::..:----------------_:l.t~:--------;~~ 
I • , " I . , " 
~""."" ..1. I .... • .. ~ .1. 

:' T 7 

TUF/12626-6 

FIGURE 6. Rise Time Simulation 

The Interconnect engineer may use any simulator of choice 
that supports the IBIS format for model validation. 

NATIONAL AND IBIS 
Interface applications is actively generating IBIS models for 
its products- Interface Applications actively participates in 
IBIS forum meetings and was very instrumental in adding 
the Differential I/O specification to IBISv2.1, 

FUTURE TRENDS OF IBIS 
Since its formation in 1993. IBIS has improved it's specifica
tion by many folds. More complex modeling features and 
possibly timing analysis may be added to future IBIS specifi
cations. DIE (Die Information Exchange) forum which speci
fies DIE information for MCM applications references IBIS 
as the Signal Integrity Analysis specification. FMF (Free 
Model Forum). OMF (Open Model Forum). CFI (CAD 
Framework Initiative) are some of the other forums that ref
erences IBIS for behavioral modeling. 
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CONCLUSION 
IBIS modeling is accurate. easy to create and compatible on 
a wide rage of Simulation platforms. It solves the 
"NO MODELS AVAILABLE" problem in the industry. IBIS 
has created a CDmmon Industry format for modeling using 
Behavioral information and does not disclose any propietary 
process parameters or circuit design details. 
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Sample IBIS Model 

1***************************·**********************************.*.***:***** •• 
National Semiconductor Corporation 

Interface Products Group 
mIS Model of DS26C311N 

16L DIP Package 
1****************************************************·*******************. 
I 
[IBIS Ver] 2.1 
[Conunent char] Lchar 
[File name] ds26c3l.ibs 
[File Rev] 1.0 
[Date] 2109/95 
[Source] File originated at National Semiconductor Corporation. 

Interface Products group. All data based on 
Empirical Measurernents(Bench). 

[Notes] File created by SBH. 
[Disclaimer] 
(C) Copyright National Semiconductor Corporation 1994 

All rights reserved 

National Semiconductor Corporation hereby grants 
the user of this IBIS model a non-exclusive, nontransferable 
license to use this mIS model under the following terms. 
Before using this mIS model, the user should read this 
license. If the user does not accept these terms, the 
mIS model should be returned to National within 30 days. 

The user is granted this license only to use the 
IBIS model and is not granted rights to sell, load, rent, 
lease or license the IBIS model in whole or in part, or in 
modified form to anyone other than user. User may modify 
the mIS model to suit its specifIC applications but rights . 
to derivative works and such modifications shall belong to 
National. 

This IBIS model is provided on an "AS IS" basis and 
National makes absolutely no warranty with respect to the 
information contained herein.NA TIONAL DISCLAIMS AND CUSTOMER 
WAIVES ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. The entire risk as to quality and performance is 
with the Customer. ACCORDINGLY, IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 
COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, WHETHER IN CONTRACf OR 
TORT,INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS OR OTHER INCIDENTAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES ARISING OUT 
OF THE USE OR APPLICATION OF THE mIS model provided in 
this package.Further, National reserves the right to make 
changes without notice to any product herein to improve 
reliability, function, or design. National does not convey 
any license under patent rights or any other intellectual 
property rights, including those of third parties. 

National is not obligated to provide maintenance or support 
for the licensed mIS model. 
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Contact National at A TIN:INTERFACE APPLICA TIONSIIBIS MODELS. 
2900 Semiconductor Drive, MIS A2595, Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090 
1 

[Disclaimer] IBIS Open Forum disclaims all warranties. See DISCLAIM.TXT 
in vhdl.org:lpubIIBIS/models for the full disclaimer. 
1 
1**************************************************************************** 
[Copyright] Copyright 1994, National Semiconductor, All Rights Reserved 
[Component] DS26C31TN 
[Manufacturer] National Semiconductor Corp 
[Package] 
1 

R..,pkg 
L..,pkg 
C..,pkg 
1 

typ 
50.Om 
1.37nH 
0.26pF 

min 
NA 
NA 
NA 

max 
NA 
NA 
NA 

1**************************************************************************** 

[Pin] signal_name modelJlame ~pin L_pin C..,pin 
1 
1 DINI DS26C31T_DIN 
2 DOUTl+ DS26C31T_DOUT 
3 DOUTl- DS26C31 TJ>OUT 
4 EN DS26C31 T_EN 
5 DOUT2- DS26C31 TJ>OUT 
6 DOUT2+ DS26C31T_DOUT 
7 DIN2 DS26C31 T_DIN 
8 GND GND 
9 DIN3 DS26C31TJ)IN 
10 DOUT3+ DS26C31T_DOUT 
11 DOUT3- DS26C31 T_OOUT 
12 EN* DS26C31T_EN 
13 DOUT4- DS26C31TJ)OUT 
14 DOUT4+ DS26C31 T_DOUT 
15 DIN4 DS26C31 T_DIN 
16 VCC POWER 
1 
[DifCpin] inv..,pin vdiff tdelay_typ tdelay_min tdelaYJllax 
1 
1 The '+' pin is Diff..,pin and the '-' pin is the inv..,pin 
1 
2 3 NA 000 
6 5 NA 000 
10 11 NA 000 
14 13 NA 000 
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", 

1**************************************************:1'******>11***'1'************** 
Driver Input MODEL 

1*********************************'*************,11**",*,**************>Jo********** 
1 
[Model] DS26C3lTJ)IN 
Model_type Input 
ISignals DINl,DIN2,DIN3,DIN4 ',.'< " 

Vinh = 2.0 
Vinl = 0.8 
1 typ min max 
C_comp l.OpF NA NA 
1 

1**************************************************************************** 

[Temperature Range] 
[Voltage range] 
1 

typ 
'25.0 
S.OV 

min 
'NA 
4.SV 

max 
NA 
S.SV 

1**************************************************************************** 

[Powecclamp] 
1------------------------------------------------------
1 Note that the[POWER...clamp]voltage table is referenced to Vcc 
1 and is calculated using Vtable=Vcc - Vmeasured. 
1--------------------------------------------------------
1 Voltage I(typ) I(min) I(max) 
1 

O.OOV O.OmA NA NA 
-0.20V O.OmA NA NA 
-0.36V 0.0mA NA NA 
-0.50V 0.0mA NA NA 
-0.63V O.06mA NA NA 
-0.66V 0.23mA NA NA 
-0.70V 0.66mA NA NA 
-0.73V l.44mA NA NA 
-0.75V 1.88mA NA NA 
-O.77V 3.06mA NA NA 
-0.78V 4.42mA NA NA 
-5.00V 578.34mA NA NA 
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en 
II» 

[GND_clamp] 3 
"0 

I Voltage I(typ) I(min) I(max) iii 
I iii 
I en 

5.00V 2.29mA NA NA ill: 
-O.OSV O.4mA NA NA 0 

a.. 
-O.60V O.2mA NA NA !!. 
-O.66V O.OmA NA NA 
-O.6SV -O.4mA NA NA 
-O.70V -1.6mA NA NA 
-O.72V -2.2mA NA NA 
-O.74V -2.SmA NA NA 
-O.76V -4.6mA NA NA 
-O.7SV -6.4mA NA NA 
-O.SOV -S.6mA NA NA 
-O.S2V -11.2mA NA NA 
-O.S4V -13.6mA NA NA 
-O.S6V -lS.6mA NA NA 
-O.SSV -23.6mA NA NA 
-O.90V -2S.0mA NA NA 
-O.92V -35.2mA NA NA 
-O.94V -41.0mA NA NA 
-O.96V -47.SmA NA NA 
-O.9SV -59.SmA NA NA 
-1.00V -63.SmA NA NA 
-1.02V -72.4mA NA NA 
-1.04V -S3.2mA NA NA 
-5.00V -2221.6mA NA NA 
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1**************************************************************************** 
Driver Enable MODEL 

1**************************************************************************** 
1 
[Model] DS26C3ITJ;N 
Model_type Input 
ISignals EN,EN* 
Vinh=2.0 
Vinl= O.S 
1 

C30mp 
1 

typ 
l.OpF 

min 
NA 

max 
NA 

1**************************************************************************** 

typ min max 
[Temperature Range] 2S.0 NA NA 
[Voltage range] S.OV 4.SV S.SV 
1 
1**************************************************************************** 
[GND_clamp] 
1 Voltage I(typ) I(min) I(max) 
1 

S.OOV 0.0mA NA NA 
O.OOmV O.OmA NA NA 

-300.OmV O.OmA NA NA 
-400.Omv 0.0mA NA NA 
-SOO.OmV O.OmA NA NA 
-600.0mV O.OmA NA NA 
-660.0mV O.OmA NA NA 
-730.OmV -1.6mA NA NA 
-790.OmV -4.SmA NA NA 
-S20.OmV -SAmA NA NA 
-S40.OmV -12.2mA NA NA 
-SSS.OmV -IS.SmA NA NA 
-SSO.Omv -19.2mA NA NA 
-900.OmV -24.SmA NA NA 
-940.0mV -3S.SmA NA NA 
-lOS0.0mV -71.6mA NA NA 
-107S.OmV -79.6mA NA NA 
-1090.OmV -S7.0mA NA NA 
-1120.OmV -96.0mA NA NA 
-S.OOV I260.0mA NA NA 
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[Power_clamp] 
1---------------------------------------------------------
I Note that the[POWER_clamp]voltage table is referenced to Vcc 
I and is calculated using Vtable=Vcc - Vmeasured. 
1---------------------------------------------------------
I Voltage I(typ) I(min) I(max) 
I 
I 

O.OV O.OmA NA NA 
-0.52V O.OmA NA NA 
-0.66V 0.6mA NA NA 
-0.70V 1.6mA NA NA 
-0.80V 9.5mA NA NA 
-0.92V 24.8mA NA NA 
-1.00V 33.0mA NA NA 
-1.06V 48.4mA NA NA 
-5.00V 1059.67mA NA NA 

1**************************************************************************** 
Driver Output MODEL 

1**************************************************************************** 
I 
[Model] DS26C31T_DOUT 
ModeUype 3-state 
I Signals DOUTl +,DOUTl-,D0UT2+,DOUT2-,DOUT3+,D0UT3-,DOUT4+,DOUT4-
Vmeas = 1.3V !Reference voltage for timing measurements 
Cref = 40pF !Timing specification test load capacitance value 
Rref = 100 IN ote: 100 Ohm between the two driver outputs 
Vref = 0 ITiming specification test load voltage; GND 
I variable typ min max 
I 

3.OpF NA NA 

1**************************************************************************** 

[Temperature Range] 
[Voltage range] 
I 

typ 
25.0 

5.0V 

min 
NA 
4.5V 

max 
NA 
5.5V 

1**************************************************************************** 
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[Pulldown] 
I Voltage I(typ) I(min) I(max) 

'. I , ., , 

I 
lO.OOV 129.4mA NA NA 
7.02V 114.5mA NA NA 
6.72V 113.OmA NA NA 
6.32V 112.0mA NA NA 
6.08V 111.0mA NA NA 
5.44V 110.OmA NA NA 
4.80V 109.5mA NA NA 
4'44V 109.0mA NA NA 
4.l4V 108.0mA NA NA 
3.58V 106.5mA NA NA 
3.14V 105.0mA NA NA 
2.74V lO3.0mA NA NA 
2.66V 102.5mA NA NA 
2.56V 101.5mA NA NA 
2.42V lOO.5mA NA NA 
2.30V 99.5mA NA NA 
2.20V 98.0mA NA NA 
2.l2V 97.0mA NA NA 
2.08V 96.0mA NA NA 
2.02V 95.0mA NA NA 
1.92V 94.0mA NA NA 
1.86V 92.0mA NA NA 
1.76V 90.0mA NA NA 
1.68V 88.0mA NA NA 
1.56V 86.0mA NA NA 
1.50V 83.5mA NA NA 
1.44V 81.0mA NA NA 
1.38V 79.5mA NA NA 
1.32V 77.0mA NA NA 
1.28V 75.0mA . NA' NA 
1.22V 73.5mA NA NA 
1.06V 66.5mA NA NA 
O.96V 62.0mA NA NA 
O.88V 57.0mA NA NA 
O.78V 53.0mA NA NA I 

O.70V 47.0mA NA NA 
O.60V 42.5mA NA NA 
O.54V 38.0mA NA NA 
O.46V 32.5mA NA NA 
O.40V 29.0mA NA NA 
O.32V 24.0mA NA NA 
O.26V 19.0mA NA NA 
O.l8V l2.5mA NA NA 
O.10V 7.5mA NA NA 
O.OOV O.5mA NA NA 
-O.02V -2.5mA NA NA 
-O.l2V l1.5mA NA NA 
-O.l8V -14.5mA NA NA 
-O.34V -28.5mA NA NA 
-O.42V -34.5mA NA NA 

TL/F/12627-7 
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-O.46V 38.SmA NA NA i 
-O.S2V -47.SmA NA NA CD 
-O.S6V -S3.0mA NA NA !! 
-O.60V -S8.0mA NA NA en 
-O.66V -63.SmA NA NA a= 
-O.6SV -99.0mA NA NA 

0 a. 
-O.70V l1S.0mA NA NA !!. 
-O.72V -129.0mA NA NA 
-S.OOV 312S.0mA NA NA 

1 
[Pullup] 
1 Voltage I(typ) I(min) I(max) 
1-----------------------------------------------------
1 Note that the[PuIlup]voltage table is referenced to Vee 
1 and is calculated using Vtable=Vcc - Vmeasured. 
1----------------------------------------------

-S.OOV O.6mA NA NA 
-4.SSV O.6mA NA NA 
-4.S0V O.6mA NA NA 
-4.22V O.6mA NA NA 
-4.lOV O.6mA NA NA 
-4.00V O.6mA NA NA 
-3.92V O.6mA NA NA 
-3.S2V O.6mA NA NA 
-3.62V O.6mA NA NA 
-3.46V O.6mA NA NA 
-3.36V O.6mA NA NA 
-3.30V O.6mA NA NA 
-3.lOV O.6mA NA NA 
-3.0SV O.6mA NA NA 
-2.9SV O.6mA NA NA 
-2.S0V O.6mA NA NA 
-2.00V O.6mA NA NA 
-1.42V O.6mA NA NA 
-1.00V O.6mA NA NA 
-O.lOV O.6mA NA NA 
O.OOV O.6mA NA NA 
O.40V O.6mA NA NA 
O.SSV O.6mA NA NA 
O.72V O.6mA NA NA 
O.82V O.4mA NA NA 
O.92V O.2mA NA NA 
O.96V O.OmA NA NA 
O.9SV -O.8mA NA NA 
1.02V -1.2mA NA NA 
1.04V -1.6mA NA NA 
1.06V -2.2mA NA NA 
1.0SV -3.0mA NA NA 
1.12V -3.6mA NA NA 
1.16V -S.OmA NA NA 
1.18V -6.2mA NA NA 
1.20V -7.0mA NA NA 
1.22V -7.SmA NA NA 
1.26V -S.SmA NA NA 
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:I 1.2SV -9.SmA NA NA 

sa 1.30V -lO.SmA NA NA 

e 1.32V -12.6mA NA NA 

.!! 1.34V -13.6mA NA NA 
Q. I.40V -15.0mA NA NA 
E I.44V -17.4mA NA NA 
cZ I.4SV -20.2mA NA NA 

I.52V -2I.6mA NA NA 
I.56V -23.6mA NA NA 
I.60V -25.4mA NA NA 
I.66V -27.2mA NA NA 
I.70V -2S.6mA NA NA 
I.76V -30.4mA NA NA 
I.S2V -32.4mA NA NA 
1.90V -34.0mA NA NA 
I.94V -35.SmA NA NA 
2.00V -37.4mA NA NA 
2.02V -39.2mA NA NA 
2.0SV -4I.OmA NA NA 
2.14V -42.SmA NA NA 
2.20V -44.4mA NA NA 
2.26V -45.SmA NA NA 
2.32V -47.4mA NA NA 
2.40V -49.0mA NA NA 
2.44V -50.2mA NA NA 
2.56V -53.2mA NA NA 
2.66V -55.6mA NA NA 
2.76V -57.SmA NA NA 
2.92V -61.4mA NA NA 
3.0SV -64.4mA NA NA 
3.20V -66.6mA NA NA 
3.26V -67.6mA NA NA 
lO.OOV 179.93mA NA NA 

TL/F/12627-9 
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[OND_clamp] 
1 Voltage I(typ) I(min) I(max) 
1---------------------------------------------------------
1 Outputs in Tri-state. 
1------------------------------------------------------------
1 ' 

5.00V 6.7mA 
265.0mV -O.4mA 
90.0mV -0.8mA 

-30.0mV -1.0mA 
-270.0mV -1.2mA 
-540.OmV -1.6mA 
-705.OmV -2.0mA 
-850.0mV -3.0mA 
-940.OmV -4.4mA 

-1025.0mV -5.8mA 
-1l80.0mV -9.2mA 
-1230.0mV -lO.8mA 
-1305.0mV -13.8mA 
-1365.0mV -16.6mA 
-1415.0mV -19.6mA 
-1500.OmV -25.4mA 
-1570.0mV -31.8mA 
-1615.0mV -39.0mA 

-5.00V -649.2mA 

1 
[POWER3lamp] 

NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 
NA NA 

'NA NA 

Voltage 'I(typ) I(min) I(max) 
1-----------------------------------------------------------
1 Note that the[POWER,..clamp]voltage table is referenced to Vcc 
1 and is calculated using Vtable=Vcc - Vmeasured. 
1 Outputs in Tri -state. 
1---------------------------------------------------------

-9.80V 0.0mA NA NA 
-5.00V O.OmA NA NA 

O.OV O.OmA NA NA 
4.0V O.OmA NA NA 
5.0V O.OmA NA NA 

1**************************************************************************** 
1 
[Ramp] 
1 typ min max 
dV/dU 4.5/O.75n NA NA 
dV/dU 4.6/0.90n NA NA 
R_load = l000hm 1 Note: This 100 Ohm is across the two driver output 
1 
1 
[End] 
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Listing of Available IBIS Models 

Following is a listing of available IBIS models from the Interface Products Group. More and more models are being. added on a 
regular basis. For an up to date listing in our library, visit the National Web site at: ' . . 

http://www.nataeml.com 
or the anonymous ftp site at vhdl.org{198.31.14.3) under 

pub/lbla/model./natlonal 

FileName DevlcelD 
IBIS 

Note. 
Version 

ds26c31.ibs DS26C31 2.1 RS-422 Quad Diff Line Drv 

ds26c32.ibs DS26C32 2.1 RS-422 Quad Diff Line Drv 

90c031tm.ibs DS90C031TM 2.1 LVDS Quad Diff Line Drv 

90c032tm.ibs DS90C032TM 2.1 LVDS Quad Diff Line Drv . 

36c66av.ibs DS36C86A 1.1 CMOS BTL 9-Bit Xcvr(Derllo) 

69c366me.ibs DS69C386TMEA 2.1 . , 12 Ch CMOS Line RCIir 

89c387me.ibs DS89C387TMEA 2.1 ' 12 Ch CMOS Line Drv 

36c278n.ibs DS36C278N 2.1 Low Power CMOS RS-485 

36c278m.ibs DS36C278M 2.1 Low Power CMOS RS-485 , 

36c279n.ibs DS36C279N 2.1 CMOS RS-485 w/Sleep-Mode 

36c279m.ibs DS36C279M 2.1 CMOS RS-485 w/Sleep-Mode 

36c280n.ibs DS36C280N 2.1 CMOS RS·485 w/Slew Rate 

36c280m.ibs DS36C280M 2.1 CMOS RS-485 w/Slew Rate 

ds34c87n.ibs DS34C87N 2.1 CMOS RS-485 Quad Line Drv 

ds34c87m.ibs DS34C87M 2.1 CMOS RS·485 Quad Line Drv 

36c200m.ibs DS36C200M 2.1 LVDS Dual Xcvr Pair 

891v21 n.ibs DS89LV21N 2.1 + 3.3V RS-422 

891v21m.ibs DS69LV21M 2.1 +3.3V RS-42::i 

National Semiconductor Corporation also provides IBIS models from various other product lines including, CGS(Clock Genera
tion and Support). GTL, Super 1/0, Dram Controllers and many more. 
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Conversion of IBIS Models to Simulator Specific Format 

Majority of all EDA tools in the industry support IBIS models. Some common Simulator syntax information is shown below to 
convert an IBIS model to the Simulator specific internal format. Consult your user guide for more information. 

XTK(Quad Design) 
Quad Design's XTK tool can read an IBIS model and create its own internal model file. XTK's utility ibls2xtk allows the user to 
read an IBIS model and convert that to a .typ or a .min or a .max file based on the IBIS model. Use the following syntax or 
consult your XTK user's guide for more information. 

% ibis2xtk tilename.1bs <ret> 

The output file will contain both the pin definitions (.tlp) and loadspec information (.dev) to be used by XTK. 

Consult your XTK user's guide for more information or contact customersupport@qdt.com 

LineSimPRO/BoardSim(HyperLynx) 
Either LineSimPRO (DOS version) or BoardSim (Windows) can read an IBIS model in its native form. There is no translation 
required for reading an IBIS model into the simulator. ' 

(Click on) 

Schematic (This will load the schematic editor) 

(Click on) 

Driver or Receiver graphical box 

(Click on) 

Select -+ Library (To load any .ibs file) 

Consult your LinesimPRO user's guide for more information or contact support@hyperlynx.com or http://www.hyperlynx.com 

IS(lnterconnectix) 
When using the Interconnectix' Interconnect Synthesis product(IS), you can load IBIS models directly into the tool without 
translating them. Follow the procedure described below. ' ' 

1. Execute the 

File > Import > Models menu item. 

The Model Loader dialog box opens. 

2. Select the library path, then select the Library Part Model and click on the Load button to load the model into the 
deSign. The model is now available for use within the design. 

From within IS, you can assign individual IBIS models to part instances or pin instances using the Model Picker: 

1. Open the Parts sheet within the IS DeSign Editor. 

2. In either the DeSign Part Models or Pin Models column, click on the button within the cell of the spreadsheet to open the 
Model Picker dialog box. ' , , 

3. Select the Design Part number. A list of available pin models is displayed. 

4. If you are assigning a pin model to an individual pin instance, also select the Pin Model. 

For technical support, contact Interconnectix Inc at support@icx.com or on the Web: http://www/icx.com. 

PSPICE(MicroSim) 
The Parts program is a semi-automatic aid for determining the model parameters for standard devices, such as bipolar transis
tors, and the subcircuit definitions for more complex models, such as operational amplifiers. MicroSim's PSPICE can convert an 
IBIS model to a .MOD format by using the utility supplied within Parts. 
(Click on) 

Parts -+ J;:art -+ IBIS translator 

IBIS translator allows you to translate a model definition in IBIS model format to a PSPICE model definition. Once you select a 
file to be translated in the IBIS Translator dialog box, click OK. A PSPICE model file in a ".mod" format will be created in the 
same working directory. 

Consult your PSPICE user's guide for more information or contact tech.support@microsim.com. 
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Quantic(Greenfield) ',' 

Following steps will allow the conversion of an IBIS model into?Quantic tools. 

1. Use IBIS to quantic program on IBIS file to produce model and component data. 

2. Use Phidias/Oatabase manager to load model and component into database. 

3. Reference component by correct. name from layout da~ 
4. Si';'ul8t~ for Slgnallrit8griiyAnlit~sls. . , '. :,,,,. . . 

Consult your Quantic user's guide for more information or contact ventham@quantic.mb.ca. 

HSPICE(Meta-Software) 
Meta-Software'&' utility called MetallO reads an IBIS model and converts that to a SPICE behavioral model format. 

Consult your user's guide for more information. 

ContecSPICE(ContecMicro Electronics) 
Using a utinty called Ibls2CS~ ,a user can convElrt 'an iBIS model to ContecSPICE format. . 
Run the utilitY' . '., ' 

% 1b1s;ilcsp. 

This will envoke the IBIS-Translator Window 

(Click on) File - Load and enter your .ibs filename 

(Clickon) rranslat10n - rranslate 

Consult your user's guide for more ir'lforrnation orfred@Contec.Contec.com ... 

. Signoise(CadenCe) 
OF ISigNoise, the signal integrity analysis tool from Cadence Oesign Systems, has the ability to translate an IBIS file into its 
native device model format. To run the translation, type the following in. a termin,1 window: 

1b1s2s1gno1se 1n= 1ntile [out = out tile) [detaul ts = det •• tile) 

where: 
"infile" is the input file name. 
"outfile" is the (optional) output name file name 

(it defaults to "infile.dml"). ' 
"def_file" is the (optional) file specifying 

default values for many items (it 
defaults to "defauItOevice.values"). ;.\ , 

inca~es .:-, 

The IBIS-to-INCASES converter creates INCASES macromodels, corresponding reference lists, and other informa~on.for the 
components that are described in IBIS data files in a fully automatic way. The related data is placed on the UNIX file system in a 
special directory structure.' . 

The graphical user interface of the IBIS-to-INCASESconverter provides all necessary functions to generate the macroinodels 
for signal integrity andradiatiori analysis using INCASES simulation tools. . 

From the Main Menu of IBIS-to-INCASES converter ' 

Push the button "open. : ."'tololida valid iSIS file with thehelp'of a file selection form. 

The selected IBIS model file will be read in and checked. 

Consult your user's guiCie for more inforrt1ation or contact: 
INCASES Engineering GmbH 
Vattmannstrasse 3 
0-33100 Paderborn, Germany 

t "" 

• ,'I 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

Downloading IBIS Models from'the Internet 

IBIS models may be downloaded from the Internet by following anyone of the methods described below: 

Using the World Wide Web 
Using a web browser, open the following URL: http://www.national.com 

Using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 
ftp to vhdl.org or ftp to 198.31.14.3 and login as anonymous. Using your E-mail 10 as password, change directory using the cd 
command to Ipublibis/models/national 

Use "get" command to download the files. 

Using a Dial-Up Modem 
Use any communication software on your PC (Ex. QuikLink, Procomm, LapLink. Terminal(Windows) etc.) and dial 
(415) 335'()11 0 

Login as guest 
Password: just hit return 

You will see the Welcome message from VHOL and it will prompt for password again. Enter your E-mail id at this time. 

Typical Model Setup: 

Baudrate = up to 14.4 

Databit = 8 

Stop = 1 
Parity = None 

Flow = Xon/Xoff 
You can download files using "kermit", "zmodem" or "sz" etc. 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

Industry Support-On IBIS 

A listing of Web sites are provided for the user interested to learn more about IBIS and sharewares available to edit; create and 
translate IBIS models. 

North Carolina State University (NCSU) 
Using s2lbls, a shareware from North Carolina State University, SPICE based models can be converted to IBIS format. s21bls 
can be used with PSPICE, HSPICE or other SPICE engines. 

http://www2.ncsu.edu/eos/project/erLhtml 

NCSU also provides other utilities, cookbook and related informations. 

Hyperlynx, Inc 
Provides a great wlnlbls utility for DOS Windows for viewing, editing and checking IBIS model files. 

http://www.hyperlynx.com 

Interconnectix, Inc. 
Various utilities, documents and links to other IBIS related home pages available. 

http://www.icx.com 

Free Model Foundation (FMF) 
In future, various types of free behavioral models including IBIS will be provided through this web site. FMF isa non-profit 
corporation that hopes to provide free, unencrypted, source-code and IBIS Simulation models over'the Internet. 

http://www.vhdl.org/vi/fmf 
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~---------------------------------------------------------------.~ 

tfI~ Integrated Circuits for 
Digital Data Transmission 

INTRODUCTION 
It is frequently necessary to transmit digital data in a high
noise environment where ordinary integrated logic circuits 
cannot be used because they do not have sufficient noise 
immunity. One solution to this problem, of course, is to use 
high-noise-immunity logic. In many cases, this approach 
would require worst case logic swings of 30V, requiring high 
power-supply voltages. Further, considerable power would 
be needed to transmit these voltage levels at high speed. 
This is especially true if the lines must be terminated to 
eliminate reflections, since practical transmission lines have 
a low characteristic impedance. 

A much better solution is to convert the ground referred 
digital data at the transmission end into a differential signal 
and transmit this down a balanced, twisted-pair line. At the 
receiving end, any induced noise, or voltage due to ground
loop currents, appears equally on both ends of the twisted
pair line. Hence, a receiver which responds only to the dif
ferential signal from the line will reject the undesired signals 
even with moderate voltage swings from the transmitter. 

Figure 1 illustrates this situation more clearly. When ground 
is used as a Signal return as in Figure 1a, the voltage seen 
at the receiving end will be the output voltage of the trans
mitter plus any noise voltage induced in the signal line. 

DATA 
INPUT 

GROUNOA 

a. Single-Ended System 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 22 

Hence, the noise immunity of the transmitter-receiver com
bination must be equal to the maximum expected noise 
from both sources. 

The differential transmission scheme diagrammed in Figure 
1b solves this problem. Any ground noise or voltage in
duced on the transmission lines will appear equally on both 
inputs of the receiver. The receiver responds only to the 
differential signal coming out of the twisted-pair line and de
livers a single-ended output signal referred to the ground at 
the reoeiving end. Therefore, extremely high noise immuni
ties are not needed; and the transmitter and receiver can be 
operated from the same supplies as standard integrated 
logic circuits. 

This article describes the operation and use of a line driver 
and line receiver for transmission systems using twisted-pair 
lines. The transmitter provides a buffered differential output 
from a DTL or TIL input signal. A four-input gate is included 
on the input so that the circuit can also perform logic. The 
receiver detects a zero crossing in the differential input volt
age and can directly drive DTL or TIL integrated circuits at 
the receiving end. It also has strobe capability to blank out 
unwanted input signals. Both the transmitter and the receiv
er incorporate two independent units on a single silicon 
chip. 
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FIGURE 1. Comparing Differential and Single-Ended Data Transmission 
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,,: lIN~ DRIVER : , ,h. ~!. 

,\ f.~2 shows a schematic diagram of the line lran$lllitter. 
'lI'Ie circuit has a marked resemblance to a standard TTL 
buffer., ,In fact, it is possible to use a standard dual buffer as 
a transmitter. However, the 057830 incorporates additional 
features. For one, the output is current limited to protect the 
driver from accidental shorts in the transmission lines. Sec
ondly, diod9$on the outp.ut f;lamp sever voltage transients 
that may, be induced into the translllission lines. Finally, the 
circuit has internal inversion to produce a differential output 
signal, r:e,duc;:ing the ,skew Q~e,e,n,tl:le o,utpu~ and making 
th~ output state indep~ndent 9f loadjng. ': ... 
As can.be seen from the upper half.of Figure 2, a quadruple
emitt~r input transistor, Q9, provides four logic inputs to ~he 
transmitter. This.transi$tor drive, the inverter stage f.ormed 
by Q10 and Q11 to give a N~NO .output. A low state logic 
input on any of the emitters of Q9 will cause the base drive 
to be removed from Q10, since Q9 will be satllrateq by cur
rent from R8, holding the base of Q10 near ground. Hence, 
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Q10 and Q,1 wil~Qe turned pff; and ,the output will be'in a 
high state: Wh~ri 'all theemifters Of'Q9 a~ iii 'aone logic 
levE!l~ Q10 rec!lives ~e driVta from R8 ~l)ro"QI:l ~h, ~"VIard 
biased cOllector-bas$ junction of'09. ThiS satUrates 010 
and also Q11, giving a low output state. The input voltage at 
which the transition occurs is equal to the sum of the emit
ter-base tum on voltages of Q10 andQ11 minus,the satura
tion volfa.\leof Q9. \!1is is .about 1.4V I!-t ~!?·C. 
A standard "totem-pole" arrangement is used on the output 
stage. When -the output is switched to the high state, with 
Q1 0 .and Q11 cut off, current is supplied to the load by Q13 

. and Q14 which are connected in a modified Darlington con-
.. figuration; Because.of the high compound current gain of 
. these transistors, the .output resistance is .:quite low and a 
large load ·curreotcan, be,.supplied. R10 is-· included across 
the emitter-base junction of Q13 both to d.r,in off any collec
tor·base leakage current in Q13 and to di$Charge the collec
tor-base capacitance of Q13 when. the Qutput.is switched to 
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FIGURE 2. SchematiC Diagram of the DS7830 Line Driver 
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the low state. In the high state, the output level is approxi
mately two diode drops below the positive supply, or roughly 
3.SV at 2SoC with a S.OV supply. 
With the output switched into the low state, 010 saturates, 
holding the base of 014 about one diode drop above 
ground. This cuts off 013. Further, both the base current 
and the collector current of 010 are driven into the base of 
Q11 saturating it and giving a low-state output of about 
O.W. The circuit is designed so that the base of 011 is 
supplied SmA, so the collector can drive considerable load 
current before it is pulled out of saturation. 
The primary purpose of R12 is to provide current to remove 
the stored charge in 011 and charge its collector-base ca
pacitance when the circuit is switched to the high state. Its 
value is also made less than R9 to prevent supply current 
transients which might otherwise occur· when the power 
supply is coming up to voltage. 
The lower half of the transmitter in Figure 2 is identical to 
the upper, except that an inverter stage has been added. 
This is needed so that an input Signal which drives the out
put of the upper half positive will. drive the lower half nega
tive, and vice versa, producing a differential output Signal. 
Transistors 02 and 03 produce the inversion. Even though 
the current gain is not necessarily needed, the modified Dar
lington connection is used to produce the proper logic tran
sition voltage on the input of the transmitter. Because of the 
low load capacitance that the inverter sees when it is com
pletely within the integrated circuit, it is extremely fast, with 
a typical delay of 3 ns. This minimizes the skew between the 
outputs. 
One of the schemes used when dual buffers are employed 
as a differential line driver is to obtain the NAND output in 
the normal fashion and provide tlie AND output by connect
ing the input of the second buffer to the NAND output. Using 
an internal inverter has some distinct. advantages over this: 
for one, capacitive loads which slow down the response of 
the NAND output will not Introduce a time skew between the 
two 'outputs; secondly, line transients on the NAND output 
will not cause an unwanted change of state on the AND 
output. . 

Clamp diodes, D1 through D4, are added on all inputs to 
clamp undershoot. This undershoot and ringing can occur in 
iTL systems because the rise and fall times are extremely 
short. . 

Output-current limiting is provided by adding a .resistor and 
transistor to each of the complementary outputs. Referring 
again to Figure 2, when the current on the NAND output 
increases to a value where the voltage drop,across R11 is 
sufficient to turn on 012, the short circuit protection .comes 
into effect. This happens because further incre~s in 'out
put current flow into the base of 012 causing it to remove 
base drive from 014 and, therefore, 013. Any substantial 
increase in output current will then cause the output voltage 
to collapse to zero. Since the magnitude of the lIhort circuit 
depends on the emitter base turn-on voltage of 012, this 
current has a negative temperature cOE!,fficient. As the chip 
temperature increases from power dissipation, the available 
short circuit current is reduced. The c;urrent limiting also 
serves to control the current transient that occurs when the 
output is going through a transition with both 011 and 013 
turned on. 
• J. Kalb, "Design Considerations for a TIL Gate", National Semiconductor 
TP-6, May, 1968. 
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The AND output is similarly protected by RS and OS, which 
limits the maximum output current to about 100 mA, pre
venting damage to the circuit from shorts between the out
puts and ground. 
The current limiting transistors also serve to increase the 
low state output current capability under severe transient 
conditions. For example, when the current into the NAND 
output becomes so high as to pull Q11 out of saturation, the 
output voltage will rise to two diode drops above ground. At 
this voltage, the collector-base junction of 012 becomes 
forward biased .and supplies additional base drive to 011 
through 010 Which is saturated; This minimizes any further 
increase in outpUt voltage. 
When either of the outputs are in the high state, they can 
drive a large current towards ground without a significant 
'change in output voltage. However, noise induced on the 
transmission line which tries to drive the output positive will 
cut it off since it cannot 'sink current in this state. For this 
reason, D6 and' D6 are included to clamp the output and 
keep it from being driven much above the supply voltage, as 
this could damage the circuit. 
When the output is in a low state, it can sink a lot of current 
to clamp' pcisitlve-going induced voltages on the transmis
sion line. However, it cannot source enough current to elimi
nate negative-going transients so 'oS and D7 are included to 
clamp tho~ voltages to ground. 
It is interesting to note that the voltage swing produced on 
one of the outputs when the clamp diodes go into conduc
tion actuall¥ increases the differe.ntial noise immunity. For 
example with no induced common mode current, the low
stateputput will be a saturationvoltage above ground while 
th,e high output will be two diode drops below the positive 
supply voltage. With positive-going common mode noise on 
the line, the low output remains in saturation; and the high 
output is clamped at a diode drop above the positive supply. 
Helice, in thijlCase, the common mode noise increases the 
differential'swlng by three diode drops. 
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FIGURE 3. High State Output Voltage 
, as a Function of Output Current 

Having explained the operation of the line driver, it is appro
priateto look anhe performance in more detail. Figure 3 
shows the high-state output characteristics under load. 
Over the normal range of output currents, the output resist
ance is about 10n. With higher output currents, the short 
circuit protection is activated, causing the output voltage to 
drop to zero. As can be seen from the figure, the short-cir
cuit current decreases at higher temperatures to minimize 
the possibility of over-heating the integrated circuit. 
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Figure 4 is ~ similar graph of the low-state output character
istics- Here, thl! output resistance is about 50 with normal 
values of output current. With larger curren~., the, output 
transistor is pulled out of saturation; and the output voltage 
incr~es. This is more' pron~unced at - ~5·C where the 
transistor current gain is the lowest. HOwever, when the out
put voltage rises about tWo diode drops above ground, the 
collector-base junction of' the" cur~ent-limit transistor be
comes forward biased, providing additional base drive for 
the output trarlsl~tor. This roughly doubles the current avail
able for clamping'positive common-mode transients on the 
twisted-pair line. It is interesting to note that even though 
the output level increases to about 2V under this condition, 
the differential noise immunity does not suffer because the 
high-state output also increases by about 3V with positive 
gOing ~mmon-r:node transients. 

It is ,clear from the figure that the low state output current is 
not effectiVely limited. Therefeire, the device can be dam
aged'liy shorts between the output arid the 5Vsupply. How
ever, protection against shorts between outputs or froin the 
outputs to ground is provided by limiting the high-state cur
rent. 

The curves in Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the performance 
of the line driver with large, capacitively-coupled common
mode transients, or under gross overload conditions. Figure 
5 shows tne ,ability of the circuit to drive a differential load: 
that is, the transmission line. It can be seen that for output 
currents less than 35 mA, the output resistance is approxi
mately 150. At both ,temperature extremes" thE! output falls 
off at high currents. At high temperatures, this is caused by 
current limiting of tne hign output state. At low tempera
tures, tne fall off of current gain in the low-state output tran
sistor produces this result. 

Load lines have , been included' on the figure to show the 
differential output with various load resistances. The output 
swing can be' read off from the intersection pf the output 
characteristic with the .load line. The figlAreshows that the 
driver can easiIY,har)dle.Joad resistances, greater than 1000. 

Th~i!l mon~,than adequate,for practical, twisted-p~r lines. 

Figure 6 shows the no load power dissipation, for one-half 
of the dual line driver, as a function of ffequency. This infor
mation is important for two reasons. First, the, increase in 
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power 'dissipation at high frequencies must be added to the 
excess power dissipation cau,sed by the load to determine 
the total package dissipation. Second, and more important, 
it is a measure of the "glitch" current which flows from the 
positive supply to ground through the output transistors 
when the circuit is going through a transition. If the output 
stage is not properly designed, the current spikes' in the 
power supplies can become' quite large; and the power dis
sipation can increase by as much as a factor of five be
tween 100 kHz and 10 MHz. The figure shows that, with no 
capacitive loading, the power increases with frequencies as 
high as 10 MHz is almost negligible. However, with large 
capacitive loads, more power is required. ' 

The line receiver is designed to detect a zero crossing in the 
dlfferent,ial output of th,e line dnver. Therefore, the propaga
tion time of the driver is measured as thEi time difference 
between the application of a step input and the point where 
the differential output voltage prosses zero. A plot of the 
propagation time over temperature is shown in F;gure, 7. 
This delay is added directly to the propagation time of the 
transmisSion line and the delay of thii line receiver to deter
mine the total data-propagation time. However, in most cas
es; the delay of the driver is small, even by comparison to 
the uncertainties in the other delays. ': ' 
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To summarize the characteristics of the OS7830 line driver, 
the input intertacras directly with standard TTL circuits. It 
presents a load which is equivalent to a fan out of 3 to the 
circuit driving It, and it operates from the 5.0V, ± 1 0% logic 
supplies. The output can drive low impedance lines down to 
50.0 and capacitive loads up to 5000 pF. The time skew 
between the outputs is minimized to reduce radiation from 
the twisted-pair lines, and the circuit is deSigned to clamp 
common mode transients coupled into the line. Short cifcuit 
protection is also provided. The integrated circuit consists of 
two independent drivers fabricated on a, 41' x 53 mil-square 
die using the s~ndard TTL process. A photomicrograph of 
the chip is shown in Figure 8. 

TL/FI7188-9 

FIGURE 8. Photomicrograph of the 
087830 Dual Line Driver 

LINE RECEIVER 

As mentioned previously, the function of the line receiver is 
to convert the differential output signal of the line driver into 
a single ended, ground-referred signal to drive standard digi
tal circuits on the receiving end. At the same time it must 
reject the common mode and induced noise on the trans
mission line. 
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Normally this would not be too difficult a task because of the 
large signal swings involved. However, it was considered 
important that the receiver operate from the + 5V logic sup
ply without requiring additional supply voltages, as do most 
other line receiver designs. This complicates the situation 
because thfil receiver must operate with ± 15V input signals 
which are considerably greater than the operating supply 
voltage. 

The large common mode range over which the circuit must 
wOrk can be reduced with an attenuator on the input of the 
receiver. In this design, the input signal is attenuated by a 
,factor of 30. Hence, the ± 15V common mode voltage is 
reduced to ±0.5V, which can be handed easily by Circuitry 
operating from a 5Vsupply. However, the differential input 
signal, which can go down as low·as ±2.4V in the worst 
case, is also reduced to ±80 mY. Hence, It is necessary to 
employ a fairly accurate zero crossing detector in the receiv
er. 

System requirements dictated that the threshold inaccuracy 
introduced by the zero crossing detector be less than 
17 mY. In principle, this accuracy requirement should not 
pose insurmountable problems because it is a simple matter 
to make well matched parts in an integrated circuit. 

F/{/ure 9 shows a simpJjfied schematic diagram of the circuit 
configuration used for the line receiver. The input signal is 
attenuated by the resistive dividers R1-R2 and R8-R3. This 
attenuated Signal is fed into a balanced DC amplifier, oper
ating in the common base configuratioo. This input amplifier, 
conSisting of Q1 and,Q2,removes the common mode com
ponent of the input $Ignal. Further, it delivers an output sig
nal at the collector of Q2, which is nearly equal in amplitude 
to the original differential input signal: this output ,signal is 
buffered by Q6 and drives an output amplifier, as. The·out
put stage drives the logiC load directly., 

An understanding of the oircuit can be' obtaihed by first con
Sidering the input stage': Assuming high current gains arid 
neglecting the voltage drop across R3, the colleCtor currerit 
of Q1 will be: 

, ; + ' 
I - V. - VeEl ~ VeE3 - VeE4 (1) 
C1 - , R11 

With equal emitter-base voltages for all transistors, this: b~~ 
comes: 

I _ V+ ...., 3VeE 
C1 - R-11 ,(2) 

The output voltage at the collector of Q2 will be: 

VC2 = V+ - IC2R12 , (3) 

Whfjln the differential input voltage t9 the recei~r i~ zero, 
the voltages presented to the emitters of,Q1 and Q2 will be 
equal. If Q1 and Q2 are matched devices, which is easy to 
arrange when they are fabricated close together on a single 
silicon chip, their collector currents will be equal with zero 
Input voltage. Hence, the output voltage from Q2 can be 
determined by substituting (2) into (3): 

+ R12 + 
VC2 = V - R11 CY - 3Ves (4) 

For R11 = R12, this becomes: 

VC2 = 3VeE 
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FIGURE 9. Simplified Schematic ofth!l,Llne Receiver 

The vQltage on ~he base of 06 will likewise be 3VSE, when 
the outpl.!! is on the verge of switching from a zero to a"one 
s~te. A differljntial input signal whjch causes 02 to conduct 
more ,heavily will then make the output go high, ,while an 
input signal in the opposite direction will cause the output to 
saturate., " 

It should be noted that thEi balance of this circuit is not af· 
fected by absolute values of cOlT)pqnents-only by hoW well 
they match. Nor is it. affected by variations in the positive 
swpply voltage, so it will perlorm well with standard logic 
supply voltages between 4.5V and 5.5V. In addition, compo
nent values are chosen so that the collector currents of 04 
,and 06 are equal. As a result, the base currents of 04 and 
as do not upset the balance of the input stage. This means 
that circuit perlormance is not greatly affected by production 
or temperature variations in transistor current gain. 

A complete schematic Of the line receiver, shown in Figure 
1b, shows several refinements of the basic circuit which are 
needed to secure proper operation under,all conditions. For 
one, the explanation of the simplified circuit ignores the fact 
that the collector current of 01 will be affected by common 
mode voltage developed across RS. This can give a 0.5V 
threshold error at the extremes of tlie'±15V common 
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,mode range: To compensate for this, a separate divider; R9 
and,Rl0, is used to'maintain a constant collector current in 
01 with varying common mode signals. With an increasing 
common mode voltage on the non-inverting input, the volt
,age on the emitter of 01 will increase. Normally, this would 
caUll6the voltage acreSs R 11 to decrease, reducing the 
cqllectorcurrent ofQl:,How~v,er, the increasing common 
moqe signal also driveS the top end of R 11 through F!9 and 
Rl0 so as to hold the voltage drop across Rll constant. 

In addition to improvinglhe cpmmon mode rejeGtion, R9 
also forces ~he output of the receiver into the' hlgh state 
when nothing is Connected to the input lines: This, means 
that the'output 'AiIJlbe iO a pr,e-d9termined state whenthe 
transmission cal:!les are discC:mnected. ' 

A diode connected ttansistor, 05, is also added in the com
plete circuit to provide strobe cap8bility. With a logic zero on 
the strobl! terminal, the output will be higJ1 no matter what 
the input"signaFis. Wi~ the ~obe, the receiver can be 
made immune to alily noiSe sigl,lals during int~als where 
n,o digital information is expected. The output sUite with the 
strobe on is also the same as the output state with the input 
terminals open. 
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FIGURE 10. Complete Schematic of One Half of the 087820 Line Receiver 

The collector of 02 is brought out'so that an external capac
itor can be used to slow down the receiver to where it will 
not respond to fast noise spikes. This capacitor, which is 
connected between the response-time-control terminal and 
ground, does Ilot give exactly-symmetrical delays. The de
lay for input signals which produce a positive-going output 
will be less than for input signals of oPPOsite polarity. This 
happens because the impedance on the collector of 02 
drops as 06 goes into saturation, reducing the effectiveness 
of the capacitor. 

Another difference in the complete circuit is that the output 
stage is improved both to provide more gain and to reduce 
the output resistance in the high output state. This was ac
complished by adding 09 and 010. When the output stage 
is operating in the linear region, that is, on the verge of 
switching to either the high or the low state, 09 and 010 
form sort of an active collector 'load for 08. The current 
through R15 is constant at approximately 2 mA as the out
put voltage changes through the active region. Hence, the 
percentage change in the collector current of 08 due to the 
voltage change across R17 is made smaller by this pre-bias 
current; and the effective stage gain is increased. 

With the output in the high state (08 cut off), the output 
resistance is equal to R 15, as long as the load current is 
less than 2 mAo When the load current goes above this 
value, 09 turns on; and the output resistance increases to 
1.5k, the value of R17. ' 
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This particular output configuration gives a higher gain than 
either a standard OTL or TTL output stage. It can also drive 
enough current in the high state to make it compatible with 
TTL, yet outputs can be wire OR',ed as with DTL. 

Remaining details of the circuit are that 07 is connected as 
an emitter follower to make the circuit even less sensitive to 
transistor current gains. R161imits the base drive to 07 with 
the output saturated, while R 17 limits the base drive to the 
output transistor, 08. A resistor, R7, which can be used to 
terminate the twisted-pair line is also included on the chip. It 
is not connected directly across the inputs. Instead, one end 
is left open so that a capacitor can be inserted in series with 
the resistor. The capacitor significantly reduces the power 
dissipation in both the line transmitter and receiver, espe
cially in low-duty-cycle applications, by terminating the line 
at high frequencies but blocking steady-state current flow in 
the terminating resistor. 

Since line receivers are generally used repetitively in a sys
tem, the 057820 has been designed with two independent 
receivers on a single silicon chip. The device is fabricated 
on a 41 x 49 mil-square die using the standard six mask 
planar-epitaxial process. The processing employed is identi
cal to that used on TTL circuits, and the deSign does not 
impose any unusual demands' on the processing. It is only 
required that various parts within the circuit match well, but 
this is easily accomplished in a monolithic integrated Circuit 
without any special effort in manufacturing. A photomicro
graph of the integrated circuit chip is shown in Figure ". 
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FIGURE 11. Photomicrograph of the DS7820' 
Dual Line Receiver 

The only components in the circuit which see voltages high
er than standard logic circuits are the resistors used to at
tenuate the input signal. These resistors, R1, R7, R8 and 
R9, are diffused into a separate, floating, N-type isolation 
tub, so that the higher voltage is not seen by any of the 
transistors. For a ± 15V input voltage range, the breakdown, 
voltages required for the cOllector-isolation and colle'Ctor- • 
base diodes are only 15V and 19V, respectively. These 
breakdown voltages can be achieved readily with standard 
digital processing. 

The purpose of the foregoing was to provide some insight 
into circuit operation. A more exact mathematical analysis of 
the device is developed in Appendix A; 

RECEIVER PERFORMANCE 

The characteristics of the line receiver are described graphi
cally in Figures .12 through 18. Figure 12 illustrates,the ef
fect of supply voltage variations on the t/)reshold accuracy. 
The upper CUJ"1(~ gil/es the differential input voltage required 
to hold the outP\lt at 2.5V while it is supplying 200 /-LA to the 
digital load. The lower curve shows the differential input 
needed ~o hold the output at 0.4V while it sinks 3.5 mA from 
the digital load. This load corresponds to a worst case fan
out of 2 with either DTL or TTL integrated circuits. The data 
shows that the threshold accuracy is only affected· by 
± 60 mV for a ± 10% change in supply voltage.' Propw op
wation can be se9ured over a wider range ,of supply volt
ages, although the ,error becomes excessive at voltages be
low4V.· 
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FIGURE 12. Differential Input Voltage Required for High 
or Low Output as a Function of Supply Voltage 
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Figure 13 is a similar plot for varying common mode input 
voltage. Again the differential input voltages are given for 
bigh al)d low s~~es on the output with a worst case fanout 
of 2: With precisely matched components within the inte
grated circuit, the threshold voltage will not change with 
cqmlnon mode voltage. The mismatches typically encoun
tered give a threshold voltage change of ± 100 mV over a 
± 20V common mqde range. Th.is change can have either a 
positive slope or a negative slope. 
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FIGURE 13. Dlfferentl8llnput Voltage Required for High 
or Low Output as a Function of Common Mode Voltage 
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FIGURE 14. Voltage Transfer FunCtion 

The transfer function of the circuit is given in Figure 14. The 
lo~ding is fq~, a worst qase fanout of 2. The digital load is not 
linear, and this is reflecte~ as a non-linearity in the,transfer 
function which occurs with. the output around 1.5V. Th~ 
. transfer characteristicS show that the. only significant effect 
of temperature is a reduction in the Positive swing at 
-;-55'C. However, the, voltage a~auable remains well abelve 
the 2.5V required by qigitaJ logic: . 
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FIGURE 15. Response Time with and 
without an External Dalay Capacitor 



Figure 15 gives the response time, or propagation delay, of 
the receiver. Normally, the delay through the circuit is about 
40 ns. As shown, the delay can be increased, by the addi
tion of a capacitor between the response-time terminal and 
ground, to make the device immune to fast noise spikes on 
the input. The delay will generally be longer for negative 
going outputs than for positive going outputs. 

Under normal conditions, the power dissipated in the receiv
er is relatively low. However, with large common mode input 
voltages, dissipation increases markedly, as shown in Fig
ure 16. This is of little consequence with common mode 
transients, but the increased dissipation must be taken into 
account when there is a OC difference between the grounds 
of the transmitter and the receiver. It is important to note 
that Figure 16 gives the dissipation for one half the dual 
receiver. The total package dissipation will be twice the val
ues given when both sides are operated under identical 
conditions. 
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FIGURE 16. Internal Power Dissipation as a Function of 
Common Mode Input Voltage 

Figure 17 shows that the power supply current also changes 
with common mode input voltage due to the current drawn 
out of or fed into the supply through R9. The supply current 
reaches a maximum with negative input voltages and can 
actually reverse with large positive input voltages. The figure 
also shows that the supply current with the output switched 
into the low state is about 3 mA higher than with a high 
output. 
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FIGURE 17. Power Supply Current as a Function of 
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The variation of the internal termination resistance with tem
perature is illustrated in Figure 18. Taking into account the 
initial tolerance as well as the change with temperature, the 
termination resistance is by no means preCise. Fortunately, 
in most cases, the termination resistance can vary appreci
ably without greatly affecting the characteristics of the 
transmission line. If the resistor tolerance is a problem, how
ever, an external resistor can be used in place of the one 
provided within the integrated circuit. 
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FIGURE 18. Variation of Termination Resistance 
with Temperature 

DATA TRANSMISSION 

The interconnection. of the 057830 line driver with the 
057820 line receiver is shown in Figure 19. With the excep
tion of the transmission line, the design is rather straightfor
ward. Connections on the input of the driver and the output 
or strobe of the receiver follow standard design rules for 
OTL or TTL integrated logic circuits. The load presented by 
the driver inputs is equal to 3 standard digital loads, while 
the receiver can drive a worst-case fanout of 2. The load 
presented by the receiver strobe is equal to one standard 
load. 

The purpose of C1 on the receiver is to provide OC isolation 
of the termination resistor for the transmission line. This ca
pacitor can both increase the differential noise immunity, by 
reducing attenuation on the line, and reduce 'power dissipa
tion in both the transmitter and receiver. In some applica
tions, C1 can be replaced with a short between Pins 1 and 
2, which connects the internal termination resistor of the 
057820 directly across the line. C2 may be included, ifnec
essary, to control the response time of the receiver, making 
it immune to noise spikes that may be COUpled differentially 
into the transmission lines. 
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.. I:'IGURE 19. Interconnection of the Une Drlveumd "'Ine Receiver 

The effect of 'terl'(li~lIIiOn mismatches on the transmission 
line is shown in Figure 20. The line was constructed of a 
twisted pair of No: 22 copper conductors with a characteris
tic impedance of apprOximately 1700. The line length was 
about 150. ns .and it was ·driven dire~ly from a 087830 line 
driver. The .. .data shows that termination resistances which 
are a factor of ' two off the nominal value do not cause signif
icant reflections on the line. The lower termination resistors 
. do. however. increase the attenuation. 
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FIGURE 20: Transmission Line RespOnse :' 
.' with Various Termination Resistances ',.' 

Figure 21 gives the line-transmission characteristics' with 
various.termination resi$tal)ces when a.DC isolation capaci
tor is used. The line is ident.ical. to tha~ used in the previous 
example. It can be seen that the transient reponse is nearly 
the same as a DC termi.nated line. The atlElnuation. on the 
other hand. is considerably lower. being the same ,.as an 
unterminated line. An added advantage of using the isola
tion capacitor is that the DC signal current is bloCked from 
the termination resistor which reduces the average power 
drain of the driver and the power dissipation in both the 
driver and receiver. 
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FIGURE 21. Line Response for Various Termination 
Reslstancn witH a DC 180latlon CapaCitor 

The effect of different values of DC isolation capacitors is 
illustrated· in Figur622.iI"hta shows that the RC time con
stant of the termination resistor/isolation' capacitor combi
nation should ~ 2 to.3 timel!l the line delay. As before. this 
data was taken for ,a '150 ·ns, long line. 
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FIGURE 23. Line Response With Different Terminations and Common Mode Input Voltages 

In Figure 23, the influence of a varying ground voltage be
tween the transmitter and the receiver is shown. The differ
ence in the characteristics arises because the source resist
ance of the driver is riot constant under all conditions. The 
high output of the transmitter looks like an open circuit to 
voltages reflected from the receiving end of the transmis
sion line which try to drive it higher than its normal DC state. 
This condition exists until the voltage at the transmitting end 
becomes high enough to forward bias the clamp diode on 
the 5V supply. Much of the phenomena which. does not fol
low simple transmission-line theory is caused by this. For 
example, with an .l,Interminated line, the overshoot comes 
from the reflected Signal charging the line capaCitance to 
where the clamp diodes are forward biased. The overshoot 
then decays at a rate determined by the total line capaci
tance and'the input resistanbe of ' the receiver. 

When the ground on the receiver is 15V more negative than 
the ground at the transmitting end, the decay with an un
terminated line is faster, as shown in Figure 23b. This oc
curs because there is more current from the input resistor of 
the receiver to discharge the line capacitance. With a terrni
nated line, however, the transmission characteristics are the 
same as for equal ground voltages because the terminating 
resi!!tor keeps the line from getting ~harged. 

Figure 23c gives the transmission characteristics when the 
receiver ground is 15V more positive than the transmitter 
ground. When the line is not terminated, the differential volt- " 
age swing is increased because the high output of the driver 
will be pulled against the clamp diodes by the common 
mode input current of the receiver. With a DC isolation ca. 
pacitor, the differential swing will reach this same value with 
a time constant determined by the isolation capacitor and 
the input resistance of the rece,iver. With a DC coupled ter
mination, the characteristics are unchanged because the 
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differential load cllrrent Is large by comparison to the com- , 
mon mode current so that the output transistors of the driver 
are always conducting. 

The low output of the driver can also be pulled below 
ground to where the lower clamp diode conducts, giving 
effects which are similar to those described for the high 
output. However, a current of about 9 mA is required to do 
this, so it does not happen under normal operating condi
tions. 

To summarize, the best termination is an RC combination 
with a time constant approximately equal to 3 times the 
transmission-line delay. Even though its value is not pre
cisely determined, the internal termination resistor of the 
integrated circuit can be used because the line characteris
tics are not greatly affected by the termination resistor. 

The only place that an RC termination can cause problems 
is when the data transmission rate approaches the line de
lay and the attenuation down the line (terminated) is greater 
than 3 dB. This would correspond to more than 1000 ft. of 
twisted-pair cable with No., 22 copper conductors. Under 
these conditions, the noise margin can disappear with low
duty-cycle signals. If this is the case, it is best to operate the 
twisted-pair line without a termination to minimize transmis
sion losses. Reflections should not' be a problem as they will 
be absorbed by the line losses. 

CONCLUSION .' 
A method of transmitting digital information in high-noise 
environments has baSn described. The technique is a much 
more attractive solution than high-Roise-immunity logic as it 
has lower power consumption, provides more noise rejec
tion, operates froin standard 5V supplies, and is fully com
patible with almost all integrated logiC circuits. An additional 
adVantage is that the circuits can be fabricafed with integrat
ed circuit processes used for standard logic circuits. 
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APPENDIX A 

LINE RECE,VER 

Design Anl!lYSIS' 
; The purpose of this appendix is to derive mathematical ex- ' 
, pressions describing the operation of the line receiver. It will 
: be shown that the performance of the circuit is not greatly 

affected by ~he absolute value of the components within the 
, integrated circuit or by the sl,lpply voltage. Instead, it de

pends mostly on how well the various parts match. 

The analysis will assume tliat all the resistors are well 
matched in ratio and that the transistors are likewise 
matChed, ,since this is easily accomplished over a broad 
temperature range with monolithic" construction. However, 
the effects of compone,nt mi!lmatching will bEl. discussed 
where important. Further, large transistor current gains will 
be assumed, but it will be pointed out later that this is valid 
for current gains greater than about 10. 

, A schematic diagram of the 057820 line receiver is shown 
in Figure A-t. Referring to this circuit, the collector current 
of the input transistor is given by 

V+ - VBEI - VBE3 - VBE4 
IC1 = Ref/Rl0 + FIll + R3f/R8 

,:' 

R3 V R3t/Rll V 
R4 + 2R6 + R3 BE1- R8 + R3~/Rl IN 

'R9/tRl0 + Rll + R3t/R8 
, + Rl0/tAll 
evlN - V ) R9 + Fil0ltRll 

+ R9ttRl0 + Rll -+- R3ttR8 (A.l) 

where VIN is, the common mode input voltage and, RallRb 
denotes the parallel connection of the two resistors. In 
Equation (A.l), R8 =R9, R3 = RHI, ~10 « Rll, 
R,9 > ~10, R3 « Rll, R8 > R3 and 

, R3 "'. 
R4 + 2R6 + RS « S 

so it can be reduced to 

V+ - 3VBE - Rl0 V+ 
R9 

ICI = Rl0 + Rll + Fl3, (A.2) 

which shows that the collector curre",t of 01 is not affected 
by the common mode voltage. 

The outpu1 voltage on the collector of 02 is 

VC2 = V+ - IC2R12 ' (A.3) 

For zero differenti!!1 input voltage, the collector currents of 
01 and 02 will be equal so Equatian (A.3) becomes 

( + ;'Rl0, +) R12 V :- 3VaE --V 
V - V+ R9 

C2 - - Rl0 + Rll + R3(A.4) 

It is desired that this voltage be 3VBE so that the output 
stage is just on the verge of switching with zero input. Forc~, ' 
ing this condition and;solving for Rl,2 yields " 

R12 = (Rl0 + 'Rll + R3) V+ - 3V~E (A.5) . 

, V+ - 3VBE - ~v+ 
R9 

This shows that the optimum value of R12 is dependent on' 
supply voltage. For a 5V supply ,it h~ a vallie of 4.7 kG. 
Substituting this and the other component values into CA.4), 

VC2 = 2.83VBE + 0.08W+, , , (A.6) 
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FIGURE A-1. Schematic Diagram of One Half of the DS7820 Line Receiver 
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which shows that the voltage on the collector of Q2 will vary 
by about 80 mV for a 1 V change in supply voltage. 

The next step in the analysis is to obtain an expression for 
the voltage gain of the input stage. 

An equivalent circuit of the input stage is given in Figure A-2. 
Noting that R8 = R7 = R8 and R2 "" 0.1 (R6 + R71/R8), 
the change in the emitter current of Q1 for a change in input 
voltage Is 

0.9R2 
~IE2 = R1 (0.9R2 + RE2) AVIN (A.7) 

Hence, the change in output voltage will be 

AVOUT = alE2R12 
0.9 a R2R12 

= R1 (0.9 R2 + RE2 ~VIN (A,8) 

Since a '" 1, the voltage gain is 

A 0.9R2R12 
VI = R1 (0.9 R2 + RE2) 

The emitter resistance of Q2 is given 'by 

kT 
RE2=-' 

qlC2 

where 
I _ V+ - 3VSE 
C2 - R12 

so kTR12 
RE2 = q (v+ - 3VSE) 

(A,9) 

(A, 1 0) 

(A,11) 

(A,12) 

Therefore, at 25°C where VVE = 670 mV and kT/q = 
26 mV, the computed value for gain is 0.745. The gain is not 
greatly affected by temperature as the gain at - 55°C where 
VSE = 810 mV and kT/q = 18 mV is 0.774, and the gain at 
125°C where VSE = 480 mV and kT/q = 34 mV is 0.730. 
With a voltage gain of 0.75, the results of Equation (A,6) 
show that the input referred threshold voltage will change 
by 0.11 V for a 1 V change in supply voltage. With the stan
dard ± 10-percent supplies used for logic circuits, this 
means that the threshold voltage will change by less than 
±60 mV. 

Finally, the threshold error due to finite gain in the output 
stage can be considered. The collector current of Q7 from 
the bleeder resistor R14, is large by comparison to the base 
current of Q8, if Q8 has a reasonable current gain. Hence, 
the collector current of Q7 does not change appreciably 
when the output switches from a logic one to a logic zero. 
This is even more true for 06, an emitter follower which 
drives Q7. Therefore, it is safe to presume that Q6 does not 

-'I. .... 

f 
Rl .~ R8 
&Ie lk 

4V'N 
• R2 Ru 167 

I 
• .~ R7 ~ RI 

:. lk • lk 

load the output of the first-stage amplifier, because of the 
compounded current gain of the three transistors, and that 
Q8 is driven from a low resistance source. 

It follows that the gain of the output stage can be deter
mined from the change in the emitter·base voltage of Q8 
required to swing the output from a logic one state to a logic 
zero state. The expression 

kT ICI 
AVSE = -lOge-I (A.13) 

q C2 
describes the change in emitter·base voltage required to 
vary the collector current from one value, IC1' to a second, 
IC2. With the output of the receiver in the low state, the 
collector current of Q8 is 

. V+ - VOL - VSE9 - VSE10 
IOL = R17 

+ VSE9 ,VSEB + VSE7 + I (A) 
R15 - R14 R13 SINK, .14 

where VOL is the low state output voltage and ISINK is the 
current load from the logic that the receiver is' driving. Not· 
ing that R13 = 2R14 and figuring that all the emitter·base 
voltages are the same, this becomes 

I = V+ - VOL - 2VSE + VSE 
OL R17 R15 

VSE 
- 2R14 + ISINK (A.15) 

Similarly, with the output in the high state,the collector cur· 
rent of Q8 is 

I - V+ - VOH - VSE9 - VSE10 
OH - R17 

+ VSE9 _ VSEB 
R15 R14 

VSE7 
+ R13 - ISOURCE, (A,16) 

where VOH is the high-level output voltage and ISOURCE is 
the current needed to supply the input leakage of the digital 
circuits loading the comparator. 

With the same conditions used in arriving at (A.15), this be-
comes 

~ 

·l41U 

I V+ - VOH - 2VSE VSE 
OH = R17 + R15 

VSE 
- 2R14 - ISOURCE 

T~" t : R12 4VOUT 
4.7&k • 

I 
~ 

(A, 17) 

TL/FI7188-26 

FIGURE A-2. Equivalent Circuit Used to Calculate Input Stage Gain 
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From (A.13) the change in the emitter-base voltage of 08'in 
going from the high output level 10 the low output level is' 

kT 10L' 
aVSE = -loge-I' (A.18) 

tI OH 
providing that 08' is not quite in saturation, although it may 
be on the verge of saturation. 
The change of input threshold voltage is then 

kT 10L 
aVTH = -A lOge) (A.1S) 

. q v1 , 01"1, 
where Av~is the input stage gain. With Ii worst case fanout 
of 2, where VOI:I = 2.5\1" VOL "": O.4V,ISOURCE = 40 p.A 
and ISINK = 3.2 mA, the calculated change in threshold is 
37 mV at 25°C, 24 mV at -:;55°C and 52 mV at 125°C. 
The measured values of overall gain differ by about a factor 
of two from the calculated gain. This is not too surprising 
because a number of assumptions were made which intro
duce small errors, and all these errors lower the gain. It is 
also not too important because the gain ,is high enough 
where another factor of two reduction would not cause the 
circuit to stop working. 
The main contributors to this discrepancy are the non-ideal 
behavior of the ' emitter-base voltage of 08 due to current 
crowding under the emitter and the variation in the emitter 
base voltage of 07 and 08 with changes in collector-emitter 
voltage (hRE)' 
Although these parameters can vary considerably with dif
ferent manufacturingmettiods, they are relatively fixed lor a 
given process. The a VSE errors introduced by these quanti-

ties, if known, can be added· directly :into Equation (A.18) to 
give a more accurate gaih 'expression ... 
The most stringent matching requirement in the receiver is 
the matching of the input stage divider'rl:!sistors: R 1 with R8 
and R2 with R3., As little as 1 % mismatch in one of these 
pairs can cause a threshold shift of 150 mV at the extremes 
01 the ± 15V common mode range. Because of this, it is 
necessary to make the resistors absolutely identical and lo
cate them close together. In addition, since R1 and R8 do 
dissipate a reasonable amount, of power, they have to be 
located to minimize the thermal gradient between them. To 
do this, RS was located between R 1 arid R8 so that it would 
heat both of these resistors equally. There are not serious 
heating problems with R2,and fl3; however, because of 
their low resistance value, It was necessary even to match 
the lengths of the alurriinum interconnects, as the resist
ance of the aluminum is high enough to cause intolerable 
mismatches. Of secondary importance is the matching of 
01 'and 02 and the matching of ratios between R11 and 
R12 A 1 mV difference in the emitter-base voltages pI 01 
and '02 causes a 30 mV input offset voltage as does a 10/0 
mismatch in the ratio of R11 to R 12. 
The circuit is indeed insensitive to transistor current gains 
as long as they are above 10. The collector currents of 04 
and 06 are made equal so that their base currents load the 
collectors of 01 and 02 equally. Hence, the input threshold 
voltage is affected only by how well1he current gains match. 
Low current gain in the output transistor, 08, can cause, a 
reduction in gain: But even ''With a current gain of 10, the 
error' produced in tlie inp~t thnishold volt~ge is less than 
50mV. 
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Transmission Line 
Characteristics 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital systems generally require the transmission of digital 
signals to and from other elements of the system. The com
ponent wavelengths of the digital signals will usually be 
shorter than the electrical length of the cable used to con
nect the subsystems together and, therefore, the cables 
should be treated as a transmissions line. In addition, the 
digital signal is usually exposed to hostile electrical noise 
sources which will require more noise immunity than re
quired in the individual subsystems environment. 

The requirements for transmission line techniques and 
noise immunity are recognized by the designers of subsys
tems and systems, but the solutions used vary considerably. 
Two widely used example methods of the solution are 
shown in Figure 1. The two methods illustrated use unbal
anced and balanced circuit techniques. This application 
note will delineate the characteristics of digital signals in 
transmission lines and characteristics of the line that effect 
the quality, and will compare the unbalanced and balanced 
circuits performance in digital systems. 

UNBALANC£D METHOD 
5V 

128 

IALANCED METHOD 

TL/F/B826-1 

FIGURE 1 

NOISE 

The cables used to transmit digital signals external to a sub
system and in route between the subsystem, are exposed to 
external electromagnetic noise' caused by switching tran
sients from' actuating devices of neighboring control sys
tems. Also external to a specific subsystem, another sub
system may have a ground problem which wili'induce noise 
on the system, as indicated in Figure 2. 
The signals in adjacent wjres inside a cable may induce 
electromagnetic noise on other wires in the cable. The in
duc~d electromagnetic noise is worse when a line terminat
ed at one end of the cable is near to a driver at the same 
end, as shown in Figure 3. Some noise may be induced from 
relay circuits which have very large transient voltage swings 
compared to the digital signals in the same cable. Another 
source of induced noise is current in the common ground 
wire or wires in the cable. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 108 
Bill Fowler 

INDUCED NOISE ALONG CABLE ROUTE 
GROUND PROBLEMS IN ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT 

FIGURE 2. External Noise Sources 

FIGURE 3. Internal Noise Sources 

DISTORTION 

TL/F/B826-2 

TUF/8826-3 

The objective is the transmission and recovery of digital in
telligence between subsystems, and to this end, the charac
teristics of the data recovered must resemble the data 
transmitted. In Figure 4 there is a difference in the pulse 
width of the d,ata and the timing signal transmitted, and the 
corresponding signal received. In addition there is a further 
difference in the signal when the data is "AND"ed with the 
timing signal. The distortion of the Signal occurred in the 
transmission line and in the line driver and receiver. 

TRANSMITTED n 
NRZ DATA--.J L-----

TRANSMITTED n M n n n 
TIMING.J U U U U L 

RECEIVE0-D 
DATA 

~----

RECEIVED n n n tl n 
TlMING.-J U L-J LJ W L-

RECOVERED ~ DATA----11 
.' ... ,------

FIGURE 4. Effect of Distortion 
TL/F/8826-4 
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': Aprirqary cause of distortion is ,the effect the transmi~sic;m 
~~n8;:tias on the rise time of the tral'!l1mitted llata,flgure 5 
<iIh~s,what happens to a voltage step from the driver as it 
travels'f'clown the line. The rise time of the signal'increases 
as thlJ !lIgnal travels down the line. This effect will tend to 
affect the timing of the recovered signal. 

OFT 

__ ~ LINE IR DROP 

TIME 

TL/F/8826-5 

FIGUjflE 5. SlgnatRe.pon .. at Receiver 

.. _._CIt 

THE STEP RESPONSE OF A TRANSMISSIDN 
LINE RESEMBLES A COMPLIMENTARY 
ERROR FUNCTlDN RATHER THAN AN ," 

" 'E~PO~ENTIAL FUNCTIDN' • 

" TIME 

TLlF/8826-8 

FIGURE 6. SlgnalRI8e Time 

The rise time In,~ tral'lSm~si9n Hne Is not an exponential 
function but a complementary error function. The high fre
quency components 'of the step input are Ilttenuated and 
delayed more than the low frequency components. This at
tenuation i~ Inv~rse,>, pr~portiC?nal t9 thE! ,frequency. Notice 
in Figure 6 particularly that the signal takes much longer to 
reach its final DC value. This effect is more significant for 

,fast r~imes. , ~i 

The Duty Cycle of the transmitted,signal also causes distor
" tion. The effect is related to thesignall rise time as sllown in 
Figure 7. The signal doesn't reach: one IQgic level before the 

" signal changes to another level. If the signal hasa'Va (50%) 
Duty Cycle and the' threshold 'of the receiver is halfway be

, tween the logic levels, the distortion Is small; But If the Duty 
,Cycle is Yeas shown in the second cUe the,signal is con
siderably distorted. Inselme cases, the Signal may not reach 
the receiver threshold at all. 

'12 DUTY ,h h,h h h 
CYCLE DATA..) LrJ u, U L.J L 

112~UTV'~'YCL£ ~. ~-A-~ A. L 
LINE RESPONSE' V 'X v ---v-v-VTH 

, ... _--
.,. DUTY n' ' , ,', n 

~YnE DATA_I-~ L 

1/. DUTY PV.CLE VTH LINE RESPONSE ..... __ ' __ _ 

~- , "".I.', "".~I ',:'1 TL/F/8828-7 
FIGURE 7. 'Signal Distortion Due to Duty Cycle 
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In the previous e~I" it was assu'!!,edthat t~e thres~old 
of the receiver',was halfWay between the ONE and ZERO 
logic levels. If the receiver ~hreshOld, iso't. halfway the ~eceiv
er will contribute to thedistortlori of the hiicovered sigrial, As 
shown in F/{/ure 8, the pulse time is lengthened or short
ened, depending on the polarity of the signal at the receiver. 
This is due to the offset of the receiver tHreshold. 

DRIVER ~, ~. 
',', I~PUT ---..J, ~ 

:' :1" ~'G~'O' :' ,,' , , \' RECEIVER' 

REC::~~ ~~~ THRESHOLD 

"", _oJ V '-0 
RE:~~~ __ .,... ... n POSITIVE PULSE , 

RECEIVER - ~L-' .Jt;;';:E-::SE 
DUTPUT , _ .' 

TLlF/8826-8 

FIGURE 8. Slicing Level Distortion 

, UNBALANCED METHOD 

Another source of distortion iii caused by the IR losses in 
the wire. Figure 9 shows the IR losses that occur in a thou
sand feet of no. 22 AWG wire. Notice In this example that 
the losses reduce the !lignal below the threshold of the re
ceiver in the unbalanced method. Also that part of the IR 
drop in the ground wire is common to other circuits-this 
ground signal will appear as a source of noise to the other 
unbalanced line receiver~ in the system. 

00&452 r----' 30 
I I 
I I C-, 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 

121 

OM14OD r---------, 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L ____ t-!~WIo....-t:t---:f--I'--+---<.-..... ----' 

TLlF/8826-9 

FiGURE 9. Unbalanced Method 

Transm,i~sion ,lines don't necessarily have to be, .perfectly 
terminate~ at both ends, (as will be shown ,later) but the 
termin,i1dori used II'! the uri~lanced metl10d ""iII cau~ addi
tional distortion. Flflure 10 shQws the, signal on the transmis
sion line at the driver and at the receiver. In this case the 
receiver was termlnated!,n 1200'; but the characteristic im-

'pedance of the line is much less~ Notice that the wave forms 
.' have significant steps due to the incorrect terminatioii of the 
line. The signal is subject to misinterpretation by the ,line 
rec,Etiyer duiin~ th~ period of this sigflal transient beCause of 
the'distortion caused by Duty Cycle and attenuation'. ,In addi-

e, tion, t~Et noise margin of the signal is r~~~~d:," . 
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AT DRIVER -
AT RECEIVER -
100 FT TWISTED 
PAIR SHIELDED 

TL/F/8826-10 

FIGURE 10. LM75451, DM7400 Line Voltage Waveforms 

The signal waveforms on the transmission line can be esti
mated before hand by a reflection diagram. Figure 11 shows 
the reflection diagram of the rise time wave forms. The volt
age versus current plot on left then is used to predict the 
transient rise time of the signal shown on the right. The 
initial condition on the transmission line is an IR drop across 
the line termination. The first transient on the line traverses 
from this initial paint to zero current. The path it follows 
corresponds to the characteristic impedance of the line. The 
second transient on the diagram is at the line termination. 
As shown, the signal reflects back and forth until it reaches 
its final DC value. 

Figure 12 shows the reflection diagram of the fall time. 
Again the signal reflects back and forth between the line 
termination until it reaches its final DC value. In both the rise 
and fall time diagrams, there are transient voltage and cur
rent signals that subtract from the particular signal and add 
to the system nOise. 

RIAT 

I~ 
40 mA -TIME 

TUF/8626-11 

FIGURE 11. Line Reflection Diagram of Rise Time 

SIGNAL AT DRIVER 

TUF/8626-12 

FIGURE 12. Line Reflection Diagram of Fall Time 

BALANCED METHOD 

In the balanced method shown in Figure 13, the transient 
voltages and currents on the line are equal and oppOSite 
and cancel each others noise: AlsO' unlike the unbalanced 

14-21 

method, they generate very little ground noise. As a result, 
the balanced circuit doesn't contribute to the noise pollution 
of its environment. 

DMJ83D 

3D 

1~ 30 

n '-xr.-n 
INPUT BALANCED LINE SIGNAL OUTPUT 

THE GROUND LOOP CURRENT IS MUCH LESS THAN SIGNAL CURRENT 

TL/F/8826-13 

FIGURE 13. Cross Talk of Signals 

The circuit used for a line receiver ,in the balanced method is 
a differential amplifier. Figure 14 shows a, noise transient 
induced equally on lines A and line B from line C. Because 
the signals on line A and B are equal, the Signals are ig
nored by the differential line receiver. 

Likewise for the same reason, the differential signals on 
lines A and B from the driver will not induce transients on 
line C. Thus, the balanced method doesn't gEmerate noise 
and also isn't susceptible to noise. On the other hand the 
unbalanced method is more sensitive to noise and also gen
erates more noise. 

c. 

LINE A 

LINE B 

~I.NAL ON, LINE C ~, 
SIGNAL ON LINE A .-JL 
SIGN~L ON LINE 8 .-JL 

DIFFERENCE SIGNAL lA-B) v--

TUF/8826-14 

FIGURE 14. Cross Talk of Signals 

The characteristic impedance of the unbalanced transmis
sion line is less than the impedance of the balanced trans
mission line. In the unbalanced method there Is more ce
pacitance and less inductance than in the balanced method. 
In the balanced method the Reactance to adjacent wires is 
almost cancelled (see Figure 15). As a result a transmission 
line may have a 600 unbalanced impedance and a 900 
balanced impedance. This means that the unbaJanced 
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method, which is more susceptible to IR drop, mus'! use a 
. smaller. value termination, which will further increase the IR . 
drop in the line. '." , 

--t • r-.> UNBALANCED 

O 0 0 /'\ 138. 
ZocoA • - 101-0000 x Vii b 

00000 
0000 
000 

21B • 
10"'- 101-

Viib 

0'00, 
<YO no 
00"0 
",0000 

000 
TUFf8826-1S 

FIGURE 15. Zo Unbalanced < Zo Balanced 

The impedance measurement of an unbalanced and bal· 
anced line must be made differently. The balanced imped· 
ance must be measured .with a balanced, signal. If there is 
any unbalance in the signal on the balanced line, there will 
be an unbalance reflection at ttle terminator"Therefore, the 
lines should also be terminated for unbalanced signals. FIfl· 

. uni ,1.6 shows the perfect termination configuration of a. !lal· 
anced transmission line. This termination method is primari· 
Iy required for accurate impedan~e measurement~." . 

UNBALANCED 

",' 
BALANCED 

j, 

TUFf8826-16 

FIGURE 16. Impedance Measurement 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

The unbalanced method circuit used in this applicatio'n note 
up to this point is the unbalanced circuit shown in Figure 1. 
The termination of its transmission line was greater than 
the characteristic impedance of the unbalanced line and the 

iii 

circuit had considerable threshold, 'OffSltt., The measured 
performance of the;qnbalancedcirppi,t wasn't cgmparable to 
the balanced methQlj.rherefore,'for the follC/Wlng·compari· 
son of unbalanced'arid balancEkl'(:Jl-duits,a;i: Improved ter· 
mination shown in figure i1,willbeu$6d,.This circuit termi· 
nates the line in 6ott<~1!tt :minimized thS"ieceiver threshold 
offset. : "', .• 1 .," ',' ". '. 

5V 

TLfFf8826-17 . 

FIGURE 17. Improved Unbalanced Method ' 

A plot of the Absolute Maximum Data Rate versus cable 
type is·shawn in Figure 18. The graph shows the different 
performances of- the DM7820A line receiver and the 
DM7830 line driver circuits with a worse case Va Duty Cycle 
in no. 22-AWG stranded wire cables. In a single twisted pair· 
cable there is less reactance than in a ,cable having nine 
twisted. pairs and in turn this' cable has less reactance than 
shielded pairs. The line length is reduced in proportion to 
the increased line, attenuation which is proportional to the 
line reactance. The plot shows that the reactance and at· 
tenuation has a significant effect on the cable length. Abso· 
lute Maximum Data Rate is defined as the Data Rate at 
which the output of the line receiver is starting to be degrad· 
ed. The roll Off ,of the performance above 20 mega baud is 
due to the circuit l!witching response limitation. 
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FIGURE 18. Data Rate vii Cable Type 
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FIGURE 21. Data Rate vs Distortion 
of LM751~2, DM7400 



Figure 19 shows the reduction in Data Rate caused by Duty 
Cycle. It can be observed that the Absolute Maximum Duty 
Rate of Va Duty Cycle is less than "'h Duty Cycle. The follow
ing performance curves will use Va Duty Cycle since it is the 
worst case. 

Absolute Maximum Duty Rate versus the line Termination 
Resistance for two different lengths of cable is shown in 
Figure 20. It can be seen from the figure that the termination 
doesn't have to be perfect in the case of balanced circuits. 
It is better to have a termination resistor to minimize the 
extra transient signal reflecting between the ends of the 
line. The reason the Data Rate increases with increased 
Termination Resistance is that there is less I R drop in the 
cable. 

The graphs in Rgure 21 show the Data Rate versus the line 
Length for various percentages of timing distortion using the 
unbalanced LM75452 and DM74dO circuits shown in Figure 
17. The definition of Timing Distortion is the percentage dif
ference in the pulse width of the data sent versus the data 
received. 

iii .. 
~ ... 

E 18 ~!III~~'1 S ~ 
S DIII71ZDAlDM713O -++t+lttH 

NINE TWISTED PAIR 
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1.1 '--'-................. ~ ........ -'-........ w.u 
10 100 1001 

LINE LENGTH 1FT} 

TL/F/8826-20 

FIGURE 22. Data Rate vs Distortion of DM7820A, 
DM7830 

Data Rate versus the line Length for various percentage of 
timing distortion using the balanced DM7820A and DM7830 
Circuit is shown in Figure 22. The distortion of this method is 
improved over the unbalanced method, as was previously 
theorized. 

The Absolute Maximum Data Rate versus line Lengths 
shown in the previous two figures didn't include any induced 
Signal noise. Figure 23 shows the test configuration of the 
unbalanced circuits which was used to measure near end 
cross talk noise. In this configuration there are eight line 
drivers and one receiver at one end of the cable. The per
formance of the receiver measured in the presence of the 
driver noise is shown in Figure 24. 

Figure 24 shows the Absolute Maximum Duty Rate of the 
unbalanced method versus line length and versus the num
ber of line drivers corresponding to the test configuration 
delineated in Rgure 23. In the noise measurement set-up 
there was a ground return for each signal wire. If there is 
only one ground return in the cable the performance is 
worse. The graph shows that the effective line length is 

drastically reduced as additional Near End Drivers are add
ed. When this performance is compounded by timing distor
tion the performance is further reduced., 

5V 

100 NEAR 
END RECEIVER 

.... ----ti~----ill 

III--...... Hi+----t 

100 

CABLE WITH 
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150 

III--...... Hi+----t 
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FIGURE 23. Signal Cross Talk Experiment Using 
DM75452,DM7400 
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FIGURE 24. Data Rate vs Signal Cross Talk of LM75452, 
DM7400 

Figure 25 shows the test configuration of the balanced cir
cuit used to generate worst case Near End cross talk noise 
similar to the unbalance performance shown in the previous 
figure. Unlike the unbalanced case, there was no measur
able degradation of the circuits Data Rate or distortion. 
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FIGURE 25. Signal Cross Talk Experiment Using 
DS7830, DS7820A 

CONCLUSION 
National has a full line of both Balanced and Unbalanced 
Line Drivers and' Receivers. Both circuit types work well 
when used within their limitation. This application note 
shows that the balanced method Is preferable for long lines 
in noisy electrical environments. On the other hand the un
balanced circuit works perfectly well with shorter lines and 
reduced data rates. 

DEFINITION OF I:iAUD RATE 
Baud Rate == modulation rate of the channel and is de

fined as the reciprocal of the minimum 
pulse width. 

Bits/sec (bps) == information rate of the channel and is de
fined as the number of bits transmitted in 

, one second. 
Note: For Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) coding, the baud 'ale is equal to the bit 

rate. Fo, Manchester coding, the baud rate is equal to twice the bH 
rate. 
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tJ1~ Transmission Line Drivers 
and Receivers for 
TIA/EIA Standards RS-422 
and RS-423 

INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of the microprocessor, logic designs have 
become both ~ophisticated and modular in concept. Fre
quently the modules making up the system are very closely 
coupled on a single printed circuit board or cardfile. In a 
majority of these cases a standard bus transceiver will be 
adequate. However because of the distributed intelligence 
ability of the microprocessor, it is becoming common prac
tice for the peripheral circuits to be physically separated 
from the host processor with data communications being 
handled over cables (e.g. plant environmental control or se
curity system). And often these cables are measured in hun
dreds or thousands of feet as opposed to inches on a back
plane. At this pOint the component wavelengths of the digi
tal Signals may become shorter than the electrical length of 
the cable and consequently must be treated as transmisSion 
lines. Further, these signals are exposed to electrical noise 
sources which may require greater noise immunity than the 
single chassis system. . 

It is the object of this application note to underscore the 
more important deSign requirements for balanced and un
balanced transmission lines, and to show that National's 
OS1691 driver and OS78LS120 receiver meet or exceed all 
of those requirements. 

THE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for transmission lines and noise immunity 
have been adequately recognized by National Semiconduc-

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 214 
John Abbott 
John Goldie 

tor's application note AN-108 and TIAIEIA standards TIAI 
EIA-422-B (balanced) and TIAIEIA-423-B (unbalanced). In 
this application note the generic terms of RS-422 and 
RS-423 will be used to 'represent the respective TIAIEIA 
standards. A summary review of these notes will show that 
the contrOlling factors in a voltage digital interface are: 

1) The cable length 

2) The data signaling rate 

3) The characteristic of the interconnection cable 

4) The rise time of the Signal 

RS-422 and RS-423 contain several useful guidelines rela
tive to the choice of balanced circuits versus unbalanced 
circuits. Figures 1 a and 1 b are the digital interface for bal
anced (1a) and unbalanced (1b) circuits. 

Even though the unbalanced interface circuit is intended for 
use at lower modulation rates than the balanced circuit, its 
use is not recommended where the following conditions ex
ist: 

1) The interconnecting cable is exposed to noise sources 
which may cause a voltage sufficient to indicate a change 
of binary state at the load. 

2) It is necessary to minimize interference with other sig
nals, such as data versus clock. 

3) The interconnecting cable is' too long electrically for un
balanced operation (Figure 2). 

IALANCED CAlLE LOAD=:] 

rrDRIVER A I INTER~::~:CTING--+A-. TERMINATION~R -I 

~--..• ".:. t· r 
legend: 
Rt ~ Optional cable termination reslstence/receiver input impedance. 

VGROUND ~ Ground potential difference 

TL/F/5854-1 
A'. S' ~ Load interface 
C = Driver circuit ground 

A. S ~ Driver interface C' ~ Load circuit ground 

FIGURE 18. Balanced Dlgltallntertace Circuit 

r:LOA0

=1 
UNBALANCED 

INTER~::~:CTING--------l-A. RECEIVER 

SIGNAL CONDUCTOR 

C SIGNAL COMMON RETURN ... ·1 R 

r:ORIVER 'I 
I r 0 A 

Legend: TL/F/5854-2 
Rt ~ Transmission line tenmlnation and/or receiver Input impedance A'. S' ~ Load interface 

VGROUND ~ Ground potential difference C ~ Driver circuit ground 
A. C ~ Driver interface C' ~ Load circuH ground 

FIGURE 1b. Unbalanced Dlgltallntertace Circuit 
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• CABLE LENGTH 

While there is no maximum cable length specified, guide
lines are given with respect to conservative operating dis
tanceli. as a function of data signaling rate. Figure 2 is a 
composite of the guidelines provided by RS-422 and 
RS-423 for data signaling rate versus cable length. The data 
is for 24 AWG twisted pair cable terminated for worst case 
(due to IR drop) in a lOOn load, with rise and fall times 
equal to or less than one half unit interval at the applied 
data rate. 

The maximum cable length between driver and load is a 
function of the data signaling rate. But it is influenced by: 

1) A maximum common noise range of ± 7 volts 

A) The amount of common-mode nOise 

Difference of driver and receiver ground potential plus 
driver offset voltage and coupled peak random noise. 

B) Ground potential differences between driver and load. 

cj Cable balance 

Differential noise caused by imbalance between the 
signal conductor and the common return (ground) 

2) Cable termination 

At rates above 200 kbps or where the rise time is 4'times 
the one way propagation delay time of the cable 

3) Tolerable signal distortion 

10k §~IIIII~I~fl~ 
4k 

i 1k 

1= .. 
~ 
~ 100 

c5 40 

lk 10k lOOk 

DATA SIGIIALING RATE (BIT/SECl' 

1M 10M 

TL/F/5854-3 

FIGURE 2. Data Signaling Rate va Cable Length 

L 

~ 
l! 
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Clock 

g Data .. 
:::E 

t.lanchester 

Beud 
CLOCK 

DATA SIGNALING RATE 

The TIAIEIA Standards recommend that the unbalanced 
voltage interface will no~rnally' be utilized on data, timing or 
control. circuits where the data signaling rate on these cir
cuits is below 100 kbps, and balanced voltage digital inter
face on circuits up to 10 Mbps. The voltage digital interface 
drivers and receivers meeting the electrical characteristics 
of this standard need not meet the entire data signaling 
range specified. They may be designed to operate over nar
rower ranges to more economically satisfy specific applica
tions, particularly at the lower data signaling rates. 

As pOinted out in AN-1'08, the duty cycle of the transmitted 
signal contributes to the distortion. The effect is the result of 
rise time. Due to delay and attenuation caused by the cable, 
it is possible due to AC averaging of the signal, to be unable 
to reach one binary level before it is changed to another. If 
the duty cycle is % (50%) and the receiver threshold is 
midway between logic levels, the distortion is small. Howev
er if the duty cycle were 'Is (12.5%) the signal would be 
considerably distorted. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Driver Unbalanced (RS-423) 

The unbalanced driver characteristics as specified by 
RS-423 are as follows: 

1) A driver circuit should be a low impedance (50n or less) 
unbalanced voltage source that will produce a voltage 
applied to the,interconnecting cable in the range of 4V to 
6V. 

2) With a test load of 450n connected between the driver 
output terminal and the driver circuit ground, the magni
tude of the voltage (VT) measured between the driver 
output and the driver circuit ground shall not be les8 than 
90% of the open circuit voltage magnitude (:;;' 3.6V) for 
either binary state. 

3) During transitions of the driver output between alternating 
binary states, the signal measured across a 450n test 
load connected between the driver output and circuit 
"ground should tie such that the voltage monotonically 
changes between 0.1 and 0.9 of Vss. Thereafter, the sig-

Bits par Second Hertz 
lIT 

TL/F/5854-4 

NAZ lIT lIT 
MancheSler 2/T lIT 

Note: bps (bits per second) - Data Information Aate '1he number of bits passed along In one second." 
baud-Modulation Aate '1he reciprocal of the minimum pulse width." 
For NAZ bps = bauds 

FIGURE 3a, Definition of Baud, Bits per Second (bps), Hertz (Hz) for NRZ and Manchester Coding 
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FIGURE 3b. Signal Distortion Due to Duty Cycle 

Vss = IVt - vtl 

C--l---O.IVSS 

~--==- O.9Vss 
---I.IVSS 

TUF/5854-7 

vss = Difference in steady state voltages 

FIGURE 4. Unbalanced Driver Output Signal Waveform 

nal shall not vary more than 10% of Vss from the steady 
state value, until the next binary transition occurs, and at no 
time shall the instantaneous magnitude of VT and VT ex· 
ceed 16VI, nor be less than 13.6VI. Vss is defined as the 
voltage difference between the two steady state values of 
the driver output. 

Driver Balanced (RS-422) 

The balanced driver characteristics as specified by RS-422 
are as follows: 

1) A driver circuit should result in a low impedance (1000 or 
less) balanced voltage source that will produce a differ· 
ential voltage applied to the interconnecting cable in the 
range of 2V to 10V. 

2) With a test load of 2 resistors, 500 each, connected in 
series between the driver output terminals, the magnitude 
of the differential voltage (VT) measured between the 2 
output terminals shall not be less than either 2.0V or 50% 
of the magnitude of Yo, whichever is greater. For the 

14-27 

oppOSite binary state the polarity of VT shall be reversed 
(VT). The magnitude of the difference in the magnitude of 
VT and VT shall be less than 0.4V. The magnitude of the 
driver offset voltage (V os) measured between the center 
point of the test load and driver circuit ground shall not be 
greater than 3.0V. The magnitude of the difference in the 
magnitude of Vos for one binary state and Vos for the 
opposing binary state shall be less than 0.4V. 

3) During transitions of the driver output between alternating 
binary states, the differential signal measured across a 
1000 test load connected between the driver output ter
mina�s shall be such that the voltage monotonically 
changes between 0.1 and 0.9 of VSS within 10% of the 
unit interval or 20 ns, whichever is greater. Thereafter the 
signal voltage shall not vary more than 10% of Vss from 
the steady state value, until the next binary transition oc
curs, and at no time shall the instantaneous magnitude of 
VT or VT exceed 6V, nor less than 2V. 

http://www.national.com 
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• r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ .... 
~ 
c. 

Interconnecting Cable 

The characteristics of the interconnecting cable shciuld re
sult in a transmission line with a characteristic impedance in 
the general range of 100.0. to frequencies greater than 
100 kHz, and a DC series loop resistance not exceeding 
240.0.. The cable may be composed of twisted or untwisted 
pair (flat cable) and is not further specified within the stan
dards. 

1) Conductor size of the 2 wires 24 AWG or larger, and wire 
resistance not to exceed 30.0. per 1000 feet per conduc
tor. 

2) Mutual pair capacitance between 1 wire in the pair to the 
other should be less than 20 pF/f!. 

A 

TLlF/6854-8 

TL/F/5854-9 

It, = Time duration of the unit interval at the applicable modulation rate. 

t,.: O.llt,whenlt,:> 200ns 

t,.: 20 ns when It, < 200ns 

VSS = Difference in steady state voltages 

Vss = IVI - vII 

FIGURE 5. Balanced Driver Output Signal Waveform 

Receiver 

The receiver characteristics are identical for both balanced 
(RS-422) and unbalanced (RS-423) circuits. The electrical 
characteristics of a single receiver without termination or 
optional fail-safe provisions are specified as follows: 

1) Over an entire common-mode voltage range of -7V to 
+ 7V, the receiver shall not require a differential input 
voltage of more than 200 mV to correctly assume the 
intended binary state. The common-mode voltage (VCM) 
is defined as the algebraic mean of the 2 voltages ap
pearing at the receiver input terminals with respect to the 
receiver circuit ground. Reversing the polarity of VT shall 

, cause the receiver to assume the opposite binary state. 
This allows for operations where there are ground differ
ences caused by IR drop and noise of up to ± 7V. 

2) To maintain correct operation for differential input signal 
voltages ranging between 200 mV and 6V in magnitude. 
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3) The maximum voltage present between either receiver 
input terminal and receiver circuit ground shall not ex
ceed 10V (SV signal plus 7V common-mode) in magni
tude nor cause the receiver to operationally fail. Addition

. ally, the receiver shall tolerate a maximum differential sig
nal of 12V applied across its input terminals without being 
damaged. . . 

4) The total load including up to 10 receivers shall not have 
a resistance less than 90.0. for balanced, and 450.0. for 
unbalanced at its input pOints and shall not require a dif
ferential input voltage of greater than 200 mV for all re
ceivers to assume the correct binary state. 

+1/2 Vi 

TRANSITION I +12V 

REGION 
+------+-------f MAXIMUM 

OPERATING 
RANGE 

__ ------1.1 'N 

TL/F/5S54-10 

FIGURE 6. Receiver Input SensiUvlty,Measurement 

SIGNAL RISE TIME 

The Signal rise time is a high frequency component which 
causes interference (near. end cross-talk) to be coupled to 
adjacent channels in the interconnecting cable. The near
end crosstalk is a function of both rise time and cable 
length, and in considering wave shaping, both should be 
considered. Since in the balanced voltage digital interface 
the output is complementary, there is practically no cross
talk coupled and therefore wave shaping is limited to unbal
anced circuits. 

Per RS-423 the rise time of the signal should be controlled 
so that the signal has reached 90% of Vss between 10% 
and 30% of the unit interval at the maximum data Signaling 
rate. Below 1. kbps the ~ime to reach 90% Vss shall be 
between 100 JAos and 300 JAos. If a driver is to operate over a 
range of data signaling rates and employ a. fiXed amount Of 
wave shaping which meets the specification for the maxi
mum data Signaling rate of the operating range, the·wave 
shaping is considered adequate for all lesser modulation 
rates: 

However a major cause of distortion is the effect the trans
mission line has on the rise time of the transmitted signal. 
Figure 7 shows the effect of line attenuation and delay.to a 
voltage step as it progresses down the cablEl. The increase 
of the rise time with distance will have a considerable effec~ 
on the distortion at the receiVer. Therefor!! in fiXing the 
amount of wave shaping employed, caution should be taken 
not to use more than thEi minimum required. 
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for wave shaping. Note that the rise time control capacitors N OFT 

TIME TL/F/5854-11 

FIGURE 7. Signal Rise Time on 
Transmission Line vs Line Length 

OS1691A,OS78LS120 

The Driver 

The OS1691A10S3691 are low power Schottky TTL line 
drivers designed to meet the above listed requirements of 
both standards. They feature 4 buffered outputs with high 
source and sink current capability with internal short circuit 
protection. The OS1691/0S3691 employ a mode selection 
pin which allows the circuit to become either a pair of bal
anced drivers (Figure 8) or 4 independent unbalanced driv
ers (Figure 9). When configured for unbalanced operation 
(Figure 10) a rise time control pin allows the use of an exter
nal capacitor to control rise time for suppression of near end 
cross-talk to adjacent channels in the interconnect cable. 
Figure 11 is the typical rise time vs external capaCitor used 

J 
DISABLE 

DISABLE 

MODE 

• 
DV 

are connected betwen the control pins and the respective _ 
outputs. .... 

The OS3691 configured for RS-422 is connected Vee = 5V 
VEE = OV, and configured for RS-423 is connected Vee = 
5V VEE = -5V. For applications with greater cable lengths 
the OS1691/0S3691 may be connected with a Vee of 
5 volts and VEE of - 5 volts. This will create an output which 
is symmetrical about ground, similar to Mil Standard 
188-114. This mode is also allowed by the "B" revision of 
RS-422 (TIAIEIA-422-B) which relaxed to open circuit volt-
age from 6V to 10V in magnitude. 

When configured as balanced drivers (Figure 8). each of the 
drivers is equipped with an independent TRI-STATEGl> con
trol pin. By use of this pin it is possible to force the driver 
into its high impedance mode for applications using party 
line techniques. If the driver is used in multi-point applica
tions (multiple drivers) the use of the response control ca
paCitors is not allowed. 

If the common-mode voltage, between driver 1 and all other 
drivers in the circuit, is small then several line drivers (and 
receivers) may be incorporated into the system. However. if 
the common-mode voltage exceeds the TRI-STATE com
mon-mode range of any driver. then the Signal will become 
attenuated by that driver to the extent the common-mode 
voltage exceeds its common-mode range (see Figure 12. 
top waveform). 

It is important then to select a driver with a common-mode 
range equal to or larger than the common-mode voltage 
requirement of the system. In the case of RS-422 and 
RS-423 the minimum common-mode range would be ± 7V. 
The OS1691/0S3691 driver is tested to a common-mode 
range of ± 1 OV and will operate within the requirements of 
such a system (see Figure 12. bottom waveform). 

1& J I L 
I. 

l I \ r 
11 JLJLJl... 
10 

l.JL.JLI 
TLlF/5854-12 

FIGURE 8. OS3691 Connected for Balanced Mode Operation 
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FIGURE 9. 083691 ConneCted for Unbalanced MOde Operation (Non-lnvertlng) 
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FIGURE 10. Using an External Capacitor 
to Control Rise Time of 0S3691 
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FIGURE 11. DS3691 Rise Time vs External Cspacltor 
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FIGURE 12. Comparison of Drivers without TRI-STATE Common-Mode Output Range 
(top waveforms) to DS3691 (bottom waveforms) 
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Top View 

FIGURE 13. DS78LS120/DS88LS120 Dual Differential Line Receiver 
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PS78LS120/DS88LS120 

The Receiver 

The OS78LS120/0S88LS120 are high peformance, dual 
differential TIL compatible line receivers which meet or ex
ceed the above listed requirements for both balanced and 
unbalanced voltage digital interface. 

The line receiver wiil discriminate a ± 200 millivolt input sig
nalover a full' common~mode range of ± 10 volts and a' 
± 300 millivolt Signal over a, full common-mode range of 
±15 volts. 

The OS78LS120/0S88LS120 include response control for 
applications where controlled rise and fall times and/or high 

RESPONSE 
CONTROL 

NODE 

OUTPUT 

TL/F/5854-18 

frequency noise rejection are desirable. Switching noise 
which may occur on the Input signal can be eliminated by 
the 50 mV (referred to input) of hysteresis built into the out
put gate (Figure 14). The OS78LS120/0S88LS120 makes 
use of a response control pin for the addition of an external 
capacitor, which will not affect the line termination imped
ance of the interconnect cable. Noise pulse width rejection 
versus the value of the response control capacitor is shown 
in Figure 15. The combination of tlie filter followed by hys
teresis will optimize performance in a worst case noise envi
ronment. The DS78C120/0S88C120 is identical in perform
ance to the OS78LS120/0S88LS120, except it's compati-
ble with CMOS logic gates. " , 

INPUT 

RESPONSE 
PIN 

OUTPUT 

TUF/5854-19 

FIGURE 14. Application of DS88LS120 Receiver Response Control and Hysteresis 
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FIGURE 15. 'Noise Pulse Width vs Response Control Capacitor 
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FAIL-SAFE OPERATION 
Some communication systems require elements of a sys
tem to detect the loss of signals in the transmission lines. 
And it is desirable to have the system shut-down in a fail
safe mode if the transmission line is open or short. To facili
tate the detection of input opens or shorts, the DS78LS1201 
DS88LS120 incorporates an input threshold voltage offset. 
This feature will force the line receiver to a specific logic 
state if presence of either fault condition exists. 

The receiver input threshold is ± 200 mV and an input signal 
greater than ± 200 mV insures the receiver will be in a spe
cific logic state. When the offset control input is connected 
to a Vee = 5V, the input thresholds are offset from 200 mV 
to 700 mV, referred to the non-inverting input, or - 200 mV 
to -700 mV, referred to the inverting input. Therefore, if 

DRIVER D83891 

the input is open or short, the input will remain in a specific 
state (see Figure 16). 

It is recommended that the receiver be terminated in 5000 
or less to insure it will detect an open circuit in the presence 
of noise. 

For unbalanced operation, the receiver would be in an inde
terminate logic state if the offset control input was open. 
Connecting the offset to + 5V, offsets the receiver thresh
old 0.45V. The output is forced to a logic zero state if the 
input is open or short. 

For balanced operation with inputs short or open, receiver C 
will be in an indeterminate logiC state. Receivers A and B 
will be in a logic zero state allowing the NOR gate to detect 
the short or open fault condition. The "strobe" input will 
disable the A and B receivers and therefore may be used to 
"sample" the fail-safe detector (see Figure 17). 

IV 

(DFFSET CDNTROL 
INPUT DPENI 

INPUT VOLTAGE 
DA5V 

INPUT VOLTAGE 

TL/F/5854-22 

(OFFSET CONTROL 
INPUT-SVI 

TLlF/5854-23 TLlF/5854-24 

FIGURE 16. Fall-Safe Using the DS88LS120 Threshold Offset for Unbalanced Lines 
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FIGURE 17. Fail-Safe Using the DS88LS120 Threshold Offset for Balanced Lines 

CONCLUSION 

This application note provides a brief overview of TIAIEIA-
422-8 and TIAIEIA-423-8. At the time of publication of this 
application note the Rev. 8 standards were draft standard 

proposals only. For completel current information on the re
spective standards the reader is referenced to the respec
tive standards. as minor differences may exist between this 
document and the final versions. 
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Summary of Well Known 
Interface Standards 

FORWARD 

Designing an interface between systems is not a simple or 
straight-forward task. Parameters that must be taken into 
account include: data rate, data format, cable length, mode 
of transmission, termination, bus common mode range, con
nector type, and system configuration. Noting the number of 
parameters illustrates how complex this task actually is. Ad
ditionally, the interface's compatibility with systems from 
other manufacturers is also critically important. Thus, the 
need for standardized interfaces becomes evident. Inter
face Standards resolve both the compatibility issue, and 
ease the design through the use of non-custom standard
ized Drivers and Receivers. 

INTRODUCTION 

This application note provides a short summary of popular 
Interface Standards. In most cases, a table of the major 
electrical requirements and a typical application is illustrat
ed. Interface Standards from the following standardization 
organizations are covered in this application note: 

• TIAIEIA Telecommunications Industry Association/Elec
tronics Industry Association 

• CCITT International Telegraph and Telephone Consulta
tive Committee-now replaced by the ITU International 
Telecommunications Union 

• MIL-STD United States Military Standards 

• FED-STD Federal Telecommunications Standard 
Committee 

• Other selected interface standards 

There are two basic modes of operation for line drivers 
(generators) and receivers. The two modes are Unbalanced 
(Single-ended) and Balanced (Differential). 

UNBALANCED (SINGLE-ENDED) DATA 
TRANSMISSION . 

Unbalanced data transmission uses a single conductor, with 
a voltage referenced to signal ground (common) to denote 
logical states. In unbalanced communication only one line is 
switched. The advantage of unbalanced data transmission 
is when mulitple channels are required, a common ground 
can be used (see Figure 1). This minimizes cable and con
nector size, which helps to minimize system cost. The dis
advantage of unbalanced data transmission is in its in
ability to reliably send data in noisy environments. This is 
due to very limited noise margins. The sources of system 
noise can include externally induced noise, cross talk, and 
ground potential differences. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 216 
John Goldie 

TL/F/5855-1 

FIGURE 1. Unbalanced Data Transmlsslon-
3 Channel, 4 Line 

BALANCED (DIFFERENTIAL) DATA TRANSMISSION 

Balanced data transmission requires two conductors per 
signal. In balanced communication two lines are switched. 
The logical states are referenced by the difference of poten
tial between the lines, not with respect to ground. This fact 
makes differential drivers and receivers ideal for use in 
noisy environments (See Figure 2). Differential data trans
mission nullifies the effects of coupled noise and ground 
potential differences. Both of these are seen as common 
mode voltages (seen on both lines), not differential, and are 
rejected by the receivers. In contrast to unbalanced drivers, 
most balanced drivers feature fast transition times allowing 
for operation at higher data rates. 

TL/F/5855-2 

FIGURE 2. Balanced Data Transmission-
3 Channal, 7 Line and Ground 
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~~~--------------------------~------------------~ 
~ TIAIEIA DATA TRANSMISSION STANDARDS TIA!EIA-YNBALANCED (SINGLE-EiftiDED) 
~ The Electronic Industry Association (EIA) and the Telecom

m,\lnications Industry Association (TIA) are industry trade 
associations that have developed standards to simplify in
terfaces in data communication systems. The standards are 
intended for use in Data Terminal Equipment/Data Circuit
terminating Equipment (DTE/DCE) Interfaces. The classic 
example of the DTE/DCE interface is the "terminal to mo
dem serial interface". However, the standards are"not limit
ed to use in DTE/DCE interfaces alone. In fact, many of the 
s~ndards are commonly used in a wide variety of applica
ti~ns. Examples include Hard Disk Drive Interfaces, Factory 
COntrol Busses, and generic I/O Busses. Previously, EIA 
labeled the standards with the prefix "RS", which stood for 
recommended standard. This has been replaced with "TIAI 
EIA", to help in identifying the source of the standard. The 
letter suffix represents the revision level of the standard. For 
example, TIAIEIA-232-E represents the fifth revision of RS-
232. 
TIAIEIA Data Transmission Standards cover the following 
areas: Complete Interface Standards, Electrical Only Stan
dards, and Signal Quality Standards. Complete standards 
define functional, mechanical, and electrical specifications. 
Electrical only standards, as their name implies only defines 
electrical specifications. They are intended to be referenced 
,by complete standards. Signal Quality Standards define 
terms and methods for measuring Signal quality. Examples 
of each type are listed below. ' 
• Complete DTE/DCE Interface Standards 

EIAITIA-232-E 
EIAITIA-530-A 
EIAITIA-561 
EIAITIA-574 
TIAIEIA-613 

.' Electrical Only Standards 
• Unbalanced Standards 

EIAITIA-232-E (Section 2) 
TIAIEIA-423-B (draft) 
EIAITIA-562 

• Balanced Standards 
TIAIEIA-422-B (draft) 
EIA-485 
TIAIEIA-612 

• Signa! Quality Standards 
EIA-334-A 
EIA-363 
EIA-404-A 

STANDARDS :' 

EIA/TIA-232-E (RS-232) 
EIAITIA-232-E is the oldest and most widely known DTE/ 
DCE Interface Standard. It is a complete standard specify
ing the mechanical (connector(s)), electrical (driver/receiver 
characteristics)" and functional (definition of circuits) re
quirements for a serial binary DTE/DCE Interface. Under 
the electrical section, the standard specifies an unbalQ,nced, 
unidirectional, pOint-to-point interface. The drivers feature a 
controlled slew rate, this allows the cable to be' seen as a 
lumped lo~d, rather than a transmission line. This is due to 
the fact that the driver's transition time is substantially great
er than the,cable delay (velocity X length). The maximum 
capacitive load seen by the driver is specified at 2,500 pF. 
The standard allows for operation up to 20 kbps (19.2 kbps). 
For higher data rates EIAITIA-562 or TIA/EIA-423-B are 
recommended. Figure 3 illustrates a typical application, and 
Table I lists the major electrical requirements. 
Key Features of the standard are: 
• Single-Ended 
• Point-to-Point Interface 
• Large Polar Driver Output Swing 
• Controlled Driver Slew Rate 
• Fully Defined Interface 
• 20 kbps Maximum Data Rate 

TABLE I. EIAITIA-232-E Major Electrical SpecifIcations 

Parameter Umit & Units 

Driver Loaded Output Voltages (3 kn) ~ 15.0vl 

Driver Open Circuit Voltage ~ 125VI 

Driver Short Circuit Current ~1100mAI 

Maximum Driver Slew Rate ~ 30 Vlp.s 

Driver Output Resistance (Power Off) ~ 3000. 

Receiver Input Resistance 3knt07kn 

Maximum Receiver Input Voltage ±25V 

Receiver Thresholds ±3V 

TUF/5855-3 

FIGURE 3. Typical EIAITIA-232-E Application 
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TIA/EIA·423-8 

TIAIEIA-423-B while similar to EIAITIA-232-E features a re
duced driver output swing, and supports higher data rates. 
This standard specifies an unbalanced driver and a bal
anced receiver. It is an electrical standard, specifying driver 
and receiver requirements only. The receivers' require
ments are identical to the receivers' requirements specified 
in TIAIEIA-422-B standard. TIA/EIA-423-B is intended to be 
referenced by complete standards, such as EIA/TIA-530-A. 
TIAIEIA-423-B specifies a unidirectional, multidrop (up to 
ten receivers) interface. Advantages over EIAITIA-232-E in
clude: multiple receiver operation, faster data rates, and 
common power supplies (typically ± 5V). Figure 4 illustrates 
a typical application, and Table II lists the major electrical 
requirements. 
Note: RS-423-A is currently being revised; once approved n will beoome 

TIAIEIA-423-B. This is expected by the end of 1993. This secUon is 
based on the proposed draft standard. 

TUF/5855-4 

FIGURE 4. Typical TIA/EIA·423-B Application 

Key Features of the standard are: 

• Unbalanced Driver and Balanced Receivers 

• Multi-Drop (multiple receivers) 

• Wave Shape Control (Driver Output) 

• ± 7V Receiver Common Mode Range 

• ± 200 mV Receiver Sensitivity 

• 100 kbps Maximum Data Rate (@40 feet) 

• 4000 Foot Maximum Cable Length (@ 1 kbps) 

TABLE II. TIA/EIA·423·B Major Electrical Specifications 

Parameter Umlt&Unlts 

Driver Output Voltage (4500 Load) ~ 13.6VI 

Driver Open Circuit Voltage ~ 14.0vl & :s;; 16.0vl 

Driver Short Circuit Current :s;; 1150 mAl 

Transition Time Controlled 

Driver Output Leakage Current :s;; 1100 IlAI 

Receiver Specifications See TIAIEIA-422-B 
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EIAlTIA·562 

EIAITIA-562 is a new electrical standard which is very simi
lar to EIAITIA-232-E, but supports higher data rates 
(64 kbps). It is an electrical only standard, which is intended 
to be referenced by complete standards, such as EIAI 
TAI-561. EIAITIA-562 specifies an unbalanced, unidirec
tional, pOint-ta-point interface. This standard supports inter
operability with EIAITIA-232-E devices. Ftgure 5 illustrates a 
typical application, and Table IIi lists the major electrical 
requirements. 

TL/F/5855-5 

FIGURE 5. Typical EIAITIA-562 Application . 

Key Features of the standard are: 

• Unbalanced Driver and Receiver 

• Point-to-Point 

• Inter-Operability with EIAITIA-232-E Devices 

• 64 kbps Maximum Data Rate 

TABLE III. EIAlTIA·562 Major Electrical Specifications 

Parameter Umlt & Units 

Driver Loaded Output Voltage (Min. Level) ~ 13.3VI 

Driver Open Circuit Output Voltage :s;; I 13.2VI 

Driver Loaded Output Voltage (3 kfi) ~ 13.7VI 

Driver Short Circuit Current :s;; 160mAI 

Driver Transition Time Controlled 

Maximum Driver Slew Rate :s;; 30 Vlp.s 

Driver Output Resistance (Power Off) ~3000 

Receiver Input Resistance 3 kO to 7 kO 

Maximum Receiver Input Voltage ±25V 

Receiver Thresholds ±3V 
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TIAlEIA BALANCED (DIFFERENTIAL) STANDARDS, 

TIAlEIA-422-B 

TIA/EIA;422-B,'iS ,ap electrical standard, !lpecifying a bal
aneed driver and balanced'receivers. The receivei$' require
men~'are ic;lentical to tlie receivers' requirertlEints'specified 
'in TIAiEIA-423-B. This standard speCifies a unidirectional, 
sing'le driver,'Jnultiple r~ceivers, termiiiated, balanced inter
face. 'FtgUf9 6 iIIbstrates ' a pOlnt-to-pOint typiCal application 
with termination located at the'receiver inpat (end of cabie). 
FlfJuf9 7 illustrates a fully loaded TIAIEIA-422-B interface. 
Again termination is located at the end of the cable, also 
stub length should be minimized to limit reflections. Table IV 
lists the major electrical requirements of the TIAIEIA-422-B 
Standard. 
NOTE: RS·422·A is currently being revised; once approved ~ will, become 

TIAIEIA-422·B. This is expected bY'the end of , 993. This section is 
based on the proposed draft standard. 

Key Features of the standard are; 

• Balanced Interface 

• Multi-Drop (Multiple Receiver Operationj' 

• 10 Mbps Maximum Data Rate (@ 40'feet) 

• 4000 Foot Maximum Cable Length (@ 100 kbps) 

TABLE IV. TIAIEIA-422-B Maj!)t 
Electrical Specifications 

, Parameter' Limit & Units 

Driver~n Cir~lJit \lolt8ge s: 110vI 

Driver LoadEid Output Voltage ' ~ 12.0vl 

s: 400mV 

Driver Output Offset Voltage s: 3.0V 

Balance of'Offset Voltage s: ,400mV 

DriV¢r Short Circuit Current s: 1150 inA 1 

Driver leakage Current s: 1 100 I£A 1 

Driver Output Impedance s: 1000 

Receiver Input Resistance ~ 4kO 

Receiver Thresholds ±200mV 

Receiver Internal Bias s: 3.0V 

Maximum Receiver Input Current 3.25mA 

Receiver Common Mode Range ±7V(±10V) 

t 

Receiver Operating Differential Range ±200 mVto ±6V 

Maximum Differentiallnpul Voltage ±12V 

~' " --------~ 
';. ' D'.,' .'~ _ T", R, ,,' , , 

" - -'I. 

FIGURE 6. Typical T/AIEIA-422-B POlnt-to-Polnt Application 
TLIF/5855-6 

TLIF/5855-7 

FIGURE 7. Typical TIAlEIA-422-B Multidrop AppliCation 
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EIA-485 
EIA·485 is an electrical standard, specifying balanced driv· 
ers and receivers. It provides all the advantages of TIA/EIA· 
422~B along with supporting multiple driver operation. EIA-
485 is the only TIA/EIA standard that allows for multiple 
driver operation. This fact allows for multipoint (party line) 
configurations. The standard specifies a bi-directional (half 
duplex), multipoint interface. Figure 8 illustrates a, typical 
multipoint application, and Table V lists the major electrical 
requirements. 

Key Features are: 

• Balanced Interface 

• Multipoint Operation 

• Operation From a Single + 5V Supply 

• - 7V to + 12V Bus Common Mode Range 

• Up to 32 Transceiver Loads (Unit Loads) 

• 10 Mbps Maximum Data Rate (@ 40 feet) 

• 4000 Foot Maximum Cable Length (@ 100.kbps) 

--{;L: ~'" 
--<l='~ 
m TERMINATION 

TABLE V. EIA-485 Major Electrical Specifications 

Parameter Umlt.Unlte 

Driver Open Circuit Voltage ~ 16.0vl 

Driver L.oaded Output Voltage ~ 11.5VI 

Balance of Driver Loaded ~1200mVI 
Output Voltage 

Maximum Driver Offset Voltage 3.0V 

Balance of Driver Offset Voltage s: 1200mVI 

Driver Transition Time s: 30% Tul 

Driver Short Circuit Current s:1250mAI 
(-7V'to +12V) 

Receiver Thresholds ±200mV 

Maximum Bus Input Current s: 1.0 mAl s: 0.8 rnA 
+ 12V/-7V 

.-------. 

TRANSCEIVER 

.------_. 
TlfFf5855-8 

FIGURE 8. typical EIA-485 Application 
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TIAIEIA BALANCED (DIFFEREt.lTIAL) STANDARDS 

TIAlElA-612 

TIAIEIA-612 is an electrical standard, specifying a,balanced 
driver and balanced reCeiver.' This standard spe,cifies, data 
rates up to 52 Mtlps using EeL techhology. This standard 
specifies a unidirectional, point-to-point interface. F/{Jure 9 
illustrates a typical application with termin,ation I~t~ at 
the receiver input, (end of cable), Table VI lists the major 
el,ectrical requirements of the TIAlEIA~612 Standard. This 
Standard is referenced by-TIA/FIA-613, and ,together imple
ment a HSSI (High Speed Serial Interface). 

TABLE VI. TIAtEIA-612 Major Electrical SpecHlcatlons 

Parameter Limit and Units 

Driver Open Circuit Voltage s; 11.5V 1 

Driver Loaded Output Voltage ~1590mvl 

Balance of Loaded Output Voltage s; 1100 mV 1 

Driver Output Offset Voltage s; OV and ~ -1.6V 

Balance of Offset Voltage S;1100 mVI 

Driver Short Circuit Current ,S;50mA 

Receiver Thresholds ±150mV " 

Receiver Input Range " -0.5Vto -2.0V 

Receiver Input Current S; 350 p.A 

Maximum Differential Input Voltage S; 1.5V 

OTHER EIA/TIA STANDARDS 

EIA-334~A 

EIA-334-A 4eflnes signal quality terms for synchrono~s''seri
al OTE(DeE interlaces. T~is standard is referenced by the 
complete synchronous standards. ' 

I;IA-363 , 

EIA-363 defines signal quality terms for' non-synchronous 
serial DTE/DCE interfaces. This standard is referenced by 
the complete non-synchronous standards. 

EIA-366-A 

EIA-366-A defines a complete interface between Data Ter
minal Equipment (DTE) and Automatic Calling Equipment 
(ACE). The electrical requirements for the drivers and re
ceivers are identical to those in EIA/TIA-232-E. 

EIA-404-A 

EIA-404-A defines signal quality for start-stop non-synchro
nous DTE/DCE interfaces. 

EIA-408 

EIA-408 defines a complete parallel interface between Data 
Terminal Equipment (DTE) and' Numerical Control Equip
ment (NCE). The interface is limited to short distances and 
utilizes TIL type drivers and receivers. The drivers are re
quired to sink 48 mA with a VOL of S;0.4V, and source 
1.2 rnA with a VOH of ~ '2.4V. Short circuit protection is also 
recommended. 

-D~2----------~m~~ 
TLlF/5B55-15 

FIGURE 9. Typical TIA/EIA-612 and TIA/EIA-644 Point-to·Polnt Application 

TIA/EIA·644 

TIAIEIA-644 is an electrical standard, specifying a balanced 
driver and a balanced receiver(s). This standard specifies 
data rates up'tG 655 Mbps using LVDS (Low Voltage Differ
ential Signaling) technology. Tilisstandard specifies a unidi
rectional, point-to-point interface. Multiple receivers are sup
ported under certain application'limitations. Figure 9 illus
trates the typical point-to-point application with termination 
(required) located at the receiver input (end of cable). Table 
VII list the major electrical requirements of the TIA/EIA-644 
Standard. This Standard is intended to be referenced by 
other standards which specify the complete interface. 
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TABLE VII. TIA/EIA-644 Major Electrical Specifications 

Parameter Limit and Units 

Driver Output Voltage 247 mV s; Vdiff s; 454 mV 

Driver Offset Voltage 1.125V s; Vos s; 1.375 

Driver Short Circuit Current S; 24 mA 

Receiver Thresholds ±100mV 

Receiver Input Range OVto +2.4V 

Receiver Differential 
100 mVto 600 mV 

Input Range 

Receiver Input Current ±20JJoA 



r--------------------------------------------------------------------.~ 

EIA-449 
EIA-449 is a complete standard specifying a general pur
pose DTE/DCE serial interface. It is a complete standard 
specifying the function of the lines (Data, Timing, & Control) 
and a 37 position connector. This standard references TIAI 
EIA-422-8 and TIA/EIA-423-8 standards for line driver and 
receiver requirements and cllaracteristics. The standard 
supports data rates up to 2 Mbps. The size of the specified 
connector has prevented wide spread acceptance of this 
standard. New designs are utilizing EIAITIA-530-A instead 
of EIA-449. 

EIAITIA-53G-A 

EIAITIA-530-A is a complete standard specifying a high 
speed DTE/DCE serial interface. It is a complete standard 
specifying the function of the lines (Data, Timing, & Control) 
and a 25 position connector. This standard references 
TIAIEIA-422-8 and TIAIEIA-423-8 standards for line driver 
and receiver requirements. and characteristics. The stan
dard supports data rates up to 2.1 Mbps. Two connector 
options are provided; a common 25 position 0 connector, 
and a smaller 26 position connector. 
Nota: Connector pinout dillerenoes exists between EIA·530 and EIAITIA· 

530·A. 

EIA/TIA-561 

EIAITIA-561 is a complete standard specifying a non-syn
chronous DTE/DCE serial interface. It is a complete stan
dard specifying the function of the lines (Data, Timing & 
Control) and a small 8 position connector (MJ8). This stan
dard references EIAITIA-562 standard for line driver and 
receiver requirements and characteristics. The standard 
supports data rates up to 38.4 kbps. 

EIA/TIA-574 

EIA/TIA-574 is a complete standard specifying a non-syn
chronous DTE/DCE serial interface. It is a complete stan
dard specifying the function of the lines (Data, Timing, & 
Control) and a 9 position connector. This standard refer
ences EIA/TIA-562 standard for line driver and receiver re
quirements and characteristics. The standard supports data 
rates up to 38.4 kbps. 

TIA/EIA-613 

TIA/ EIA-613 is a complete standard specifying a general 
purpose DTE/DCE interface for data rates up to 52 Mbps. 
This standard specifies functional and connector specifica-
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tions and references TIAIEIA-612 for electrical characteris
tics. Together TIAIEIA-612 and TIAIEIA-613 implement a 
HSSI interface. 

CCITT STANDARDS (ITU) 

CCITT (International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee) creates and maintains standards which are in
tended to help standardize international telecommunication 
services. These standards are recommended technical 
practices and approaches, however, in some countries they 
can be considered mandatory. CCITT reviews its standards 
on a 4 year cycle. Many of the Interface standards are locat
ed in volume eight of the CCITT "V" series. This volume is 
titled "Data Communication over the Telephone Network". 
Some of the Interface standards are also covered in the "X" 
series. The CCITT prefix has been replaced by ITU for Inter
national Telecommunications Union and the term.CCITT will 
eventually be phased out. A cross reference is provided in 
Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII. V and X Serle. Cross Reference 

V Serle. X Serle. 

V.10 X.26. 

V.11 X.27 

Recommendation V.10 

Recommendation V.10 defines the electrical characteristics 
for an unbalanced interface. This recommendation specifies 
an unbalanced driver and a balanced receiver. With the ex
ception of generator (driver) open circuit output voltage 
specification, V.10 generator (driver) requirements are very 
similar to the TIAIEIA-423-8 standard. In V.10 the driver is 
loaded with a 3.9 kO resistor to ground, while in the TIA/ 
EIA-423-8 standard the driver is unloaded. The V.10 receiv
er is specified with ±300 mV thresholds, while the TIAIEIA-
423-8 receiver supports a tighter specification of ± 200 mV. 
Other smaller differences also exist. Therefore, for exact 
conditions and requirements consult the respective stan
dards. 

Recommendation V.11 

Recommendation V.11 defines the electrical characteristics 
for a balanced Interface. V.11 specifies. a balanced driver 
and balanced receivers. With the exception of generator 
(driver) open circuit output voltage specification, V.11 gener
ator (driver) requirements very similar to the TIAIEIA-422-8 
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standard, Y.11 ,requires a 3.9 kn differ!!ntial load for the 
driver:,1l opencirquit output, while TIA/EIA:422-B test condi
tions require no load (open circuit). The Receiver specifica
tions are also very similar, with the exception of the input 
threshold specification. Recommendation V.11 requires 
thresholds of ±3DO mV while TIAIEIA-422.B requires a 
tighter specification of ± 200 mY, Other smaller differences 
also jlxist. Therefore, for exact conditions and'requirements 
consulJ the respective standards. 

Reco~rnendation V.24 
Recom~'endation V.24 defines the function of int~rchange 
circuits for DTE/DCE interfaces. Circuit class (Data, Timing, 
or Contro~, dir~ction, and definition are all defined in this 
recommendation. V.24 is intend!ld to be, referenced by other 
recommendatiofls. ' ' 

Recommendation V.28 
Recommendation V:28 defines the electrical characteristics 
for an unbalanced Interface. This standard specifies driver 
output and receiver input characteristics. The standard is 
very Similar to the Electrical section (2) of the 
EIAITIA-232-E standard. The one notable exception in the 
generator (driver) requirements is the slew rate specifica
tion. The EIA/TIA-232-E lower limit for slew rate is 3 VI p.s 
(@20 kbps), (measured between the +3V and -3V level), 
while in V.28 the lower limit is 4 V/p.s (@20 kbps). Both 
standards specify the same upper limit of 30 VI p.s under 
light loading conditions. EIAITIA-232-E defines the com
plete interface, while V.28 ,only defines the, electrical section 
of EIAITIA-232-E. The complete interface standard iscov
ered by cCln Recommendations V.::!8 (electrical), V.24 
(functional), and ISO 2110 & 4902 (mechanical). For com
plete specifications refer to ccrn Recommendation V.28. 

Recommendation V.3S 
Recommendation V.35 is aotually a modem standard that 
also defines a balanced interface. While many applications 
operate at data rates substantially higher than 48 kbps (typi
cally> 1 Mbps), the interface is only defined to operate up 
to 48 kbps. For low speed control lines the standard retom-

.------------. 

mends the use of V.28 generators (drivers) and receivers. 
F9r use on high speed data and timing lines the standard 
recOmmends ttle use' of unique V.35 balanced generators 
(drivers). Th'9,drivers featl,lre' a smilll swing of ±0.55V 
acro,slil a termination load Of 10,0.0. The generator is a,lso 
specified to have polar swings around ground, yielding a OV 
offset voltage. Most implemjlntations use differential current 
mode drivers with external reSistors to implement V.35bal
anced generators. V.35 has been rescinded, and V.10 'and 
V.11 generators are recOmmended a~ replacements. 

US MILITARY STANDARDS 

MIL STD 188C (Low Level) 
Military Standard 1880 (MIL-STD-188C) is similar to 
EIAlTIA'232-E in the fact that it specifies an unbalanced 
point-to-point interface. However, the driver's requirements 
are slightly different. The driver is still required to develop a 
1 ,5V 1 level. The maximum driver output level is specified at 
17V I, and the match between VOL and VOH levels must be 
within 10% of each other. The driver's slew rate is specified 
to be between 5% and 15% of the applicable modulation 
rate. Most drivers require an external capacitor to control 
the slew rate. Figure 10 illustrates a typical application, and 
Table IX lists the major electrical specification of MIL-STD-
188C. 

TABLE IX. MIL-STD-188C 
Major Electrical Specifications 

Parameter Umit & Units 

Unloaded Driver Output Level ± 5V Min., ± 7V Max. 

Driver Output Resistance 100.0 Max. 
(Power ON)(lo s: 10 mAl 

Driver Output Short Circuit Current ±100mA 

Driver Output Slew Rate 5% to 15% of 
Modulation Rate 

Receiver Input Resistance ~6 kn 

Receiver Input Thresholds ± 100 !LA 

,~, ~:I~-.----------------------~I~-~-------I ~1, :,: . .. -----------. I : ---._------_. 
1/3 DS9616H 1/2 059627 

TLlF/5855-9 

FIGURE 10. Typical MIL-STD-188C Application 
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TL/F/5855-10 FIGURE 13. MIL STD 188-114A Balanced, 
FIGURE 11. MIL STD 188-114A Unbalanced Type 2 Typical Application 

Typical Application MILSTD 1397 
MIL STD 188-114A Military Standard 1397 specifies two interfaces. These are 
Military Standard 188-114 specifies four different interfaces; termed "slow" and "fast". The slow interface operates up 
three balanced and one unbalanced. The balanced inter- to 42 kbps, while the fast interface is defined to operate up 
faces are divided into three types, two of which are voltage to 250 kbps. Comparators and/or discretes components are 
mode, and one of which is current mode. See Figures 11, 12 used to implement drivers and receivers. 
and 13. Voltage mode, type 1, defines an interface for data FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS 
rates up to 1 00 kbps. An additional requirement of type 1 is 

Federal Standards are from the Federal Telecommunica-a polar (around ground) output swing. This provides a zero 
offset output voltage. Voltage mode, type 2, drivers operate tions Standards Committee, which is an advisory committee 

up to 10 Mbps and require the same parameters as that adopts TIAIEIA interface standards. 

EIA/TIA-422-A drivers. Additionally, type 2, drivers can have FED STD 1020A 
an output offset up to 3V. Current mode, type 3, drivers The FEDSTD 1020A is identical to TIAIEIA-423-B. It is in-
operate beyond 10 Mbps. The receiver specified for type 1 tended for United States, non-military government use. 
& 2 balanced, and unbalanced drivers are identical to the 
receivers specified in TIAIEIA-422-B and TIAIEIA-423-B FED STD 1030A 
standards. The FEDSTD 1030A is identical to TIAIEIA-422-B. It is in-

tended for United States, non-military government use. 

-p---~ OTHER STANDARDS 
D 20011 T R IEEE488 

. -----
8811 The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 

-= 1/2 DS3692 -= also has a standard developing arm. Generally the IEEE 
standards deal with complete Bus specifications. IEEE488 

TL/F/5855-11 is a complete Bus standard covering the electrical, mechan-
FIGURE 12. MIL STD 188-114A Balanced, ical, and functional specification of a parallel instrumenta-

Type 1 Typical Application tion bus. The bus is commonly used for communication of 
lab test eqUipment and machinery control. The standard al-
lows for 15 devices to be connected together, over cable 
lengths up to 60 feet. The standard defines 16 lines com-
posed of 3 control, 5 management, and 8 data lines. The 
major electrical specifications are summarized in Table X. 

TABLE X. Major IEEE488 Electrical Requirements 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Units 

VOH Driver Output Voltage IOH = -5.2mA 2.4 V 

VOL Driver Output Voltage IOL = 48mA 0.4 V 

loz Driver Output Leakage Current Vo = 2.4V ±40 ,..A 

IOH Driver Output Current Vo = 5.25V 
250 p.A 

Open Collector 

VIH Receiver Input Voltage 2.0 V 

VIL Receiver Input Voltage 0.8 V 

IIH Receiver Input Current VIN = 2.4V 40 p.A 

IlL Receiver Input Current VIN = 0.4V -1.6 mA 

I 

I 

~ 
ICL Receiver Clamp Current VIN = -1.5V 12 mA 

RL1 Termination Resistor Vee = 5V ±5% 2850 3150 n 
RL2 Termination Resistor V= GND 5890 6510 n 
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GA-22-6974-0 cable. Drivers normally feature open-emitter designs, and 

IBM sPlllcification GA-22-6974-0 specifies the electrical short-circuit limiting. Receivers normally feature hysteresis 

characteristics, format of information, and the control to prevent 6utput oscillations for slow rising inputs in noisy 

scheme of an unbalanced interface. This interface is mainly environments. Care should be taken to limit cable .lengths 

used on 360/370 equipment and allows up to 10 1/0 ports. such that noise is limited to less than 400 mV. Fi{Jt!f9 14 

This unbalanced interface employs 950 terminated coax illustrates a typical application, and Table XI lists the major 
electrical "requirements. 

p-----tI!II----. 
I 
I 

I I .--------------. 
I I 95,n COAX I I 
I I 

I 

bJ U I I 
1 
1 95,n 1 ,._--------_. 
~ -:.:-

·1 
1/2 D575123 I 

1 1 
'. .. --------------~ "1/2 D575124 

TLlF/6855-13 

FIGURE 14. GA-22-6974-0 Typical Application 

TABLE XI. Malor Electrical Requirements of GA-22-6974-o 

Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Max Unl~ 

VOH Driver Output Voltage IOH = 123mA 7 V 

VOH IOH = 30,...A 5.85 V 
VOH IOH = 59.3mA 3.11 V 

VOL IOL = -240,...A 0.15 V 

V,H Receiver Input Threshold 1.7 V 

V,L 0.7 V 

I'H Receiver Input Current V,N = 3.11V -0.42 rnA 
I,L V,N = 0.15V 0.24 rnA 

Receiver Input Voltage Range 

V,N Power ON -0.15 7 V 

V,N Power OFF ~0.15 6 V 

R'N Receiver Input Impedance 0.15V ~ V,N ~ 3.9V 7.4 kO 

liN Receiver Input Current V,N = 0.15V 240 ,...A 

Zo Cable Impedance 83 101 a 
Ro Cable Termination PD ~ 390mW 90 100 a 

Noise (Signal and Ground) 400 mV 

CONCLUSION Standards can be ordered from the respective organizations 

This application note provides a brief overview of various or from: 

interface standards from several standardization organiza- Global Engineering Documents 

tions. It is only intended to point out the major requirements 2805 McGraw Avenue. 

of each standard and to illustrete a typical application. P.O. Box 19539 

When selecting or designing a standardized interface it is Irvine, CA 92714 

highly recommended to carefully review the complete stan- USA 

dard. (800) 854-7179 

, 
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.----------------------------------------------------------------.~ 19; Transceivers and 
Repeaters Meeting the EIA 
RS-48Slnterface Standard 

INTRODUCTION 
The Electronics Industries Association (EIA), in 1983, ap
proved a -new balanced transmission standard called RS-
485. The EIA RS-485 standard addresses the problem of 
data transmission, where a balanced transmission line is 
used in a party-line configuration. It is similar in many re
spects to the popular EIA RS-422 standard; in fact RS-485 
may be considered the outcome of expanding the scope of 
RS-422 to. allow multipoint-multiple drivers and receivers 
sharing the same line-data transmission. The RS-485 
standard, like the RS-422 standard, specifies only the elec
trical characteristics of the driver and the receiver to be 
used at the line interface; it does not specify or recommend 
any protocol. The protocol is lett to the user. 

The EIA RS-485 standard has found widespread accept
ance and usage since its ratification. Users are now able to 
configure inexpensive local area networks and multi-drop 
communication links using twisted pair wire and the protocol 
of their choice. They also have the flexibility to match cable 
quality, signalling rate and distance to the specific applica
tion and thus obtain the best tradeoff between cost and 
performance. The acceptance of the RS-485 standard is 
also reflected by the fact that other standards refer to it 
when specifying multipoint data links. The ANSI (American 
National Standards Institute) standards IPI (Intelligent Pe
ripheral Interface) and SCSI (Small Computer Systems In
terface) have used the RS-485 standard as the basis for 
their voltage mode differential interface class. The IPI stan
dard specifies the interface between disc drive controllers 
and host adapters and requires a data rate of 2.5 megabaud 
over a 50 meters NRZ data link. The SCSI standard speci-
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fies the interface between personal computers, disc drives 
and printers at data rates up to a maximum of 4 megabaud 
over 25 meters. 

It is not possible to use standard gate structures and meet 
the requirements of RS-485. The modifications necessary to 
comply with the OC requirements of the standard, tend to 
exact a heavy toll on speed and other AC characteristics 
like skew. However, it is possible to vastly improve the ac 
performance by employing special design techniques. The 
083695 family of chips made by National Semiconductor 
meets all the requirements of EIA RS-485, and still provides 
ac performance comparable with most existing RS-422 de
vices. The chip set consists of four devices; they are the 
OS3695/0S3696 transceivers and the 083697/0S3698 re
peaters. National's RS-485 devices incorporate several fea
tures in addition to those specified by the RS-485 standard. 
These features provide greater versatility, easier use and 
much superior performance. This article discusses the re
quirements of a multi-point system, and the way in which 
RS-485 addresses these requirements. It also explains the 
characteristics necessary and desirable in the multi-point 
drivers and receivers, so that these may provide high per
formance and comply with generally accepted precepts of 
data transmission practice. 

WHY RS-485? 
Until the introduction of the RS-485 standard, the RS-422 
standard was the most widely accepted interface standard 
for balanced data transmission. The RS-422 drivers and re-
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ceivers were intended for use in the configuration shciwn in 
Figum"fa. The driver is at one end of the line; the termina
tiOn reSistor (equal to 1000) and up to lQ.receivers r,esid~ at 
the oth.er end of the line. This approach works well in sim
plex (unidirectional) data transmission applications, but cre
ates problems when data has to be transmitted back and 
forth between several pieces of equipment. If several Data 
Terminal Equipments (DTEs) have to communicate with one 
another over long distances using RS-422:links, two such 
balanced lines have to be established between each pair of 
DTEs. The hardware cost associated with such a solution 
would no~mally be unacceptable. 

A party line is the most economical solution to the above 
problem •. RS-422 hardware could conceivably be used to 
implement a party line if the driver is provided with 
TRI-STATE- capability, but such an implementation would 
be subjected to s.evere restrictions "because of inadequacies 
in the electrical characteristics of the' driver .. The biggest 
problem is caused by ground voltage differences. The com
mon mode voltage on a balanced line is established by the 
enabled driver. The common mode voltage at the receiver is 
the sum of the. driver offset voltage and the ground voltage 
difference between the driver and the receiver. In simplex 
systems only the receiver need have a wide common mode 
range. Receiver designs that 'provlde a wide common mode 
range. are fairly straightforward. In a party-line network sev
eral hundred feet long, in which each piece of equipment is 
earthed at a localac outlet, the ground voltage difference 
between two DTEs could be as much as a few lIolts..·ln such 
a case both the' receiver and the driver must have a wide 
common mode range. Most RS-422 drivers are not de
Signed to remain in the high impedance state over a wide 
enough common mode range, to make them immune to 
even small ground drops. 

ClaSSical line drivers are vulnerable to ground drops be
cause of their output stSge designs. A typical output stage is 
shown in Figure 2a. Two such stages driven by complemen
tary input Signals, may be used to provide the complementa
ry outputs of a differential line driver. Transistors 01 and 04 
form a Darlington pull up for the totem pole output stage; 02 
is the pull down transistor. The phase splitter 03 switches 
current between the upper and lower transistors to obtain 
the desired output state. DSUB is the diode. fOrTned by the 
collector of 02 and the grounded substrate of the integrated 
circuit. The output in Figure 2~ can be put into the high 
impedance state by pulling down the bases of transistors 
Q3 and 04. Unfortunately, the high impedance state cannot 
be maintained if the output is pulled above the power supply 
voltage or below ground voltage. In party-line applications, 
where ground voltage differences of a few volts will be com
mon, it is essential that the drivers be able to hold the high 
impedance state while their outputs are taken above Vee 
and below ground. 
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The output in FigUre 28 can be fakenJligh until the emitter
base Junction of 01 breaks down. Thereafter, the output will 
be clamped to a zener voltage .plus a base:colI!i!cto~ diode 
voltage above Vee; Vee could be zero if the delilce is pow
ered off. If the output is taken below gl"Ol,lrjd, it wiD cause the 
substrate diode, DSUB, associated with 02 to turn on.and 
clamp the output voltage at a diode drop below ground. If a 
disabled driver turns on and clamps the line, the signal put 
out by tbe active driver will get clipped and distorted. It is 
also possible for ground 'drops to cause dangerously large 
substrate currents to flow and damage the devices as illus
trated in Figure 2b. Figure 2b depicts two drivers A and B; it 
shows the pull down transistors (02A and 02B) and their 
associated substrate diodes (DSUB-A and DSUB-B) for the 
two drivers A and B. Here driver A is ON In the low output 
state; driver B is disabled, and therefore, should neither 

'. source nor· sink current. The ground of driver A is 3 volts 
lower than that of driver B. Consequently; the substrate di
ode DSUB-B sees a forward bias voltage.of about 2.7V (the 
collector-emitter voltage of 02A will be about 0.3V), which 
causes hundreds of milliamperes of current to flow out of it. 
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FIGURE 2a. Driver Output Stage 
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FIGURE 2c. Bus Contention 

Another problem is line contention, i.e. two drivers being 
'ON' simultaneously. Even if the protocol does not allow two 
drivers to be on at the same time, such a contingency could 
arise as a result of a fault condition. A line contention situa
tion, whElre two drivers are on at the same time, is illustrated 
in FigufIiJ 20. Here; drivers A and B are ~ON' simultaneously; 
driver A is trying to force a high level on the line whereas 
driver B is trying to force a low level. Transistors Q1 A and 
Q2B are 'ON' while transistors Q2A and Q1 B are ·OFF'. As 
a result, a large current is sourced by Q1 A and sunk by 
Q2B; the magnitude of this current is limited only by the 
parasitic resistances of the two devices and the line. The 
problem is compounded by any ground drop that may exist 
between the two contending drivers. This large contention 
current can cause damage to one or both of the contending 
drivers. Most RS-422 drivers are not designed to handle line 
contention. 

A multi·point driver should also be capable of providing 
more drive than a RS-422 driver. The RS-422 driver is only 
required to drive one 1000 termination resistor, and ten reo 
ceivers each with an input impedance no smaller than '4 kO. 
A party·line, however. would have to be terminated at both 
ends; it should also be able to drive more devices to be 
u~ful and economical. 

Because of the above limitations, it is quite impractical to 
use RS·422 hardware to interconnect systems on a party
line. Clearly, a new standard had to be generated to meet 
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the more stringent hardware requirements of muti-point data 
links. 

THE RS-485 STANDARD 

The RS·485 standard specifies the electrical characteristics 
of drivers and receivers that could be used to implement a 
balanced milti·point transmission line (party·line). A data ex· 
change network using these devices will operate properly in 
the presence of reasonable ground drops, withstand line 
contention situations and carry 32 or more drivers and reo 
ceivers on the line. The intended transmission medium is a 
1200 twisted pair line terminated at both ends in its charac
teristic impedance. The drivers and receivers can be distrib· 
uted between the termination resistors as shown in FI{JufIiJ 
1b. 

The effects of ground voltage differences are mitigated by 
expanding the common mode voltage (VCM) range of the 
driver and the receiver to -7V < VCM < +12V. A driver 
forced into the high impedance state, should be able to 
have its output taken to any voltage in the common mode 
range and still remain in the high impedance state, whether 
powered on or, powered off. The receiver should respond 
properly to a 200 mV differential signal super·imposed on 
any common mode voltage in this range. With a 5V power 
supply, the common mode voltage r.ange specified by RS-
485 has a 7V spread from either supply terminal. The sys
tem will therefore perform properly in the presence of 
ground drops and longitudinally coupled extraneous noise, 
provided that the sum of these is less than 7 volts. 
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The output drive capability of the driver and the input imped
ance of the receiver are increased to accommodate two 
termination resistors and several devices (drivers, receivers 
and transceivers) on the line. The RS-485 standard defines 
a 'unit load' so that the load presented to the line 'by each 
device can be expressed in terms of unit loads (a 12 kO 
resistor, with one end tied to any voltage between ground 
and Vee/2, will satisfy the requirements of a unit load). It 
was anticipated that most manufacturers would design their 
drivers and receivers such that the combined load of one 
receiver and one disabled, driver would be less than one unit 
load. This would require the RS-485 receiver to have three 
times the input resistance of a RS-422 receiver. The re
quired receiver sensitivity is ± 200 mV-the same as for RS-
422. The driver Is required to provide at least 1.5V across its 
outputs when tied to a terminated line populated with 32 
transceivers. Although this output voltage is smaller than 
the 2.0V specified for RS-422, a careful design of the driver, 
with special regard to ac performance, can allow the user to 
operate a multi-point network at data rates and distances 
comparable to RS-422. 

RS-485 has additional specifications to guarantee device 
safety in the event of line contention or short circuits. An 
enabled driver whose output is directly shorted to any volt
age in the common mode range, is required to limit its cur
rent output to ± 250 rnA. Even with such a current limit, it is 
possible for a device to dissipate as much as 3 Watts (if the 
device draws 250 rnA while shorted to 12 volts). Power dis· 
sipation of such a magnitude will damage most ICs; there
fore, the standard requires that manufacturers include some 
additional safeguard(s) to protect the devices in such situa
tions. 

The ± 250 rnA current limit also serves another purpose. If a 
contending driver is abruptly turned off, a voltage transient, 
of magnitude IcZ/2, is reflected along the line as the line 
discharges its stored energy (Ie is the contention current 
and Z is the characteristic impedance of the line). This volt· 
age transient must be small enough to avoid breaking down 
the output transistors of the drivers on the line. If the con· 
tention current is limited to 250 rnA, the magnitude of this 
voltage transient, on a 1200 line, is limited to 15V, a value 
that is a good compromise between transistor breakdown 
voltage and speed. 

AC PERFORMANCE 
To achieve reliable transmission at high data'rates over long 
distances, the driver should, have optimum ac characteris
tics. The response should be fast and the output transients 
sharp and symmetrical. 

(1) Propagation Delay: The propagation delay through the 
driver should be small compared to the bit interval so 
that the data stream does not encounter a bottle-neck at 
the driver. If the propagation delay is comparable to the 
bit interval, the driver will not have time to reach the full 
voltage swing it is capable of. In lines a few hundred feet 
long, the'line delay would impose greater limits on data 
throughput than the driver propagation delay. However, 
'a fast driver would be desirable for, short haul networks 
such as those in automobile vehioles or disc drives; in 
the latter case high data throughput would be essential. 
Driver propagation delays less than 20 ns would be very 
good for a wide, range of applications. 

(2) Transltlon'Tlme: For distortion free data transmission, 
the:signal at the farthest receiver must have rise and fall 
times much smaller than the bit h'lterval. Signal distortion 
results from driver Imbalance, receiver threshold "offset 
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and skew. RS-485 limits the DC imbalance in the driver 
output to ±0.2V i.e., 13% of worst-case signal ampli
tude. Usually, .the greatest distortion is caused by offset 
in the receiver threshold. In a long line in which a 1.5V 
driver output signal amplitude is attenuated by the loop 
'resistance to about O.4V, a 200 mV offset in the receiver 
threshold can caLi,se severe pulse width distortion if the 
rise time is comparable to the bit interval. For lines long
er than about five hundred feet, the rise time would be 
dominated by the line and not the driver. In short-haul 
networks, the transient response of the driver can signifi
cantly affect signal distortion; a faster transient creates 
less distortion and hencE! permits a smaller bit interval 
and a higher baud rate. A rise time less than 20 ns will be 
a good target spec., for it will permit a baud rate of 10 
Meg over 50' of standard twisted pair wire with less than 
5% distortion. 

The driver should provide the above risetime and propa
gation delay numbers while driving a reasonable capaci
tance, say 1 00 pF from each output, in addition to the 
maximum resistive load of 540. A properly terminated 
transmission line appears purely resistive to the driver. 
Most manufacturers take this into account and specify 
their driver delays with 15 pF loads. However, if any dis
abled'transceivers are situated close to the driver (such 
that the round trip delay is less than the rise time), the 
input capacitances of these transceivers will appear as 
lumped circuit loads to the driver. The driver output rise 
time will then be affected by all other devices in such 
close proximity. In the case of high speed short-haul net
works, where rise time and propagation delay are critical, 
several devices could be clustered in a short span. In 
such an instance, specifying propagation delays with 
15 pF loads is quite meaningless. A 100 pF capaCitive 
load is more reasonable; even if we allocate a generous 
20 pF per transceiver, it allows up to six transceivers to 
be clustered together in an eight foot span (the eight foot 
span is the approximate round trip distance travelled by 
the wavefront in one rise time of 20 ns)., 

(3) Skew: The ideal differential driver will have the following 
waveform characteristics: the propagation delay times 
from the input to the high and low output states will be 
equal; the rise and fall times of the complementary out
puts will be equal and the output waveforms will be per
fectly symmetrical. 

If the propagation delay tei the low output state is differ
ent from the propagation delay to the high' output state; 
there is said to be 'propagation skew' between output 
states. If a square wave input is fed into a driver with 
such skew, the output will be distorted in that it will no 
longer have a 50% duty cycle. 

If the mid-points of the waveforms from the 'two comple
mentary driver outputs are not identical, there is said to 
be SKEW between the oomplementary outputs. This 
type of skew is undesirable because it impairs the noise 
immunity of the system and increases the amount of 
electromagnetic emission. 

Figure 38 shows the differential signal from a driver that 
has no skew. Rgure 3b shows the case when there is 80 
liS of skew. The first signal makes its transition uniformly 
and passes rapidly through OV. The second waveform 
flattens out for tens of nanoseconds near OV. Unfortu
nately, this flat region occurs near the receiver threshold. 
A common mode noise spike hitting the inputs of a 
slightly unbalanced receiVer would create a small differ
ential noise pulse at the receiver inputs. If this noise 
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pulse occurs when the driver transition is flat near OV, 
there will be a glitch at the receiver output. A glitch could 
also occur if a line reflection reaches the receiver input 
when the driver transition is temporarily flat. Skew is in
sidious in that it can cause erroneous outputs to occur at 
random. It can also increase the amQunt of electromag
netiC interference (EM I) generated by the transmission 
system. If the complementary outputs are perfectly sym
metrical, and the twisted pair medium is perfectly bal
anced, the radiation from one wire is cancelled exactly 
by the radiation from the other wire. If there is skew be
tween the outputs, there will be net radiation proportion-
al to the skew. ' 

(4) Balance: The impedance seen looking into each of the 
complementary inputs of the transceiver should be iden
tical. If there is any imbalance at these nodes, the com
mon mode rejection will be degraded. Any DC imbal
ance, due to a mismatch in the receiver input resistanc
es, will manifest itself as an offset in the receiver thresh
old, and can be easily detected during testing. AC imbal
ance is more difficult to detect, but it can hurt noise im
munity at high frequencies. A sharp common mode noise, 
spike striking an unbalanced receiver will cause a spuri
ous differential signal. If the receiver is fast enough (as it 
is bound to be in most cases), it will respond to this noise 
Signal. It is best to keep the imbalance below 4 pF. This 
number is reasonable to achieve; in addition, the com
bined imbalance of 32 transceivers will still provide suffi
cient immunity from h.f. interference. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The driver poses the greatest design challenge. Its speed, 
drive and common mode voltage requirements are best met 
using a bipolar process. National Semiconductor uses an 
established Schottky process with a 51'- deep epitaxial layer. 
NPN transistors are fabricated with LVCEO values greater 
than 15V to satiSfy the breakdown requirements. It will be 

HIGH SPEED 
ENABLE/DISABLE 

CIRCUITRY 

seen that lateral PNP transistors are crucial to the driver. 
The 51'- EPI process provides adequate lateral PNP transis
tors, and N PN transistors of sufficient speed. 

Figure 4 shows the driver output circuit used by National. It 
is a standard totem pole output circuit modified to provide a 
common mode range that exceeds the supply limits. If the 
driver output is to be taken to -7V while the driver is in TRI
STATE, precautions must be taken to prevent the substrate 
diodes from turning on. This is achieved in the lower output 
transistor Q1 by including Schottky diode S1 in series. The 
only way to isolate the upper half of the totem pole from the 
substrate is by using a lateral PNP transistor. In Figure 4, a 
lateral PNP transistor is used to realize current source IG. 
Lateral PNP transistors are, however, notoriously slow; the 
trick therefore is not to use the PNP transistor in the switch
ing path. In the circuit shown, the PNP transistor is a current 
source which feeds NPN transistor Q2 and therefore, does 
not partiCipate in the switching function. This allows Nation
al's driver to 'have 15 ns propagation delays and 10 ns rise 
times. A Darlington stage cannot be used instead of Q2 
because it would reduce the voltage swing below the 1.5V 
specification. Consequently, the rise time is bound to be 
significantly larger than the fall time, resulting in a large 
skew. National'S driver uses a patented circuit with a plurali
ty of discharge paths, to slow down the fall time so that it 
matches the rise time, and to keep the two transition times 
on track over temperature. This keeps the skew small (2 ns 
typical at 25'C) over the entire operating temperature range. 
The symmetry of the complementary outputs of National's 
DS3695 driver can be seen from the photographs in Figure 
5. The lateral PNP transistor which has been kept out of the 
switching path has nevertheless got to be turned on or off 
when the driver is respectively enabled or disabled. Another 
patented circuit is used to hasten turn-on and turn-off of the 
lateral PNP transistors so that these switch in 25 ns instead 
of in 100 ns. Consequently, the driver can be enabled or 
disabled in 35 ns. 
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The devices must be protected in fault conditions and con
tention situations. One way of dOing this is by sensing cur
rent and voltage to determine power, and then if necessary, 
turning the device off or limiting its output current to prevent 
damage. This method has the advantage of fast detection 
of a fault and rapid recovery from one. However, too many 
contingencies have to be accounted for; the corresponding 
circuitry will increase the die size and the cost beyond what 
would be acceptable in many low cost applications. National 
preferred the simpler and inherently more reliable thermal 
shutdown protection scheme. Here,. the device is disabled 
when the die temperature exceeds a certain value. This 
method is somewhat slower (order of milliseconds), but fast 
enough to protect the part. A fault would usually result from 
a breakdown in network protocol or from a hardware failure. 
In either case it is immaterial how long the device takes to 
shut down or recover as long as' it stays undamaged. It 
would be useful to be notified of the occurrence of a fault in 
any particular channel, so that remedial action may be tak-
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en. Two of National's devices, the 053696 receiver and the 
053698 repeater, provide a fault reporting pin which can 
flag the processor or drive an alarm LED in the event of a 
fault. National also decided to make its devices as single 
transceivers housed in 8 pin mini DIP packages. If thermal 
shutdown protection is employed, it is pOintless to have dual 
or quad versions because a faulty channel will shut down a 
good one. 5ince most R5-485 applications will employ sin
gle channel serial data, the 8 pin package will give optimum 
flexibility, size and economy. 

The receiver has 70 mV (typical) hysteresis for improved 
noise immunity. Hysteresis can contribute some distortion, 
especially in short lines, if the rise and fall times are differ
ent. However, this is more than adequately compensated 
for by the noise immunity it provides with long lines where 
rise times are slow. The matched rise and fall times with 
National's drivers assure low pulse width distortion even at 
short distances and high data rates. 
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Low Power RS:-232C Driver 
an~ Receiver in"CMOS 

. ,"".' 

This article sets out to describe t~e neW innovative low pow
er CMO$RS-232C driver ,and receiver' IC's, lntroduCE!d ,by 
National Semicdndu~r with particular referer.1ce to theEIA 
RS-232C sfElndard. Comparison will also be made with ex-
isting bipolar driVer and receiVer circuits. ' , ' 

The'DS14C88,and DS'4!;l89A ~e I1Jc!nolithlc MOS circuits 
utilizing a ~ndard CMOS ,process. Important features are a 
wldeoperl\tirig vOltage range (4.5V-12.6V), together with 
ESD and latch up;pr<itectio'n and Prpven reliability, 

The EI_ni~S I~d~stries AsSociation releaSed Data Termi
nal Equipment toTE) "to Data Communications, Equipment 
(DCE) interface'Siandards to cover the electrical, mechani
cal and functional interface between/among terminals (i.e. 
teletypewriters, CRT's etc.) and communications equipment 
(i.e. modems, cryptographic sets etc.). 

The EIA RS-232C is the oldest and most widely known 
DTE/DCE standard. Its European version is CCITT V.24 
specification. It provides for one-way/non-reversible, single 
ended (unbalanced) non-terminated line,serial digital data 
transmission. 

The DS14C88 quad CMOS driver and its companion circuit, 
the DS14C89A quad CMOS receiver, combine to provide an 
efficient-low power system for RS-232C or CCITT V.24 ap
plications. 

RS232C 
INTERFACE 

DATA 
OUT 

TLlFt8681-,1 

FIGURE 1. EIA RS-232C Application 
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National Semiconductor 
Application Note 438 
Gordon W. Campbell ~ p, 
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The DS14C88 quad CMOS line driver is a pin replacement 
of the existing bipolar circuit Dg1488/MCl488. 

The DS14C88 ,I~ fabricated in CMOS technology and there->' , 
fore has an Inhereritadval'ltage'overthe bipolar DS1488/" ' 
MC1488Une driver'ln, terms ot current !lonsumption. Under, 
worst case static conditions;the, DS14C88 is a i!1iser when it 
comes to' current cdnsumption. In compariilon with the 
DS1488(MC1488'linEu;!rlver, a current, consumption reduc
tion to 500 IJA, max Versus ~ mA can be ~c:hiEived. 
The RS-232C specification. $tates tllat the required driver 
output voitage'ls defined as being between + 5V and + 15V' , 
and is positive for a logic "0" (+ 5V to + 15V) and negative 
for a logic "1" (-5V to -15V). These voltage levels are 
defined when driver is loaded (30000 < RL < 70000). The 
DS14C88 meets this voltage requirement by converting HC 
or TTL/LSTTL levels Into RS·232C levels through one 
stage of inversion. 

In applications where strict compliance to RS-232C voltage 
levels is not essential, a ± 5V power supply to the driver 
may be used. The output voltage of the DS14C88 will be 
high enough to be recognized by either the 1489 or 14C89A 
receiver as valid data, 

The RS-232C speCification further states that, during tran
sitions, the driver output slew rate must not exceed 30V 1 /Ls. 
The inherent slew rate of the equivalent bipolar circuit 
DS1488/MC1488 is much too fast and requires the connec
tion or one external capaCitor (330-400 pF) to each driver 
output in order to limit the slew rate to the specified value., ' 
However, the DS14C88 does not require any external com
ponents. The DS14C88 has a novel feature in that unique 
Internal slew rate control circuitry has been incorporated 
which eliminates the need for extemal capacitors; to be pre
cise, a saving of four capacito~ per package.' The 14C88 
minimizes RFI arid transition noiSe spikes by typically setting 
the slew rate at 5V -6V 1 /Ls. This wi" enable optimum noise 
performance, bot wi" restrict data rates to below 40k baud. 

The DS14C88 can also withstand an accidental short circuit' 
from a conductor in the interconnecting cable to anyone of 
four outputs in a package without sustaining damage to it
self or Its associated equipment. 
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FIGURE 2. DS14Caa Line Driver Block Diagram 
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THE RECEIVER 
The DS14C89A quad CMOS line receiver is a pin replace
ment of the existing bipolar circuit DS1489/MC1489/ 
DS1489A1MC1489A. 

The DS14C89A is fabricated in CMOS technology giving it 
an inherent advantage over the bipolar DS1489/MC1489/ 
DS1489A1MC1489A circuits in terms of power consump
tion. Under worst case static conditions a power consump
tion reduction of 97% (900 /LA against 26 mAl is achieved. 

The RS-232C specification states that the required receiver 
input impedance as being between 30000 and 70000 for 
input signals between 3.0V and 25.0V. Furthermore, the re
ceiver open circuit bias voltage must not be greater than 
+2V. 

The DS14C89A meets these requirements and is able to 
level shift voltages in the range of - 30V to + 30V to HC or 
TTLILSTTL logic levels through one stage of inversion. A 
voltage of between -3.0Vand -25.0V is detected as a 
logic "1" and a voltage of between +3.0V and + 25.0V is 
detected as logic "0". 
The RS-232C specification states that the receiver should 
interpret an open circuit or power off condition (source im
pedance of driver must be 3000 or more to ground) as an 
OFF condition. In order to meet this requirement the input 
threshold of the DS 14C89A is positive with respect to 
ground resulting in an open circuit or "power off" condition 
being interpreted as a logiC "0" at the input. 

Although the DS14C89A is pin replacement for the bipolar 
circuits DS1489/MC1489/DS1489A1MC1489A, its perform
ance characteristics are modeled on the DS1489A1 
MC1489A. 

The response control input on each of the bipolar circuits 
facilitates the rejection of noise signals .by means of an ex
ternal capacitor between each response control pin and 
ground. 

When communicating between components of a data pro
cessing system in a hostile environment, spurious data such 
as ground shifts and noise Signals may be introduced and it 
can become difficult to distinguish between a valid data sig
nal and those signals introduced by the environment. 

The DS14C89A eliminates the need for external response 
control capacitors and overcomes the effects of spurious 
data by means of unique internal noise filtering circuitry. 
Figure 4 shows typical turn on threshold versus response 
control capacitance for existing bipolar devices. Note the 
curve for the DS14C89A CMOS device. The DS14C89A will 
not recognize any input Signal whose pulse width is less 
than 1 /Ls, regardless of the voltage . level of that input sig
nal. Noise rejection in the bipolar parts depends on the volt
age level of the noise transients. Therefore, in hosiile envi
ronments the CMOS parts offer improved noise rejection 
properties. The DS14C89A has an intemal comparator 
which provides input hysteresis for noise rejection. The 
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FIGURE 3. DS14C89A Line Receiver Block Diagram 
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DS14C89A has a typical turn-on voltage of 2.0V and a typi
cal turn-off voltage of 1.0V resulting in 1.0V of hysteresis. 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
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Obviously the major advantage of these CMOS devices is 
that with the large reduction of operating current, it is now 
possible to implement the "FULL" RS-232 interface in re
mote or portable equipment. Imagine that previously a de
signer, using a CMOS /LP, RAM, ROM, and peripherals, 
could implement a complete system that consumes be
tween 200 and 300 mW, but just adding the RS-232 inter
face (one driver, and one receiver) would add another 450 
to 700 mW to the total system power consumption. This 
would severely shorten the battery life. The CMOS driver 
and receiver would only add about 40-50 mW. 

In add.ition, the CMOS devices provide better noise rejection 
in harsh EMI environments, thus better data integrity. At the 
same time the internal slew rate limiting of the driver reduc
es the output transition time along the cable interface, 
hence reducing RFI emission, and eaSing the ability for por
table (or non-portable) systems to meet FCC noise emission 
regulations. Also, since space is a premium in remote and 
portable systems, by integrating the function of the external 
capaCitors on-Chip (eliminating 8 capaCitors), and designing 
these into S.O. packages, significant reduction in board 
space can .be achieved. 

For example, Figure 5 shows a small CMOS system utilizing 
a CMOS NSC800 microprocessor, NSC858 CMOS UART, 
CMOS RAM/ROM, and a clock timer. This system runs off a 
9V battery so a DC-DC converter is used to generate -9V 
for the RS-232 interface. In this design a standard DC-DC 
convert IC is used to generate a - 9V supply from the single 
+ 9V battery. 

As a second example, a "cheater" RS-232 interface is 
sometimes implemented. This interface is compatible with 
the current RS-232 driver/receiver products, but rather than 
using a ± (9-15)V supply, a ± 5V supply is used. The driv
ers will not meet the RS-232 output voltage level specifica
tions, but will correctly drive either the CMOS or bipolar re
ceivers. The DC-DC converter circuit in Figure 5 may be 
used to implement this. While for non-portable applications 
this can be done with the old bipolar 1488/89s, the DC-DC 
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converter Is somewhat simpler with the CMOS PartS due to 
the much reduced current consumption. . 
The AS-232 driver/receivers are also useful in non-power 
sensitive ,multi-user computers. Imagine a 16 terminal clus
ter controller for a multi-user computer system, FIgure 6. 
This controller would require 16 drivers and 16 receivers 

,.... .... -----++9V 

+5V 

with a total power of 8 watts when using the bipolar devices. 
The CMOS devices need only 400 mW. 
AlsO proper noise rejection for receivers 'and slew rate limit
ing for the driver would require 128 capaCitors for the bipolar 
parts,but,they are' unnecessary in the CMOS Implementa
tion. 

+9V ,L _____ , 
I I 

NC__.-__ 

NC'_--_ 

NC__. __ _ 

NC__. __ _ 

I 
I 

REQUEST TO SEND 

DATA TERt.lINAL READY 

TRANSMIT DATA 

DATA CARRIER DETECT 

CLEAR TO SEND 

DATA SET READY 

RECEIVE DATA 

I DSI4C89A 

+9Vo--+_-_!_!_~_~_-_--_9V.-~_-_-_~_-~_-~~_-_-_~_-_-~--o+9:----~ 

TL/F/88B1-5 

FIGURE 5. typical portable system application using CMOS ,..P, ROM, RAM, and UART. 
RS-232 Interface Is shown using 766\1 supply Invertlilr and CMOS Receiver/Driver. 
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FIGURE 6. A multi-terminal application showing a comparison of Bipolar VB CMOS solutions. 
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Automotive Multiplex 
Wiring 

INTRODUCTION 
The evolutionary development of vehicle electronic systems 
has rapidly increased the number of individual wires in the 
vehicle. The conventional wiring harness will not provide so
lutions to the problems such as reducing size and weight in 
addition to meeting cost and reliability objectives. Several 
approaches have been taken to provide long term solutions. . 
None has succeeded. Miniaturization of cables and wires is 
one example of a temporary solution. 

Multiplexing on the other hand has been regarded as a 
technique which allows considerable savings to be made in 
the size and cost of the harness. It can also enhance reli
ability by reducing the number of electrical connections. 

In a multiplex system the control functions will be distributed 
around the vehicle and complex interconnections between 
diagnostic terminals, sensors, instruments and switches will 
not add to the harness complexity. With all its advantages it 
has not been implemented on a production car yet. The 
reason has been economical feasibility and lack of suitable 
semiconductor components for power switching. But, with 
the rapid technology advances in power FETs and introduc
tion of low cost microcomputers, multiplex wiring can be 
regarded as a logical successor to conventional wiring sys
tems. Extended development efforts are necessary to intro
duce a reliable system at reasonable cost. 

The Microcontroller Applications Group at National Semi
conductor has taken a step towards this goal. A low end 
mUltiplex wiring system focusing on asynchronous serial 
communication in a multi node network has been devel
oped. This paper describes the development of this system 
on an abstract model which forms the basiS for analysis of 
communication protocol and various node functions. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Figure 1 presents a general view of the system. The system 
is a centralized single master multiple slave-node scheme. 
All units are connected together by a balanced twisted pair. 
The expandable interconnection of different subsystems is 
achieved with 9600 Baud communication over a standard 
UART bus. The bus handles the interface between a master 
controller and the intelligent nodes. 

The approach to have a centralized control system offers 
several advantages as compared against a non-centralized 
system. It prevents the problem of bus monopolization by a 
faulty node and is potentially cheaper due to the need for 
only one complex node (master). The master-slave archi
tecture also prevents bus contention problems. 

The master is a COP420L. The COP420L is a 4-bit micro
controller with a software UART that handles asynchronous 
communication with other processors at speeds up to 9600 
Baud. 

The use of 4-bit 49¢ microcontrollers (COP413L) at the 
nodes not only provides intelligence which reduces the re
quired bus bandwidth, it also reduces the incremental cost 
associated with automotive multiplexing. All standard nodes 
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are identical. One standard program is used. This uniformity 
contributes to the system flexibility and expandability. Exter
nal standard nodes may be added to the system to control 
additional functions. Node types and addresses are select
ed via external wire jumpers or switches. The slave nodes 
consist of four remote units to handle functions such as 
headlamps, tail lamps, etc. These nodes are the front right, 
front left, rear right and rear left nodes. Incorporated into the 
system are also a keyboard node, a EIC node and a display 
node. 

The keyboard node may call for a control action at any time. 
This node is being continuously monitored by the master 
controller which receives status and processes the com
mand or information. 

OVerall system intelligence and flexibility is increased by 
dedicating a node to NS455 the Terminal Management 
Processor. This node takes the responsibiiity to display in
formation on a 4" flat CRT display. 

An Electronic Instrument Cluster (EIC) system is a com
pletely independent system. It typically performs all func
tions associated with the automobile dashboard such as ve
hicle speed, odometers to accumulate mileage, gauges to 
display engine temperature, fuel level and so on. It also indi
cates error conditions such as high engine temperatures, 
low fuel level etc. The multiplex wiring system uses a stan
dard slave node as a bridge between the two independent 
systems. The slave node monitors error conditions from the 
EIC system and passes them to the master node upon re
quest. It becomes relatively simple to allow the master to 
access all activity in the EIC system via additional com
mands to the slave node serving the EIC system: 

THE COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL 
The master unit addresses the remote units sequentially 
and receives a status reply from each individual node. Data 
communication is via the standard UART format. It has a 
start bit, eight data bits, an even parity bit and one stop bit. 

Information to be transmitted from the master to a slave 
node is organized as a frame. Each frame contains the ad
dress of destination and command or data. The information 
in a frame is transmitted as byte format. Address/data dif
ferentiation is done by means of a flag. The byte is an ad
dress byte if the MSB is set ("1"), otherwise it is a data byte. 

Two different types of addressing schemes have been in
corporated into the communication protocol; node address
ing and class addressing. A class of nodes is formed by 
grouping together slave nodes with common functions. 
Commands may be executed either by specific individual 
nodes or by slave classes. All nodes of the same class exe
cute the command simultaneously. The system implementa
tion at National involved four classes with seven slave 
nodes per class. So, the total number of nodes possible in 
this system is 28. 
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The partitioning between the class address and node ad
dress reduces the density of bus traffic significantly by elimi
nating repetative command transmission to individual node 
class. Lower bus traffic implies that lower transmission bit 
rate can be used, allowing additional noise immunity. Anoth
er advantage of the class addressing is the provision of syn
chronization for control signals such as HAZARD, LEFT / 
RIGHT turns. 

Error correction is incorporated into the communication pro
tocol. The UART error flags such as PARITY and FRAMING 
ERRORS protect the system at the physical layer.' At the 
system level, the nodes simply avoid sending an acknowl
edgement to the master when an error is detected. The 
master times out and sends the command again. 

THE MASTER NODE 
The master controller is the heart of the system. Its respon
sibility is to generate the controlling commands and syn
chronize the system. It transmits to the remote units and 
listens to them to get the vehicle status and acts according
ly. Circuit complexity is reduced by implementing extensive 
software programming in the master controller. This means 
that the burden is essentially on the master and must be 
engineered to very high standards of reliability. The device 
used in the implementation as the master is the COP1430. it 
is a cost effective 4-bit single chip microcontroller. It fea
tures on chip UART which 'handles asynchronous communi-
cations at speeds up to 9600 Baud. ' 

THE SLAVE NODES 
The standard slave nodes are based upon the COP413L. 
The COP413L is a low cost 4-bit microcontroller which may 
be customized in production. A system such as multiplex 
wiring requires power consumption to be absolutely minimal. 
Another basic requirement is that the system should be cost 
effective. These two facts directed us to use the COP413L 
at the standard slave node. The COP413l is a low cost 
(49¢!) low power microcontroller from NSC drawing less 

than 7 mA at 4.5V to 5.5V. The device contains an 8-bit 
bidirectional 110 port and a serial expansion port. The 
CMOS version of COP413L will also be available. 

THE DISPLAY NODE 
This node can serve as a condition monitoring unit for the 
vehicle. A considerable quantity of diagnostic information 
collected from transducers, switches, sensors and various 
loads are fed to this unit to be displayed on a CRT display. 
The nodI! is based on 'a Terminal Management Processor 
the NS455. The NS455 is a CRT controller on chip. The 
messages are updated over the serial 110 line by the master 
controller. The communication format is: 

a) The node receives the address. 

b) If address matches the local node address, send the 
copy command 

c) Receive new address and execute. 

OUTPUT STAGES 
The power FETs used for local switching throughout the 
system are IRF541(4). These N-channel FETs provide much 
better drive circuit specification as compared to bipolar out
put stages. They also feature all of the well established ad
vantages of MOSFET such as voltage control, very fast 
switching, and very low on state resistance. Another advan
tage is the lower cost as compared to comparibly rated 
p-channel devices. 

TRANSMISSION MEDIUM 
A balanced twisted pair is used for bus medium which pro
vides high noise immunity. The transceiver selected for the 
bus is DS3695 (Figure 2). This device is a high speed differ
ential TRI-STATE® Bus/line transceiver designed to meet 
EIA standard for multipoint bus transmission. Bus conten
tion or fault situations that cause excessive power dissipa
tion within the device are handled by a standard thermal 
shutdown circuit, which forces the driver outputs into the 
high impedance state. 
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FIGURE 2. Bus Interface 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Multiplex wiring system potentially seems to be a good reo 
placement for conventional wiring system. Reduced com· 
plexity, increased flexibility and diagnostic capability could 
be achieved by incorporating microcontroller devices at 
nodes within the wiring system. The 4·bit microcontrollers 
selected are available in a price range, as low as 49¢, that 
will allow multiplex wiring to compare favorably on a cost· 
performance basis with the conventional harness. 
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~ H, igh Speed, Low Skew' National Semiconductor b1 Z ' Application Note 457 ' 
CC RS-422 Drivers and, Toan Tran " 

Larry Kendall ' , 
Receivers Solve Critical 
System Timing Problems 

In system design, due to the distributed intelligence ability of 
the microprocessor, it is a common practice to have the 
peripheral circuits physically separated from the host proc
essor with data communications being handled over cables. 
Usually, these cables are measured in hundreds or thou
sands of feet. Signals transmitted on these lines (or cables) 
are exposed to electrical noise sources which may require 
large noise immunity. The requirements for transmission 
lines and noise immunity are covered in E.I.A. standard 
RS-422. 

The object of this application note is to describe the design 
requirement of RS-422 standard and to show that National's 
DS8921, DS8922 and DS8923 Differential Driver and Re
ceiver pair meet all of those requirements. Special circuit 
design techniques are used to achieve small skew on com
plementary signals of the driver outputs. I n fact, these devic
es are designed specifically for applications which must 
meet stringent timing constraints including the ESDI Disk 
Drive standard. Additionally, the DS8921 series meet the 
requirement of ST506 and ST412HP standards. 

BALANCED VOLTAGE DIGITAL INTERFACE CIRCUITS 
(RS-422) REQUIREMENT 

Balanced circuits are normally used in data, timing, or con
trol applications where the data signaling rate approaches 
speeds of 10 Mbitls. In addition, balanced data transmis
sion techniques should be used whenever the following 
conditions exist: 

1. The interconnecting cable is too long for effective unbal
anced operation. 

2. The interconnecting cable is exposed to a noise source 
which may cause a voltage sufficient to indicate a change 
of binary state at the load. 

3. It is necessary to minimize interference with other Signals. 

Figure 1 below is a balanced circuit connection. 

There are three major contrOlling factors in balanced volt
age digital interface: 

1. The cable length 

2. The modulation rate 

3. The characteristics of the Driver and Receiver 

CABLE LENGTH 

There is no maximum cable length specified in the RS-422 
standard. Guidelines are given with respect to conservative 
operating distances as a function of modulation rate. Figure 
2 below is the guideline provided by RS-422 for data modu
lation rate versus cable length. 

10k ~ml!§g!lI§!I~gm 
4k 

i lk 

= .. .. 
~ 
YO 

100 ~ .. .. .. 
40 

lk 10k lOOk 1M 10M 

DATA RATE (bpsl 

TLlF/8837-2 

FIGURE 2. Data Modulation Rate va Cable Length 

The curve is based on empirical data using a 24 AWG, cop
per conductor, twisted pair cable terminated for worst case 
in a 100n load, with rise and fall time equal or less than one 
half unit interval at the applied modulation rate. 

Even though the maximum cable length between driver and 
load is a function of data Signaling rate, it is also influenced 
by the tolerable signal distortion, the amount of longitudinal
ly coupled noise and ground potential difference introduced 
between the generator and load circuit grounds. 

BALANCED CABlE LOAD=:] 

rrORIVER '\' INTER~::~:CTlNG---t-A-. TERMINATlON-c::::.R 'I 

~--,.u ... :· f' r 
Legend: 
Rt = Optional cable transmission resistance/receiver input impedance, 

VGROUND = Ground potential difference 
A, S = Driver Interlace 

A', S' = Load Interlace 

C = Driver circuit ground 

C' = Load circuit ground 

FIGURE 1. RS·422 Balanced Digital Interface Circuit 
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MODULATION RATE 

The balanced (or differential) voltage mode interface will 
normally be utilized on data, timing or control circuits operat
ing at up to 10 Mbps. The voltage digital interface devices 
meeting the electrical characteristics of this standard need 
not meet the entire modulation range specified. They may 
be designed to operate over narrower ranges to more eco
nomically satisfy specific applications, particularly at the 
lower modulation rates. The OS8921 family of devices 
meets or exceeds all of the recommended RS-422 perform
ance specifications. 

R5-422 CHARACTERISTICS 

A. The Driver 

The balanced driver characteristics are specified in RS-422 
as follows: 

1. A driver circuit should result in a low impedance (1000 or 
less) balanced voltage source that will produce a differ
ential voltage to the interconnecting cable in the range of 
2V to 6V. 

2. With a test load of 2 resistors, 500 each, connected in 
series between the driver output terminals, the magnitude 
of the differential voltage (VT) measured between the two 
output terminals shall be equal to or greater than 2V, or 
50% of the magnitude of Va, whichever is greater. For 
the opposite binary state the polarity of VT is reversed 
(VT). 

3. During transitions of the driver output between alternating 
binary states, the differential voltage measured across 
1000 load shall monotonically change between 0.1 and 
0.9 of Vss within 0.1 of the unit interval or 20 ns, whichev
er is greater. Thereafter, the signal voltage shall not 
change more than 10% of Vss from the steady state val
ue until the binary state occurs. 

B_ The Receiver 

The electrical characteristics of the receiver are specified in 
RS-422 as follows: 

1. The receiver shall not require a differential input voltage 
more than 200 mV to correctly assume the intended bina
ry state, over an entire common-mode voltage range of 
-7 to + iv. The common-mode voltage (VCM) is defined 

as the algebraic mean of the 2 voltages appearing at the 
receiver input terminals with respect to the receiver circuit 
ground. This allows for operations where there are 
ground differences caused by I R drop and noise of up to 
±7V. 

2. The receiver shall maintain correct operation for a differ
ential input signal ranging between 200 mV and 6V in 
magnitude. 

3. The maximum voltage between either receiver input ter
minal and receiver circuit ground shall not exceed 10V 
(3V signal + 7V common-mode) in magnitude. Also, the 
receiver shall tolerate a maximum differential signal of 
12V applied across its input terminals without being dam
aged. 

4. The total load (up to 10 receivers) shall not have a resist-
ance more than 900 at its input paints. 

058921,058922 AND DS8923 

The OS8921 is a single differential line driver and receiver 
pair. Whereas, the OS8922 and 088923 are dual differential 
line driver and receiver pairs. The difference between the 
OS8922 and OS8923 is in the TRI-STATE@ control (Figure 
3). 

These devices are designed to meet the full specifications 
of RS-422. The driver features high source and sink current 
capability. 

The receiver will discriminate a ± 200 mV input signal over a 
full common-mode range of ± 7V. Switching noise which 
may occur on input signal can be eliminated by the built-in 
hysteresis (50 mV typical, and 15 mV min.). An input fail
safe circuit is provided so that if the receiver inputs are 
open, the output will assume the logical one state. 

These devices have power up/down cirCUitry that will TRI
STATE the outputs and prevent erroneous glitches on the 
transmission lines during system power up or down opera
tion. 

The most attractive feature of these devices is the small 
skew beween the complementary outputs of the driver, typi
cally about 0.5 ns. This small skew specification is often 
necessary to meet tight system timing requirements. 

D58921A D58922A D58923A 

RI+ ROj 16 RI1+ ROI 
16 

Rll+ 

Dll 
15 Dll RI- Rll-

15 
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L-_-I-.!::13 001-

12 
TLlF/8837-3 002- .-_....,:.:12 002_ 

11 
002+ 

11 
002+ 

10 R12- 10 R12-
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FIGURE 3. DS8921A, D58922A and DS8923A Connection Diagrams 
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Note t. All times in ns measured at 110 connector of the drive. T is the period of the clock signals and Is the Inverse of the reference or read clock frequency. 

Note 2. Similar period symmetry shail be in' ±4 ns between any two adjacent cycles during reading and writing. 

Note 3, Except during a head change or PLO synchronization the clock variances for spindle speed and clrcuR tolerances shail not vary more than - 5.5% to 
+ 5.0%. Phase relationship between reference clock and NRZ write data or wrHe clock is not defined. 

Note 4. The write clock must be the same frequency as the drive supplied reference clock (i.e., the write clock is the controller received and retransmitted driva 
r~erence clock). ' 

Note ,5. Reference clock is valid ,when read gate is Inactive. Read ,clock is valid when read gate is activa and PLO synchronization hes been established. 

FIGURE 4. ESDI Timing Diagrams 

DM7 4AS7 4 Switching Characteristics 
ov~r recommended operating fre,e air temperature range (Note 1). All typical values are measured at Vee = 5V, TA = 25'C. 

DM74AS74 
Parameter From To Conditions Units 

Min Typ Max 

FMAX ' Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V 105 MHz 

TpLH Preset Oor 
RL == 5000. 3.3 7.5 ns 

or clear 0 
CL = 50pF 

TpHL 3.5 10.5 ns 

TpLH Oor 3.5 8 ns 
Clock 

TpHL 0 4.5 9 ns 

FIGURE 5. l' ns Clock Skew 
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ESDI ENHANCED SMALL DEVICE INTERFACE 

The ESDI specification requires that the read and Refer
ence Clock must meet the symmetry shown in Figure 4. This 
necessitates the use of National's DS8921A122A123A se
ries of transceivers. 

All specifications are in % T, where T = .!., the ESDI specifi-
F 

cation is assumed to be a 10 Mbits/second standard T = 
100 ns. ' 

Given this, the negative pulse width measured at the drive 
connector must equal 0.5T ± 0.05T (50 ns ± 5 ns). The best 
available RS-422 driver, other than the DS8921 A Family, is 
specified at ± 4 ns differential skew. If the clock is from a 
high speed 74AS74 device, shown in Figure 5, it will have a 
typical skew of 1 ns. 

This combination of 4 ns + 1 ns uses all of the ESDI speci
fied 5 ns and leaves no margin for noise. Use of the 
DS8921A, 22A, or 23A, specified at ±2.75 ns max. differen
tial skew would allow up to ± 2.25 ns for clock skew and 
noise. This is as close a guarantee to meeting the ± 5 ns 
spec. of ESDI, as is possible with todays advanced testing 
systems. 

One other consideration is the relationship between Read 
Clock and Read Data. Figure 4 shows that the positive edge 

of Read Clock must be 0.31T (31 ns) after the leading edge 
of Read Data, and 0.31T (31 ns) before the trailing edge of 
Read Data. 

The Read Clock positive edges will be used to strobe Read 
Data into the controller after both signals go through their 
respective cable lines and receivers. Use of the DS8922A1 
23A assures minimum skew between these two Signals. Be
cause both drivers, or both receivers, are on the same piece 
of silicon an optimum match is achieved. 

The above is applicable to an ESDI controller as well as the 
Drive itself. The controller receives the Reference Clock 
and uses both positive and negative edges to generate 
WRITE CLOCK. The negative edge of WRITE CLOCK is 
used to strobe out WRITE DATA and the positive edge will 
strobe WRITE DATA into the Drive. 

The WRITE CLOCK positive edge has to be centered within 
WRITE DATA after it is received by the Drive. The transmit- . 
ted WRITE CLOCK and WRITE DATA must be as closely 
matched as possible. 

National's DS8921A, 22A, and DS8923A devices offer the 
combination of tightly spec'd parameters and drivers and 
receivers on one chip to meet various system timing con
straints. 
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iEMIiRFI Board .Design 
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INTRODUCTION 

The control and minimizatiori of Electro-Magnetic Interfer
ence (EM I) is a technology that is, out of necessity, growing 
rapidly. EMI will be defined shortly but, for now, you might 
be more familiar with the terms Radio Noise, Electrical 
Noise, or Radio Frequency Interference (RFI). The technol
ogy's explorations include a wide frequency spectrum, from 
dc to'40 GHz. It also deals with susceptibility to EMI as well 
as the emissions of EMI by equipment· or components. 
Emission corresponds to that potential EMI which comes 
out of a piece of equipment or component. Susceptibility, on 
the other hand, is that which couples from the outside to the 
inside. 

In HPC designs to date, we have looked at noise situations 
ranging from 2 MHz to 102 MHz. EMI, in some cases, can 
affect radio reception, TV reception, accuracy of navigation 
equipment, etc. In severe cases, EMI might even affect 
medical equipment, radar equipment, and automotive sys
tems. 

This Application Note will define ElectroMagnetic Interfer
ence and describe how it relates to the performance of a 
system. We will look at examples of Inter-system noise and 
Intra-system noise and present techniques that can be used 
to ensure ElectroMagnetic Compatibility throughout a sys
tem and between systems. 

We will investigate and study the sources of noise between 
systems through wire-harness and backplane cables and 
connectors. Active circuit components can be contributors 
of noise and be susceptible to it. The fast switc/ling times of 
CMOS devices fabricated in today's technology can cause 
incredible noise in a system. This noise typically is made up 
of crosstalk, power supply spiking, transient noise, and 
ground bounce. 

The minimization and suppression of EMI can be obtained 
by utilizing proper control techniques. Intra-system noise, 
noise within a Single module, sometimes can be controlled 
with methods such as filtering, shielding, careful selection of 
components, and following good wiring and grounding pro
cedures. Controlling noise between systems, Inter-system 
noise, uses subtler techniques such as frequency manage
ment and time management, etc. 

Appropriate time and resources should be spent during the 
design of a system or systems to insure that no problems 
will be encountered due to effects of EMI. Design guidelines 
will be presented that can be used to increase ElectroMag
netic Compatibility between systems by reducing the effects 
of noise between them. Above all, don't forget that the de
velopment tools used are also systems and are important to 
consider in your planning. 

A brief look will be taken at the environment and tools re
quired for different levels of noise testing. Relative risk
costs between preparing for EMC or excluding EMI con
cerns from the project will be listed. 

DESCRIPTION OF NOISE 

. ElectroMagnetic Interference 

EMI is a form of electrical-noise pollution. Think of the time 
when an electric drill or some other power tool jammed a 
nearby radio with buzzing or crackling noises. Sometimes it 
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got so bad that it prevented you from listening to the radio 
while the tool was in use. Or the ignition of an automobile 
idling outside your house caused interference to your TV 
picture making lines across the screen or even lOSing sync 
altogether making the picture flip. These examples are quite 
annoying but. not catastrophic. 

More serious, how about a sudden loss in telephone com
munication caused by electrical interference or noise while 
you are negotiating an important business deal? Now EMI 
can be economically damaging. 

The results of EMI incidences can be even farther reaching 
than these examples. Aircraft navigation errors resulting 
from EMI or interruption of air traffic controller. service and 
maybe even computer memory loss due to noise could 
cause two aircraft to collide resulting in the loss of lives and 
property. 

These were just a few examples to help you identify the 
results of EMI in a familiar context. To help understand an 
ElectroMagnetic Interference situation, the problem can be 
divided into three categories. They are the source, the vic
tim, and the coupling path. Secondary categories involve 
the coupling path itself. It the source and victim are separat
ed by space with no hard wire connection, then the coupling 
path is a radiated path and we are dealing with radiated 
noise. If the source and victim are connected together 
through wires, cables, or connectors, then the coupling path 
is a conducted path and we are dealing with conducted 
noise. Incidentally. both types of noise can exist at the same 
time. 

ElectroMagnetic Interference Situation 

Conducted -
~ -='" 

.-----------. 
SOURCE • • Vlcnll • coupling path • (emitter) • • (receptor) • • • • ._--------_ .. 

Radiated 
TUDD/10562-1 

ElectroMagnetic Compatibility 

If you think about the examples given, one can understand 
that EMI or electrical noise is of national concern. The Gov
ernment and certain industry bodies have issued specifica
tions with which all electrical, electromechanical, and elec
tronic eqUipment must comply. These specifications and 
limitations are an attempt to ensure that proper EMC tech
niques are followed by manufactures during the design and 
fabrication of their products. When these techniques are 
properly applied, the product can then operate and perform 
with other equipment in a common environment such that . 
no degradation of performance exists due to internally or 
externally conducted or radiated electromagnetic emis
sions. This is defined as ElectroMagnetic Compatibility or 
EMC. 
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Inter-8ystem EMI 

For the purpose of this Application Note, when the source of 
noise is a module, board, or system and the victim is a dif
ferent and separate module, board, or system under the 
control of a different user, that is considered to be an inter
system interference situation. Examples of inter-system in
terference situations could be a Personal Computer inter
fereing with the operation of a TV or an anti-lock brake mod
ule in a car causing interference in the radio. This type of 
interference is more difficult to contain because, as men
tioned earlier, the systems are generally not under the con
trol of a single user. However, design methods and control 
techniques used to contain the intra-system form of EMI, 
which are almost always under the control of a single user, 
will inherently help reduce the inter-system noise. 

Intra-System EMI Manifestations 

Antenna 
Conducted 

suscept~ 

'/.' 
Antenna 
Conducted 
Emission. 

Self-Degradation Susceptibility 
Conduc\ed or Radiated 

Radiated 
SUI.eptlbllfty 

TL/OO/10562-2 

This Application Note will addreas problems and solutions in 
the area of intra-system noise. Intra-system interference sit
uations are when the sources, yictims, and coupling paths 
are entirely within one system or module or PC board. Sys
tems may provide emissions that are conducted out power 
lines or be sus.ceptible to emissions conducted in through 
them. Systems may radiate emissions through space as 
well as be susceptible to radiated noise. Noise conducted 
out antenna leads turns into radiated noise. By the same 
token, radiated noise picked up by the antenna is turned 
into conducted noise within the system. A perfect example 
is ground loops on a printed circuit board. These loops 
make excellent antennas. The system itself is capable of 
degrading performance due to its own internal generation of 
conducted and radiated noise and its susceptibility to it. 
Some results of EMI within a system: Noise on power line 
causing false triggering of logic circuits, rapidly changing 
signals causing "glitches" on adjacent steady state signal 
lines (crosstalk) causing erratic operation, mutiple simulta
neously switching logic outputs propagating ground bounce 
noise throughout system, etc. 

Coupling Paths 

The modes of coupling an emitter source to a receptor vic
tim can become very complicated. Remember, each EMI 
situation can be classified into two categories of coupling, 
conducted and radiated. Coupling can also result from a 
combination of paths. Noise can be conducted from an 
emitter to a pOint 'of radiation at the source antenna, then 
picked up at the receptor antenna by induction, and re-con
ducted to the victim. A further complication that multiple 
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coupling paths presents is. that it makes it difficult to deter
mine if eliminating a suspected path has actually done any 
good. If two or more paths contribute equally to the prob
lem, eliminating only one path may provide little apparent 
improvement. 

Conducted Interference 

In order to discuss the various ways in which EMI can cou
ple from one system to another, it is necessary to define a 
few terms. When dealing with conducted interference, there 
are two varieties that we are concerned with. The first vari
ety is differential-mode interference. That is an interference 
Signal that appears between the input terminals of a circuit. 
The other variety of conducted interference is called com
mon-mode interference. A common-mode interference sig
nal appears between each input terminal and a third pOint; 
that third point is called the common-mode reference. That 
reference may be the equipment chassis, an earth ground, 
or some other point. 

Let's look at each type of interference individually. In Figure 
1 we show a simple circuit consisting of a Signal source, Vs, 
and a load, RL. In Figure 2 we show what happens when 
differential-mode interference is introduced into the circuit 
by an outside source. As is shown, an interference voltage, 
Vo, appears between the two input terminals, and an inter
ference current, 10, flows in the circuit. The result is noise at 
the load. If, for instance, the load is a logic gate in a comput
er, and the amplitude of Vo is sufficiently high, it is possible 
for the gate to incorrectly change states. 

~,o ~f 

-VsO-------------' 
Signal Soureo 

FIGURE 1 

Load 

TLlOO/10562-3 

C~~ID~::::~~--r_------, +Vs 

Signal Source 

-VSo---:::==::iI;;-D ...... _---' 
TL/OO/10562-4 

FIGURE 2_ Differential-Mode Interference 

Figure 3 shows what happens when a ground loop is added 
to our circuit. Ground loops, which are undesirable current 
paths through a grounded body (such as a chassis), are 
usually caused by poor design or by the failure of some 
component. In the presence of an interference source, com
mon-mode currents, Ie, and a common-mode voltage, Ve, 
can develop, with the ground loop acting as the common
mode reference. The common-mode current flows on both 
input lines, and has the same instantaneous polarity and 
direction (the current and voltage are in phase), and returns 
through the common-mode reference. The common-mode 
voltage between each input and the common-mode refer
enceisidentical. 
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FIGURE 3. Common-Mode Interference 

WI .. Cable 
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FIGURE 4. Fleld-to-Cable Coupling 

Radiated Interference 

Radiated coupling itself can take place in one of several 
ways. Some of those include field-to-cable coupling, cable
to-cable coupling, and common-mode impedance coupling. 
Let's look at those types of coupling one at a time. 

The principle behind field-to-cable coupling is the same as 
that behind the receiving antenna. That is, when a conduc
tor is placed in a time-varying electromagnetic field, a cur
rent is induced in that conductor. That is shown in Figure 4. 
In this figure, we see a Signal source, Vs, driving a load, RL' 
Nearby there is a current carrying wire (or other conductor). 
Surrounding the wire is an electromagnetic field induced by 
the current flowing in the wire. The circuit acts like a loop 
antenna in the presence of this field. As such, an interfer
ence current, IN, and an interference voltage, VN, are in
duced in the circuit. The magnitude of the induced interfer
ence signal is roughly proportional to the frequency of the 
incoming field, the size of the loop, and the total impedance 
of the loop. 

Cable-ta-cable coupling occurs when two wires or cables 
are run close to one another. Figure 5 shows how cable-to
cable coupling works. Figure 5a shows two lengths of cable 
(or other conductors) that are running side-by-side. Because 
any two conducting· bodies have capacitance between 
them, called stray capaCitance, a time-varying Signal in one 
wire can couple via that capaCitance into the other wire. 
That is referred to as capacitive coupling. This stray capaci
tance, as shown in Figure 5c makes the two cables behave 
as if there were a coupling capaCitor between them. Another 
mechanism of cable-to-cable coupling is mutual inductance. 
Any wire carrying a time-varying current will develop a mag
netic field around it. If a second conductor is placed near 
enough to that wire, that magnetic field will induce a similar 
current in the second conductor. That type of coupling is 
called inductive coupling. Mutual inductance, as shown in 
Figure 5b, makes the cables behave as if a poorly wound 
transformer were connected between them. In cable-to-ca
ble coupling, either or both of those mechanisms may be 
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responsible for the existance of an interference condition. 
Though there is no physical connection between the two 
cables, the properties we have just described mak!l it possi
ble for tile sig~al on one cable to be coupled to the other. 

0 0 

0 0 
a 

0 I..A.A.JV 0 
Induc~ve CoupUng 

0 '"'NY' 0 
b 

0 :l: 0 
Capacitive T CoupHng 

0 0 
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FIGURE 5. Cable-to-Cable Coupling 

Either or both of the above-mentioned properties cause the 
cables to be electromagnetically coupled such that a time
varying signal present on one will cause a portion of that 
signal to appear on the other. The "efficiency" of the cou
pling increases with frequency and inversely with the dis
tance between the two cables. One example of cable-to-ca
ble coupling is telephone "crosstalk", in which several 
phone conversations can be overheard at once. The term 
crosstalk is now commonly used to describe all types of 
cable-to-cable coupling. 

Common-mode impedance coupling occurs when two cir
cuits share a common bus or wire. In Figure 6 we show a 
circuit that is susceptible to that type of coupling. In that 
figure a TL092 op-amp and a 555 timer share a common 
return or ground. Since any conductor (including a printed 
circuit board trace) is not ideal, that ground will have a non
zero impedance, Z. Because of that, the current, I; from pin 
1 of the 555 will cause a noise voltage, VN, to develop; that 
voltage is equal to I x Z. That noise voltage will appear in 
series with the input to the op-amp. If that voltage is of 
sufficient amplitude, a noise condition will result. 

While not all inclusive, these coupling paths account for, 
perhaps, 98% of all intra'system EMI situations. 

+9V +5V 
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FIGURE 6. Common-Mode Impedance Coupling 

NOISE SOURCES. 

In this Application Note, we will look at sources of EM I 
which involve components that may conduct or radiate elec
tromagnetic energy. These sources, component emitters, 
are different from the equipment and subsystems we have 
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z been talking about. Component emitters are sources of EMI 
which emanate from a single element rather than a combi
nation of components such as was previously described. 
Actually, these component emitters require energy and con
necting wires from other sources to function. Therefore, 
they are not true sources of EMI, but are EMI Transducers. 
They convert electrical energy to electrical noise. 

Cables and Connectors 

The three main concerns regarding the EMI role of cables 
are conceptualized in Figure 7. They act as (1) radiated 
emission antennas, (2) radiated susceptibility antennas, and 
(3) cable-ta-cable or crosstalk couplers. Usually, whatever is 
done to harden a cable against radiated emission will also 
work in reverse for controlling EMI radiated susceptibility. 
The reason for the word usually, is that when differential
mode radiated emission or susceptibility is the failure mode, 
twisting leads and shielding cables reduces EMI. If the fail
ure mechanism is due to common-mode currents circulating 
in the cable, twisting leads has essentially no effect on the 
relationship between each conductor and the common
mode reference. Also cable shields may help or aggravate 
EMI depending upon the value of the transfer impedance of 
the cable shield. Transfer impedance is a figure of merit of 
the quality of cable shield performance defined as the ratio 
of coupled voltage to surface current in ohms/meter. A 
good cable shield will have a low transfer impedance. The 
effectiveness of the shield also depends on whether or not 
the shield is terminated and, if so, how it is terminated. 

TL/00/10562-9 

FIGURE 7. Cables and Connectors 

Connectors usually are needed to terminate cables. When 
no cable shields or connector filters or absorbers are used, 
connectors play essentially no role in contrOlling EMI. The 
influence of connector types, however, can playa major role 
in the control of EMI above a few MHz. This applies espe
cially when connectors must terminate a cable shield and/ 
or contain lossy ferrites or filter-pins. 

Connectors and cables should be viewed as a system to 
cost-effectively control EMI rather than to consider the role 
of each separately, even though each offers specific inter
ference control opportunities. 

Components 

Under conditions of forward bias, a semiconductor stores a 
certain amount of charge in the depletion region. If the di
ode is then reverse-biased, it conducts heavily in the re
verse direction until all of the stored charge has been re
moved as shown in Figure 8. The duration, amplitude, and 
configuration of the recovery-time pulse (also called switch
ing time or period) is a function of the diode characteristics 
and circuit parameters. These current spikes generate a 
broad spectrum of conducted transient emissions. Diodes 
with mechanic.al imperfections may generate noise when 
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physically agitated. Such diodes may not cause trouble if 
used in a vibration-free environment. 

TLiOO/l0562-10 

FIGURE 8. Diode Recovery Periods and Spikes 

Power Supply Noise 

Power-supply spiking is perhaps the most important contrib
utor to system noise. When any element switches logic 
states, it generates a current spike that produces a voltage 
tranSient. It these transients become too large, they can 
cause logic errors because the supply voltage drop upsets 
internal logiC, or because a supply spike on one circuit's 
output feeds an extraneous noise voltage into the next de
vice's input. 

With CMOS logic in its quiescent state, essentially no cur
rent flows between Vee and ground. But when an internal 
gate or an output buffer switches state, a momentary cur
rent flows from Vee to ground. The switching transient 
caused by an unloaded output changing state typically 
equals 20 mA peak. Using the circuit shown in Figure 9, you 
can measure and display these switching transients under 
different load conditions. 

5V 

.... -----TO SCOPE (Vee) 

5V-'Jc~":""''''''' 

TLlDD/l0562-11 

FIGURE 9 

Figure tOa shows the current and voltage spikes resulting 
from switching a single unloaded (CL = 0 in Figure 9) 
NAND gate. These current spikes, seen at the switching 
edges of the signal on VIN, increase when the output is 
loaded. Figures tOb, tOe, and tOdshow the switching tran
sients when the load capacitance, CL, is 15 pF, 50 pF, and 
100 pF, respectively. The large amount of ringing results 
from the test circuit's transmission line effects. This ringing 
occurs partly because the CMOS gate switches from a very 
high impedance to a very low one and back again. Even for 
medium-size loads, load capaCitance current becomes a 
major current contributor. 
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Although internal logic generates current spikes when 
switching, the bulk of a spike's current comes from output 
circuit transitions. Figure 11 shows the ICC current for a 
NAND gate, as shown in the test circuit, with one input 
switching and the other at ground resulting in no output.tran
sitions. Note the very small power-supply glitches provoked 
by the input-circuit transitions. 
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High-Speed CMOS Logic Switching 
The magnitude of noise which can be tolerated in a system 
relates directly to the worSt case noise immunity specified 
for the logic family. Noise immunity can be described as a 
device's ability to prevent noise on its input from being 
transferred to its output. It is the difference between the 
worst case output levels (VOH and You of the driving circuit 
and the worst case input voltage requirements (VIH and VIL, 
respectively) of the receiving circuit. 

Using Figur8 12 as a guide, it can be seeri that for TTL (LS 
or ALS) devices the worst case noise immunity is typically 
700 mV for the high logic level-and 300 mV for the low logic 
level. For HCMOS devices the worst case noise immunity is 
typically 1.75V for high logic levels and 800 mV for low logic 
levels. AC high speed CMOS logiC families have noise im
munity of 1.75V for high logic levels and 1.25V for low logic 
lev~ls. ACT CMOS logiC; families have noise immunity of 
2.9V for high logiC levels and 700 mV for low logic levels. 

Logic Family Comparisons 

Charac-
Symbol 

LS/ALS 
HCMOS AC ACT 

terlstle TTL 

Input VIH(Min) 2.0V 3.t5V 3.t5V 2.0V 
Voltage VIL(Max) O.BV O.9V t.35V O.BV 
(Umita) 

Output VOH(Min) 2.7V Vee-O.t Vee-O.t Vee-O.t 
Voltage VodMax) O.5V O.tV O.tV O.tV 
(Limits) 

FIGURE 12 



To illustrate noise margin and immunity, Figure 13 shows 
the output that results when you apply several types of sim
ulated noise to a 74HCOO's input. Typically, even 2V or 
more input noise produces little change in the output. The 
top trace shows noise induced on the high logic level signal 
and the bottom trace shows noise induced on the low logic 
level signal. 
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FIGURE 13 

Figure 14 shows how noise affects a 74HC74's clock input. 
Again, no logic errors occur with 2V or more of nOise on the 
clock input. 

When using high speed CMOS, even with its greater noise 
immunity, crosstalk, induced supply noise and noise tran
sients become factors. Higher speeds allow the device to 
respond more quickly to externally induced noise transients 
and accentuate the parasitic interconnection inductances 
and capaCitances that increase self-induced noise and 
crosstalk. 
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FIGURE 14 

The problem of crosstalk and how to deal with it is becom
ing more important as system performance and board den
sities increase. Our discussion on cable-to-cable coupling 
described crosstalk as appearing due to the distributed ca
pacitive coupling and the distributed inductive coupling be
tween two signal lines. When. crosstalk is measured on an 
undriven sense line next to a driven line (both terminated at 
their characteristic impedances), the near end crosstalk and 
the far end crosstalk have quite distinct features, as shown 
in Figure 15. It should be noted that the near end compo
nent reduces to zero at the far end and vice versa. At any 
point in between, the crosstalk is a fractional sum of the 
near and far end crosstalk waveforms as shown in the fig
ure. It also can be noted that the far end crosstalk can have 
either polarity whereas the near end crosstalk always has 
the same polarity as the signal causing it. 

The amplitude of the noise generated on the undriven 
sense line is directly related to the edge rates of the signal 
on the driven line. The amplitude is also directly related to 

I---'->-v-: ----</I.-L-DlllV-ENUNE--(1T-111 

''::~~C>--+-i~IIf----I----==--:---+-tlllT 
SENSE LINE 

~l 111~ 
~ c. .. ,,)- : .':::'t':::: }f7't 
NEAR END CROSSTALK, FAR END CRDSSTAIJ( 
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FIGURE 15. Crosstalk 
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the proximity of the two lines .. This is factored into the cou
pling constants KNE and'KFE by terms that· include ,the dis
tributed capacitance. per unit length, the distributed induc
tance per unit length, and ,the length of the line., The lead-to
lead capacitance'and mutual inductance thus,.created, caus
es "noise" voltages to appear when adjacent signal paths 
switch. 
Several useful observations that apply to a general case 
can then be made: 

• The crosstalk always scales with the signal amplitude VI. 
• Absolute crosstalk amplitude is proportional to slew rate 

Vl/tr, not just 1/t,.. .... 

• Far end crosstalk width is always tr• 
• For t,.. < 2 T L, where t,. is the transition time of the Signal 

on the driven line and h is the propagation or bus delay 
down the' line, the near end crosstalk amplitude VNE ex
pressed as a fraction of signal amplitude VI is KNE which 
is a function. of phYSical layout only. 

• The higher the value of 'tr' (slower transition times) the 
lower the percentage of crosstalk (relative to signal am-
plitude). ' 

Althougl;1 all circuit conductors have transmission line prop
erties, these -characteristics become significant when the 
edge rates of the drivers are equal 'to or Jess than about 
three times the propagation delay of the line. Significant 
transmission line properties may be exhibited, for example, 
where devices having edge rates of 3 ns are used to drive 
traces of 8 inches or greater, assuming propagation delays 
of 1.7 ns/ft for an unloaded printed circuit trace. 

Slgnal.lnterconnects ' 
Of the many properties of transmission lines, two are of 
major interest to the system designer: Zoe, the" effective 
equivalent impedance of the 'line, and 'lpde: the effective 
propagation delay down the line. It should be noted that the 
'intrinsic values of line impedance and propagation delay,Zo 
and tpd, are geometry-dependent. Once the intrinsic values 
are known, the effects of gate loading can be calculated. 
The loaded values for Zoe and Ipde can be calculated with: 

Zoe = Zo/(1 + Ct/Ci)··0.5 

Ipde = tpd • (1 + Ct/Ci)· ·0,5 
where Ci = ir:'trinsic line capacitance .. 
Ct = additional capacitance due to gate loading. 
These formulas indicate that the loading of linesdecnlBses 
the effective impedance of the line and increases the propa
gation delay. As was mentioned.,earlier, lines that have·a 
propagation delay greater than one third the rise time of the 
signal driver should be evaluated for transmission line ef
fects. When performing transmission line analysis on a bus, 
only the longest, most heavily loaded and the shortest, least 
loaded lines need to be analyzed. All lines in a bus should 
be terminated equally; if one line requires termination, all 
lines in the bus should be terminated. This will ensure simi
lar signals on all of the lines. 

Ground Bounce 
Ground bounce occurs as a resuli of the intrinsic character
istics of the leadframes and bondwires of the packages 
used to house CMOS devices. As edge rates and drive ca
pability increase jn advanced fogic fa,milies, the effects of 
these intrinsic electrical characteristics become more pro
nounced. One of these parasitic electrical characteristics is 
the inductance found in all leadframe materials. 
Flflure 16 shows a simple circuit model for a CMOS device 
in a leadframe driving a standard test load. The inductor L,,1 
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represents the parasitic inductance in the ground lead of the 
package; induclor.L2.represents the parasitic inductance in 
the power lead of the package; inductor L3 represents the 
parasitic inductance in ti;le output lead of the package; tb.e 
resistor R 1 represents the output impedance of the device 
output, and the capacitor and. resistor CL and RL represent 
the standard test load on the output of the device. 

Output Voltage V 

+ \;a = L' (dl/dt) 

TLlDD/10562-24 

FIGURE 16. Ground Bounce 
The three waveforms shown represent how ground bounce 
is generated, The top waveform shows the voltage (V) 
across the load as it is switched from a, logic HIGH to a logic 
LOW. The output slew rate is dependent upon the charac
teristics of the output transistor, and the inductors L 1 and 
L3, and CL, the load capacitance. In order to change the 
output from a HIGH to a LOW, current must flow to dis
charge the load capacitance. The second waveform shows 
the current that is generated as the capacitor discharges 
[I = -CL' (dV/dt)l. This current, as it changes, causes a 
voltage to be generated across the inductances in the cir
cuit. The formula for the voltage across an'inductor is V = 
L(dlldt). The third waveform shows the voltage that is in
duced across the inductance in the ground lead due to the 
changing currents [VGB' = L1 • (dlldt)J. This induced volt
age creates what is ,known as ground bounce. 
Because the inductor is between the external system 
ground and the internal device ground, the induced voltage 
causes the internal ground to be at a different potential than 
the external ground. This shift in potential causes the device 
inputs and outputs to behave differently than expected be
cause they are referenced to the internal device ground, 
while the devices which are either driving into the inputs or 
being driven by the outputs are referenced to the external 
system ground. External to the device, ground bounce caus
es input thresholds to shift and output levels to change. 
Although this. discussion is limited to ground bounce gener
ated during HIGH-to-LOW transitions, it should be' noted 
that the ground bounce is also generated during LOW-to
HIGH transitions. This ground bounce though, has a much 
smaller amplitude and therefore does not present the same 
concern. 
There are many factors which affect the amplitude of the 
ground bounce. Included are: 
• Number of outputs switching simultaneously: more out

puts results in more ground bounce. 
• Type of output load: capacitive loads generate two to 

three times more ground bounce than typical system 
traces. Increasing the capacitive load to approximately 
60-70' pF, increases ground bounce. Beyond 70 pF, 
ground bounce drops off due to the filtering effect of the 
load itself.' Moving the load away from the output also 

, r~duces the ground bounce. 



• Location of the output pin: outputs closer to the ground 
pin exhibit less ground bounce than those further away 
due. to effectively lower L 1 and L3. 

• Voltage: lowering Vee reduces ground bounce. 

Ground bounce produces several symptoms: 

• Altered device states. 

• Propagation delay degradation. 

• Undershoot on active outputs. The worst-case under
shoot will be approximately equal to the worst-case quiet 
output noise. 

NOISE SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUES 

EMI control techniques involve both hardware implementa
tions and methods and procedures. They may also be qivid
ed into intra-system and inter-system EMI control. Our major 
concern in this Application Note is intra-system EMI control, 
however, an overview of each may be appropriate at this 
time. 

Figure 17 illustrates the basic elements of concern in an 
intra-system EMI problem. The test specimen may be a sin
gle box, an equipment, subsystem, or system (an ensemble 
of boxes with interconnecting cables). From a strictly near
Sighted or selfish point-of-view, the only EMI concern would 
appear to be degradation of performance due to self jam
ming such as suggested at the top of the figure. While this 
might be the primary emphasis, the potential problems as
SOCiated with either (1) susceptibility to outside conducted 
and/or radiated emissions or (2) tendency to pollute the 
outside world from its own undesired emissions, come un
der the primary classification of intra-system EMI. Corre
sponding EM I-control techniques, however, address them
selves to both self-jamming and emission/susceptibility in 
accordance with applicable EMI specifications. The tech
niques that will be discussed include filtering, shielding, wir
ing, and grounding. 

Inter-system EMI distinguishes itself by interference be
tween two or more discrete and separate systems or plat
forms which are frequently under independent user control. 
Culprit emissions and/or susceptibility Situations are divided 
into two classes: (1) antenna entry/exit and (2) back-door 
entry/exit. More than 95% of inter-system EMI problems 
involve the antenna entry/exit route of EMI. We can group 
inter-system EMI-control techniques by four fundamental 
categories: frequency management, time management, 10-
.cation management, and direction management. 

Ant.nna 
Conduct.d 

SU80'P~ 

~na 
Conducted 
Emission. 

Self-Degradation Susceptlbmty 
Conducted or Radiated 

Radiated 
Su .. optlbllay 
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FIGURE 17. Intra-System EMI Manifestations 
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rhe: first step in locating a solutio!! is to identify the problem 
as either an inter-system or intra-system EMI situation. Gen
erally, if the speci!TIen has an antenna and the problem da
velops from what exits or enters the antenna from another 
specimen or ambient,. then the problem is identified as an 
inter-system EMI one. Otherwise, it is an intra-system EMI 
situation w.hich we will discuss now. 

Int";'System EMI-Control Techniques 

$hleldlng 

Shielding is used to reduce the amount of electromagnetic 
radiation reaching a sensitive victim circuit. Shields are 
made of metal and work on the principle that electromag
netic fields are reflected and/or attenuated by a metal sur
face: Different types of shielding are needed for different 
types. of fields. Thus, the type of metal used in the shield 
and the shield's construction must be considered carefully if 
the shield is to function properly. The i.deal shield has no 
holes or voids, and, in order to accommodate cooling vents, 
buttons, lamps, and access panels, special meshes and 
"EM I-hardened" components are needed. 

Once a printed-circuit board design has been optimized for 
minimal EMI, residual interference can be further reduced if 
the board is placed in a shielded enclosure. A box's shield
ing effectiveness in decibels depends on three main factors: 
its skin, the control of radiation leakage through the box's 
apertures or open areas (like cooling holes), and the use of 
filters or shields at entry or exit spots of cables. 

A box skin is typically fabricated from sheet metal or metal
lized plastiC. Normally sheet metal skin that is 1 mm thick is 
more than adequate; it has a shielding effectiveness of 
more than 1 00 dB throughout the high-frequency spectrum 
from 1 MHz to 20 GHz. Conductive coatings on plastic box
es are another matter. Table I shows that at 10 MHz the 
shielding effectiveness can be as low lis 27 dB if a carbon 
compOSite is used, or it can run as high as 106 dB for zinc 
sprayed on plastiC by an electric arc process: Plastic filled 
materials or composites haVing either conductive powder, 
flakEls, or filament are also used in box shielding; they have 
an effectiveness similar to that of metallized ~Iastics. 

TABLE I 

Surface Shielding 
Shielding Resistance, • Effectiveness, dB 

Material Ohmsl At At At 
Square 10 MHz 100 MHz 1 GHz 

Silver Acrylic 
0.004 67 93 97 

Paint 

Silver EPoxY 
0.1 59 81 87 

Paint 

Silver 
0.05 57 82 89 

DePosition 

Nickel 
3.0 35 47 57 

Composite 

Carbon 
10.0 27 35 41 

CompOSite 

Arc-Sprayed. 
0.002 106 92 98 

Zinc 

Wire Screen 
N.A. 86 66 48 

(0.64 mm Grid) 

'Effectiveness of shielding materials with 25·,..m thickness and for frequen· 
cles for which the largest dimension of the shielding plate Is less than a 
quarter of a wavelength. 
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; In many cases shielding eff$Ctiveness of at least 40'dB is 
Z required of plastic housings for microcontroller-based equip-
CC ment to:' reduce printed-circuit board radiation to a level that 

meets FCC regulations in tlie United States or those,of the 
VDE in Europe. Such skin shielding is easy'to achieve. The 
prOblem is aperture leakage. The iarger the aperture, the 
greater its radiation lea:kage because the shield's natural 
attenuation has been ,reduced. On the other hand, multiple 
small holes matching the same area as the single large ap
erture can attain the same amount of cooling with little 'Or no 
loss of attenuation properties. 

Fliterlng , 
Filters ani us~ to eliminate conduqt8d interference ,on ca
bles and wires, and Can be installed at either the source or 
the victim.Figu~ 18 shows an AC power-line filter. The val
'ues of ,the comPlments are, not critical; as a ,guide, the ca
paCitors can be between 0,01 and 0.001 iF, an!! the induc
tors are nominally 6.3 p.H. Capacitor C1 is designed to shunt 
any high-frequency differential-mode currents before they 
can enter the equipment to be protected. Capacitors C2 and 
C3 are included to shunt any common-mode currents to 
ground. The inductors, L 1 and L2, are called common-mode 
chokes, and are placed in the circuit to impede any com
mon-mode currents. 

FROII 
LINE 

o--r....-..... lv.tJ I 0 

Tel " ,,~ ~UIPIiENT 
r"':':'1 ,~ 

, 0---',"" ...... ' L2 1..._ ...... _0 , 
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FIGURE 18. Filtering 

Wiring 
Now that the equipment in each box can be successfully 
designed to combat EMI emission ~nd susceptibility sepa
rately, the boxes may be connecte~ together to form a sys
tem. Here, the input and output cables and, to a lesser ex
tent, the,.power cable form an, "antenna farm" that greatly 
threatens the overall electromagnetic compatibility of the 
system. Most field remedies fOr EMI problems focus on the 
coupling paths created by the wiring that interconnects sys
tems. By this time most changes to the individual equipment 
circuits are out of the question. 
Let us address five ~oupling paths that are encountered in 
typical systems comprised of two or more pieces of equip
,ment connected by cables. These should adequately cover 
most EMI susceptibility problems. They are: 
• A common ground impedance coupling-a conducting 

path in which a common impedance is shared between 
an undesired emission source and the receptor. 

• A common-mode, radiated field-to-cable coupling, in 
which electromagnetic fields penetrate a loop formed by 
tWo pieces of eqUipment, a cable connecting them, and a 
ground plane. 

• A differential-mode, radiated field-to-cable coupling, in 
which the electromagnetic fields penetrate a loop formed 
by two pieces of equipment and an interconnecting 
transmission line or cable. ' 

• A crosstalk coupling, in which Signals in one transmission 
line or cable are capacitively or inductively coupled Into 
another transmission line. 
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• A conductive path through power lines feeding the equip-
ment. 

The first coupling path is formed when two pieces of equip
ment are cannected to the same ground conductor at differ
ent pOints, an arrangement that normally produces a volt
age difference between the two pOints. If pOSSible, connect
ing both pieces of equipment to I! single-point ground elimi
nates this voltage. Another reme!ly Is to increase the imped
ance along a loop that includes the path between the 
ground connections of the two boxes. Examples include the 
Isolation of printed-circuit boards from their cabinet or case, 
the use of a shielded isolation transformer in the Signal path, 
or the insertion of an inductor between one or bqth boxes 
and the ground conductor. The use of balanced circuits, 
differential line drivers and receiVers, and absorbing ferrite 
beads and rods on the interconnecting cable can further 
reduce currents produced by this undesirable coupling path. 

Common Ground Impedance Coupling 

Int ... onnectl!!9. 
Cobltl 

Ground Ground 
Cobl. Cobl, 

~ 
possible voltag. dillerential 
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A balanced circuit is configured' so its two ,output signal 
leads are electrically symmetrical with respect to ground, as 
the signal increases on one output the Signal on the other 
decreases. Differential line drivers produce a signal that is 
electrically symmetrical with respect to ground from a sin
gle-ended circuit In which only one lead is changing with 
respect to ground. Ferrite beads, threaded over electrical 
conductors, substantially attentuate electromagnetic inter
ference by turning radto-frequency energy into heat, which 
is diSSipated in them. 
In the second coupling path, a radiated electromagnetic 
field is converted into a common-mode voltage in the 
ground plane lOOp' containing the interconnect cable and 
both boxes. This voltage may be reduced if the loop area is 
trimmed. 

Common-Mode, Radiated Fleld-ta-Cable Coupling 

Int ... onnecllng 
Coble 

Ground Ground 
Cobl • Coble 
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The third coupling path produces a differential-mode volt
age that appears across the input terminals of the EMI re
ceptor. One way of controlling this is to cancel or block the 
pickup of differential-mode radiation. In a balanced trans
mission line, this is done by use of twisted-wire pairs and a 
shielded cable. 

As for crosstalk, the fourth coupling path-the reduction of 
capacitive coupling can be achieved by the implementation 
of at least one of these steps: 

• Reducing the spacing between wire pairs in either or 
both of the transmission lines. 

• Increasing the separation between the two transmission 
lines. 

• Reducing the frequency of operation of the source, if 
possible. 

• Adding a cable shield over either or both transmission 
lines. 

• Twisting the source's or receptor's wire pairs. 

• Twisting both wire pairs in opposite directions. 

The fifth coupling path conductively produces both com
mon-mode and differential-mode noise pollution on the 
power mains. Among several remedies that can suppress 
the EM I here are the filters and isolation transformers. 

There are only about 50 common practical remedies that 
can be used in most EMI situations. Of these, about 10 
suffice in 80 percent of the situations. Most engineers are 
aware of at least some of these remedies-for example, 
twisting wires to reduce radiation pickup. 

In order to attack the EMI problem, one can make use of the 
information contained in Table II. First, decide what coupling 
path has the worst EMI interference problem. From the 11 
most common coupling paths listed at the top of the table, 
find the problem coupling path. Using the numbers found in 
that table entry, locate the recommended remedy or reme
dies from the 12 common EMI fixes identified at the bottom 
of the table. This procedure should be repeated until all sig
nificant coupling paths hlj.ve been properly controlled and 
the design goal has been met. 

Inter-System EMI Control Techniques 
There are many EMI controls that may be carried out to 
enhance the chances of inter-system EMC. They can be 
grouped into four categories which we will discuss briefly. 
The following discussion is not intended to be complete but 
merely provide an overview of some EMI control techniques 
available to the intersystem designer and user. 

Frequency management suggests both transmitter emission 
control and improvement of receptors against spurious re
sponses. The object is to design and operationally maintain 
transmitters so that they occupy the least frequency spec
trum possible in order to help control electromagnetic pollu
tion. For example, this implies that long pulse rise and fall 
times should be used. Quite often one of the most conve
nient, economic and rapid solutions to an EMI problem in 
the field, is to change frequency of either the victim receiver 
or the culprit source. 

In those applications where information is passed between 
systems, a possible time management technique could be 
utilized where the amount of information transferred is kept 
to a minimum. This should reduce the amount of time that 
the receptor is susceptible to any EM!. In communication 
protocols, for example, essential data could be transmitted 
in short bursts or control information could be encoded into 
fewer bits. 

Location management refers to EMI control by the selection 
of location of the potential victim receptor with respect to all 
other emitters in the environment. In this regard, separation 
distance between transmitters and receivers is one of the 
most significant forms of control since interfering source 
emissions are reduced greatly with the distance between 
them. The relative position of potentially interfering transmit
ters to the victim receiver are also significant. If the emitting 
source and victim receiver are shielded by obstacles, the 
degree of interference would be substantially reduced. 

Direction management refers to the technique of EMI con
trol by gainfully using the direction and attitude of" arrival of 
electromagnetic signals with respect to the potential vic
tim's receiving antenna. 

TABLE II. Electromagnetic Interference Coupling Paths 

Radiated Field to Interconnecting Cable 
(Common-Mode) 

Radiated Field to Interconnecting Cable 
(Differential-Mode) 

Interconnecting Cable to Radiated Field 
(Common-Mode) 

Interconnecting Cable to Radiated Field 
(Differential-Mode) 

Cable-to-Cable Crosstalk 

1. Insert Filter In Signal Source 

2. Insert Filter In Signal Receptor 

3. Insert Filter in Power Source 
4. Insert Filter In Power Receptor 

5. Twist Wire Pair 

6. Shield Cable 

7. Use Balanced Circuits 

2,7,8,9,11 Radiated Field to BOx 12,13 

2,5,6 Box to Radiated Field 12,13 

1,3,9,11 Box-to-Box Radiation 12,13 

1,3,5,6,7 Box-to-Box Conduction 1,2,7,S,9 

1,2,3,4,5,6,10,11 Power Mains to Box Conduction 4,11 

Box to Power Mains Conduction 4 

Electromagnetic Interference Fixes 
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S. Install Differential Line Drivers and Receivers 

9. Float Printed ClrcuH Board(s) 

10. Separate Wire Pair 
11. Use Ferrite Beads 

12. Use a Multilayer Instead of a Single-Layer Print
ed Circuit Boards 
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DESIGN GUIDELINES 

The growth of concern over electromagnetic compatibility 
(EMC) in electronic systems continues to rise in the years 
since the FCC proclaimed that there shall be no more pollu
tion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Still, designers have 
not yet fully come to grips with a major source and victim of 
electromagnetic interference-the printed circuit board. The 
most critical stage for addressing EM I is during the circuit 
board design. Numerous tales of woe can be recounted 
about the eleventh hour attempt at solving an EMI problem 
by retrofit because EMC was given no attention during de
sign. This retrofit ultimately costs much more than design 
stage EMC, holds up production, and generally makes man
agers unhappy. With these facts in mind, let's address elec
tromagnetiC compatibility considerations in printed circuit 
board design. 

Logic Selection 

Logic selection can ultimately dictate how much attention 
must be given to EMC in the total circuit design. The first 
guideline should be: use the slowest speed logic that will do 
the job. Logic speed refers to transition times of output sig
nals and gate responses to input signals. Many emissions 
and susceptibility problems can be minimized if a slow 
speed logic is used. For example, a square wave clock or 
signal pulse with a 3 ns rise time generates radio frequency 
(100 MHz and higher) energy that is gated about on the PC 
board. It also means that the logic can respond to compara
ble radio frequency energy if it gets onto the boards. 

The type of logic to be used is normally an early design 
decision, so that control of edge speeds and, hence, emis
sions and susceptibility is practical early. Of course, other 
factors such as required system performance, speed, and 
timing considerations must enter into this decision. If possi
ble, design the Circuit with a slow speed logic. The use of 
slow speed logic, however, does not guarantee that EMC 
will exist when the circuit is built; so proper EMC techniques 
should still be implemented consistently during the remain
der of the circuit design. 

Component Layout 

Component layout is the second stage in PC board design. 
Schematics tell little or nothing about how systems will per
form once the board is etched, stuffed, and powered. A cir
cuit schematic is useful to the design engineer, but an expe
rienced EMC engineer refers to the PC board when trouble
shooting. By controlling the board layout in the design 
stage, the designer realizes two benefits: (1) a decrease in 
EMI problems when the circuit or system is sent for EMI or 
quality assurance testing; and (2) the number of EMI cou
pling paths is reduced, saving troubleshooting time and ef
fort later on. 

Some layout guidelines for arranging components according 
to logic speed, frequency, and function are shown in Figure 
19. These guidelines are very general. A particular circuit is 
likely to require a combination andlor tradeoffs of the above 
arrangements. Isolation of the I/O from digital circuitry is 
important where emissions or susceptibility may be a prob
lem. For the case of emissions, a frequently encountered 
coupling path involves a digital energy coupling through I/O 
circuitry and signal traces onto I/O cables and wires, where 
the latter subsequently radiate. When susceptibility is a 
problem, it is common for the EMI energy to couple from 
I/O circuits onto sensitive digital lines, even though the I/O 
lines may be "opto-coupled" or otherwise supposedly iso
lated. In both situations, the solution often lies in the proper 
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electrical and physical isolation of analog and low speed 
digital lines from high speed circuits. When high speed sig
nals are designed to leave the board, the reduction of EMI is 
usually performed via shielding of I/O cables arid is not con
sidered here. 

Therefore, a major guideline in laying out boards is to isolate 
the I/O circuitry from the 'high speed logic. This method ap
plied even if the logic is being clocked at "only" a few MHz. 
Often, the fundamental frequency is of marginal interest, 
with the harmonics generated from switching edges of the 
clock being the biggest emission culprits. Internal system 
input/output PCB circuity should be mounted as close to the 
edge connector as possible and capacitive filtering of these 
lines may be necessary to reduce EMI on the lines. 

High speed logic components should be grouped together. 
Digital interface circuitry and I/O circuitry should be physi
cally isolated from each other and routed on separate con
nectors, if possible as shown in Figure 19d. 

• No High Frequency Signals to the Backplane 

l High" 

I Frequency 
Circuits 

Medium Frequency Circuits 

Low Frequency Circuits 

I nterface Circuits 

Connector 

(a) 

Low Medium High 
Frequency Frequency Frequency 

Circuits Circuits Circuits 

I/O 
Card Interface 

Internal 
Circuits 

Connector 

(b) 

Analog Logic 
Circuits Circuits 

Analog 
Interface LogiC Interface Circuits 
Circuits 

Connector 

(c) 

Edge Connector 

I/O Circuits 

Internal Interface Circuits 

Card Connector 

(d) 
FIGURE 19. Board Layout 



Power Supply Bussing 
Power supply bussing is the next major concern in the de
sign phase. Isolated digital and analog power supplies must 
be used when mixing analog and digital circuitry on a board. 
The design preferably should provide for separate power 
supply distribution for both the analog and digital circuitry. 
Single point common grounding of analog and digital power 
supplies should be performed at one pOint and one pOint 
only-usually at the motherboard power supply input for 
multi-card designs, or at the power supply input edge con
nector on a single card system. The fundamental feature of 
good power supply bussing, however, is low impedance and 
good decoupling over a large range of frequencies. A low 
impedance distribution system requires two design features: 
(1) proper power supply and return trace layout and (2) 
proper use of decoupling capacitors. 

At high frequencies, PCB traces and the power supply bus
ses (+Vcc and OV) are viewed as transmission lines with 
associated characteristic impedance, Zo, as modeled in 
Figure 20. The goal of the designer is to maximize the ca
pacitance between the lines and minimize the self-induc
tance, thus creating a low Zo0 Table III shows the character
istic impedance of various two-trace configurations as a 
function of trace width, W, and trace separation, h. 

#1 
t=_." 
ZOI--

W/h or I W I 
D/W Parallal Strips· 

0.5 377 
0.6 281 
0.7 241 
0.8 211 
0.9 187 

1.0 169 
1.1 153 
1.2 140 
1.5 112 
1.7 99 
2.0 84 

2.5 67 
3.0 56 
3.5 48 
4.0 42 
5.0 34 

6.0 28 
7.0 24 
8.0 21 
9.0 19 
10.0 17 

12.0 14 
15.0 11.2 
20.0 8.4 
25.0 6.7 
30.0 5.6 
40.0 4.2 
50.0 3.4 

TABLE III 
#2 

I W I 
Z - ::b: 02~ 
Strip Over Ground Plane· 

377 
281 
241 
211 
187 

169 
153 
140 
112 
99 
84 

67 
56 
48 
42 
34 

28 
24 
21 
19 
17 

14 
11.2 
8.4 
6.7 
5.6 
4.2 
3.4 

#3 
I D I t= __ 

ZD3 I w I 
Strips Side by SId,·· 

NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

0 
25 
34 
53 
62 
73 

87 
98 
107 
114 
127 

137 
146 
153 
160 
166 

176 
188 
204 
217 
227 
243 
255 
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'Mylar dielectric assumed: DC = 5.0 D > nearby ground plane 
"Paper base phenolic or glass epoxy assumed: DC = 4.7 

Z01 = (377/JFjC) x (h/W), for W > 3h and h > 3t 

Z02 = (377/JFjC) X (h/W), for W > 3h 

Z03 = (120/JFjC) Ine (D/W + ~)forW > t 
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where La and Co are. respectively. the distributed inductance and capaci· 
tance per unit length of the line 

FIGURE 20 

Anyone of the three configurations may be viewed as a 
possible method of routing power supply (or signal) traces. 
The most important feature of Table III is the noticeable 
difference in impedance between the parallel strips and 
strip over ground plane compared with the side-by-side con
figurations. 

As an example of the amount of voltage that can be gener
ated across the impedance of a power bus, consider TTL 
logic which pulls a current of approximately 16 mA from a 
supply that has a 250 bus impedance (this assumes no 
decoupling present). The transient voltage is approximately 
dV = 0.016 x 250 = 400 mV, which is equal to the noise 
immunity level of the TTL logic. A 250 (or higher) imped
ance is not uncommon in many designs where the supply 
and return traces are routed on the same side of the board 
in a side-by-side fashion. In fact, it is not uncommon to find 
situations where the power supply and return traces are 
routed quite a distance from each other, thereby increasing 
the overall impedance of the distribution system. This is ob
viously a poor layout. 

Power and ground planes offer the least overall impedance. 
The use of these planes leads the designer closer to a mul
ti-layer board. At the very least, it is recommended that all 
open areas on the PC board be "Iandfilled" with a OV refer
ence plane so that ground impedance is minimized. 

Multi-layer boards offer a considerable reduction in power 
supply impedance, as well as other benefits. As shown in 
Table III, the impedance of a multi-layer power/ground 
plane bus grows very small (on the order of an ohm or less), 
assuming a W/h ratio greater than 100. Multi-layer board 
designs also pay dividends in terms of greatly reduced EMI, 
and they provide close control of line impedances where 
impedance matching is important. In addition, shielding ben
efits can be realized. For high-density, high-speed logiC ap
plications, the use of a multi-layer board is almost mandato
ry. The problem with multi-layer boards is the increased cost 
of deSign and fabrication and increased difficulty in board 
repair. 

Oecoupllng 
High-speed CMOS has special decoupling and printed cir
cuit board layout requirements. Adhering to these require
ments will ensure the maximum advantages are gained with 
CMOS devices in system performance and EMC perform
ance. 

Local high frequency decoupling is required to supply power 
to the chip when it is transitioning from a LOW to a HIGH 
value. This power is necessary to charge the load capaci
tance or drive a line impedance. 

For most power distribution networks, the typical impedance 
can be between 50 and 1000. This impedance appears in 
series with the load impedance and will cause a droop in the 
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Vee at the part. This limits the available voltage swing at the 
local node, unless some form of decoupling is used. This 
drooping of rails will cause the rise and fall times to become 
elongated. Consider the example presented in Figure 21 
used to help calculate the amount of decoupling necessary. 
This circuit utilizes an octal buffer driving a 1000 bus from a 
point somewhere in the middle. 

Data Bus ,Buffer Output Sus Not 50 ohm Load. 
50 ohm Load Lin. on 'oH-VOH 
Characteristic ohows LOw-t.-Hlgh 
stop of 4.8V. 

100 4.9V 

VOUT 
Buffer 

Ground Plans O.IV 
94mA 

1 of 8 

100 
o 

Worst Cas. Octal Drain=8x94mA='O.75 Amp 
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FIGURE 21 

Being in the middle of the bus, the driver will see two 1000 
loads in parallel, or an effective impedance of 500. To 
swifch the line from rail to rail, a drive of 94 mA is needed 
(4.8V 1500) and more than 750 mA will be required if all 
eight lines switch at once. This instantaneous current re
quirement will generate a voltage drop across the imped
ance of the power lines, causing the actual Vee at the chip 
to droop. This droop limits the voltage swing available to the 
driver. The net effect of the voltage droop will be to length
en device rise and fall times and slow system operation. A 
local decoupling capacitor is required to act as a low imped
ance supply for the driver chip during high current demands. 
It will maintain the voltage within acceptable limits and keep 
rise and fall times to a minimum. The necessary values for 
decoupling capaCitors can be calculated with the formula 
given in Agure 22. 

In this 'example, if the Vee droop is to be kept below O.tV 
and the edge rate equals 4 ns, we can calclJlate the value of 
the decoupling capacitor by use of the charge on a capaci
tor equation: Q = CV. The capaCitor must supply the high 
demand current during the transition period and is repre
sented by I = C (dV Idt). Rearranging this somewhat yields 
C = I (dtldV). 

Vee Bus 

1 I 
If1 

Bypass CapacHora ' 

Cal 
1 

Sp.oify Vee Droop = O.IV max during swftchlng tlmo 'of 40. 

a = CV charge on capaCitor 
1= CdVldt ' 
C = I dtidV = 750 mA x 4 ns I O,W = O,030,..F 
Select Cs = 0.047 ,..F or greeter 

FIGURE 22 
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Now, I = 750 mA assuming all 8 outputs switch simulta
neously for worst case conditions, dt = switching period or 
4 ns, and dV is the specified Vee droop of O.tV. This yields 
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a calculated value of 0.030 p.F for thedecoupling capacitor. 
So, a selection of 0.047 p.F or greater should be sufficient. 
It is good practice to distribute decoupling capaCitors evenly 
throughout the logic on the board; placing one capacitor for 
every package as close to the power and ground pins as 
pOSSible. The parasitic induction in the capaCitor leads can 
be greatly reduced or eliminated by the use of surface 
mount chip capaCitors soldered directly onto the board at 
the appropriate locations. Decoupling capacitors need to be 
of the high K ceramic type with low equivalent series resist
ance (ESR), conSisting primarily of series' inductance and 
series resistance. Capacitors using 5ZU dielectric have suit
able properties and make a good choice for deccupling ca
pacitors; they offer minimum cost and effective perform
ance. 

Proper Signal Trace Layout 

Although crosstalk cannot be totally eliminated, there are 
some design techniques, that can reduce system problems 
resulting from crosstalk. In any design, the distance that 
lines run adjacent to each other should be kept as short as 
possible. The best situation is when the Ii'nes are perpendic
ular to each other. Crosstalk problems can also be reduced 
by moving lines further apart or by inserting ground lines 'or 
planes between them. 

For those situations where lines must run parallel as in ad
dress and data buses, the effects of crosstalk can be min
mized by line termination. Terminating a line hits character
istic impedance reduces the amplitude of an initial crosstalk 
pulse by 50%. Terminating the line will also reduce the 
amount of ringing. 

There are several termination schemes which may be used. 
They are series, parallel, AC parallel and Thevenin termina
tions. AC' parallel and series terminations are the most use
ful for low power applications since they do not consume 
any DC power. Parallel and Jhevenin terminations experi
ence high DC power consumption. 

Series terminations are mosf useful in high-speed applica
tions where most of the loads are at the far end of the line. 
Loads that are between the driver and the end of the line 
will receive a two-step waveform. The first wave will be the 
incident wave. The amplitude is dependent upon the output 
impedance of the driver, the value of the series resistor and 
the impedance of the line according to the formula: 

Vw = Vee • Zoel (Zoe + RS + Zs) 

Series Termination 

"u~Ir" ______ load 

Vw = vee x Zoef(Zoe + Rs + Zsl 

where Rs is the series resistor 
Zs Is the output Impedance of the driver 
Zoe is the equivalent line impedance 
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The amplitude will be one-half the voltage swing if Rs (the 
series resistor) plus the output impedance (Zs)' of the driver 
is equal to the line impedance (Zoe>. The secon~ step of the 
waveform is the reflection from the end of the fine and will 
have an amplitude equal to that of the first step. All devices 
on the line will receive a valid level only after the wave has 



propagated down the line and returned to the driver. There
fore, all inputs will see the full voltage swing within two times 
the delay of the line. 

Parallel terminations are not generally recommended for 
CMOS circuits due to their power consumption, which can 
exceed the power consumption of the logic itself. The pow
er consumption of parallel terminations is a function of the 
resistor value and the duty cycle of the signal. In addition, 
parallel termination tends to bias the output levels of the 
driver towards either Vee or ground depending on which 
bus the resistor is connected to. While this feature is not 
desirable for driving CMOS inputs because the trip levels 
are typically Vee/2, it can be useful for driving TTL inputs 
where level shifting is desirable in order to interface with 
CMOS devices. 

Parallel Termination 

TLlDD/l0562-34 

AC parallel terminations work well for applications where 
the increase in bus delays caused by series terminations are 
undesirable. The effects of AC parallel terminations are sim
ilar to the effects of standard parallel terminations. The ma
jor difference is that the capacitor blocks any DC current 
path and helps to reduce power consumption. 

Thevenin terminations are not generally recommended due 
to their power consumption. 

AC Parallel Termination 

source;;.;... _____ r-_;;:Ioad 

I 
T 
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Thevenln Termination 

source load 
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Like parallel terminations, a DC path to ground is created by 
the terminating resistors. The power consumption of a 
Thevenin termination, though, will generally be independent 
of the signal duty cycle. Thevenin terminations are more 
applicable for driving CMOS inputs because they do not 
bias the output levels as paralleled terminations do. It 
should be noted that output lines with Thevenin termina
tions should not be left floating since this will cause the 
undriven input levels to float between Vee and ground, in
creasing power consumption. 

Ground Bounce 

Observing either one of the following rules is sufficient to 
avoid running Into any of the problems associated with 
ground bounce: 
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• First, use caution when driving asynchronous TTL-level 
inputs from CMOS octal outputs. Ground bounce glitches 
may cause spurious Inputs that will alter the state of non
clocked logiC. 

• Second, use caution when running control lines (set, re
set, load, clock, chip select) which are glitch-sensitive 
through the same devices that drive data or address 
lines. 
When it is not possible to avoid the above conditions, 
there are simple precautions available which can mini
mize ground bounce noise. These are: 

• Choose package outputs that are as close to the ground 
pin as possible to drive asynchronous TTL-level inputs. 

• Use the lowest Vee possible or separate the power sup
plies. 

• Use board design practices which reduce any additive 
noise sources, such as crosstalk, reflections, etc. 

Components 

The interference effect by rectifier diodes, typically found in 
power supply sections of PC boards, can be minmized by 
one or more of the follOwing measures: 

• Placing a bypass capaCitor in parallel with each rectifier 
diode. 

• Placing a resistor in series with each rectifier diode. 

• Placing an R-F bypass capacitor to ground from one or 
both sides of each rectifier diode. 

• Operating the rectifier diodes well below their rated cur
rent capability. 

bypass ~h Parallol 

Reslst.r In Series L'u 
R-F Bypa~ ~ R-F" Bypass -L. 

t. Ground.I. to Ground .I. 

- -- -

Connectors 

= 
cables and Connectors 

TL/DD/l0562-37 

D 
,I 

TLlDD/l0562-36 

Several options are available to reduce EMI. from a typical 
ribbon cable used to interconnect pieces of equipment. 
These include: 

• Reduce spacing between conductors (h in the figure) by 
reducing the size of wires used and reducing the insul~
tion thickness. 

• Join alternate Signal returns together at the connectors 
at each end of the cable. 

• Twist parallel wire pairs in ribbon cables. 

• Shield ribbon cable with metal foil cover (superior to 
braid). 

• Replace discrete ribbon cable with stripline flexprint ca
ble. 
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In the' case of joining alternate, signal, returns; wife 1\1 is car
ryig the signal current, Ih' whereallits mates, N -1 and N + 1 
wires are each carrying one half of the retu~n currents, in-l 
and in+l, respectively. Thus, radiation from pair Nand N-1 
is out of phase with ratl!ation from, pair N and N + 1 and will 
tend to cancel. In praCtiCe",hOw6ver, the net raciiation is 
reduced by 20-30 de with' aa.d6 ~ing a,gooQ default val
ue. 

, Alternating Signal' Returns 
Minimizes f.ladlatlon' ' 

1, 2 3 " 5.. ,N-l N N+l ,k 

T • T • t~~~1..~_t~~~1 
, Tl1DD/10562-39 

The opposite of this is to conserve signal returns by' only 
using one, or two, wires to service N d,ata lines in a ,ribbon 
cable. For data 'lines farther from the return line, the differ
ential mode radiation becomes so great thl!-t this «able 
tends to maximize EMI radiation. Another disadvantage of 
this approach is poor impedance ccmtrol in the resulting 
transmission line. This could result in distortion of pulses 
and cause reflections, especially for high-speed logiC, and 
common return impedance noise in this single ground wire. 

• • 

Single Signal Return 
Maximizes Radiation 

(k-l)/2 ' ' " ... /,,\,.,-., 
(K-l)/2-1 rh (K-l)/2+ 1 

Tl1DD/10562-40 

Ideally, connectors should have negligible resistance for ob
vious reasons other tha,n EMI convol. ,They should provide 
foolproof alignment ,to minimize the possibility of contact 
damage over time and use which would increase the resist
ance and be prone to vibration and shock. Adequate force 
to provide good mating between contacts which will insure 
low resistance and limit likelihood of damage. Connectors 
should mate with little friction to minimize the effects of con
tinual di,sconnections and connections increasing the con
tact resistance with use as the contacts wear out. A con
tamination free design should be used to avoid corrosion 
and oxidation increasing resistance and susceptibility to 
shock ~nd vibration cauSing intermittent contact. ' 

Special Considerations with Development Tools 

The following set of guidelines have been compiled from the 
experiences of the Development Systems Group and the 
Microcontroller Applications Group in Santa Clara .. , l;hey 
should be considered additional techniques' and guidelines 
to be followedconcurtently' with the stanilard ones already 
preSeilted. Some are general and some may !le'speCific to 
development systems use. 

Ground bounce prevention and minimization techniques 
presented in this Application Note should tie strictlyadh,ered 
to when using '373 type transparent latches on the HPC's 
elltEirnal address/data bus. Multiple slmultaneouslyswitch
ing outputs could produce ground bo\Jhce significant 
enough to cause false latching. Observe gOQd EMI planning 
,by locating the latche!! as close to thel:iPC as,llpssi~!e. The 
use of multi-layer printed circuit boards with goo(:l" ground 
planes and folloy/ing appropria~~, layout teC:h:~iques is 
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also essential. especially if emulation will be done at fre
quencies ,above. 1,0, MH2;. With the foregOing discussions 
about "antenna farms", radiated noise, and ideal connector 
,pharllcteristics,.it b,ecqmes obvious that wire-~rap ,boards 
,and ~he use of IC sockEits is absolutely out of,l/1e quesJion. 
The concern here is not so much EMI affecting ,the outside 
world but EMI strangling the operation of th~ modul,e itself. 

The, inputs to the buffers in a,'244 type octal buffer package 
are placed adjacent or side-by-side outputs of other buffers 
in the package. This configuration would tend to maximi2;e 
the crosstalk or noise coupling from the inputs to the out
puts,: On the, other hand, the buffer inputs in a '544 type 
package are on one side of the package and the outputs are 
on the other. The use oUhese package types in high speed 
deSigns can facilitate board layout to help reduce the ef
fects of crosstalk. 

Use extra heavy grouhd wires between emulator and target 
board. Rely on the ground returns in the emulator cable for 
reduction of differential-mode noise radialed from the cable 
but heavy-duty help is required for reducing power line im
pedance in the integrated development system. 

Unused HPC inputs, most importantly NMI and RDY IRU;, 
muSt be tied to Vee directly or through a pull-up resistor. 
this not only tends to reduce power consumption, but will 
avoid noise problem~,triggering an unwanteQ action. ' 

In order to reduce the, effects of noise generate,d by high 
speed signal changes, a sort of Frequency Management· 
technique rriigbt be applied. If pO$Sible, develop applicati9n 
hardware and software at a slower crystal operating fre
quencY. If ringing, crosstalk, or other combinations of radiat
ed and conducted noise problems exist; the result may be to 
move the problem from one, ~int in the affected signal 
waveform to a different pOint. Thus, apparent "noise glitch
es" that causet\ a latch, to errOneously trigger when the in
put data was still changing, may now come at a time when 
they are non-destructive such as at a point when the input 
data is now stable. 

Some applications reqllire driving the HPC clock input, CKI, 
with an external Signal. The emulator tools are all clocked 
usirig a crystal network with the HPC so that the generation 
of the system timing is contained on the tool itself. Conse
quently, there is no connection between the emulator cable 
connector on the tool and the CKI pin at the HPC. However, 
when the emulator cable is now inserted into the target 
board, the target board's clock signal travelling along the 
cable couples noise onto adjacent signal lines causing 
symptoms pointing to 'an apparent failure of the emulator 
tool. The recommend~tion is to disable the clock drive to 
the CKI pin at the HP,q pad on the target board whenever 
the emulator tool is connected. The emulator tools supply 
'the system clock so there is no need for the clock on the 
target and Signal crosstalk On the emulator cable can be 
greatly reduced'with minimal'implementation. If one insists 
that the emulator tool and the target be sYAchronous, then 
bring the clock signal from the target to the emulator tool 
external, tathe emulator cable via twisted wire pair Or coax 
cable. RemovlHhe clock drive connection to CK! at the tar
get to prevent the signal fromeritering the cable. Finally, 
"remove crystal components on emulator tool to ,prevent 
problemswith'the signal. ' 

Connecting boards and modules 'together to make atotSlly 
unique system in which EMC was practiced is necessary to 
,ensure I(ttle proble,m, with the environment. 84t, con!lecting 



an emulator tool, makes it an entirely new and unique sys
tem, 'both in physical and electrical properties. Treat ti'le em
ulator tool as part of the system during the design phase 
and development phase. 

NOISE MEASUREMENT 

The basic purpose of FCC Part 15J is to minimize the jam
ming of commercial broadcasting systems by computer de
vices. Toward this end, the FCC has established test limits, 
for both conducted and radiated emissions, which must be 
met. These two tests together span the frequency range 
from 450 kHz to 1000 MHz. To accomplish FCC Part 15J 
testing requires the, following equipment and associated 
support items: 

• EMC Receivers or Spectrum Analyzers to cover the fre
quency range from 450 kHz to 1000 MHz. 

• Dipole antennas (2) to cover the frequency range· from 
30 MHz to 1000 MHz. 

• Masts or supports which will allow antenna elevation to 
be increased to at least 4 meters and also allow the po
larization to be changed. 

• Line impedance stabilization networks (LISN) built in ac
cordance with CISPR requirements. These are 50n, 
50 ,...H devices and are inserted between power mains 
and test item to permit making repeatable conducted 
EMI measurements. 

• Power line filters. 

• An appropriate test site. 

Environment 

The most controversial item on the test requirement list is 
the appropriate test site. The FCC required emission limits 
are comparable with the ambient RF level. These low limits 
and the noisy ambient would indicate that the tests should 
be made in a shielded enclosure. Unfortunately, all shielded 
enclosures introduce significant errors into the radiated 
measurements because of room reflections, room reso
nances, and antenna loading. To reduce the magnitude of 
these problems, the FCC has specified that measurements 
should be made at an open-field test site. Open-field test 
sites frequently have high ambient levels especially in the 
FM broadcast band. They may also have ground reflection 
variations as a function of soil moisture. 

The FCC will permit the use of anechoic shielded enclo
sures which have reduced reflections, provided an error 
analysis is made to show correlation of interior RF levels 
with those of an open-field test site. The cost of an ane
choic enclosure is its major drawback. For measurements 
other than for certification, the test site does not have to be 
in accordance with government regulations. There are also 
alternatives where an agency or private company will per
form the tests for you at their facility for a nominal fee. 
Many manufacturers are using shielded enclosures that 
they have constructed on site or purchased from one of the 
shielded enclosures manufacturers. The measurement re
quirement is that the RF ambient levels should be 6 dB or 
more below the specifications limits. This may require 20 dB 
worth of aluminum foil or 160 dB worth of electrical seals. 
Only a site survey can provide that answer. In any case, 
some margin of safety should be made, 6-10 dB, plus peri
odic check for reflection problems. 

Instrumentation 
After the appropriate test site has been obtained, whether a 
room or a quiet open field, then the testing can begin. If the 
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equipment to be tested is not floor standing, the test sample 
is placed on a non-conducting stand 80 cm high and at least 
40 cm from the wall of the enclosure. Antennas are then set 
up so that radiated emission levels can be measured. The 
test sample should be loaded with full electrical and me
chanical loads·.and operated in a manner that closely ap
proximates normal operation. During operation of the equip
ment under test, the EMI measuring equipment is used to 
determine the amplitude of the radiated emission. 

At NSC, we have a spectrum analyzer than can be attached 
to a Personal Computer that runs software to control experi
ments and report results. It automatically marks the C<lITlPut
er display with FCC limits for quick comparison with the am
plitudeof the emissions signal. This setup is oUtside the 
shielded enclosure and can be used to determine if the 
equipment under test is failing any FCC requirements. 

If the' test sample fails, we can move inside the room and 
use near-field probes to help pinpoint the source of elTlis
sions. The spectrum analyzer samples the signal generated 
by the source at many different frequencies. The scale 
across the bottom of the screen is frequency and the scale 
along the side is signal amplitude in dBuV/m. Thus, we can 
quickly determine where the peak amplitude of the generat
ed noise is located, read what level that is, and at what 
frequency it is being generated. 

A little analysis and thought should then allow you to deter
mine what Signal could be the culprit. For example, if the 
noise problem is at 16 MHz and the system clock is 16 MHz, 
then the basic clock signal is causing the problem. If the 
noise problem is at even multiples of 16 MHz it could be 
caused by rise and fall times on the 16 MHz clock or over
shoot and undershoot on that clock. In the case of the HPC, 
since it generates a clock output that is the system clock 
divided by 2 (CK2 = CKI/2), the noise frequency generated 
at the multiple of the 16 MHz signal could also be due to 
CK2 or any device that is clocked by that signal. Unfortu
nately for the investigator, everything else inside the part is 
clocked by CK2, which includes bus transitions and input 
sampling. 

Cost 

Basically, the risks of no EMI control will include the follow
ing: 

• Vehicle/System Performance Degradation 

• Degradation to outside world equipment 

• Personal Hazards 

• Ordinance Hazards 

• Acceptance Delays 
The sum which can mean anything from a minor system or 
equipment performance compromise to the total cancella
tion of a project. 

The cost of EMI control will vary and include the following: 

• Government procurement requirements 

• Company proposal preparation 

• EMI Control Plan 

• Test Plan 
• EMI Tests and Reports 

A rough guideline that can be used might be: 

1 %-3%% of $100 Million projects 
3%-7% of $1 Million to $10 Million projects 
7%-12% of small items 
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SV,..MARY, 

The design and construction of. an electromagnetically com
patible 'printed circuit board does not' necessarily require a 
big 'change in current ,practices. On the contrary, the imple
mentation of EMC principles during the desigA process can 
fit: in' with the ongoing deSign. When EMC is designed into 
the board, the requirements to shield circuitry, cables, and 
enclosures, as well as other costly eleventh,hour surprises, 
will be drastically reduced or even eliminated. Without EMC 
in the design stage, production can be held up and the cost 
of the project Increases. . 
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Build a Direction-Sensing 
Bidirectional Repeater 

When designing an EIA-485 control bus to link widely sepa
rated machinery and process controllers, devising a scheme 
to control the repeaters can be one of the more awkward 
tasks. In long buses, bus segments are joined with repeat
ers if the distance exceeds the maximum allowed by one 
cable segment. 

Usually the buses are of a master-slave configuration-a 
bus network can consist of a master, two slaves, and two 
repeaters, for instance (Figure 1). Amplifying control Signals 
and making sure that they're clearly received by the slaves 
is one task performed by the repeaters. Repeaters can also 
increase the number of slaves per cable segment, extend
ing the control bus's reach. To ensure that signals travel 
through repeaters correctly in both master-to-slave and 
slave-to-master directions, though, the repeaters must be 
switched. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 702 
Gary Murdock 
John Goldie 

Controlling the switching can be a cumbersome task. One 
way to handle it is to generate a repeater-reversing Signal at 
the slave location and carry it over a dedicated control line 
to the repeaters. The catch is that the repeater control line 
needs to be very long-the length of the cable segment, in 
fact. Handling direction control remotely introduces delays 
and increases the possibility of errors. Ideally, control of the 
repeater switching would occur locally, at the repeaters 
themselves. Designers can achieve this local control and 
get rid of repeater lines by building a smart, direction-sens
ing repeater. 

CONTROLLING REPEATERS 

To see the advantages of direction-sensing repeaters, look 
at a design that uses repeater control lines (Figure 2). 
Based on the repeater control circuit used by the Intel Bit
bus, this design is for twisted-pair cable. (Sometimes ribbon 
cable can be used instead). The differential line drivers and 
receivers are designed for multipoint applications and meet 
the EIA-485 standard. 

EIA-485 control bus 

FIGURE 1. Repeaters Extend the Length of the Twisted-Pair Bus 
by TransmlHlng the Signal on to the Next cable Segment 

FIGURE 2. Repeater Direction Can Be Switched from the 
Slave's End with a Biased Repeater-Control Line 

"Reprinted with written permission from Electronic oaslgn, (Vol. 37, No. 10) May 11, 1989, Copyright 1989 Penton Publishing" 
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Bias resistors on the control line typically enable the repeat
er in the direction away from the master. In this case, the 
master is the talker and the data flows in the master-to
slave direction. When a slave responds to a poll from the 
master, it drives its direction control line-DElRE-high. 
This drives the slave's repeater control line high, overriding 
the low state normally imposed by the bias resistors. The 
orientation of each repeater between the slave and the 
master is switched to the slave-to-master direction. All other 
repeaters stay enabled in the direction away frpm the mas
ter-letting slaves talk to any other slave, if the protocol 
allows,"it. The repeater control line is actively driven to only 
one state (high), so that if more than one slave tries to drive 
the control line at the same time, contention current is mini
mized. 

Eliminating the repeater control line in the network greatly 
simplifies the circuit (Figure 3). Here, a local data direction
sensing control circuit switches repeater direction. The cir
cuit switches the repeater in the right direction by sensing 
which side of the data line is active first. If the master side is 
active first, the repeater is enabled in the master-to-slave 
direction, and vice versa. If the master and slave are active 
simultaneously, neither direction is enabled. -

Two line-sense circuits work in the local control circuit. One 
monitors the rnaster side of the data line, the othedhe slave 
side. The data line is active when driven to a differential high 
or low. The data line is inactive when all drivers connected 
to it are in TRI-STATEIII>. Resistors bias the sense circuit 
receiver inputs to produce high receiver outputs when the 
data line is inactive. When the data line is driven, the bias is 
overridden and the receivers respond to the signals on the 
data line. One output switches to the same state as the data 
line, and the other output switches to the complementary 
state. An active line sends complementary inputs to the 
AND gate and switches the sense circuit output low. An 
inactive data line produces high inputs to the AND gate (be
cause of the resistor bias) and switches the output high. 
Data direction is determined by detecting which sense-cir
cuit output (master or slave) goes low first. 

The direction-sensing repeater design divides into six func
tional blocks (Figure 4). The first block-block a-is a bidi
rectional repeater. Block b senses the state of the data line 
on each side of the repeater. It checks for either a driven 
state (active) or a high impedance state (Inactive). Block c 
determines the enable signals according to the line states. 
Block d generates pulses used for masking, clocking, and 
error signals. Block e filters, generates a pulse, and detects 
a valid line state change. Block f latches in the most current 
line state information and generates the enable Signals to 
the repeaters. 

TL/F/l0876-3 

FIGURE 3. Switching Repeater Direction Locally Avoids a Cumbersome and Costly Repeater Control Line 
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FIGURE 4. Direction-Sensing Circuity Switches the Repeater In the Direction that Data Is Being Transmitted 
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The bidirectional repeater consists of two standard-pinout 
EIA-485 transceivers. The inverter inverts the enable line on 
one of the transceivers, so that two standard transceivers 
can be used. The "active-Iow"'receiver enables are perma
nently enabled by hard-wiring them to ground. The driver 
enables are set by the output of the LSOO and LS08 gates. 
Data lines must be terminated on each side of the repeater 
to bias the line for the line-sense Circuits. The termination 
resistor should be selected to match the transmission line's 
characteristic impedanc$-1000 to 1200 is typical for 
twisted pair. 

In block b, an EIA-485 quad receiver senses the line to de
termine whether it's active or inactive. Each receiver palr 
monitors one side of the'transmission line. The quad receiv
er's enable should be hard-wired ON. Resistors bias the 
receiver input to a positive differential voltage that produces 
a high ouptut when all drivers are in TRI-STATE mode. The 
receiver outputs are combined with an AND gate. A falling 
edge at the AND gate output indicates an active line, and a 
rising edge indicates a return to the Z line state. , 

The logic in block c-standard gates and the LS132 NAND 
gate-prevents the repeater from being enabled in case of 
collision. If both data lines become active at the same time, 
logic will disable transmission in both directions. In addition 
to the NAND function, the LS132 gate's input!! have hyster
eSis to increase noise immunity. This yields a jitter-free out
put from a slow input signal. 

When drivers on eacti side of the repeater drive, the line 
simultaneously, a collision occurs. To prevent this, the,logic 
in block c keeps both repeater drivers off until the lines on 
both sides have returned to the inactive state. When a colli
sion occurs, a low appears at signal locatiOnS 1 and 2. The 
logic sets the D flip-flop inputs high, however, so repeater 
disables--instead of enables--are generated. 

When signals 1 and 2 are high, the D flip-flop inputs are 
high, and both repeater drivers are disabled. If either 1 or 2 
is low while the other is high, an enable signal travels to one 
of the repeater drivers, depending upon which line is low. A 
valid line state change causes block d to generate a clock 
pulse that will latch the D flip-flops. After the repeater has 
turned on, signals 1 and 2 go low, since data is passing 
through the repeater. Because data transitions don't 
change the line state-it stays active-no new clock pulse 
is generated and the enables aren't updated. 

TRIGGERING ONE-5HOTS 
Block d includes four retriggerable LS123 one-shots for tim
ing functions. The first one-shot is triggered when a valid 
line state change is detected. Its output trips the second 
and third one-shots on the same edge. The second one
shot's output is used as an enable mask, while the output of 
the third generates the clock pulse that latches in the latest 
enable bits. The fourth one-shot senses errors. It is activat
ed when a collision occurs. 

The one-shot's output pulse widths are set by external ca
paCitors and resistors. Standard 74123 one-shots shouldn't 
be substituted for the LS123 devices, because the LS123 
IC's clear pin is also a trigger. Also, the resistor and capaci
tor should be as close to the device pins as pOSSible, to 
minimize stray capacitance and noise pickup. In this appli
cation, these can affect the one-shots' time constants. 

The first one-shot's resistor value is adjustable with a 50K 
trim pot to adjust the output pulse width. This one-shot is 
triggered on power-up, or by a valid line state change. Its 
output triggers the next two one-shots. The one-shot's out
put pulse is set wide enough to mask out the second pulse, 
caused when the dale. line on the other side of the repeater 
becomes active: When one'side becomes active, a pulse is 
genered at point 5, triggering the first one-shot. When the 
repeater is enabled, the repeater drives the other side of the 
line. The newly active side 'Of the line generates a second 
pulse, as it has changed from inactive to active. The second 
pulse at pOint 5 retriggers the first one-shot, preventing a 
new clock pulse. Consequently, the second and third one
shots aren't triggered. 

The output of the second one-shot disables both repeater 
enable lines for about 200 ns. This disable inserts a mini
mum 'inactive state between every repeater direction switch, 
preventing it from toggling. After the minimum interval, how
ever, the repeater can change direction. The third one-shot 
generates the D flip-flop clock pulse upon a valid line state 
change. The fourth one-shot sends an error signal to dis
able the repeater. The error occurs when the repeater isn't 
enabled between the time that one side of the transmission 
'line becomes active and the time the other side becomes' 
active. This scenario is also a collision, and is related to the 
propagation delay of the local control circuit. In this case, 
the enables to the repeater are kept off. 

Block e filters and converts a valid line state change into a 
pulse, which triggers the first one-shot. The first low-pass 
filter cleans up spikes from the output ofthe line-sense cir
cuits. Spikes appear from the difference in switching thresh
olds between receivers in the sense circuit. For a short time, 
receiver outputs are in the same state, causing a glitch at 
pOints 1 and 2 on every other signal transition. The width of 
the spikes depends on the data line signal transition time. 
For a short line, the data line capacitance is small, the signal 
transitions are fast, and the pulses out of the LS08 are very 
narrow. In most applications, though, the data line between 
repeaters is long, so transition time is much slower. In this 
case, the pulses at the, LS08 output are wider. These pulses 
must be filtered out before they mislead the repeater into 
switching direction. 

The first low-pass filter performs this function, with compo
nent values for a repeater linking two 1 OOO-meter cable seg
ments and a data rate of 200 kbaud. This filter also controls 
the length of time required to enable and disable the repeat
er. The difference between these two times is the delay of 
the low-pass filter. The enable time-375 ns from LS04 out
put to LS132 output-is shorter than the disable time-
about 3.5 p.s-because during enable, the capaCitor 
charges through the diode (Figure 5). 

The final block masks the enable bits to the repeater when 
the second one-shot is triggered by the first. A latch holds 
the repeater direction enable bits when a valid line change 
has occurred. The enable lines are automatically masked 
for 200 ns, guaranteeing return to the inactive state and 
disabling the repeater when the D flip-flops are changing 
states. 
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FIGURE 5. Signals at different points In the circuit yary aCQOrdlng to the data line conditions. 
There .are flye posalble cases: Master Enable, Master Disable, Siaye Enable, 

SlaYe Disable, and Collision (master and slaye attempting to enable simultaneously). 

To understand the timing in the master enable case, as
sume the master is located on the left side of the repeater 
and the slave on the right (Figure 4, again). First, both lines 
on either side of the repeater are inactive. The line·sense 
circuit outputs are high and Enables 6 and 7 are low. Next, 
the master drives the line high. The rising-edge line ME is 
the driving master's enable line. As soon as the master 
drives the line high, the sense circuit on the master side 
detects an active line state. The output of the LS08 gate 
pulls low, indicating the inactive-to-active state change. 
Lines 3 and 4 show the D flip-flop input signals. When 4 is 
low, the repeater is enabled in the master-to-slave direction. 

On line 5, two pulses appear. The first occurs when the 
master side of the line changes from inactive to active. The 
first one-shot is triggered, generating a clock pulse. The D 
flip-flop latches its inputs and one repeater driver is en
abled. Line 7 stays low, disabling the repeater in the direc
tion towards the master. Line 6 becomes enabled, as a re
sult of the master side becoming active first. The pulse cre
ated when the slave side becomes active is the second 
pulse on line 5. The second pulse doesn't generate a clock 

pulse; it retriggers the first one-shot. This one-shot can be 
adjusted so that the. second pulse occurs within the output 
pulse of the first trigger. This guarantees that a new clock 
pulse won't be generated and keeps the repeater enabled 
in the same direction. 

When the master has completed transmission, it is disabled 
and lets go of the line. The line-sense circuit detects the 
state change, data is latched into the D flip-flops, and en
able lines 6 and 7 are pulled low. 

In the slave enable case the same timing cycle takes place, 
with the roles of sense lines 1 and 2 and enable lines 6 and 
7 reversed. When collision occurs, lines 3 and 4 stay high 
and neither direction is enabled. The line-sense circuits on 
both. sides of the repeater detect a state change-from in
active to active--upon collision. l7he logic in block c, howev
er, keeps the repeater disabled. The second pulse usually 
seen on line 5 doesn't occur, because the repeater is dis
abled in both directions. Both sides must return to the inac
tive state before the repeater can be enabled again in either 
direction. 
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Comparing EIA-485 and 
EIA-422-A Line Drivers and 
Receivers in Multipoint 
Applications 

INTRODUCTION 

EIA-485 is a unique interface standard because, of all the 
EIA Standards, only EIA-485 allows for multiple driver oper
ation. At first glance EIA-485 and EIA-422-A appear to be 
very similar. Thus, EIA-485 is commonly confused with EIA-
422-A. EIA-485 components (drivers and receivers) are 
backward compatible with EIA-422-A devices and may be 
interchanged. However, EIA-422-A drivers should not be 
used in EIA-485 applications. This application note de
scrib~s the differenc.es between EIA-4~2-A and EIA-485 de
vices. 

EIA-422-A drivers face three major problems if they are 
used in multipoint (multiple driver) applications. The first 
deals with the common mode range of the drivers. The TRI- '. 
STATE@ common mode range for a EIA-422-A driver is . 
-250 mV to +6V. If a ground potential difference exists 
between drivers as shown in Flflure 1, the disabled driver 
can come out of its high impedance state and clamp the line 
to one diode drop below ground. The second problem deals 
with contention between active drivers. Faults may occur 
that cause two drivers to be enabled at the same time. If this . 
happens and the drivers are in opposite states, high cut-·,' 
rents will flow between devices. The maximum· package' . 
power dissipation ratings forthe devices can liIe easily ex
ceeded, thermally damaging tht:! d~ices. Tl'\e '"ird p.roblem 
deals with drive current. For bi-directional data flow, the .line 
should be terminated with a resistor .. at both ends .0Uhe 
cal;lle. Therefore drivers are required to. sourcel sink tWiCe 
the current required by an EIA-422-A terminatic;>,; (sjngle re-
Sistor). . 

PROBLEM"" 1-COMMONMODE RANGE 

A typical bipolar EIA-422-A output structure is Shown in Fig
ure 2. Associated with the classical totem pole output struc
ture is the parasitic substrate diode formed between.the.EPI 
layer and the substrate. This parasitic diode limits the nega
tive common mode range of the drivet's output. Given the 
case when the driver on the left is disabled (high impedance 
state); the driver. on the right is actlve,.:and the·.two drivers 
are referenced to local grounds a fault can occur. If a 
ground potential difference exists between the .two grounds 
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(VCM), the.disabled driver can clamp the line. An example of 
this occurs when the disabled driver's ground is two volts 
higher In potential t!lar! the active driver'S ground. If the out
put voltage goes below its ground by one diode drop, the 
parasitic diode becomes forward biased. For this example, 
assume a VOL of 0.5V, and a VCM of +2V. The active driv
er's VOL is 0.5V, but with respect to the disabled driver's 
grc;>und it I:)ecomes -1.5V, Clearly the EPI/SUB diode is 
forward biased and the line is clamped to - 0.7V instead of 
the driven leve!; Data flow is not guaranteed, if the line is 
clamped. EIA-485 driver outp~t Structures, shown in Figure 
3, include a Schottky diode in both the source and sink side 
of the output structure. This diode isolates the EPI/SUB di
ode .from the c)utP4t. pin, and eliminates the possibility of the 
parasitic diode from turning on and clamping the data line. 
The common mode range is now - 7V to + 12V (7V from 
either <rail). The adverse affects of this diode are minimal. 
The driver's VOL is a Schottky diode drop higher, and VOH is 
one diode drop lower, However, the driver's output will re
main in a high impedance state ·for applied voltages be-

. tween -7V and,+ 12V. 

P,ROBLEM #2-CONTENTION'BETWEEN DRIVERS 

If by hardttare' or sottWa~~ err~r two drivers are enabled at 
tlie same time, a fault'bccurs. In applications that use'multi
pie drivers, 'protection 'rom this fault should be considered. 
This fault can be: more damaging to the drivers if the two 
active drivers are separated by Ii large ground potential dif
ference. 'For example, transceiiler one (T1) shown in Figure 
1 is'referenced to earth -ground GND1 (OV). While T2's 
ground potential (GND2) is 7V higher in magnitude with re
spect to- GND1: If the two drivers are in OPPOSite states, 
then a 12V difference exists between the drivers (12V = 
VbM + VcC)~' A large current will flow, and the maximuin 
package' power dissipation rating would be exceeded. EIA-
422-A drivers' do not have contention' protection built in, 
since they are intended for use in single driver/multiple re
ceiver applications. Power dissipation increases if multiple 
drivers are involved, EIA-485 line drivers are protected from 
this contention problem through the use of short circuit cur-

!+------------L'.(feet)'---~---'----'---~ 

RT RT 

Tl T2 

L..--,:::= _________ Ground Potential Difference _________ =:::r-...1 
I GNDI - GND21 

TLlF/11179-1 

FIGURE 1. Typical Multiple Driver' Application 
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rent limiting over a wide common mode range. Most EIA-
485 drivers have a thermal shutdown feature (although not 
required by EIA-485). If an active EIA-485 driver output is 
shorted to any voltage between - 7V and + 12V, the result
ing current will be less than 250 mAo Realizing that drivers 
can be thermally damaged, All National Semiconductor's 
EIA-485 drivers feature thermal shutdown protection (TS). 
For example, a worse case fault occurs if the driver is short
ed to + 12V, and the resulting current is 250 mA. The power 
dissipated on the device is simply current multiplied by volt
age (P=IV): 12V (250 mAl = 3W. Three watts clearly ex-

T 1 Driver Output Structure -------------. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ceeds the rated maximum package power dissipation speci 
ficatlon for all common packages. However, the thermal 
shutdown feature senses this fault and disables the drivers 
output. Hence, the 250 mA current drops to 0 mA; the de
vice cools down and is automatically reset. If the fault is still 
present, the device will cycle into and out of thermal shut
down until the fault is removed. Some of National's devices 
feature an open collector pin that reports the occurrence of 
a thermal shutdown (OS3696 for example). EIA-422-A driv
ers would commonly incur damage when this fault occurs. 

,, ________ POllllv. Ground Dlfforenco 

Forward Bla ... Parasitic 
Diode of Driver In 

T! ~~v!," _O.!!~".! !'!.u!'!'"! TRI-STATEGI>. 

Vee 

TLlF111179-2 

FIGURE 2. EIA·422·A Driver Output Structures Have A limited Common Mode Range 
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FIGURE 3. EIA·485 Driver Output Supports -7V to + 12V Common Mode Range 
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PROBLEM #3-DRIVE CUR::tENT 

The third problem deals with the drivers load current capa
bility. EIA-422-A drivers are rated at ±20 mA minimum, 
while EIA-485 devices have ± 55 mA minimum drive capa
bility. Current sourced by the driver' either flows through the 
terminatiOn resistor(s), or into receiver input structures. In 
multiple driver applications, two termination resistors (RT) 
are required (one at each 'end of the cable), a driver wOuld 
see these two resistors in para"el," resulting in a 600. load 
(assuming the termination resistors are 1200. each). Re
ceiver input structures are also seen in para"el by the driver, 
and the EIA-422-A receiver input impedance is also too low 
to be used in applications requiring a high number of receiv
ers. To overcome these problems EIA-485 drivers have 
roughly three times the drive capability of EIA-422-A drivers. 
In addition EIA-485 receivers feature a higher input imped
ance, which is typically three times the EIA-422-A limit of 
4 kn. 

CONCLUSIONS 

EIA-485 drivers are the best choice for multipoint (multiple 
driver) applications as shown in Figure 4. They can tolerate 
ground potential differences of up to 7V from either rail. 
They are contention safe and thermally protected. Fina"y, 
the drivers can handle up to 32 transceiver loads compared 
to EIA-422-A's limit of ten receivers. National offers a wide 
range of EIA-485 devices: Transceivers, Repeaters, Quad 

RT 

T1 

T3 T4 

Drivers, Quad Receivers and Quad Transceivers are 'a" of
fered.,Select device!! are available in the Industrial and Mili
tary temperature ranges. National also offers MIL-883C 
qualified Quad Drivers, Quad Receivers and Transceiver 
(see the selection guide located.in the front of chapter one 
of the Interface Databook for a complete listing of a" EIA-
485 Devices). 
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Calculating Power 
Dissipation for Differential 
Line Drivers 
INTRODUCTION 

In many board and system level designs, it is often neces
sary to determine the total power dissipated by the individu
al components of that application. This determination of to
tal device power dissipation is important for two reasons. 
First, it can be used to select the power supply best suited 
to satisfy the needs of the application. And second, a power 
dissipation calculation facilitates the analysis of how the 
board or system's operating conditions might adversely af
fect the reliability of, or otherwise damage, the on board 
components. 

The purpose of this application note is to provide end users 
with a sample power dissipation calculation for typical TIAI 
EIA-422 and TIAIEIA-485 differential line drivers. Other 
topics which will be addressed by this application note in
clude worst case power dissipation, and packaging/thermal 
considerations. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO TOTAL DEVICE POWER 
DISSIPATION 

Under normal operating conditions, the total device power 
dissipation is determined primarily by output load current 
and quiescant current. These current terms are modified by 
external loading conditions, device switching frequency, 
power supply voltage and ambient operating temperature. 
The following discussion of device power dissipation will· 
take all these factors into consideration. 

The power dissipated by a device in its quiescant state and 
that dissipated by the outputs when the device is switching 
constitute the primary contributions to total device power 
dissipation. Quiescent power dissipation is defined liS the 
product of power supply voltage {VcC> and power supply 
current (IcC>. . 

(1) PDQUIESCENT = (VCC) (Ieel 

The power dissipation by the outputs, takes into account the 
power dissipated by the output structures of the device 
when the outputs are driving a load. When the device out
put is in the LOW state, the output sinks a sufficient amount 
of load current to develop a VOL with respect to ground. 
Conversely, when the device output is in the HIGH 

National Semiconductor 
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state, the output sources a load current sufficient to develop 
a VOH with a respect to ground. The power dissipated, then, 
by a single channel is: 

(2) PDOUTPUT = IOH(VCC - VOH) + IOL (VoLl 
where, IOH = HIGH level output current 

IOL = LOW level output current 

The general expression to describe the dissipated power for 
all outputs is: 

(3) PDOUTPUTS = (# of channels) [lOH{VCC - VOH + 
IOL (VoLl)) 

Together, the sum of quiescent power dissipation and pow
er dissipation at the device outputs approximates the total 
power dissipated by the device. 

(4) PDrOTAL = PDQUIESCENT + PDOUTPUTS 

A more comprehensive total device power dissipation calcu
lation, however, might also incorporate the contribution to 
device power dissipation from the device's switching fre
quency. Therefore, Equation (4) could be changed to look 
like the following. 

(5) PDrOTAL = PDQUIESCENT + PDOUTPUTS + 
COUT{VCc>2(f) 

where, COUT = device output capacitive load 

f = device switching frequency 

For this application note, the last term of Equation (5) was 
intentionally omitted. These are several reasons for this 
omission. First, switching frequency does not lend itself well 
to this general discussion of power dissipation since it varies 
from application to application. Second, in terms of the qui
escent and output power dissipation components, the mag
nitude of the CV2f term on total device power dissipation is 
negligibly small for most line drivers. And third, Figure 1 
demonstrates that switching frequency will not heavily im
pact quiescent device power dissipation (see Equation 1) 
since the magnitude of the change in Icc due to switching 
frequency is small. 
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TYPICAL POWER DISSIPATION CALCULATIONS USING 
: THE OS26LS31CN 

To better illustrate a total power dissipation calculation in a 
typical TIAIEIA-422 application, consider the DS26LS31CN 
(molded DIP package) Quad Differential Line Driver operat
ing under following conditions: 

Vcc = S.OV . 
Ambient Operating Temperature = 2SoC· 
Switching Frequency = 1 MHz 
Duty Cycle = SO% 
MeasurE/d VOH = 3.2V 
Measured VOL = 0.3V 
Termination Resistor = 1000 

Figure 2 indicates that the. Icc typically associated with a 
Vcc of S.OV, at room temperature, is approximately 39mA. 
Figure t i~!!icated that a device, operating at room tempera
·ture, switching at 1 MHz will generate an . Icc of approxi
mately 41 mAo Note in both Figuf8S t and 2 tha! the change 
in Icc with respect to switching frequency and the cilange in 
ICC with respect to Vcc, respectively, is rather small. Also 
note that in both figures there is little Icc dependence on 
temperature. 

For this typical calculation, 41 mA will be used for ICCtypical 
since it is a better representation of actual device operating 
conditions. 

From (1), the static power dissipation is: 

PDQUIESCENT = (VCCtypical (ICCtypical) 
= (S.OV) (41.0 mAl 
= 20S.0 mW 

Given that the measured VOH is 3.2V, one can extract the 
corresponding IOH from Figure 3. The IOH required to devel
op a VOH of 3.2V is approximately 30 mA. 

DS26LS31 Icc va Vee va TA 
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From Figure 4, one can likewise obtain an 10l of approxi
mately 30 mA given a measured VOL of 0.3V. 

The outputs, then, of the DS26LS31CN dissipate power ac
cording to the following relationship: 

PDOUTPUTS = (# of Channels) [lOH (Vee - VOH) + 
10l (VOU] 

= (4) [30 mA (5.0V - 3.2V) + 30 mA 
(0.3V)] 

= (4) [54.0 mW + 0.9 mW] 
= 252.0 mW 

From the given typical operating conditions, the total power 
dissipated by the DS26LS31CN is: 

PDrOTAl = PDaUIESCENT + PDOUTPUTS 
= 205.0 mW + 252.0 mW 
= 457.0 mW 

WORST CASE POWER DISSIPATION CALCULATIONS 
While a typical power dissipation calculation is informative, 
a board or system level designer will invariably be forced to 
also perform a worst case calculation. With the exception of 
several minor changes, the same procedure is followed for 
both typical and worst case power dissipation calculations. 

Starting with static power dissipation, this calculation must 
now use the maximum values for both power supply voltage 
(VCCmax) and power supply current (Ieemaxl. The leCmax 
used is normally that specified by the data sheet. However, 
if the application were to force the device beyond its 
10 MHZ operating window, the leemax could exceed the 
data sheet specifications of 60 mA (see Figure 1). In either 
case, the larger current value must be used for Icemax in the 
worst case quiescent power calculation. 

The next step is to calculate the power dissipation from the 
device outputs. To do so, place the device under the worst 
case board or system conditions, and measure the resulting 
VOH and VOL levels. Given these worst case VOH and VOL 
values, one can extract the corresponding worst case 10H 
and 10l values with the help of Figures 3 and 4, respective
ly. A substitution of these values into Equation (3) will then 
yield the worst case power dissipation due to the device 
outputs. 

An alternative method to calculate the power dissipated by 
the device outputs requires that a differential output voltage 
versus output current (V 00 vs 10) curve be generated. 
Keeping in mind that Voo == VOH - VOL, a Voo vs 10 curve 
can be developed by "subtracting" the VOL vs 10l curve 
from the VOH vs 10H curve. On the resulting Voo vs 10 
curve, draw a load line corresponding to the worst case 
loading conditions. This will then yield the output differential 
voltage and output currents being sourced and sunk by the 
device under a worst case loading condition. A substitution 
of these quantities into Equation (6) will yield the power be
ing dissipated by the device outputs. 

(6) PDOIFFERENTIAlOUTPUTS = 
(# of channels) [lo(Vee - Voo)] 

As an example, consider the output voltage versus output 
current curves previously given for the DS26LS31 CN (Fig
ures 3 and 4). The Voo vs 10 curve for the DS26LS31 CN, as 
illustrated in Figure 5, can be drawn by "subtracting" Figure 
4 from Figure 3. 
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0.30 .... 
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E7 - AVG VOL/70oc .... 
~ => 

0 - AVG VOL/25°C • 0.20 
0 

~ .... 
I 

0.15 
-' 

:? 
0.10 =r-.-+-.-+-.-+-.-+-~ 

o 10 20 3D 40 50 

IOL - LOW OUTPUT CURRENT - rnA 
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FIGURE 4. Low Output Voltage va Low Output Current va Temperature 
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FIGURE 5. Output Differential Voltage va Output Current va Temperature 

A sample worst case load line of 1000 superimposed upon 
Figure 5 reveals the corresponding worst case operating 
point for the DS26LS31 CN; that is, it reveals the device's 
output differential voltage and output current given a sample 
worst case output load. When substituted into Equation (6), 
these voltage and current quantities will yield the worst case 
power dissipation at the device outputs. 

The sum of the worst case quiescent and output power dis
Sipation components will approximate the total worst case 
device power dissipation. 

POWER CALCULATION FOR TIA/EIA-485 DIFFEREN
TIAL LINE DRIVERS 

Let's first compare a typical TIAIEIA-422 output structure to 
a typical TIAIEIA-485 output structure. As shown in Figure 
6, the presence of Schottky diodes in the output stage of an 
TIAIEIA-485 device clearly differentiates it from a similar 
TIAIEIA-422 device. The addition of the Schottky diodes to 
the TIAIEIA-485 output stage enable it to safely operate in 
multipoint (multiple driver) applications over a - 7V to 
+12V common mode range versus the -250 mV to +6V 
common mode range of TIAIEIA-422. However, the 

TIAIEIA-422 

Vee 

OUTPUT 

Schottky diodes in the TIA/EIA-485 'outPuts have the net 
effect of raising the value of Vol. by orie diode drop and 
decreasing'the value of VOH by the' sameamouilt. This 
change in output voltage levels will, in turn, affect the 
amount of power being dissipated in the output stage. 

Despite the fact that the oUtput structure of an TIAlEIA422 
line driver differs from that of the TIAIEIA-485 line driver, 
the procedure outlined earlier to calculate power dissipation 
is applicable for both TIA/EIA-422 devices and TIAIEIA-485 
devices. Quiescent and output power dissipation' calcula
tions for an TIAIEIA-485 line driver will ag~in employ Equa-
tions (1) and (3)' respectively. ' 

As with the sample power calculation for the TIAIEIA-422 
device, the sum of the quiescent and output power compo
nents will yield the total approximated power diSsipated by 
the TIAIEIA-485 device. 

As an example, consider the worst case power dissipation 
of the DS96F172CJ (ceramic DIP package). Other than the 
fact that the DS96F172CJ is an TIAIEIA-485 device, it is pin 
for pin compatible with the DS26LS31CN. As outlined earli
er, the first ~tep is to calculate the quiescent power dissipa-

TIAIEIA-485 

Vee . 

OUTPUT 

TUF/11335-7 

FIGURE 6. TIA/EIA-422 and TIA/EIA-485 Output Structurea 
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FIGURE 7. High Output Voltage vs High Output Current VB Temperature 
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FIGURE 8. Low Output Voltage VB Low Output Current vs Temperature 

tion. From Equation (1), the worst case quiescent power 
dissipation is: 

PDOUIESCENTmax = (Vccmaxl (lccmaxl 
= (5.25V) (50 mAl 

= 262.5 mW 

The next step is to calculate the power dissipated at the 
device outputs under a worst case load condition. Again, 
there are two ways to do this. First, one can measure the 
worst case output voltage levels and reference them with 
Agures 7 and 8 to extract the corresponding worst case 
output currents. 

14·93 

A substitution of these resulting quantities into Equation (3) 
will yield the power dissipated at the device outputs given a 
worst case load. The second method to calculate output 
power dissipation involves drawing a worst case load line on 
the differential output voltage versus output current curve. 
In the case of the DS96F172CJ, the worst case load line is 
assumed to be 60n. This assumption was made because in 
a typical TIAIEIA-485 application, both ends of the trans· 
mission line are terminated with 120n and so the TIAlEIA· 
485 driver is effectively loaded with 60n. In Figure 9 a 60n 
load line has been superimposed upon the differential out· 
put versus output current curve and consequently, worst 
case values of output current and differential output voltage 
(under the given load) have been obtained. 
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FIGURE 9. Output Differential Voltage va Output Current va Temperature 

At room temperature, the worst case power dissipation at 
the device outputs is (from Equation (6»: 

PDOIFFERENTIAL OUTPUTS = 
(ill of channels) [10 (Vcc - Voo») 

= (4) [39 rnA (5.25V - 2.4V)1 
= 444.6 mW 

The only remaining task is to sum together the quiescent 
and output power dissipation terms to obtain a total worst 
case power dissipation. From (4), the DS96F172CJ operat~ 
Ing at room temperature, under a worst case load of 60n, 
will dissipate: 

PDrOTAL = PDOUIESCENT + PDOUTPUTS 
= 262.5 mW + 444.6 mW 

, = 707.1 mW 

PACKAGING AND THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Having calculated the total power dissipated by the device, 
the next logical step is to ascertain that the power dissipat
ed does not thermally damage the device. To do so, the 
following equation is used: , 

(7) TJ = [PDroTAL(8JAlI + TA 
where,8JA = Thermal Resistance from Junction to 

Ambient rC/W) 

PDrOTAL = Total Power Dissipated by Device (W) 
, TJ= ',JunCtion Temperature rC) 

T A = Ambient Te~perature rC) 
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The only variable which remains unknown is 8JA. 8JA infor
mation for the available package types of most devices can 
be found in the respective device's data sheet. Keep in 
mind that the data sheet often refers to 8 JA in terms of 
derate factors. Determining 8 JA involves taking the inverse 
of the derate factor. 

(8) 8JA = 1/DerateFactor 

For example, all the information is now available for a sam
ple calculation of the DS26LS31CN's junction temperature 
using the operating conditions specified earlier. The data 
sheet of the DS26LS31 CN specifies a derate factor, for the 
plastic DIP package, of 11.9 mW/·C. From (8), the 8JA is: 

9JA = 1/Derate Factor 
= 1/(0.0119 W/·C) 
= 84.0·C/W 

The thermal resistance from junction to ambient for the 
DS26LS31CN is now known. Also known are the ambient 
operating temperature and the total power dissipated (ob
tained earlier). From (7), the junction temperature is: 

TJ = [(PDrOTAU (9JAlI + TA 
= [(O.457W) (84.O"C/W)) + 25·C 
= 63.4·C 

The maximum allowable junction temperature for plastiC 'DIP 
packages is 15CY'C. The junction temperature of the 
DS26LS31CN operating under the conditions specified ear
lier, by the typical power dissipation calculation, is well with
in the allowed maximum. Applications where the maximum 
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allowable junction temperature is exceeded should be 
avoided since this condition may thermally damage the de
vice and package. 

Looking at this thermal analysis from a slightly different per
spective, Equation (7) can be rewritten as: 

(9) PDpACKAGEmax = (TJmax - TA)/8JA 
By substituting 150"C for the maximum allowable junction 
temperature, the maximum allowable package power dissi
pation at 25°C can be calculated using the 8 JA for the 
DS26LS31CN plastic DIP (N) package. 

PDpACKAGEmax @25"C = (TJmax - TA)/8JA 
= (150"C - 25°C)/84.O"C/W 
= 1.48W 

To calculate the maximum allowable package power dissi
pation at 70"C, the 1.48W maximum at 25°C must be derat
ed using the following procedure: 

(10) PDpACKAGEmax @ 70"C = 
PDPACKAGEmax @ 25"C - (Derate) (.6. TAl 
= 1.48W - (0.0119W/OC) 

(45°C) 
= 0.94W 

This sample calculation illustrates that as ambient tempera
ture increases, the DS26LS31CN is able to dissipate less 
power before the maximum allowable junction temperature 
specification is violated. Keep in mind that this thermal anal
ysis also applies to TIAIEIA-485 devices such as the 
DS98F172CJ. 

It should be noted that this general thermal analysis is appli
cable to all other packages and device types assuming that 
the maximum power dissipation and 8 JA are known. 
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SUMMARY 
A method for calculating the total power dissipated by an 
TIAIEIA-422 driver was presented. This method is also.ap
plicable to similar devices conforming to the TIAIEIA-485 
standard. Samples calculations for the DS26LS31CN and 
the DS96F172CJ were presented. Worst case considera
tions were also discussed. And finally, the relationship be
tween power dissipation and thermal/packaging limitations 
was introduced. 

SPECIAL NOTES 
Figure 1: Ten samples from three data codes. 

Figure 2: Ten samples from three data codes. Outputs un
loaded and Vee = 5.0V. 

Figures 3, 4, 5: Ten samples from three date codes. 
Vee = 5.0V 

Figures 7, 8, 9: Ten samples from two date codes. 
VCC = 5.0V 

The graphical data referenced in this application note are 
not intended to guarantee performance as they only repre
sent typical values. 
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I· Data Transmission Lines 
. and Their Characteristics 

OVERVII;W 

This application note discusses the general characteristics 
of transmission lines and their derivations. Here, using a 
transmission line model, the important parameters of char
acteristics impedance and propagation delay are developed 
in terms of their physical and electrical parameters. This 
application note is a revised reprint of section two of the 
Fairchild Line Driver and Receiver Handbook. This applica
tion note, the first of a three part series (see AN-807 and 
AN-808), covers the following topics: 

• Transmission Line Model . 
e Input Impedance of a Transmission Line 

• Phase Shift and Propagation Velocity for the Transmis
sion Line 

• Summary-Characteristics Impedance and Propagation 
Delay 

INTRODUCTION 

A data transmission line is composed of two or more con
ductors transmitting electrical signals from one location to 
another. A parallel transmission line is shown in Figure 1. To 
show how the signals (voltages and currents) on the line 
relate to as yet undefined parameters, a transmission line 
model is needed. 

TRANSMISSION LINE MODEL 

Because the wires A and B could not be ideal conductors, 
they therefore must have some finite resistance. This resist
ance/conductivity is determined by length and cross-sec
tional area. Any line model, then, should possess some se
ries resistance representing the finite conductivity of the 
wires. It is convenient to establish this resistance as a per
unit-length parameter. 

Similarly, the insulating medium separating the two conduc
tors could not be a perfect insulator because some small 
leakage current is always present. These currents and di
electric losses can be represented as a shunt conductance 

CONDUCTOR A 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 806 
Kenneth M. True 

per unit length of line. To facilitate developrnent of later 
equations, conductance is the chosen term instead of re
sistance. 

If the voltage between conductors A and B is not variable 
with time, any voltage present indicates a static electric field 
between the conductors. From electrostatic theory it is 
known that the voltage V produced by a static electric field 
E is given by 

V = I Eedl (1) 

This static electric field between the wires can only exist if 
there are free charges of equal and OPPOSite polarity on 
both wires as described by Coulomb's law. 

E=-q-
4'ITEr2 (2) 

where E is the electric field in volts per meter, q is the 
charge in Coulombs, E is the dielectric constant, and r is the 
distance· in meters. These free charges, accompanied by a 
voltage, represent a capacitance. (C = q/V);. so the line 
model must include a shunt capacitive component. Since 
total capacitance is dependent upon line length, it should be 
expressed in a capacitance per-unit-Iength value. 

It is known that a current flow in the conductors induces a 
magnetic field or flux. This is determined by either Ampere's 
law I H edl = I (3) 

or the Biot-Savart law 

dB = p.ldl x r 
4"ITr3 (4) 

where r = radius vector (meters) 
I = length vector (meters) 
I = current (amps) 
B = magnetiC flux density (Webers per meter) 
H = magnetic field (amps per meter) 
p. = permeability 

CONDUCTOR B 

I ~ CURRENT FLOW 
I ~ LINE LENGTH 
E ~ ELECTRIC FIELD 
H ~ MAGNETIC FIELD 

TL/F/11336-1 

FIGURE 1. Infinite Length Parallel Wire Transmission Line 
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If the magnetic flux (eI» linking the two wires is variable with 
time, then according to Faraday's law 

V = del> (5) 
dt 

A small line section Can exhibit a voltage drop-in addition 
to a resistive drop-tlue to the changing magnetic flux (eI» 
within the section loop. This voltage drop is the result of an 
inductance given as 

di 
V=L

dt 
(6) 

Therefore, the line model should include a series induc
tance per-unit-Iength term. In summary, it is determined that 
the model of a transmission line section can be represented 
by two series terms of resistance and inductance and two 
shunt terms of capacitance and conductance. 

From a circuit analysis point of view, the terms can be con
sidered in any order, since an equivalent circuit is being gen
erated. Figure 2 shows three possible arrangementS of cir
cuit elements. 

IL IR IR IL 

E:tTE 
I' -I I· -I 

TLlF/11336-2 TL/F/11336-3 

a b 

IR IL 

=rr 
TLlF/11336-4 

c 
FIGURE 2. Circuit Elements 

For consistency, the circuit shown in Figure 2c will be used 
throughout the remainder of this application note. Figure 3 
shows how a transmission line model is constructed by se
ries connecting the short sections into a ladder network. 

Before examining the pertinent properties of the model, 
some comments are necessary on applicability and limita
tions. A real transmission line does not consist of an infinite 
number of small lumped sections-rather, it is a distributed 
network. For the lumped model to accurately represent the 
transmission line (see Figure 3), the section length must be 
quite small in comparison with the shortest wavelengths 
(highest frequencies) to be used in analysiS of the model. 
Within these limits, as differentials are taken, the section 
length will approach zero and the model should exhibit the 
same (or at least very similar) characteristics as the actual 
distributed parameter transmission line. The model in 
Figure 3 does not include second order terms such as the 
increase in resistance due to skin effect or loss "terms result
ing from non-linear dielectrics. These terms and effects are 
discussed in the references rather than in this application 
note, since they tend to obscure the basic principles" under 
consideration. For the present, assume that the Signals ap
plied to the line have their minimum wavelengths a great 
deal longer than the section length of the model and ignore 
the second order terms. 

INPUT IMPEDANCE OF A TRANSMISSION LINE 

The purpose of this section is to determine the input imped
ance of a transmission line; i.e., what amount of input cur
rent liN is needed to produce a given voltage VIN across the 
line as a function of the LRCG parameters in the transmis
sion line, (see Flflure 4). 

Combining the series terms IR and IL together simplifies 
calculation of the series impedance (Zs) as follows 

Zs = l(R + jCllL) (7) 

Likewise, combining 1C and /G produces a parallel imped
ance Zp represented by 

Z=~= 1 (8) 
p Yp /(G + jCllC) 

TLlF/11336-5 

FIGURE 3. A Transmission Line Model Composed of Short, Series Connected Sections 

'In _ IR IL IR IL IR IL 

'OE3E3B~"'m 
I. I -I· -I· -I 

TLlF/11336-6 

FIGURE 4. Series Connected Sections to Approximate a Distributed Transmlaalon Line 
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FIGURE 5. Cascaded Network to Model Transmission Line 

Since it is assumed that the line model in Figure 5a is infinite 
in length, the impedance looking into any cross section 
should be equal, that Is Z1 = Z2 = Z3, etc. So Figure 5a 
can be simplified to the network in Figure 5b where Zo is the 
characteristic imPedance ~fthe line and Zin must equal this 
impedance (Zin = Zo). From Figure 5b, 

ZoZp 
Zin = Zs + -Z Z = Zo (9) 

0+ P 
Multiplying through both sides by (Zo + Zp) and coilecting 
terms yields 

Z02 ~ ZsZo - ZsZp = 0 (10) 

which may be solved by using the quadratic formula to give 

Z~± 4Zs2 + 4ZsZp 
Zb = 2· (11) 

Substituting in the definition of Zs and Zp from Equations 7 
and 8, Equation 11 now appears as 

Z = l(R + je.>L) ±.:!. I (J. (R +' L)2 + 4 R + je.>L 
o 2 2'J Ie.> G+je.>C 

(12) 

Now, as the section length is reduced, ail the parameters 
( lA, /L, /G, and IC) decrease in the same proportion. This is 
because the per-unit-Iength line parameters R, L, G, and C 
are constants for a given line. By sufficiently reducing I, the 
terms in Equation 12 which contain 1 as multipliers wiil be
come negligible when compared to the last term 

R + je.>L 

G+jwC 

which remains constant during the reduction process. Thus 
Equation 12 can be rewritten as 

Z R + jwL = 4Z 7 (13) 
o = G + jwC s<-p 

particularly when the section length 1 is taken to be very 
smail. Similarly, if a high enough frequency is assumed, 

~ > 100kHz 
211' 

such that the wL and wC terms are much larger respectively 
than the Rand G terms, Zs=· jw/L and Zp = 1 /jwl C can 
be used to arrive at a lossless line value of 
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ZO=VC (14) 
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In the lower frequency range, 

~"'1kHz 
211' 

the Rand G terms dominate the impedance giving 

Zo = ~~ (15) 

A typical twisted pair would show an impedance versus ap
plied frequency curve similar to that shown in Figure 6. The 
Zo becomes constant above 100 kHz, since this is the re
gion where the wL and wC terms dominate and Equation 13 
reduces to Equation 14. This region above 100 kHz is of 
primary interest, since the frequency spectrum of the fast 
rise/fail time pulses sent over the transmission line have a 
fundamental frequency in the 1-to-50 MHz area with har
monics extending upward in frequency. The expressions for 
Zo in Equations 13, 14 and 15 do not contain any reference 
to line length, so using Equation 14 as the normal character
istic impedance expression, ailows the line to be replaced 
with a resistor of Ro = Zo n neglecting any small reac
tance. This is true when calculating the initial voltage step 
produced on the line in response to an input current step, or 
an initial current step in response to an input voltage step. 

BELDEN 9270 
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FIGURE 6. Characteristics Impedance 
versus Frequency 



Figure 7 shows a 2V input step into a 960 transmission line 
(top trace) and the input current required for line lengths of 
150,300,450,1050,2100, and 3750 feet, respectively (sec
ond set of traces). The lower traces show the output voltage 
waveform for the various line lengths. As can be seen, maxi
mum input current is the same for all the different line 
lengths, and depends only upon the input voltage and the 
characteristic resistance of the line. Since Ro = 960 and 
VIN = 2V, then liN = VIN/Ro "" 20 mA as shown by 
Figure 7. 
A popular method for estimating the input current into a line 
in response to an input voltage is the formula 

C(dv/dt) = i 
where C is the total capacitance of the line (C = C per foot 
x length of line) and dv/dt is the slew rate of the input 
signal. If the 3750-foot line, with a characteristic capaci
tance per unit length of 16 pF/ft is used, the formula Ctotal 
= (C x I) would yield a total lumped capacitance of 
0.06 ,...F. USing this C(dv/dt) = iformula with (dv/dt = 2VI 
10 ns) as in the scope photo would yield 

2V 
I = 10 ns x 0.06,...F = 12A 

Yjn 1 V/div 

t,.=10n80 

~R 10 mA/div 

If f 
UI / /' 

Vout 1 V/div 

TL/F/11336-10 

This is clearly not the case! Actually, since the line imped
ance is approximately 1000, 20 mA are required to produce 
2V across the line. If a signal with a rise time long enough to 
encompass the time delay of the line is used (tr > T), then 
the C(dv/dt) = i formula will yield a resonable estimate of 
the peak input current required. In the example, if the dv/dt 
is 2V/20,...s (tr = 20,...s > T = 6 ,...s), then i = 2V/20,...s x 
0.06 ,...F = 6 mA, which is verified by Figure 8. 

Figure 8 shows that C(dv/dt) = i only when the rise time is 
greater than the time delay of the line (tr > T). The maxi
mum input current requirement will be with a fast rise time 
step, but the line is essentially resistive, so VIN"IN = Ro = 
Zo will give the actual drive current needed. These effects 
will be discussed later in Application Note 807. 

PHASE SHIFT AND PROPAGATION VELOCITY 
FOR THE TRANSMISSION LINE 

There will probably be some phase shift and loss of signal 
v2 with respect to vl because of the reactive and resistive 
parts of Zs and Zp in the model (Figure 5b). Each small 
section of the line (I) will contribute to the total phase shift 
and amplitude reduction if a number of sections are cascad
ed as in Figure 5a. So, it is important to determine the phase 
shift and signal amplitude loss contributed by each section. 

P 

5.0. ~ ~ Vout 

£} I ~[}.~ 
I--l--J 

TL/F/11336-11 

I ~ 150,300,450, 1050. 2100, 3750 ft. 

24 AWG TWISTED PAIR Ro '" 96n 

FIGURE 7. Input Current Into a 960 Transmission Line for a 2V Input Step for Various Line Lengths 

"'In 1 V/div 0 

./ 
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,.,,/ V 

5.n ~ 

0-'" I··, 
--~ -r--- / I-""" 
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t,. = 20 JLI 

iin 10mA/div 0 

V RO ~ B6n, 6 ~ 1.6 ns/ft. 

Vout 1 V/div 0 

TL/F/11336-13 
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FIGURE 8. Input Current Into Line with Controlled Rise Time tr > 217" 
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Using Figure,5b, v2 can be' expressed as 

'v2 = V1 ZpZO 1 , (16) 
Zp + Zo Zs + Zp Zo/(Zp+ 20) 

or 
" vi Zs(Zp + Zo) + ZpZo ' (17) 
;;= , ZpZo 

and further simplification yields 

~ = 1 + Zs [2. + 2.] (18) 
V2 Zo Zp 

Remember that a per-unit-Iength constant, normally called 
'Y is needed. This shows the reduction in amplitude and the 
change in the phaseper unit length of the sections. 

'YI = al = j{31 (19) 
Since 

v2 = V1 -"11 = V1,-al + V1 -j/:ll 
, . (20) 

wh/ilre v1 al is a signal attenuation and ,v1 -1/:1/ is the 
change in phase from, v1 to v2, 

In [~] = In (al + j/Jt> = al+ j/:ll= 'YI (21) 

Thus, taking the natural log of both sides of Equation' 18 

1n[~]=1n[1+Zs(;0+;J] (22) 

Substituting Equation 13 for Zo and Y p for 1/Zp 

'YI = In [ 1 + Zs ( .Jif- + Yp) ] (23) 

Now when allowing tlie seCtion length t to become small; 

Yp = l(G + j",C) 

will be very small compared to the constant ,JY p/Zs = 1/Zo, 
since the expression for Zo does not contain a reference to 
the section length t. So Equation 23 can be rewritten as 

'Y1=1n(1+Zs~)=1n(1+,JYpZs) (24) 

By using the series expansion ,for the natural log: , , ,2 ,3 ' 
In (1 + ') = , - 2" + "3 .. , etc. (25) 

so ,for small , 

and keeping in mind the ~Zs Y p value will be much less than 
one because the section length is allowed tQ become very 
small, the higher order expansion terms can be neglected, 
thereby reducing Equation 24 to 

'Y I = 4Zs Y p = t,Jr..H-;+C-j'-CII"nL)"(G",",+""TjCII-;C"") (26) 

If Equation 26 is divided by the section length, 

'Y = 1f = j(R + jCIIL) (G + jCIIC ' (27) 

the propagation constant per unit length is obtailllild, If the 
resistive components Rand G are further neglected by as
suming tile 'line Is reasonably short, Equation 26 can be 
red,uced to read ' , 

(128) 

Equation 28 shows that the lossless transmission line has 
one very important property: Signals introduced on the line 
have a constant phase shift per unit length with no change 
in amplitude. This progressive phase shift along the line ac
tually represents a wave traveling down the line with,.a ve
locity equal to the inverse of the phase shift per section. 
This velocity is 

(29) 

for lossless lines. Because the LRCG parameters of the iine 
are independent of frequency except for those upper fre
quency constraints previously discussed, the Signal velocity 
given by Equation 29 is also independent of signal frequen
cy. In the practical world with long lines, there is in fact a 
frequency dependence of the signal velocity. This causes 
sharp edged pulses to become rounded and distorted. More 
on these long line effects will be discussed in Application 
Note 807. 

SUMMARY-Characteristlc Impedance and 
Propagation Delay . 
Everv transmission, line has a characteristic impedance Zo, 
and both voltage and current at any pOint on the line are 
related by the .formula 

, v 
Zo = i 

In terms of the per-unit-Iength parameters LRCG, 

Zo = R + jCIIL 
G + jCIIC 

Since R ...:: jCIIL and G ...:: jCIIC for most lines at frequencies 
above 1 00 kHz, the characteristic impedance is best ap
proximated by the lossless line expression 

zO"'~ 
The propagation constant, 'Y, shows that signals exhibit an 
amplitude loss and phase shift with the latter actually a ve
locity of propagation of the signal down the line. For loss
less lines, where the attenuation is zero, the phase shift per 
unit length is 
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.----------------------------------------------------------------.~ 

This really represents a signal traveling down the line with a 
velocity 

Ctl 1 
v=Jj=,J[C 

This velocity is independent of the applied frequency. 

The larger the LC product of the line, the slower the signal 
will propagate down the line. A time delay per unit length 
can also be defined as the inverse of v 

1l=~=,J[C 
v (30) 

and a total propagation delay for a line of length I as 

T = III = I,J[C (31) 

For a more detailed discussion of characteristic impedances 
and propagation constants, the reader is referred to the ref
erences below. 
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Reflections: Computations 
and Waveforms 

OVERVIEW 
In this application note, the logical progression' from the 
ideal transmission line to the real world of the long transmis
sion line with its attendant losses and problems is made; 
specifically, the methods to determine the practicalilY of a 
certain length of line at a given data rate is discussed. 
Transmission line effects on various data formats are exam
Ined as well as the effects of several types of sources (driv
ers) on signal quality. A practical means is given to measure 
signal quality for a given transmission line using readily 
available test equipment. This, in turn, leads to a chart that 
provides the designer a way to predict the feasibility of a 
proposed data-transmission circuit when twisted-pair cable 
is used. This application note is a revised reprint of section 
three of the Fairchild Line Driver and Receiver Handbook. 
This application note, the second of a three-part series (see 
AN-B06 and AN-BOB), covers the following topics: 

• The Initial Wave 
• Cut Lines and a Matched Load 
• Kirchoff's Laws and Line-Load Boundary Conditions 
• Fundamental Principles 
• Tabular Method for Reflections-The Lattice Diagram 
• Limitations of the Lattice Diagram Method 
• Reflection Effects for Voltage-Source Drivers 
• Reflection Effects for Matched-Source Drivers 
• Reflection Effects for Current-Source Drivers 
• Summary-WhiCh are the Advantageous Combinations? 
• Effect of Source Rise Time on Waveforms 

INTRODUCTION 
In AN-806 it was determined that transmission lines have 
two important properties: one, a characteristic impedance 
relating instantaneous voltages and currents of waves trav
eling along the line and, two, a wave propagation velocity or 

, time delay per unit length. In this chapter, both Zo and II are 
used to compute the line voltages and currents at any point 
along the line and at any time after the line signal is applied. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 807 
Kenneth M. True 

Also, concepts of reflections and reflection coefficients are 
explored along with calculating methods for voltages and 
currents. 

THE INITIAL WAVE 
Application Note AN-806 also showed that for most practi
cal purposes, where fast rise and fall time signals are con
cerned, the characteristic impedance of the line actually be
haves as a pure resistance (Ro = .JC7C). 
Figure 1a shows a generator comprised of a voltage source 
(magnitude V), a source resistance of Rs ohms, and a 
switch clOSing at time t = 0 connected to a lossless, infinite 
length transmission line having a characteristic resistance, 
Ro. Because the relationship of VIN to liN is known as VIN = 
Ro liN, the lossless transmission line can be replaced with a 
resistor as shown in Figure 1b. The loop equation is 

liN (Rs + Ro) = V (1) 
Substituting VIN/Ro for liN and collecting terms shows 

VIN = V(Ro :0 RS) (2) 

This shows that both source and characteristic resistances 
act as voltage dividers for the source voltage V. Figure 2 
shows voltage and current steps for the various source re
sistances. Source resistances of less than Ro produce initial 
voltage steps on the line which are greater than half the 
compliance of the source voltage, V. A matched source 
(Rs = Ro) produces voltage steps exactly half of V and 
source resistances greater than Ro produce an initial volt
age step less than one half V in magnitude. Generators can 
be classified into three categories: 
• Voltage source types where Rs < Ro 
• Matched source types where Rs = Ro 
• Current source types where RS > Ro 
Waveforms of these types will be discussed more fully in 
AN-BOB on long line effects. Suffice to say that initial voltage 
wave amplitude depends greatly on source resistance. Volt
age source type drivers produce higher amplitude initial volt
age waves in the line than either matched source or current 
source type drivers. 

TO ~ - INfiNITY 

TL/F/11337-1 

FIGURE 1a. Generator Driving an Infinite Transmlsalon Line 
TLlF/11337-2 

FIGURE 1b. Thevenln Equivalent 
for Initial Wave 
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..... ------- - - lis <110 ..... ------- - - lis <110 

1----------Rs=1Io 1----------lis = 110 

t--------- --lis >110 t--------- --lis> 110 

TL/F/11337-3 

FIGURE 2. Voltage/Curtent Steps for Three Source Resistances 

CUT LINES AND A MATCHED LOAD 

In examining an infinite, lossless line (F/fJure 3), it is already 
known that the ratio of line voltage to current is equal to the 
characteristic resistance of that line. The line is loss less, 
and the same voltages and currents should appear at point 
x down the line after a time delay of xII. If the line at point x 
is cut, and a reSistor of value Ro is inserted, there would not 
be a difference between the cut, terminated finite line and 
the infinite line. The Vx and ix waves see the same imped
ance (Ro) they were launched into at time t = 0, and in
deed, the waves are absorbed into RL (= Ro) after experi
enCing a time delay of T = xII. So, from an external view
point, an infinite-length lossless line behaves as a finite
length lossless line terminated in its characteristic resist
ance. 

~~ ~! :TO ~_v_sC>~ __ iS ______ +tv_x __ ,+INFlHITY 

ixX 

Vs .. 1 ...... -.--------__ v. R,~Ro 
· II' t 

I 1"---------- v· R,!Ro 
is I 

• t 

Vx .. I ... -t--------__ v. R,~a" 
· • t 

iX '-I-.--+ ______ --;~ R, !Ro 
· • t 

(t = Xli) 

FIGURE 3. Voltages and Current 
on an Infinite Length Line 
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KIRCHOFF's LAWS AND LINE-LOAD 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The principle of energy conservation, widely known and ac
cepted in the sciences, applies as well to transmission line 
theory; therefore, energy (as power) must be conserved at 
boundaries between line and load. This is expressed in an 
English language equation as follows. 

[ Power available al] = [Power absorbed] + [Power nol absorbed] 
the line end by the loed by the load 

Figure 4 shows power available at the line end is derived by 
the following formula. (This is assuming in-phase current 
and voltage.) 

p' v~ 
x=lxeVx=Ro 

The power absorbed by the load will be 

VL2 
PL=VLeiL=

RL 
while power not absorbed by the load is represented by 

P . v~ 
r = vrelr =-

Ro 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Here, the r subscript stands for reflected (not absorbed) 
power, voltage or current, respectively. 

Applying Kirchoff's laws to point x in F/fJUf9 4, the current to 
the load is 

iL=ix-ir 
and voltage across the load is 

vL = iL RL = Vx + vr 

(6) 

(7) 

~~ ,., 1.5 110,6 "'~ftn~ 
, V~VRll 

~~-------",-~--=x .~t 
's .-IX 

FIGURE 4. Boundary Conditions 
at the Une/Load Interface 
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To find the ratio of v, to Vx so that it can be ascertained how 
much power Is absorbed by the load, and how much is not 
absorbed (therefore, reflected), substitute vx/Ro for ix and 
v,/Ro for ir into Equation 6 .. 

. Vx v, 
IL=---

RQ Ro 
(8) 

Rearranging Equation 7 and substituting for iL in Equation 8 
yields 

(9) 

The minus sign associated with v,/Ro means, in this case, 
that the reflected voltage wave v, travels in the -x direction 
toward the generator. 

Collecting like terms of Equation 9 yields 

vx(~ - ~) = v,(~ - ~) (10) 
Ro RL Ro RL 

So, 

( At - Ro) 

RoRL (RL - Ro) 
v, = Vx (RL + Ro) = Vx Ro + RL (11) 

RoRL 
and the desired relation for v,j~x is 

~'= RL - Ro (12) 
Vx Ro + RL 

This ratio is defined as the voltage reflection coefficient of 
the load PVL 

:..- v; RL - Ro 
PVL=-,-·=---

Vx Ro + RL 
A similar derivation for currents shows 

RL - Ro 
PIL =---- = ,-PVL 

RL + Ro . 

(13) 

(14) 

For the remainder of thi~ application note and AN-808, the v 
or i subscript on the reflection coefficient is dropped, and PL 
is assumed to be the voltage reflection coefficient of the 
load. Similarly, applying Kir,choff's laws to the source-line. 
interface, the voltage reflection coefficient of the source is 

Rs - Ro 
Ps = RS + Ro 

(15) 

The current reflection coefficient of the source has the 
same magnitude as ps, but is opposite in algebraiC sign. 

When a traveling wave vx, ix meets a boundary such as the 
line load interface, a reflected wave is instantaneously gen
erated so that Kirchoff's laws are satisfied at the boundary 
conditions. This is the 'direct result of the conservation of 
energy principle. Referring again to Agure 4, the effects of 
three different termination resistance RL values are shown. 

Case .1, RL = Ro 

In this case, RL is equal to the characteristic resistance of 
the line. Using Equation 13, the voltage reflection coefficient 
of the load PL ,is, 

. Ro-Ro O· 
PL=---=-=O (16) 

Ro + Ro 2Ro 

Since vr/vx = PL, then v, = PL Vx = 0 and no reflection is 
generated, This agrees with the discussion of cut lines and 
matched load where a line terminated in Its characteristic 
impedance behaves the same as an Infinite line. All power 
delivered by the line is absorbed into the load. The wave
forms appear as shown in Figure 5. The wave starting at the 
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source at time t = 0 is reproduced at point x down the line 
after a time delay of t = xl) = T. 

Vs 1 
v 

.• t 

is 1 I • t 

VL 1 

V 

• t 

iL 11..-,1 _+-_________ • t 

o 

Ro 
Ro+Rs 

v 
Ro+Rs 

Ro 
Ro+Rs 

v 
Ro+Rs 

TUF/11337-6 

FIGURE 5. Waveforms for RL = Ro 
Case 2, RL > Ro 

To simplify this case, assume that Rs = Ro. This means 
that the initial voltage is 

V~='!. (17) 
Ro+Ro 2 

Also assume RL = 3 Ro, then the load voltage reflection 
coefficient is 

3RO-RO 1 
PL = 3Ro + Ro = +2 

(18) 

The voltage wave arriving at point x at time t = xl) gener
ates a reflected voltage wave of magnitude 

v, = PLvx = ( +D (~) = * (19) 

and the load voltage is 

v V 3V 
vL = Vx + v, = "2 + 4' = '4 (20) 

The reflected voltage wave v, generated at t = xl) = T 

travels back down the line toward the source arriving at the 
source at time t = 2xl) = 2T. This wave will be absorbed 
without generating another reflection because Rs was 
picked to equal Ro, making Ps equal to zero. The source 
voltage is now 

(21) 
V V 3V 

Vs + v, = "2 + 4' = '4 
and equilibrium is achieved. 

If the circuit in Figure 4 is analyzed using simple circuit theo
ry and neglecting the transmission line effects, it is easily 
seen that 

(22) RL 3V 
Vs = vL = V--- =-

Ro + RL 4 
This agrees exactly with Equation 21 and will always be the 
case. After all reflections cease and the circuit reaches 
eqUilibrium, the steady state voltages and currents on the 
line are the same as those produced using simple dc circuit 
analysis. Waveforms for RL > Ro (specifically RL = 3 Ro) 
appear in Figure 6. 



r---------------------------------------------------------------~--_,~ 
In general, the case where RL > Ro is viewed"in the follow
ing manner. Because the line is capable of delivering more 
power than can be instantaneously absorbed by the load, 
the excess power is returned to the source and absorbed in 
the source resistor (assuming Rs = Ro). 

An upper limit on the voltage reflection coefficient is found 
by allowing RL to go to infinity. In this case, Equation 13 
goes to +1. 

Case 3, RL < Ro 

In this case, again set Rs = Ro and allow RL to equal Ro/3. 
The initial wave, as before, is 

Ro V 
Vs = V--- = - (23) 

Ro+Rs 2 
and the load voltage reflection coefficient is 

RO 
--Ro 

PL = RL - Ro = _3 __ = _! (24) 
RL + Ro Ro 2 

3"+ Ro 

Therefore, the reflected voltage wave vr is 

V V 
v, = PL 2 = -"4 (25) 

which starts propagating back toward the source at time 
t = T. The load voltage at time t = T is 

V V V 
Vx + v, = 2 + -"4 = +"4 (26) 

The (-V/4) reflected wave arrives back at the source at 
time t = 2T. Because Rs is set equal to Ro, Ps is, then, 
equal to zero and no reflected wave will be generated. The 
voltage at the source is now 

V V V 
Vs + v, + Psv, = 2 + -"4 + 0 = "4 (27) 

3V 

:sl 
v "4 
2" 

~ t 

~1 
v 

2110 V 
4 110 

~ t 

:Li 
3V 
"4 

I • t 

~i V 
4 110 

I I I I I ~ t 
2, 3, 4< S. 6, 
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FIGURE 6. RS = RD. RL = 3RO 
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From a dc circuit analysis, the steady state voltage is 

RL V 
Vss=V---=- (28) 

RL + Ro 4 
This agrees with the result of Equation 27. The waveforms 
for Case 3 (RL < Ro) appear in Figure 7. 
An interpretation of the actions occurring when load resist
ance is less than the characteristic line resistance is as fol
lows: when power available at the line end is less than the 
power the load can absorb, a signal is sent back to the 
source saying, in essence, "send more power". 

It has been shown that a ratio of line and load resistance (p) 
can be used to calculate the voltages and currents in terms 
of a wave arriving at the boundary, possibly generating a 
reflected, reverse-traveling wave to satisfy the conservation 
of energy principle at the line-to-Ioad boundary. This ratio is 

Rs - Ro 
pS=Rs+Ro 

(29) 

where Rs represents the resistance into the boundary, Rs is 
Rs when considering the source-to-line interface and Rs 
would be RL when considering the IIne-to-load interface. It is 
obvious that if discussing impedances, then Zs would be 
substituted for Rs in Equation 29, and there may be some 
phase angle between the voltage and current waves. 

The forward traveling wave, vx, plus the reflected wave, v" 
is equal to the load voltage (VtJ. Since v, is PL vx, this can 
be expressed as 

vx(1 + PO = vL (30) 
This quantity (1 + p) can be defined as the voltage trans
mission coefficient of the load and it is known that 

~ = (1 + ptJ 
Vx 

(31) 

~1 
v 
2" v 

~ 

~ t 

~1 
3V 

v 4 110 
2 110 

~ t 

:Li 
• t 
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FIGURE 7. RL = ~O 
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The cases with various load resistances can be summa
rized. 

Condition Circuit at time t = 7 (one line 
delay time) 

1.RL = Ro PL = 0 No reflection is produced
circuit reaches steady state 

, immediately. ' 

2. RL > Ro PL > 0 Positive voltage reflection-
wave is sent back toward 
source. Voltage at load is 
higher than steady stage 
voltage (overshoot). 

3. RL < Ro PL < 0 Negative voltage reflection-
wave is sent back toward 
source. Voltage at load is 
lower than steady state 
voltage (undershoot). 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 

Before examining the algorithm for keeping track of reflec
tions, there are two principles to keep in mind. 

• Energy (as power) is conserved at boundary conditions 
(as explored previously) 

• The principle of linear superposition applies. This means 
any arbitrary excitation function can be broken down into 
step functions, or ramps. The reaction of the circuit to 
each part can be analyzed, and the results can be added 
together when finished. This means that a positive pulse 
of duration t is examined by superimposing two step 
functions, one positive and one negative, starting after a 
delay of t (Figure 8). It also means the voltage at any 
point on the line is the sum of initial voltage plus the sum 
of all voltage waves that have arrived at or passed 
through the point up to and including the time of exami
nation. Also, the current on the line is, at any point, the 
sum of initial current plus any forward or reverse traveling 
currents passing the pOint up to and including the time 
the current is examined. 

It has also been established that the steady state solution 
for voltages and currents on the line can be found by simple 
dc circuit analysis. 

In examining reflection effects for the remainder of this ap
plication note, the following conventions are used. 

A voltage or current wave traveling toward the point of 
interest will have the subscript "i" for incident wave, 

A voltage or current wave traveling away from the point 
of interest will have the subscript "r" for reflected wave, 

positive 
wave 
traveling in 
+x direction 

negative 
wave 
traveling in 
+x direction 

The 'subscript "S" means the parameter applied to the 
source (vs for the voltage at the source, etc.), and 

The subscript "L" means the parameter applied to the load 
(VL for the voltage at the load, etc.) 

Sign conventions for voltage waves and their associated cur
rents are shown in Figure 9. 

POSITIVE 
UNIT STEP 

NEGATIVE 
UNIT STEP 

1-

-I 

TL/F/11337-9 

FIGURE 8. Superposition of Simple Waveforms 
to Form More Complex Excitations 

TABULAR METHOD FOR REFLECTIONS
THE LATTICE DIAGRAM 

The waves going up and down the line can be monitored by 
drawing a time scale, as a vertical line with time increasing in 
the down direction, to represent the location on the line under 
examination. Because voltages at the source and load ends of 
the transmission line are normally of primary interest, two time 
scales are necessary. Drawing arrows from one time scale to 
the other as in Figure 10 shows the direction of travel of the 
waves during a specific time interval. Since the main concern 
is only with the waveforms at the line ends, time scales are 
ruled off in multiples of the time delay of the line 7. If a unit
step type wave is launched from the source at time t = 0 +, it 
is known that the magnitude of the wave will persist un
changed until a wave arrives back from the load after a round 
trip delay time of two line delays. The source time scale then is 
incremented in multiples of 2 m7 where m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 
Likewise, the first wave arrives at the load after a single time 
delay, so the first increment ruling on the load time scale is 7, 
or one time delay of the line. Because the subsequent waves 
arrive back at the load in increments of 27, the load time scale 
is ruled off in multiples of (2m + 1)7 where m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 
The operation of the lattice diagram is discussed using the 
example in Figure 10b which is the lattice diagram for the as
sociated circuit. 

time t = 0- Oust before the switch closes) 

The voltages at the source and load are equal with a magni
tude of vinHial. Assume that no initial voltage is present. So, in 
this case, the voltage at the source and load equals zero. 

Vinitial = vs(O-) = VL(O-) = 0 
time t = 0 + Oust after the switch has closed) 

positive 
wave 
traveling in 
-x direction 

nlgatlve 
,wave 
traveling In 
-x dlrecllon 

i_ 
TL/F/11337~10 

FIGURE 9. Sign Conventions for Waves 
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(a) Line Circuit to be Analyzed 

SOURCE 

VS(O-) = V,NlnAL 

Vs(m) = Vs(m-2) + V,(m) (1+ Ps) 

V,(m) =PsV,(m) =V, (m+l) 

,;,EVEN 

LOAD 

VL (0) = V,N,T,AL 

VL (m) = VL (m-2) + V, (m)( 1 + 1\.) 

V,(m) = IlL Vi (m) = Vi (m+O 

mODO 
TL/F/11337-12 

(b) lattice Diagram 
FIGURE 10. Reflection Bookkeeping with the lattice Diagram 

The first wave VI(1) is launched at the source and begins to 
travel toward the load end of the line. As previously men
tioned, a voltage divider action between Rs and Ro is used 
to derive the magnitude of the initial voltage wave. 

Ro 
vj(1) =v--

Ro + Rs 
At this time, the voltage at the source is the sum of the initial 
voltage plus the voltage wave vI(1) just generated. 

Ro 
vs(O+) = vs(O-) + vj(1) = 0 + V-R R 

. 0+ S 
Because the switch closure represents a step function, the 
source voltage remains at this level until a wave returns 
after reflecting from the load at time t = 2T. 

timet = T 

The incident voltage wave VI(1) now arrives at the load and 
generates a reflected voltage wave 

RL - Ro 
vr(1) = PLVI(i); PL = RL + Ro 

where PL is the voltage reflection coefficient of the load. 
The reflected voltage wave vr(1) immediately starts traveling 
back toward the source becoming the inCident voltage wave 
vI(2) which arrives back at the source at t = 2T. The voltage 

14-107 

at the load is now the sum of the initial voltage plus the 
incident voltage wave vI(1) that just arrived plus the reflect
ed voltage wave that is just departing. 

VL(1) = VL(O-) + VI(1) + vr(1) 
= 0 + vI(1) + PLVj(1) 
= VI(1)(1 + pu 

Again, because of the step function excitation, the load volt
age remains unchanged until the new wave arrives at time 
t = 3T. 

time t = 2T 

vI(2) now arrives at the source and generates a reflected 
voltage wave v,(2) of magnitude 

Rs - Ro 
v,.(2) = psvI(2); Ps = Rs + Ro 

where Ps is the source voltage reflection coefficient. 
The reflected voltage wave v,(2) starts back toward the load 
end of the line and becomes the incident voltage wave vj(3) 
arriving at the load at time t = 3T. The voltage at the source 
is now the sum of the voltage that was there plus the inci
dent voltage wave just arrived plus the reflected voltage 
wave just departed for the load. 

vs(2) = vs(O +) + vI(2) + v,(2) 
Ro 

= v -R R + vI(2) + psvI(2) 
0+ s 

= v R ROR + vI(2) (1 + ps) 
0+ s 
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time t = 3T 

vj(3) arrives at the load generating vr(3) 

vr(3) = PLVj(3) 

vr(3) departs back toward the source becoming vj(4) to the 
source. The load voltage is now 

VL(3) = vL(1) + vj(3) (1 + PU 

time t = 4T 

When vj(4) arrives at the source and generates vr(4), then ' 

vr(4) = PSvj(4) 

starts back toward the load to become vj(5) to the load. The 
load voltage is now 

vd4) = VL(2) + vj(4) (1 + PU 

This process can continue ad infinitum or until no measur
able changes are detected. The reflection process at that 
time is considered complete and the line assumes a steady 
state condition. Steady state conditiqns can be found by 
applying simple dc circuit theory to source load circuits. 

Summarizing this lattice diagram method, any time t = mT 
and m > 1, the following relationships exist: 

If m is odd, the vj(m) wave is arriving at the load and gener
ates a reflected wave 

vr(m) = PLVj(m) 

This becomes vj(m + 1) as it starts toward the source. The 
voltage at the load at time t = mT will be 

vdm) = vdm - 2) + vj(m) (1 + PU 

This is the sum of the voltage that was there before the 
wave arrived, i.e.,vdm - 2), plus the wave arriving vj(m) 
and the reflected wave vr(m) departing. 

If m is even, the vj(m) wave is arriving at the source and 
generates a reflected wave 

vr(m) = PSvj(m) 

This becomes vj(m + 1) as it starts toward the load. The 
voltage at the source is now 

vs(m) = "S(m - 2) + vj(m) (1 + ps) 

This is the sum of the voltage that was present vsCm - 2) 
plus the incident wave arriving vj(m) plus the reflected wave 
departing vr(m). 

The voltage and current at the source end of the line for a 
lossless line can be expressed as a summation. 

, Ro 
vs(t) = ---. (32) 

Rs + Ro 
00 

[e(t)u(t) + (1 + p~) L ps" PL nett - 2nT)u(t - 2nT) ] 

n -1 

is(t) = __ 1_. 
RS + Ro 

(33) 

00 

[ e(t)u(t) + (1 - :s) L ps" PL "Ii(! - 2nT)u(t - 2nT) ] 

"- 1 
where e(t) is the generator voltage as a function of time, and 
u(t) is the unit step function. '" 
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Likewise, the load voltage and load current for the lossless 
line can be expressed as a summation. 

" Ro 
VL(t) = ---. (34) 

Rs + Ro 

(1 + PU[ L ps"p~"e(i-(2n + 1)T)u(t-(2n + 1)T)] 

"-0 
. 1 
IL(t)=---. 

Rs + Ro 
(35) 

(1 - PU [L PS"PL"e(t-(2n + 1)T)u(t-(2n + 1)T)] 

"-0 
A similar expression of summation can be developed for the 
voltage (or current) at any point along the line at any time. 

Because the lattice diagram is tabular in method, a comput
er program can be written relieving the designer of book
keeping and repetitive calculations. A BASIC computer pro
gram for lattice diagrams appears in Figure 13. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE LATTICE DIAGRAM METHOD 
Before using the lattice diagram to explore reflection effects 
with various source and load characteristics, it is necessary 
to pause at this pOint and examine the models used by the 
lattice diagram. 

First, both the line driver and receiver are simulated either 
by a constant input or output resistance. The source has 
two voltage sources and a switch representing the internal 
source voltage at a time less than zero and equal to (or 
greater than) zero. The receiver is represented by a single 
resistor shunting the line end oppOSite the driver site. The 
line itself is represented by its characteristic resistance Ro 
and its total one-way time delay (T). This is equal to length 
times propagation delay per unit length. This model is 
shown in Figure ". 

DRIVER RECEIVER 

TRANSIAISSION LINE 

TL/F/II337-13 

TLIF/11337-14 

FIGURE 11. Model Used for, lattice Diagram Method 
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Because most data communication circuits are voltage 
types, that is, the receiver senses the line voltage to decide 
if a logic One or logic Zero is present, the primary interest is 
in voltages at the source and load as a function of time. 
Major exceptions include the current loops used in teletype
writers, telegraphs, and burglar alarm systems. The majority 
of data communications circuits used in computers, periph
erals, and general controllers are voltage types. 

The lattice diagram method cannot easily use source or re
ceiver current/voltage relationships that are non-linear; i.e., 
not purely resistive. For non-linear current/voltage charac
teristics such as found in diodes, a graphic method can be 
used called the reflection diagram or the Bergeron method. 
Note: A French hydraulic engineer, L.J.B. Bergeron developed the method 

to study the propagation of water hammer effects in hydraulics. See 
references, AN-806. 

Signals exchanged using lattice diagrams are of the unit 
step variety. When ramps or more complex waves are ex
changed, the complexity of the bookkeeping increases dra
matically. Additionally, the lines are presumed to be loss
less, although a constant line attenuation factor could be 
accommodated without .excessive bookkeeping. These limi
tations should be kept in mind when examining various 
source and load resistance combinations and their reflec
tion characteristics. 

There are three classes of source resistance, Rs < Ro, 
Rs = Ro and Rs > Ro. There are also three classes of load 
resistance, RL < Ro, RL = Ro and RL > Ro. This gives nine 
types of single driver, single receiver line circuits. Each cir
cuit will be examined in turn to determine reflection effects 
for these combinations with evaluations of each combina
tion for voltage type communications. 

REFLECTION EFFECTS FOR 
VOLTAGE SOURCE DRIVERS 
Initial waves launched by a voltage source type driver (Rs < 
Ro) are greater than one-half the magnitude of the internal 
voltage source. Referring to Figure 11, the initial voltage 
wave is derived as follows. 

Ro 
Vi(1) = (Vo+ - Vo-)· -R R (3S) 

0+ S 

while the voltage at the source at t = 0+ is 

RL 
vs{O+) = vs{O-) + Vi(1) = Vo- .--- + Vi(1) (37) 

RL + Rs 
If the receiver switching point is at the mean of the driver 
voltage swing, the initial wave always has sufficient magni
tude to indicate the correct logic state as it passes the re
ceiver site. This maximizes the noise margins of the receiv
er. 

Since Rs < Ro, the source voltage reflection coefficient Ps 
is less than zero. Any voltage waves, then, arriving back at 
the source are changed in sign, reduced in amplitude (as
suming Rs > 00), and sent back toward the load. If the 
load resistance equals the characteristic line resistance 
(RL = Ro), the voltage reflection coefficient of the load is 

RL - Ro 0 
PL=---=-= 0 

RL + Ro 2Ro 
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No reflections, therefore, are generated at the load. The 
voltage wave produced at the source is reproduced at the 
load after a time delay of T = t /), and the line assumes a 
steady state condition. Figure 12b illustrates the source and 
load voltage waveforms for this case. 

If RL is greater than Ro, PL is positive. Waves arriving at the 
load generate the same polarity reflections as the arriving 
waves. Ps and PL are of opposite signs, so a dampened 
oscillatory behavior of the load voltage is expected. The 
oscillation period or ringing is 4T. The overshoot of vL from 
t = T to 3T may cause breakdown of the input circuitry of a 
receiver, depending on the receiver voltage rating. The un
dershoot at t = 3T or 5T can reduce the noise immunity of a 
receiver or even cause a logic level misinterpretation-an 
error in the data. These waveforms are shown in Figure 12a. 

If RL is less than Ro, then PL is negative and a wave arriving 
at the load generates a reflection opposite in polarity to the 
incident wave. This causes the voltage at the source to 
overshoot steady state voltage at t = O. Each reflection 
returning from the load causes the source voltage to contin
ually step down toward the steady state voltage Vss. These 
steps last for 2T, or one round trip delay. Load voltage starts 
an increasing step-up waveform towards Vss at time t = T, 

with steps again taking one round trip delay, 2T. A line re
ceiver placed in the middle of the line sees an entirely differ
ent waveform-dampened oscillations much like the load 
voltage in Figure 12a. This is caused by the negative signs 
of both source and load voltage reflection coefficients. Each 
time an incident wave arrives at either source or load, the 
reflected wave generated at that time has a sign opposite to 
the sign of the incident voltage wave. The voltage at a dis
tance half way down the line is composed of these forward 
and reverse traveling waves arriving at that point commenc
ing at time t = 0.5T, and with each new wave passing that 
point after one line delay (T). These waveforms are shown 
in Figure 12c. 

The optimum load resistance for voltage signal communica
tions on transmission lines driven by a low impedance 
source (Rs < Ro) is equal to the characteristic line resist
ance. Large signal line voltages are produced and there 
are no reflection effects complicating the waveforms 
(Figure 12b). 

However, a matched load (RL = Ro) is a dc load on the 
driver, thus it increases system power dissipation. But, it 
does preserve signal fidelity and amplitude allowing use of 
multiple bridging receivers (Rin :> Ro) along the line. 

The unterminated case (RL > Ro) reduces dc driver loading 
and also reduces system power dissipation over the 
matched load case. The unterminated case does, however, 
allow the load signal to exhibit pronounced overshoot and 
undershoot around the steady state voltage. If the load sig
nal undershoot places the receiver in its threshold uncer
tainty region, data errors result. There is a way to "civilize" 
the voltage waveform of the unterminated line load by trad
ing off Signal rise time versus line time delay. This is dis
cussed later. 

The final case of Rs < Ro and RL < Ro is not generally 
useful in terms of voltage signals produced (Figure 12c). 
Systems using this case consume more power than the pre
vious two cases and have no particular advantage for volt
age mode communications. 
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REFLECTION EFFECTS FOR 
MATCHED-SOURCE DRIVERS 

In all three cases under discussion here, the initial voltage 
produced by the driver onto the line is 

Ro 1 
Vi(1) = (VO+ - VO-)-R R = -(VO+ + VO-) (38) 

0+ S 2 
since Rs = Ro. The voltage at the source at time t = 0 + is 

RL 
vs(O+) = vs(O-) + Vi(1) = Vo- .--- + Vi(1) (39) 

RL + Rs 
Assume, for clarity, that initial voltage (Vo-) is zero, thus 
Equation 39 simplifies to 

Vo+ 
vs(O +) = -2- (40) 

Since Rs = Ro, PS is equal to zero. This means that load
generated reflections due to load mismatch are absorbed at 
the source when, at time t = 21", the reflected wave arrives 
back at the source. The line then assumes a steady state 
throughout. This back match or series termination effect of 
a matched source allows a wide latitude in choice of load 
resistance without sacrificing the signal fidelity of the load 
voltage waveform. 

If the load resistance equals the characteristic line resist
ance RL = Ro, then PL equals zero and no load site reflec
tions are generated. The initial voltage wave arrives at the 
load at time t = 1" (one line delay) arid voltages (and cur
rents) on the line immediately assume steady state condi
tions (see Figure 12e). The optimum receiver threshold 
here is one-half the steady state voltage or Vo + 14. The 
main advantage over the voltage source type driver with 
matched load case (Rs < Ro; RL = Ro) is that Rs and RL 
resistance tolerances may be relaxed without incurring 
much signal ringing. This effect is due primarily to the termi
nation provided by both line ends, rather than just one line 
end. Any reflected voltage wave on either system is attenu
ated by the product of Ps and PL for each round trip line 
delay time. Since the PSPL product for the fully matched 
case is smaller than the PSPL product for the single 
matched case, the reflections are attenuated and die out in 
fewer round trips. For example, if 20% tolerance resistors 
are used in both cases, Ps and PL values for the fully 
matched case become 0.0 ±0.0909, which is a PSPL prod
uct of ±0.0033. This means that after one round trip (21"), 
the reflection amplitude starting back toward the load would 
be less than 0.33% of the initial wave. 

Using Rs = 10n, RL = 100n, and Ro = 100n as for 
Figure 12a, shows the same 20% tolerances applied to the 
single matched case 

-0.8519:S; Ps :s; -0.7857 
-0.0909:S; PL:S; +0.0909 

and 

IpspLi :s; 0.0774 

The voltage reflection amplitude after one round trip is a 
maximum of 7.7% of the initial wave. 

The choice between using the single and fully matched sys
tem should be carefully considered because the fully 
matched system does sacrifice signal voltage magnitude to 
get a decreased dependence on absolute resistor values. 

If the load resistance for a matched driver circuit is made 
much greater than the line resistance, the initial wave arriv
ing at the load at time t = 1" will be almost double since PL 
will be close to + 1.0. Because source resistance is set 
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equal to line resistance, Ps becomes zero, the reflected 
voltage wave from the load is absorbed by the source at 
time t = 21", and steady state conditions prevail. Waveforms 
for this case are shown in Figure 12d. This is called back 
matching or series termination. 

The main advantage of series termination is a great reduc
tion in steady state power consumption when compared 
with the parallel terminated case (Rs « Ro, RL = Ro). At 
the same time, series termination provides the same Signal 
fidelity to a receiver placed at the line end. Compare the 
load voltage waveforms for the two cases in Figure 12b and 
12d. The main disadvantage to series termination is that 
receivers placed along the line see a waveform similar to 
that shown for the source in Figure 12d. That is, receivers 
along the line see the Vo+/2 initial wave as it passes that 
pOint on the line, and do not see a full signal swing until the 
load end reflection passes that pOint. Consequently, receiv
ers along the line do not see a Signal sufficient to produce 
the valid logic state output until the load reflection returns. 
Depending on actual line length and receiver characteris
tics, the receiver may even oscillate, having been placed in 
its linear operation region. With the benefit, then, of reduc
ing system power, the series termination method has a con
straint of allowing only one line receiver located at the line 
load end. The parallel termination method should be used if 
other receivers along the line are required. 

The final case of matched source drivers is with the use of a 
load resistance less than the characteristic line resistance. 
The waveforms for this case are shown in Figure 121; A line 
receiver with a threshold of Vo/4 placed at the source re
sponds like a pOSitive, edge triggered one-shot and produc
es a pulse in response to a + V 12 initial wave of 21" duration. 
Aside from its use as a one-shot, this circuit doesn't seem to 
offer any advantages for voltage mode communications. 

REFLECTION EFFECTS FOR 
CURRENT-80URCE DRIVERS 

The name current source drivers is Somewhat of a misno
mer, and might be more properly called current-limited volt
age source drivers. True current source drivers such as the 
DS75110A are normally used in conjunction with parallel 
termination resistors to create a matched source. 

The current source drivers (Rs > Ro) discussed resemble 
true current sources in the respect that their output resist
ance is usually much greater than the characteristic line re
sistance. The initial voltage step produced on the line is thus 
usually small Vi(1) = (is(1)Ro). This is due to the voltage 
divider action of the driver source resistance and the. char
acteristic line resistance. 

Voltage waveforms for a current source type driver either 
step up to V ss, reach steady state after 21", or execute a 
dampened oscillation around Vss, depending on whether 
the load resistance RL is greater, equal, or less than Ro, 
respectively. The second case RL = Ro provides Signals 
much the same as the other two cases where RL = Ro, that 
is, the source voltage steps immediately to VSS, with the 
load voltage following after one line time delay. Here the 
amplitude of the signal is much smaller than previous 
matched load cases. Since the current source type drivers 
(DS75110A) have high off-state impedances, they allow 
multiple drivers on the line to produce data bus or party line. 
Waveforms for the matched load case are shown in 
Figure 12h. 
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The case RL < Ro really provides no useful advantage for 
v.oltagemode communications. The negative sign for PL 
and the positive sign for PS lead to dampened oscillatory 
behavior, or ringing. The maximum perturbation takes place 
at the source end of the line. Waveforms for this case are 
similar to those shown in Figure 12a, and are shown to 
scale in Figure 12i. With the given values used to produce 
the figure, the maximum amplitude ringing appears at the 
source IinE1 end. 

The RL > Ro case is of interest because it is representative 
of DTL driving a transmission line with the output going from 
LOW to HIGH: DTL has a high value Rs, (2 kO or 6 kO) in 
the HIGH logic state. Since both Rs and RL are greater than 
Ro, both PS and PL are positive. A small voltage step starts 
from the source at t = 0 +; its magnitude is 

Ro 
vi(1)=V--

Ro + RS 
Note: ~nce the input diode is not represented, the representation of DTL 

input as a single resistor to ground Is not strictly correct. For purposes 
• of approximation, this simple representation is used. Treatment of 

non-linear current/voltage sources and loads is covered by Metzger & 
Vabre. (op. ci!.) 

Upon arrival at the load at time t = 7, this initial wave gener
ates a positive voltage reflection since PL > O. The voltage 
reflection arrives back at the source site at time t = 27. 
Since Ps is also pOSitive, another positive voltage reflection 
is launched back toward the load. The process repeats, and 
the source and load voltages both execute a step-up ap
proach towllrd steady state voltage Vss. These waveforms 
are shown in Figur.e 12g. 

In examining voltage at the line midpoint (x = f 12), a step
up type waveform is seen which is the sum of all the inci
dent voltage waves paSsing the line midpoint up to the time 
of examination. The midpoint voltage is expressed as fol
lows. 

vm(t) = Vss(1 - exp[-(t + 0.57)ITI) (41) 
N~e: Th,is equation is presented without derivation, but a procedure similar 

to that used by Matick (Ref. 2, AN-806) can be used. 

for t= n + 0.57 with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. Vss in Equation 41 
is the steady state line voltage 
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and T is a time constant given by 

T =27 
t n(pspLl 

with 7 being one line delay (7 = f 8). 

(42) 

Note: This equaljon is presented without derivation, but a procedure similar 
to that used by Matick (Ref. 2, AN-806) can be used. 

Equation 41. provides an exact solution for odd multiples of 
n (n = 1,3,5 ... , so t = 1.57,3.57,5.57 ... ), while it 
approximates vm(t) for even multiples of n (n =:' 0, 2, 4' ... , 
so t = 0.57, 2.57, 4.57 ... ). The closer the PSPL product is 
to 1, the better Equation 41 predicts vm(t), particularly for 
even multiples of n. To illustrate the fitting, the two tables in 
Figure 13 are generated by the BASIC language computer 
program (Table C) and their data is plotted in Figure 14. 

Designers familiar with DTL circuits should quickly recog
nize that the waveforms shown in Figure '14 are very similar 
to the riSing edge waveforms found when a DTL gate output 
goes from the LOW to HIGH state. This characteristic wave
form has usually been attributed to the series RC circuit (a 
gate output resistance driving a lumped tran$mission line 
capacitance). The time constant for this approach, based on 
the C(dv/dt) = i rule from simple circuit theory, provides 
only an appro~imation. The actual cause of the waveform 
shape, however, is due to refleetion effects. Unfortunately, 
t~e only way to speed up thEi rising edge is to reduce source 
resistance, (providing' an initial step greater than the receiv
ing threshold) and terminate the line to eliminate' the load 
reflections. 

DTL inability to drive transmission lines at. high repetition 
rates is the direct .result of the signal riSE1 time limitat.ion 
caused by positive reflection coefficients for both the source 
and load. A transmitted positive pulsEi may be missed if its 
(juration is. less than the time required for the load signal to 
reach the receiver threshold. . 

The Rs > Ro and RL > Ro case provides no definite advan
tages as voltage mode communication is concerned. This 
case, in fact, poses a definite hazard to high speed data 
communications because. the reflections cause, in effect, a 
slow, exponential signal transition. Because line delay is a 
factor, longer lines will only increase the effect. 



TABLE A. (RS = 20000, Ro = 1000, RL = 40000) 
RHOS = 0.904762 RHOL = 0.951220 

TABLE B. (RS = 5000, RO = 750, RL = 10 kO) 
RHOS = 0.739130 RHOL = 0.985112 

TAU = -13.3250 V1(1) = 4.76190H·C2 TAU = -6.30356 V1(1) = 1.30435 
Vss = 0.666667 

TIME VM(T) 

0.5 0.04762 
1.5 0.09292 

2.5 0.13390 
3.5 0.17288 
4.5 0.20815 

5.5 0.24170 
6.5 0.27206 
7.5 0.30093 

8.5 0.32705 
9.5 0.35190 

10.5 0.37439 

11.5 0.39577 
12.5 0.41512 
13.5 0.43353 

14.5 0.45018 
15.5 0.46602 
16.5 0.48035 

17.5 0.49399 
18.5 0.50632 
19.5 0.51805 

20.5 0.52867 
21.5 0.53877 

VSS = 0.952381 

VAPPX %DIFF TIME 

0.04820 +1.220% 0.5 
0.09292 +0.000% 1.5 

0.13440 +0.373% 2.5 
0.17288 +0.000% 3.5 
0.20858 +0.207% 4.5 

0.24170 +0.000% 5.5 
0.27243 +0.136% 6.5 
0.30093 +0.000% 7.5 

0.32737 +0.097% 8.5 
0.35190 +0.000% 9.5 
0.37466 +0.073% 10.5 

0.39577 +0.000% 11.5 
0.41536 +0.057% 12.5 
0.43353 +0.000% 13.5 

0.45038 +0.045% 14.5 
0.46602 +0.000% 15.5 
0.48053 +0.036% 16.5 

0.49399 +0.000% 17.5 
0.50647 +0.030% 18.5 
0.51805 +0.000% 19.5 

0.52880 +0.024% 20.5 
0.53877 +0.000% 21.5 

TABLE C. BASIC Program Listing 

100 PRINT'ENTER RS, RO, RL'l 
110 INPUT Rl, RO, R2 
120 Pl=(Rl-RO)/(Rl+RO) 
130 P2=(R2-RO)/(R2+RO) 
140 Vl=RO/(Rl+RO) 
150 Kl=2./LOG(Pl*P2) 
160 V9=R2/(Rl+R2) 

VM(T) 

0.13043 
0.25893 

0.35390 
0.44746 
0.51661 

0.58473 
0.63509 
0.68469 

0.72135 
0.75747 
0.78416 

0.81046 
0.82990 
0.84904 

0.86320 
0.87714 
0.88744 

0.89759 
0.90510 
0.91249 

0.91795 
0.92334 

170 PRINT'RHOS=': Pl :'RHOL=' :P2 :'TAU=' :Kl 
180 PRINT 'Vl(l)=':Vl ;'VSS=' :V9 
190 V=Vl 
200 PRINT'TIME VM(T) VAPPX %DIFF' 
210 FOR T=0.5 TO 20.5 STEP 2. 
220 V2=V9*(1.-EXP«T+.5)/Kl» 
230 P=100.*(V2-V)/V 
240 PRINT USING 250,T,V,V2,P 
250 :##.# -#'##### -#'##### +###.###% . 
260 Vl=Vl*P2 
270'V=V+Vl 
280 REM SOURCE END 
290 V2=V9*(1.-EXP( (T+l.5)/Kl ) ) 
300 P=100.*(V2-V)/V 
310 PRINT USING 250,T+l.,V,V2,P 
320 Vl=Pl*Vl 
330 V=V+Vl 
340 NEXT T 
350 PRINT 
360 PRINT 
370 PRINT 
380 GOTO 100 
390 END 

VAPPX 

0.13971 
0.25893 

0.36066 
0.44746 
0.52153 

0.58473 
0.63867 
0.68469 

0.72396 
0.75747 
0.78606 

0.81046 
0.83128 
0.84904 

0.86420 
0.87714 
0.88818 

0.89759 
0.90563 
0.91249 

0.91834 
0.92334 

FIGURE 13. Comparison of vm Formula to Computed Midline Voltage 
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%DIFF 

+7.112% 
+0.000% 

+1.909% 
+0.000% 
+0.952% 

+0.000% 
+0.564% 
+0.000% 

+0.361% 
+0.000% 
+0.242% 

+0.000% 
+0.167% 
+0.000% 

+0.117% 
+0.000% 
+0.083% 

+0.000% 
+0.059% 
+0.000% 

+0.042% 
+0.000% 
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SUMMARY-Which are the 
Advantageous Combinations? 

In examining the basic combinations of source, line and 
load resistances, and typical waveforms characteristic of 
each case, advantageous combinations can be determined. 
The primary results are tabulated in Figure 15. those combi
nations generally used in voltage mode communications cir
cuits are as follows. 

1. Unterminated case (Rs ..:: Ro, RL > Ro). This situation 
provides low steady state power dissipation and large sig
nal levels, but also shows pronounced "ringing" effects. 
The "ringing" can be reduced by controlling signal risel 
fall time versus 'T, or by clamping diodes to limit load sig
nal excursions. This case is representative of TTL circuits 
and is thus widely employed. 

2. The parallel terminated case (Rs ..:: Ro, RL = Ro) pro
vides large signal levels, and excellent signal fidelity. 
However, it is power consuming with most of that power 
dissipated in the load resistor. This case is useful for 
cleaning up the reflection effects of Case 1 but, at the 
same time, does require a driver circuit to have its internal 
current limits set at greater values than those required to 
produce the desired signal level into the minimum line 
resistance used. Thus, this case requires specific line 
driver devices such as the DS75114/DS9614. Ordinary 
TTL, except for the above mentioned circuits, has too low 
a current limit point to adequately drive 50.0 lines. 

3. The series terminated or backmatched driver case 
Rs = Ro, RL > Ro provides a low steady state power 
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dissipation system for use with one receiver located at 
the load end of the line. The positive reflection coefficient 
of the load is used to approximately double the initial 
wave arriving at the load. Setting Rs = Ro terminates the 
reflected wave when it arrives back at the source site 
after two line delays, and the line then assumes steady 
state conditions. The use of other receivers located along 
the line is not recommended, because they will not see 
the full driver signal swing until the reflection from the 
load passes their particular bridging pOints Such receiv
ers could malfunction, as they would see a voltage very 
close to their threshold, and perhaps even place the line 
receiver in its linear operating region. This could make the 
line receiver sensitive to OSCillatory, parasitic feedback. If 
these constraints are acceptable, the series termination 
method can be used to good advantage in providing the 
same signal fidelity and signal amplitude as with the par
allel termination method, while at the same time, contrib
uting a significant savings in steady state power con
sumption. 

4. The fully matched case Rs = Ro, RL = Ro not only 
provides excellent signal fidelity all along the line, but also 
has reduced signal amplitude over that of the parallel ter
minated case. Additionally. the power consumption is 
somewhat less than the parallel termination case and the 
power is divided equally by the source and load. The pri
mary advantage of the fully matched system is that termi
nation resistor tolerances can be relaxed somewhat with
out incurring large amounts of ringing. This is because 
both the source and load act as line terminations. 
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(Driver) (Receiver) Optimum 
Line Receivers 

Configuration 
Source Load 

Signal 
Receiver 

Allowed at Other 
Comments 

Name (If any) 
Resistance Resistance 

Characteristics 
Threshold 

Than Load End , 
of Line? 

Unterminated « Ro > Ro Ringing O.5VSs Ves Undershoot May 
Pronounced Cause Data Errors 

Parallel « Ro = Ro Excellent Fidelity O.5Vss Ves Load Resistor 
Terminated Consumes Power 

. (VSS)2 
PL=--

RL 

« Ro « Ro Awful-Oifferent NA No Not Generally Useful 
Signals at Each 
Point on the Line 

Series Terminated = Ro > Ro Load Signal O.5Vss No Reduced Power 
or Backmatched Excellent Consumption Over 
Driver Parallel Termination 

Fully Matched = Ro = Ro Excellent Fidelity O.25Vss Ves Greater Tolerarices 
on Resistors Allowed 
for Same Fidelity as 
Parallel Termination 

= Ro < Ro Load Signal Like NA NA Not Generally Useful for Data, 
aOne·Shot is Useful as Pulse Generator 

> Ro > Ro Exponential Like O.5Vss Ves Low Power Consumption. 
Signal Waveforms Increaslld Delay due 

to Signal "Rise" Times. 

> Ro = Ro Small Signal O.5Vss Ves Produces Only Small Signal 
Amplitude and Voltages Compared with Other 
Excellent Fidelity Methods. Uses Current Sinking 

Drivers such as the 7511 OA. 

> Ro < Ro Very Small Signal NA NA Not Generally Useful 
Amplitudes, also 
Ringing 

FIGURE 15. Summary of Effects 
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EFFECT OF SOURCE RISE TIME ON WAVEFORMS 

Previously, it was assumed that the source-produced signal 
rise time was always much less than the line time delay (T). 
Because the waveforms for the source and load voltage 
were the superposition of incident and reflected waves oc
curring at their proper times, and because the shape of 
each wave was a square edged step function, the resultant 
source and load waveforms were thus also square edged, 
or ideal in nature. In many practical cases, particularly when 
line length is short, the source excitation possesses a finite, 
and non-negligible, rise time. Therefore, depending on the 
ratio of rise time to line delay, it is possible to have a new 
wave start arriving at the point of interest before the previ
ous wave can reach its final value. The net waveform for 
voltage or current at that pOint, then, would consist of the 
superposition of two or more waves during their time of 
overlap. To study the superposition effect on signal wave
forms, the source excitation is represented as a simple lin
ear ramp rise to its final value of Vo+, so 

Source 
t 

In(T) 

0 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 
12 
14 
16 

e(t) = o fort < 0 

e(t) = Vo+ etlt,.forO:;;: t:;;: tr 

e(t) = Vo+ fort> tr 

VI + Vr Ii + Ir 
(V) (rnA) 

0.9400 12.53 
0.1224 -22.64 

-0.1026 18.97 
0.0859 -15.90 

-0.0720 13.32 
0.0603 -11.17 

-0.0505 9.36 
0.0424 -7.84 
0.0355 6.57 

1.:;[ 

Vs Is 
(V) (rnA) 

0.9400 12.53 
1.0624 -10.10 
0.9599 8.87 
1.0458 -7.03 
0.9738 6.29 
1.0341 -4.87 
0.9836 4.48 
1.0259 -3.36 
0.9904 3.21 

5.411~ 

~ t Vs 

Ps = -0.86658 

and where tr represents the 0-to-100% source rise time. 
The circuit model and its lattice diagram are shown in Figure 
16. The values of Rs, Ro and RL were chosen to equal 
those of an actual circuit on hand, allowing the theoretical 
waveforms, obtained by graphical superposition, to be com
pared with the measured response of an actual circuit. 

Figure 17 shows the load voltage vL, source voltage Vs and 
source current is waveforms versus time for a circuit with a 
source rise time very much less than T. The actual wave
forms for vL, Vs and is are composed of the superposition of 
both incident and reflected waves in their proper time se
quence. In the figures, these walles are shown as dotted 
lines. Each wave represents the sum of the incident wave 
plus its reflection. The resultant vL, Vs and is waveforms 
(shown as solid lines) are the superposition of the waves 
represented by the dotted lines. With the exception of a 
slight rounding of the edges, the actual waveforms for the 
circuit, shown in the oscilloscope photograph in Figure 17, 
closely approximate the waveforms predicted by theory. 

Load 
t vI + Vr II + Ir vL IL 

In(T) (V) (rnA) (V) (rnA) 

1 1.8500 0.40 1.8500 0.40 
3 -1.5500 -0.34 0.3000 0.06 
5 1.2986 0.28 1.5986 0.35 
7 -1.0881 -0.24 0.5106 0.11 
9 0.9116 0.20 1.4222 0.31 

11 -0.7638 -0.17 0.6584 0.14 
13 0.6399 0.14 1.2983 0.28 
15 -0.5362 -0.12 0.7622 0.16 
17 0.4492 0.10 1.2114 0.26 

RG58.7/U ~ 

7S11 COAX tVL~ 462S11 

,= 70 ns 

PL = +0.96809 
TL/F/11337-28 

FIGURE 16. Transmission Line Model and Its Lattice Diagram 
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7. 111: 11. 13< 17. 
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~------~~~~~~::======~-
• - - - - - - - - - - - -V~i) + V,(3) - - - - - - - - - -

• ______ I~~~I_+!S! _________ _ 
I ' 

__ ~ _ ~(2) ___ 0:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.:",::::: = =: 
I I 

I 

• - -.,<£i (1-+Ps) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

-
..- -+- ( n.. I b. 

\J \ ..J " 
"'~ t,.«t 

r- r r-

IL 1"- '-

DOTTED LINES ARE 
VI <nH 1 + Ps) WAVES 
ARRIVING AT LOAD
THEIR SUM IS THE , 
LOAD VOLTAGE VL (I) 
(SOLID LINE) 

SOIoiE WAVES 
OIoiITTED FOR 
CLARITY 

TL/F/11337-29 

TLlF/11337-30 

DOTTED LINES ARE 
1;(nHI +Ps) WAVES 
AT SOURCE. THEIR 
SUM IS THE SOURCE 
CURRENT INTO THE LINE IS (I) 
(SOLID LINE) , 

TLlF/11337-32 

" f-J 

r--
}O.SV 

-
o 2. S. 10. 12. 14< 1S..= 70 ns 

(RG S9A/!,) 
TL/F/11337-31 

FIGURE 17. Waveforms for t, = 2 « T 
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If the source excitation is adjusted so that its 0-to-1 00% rise 
time tr is equal to 21', each of the Vj + Vr and ij + ir wave
forms must be modified to include this rise time. The waves 
will have the same final value as predicted by the lattice 
diagram, but they now require two line time delays to reach 
this final value. The vL, vs and is waveforms consist of the 
superposition of these linear ramps. Because each wave 
reaches its final value just as a new wave arrives, their su
perposition converts the square edged vL, Vs and is wave
forms into triangular waveforms. This is shown in Figure 18. 
The accompanying oscilloscope plot shows the close corre
spondence between the actual and theoretical waveforms 
whereas an additional oscilloscope photograph in Figure 18 
shows the actual waveforms for the case where tr '" 1'. Not 
surprisingly, the tr = l' case changes the vL, Vs and is 
waveforms of the tr < l' case into trapeziodal forms be
cause each arriving wave reaches its final value well before 
a new wave arrives. 

If the source excitation is adjusted such that its rise time 
equals three line delays tr = 31', the Vj + vr and ij + ir 
waves overlap for a period of time equal to 1'. That is, each 
wave reaches only % of its final value when a new wave 
starts arriving. Considering the waveform, the load voltage 
from time l' to 31' is 

vj(1)(1 + pu e (t - 1') 

14.-119 

Starting at t = 31', the wave 

vj(3) = vj(1)PSPL e(t - 31'). 

begins arriving from the source, and the load voltage then is 
the superposition of these two waves. Because vj(3) is a 
negative wave (ps < 0), the algebraic sum of the last third 
of the, first wave and the first third of the second wave v·(3) 
arriving at the load causes the load voltage to reduc~ in 
amplitude from the (tr < 1') case. Ukewise, the source volt
age and source current show reduced amplitudes over the 
ideal case, due to the overlap period of the waves arriving at 
the source. 

Theoretical and actual waveforms for the tr = 31' case are 
shown in Figure 19. Notice that load voltage perturbations 
and source current is requirements are reduced from those 
of the tr < l' case. Similarly, the ratio of tr to l' can be 
successively increased. This results in reduced ringing on 
the load voltage and reduced source current due to the 
overlapping of more and more Vj + vr (or ij + ir) waves. 
Actual and theoretical waveforms for tr equal to 41', 61', and 
81' are shown in Figures 20, 21 and 22, respectively. In each 
case, as the tr to l' ratio is increased, the instantaneous 
source and load voltages become more equal. The source 
current is also reduced so that the circuit exhibits fewer re
flection effects and the transmission line itself can be con
sidered as a simple interconnection from dc circuit theory. 
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Using the 1, to 'T ratio to reduce reflection effects has many 
practical advantages in digital design. The low source and 
high input resistance of TIL or EeL circuits allows one gate 
to drive many receiving gates. The reflection effects of this 
unterminated combination, however, can cause data errors 
or at least lead to reduced noise immunity due to the pro
nounced load voltage undershoot. Since the rise and fall 
times of these devices are easily measured, a maximum line 
length can be set such that the resulting 1, to 'T ratio pro
vides the desired reduction in ringing. This is the primary 
basis for the wiring rules of each logic family and, usually, 
the tr to 'T ratio is chosen somewhere between 3:1 and 4:1. 
As an example, the rise and fall time for normal TIL is 
t10%-90% = a ns. When this is converted to an equivalent 
linear 0% to 100% time, tr = 8 ns. A common propagation 
delay of 1.7 nslft, in combination with the requirement that 
1, ~ 3'T, gives the maximum line length of approximately 18 
inches. This corresponds with the published recommenda· 
tion of the various manufacturers for the 74 series TIL cir
cuits. A similar computation of the rise and fall times for 
other logic families yields their respective line length recom
mendations. The faster families require shorter line lengths 
for the same tr to 'T ratio, and slower logic families allow 
relatively longer line length. This ratio can also be used to 
make stubs or taps on lines "disappear". In other words, if 
the stub's time delay is made very short when compared to 

the 1, of the signal at the stub line location, the stub reflec· 
tions will have a minimal effect on the line signals. A stub 
length to generate a t, to 'T ratio of greater than 8:1 is usually 
considered adequate to negate the stub reflections. 

The third primary application of the t, to 'T ratio for control· 
ling reflection effects is that used in some standard data 
communications interfaces such as EIAITIA-232·E (RS-
232). Here, driver slew rate is explicitly controlled. This, 
along with the implied maximum interconnect cable length 
serves to produce a t, to 'T ratio of 3:1 or greater. This, in 
turn, reduces the reflection effects inherent in a voltage 
source driver, unterminated line system. The main disadvan
tage of using the t, to 'T ratio to control reflection effects is in 
the overall time for the signal representing the data to rise 
above the receiver threshold level. With the parallel termi· 
nated method, the minimum time delay was 'T or one line 
delay. When the 1, to 'T ratio is used, an additional delay time 
of approximately 0.5 t, is added to the line delay yielding, 
therefore, a greater effective signal propagation delay. This 
increased delay mayor may not be acceptable in the de
sired system so the trade-off between ease of usage of the 
unterminated case must be weighed against the increased 
effective signal delay over that delay obtainable with the 
terminated case. 

REFERENCES 
See AN·80a and AN·808 
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LQngTransmission Lines 
and Data Signal, Quality 

OVERVIEW 
This application note explores another important transmis
sion line characteristic, the reflection coefficient. This con
Cept is combined with the material in AN-80s to present 
graphical and analytical methods for determining the volt
ages and currents at any point on a line with respect to 
distance and time. The effects of various source resistances 
and line termination methods on the transmi~ed signal are 
also discussed. This' application note is a revised reprint of 
section four of the Fairchild Line Driver and Receiver Hand
book. This application note, ,the third of a three, part series 
(See AN-806 and AN-807), covers the fOliowing topics: 

• Factors Causing Signal Wave-Shape Changes 

• Influence of Loss Effects on Primary Line Parameters 
• Variations in Zo, a(Ctl) and Propagation Velocity 

• Signal Quality-Terms 
• Signal Quality Measurement-The Eye Pattern 

• Other Pulse Codes and Signal Quality 

INTRODUCTION 
Transmission lines as discussed in AN-806 and AN-807 
have always been treated as ideallossless lines. As a con
sequence of this simplified model, the signals paSSing along 
the lines did not change in shape, but were only delayed in 
time. This time delay is given as the product of per-unit
length delay and line length (,- = f 8). Unfortunately, real 
transmission lines always possess some finite resistance 
per unit length due to the resistance of the conductors com
posing the line. So, the lossless model only represents short 
lines where this resistance term can be neglected. In 
AN-806 the per-unit-Iength line parameters, L, R, C, G, were 
assumed to be both constant and independent of frequency 
(up to the limits mentioned, of course). But with real lines, 
this is not strictly correct as four effects alter the per-unit
length parameters, making some of them frequency depen
dent. These four effects are skin effect, proximity effect, 
radiation loss effect, and dielectric loss effect. These effects 
and how they influence the intrinsic line parameters are dis
cussed later in this application note. Since these effects 
make simple ac analysis virtualiy impossible, operational 
(Laplace) calculus is usualiy applied to various simplified 
line models to provide somewhat constrained analytical so
lutions to line voltages and currents. These analytical solu- ' 
tions are difficult to derive, perhaps even more difficult ot 
evaluate, and their accuracy of prediction depends greatly 
on line model accuracy. Analytical solutions for various lines 
(primarily coaxial cables) appear in the references, so only 
the salient results are examined here. 
Engineers designing data transmission circuits are not usu
aliy interested in the esoterica of lossy transmission line the
ory. Instead, they are concerned with the foliowing question: 
given a line length of x feet and a data rate of n bps, does' 

National Semiconductor' 
Application Note 808 
Kenneth M. True 

the system work-and if so-wHat amount of transition jitter 
is expected? To answer this question using analytical meth
ods is quite difficult, because evaluation of the expressions 
representing the line voltage or current as a function of posi
tion and time is an inVOlved process. The references at the 
end of this application note provide a starting point to gener
,ate and evalute analytical, expressions for a given cable. 

The effects on the LRCG line parameters, the variations In 
Zo, a(Ctl), and propagation velocity as a function of applied 
frequency are discussed later in this application note. Using 
an empirical approach to answer the "how far-how fast" 
question involves only easily made laboratory measure
ments on that selected cable. This empirical approach; us
ing the binary eye pattern as the primary measurement tool, 
enables'the construction of a graph showing the line lengthl 
data ratel signal quality trade-ofts for a particular cable. The 
terms describing signal qualify are discussed later in this 
application note. The technique of using actual measure
ments from cables rather than theoretical predictions is not 
as subject to error as the analytical approach. The only diffi
culties in the empirical method are the requirements for a 
high quality, real time (or random sampling) oscilloscope 
and, of course, the requiSite amount of transmission line to 
be tested. 

Also discussed in this application note are commonly used 
pulse codes. 

FACTORS CAUSING SIGNAL 
WAVE SHAPE CHANGES 
In AN-80s and AN-807, it was assumed that the transmis
sion lines were ideal so the step functions propagated along 
the lines without any change in wave shape. Because a 
single pulse is actualiy composed of a continuous (Fourier) 
spectrum, the phase velocity independence on an applied 
frequency, and the absence of attenuation (R = 0, G = 0) 
of the ideal line always allows the linear addition of these 
frequency components to reconstruct the original signal 
without alteration. For real lines, unfortunately, the series 
resistance is not quite zero, and the phase velocity is slightly 
dependent on the applied frequency. The latter results in 
dispersion; i.e., the propagation velocity will differ for the 
various frequencies, while the former results in Signal atten
uation (reduction in amplitude). This attenuation may alsO' 
be a function of frequency. Attenuation and dispersion 
cause the frequency components of a Signal, at some point 
down the line, to be quite different from the frequency com
ponents of the signal applied to the input of the line. Thus, 
at some point down the line, the frequency components add 
together to produce a wave shape that may differ signifi
cantly from the input signal wave shape. In many ways, 
then, a real transmission line may be thought of as a distrib
uted lowpass filter with loss. The fast rise and fali times of 
the Signals become progressively "rounded" due to attenu
ation and dispersion of the high frequency signal compo
nents. 
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It should be noted that there is a theoretical condition where 
attenuation is independent of frequency and dispersion is 
zero. This results in a line causing signal amplitude reduc
tion, but no change in signal wave shape. This condition 
was first discussed by Heavyside and is called the distor
tionless line. To make a line distortionless, the primary line 
parameters must satisfy the relation (R/L) = (GIG). Be
cause for real lines (R/L) > (GIG), the distortionless line is 
only of historical interest, and it is not possible to satiSfy the 
(R/L) = (GIG) condition over a sufficiently wide bandwidth 
to allow a proper transmission of short duration pulses. Over 
a limited frequency range such as that encountered in te
lephony (0 kHz-4 kHz), the L term can be increased by 
either adding lumped inductances at fixed intervals along 
the line or by winding a magnetic material (as a thin tape) 
around the conductors of the line throughout its length. 
Lumped loading is commonly applied to long telephone cir
cuits to reduce the signal attenuation over a narrow fre
quency range; however this linearity is at the expense of in
band attenuation and non-linear delay distortion. The distrib
uted loading method has been tried, but the mechanical 
characteristics of the magnetic materials have made the 
winding process very difficult. In any event, neither method 
allows short pulses to retain their wave shapes. Th& interest 
in line loading to produce the Heavyside condition for pulse 
transmission is therefore largely academic. 

The fOllowing sections discuss the origins of the second
order .effects--skin effect, proximity effect, radiation loss ef-, 
fect, and dielectric loss effect-and their influence on the 
LRGG transmission line parameters. 

• Skin Effect: The phenomenon is based on two facts: a 
current flow in any real conductor produces an electric 
field given by Ohm's Law; the current distribution andlor 
magnetic field distril:!ution in a conductor is frequency de
pendent. For dc current in a single isolated conductor, 
the current density is uniform across the conductor. 
When alternating current is used, the current density is 
not uniform across the conductor. Instead, the current 

---..1113 
de 

ACTUAL ~ DISTRIBUTIONS ROUND CONDUCTOR ----1 MHz 

---..lIlt: 
100 MHz CURRENT 

DENSITY 
ALONG 
CROSS 

SECTION 

tends to concentrate on the conductor surface. Current 
density continuously increases from the conductor center 
to its surface, but for practical purposes, the current pen
etration depth, d, is assumed as a dividing line for current 
denSity. The current is assumed to flow in a imaginary 
cylinder of thickness d with a constant current density 
throughout the cylinder thickness. Distribution of current 
densities for both actual and assumed models is shown in 
Figure 1. 

It can be seen that for classical skin effects, the penetra
tion depth is given by 

d = K_1_ 
IT (1) 

where K = 1N'lTI-Lcr, I-L = magnetic permeability of the 
conducting material expressed in henries per unit length, 
and cr = conductivity of the conducting material. For 
MKS (51) units and for a copper conductor 

cr = 5.85 X 107 (0 meter)-' 

I-L = 4'IT X 10-7 (HI meter) 

in which case, d would be the penetration depth ex
pressed in meters. 

Because the skin effect reduces the equivalent conductor 
cross-sectional area, increasing frequencies cause an in
crease in the effective resistance per unit length of the 
line. This in turn leads to signal attenuation increasing 
with frequency. If the frequency response of a cable is 
plotted on log-log graph paper, log dB, or Nepers vs log 
frequency, the curve slope will be 0.5 if the cable losses 
are primarily governed by classical skin effects. The slope 
of the attenuation curve, along with the attenuation at a 
particular frequency, can be used to estimate coaxial ca
ble transie'nt response as a function of length.2, 4 

'See Reference 2 and 4. 
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• Proximity Effect:, This is a current density redistribution in 
a conductor due to the mutual repulsion (or attraction) 
generated by currents flowing in nearby conductors. The 
current density at those points on the conductor close to 
neighboring conductors varies from the current density 
when the conductor is isolated from other conductors. 
This current density redistribution reduces the effective 
cross-sectional area of the conductor, thereby increasing 
the per-unit-Iength line resistance. This effect is a func
tion of the qonductor diameters, the separation of the 
conductors from each other, and frequency. The analyti
cal evaluation of the proximity effect is quite complicated 

. and except for certain limited cases', no general rule of 
thumb expressions have been proposed. The proximity 
effect is not present In coaxial cables because of their 
circular symmetry. The proximity effect is a significant 
contributor to signal losses particularly in cases of a twist
ed pair or parallel wire lines. 

• Radiation Loss: . Radiation losses cause an apparent rise 
in resistance per unit length increasing with frequency. 
The mechanism of radiation loss is energy dissipation ei
ther as heat or magnetization via eddy currents in nearby 
metallic or magnetic masses, with the eddy currents in
duced by line currents. Coaxial cables do not exhibit this 
effect because the signal magnetic field is confined be
tween the shield and the outside of the center conductor. 
Ideally. the magnetic field produced by shield current 
cancels the field produced by current in the center con
ductor (for pOints outside the shield). 

Both twisted pair and parallel wire lines exhibit radiation 
losses and these losses contribute to the effective per
unit-length line resistance. Radiation loss is dependent to 
a large extent on the characteristics of the materials 
close to the line; so radiation loss is quite difficult to cal
culate, but can be measured if necessary. 

• Dielectric Loss Effect: Dielectric losses result from leak
age currents through the dielectric material. This causes 
an increase in the shunt conductance per unit length and 
produces signal attenuation. Fortunately, for most dielec
tric materials in common use, this loss is very small par
ticularly for frequencies below 250 MHz. For most practi
cal purposes, then, dielectric losses may be neglected as 
they are usually overshadowed by skin effect losses. 

INFLUENCE OF LOSS EFFECTS 
ON PRIMARY LINE PARAMETERS 
Resistance Per Unit Length, R. It is composed of a basic dc 
resistance term Rdc plus the contributions of skin effect, 
proximity effect and radiation loss effect. For coaxial lines, 
the proximity and radiation loss effects are negligible in 

'See References Arnold" and Dwight'2, 

"See References 5 and 6 
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most cases, so-the primary contribution is made by the skin 
effect. Thus the resistance per unit length becomes 

R=Rdc+ Ksm (2) 

where 0 < m < 1. 

For 2-wire lines (twisted pair, parallel wire),. the reSistance 
per unit length is increased by the skin effect. For closely 
spaced wires .. however, the proximity effect also contributes 
significantly to a resistance increase. Radiation loss should 
also be included, but is very difficult to calculate because it 
depends. on the surroundings of the line, 

Inductance Per Unit Length, L. It can be shown" that, as 
the frequency is increased, the skin effect, proximity effect, 
and radiation loss effect cause a reduction in the effective 
per-unit-Iength self-inductance of the line. 

Capacitance Per Unit Length, C. This depends primarily on 
the dielectric cohstant of the insulating medium and conduc
tor geometry. This term is constant over a wide range of 
frequencies for most dielectrics (Teflon~, Polyethylene). For 
Polyvinylchloride (PVC) insulation, the relative dielectric 
constant shows a decrease as frequency increases 
(Er ~ 4.7 @ 1 kHz, Er ~ 2.9 @ 100 MHz). The capacitance 
per unit length, therefore, will show a decrease correspond-, 
ing with increasing frequency for PVC insulation and little 
change for most other dielectrics. ' 

Conductance Per Unit Length, G. Because resistance per 
unit length usually has a much greater magnitude, this value 
is negligible. When this term cannot be neglected, it is rep
resented as 

G = CIlCtancf> (3) 

where C is capaCitance per unit length; CIl is the angular 
frequency (= 2 '1T 1) and tan cf> is a dielectric material coeffi
cient. The angle cf> is called the dielectric loss angle. This 
angle is usually quite small « 0.005 radians) for the majori
ty of dielectrics up to several hundred megahertz. 

VARIATIONS IN Zo. a(CIl), 
AND PROPAGATION VELOCITY 
The variations in the primary line parameters as a function 
of frequency shown by Figure 2 have a profound influence 
on the three secondary line parameters of characteristic im
pedance, attenuation, and velocity of proPligation. 

In the expression for the characteristic impedance of a line, 

Zo = 
R + jCllL 

G +jCllC 

at low frequencies, jCllL is small compared to R, and G is 
small compared to jCllC. So the characteristic impedance is 
~R/jCllC. At high frequencies, the increase in R is overshad
owed by jCllL even though L is being reduced. With G still 
much smaller than jCllC, the characteristic impedance is al
most a pure resistance Ro = J[1C. The behavior of the 
characteristic impedance as a function of frequency (Zo = 
Ro - jXo) is shown in Figure 3. 
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Typical behavior of the line attenuation as a function of fre
quency is shown in Figure 4. This· line attenuation is the real 
pari of the equation 

-r(Cd) = ~(R + jCdL) (G + jCdC). 
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FIGURE 4. Attenuation vs Frequency . 

The change in resistance is the primary contributor to. the 
attenuation increase as a function of frequency. For coaxial 
cables, this resistance increase is due primarily to the skin 
effect (RSK = Kfm). The slope of the attenuation curve on a 
log-log graph (log dB vs log frequency), therefore, is essen
tially linear and, at the same time, equal to m. For twisted 
pair and parallel wire lines, proximity effects and radiation 
losses make the curves less linear, but for high frequencies 
(over 100 kHz), the attenuation expressed in nepers per unit 
length is approximated by 

as.~~ (4) 

The R term is, of course, the sum of the dc resistance, plus 
the incremental resistance. due to skin, proximity and radia
tion loss effects. This R term usually varies as foUows. 

RSK = Kf'T1 
where 0.6 ~ m < 1.0 

The signal velocity propagation (v = Cdl {3) is given by the 
imaginary part of the propagation constant 'Y. As shown in 
AN-807, v is a constant given by v = .J[C for lossless lines. 
For real lines, this value is approached at high frequencies. 
At low frequencies, however, (when Cd is small qompared to 
R/L or G/C), then VLF "" (C/2),JA7G and the velocity is 
reduced. The propagation velocity as a function of frequen
cy is shown in Figure 5. This variation in Signal velocity as a 
function of signal frequency is dispersion which was previ
ously discussed. 

The signal at a point down the line represents the sum of 
that original signal's Fourier spectrum. Because both the 
attenuation and propagation velocity of these Fourier com
ponents increase with frequency, the resultant Signal shape 
at that point down the line depends greatly on the winners 
of the race to get to that point. the high frequencY compo
nents, with their faster propagation velocities, arrive first, but 
the increased attenuation minimizes their effect. The low 
frequency signals arrive later, but the reduced attenuation 
allows them a greater influence on the resultant signal. In 
general, the output signal from the line should show a rela
tively fast rise up to some signal value (20% to 50% of the 
final value). This is due to arrival of the high frequency com
ponents, followed by a more leisurely rise to the fina.1 value 
as the slower, low frequency components arrive. 
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SIGNAL QUALITY-TERMS 

Before the concepts presented in the previous sections can 
be used to answer the "how far-how fast" question, some 
familiarity with the terms describing data and signal quality is 
nec~ssary. 

The primary objective of data transmission is the transfer of 
information from one location to another. The information 
here is digital in nature; i.e., a finite number of separate 
states or choices. This is in contrast to analog which has an 
infinite number of separate states or a continuous range of 
choices. The digital information is binary or two-valued; thus 
two different, recognizable electrical statesllevels are used 
to symbolize the digital information. A binary symbol is com
monly called a binary-digit or bit. A single binary symbol or 
bit, 'by itself, can represent only one of two possible things. 
To represent alphabetic or numeric characters, a group of 
bits is arranged to provide the necessary number of unique 
combinations. This arrangement of bits which is then con
sidered an information unit is called a byte. In the same 
lJ'Ianner that a group of bits can be called a byte, a collection 
of bytes, considered as a unit, is called a word. Selective 
arrangement of seven bits will provide 27 (or 128) distinct 
character combinations (unique bytes). The American Stan
dard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) is an excel
lent example of just such an ,arrangement-upper and lower 
case alphabetic, zero to nine numeric, punctuation marks, 
and miscellaneous information-code control functions. 

Now with the means for representing information as bits or 
bytes, and the means for transmission of the bits (symbols) 
from one location to another (transmission line), the remain
ing task is to ensure that a particular bit arriving ,at its desti
nation is interpreted in the,proper context. To achieve this, 
both the sender and receiver of the data must accomplish 
the five following reqUirements. 

1. Agree upon the nominal rate of transmission; or how 
many bits are to be emitted per second by the sender. 

2. Agree upon a specified information code providing a one
to-one mapping ratio of information-to-bit pattern and 
vice versa. 

3. Establish a particular scheme whereby each bit can be 
properly positioned within a byte by the receiver of the 
data (assuming that bit-serial transmi,ssion is used). 
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4. Define the protocol (handshaking) sequences necessary 
to ensure an orderly flow of information. 

5. Agree to the electrical states representing the logic val-
ues of each bit and the particular pulse code to be used. 

These are by no means all of the points that must be agreed 
upon by sender and receiver-b~t these are probably the 
most important. Items 2, 3 and 4 are more or less "soft
ware" type decisions, because the actual signal flow along 
the transmission line is usually independent of these deci
sions. Because items 1 and 5 are much more dependent on 
the characteristics of line drivers, line receivers, and trans
mission lines, they are the primary concern here. 

Figuf'9 6 represents the components of a typical data trans
mission system. The information source can be a computer 
terminal or a digitized transducer output, or any device emit
ting a stream of bits at the rate of one bit every t8 seconds. 
This establishes the information rate of the system at 1/t8 
bits per second. The information source in the figure feeds a 
source encoderwhi,ch performs logic operations not only on 
the data, but also on the associated clock and, perhaps, the 
past data bits. Thus, the source encoder produces a binary 
data stream contrOlling the line driver. The line driver inter
faces the source internal logic levels (TTL, CMOS, etc.) with 
transmission line current/voltage requirements. The trans
mission line conveys signals produced by the line driver to 
the line receiver. The line receiver makes a decision on the 
signal logic state by comparing the received signal to a deci
sion threshold level, and the sink decoder performs logic 
operations on the binary bit stream recovered by the line 
receiver. For example, the sink decoder may extract the 
clock rate from the data or perhaps detect and correct er
rors in the data. From the optional sink decoder, the recov
ered binary data passes tei the information sink-the desti
nation fOf,the information source data. 

Assume for the 'moment that the source encoder and sink 
decoder are "transparent"; that is, they will not modify the 
binary data presented to them in any way. Line driver sig
nals, then, have the same timing as the original bit stream. 
The data source emits a new bit every t8 seconds. The 
pulse code produced by the source encoder and line driver 
is called Non-Return to Zero (NRZ), a very common signal 
in TIL logic systemS. A sample bit patterl'! with its NRZ rep
resentation is shown in Figuf'9 7a. The arrows at the top 
represent the ideal instants, or the times the signal can 
change state. The term unit interval is used to express the 
time duration of the shortest signaling element. The shortest 
signaling element for NRZ data is one bit time ta, so the unit 
interval for NRZ data is also ta. The rate at which the signal 
changes is the modulation rate (or signaling speed), and 
baud is the unit of modulation rate. A modulation rate of one 
baud corresponds to the transmission of one unit interval 
per second. Thus the modulation rate, in baud, is just the 
reciprocal of the time for one unit interval. A unit interval of 
20 ms, therefore, means the signaling speed is 50 baud. 
The reason for differentiating between the infOrmation rate 
in bits per second (bps) and the modulation rate in baud will 
be clarified after examining some of the other pulse codes 
later in this application note. 
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FIGURE 7. NRZ Signaling 

NRZ data should always be accompanied by a clock signal, 
Figure 7b, which tells the receiver when to sample the data 
signal and thus determine the current logiC state. For the 
example in Figure 7b, the falling edge of the clock corre
sponds to the middle of the data bits, so it could be used to 
transfer the line receiver data output into a binary latch. The 
falling edge of the clock is thus the sampling instant for the 
data. The line receiver does have a decision threshold or 
slicing point so that voltages above that threshold level pro
duce one logic state output, while voltages below the 
threshold produce the other logic state at the receiver out
put. The receiver may incorporate positive feedback to pro
duce hysteresis in its transfer function. This reduces the 
possibility of oscillation in response to slow rise or fall time 
signals applied to the receiver inputs. 
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Previously in this application-note, it was stated that the fast 
rise and fall times of Signals, corresponding to the transi
sions between data bits, are rounded out and slowed down 
by a real transmission line. Each transition of the signal ap
plied to the line by the line driver is transformed to a round
ed out transition by the dispersion and attenuation of the 
transmission line. The resultant signal at the load end of the 
line consists of the superposition of these transformed tran
sitions. The waves arriving at the load end of the line are 
shown in Figure 7c and their superposition is shown in 
Figure 7d. It is assumed that the line is terminated in its 
characteristic resistance so that reflections are not present. 
The receiver threshold level is shown here, superimposed 
on the resultant load signal, and the re-converted data out
put of the line receiver is shown in Figure 7e along with the 
ideal instants for the data transitions (tick marks). 
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Comparing the original data (Figure 7a) to the recovered 
data (Figure 7e) shows that the actual recovered data tran
sitions 'may b~displaced from their ideal jnstarlts (tic marks 
on Figure 7e). This time displacl\lr'nent of the, 'tr,ansitions is 
due to a .m;iw wave arriving at the receiver site before the 
previous wave has reached its final value. Since the wave 
representing a previous data bit is inteffering with the wave 
repre~nting the present data bit, this phenomenon is called 
intersymbol interference (in telegraphy it is called character
istic distortion). The intersymbol interference can be re
duced to zero by making the unit interval of the data signal 
quite long in comparison to the rise/fall time of the Signal at 
the receiver site. This can be accomplished by either reduc
ing the modulation rate for a given line length, or by reduc
ing the line length for a given modulation rate. 

Signal quality is concerned with the variance between the 
ideal instants of the original data Signal and the actual tran-
sition times for the recovered data signal. ' " , 

For synchronous signaling, such as NRZ data, the isochro
nous distortion of the recovered data is the ratio of the unit 
interval to the maximum measured difference irrespective of 
sign between the actual and theoretical significant instants., 
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,I 

The isochronous distortion is, then, the peak-to-peak time 
jitter of thll data signal expressed as a percentage of the 
unit interyat'A 2/:iO/Oisochronous distortion means that the 
'peak-to-peak time jittet ot'the transition is 0.25 unit'interval 
(max): ' 

Another type of received-signal time distortion can occur if 
the decision threshold point is misplaced from its optimum 
value. If the receiver threshold is shifted up toward the One 
signal level, then the time duration of the One bits shortens 
with respect to the duration of the Zero bits, and vice versa. 
This is called bias distortion in telegraphy and can be due to 
receiver. threshold offset (bias) and/or asymmetrical output 

, levels of the driver. These effects are shown in Figure B. 

Bias distortion and characteristic distortion (intersymbol in-
terference) together are called systemic distortion, because 

'''their magnitudes are determined by characteristics within 
the data transmission system. Another variety of time distor
tion is called fortuitous distortion and is due to factors out
side the data transmission system such as noise and cross
talk, which may occur randomly with respect to the signal 
timing. 
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FIGURE 8. Bias Distortion 
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SIGNAL QUALITY MEASUREMENT-THE EYE PATTERN 
To examine the relative effects of intersymbol interference 
on random NRZ data and a "dotting"· pattern, see Figure 9. 
The top two waveforms represent the NRZ data and dotting 
pattern as outputs into two identical long transmission lines. 
The middle two traces illustrate the resultant signals at the 
line outputs and the bottom two traces show the data output 
of the line receivers. The respective thresholds are shown 
as dotted lines on the middle two traces. The arrows indi
cate the ideal instants for both data and dotting signals. 

Notice that the dotting signal (D) is symmetrical, i.e., every 
One is preceded by a Zero and vice versa, while the NRZ 
data is random. The resultant dotting signal out of the line is 
also symmetrical. Because, in this case, the dotting half
cycle time is less than the rise/fall time of the line, the re
sultant signal out of the line (E) is a partial response-it 
never reaches its final level before changing. The dotting 
signal, due to its symmetry, does not show intersymbol in
'The term dotting pattern Is from telegraphy and means an alternating se· 
quence of 1 bits and 0 bits (the .. dot dot dot .. etc). Note that an NRZ dotting 
pattern generates a signal which has a 50% duty cycle and a frequency of 
y.te (Hz). 
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A 

CJUI lUi 

terference in the same way that a random NRZ Signal does. 
The intersymbol interference in the dotting signal shows up 
as a uniform displacement of the transitions as shown in 
Figure 91. The NRZ data shows intersymbol interference, in 
its worst light, due to its unpredictable bit sequence. Thus, 
whenever feasibility of a data transmission system is to be 
tested, a random data sequence should be used. This is 
because a symmetrical dotting pattern or clock signal can
not always show the effects of possible intersymbol interfer
ence. 

A very effective method of measuring time distortion 
through a data transmission system is based on the eye 
pattern. The eye pattern, displayed on an oscilloscope, is 
simply the superposition-over one unit interval-of all the 
Zero-to-One and One-to-Zero transitions, each preceded 
and followed by various combinations of One and Zero, and 
also constant One and Zero levels. The name eye pattem 
comes from the resemblance of the open pattern center to 
an eye. The diagramatic construction of an eye pattern is 
shown in Figure 10. The data sequence can be generated 
by a pseudo-random sequence generator (PRSG), which is 
a digital shift register with feedback connected to produce a 
maximum length sequence. 
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of NRZ Random Data and "Dotting" Signals 
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FIGURE 11. BenCh Set-Up to Measure Data Sigmil Quality 

Several features of the eye pattern make it a useful tool for 
measuring data signal quality. F/flUfB 13 shows a typical bi· 
nary eye pattern for NRZ data. The spread of traces cross
ing the receiver threshold level (dotted line) is a direct mea· 
sure of the peak-to-peak transition jltter-isochronous dis
tortion in a synchronous system-of the data Signal. The 
rise and faU time of the signal can be conveniently mea
sured by using the built-in 0% and 100% references pro
duced by long strings of Zeros and Ones. The height of the 
trace above or below the receiver threshold level at the 
sampling instant is the noise margin of the system. If no 
clear transition-free space in the eye pattern exists, the eye 
is closed. This indicates that error-free data transmission is 
not possible at the data rate and line length with that partic
ular transmission line without resorting to equalizing tech
niques. In some extreme cases, error-free data recovery 
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may not be ,possible even when using equalizing tech
niques. 

The eye pattern can also be used to find the characteristic 
resistance of a transmission line. The 2500 printed circuit
type potentiometer termination resistor (FigUfB 11) can be 
adjusted to yield the minimum overshoot and undershoot of 
the data signal. FigUfB 14 shows the NRZ data eye patterns 
for RT > Ro, RT = Ro and RT < Ro. The 100% and 0% 
reference levels are again provided by long strings of Ones 
and Zeros, and any overshoot or undershoot is easily dis
cernible. The termination resistor is adjusted so that the eye 
pattern transitions exhibit the minimum perturbations 
(FigUfB 13b). The resistor is then removed from the trans
mission line, and its measured value is the characteristic 
resistance of the line. 
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FIGURE 13. Using Eye Pattern to Determine Characteristic Resistance of Line 

By using the eye pattern to measure signal quality at the 
load end of a given line, a graph can be constructed show
ing the tradeoffs in signal quality-peak-to-peak jitter-as a 
function of line length and modulation rate for a specific 
pulse code. An example graph for NRZ data is shown in 
FlflIJre 14. The graph was constructed using eye pattern 
measurements on a 24 AWG twisted pair line (PVC insula
tion) driven by a differential voltage source driver 
(75114/9614) with the line parallel-terminated in its charac
teristic resistance (960). The oscilloscope plots in 
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Figure 15 show the typical eye patterns for NRZ data with 
various amounts of isochronous distortion. The straight lines 
represent a "best fit" to the actual measurement pOints. 
Since the twisted pair line used was not specifically con
structed for pulse service, the graph probably represents a 
reasonably good worst-case condition insofar as signal 
quality vs line length is concerned. Twisted pair lines with 
polyethylene or Teflonlt insulation have shown better per
formance at a given length than the polyvinyl chloride insu
lation. Likewise, larger conductors (20 AWG, 22 AWG) also 
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FIGURE 14, Signal Quality as a Function of Line Length and Modulation 
Rate for Terminated 24 AWG Twisted Pair (PVC Insulation) 

provide better performance at a given length. Thus, the 
graph in Figure 14 can be used to estimate feasibility of a 
data transmission system when the actual cable to be used 
is unavailable for measurement purposes. The arbitrary cut
off of 4000 feet on the graph was due to the observed signal 
amplitude loss of 6 dBV (V. voltage) of the 24 AWG line at 
that distance. The cutoff of 1 0 Mbaud is based on the prop
agation delays of the typical TTL line driVers 'and receivers. 
Field experience has shown that twisted pair transmission' 
systems using TTL drivers and receivers /lave operated es
sentially error-free when the line leingthimd modulation rate 
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are' kept to within the recc!immended operating region shown 
in Figure 14. This has not precluded operation outside this 
region for some systems, bui these systems must be care

, fully designed with particular attention paid to defining the 
required characteristics of the line, the driver, and the re
ceiver devices. The use of coaxial cable instead of twisted 

. pair lines almost always yields better performance, i.e., 
, greater, modulation rat,l! at a given line length and signal 
quality. This is because most coaxial cable has a wider 
bandwidth and reduced attenuation at a given length than 
twisted pair line (one notable exception is RG 174/U cable). 
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FIGURE 15. Eye PaHerns for NRZ Data Corresponding to Various Peak-to-Peak Transition JIHer 

It should be remembered that, in some ways, the eye pat
tern gives the minimum peak-to-peak transition jitter for a 
given line length, type, pulse code, and modulation rate. 
This is because the eye pattern transition spread is the re
sult of intersymbol interference and reflection effects (if 
present) and this minimum jitter is only obtainable if the fol
lowing conditions are met. 

• The One and Zero signal levels produced by the line 
driver are symmetrical, and the line receiver's decision 
threshold (for NRZ signaling) is set to coincide with the 
mean of those two levels. 
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• The line is perfectly terminated in its characteristic resist
ance to prevent reflections from altering the signal 
threshold crossings. 

• The time delays through driver and receiver devices for 
both logic states is symmetrical and there is no relative 
skew in the delays (difference between tplh and tphl prop
agation delays = 0). This is especially important when 
the device propagation delays become significant frac
tions of the unit interval for the applicable modulation 
rate. 
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If anyone of these conditions is not satisfied, the signal 
quality is reduced (more distortion). The effeCts of receiver 
bias or threshold ambigJJity anc;l driver offset' can be deter
mined by location of the decision threshold(s) on the oscillo
graph of the eye pattem' for that driver/cable modulation 
rate combination. For ~ye pattems displaying, more than 
20 % isochronous distortion,' the slope of the signal in the 
transition region is relatively ,small. Therefore" a small 
amount of bias results in a large increase in net isochronous 
distortion. See Figure 16 for a graphic illustration of this ef
fect. I n the interest of conservative design practices, sys
lems should always be designed ,with less than 5% tran
sition spread in the eye pattem. This allows the detrimental 
effects due to bias to be minimized; thus simplifying con
struction of line drivers and receivers. 

OTHER PULSE CODES AND SIGNAL QUALITY 

In the preceding sections, the discussion 'of signal quality 
has been centered around the use of NRZ Signaling, be
cuase it represents the simplest and most commonly used 
pulse code. Other pulse codes have been developed which 
provide one or more of the following deSirable features: 

• Compress the overall bandwidth normally required to ad
equately transmit the signal yet still ensure recovery of 
the binary data. 

• Eliminate the need for a dc response in the transmission 
medium so that transformer coupling can be used for 
phantom power distribution on repeated lines. (The elimi
nation of a dc characteristic of the pulse code also allows 
ac coupling of amplifier circuits). 

(1050 ft, 1 totbaud) 

10% POSITIVE 
.-- \ 'V ...- 1\ ,/ 

BIAS __ 

NO BIAS'----
;;~~ .... "' .. .. ) ~; .. ....... r~~; ;;; .. ~~) {;; ... 

\.. \.. 
!""-- il N "- II ........ 
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• Provide a clocking scheme within the signal so that no 
separate clock channel is required for synchronization. 

• Provide built-in error detection. 

The following discussion is restricted to the binary class of 
baseband Signals. This sill)ply means that each decision by 
the line receiver yields one bit of informatio!1. The M-ary 
schemes (M~.3) can encode more than one bit of informa
tion per receiver decision· ;'tiut these schemes are seldom 
applied to baseband signaling due to the complexities of the 
driver and receiver circuits (especially for M>3). M-ary 
schemes, however, are, applied to high speed non-base
band data transmission systems using modems. The price 
to be paid for the increased bit-packing with multi-level sig
naling is decreased immunity to noise relative to a binary 
system. This is because a: smaller relative threshold dis
placement (or amount of noise) is required to produce a 
signal representing another logic state in the M-ary 
schemes. ' 
• II can be shown thaI, for M levels, the informallon per receiver decision will 

be S = log2 M bils/declslon. Thus, Ihree levels theoretically yield 1.58 
bRs: four levels yield 2 bRs of Information, elghllevel. yield 3 bits, etc, 

In general, the binary class of pulse codes can be grouped 
into four categories: 

• Non-Retum to Zero (NRZ) 

• Retum to Zero (RZ) 

• Phase Encoded (PE) (sometimes called Split Phase) 

• Multi-Level Binary (MLB). (The MLB scheme uses three 
levels to convey the binary data, but each decision by the 
line receiver yields only one bit of information.) 
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FIGURE 16, Receiver Bias Effect on Total Isochronous Distortion 
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A secondary differentiation among the pulse codes In con
cerned with the algebraic signs of the signal levels. If the 
signal levels have the same algebraic sign for their voltages 
(or currents) and differ only in their magnitudes, the signal
ing is called unipolBr. A very common example of unipolar 
signaling is TTL or ECl logic. TTL uses two positive volt
ages to represent Its logic states, while ECl uses two nega
tive voltages for its logic states. The complement of unipolar 
signaling is polar signaling. Here, one logic state is repre
sented by a signal voltage or current having a positive sign 
and the other logic state Is represented by a signal with a 
negative sign. For binary Signals, the magnitude of both sig
nals should be equal, ideally. Their only difference should 
be in the algebraic signs. This allows the receiver to use 
ground as its decision thershold reference. 

Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) Pulse Code. 

There are three NRZ pulse codes: NRZ-level (NRZ-l), 
NRZ-Mark (NRZ-M), and NRZ-Space (NRZ-S). NRZ-l is the 
same pulse code as previously discussed. In NRZ-l signal
ing, data is represented by a constant signal level during the 
bit time interval, with one signal level corresponding to one 

UNIPOLAR + N'Z-L • _____ .... 

logic state, and the other signal level corresponding to the 
oPPOsite logic state. In NRZ-M or NRZ-S signaling, howev
er, a change in signal level at the start of a bit interval corre
sponds to one logic state and no change in signal level at 
the start of a bit interval corresponds to the opposite logic 
state. For NRZ-M pulse codes, a change in Signal level at 
the start of the bit interval indicates a logic One (Mark). 
while no change in signal level indicates a logiC Zero 
(Space). NRZ-S is a logical complement to NRZ-M. A 
change in Signal level means a logic Zero and no change 
means logiC One. With NRZ-M and NRZ-S pulse codes, 
therefore, there is no direct correspondence between Signal 
levels and logic states as there is with NRZ-l signaling. Any 
of the NRZ pulse codes may, of course, be used in unipolar 
or polar form. The NRZ codes are shown in Figure 17, along 
with their generation algorithm', signal levels vs time, and 
their general power density spectrum. 
• The generation algorithm showing the sequence of signal levels on the 

line. nspresented by the set Ibn). is determined by the sequence of input 
logic states. represented by the set I an). See Bennet14 for detailed usage 
of this notation. 

+ 
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FIGURE 17. Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) Pulse Codes 
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The degradation in sigl)al quality caused by intel'ljymbol in
terference ,for NRZ-L. signaling was discussed ,e~rliE¥'. SinQe 
the minirylum signaling element (unit interval) fl;>r all three 
NRZ pulse codes is equal to tB, the prel(i()us signal quality 
dis!)ussion for NRZ-L also applies equ/lily to NRZ-M and 
NRZ-S pulse cOdes. The fQllowing is a capsule summary of 
the previous discussion on NRZ, signal quality. 

• 'When tB is less than the 0%-50% rise or fall time of the 
signal at the line end; the open ,space in the eye pattern 
closes, thereby indicating error-free data transmisllion is 
unlikely. 

• When tB is less than the 10%-90% rise or fall time of 
the line end Signal, some intersymbol interlerence' is 
present and thus,' some tilne jitter in the transitior's of the 
recovered data will be present' : " 

NRZ codes are simple to 'generate imd decode because no 
precoding or ,special treatment is required. This simplicity 
makes them probably the most widely used ,pulse code,S, 
with NRZ-L the leader by far. NRZ-M has been widely used 
in digital magnetic recording where it is usually called NRZI 
for Non-Return to Zero, Invert-on-Ones. In terms of the four 
desirable features for a pulse code listed at the start of this 
section, however, non of the NRZ codes are all that great
NRZ codes do possess a strong dc component, and have 
neither intrinsic clocking, nor error detection features. Even 
so, their power frequency spectra are used as references .. 
for comparison with other pulse codes. 

UNIPOLAR 
+ 

RZ 0 

UNIPOLAR, ~ 
PPM 

UNIPOLAR + 
PDM o 

DATA TO 

~ 0' 0 ~, 

LINE SIGNAL SEQUENCE (bn) 

UNIPOLAR' 

0 

Return tQ ZerQ,(RZ),Pull!8 Codes, t, ',' 

The RZ ,group 'of pulse codes are,osuaUy simplEr comblna:: 
tions of NRZL data and 1tsassociated single or double fre
quency .clock. By combining the clock with data;'all' RZ 
codes possess some' 'intrinsic synchronization feature. 
Three representative RZ pulse Codes are ShOWR', in 
Figurfr18. Unipolar RZis formed byperforming,a logic AND 
between the NRZ-L data and its clock. Thus a logic Zero is 
represented ,'by the absence' of a pulse ,during the bit time 
interval; and a logic One ,Is represented by a pulse as 
shown. Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) uses a' pulse of 
til/4 duration beginning -at 'the" start of the' bit. interval to 
indicate' a logic Zero, and a ta/4 pulse beginning' at the 
middle of the bit interval to indicate a 'logic One; !'ulse Dura
tion Modulation (PDM) uses,a tB/3 duration pulse for a logic 
Zero and a (2f3l tB pul~e, for ,~ IqgiC; One, with the risiOg edge 
of both pulses coinciding with the start of the bit interval. 
PDM with tB/4 !1!,1lse Widths is also used but ~er' results 
are usually obtained with the tB/3~ 2 te/S scheme." , 

The' reason for diff'erentiating betWeen inf~rrMtionrate and 
modulation rate can now be, f.urther clarified. Each of the RZ 
pulse codes hi Figure 18 has the same information rate; i.e., 
1/tB bits per second. Their respective minimum signaling 
elements (unit intervals) however, are all less than tB so the 
modulation rate for the RZ pulse code 'is greater than the 
'information rate. Remember,that with NRZ signaling, the 
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unit interval and the bit time interval are equal in duration, so 
the information rate in bps is equal to the modulation rate in 
bauds. For isochronous NRZ signaling, the measures bps 
and baud are both synonymous and interchangeable. 

Inspection of unipolar RZ signaling reveals that the unit in
terval is y. bit interval (tui = tB/2). When this unit interval is 
less than the 0%-50% rise or fall time of the line, the data 
is likely to be unrecoverable. With a fixed modulation rate, 
the price paid to include clocking information into unipolar 
RZ is reduced information rate over that for NRZ signaling. 
Likewise, for PPM with its unit interval of tB/4, the informa
tion rate reduces to % that of NRZ data under the same 
conditions. This is because the maximum modulation rate is 
determined by the 50% rise time of the line which is con
stant for a given length and type of line. PDM has a unit 
interval of tB/3 so, for a given maximum modulation rate, 
the resulting information rate is % that of NRZ data. 

The preceding argument should not be taken as strictly cor
rect-since the actual intersymbol interference patterns for 
the three RZ codes discussed differ somewhat from the pat
tern with NRZ codes. A random sequence of NRZ data can 
easily consist of a long sequence of Zeros followed by a 
single One and then a long sequence of Zeros, so the t50% 
limit can be accurately applied. Unipolar RZ, in response to 
the same long data sequence, produces a tB/2 pulse, so 
the t50% argument can be applied here too. With PPM and 
PDM, the maximum time that the line signal can be in one 
state is quite reduced from the NRZ case. For PPM, this 
time is 1.25 tB (010 data sequence) while for PDM, it is 
0.67 tB (see Figure 18). With PPM and PDM, then, the line 
signal may never reach the final signal levels that it does 
with NRZ data. So, the PPM and PDM signals have a head 
start, so to speak, in reaching the threshold crossing of the 
receiver. Because of the reduced time that PDM and PPM 
signal levels are allowed to remain at one signal level, their 
signaling may still operate at a modulation rate slightly 
above that where the NRZ data shows 100% transition jit
ter. Even with this slight correction to the previous discus
sion, the RZ group of pulse codes still sacrifice information 
rate in return for synchronization. The PPM scheme appears 
to be a poor trade in this respect, since PDM allows a great
er information rate while retaining the self-clocking feature. 
Unipolar RZ, because it provides no clocking for a logic 
Zero signal, is not generally as useful as PDM for baseband 
data transmission. However, unipolar RZ is used in older 
digital magnetic tape recorders. 

Examination of RZ codes shows only one more desirable 
feature than NRZ codes: clocking. RZ codes still have a dc 
component in their power density spectrum (Figure 18) and 
their bandwidth is extended (first null at 21tB) over that of 
NRZ (first null 1/tB). RZ codes do not have any intrinsic 
error detection features. 

Phase Encoded (PE) Pulse Codes 

The PE group of pulse codes uses signal level transitions to 
carry both binary data and synchronization information. 
Each of the codes provides at least one signal level tran
sition per bit interval aiding synchronous recovery of the 
binary data. Simply stated, Biphase-Level (Blcf>-L) code is 
binary phase shift keying (PSI<) and is the result of an Exclu
sive-OR logic function performed on the NRZ-L data and its 
clock; it is further required that the resultant signal be phase 
coherent (i.e., no glitches). Biphase-Mark (Bicf>-M) and Bi
phase-Space (Bicf>-S) codes are essentially phase coherent, 
binary frequency shift keying (FSK). In Bicf>-M, a logic One is 
represented by a constant level during the bit interval (one
half cycle of the lower frequency 1/(2 tB), while a logic Zero 
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is represented by one-half cycle of the higher frequency 
11tB. In Bicf>-S, the logic states are reversed from those in 
Bicf>-M. Another way of thinking of Bicf>-M or Bicf>-S is as fol-
lows. . 

• Change signal level at the end of each bit interval regard
less of the logic state of the data. 

• Change signal level at the middle of each bit interval to 
mean a particular logic state. 

In Bicf>-M (sometimes call diphase), a mid-bit interval change 
in signal level indicates a logic One (Mark), while no change 
indicates a logiC Zero. For Bicf>-S, no signal level change in 
the middle of the bit interval means a logic One, while a 
change means a logic Zero. 

In Bicf>-L (also called Manchester Code), a positive-going 
transition at the middle of the bit interval means a logic 
Zero, while a negative-going transition there indicates a log
icOne. 

The fourth member of the PE family is Delay Modulation 
(DM)15, 16 sometimes referred to as Miller code. Here logic 
One is represented by a mid-bit interval signal level change, 
and a logic Zero is represented by a signal level change at 
the end of the bit interval if the logic Zero is followed by 
another logic Zero. If the logic Zero is immediately followed 
by a logiC One, no signal level transition at the end of the 
first bit interval is used. The waveforms encoding algo
rithms, and general power density spectra for the PE pulse 
code family are shown in Figure 19. 
• Delay Modulation'5• 16 has a maximmum of 2 te without a signal level 

transition. 

A brief inspection of the signal waveforms for the three Bi
phase pulse codes reveals that their minimum signaling ele
ment has a duration of one-half bit interval (tui = tB/2); the 
longest duration of either signal level is one bit interval. Sim
ilarly, DM is seen to have a minimum signaling element of 
one bit interval (tui = tB) and the maximum duration of ei
ther signal level is two bit intervals (produced by a 101 pat
tern). Biphase codes should exhibit eye closure (they would 
not be recoverable without equalization) when tui ,;: 10%-
50%. So, a 50% jitter on NRZ Signaling approximately corre
sponds to the Biphase codes non-operation point. Biphase 
codes, therefore, provide one-half the information rate of 
NRZ signals at a given maximum modulation rate. This is in 
exchange for synchronization information and a dc-free 
spectrum when used in polar form. 

DM should have essentially the same intersymbol interfer
ence characteristics as N RZ, since the unit interval is the 
same for both codes. DM may perform slightly better than 
NRZ, because the maximum duration of either signal level is 
two bit intervals. Overall, DM is better coding scheme than 
the Bicf>. It does not require as much bandwidth as Bicf> and 
still possesses the desirable dc response and synchroniza
tion qualities. 

Both Bicf> and DM are good choices for digital magnetic re
cordingl6; Bicf> is widely used in disc memory equipment, 
and DM is rapidly gaining acceptance where high bit pack
ing densities are desired. Overall scoring, in terms of the 
four desirable characteristics, shows the PE pulse codes 
with three primary features; bandwidth compression, no dc, 
and intrinsic synchronization. 

Th Bicf> family does not possess any intrinsic error detection 
scheme. DM does possess the capability of detecting 
some-but not all-single bit errors. This detection process 
is accomplished by checking to see if a Single level perSists 
longer than two bit intervals, in which case, an error is indi
cated. DM detection requires two samples per bit interval. 
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Multi-Level Binary (PLB) Pulse Codes 

The pulse codes in the MLB groupd discussed have a com
mon characteristic of using three signal levels (expressed in 
shofthand notation as +, 0, -) to represent the binary in
formation, but each receiver decision yields only one bit of 
information. These are sometimes called pseudotemary 
codes to distinguish them from true ternary codes wherein 
each receiver decision can yield 1.58 information bits. 

The most straightforward pulse code in the MLB group is 
polar RZ (Figure 20). Some authors place PRZ in the RZ 
group, but since PRZ uses three signal levels, it is placed in 
the MLB group here. A logic One is represented by a posi
tive polarity pulse, and a logic Zero is represented by a neg
ative polarity pulse. Each pulse lasts for one-half bit interval. 
PRZ has excellent synchronization properties since there is 
a pulse present during every bit interval. 

Bipolar (BP)17, 18 uses a te/2 duration pulse to signify a 
logic One, and no pulse during the bit interval to signify a 
logic Zero. The polarity of the pulses for a logic One is alter
nated as shown in Figure 20. Bipolar coding is also known 
as Alternate Mark Inversion. BP is widely used in Bell Sys
tems Tl-PCM carrier systems as a pulse code transmitted 
along a regenerative repeated transmission line. Since BP 
has no dc component, the regenerative repeaters along the 
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(:1 ~ l ___ +-__ r~:-:-l 
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span line may be transformer coupled and powered by a 
phantom constant current power loop from the central of
fice. The synchronization properties of BP are excellent if 
the number of Zero bits transmitted in series is constrained. 
This constraint on the number of sequential Zeros allows 
clock circuits in each repeater to remain in synchronization. 
A scheme called Binary with 6 Zeros Substitution (B6ZS) 
was developed to replace 6 Zeros with a 'given signal se
quence to offset this loss of synchronization 18. Bipolar cod
ing has a limited capability to detect single errors, all odd 
errors, and certain even error combinations which violate 
the mark alternation rule. Another scheme called High Den
sity Bipolar with 3 Zeros substitution (HOB-3) replaces four 
successive Zeros (no pulses) with three Zeros followed by a 
pulse whose poiarity violates the Mark alternation rule 19. 
Subsequent detection of this pattern (three Zeros and pulse 
violating the polarity coding rule) causes the receiver to sub
stitute four Zeros for the received 0001 pattern. 

In Oicode (01)20, 21, a polar pulse (either te for Ol-NRZ or 
te/2 for Ol-RZ) is sent for every input data transition. The 
limiting constraint is that the successive pulses must alter
nate in sign (Figure 19). As in NRZ-M and NRZ-S, the actual 
polarity of the pulses does not necessarily correspond to 

PRZ 

I/~ TL.I¥~11338-aJ/~ 
GENERAL POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM 
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FIGURE 20. Multilevel Binary (MLB) or Pseudoternary Pulse Codes 
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the logic state'of the data (a positive pulse may represent 
either a Zero"to-One or a One-to-Zero transition of. the input 
data). The power spectrum for DI is the same as for BP (no 
dc component). Bit synchronization for DI can be obtained 
in the same manner as for BP, but with DI, the number of 
bits of the same logic state must be controlled in order for 
the receiver to maintain bit synchronization. DI also has the 
intrinsic capability of detecting single bit errors (via two suc
cessive positive or negative signal levels), all odd, and some 
even numbers of errors. 

Pair Selected Ternary (PSn1B, 22 and Modified PST 
(MPSn22 were proposed to minimize the disadvantages of 
BP coding: loss of synchronization with long strings of Zeros 
and timing jitter. PST IMPST maintains the strong features 
of BP: dc free spectrum, single error detection. To produce 
PST or MPST, the incoming bits are grouped into pairs, and 
the signal produced' on the line is governed by a coding 
table. Two modes are also used in the COding table with a 
change in mode occurring after a certain'bit pair is transmit
ted. The features of PST IMPST thus include: 

• No dc spectral component, 
• No loss of synchronization with long strings of Zeros, 

• Intrinsic error detection, 
• Simplification of requirements for timing extraction cir-

cuits with respect to BP. 

MPST coding was developed primarily to speed up the fram
ing process, i.e., selecting which tWo successive pulses 
constitute a valid pair, when the probability for a Zero and a 
One are not equal. 

Duobinary23, 24 is an example of a correlative level coding 
technique, wherein a correlation exists between successive 
signal levels. Duobinary uses three signal levels with the 
middle level corresponding to a logic Zero, and the other 
two levels corresponding to a logic One. The pseudoternary 
signal is generated by precoding the input data, which re
sults in constraining the line signal to change only to the 
neighboring level, i.e., the (+) to (-) and (-) to (+) level 
changes are not allowed. This precoding process uses con
trolled intersymbol interference as part of the coding 
scheme. The benefit is an, effective doubling of the bit rate 
for a given bandwidth and concentration of the power spec
trum toward dc (Figure 20). Duobinary has the capability to 
detect single errors which violate the encoding rules. In 
terms of bandwidth utilization, Duobinary ranks first among 
all the binary and MLB codes20, but its strong dc compo
nent prohibits the use of ac-coupled transmission media. 
Synchronization properties are similar to NRZ, thus external 
clocking must be used to recover the data. 
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FAILSAFE 
Biasing of Differential 
Buses 

OVERVIEW 

Multi-Point bus configurations present two potential prob
IF-ms to the system I/O designer that do not commonly oc
cur in Point-to-Point configurations. The two problems that 
the I/O system designer should take into account are bus 
contentions and the idle bus state. Bus contention o<;cl,lrs 
when more than one driver is active at a time during which 
the state of the bus is undetermined. Contentions may oc
cur either by software or hardware errors. The second prob
lem is an unknown bus state when all drivers are OFF. 
FAILSAFE biasing solves this problem by biasing the bus to 
a known state when ALL drivers are in TRI-STATEI!> (OFF). 
This application note is devoted to the topic of FAILSAFE 

· biasing of differential buses. 

· INTRODUCTION . 

FAII,.SAFE biasing proVides a known state when all drivers 
are in TRI-STATE (Hi-Z, OFF). This is especially important in 
bus configurations that employ more than one c!river (trans
ceiver), and is commonly known as a Multi.Point application 

· (see Figure' 1 ); . 

Electrical Characteristics Standard TIAIEIA-485 specifies 
that a maximum of 32 unit loads can be connected to a bus. 
A transceiver (driver/receiver pair) normally represents one 
unit load (see Figure 1). The bus is a half duplex bi-direc
tional bus, (as data can flow in both directions), but only one 
driver should be active at a time. Termination is required (in 
most cases), and is only located at the two extreme ends of 
the bus. Note, that the termination shown on 'the left of 
Figure 1 also provides a FAILSAFE bias. 
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BUS STATES 

A FAILSAFE biased bus has only two states, HIGH (driven 
HIGH and FAILSAFE HIGH) and LOW (neglecting the tran
sition region, and bus contentions). The bus can be driven 
HIGH or LOW by an active driver, or biased to a known state 
by external pull up and pull down resistors. These resistors 
provide the FAILSAFE bias, and the termination configura
tion is also known as a "power termination". The two bus 
states are shown in Figure 2. 

In some applications these two states are defined as 
MARK/SPACE, OFF/ON, or 1/0. The definition of the two 
states is application dependent. When the signal transitions 
through the threshold region ,( ± 200 mV) the output state of 
the receiver is undefined. In Figure 2, the line is driven LOW, 
transitions HIGH, then the driver is disabled. The bus how
ever, remains HIGH due to external FAILSAFE biaSing. 

Without FAILSAFE biasing, the receiver output would be un
determined when all drivers are OFF. The line would settle 
to only 1 mV-5 mV of each other (IVoA-Vosl, due to the 
internal input impedance network of the receiver), which is 
within the receiver's threshold limits (s: 200 mY). If external 
noise is coupled onto the line, a false transition could occur, 
causing an error. In an asynchronous application, this false 
transition could be interpreted as a framing error, false start 
bit, or cause a false interrupt. 

T2 

•••• 
T32 
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FIGURE 1. Typical Multi-Point Application 
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FIGURE 2. Bus States 

SERIAL PROTOCOL 

A popular format for low speed data transmission is an 
asynchronous protocol. A typical format is composed of 12 
bits. The start bit initiates the timing sequence. This is de
tected by a transition from HIGH to LOW. Next are eight 
data bits, followed by an optional parity bit. Lastly, the line is 
driven HIGH for one or two bits (stop bits), signifying the end 
of the character. This format is illustrated in Figure 3. If an
other character is to be sent, the next start bit initiates the 
whole process all over again. However, if this was the last 
character, the line should remain HIGH until the next start 
bit, but the active driver is disabled. This presents a problem 
in multi-point applications, because between data transmis-

sions all drivers are OFF. With no active drivers, the line is 
floating, and receiver outputs are undetermined. There are 
several solutions to this problem. One is through the use of 
alternate protocols (software), while the other is a hardware 
fix. The hardware fix uses external resistors to bias the line 
HIGH, when all drivers are off. The remainder of the applica
tion note describes the hardware method and the selection 
of component values. 

In a Polnt-to-Point application (see Figure 4), the driver is 
normally always enabled. In this case the bus has only two 
states, driven HIGH, and driven LOW. FAILSAFE biasing is 
not needed, unless the drivers's enabling pin is also 
switched. 
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CALCULATING RESISTOR 
VALUES FOR FAILSAFE BIASING 

The external resistors are selected such that they provide at 
least a 200 mV (maximum receiver threshold) bias across 
the line, and not substantially load down the active driver. 

In addition, the following guidelines should be met. The pull 
up resistor (Ra) and the pull down resistor (Rd) should be of 
equal value. This provides symmetrical loading for the driv
er. Termination resistor Rb should be selected such that it 
matches the characteristic impedance (Zo) of the twisted 
pair cable. If the termination resistor matches the line, Rb = 
Zo, there will be no reflections. At the other end of the 
cable, the equivalent resistance of Rc, Ra and Rd should 
also match the characteristic impedance of the line. In this 
case Rc is in parallel with Ra plus Rd (Rcll(Ra + Rd)). For 
this equivalent resistance to be matched to the line Rc must 
be greater than ZOo Rc is typically 100-200 greater than 
Zo, but the actual value depends upon the values Ra and 
Rd. The FAILSAFE bias (Vfsb) is the potential dropped 
across the line. Note that this equation neglects cable re
sistance (see appendix), and that Rb is in parallel with Rc 
(Req = Rb I I Rc). Therefore, the FAILSAFE bias is simply 
a voltage divider between Req, Ra, and Rd. The worst case 
occurs at Vee - 5%, Ra and Rd + % tolerance, and Rc 
and Rb - % tolerance. Under the worst case conditions the 
FAILSAFE bias must be greater than 200 mV for the receiv
er output to be in a guaranteed state. 

Vee 

~ Ra 

Q BA::~Rb 
~ •• ~_R_C ____ CABL~ 

~ Rd 

GND 
TL/F/11497-6 

FIGURE 5. External FAILSAFE Bias Resistors 

Example calculations for selecting FAILSAFE bias resistors: 
Note: For this example BSSlJme the cable has a characteristic impedance 

(Zo) of 120n. 

Step 1 Assume that Rc and Rb are equal and are select
ed to match Zoo 

Rc = Rb = Zo = 1200 

Step 2 Calculate the equivalent resistance of RclIRb. 

Rc 1/ Rb = 12001/ 1200 = 600 

Step 3 Calculate the Pull up and Pull down resistor values 
knowing that the FAILSAFE bias is 200 mV, and 
Vee = 5V. 
Vfsb = Vee (Req/(Ra + Req + Rd)) 
solving for R' (defined as Ra + Rd) 
R' = «Req)Vcc I Vfsb) - Req 
R' = «600)5V/O.2V) - 600 = 14400 

Since Ra and Rd are equal, Ra = Rd = 1440012 = 7200 

Step 4 Recalculate the equivalent resistance of 

Rcl/(Ra + Rd). 

Rcl/(Ra + Rd) = 12001/(7200 + 7200) = 1100 

Since the equivalent resistance is close (within 10%) to the 
characteristic impedance of the cable (Zo), no further ad
justment of resistor values is required. 
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However, for the perfectionist, the matched value of Rc can 
be calculated by setting the following equation to Zo and 
solving for Rc. 

Zo = Rc 1/ (Ra + Rd) 

:. Rc = 1310 

Now the equivalent resistance (Req = Rc I I Rb) becomes 
1310 I I 1200 = 620, which is very close to the original 
600. Standard value resistors values can be substituted to 
ease resistor selection, availability, and cost, before recal
culating the FAILSAFE bias potential. Using a 5% tolerance 
table we find the following standard resistor values: 

Ra = 7500, Rb = 1200, Rc = 1300, Rd = 7500 

In order to verify that the selected values meet the criteria 
the following calculations should be completed: 

1. Rcl/(Ra + Rd)=Zo 
13001/(7500 + 7500) = 1200 

2. Req=Rbl/Rc 

1200111300=620 

3. Vfsb = Vee (Req/(Ra+ Req+ Rd)) 

5V(620/(7500 + 620 + 7500)) = 200 mV 

Based on the example shown above, and a twisted pair 
cable with characteristic impedance of 1200, it has been 
determined that a 7500 pull up and pull down resistor will 
provide a FAILSAFE bias of 200 mY. This value could be 
decreased slightly to provide a greater bias (> 200 mV), and 
to meet the worst case power supply and resistor tolerance 
conditions. However, the value of Ra and Rd should not be 
reduced too low in order to minimize loading seen by the 
driver. This example illustrated that the largest values used 
for the pull up (Ra) and pull down (Rd) resistors should be 
7500. The pull resistors should not be decreased substan
tially. Because when the driver is active (ON), it is required 
to develop a minimum of 1.5V across the cable termination. 
Using low impedance pull resistors further loads down the 
driver, making the 1.5V differential voltage even more diffi
cult to meet. 

Figure 6 illustrates the fully loaded (32 unit loads) TIAIEIA-
485 bus with an external FAILSAFE bias network. Note that 
the FAILSAFE bias (Power Termination) is only located at 
one end of the bus. The other end employs a single resistor 
termination. The power termination is commonly located on 
the Master node of a MasterlSlave bus configuration. This 
assures that the power to the pull up resistor is always on. 

Before looking at the driver's load, the receiver's input im
pedance needs to ,be modeled to understand its effect upon 
the driver. The TIAIEIA-485 standard specifies a high re
ceiver input impedance and an Input Voltage vs Input Cur
rent curve. An input impedance of 12 kO or greater is typi
cally required to meet the VIN/IIN curve. A common mistake 
is to model the receiver's input impedance as a differential 
resistance, which is seen between the input pins. The input 
resistance is correctly modeled as a series resistor to a volt
age reference node (AC ground pOint). The TIAIEIA-485 
standard also allows for 32 unit loads to be connected in 
par!\lIel. Therefore, the driver could see 32 12 kO resistors 
in parallel on each line. This is equivalent to a 3750 resistor 
to an internal voltage reference point. 
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FIGURE 6. Fully Loaded TIA/EIA·485 Bus 

The test circuit shown in Figure 7 models the fully loaded 
TIAlEIA·485 bus. The 3750 resistors that model the 32 par
allel receiver input impedances, have been changed to 
3300 for two reasons. First, an active driver would also see 
31 Tri-stated driver' leakage currents (Ioz), which is equiva
lent to 31 times 100 p.A or 3.1 mAo This is equivalent to 
roughly 3 more unit loads. Therefore, 12 kO divided by 
35(32 + 3) equals 3420. This value is further reduced to 
3300 to select standard value resistors. The dashed box 
represents 32 receiver loads and 31 passive driver leakage 

loads. The VOM power supply models the maximum ground 
shifting specified (allowed) by TIAIEIA-485 (± 7V). The dif
ferential voltage (yOD), measured across the 620 load 
(12001/1300), is required to be greater than 1.5V in magni
tude by TIAIEIA-485. 

Test data taken on three popular National TIAIEIA-485 driv
ers are shown in Table I. With the common mode voltage 
varied from -7V to + 7V, all of the devices meet the 1.5V 
minimum differential voltage (VOD column). 
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FIGURE 7. Full Load Equivalent Test Circuit 
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TABLE I. Test Data for TIAIEIA-485 Drivers 

Device VCM(V) 1- (mA) 1+ (mA) V- (V) V+ (V) VOD(V) 

DS3695 0 -41.7 +38.4 3.39 1.44 1.95 
-7 -56.1 +23.5 3.18 1.24 1.94 
+7 -13.4 +69.1 3.78 1.77 2.01 

DS96172/4 0 -43.4 +42.4 3.25 1.14 2.11 
-7 -59.6 +28.0 3.08 0.94 2.14 
+7 -12.0 +70.4 3.47 1.46 2.01 

DS96F172/4 0 -49.5 +45.3 3.67 1.33 2.34 
-7 -63.5 +30.6 3.47 1.14 2.33 
+7 -19.2 +74.2 4.00 1.71 2.29 

Note: Current into device pin is defined as positive, current out of device pin is defined as negative, VOO ;, 1.5V (TIAIEIA-485). 

OPEN INPUT FAILSAFE FEATURE 

All of National's TIAIEIA-485 receivers support the OPEN 
INPUT FAILSAFE feature. This feature provides a known 
state (HIGH) on the receiver output for the following cases, 
which are illustrated in Figure 8. The OPEN INPUT FAIL
SAFE feature is integrated into the input stage of the device. 
Normally high value (typically 120 kO) bias resistors pull the 
plus input high, and the minus input low. The value is large 
enough to properly bias the receiver when the inputs are 
open (non-terminated). 

VALID OPEN INPUT CASES: 

A. Unterminated Cables-With restrictio~s on data rate, 
stub length, and cable length, it is possible to construct an 
interface without termination resistors. Normally the cable 
length is very short with respect to the driver's rise time and 
the reflections that-occur die out long before the next tran
sition. For the idle line, the impedance seen acros the re
ceiver input pins is very large (open) and thus the receiver 
output will be a HIGH state. 

B. Unconnected Nodes-In a Multi-Point configuration, up 
to 32 nodes can be connected to the twisted pair. Termina
tion should only be located at the two extreme ends of the 
cable. Therefore, if a middle node is disconnected from the 
cable, the OPEN INPUT FAILSAFE feature will put the re
ceiver output into a stable HIGH state. 

EJr------tB 

C. Unused Channels-If a high integration receiver IC (multi
channel) is being used, and all channels are not required, 
the unused channel(s) inputs can be left as no-connects. 
The OPEN INPUT FAILSAFE feature will force the unused 
channel into a stable HIGH state. This prevents the unused 
channel picking up external noise and oscillating, thereby 
increasing the power supply current (lcd. 
In all three cases, the impedance seen across the receiver 
input pins is very large or open, (00) in contrast to a low 
impedance termination resistor of 1500 or less. For these 
cases the receiver output will be HIGH. If the termination 
resistors were connected across the receiver input pins, 
then the receiver output is undetermined, unless the bus 
employs FAILSAFE biasing resistors. 

SUMMARY 

External FAILSAFE bias resistors can be used to solve the 
idle line state problem that commonly occurs in Multi-Point 
applications using asynchronous protocols. This is a well 
accepted hardware approach to solving the idle line state 
problem. In fact many complete INTERFACE standards 
have accepted this method. Examples include the Differen
tial SCSI-1 and 2 (Small Computer System Interface) speci
fications, as well as the IPI (Intelligent Peripheral Interface) 
standard. This application note provides guidance to select
ing proper resistor values that will provide an adequate 
FAILSAFE bias (Vfsb) while minimizing the loading effect on 
the driver. 

-~ _ y-r--
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FIGURE 8. Applications of OPEN INPUT FAILSAFE Feature 
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APPENDIX 
A more .elaborate calculation that takes into account the DC 
resistance of the twisted pair cable Is provided. in this ap
pendix. (See Figure A-1). For this example assume the fol
lowing: 

Ra 
Rb 
Rc 
Rd 
Re 
Rf 
Rdcr 
Vfsbrh 

Vfsbs 

and 

= Pull Up Resistor 
= Slave End Cable Termina~on Resistor 
= Master End Cable Termination Resistor 
= Pull Down Aesistor 
= Cable DC Resistance 
= Cable DC Resistance 
=Re+Rf 
= FAILSAFE Bias Potential @ Master 

end of cable 
= FAILSAFE Bias Potential @ Slave 

end of cabllil 

1. Ra = Rd for symmetrical loading 

2. REO = RCI/(Ra + Rd) 
REO = (Rc(Ra + Rd»/(Ra + Rc + Rd). 

Note A:. Assume Vee = 5V ± 5%. 

Note B: Resistor Tolerance = ±2%. 

Note C: Worst case oocurs at Vee - 5%. Ra and Rd + 2%. Rb and 
Re - 2%. 

Vee 

Ra 

E[ R. 

~~ Rc BALANCED CABLE 

Rf 
Rd 

GND 
TUF/II497-9 

FIGURE A-1. Cable Model 

Equations: 

FAILSAFE Bias at the Master end of the cable is: 
Ref/(Rb + Rdcr) 

Vlebm = Ra + Rd + (Rel/(Rb + Rdcr)Vee 

Vlebm = Re(Rb + Reier) V 
(Ra + Rd)(Re + Rb + Rder) + Re(Rb + Rdor) ee 

The FAILSAFE Bias at the Slave end is simply a voltage 
diVider between the cable DC resistance and the Slave end 
termination resistor. 

Rb 
Vfsbs = Rb + Rdcr Vfsbm 
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Inter-Operation of the 
OS 14C335 with + 5V UARTs 

This application brief describes the inter-operation between 
the DS14C335 (+ 3.3V supply TIAIEIA-232 3 x 5 Driver/Re
ceiver) and a + 5V UART. The DS14C335, illustrated in Fig
ure 1, is ideally suited for notebook and laptop computer 
applications which either employ one uniform + 3.3V supply 
for all internal components or mixed + 3.3V and + 5V pow
er supplies. In mixed supply applications, the DS14C335 
does NOT require a + 5V to + 3.3V translator device be
tween it and the UART. This application brief describes how 
this is accomplished. 

Figure 2 illustrates a typical application where the 
DS14C335 provides the interface between the +5V UART 
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and the RS-232 port. The drivers provide translation from 
TTL/CMOS voltage levels on the driver input pins to 
RS-232 compliant driver output voltage levels (> !5V!), while 
the receivers accept standard RS-232 input levels and 
translate them back to TTL/CMOS compatible output volt
age levels. 

Because this application specifies a + 5V UART, care must 
be taken to consider the characteristics of three pins on the 
DS14C335. They are the: 

DIN Driver Input, 
SD Shutdown, 
ROUT Receiver Output 
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FIGURE 1. DS14C335 Functional Diagram 
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FIGURE 2. Typical Mixed Supply (3V /5V) DTE Application 

Let us first examine the input structures of the DIN and SD 
input pins, as these structures are very similar. The common 
circuitry is illustrated in Figure 3 and is composed. of two 
input protection diodes (D1 and D2). In addition, a third di
ode (D3) exists between the Vee and V+ pins and is nor
mally reversed biased. Diode D1 is situated between the 
input (DIN or SD) pin and GND to clamp negative input )/olt
ages. Diode D2 is situated between the input pin and the 
V + pin. When the DS14C335 is active (ON), the V + pin is 
typically greater than + 9V. External charge pump capacitor 
C4, holds 6V of charge, and is referenced to the Vee 
(+ 3.3V) pin. This creates a potential of greater than + 9V 
on the V + pin, and is used to power the driver outputs. The 
input pins (DIN and SD) present standard input current load
ing to the driving device (UARn since D1 and 02 remain 
reversed biased between -0.3V and one diode above the 
V + pin potential (typically greater than + 9V). 

The DS14C335 supports another unique feature that·allows 
the CPU to disable the device to save power when RS-232 
communication is not required. The DS14C335 is put into 
shutdown mode, by asserting the SD pin high. This disables 
the Internal charge pump Circuit, the drivers, and also 4 of 
the 5 receivers, droping lee to typically 1.0 IJA (10 /LA maxi-
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mum). One receiver remains active to monitor the Ring Indi
cator (RI) modem control line, to inform the CPU that a call 
is coming in from a remote site. In the shutdown mode, the 
charge pump is disabled, and the charge on C4 eventually 
drops to one diode below Vee, or the input voltage, which
ever is greater. If C4 has discharged to one diode below 
Vee, and an input voltage is applied that is greater than 
Vee, C4 will charge up to one diode below that level. How
ever, no DC current flows between the input pin and the 
. + 3.3V power supply. The DIN and SD pins still present 
standard DC loading to the driving logic. Blocking diode D3 
prevents a large DC current from flowing between the input 
pins and the + 3.3V supply when the input pin is taken 
above the device's +3.3V (Vee) power supply pin. This is 
tlJe classical problem that can occur when directly interfac
ing a + 5V device to some + 3.3V devices. A minimal 
amount of noise is coupled onto the Vee (+ 3.3V) supply rail 
.if the driver input pin is switched (OV to 5V) while the 
DS14C335 is in the shutdown mode. However, the magni
tude is small, and power supply bypassing capacitors effec
tively filter out the noise. To prevent noise from coupling 
onto the Vee rail to begin with, simply hold the driver inputs 
at a VIL (voltage input low), since with a VIL applied both 
diodes (D1 and D2) will remain off. 
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FIGURE 3. Input Protection Circuitry 

This unique input structure allows the driver input pins and 
shutdown pin to accept any standard TTL/CMOS levels re
gardless of the DS14C335 mode (active or shutdown) or the 
fact that the DS14C335 is powered from a +3.3V power 
supply. The input pins (DIN and SO) present standard load· 
ing to the driving logic with input voltages ranging from OV to 
+5.5V, in magnitude. 

The last pin of concern is the receiver output (ROUT) pin. 
The ROUT pin must have the drive capability to meet stan
dard TTL/CMOS requirements. The ROUT VOH is speCified 
to be greater than 2.4V at l' mAo This drive capability should 
meet all standard TTL/CMOS requirements. 
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SUMMARY 
The DS14C335's unique input structure allows the driver 
input (DIN) and shutdown (SO) pins to present standard 
steady state input loading to the driving logic. Valid input 
voltages can range from -O.3V to greater than +5.5V, 
thereby enabling the device to be driven by a + 5V UART in 
applications that employ mixed power supplies. The high 
drive capability of the receiver output meets the require
ments of + 5V logic levels, or CMOS compliant JEDEC 
+ 3.3V levels. These features make the OS14C335 the opti
mal Single chip solution for RS-232 serial ports in 
+ 3.3V / + 5V or pure + 3.3V power supply laptop and note
book computer applications. 
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locreasing Sys~elJ.' ESD···· 
Tolerance for Line 'Drivers 

,'" 

and Receivers Used in 
RS-232 Interfaces 

OVERVIEW 

The bala Tr~smissicin APplications Group at National 
Semiconductor investigated fieldfailure.s of TIAIEIA-232-E 
(RS-232) DS14C88 Line Drivers and DS14C89A ReCeivers. 
The devices are commonly used in computer Input/Output 
Interfaces, such as a terminal-DTE (Data Terminal Equip
ment) to modem-DeE (Data Circuit-terminating Equipment) 
interface. Upon completion of detailed failure analysis on 
the devices, it was determined that they failed due to electri
cal over-stress, more commonly known as EOS. 

In order to identify the source and type of EOS, a number of 
DS14C88 and DS14C89A devices were subjected to con
trolled Electrostatic Discharge-ESD (Electrostatic Dis
charge) events in the lab using a KeyTek Human Body ESD 
Simulator, (per IEC801-2 requirements). Additional units 
were tested with PolyClamplll> ESD protection devices to de
termine their effectiveness and to demonstrate a possible 
solution for providing greater system ESD tolerance. 

The following conclusions have been made as a result of 
the investigation and bench testing: 

• The pIns most commonly damaged are Driver Output 
and Receiver Input. This implies that the EOS is reaching 
the IC from the "outside world" via the interface cable 
and connector. Damage was not seen on driver input or 
receiver output pins. 

• The external source was determined to be an ESD event 
by matching the failure modes and comparing die photo
graphs of the lab induced failures with the field failures. 

• The DS14C88 Line Driver and the DS14C89A Receiver 
would incur functional failures when subjected to an ESD 
event below 5,OOOV without the use of any external ESD 
protection devices. 

• With PolyClamp ESD protection devices installed in the 
test fixture, all the IC's passed parametric and functional 
tests at the maximum tested ESD level of 15,OOOV per 
IEC 801-2 Specification. 

INTRODUCTION 

The DS14C88 Quad Line Drivers and the DS14C89A Quad 
Receivers are predominantly used on TIAIEIA-232-E 
(RS-232) serial interfaces that connect DTE's to DCE's or 
other DTE's. The driver outputs and receiver inputs are con
nected to the outside world through: a printed circuit board 
(PCB) trace, a connector, and a cable. The driver outputs 
and receiver inputs are exposed to the outside world (i.e., 
off the PCB). These devices can be damaged by ESD 
events that can be directly discharged to the connectpr pin. 
To prevent damage to the parts external transient voltage 
suppression (TVS) diodes have been used in the past to 
clamp transients to levels that the driver outputs and receiv
er inputs can withstand. This approach requires a board 
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modification, and a substantial amount of PCB real estate, 
not to mention cost. This application brief describes a new 
technology that is available to provide greater ESD system 
protection without requiring a board modification or any ex
tra PCB real estate. The protection device tested is known 
as a PolyClamp and is offered by Electromer,Corporation. 
Testing has been conducted on a sample of driver and re
ceiver devices and the remainder of this brief will describe 
the testing and the results. 

TEST FIXTURES AND ESD 

Special test fixtures were constructed to replicate a PCB 
environment. The DS14C88's and DS14C89A's were 
mounted in standard DIP sockets. Driver output and receiv
er input pins were connected to a pro~ected 9,p\n 0 Shell 
connector with the PolyClamp product integrated into the . 
connector shell. For testing, the power supply pins V + . 
and V-. of the.DS14C88 device and the Vee pin ,for the 
DS14Ca9A device were. grounded. A single positiVe and a 
single negative ESD pulse was. air discharged to the corn: 
nector pin which was connected to a driver output or receiv
er input depending upon the IC under test. The testS were 
repeated with the supply pins ,left open. The E~D pulse ap, 
plied to the. connector pins conforms to the IEC801.2 Stan
dard. "T:he energy 'storage capacit!lnc~ is 150 pf, while the 
discharge resistor is 3300.. The E~D waveform is shown in 
Figure 1. . 

1 

100'" -- --------- ------------ ---------

90'" --

---v 

10" !~ 
f--30n.-

60n. -----.( 

--f4-
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(Source: Electromer Corporation) TL/F/11789-1 

FIGURE 1. Typical Waveform of the Output Current 
of the ESD Generator 
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TEST RESULTS 

Ten OS14CS8 Quad Line Orivers were tested with the 
PolyClamp product. After the ESO testing, the parts were 
retested on the ATE (Automatic Test Equipment) final test 
program to determine if the device incurred any permanent 
damage or any degraded parameters. The results deter
mined that the PolyClamp protected devices could with
stand ESO pulses up to 15,OOOV, which was the upper limit 
of the KeyTek ESO simulator. Without the PolyClamp pro
tected connector the OS14C88's failed functional tests after 
a 2,OOOV discharge. 

Ten OS14CS9A Quad Receivers were tested with the 
PolyClamp product. After the ESO testing, the parts were 
retested on the ATE final test program to determine if the 
device incurred any permanent damage or degraded param
eters. Again the results determined that the PolyClamp pro
tected devices could withstand ESO pulses up to 15,OOOV. 
Without the PolyClamp protected connector the 
OS14C89A's failed at 1,OOOV. 

The PolyClamp product provides a high level of ESO protec
tion to line driver and receiver integrated circuits. 

Characterization testing of the PolyClamp device shows that 
it provides a 15V DC clamp for a 15,OOOV IECS01.2 ESO 
event (see Figuf9 2). In addition, Figuf9 2 shows a typical 
front edge inductive spike of 100V due to test fixtures and 
inherent lead inductance which is similar to the performance 
of TVS diodes. Also, after 860 consecutive ESO pulses the 
PolyClamp protected connector provides the same level of 
ESO clamping response (see Figuf9 3). Note that the cur
rent limiting resistor (3300) specified in the IEC test differs 
from the industry standard Human Body Model (MIL-STO 
883C Method 3015), which employs a 1.5 kO resistor. The 
1.5 kO resistor proves a greater current limit, thus the IEC 
model is a more stringent test. 
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FIGURE 2. PolyClamp TVS Device Response 
to 15 kV ESD Pulse 
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FIGURE 3. PolyClamp TVS Device Response 
to 860 Consecutive 15 kV ESD Pulses 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the use of the PolyClamp protected connectors, pro
tection from ESO events can easily be raised to greater than 
15,OOOV. Additional features of the PolyClamp besides its 
ESO clamping capability include the following: 

• Requires no PCB space-by switching the connector to 
a protected connector, existing PCBs can be upgraded 
without a PCB redesign. Many different protected con
nectors are offered including O-Shells and modular jacks. 

• No increase in part count-the protected connector pro
vides ESO clamping for all lines in one piece (the con
nector), compared to TVS diodes that typically uses 1-2 
devices per signal line. 

• Economical-in both cost and PCB space compared to 
other solutions. 

• Low capaCitance-the protected connector presents a 
5 pF typical load to the signal line, minimizing signal dis
tortion. 

There are many different ways to protect printed circuit 
boards and their integrated circuits from ESO and EOS 
events. These include on-chip enhanced ESO protection of 
the integrated circuits, TVS diodes, and protected connec
tors, to name a few. Each of these examples has its own 
merits and limitations. Enhancements to processes and the 
development of internal ESO protection circuits has raised 
integrated circuit tolerance from the several hundreds of 
volts in some cases to the thousands of volts, but at the 
expense of die size and cost. TVS diodes require additional 
PCB space compared to the protected connectors. These 
two points further illustrate the merits that the protected 
connectors offer. The PolyClamp protected connectors of
fer an extremely high level of protection, without additional 
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PCB space, minimizes part count, and provides a neweco
nomical solution to increased system level ESD protection. 

It should also be noted that protection capability is also of
fered integrated into common 110 connectors such aD-Sub, 
MJ, DIN, from AMP Corporation and a similar technology is 
available from other vendors. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following guidelines are recommended to reduce the 
chance of ESD events damaging the line drivers and receiv
ers: 

a) When installing or removing the cable, power should be 
turned off at both ends of the system if possible. 

b) Avoid physically touching the conneCtor pins when han
dling the cable, and wear a ground strap when possible. 

c) Th,e use of built-in system level ESD protection devices 
can extend the level of ESD tolerance. 
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A Comparison of 
Differential Termination 
Techniques 

INTRODUCTION 
Transmission line termination should be an important con
sideration to the designer who must transmit electrical sig
nals from any pOint A to any pOint B. Proper line termination 
becomes increasingly important as designs migrate towards 
higher data transfer rates over longer lengths of transmis
sion media. However, the subject of transmission line termi
nation can be somewhat confusing since there are so many 
ways in which a signal can be terminated. Therefore, the 
advantages and disadvantages of each termination option 
are not always obvious. 

The purpose of this application note is to remove some of 
the confusion which may surround signal termination. This 
discussion, however, will focus attention upon signal termi
nation only as it applies to differential data transmission 
over twisted pair cable. Common differential signal termina
tion techniques will be presented and the advantages and 
disadvantages of each will be discussed. 

Each discussion will also include a sample waveform gener
ated by a setup consisting of a function generator whose 
signals are transmitted across a twisted pair cable by a, dif
ferential line driver and sensed at the far end by a differen
tial line receiver. This application note will specifically ad
dress the following differential termination options: 

• Unterminated 

• Series/Backmatch 

• Parallel 

• AC 
• Power (Failsafe) 

• Alternate Failsafe 

• Bi-Directional 
For thE! purposes of discussion, popular TIAIEIA-422 drivers 
and receivers, such as the DS26LS31 and DS26LS32A, will 
be used to further clarify differential termination. 

UNTERMINATED 
The selection of one termination option over another is of
tentimes dictated by the performance requirements of the 
application. The selection criteria may also hinge upon other 
factors such as cost. From this cost perspective the option 
of not terminating the signal is clearly the most cost effec-

, tive solution. Consider Figure 1, where a DS26LS31 differ
ential driver and a DS26LS32A differential receiver have 
been connected (using a twisted pair cable) together with
out a termination element. Because there is no signal termi
nation element, the DS26LS31 driver's worst case load is 
the DS26LS32A receiver's minimum input resistance. 

TUF/11898-1 

FIGURE 1. Untermlnated Configuration 
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Since, TIAIEIA-422-A (RS-422) standard defines the 
DS26LS32A's minimum input resistance to be 4 kO, the 
driver's worst case load, as seen in Figure 1, is then 4 kO. 

In the unterminated configuration, the DS26LS31 driver is 
only required to source a minimal amount of current in order 
to drive a signal to the receiver. This minimal DC current 
sourcing requirement in turn minimizes the driver's on chip 
power dissipation. In addition, the 4 kO driver output load 
results in a higher driver output swing (than if the driver was 
loaded with 1000) which in turn increases DC noise margin. 
This increase in noise margin further diminishes the possibil
ity that system noise will improperly switch the receiver. To 
be sure that there is no confusion, noise margin is defined 
as the difference between the minimum driver output swing 
and the maximum receiver sensitivity. On the other hand, if 
a receiver was used which complies to TIAIEIA-485 (RS-
485), the resulting noise margin would be even greater. This 
is because the minimum input resistance of an RS-485 re
ceiver must be greater than 12 kO as compared to 4 kO for 
an RS-422 receiver. 

The absence of a termination element at the DS26LS32A's 
inputs also guarantees that the receiver output is in a known 
logic state when the transmission line is in the idle or open 
line state (receiver dependent). This condition is commonly 
referred to as open input receiver failsafe. This receiver fail
safe (Note 1) bias is guaranteed by internal pull up and pull 
down resistors on the poSitive and negative receiver inputs, 
respectively. These pull up and pull down resistors bias the 
input differential voltage (VID) to a value greater than 
200 mV when the line is, for example, idle (un-driven). This 
bias is Significant in that it represents the minimum guaran
teed VID required to switch the receiver 'output into a logic 
high state. 
Note 1: A complete discussion of receiver failsafe can be found in Applica· 

tion Note 847 (AN-S47). 

There are, however, some disadvantages with an untermi
nated cable. The most significant effect of unterminated 
data transmission is the introduction of Signal reflections 
onto the transmission line. Basic transmission line theory 
states that a signal propagating down a transmission line 
will be reflected back towards the source if the outbound 
signal encounters a mismatch in line impedance at the far 
end. In the case of Figure 1, the mismatch occurs between 
the characteristic impedance of the twisted pair (typically 
1000) and the 4 kO input resistance of the 'DS26LS32A. 
The result is a signal reflection back towards the driver. This 
reflection then encounters another impedance mismatch at 
the driver outputs which in tum generates additional reflec
tions back toward the receiver, and so on. The net result is a 
number of reflections propagating back and forth between 
the driver and receiver. These reflections can be observed 
in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2. Unterminated Waveforms 

Tlie main limitation of imterminated signals can be clearly 
seen in Figure 2. A positive reflection is generated when the 
signal encounters the large input resistance of the receiver. 
These reflections propagate back and forth until a steady 
state condition is reached after several round trip cable de
lays. The delay is a function of the cable length and the 
cable velocity. Figure 2 shows that the reflections settle af
ter three round trips. To limit the effect of these reflections, 
unterminated Signals should only be used In applications 
with ,lOW data rates and short, driving distances. 

The data being transmitted should, therefore, not make any 
, transitions until after this steady state condition has been 
reached. A low data rate ensures that reflections have suffi
cient timE[l' to !1ettle before the next signal transition. At the 
I!ame time, a short cable length ensures that the time re
quired for the reflections to settle is kept to a minimum. The 
low data rate .and short cable length dictated by the lack of 

. ,termination is probably the most significant shortcoming of 
the 'unterminated option. 

Low speed is generally charllcterized to !;Ie either signalling 
rates below 200 kbits/sec or when the cable delay (the time 
required for an electrical signal to transverse the cable) is 
substantially shorter than the bit width (unit interval) or when 
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the signal rise time is more than four times the one way 
propagation delay of the cable (i.e., not a transmission line). 
As a general rule, if the signlll rise time is greater than four 
times the. propagation delay of the .cilble, the cable is no 
longer considered a transmission line. 

It should be mentioned that most differential data transmis
sion applications provide for some kind of signal termina
tion. This is because most differential applications transmit 
data at relatively high transfer rates over relatively long dis
tances. In these type of applications, signal termination is 
critically important. If the application only requires low speed 
operation over short distances, an unterminated transmis
sion line may be the simplest solution. 

SERIES TERMINATION 

Anothlilr termination option is popularly known as either se
ries .or backmatch termination. Figure 3 illustrates this type 
of termination. The termination resistors, Rs, are chosen 
such that their value plus the Impedance of the driver's out
put equal the characteristic impedance of the cable. Now as 
the driven signal propagates down the transmission line an 
impedance mismatch is still encountered at the far end of 
the cable (receiver inputs). 
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FIGURE 3. Series Termination Configuration 

However, when that signal propagates back to the driver the 
reflection is terminated at the driver output. There is only 
one reflection before the driven signal reaches a steady 
state condition. How long it takes for the driven Signal to 
reach steady state is still dependent upon the length of ca
ble the signal must traverse. As with the unterminated op
tion the driver power dissipation is still minimized due to the 
light loading presented by the 4 kO receiver input resist
ance. The driver loading remains unchanged from the unter
minated option. In both cases the driver is effectively loaded 
with the receiver's input impedance. DC noise margin has 
again increased and the open input receiver failsafe feature 
is still supported for idle and open line conditions. 

There are three major disadvantages in using series termi
nation. First, the driver output impedances can vary, due to 
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normal process variations, from one manufacturer to anoth
er and from one driver load to another; Should there be a 
problem which involves replacing line drivers, there is a 
chance that the designer might have to rework the board in 
order to ensure that the Rs matches the new driver's output 
impedance. 

Second, series termination is commonly limited to only point 
to point applications. Consider the following example. If a 
second receiver (multidrop application) was located halfway 
between the driver and receiver at the far end of the cable, 
the noise margin seen by the middle receiver would change 
between the incident signal and the reflected signal. Such a 
problem would not exist in a point to pOint application where 
only one receiver is used with one driver. 

Third, there is still an impedance mismatch at the receiver 
inputs. Again, this mismatch is caused by a signal propagat
ing down a 1000 cable suddenly encountering a 4 kO re
ceiver input resistance. This impedance mismatch will con
tinue to cause reflections on the transmission line as illus
trated in Figure 4. 
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FIGURE 4. Series Termination Waveforms 
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Notice the reflections which result· when the .driven signal 
encounters' 811 impedance mismatch at the receiver input. 
The reflection propagates back to the driver and is some
what terminated by the driver's output' impedance. The re
flected'sigmal is terminated becliGse ·the combined imped
ance of the series resistor (Rs) and the driver's output im
pedance comes close to matching the characteristic ;mped
lim;:e of 1he cable. In contr:allt with Figure 2'~ unterminated 
signal waveform. the waveform seen in Figure 4 is cl"\arac-
terized. by only one reflecti~n. " .. 

In all it will take the signal' one round trip cable delay to be 
reflected back towards the signal source. Since all reflec
tions should be. allowed to settle before the next data tran
sition (to maintain data integrity). it is imperative that the 
round trip cable delay be kept much less than the time unit 
interval {rUI-defined to be the minimum bit wid~h or. the 
"distance" between signal tranSitions). In other words, se
ries termination should be limited to applications where the 
cable lengths are short (to minimize round trip cable delays) 
and the data rate is low (to maximize the TUI). And to a 
lesser degree. the series termination option may not be the 
ideal choice from a cost perspective in that it requires two 
additional external components. 

PARALLEL TERMINATION 

Parallel termination is arguably one of the most prevalent 
termination schemes today. In contrast to the series termi
nation option, parallel termination employs a resistor across 
the differential lines at the far (receiver) end of the transmis-

: TL/F/11898-5 

FIGURE 5. Parallel Termination Configuration 

sion line to eliminate all reflections. See Figure 5. . 

Eliminating all reflections requires that RT be selected to 
match the characteristic impedanca (Zo) of the transl1lis
sian line. As a general rule. however, it is ullually better to 
select RT such that it is slightly greater than Z00 Over-termi
nation tends to be more deSirable :tban under-termination 
since over-termination has been observed to improve signal 
quality. RT is typically chosen to be equal to ZOo When over
termination is used RT is typically chosen to be up to 10% 
larger than Z00 The elimination of reflections .permits higher 
data rates over longer cable lengths. Keep in mind, howev
er, that there is an inverse relationship between data rate 
and cable length. That is. the higher the data rate the short. 
er the cable and conversely the lower the data rate the 
longer the cable. Higher data rates and longer cable lengths 
translate simply into smaller TUl's and longer cable delays. 
Unlike series termination where high data rates and long 
cable lengths can negatively impact data integrity. parallel 
termination can effectively remove' all reflections; thereby 
removing all concerns about reflections interfering with data 
transitions. See Figure 6. 
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FIGURE 6. Parallel Termination Waveforms 
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As seen in Figure 6 both driver output and receiver input 
signals are free of reflections. Such results make parallel 
termination optimal for use in either high speed (10 Mb/s), 
or long cable length (up to 4000 feet), applications. 

Another benefit the parallel termination provides is that both 
point to point and multidrop applications are supported. Re
call that multidrop is defined as a distribution system com
posed of one driver and up to ten receivers spread out 
along the cable as defined in the TIAIEIA-422 standard. 
The parallel termination is located at the far end (opposite 
the driver) of the cable and effectively terminates the signal 
at that location, preventing reflections. 

There are also disadvantages to parallel termination. Let's 
examine these disadvantages as they pertain to multidrop 
configurations. An intrinsic assumption to multidrop opera
tion is that stub lengths, as measured by "I" in Figure 5, are 
minimized. Despite the fact that all receivers are effectively 
terminated with RT, long stub lengths will once again rein
troduce impedance mis-matches and reflections. So while 
parallel termination may remove reflections and permit mul
tidrop configurations, it does place a restriction upon the 
stub lengths associated with these other receivers. Typically 
stubs should be kept to less that % of the drivers rise time 
in length to minimize transmission line effects, and reflec
tions. 

TIAIEIA-422-A standard does recommend a 1000 resistor 
to be used when the differential line is parallel terminated. 
Therefore, applications which use a TIA/EIA-422-A driver 
such as the DS26LS31 or DS26C31 are commonly termi
nated with 1 000 at the far end of the twisted pair cable. 
While the 1000 parallel termination eliminates all reflec
tions, the power dissipated by the driver will increase sub
stantially with the addition of this resistor. This increased 
driver power dissipation is a major disadvantage of parallel 
termination. The absence of this termi;1ation resistor keeps 
driver power dissipation low for unterminated and series ter
minated drivers and is a major advantage of these two ter
mination options. 

Noise margin will also decrease with parallel termination. 
The relatively light loading (4 kO) of unterminated and se
ries terminated drivers led' to larger driver output swings. 
The heavier driver load (typically 1000) brought on by paral
lel termination reduces the driver's output signal swing. 
However, even with this reduction, there is ample. noise 
margin left to ensure that the receiver does not improperly 
switch. 
Recall the discussion earlier about receiver failsafe with the 
unterminated and series options. In both cases, open input 
receiver failsafe operation was guaranteed because of inter
nal circuitry (receiver dependent) which biases the differen
tial input voltage (VIO) to a val4e greater than its differential 
threshold. Since the resulting bias voltage at the receivers 
inputs (VID), is greater than + 200 mY, the output of the 
DS26LS32A receiver remains in a stable HIGH state. Unlike 
unterminated and series options, parallel termination cannot 
support open input receiver failsafe when the transmission 
line is in the idle state. This shortcoming of parallel termina
tion is discussed in much greater detail later in the section 
which describes power and alternate failsafe termination 
(see AN-547 for more of information on failsafe biasing dif
ferential buses). 
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AC TERMINATION 
The effectiveness of parallel termination is oftentimes coun
tered by increased driver power dissipation and receiver fail
safe concerns. The DC loop current required by the termina
tion resistor, RT (see Figure 5), is often too large in order to 
be useful for power conscious applications or for seldomly 
switched control lines. In asynchronous applications, paral
lel termination's is not able to guarantee receiver failsafe 
during idle bus states which in tum makes the system sus
ceptible to errors such as false start bits and framing errors. 
The prirriary reason for the AC termination, however, grew 
out of the need for effective transmission line termination 
with minimal DC loop current. 

A representation of an AC terminated differential line is 
shown in Figure 7. 

TL/F/11898-7 

FIGURE 7. AC Termination Configuration 

The value of RT generally ranges from 1000-1500 (cable 
Zo dependent) and is selected to match the characteristic 
impedance (Zo) of the cable. ~, on the other hand, is se
lected to be equal to the round trip delay of the cable divid
ed by the cable's Zo0 

EQ1: CT ,,; (Cable round trip delay) I Zo 

For this example: 

Cable Length = 100 feet 

Velocity = 1.7 nsltoot 

Char. Impedance = 1000 

Therefore, 

CT"; (100ft x 2 x 1.7ns/ft)/l0000r"; 3,400pF. 

Further, the resulting Rc time constant should be less than 
or equal to 10% of the unit interval (TUI). In the example 
provided the maximum .switching rate therefore should be 
less than 300 kHz. This termination should now behave like 
a parallel termination during transitions, but yield the ex
panded noise margins during steady state conditions. See 
Figure 8. 
Figure 8 illustrates the tradeoff between parallel terminated 
and unterminated signals. There are no major reflections 
and driver power dissipation is reduced at the expense of a 
low pass filtering effect which essentially limits the applica
tion of AC termination to low speed control lineS. Note that 
the frequency of the driven signal in Figure 8 is 300 kHz 
whereas it was 500 kHz for the other plots. This was done 
to maintain the ratio between bit time and the Rc time con
stant. The draft revision Of RS-422-A will include AC termi
nation as an alternative to parallel termination. 
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FIGURE 8. AC Termination Waveforms 

The waveforms in Figure 8 should be viewed together with 
the following brief explanation of how AC termination works. 
When the driven signal transitions from one logic state to 
another, the capacitor CT behaves as a short circuit and 
conseqoently, the load presented to the driver is essentially 
RT. However, once the driven signal reaches its intended 
levels, either a logic,HIGH or logic LOW, CTwili behave as 
an open circuit. DC .loop current is now .blocked. The driver 
power dissipation will then decrease. The load presented to 
the driver also dec,reases. This is due to the fact that the 
driver is now loaded· with a large receiver input resistance 
typically greater than 4 kO; versus the typical RT of. 1000-
1200. This redu.ced lOll-ding condition increases the signal 
swing of ,the driver and results in increased noise margin. 
The idle bus state also forces CT into the open circuit mode. 
Once this takes place, the receiver's internal pull up and pull 
down resistors will bias the output into a known state. 
Therefore, besides minimizing DC loop current, preventing 
line reflections, and increasing noise margin, AC termination 
also supports open input receiver failsafe. 

As with all the previously discussed termination options, 
there are disadvantages in using AC termination. AC termi
nation introduces a low pass filtering effect on the driven 
signal which tends to limit the maximum data rate of the 
application. This data rate limitation is the result of the im
pact that RT and ~, together, have upon the driven signal's 
rise time. How much the data rate is limited is dependent 
upon the selection of RT and ~. Long Rc time constants 
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will have a greater impact upon the driven Signal's maximum 
data rate, and vice versa. Because of of these data rate 
limitations, the transmission lines best suited for AC termi
nation are typically low speed control lines where level sen
sitivity is desired over edge sensitivity. Finally, the part count 
required by AC termination can put It at a disadvantage in 
cost conscious applications. 

POWER T.ERMINATION 

Recall that AC termination is intended primarily to eliminate 
the large DC loop current inherent in parallel termination. 
The power termination, on the other hand, addresses paral
lel termination's inability to support receiver. faUsafe during 
the idle bus state. See Figure 9 for an illustration of II trans-
mission line terminated using the power option. . 

Vee 

TLlFI11888-9 

FIGURE 9. Power Termination Configuration 



The lack of RA and Re, when the bus is idle, almost assures 
that the receiver output will not be in a known state. This is 
due to the insufficient voltage across RT (on the order of 
1 mV-5 mY) as caused by the receiver's, internal high value 
pull up and pull down resistors., The presence of these inter
nal pull up and pull down resistors will guarantee receiver 
failsafe only for the open input condition. In order to switch 
the receiver into the logic high state', regardless of whether 
the bus is open or idle, a minimum of + 200 mV (with re
spect to the inverted receiver input) must be developed, 
across RT. The sole purpose, then, of RA and Re is to es
tablish a voltage divider whereby at least + 200 mV will be 
dropped across RT. A complete explanation of selection 
criteria for resistor values (RA and Re) can be found in 
AN-847. 

The addition of external receiver failsafe biasing resistors, 
however, does pose some concerns. The primary drawback 
relates to the increased driver loading with the addition of 
RA and Re. The increased driver loading decreases the driv
er's output swing and, in turn, reduces the noise margin. 
Higher driver power dissipation is also symptomatic of the 
increased driver loading since the driver must source the 
additional current required by the external failsafe network. 
One last concem is that the extra cost and subsequent han
dling of two additional resistors (excluding RT) might out
weigh power termination's advantages ,in some applications. 

ALTERNATE-FAILSAFE TERMINATION 

This version of failsafe termination is essentially an exten
sion of power termination. The ,addition of Rc and ,Ro great
ly enhance$ the receiver's ability to operate in harsher envi
ronments. See Figure 10. 

TUF/11898-10 

FIGURE 10. Alternate Failsafe 
Termination Configuration 

The advantages of this failsafe termination pOint directly to 
this increased ruggedness. A transmission line terminated 
using the failsafe option will be able to withstand larger 
common mode voltages. A careful selection of Rc and Ro 
will determine how much more common mode voltage a line 
can endure. This is because Rc and Ro act as a voltage 
dividers between the receivers input resistance. The TIAI 
EIA-422-A standard allows for common mode shifting up to 
7V in magnitude, however most integrated circuits support 
absolute maximum rating that exceed the ± 7V limit. The 
DS26LS32A supports a ± 25V ASS MAX input rating. Care
ful selection of resistors can allow common mode voltages 
in the 35V-45V range on the cable, while still honoring the 
25V limit in the receiver input pins. Rc and Ro are typically 
4.7 kO, while RA and Re are 47 kO. This provides 9.5 kO 
between the receiver input pins, and also allows the pull up 
and pull down resistors to be increased in value to 47 kO. 
This capability lends itself well to applications, such as fac
tory control and building to building data transmission, 
where the common mode range can occasionally exceed 
±7V. 
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Failsafe termination also guarantees receiver failsafe for 
open, idle, as well as shorted line conditions. Of all the ter
minations options discussed, the failsafe option is the only 
one for which receiver failsafe can be guaranteed for short
ed differential lines. Shorting the differential lines together 
merely shorts out RT. In this'short condition, the receiver will 
still see the series combination of Rc and Ro across its 
inputs. Receiver failsafe can, therefore; still be supported. 
The short condition just described yields another benefit of 
failsafe termination. The increased impedance between 
Vee and ground, with the addition of Rc and Ro, also re
sults in increased fault or short circuit current limiting. 

While the addition of Rc and Ro improves the tral)smission 
line's ability to withstand larger common mode voltages, it 
might also negatively impact the receiver's sensitivity. Con
sider, for example, a TIAIEIA-422 receiver. The minimum 
differential input signal (V 10) required to switch the receiver 
is normally 1200 mVI. Depending on the values of Rc and 
Ro, it may be necessary to develop a minimum of + 400 mV 
across RT in order to ensure that there is at least 200 mV 
across the receiver input terminals. The other significant dis
advantage, with failsafe termination may be the number of 
resistors required to implement it. Five resistors per line may 
prove too costly. 

BI-DIRECTIONAL TERMINATION 

The last type of termination which will be discussed is 
known as bi-directiohal termination. Figure 11 illustrates a 
typically multipoint application compose<:l of drivers, receiv
ers, and transceivers. Si-directional termination is parallel 
termination carried one step further. Bi-directional termina
tion now permits multiple drivers (multipoint configuration) to 
be connected to the same twisted pair. With multiple drivers 
connected to the same twisted pair, data can now be trans
mitted in two directions. Keep in mind, however, that while 
data transmission can now take place in two directions, only 
half duplex transmission is allowed (as defined by TIAIEIA-
485 standard). Multiple TIAIEIA-485 drivers cannot simulta
neously drive the line since this would result in line conten
tion. It should be mentioned that system timing should be 
carefully inspected to ensure that line contention does not 
occur. The advantages in using bi-directional termination 
are almost identical to those with parallel termination. 

TUF/11898-11 

FIGURE 11. Bi-Directional Termination Configuration 

These advantages include the prevention of signal reflec
tions, and the ability to drive long transmission lines at high 
data rates. As with parallel termination, RT should be select
ed so that it matches the characteristic impedance (20) of 
the twisted pair cable. 

The disadvantages in using parallel termination also extend 
to bi-direetional termination. Receiver failsafe cannot be 
guaranteed due to the interaction between RT and the re
ceiver's open circuit failsafe network. Stub lengths must be 
minimized and an RT must each be placed at both extreme 
ends of the line in order to minimize transmission line ef
feets. However, when two termination resistors are placed 
at the far ends of the cable, the effective load of the driver is 
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now 600 (since RT is typically 1200). This "doubling" of the 
driver load, using bidirectional termination, has two effects. 
First, it places a greater demand upon the driver~s ability to 
source current. As described above, a multipoint driver must 
be able to source approximately twice the amount of current 
that is required from a multidrop driver. A driver expected to 
meet this increased current demand naturally experiences 
greater power dissipation. And second, noise margin tends 
to be reduced since the driver's output levels tend to de
crease with increased loading. 

CONCLUSION 
The advantages and disadvantages of unterminated linas 
and those with series, parallel, AC, power, failsafe, al1d bi
directional terminations were contrasted. It should now be 
clear that there is no onE!' termination scheme which is suit
ed for all applications. Table I provides a summary of the 
differential termination options discussed in this application 
no~. ' 

TABLE I. Termination Summary 

Termination 
Signal Data 

Comments 
Ouallty Rate 

Unterminated Poor Low Low Power 

Series Good Low ' Low Power 

Parallel Excellent High Single Resistor 

AC Good Med. Ideal for use on 
control lines 

Power Excellent High Failsafe bias for idle 
line 

AI,. FailsafE! ' Excellent High Failsafe for open, 
shorted, and idle 
lines 

Bi-Directional Excellent High Ideal for 
bidirectional half 
duplex operation 

The termination scheme used will essentially be dictated by 
the needs of the system, Specifically, the choice of termina
tion will depend upon the system's data transmission re
quirements. 

SPECIAL NOTES 
The waveforms illustrated in this application note were ac
quired from laboratory testing of TIAIEIA-422 (RS-422) 
Drivers, and Receivers under the following conditions: ' 

• DS26LS31 Quad Differential Driver 
• DS26LS32A Quad Diffl;lrential Receiver 
• Cable = 100', 24AWG, 1000, twp cable 

(Berk-Tek, 11 520382) 

• Driver input Signal with f '" 500 kHz, 
VIH = 3.0V, VIL = OV, 
Duty cycle = 50% 

• Vee = 5.0V 

• TA = 25°C 
The cable selected for this te,sting was supplied by Berk-Tek 
Inc. and represents a typical twi~ pair cable commonly 
used in TIAIEIA-422 'applications. Additional information on 
cables can be obtained from: 

Berk-Tek Inc. 
132 White Oak Road 
New Holland, PA 17557 
(717) 354-6200 

The RS-422-A standard was developed by the Technical 
Recommendation (TR30.2) TIAIEIA committee on DTE
DCE Interfaces. Since publication of the revision A, the EIA 
(Electronic Industries Association) has aligned with the TIA 
(Telecommunications Industry Association)" and' future revi- ' 
sions and new standards carry the TIAIEIA prefix, replacing 
the familiar "RS" (for Recommended Standard) prefix. Revi
sion "B" of RS-422-A is eXpected in late 1993, and will be
come TIAIEIA-422-B. 
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19 1 An Introduction to the 
Differential SCSI· Interface 

OVERVIEW 

The scope of this application note is to provide an introduc
tion to the SCSI Parallel Interface and insight into the differ
ential option specified by the SCSI standards. This applica
tion covers the following topics: 

• The SCSI Interface 

• Why Differential SCSI? 

• The SCSI Bus 

• SCSI Bus States 

• SCSI Options: Fast and Wide 

• The SCSI Termination 

• . SCSI Controller Requirements 

• Summary of SCSI Standards 

• References/Standards 

THE SCSI INTERFACE 

The Small Computer System Interface is an ANSI (American 
National Standards Institute) interface standard defining a 
peer to peer generic input/output bus (110 bus). The inten
tion of the SCSI standard is to provide a fast, multipoint 
parallel bus that is easily upgradeable and keeps pace with 
advancing technologies. 

The SCSI interface is commonly the interconnect of choice 
for high performance hard disk drives. Being a generic inter
face, the SCSI bus is not limited to only one type of periph
eral. It is also commonly used to interconnect optical drives, 
tape drives, disk arrays, scanners, printers, and other tar
gets to a wide range of terminals, computers, and other 
hos,s. It is important to also remember that a SCSI bus is 
not a point to point bus, but rather a multipoint bus, allowing 
up to eight different devices to be connected to the same 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 904 
John Goldie 

daisy chained cable (SCSI-1 and 2 allows up to eight devic
es while the proposed SCSI-3 standard will allow up to 32 
devices). A typical SCSI bus configuration is shown in Fig
ure 1. 

WHY DIFFERENTIAL SCSI? 

In comparison to single-ended SCSI, differential SCSI costs 
more and has additional power and PC board space require
ments. However, the gained benefits are well worth the ad
ditional IC cost, PCB spac;:e, and required power in many 
applications. Differential SCSI provides the following bene
fits over single-ended SCSI: 

• Reliable High Transfer Rates-easily capable of operat
ing at 1 OMT /s (Fast SCSI) without special attention to termi
nations. Even higher data rates are currently being sllm
dardized (FAST-20 @ 20MT/s). 

The companion Application Note (AN-905) focuses on the 
features of National's new RS-485 hex transceiver. The 
DS36BC956 specifically deSigned for use in differential 
SCSI applications is also optimal for use in other high 
speed, parallel, multipoint applications. 

• High NOise Rejection-the differential transmission 
scheme provides excellent common mode rejection over a 
wide bus voltage range. 

.' 
• Long Cable Lengths-cables can be as long as 25 me-
ters in length compared to 3 meters or less for single-ended 
interfaces. 

• Superior AC Performance-hlgh performance transceiv
ers with tightly specified and guaranteed AC performance. 

• Fault Tolerance-current limiting and thermal,shutdown 
protection integrated into the differential driver deSign. 

TL/F/11897-1 

FIGURE 1. Typical SCSI Bus Configuration-Multiple Hosts/Multiple Targets 
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Signal quality and long cable runs are the two major en-
, hanCfilments differential SCSI offers over single"ended 

SCSI: As stated above, differential SCSI allows for ca,ble 
runs up to 25 meters in length compared to only 3 meters of 
single:ended SCSI. Differential SCSI is optimal for connect
ing together terminals with storage arrays located in a sepa
rate cooled computer room. The differential transmission 
scheme offers, superior, noise rejection and signal quality 
compared to a TTL single-ended bus. 

Differential buses are also immune to minor termination 
problems that commonly plague the single-ended SCSI bus. 
These problems can, and commonly do have major impact 
on single-ended system performance. By expanding the ca
ble I!lngth beyond 3 meters, by mixing different cable types 
Ompedance), by using different types of termination, or by 
using the standard passive termination, system thro\lghput 
may be reduced as great as 50%. Since it has been deter
mined that the original single-ended termination recom
mended in the SCSI-1 standard does not provide adequate 
signal termination performance for Fast SCSI, the SCSI-2 
and proposed SCSI-3 standards recommend the use of al
ternate terminations. There are three popular alternatives to 
the passive resistive terminators. These are the Boulay ter
mination (voltage regulated), Current Regulated Termina
tions, and the FPT (forced perfect termination). Each has its 
own .merits and limitations, and in fact the FPT offers good 
performance but is not sanctioned by the standard. Trouble 
can. arise in single-ended SCSI applications when different 
types of termination are used on the bus. In addition, some 
SCSI controllers now provide totem pole outputs on the high 
sp8!ld lines (REO and ACK) to improve the signal quality on 
those lines on the Cle-assert edge (active negation in indus
try jargon). These active negation drivers can become in 
contention with the alternative termination techniques and 
cause thermal problems and data corruption. Single-ended 
SCSI termination have caused much grief, and discussion in 
the SCSI standard committee. 

In contrast Differential SCSI has not encountered the prob
lems that drove the single-ended interface to develop so 
many alternative terminations. Differential SCSI uses a stan
dard passive resistor termination (described in detail later in 
this application note). This terminator remains unchanged 
from the original SCSI-1 standard to the proposed SCSI-3 
physical layer. 

National's DS36954 Ouad Differential Bus Transceiver is 
designed for Differential SCSI applications up to 10 MT/s. 
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THE SCSI BUS 
The SCSI bus is c~mposed of a minimum of 18 signal lines. 
An option is provided to !ldd extra bytes'to boost system 
throughput (Mega Bytes per second (MB/s)) if required by 
the application. The SCSI 1 and 2 standards define' two 
types of electrical characteristics; single-ended and differ
ential. 

Single-ended drivers (typically 48 mA open drain drivers) 
and receivers are commonly integrated onto the SCSI con
troller chips. For the differential option, external RS-485 
transceivers are required. Integrating the differential trans
ceivers onto the SCSI controller is not feasible due to the 
additional pins required for differential operation, and the 
additional power dissipation. Additionally the semiconductor 
processes commonly used for the controllers are not com
patible with the special high speed/high voltage breakdown 
processes used for RS-485 transceivers. 

The single-ended and differential modes are exclusive, and 
can not inter-operate. Of the 18 lines, 9 are data path (data 
plus parity) and the others are control. The lines are: 

• Data Path 

- DB(7-0,P)-Data Bus 

• Control 

- REO---:Request 

- ACK-Acknowledge 

- BSY-Busy 

- SEL-Select 

- CID--Control/Data 

- IIO-Input/Output 

- MSG-Message 

- ATN-Attention 

- RST-Reset 

The SCSI Standard has two types of devices, which are 
"Initiators" (typically a host computer); and "Targets" (typi
cally drives). Of the 18 lines, 9 are bi-directional, 7 are uni
directional direction, and 2 are wire-ORed. The data bus 
(DBO-DB7 and DBP) are the bi-directionallines. Three con
trol lines are Initiator to Target only lines; these are the ACK, 
ATN, and SEL' lines. Four lines are Target to Initiator only 
lines; these are the C/O, 110, REO, and MSG lines. A picto
rial representation of the signal lines is shown in Figure 2. 

(* SEL can also be a wire-ORed line, but is more commonly 
implemented as a initiator to target line). 
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FIGURE 2. The SCSI Signal Lines 

Of the 18 lines, two, REQ and ACK, can operate at switch
ing rates up to 10 MHz. They are defined as handshake 
lines, that in the asynchronous mode, strobe every byte of 
data. The maximum defined data transfer rate is 10MT/s for 
Fast SCSI. This corresponds to a bit width of 100 ns. The 
data path bits are the second fastest lines on the SCSI bus 
operating at 10MT/s maximum (5 MHz maximum for a 1-0-
1-0 pattern). The other control lines are low speed lines and 
are level sensitive not edge sensitive. These lines typically 
only switch between bus states, and a substantial amount of 
time is provided for settling. 

SCSI BUS STATES 

The SCSI bus has eight different states which are: 

• BUS FREE 

• ARBITRATION 

• SELECTION 

• RESELECTION 

• COMMAND 

• DATA 
• STATUS 

• MESSAGE 
The SCSI bus state is determined by the state of the SEL, 
BSY, 110, MSG, and C/D control lines. Initiators are in con
trol of the bus up to the command phase, and targets con
trol the last three information transfer phases. For example 
when SEL and BSY are both false, the SCSI bus is in a bus 
free state. 
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SCSI OPTIONS: FAST AND WIDE 

The FAST option allows for operation at 10MT/s (Mega 
Transfers per second) compared to the original 5MT/s 
specified in the original SCSI standard (now commonly re
ferred to as SCSI-i). Single-ended drivers and receivers 
should be limited to cables less than 3 meters in length and 
be properly terminated. In contrast, the differential RS-485 
transceivers can operate at 1 OMT I s over 25 meters of ca
ble and due to the differential scheme, offer high noise re
jection. The SCSI-2 (draft, 1993) introduced this option to 
SCSI and has gained wide acceptance. 

The WIDE option (also introduced in the SCSI-2 specifica
tion) defines extra lines that double or quadruple the system 
throughput (MB/s). Adding a second byte of data can be 
accomplished in two different ways. First, one could select 
the P cable which, with 68 conductors can house both bytes 
of data and the nine control lines (for a total of 27 lines). 
The other option specifies two cables (A and B); the A for 
the first byte and the nine control lines, while the B cable 
carries the second byte plus an additional REQB and ACKB 
line (for a total of 29 lines). Since the second option requires 
two sets of connectors and cables, the P cable has become 
the more popular of the two, as it saves money and back 
panel space. The P cable (and Q for Byte 3 and 4) is includ
ed in the SCSI-3 Parallel Interface (known as SPI) draft 
standard, however A and B 50-pin cables are also still al
lowed. With two bytes of data being transferred, 20MB/s is 
obtainable. Four bytes achieves a 40MB/s maximum trans
fer rate. However, the four byte option is not very popular 
since it again requires two cables (P and Q). 
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THE SCSI TERMINATION 

The differential SCSI bus requires line termination at both 
ends of the cable. Unlike the single-ended SCSI option, only 
one type of termination is defined. The line is terminated 
with a 3 resistor network commonly called a power termina
tion. The three resistors are: 3300 between the -Signal and 
the termination voltage (+ 5V), 1500 between the signal 
pair (-Signal lind, +Signal), and 3300 from +Signal to 
ground. The equivalent resistance of this network is 1220 
(1500 / / (3300 + 3300)), and closely approximates the 
characteristic impedance (Zo) of the defined cable. The ter
mination network is shown in Figure 3. 

Vterm vterm -- --
330n 330n 

-SIGNAL -
lSon lS0n 

-
+SIGNAL 

330n 330n 

-=-= -=-= - -
TUF/llB97-3 

FIGURE 3. The SCSI Differential Termination 

By using this termination reflections are minimized and a 
failsafe bias is provided. When all drivers are in TRI
STATE<!l (OFF), the resistors bias the line to approximately 
-1V differential. The sesl standard defines this as a 
FALSE state or not-asserted. The minus sign comes from 
the fact that the + Signal is less in potential than the - Sig
nal by one volt. It does not imply that the voltage is one volt 
below ground. A common problem that occurs when install
ing SCSI networks is employing greater than two termina
tion networks. Devices connected in the middle of the bus 
should not include (enabled) termination networks. The ter
mination networks should only be located at the extreme 
ends of the cable. Installing three or' more terminations 
loads down the driver's output signal and reduces or elimi
nates the noise margin. 

SCSI CONTROLLER REQUIREMENTS 
Not all SCSI controllers support the differential, mode. This 
is due to the fact that the external transceivers require direc
tion control signals. 

SUMMARY OF SCSI STANDARDS 
This application note provides an introduction and brief 
overview of the differential option for the'SCSI parallel inter
face. The reader is referenced to the standards listed below 
for complete, current SeSlspecifications. Also, a number of 
SCSI handbooks are available that cover sesl basics and 
protocol details written in plain English compared to the' 
more encrypted standards. 

Various manufactures reference different version of the 
SCSI standard. This creates some confusion to new users. 
The original version of SCSI released in 1986 is commonly 
referred to as SCSI or SCSI-1. The ANSI committee has 
created the second edition of SCSI known as SCSI-2, which 
is CUrrently in industry ballot (1993). This is still a draft stan
dard until balloting is complete. Approval should occur 
some time in 1993. Work has started on SCSI-3 also. This 
proposed standard was broken down into many smaller 
standards to speed up the ballot! approval process. The 
parallel interface standard is specified in the SPI document 
(SCSI Parallel Interface). SeSI-3 differs from SCSI-1 and-2 
in the fact that it also specifies alternate physical layers. 
Currently a serial bus based on a proposed IEEE standard 
(P1394) is being standardized for small form factor drives 
and also a fiber physical layer. Table I describes some of 
the major differences in the physical layers in SCSI-1, 2, and 
3 standard and draft standards. 

TABLE I. SCSI Standard Comparison 

Parameter SCSI-1 SCSI-2 SCSI-3 

Maximum 8 8 8,16, 
Nodes and 32 

Fast SCSI NO YES YES 

Wide SCSI NO YES YES 

Maximum 5MT/s 10MT/s 10MT/s 
Transfer Rate 

MB/~-1 Byte 5 10 10 

MB/s-2 Byte X 20 20 

MB/s4 Byte X 40 40 

Document X3.131 X3.131 SPI 
-1986 -199x draft 
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Common Data 
Transmission Parameters 
and their Definitions 

OVERVIEW 
The scope of this application note is to introduce common 
data transmission parameters and to provide their defini
tions. This application note is subdivided into five sections, 
which are: 

• Voltage Parameters 

• Current Parameters 

• Timing Parameters 

• Miscellaneous Parameters 

• Truth Table Explanations 

Each parameter definition typically includes the following in
formation: symbol, full name, description of measurement, 
measurement diagram, and a list of alternate names where 
applicable. Due to historical reasons (Fairchild origin, Na
tional origin, second sourcing, etc.) some devices use alter
nate symbols for the same parameters. Whenever possible, 
a list of common alternate symbols is provided for cross 
reference. New and future devices from National's Data 
Transmission Products Group will use the parameters as 
described in this application note for consistency and clarity 
reasons and to limit confusion. 

This application note will be revised to add new parameters 
as required by new product definition. 

In this application note the following symbols are used in 
test circuit diagrams. The measured parameter symbol rep
resents a PMU-Precision Measurement Unit located at the 
test points illustrated in the test circuit. The PMU symbol 
also includes the parameter's name that is under test. The 
forced condition represents a forced voltage or current 
which is required to make the parameter measurement. 
Once again, it includes the parameter symbol that is being 
forced. 

PMU 

= Measured Parameter 

$ t = Forced Condition 

VOLTAGE PARAMETERS 
Input Voltage Parameters 

TLlF/11932-1 

VCl-lnput Clamp Voltage. An input voltage in a region of 
relatively low differential resistance that serves to limit the 
input voltage swing. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 912 
John Goldie ' 

VCM-Common Mode Voltage. The algebraic mean of the 
two voltages applied to, the referenced terminals, for exam
ple the receiver's input terminals. This voltage is referenced 
to circuit common (ground). This parameter is illustrated in 
Figure 1 along with its mathematical equation. 

TLlF/11932-2 

FIGURE 1. Common Mode Voltage 
VOIF.,-Differentlal Input Voltage. The potential differ
ence between the input terminals of the device (receiver) 
with respect to one of the inputs (typically the inverting input 
terminal). This parameter may be a positive or negative volt
age, and commonly specifies the minimum operating volt
age and the absolute maximum differential input voltage. 
See Figure 2. VOIFF is also known as VIO for input differen
tial voltage. 

TL/F/11932-3 

FIGURE 2. DIHerentlallnput Voltage 

VIIr-"Hlgh-Levellnput Voltage. An input voltage within the 
more positive (less negative) of the two ranges of values 
used to represent the binary variables. For example an input 
voltage between 2.0V and 5.0V in the case of standard TTL 
logic. 
Note: A minimum is specified that is the least positive value of the high·lev· 

ellnput voltage for which operation of the logic element within speci· 
fication limits is guaranteed. 

Vil-Low-Levelinput Voltage. An input voltage within the 
less positive (more negative) of the two ranges of values 
used to represent the binary variables. For example an input 
voltage between O.OV and O.BV in the case of standard TTL 
logic. 
Note: A maximum Is specified that Is the most positive value of the 1ow·1ev· 

ellnput voltage for which operation of the logic element within speci. 
fication limits Is guaranteed. 
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V~08ltlve-Golng Threshold Voltage. The voltage lev
el at a transition-operated input that causes operation of the 
logic element according to specification. as the input volt
age rises from a level below the negative..going threshold 
voltage. VTL. See Figure 3. Note that VTH has also been 
used in the past to specifiy both thresholds in one parame
ter. In this case, VTH represents the Threshold Voltages and 
supports a minimum and maximum limit, for example, ± 200 
mY. 

Voltage Transfer Curve (VTC) 

VOUT 

VOL ___ .L.._+_--' 

FIGURE 3. Threshold Voltages 
TL/F/11932-4 

VTL -Negatlve-Golng Threshold Voltage. The voltage 
level at a transition-operated input that causes operation of 
the logic element according to specification, as the input 
voltage falls from a level above the positive-going threshold 
voltage, VTH. See Figure 3 above. 

VHYS-Hysteresis. The absolute difference in voltage val
ue between the positive going threshold and the negative 
going threshold. See Figure 4. Hysteresis is the most widely 
symbolized parameter. Alternate symbols include: VHY, 
VT+ -VT-, VHYST, AVTH, VTH-VTL, and VHST· 

VTC Curve 

FIGURE 4. Hysteresis Voltage 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE PARAMETERS 

TL/F/11932-5 

VOo-Output Differential Voltage. The output voltage be
tween the output terminals of a differential driver with input 
conditions applied that, according to the product specifica
tion, will establish a voltage level at the output. This voltage 
is measured with respect to the inverting output of the differ
ential driver. Voo is defined as the voltage at true output (A. 
DOUT+, or DO) minus the voltage at the inverting output (B, 
DOUT-, or DO·). Commonly an alpha-numeric suffIX is add
ed to designate specific test conditions. For example the 
case of different resistive loads. Also a star ... n or over
score bar is used with the parameter to deSignate the pa
rameters' value with the opposite input state applied. This 
parameter has also been deSignated Terminated Output 
Voltage (VT) in some datasheels. 

14-171 

TL/F/11932-6 

FIGURE 5. VOD Test Circuit 

AVoo-Output Voltage Unbalance. The change in magni
tude of the differential output voltage between the output 
terminals of a differential driver with opposite input condi
tions applied. AVoo is defined as: AVoo= Ivool-Ivoool. 
VOH-Hlgh Level Output Voltage. The output voltage at 
an output terminal with input conditions applied that, ac
cording to the product specification, will establish a logic 
high level at the output. This voltage is measured with re
spect to circuit common (ground). See Figure 6 .. 

_ GND 

TUF/11932-7 

FIGURE 6. VOH Test Circuit 

VOL -Low Level Output Voltage. The output voltage at an 
output terminal with input conditions applied that. according 
to the product specification, will establish a logiC low level at 
the output. This voltage is measured with respect to circuit 
common (ground). See Figure 7. 

_ GND 

TUF/11932-8 

FIGURE 7. VOL Test Circuit 

Vos-Offset Voltage. The center point output voltage be
tween the output terminals of a differential driver with input 
conditions applied that, according to the product specifica
tion, will establish a voltage level at the output. This voltage 
is measured with respect to the driver's circuit common 
(ground). Commonly a star ... n or over-score bar is used 
with the parameter to deSignate the parameter's value with 
the opposite input state applied (see Figure 8). This parame
ter is also referred to as Voc-Common Mode Voltage. 
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-= GNO 
TL/F/11932-9 

FIGURE 8. Vos Test Circuit 

aVos-Offset Voltage Unbalance. The change in magni
tude of the offset voltage at t!'le output terminals of a differ
ential driver with opposite input conditioris applied. avos is 
defined as: . 

avos=lvosl-lvos'l. 

Vss-Steady State Qutput Voltage. The steady state dif
ferential output voltage is defined as Ivool + Ivoo'i. This is 
typically a calculated parameter only, based on the formula 
shown above. The Voo parameter is defined above and il
lustrated in Figure 5. Vss is equal to twice the magnitude of 
Voo and is shown in Figure 9. 

TL/F/11932-10 

FIGUR~ 9. Differential Output Steady State' Voltage 

V,-Terminated Output Voltage. The output voltage at an 
output terminal with input conditions applied that, according 
to the product specification, will establish a known logic lev
el at the output. This voltage is measured with respect to 
circuit common (ground) with a stated resistance, and may 
be a positive or negative voltage. This parameter is typically 
used in conjunction with single-ended (unbalanced) line 
drivers. See Figure 10. 

Vee 

-= GNO 
TL/F/11932-11 

FIGURE 10. VT Test Circuit 
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aV,-Terminated Output Voltage. Unbala~. The 
change in magnitude of the .terminated output voltage at the 
output terminal of a single-ended line driver with opposite 
input conditions applied. a VT is defined as: 

. !:NT= IVTI-lvT·I. 

CURRENT PARAMETERS 
Note: Current is specified ss magnitude value only. wtth the sign denoting 

the current direction only. A negative sign defines current flowing out 
of a device pin. while a positive sign defines current flowing into a 
device pin. The largest current limit Is specijied ss a maximum. and 
zero (0) by default is the smallest minimum. All future OTP data
sheets will follow this convention. and only some existing datssheelS 
follow this convention. 

IIH-Hlgh-Level Input Current. The current into (out of) an 
input when a high-level voltage is applied to that input. Note 
that current out of a device pin is given as a negative value. 
Typically this parameter specifies a positive maximum value 
for bipolar devices. 

IlL -Low-Level Input Current. The current into (out of) an 
input when a low-level voltage is applied to that input. Note 
that current out of a device pin is given as a negative value. 

II-Maximum Input Current. The current into (out of) an 
input when the maximum specified input voltage is applied 
to that input. Note that current out of a device pin is given as 
a negative value. 

II..-Input Current. The current into (out of) a receiver input 
when a specified input voltage,. or voltage range is applied 
to that input. Note that current out of a device pin is given as 
a negative value. This parameter is typically ·tested at the 
maximum voltage specified for the input. For differential.re
ceivers the other input (not under test) is held at OV .(in the 
case of RS-422/3 and 485 receivers). 

IINo-lnput Current, Power Up Glitch. The current into 
(oul of) an input when a specified input voltage, or voltage 
range is applied to that input. Note that current out of a 
device pin is given as a negative value. This parameter ap
plies to transceivers (RS-485) only, and is actually specify
ing the driver's performance at a specific power supply lev
el. Additionally the driver is biased such that it is enabled, 
with the specified power supply voltage applied. This param
eter assures that the driver is disabled by an internal circuit 
at the specified power supply level, even though the enable 
pin is active. If the driver was enabled, los current would be 
observed, instead of the combined measured current of 
driver TRI-STATE@ leakage (Ioz) plus receiver input current 
(liN)' For example Vcc=3.0V is commonly referenced to 
represent a single point in a power up/down cycle. (See 
AN-905 for more information on this parameter). 

IOs-Output Shori Circuit Current. The current into (out 
of) an output when that output is short-circuited to Circuit 
common (ground) or any other specified potential, with input 
conditions as noted, typically such that the output logic level 
is the furthest potential from the applied voltage. This pa
rameter commonly includes an identifying suffix. For exam
ple loso represents the output short circuit current of a driv
er, while 10SR represents the receiver's output 'short circuit 
current. Output short circuit current is also deSignated by 
the following symbols: 10 +, Isc, and Is. See FigiJre 11. . 
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-= GND 
TL/F/11932-12 

FIGURE 11.108 Test Circuit 

10z-TRI-8TATE Output Current. The current into (out of) 
a TRI-STATE output having input (control) conditions ap
plied that, according to the product specification, will estab
lish a high impedance state at the butput. This parameter 
commonly includes an identifying suffix. For example, IOZD 
represents the TRI-STATE output current of a driver, while 
IOZR' represents the receiver's TRI-STATE output current. In 
addition IOZH and IOZl are also commonly used and denote 
the forced voltage (logic) level. See Figure 12. 

-= GND 
TL/F/11932-13 

FIGURE 12.loz Test Circuit 

10x-Power Off Leakage Current. The current flowing into 
(out of) an output with input conditions applied that, accord
ing to the product specification, will establish a high imped
ance state at the output. Commonly a known state is re
quired on the power supply pin as an input condition. For 
example, power supply terminal (Vccl equal to zero volts 
may be, a required condition of an lox parameter. See 
Figure 13. 

-= GND 
TL/F/11932-14 

FIGURE 13. lox Test Circuit 

loo-Differentiai Output Current. The current flowing be
tween the output terminals of a differential line driver with an 
external differential load applied that, according to the prod
uct specification, will establish a known state at the output. 
See Figure 14. 

TLlF/11932-15 

FIGURE 14. Differential Output Current 

10~lgh-Level Output Current. The current into (out of) 
an output terminal with input conditions applied that, ac· 
cording to the product specification, will establish a logic 
high level at the corresponding output. Note that current out 
of a termin~1 is given as a negative value. 

10L-Low-Levei Output Current. The current into (out of) 
an output terminal with input conditions applied that, ac· 
cording to the product specification, will establish a logic low 
level at the corresponding output. Note that current out of a 
terminal is given as a negative value. 

Icc-Supply Current. The current into the Vcc supply ter· 
minal of the integrated circuit. Normally the parameter is 
measured with all loads removed. It may also include a suf· 
fix that denotes that state of the device. For example: 

ICCD = Power Supply Current 
(drivers enabled, receivers disabled) 

ICCR = Power Supply Current 
(receivers enabled, drivers disabled) 

Iccz= Power Supply Current 
(drivers and receivers disabled) 

ICCX = Power Supply Current 
(sleep or shutdown mode) 

IEE-8uPPIy Current. The current into the VEE supply ter· 
minal of the integrated circuit. Normally the parameter is 
measured with all loads removed. It may also include a suf
fix that denotes that state of the device. Note that current 
out of a terminal is given as a negative value. For example: 

IEED= Power Supply Current 
(drivers enabled, receivers disabled) 

Ie'ER = Power Supply Current 
(receivers enabled, drivers disabled) 

IEEZ= Power Supply Current 
(drivers and receivers disabled) 

IEEX= Power Supply Current 
(sleep or shutdown mode) 

TIMING PARAMETERS 

tpLI;-Propagatlon Delay Time, Low-to-Hlgh-Level Out
put. The time between specified reference pOints on the 
input and output voltage waveforms with tlie output chang
ing from a logic low level to a logic high level. 
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~ r-------------------------------------------=-----------------------------------------, .-c:p tpHL -Propagation Delay Time, High-to-Low-Level Out-
Z put. The time between specified reference pOints on the 
<C input and output voltage waveforms with the output chang· 

ing from a logic high level to a logic low leyel. 

ts~Propagation Delay Skew. The magnitude difference 
between complementary propagation delays. Skew is de
fined as ItpLH-tpHLi. This specification is a per channel 
parameter unless specified otherwise. 

tpLHo-Differentlal Propagation Delay Time, Low-to
High-Level Output. The time between specified reference 
pOints on the input and 'output differential voltage wave
forms with the output changing from a logic low level to a 
logic high level. 

tpHLo-Differentlal Propagation Delay Time; High-to
Low-Level Output. The time between specified reference 
points on the input and output differential voltage wave
forms with the output changing from a logic high level to a 
logic low level. 

tSKo-Dlfferential Propagation Delay Skew. The magni
tude difference between complementary'differential propa
gation delays. Skew is defined as'ltpLHo-tpHLOI. This 
specification is a per channel parameter unless 'specified 
otherwise. 

tpzw--Output Enable Time. The propagation delay time 
between the specified reference points on the input (con
trol) and output voltage waveforms with the TRI-STATE out
put changing from a high impedance (off) state to a logic 
high level. 

tpZL -Output Enable Time. The propagation delay time 
between the specified reference points on the input (con
trol) and output voltage waveforms with the TRI-STATE out
put changing from a high impedance (of:l) state to a logic 
low level. 

tpH~utput Disable Time. The propagation delay time 
between the specified reference points on the input (con
trol) and output voltage waveforms with the TRI-STATE out
put changing from logic high level to a high impedance (off) 
state. 

tp~utput Disable Time. The propagation delay time 
between the specified reference points on the input (con
trol) and output voltage waveforms with the TRI-STATE out
put changing from logic low level to a high impedance (6ff) 
state. ' , 

tps~ropagatlon Delay Time, Sleep-to-Hlgh-Level 
Output. The propagation delay time betWeen the specified 
reference points on the input (control) and output voltage 
waveforms with the output changing from an off state to a 
logic high level. 

tpSL -Propagation Delay Time, Sleep-to-Low-Level Out
put. The propagation delay time between the specifilld ref
erence points on the input (cOntrol) and output voltage 
waveforms with the output changing from an off state to a 
logic low level. 

tpHs-Propagation Delay Time, High-Level Output to 
Sleep. The propagation delay time between the specified 
reference points on the input (control) and output voltage 
waveforms with the output changing from logic high level to 
an off state. 

tpur-Propagatlon Delay Time, Low-Level Output to 
Sleep. The propagation delay time between the specified 
reference points on the inpu! (control) and output voltage 
waveforms with the output changing from logiC low level to 
an off state. 

t....-Rise Time. The time between two specified reference 
points on an input'waveform; 'normally between the 10% 
and 90% or the 20% and 80% pOints, that is changing from 
low to high. Note, also commonly specified as transition 
tirne (tTLH)' 
tr-Fall Time. The time between two specified reference 
points on an input waveform, normally between the 10% 
and 90% or the 20% and 80% pOints, that is changing from 
high to low. Note, also commonly specified as transition 
time (IrHU. 

!rur-Transition Time Low to High. The time between 
two specified reference pOints on an input waveform, nor
mally between the 10% and 90% or the 20% and 80% 
pOints, that is changing from low to high. Note, also com
monly specified as rise time (Ir). 

!rHL -Transition Time High to l.ow. The time between 
two specified reference points on an output waveform, nor
mally between the 10% and 90% or the 20% and 80% 
pOints, that is changing from high to low. Note, also com
monly specified as fall time (tf). 

tNw-Nolse Pulse Width. The width in time of a pulse ap
plied to a device. The parameter is commonly specified with 
receivers that feature low pass noise filters. tNW is the pulse 
width assumed to be noise and guaranteed to be rejected. 

MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS 

SR-Slew Rate. The,time between two specified reference 
pOints on an output waveform, normally between'the ± 3V 
level for TIAIEIA-232 (RS-232) drivers, divided by the volt
age difference. Note, this parameter is normally speCified in 
Volts per microsecond (VII's). A suffix may be added to 
denote different loading conditions. 

RIN-Input Resistance. The slope of the input voltage vs. 
input current curve of an input when a specified voltage 
range is applied to that input and the current is measured. 
Note, that two pOints must be measured for the parameter 
to be calculated correctly as RIN is defined as I:. VII:.I not 
VII. 
Rour-output Impedance. The resulting output imped
ance calculated from measured currents at applied volt
ages. 

TRUTH TABLE EXPLANANTIONS 

Symbols generally associated with functional truth tables 
are listed below: 

H or 1 = Logic High Level (steady state) 

L or 0 = Logic Low Level (steady state) 

Z = TRI-STATEGI> (high impedance off state) 

X = irrelevant (input, including transitions) 

REFERENCES 

ALS/AS IC Device Testing, ALS/AS Logic Databook. 
National Semiconductor Corp., 1990 

Glossary of Terms, ALS/AS Logic Databook. National 
Semiconductor Corp., 1990 
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Understanding Power 
Requirements in RS-232 
Applications 

INTRODUCTION 

As the popularity of asynchronous serial communication be
came widely accepted by the industry, the RS-232 standard 
gained very wide acceptance. The use of this standard is 
visible in almost all Industrial, Portable, Desktop, Data Ac
quistion and Test Measurement applications using a serial 
port for communication. Even though the standard specifies 
a maximum data rate for RS-232 of 20 kbps, some applica
tions need for higher speed is overwhelming. More and 
more applications today require at least 120 kbps to support 
Laplink@, a popular communication software used by Lap
top/Desktop computers for fast file transfer between two 
computers. RS-232 type Drivers and Receivers must also 
support this higher data rate to be Laplink compatible. 

This application note covers the RS-232 circuit functions, an 
explanation of hardware handshaking, a step by step analy
sis of the hardware handshaking between a local and re
mote terminal, and power requirements/dissipation of the 
DS14C335. 

RS-232 HANDSHAKING CIRCUITS 

In a Terminal (DTE-Data Terminal Equipment) to Modem 
(DCE-Data Circuit Terminating Equipment) application, as 
shown in Figure 1, commonly only eight dedicated lines are 
required. Even though the standard defines a 25 pin con
nection, the de-facto 9 pin connector is very popular. These 
lines are DCD, RXD, TXD, DTR, DSR; RTS, CTS, RI and 
GND and are shown in Figure 2. Lets take a quick look at 
these dedicated lines along with their respective functions. 
Note that ON is defined as a positive voltage and OFF is a 
negative voltages on the cable. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 914 
Syed Huq 

ucu 

RXD 

TXO 

DTR 

GND 

DSR 

RTS 

CTS 

RI 

TLfFf11935-2 

FIGURE 2. Direction ot Flow from DTE/DCE 

DCD: DATA CARRIER DETECT (DCE TO DTE) 

When this circuit is OFF locally, it indicates to the local ter
minal that the remote DTE has not switched its RTS circuit 
ON yet and the local terminal can gain control over the carri
er line if needed. When this circuit is ON locally, it indicates 
to the local terminal that the remote modem has received a 
RTS ON condition from its terminal and the remote DTE is 
in control over the carrier line. 

RXD: RECEIVE DATA (DCE TO DTE) 

Receive data circuit from modem to DTE. 

TXD: TRANSMIT DATA (DTE TO DCE) 

Transmit data circuit from DTE to modem. 

fJC~:2~~~ 
..... 4i4ii!1? Local t Remote· \@# ..... L 

Local DTE MODEM MODEM Remote DTE 
(DCE) ... (DCE) 

Telecommunication 

FIGURE 1. DTE to DCE Interface 
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:,i>TR: DATA TERMINAL READY (DTE TO DCE) 
:~ The ,PTR pin is generally ON when the terminal is ready to 

e,stSblish communication channel through its modem. By 
keeping the OTA circuit ON the OTE lets an "auto answer" 
modem accept the call unattended. The OTA circuit is OFF, 
only when the OTE does not want its modem to accept calls 
from remote locations. This is known as local mode. 

DSR: DATA SET READY (DCETO DTE)' 
Both modems switch their OSA circuit ON when a communi
cation path has been established between the two sites (lo
cal and remote modem). 

RTS: REQUEST TO SEND (DTE TO DCE) 
When Ii: terminal is ready to transmit data, it switches the 
RTS circuit ON, indicating to the local modem that it is ready 
to transmit data. This information also gets passed to the 
remote modem. The ATS line controls the direction of data 
transmission. Ouring transmit mode, the line is ON and dur
ing receive mode it's OFF. 

CTS: CLEAR TO SEND (DCE TO DTE) 
When eTS swicthes ON, the local modem is ready to re
ceive data from its OTE and the local modem has control 
over the telephone lines for data transmission. 

RI: RING INDICATOR (DCE TO DTE) 
, When the modem receives a call, the AI circuit switches 
'ON/OFF in sequence with the phone ringing informing the 
OTE that a call Is coming in. This indicates that a remote 
modem is requesting a dial-up connection. 

GND 
Ground, signal common. 

HARDWARE HANDSHAKE FLOW' 
A step by step analysis of handshaking illustrates how each 
circuit is used to establish communication between a local 

OTR 
(Local II: Remote) 

RI 
(Remote) 

OSR 
(Local II: Remote) 

RTS 
(Local) 

OCO 

I I 

Call answered 
I I 

I I 

I I 
Receive mode 

and a remote site. To keep the subject simple, assumption 
has been made that traOsmissiori is from tocal to Aemote 
only. ,I" 

1. Local OTE sWitchEis OrR ON and I~I m~dem aials the 
phone number of the remote modern. ,I 

2. If OTA at remote location is ON, the remote modem's AI 
tums ON/OFF in sequence with the phone ringing, indi
cating a call coming in. 

;3. The remote modem retums an answer-back tone to the 
local modem. Upon detection of this tone, the local mo
dem and the remote modem establishes the on-line 
connection., At this point both modems switch their OSA 
pins ON indicating that a connection has been estab-
lished. ' 

4. The 'local OTE switches ATS ,ON indicating,. that it is 
ready to send daia. This Signal gets passed on to the 
remote modems oeo circuit. 

5. The'local modem checks to. make sure that local oeo is 
OFF, which indicates that the remote modem is not in 
control of the carrier line. 

6. The local modem then switches' CTS ON to the local 
OTE to inform that it can start sending data. Locally the 
oeo circuit stays OFF. On the remote' modem oeo 
stays ON. ATS is held ON by the local OTE throughout 
the duration of the connection: 

7. The local OTE sends data through TXO to modem for 
transmittal. 

S. The remote modem receives the data and sends the 
data to its terminal via the AXO circuit. 

9. When data transmittal is finished, local OTE drops ATS, 
which, drops the oeo at remote modem and CTS at 

, ,local modem. Transmission of data can be discontinued 
by hanging up the phone line, by the OTE dropping its 
OTA circuit, by disconnecting the modem cable from the 
OTE. 

10. Now, either OTE is ready to start all over again and gain 
control of the telecommunication line. 

Transmit mode 
I I 

.:,ReceivI mode 

(Local II: Remot.) OK to send data I' 

CTS 
(Local) 

TXO 
(Local) 

RXO 
(Remote) 
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DATA IN 
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FIGURE 3. Graphlcalllluatratlon of Hardware Handahaklng 
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From the above 'explanations, in half-duplex communica
tion, we can derive that in transmit mode, only one driver 
(TXD) is switching (up to 120 kbps) while the other drivers/ 
receivers are at some known steady state (not switching). 
Similarly, on a receive mode, only one receiver (RXD) is 
switching while other lines maintain known steady state lev
els. 

POWER CONSUMPTION 

Based on the above observations, lets determine how Icc, 
frequency, internal! external capacitance and load resist
ance playa role in power consumption for the DS14C335. 
Total power consumption is the static and the dynamic pow
er combined. CMOS devices typically consume minimal 
power in a static condition. This can be calculated simply by 
multiplying Icc with Vee. 
Under a loaded condition, the external loading of the driver 
directly effects the power disSipation of the device and ap
plication. The RS-232 driver is normally connected to a ca
ble and a receiver at the far end. Since the transition time of 
the driver is set to be substantially longer than the cable 
delay, the cable load represents a lumped capacitive load 
and a series resistance. The series resistance on short ca
bles « 200 feet) can be neglected since it is very small 
compared to the receiver input resistance. This means the 
cable may be modeled as a lumped capacitive load equal to 
the capacitance per unit length multiplied by the length of 
the cable. 1000 pF is commonly used to represent a 20 foot 
cable, and 2500 pF is used as the maximum specified cable 
load. The receiver input resistance is specified to be be
tween 3 kO and 7 kO, 5 kO is used as a typical, and 3 kO is 
the worst case from a power point of view. This equivalent 
load is illustrated in Figure 4. 

V+ 

V- I~ 
TLlF/11935-4 

FIGURE 4. Load Seen by the Driver 

Where: Rs = Cable series resistance. 

CL = Cable load capaCitance. 

RIN = Input resistance of the Receiver. 

A channel that is in a steady state is loaded by the receivers 
input impedance since the cable capaCitance has charged 
up. The output current of the driver is determined by the 
output voltage of the driver (V OH or VoLl divided by the 
input resistance of the receiver. For example, a 7V level, 
across the 3 kO load, requires 2.3 mA. 

Dynamic power consumption has three major components. 
The switching current (spike current, also commonly called 
Conduction Overlap purrent) during transitions, external 
load resistance and external load capacitance transient dis
sipation. 

When the voltages to an NMOS/PMOS pair are in tran
sition, both transistors turn on partially, creating a relatively 
low impedance path between the supply rails (V + and V -). 
This is known as simultaneous conduction and is illustrated 
in Figure 5. As input frequency increases, the period de
creases. At some pohitthe output transistors fail to charge 
and discharge fully causing both upper and lower output 
transistor to stay on momentarily. This simultaneous con
duction increases Icc as the input signal's frequency is in
creased. 

The charging and discharging of the large load capaCitance 
CL contributes to power consumption as well. The external 
load capacitance increases power in the same manner as 
the internal capacitance. A channel that is switching at 
speed is affected by all the components described previous
ly. These new components contribute to the increased out
put current sourced or sunk by the driver to charge or dis
charge the capaCitive load. This component of the load cur
rent will increase if the external capacitance is increased 
and also if the switching rate of the device is increased. 

.+-----1 ( • vee 
---M-:,.--

Bias 9 
on (momentary) 

~----I~ ...... -----Out 

on (momentary) 

Bias--1 

TL/F/11935-5 

FIGURE 5. Simultaneous Conituctlon and Icc 
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c:p DS14C335 AND POWER CQNSUMPTION 

Z National's DS14C335 is a 3 X 5 Driver/Receiver combina-
C( tion providing a one-chip solution for a 9 pin RS-232 OTE 

application. Graph 1 shows a worst case situation where all 
3 drivers and '5 receivers are switching under dillerent load
ing conditions. Under this worst case condition, at 10 kHz 
(20 kbps), supply current is 30 mA (2500 pF). Under a no 
load condition, 'supply current stays relatively flat. Graph 2 
shows a true RS-232 applicatio'n where one driver (TXO) is 
switching while the other two are driver (OTR and RTS) re
main High (loaded) as shown in FigureS. At 10 kHz, supply 
current reads 26 mA (2500 pF), under this real world RS-
232 application.' Decreasing the capacitive load also de
creases the supply current as shown in Graph 2. Graph S 
illustrates one receiver (RXD) switching. Supply currerit is 
almost constant under this operating condition. 
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, GRAPH 1. All Driver and Receiver Switching 
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GRAPH 2. One Driver (TXD) Switching 
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GRAPH 3. One ReceIVer (RXD) Switching 

Looking at the Supply Power vs Data R,ate (Graph 4) we can 
see that under multiple driver switching and at a maximum 
data rate of 120 kbps, the supply power is 120 mW (2500 pF 
load). With one driver switching and the other two driver 
output at High (RS-232 Application), the supply power at 
maximum data rate of 1:10 kbps drops to 103 mW (2500 pF 
load). 
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GRAPH 4. Supply Power vs Data Rate 

The DS14C335 also oilers a SHUTDOWN (SO) feature 
where the device can be de-activated by applying a logic 
High on the SO pin. This will lower the supply current to less 
than 1 p,A (typical). In addition, in this mode one receiver 
(R5) remains active to monitor RI (Ring Indicator). This ac
tive receiver can sense incoming calls and inform the power 
management circuit to activate the device. SHUTDOWN 
mode saves battery life when the serial port is not used. In 
thi.~ mode, power dissipation is only 3.3 p,Waliowing battery 

. charge to be used by other active circuitry. 

OTHER INDUSTRY STANDARDS (RS·232) 

RS-562 is another standard that is gaining popularity in the 
'Industry. RS-562 is compatible to RS-232, however, there 
are some trade-oils. Table I illustrates a comparison and the 
major differences between the two standards. 
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TABLE I. Comparison and Major Differences between RS·232 and R5-S62 

Specifications RS·232 R5-S62 

Mode of Operation Single·ended Single·ended 

Receiver Input 3 kO to 7 kO 3 kO to 7 kO 
Resistance (0) 

Receiver Sensitivity ±3V ±3V 

Driver Output Current ± 6.67 mA (3000) ± 6.67 rnA (3000) 
(Powered Off, ± 2V) 

Driver Output Short :5:100mA :5:80mA 
Circuit Current Limit 

Number of Drivers and 1 Driver 1 Driver 
Receivers Allowed 1 Receiver 1 Receiver 

Max Cable Length - 50' (2500 pF) 2500 pF (20 kbps) 
1000 pF (64 kbps) 

Max Data Rate 20kbpa 84kbpa 

Driver Output ±5VMin ±3.7VMin 
± 15Vllax ± 13.2Vllax 

Driver Load 3 kO to 7 kO 3 kO to 7 kO 

Driver Slew Rate :5:30 V/,..s :5:30 V/,..s 

Even though RS·562 standard specifies data rates greater 
than RS·232, the DS14C335 (RS·232) far exceeds the 
64 kbps of RS·562. The most significant difference between 
the two standards is the noise margin. As shown in Figure 6, 
RS·232 devices have a noise margin of 2V or greater. Typi· 
cally for DS14C335, the noise margin is 4.5V (7.5V - 3V) 

whereas RS·562 has a noise margin as low as 700 mV 
(3.7V - 3V). A lower noise margin (RS·562) means limited 
rejection of external noise, crosstalk and ground potential 
differences which can all commonly occur in RS·232 type 
communication. 

TLlF111935-6 

FIGURE 6. Noise Margin Comparison 
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CONCLUSION 
Design Engineers are plagued with ground shift, noise prob
lems and a noise margin of only 700 mV is not acceptable in 
many applications. RS-232 guarantees a 2V noise margin 
and Nationals DS14C335 is the preferred choice for appli
cations requiring data rates pushing 120 kbps. Also, we 
have observed that in a half-duplex RS-232 DTE to DCE 
application, the supply current of the device is lower than 
simultaneous switching of all drivers and receivers as the 
application only requires one driver (TXD) or one receiver 
(RXD) switching at a time while the rest of the drivers/re
ceivers maintain known steady state levels. Along with the 
power dissipation calculations, a discussion of the SHUT
DOWN feature was also presented. This SHUTDOWN 
mode is highly desirable for any application that is battery 
powered, as it saves battery charge when the serial port is 
inactive. 
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Automotive Physical Layer 
8AE J 1708 and the 0836277 

INTRODUCTION 

Multiplex (MUX) wiring, or networking, has been introduced 
in automotive applications to address the increase in com
plexity and the number of onboard electronic devices in au
tomobiles. Both standardized and proprietary solutions exist 
to address these issues. A standardized approach may be 
more desirable as cost and interoperability become impor
tant factors to consider for all original equipment manufac
turers including automobile manufacturers. 

The purpose of this application note is to give a general 
understanding of the J1708 recommended practice (SAE 
J1708) and the DS36277 transceiver which is optimized for 
use with SAE J1708. Additionally, this application note ex
plains the significant differences between the DS36277 and 
a standard RS-485 transceiver, the DS751768. 

EXPLANATION OF TERMS 

Dominant Mode-This is a mode of operation in which one 
logic state is dominant over any other state on the bus. 

listen Mode-This is a mode of operation in which a receiv
er is always active (assuming the device is powered) and its 
output Is always In a known state. 

DEFINITION OF TIAIEIA-485 AND SAE J1708 

This section explains the definition of TIAIEIA-485 (RS-485) 
and SAE J1708. However, this section does not explain the 
electrical characteristic specifications of RS-485 or SAE 
J1708. The provisions for SAE J1708 will be discussed in 
the next section and for a brief definition of the RS-485 
electrical specifications, refer to National application note 
AN-216. 

First, RS-485 is an interface standard that specifies only 
electrical characteristics for balanced multipoint interface 
circuits. A complete interface standard will specify electrical, 
mechanical, and functional characteristics as does the pop
ular interface standard TIAIEIA-232-E (see Table I). Sec
ond, SAE J1708 specifies only the functional characteristics 
for balanced interface circuits. RS-485 is referenced by SAE 
J 1708 for its electrical specifications but with a few modifi
cations. Thus, the end designer of a SAE J1708 application 
must specify their own mechanical connections. 

TABLE I. Definition of R5-485 and SAE J1708 

Mechanical Functional Electrical 

TIAIEIA-485 " 
SAEJ1708 " REF. RS-485 

TIA/EIA-232-E " " " 
THE SAE RECOMMENDED PRACTICE J1708 

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has defined this 
recommended practice for serial data communications be
tween .microcomputer systems in heavy duty vehicle appli
cations. It is also well suited to passenger car applications 
(as shown in Figure 1) and many non-automotive uses. The 
bus is expected to be used for sharing data. An applications 
document, like SAE J1587 or SAE J1922, defines the actual 
data and/or functions to be transmitted. SAE J1708 only 
defines the hardware and basic software. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 915 
Michael Wilson 
Todd Nelson 

TL/F/11936-1 

FIGURE 1. Automobile Controls on a SAE J1708 Bus 

The physical media is a two-wire bus using 18-gauge twist
ed pair with a minimum of 1 twist per inch. The maximum 
length is intended to be 40m. A maximum of 20 nodes is 
specified. Deviations from this must be carefully analyzed to 
determine impact on bus performance over the entire oper
ating range. 

Each node may access the bus randomly once the bus is 
idle for a predetermined access time. If two or more nodes 
attempt to access the bus at the same time, the contending 
nodes must arbitrate for the bus. Arbitration is determined 
by priority, which is set between 1 (top priority) and 8. An 
applications document shall reference SAE J1708 and de
fine the priority associated with each message. Since there 
can be up to 20 nodes, it is possible for two contending 
nodes to have the same priority. When contention exists 
between two or more nodes, arbitration is determined by the 
bus access time. This is the time a node is required to wait 
before it can attempt to access the bus. 

The protocol is consistent with standard UART operation. A 
message consists of a Message Identification character 
(MID), a data character(s) and a checksum character. The 
total message length should not exceed 21 characters. A 
character is defined as 1 0 bits: the first bit is always the start 
bit (logic level LOW), fOllowed by eight bits of data and, the 
tenth bit is the stop bit (logic level HIGH) (see Figure 2). 

The bit timing equates to a baud rate of 9600. The logic 
LOW and HIGH levels are encoded as "dominant" and "re
cessive" which will be described later. The hardware is de
fined by the RS-485 standard for its electrical characteris
tics, with some exceptions and modifications. 

"starV 8 Data Bit. 7 Stop 

TL/F/119S8-2 

FIGURE 2. Character Format 
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Ci;J1708 BUS LOADING 
:Z The'recommended implementation for a SAE J170810ad is 
c( shown in. Figure 3. The recommended implementation for a 

SAE J1708 system using a standard RS-485 transCl;liver, 
such as the OS751766 (see Figure 4), is shown ill Figure 7. 
The circuitry between the bus and the transceiver differs 
from RS-485 and is intended to ~rovidE! seyeral features: 

• R1 and R2 provide the bias for the "recessive" state. 

• C1 and C2 combine to form a Ei MHz low pass filter, 
effective for reducing FM interference. 

• R2, C1, R4 and C2 combine to form a 1.6 MHz low pass 
lilter, effective· for .reducing AM interference. 

• Since the bus i's unterminated, at high frequencies R3 
and R4 perform a pseudo-termination. This makes the 
implementation more flexible as no specific "termination 
nodes" are required at the ends of the bus. 

The resistor and capacitor values are as follows and are 
shown in Figure 3: . 
Resistor 1 and 2 (R1 and R2)- 4.7 kO 

Resistor 3 and 4 (R3 and R4)- 470 

Capacitor 1 and 2 (C1 and C2)- 2.2 nF 

Vee 

~"R1 ' 

R3 

-C1 E£ J170B 

t. -::- "1 '::'" , .. 
8 R2 

-=- GND 

J 1708 LOAD 

FIGURE 3. Node Load Circuit 
TUF/11936-3 

TUF/11936~4 
FIGURE 4. The DS7~176B in a SAE J1708 Application 

DOMINANT MODE 

The drivers used by SAE J1708 are used in a dominant 
mode application. The driver's input (01) is tied LOW and the 
Signal (Tx) to be transmitted is tied to the driver's enable. 
The enable (DE) is active HIGH for the OS751766 while the 
enable (DE·) for the OS36277 is active LOW. First, this in
formation is very important because this tells us that the 
driver is only capable of driving LOW. Therefore, a logic level 
LOW is encoded as "dominant". When the driver is dis
abled, the bus is pulled high by external bias resistors R1 

hllp:llwww .. national.com 14-182 

and R2 (as shown in Figure 3). Thus, Ii logic level HIGH is 
encoded as "recessive". Second, if the driver's enable is 
active,LOW, then you will.transmit positive logic. 6ut, if the 
driver's enable is active HIGH you will transmit negative log
ic. SAE J 1708 is only defined for positive logic. Therefore, to 
implement a SAE J1708 application using OS751766, which 
has an active HIGH driver enable, an inverter is needed for 
the driver enable (see Figures 4 and 6). Howev~, the active 
LOW driver enable pin on the OS36277 saves the user an 
externally needed inverter (see Figure 5). . 

Tx DE" 

GND 
TL/F/11936-5 

FIGURE 5. The DS36277In a SAE J1708 Application 

In the case of a SAE J1708 application, a logic LOW can 
overwritli\ a logic HIGH. Thus, if contention exists between 
two drivers with transmitting signals {Tx) in opposite states, 
the driver driving the "dominant" state wins. 

Vee 

UART Tx/Rx 

TL/F/11936-6 

FIGURE 6. Typical SAE J1708 System Block Diagram 

SAE J 1708 requires all receivers to listen to every message 
identification character transmitted to determine if conten
tion exists. Unlike the driver, the receiver'S enable (RE*) is 
always tied LOW (see Figures 4 and 5). This means the 
receiver is always in listen mode (see Explanation of 
Terms). 

The external components shown in Figure 3 provide the 
necessary bias for a logic High "recessive" state. SAE 
J1708 requires no additional external components other 
than the J170810ad. This means that no parallel termination 
can be used at the ends of the SAE J1708 bus. The re
quired loading also provides failsafe protection. 

FEATURES OF THE DS75176B 

The OS751766 offers full compliance with the RS-485 stan
dard and it is compatible with RS-422 and V.1t. The device 
is available with industrial temperature range. Additionally, a 
thermal shutdown circuit protects the device against ther
mal overstress due to excessive power dissipation. Further
more, the receiver has failsafe protection. However, the re
ceiver's output is only guaranteed to be in a logic HIGH 
state fOr'an open input line condition. The receiver also has 
± 200' mV threshold levels. The driver lias an active HIGH 
enable while the receiver has an active LOW enable. 



TLlFI11~36-7 

FIGURE 7. SAE J1708 Typical Bus Configuration and loading 

FEATURES OF THE 0836277 
The 0836277 is optimized for use with SAE J1708 electrical 
applications and the device is still compatible with RS.485, 
RS-422, and V.11 standards. Like the OS75176B, the de· 
vice is available with industrial temperature range. Also the 
device includes thermal shutdown protection; plus the re
ceiver has failsafe protection. Additionally, the receiver has 
full failsafe defenses that includes shorted and terminated 
line fault/conditions as well as open line conditions. The 
receiver's output is guaranteed to be In a logic HIGH state 
for all three line faults/conditions. The receiver's OV to 
- 500 mV threshold provides the protection from shorted 
line faults. Unlike the OS75176B, both the driver and the 
receiver have an active LOW enable. 
The OS36277 also has a very rugged ESO structure that 
allows it to withstand electrostatic discharges (ESO) up to 
7 kV (HBM). The device is also available in SOIC as well as 
OIP packages. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Selecting an established physical layer such as J1708 can 
eliminate many of the challenges of designing a serial com
munications system. The dominant mode operation allows 
for a non-destructive arbitration scheme. 

14-183 

J1708 is based on RS-485 electrical specifications and 
therefore benefits from the ruggedness, low cost and avail
ability of compliant ICs already on the market. 
The OS36277 transceiver has been optimized for J1708. It 
provides failsafe protection against bus faults and elimi
nates the need for an external inverter. 
This application note provides a brief overview of the rec
ommended practice and the interface standard. It is highly 
recommended to carefully review the complete documents. 
The documents can be obtained from: 
SAE, 400 Commonwealth Or. 
Warrendale, PA 15096-0001 
Global Engineering Oocuments 
2805 McGraw Avenue 
P.O. Box 19539 
Irvine, CA 92174 
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A Practical Guide To Cable 
Selection 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This application note provides an overview of the various 
considerations necessary for selecting suitable copper mul
ticonductor or twisted pair cables for use with standard in
terface devices. It is important that a cable is well matched 
to the application; as well as, that the various cable selec
tion trade-offs are considered for a cost effective system 
design. Gable types, constructions, and characteristics are 
covered and then related to the· various device require
ments. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 91.6 
David Hess, 8erk-Tek 
John Goldie 

Berk=rek 

2.0 TYPES OF CABLES 
The two most basic cable categories are flat and round (see 
Figures 1 and 2). Both flat and round cables are available in 
multiconductor or twisted pair configurations and each with 
or without shielding. Shielding o( various types is also avail
able in both cases. Flat cables have carefully controlled 
conductor spacing making them suitable for mass termina
tion. Round cables are suited for long cable runs or where 
flexibility and compactness are required. 

TUF/11937-1 

FIGURE 1. Drawing of Flat Cable, CroSS-Sectlon 

TUF/11937-2 

FIGURE 2. Drawing of Round Cable, Cross-Section 
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Multiconductor cables are available for basic single-ended, 
i.e., unbalanced applications. Twisted pair cables are avail
able for differential, i.e .• balanced applications (Figure 3). 
Note that a coaxial cable. a single insulated conductor with 
an overall shield; is, in this context. a "multiconductor" ca-

ble with only one conductor (the shield serving the dual pur
pose of signal return path and signal containment). In a simi
lar sense. a two conductor multiconductor cable, since it is 
twisted. is equivalent to a single twisted pair cable. 

"TLlFI11937-3 

FIGURE 3. Drawing Comparison of Multiconductor Cable and Twisted ~air Cable 

It is common and preferable to use a twisted pair cable for 
single-ended applications. Some higher speed or longer dis
tanee single-ended' applications provide a separate return 
conductor for each data and timing circuit. helping to reduce 
crosstalk. Note that single-ended applications cannot fully 
utilize the special capability of a.twisted pair. Multiconductor 
cable should not be used for differential applications where· 
twisted pairs are essential .. 

It is important to recognize that a twisted pair serves a fun
damental electrical purpose. A twisted pair maintains. along 
its length, the balance necessary for and thus the common· 
mode. rejection sought in differential applications. The de
gree of physical symmetry achieved in constructing a twist
ed pair of insulated conductors determines how well it is 
balanced electrically. The double helix configuration of the 
pair produces symmetrical parasiticis for each conductor. 
Symmetrical parasitics asSure that induced noise signals 
are equal. or .. common· ... to both conductors. This is the 
primaiy means of reducing crosstalk between various cir
cuits within a cable. Flat cables constructed with twisted 
pairs are also available to achieve improved crosstalk char
acteristics. 

Advantages of Flat Cables 

By providing a means for mass termination. flat cables are 
relatively inexpensive to terminate. Connectors are avail
able in configurations with insulation displacement contacts 
aligned for flat cable· termination. The contacts are simulta
neously pressed through the insulation onto all of the con
ductors of a flat cable. The cable conductor to connector 
contact alignment is critical. The two industry standard con
ductor centerline spacings are 0.050 and 0.025 inches. 
Controlling this parameter is a primary concern in producing 
flat cable and somewhat limits the range of cables' electri
cal characteristics available. 

Advantages of Rpund Cables 

Round cable flexibility is not limited to a single plane. as in" 
the case of flat cable. For long cable runs. especially in
stalled in conduit or raceway. flat cable is impractical. The 

flexibility of round cables is the result of having the individual 
elements, single conductors or twisted pairs, "cabled"; that 
is. they are "laid" at a pitch angle relative to the axis of the 
cable. forming a helix. The greater the pitch angle the great
er the degree of flexibility. Color coding is usually provided 
as the means of identifying the individual. condl,lctors aiding 

. the process of individually terminating each conductor. A 
round cable is simpler to manufacture with a shield. Capaci
tance can be reduced with thicker insulation walls. since 
there are no inherent conductor spacing requirements. Oth
er than the case of simple. flat. strait. unshielded multicon
ductor cables; round cables have less cross-sectional area 
for a given number of conductors. More cross-sectional 
area is required for a shield or jacket on a flat cable. 

3.0 CABLE CONSTRUCTION 

Overall Construction 

C!)nductors 

Standard subminiature D-style connectors are designed to 
accept conductor sizes ranging typically from 22 AWG down 
to 26 AWG. Stranded tinned copper is normally used. 
Stranding provides a consider.able improvement in flexibility 
and protection from conductor breaks due to repeated flex
ing. i.e .• improved flex life. Tin coating on the strands im
proves environmental resistance by preventing corrosion of 
the conductor. The tin coating also makes the conductor 
more suitable for soldering. Standard connector pins are 
sized to accept"the stranded conductor's increaSed diame
ter compared to solid conductor diameters. 

Solid or non-tinned CQnductors are not reCommended for 
use with some connectors. Some connector pins are 
crimped onto the end of the conductor where a small sec
tion of the insulation has been removed. This leaves a short 
section pf exposed conductor susceptible to corrosion. Giv
en the minimal. space provided within the connector back
shell. the added fleXibility of stranded conductor makes the 
job of cramming the terminated conductors into the back
shell a lot easier and more" reliable. Conductor stranding 
also increases the overall cable flexibility. eaSing installa-
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tion, and making the cable more likely to withstand the relat- Larger conductors cannot provide very' much improvement 
ed abuses. ,If there wtll be even occasional flexing required in' performance. The overwhelming performance limiting fac-
in the cable application, stranded conductors are strongly tor in serial data communication systems is noise. An at-
recommended. tempt to increase data rate and/or distance by increasing 

Nominal cost savings are gained by eliminating stranding or conductor size and thus reducing attenuation, is likely to be 

tin coating, but consideration should be given to the reduc- offset by crosstalk and other noise limitations. Consider, for 

tion in reliability. Stranding and tin coating have an effect on instance, that EIA-422-A gives recommendations for trans-

the Signal loss of a transmission line" but these effects are mission up to 1,200 meters (4000 feet) at data rates up to 

inSignificant below frequencies of about' 10 MHz. These ef- ' 90 kbps on 24 AWG cable. Typical data communication ap-

fects are essentially immeasurable at the frequencies assa- plications fall within the restrictions imposed by the voltage 

ciated with current TIA data communication standards; fur- drop limitations of 24 AWG conductor. Special sized con-

thermore, other far more predominant limiting factors arise nector contacts may be required for larger conductors. 

at data rates greater than 1 Mbps. Copper conductors come in standard sizes according to the 

For typical serial data links, the de-facto standard gauge American Wire Gauge (AWG) system. A conductor gauge 

size is 24 AWG. TIA/EIA interface standards' recommenda- size is based on its cross-sectional area, and thus DC resist-

tions are based on 24 AWG. This is the appropriate size to ance. The overall diameter of the conductor depends on 

use with common subminiature D-style connectors. For whether it is solid or stranded. Stranding is provided as a 

smaller conductors to be properly captured in crimped con- means of improving flexibility and flex-life, and the strand 

tacts, special sized contacts may be required. Overall.cable bundle is twisted s,imilarly and for the same reasons men-

size and weight reduction can be achieved using 26 AWG or tioned above for the overall cable. The basic stranding con-

smaller conductors at the expense' of increased fragility. figuration is 7 strands; 6 arqund 1. For a given gauge size; 

Note, there are National Electrical Code restrictions that the more strands, the more flexible. Stranded conductors 

prevent conductors smaller than 24 AWG from being used are considerably more expensive than solid conductors and 

in premises communication applications. Smaller conduc- the cost increases with greater numbers of finer strands. 

tors are recommended for restricted applications,' such as Stranded conductors utilize standard AWG size strands and 

equipment cables or where overall cable size must be limit- numbers of strands. Their size is designated by the largest 

ed; say for wide parallel data links used in short distances, AWG size less than or equal to the sum cross-sectional 

up to 1 0 or 20 meters. area of the individual strands. Note, insulation displacement 
connector contacts are specifically d~signed for eitlier solid 
or stranded conductors. 

TABLE I_ Conductors Solid Stranded Tinned and Bare from 30 AWG to 20 AWG vs Diameter DCR Weight, etc. 

D. C. Resistance @20"C 
Diameter Weight 

AWG Stranding TlnCoaied Bare or Silver Plated 

Inches mm Ibs./kll kg/km ohms/kft. ohms/km ohms/kll ohms/km 

40 solid Q.0031 0.079 0.0291 0.0433 1158 3799 1080 ' 3540 

38 solid 0.0040 ,0.102 0.0484 0.0720 696 2283 648 2130 

36 solid 0.0050 0.127 0.0757 0.113 445 1461 415 1360 

34 solid 0.0063 0.160 0.120 0.179 281 920 261 857 

32 solid 0.0080 0.203 0.194 0.289 174 571 162 532 

32 7/40 0.010 0.254 0.21 0.31 176 577 164 539 

30 solid 0.0100 0.254 0.30 0.45 113 371 104 340 

30 7/38 0.012 0.305 0.35 0.52 106 348 92.6 303 

28 solid 0.0126 0.320 0.48 0.72 70.8 232 65.3 214 

28 7/36 '0.015 0.381 0.55 0.82 67.5 221 59.3 194 

26 solid 0.0159 0.404 0.77 1.14 44.5 146 41.0 135 

26 7/34 0.Q19 0.483 0.87 1.29 42.5 139 37.3 122 

24 solid 0.0201 0.511 1.22 1.82 27.2 89.2 25.7 84.2 

24 7/3'J. 0.024 0.610 1.38 2.05 25.7 84.2 23.1 75.9 

22 solid 0.0253 0.643 1.94 2.89 16.7 54.8 16.2 53.2 

22 7130 0.031 0.787 2.19 3.26 16.6 54.4 14.8 48.6 

20 soOd 0.0320 0,813 3.10 4.61 10.5 34.4 10.1 . 33.2 

20 7/28 0.038' 0.965 3.49 5.19 10.3 33.8 9.33 30.6 
,. 

, 
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The conductor, or individual strands in the case of stranded pared to PVC's and, unlike PVC, remain low well into the • 
conductors, can be coated or "bare". Tin is the most com- microwave region of the spectrum. 
mon coating. Diffusion of the tin coating into the surface of There is no great disadvantage to using polyolefins com-
the copper causes the DC resistance to be somewhat high- pared to PVC. The cost, at most, is only marginally higher. 
er than bare conductors, but this is a concern mainly at Some cable design precautions must be taken to meet 
frequencies above 10 MHz. Tinning, although providing for flammability regulations. Polyolefins are far more flammable 
superior soldering, mainly provides substantial corrosion re- than PVC, but this can be overcome with a flame retardant 
sistance over bare copper. The very short section of ex- outer cable Jacket. As will be seen later, polyolefin insulation 
posed conductor, even inside a connector body, between is essential for good performance with shielded cables. 
the end of insulation and, say a crimped on contact pin, can The only exception to the choice of polyolefin insulation is 
be a pOint of failure in a cable assembly. Other coatings, 

the case of plenum cables used in premises wiring applica-
silver used to achieve improved soldering and corrosion re- tions. Fluorinated ethylene/propylene copolymer (FEP), 
sistance without the higher resistance penalty, and nickel available in TeflonlB>, is substituted to achieve low smoke 
used lor high heat resistance with the higher resistance and flame producing characteristics to meet special Nation-
penalty; are used only in special applications. al Electrical Code (NFPA) requirements. The dielectric prop-
INSULATIONS erties of FEP are slightly superior to polyolefins. 

In addition to providing basic insulating properties, the plas- SHIELDS 
tics used to coat the conductors have various signal altering One problem that arises with long distances is a transmis-
characteristics. The two properties of insulating plastics that 

sion line's susceptibility to interfering signals. Electro-mag-
affect transmission are the dielectric constant and the dissi- netic interference (EM I) is basically unavoidable and a long 
pation factor. The dielectric constant is a function of the transmission line is very susceptible. Long wires make good 
velocity at which energy travels through the dielectric (an-

antennas. 
other name for insulation). The dissipation factor is a func-

Most of the serial interface standards do not require shield-tion of the rate at which energy is absorbed by the dielectric. 
ing, although provisions are made for shields within the Reducing either of these factors results in better signal 
standard connectors and recommendations for grounding. transmission performance. 
The standards basically avoid the subject of shielding as 

The plastic most commonly used for conductor insulation is 
one which is outside of their scopes. On the other hand, the 

polyvinylchloride (PVC). Its dielectric properties are good 
primary caution given in the distance and data rate guide-

but, generally not good enough for any data communication lines is that outside interference is not taken into considera-
application more demanding than basic low speed « 1 00 

tion. Shielding can greatly reduce or eliminate the possibility 
kbps), short distance «50 m) links. PVC is normally used 

that the system will fail after you have followed all the other 
for power, control, instrumentation, and audio cables; appli- guidelines. Regardless of the effects interference may have 
cations that operate at relatively low frequencies. High per- directly on the serial interface, shielded cable may be ra-
formance serial data cables normally use a polyolefin insu- quired due to the overall system's susceptibility or emis-
lation; either polyethylene or polypropylene, because their sions passed through the enclosure via an interface port. 
dielectric properties are far superior to PVC. Even though a Shielding should be considered for all but very short low 
data signal may be operating at a fairly low data rate the 

speed data circuits; above 10 meters or 100 kbps. 
signal may be made up of pulses with fast rise times. The 

Shields are additional conductors added to cables and are rise time of the pulse determines the frequency range cov-
designed to isolate electro-magnetic fields surrounding con-ered by the Signal. Typical data Signals have power spec-
ductors or pairs within the shield from those outside of the trums well into the 1 MHz to 10 MHz range. The polyolefins' 
shield. Shields may be placed over individual conductors, dielectric constants and dissipation factors are low com-
twisted pairs,. or may be placed over the entire bundle of 

TABLE II. Insulation Types vs Qualitative Performance Characteristics Electricals, etc. 

Volume Dielectric Temp-
Specific Dielectric Dissipation 

Resistivity Strength Flammability erature Insulation Type 
Gravity Constant Factor 

ohm-cm Volts/Mil Range'C 

PVC (Standard) 1.25-1.38 4-6 0.06-0.10 1011 800-900 Good 20 to 80 

PVC (Premium) 1.38 3-5 0.080-0.085 1012 800-900 Good 55 to 105 

Polyethylene 0.92 2.27 0.0002 >1016 1200 Poor 60 to 80 

Polypropylene 0.90 2.24 0.0003 >1016 850 Poor 60 to 80 

Cellular 
0.50 1.5 0.0002 - 500 Poor -60 to 80 

Polyethylene 

Flame 
Retardant 1.30 2.5 0.0015 >1016 1000 Fair -60 to 80 
Polyethylene 

Excellent 
70 to 200 

FEP(orTFE) 2.15 2.1 0.0007 >1018 1200 
(or 260) 

CeliularFEP 1.2 1.4 0.0007 - 500 Good 70 to 200 
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cable elements or in both locations, Multiple shields within a 
cable may be electrically isolated from each other with addi
tional insulating layers. 
Typical cables use three·· basic kinds of shields; a tape 
shield, a braided or served wire shield; or a double shield 
consisting of a tape plus b:raided or served wires (see Fig
ures 4 and 5). The tape shield always includes .an uninsulat
ed "drain" wire in contact with the aluminum, uSed to termi
nate the shield; The· double shield includes a braided or 
~rved layer of wire!! in contact with the conductive side of a 
talle shield. Special shields are used for special applications 

Braided Shield 

such as corrugated· rigid· metal tapes used- in telecommuni
cations cables, Solid tubes used on CATV cables, or woven 
or expanded metal screens used for flat cables. 
The ideal shield is a 'seamless metaliic tube as with ihe 
aluminum tubing utilized by the CATV industry on 'semi-rigid 
coaxial cable trunk lines; the emphasis is· on "semi-rigid". 
To achieve flexibility a shield is'-made up of braidell or 
served layers of fine wires ·or helical· wrapped tapes. 
Braided shieids are made up of groups of fine; 34, 36, or 38 
AWG, depending on the overall cable size; usually tinned, 

JACKET : 

SPIRAL SHIE~LD~Y"n~~--~'?'("--;...--..... 

O/~ 7 ) 
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Longitudinal Tape Shield 

FIGURE 4. BraId, Serve, Tape ShieldIng 

FIGURE 5. IndIvidual Pair Shields 
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copper strands; groups of these strands are woven May
pole fashion, in opposite directions, around the cable. 
Served shields consist of a single layer of strands laid in a 
single direction around the cable. Served shields are very 
flexible and are used in applications such as microphone or 
mouse cables. The small gaps in single layer served shields 
make them unsuitable for high frequencies (>10 MHz). 

Tapes are a thin foil, usually aluminum, laminated to one or 
both sides of a plastic film, usually polyester or polypropyl
ene. Tapes come in various thicknesses. The aluminum can 
be 'h to 2 mils thick. The plastic film, typically polyester or 
polypropylene, can be Ys to 2 mils thick. Thicknesses are 
selected by trading off flexibility with shielding effectiveness 
and signal attenuation in cases where the shield provides 
signal return path. Effective overlap of the tape is important 
for reliable performance. Uninsulated drain wires are nor
mally of the same construction as the cable's conductors, 
but must be tinned to permit direct contact with the alumi
num. 

A simple model for shielding effectiveness is the shield's DC 
resistance. A shield is equally effective in both directions, in 
and out, and its effectiveness is proportional to its surface 
transfer impedance (which equals shield OCR at 0 Hz). Sur
face transfer impedance is the frequency dependent volt
age/ current ratio derived from a current driven on one side 
of the shield resulting in an induced voltage on the other 
side of the shield (see Figure 6). A detailed explanation of 
the surface transfer impedance model is outside 'of the 
scope of this application note. 

Braids and serves have much lower resistances than tape 
shields. A typical double shield has about Ys the' resistance 
of a tape shield, so it will be about 5 times more effective 
than a tape shield over the same distance. Another way of 
looking at it; a double shield extends the effectiveness of 
the tape shield to about 5 times the distance. A tape shield 
is effective for short cables. A double shield should be used 
on short distances in very noisy environments. A double 
shield should be used in any extended distance application, 
over 100 meters. 

Braids are a trade-off between flexibility and ideal tubular 
conductors. The lower resistance of the braid results in 
good shielding effectiveness, but only up to a point. The 
small holes between the crossovers of the braid strands, 
become large at some frequency. Braids are specified by 
percent coverage as a means of determining the size of the 
holes. Closing up the holes, say by specifying 95% cover
age, will be effective; two layers of braid can be specified for 
still greater effectiveness, but all at the expense of flexibility. 
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A very effective means of closing the holes and lowering the 
resistance is to use the combination of tape and braid. The 
double shield achieves low resistance through the addition" 
al cross-sectional area of the braid. The tape is overlapped 
to provide as near to a true tubular performance as possi
ble. 

Jackets 

The most common cable jacket material is PVC, which has 
good environmental resistance and can be compounded to 
have good cold temperature flexibility and meet a range of 
flammability requirements. 

Flammability Requirements 

Equipment cables are generally required to meet some level 
of vertical flames test. The National Electrical Code (NEC) 
sets standards for the flammability ratings of cables to be 
installed in buildings. Cables must pass the vertical cable 
tray flame test to be suitable for general purpose locations. 
This is the same test generally required for industrial envi
ronments. Two special locations are identified by the NEC; 
riser and plenum, each having respectively greater degrees 
of flammability requirements. Plenum cable can be used in 
plenums, risers or general purpose locations, riser cable 
can only be used in risers and general purpose locations, 
and general purpose cables are restricted from risers and 
plenums. In the case of plenum cables, Polyvinylidene Fluo
ride (PVDF) copolymer, available as Kynar@,jacketsmaybe 
used for their low smoke and flame producing characteris
tics. 

4.0 CABLE CHARACTERISTICS 

Resistance 

A DC resistance requirement is the beSt way to assure that 
the wire is indeed the size it should be. It also has a specific 
relationship to the TIA standards. Some requirements in
clude maximum voltage drop for the signals. The cable ter
mination load resistance and the total cable loop resistance 
determine the maximum permissible cable length for given 
length for a given voltage drop limitation. 

Capacitance 

A stated cable capacitance can be one of a number of pos
sible capacitance values that can be measured on any giv
en cable. Depending on how the cable is actually terminated 
to the generator, these various capaCitance values may 
need to be considered. The different termination possibili
ties derive from, for instance, unbalanced vs balanced oper
ation. Normally the mutual capacitance of a pair is provided 
in cable specifications. Mutual capacitance provides a mea
sure of the capaCitance that the generators will "see" when 
terminated to the cable. Another specification, sometimes 
given, is the capacitance of one wire to all the other wires 
and shield connected together. 

Shielded cables must use insulation with good dielectric 
properties (i.e., low dielectric constant) to assure that cable 
capaCitances are kept low when a shield is added to the 
cable. The proximity of two conductors in a cable and the 
dielectric constant of the insulation between the conductors 
determine the capaCitance measured between the conduc
tors. The addition of a shield around the two conductors 
introduces two very significant "parasitiC" capacitances; 
those between each conductor and the shield. The conduc
tor to shield capaCitances combine with the conductor to 
conductor capacitance to significantly increase the overall 
capacitance of the pair. 
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G) Impeclance,VelQclty of Propagation, nal is lost at higher frequencies than at low frequencies. 
Remember that the rise time of the pulse, not the data rate, 
,determines the'frequency range.covered by the signal. 

:Z AttenuatIOn; Rlae Time Degradation ,'. 

C These four parameters have a less direct bearing on data 
communications· applications. Sometimes' they are speci
fied; but after the basic cable dimensions are given, these 
parameters essentially depend on the Capacitance and DC 
Resistance. 

The variQus· lumped, circuit element parameters; capaci
tancljI, inductance, resistance, and conductance of a trans
mis~iqn line, are all interr~lated in a single parameter known 
as the characteristic impedance of a transmission line. This 
is the impedance that if used to terminate a transmission 
line, no signal will be reflected back ·to the source. If there is 
a mismatch, the bigger it is, t~e bigger .the reflections will be. 
Impedance matched conditions are sought for all system 
designll, particularly at high.data rates, because·the reflec
tions affect the performance of the generators and prevent 
some .of the signal from eyer reaching the. receiver. T\le 
generator and cable termination load of EIA-422-A and 
EIA-485 are specified in such a way as to closely match the 
impedance of typical "low capacitance" cables having 
about 12 to 16 pF 1ft mutual capaCitance. 

Velocity of propagation, the speed at which a signal (an 
electromagnetic wave) will travel along a cable (a transmiS
sion line) is dependent on the properties of the insulation. 
The dielectriC constant of a plastic ,is actually the inverse of 
the square root of the velocity of propagation; the speed 
that electromagnetic 'radiation will travel through a dielectric 
compared to the speed of light in a vacuum. The velocity of 
propagation is normally expressed as a fraction of the 
speed of light. The actual velocity of propagation is compli
cated somewhat by the fact that the signal normally travels 
throl,lQh a combination of air and plastic, but the result is to 
make it a little faster than the theoretic speed derived from 
the insulation dielectric constant alone. The velocity of prop
agation determines .the impedance relative to the capaci
tance. 

The impedance and resistance determine the attenuation vs 
frequency. This parameter, is normally expressed in 
dB/1000 ft at a given frequency. This is a measure of the 
amount of signal loss that .occurs from the cable. More sig-
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Since there is more attenuation at higher' frequendes than 
at lower· frequencies, signal pulses are dispersed as they 
travel down the cable. This property is measured as rise 
time degradation. Rise time degradation is roughly. propor
tional to cable length. System designers are constantly 
balancing rise time ·effects. On one hand, ·fast rise times 
produce more crossta,lk, that will, if great .enoug!), result in 
errors. On the other hand, slow rise times that get furtl1er 
degraded will cause receiver errors. 

5.0 CABLE APPLICATIONS 

Lowering capaCitance improves the performance of cables 
used for bQth unbalanced and b8lanced transmission. 

Unbale.nced transmission is limited by near-end-crosstalk. 
The unbalanced lines interfere with each other primarily 
through capacitive coupling between the lines. Lowering 
any capacitance parameter of a multi-conductor or twisted 
pair cable will result in proportionally lowering all of the vari
ous capaCitances within the cable. In the case of unbal
ance~ lines, coupling capacitance, and therefore crosstalk, 
is lowered proportionally. The mutual. capacitance of a 
paired cable used for unbalanced transmission does not di
rectly iJ;Idicate the Coupling capacitance' between lines, but 
comparing the mutual capacHance of two cables isgeneral
Iy a good indication of their relative crosstalk performance. 

Balanced transmission is primarily limited by rise time degra
dation. The primary cable capaCitance of concern, in this 
case, is the shunt capacitance across the signal generator's 
two output terminals. Keeping everything else equal, lower
ing capacitance results in. "a decresse in attenue.tion vs fre
quency proportional to the square root of the capacitance 
rec;luQtion. In the general ,domain of data rate and distance 
for current applications, the resuiting change in rise time 
degradation is nearly proportional to the square of the 
change in attenuation vs frequency. This gives a relation, 
similar to the unbalanced case, where a comparison of the 
mutual capaCitance of two cables is generally a. good indica
tion of their respective. proportional rise time performances. 



TABLE III. Applications 

Multlconductor 
Number of 

Shielding 
Transmission 

Application Conductors AWG Specified Characteristics 
or Twisted Pair 

or Pairs 
Requirements 

Specified 

EIAITIA-232-E Multiconductor 3to25 none specified none required 2500 pF max total 
Section 2 provisions included shunt capacitance 

TIAIEIA-422-B Twisted Pair not specified none specified none specified none specified, 
guidelines 90-1500 
use 24 impedance 

recommended, 
guidelines use 
1000 impedance, 
66% max. voltage 
drop 

TIAIEIA-423-B Multiconductor not specified none specified none specified none specified, 
(Twisted Pair guidelines guidelines use 
Better) use 24 1000 impedance, 

66% max. voltage 
drop 

EIA-485 Twisted Pair not specified none specified none specified none specified, 
similar to 
TIAIEIA-422-B, 
guidelines use 
1200 impedance 

EIAITIA-562 Multiconductor not specified none specified none specified none specified 

TIAIEIA-612 HSSI Twisted Pair not specified none specified, shield required 1100 impedance 
(companion spec 28 recommended 4.5 dB max. total 
TIAIEIA-613 attenuation 
requires 25) @50MHz 

79 ns max. total delay 
2.0 nslm max. 
total skew 

X3T9.2 SCSI I Multiconductor 50 conductor (flat) 28AWG required for 1000 impedance 
or Twisted Pair 25 pair (round) extemal 

X3T9.2 SCSI II Twisted Pair "A" cable: 25 28 or 30 AWG required for 90-1320 
"B,p,a" extemal nominal impedance 
Cables: 34 (1220 typical), 
"L" Cable: 55 0.095 dB/m max. 

attenuation 
@5MHz 

0.20ns/m 
max. skew 

X3T9.2 SCSI III Twisted Pair ClPorO" 30 minimum required for 122 (84)0 nom. 
cables: 34 extemal impedance 

differential 
(single-ended) . 0.095 dB/m max . 
attenuation 
@5MHz 

5.4 nslm max. delay 
0.15 nslm 
max. skew 
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TABLE III. Applications (Continued) 

Multlconductor' 
Number of 

Application 
or Twisted Pair 

Conductors 
of Pairs 

X3T9.31PI Multiconductor flat 50 conductor (flat) 
(1809318) or Twisted Pair 25 pair (round) 

round 

X3T9.3 HIPPI Twisted Pair 25 

6.0 SUMMARY 

The range of cable types and basic options available for 
data communications applications is limited, making the ba
sic cable design selection reasonably easy. The scope of 
the basic selection criteria is covered by the choices, flat or 
round, multiconductor or twisted pairs, and shielded or non
shielded. Basic attributes of the application; distance, envi
ronment, and flexibility requirements determine the basic 
cable type selected. Cable construction details, conductor 
size, stratlding and coating, insulation type, shield options, 
and jacket types are determined by more specific applica
tion considerations; connector type, signal speeds, emis
sions and susceptibility, work and abuse, flammability, life 
expectancy. and cost. Every cable has inherent electrical 
characteristics, which can be expressed in several ways, but 
are interrelated and dependent upon a few simple parame
ters. A cable's electrical characteristics determine its suita
bility for use with particular interface components. 
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Transmission 
Shielding 

AWG Specified. 
Requirements 

Characteristics 
Specified 

26 or 28 AWG required for 1200 impedance 
round 0.095 dBlm max .. 

attenuation 
@5MHz 

5.4 nslm max. delay 
0.49ns/m 
max. skew 

28AWG two shields 1080 impedance 
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required 0.28 dBlm max. 

attenuation 
@50MHz 

0.13 nslm 
max. skew 
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Popular Connector Pin 
Assignments for Data 
Communication 

INTRODUCTION 

This application note provides a graphical reference to pqp
ular connector pin assignments (pin outs) that are common· 
Iy used in telecom and computing applications. ' 

In the field of data communication, the cable and conn~or 
playa critical part in the system's performance along with 
the line driver and receiver integrated circuits. Together the 
components (PCBs, ICs, cables, and connectors) form a 
channel, which all information must pass through. This 
channel forms a true chain, and a fault in any link may break' 
the chain. 

As stated in the introduction, this application note focuSes 
on the connectors, and more specifically the pin assign~' 
ments of the connectors. When equipment is built by a man
ufacturer and is intended to interwork with equipment from 
different manufacturers the use of an industry standard is 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 917 
John Goldie 
Syed Huq 

critical. To properly inter-operate, the two pieces of equip
ment must support the same protocol (functional specifica
tions), electrical levels, mechanical dimensions of the con
nector, and most importantly the connector's pin assign
ment. Since industry standards, TIAIEIA (Telecommunica
tions Industry Association/Electronic Industries Associa
tion) for example, commonly specify or reference all three 
areas: Functional, Electrical, and Mechanical speCifications, 
the chance of success is greatly increased when hooking up 
the two pieces of equipment. 

A substantial amount of standardization work has been 
done in the telecommunications and computing area for in
terface standards. In addition to the connector pin outs, this 
application note also provides a short deSCription of the 
standard or historical perspective. The reader is referenced 
to the actual standards from complete information on the 
standard. 
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Secondary Rcvd Line Sig Det 
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FIGURE 2. R5-232 ALT·A 

R5-232 
RS-232 is one of the most popular interface standards in 
the world. Originally intended for DTE/DCE interfacing, this 
standard has been used in a wide range of applications in
cluding telecom, computing, test and measurement and in
dust~ial c?ntrol applications. Now in its fifth revision '(E), RS-
232 IS stili very popular, and new devices (line. drivers and 
receivers) are being developed to support the standard. The 
correct name of the standard ts EIAITIA-232-E which has 
replaced the more common RS-232 nomenclature. This 
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standard specifies two connectors, the standard DB·25, 
also a new smaller alternate connector with 26 pins. The 
origi~al version of RS·232 dates back to the early 1960s 
and IS known as a complete standard as it specifies all func:
tional, electrical, and. mechanical specifications. There is 
also a very popular 9 pin defacto version of this standard 
commonly employed on personal computers that was de
veloped ~y IBM~. The two full (25 line) connector pin outs 
are shown on Figuf9S 1 and 2. See Figure 7 for an illustra
tion of the defacto 9 pin implementation, now standardized 
as EIAlTAI-574. 



R8-449 

RS·449 was intended to replace RS·232 at one time. It also 
specifies a OTE/OCE interface, but references the AS·422· 
A and RS-423·A standards for electrical specifications. This 
standard specified a OB·37 pin connector along with an ad· 
ditional OB·9 pin connector when additional lines were re-

quired. The 37 pin connector proved too large for many ap
plications and limited the acceptance of this interface. RS· 
449 is mainly found in high·end telecom applications but 
rarely elsewhere. It has been replaced with a new standard 
that specifies the common OB·25 connector (EIAlTIA·530· 
A). The pin out of the OB·37 pin connector is shown in 
Figure 3. 

D8-37 

o 
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Receive Timing (B) 
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Request To Send (B) 
Request To Send (A) 

Receive O.ta (B) 
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Send Timing (B) 
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Receive Common 
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o 
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FIGURE 3. R8-449 DB·37 
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EIA-530 AND EIA/TIA-530-A 
EIA·530 is an extension' of RS·449 EM is based on the DB· 
25 ;corineCtor: This standard specifies both functional and 
meehanfcalspecifications, ana, references RS·422~A'and 
RS"'!23-A standards for electrical' specifications. 'This' con· 

nector is the same one commonly used in EIAlTIA·232.E 
(RS·232) .applications. This .standard ,has ,been r~vised (de
not~ byt~ I~tter su~ - "Au), which a,ltered the pi/) as· 
signments slig~tly from EIA·530. Both pin assignments are 
shown in Flflurss 4 and 5. 

OB-25 
,0 
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FIGURE 4. SIA-530 08-25 
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FIGURE 5. EIA/TIA-530-A 08-25 
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EIAITIA-561 

EIAITIA-561 is a new standard released in 1990 and speci
fies a small 8 position interface for non-synchronous inter
face between DTEs and DCEs. The uniqueness of this stan
dard is the fact that it does not specify a DB style connector, 

Plug 

1. Ring Indicator 

2. Received Line Signal Detector 

3. DTE Ready 

4. Signal Common 

5. Received Data 

6. Transmitted Data 

7. Clear to Send 

8. Request to Send/Ready for Receiving 

but rather a modular receptacle and plug type connector. 
This standard references the companion standard EIA/TIA-
562 for electrical levels (similar to RS-232 but lower power 
and faster). The plug and jack are shown in Figure 6. 

Receptacle 

TUF/11940-6 

FIGURE 6. EIAlT~A·561 MJ-8 
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EIA/TIA-574 
EIA/TIA·574 was developed due to confusion' arising be· 
tween the official RS·232 interface and the exceedingly 
popular defacto 9-pin version developed by IBM. This stan· 
dard specifies the OB·9 interface, however, it recommends 
the use of the RS·562 standard instead of RS·232 electrical 
levels. It is noted that EIA/TIA·562 can inter·operate with 
RS·232 drivers and receivers, in many applications. This 
standard supplies the minimum number of lines for non·syn· 
chronous serial data interchange between OTEs and OCEs. 
The connector'pin out is shown in Figure 7. 

D8-9 

o 

V.35 

Recommendations V.35 was developed by the CCITT (In· 
ternational Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Commit~ 
tee) as a high speed modem standard ,that also specified 
the OTE/OCE interface. This standard used RS'232 type 
line drivers and receivers for control circuits, and its own 
unique differential drivers and receivers for high speed data 
and timing lines. This recommendation specifies a unique 
connector and is shown in Figure 8. It should also be noted 
that the CCITT has been replaced with the ITU (lnternation· 
al Telecommunications Union) and new standards will adopt 
the ITU prefix instead of CCITT. 

OCE Ready 

Request To Send 

Clear To Send 

Ring Indicator 

Received lin. Signal Dotoclor 

,~,_,,- Received Data 
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Transmitted Data 

Data Terminal Ready 

Signal Ground (Common) 

FIGURE 7. EIAlTIA-574 DB-9 

Chassis Ground 
Request To Send 
Data Set Ready 

Data Terminal Ready 
Test Node 

UNASSIGNED 
Send Data (A) 
Send Data (Bl 

Terminal Timing (A 
Terminal Timing ~B) 
Transmit Timing A) 
Transmit Timing B) 

UNASSIGNED 
UNASSIGNED 
UNASSIGNED 
UNASSIGNED 
UNASSIGNED 

FIGURE 8. CCITT V.35 
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IEEE-488 

The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) 
also standardizes many interfaces in the area of computing 
and instrumentation. IEEE-488 is a complete standard spec
ifying all functional, electrical, and mechanical specifications 

o 
Logic Ground 

Ground 

Ground 

Ground 

Ground 

Ground 

Ground 

(REN) Remote Enable 

(0108) Data Bit 8 

(0107) Data Bit 7 

(0106) Data Bit 6 

(0105) Data Bit 5 

o 

for a 16 line parallel bus for instrumentation. This interface 
is commonly found on test, and measurement equipment 
that feature computerized. programming and control. This 
standard is also known under the acronym as GPIB (Gener
al Purpose Interface' Bus). The pin out of the standardized 
connector is shown in Figure 9. 

Shield 

Attention (ATN) 

Service Reque.t (SQR) 

Inte.face Cle.r (lrc) 

No Data Accepted (NOAC) 

Not Ready for Data (NRFD) 

Data Valid (AV) 

End Or Identify· (EOI) 

Data Bit 4 (0104) 

Data Bit 3 (0103) 

Data Bit 2 (0102) 

Data Bit 1 (0101) 

TUF/11940-9 

FIGURE 9. IEEE-488 
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CENTRONICS PORT AND IBM PC PARALLEL PORT 
These two defacto standards both specify parallel'interface 
that are commonl{used in computing applications (comput
er to peripheral~printer):' Both are' defacto standards, and 

,~ • I 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Foull (Acllve LOW) 

Inpul Prime (Active lOW) 

Inpul Prime - RETURN 

Busy - RETURN 

Acknowledge - RETURN 

Oala Bil 8 - RETURN 

Data Bit 7 - RETURN 

Data Bit 6 - RETURN 

Data Bit 5 - RETURN 

Oala Bil 4 - RETURN 

Oala Bil 3 - RETURN 

Dolo Bil 2 - RETURN 

Oala Bil 1 - RETURN 

Dale Sirobe - RETURN 

support similar functions but different pin outs and mechani
cal speciijcations. There is active work by the IEEE to stan
dardize this interfac~ (Computer to peripheral-parallel port). 
The tWo connectors ' are shown in Figures 10 and ". 

(+) 5 Volls 

-H-- "'(;na,,.1S Ground 

logic Ground 

Oscillalor Transmil 

Supply Ground 

'Select (Aclive HIGH) 

Paper End (Active HIGH) 

Busy (Aclive HIGH) 
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Oala Bil 8 (t.lSB) 

Dolo Bil 7 

Oala Bil 6 

Oala Bil 5 

Oala Bil 4 

Oala Bil 3 

Oala Bit 2 

Oala Bit 1 (lSB) 

Oala Sirobe (Aclive LOW) 
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FIGURE 11). Centronics Port 
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Oe-25 

o 
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o 
FIGURE 11. IBM PC Parallel Port 
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SUMMARY 
By selecting an industry standard, the problem of getting' 
signals from one board or box to another is greatly reduced. 
This is especially true when inter-operation between sys
tems built by different manufacturers is required (open sys
tem). 

Interface standards from the TIA/EIA and other staYtdard$ 
groups greatly resolve this interfacing problem. This applica~ , 
tion note provides insight into those standards by providing 
a graphical representation of the connectors referenCed in 
the standards. As always, whenever designing a system to 
an industry standard, a thorough review of the most recent 
revision of the standard is highly recommended. 

REFERENCE 
.. ; Most standards are available from: 

Global Engineering Documents 
Irvine, CA, USA 
714-261-1455 or 800-854-7179 

Various connector, cable and data communication products 
,are available from: 

South Hills Datacom 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA 
Toll-Free: 800-245-6215 
Local: 412-921-9000 
FAX: 412-921-2254 
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LocalTalk™ Physical Layer 
Alternatives 

INTRODUCTION 

This application note discusses three approaches to the 
LocalTalk physical layer. One approach uses the 
TIAIEIA-422-8 (RS-422) standard over a twisted pair wire 
medium. Another uses the RS-422 drivers and receivers but 
the bus is transformer-coupled over standard phone cables. 
The third approach is compatible with TIAIEIA-232-E 
(RS-232) in a point to point environment. 

The analysis focused on driver supply current and maximum 
switching frequency. While all three approaches utilize the 
same drivers and receivers, the load presented is different. 
Therefore, the affects on current and frequency are differ
ent. 

The DS8925 LocalTalk Dual Driver/Triple Receiver is used 
for the analysis of all applications. 

LocalTalk Port Requirements 

The LocalTalk physical layer is partially defined by RS-422. 
In addition to the electrical characteristics described by 
RS-422, LocalTalk specifies a data rate of 230.4 kbits per 
second over a maximum distance of 300 meters. Typically, 
LocalTalk uses the mini 8-pin connector, see Figure 1. 

TL/F/12312-1 

FIGURE 1 

The bits are encoded using a frequency modulation tech
nique called FM-O. In this method, the bit-time is nominally 
4.34 IJ-s. A "1" is defined as one transition during the bit
time; a "0" will have two transitions, as shown in Figure 2. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 967 
Todd Nelson 

Historically, the line drivers and receivers used were the 
26LS30 and 26LS32. The National devices were the 
DS3691 and DS26LS32A respectively. Since RS-422 and 
LocalTalk define a multi-drop serial bus, each connecting 
node will require a differential driver (TXD, transmit data) 
and a differential receiver (RXD, receive data). Additionally, 
a typical host pori will also have single-ended signals for 
handshaking (HSKi and HSKo) and possibly a general pur
pose input (GPi). The single-ended signals conform to 
TIAIEIA-423-B (RS-423) and are interoperable with RS-232. 

The D58925 integrates the 26LS30 and 26LS32 functions in 
one economical bipolar device for LocalTalk applications. 
The differential driver is RS-422 compliant and, when mea
sured single-ended, each output is also RS-423 compliant. 

Twisted-Pair Application 

The standard RS-422 implementation utilizes a twisted-pair 
wire with 1000 parallel termination. Such an implementation 
is for pOint-to-point communication. In a multi-user environ
ment, control of the bus must be established before point
to-point communication can begin. The OS8925 includes 
single-ended channels for this process. 

Transformer-Coupled Application 

Often the link is transformer-coupled and carried on stan
dard telephone cable. In this, type of application, only the 
transmit and receive data lines are used. The transformer is 
a 1: 1 turns ratio transformer and provides isolation between 
the drivers and the cable. RS-422 was not intended for mUl
ti-point applications; in case of contention the transformer 
isolates the drivers from the bus. 

RS·232 Application 

Many types, of peripherals can be connected to a LocalTalk 
host and only need the proper software drivers, such as a 
PostScript™ printer. While not being strictly compliant, most 
LocalTalk hosts are compatible with the standard so that a 
RS·232 peripheral device can communicate. The differential 
driver on the D58925 used in the previous two applications 
is also designed and specified for single-ended communica-
tion. ' 

When configured for a RS-232 application, the differential 
driver and receiver are used single-endedly. Since the driver 
is RS-423 compliant it will provide the ±3.7V signal, the 
unused driver output is left open. The differential receiver 
can detect RS-232 signals at the" -" input if the" +" input 
is referenced to ground. 

Affects of Loading on Supply Current 

The DS8925 will provide twice the normal RS-422 output 
voltage when supplied with Vee = + 5V and VEE = -5V. 

FIGURE 2 

TL/F/12312-2 The output current is dependent on the load, up to the point 
that shorl-circuit limiting (los) occurs. Figure 3 shows the 
DC differential output current of the DS8925 and the inter
secting load lines. 
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Differential Driver Output 
Voltage vs Output C!lrrent 
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FIGURE 3 

The other element of interest is the supply current due to 
the switching frequency of the driver. The total current re
quired will be the no-load switching current plus the dynamic 
current determined by the load. Figure 4 shows the no-load 
current versus switching frequency for the OS8925. 
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Driving up to 1 MHz requires almost 45 'mA (no-load). This is 
the base-line for comparison. The differences will be due to 
the load: the resistive component and the capacitive com
ponent. 
The tOtal supply current required to drive the 1 000 terminat
ed twisted-pair Is about 150 mA. The difference between 
this and the no-load current is 'due to the 1000 parallel ter
mination (about 65 mAl and the capacitance in the cable 
(about 40 mAl. 
Driving the transformer-coupled cable up to 1. MHz reqllires 
about 50 mA total supply c.urrent. The transformer presents 
a high impedance to the driver, thus the total supply current 
is only slightly more than the· no,lqad current at .this 
freqljency· 
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Fr~quency modulation (FM) has little effect on the 1000 
terminated application, but this is very important to the 
transformer. FM assures at le,ast one transition per bit,' un
like a Non-Return to Zero (NRZ)' scheme: WithOut tran
sitions, a string of identical bits (i.e., 00000000) could gener
ate a wave form that appears to be low frequency and thus 
the transformer would generate a proportionally low ampli
tude output. With FM, identical bits appear as a 50% duty 
cycle w~ve form. The worst pase for FM is alternating bits 
(i.e., 10101010) i:lecause the pulse Width changes with each 
bit. See Figure Po This was verified in testing and although 
the amplitude is affected, the impact is not significant. : 

'. ' Affect' of Modulation 
on TransfOrmer 

2.5 ,- ,-
DRIVER 
INPUT 
(OV-3Vr 

100mV K /div .... r-.... ....... ...... " I 
RECEIVER J !...to' ~ ~ INPUT 
(AFTER 
XFORMER) 

20 S's/div 
TL/F/12312-5 

FIGURE 5 

The RS-232 application requires about 45 mA total supply 
current to drive a signal at 1 MHz. The loading for RS-232 is 
3 kO from the signal to grounc;l and the voltage level is guar
anteed to be S; ±3.7V. With the second driver driven either 
LOW or HIGH, the total curr~nt does not change. The only 
change is that lEE is nearly 1- mA greater than Icc when the 
second driver Is LOW, the opposite is true when it is HIGH. 

Affects of Loading on Data Rate 
The data rate for this device becomes limited by the slew 
rate before the affects of loading occur. As noted above, 
there is considerable difference between -the current re
quired to drive the different types of loads. The switching 
current is less of a factor at these low frequencies. The main 
factor affecting the differential data rate is the slope of the 
differential output. At about 2 MHz the rise and fall times 
take up nearly the entire period. Abov!l this freq(lEilncy, the 
amplitude Is re<!uced and the wave appears triangular. This 
Is the case at the driver's outpUt with either of the first two 
types of load. 
Since the driver has very large amplitude, typically 9V with 
no load, the amplitude can be significantly redu~d before 
the receiver fails to detect the transitions. The test set-up 
performed up to 6 MHz and still detected valid data at,the 
reCeiver.' LocalTalk is Intende,d to operate beloW 1 MHz; 
therefore, physical layer loading'should not affect data rate 
performance. -
RS-232 is specified up to 20 kbits/s, but many applications 
exceed 100 kbits/s. The fest set-up performed over 4 MHz 
and still met the minimum output levels. Beyond 4 MHz, 'the 
amplitude decreases and would not meet RS-232 levels. 
Again, this was due to the edge rates and not the loading. 



Maximum cable length testing was not performed. However, 
RS-422 defines a maximum cable length of 1200 meters. 
LocalTalk is defined to be less than 300 meters. RS-232 is 
limited to about 15 meters (defined in terms of cable capaci
tance). 

Transformer Set-Up 
The bench fixture for testing the transformer-coupled physi
cal layer was assembled from available "tel-net" adapter 
products. The transformer and RJ-11 connectors were left 
attached to their PCB and connected to the fixture. The 
terminators provided with the adapters were used at each 
end and a 25-foot length of standard residential phone ca
ble was used between the two nodes. The fixture used two 
socketed OS8925s and had provisions for inserting loads in 
series prior to the adapter. See Figure 6. Only the differen
tial driver and differential receiver were used on each de
vice. 

11. _____ ..1 

r-----' 

L _____ ..1 
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FIGURE 6 
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Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) filters were inserted in 
the transformer application. There was very little affect on 
supply current or data rate because of the high impedance 
presented by the transformer. Such filters would reduce the 
supply current required for the 100n parallel terminated ap
plication as this increases the total impedance. 

The fixture. has the capability to have each device refer
enced to a separate ground, to test ground offset. No degra
dation was observed. 

The signals could be probed at the driver outputs and re
ceiver inputs. Most information was gathered at the first de
vice's driver input compared to the second device's receiver 
output, or by monitoring the supply current to each device. 

CONCLUSION 

The 058925 was used for all analysis because it was de
signed for both RS-422 and RS-423. The results showed 
that this type of device can meet the requirements of many 
different implementations of LocalTalk. 

All of the applications that were analyzed exceed the data 
rate expectations by a significant amount. The transformer
coupled and RS-232 applications require much less total 
supply current than the 100n terminated application. Alter
native devices exist for each implementation, but most of 
the current is due to the loading. Therefore, a single device 
such as the 058925 can effectively support all of these ap
plications. 
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~ An Overview of LVDS, 
Technology 

INTRODUCTION' 

Recent growth in high-end processors. mUlti-media .. virtual ' 
reality and'networking has demanded more bandwidth than 
ever before. But the point-to-point physical layer interfaces 
have not been able to deal with moving information at the 
data rates required. Some of today's biggest challenges that 
remain to be solved include: the ability to transfer data fast. 
lower power systems than currently available., and economi
cal solutions to overcome the physical layer bottleneck. 
Data Transmission standards like RS-422. RS-485. SCSI' 
and others all have their own IimitStions' most notably in 
transferring raw data aeross a media. Not anymore'. low' 
Voltage Differential Signaling (lVDS) is a high speed 
(> 155.5 Mbps). low power general purpose Interface stan
dard that solves the bottleneck, problems while servicing a 
wide range of application areas. '", 

This application note explains the key advantages and ben
efits of lVDS technology. 'Throughout this application note 
the DS90c031 (lVDS Quad CMOS Differential line Driver) 
and the DS90oo32 (lVDS Quad CMOS Differential Line Re
ceiver) will be tised to illustrate the key poii'its. 

STANDARDS OVERVIEW 

There are two key industry standards that define lVDS. One 
is a IEEE (Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineer-' 
ing) standard and the other is a TIA (Telecommunication 
Industry Association) recommended standard. 

IEEE 1596.3 SCI-lVDS 

SCI originally referenced a differential ECl interface within 
the SCI (Scalable Coherent Interface) 1596-1992 IEEE 
standard. But. this only addressed the high data rates re
quired and did not address the low power concerns. Thus. 
SCI-lVDS was defined as a subset of SCI. and is specified 
in IEEE 1596.3 standard. SCI-lVDS specifies Signaling lev
els (electrical specifications) for the high speedllow power 
physical layer interface. It also defines the encoding for 
packet switching used in SCI data transfers. Packets are 
constructed from 2-byte (doublet) symbols. This is the fun
damental 16-bit symbol size. No media is specified and the 
data rate can be in the order of 500 MT Is based on serial or 
parallel transmission of 1. 4. 8. 16. 32. 64 ..... bits. 

SCI-LVDS also supports RamUnk for super low power data 
transmission in a restricted environment. The IEEE 1596.3 
standard was approved in March 1994. National Semicon
ductor held the Chairperson pOSition for this standard. 

TIAPN-3357 

This is a proposed standard under the Data Transmission 
Interface committee TR30.2. The Electrical characteristics 

National Semiconductor 
ApplicationNote 971 
Syed B.Huq tJ·· 
of the TIA standard are similar to SCI-lVDS. This standard 
defines driver outPLII and receiver input characte(istics. 
Functional speclticaiions and/or Protocols are not within 
the scope of the TIA standard. It specifies a: recommended 
maximum data ,rate of 655 Mbps and a theoretical maximum 
of 1.923 Gbps based on a loss-less media. Minimum media 
specifications are also defined within the standard. It' also 
discuss9's failSafe operation of the receive~ under fault con
ditions and oiher configurations issuE'- aJch as multi-receiv
er operation. National Seinlconductor aiso hold's the editor 
position, for this standard. , 

Both the IEEE and the TIA standards allow for 'external ter
mination or internal termination with the resistor(s) integrat
ed within the Receiver package. 

lOW VOLTAGE DIFFERENTIAL SIGNALING 

lVDS technology uses differential data transmission. The 
differential scheme has a tremendous advantage over sin
gle-ended schemes as it is less, susceptible to common 
mode noise. NoiSe coupled onto the interconnect is seen as 
common'mode mod\llations by the receivers and is reject
ed. The receivers respond only to differential voltages. 

lVDS technology is not dependent on a specific power sup
ply. such as + 5V. This means there is an easy migration 
path to lower supply voltages such as + 3.,3V or even 
+ 2.7V while still maintaining the same signaling levels and 
performance. Technologies like 'ECl or PECl are more de
pendent on the supply voltage. ihis feature is highly desir
able in any application that foresees moving to lower supply 
voltages without substantial redesign or 1II!0rrying about 
mixed voltage operation (+5V/+3.3V) on system,boards. 

To achieve high data rate. low power. and to reduce EMI 
effects. signaling levels have to be reduced. The 
DS90oo31 10032 chipset's limitation on data rate is mainly 
dependent on the technology driVing the lVDS drivers. The 
aggregate bandwidth that lVDS technology can drive is in 
the Gbps range with a loss-less media. Data rates in the 
500-600 Mbps are possible and this limitation is primarily 
dependent on the media being driven. 

SIGNALING lEVELS 

As the name implies. lVDS features a low voltage swing 
compared to other industry data transmission standards. 
The signaling levels are illustrated in Figure t. and a com
parison to PECl levels is also shown as reference. Because 
of the low swing advantage. lVDS achieves a high aggre
gate bandwidth in pOint-ta-point applications. 

PEel VOH = 3.0V --------, r~CL------~, p-----------
lVDS VOH = 1.4V\ I VOO = t800 mV \ ,i ____ ~, 1 !-_______ _ 

" lVDS " V Voo=UOOmV V OV Dill 

lVDS VOL = 1.0V 1\ 1\ 
Ii I l-\------
I , I , ________ 1 t _________ ~l t __ ~~~~~:~~: 

TlJF/12326-1 

FIGURE 1. PECl VB lVDS Signal Swing 
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It is impossible to achieve high data rates and provide low 
power without utilizing low voltage swings. LVDS signaling 
levels are smaller (50%) than PECL levels as shown in Fig
ure 1. EMI effects are also reduced as the signaling swings 
are much smaller than traditional CMOS, TIL or even PECL. 

LVDS TERMINATION 
L VDS uses a constant current mode driver to obtain its 
many features. The value of the current source for the 
DS90C031 is a maximum of 4.5 mAo The transmission me
dia must be tenni.nated to its characteristic impedance to 
prevent reflections. Typically this is between 1000-1200 
and is matched to the actual cable. A termination resistor is 
required to generate the Differential Output Voltage (Voo) 
across the resistive termination load at the receiver input 
(see Figure 28 ). Data trapsmission from the driver to receiv
er without the termination is not recommended. The simplic
ity of the LVDS termination scheme makes it easy to imple
ment in most applications. The user may also use a cable 
damping resistor as shown in Figure 2b with a capacitor to 
ground. It is recommended to have a single 1000 termina
tion between the driver outputs, and the use of surface 
mount components is also recommended to reduce the ef
fects of parasitics. Proper termination not only avoids reflec
tion problems but also reduces unwanted electromagnetic 

emissions. ECL and PECL require more complex termina
tions than the "one" resistor solution for LVDS. pECL driv
ers require 2200 pull down resistors from each driver output 
to ground along with the 1 000 across the driver outputs as 
shown in Figure 2c. . 

COMMON MODE RANGE 
An LVDS receiver can tolerate a minimum of ±l'V ground 
shift between the driver's ground and the receiver's ground. 
Note that LVDS has a typical driver offset voltage of + 1.2V, 
and the summation of ground shifting, driver offset voltage 
and any longitudinally coupled noise is the common mode 
voltage seen on the receiver input pins with respect to the 
receiver ground. The common mode range of the receiver is 
+ 0.2V to + 2.2V, and the recommended receiver input volt
age range is from ground to + 2.4V. For example, if a driver 
has a VOH of 1.4V and a VOL of 1.0V, and a +tV ground 
shift is present (driver ground + tv higher than receiver), 
this will become +2.4V (1.4+1.0) as VIH and +2.0V 
(1.0+ 1.0) as VIL on the receiver inputs (+2.2V VCM). Simi
larly, with a -tv ground shift and the same driver levels 
results as O.4V (1.4-1.0) VIH and O.OV (1.0-1.0) VIL on the 
receiver inputs (+0.2V VCM). This is shown graphically in 
FigureS. 

i>-. LVOS ---,--".nt 1>., 

o 

o 

FIGURE 2a, b, c. Termination Schemes 

+2.4V 

+1~,tI~2.2V 
1.4VVOH -' tI~ 

Vew =~ ;..(, . 
~" +O.4V 

1.0VVOL -' ~ 
lV'~O.2V 

FIGURE 3. Common Mode Voltage Range 
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FAILSAFE FEATURE 
Failsafe is a 'receiver feature that guarantees ihe output to 
be in a known logic state (HIGH) under certain fault condi
tions. This occurs when the inputs of the receiver are either 
open, shorted or terminated. 

In some applications, not all receivers of the Quad 
DS90C032 may be used. In this case, the unused reCeiver 
inputs shQuld be left open. If the receiver does not support 
failsafe and the inputs are left open (See Figure 4a ),any 
external noise above the receiver threshold can trigger the 
output and cause can error on the communication line. 
Since the DS90C032 supports open input failsafe, the re
ceiver output will provide an output High for this case. 

Another fault c(;mdition can occur if the cable gets acciden
tally shorted (See Figure 4b). Due to environmental hazard 
conditions or poorly planned construction work, it is not un
common to short a communication line by cutting through 
the cable. Under the above condition; the receiver output 
will also be at logic High and not in an unknown state. 

Anothei'case could occur if the driver is either powered off, 
in TRI-STATEiI!> or even removed from the line while the 
receiver stays powered on with inputs terminated by the 
1000 termination resistor. 

The receiver output will provide a logic high under all the 
above mentioned conditions. 

Because all three (open, 'short and tanninated) failsafe con
ditions are supported on the receiver, external biasing resis
tors are not required. This saves valuable board space, cost 
and design headaches Compared to receivers that,do not 
support failsafe. A receiver without failsafe can go into oscil
lation under certain fault conditions described iilbove. 

POWER ON/OFF REQUIREMENTS 
On a point-to-point application, it is important to understand 
the behavior of the DS90C031 driver and the DS90C032 
receiver ,under different conditions, such as power on/off. 
As shown in Figure 5, the driver is ON and the receiver is 
OFF; currant flows from the driver output to the receiver 
input. This is not recommended as the ESD protection diode 
on the receiver input stage turns on and clamps the line to a 
diode drop above GND. This 'is the case where power sup
plies preseht a low impedance path to GND when powered 
off. But even when this occurs the driver limits the current 
flowing through the diode to less than 5 mA (short circuit 
current), preventing any thermal problems. 

On the other hand, if the driver is OFF and the receiver is 
ON as shown in Figure 6, 'there is no leakage path from 
driver output to receiver input or from the receiver input to 
the driver output (and the line is not clamped). Under this 
condition, the failsafe feature of the receiver will guarantee 
a logic High output. 

ON 

~~c"e1~~r _____ O_PE_"~ .) 
Inputs v---

ON/orr /TRI-STATE 
Short --..... 

ON 

-t> I I ~ b) 

OFF /TRI-STATE/Rom'oved 
ON 

-t> "~;M"'l 

~ 0) 

TL/F/12326-4 

FIGURE 4a, b, c. Failsafe Operation 
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POINT·T()"POINT CONFIGURATIONS 

For interfaces where the transition time of the driver is sub
stantially shorter than the time delay of the media, the inter
connection must be considered a distributed load, not a 
lumped load. The distributed elements of a transmission line 
(media) can greatly affect signal quality. 

More explicitly, transmission line theory dictates that if the 
transition (rise or fall) time of the driver is less than four 
times the line delay, the media must be treated as a distrib
uted load, not a lumped load, and careful attention must be 
paid to any impedance discontinuities and stubs. For a giv
en driver, if t, < 4 lei (where t,. = driver rise time, lei = delay 
of the line) or td > % t, the line should be considered as a 
lossy line. This is usually true if the t, of drivers are in the 
sub nanosecond range. A quick calculation will clarify this 
rule of thumb. For example: the OS90C031 driver has a typi
cal t, of 350 ps, and a microstrip built with FR-4 material has 
a td of 147 ps for one inch of PC trace. This calculates that, 
an inch of FR-4 microstrip will act as a transmission line 
(350 < 4·147) when driven by the OS90C031 driver. Figure 
7 includes a $tub between the 1ermination reSistor and the 
receiver input, this length must not be longer than one inch 
in length, and should be kept as short as possible. Stub 
lengths of 1 inch or greater will cause the propagating signal 
to bounce off the high impedance end of the stubs and 
degrade the signal. Multiple reflections can travel up and 
down the line causing ringing, overshoot and undershoot 
which reduces the noise margin too. 

The fast t, of the OS90C031 allows the driver to achieve a 
higher bandwidth, but transmission line characteristics can 
easily crop up on a ,system board if not handled properly at 
these edge rates. To make the device work to its fullest 
capability, the LVOS OS9OC031 and the OS90C032 should 
be operated in a point-to-point configuration with minimum 
discontinuities on the transmission line. This ensures no 
stub problems on the line. The media must be terminated 
by a 1000 line-line termination at the far end. A 1000 termi
nation terminates the two differential line in its characteristic 

[>:: Mictrostrip 

impedance and also provides the differential voltage (Voo) 
for the current mode driver. Under the above conditions the 
driver can drive a twp (twisted pair) wire over 10m at speeds 
in excess of 155.5 Mbps (77.7 MHz). 

BI·DIRECTIONAL APPLICATION ON ONE TWP 

In a bi-directional application data can flow in only one di
rection at a time (see Figure 8 ) over the single twisted pair, 
however the bus needs to be terminated at both ends. This 
requires two 1000 terminating resistors, assuming the cable 
impedance is 1000 (one direction at a time). In F/{/ure 8, 
Rt1 terminates the Signal when 01 is driving, and Rt2 termi
nates the signal when 02 is driving. But, since the drivers 
are current mode ( - 4 mAl, the two resistors in parallel will 
load down the driver (100 II 100 = 500) which cuts the 
Signal in half. This reduces systems noise margin to only 
25 mV, as the minimum driver Voo is now 125 mV, and the 
receiver threshold is 100 mY. 

Another issue to be considered for a bi-directional configu
ration is that the OS90C032 receivers on the line in Figure 8 
must be left powered ON all the time. If they are powered 
OFF while a driver on the bus is ON, the intemal protection 
diodes of the receiver input structure can turn ON and 
clamp the line to a diode drop above GNO. This will disrupt 
the bus. 

Since the driver output swing is severely attenuated due to 
dual parallel termination load, the bi-directional approach 
over one twp is not recommended. A separate twp should 
be used for the oppOSite direction. 

A possible solution is to use 2000 resistors in place of the 
1000 resistors at both ends of the cable to solve the load
ing problem. Even though this setup will obtain the correct 
Voo, the line will not be properly terminated. Most cables 
are not available with 2000 differential impedance. Typical 
cables are between 1000 to 1500. This mismatch in imped
ance creates positive reflections which degrades signal 
quality severely. Once again, this setup is also not recom
mended. 

TLlF/12326-7 

FIGURE 7. A Point·ta-Polnt Configuration Using LVDS 
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!'t'UL TI-DROP CONFIGURATION 
In a multidrop configuration (see Figure 9), 10 receivers or 
more can be'tied to the bus. Unused receivers (OS90C032) 
should be disabled and not powered OFF as explained pre' 
viously. A powered OFF receiver input presents a low im
pedance to the bus. When the receiver is powered ON, the 
receiver input presents a high impedance and multiple par
allel receivers on the bus will not adversely load down the 
line. Also, the stubs between the libe and each 'receiver 
have the potential to create reflections if they are too long, 
or cause an impedance discontinuity. ' 

SIGNAL QUALlT'II ACROSS CABLE 
There are numerous ways of determining Signal quality on 
the transmission media. Bit Error Rate (BER), Jitter, Eye 
Pattern, ratio of rise time and unit interval are some of the 
different ways deSigners use to determine signal·quality. In 
this article, Eye pattern will be used to demonstrate signal 
quality for LVOS driver and receiver. 

In order to create an Eye pattern, a PRBS (Pseudo Random 
Bit Sequence) of 511 (29 - 1) bits NRZ data was used to 
drive the LVOS driver inputs. The l VOS driver was connect-

ed to a LVOS receiver with a 10m, 25 pair, 28AWG, twp 
cable (SCSI grade cable). The Eye was plotted on the differ
ential driver output at 155.5 Mbps and also at the rec;eiver 
input at the end pf the cable (see Figures tOB and tOb). 

A random data pattern is more prone to Inter Symbol Inter
ference (lSI). There is a greater chance of errors occurring 
from Inter .Symbol Interference as dllration of pulses glilt 
shorter and shorter. A hit arriving at the receiver input might 
not have enough time to cross the threshold before the ar-
rival of the next bit, resulting in lost data. . 

A PRBS with a pattern-depth of 511 bits or 2047 (211 -1) 
or 32767 (215 - 1) minimum should be used to generate 
Eye pattern. The Eye pattern is then used to characterize 
inter symbol interference issues. The opening of the Eye 
determines the signal quality, and' jitter can be measured at 
the crossing point. Other Industry standards, SONET /SOH 
for example, specifies Eye patterns for signal quality analy
sis. LVOS technology demonstrates a wide eye opening at 
155.5 Mbps over the 10m top cable. Also refer to applica
tion note AN-808 "long Transmission Line and Data Signal 
Quality" for more discussions on signal quality. 

TUF/12326-9 

FIGURE 9. Multi-Drop Configuration for LVDS 
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FIGURE lOa. Eye Pattern at Driver Output 
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lVDS ASIC CEll 

lVDS ASIC cells are low in power, operate at high data 
rates and are implemented using CMOS technology. These 
are characteristics that ASIC designers look for to satisfy 
their design requirements. 

LVDS ASIC Leaf cells and Macro cells are available through 
National Semiconductor's SCl08 ASIC library. The leaf cell 
is the smallest form of cell available for ASIC designs and 
the Macro cell combines different combinations of the Leaf 
cell. Figure 11 illustrates the use of LVDS ASIC cells within 
an ASIC Core device. 

The receiver leaf cell has inputs to the external world and 
the receiver cell output is an internal node to the ASIC Core. 
The driver cell's outputs are external to the world while the 
driver's input in an internal node. 

The ASIC cells are fully compatible with the SCI-LVDS and 
the TIA LVDS standards. 

By MUX'ing and DeMUX'ing Signal lines within the ASIC 
core, higher data rates can be achieved that are impossible 
with standard TTL/CMOS. The data rate of the LVDS 
DS90C03t/C032 is mainly limited by the technology that 
drives it. ASICs can achieve data rates beyond 622 Mbps by 
transporting data through LVDS I/O's. 

CONCLUSION 

LVDS technology solves the ever increasing data rate prob
lem while decreasing power dissipation and can be widely 
used in Telecom, Routers, Intelligent Hubs, LCD displays, 
Copiers and numerous other exciting applications. LVDS 
technology provides the best solution for power budget re
quirements in today's designs. This high speed interface al
lows designers to implement a simple pOint-to-point link 
without complex termination issues. ASIC availability allows 
for the integration of standard controller functions and sin
gle chip solutions. LVDS technology provides solutions for 
what designers are looking for in a Physical Layer pOint-to
point interface. 

REFERENCES 

To order a copy of IEEE SCI standard contact: 
IEEE Service Center at 1-800-678-4333(U.S) 
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Inter-Operation of Interf~ce 
S'tandards' . 

INTRODUCTION 
When cpmmunication is required between systems Jhat 
support different interfaces. is required, a detailed study of 
driver output and receiver input characteristics is requ.ired to 
determine if direct "electrical" inter-operation 'is possible. 
The results pf this sludy may also conclude that some trans
lation devices are required for inter-operation. This may in
clude passive devices or active devices, and even perhaps 
a repeater circuit. This application note focuses on the sim
plest way to gain electrical Inter-operation between devices 
conforming to different Interface standards. CompatibilitY of 
various protocol and mechanical dimensions of connectors 
is beyond the scope of this application note, but l)1ust also 
be investigated to determine if inter-operation is possible. 
The following cases are covered, along with a discussion on 
important electrical characteristics 'Of standard drivers and 
receivers. 

• Single-~nded to'Dlfferentlal 
RS-232 to RS-422 

TIL to RS-422 

• Differential to Single-ended 
RS-422 to RS-232 (unipolar) 

RS-422 to RS-232 (polar) 

RS-422 to TIL 

RS-485 to TIL 

• Single-ended to Single-ended 

TIL to RS-232 

RS-232 to TIL 

• Differential to Differential 

Eel to RS-422 

RS-422 to RS-485 

DRIVER OUTPUT AND RECEIVER INPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS .' 

Before any connection is made, a careful review of the driv
er output electrical characteristics, and the receiver input 
electrical characteristics should be completed. For the driv
er, the following parameters should be reviewed: driver out
put levels (minimum and maximum), and typical driver load
ing. For the receiver, the following parameters should be 
reviewed: input thresholds (sensitivity), input voltage range, 
and input resistance. Once these parameters have been re
viewed, a decision upon what intermediate circuitry between 
the driver and receiver is required if any. The following pairs 
of parameters should be compared to determine if they are 
directly compatible: driver load to receiver input resistance, 
driver output levels to receiver input volta.Qe range, and driv
er output levels to receiver thresholds. 

232 DRIVER 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 972 
J. Goldie 
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CASE ONE: SINGLE-ENDED TO DIFFERENTIAL' '. 

When interfacing a siri911l-erided drive~ to a differenti~l,re
celver. it is ifllPortant to establish that the maximum. output 
voltage of the single-ended driver doesnQ~ exCeed the rec
ommended input voltage rating of the differential. receiver. If 
it does not, then a direct connection is pos$ible from a maxi
Inum voltage level point' of view: If it does a simple resistor 
vOI~~e divider should be inserted to attenuate the Signal 
down 'to acceptable levels. A second check must be done to 
make sure that the minimum driver level,after the divider 
network if employed, is stlH greater than the receiver's sen'
sitivity. The divider network, should be selected such that 
the total load presented to the driver is that of a single-end
ed receiver. Two example$are provided. 

R8-232 TO RS-422 
Depending upon the R~-232 driver that ha~ been specified, 
driver output levels may be as high as ±'15V, and for some 
RS-422 receivers the maximum input range is specified at 
± 10V. For this case, a divider network is required. A simple 
3 kG in series with a 2 kG will provide the required attenua
tion and the correct load. It attenuates the signal 40%, drop
ping the ± 15V to ± 9V on the high side, and ± 5V (driver 
minimum output level) to ±3V (which is greater than the 
receivers thresholds of ±200 mY). In addition the RS-232 
diiver alsO sees a 5 kG load of the divider network as it 
shouid. If the RS-422 receivers can withstand a ± 15V input 
Signal, the attenuator circuit is not required from a voltage 
level point perspeCtive, but may still be desirable. This is 
due to' the fact that many RS-422 (or RS-485) receiver'S 
input impedance. is in the range of 18 kG, which would 
cause a faster driver transition time and possibly an EMI and 
or crosstalk issue. ~igure 1 illustrates inter-operation be
tween the RS-232 driver with a divider network to a RS-422 
differential receiver. Note, that one receiver input is refer
enced to ground. Depending upon the input referenced to 
grpund, a logic NOT may be achieved by tying the + input 
to' ground, and connection to the divider network with the 
- input. Historically, this divider network has been termed 
an l~Pad in TIAIEIA documents and other international 
standards. 

422 RECEIVER 
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FIGURE 1. R8-232 to RS-422 
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TTL TO RS-422 

Since differential receivers are basically modified compari
tors, they detect logical states by the difference in potential 
between their input pins, not with respect to circuit ground. 
Due to this fact, they can also accept standard TTL or 
CMOS levels if the other input is appropriately referenced. 
For TTL levels, one input should be tied to + 1.5V, and the 
resulting thresholds will be + 1. 7V, and + 1.3V. In other 
words, any levels greater that or equal to + 1. 7V will be a 
logic HIGH, and any level less than or equal to + 1.3V a 
LOW, if the reference voltage was applied to the - input. 
Receivers normally have internal references between + 2V 
and + 3V, but it is not recommended that you float the refer
ence input and rely on the internal reference due to the 
following reasons. First, the internal reference voltage is not 
normally specified in a datasheet, thus tolerances are not 
guaranteed or supported. Secondly, the input is a high im
pedance input, and depending upon the environment, It may 
pick up external noise and shift the thresholds around. A 
voltage regulator, or a simple resistor divider may be used 
depending upon the accuracy required. If a resistor divider is 
used, remember to take into account the input impedance 
of the receiver, which can be model (1 st level) as a resistor 
to the internal bias voltage. These two values may be mea
sured with a curve tracer. By sweeping voltage on the refer
ence input, the resulting slope of the line (VIN vs. liN) is the 
input impedance, and the crossing of the X axis is the zero 
current point or internal reference voltage. Note, that this 
test must be done with the receiver powered up to measure 
the reference voltage. Figure 2 illustrates the inter-operation 
between standard TTL logic and a differential RS-422 re
ceiver. 

TTL 

CASE TWO: DIFFERENTIAL TO SINGLE-ENDED 

Differential to single-ended poses a more difficult problem 
to solve. Since single-ended receivers, RS-232 for example, 
essentially detect positive or negative voltage with respect 
to ground, an active solution is required to gain Inter-opera
tion with a single supply differential drivers. The following 
cases are provided as examples. 

R8-422 to RS-232 

RS-422 drivers (unipolar) are commonly powered from a 
single + 5V power supply, thus both output states are posi
tive voltages (VOL and VOH). RS-232 receivers as discussed 
detect positive and negative voltages, therefore to obtain 
inter-operation the circuit. illustrated in Figure 3 can be used. 
The PNP transistor is used as a switch, that when it is ON, 
the receiver input voltage is basically a VCE(SAT) below the 
driver's VOH level. This is typically greater than + 3V, and is 
a valid RS-232 input level. When the driver is in the oppOSite 
state, the PNP is off, the receiver input is pulled to ground 
by its internal input resistor. Note, RS-232 specifies the re
ceiver thresholds are between -3V and +3V, however 
most receiver support TTL like thresholds centered around 
+ 1.5V, and guarantee a failsafe HIGH output state for an 
open input state (pulled low by internal input resistor). In the 
circuit shown in Figure 3, the resistor (R1) limits the base 
current and prevents the PNP from entering deep satura
tion, the diode (01) prevents break down of the emitter base 
junction when the PNP is off. An additional resistor (R2) may 
be inserted to pull the RS-232 input to a voltage (below 
- 3V) if required, but this also requires a negative supply 
and is typically not necessary. Figure 3 illustrates this case 
of inter-operation. 

422 RECEIVER 
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FIGURE 2. TTL to RS-422 
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FIGURE 3. RS-422 to RS-232-wlth Active Device 
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However, ttiis active circuitry may not be required ifthe.two 
systems !!hare the samjil ground ref~fence, .are located 
close together, are in a relativity noise free environme.nt and 
the ..RS-232 receiver provides.a TIL threshold. This is due. to 
the fact that RS-422 d~ver output levels are quite simil~r to 
standard TIL levels. howev~r. driver output curvE¥! s.hould 
be consulted to determine that the drivers VOHle)lel wUl be 
detected by the RS-232 receiver as a valid VIH •. and the VOL 
as a VIL respectively. These output levels can' 6e deter
mined by superimposing a 5· kO load line over the. driver 
VOJ't/IOH curve. If the resulting driver· VOH is :greater than 
the receivers VIH. then inter-operation is possiblE!. Similarly 
the output low case should be checked. RS-422 drivers are 
voltage mode. drivers. ar.1d both outputs are not required to 
inter-operate· with. the single-ended ~eceiver. Therefore, se
lect the output which provides the. desired logic (true or ili
verting). and leave the other output "open". Do not tie the 
unused output to ground. as that could yield an output short 
circuit condition (lOS> which is undesirable from a power 
dissipation consideration. Agure 4 illustrates the direct con
nection example. 

422 DRIVER 

R8-422 TO R8-232 
RS-422 drivers are also ·available that are powered from 
polar (± 5V) power supplies. If this is the case then once 
again a direct connection to a RS:232 receiver is possible. 
This is possible since the VOH of the driver is typically be
tween + 3V and Vee. while the VOL of the driver is between 
- 3V and VEE. in botlr the output levels are greater in mag' 
nitude than the RS-232 receivers thresholds. Figure 5 illus
trates this second case of direct inter-operation. 

RS·422 TO TIL 
As discussed ~bpve.· RS-422 driver qutp~t levels are quite 
similar to standard TIL levels. how4i\ver. driver output curves 
should be consulted to determine that the drivers VOH level 
will be detected ~y the TIL input as a valid VIH. and the VOL 
as a VIL respectively. In almo!!t all cases a direct connection 
will be possible. RS-422 drivers are voltage mode drivers. 
and both outputs need not be used .. Simply pick the output 
(true or inverting). and leave the other output "open". Do 
not tie the unused outputto ground. as that could yield ~n 
output short circuit condition (loS> which is undesirable from 
a power dissipation consideration. Figure 6 illustrates the 
inter-operation of a RS-422 driver with a standard TIL input. 

". 
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FIGURE 4. R8-422 to R8-232-Dlrect Connection 
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FIGURE 5. R8-422 to RS·232 
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FIGURE 6. RS·422 to TIL 
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.----------------------------------------------------------------.. 
R5-485 TO TTL 

RS·485 driver output levels are NOT similar to standard TTL 
levels, however, direct inter-operation may be possible. 
Again, driver output curves should be consulted to deter
mine that the drivers VOH level will be detected by the TTL 
input as a valid VIH, and the VOL as a VIL respectively. Since 
the RS·485 outputs include blocking diodes, the VOH levels 
are lower than standard TTL levels, and the VOL levels are a 
diode higher than standard levels. Once again, RS-485 driv· 
ers are voltage mode drivers, and both outputs need not be 
used. Simply select the desired output (true or inverting), 
and leave the other output "open". Do not tie the unused 
output to ground, as that could yield an output short circuit 
condition (loS> which is undesirable from a power dissipa
tion consideration. If the driver output levels. do not meet the 
TTL input. VIH and VIL specifications, a RS-485 receiver 
should be used to receive the RS-485 levels and correctly 
translate them to TTL compatible levels. Figure 7 illustrates 
this connection. 

CASE THREE: SINGLE-ENDED TO SINGLE-ENDED 

Single-ended to Single-ended is once again simply compar· 
ing output levels to thresholds and input voltage ranges. In 
some cases, a direct connection is possible, as described in 
the following examples. 

485 DRIVER 

~ 

TTL TO RS-232 

TTL output levels can directly inter-operate with certain RS-
232 receivers. This is true since most RS-232 receivers sup
port a tighter threshold specification than required by the 
RS-232 standard. The RS-232 standard specifies that the 
thresholds are between + 3V and -3V, however, most 
thresholds are centered around + 1.5V. If this is the case, 
then standard TTL levels (High> 2.0V and Low < O.8V) will 
be detected correctly. One note of caution is that the TTL 
gate will be loaded with the 5 kO load instead of a standard 
TTL input load. The TTL gate driving the RS-232 receiver 
must have adequate drive capability to obtain the correct 
levels with the RS-232 receiver load. This connection is il
lustrated in Figure 8. 

R5-232 TO TTL 

RS-232 output levels are polar, and therefore they swing 
around ground. This negative swing typically prevents direct 
inter-operation to TTL inputs which prefer positive voltages 
only. To clamp off the negative swing a diode may be used 
to clip the negative swing but will load down the driver when 
the diode is forward biased. This is typically acceptable if 
the driver employed provides a relatively tight current limit in 
the range of 10 rnA. Figure 9 illustrates this inter-operation 
with a diode clamp. . 

485 RECEIVER 232 RECEIVER 

i C( C( 
TL/F/12330-7 

FIGURE 7. R5-485 to TTL 

TTL 232 RECEIVER 

C( t;> 
TLlF/12330-B 

FIGURE 8. TTL to R5-232 

232 DRIVER TTL 

rr ! C( 
TLlF/I2330-9 

FIGURE 9. R8-232 to TTL 
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CASE FOUR: DIFFERENTIAL TO DIFFERENTIAL 
As in ,the other three cases described; driver output levels 
need to be compared to receiver input thresholds and input 
voltage ranges. If they agree, then a direct connection is 
possible. If the levels are net compatible then a repeater / 
translator circuit will be required. 

ECL TO R8-422 
Differential EeL or even Pseudo Eel (PEel) will typicaiiy 
directly inter-operate with a RS-422 receiver. This is possi
ble since a RS-422 receiver provides a tight threshold speci
fication of ±200 mV, and a wide common mode range of 
± 10V. Differential Eel output levels are normally between 
±500 mV to ±800 mV which are detectable by the receiv
er. Since the receiver supports a positive and negative com
mon mode range Eel or PEel signals may be received. 
Figure 10 illustrates, a Eel to RS-422 (or RS-485) connec
tion. 

R8-422 TO R8-485 
Direct' connection of RS-422 to RS-485 is always possible. 
RS-485 can be considered a subset of RS-422 which sup
ports multipoint (multiple drivers) applications. RS-422 and 
RS-485 receivers are virtually identical, except for the fact 
that the RS-485 receiver present a input impedance that is 
typically 3 times the RS-422 receiver. For this reason, the 
RS-422 driver can now drive at least 32 receiver loads op
posed to the RS-422 limit of 10. Recall that RS-422 is limit-

-5V 

ed to single driver/multiple receiver applications, and only 
RS-485 devices (drivers) should be employed in true multi
point (multiple driver) applications. Figure .11 illustrates a 
RS-422 driver driving up ,to 3,2 RS-485 receivers in a multi
drop uni-!:lirectional application. 

SUMMARY 
In mimy cases direct inter-operation ill possible between dif
ferent interface standards. In cases where that is not possi
ble, typically simple circuitry can be inserted between the 
two devices to alter or clamp the levels to levels that are 
compatible with the other device. In the extreme case, 
where simple circuitry can not solve the problem, a repeater 
may be used. For example, if an' "A" driver needs to inter
operate with it "B" receiver, a repeater may be inserted 
between the two that includes a "A" receiver and a "B" 
driver. For example, this may be desirable for interfacing a 
RS-422 driver td a Eel differential receiver since most Eel 
receivers can not accept positive (above ground) input volt
ages. This method should be a solution of last resort due to 
the added cost of the active devices, and the repeater itself. 
The methods described above are preferred, as they pro
vide direct, or inter-operation with only simple circuitry. As a 
final"word of caution, always review the respective device 
speCifications to determine if inter-operation is possible be
fore connecting the two together. 

422 RECEIVER 

TL/F/12330-10 

FIGURE 10. ECL to R8-422 

422 DRIVER 485 RECEIVER 

TLlF/12330-11 

FIGURE 11. R8-422 to R8-485 
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Table I lists key generic electrical characteristics of common interface standards. 

TABLE I. Electrical Characteristics. Comparison of Common Interface. Standards 

Parameter R8-232 RS-422 RS-423 R8-485 

Maximum Driver Output Level ±25VNo Load ±10V No Load ±6VNoLoad ±6VNoLoad 
±15V 7 kO Load ±6V Diff. ±6V Ditt. 

Minimum Driver Output Level ±5V ±2V ±3.6V ±1.5V 
3kO Load 1000 Load 4500 Load 540 Load 

Standard Driver Load 3kO-7kO 1000 > 4 kO Typical 540 
5kO Typical 4500 Minimum 

Receiver Input Voltage Range ±15V ±10V ±10V ±10V 

Receiver Thresholds ±3V ±0.2V ±0.2V ±0.2V 
+ 1.5V Typical 

Receiver Input Impedance 3 kO-7kO ;;,4kO ;;,4kO ->12kO 
5kO Typical 

MODE Single Ended Differential Single Ended Differential 

REFERENCES EIA Standard EIA RS-485, Standard for Electrical Charac-

EIAITIA Standard EIAITIA-232-E, Interface Between Data teristics of Generators and Receivers for use in a Balanced 

Terminal Equipment and Data Circuit-Terminating Equip- Digital Multipoint Systems, EIA, Washington, D.C. 

ment Employing Serial Binary Data interchange, EIAITIA, Application Note #216, Summary of Well Known Interface 
Washington, D.C. Standards, Interface Databook, National Semiconductor, 

TIAIEIA Standard TIAIEIA-422-B, Electrical Characteristics Santa Clara, CA 

of Balanced Voltage Digital Interface Circuits, TIA, Washing- Application Note #759, Comparing EIA-485 and EIA-422-A 
ton, D.C. Line Drivers and receivers in Multipoint Applications, Inter-

TIA/EIA Standard TIAIEIA-423-B, Electrical Characteristics face Databook, National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA 

of Unbalanced Voltage Digital Interface Circuits, TIA, Wash-
ington, D.C. 
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LVDS Signal Quality: Jitter 
Measurements Using Eye 
Patterns Test Report # 1 

LVDS SIGNAL QUALITY 
This report provides data rate versus cable length recom
mendations for LVDS drivers and receivers in a typical appli
cation for a particular twisted pair cable. The questions of: 
How Far? and How Fast? seem simple to answer at first, but 
after detailed study their answers become quite' complex. 
This is not a simple device parameter specification. But 
rather, a system level question, and to be answered correct
Iya number of other parameters besides the switching char
acteristics of the drivers and receivers must be known. This 
includes the measurement criteria for signal quality that has 
been selected, and also the pulse coding that will be used 
(NRZ for example). Additionally, other system level compo
nents should be known too. This includes details about the 
cable, connector, and information about the printed circuit 
board (PCB). Since the purpose is to measuring signal quali
ty, it should be done in a test fixture that matches the end 
environment as close as pOSSible, or even better in the ac
tual application if possible. Eye pattern measurements may 
be used to measure the amount of jitter versus the unit inter
nal to establish the data rate versus cable length c\Jrves and 
therefore are a very accurate way to measure the expected 
Signal quality in the end application. This test report as
sumes: maximum jitter allotment of 20%, measurements 
taken at OV (differential zero) for minimum jitter, measure
ments taken at ± 1 00 mV for maximum jitter, and then pro
vides the corresponding data rate versus cable length rec
ommendations. 

WHY EYE PATTERNS? 
The eye pattern is used to measure the effects of inter sym
bol interference on random data being transmitted through 
a particular media. The transition time of the signal is effect
ed by the prior data bits, this is especially true for NRZ data 
which does not guarantee transitions on the line. For exam
ple in NRZ coding, a transition high after a long series of 
lows has a slower rise time than the rise time of a periodic 
(010101) waveform. This is due to the low pass filter effects 
that the cable causes. Figure 1 illustrates the superposition 
of six different data patterns. Overlaid they form the eye 
pattern that is the input to the cable. The right hand side of 
Figure 1, illustrates the same pattern at the end of the cable. 
Note the rounding of the formerly sharp transitions. The 
width of the crOSSing pOint is now wider, and the opening of 
the eye is also now smaller (see AN-808 for an extensive 
discussion on eye patterns). 

When line drivers (generators) are supplying symmetrical 
signals to clock leads, the period of the clock, rather than 
the unit interval of the clock waveform, should be used to 
determine the maximum cable lengths (e.g., though the 
clock rate is twice the data rate, the same maximum cable 
length limits apply). This is due to the fact that a periodiC 
waveform is not prone to distortion from inter symbol distor
tion as is a data line. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 977 
John Goldie 
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FIGURE 1. Formation of an Eye Pattern by 
Superposition 

Figure 2 describes the measurement locations for minimum 
jitter. Peak-to-Peak Jitter is the width of the signal crOSSing 
the optimal receiver thresholds. For a differential receiver, 
that would correspond to OV (differential). However, the re
ceiver is specified to switch between -100 mV and 
+ 100 mY. Therefore for a worse case jitter measurement, a 
box should be drawn between ± 100 mV and jitter mea
sured between the first and last crossing at ± 1 00 mY. If the 
vertical axiS units in Figure 2 was 100 mY/division, the 
worse case jitter ± 100 mV levels. 

LOGIC ONE LEVEL --~I;;!~::f:!Ci:;~:f~ (100% REFERENCE) 

OPTIMUM RECEIVER --+l--~M....J.+...-.+-t-.j....:~~-+-I 
THRESHOLD LEVEL 

FOR MINIMUM 

JITTER __ Mi~;:t::~l~:t::l:~;3 
LOGIC ZERO LEVEL 

(0% REFERENCE) 'tc. THRESHOLD CROSSING SKEW 

PEAK-TO-PEAK JITTER = i; x 100% 

TUF/12398-2 

FIGURE 2. NRZ Data Eye Pattern 
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EYE PATTERN TEST CIRCUIT 

LVDS drivers and receivers are intended to be primarily 
used in an uncomplicated point-to-point configuration as is 
shown in Figure 3. This figure details the test circuit that was 
used to acquire the Eye pattern measurements. It includes 
the following components: 

PCB# 1: DS90C031 LVDS Quad Driver soldered to the PCB 
with matched PCB traces between the device (located near 
the edge of the PCB) to the connector. The connector is an 
AMP amplite 50 series connector. 

Cable: Cable used for this testing was Berk-Tek part number 
271211. This is a 1050 (Differential Mode) 28 AWG strand
ed twisted pair cable (25 Pair with overall shield) commonly 
used on SCSI applications. This cable represents a com
mon data interface cable. For this test report the following 
cable lengths were tested: 1,2,3,5, and 10 meter(s). Ca
bles longer than 10 meters were not tested, but may be 
employed at lower data rates. 

PCB#2: DS90C032 LVDS Quad Receiver soldered to the 
PCB with matched PCB traces between the device (located 
near the edge of the PCB) to the connector. The connector 

PCB#1 1/4 DS90C031 

CABLE 

is an AMP amplite 50 series connector. A 1000 surface 
mount resistor was used to terminate the cable at the re
ceiver input pins. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

A pseudo-random (PRBS) generator was connected to the 
driver input, and the resulting eye pattern, measured differ
entially at TP' was observed on the oscilloscope. Different 
cable lengths (L) were tested, and the frequency of the input 
Signal was increased until the measured jitter equaled 20% 
with respect to the unit interval for the particular cable 
length. The coding scheme used was NRZ. Jitter was mea
sured twice at two different voltage points. First, jitter was 
measured at the OV differential voltage (optimal receiver 
threshold point) for minimum jitter, and second at the maxi
mum receiver threshold pOints (± 1 00 mY) to obtain the 
worst case or maximum jitter at the receiver thresholds. Oc
casionally jitter is measured at the crossing point alone, this 
will result in a much lower jitter point, but ignores the fact 
that the receivers may not switch at that very pOint. For this 
reason this Signal quality test report measured jitter at both 
pOints. 

PCB#2 1/4 DS90C032 

Length = L 
TEST POINTS 

....---- TP-A', TP-B' (TP') 

DOUT+~,-~~ ____ _ ENABLE 

A A' 

DIN >--QRoUT 

B' 

-= C' 

TL/F/12338-3 

FIGURE 3. LVDS Signal Quality Test Circuit 
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RESULTS AND DATA POINTS 

20% Jitter Table @ OY Differential (Minimum Jitter) 

Cable Length Data Rate Unit Interval- tul Jltter-tes 
(meter) (Mbps) (ns) (ns) 

1 400 2.500 0.490 

2 391 2.565 0.520 

3 370 2.703 0.524 

5 295 3.390 0.680 

10 180 5.550 1.160 

As described abo"e, Jitter was measured at the zero' volt 
differential point. For the case with the 1 meter cable, 
490 ps of jitter at .400 Mbps was measured, and 1.160 ns of 
jitter at ,180 Mbps and with .the 1.0 meter cable. 

20% Jitter Table @ ± 100 mY (Maximum Jitter) 

cable Length Data Rate Unit Inter,val- tul Jltter-tes 
(meter) (Mbps) (ns) (ns) 

1 200 5.000 1.000 

2 190 5.263 " 1.053 

3 170 5.882 1.176 

5 155.5 6.431 1.286 

10 100 10.000 2.000 

The second case measured jitter between ± 100 mV levels. 
For the 1 meter cable, 1 ns of jitter was measured at 
200 Mbps, and for the 10 meter cable, 2 ns of jitter occurred 
at 100 Mbps. 

Figure 4 is the graphical representation of the relationship 
between data rate and cable length for the application un
der test. Both curves assume a maximum allotment of 20% 
jitter with respect to the unit interval. Basically data rates 
between 200-400 Mbps are possible on the shorter 
lengths, and data rates of 100-200 Mbps are possible at 10 
meters. It should be noted that employing a different coding 
scheme, a different cable, a different wire gauge (AWG), 
etc., will create a different relationship between maximum 
data rate versus cable length. 
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FIGURE 4. Data Rate versus Cable Length 

CONCLUSIONS 

Eye patterns provide a useful tool to analyze jitter and thus 
the resulting signal QualitY as it captures the effects of a 
random data pattern. They provide a method to determine 
the maximum cable length for a given data rate or vice ver
sa. However, different systems can tolerate different 
amounts of jitter, commonly 5%,10%, or 20% is selected, 
with 20% being the maximum allowed. Jitter in the system 
that is greater than 20% tends to close down the eye open
ing, and error free recovery of NRZ data is increasing more 
difficult. This report illustrates typical maximum cable 
lengths for a common data interface cable at 20% jitter, for 
data rates between 100 Mbps and 200 Mbps. Selecting a 
premium cable, a category 5 cable for example, will extend 
the curve significantly. While selecting a lower limit for -jitter, 
5% for example will decrease the maximum ~ble length. 
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The Practical Limits of 
RS-485 

INTRODUCTION 
This application note discusses the EIA-485 standard for 
differential multipoint data transmission and its practical lim
its. It is commonly called RS-485. however its official name 
is EIA-485 which reflects the name of the committee at the 
time it was released. It is expected to be revised soon and 
will then become TIA/EIA-485-A. 

Differential data transmission is ideal for transmitting at high 
data rates. over long distances and through noisy environ
ments. It nullifies the effects of ground shifts and noise sig
nals which appear as common mode voltages on the trans
mission line. TIAIEIA-422-B is a standard that defines differ
ential data transmission from a single driver to multiple re
ceivers. RS-485 allows multiple drivers in operation. which 
makes multipoint (party line) configurations possible. 

This application note will discuss the specifications as de
fined in the RS-485 document. Interpretations of the stan
dard and device specifications can vary among manufactur
ers. However. there are some guarantees required to be 
completely compliant with the standard. 

There are many possibilities and trade-offs associated with 
being partially compliant-or "compatible." Some applica
tions can tolerate the trade-offs in return for increased per
formance or added value. For that reason. this application 
note will discuss the practical application of the specifica
tions. 
A detailed explanation of each requirement of the standard 
will not be given as this is beyond the scope of this note. 
Also beyond the scope are advanced topics relating to new 
technology. 

KEY RS-485 REQUIREMENTS 
The key features are: 
• Differential (Balanced) Interface 
• MultipOint Operation 
• Operation from a single + 5V Supply 
• -7V to + 12V Bus Common Mode Range 
• Up to 32 Unit Loads (Transceivers) 
• 10 Mbps Maximum Data Rate (@40 feet) 
• 4000 Foot Maximum Cable Length (@100 kbps) 

T1 

T3 T4 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 979 
Todd Nelson 

A typical application is shown in Figure 1. 

The key requirement of the driver is its guaranteed differen
tial output voltage as measured: with no load; with a mini
mum configuration of two nodes; and with the full load of 32 
nodes. The terms used in the specification are: 

VOA True output voltage with respect to ground 

VOB Complimentary output voltage with respect to 
ground 

Voe Differential output voltage (VOA-VOB) 

Vos Offset voltage. or center pOint of VOA or VOA. also 
called Voc 

VCM Algebraic mean of VOA and VaB. including any 
ground potential difference or noise 

The specifications are best represented by the following fig
ures and table. 

TUF/12358-2 

FIGURE 2. No Load Configuration 

TL/F/12358-3 

FIGURE 3. Termination Load Configuration 
375.n 

*~."§ ;:JJ,,,,, 
375.n 

TL/F/12358-4 

FIGURE 4. Full Load Configuration 

T2 

• • • • 

T32 
TL/F/12358-1 

FIGURE 1. Typical RS·485 Application 
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,TABLE I. Driver Output Voltage Requirements 

'Configuration Test Min Max Units 

No load VOOl 1.5 6.0 V 
Figure 2 

VOA 0 6.0 V 

VOB 0 6.0 V 

T!lrmination VOO2 1.5 5.0 V 
Figure 3 

Vos -1.0 3.0 V 

Full LOlld VOO3 1.5 5.0 V 
Figure 4 with -7V ,,;;: VCM';;: +12V 

There is also a condition that the driver must not be dam
aged when the outputs are shorted to each other or' any 
potential within the common mode range of -7V to + 12V. 
The peak current under shorted conditions must be less 
than 250mA. This point is key to multipoint operation, since 
contention may occur. ' 

, The data rate requirements have implicatiqns on the speed 
of the device. Switching characteristics must specify, that 
the transition time (t,., tl) be ,;;: 0.3 of the unit interval. The 
minimum unit interval for fo Mbps at 40 feet is 100 ns so 
trltl ,;;: 33 ns; for 100 kbps at 4000 feet it is 10 p.s so t,.ltl 
,;;: 3.3 p.s. ' 

A Unit Load is defined as a load on the bus, it is commonly a 
driver and a receiver. The result should be that the unit load 
does not load down the bus under power-on or power-off 
conditions. Driver leakage tends to be" in, micro-amps but 
receiver input current can be significant compared to driver 
leakage. Four pOints define the unit load, shown in Figure 5. 

Rec. Input current (liN) at + 12V ,;;: 1 mA 
liN between +5Vand +12V ~OmA 
liN at -7V ~ -O.SmA 
liN between - 3V and - 7V ,;;: 0 mA 

TL/F/12358-5 

FIGURE 5. V /I Relationship defining a Unit Load 

The shaded area effectively defines the receiver input im
pedance (RIN), ~10.6 kO (19V11.S mAl. The standard does 
not require a specific impedance, only that it falls within the 
shaded area. 

The key receiver requirements are its threshold voltage lev
els and common mode range. The receiver output must be 
HIGH if the true input is more than 200 mV above the com
plimentary input; LOW if it is more than 200 mV below the 
complimentary inpUt. This must be possible with the inputs 
varying from -7V to + 12V. A graphic representation is 
shown in Figure 6. In this diagram, the lightly shaded region 
represents the range of points where R I is more than 
200 mV below RI·; therefore the output is LOW. 
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FIGURE 6. Receiver Input'Range 

The 200 mV receiver threshold and the 1.5V minimum dif
ferential driver output vOltage provide 1.3V of differential 
n6ise margin. Since the bus is typically a twisted pair, 
ground noise is canceled out by the differential operation. 
The result is a bus that is well suited for high data rates and 
noisy environments. 

There are further requirements such as balance of terminat
ed voltage, balance of offset voltage and timing Which can 
be reviewed in the standard. Note that an of these require
ments should be met over the full supply voltage and tem-
perature range in which the device will operate. ' 

Interpreting the standard and creating device specifications 
appears to' be straight forward. However, the range of prac
tices shows that there are differing opinions. 

COMPATIBILITY TRADEOFFS 

It is not always practical to meet all of the reqUirements. The 
devices may have limitations, the applica~ions may not need 
full compliance or there may be a possible improvement in 
one area at the expense of another. 

Commonly accepted minimum specifications for compatibil
ity include V001, V002, los, VCM, VTH. At times, these are 
specified at controlled conditions-not over the full operat
ing range, as is required. Furthermore, "Up to 32 unit 
loads ... " implies V003 and RIN or the VII relationship dis
cussed above. V003 can be traded off if the application is 
not expected to be fully loaded. 

RIN can be increased and thereby,allowing more than 32 
nodes to bE! connected without exceeding the 32 unit, loads. 
For example, a RIN of 24 kO implies that 64 nodes equates 
to 32 unit loads. 

In many applications, Icc is the differentiating factor. Opti
mizing a device for low power may slow switching speed. 
The end user may define the acceptable speed but switch
ing speed is quite often defined by the choice of protocol. 

Many low power technologies have lower breakdown volt
agEls, which reduces the recommended maximum voltage 
range for the bus pins. The recommended voltage range for 
the bus pins defloes how much protection the device has 
beyond the - iii to + 12V common mode range. If the envi
ronment . demands that the bus survive voltages up to 
±24V,' then the device must guarantee this, otherwise ex
ternal protection must be included. 



External limitations may dictate controlled edge rates to al
low greater stub lengths or reduced EMI, which may result in 
a device that does not meet the prescribed data rate. All of 
these trade-offs must be considered in the design of the 
system. 

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

Topoloqy: RS-485 is defined as a multi-point bus, (Figure 7) 
therefore multiple drivers and receivers can be connected 
to the bus at the same time (see discussion regarding unit 
load). 

TL/F/12358-7 

FIGURE 7. Bus Topology 

In such a configuration, only one driver has control at a time 
and all the active receivers receive the same signals. 

A ring which is created by connecting both ends of a bus 
together will not work. A traditional ring uses point-to-point 
links between the nodes. This can be implemented using 
RS-485, however, there are many other point-fo-point tech
nologies available. 

Star configurations are aiso discouraged. In a star configu
ration (Figure 8) the device is effectively at the end of a very 
long stub, and this causes reflection and termination prob
lems. 

TL/F/12358-9 

FIGURE 8. Star Topology 
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Stubs: RS-485 recommends keeping the stubs as short as 
practical. A stub is the distance from the device to the bus, 
or the termination resistor (in the case at the ends of the 
bus), see Figure 9. The maximum length is not defined by 
the standard, but longer stubs will have a negative-impact 
on signal quality. This affect can be reduced by contrOlling 
the transition time of the driver. 

TL/F/12358-10 

FIGURE 9. Stub Length 

The driven signal encounters a reflection at the end of the 
stub, if this occurs within the rising edge of the signal then it 
can be neglected. A general rule is that stubs should be less 
than % of the transition time. Therefore, slowing the tran
sition time can extend the practical stub length. 

stub t s; % (tranSition time)/(velocity) 
t ft s; % (tr or tfl/(1.5 ns/ft) 

Number of Nodes: The standard allows 32 unit loads, as 
defined by the driver leakage and receiver impedance-this 
was intended to mean 32 transceivers. If a number of the 
devices guarantee a greater impedance, then it is possible 
to add more than 32 transceivers to a bus. 

Termination: RS-485 has defined the termination as 120ft 
parallel termination at each end of the bus. This assumes a 
characteristic impedance in the range of Zo = 1000 to 
1200 for the cable. Other termination schemes could be 
implemented, but a thorough analYSis must be done to as
sure adequate signal- quality. For more information on termi
nation, see AN-903. 
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Bus Faults: This bus is defined to be resistant to many of 
the faults associated with a cable environment such as 
noise and variations in device ground. It is built for party line 
applications so it can withstand driver, contention. In most 
cases, there is enough noise margin to detect a valid HIGH 
or LOW. However, in the case where both lines are open or 
there is a short between the two lines, the state may be 
unknown. Such a case requires the designer to implement a 
"failsafe" scheme to bias the receiver to a known state. See 
AN-847 and AN-903 for a detailed discussion of failsafe 
techniques. 

Data Rate.: Earlier, the data rate vs distance guidelines 
were given as 10 Mbps at 40 feet and 100 kbps at 4000 
feet. Advances in technology continue to push these limits. 
At long distances the practical limitation is dominated by the 
rise time degradation due to the cable. The approximate 
delay associated with 1000 cable is 1.5 ns/foot. Therefore, 
4000 feet of cable will cause 6 /los of delay-which limits the 
data rate to 333 kbps (166 kHz) before device delays are 
involved. At 100 feet only 150 ns of delay are added by the 
cable, so an ideal driver/receiver could switch at 10 Mbps 
theoretically. Further complications are added by encoding 
schemes (PWM, RTZ, etc.) and protocol requirements (idle 
time, overhead, etc.). If an off-set bias is implemented for 
receiver failsafe, this may induce some Signal distortion or 
cause slight duty cycle distortion which must be factored in 
to the data rate considerations. 

RS-485 is defined as a half-duplex bus, though many appli
cations use multiple channels in parallel or full-duplex. In 
parallel bus applications, chaMel-to-channel skew be
comes a critical issue. These and possible protocol require
ments would have to be considered in the evaluation of 
each device. 

SuPPly Power. Icc is not always the dominant indicator of 
power requirements: Low power CMOS devices require little 
quiescent current, typically less than 1 mA. However, when 
switching against a heavy load, the load current can be over 
60 mAl And switching at higher frequencies also requires 
more current. Comparing bipolar and CMOS devices should 
include the case when switching a heavy load at high fre
quencies as well as the quiescent case. The total require
ment will depend on the portion of time at idle versus 
switching. 

SIgnal Quality: At the extremes of distance and data rate, 
the signal quality will be degraded. This is a qualitative pa
rameter that is usually judged with eye patterns or in proba
bilities of errors. 

Eye patterns show the effects of intersymbol interference, a 
hypothetical example is shown in Figure 10. A full discus
sion on Signal quality is given in AN-808. 
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Interfacing to other standards: This bus is not intended to 
be Inter-operable with other standards such as TIAIEIA-
232-E or ECL. TIAIEIA-422-B buses can accept RS-485 de
vices, but the oppOSite case is not true for the drivers. For a 
full discussion on this topic, see AN-972. The internationat 
standard ISO 8482.1994 has recently become compatible 
with RS-485. 

PRACTICAL LIMITS 

Theoretical limits defined by the standard should not be ex
ceeded without fully examining the trade-offs discussed 
above. However, there are some common practices which 
can extend RS-485 beyond its defined limits. 

The maximum number of nodes can exceed 32. RIN can be 
defined as 'h unit load or 14 unit load, thus extending the 
number of nodes that can be attached to a Single bus to 64 
or 128 respectively. The leakage specifications must also 
support the stated unit load. Note that a bus with 128 nodes 
requires that the average loading be 14 unit load-including 
any third-party nodes that may be attached. Not all devices 
need the same unit load rating, but the total cannot exceed 
32 unit loads. 

The common-mode voltage range requirements continue to 
be a factor that limits many other types of interfaces. TIAI 
EIA-422-B offers a common-mode range of ± 7V, but does 
not allow multiple drivers on the bus. The process technolo
gies and design techniques required to meet the -7V to 
+ 12V range are somewhat unique. In fact, many applica
tions see common-mode voltages beyond this range, such 
as ±24V! Generally, reducing common-mode voltage in 
trade for any performance or integration gains has not been 
acceptable. Increasing common-mode beyond the RS-485 
limits depends on the specific devices; wider common
mode may affect the thresholds and hysteresis of the re
ceiver which reduces the noise margin. 

Speed and power requirements are opposing trends: higher 
data rates tend to use more power, yet lower power (IcC> 
technologies tend to be slower. Technologies that effective
ly combine both high speed and low power 'are becoming 
available, and will come down in cost. Optimizing for speed 
in excess of the RS-485 limits may require technologies that 
consume greater quiescent current. In applications that are 
not transmitting for extended periods, optimizing for low 
power is common. Such devices may not meet the 10 Mbps 
data rate referenced in RS-485, which is acceptable since 
many of these applications are specified between 9600 bps 
and 1 Mbps. 

TLlF/1235B-12 

FIGURE 10. Eye Patterns 
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CONCLUSION 

RS-485 is a well-defined, multi-purpose electrical specifica
tion for multi-point data transmission. The standard allows 
manufacturers to optimize devices for speed and power. 
Despite the definition, there is still potential for compatibility 
issues if the devices are not fully specified. 

Many of the limits imposed in RS-485 can be exceeded at 
sorrie cost and with increased risk. But technology barriers 
are continuously being removed and this promises tremen
dous performance gains, perhaps eliminating those costs 
and risks. 

RS-485 is a very rugged standard for multi-point applica
tions. It has proven to be popular over a span of many 
years. With the breadth of devices available and new tech
nologies being applied, RS-485 will continue for many years 
to come. 
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TIA/EIA-422-B Overview 

ABSTRACT 
This application note covers topics associated with con
cerns for implementing a balanced interface circuit utilizing 
the TIAIEIA-422-B (formerly RS-422-A) electrical interface 
standard. The items designated by bullets below indicate 
the topics covered within this application note. 

• Cable Length and Data Rate 

• Termination 

• Failsafe 
• Configuration 

• ESO Protection 

• Live Insertion 

• By-Pass Capacitors 

• Stub Lengths 

• Receiver Power Off Characteristics 

• Typical Cable Media 
Each topic has an independent section. The sections are 
identified by bold all upper case titles. Subsection titles are 
bold only. 

INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW 
TIAIEIA-422-B (RS-422) is an industry standard specifying 
the electrical characteristics of a balanced interface circuit. 
Other prefixes are commonly used with the RS-422 stan
dard. These include EIA, EIAITIA, and RS; although previ
ously correct, today TIA/EIA is the correct prefix. However, 
for SimpliCity, RS-422 will be used throughout the rest of this 
application note. Also, a suffix letter denotes the different 
revisions of the standard but various prefixes with the same 
suffix reference the same identical standard. 

RS-422 was introduced to solve the limitation problems of 
Single-ended standards like TIAIEIA-232-E. Single-ended 
interfaces lack common-mode noise rejection capability; 
ideal for noisy environments. Also, data rates are usually 
limited to less than 0.5 Mbps. A RS-422 interface may be 
implemented to overcome these limitations. 

A RS-422 driver can drive up to ten unit loads (i.e., 4 kO to 
circuit common is one unit load). The driver is capable of 
transmitting data across 4000 feet (recommended limit) of 
cable; but not at maximum data rates (see Figure 3). Stan
dard RS-422 drivers are guaranteed to source and sink a 
minimum 20 mA across a 1000 load. This corresponds to a 
minimum differential output voltage, Voo, of 2V across the 
load (see Figure 1). 

TL/F/12598-1 

FIGURE 1. Terminated Configuration 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 1031 
Michael A. Wilson 

The complement RS-422 receiver must be equal to or less 
than one unit load. This is represented by the slope of the 
shaded region in Figure 2. The operating range of receiver 
is defined between ± 1 OV and is represented by the shaded 
area in Figure 2. 

v 
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FIGURE 2. Receiver Operating Range 
Also, RS-422 receivers have a ± 200 mV threshold over the 
entire common mode range of ± 7V. A differential noise 
margin ;" 1.8V is guaranteed between the driver's differen
tial output swing and the receiver's threshold. 

RS-422 drivers and receivers are designed for point-to-point 
and multi-drop configurations but not multi-point. For multi
drop configurations, a daisy chain is the recommended in
terface configuration. 

Caution, at long distances or high data rates, termination is 
recommended to reduce reflections caused by a mismatch 
in the impedance of the cable and the impedance of the 
receiver's input. Refer to the section entitled "Termination" 
for further information. 

Significantly, the RS-485 differential interface standard is 
very similar to RS-422. However, there are differences that 
distinguish the two standards from one another; which in
clude the output stage of the driver, the common mode 
range of the interface, the input resistance of the receiver, 
and the drive capability of the driver. For more details con
cerning the comparison of RS-422 and RS-485, please ref
erence National's application note AN-759. 

CABLE LENGTH AND DATA RATE 
Cable Length and Data Rate have an inverse affect on each 
other. When operating at either the recommended maxi
mum cable length or data rate the other can not be ob
tained. For instance, it is not possible to operate at 4000 
feet when operating at 10 Mb/s or vice-versa. 

A chart displaying the recommended operational region of a 
typical RS-422 standard interface is shown in Figure 3. Oth
er electrical interface standards operating regions are also 
shown for comparison. The curves were obtained from em
pirical data using a 24 AWG, copper, 16 pF/ft, twisted-pair 
cable parallel terminated with a 1000 load. 
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FIGURE 3. Cable Length vs. Data Rate 

TERMINATION 

Termination is recommended for· use when designing a 
RS-422 interface that is considered to be a transmission 
line. An interface is considered to be a transmission line if 
the propagation delay of the cable is greater than Va the 
transition (rise or fall) time of the signal. This is a time-do
main analysis. The same is also true in frequency-domain. 

For clarification, the transition time for the time-domain anal
ysis is measured from zero to one hundred percent of the 
transition. The rising or falling edge may be used for analy
sis, whichever edge is the fastest. 

Transmission lines may restrict the use of a multi-drop con
figuration and limit the maximum data rate of the RS-422 
interface. 

Transmission line theory will not be discussed in this appli
cation note but is useful knowledge. For more details on 
transmission line theory, please refer to National application 
notes AN-SOe, AN-S07, and AN-SOS. 

Parallel Termination 

Parallel termination, a very popular form of termination, has 
the advantage of allowing higher data rates and longer ca
ble lengths than an interface using some other termination 
schemes bec~use transmission line effects are minimized. 
This is possible because the termination resistor (Rt) is cho
sen to closely match the cable impedance (Zo) (see Figure 
4). The cable impedance can be obtained from the cable 
manufacturer. The cable impedance may also be measured 
using TOR, time domain reflectometry, techniques. Addition
ally, because of the minimized affect of the transmission 
line, multi-drop configurations with good signal quality are 
also pOSSible, as long as the stubs (discussed later) are not 
transmission lines themselves. 

At = Zo 
where: 

Rt = termination resistor 
Zo = characteristic impedance of cable 

A disadvantage of parallel termination is the high power dis· 
sipation associated with the heavy termination load. This 
also leads to a smaller differential output voltage and lower 
DC noise margins than with a series termination. Also, if the 
receiver has built·in failsafe circuitry, a known output can 
not be guaranteed with this type of termination scheme un· 
less the receiver specifically says that it supports "terminat
ed" failsafe. The cost associated with purchasing the one 
external component should also be considered. 

Other schemes exist to choose from and each type has its 
advantages and disadvantages. Please refer to application 
note AN-90a for more detailed information on parallel and 
other termination schemes. 

FAILSAFE 

For typical RS-422 interfaces, open, terminated, and short
ed input are the three types of failsafe to consider as shown 
in Figure 5. A receiver with full failsafe protection guaran
tees a known receiver output for all three types failsafe con
ditions. 

Open Input Failsafe 

Open input failsafe is the condition when the receiver's out
put is known when its inputs are left open or floating. The 
driver is not connected but the receiver is powered. A re
ceiver that provides failsafe for an open input condition, may 
provide .failsafe for idle (driver's output idle) and TRI
STATE@ (driver's output disabled) conditions if the bus is 
not parallel terminated. Therefore, the output state of the 
receiver may be known for both idle and TRI-STATE bus 
conditions in some instances. 

A receiver is able to provide open input failsafe with internal 
pull-up and pull-down resistors, typically > 50 kO. Some
times only one bias reSistor is used on one input and the 

TL/F/12598-4 

FIGURE 4. Multi-Drop Application with Parallel Termination 
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other input biased to a voltage reference point. Note that 
any receiver that does not have built-in failsafe, may use, 
external pull-up and pull-down resistors to provide failsafe .. 
protection. 

Terminated Input Fallsaf. 
A receiver has terminated failsafe when its 0UtpUt can be' 
determined while its inputs are under terminated conditions. 
This must be valid for various types of termination sel:1emes; 
otherwise the receiver does not have terminated failsafe. 
Additionally, terminated idle line and terminated TRI-STATE 
line conditions should also be supported,. For RS-422 re
ceivers with built-in open input failsafe, the protection cir
cuitry does not guarantee terminated failsafe operation. If a 
receiver does not have this feature, external bias resistors 
may be used to provide terminated failsafe protection. For 
more information please reference application note AN-847 
that is devoted to this topiC. 

Open 

Terminated' 

Shorted 

FIGURE 5; Types of Failsafe 

Shorted Input Failsafe 

TL/F/12598-5 

Shorted failsafe is when the receiver output ill known when 
the receiver inputs are shorted together. If a receiver does 
not have this type of failsafe, external pull-up and pull-down 
resistors alone may not help. However, using an alternate
failsafe termination technique will provide protection. Please 
refer to application note AN-903 for details about alternate-
failsafe termination.' , 

National's 0836276 and DS36g77 are inierface devices 
that provide all three forms of failsafe . protection with no 
external components required. To accomplish this, the 
threshold point of the receiver was shifted, violating the 
RS-422 ±200 mV threshold specification. 

CONFIGURATION 
For RS-422 interface devices, usually three types of config
urations are commonly used. 

Polnt-to-Polnt Configuration 
First, point-to-poirit, is a one driver and one receiver system. 
Point-to-point applications may be thought of as using sin
gle-ended standards like TIAIEIA-232-E because this is the 
configuration single-ended standards are popular for. How
ever, differential standards are not restricted from use in 
pOint-ta-point applications. A typical point-to-point system is 
shown in F/{Jure 7. 

MultI-Drop Configuration 

The second configuration, multi-drop, is one driver with two 
'or more receivers normally connected in a daisy chain lay
out. For RS-422, the maximum number of receivers is 10 if 
the receiver's input impedance (RIN) is equal to 4 kG or one 
unit load. If a receiver's RIN is equal to 8 kG then that re, 
ceiver is equal to % a unit load. Therefore a RS-422 driver 
that can drive 10 unit loads can drive 20 receivers with a RIN 
= 8 kG. An example of a: multi-drop application is shown in 
F/{Jure4. 

Multi-Point 
The last type of configuration is multi-point, which uses two 
or more drivers qonnected 10 one or more receil/ers (see 
Figure 6). RS-422 drivers are normally not deSigned into 
this type of configuration. However, a multi-point system can 
be accomplished if certain issues are addfessed. The three 
issues are ground potential differences between drivers, 
Contention between drivers, and the drive capability of the 
drivers. Therefore,' RS-485 devices are recommended for 
multi-point applications. 

For further details and illustrations concerning these issues 
please reference application note AN-759. . 

ESD PROTECTION 
Electrostatic Discharge (ESO) is normally an event of very 
high potential for a short period of time. This may be damag
ing to some integrated circuits (IC). ESO is not limited to a 
one time occurence in the life of an IC, u'nless it is fatal the 
very first time. It may be an ongoing transpiration that can 
wear down an IC until it eventually fails fatally. 

The RS-422 standard does not $pecify requirements for 
ESO protection. However,. the industry has developed a de, 
facto. minimum standard of. 2,OOOV ESO protection under 
human body model (HBM) conditions. However, many sys
tems today require much higher levels of ESO protection. 
Possibly as high as 10 kV or 15 kV. . 

ESD protection may be enhanced in different ways. IC pro
tection circuitry, TransZorbsll», and protected connectors 
are three possible solutions for increasing an IC's ESO 
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FIGURE II. Exa'mpl. Of Multi~POlnt Configuration 
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FIGURE 7. A POlnt-to-Polnt RS-422 System with TransZorbs 

protection. The first method is built-in IC protection circuitry 
that requires no external components. This type of protec
tion is the result of the manufacturer's IC design. In the early 
years of IC manufacturing, ESD was not as well publicized 
or standardized as it is today. Today, IC designers strive to 
achieve five, ten, even fifteen thousand Volts of ESD pro
tection. 

The later two solutions, TransZorbs and protected connec
tors, are both external to the IC and usually implemented, by 
the system manufacturer, to provide additional protection, if 
needed, beyond that which is supplied by the IC itself. 

Integrated Circuits 

IC protection circuitry is normally designed into the die at 
the input and output stages of the device. This is because 
these are the stages that connect to the outside world (via 
cables or other media). Thus, these are the locations dam
aged most often by ESD phenomenon. The purpose of the 
circuitry is to, one, be able to drain off very large amounts of 
current very quickly, and two, keep the high current away 
from sensitive areas of the IC. An analogy may be made 
with lightning rods that channel away large amounts of cur
rent, caused by a very large electric field (potential), from 
your house. 

TranSZorb 

TransZorbs are like back-to-back diodes. They are connect
ed between the interface line that needs protection and 
ground. They act like voltage clamps, clamping voltages 
that are above the TranSZorb's specified reverse stand-off 
voltage (Vrsl. Take care when selecting a TransZorb, if the 
Vrs is too high; the IC may become damaged before the 
TranSZorb ever turns on. One TransZorb should be used 
per interface line: This solution could become expensive as 
the number of interface lines requiring protection increases. 
Figure 7 shows an example of a RS-422 pOint-to-point sys
tem with TransZorbs. 

Protected Connectors 

Protected connectors, another solution for increasing ESD 
protection of an IC, provides the same type of clamping 
protection that TransZorbs do. However, only one device is 
needed per interface connector. Therefore, if you have a 
D8-25 pin connector, all 25 lines receive the same increase 
in ESD damage resistance. Additionally, deSigners do not 
need to worry about lack of additional PC board space, 
since the device is built into the connector. Also, the pro
tected connector only adds an additional 5 pF or 6 pF of 
capacitance to the signal load. Designers will be able to find 
protected connectors in a variety of connector sizes. Figure 
8 shows a diagram of two connectors with built-in ESD pro
tection. For more information on protected connectors 
please refer to application note AN-878. 

In the later two solutions, the system manufacturer provides 
additional ESD protection. Ideally, system manufacturers 
would like the IC manufacturers to provide all the ESD pro
tection required for their systems, internal to the device. Na
tional Semiconductor's Interface Group recognizes the im
portance of ESD protection and has released the DS36276 
and the DS36277 with ESD protection up to 7,500V. Future 
Interface products will trend toward higher ESD protection. 

LIVE INSERTION 

RS-422 does not specify how to insert an IC (driver or re
ceiver) into a live interface. The same is true for removing 
the IC. PC board connectors, cable connectors, arid sock
ets are likely interface pOints. A device may be inserted live 
via one of these interfaces. Live insertion is a larger con
cern, since removing an IC, from a live interface, normally is 
less damaging to an IC. For live insertion, the device may 
not be powered up when being inserted. Thus, the RS-422 
device may receive bus potentials that exceed the power 

built-in protected connectors 
add > 15 kV ESO protection 

I 
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FIGURE 8. Example of Protected Connectors 
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supply voltage (Vee). First, this may cause biasing of diodes 
and bus clamping, or result in large current faults that !lam
age devices. Second, the potential difference between ICs 
connections and the interface connector may be large 
enough to cause ESO strikes which may be harmful to the 
IC. In addition, the IC may transmit signals when the supply 
voltage is below minimum operating level which may result 
in data transfer errors. On the other hand, when removing 
an IC from an active interface, the Vee should be within 
normal operating levels with no device pins higher than the 
supply pin. Also, the potential difference at the instance of 
the disconnect is minimized since the potential is the equiv
alent just prior. 

Recommendations for implementing a live interface are, 
one, use an IC that supports the feature. Look for this fea
ture in the device's datasheet. However, it will not always 
appear there so be sure to ask the chip manuf"cturer's 
technical support group, to be certain. These ICs usually 
have specially designed input and' output structures that 
preve"t damage to the device even if bus voltages exceed 
Vee. Two. since removal'is less harmful than inserting, try to 
create similar conditions for inserting the chip that would 
exist when removing the chip. In other words, it is ideal to 
have the device power9!l and referenced to the same 
ground potential as the interface before the inputs ,and out
puts mllke physical contact. 

For a PC board, a staggered connection where the ground 
trace is the longest, so thli\t it makes contact first, and the 
Vee trace i$ thE! ,second longest followed by the input ,traces 
then the, output traces last would suffice. Live insertion via 
cables or sockets may require special design but should 
make contact in the same pattern. . 

, '. . 
BY-PASS CAPACITORS 

By-passcapacitors help reduce transients on output sig
nals. Therefore, by-pasS capacitors are recommended for 
better signal quality. One 0.1 ,...F capacitor is recommended 
for each powered IC in the system. If a device has more 
than one power supply '(i.e., Vee and Vee) then use one 
capaCitor for each supply. The capacitor should be placed 
between the power supply pin and ground . .Place, the capac
itor as close to the Vee pin of the device as possible. Mdi
tionally, a 10,...F capaCitor may be used near the main path 
whE!re Vee is delivered to the system for bulk chargestor
age. If a system is large, additional bulk capaCitance may be 
distributed llcross the system. . 

STUB LENGTH 

Since RS-422 is a multi-drop standard,' receivers may be 
connected to the bus via a stub. The length of the stub is 
importantbecaus6 of the affeCt it may have on' the signal. 
As the stub length is increased, its characteristics begin to 
act as a transmission line. When is a stub considered to be 
a transmission line? A typical guideline for stubs and trans
mission lines is stated here: 

Time Domain: 
If the propagation delay of the stub (one way trip) is greater 
than Va the transition time, measured from 0% to 100% of 
the signal transition, then the stub may be considered a 
transmission line. 

The boundary conditions at which a stub begins to act as a 
transmission lir,le ,\re not precise. Therefore;designers may 
use slightly different ratios. " " 

.' 

Furthermore, the maximum length of the stub depends on 
the transition time measured at the point of the stub inter
connect. This is very important to remember because if the 
total length of the cable is 1,000 feet, a longer stub can be 
hung off the cable at 750 feet away from the driver than at 
75 feet away from the driver. This is because the cable ca
pacitance slows the transition time of the driver's output as 
it propagates down the cable and the transition time is long
er.' 
The length of the stub may be increased by slowing down 
the transition edge at the stub interconnect. This can be 
done using a bulk capaCitance load or a RS-422 driver with 
output wave shape control like National's 053691, OS3692, 
or OS36C280. 

To implement a RS-422 interface with stubs of aquallength. 
Apply the stub guideline rule to the stub(s) closest to the 
driver's output and use this length for the maximum length 
for all stubs on the interface bus. 

If a Stub is too long and causes a noticeable reflection,it will 
be measured positive on the stub because the voltage re
flection coefficient is positive since'the load impedance ZL 
is larger than the stub impedance Zoo 'The formula for the 
reflection coefficient at the load is shown in equation 1'. 

'{r =.ZL :.. Zo} 
ZL+ZO 

Eq. 1. Load Reflection Coefficient 

Note, the load impedance is equivalent to the input imped
ance of the receiver which is equal to or greater than 4 kO. 
The stub impedance is typically about 1000-1300. The re
flection created at the stub will propagate in both directions 
away from the ,stub (see Ftgure 9). Keep ,in mind that reflec-
tions are time dependent events. ' 

RECEIVER POWER OFF CHARACTERiSTICS 

The receivers characteristics powered down are similar to 
those when powered up (see Figure 10). Therefore, the 
receiver, when physically connected, may be powered up or 
down transparent to' the RS-422 driver. 

Receiver Input Impedance 

The receiver input impedance curve ,is ide!11ical for both in. 
puts while the receiver is powered off. The characteristic 
curves also pass through the (OV, 0 mAl coordinate (see 
Figure 10B). While the receiver is powered on, the imped
ance of both inputs are the ~me but the input impedance 
curves do not pass through the (OV, 0 mAl point. Additional
ly, the curves mayor may not cross the x, and y axis at the 
same points (see Figure 10A). For receivers with built-in 
open input failsafe, the curvl!s will differ by at,least 200 mV 
over op,erating range. 

The input impedance of a RS-422 receiver is guarante9!l 
from -10V to + 1 OV which is the operating range for 
RS-422 receivers. The 10V is equal to the 7V common 
mode voltage plus 3V offset voltage. 

Reflections 
/ '" 

...-L I~ 
l-f- Positive , ... I Reflection 

FIGURE 8. Stub Reflectlona 
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Receiver Breakdown Voltage 

FIQURE 10. Receiver ON/OFF Characteristics 

SUMMARY 
The receiver breakdown voltage is guaranteed to be greater 
than ± 10V whether the receiver is powered on or off. The 
breakdown pOint may be found by curve tracing the device 
out past ± 10V. Breakdown voltages may be more than 
twice the maximum operating voltage.' 

TYPICAL CABLE MEDIA 

Cable Type 

Flat or round cables may be used when connecting a 
RS-422 driver and receiver(s). Twisted pair or non-twisted 
conductors may be used. Twisted pair cables have an ad
vantage over non-twisted when transmitting differential sig
nals. Twisted pair cables couple ,noise more symmetrically 
than non-twisted pair cables. This helps preserve the noise 
rejection limits of the RS-422 receiver (± 7V). 

Cable Size 

The defacto standard gauge size is 24 AWG. A range of 
22 AWG to 28 AWG is acceptable for most applications. For 
cable length see "Cable Length and Data Rate" section in 
this application note. 

More on Cables 
For more details on cable selections, including information 
concerning shields, insulation, and cable characteristics, re
fer to application note AN-916. 

RS-422 is a standardized differential electrical interface ca
pable . of transmitting data in pOint-to-point and multi-drop 
applications. When implementing a RS-422 interface, make 
sure design-in concerns are addressed at the early stages 
of desigl'\ to eliminate problems later in the application, 
which may be a lot more costly. Understanding RS-422 
means understanding the issue associated with the inter-
face. . 

RS-422 is a well-defined standard and has manyapplica
tions. However, RS-422, has been superseded by RS-485 
which builds onto the existing foundation and creates an 
even more rugged standard. For more information on 
RS-485, please reference AN-979. 

REFERENCES 
1. TIAIEIA-422-B, Electrical Characteristics of Balanced 

Digitsllnterface Circuits, Electronic Industries Association 
Engineering Department. Washington D.C. 1994. 

2. INTERFACE: Data Transmission Databook. National 
Semiconductor Corporation. Santa Clara, CA 95052. 
1994. 

" Referenced Application Notes: 

AN-759 RS-422 vs. RS-485 
AN-80S Transmission Lines 
AN-807 Transmission Lines 
AN-808 Transmission Lines 
AN-847 Failsafe 
AN-878 ESD 
AN-903 Termination 
AN-916 Cables 
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~ An Introduction to FPDLink National Semiconductor 
Application Note 1032 
Susan Poniatowski, ~ 

THE FPD LINK CHIPSET 

The FPD Link (Flat Panel Display Link) chipset is a family of 
interface devices specifically configured to support data 
transmission from graphics controller to LCD panels. The 
technology employed, LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Sig
naling), is ideal for high speed, low power data transfer. This 
enables the implementation of high end displays such as 
SVGA (800 x 600) and XGA (1024 x 768). 

The predominant issues limiting performance in these high 
end displays are speed, power, and EMI considerations. 
The user is also concerned with the physical interface to the 
display; the fewer wires the better. The FPD Link chipset 
addresses these issues with LVDS technology and muxing 
TTL Signals to higher speed LVDS signals which allows a 
substantially narrower interface between host and display. 
In a typical application (see Figure 1), TTL-level RGB and 
control data from the graphic controller arrives at the inputs 
of the FPD Link transmitter. The parallel TTL data is muxed 
and converted to L VDS. The outputs of the FPD Link trans-

mitter drive the LVDS data on the cable which connects the 
motherboard to the display. The LVDS data traverses the 
cable to the FPD Link receiver at the display, The receivlld 
data is then demuxed, converted back to TTL levels and 
sent to the inputs of the timing controller. This muxing of 
parallel TTL Signals allows the data to travel at faster 
speeds across a narrow interface, addressing needs associ
ated with high bandwidth communication. 

The FPD Link chipset consists of transmitters (TTL to 
LVDS) and receivers (LVDS to TTL) designed to support 
18-bit and 24-bit color displays. Devices are available with 
falling edge or riSing edge data strobe for a convenient inter~ 
face to a variety of graphics and LCD panel controllers. The 
products initially being released pperate with a 5V power 
supply at a clock frequency range of 20 MHz-40 MHz. Addi
tional product offerings include devices supporting 
a 65 MHz clock, and parts operating with a 3V power sup
ply. See Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 1_ Typical FPD Link Application (24-Blt Color) 
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FIGURE 2. FPD Link Chipset for 18-Blt Color 
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Initial product offerings are: 

DS9OCR56112- transmitter/receiver, nSlng edge data 
. strobe, 21-bit TTL interface (6 Red, 6 

Green, 6 Blue, 3 Control bits), 4 pairs 
LVDS (3 data + clock) 

DS9OCF56112"':' transmitter/receiver, falling edge data 
strobe, 21-bit TTL interface (6 Red, 6 
Green, 6 Blue, 3 Control bits), 4 pairs 
LVDS (3 data + clock) 

DS9OCR58112- transmitter/receiver, rising edge data 
strobe, 28-bit TTL interface (8 Red, 8 
Green, 8 Blue, 4 Control bits), 5 pairs 
LVDS (4 data + clock) 

DS9OCF58112 - transmitter/receiver, falling edge data 
strobe, 28-bit TTL interface (8 Red, 8 
Green, 8 Blue, 4 Control bits), 5 pairs 
LVDS (4 data + clock) 

LVD&-THE TECHNOLOGY OF CHOICE 

LVDS is a differential signaling technology designed to sup
port applications requiring high speed data transfer, com
mon mode noise rejection, and low power consumption. 
The low signal swing (345 mV) and differential nature of the 
signals reduces noise impact (i.e., crosstalk) and allows 
high operating frequencies. The constant current source is 
designed for low power consumption: a single LVDS driver 
has a static Icc of 4 mA and dynamic Icc of 22 mAo These 
attributes contribute to the low EMI of LVDS. 

DESIGNING WITH FPD LINK 

The FPD Unk'chipset provides the support needed for high 
speed display interfaces such as SVGA(800 x 600) and 
XGA(1024 x 768}. Care should be taken· when designing 
with these devices to fully realize the benefits of the tech
nology. 

Board Layout. To obtain the maximum benefit from the 
nOise and EMI reductions of LVDS, attention should be paid 
to the layout of differential lines. Unes of a differential pair 
should always be adjacent to eliminate noise interference 
from other signals and take full advantage of the noise can
celing of the differential signals. The board designer must 
also maintain equal length on the Signal traces for a given 
pair. As with any high speed design, the impedance discon
tinuities should be limited (reduce number of vias, no 90" 
angles on traces). Any discontinuities which do occur on 
one signal line should be mirrored in the other line of the 
differential pair. These considerations limit reflections and 
crosstalk which would adversely effect high frequency per
formance and EMI. 

Termination. Use of current mode drivers requires a termi
nating resistor across the receiver inputs. The FPD Unk 
chipset uses a single 1000 resistor between the positive 
and negative"Hnes of each receiver differential pair (see Fig
ure 3). No additional pull-up or pull-down resistors are nec
essary as with some other differential technologies (PECL). 
Surface mount resistors are recommended to avoid the ad
ditional inductance that accompanies leaded resistors. 
These resistors should be placed as close as possible to 
the receiver input pins to reduce stubs and effectively termi
nate the differential lines. 
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FIGURE 3. FPD Link Termination 

Decoupling Gapacitors. Bypassing capacitors are needed to 
reduce the impact of switching noise which could limit per
formance. Decoupling capacitors (surface mount) between 
each Vcc and ground pin are recommended. Refer to Fig
ure 4 for an example of connections and capacitor values. 
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FIGURE 4. Decoupllng Configuration 

Gables. A cable interface between the transmitter and re
ceiver needs to support the differential L VDS pairs (2 wires/ 
pair). The DS90CR581/2 and DS90CF581/2 require 10 sig
nal wires; the DS90CR561/2 and DS90CF561/2 require 8 
signal wires. This is a Significant reduction in cable width as 
compared to the straight TTL interface which needs 28 or 
21 signal wires. Shielded cables will reduce noise emissions 
that contribute to EMI. In addition, ground lines between 
each differential pair will provide further noise shielding. The 
grounding provides a barrier to noise coupling between ad
jacent pairs, thus reducing additive effects of the electrical 
fields. In addition to the noise shielding, the low impedance 
ground connection between the transmitter and receiver 
provides a common mode return path. A minimum of two 
ground conductors is recommended to provide this low im
pedance path. 

An ideal cable/connector interface would have a constant 
1000 differential impedance throughout the path. It is rec
ommended that cable skew remain below 350 ps to help 
maintain a sufficient data sampling window. Edge rate atten
uation should also be limited to avoid signal degradation at 
high frequencies. Both skew and edge rate attenuation are 
a function of cable length. As the distance between host 
and display increases, a higher quality cable is needed to 
preserve signal integrity. 

Though the interconnect between host and LCD is typically 
short, the FPD Unk transmitters can drive cables over 5 
meters long. This makes the FPD Link useful for remote 
display applications. 
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TTL TO LVDS TRANSLATION 

The FPO Link transmitter translates 21 or 28 bit wide TTL 
data into LVOS data 3. or 4 bits wide and 7 bits deep. An 
additional pair of LVOS signals is used to transmit the clock. 
All 21/28 parallel TIL bits·are transferred with a single data 
strobe. A single strobe also transmits all bits at the LVOS 
port. The clock to data relationship at the L VO~ interface is 

TxClK OUT / RxCLK IN 

, , . , , T/7 : 
TxOUT/ 

RxlN 

shown in Figure 5. The clock at the LYOS ports is transmit
ted at the TTL clock input frequeflCY (i.e., 40 MHz); the data 
is transmitted at 3.5 times the clock frequency (i.e., 
140 MHz). 

The TTL data bits are mapped into the 3 or 4 LVOS signal 
lines. Figures 6 and 7 show the relationship of parallel TTL 
data bits to the LVOS link. 

\ '---------I( 
" 
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FIGURE 5. Seven Bits of LVDS in One Clock Cycle 
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Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

FIGURE 6. 28 P~rallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CR581) 

Previous Cycle Next Cycle 

FIGURE 7. 21 Parallel TTL Data Inputs Mapped to LVDS Outputs (DS90CR561) 
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POWER SEQUENCING 
Outputs of the FPD Link chip remain in TRI-STATE!!) until 
the power supply reaches 3V. Clock and data outputs will 
begin to toggle 10 ms after Vee has reached 4.5V and the 
Powerdown pin is above 2V. 

When powering down the device, the Powerdown pin may 
be asserted. This will TRI-STATE the outputs to prevent 
excess current flow (10 ",A maximum). This input is typically 
driven by power supply control logic. 

The FPD Link chipset is designed to protect itself from acci
dentalloss of power to either the transmitter or receiver. If 
power to the transmit board is lost, the receiver clocks (in
put and output) stop. The data outputs (RxOUT) retain the 
states they were in when the clocks stopped. When the 
receiver board loses power, the receiver inputs are shorted 
to Vee through a diode. Current is limited (5 mA per input) 
by the fixed current mode drivers, thus avoiding the poten
tial for latchup when powering the device. (Note: latchup 
immunity is > 300 mAl In addition, an extemal circuit can be 
used such that when the receiver board powers down, the 
transmit Powerdown pin is pulled low to TRI-STATE the 
transmitter outputs so short circuit current does not flow. 

CLOCK INVERSION 
The FPD Link chipset is available with rising or falling edge 
data strobe. A rising or falling edge strobe device should be 
selected based on the characteristics of the timing control
ler bei!1g used. If the strobe of the FPD Link device does not 
match that of the timing controller, a simple inverting buffer 
may be used at the transmitter input and receiver output to 
invert the signal. 

CLOCK JITTER CONSIDERATIONS 
The FPD Link devices ernploy a PLL to generate and recov
er the clock transmitted across the LVDS interface. These 
high speed signals require an accurate, low noise clock sig
nal. The width of the LVDS data bits is one seventh the 
clock period. For example, a 40 MHz clock has a period of 
25 ns; the width ofa data bit is 3.6 ns. Differential signal 

skew, interconnect skew, data and clock jitter all reduce the 
available window for sampling data. It is recommended to 
keep each component as small as possible to support the 
maximum operating frequency. The initial clock source 
should provide a clean Signal to the Tx clock input. Individu
al bypassing of each Vee to ground will minimize the noise 
passed on to the PLL, thus creating a low jitter LVDS clock. 
These measures provide more margin for channel-to-chan
nel skew and interconnect skew as a part of the overall 
jitter/skew budget. 

EMI BENEFITS 
One of the benefits to using the FPD Link chips with their 
LVDS signaling is the relatively low EMI. LVDS has demon
strated lower spectral content (EMI) than competing tech
nologies such as RS-422, PECL, and CMOS (often used in 
display interface applications). Testing was performed using 
DCM (direct contact method) with a 32 MHz continuous 
wave. Low EMI translates to less noise on a cable in a box
to-box transmission environment. The cable shielding re
quirements are less, thus the cost of interconnect is re
duced. 

CONCLUSION 
The FPD Link chipset architecture in conjunction with the 
LVDS technology provides the high bandwidth interface 
necessary for leading edge display technology. The conver
sion from parallel TTL to serial LVDS allows for a narrow 
interface between graphics controller and panel. A narrower 
interface means lower cable cost and simplifies the physical 
connection through a notebook hinge. The high speed of 
the L VDS technology supports the high data transfer rates 
required. EMI problems typically associated with such high 
speed transmissions are addressed by the low Signal swing 
and differential nature of LVDS. LVDS, with its high speed 
capabilities, will allow future products in the FPD Link chip
set to support the industry's ever increasing needs for band
width. National's FPD Link provides the solution for the lat
est in display technology. 
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~ An Optimized DeE 
~ Interface for V.34 Modems 

Using the OS8933 and 
OS8934 Line Drivers and 
Receivers 

INTRODUCTION 

This application note describes the V.34 ,Modem Interface 
and the benefits obtained when the '0S8933 and ,OS8934 
Line Drivers and Receivers are employed. The following 
sections are covered. 

• V.34 Standard 

• 0S8934 and 0S8933 

• Async Application 

• Sync Application 

• Driver Characteristics 

• Receiver Characteristics 

• RS-232' and RS-423 

• Summary 
• References 

V.34 THE STANDARD 

V.34 is the latest dial-up modem standard providing support 
at 28,800 bits per second. This standard, officially known as 
a recommendation was developed' by the ITU '(International 
Telecommunications, Union). 28.8 kbps is only the basic 
rate, as this class of ·advanced modems uses sophisticated 
compression/decompr'ession' techniques' along with error· 
correction to provide throughputs above 100,000 bits per 
second (115.2 kbps typicall) depending upon data patterns 
and compression scheme used. The impressive 1'15 kbps 
presses the de facto RS-232 interface standard to the limit, 
as it is officially only specified to 20 kbps maximum. For this 
reason, the ITU selected V.l0 (RS-423) instead of V.28 (RS-
232) drivers and receivers. 

D58934 AND DS8933 

The OS8934 provides five V.l0/RS-423 drivers and three 
receivers in a single 24 lead surface mount package. This 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 1034 
jt>hn 'Goldie 
Dana Kagimoto 

configuration provides the correct number.of drivers and re
ceivers for an asynchronous interface. The OS8933 is a 
companion device that provides an additional two drivers 
and one receiver. Using the two devices together provides 
the correct configuration for basic synchronous communica
tion. Prior to these devices, multiple packages were required 
since drivers and receivers were commonly only available in 
separate packages and were either quad or dual ,devices. 
For asynchronous applications, two OS1488 quadRS-232 
drivers and one OS1489A quad RS-232 receiver are re
quired, but this solution requires the placement of three de
vices on the PCB, is RS-232, and is not optimized (3 extra 
drivers and one extra receiver). Another approach is' to mix 
RS:'I23 and RS-232 components to establish a hybrid inter
face. This would employ RS-423 drivers on the high speed 
lines (data, and clock if synchronous), and RS-232 on the 
others. This configuration has multiple packages and iii not 
optimized for the application. The OS8934 and OS8933 are 
optimized parts which save precious PCB real estate, simpli
fy assembly and procurement, and provide multiple opera
tional (electrical) benefits over RS-232 components. The 
OS8934 offers a substantial cost reduction over a multi 
package RS-423 interface, and Ii comparable price against 
the low end RS-232 multi package solution. . ' , 

ASYNCHRONOUS -APPLICATION 

The OS8934 provides all the necessary drivers and receiv
ers to implement a basic asynchronous interfa:ce and is il
lustrated in F/{Jure 1. The five driven lines are: RI, CTS, 
RXO, OSR, and OCO. The three received lines are: OTR, 
TXO, and RTS. Driver outputs and Receiver inputs are locat
ed on one side of the device to simplify the PCB layout. 
Additionally the ordering of the drivers and receiver in the 
package allows for a non-cross over interconnect between 
the device and the common 9 pin 0 shell connector. The 
other side of the device provides the logic interface. 
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FIGURE 1. Asynchronous Application 

SYNCHRONOUS· APPLICATION 

When used together, the 088934 and the 088933 provides 
all the necessary drivers and receivers to implement a basic 
synchronous interface. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The 
five driven lines in the 088934 are once again: RI, CT8, 
RXO, 08R, and OCO. The three received lines in the 
088934 are: OTR, TXO, and RT8. The 088933 supports 
the clocking lines required in a synchronous application. 
The lines TXC and RXC are driven, and ETXC is received. 
The clock lines are isolated in the 088933 package. 
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FIGURE 2. Synchronous Application 
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THE V.10/R5-423 DRIVER 

The drivers conform to the V.10 and TIAIEIA-423·B stan· 
dards. They provide an inverting logic function that trans· 
lates between TTL and R8·423 levels. The driver has a typi· 
cal input to output delay of 175 ns with a typical output skew 
of 65 ns. With an 108 of 100 mA, the driver has high drive 
capability (especially compared to R8·232 drivers at 5 mA 
108). The driver circuit is a low impedance single-ended 
voltage source producing an output from 4V to 6V in magni
tude. Independent driver slew rate control is achieved by 
using an external capacitor on the driver response control 
pin. This allows for optimized control for higher speed clock 
and data lines, while the control lines can be slowed to mini
mize noise generation. 81ew rates can be adjusted up to 
60 VI /Ls. 81ew rate is virtually independent of RL and CL 
(see Table I). In contrast an R8-232 driver's slew rate is 
dependent upon CL (cable length). The 088933/34 driver 
rise time (tr) can be calculated by the following equation: 
tr = Cc x (54 ns/pF). The slew rate (sr+) can then be 
calculated by: sr+ = 6V/tr. When laying out the PC board, 
the response control capacitor should be located as close 
to the device (driver output) to minimize parasitic. 8urface 
mount capacitors are advised. The driver output waveform 
is shown in Figure 3. Note that a response control capacitor 
of 10 pF has been used, and the driver is loaded with 
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2,500 pF and. a 3 k.o. resistor (both to ground). Input fre
quency is 115 kHz (230 kbps), supplies (± 5V) and operat
ing temperature· is nominal. The driver's output features a 
±4V swing with smooth·'controlled transitions. 

TABLE I. Driver Output Characteristics 

Response Load Load Rise Slew 
Cap. Resistor Cap. Time Rate 

15pF 3 k.o. 2,500pF 750ns 8V1/J-s 

15 pF 7kO ·50pF 750ns 8V1/J-s 

10V 
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2V 

/di. 

d: 
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THE RECEIVER 

The receivers conform to the V.10 and TIAIIEIA-423-B 
standards. They provide an inverting logic function that 
translates between RS-423 and TTL levels. The receiver 
has a typical input to output delay of 30 ns with a typical 
output skew of 3 ns. The receiver input circuitry accommo
dates ± 25V input signals and 3 kO to 8 kO input imped" 
ance, which assures compatibility with RS-232 drivers. The 
receiver threshold of + 1.4V guarantees a failsafe HIGH 
output state for an open input state (pulled low by the inter· 
nal bias resistor) when the cable is unplugged. The offset 
threshold provides 1 V of noise rejection around ground, and 
also a minimum 2V of noise margin between a VIH of ± 3.6V 
and the threshold at + 1.36V (see Figures 4 and 5). 40 mV 
of hysteresis is incorporated to prevent oscillations. 

V.28/R8-232 vs V.10/R8-423 

The V.28/RS-232 Interface is without contest the most pop
ular interface standard in the world today. The original spec
ification was developed in the early 1960s, and even in its 
current revision (EIAlTIA·232·E·1991) the maximum speci· 
fied data rate is still 20,000 bits per second. Unofficially 
some RS-232 drivers and receivers are capable of operat
ing at higher data rates, however that maximum data rate is 
cable length (capacitance load) and device (slew rate) spe
cific. With careful component selection, and limitations on 
capacitance load, it is possible to select a RS-232 driver 
that is capable of operating at 115 kbps. However, opera
tion at the other end of the cable is not guaranteed, as the 
OCE manufacturer, is in control over the components it se
lects, but is not in control over the selection of devices in
side the OTE (PC). For this reason and others, the ITU rec
ommends the use of V.1 0 drivers instead of the popular RS-
232 components. V.10/RS-423 drivers can easily operate 
above 500,000 bits per second, are not limited by cable 
length (as RS-232 drivers are), and offer superior wave 
shaping control. Higher data rate capability is very important 
as the compression techniques used today double (MNP5) 
or quadruple (V.42bis) the basic rate of 28.8 kbps, higher 
ratios are being discuSsed and 230.4 kbps may not be too 

far off in the future (some high-end V.34 modems support 
230 kbps today!). RS-423 drivers and receivers are however 
fully compatible with RS-232 drivers and receivers, as back
wards compatibility was built into the RS-423 standard. 

SUMMARY 

The 088934 provides an economical single chip interface 
optimized for a V.34 OCE modem interface. When used with 
the companion device, the OS8933, a basic sync interface 
is provided with only two small surface mount packages. 
Additionally, both devices offer the following performance 
advantages: 

Less Noise-RS-423 with its typical output swing of 8V 
(±4V) compared to RS-232's 16V (±8V) generates less 
noise, and the receivers provide tight thresholds, thereby 
maximizing noise margins. 

> 230 kbps-The drivers easily operate at 115 kbps' and are 
capable of operating above 500 kbps independent of load. 
This provipes an easy upgrade path to high data rates that 
are already being discussed. 

Slew Rate Contro~RS-423 drivers provide independent 
slew rate control, allowing higher speed clock and data lines 
to be optimally controlled, and control lines slowed to mini
mize noise generation. 

Single Chip-The 088934 provides a one chip solution for 
an asynchronous interface saving PCB space, and costs. 

Dual Chip-Together the OS8933 and OS8934 support a 
basic synchronous interface, again saving PCB space over 
multi-package solutions. ' 

V. 10 DrivelS-The OS8933 and OS8934 drivers conform to 
the V.10/RS-423 standards as required by the V.34 stan
dard. 

REFERENCES 

ITU-T Recommendations: V.10, V.24, V.28, and V.34 

TIAIEIA Standards: EIAITIA-232-E, and TIA/EIA-423-B 

National Oatasheets: 088933, and 088934 
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FIGURE 5. Receiver Voltage Transfer Curve (VTC) 
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~ PCB Design Guidelines for 
:i LVDS Technology 

INTRODUCTION 

Technology' advances has generated devices operating at 
clock spe,eds exceeding 100 MHz. With higher clock rates 
and pico seconds edge rate devices, PCB interconnects act 
as transmission lines and should be treated as such. Reflec
tions due to mismatched impedance, cross-talk, die-electric 
loss, skin effects;' dispersion loss and reduction of noise 
margin are'some of the undesirable events seen on high
speed transmission lines. At the sarrie time, the bandwidth 
limiting factors of the interconnect must be understood. It is 
these effects that greatly reduce the performance of Si 
once placed on a PCB. 

Understanding controlled impedance, differential signaling 
layout, de-coupling, terminations, layer stack-up and 'stub 
effects, can minimize many pitfalls and reduce cycle time in 
designing PCB's. This application note gives the PCB de
signer some common ,guidelines to follow in deSigning 
PCB's for LVDS (Low Voltage Differential Signaling) tech
nology. , 

CHOOSING THE PROPER MATERIAL FOR PCB 

Proper' selection of material for high-speed board is essen
tial. As the Signal propagates through the interconnect, due 
to the lossy nature of the interconnect, signal degradation 
occurs. Er (dielectric constant) of the material and loss tan
gent or tan delta (TanS) are some of the key parameters 
that explain the lossy nature of PCB's. Er relates to a materi
al's capability to hold charge and TanS relates to how much 
of the energy is lost in the material due to dissipation. Ideal
ly, materials should be selected with the lowest Er and 
TanS. Table I below shows some typical numbers: 

TABLE I 

Material Dielectric Loss Tangent 
Selection Constant (Er) (TanS) 

Air 1.0 0 

PTFE (Teflon) 2.1-2.5 0.0002-0.002 

BTResin 2.9-3.9 0.003-0.012 

Polyimide 2.8-3.5 0.004-0.02 

Silica (Quartz) 3.8-4.2 0.0006-0.005 

PolyimidelGlass 3.8-4.5 0.003-0.01 

Epoxy/Glass (FR-4) 4.1-5.3 0.002-0.02 

(Sourcs: DBsignSupetCon '95) 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 1035 
Syed B. Huq 

As the table above shows, Er is not a constant as we know 
it and can vary considerably. In most applications, FR-4 ma
terial i,s used, FR-4 material has acceptable performance up 
to the 100 MHz range, beyond that Teflon should be consid
ered. Teflon tends to be 4X more expensive than FR-4 but 
as Table I shows, Teflon has a lower Er thus low loss. The 
lower the Er, the faster the velocity of propagation (Equation 
1), the faster the board. The key point to remember is to 
minimize signal degradation as much as possible. 

Where, 

Er = ~ Equation (1) , 
V 

C = 0.0118 inlps (Speed of light) 

V = Velocity of Propagation 

Er = die-electric constant 

PCB manufacturers publish a datasheet along with their 
boards. This datasheet specifies the Er and TanS along with 
other electrical parameters. Due to 'process variation, both 
the Er and TanS can change from board to board. Ensure 
that your PCB manufacturer ,provides this data on the fabri
cation material of your board. 

You can think of fabricating a PCB board as laying a carpet. 
The glass-fiber material is held together by epoxy material. 
Places where the weave is not tight is where the Er can 
change. Within a single FR-4 PCB a 10% variation of Er is 
not uncommon and this can alter the propagation velocity of 
the signal considerably. This can lead to skew issues on 
signal lines. 

MICROSTRIP OR STRIPLlNE? 

Microstrip is a PCB trace above the dielectric material 
whereas It strip line is embedded between the substrate. 
The decision to use either one mainly depends on the num
ber of layer the boards will be constructed and the complex
ity of signal routing: Some designs use a combination of 
both. Usually boards are either 4 layer or 6 and in some 
cases 8. Due to the high-speed nature of LVDS lines, they 
need to be seperated from larger swing TTL lines to avoid 
cross-talk. This can be done by using signals on different 
layers in a PCB isolated by Power/GND planes. 

Delay through a stripline is longer than that of microstrip. 
Typically, microstrip has a delay of 147 pslin (FR-4) and 
stripline has a delay of 188 pslin (FR-4). Striplines require 
more via's than microstrip. 
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HOW TO CALCULATE FOR CONTROLI,ED IMPEDANCE 
(SINGLE-ENDED) 

For a micro-strip (see Figure 1). 

GND Plane 

w 

TL/F/12619-1 

z = 87 In ( 5.98h ) 
~Er + 1.41 0.8w + t 

Where: Z = trace impedance 

Er = die-electric constant 

Er = 4.5 (FR-4) 

Er = 2.4 (Teflon) 

w = width of trace 

t = thickness of trace 

h = prepeg (die-electric) height 

FIGURE 1_ Mlcrostrlp 

Suggested typical numbers for LVDS PCB using microstrip 
are, t = 1.4 mils, w = 12.0 mils and h = 8.1 mils. This will 
give a 500 impedance from each trace to ground. The crit
Ical dimension that must also be taken into account is the 
distance between the signal pairs. This controls the differ
ential impedance. It is recommended to hold this separation 
distance constant as much as possible (minor violations 
may occur at the device and connector connections). Next 
celculate the resulting differential impedance, and check 

that it matches the selected media (cable) differential mode 
characteristic impedance. If it is off substantially, the PCB 
trace dimensions should be adjusted to provide a match. To 
prevent reflections the PCB trace pair's impedance should 
be matched to the interconnect/media. This is also the ideal 
value for the termination resistor that is connected across 
the pair at the receiver's input. See AN-905 for more details 
on the calculation of differential impedance. 

For a strip line (see Figure 2). 

GND PI one 

GND Plane 
TL/F/12619-2 

Z = ~In ( 4b ) 
.JEr 0.67 '1T (0.8 w + t) 

Where: Z = trace impedance 

Er = die-electric constant 

Er = 4.5 (FR-4) 

Er = 2.4 (Teflon) 

w = width of trace 

t = thickness of trace 

b = height between GND planes 

h = prepeg (die-electric) height 

FIGURE 2. Strlpline 
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ROUTING OF DIFFERENTIAL LINES 
Differential lines have the characteristics of cancelling com
mon mode noise as it appears in phase on the two lines. 
This cancellation of common mode noise and magnetic ef
fects allow differential drivers and receivers to operate over 
longer distances. But, this will only work if the two traces are 
running close to each other. Care should be taken to keep 
the differential lines as parallel ,as possible. It is also critical 
to maintain the electrical/physical length of the two traces 
to be identical. This guarantees no skew on the line. 

A sample layout of LVDS traces (Figure 3) shows the miter
ing effects done on the diff,erentiallines to match the electri-
cal/physical lengths.' , ' 

° 0?O0 

A sharp orthogonal tUm (90") should be avoided as it caus
es a sharp change in impedance. An arc shoiJld be used 
instead to round off the edge. This is critical In high frequen
cy board layout. 

CROSS-TALK BETWEEN TTL AND LVDS LINES 
The PCB designer must note that all TILl CMOS signal 
paths need to be isolated from the LVDS signal lines. Cross
talk 'is directly proportional to dvldt. Since TIL/CMOS lines 
have a larger swing, crosstalk can easily occur if the TILl 
CMOS paths are right next to the LVDS lines. Separation of 
the two technologies needs to be made either by increasing 
the distance between the :two or running a ground trace 
, between the two or isolating by using different planes. 

o 

TLlF/I2619-,3 

FIGURE 3. Trace Mitering on LVDS Lines 
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When configuring a connector interface to a PCB and also 
for cable/connector interface from PCB to PCB, the design
er should allow GND pins in between signal pairs on a con
nector as well as in a cable. 

MISMATCHED IMPEDANCE 
A PCB trace can be between 50.0 to 110.0. As shown in 
Figures 1 and 2, this is dependent on the width and distance 
from the trace to ground. If a trace is wide and close to the 
ground plane, it is more capacitive and has an impedance 

PCB Trace 
Impedance 

. ~.:: ':. 
:::? ...... . 

Connector 
Impedance 

close to 50.0. If the trace is narrow and a good distance 
from a ground plane, it is more inductive and approaches 
110.0. Controlling the impedance to the desired value is 
very critical in avoiding reflections on the line. 

Matching of impedance to reduce reflection should also be 
considered (Figure 4). Mismatch in impedance cuts into the 
noise margin and can ultimately render an application use
less. The idea is to properly match the impedance of the 
media being driven with the same value of termination resis
tor. 

Nedia 
Impedance 

Termination 
Impedance 

Controlled Impedance of PCB + Connector + Cable 

TLlF/12619-4 

FIGURE 4. Matching Impedance 
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TERMINATION RESISTOR I:'LACEMENT AND STUBS 
LVDS Drivers are current mode and they require the termi
nation at the far end of the cable (PCB trace) and as close 
to the Receiver'S inputs as possible. An inch ot PC trace 
stub (see Figure 5) can act as an unterminated transmission 
line causing reflection and this stub should be minimized. 
Multiple reflections causes ringing, overshoot and under
shoot whictveduces .the noise margin. 

Mictrastrlp 
Trace ---rx 
Stub 1\ 

~ I R 

TUF/12619-6 

FIGURE 5. Termination and Trace Stub 
In case of probing an LVDS tranmission line, a high imped
ance (> 1 .MO) scope probe should be used with a high 
bandwidth (BW) in the range of 3 GHz-5 GHz and low ca
pacitance (0.25 pF-0.5 pF). Improper probing of a high 
speed transmission line can give deceiving results. 

CHOOSING TERMINATION RESISTORS (SMT) 
Various vendors offer resistors in SMT form. A terminating 
resistor with radial shape can have too much inductance 
and this should be avoided. Only SMT type chip resistors 
with a tight tolerance should be used. Recommended toler_ 
ance is ± 1% of the termination value (1000 typical). The 
user should always use Rt = 20 , termination resistor 
matched to the media. LVDS Drivers require a termination 
resistor with a range of 900 to 1200. SMT form factor also 
helps to reduce EMI. 

DECOUPLING OF Vee LINE 
Both the main supply line and the device Vee pins should 
be property decoupled. Bulk decoupling at the supply pro
vides a constant low amplitude longer duration current and, 
localized decoupling at the device provides high frequency 
energy required during SOS (simultaneous output switching) 
events. Proper decoupling· reduces voltage spikes when all 
1/0 pins are ·simultaneously switching. When decoupllng the 
device Vee pins, the capacitors need to be placed as close 
to the device Vee pin as possible. Inductance Caused by 
longer lead lengths must be avoided. 

MLC (Multi-Layered Ceramic) capaCitors in SMT form factor 
are recommended. Under high frequency, a capaCitor is not 
an ideal element and can behave more like a LCR element. 
The L and the R are parasitic effects that cause more prob
lems. Since the goal is to reduce . Inductance in the line, 
short leads or SMT form factor is critical. It has been seen 
that a 2:1 length-width aspect ratio can have 2 nH of induc
tance but a 1:2 (width exceeds length) aspect ratio can cut 
down the inductance to 0.5 nH in MLC capaCitors. For the 
FPD Link chip set, the recommended bypassing is as fol
lows: 

Power Supply: 10.0 ",F tantalum electrolytic capacitor 

Vee: 0.1 ",F, 0.01 ",F and 0.001 ",F 

LVDS Vee: 0.1 ",F,O.Q1 ",F and 0.001 ",F 

PLL Vee: 0.1 ",F,O.Q1 ",F and 0.001 ",F 

A sample layout of FPD Link (Figure 6) with multiple decou
piing per Vee pin is illustrated below. Note the three MLC 
SMT capacitors per Vee pin. Vee and GND trace width 
should be wider to reduce inductance and multiple via's are 
also recommended to help reduce inductance. 

In addition to low series inductance, lower effective series 
resistance (ESR) should be considered when choosing ca
paCitors. 
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FIGURE 6. Bypass Cap Layout 

SUMMARY 
High frequency effects should be minimized as much as 
possible when designing a PCB. Effects such as cross-talk, 
mismatched impedance, die-electric loss, skin effects, stubs 
can cut into the noise margin of the design. By following the 
PCB design guides mentioned in this application note, a de
signer can ensure success in developing a PCB for LVDS 
technology by avoiding all the high speed pit falls that are 
present in PCB designs today. 
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D53662-The Bus 
Optimizer 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A single ended Bus is an unbalanced Data Transmission 
medium, which is timeshared by several system elements. 
Like any unbalanced system, it is highly susceptible to com· 
mon-mode noise, such as ground noise and crosstalk. In 
general, the latter determines the maximum physical length 
of the Bus that can be incorporated with acceptable reliabili
ty. Crosstalk is a major problem in high speed computer 
Buses which employ Schottky Transceivers for increased 
data rate capability. It is therefore highly desirable to mini
mize crosstalk noise in Bus circuits to allow for longer Buses 
and to provide higher system reliability. 

This article describes the operation of the DS3662 Quad 
High Speed Trapezoidal Bus Transceiver, which has been 
specially designed to minimize crosstalk problems. The 
Driver generates precise Trapezoidal waveforms that re
duce noise coupling to adjacent Bus channels. The Receiv
er uses a low pass filter, whose time constant is matched to 
the Driver slew rate to provide maximum noise rejection with 
acceptable signal delay characteristics. Precision high 
speed circuitry optimizes noise immunity without sacrificing 
the high data rate capability of Schottky Transceivers. 

II. THE PROBLEM 

Conventional Bus Drivers are designed to provide high out
put currents for charging and discharging relatively large 
Bus capacitances quickly. These high speed transitions are 
characterized by peak slew rates of up to 5V Ins around the 
mid-region of the transition. This can cause considerable 
noise coupling to adjacent lines, commonly referred to as 
crosstalk. Crosstalk also includes noise induced by sources 

FL DRIVER INPUT 

Va 

~VrH DRIVER OUTPUT 
ValZ- - AND I I RECEIVER INPUT 

I I 
I I 

~ RECEIVER OUTPUT 

V. 

T ~ DRIVER OUTPUT 

ValZ:Gf!"===~ ::ElVER INPUT 
I I 
I I SL RECEIVER OUTPUT 

DISTORTION DUE TO OFF CENTERED 
RECBVER THRESHOLDS (YrHI 

TL/F/5857-1 
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exte.mal to the Bus. Additional noise may be generated due 
to reflections at imperfect terminations. 

Bus Receviers are designed to respond to high speed tran
sitions and to provide low propagation delays. Unfortunate
Iy, their fast response results in high noise sensitivity. The 
combined effect of the noise on the Bus and the sensitivity 
of the Receiver to the noise severely limits the Bus perform
ance. 

III. THE SOLUTION 

The above situation can be considerably improved by em
ploying noise reduction techniques in both tlie Driver and 
the Receiver circuits. Slew rate control can be. used in the 
Driver to reduce crosstalk, and Receiver noise sensitivity 
can be reduced by using a low pass filter at its input. These 
techniques are commonly used in line transmission circuits 
where the associated data rates in general are considerably 
lower. However, these techniques do present somedifficul
ties in high speed Bus circuits. Increased rise and fall times, 
resulting from slew rate control, can affect data rates unless 
care is taken to limit the maximum rise and fall times to 
minimum pulse width requirements. With any appreciable 
slew rate control,the rise and fall times of the resulting Driv
er output waveform will be comparable to the pulse widths 
at maximum data rates. This condition dictates high fidelity 
of the transmitted waveform and precise Receiver thresh
olds at the middle of the Bus voltage swing in order to mini
mize pulse width distortion. Figure 1 illustrates the different 
sources of pulse width distortion due to the trapezoidal' na
ture of the Signal. 

~ DRIVER INPUT 

v, 

~ DRIVER OUTPUT 
ValZ- - ---- YrH AND 

I I RECEIVER INPUT 
I I 
I I 

~ RECEIVER OUTPUT 

V. 

~ DRIVER OUTPUT 
ValZ- - -- YrH AND 

I I RECEIVER INPUT 
I I 
I I 

~ RECEIVER OUTPUT 

DISTORnDN DUE TO NDN SYMMmlCAL 
TRAPEZOIDAL DRIVER DUTPUT WAVEfORM 

TL/F/5857-2 

FIGURE 1. Pulse Width Distortion 
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The low pass filter in the Receiver should provide optimum 
noise rejection without introducing excessive delay in pass
ing the signal waveform. In addition, the Receiver should 
have a symmetrical response to positive and negative going 
transitions in order to maintain a low level of pulse width 
distortion, as well as equal noise rejection to positive and 
negative going noise pulses. The response of an ideal low 
pass filter to signal and noise pulses is shown in Figure 2. 

The 053662 overcomes these and other problems by using 
high speed linear circuitry with on-chip capacitors for con
trolling slew rate and low pass filtering. The Driver is of open 
collector type intended for use with terminated 1200. Buses. 
The external termination consists of a 1800. resistor from 
the Bus to + 5V logic supply with a 3900. resistor from the 
Bus to ground. Such a termination results in a Bus logic high 
level of 3.4V with Vee at 5V (See Rgure 2). The Bus can be 
terminated at one or both ends as shown in Figure 3. 

LOW!'IISS FILTER 

INPUT ~ OUTPUT 
(BUS) - . ~.L (TO RECEIVER) 

C~ 

TIME IN NANG SECONDS 

IV. THE DRIVER 

Using a Miller integrator circuit, the Driver generates a lin
early rising and falling waveform with a constant slew rate of 
0.2V Ins (typical) during the entire period of transition. This 
corresponds to typical rise and fall times of 15 ns. Figure 4 
compares the output waveform of a typical Schottky Driver 
and the 053662 under different capacitive loads. It should 
be noted that even under heavy loading, the regular Drivers 
have peak slew rates that are considerably higher than the 
average. In contrast, the trapezoidal waveform provides 
considerably lower slew rate with slightly higher rise and fall 
times. Such an increase in rise and fall time has very little 
effect on data rates. In fact, the high fidelity of the transmit
ted waveform allows pulse widths as low as 20 ns to be 
transmitted on the Bus, as shown in Figure 5. 
The block diagram of the Driver is shown in Figure 6 and 7. 
When a high to low transition is applied to the input, switch 
'5' opens and node 'A' is pulled low by the current source 
'I'. This switches the amplifier output to a high state. The 
slew rate of the output transition is limited by the charging 
current through the capacitor, a constant value equal to lie 
volts/sec. 

BUS 
TERMIIIATION 

TL/F/5857-3 

FIGURE 2. Ideal Receiver Low Pass Filter Response 
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18811. 1B11Q 

11811 11811 
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FIGURE 3. Bus Termination 

CD-Typical High Speed Driver Oulpul Unloaded 

<i)-Typical High Speed Driver Oulpul Loaded 

TL/F/5857-5 

Ci)-Typical Oulpul of Conlrolled Slew Aale Driver Which is Load Indapen
denl 

CDIr=t,-3ns 

CIlIr=t,-10ns 

Ci) Ir = It - 15n8 

Note: The word "loading" here 
refers 10 capacitive 
loading only. 

FIGURE 4. Waveform Comparison 

t~ 
INPUT 1 0--- S'r-_U __ -. 

JDUTPUT 

SLEW RATE = lie 
'="VTH = 2'lBE 

TLlF/5657-7 

FIGURE 6. Driver 

15-6 

Ipm '" 20 ns 

-.FL' DRIVER INPUT 

Va ~ VoI2 -_. -- q DRIVER OUTPUT 
DV I I 

I----jlpm 

Ir '" If '" 15n8 
(10%1090%) 

TLlF/5857-6 

FIGURE 5. Minimum Pulse Width Driver Output 

INPUT J ~-

TLlF/5857-8 

FIGURE 7. Driver 
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Likewise, when a low to high transition is applied to the 
input, switch '5' closes and node 'A' is pulled up by the '21' 
current source, switching the amplifier output to a low state. 
The capacitor now has an equal but opposite charging cur
rent which once again limits the slew rate to - I/C volts/ 
sec. The inherent tracking ability of I.C. current sources pro
vide equal rise and fall times resulting in a symmetrical out
put waveform. 

The on-chip capacitors are fabricated using back to back 
junction diodes. The use of junction capacitors reduces die 
area and the back to back connection allows operation with 
either polarity. The capacitor terminal, connected to the am
plifier input, remains at Vth "" 1.6V during the output tran
sition. This voltage, being close to the middle of the output 
swing, reduces the effect of the capacitor voltage sensitivity 
on the output waveshape. 

V. THE RECEIVER 

The Receiver consists of a low pass filter followed by a high 
speed comparator with a typical threshold of 1.7V (see Fig
ure 8). This threshold value corresponds to the mid-point 
voltage of the 0 to 3.4V Bus swing. It is derived from a 
potential divider allowing the Bus logic levels to track with 
V cc variations. If the low pass filter capacitor is voltage in
sensitive, this circuit will provide equal propagation delay for 
positive and negative going signal transitions on the Bus. In 
addition, it will also provide equal noise rejection to a posi-

INPUT ...JW\r-04_-I 

OUTPUT' 

TL/F/5857-9 

FIGURE 8. Receiver 

tive and negative going pulse (see Figure 2). However, the 
junction capacitors, being voltage sensitive, will exhibit non
symmetrical response in the above circuit. This problem is 
overcome in the 053662 Receiver by using a back to back 
junction capacitor with the ground end biased at 1.7V (see 
Figure 9). Although the capacitor still varies with the voltage 
at node 'A', the variation is symmetrical about 1.7V (the 
middle of the Bus swing) and therefore will provide an identi
cal response to transitions of either polarity. 

VI. TRANSCEIVER PERFORMANCE 

The characteristics of the trapezoidal Transceiver are fully 
detailed in the device data sheet. Some of the more impor· 
tant specifications are discussed below. Both AC and DC 
specifications are guaranteed over a 0-70"C temperature 
range and a supply range of 4.75-5.25V. 

The Driver typically has a propagation delay of 15 ns with a 
maximum of 30 ns. The Receiver propagation delays are 
specified at 25 ns typical and 40 ns maximum. The Driver 
output rise and fall times are guaranteed to be within 10 to 
20 ns with a typical of 15 ns. The noise immunity of the 
Receiver is specified in terms of the width of a 2.5V pulse 
that is guaranteed to be rejected by the Receiver (see Fig
ure 10. The Receiver typically rejects a 20 ns pulse going 
positive from ground level or going negative from a 3.4V 
logic 1 level. Worst case rejection is specified at 10 ns. 

R 
INPUT -l1l'i11,,-9---1 

AC 
IYNSJ 

FIGURE 9. Receiver 

OUTPUT 

TLlF/5857-10 

2.5V - rI 3.4V ---, r-
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Rejects positive or negative going noise pulses of pulse widths up to 20 ns typical. 
Detects and propagates trapezoidal Signal pulses in 20 ns typical. 

FIGURE 10. Receiver Noise Immunity 
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The AC response of the 053662 Driver and Receiver are 
depicted in Fl{Jures 11 and 12 respectively. Rgure 11 shows 
the typical Driver output waveform ,as compared to a stan
dard high speed Transceiver output. Oscillograms in Figure 
12 demonstrate the ability of the Receiver to distinguish the 
trapezoidal signal from the noise. Here the Receiveuejects 
a noise pulse of 19 ns width, while accepting a narrower 
signal pulse (=16 ns) of the same amplitude (The signal is 
triangular since the pulse width is smaller than the rise and 
fall time of the Trapezoidal Driver output): 

The performance of the Transceiver under actual operating 
condition is demonstrated in Figures 13 through 15, Oscillo
grams in Figure 13 clearly show the capability of the 
053662 in real life situations. Here it is comparectwith the 
058834 under Identical conditions. The Transceivers drive 
a minicomputer Bus (flat ribbon cable) 100 feet long, termi
nated at the far end with taps at various lengths for connect
ing to the Receiver input. The cable is randomly folded to 
generate crosstalk between the various parts. In addition a 
noise pulse is induced on the Signal line by driving an adja
cent line with a pulse generator, This corresponds to the 
second dominant pulse in the Bus waveforms at approxi
mately 600 ns from the main signal pulse. As can be seen, 
the 058834 with fast rise and fall times on the Driver output 
generates more crosstalk and its Receiver easily responds 
to this crosstalk and to the externally induced noise (even 
though it has hysteresis!), limiting the useful Bus length to 

Typical High Speed Bus Driver 
Output Waveforms 

- TIME 1 0 NS/DIV 

less .than 10. feet. In contrast, the D53662's Driver gener
ates much less crosstalk and its Receiver is immune to the 
induced noise even when the noise amplitude exceeds the 
signal amplitude as seen in the oscillogram at 50 feet. When 
the same experiment was repeated with the DS8641"it re
sponded to the noise even at 1 o feet as shown in Figure 14. 

FlgtJre 15 shows the plots of maXimum data rate versus line 
length for the three Transceivers discussed· above under 
two different conditions. The graph in Figure 15ais obtained 
with no consideration to the pulse width distortion whereas 
the one in Figure 15b is obtained for a maximum .allowable 
pulse width distortion of ± 10%. A square waveform is used 
so that the pulse width distortion criteria will apply to both 
positive and negative going pulses. These graphs clearly 
show that the D53662.can be used at considerably higher 
data rates with lower distortion for longer distances than the 
other two Transceivers (Rgure 15b) although the others 
have a slightly higher data rate capability at short distances 
with high timing distortion (Figure 15a). ' . 

VII_ CONCLUSION 

The 053662, with its combination of a trapezoidal Driver 
and a noise rejecting Receiver utilizing on chip capacitors, 
represents a significant improvement in high speed Bus cir
cuits and a solution to Bus noise problems commonly en
countered in Mini and Microcomputer systems. 

DS3662-Trapezoidal Driver 
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Reducing Noise on 
Microcomputer Buses 

Abstract: This paper focuses on the noise components that 
have a significant Impact on the performance of a high 
speed microcomputer bus. An overview of their nature is 
followed by ways to minimize their contribution by suitable 
design of the PC board backplane, the termination network 
and the bus transcaiver. The 053662 trapezoidal bus trans
ceiver, which is specifically designed to minimize such noise 
on high speed buses, is presented along with its perform
ance data. And to conclude, some possible new transceiver 
deSigns for further improvement of the bus performance are 
explored. . 

INTRODUCTION 

As the microcomputer bus bandwidth is extended to handle 
ever increasing clock rates, the noise susceptibility of a sin
gle-ended bus poses a serious threat to the overall system 
integrity. Thus, it is mandatory that the various noise contri
butions be taken into account in the design of the bus trans
ceiver, the PC board backplane and the bus terminations to 
avoid intermittent or total failure of the system. 

Although noise such as crosstalk and reflections are inevita
ble in any practical bus configuration, their impact on the 
system can be determined and minimized by careful design 
of all three components mentioned above. The combined 
contribution of the noise under worst-case conditions 
should be within the noise margin for reliable bus operation. 

The design of the transceiver plays a significant role in mini
mizing crosstalk and reflection. The bus can be optimized 
for minimum noise at a given bandwidth by using a trapezoi
dal driver having suitable rise and fall times along with a 
matched low pass filtered receiver which provides a sym
metrical noise margin. The DS3662 is one such transceiver, 
the first member in the family of trapezoidal bus transceviers 
available from National Semiconductor Corporation. This 
device represents a significant improvement in high speed 
bus circuit deSign and provides a solution to commonly en
countered bus noise problems. 

THE MICROCOMPUTER BUS 

A typical microcomputer bus usually consists of a printed 
circuit board backplane with signal and ground traces on 
one side and a ground plane on the other. The length 
ranges from a few inches to several feet with as many as 32 
closely spaced (0.6" typical) card edge connectors. Each 
signal line interacts with the ground plane to form a trans
mission line with characteristic impedance 'Z' in the range 
of 900-1200 typical. It is desirable to have as large 
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a 'Z' as possible in order to reduce the drive requirement of 
the bus driver and to reduce the power dissipated at the 
terminations. But much larger valpes of 'Z" translate to sig
nificantly larger physical dimensions and therefore are not 
very practical. 

The bus appears like a transmission line to any signal hav
ing a transition time 't,.' less than the round trip delay '2T L' of 
the bus. The bus delay 'T L' is given by: 

(1) 

where L = length of the bus 
L 1 = distributed inductance per unit length 
C1 = distributed capaCitance per unit length 

For a typical unloaded 1000 microstrip line, C1 '" 20 pF/ft 
and L 1 '" 0.2 p.H/ft. Therefore, T L = 2.0 ns/ft. This corre
sponds to approximately half the speed of light. However, 
the capacitive loading at each connector on the backplane 
increases the delay time significantly. The loaded delay time 
'T LL' is given by: 

(2) 

where CL = distributed load capacitance/unit length 

Given a 10 pF loading at each connector (connector + 
transceiver capacitance) and a 0.6" spaCing between con
nectors, CL = 200 pF /ft and T LL = 6.6 ns/ft. So even a 6" 
long bus has a 2T LL = 6.6 ns, which is higher than the 
transition time (t,) of many high speed bus drive,s. When in 
doubt, it is always better to use the transmission line ap
proach than the lumped circuit approach as the latter is an 
approximation of the former. Also, the transmission line 
analysis gives more pessimistic (worst-case) values of 
crosstalk and reflection and is, hence, safer. 

CROSSTALK REDUCTION 

The crosstalk is due to the distributed capacitive coupling 
Cc and the distributed inductive coupling Lc between two 
lines. When crosstalk is measured on an undriven sense 
line next to a driven line (both terminated at their character
istic impedances), the near end crosstalk and the far end 
crosstalk have quite distinct features, as shown in Figure 1. 
Their respective peak amplitudes are: 

VNE = KNE(2T Ll(V,/tr) for t, > 2 T L (3) 

VNE = KNE(V,) for t, < 2 h (4) 

VFE = KFE(LHWt,.) (5) 
where V, = Signal swing on the drive line. 
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The coupling constants are given by the expressions: 

K - L(CcZ + Lc/Z) (6) 
NE- 4h 

K <, CeZ - Lc/Z 1ft (7) 
FE = 2 ns 

The near end component reduces to zero at the far end and 
vice versa. At any point in between, the crosstalk is a frac
tional sum of near and far end crosstalk waveforms shown. 
'It should be noted from expressions 6 and 7 that the far end 
crosstalk can have either polarity whereas the near end 
crosstalk always has the same polarity as the signal causing 
it. In microstrip backplanes the far end crosstalk pulse is 
usually the opposite polarity of the original signal. 
Although the real world bus is far from the ideal situation 
depicted in Figure 1, several useful obseNations that apply 
to a general case can be made: ' 
1. The crosstalk always scales with the signal amplitude. 
2. Absolute crosstalk amplitude is proportional to slew rate 
Vl/tr, not just 1 It,.. 
3. Far end crosstalk width is always tr. 
4. For tr < 2T L, the near end crosstalk amplitude VNE ex
pressed as a fraction of signal amplitude VI is a function of 
physical layout only. 
5. The higher the value of 'tr' the lower the percentage of 
crosstalk (relative to signal amplitude). 
The corresponding design implications are: 

1. The noise margin ~xpressed as a percentage of the sig
nal swing is what's important, not the absolute noise margin. 
Therefore, to improve noise immunity, the percentage noiSe 
margin has to be maximized. This is achieved by reducing 
the receiver threshold uncertainty region and by centering 
the threshold between the high and low levels. 
2. Smaller signal amplitude with the same tr'ansition time 
reduces bus drive requirements without reducing noise im
munity. 
3. Far end crosstalk is eliminated if the receiver is designed 
to reject pulses having pulse widths less than or equal to t,.. 
4. When t,. < 2T L, the near end crosstalk immunity for a 
given percentage noise margin has to be built into the back
plane PC layout. Since (VNEIVI) = KNE ,for this case, KNE 
should be kept lower than the available worst-case noise 
margin. KNE may be reduced by either increasing the spac
ing between lines or by introducing a ground line in be
tween. The ground line, in addition to increasing the spacing 
between the signal lines, forces the electric field lines to 
converge on it, significantly reducing crosstalk. 
5. For minimum crosstalk the rise and fall times of the signal 
waveform should be as large as possible consistent with the 
minimum pulse width requirements of the bus. A driver that 
automatically limits the slew rate of the transition can go a 
long way in reducing crosstalk. 
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FIGURE 1. Crosstalk under Ideal Conditions 
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CROSSTALK MEASUREMENT 

When multiple lines on either side of the sense lines switch 
simultaneously the crosstalk is considerably larger, typically 
3.5 times the single line switching case for microstrip back
planes. Also, the location of the drivers on the driven lines 
and the receiver on the sense line for worst-case crosstalk 
differs for the near end and far end cases as shown in Fig
ure 2 and 3 for a uniformly loaded bus. But if the far end 
crosstalk is not of the opposite polarity, then the combined 
effect of far end and near end crosstalk could have a larger 
amplitude and pulse width at a pOint near the middle of the 
sense line in Figure 2. So in a general case, or in the case of 
a non-uniformly loaded bus, it is advisable to check the 
sense line at several locations along the length of the bus to 
determine the worst-case crosstalk. The measurement 
should be made for both the positive and the negative tran
sition of the drive signal. 

THE TERMINATION 

A properly terminated transmission line has no reflections. 
But a practical microcomputer bus is neither a perfect trans
mission line nor is it properly terminated under all condi
tions. The capacitive loading at discrete locations, such as a 
used card slot, act as sources of reflection. However, in the 
limiting case when the bus is uniformly populated with a 
large number of modules, the bus behaves like a lower im
pedance transmission line. The loaded impedance 'ZL' of 
the bus is given by the expression: . 

(8) 

where Z = unloaded line impedance 

Unfortunately, uniform loading of the bus is not guaranteed 
at all times and even if it were (by dummy loading of 
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FIGURE 2. Worst-Case Far End Crosatalk Measurement 
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the unused slots) ZL is usually too low forproper termination 
of the bus. F.or example, a 10 pF. per module 10/ilding of the 
lOQO micerostrip bus at 0.6" spacing results ina Zl = 300: 
One such termination at each end will require a 200 mA 
drive. c@acityon the bus driver. for a nominal 3V swing. 
l:!uch large drive currents and low value terminations in
Crease the. power Ilissipation of the system significantly in 
addition to qausil1g,· other problems such as increased 
ground clrpp, inductive drops in traces due to large current 
being switched, etc. As a compromise the bus is usually 
terminated at an impedance higher than ZL but less than or 
equal to Z. Consequently, there is always some amount of 
reflection present. For a perfect transmission line the reflec
tion coefficient T' is given by the well known expression: 

r =Z - Rt 
Z+ Rt· 

where Z = impedance of the bus 

Rt = termination resistance 

(9) 

The net effect, in the general case of a nonuniformly loaded 
bus, is that it may take several round trip bus delays aiter a 
bus driver output transition; before the quiescent voltage 
level is established. However, this delay is avoided by using 
a bus driver that has sufficient drive to generate a large 
enough voltage step dU(ing the first transition to cross· well 
beyond the receiver threshold region under the worst-case 
load conditions. 

Figure 4 illustrates the driver output waveform under such a 
condition. Here the fully loaded bus (with ZL = 300), of the 
previous example, is driven by the 053662 bus transceiver 
at the mid pOint. The driver is actually driving two transmis
sion lines of ZL = 300 in either direction from the middle 
and hence the initial step is given by: 

(10) 

where Is = Standing current on the bus due to each 
termination 

For the 053662, the termination can be designed for 21s = 
100 mA and therefore: 

Vl = (30/2)100 = 1.5V 

. \+?TL M~X-I 

This value of the initial swing is large enough to cross the 
narrow threshold region of the receiver as shown and there
fore no waiting period is required for .the reflections to build 
up the o~tput high level. On the negative transition the prob
lem is less critical due to the much higher sink c@ability of 
the 053662 during pull down. 

Reflections can. also be caused by resistive loading of the 
bus by the DC input current· of the receiver. The resulting 
reflectoin coefficient (r) is given by the expression: 

r = ~Yz (!E) 
. Is 

(11) 

where .IR = receiver input current 

Having a receiver with a high input impedance not only 
makes this component of reflection insignificant but also re
duces the DC load on the driver, allowing the use of lower 
value termination resistors. This is particularly true when a 
large number of modules are connected to the bus. 

The design implications .of the above discussion may be 
summarized as follows: 

1. If the driver has adequate drive to produce the necessary 
voltage swing under the worst-case loading (ZL/2), reflec
tions do not restrict the bus performance. This translates to 
a 100 mA minimum drive requirement for a typical microstrip 
bus. 

2. If the drive is insufficient, time should be allowed for the 
reflections to build up the voltage level before the data is 
sampled. 

3. For signals such as clock, strobe, etc., wherein the edge 
is used for triggering events, it is mandatory that the driver 
meet the above drive requirements if delayed or multiple 
triggering is to be avoided. 

4. An ideal TTL bus transceiver should have at least a 
100 mA drive, a high input impedance receiver with a nar
row threshold uncertainty region. 

I 
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FIGURE 4. Worst-Case D83662 Output Transition for ZL = 150 and RT = 500 
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THE 063662 TRANSCEIVER 

The 053662 quad trapezoidal bus transceiver has been de
signed specifically to minimize the noise problems dis
cussed previously. The driver generates precise trapezoidal 
waveforms that reduce crosstalk and the receiver uses a 
low pass filter to reject noise pulses having pulse widths up 
to the maximum driver output transition times. Precision out
put circuitry optimizes noise immunity without sacrificing the 
high data rate capability of Schottky transceivers. 

Figure 5 shows the recommended configuration for micro
computer buses. The use of a 3.4V source with a single 
termination resistor at each end reduces the average power 
dissipation of the bus. However, a two resistor termination 
connected between the line and the power rails, having the 
same Thevenin's equivalent, can be substituted for lower 
cost. 

Using a Miller integrator circuit, the driver generates a linear
ly rising and falling waveform with a constant slew rate of 
0.2 V Ins (Figure 6). This corresponds to a nominal transition 
time of 15 ns. Figure 7 compares the output waveform of a 
typical high speed driver to that of 053662 under different 
load conditions. It should be noted that even under heavy 
loading, the regular drivers have peak slew rates that are 
much higher than the average. On the other hand, the trape
zoidal waveform has a much lower slew rate with only a 
slight increase in the transition time. Such an increase in the 
transition time has little or no effect on the data rates. In 
fact, the high fidelity of the 083662 driver output waveform 
allows pulse widths as low as 20 ns to be transmitted on the 
bus. 

3.4V o-lVIfv--t----... ----..... ----_-.IIM"...o 3.4V 
~DUUr2~~ __ ; r==~--~ r==~--; r==~--~ 
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FIGURE 5. Recommended Bus Termination for Heavily Loaded Mlcrostrlp Backplanes 
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FIGURE 6. 063662 Driver 
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FIGURE 7. Waveform Comparison 
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The receiver consists of a low pass filter followed by a high 
speed coml!8l;lJtQr, with a typical threshold of 1.7V (FtgUf'6 
8). The noi.se immunity of the. receiver is specified in tBrm~ 
of the width ·of a 2.5V pulse that is guaranteed ,t9, be rej&;cted 
by the receiver. The rE!C$iver typicelly rejects a '20 ns pulse 
going positive trom the. ground level or going negative from 
th,e, 3.4V.logic 1 level. The receiver threshold lies within a 
specified 400 mV region over the supply and temperature 
ral'1ge and is centered between the low and high levels of 
the bus for a symmetrical ,noise margin. 

INPUT -M ..... -ot 
OUTPUT 

TLlF/5281-8 

FIGURE 8. 083662 Receiver 

Other features of the device include a 100 p.A maximum DC 
bus loading specification under power ON or OFF condition 
and a glitch-free power up/down protection on the bus out
put. 

1'-

Waveforms in Figure 9 demonstrate the ability of the receiv. 
er to distinguish the :trapezoidal' signal from noiS$. Here the 
receiver rejects a noise pulse of, ·19, ns width, whPe ac;cept
ing II narrower signal pulse (16 nS),of the same. peak ampli
tude (the signal is triangular because of tile pulse,widtll 
wllich is smaller than the transition time). ' , 
The real-world performance of the 083662 transceiver 
shows an order of magnitude improvement in noise immuni.
ty over conventional transceivers under actual operating 
conditions (Reference #3). The controlled ,rise and fall 
times on· the driver outpu~ Significantly reduces both near 
end and the far end crosstalk. As expected, the Pull\8 dis
crimination at the receiver input virtually eliminates the far 
end crosstalk, even on extremely long buses (over 100 
feet). The near end, crosstalk, which is particularly severe on 
the state of the art backplanes due to the tight spacing be
tween the signal lines, is easily accommodated by the large 
percentage noise margin (> 75%) provided by the receiver. 
Field reports indicate that the 083662 not only solves those 
mysterious intermittent failure problems in mini and micro
comp!lter systems, but also helps them meet the new FCC 
emission requirements due to the reduced RF radiation from 
the bus: 
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WHAT,NEXT? 
Since crosstalk scales with the signal amplitude, reducing 
the signal swing has not effect on the noise immunity as 
long as the percentage noise margin remains the same. On 
the other hand, there are several advantages in having low
er signal swing. It reduces the drive current requirement of 
the driver thus reducing its output capacitance. Lower ca
pacitive loading on the bus decreases its impedance reduc
ing the drvie requirement even further. Having a lower cur
rent drive not only reduces the power disSipated at the ter
minations but also allows better matching of the termination 
due to the increased line impedance. In the ideal limiting 
case the driver has negligible loading effect on the bus and 
thus allows perfect termination under all load conditions. 
In practice however, there are some obvious limitations. The 
receiver thresholds have to be maintained within tighter lim
its at lower signal swings to maintain the same percentage 
noise margin. Also, the capacitive loading is difficult to re
duce beyond a certain point, due to the diminishing return in 
the way of lower current rating, as the loaded bus imped
ance approaches the unloaded impedance. However, the 
capaCitance of an open collector driver output can be re
duced significantly by using a Schottky diode as shown in 
Figure 10. The diode isolates the driver capacitance when 
the output is disabled. Using reduced signal swings and pre
cise receiver thresholds, such a transceiver can provide sig-
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nificant improvements in microcomputer bus performance. 
The transceiver design presented in F/{Jure 10 is being con
sidered for incorporation into the Futurebus standard by the 
IEEE. 

CONCLUSION 
A well designed bus transceiver goes a long way in improv
ing the noise immunity of a single-ended TTL bus. Further 
improvements in bus performance may come from the use 
of reduced voltage swings and better transceiver designs 
for lower bus loading and tighter receiver threshold limits. 
Although such approaches may not be TTL compatible, the 
improvement in performance gained may indeed justify a 
new standard for bus transceivers. 
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Tim,ing AnalY$is of 
Synchronous and . 
Asynchronous Buses 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents'detailed examples of bus timing calcu
lations" fer both synchronous and asynchronous' busses, 
showing that bus throughput can be maximized by taking 
into account the characteristics and limitations of the trans-' 
ceiver technology being used. Based on theSe examples, a 
performance analysis of the currently available high speed 
bus interface technologies is made in terms of their maxi-' 
mum attainable transfer rate on both types of backplane 
busses. The results show tliat the use of a faster transceiv
er, as judged by its data sheet, doesn't necessarily result in 
a faster bus. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to derive the highest possible throughput from a 
backplane bus, a careful analysis and optimization of timing 
parameters is essential. The maximum. speed"attainable at 
the physical level of the bus is a function ot'th'e transceiver 
technology: the electrical length of the bus, arid the type of 
protocol, synchronous or asynclironous; being used. A clear 
understanding of the bus timing constraints lets the design
er take best advantage of a given technology, such as TTL, 
ECL, or BTL (Backplane Transceiver Logic). Contrary to in
tuitive thinking, a faster transceiver will not always result in a 
faster bus. It can be shown through examples that greater 
bus transfer rates can be obtained by using specially de
signed bus transceivers, such as the BTL Trapezoidal, that 
at first glance may appear to be slower than the equivalent 
AS or FAST devices. These devices, in addition to improv
ing bus bandwidth, also reduce crosstalk, ground noise, and 
system power requirements. 

BUS PROPAGATION DELAY AND SETTLING TIME 

Traditionally, system designers have used standard TTL de
vices to drive the backplane bus. Unfortunately, although 
TTL appears to provide fast rise and fall times, it cannot 
cleanly drive the capaCitance of a loaded backplane or the 
resistance required for proper termination. BTL technology 
is a result of work that was done within the IEEE 896.1 
Futurebus committee specifically to solve the problems of 
driving a backplane with transmission-line characteristics. 
By using a smaller voltage swing, lower capacitance drivers, 
and receivers with precision thresholds, BTL transceivers 
overcome the "bus driving problem." 

Simply stated, the problem is one of driving a low imped
ance transmission line (Figures 1 and 2). The capacitive 
loading of a bus due to TTL transceivers reduces its imped
ance from an unloaded value of 60-1000 to a fully loaded 
impedance of less than 200. A properly matched termina
tion resistance would therefore require a current of over 
300 mA in order to cleanly drive a 3V nominal TTL swing! 
Since most TTL drivers cannot supply this current, they 
must depend on reflections to build up the bus voltage to a 
DC level. This results in a settling-time penalty of one or 
more bus round-trip propagation delays on every signal 
transition, or 35 ns on a typical 20" TTL bus. 

National Semiconductor 
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The low output capacitance of BTL transceivers allows the 
total capacitive loading of a card in a backplane to be kept 
under 10pF. This doubles the impedance of a loaded bus to 
almost 300. BTL also specifies a reduced signal swing of 
W, which allows a properly terminated bus to be driven 
cleanly at under 75 mAo Consequently, there are no reflec
tions, and the settling time is zero. A BTL driver can be 
guaranteed to cross the threshold of every receiver on the ' 
backplane with the incident edge of a Signal wavefront. 

The propagatiOn delay of a bus is also a strpng function of 
the capacitive loading. In the TTL case, the capacitive load
ing increases the Signal propagation delay by a factor of 3 to 
5 over an unloaded bus. In a 20' bus, BTL can reduce this 
delay from a value of 13 ns in the TTL case to less than 
9 ns, increasing the potential bus bandwidth significantly. 

SYNCHRONOUS BUS TIMING 

For our first example, let's consider burst data transferS on 
a synchronous bus. In many backplane systems, burst 
transfers provide the highest performance, because the 
overhead associated with the address cycle can be spread 
out over a number of data cycles. Although other types of 
transactions may be more complex and require more time 
(clock cycles), it is likely that many systems will be opti
mized for burst transfers. 

In this example, we are making some simplifying assump
tions which ignore some of the penalties associated with a 
general-purpose synchronous bus. One of these is that the 
entire interface is synchronized to the bus clock. In general, 
each card in a backplane will be running off of its own inter
nal high-speed clock. This results in resynchronization me
tastability problems at both the master and slave interfaces, 
as well as a clock latency penalty of typically 50% of the 
clock period. We are also ignoring the return of status from 
the slave on each data transfer, by assuming all status can 
be generated before the data is clocked. This would not be 
true, for example, if parity had to be verified before the next 
data transfer could take place. 

Clock Skew 

I n this example, the system clock is being distributed to 
each board through a clock line on the backplane. Since the 
clock line is being driven from a single point, the loaded 
capacitance on it is considerably less than on most other 
lines, and the settling time is typically zero, even in a TTL
based backplane. Due to the finite propagation delay across 
the bus, however, the clock edge still arrives at each board 
at different times, creating a relative edge inaccuracy com
monly referred to as clock skew. 

The worst-case skew can be cut in half by locating the clock 
source centrally on the backplane, rather than at one end. 
Additional clock skew will be introduced by the propagation 
delay differences in the receiver and logic gates that pro
cess the clock signal between boards. For a typical 20" 
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FIGURE 1. Settling Times 

bus, with the clock driver located at the midpoint, total skew 
can easily exceed 10 ns; in our case, 5 ns for the bus, plus 
7 ns for the receiver and a transparent latch used to imple· 
ment bus wait states. 

Synchronous Data Transfer Timing 

In this example (Figure 3), the worst case data propagation 
delay from the master to the slave is simply the sum of the 
delays of the individual components of the data path. This 
path travels through the master's edge·triggered flip-flop 
and bus driver, across the length of the bus, and then 
through the slave's bus receiver and flip·flop, where the in· 
coming data is latched. However, because this is a synchro· 
nous system, the data can be "pipelined" to some extent 
within the intervening logic. This means that the minimum 
clock cycle possible under this configuration is the sum of 
the logic skews, plus the maximum bus propagation delay, 
the set·up and hold times of the receiver, and the clock 
skew (Figure 4). 

The advantage of a synchronous system is that the abso· 
lute timing requirements are set by the clock; the entire sys· 
tem can be optimized with this constraint in mind. This can 
become a disadvantage as technology advances beyond 
the point at which the synchronous bus was designed. A 
synchronous system must be continually redesigned for 
higher clock rates in order to take advantage of improve
ments in technology. Synchronous busses are therefore 
more suited to specific applications than to general·pur· 
pose, extended lifespan products. 
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Synchronous Timing Calculations 

The first set of calculations assumes a TTL bus with AS 
transceivers and logic. As can be seen, the bus settling time 
overwhelms all the other skews and delays in the system. 
The upper limit of a discrete TTL synchronous bus imple· 
mentation is roughly 15 MT (megatransfers/second). No 
particular advantage is gained by using FAST devices be· 
cause, while the maximum propagation delays specified for 
that family are shorter than for AS, the maximum skews are 
generally greater. The effect of skew specifications is anoth· 
er subtlety of system performance analysis. 

Two types of BTL transceivers are currently available, the 
BTL Trapezoidal and the BTL Turbo. The Trapezoidal trans· 
ceivers have controlled rise and fall times on their drivers of 
6 ns (nominal) to reduce crosstalk interference and switch· 
ing noise within the backplane. In addition, the receivers 
incorporate crosstalk filters that practically eliminate far-end 
crosstalk problems on the bus. The Turbo transceivers elim· 
inate these Trapezoidal features, but are much faster as a 
result. Switching noise problems are overcome by the use 
of individual ground return lines for each driver. Stripline 
backplane construction and careful layout techniques are 
required to minimize crosstalk. 

Although the BTL Trapezoidal transceiver delays are much 
greater ,than those of the TTL devices, the absence of set· 
tling time results in a smaller overall clock cycle time. A 
maximum transfer rate of 18 MT becomes possible. When 
the Turbo devices are used, system throughput increases to 
24 MT in this discrete implementation. 
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FIGURE 2. Effects of Capacitive Loading 
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FIGURE 3. Synchronous Bus Logic for Burst Data Transfers 

ns 

TTL BTL BTL 
AS Trap Turbo 

1) Max '374 Skew 5.0 5.0 5.0 
2) Max Bus Driver Skew 4.5 10.0 5,0 

3) Max Bus Delay 35.0 9.0 9.0 
4) Max Bus Receiver Skew 4.5 13.0 6.0 
5) Max '374 Setup and Hold 5.0 5.0 5.0 
6) Max Clock Skew 12.0 12.0 12.0 

TOTAL (ns) 66.0 54.0 42.0 

MTransfers/second 18.5 18.5 23.8 

FIGURE 4. Synchronous Burst Data Transfer Timing 
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FIGURE 5. Asynchronous Bus Logic for Burst Data Transfers 

TTL BTL BTL 
DELAY 1 

AS Trap Turbo AS 
2 

1) Max XOR Delay 6.5 6.5 6.5 
2) Max '374 Delay 9.0 9.0 9.0 Trap. 

2 
3) Max Data Driver Delay 6.5 15.0 7.0 
4) <Min '533 Delay> -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 2 
5) <Min Sync Driver Delay> -2.0 -5.0 -2.0 Turbo 

TOTAL (ns) 16.0 21.5 16.5 

DELAY 2 
TTL BTL BTL 
AS Trap Turbo 

1) Max XOR Delay 6.5 6.5 6.5 AS 
2) Max '374 Hold Time 3.0 3.0 3.0 
3) Delay 3 5.5 14.0 7.0 
4) <Min '373 Delay> -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 
5) <Min Ack Driver Delay> -2.0 -5.0 -2.0 
5) <Min Data Receiver Delay> -2.0 -5.0 -2.0 Turbo 

TOTAL (ns) 7.5 10.0 9.0 

DELAYS 
TTL BTL BTL 
AS Trap Turbo 

1) Max Data Receiver Delay 6.5 18.0 8.0 AS 
2) Max '374 Setup Time 2.0 2.0 2.0 
4) < Min Sync Receiver Delay> -2.0 -5.0 -2.0 
5) < Min XOR Delay> -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 

TOTAL (ns) 5.5 14.0 7.0 

FIGURE 6. Asynchronous Bus Logic Delay Calculations 
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33 ns 

TTL BTL BTL 
AS Trap Turbo 

1) Max Ack Receiver Delay 6.5 18.0 8.0 
2) Max '533 Delay 7.5 7.5 7.5 
3) Delay 1 16.0 21.5 16.5 
4) Max Sync Driver Delay 6.5 15.0 7.0 
5) Max Bus Delay + Skew 35.0 10.0 10.0 
6) Max Sync Receiver Delay 6.5 18.0 8.0 
7) Max '373 Delay 6.0 6.0 6.0 
8) Delay 2 7.5 10.0 9.0 
9) Max Ack Driver Delay 6.5 15.0 7.0 
10) Max Bus Delay 35.0 9.0 9.0 

TOTAL (ns) 133.0 130.0 88.0 

MTransfers/second 7.5 7.7 11.4 

FIGURE 7. Asynchronous Burst Data Transfer Timing 
(Worst Case) 

The largest cycle time delay in the final BTL Turbo example 
is clock skew. Bus skews can be reduced by distributing the 
clock to each board independently, using a dedicated trace 
on the backplane such that all lines are of equal length. This 
makes the clock propagation delay from the driver to each 
board the same, and thus practically eliminates the bus 
skew. In addition, better tolerances on driver, receiver, and 
logic propagation delays (smaller skews) will improve both 
the clock skew and the effect of transceiver delays on the 
cycle time. 

ASYNCHRONOUS BUS TIMING 

Our second example is also of a burst transfer, but this time 
using asynchronous bus timing. In this system, the master 
issues a strobe along with the data, and waits for an ac
knowledgement from the slave before removing the current 
data from the bus lines. All timing is controlled by the two 
participants in the data transfer. (Once again, we are as
suming that new status does not have to be generated on 
each data transfer.) 

The greatest advantage of an asynchronous bus protocol is 
its ability to adapt the speed of the bus to the speed of any 
two communicating boards. The most flexibility is achieved 
when no technology dependencies are introduced into the 
protocol. Unlike a synchronous system, where every board 
is designed with the same timing constraints in mind, a tech
nology-independent module is designed with no assump
tions about the timing of the rest of the system. Instead, 
each transmitting board simply guarantees that its data is 
valid on the bus at least zero nanoseconds before it issues 
its synchronization Signal, and each receiving board is re
sponsible for ensuring that its data has been successfully 
latched before issuing an acknowledge. The protocol itself 
imposes no artificial set-up or hold time limitations. 
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The result of this lack of timing constraints is that a board 
built today, using today's technology, is guaranteed to work 
ina system designed perhaps twenty years from now. That 
system will be forced to slow down whenever necessary to 
accommodate the greater internal delays and skews of the 
older module. However, if two future modules are communi
cating, they will transfer data at the maximum rate allowed 
by the future technology. The new IEEE Futurebus standard 
implements this type of protocol. 

ASYNCHRONOUS DATA TRANSFER TIMING 

The requirement that boards generate their own data syn
chronization and acknowledge Signals, and the likelihood of 
zero set-up and hold times on the bus, make the timing of 
the asynchronous system more complicated than the previ
ous example (Figure 5). Also, we are maximizing the per
formance of the syncl ack handshake by transferring data 
on each signal transition. This is known as a two-edge hand
shake. 

On the master side, the board must guarantee that its data 
is valid on the bus before issuing the synchronization signal. 
This means that a delay must be inserted in the sync signal 
path (Delay 1) which includes the maximum propagation de
lays through the XOR clock generation circuit, edge-trig
gered flip-flop, and data bus driver. This is excessive, how
ever, because the minimum delays through the sync latch 
and bus driver can be subtracted (Figure 6). 

On the slave side, delays are required to guarantee that 
both the set-up and hold time specifications of the data 
latch are met. The set-up time delay (Delay 3) ensures that 
the sync Signal, which may have minimum propagation de
lays through the sync bus receiver and XOR clock genera
tor, arrives at the edge-triggered data flip-flop a set-up time 
after the data, which may have a maximum delay through 
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9 

BTL - Trap.1-1--'---I ______ L-........ _-1..--'-__ --'----' 

TTL BTL BTL 
AS Trap Turbo 

1) Min Ack Receiver Delay 2.0 5.0 2.0 
2) Min '533 Delay 4.0 4.0 4.0 
3) Delay 1 16.0 21.5 16.5 
4) Min Sync Driver Delay 2.0 5.0 2.0 
5) Min Bus Delay + Skew 35.0 1.0 1.0 
6) Min Sync Receiver Delay 2.0 5.0 2.0 
7) Min '373 Delay 3.5 3.5 3.5 
8) Delay 2 7.5 10.0 9.0 
9) Min Ack Driver Delay 2.0 5.0 2.0 
10) Min Bus Delay 35.0 0.0 0.0 

TOTAL (ns) 109.0 60.0 42.0 

MTransfers/second 9.2 16.7 23.8 

FIGURE 8. Asynchronous Burst Data Transfer Timing 
(Best Case) 

the data bus receiver. The hold time delay (Delay 2) ensures 
that the data remains at the data flip-flop a hold time after 
the sync signal, which this time may have a maximum prop
agation delay through the XOR and the set-up time delay 
element just introduced. Since the removal of data is con
trolled by the ack signal, the hold time delay can be reduced 
by the minimum delays through the ack latch and bus driver, 
and the minimum propagation delay of the data bus receiv
er. 

This is all very confusing at first, but these delay elements 
now in place in our circuit guarantee the receiver set-up and 
hold time requirements while maintaining the technology in
dependence of the bus protocol. Now we can calculate the 
burst data transfer rate on this asynchronous bus. 

The critical path is now the sync/ ack handshake. The circuit 
delays are in place to make sure that data is transferred 
successfully. To calculate the transfer rate, simply add up all 
the propagation delays through the sync/ack loop (Figures 
7 and 8): on the master, the ack receiver, the sync latch, 
Delay 1, and the sync driver; a bus propagation delay; on 
the slave, the sync receiver, the ack latch, Delay 2, and the 
ack driver; and another bus propagation delay. 

Should you use worst-case values throughout your evalua
tion? The beauty of a technology-independent asynchro
nous protocol is that is will adapt to the speed of the individ
uallogic elements in the sync/ack handshake path. If all the 
devices happen to have worst-case characteristics, then 
yes. If they are all fast parts, however, then data transfer will 
take place under best-case conditions. Both calculations 
are included, providing the expected operating range of the 
circuit. 
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ASYNCHRONOUS TIMING CALCULATIONS 

Once again, the TIL design is overwhelmed by the settling 
time of the bus. Since the sync/ack signal pair are acting as 
clocks in this system, glitches that may occur during the 
signal settling time are intolerable. This means that the 
35 ns bus settling time must be hard-wired into the receiver 
logic, and cannot be reduced under best-case conditions. 
The performance of an asynchronous TIL backplane, from 
7.5 to 9.2 MT, cannot approach that of a similar synchro
nous backplane. 

The BTL Trapezoidal system has very similar performance 
to a TIL backplane under worst-case conditions. However, 
because there is no settling time penalty associated with 
BTL signals, the effect of improvements in device operation 
have a far more pronounced effect. In the best case, the 
performance is close to that of the equivalent synchronous 
system. Also, since the bus Signal propagation delay is a 
function only of the distance between the two boards, mod
ules placed in adjacent slots will experience almost no 
backplane delays. 

A BTL Turbo board benefits from the same clean electrical 
environment that a Trapezoidal one does, except with a 40-
50% overall improvement in performance. In the best case, 
the performance is the same as that of the equivalent syn
chronous system. Of course, as device parameters improve, 
with lower propagation delays and skews, the performance 
of the asynchronous system will continue to improve. The 
largest reductions in the transfer cycle time will come as 
interfaces for asynchronous busses such as Futurebus are 
integrated onto a single piece of silicon, where skews and 
delays can be more tightly controlled. 

f .... .... 
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TABLE I. Device Parameters 

Device 
Parameter Minimum Maximum Maximum 

Setup/Hold 
(Transition) Prop. Delay Prop. Delay Skew 

DM74AS374 LH 3.0 8.0 5.0 
2.0/3.0 

Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop HL 4.0 9.0 &.0 

DM74AS373 LH 3.& 0.0 2.& 
2.0/3.0 

Transparent Latch HL ,,3.& e.o 2.& 

DM74AS533 ' LH 4.0 7.& 3.& 
2.0/3.0 

Inverting Transparent Latch HL 4.0 7.0 3.0 

DM74AS86 Other Input L ' 2.0 6.5 4.5 
2-lnputXOR Other'lnput H 1.0 6.0 5.0 

DM74AS240 LH 2.0 6.5 4.& 
Bus Driver IReceiver HL 2.0 5.7 3.7 

DM74AS242 LH 2.0 0.5 4.& 
Bus Transceiver HL 2.0 5.7 3.7 

053896 Rx, &.0 18.0 13.0 
BTL Trapezoidal Transceiver ' Tx 5.0 15.0 10.0 

053893 Rx 2.0 8.0 6.0 
BTL Turbo'Transceiver Tx 2.0 7.0 5.0 

Note: Values In boldface are those used in the preceding calculations. 

" 

" 

.. ' , 
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PI Bus 

HISTORY 

Throughout the 70's and early 80's the typical backplane 
was driven by standard TTL logic parts with tristateable out
puts such as 54/74XX240 and 245. For design purposes 
these busses were modeled as lumped capacitances and 
transmission line effects were ignored because the bus data 
rates were generally not fast enough to require designers to 
be concerned with transmission line effects of the back
plane. With the lower bus speeds there was sufficient bus 
settling time for reflections to dampen, and the signals to 
stabilize close enough to steady state to avoid problems. If 
a bus was heavily loaded and attempts were made to run 
the bus faster than 10 MHz, errors in data were frequently 
seen due to line reflections causing line voltage levels to 
transition through threshold more than once for a single 
transition of the buffer input. And as backplane densities 
increased, loading from the transceivers became so great 
that this increased the problem of driving the bus quickly 
and error free. 

With today's higher bus data rates it has become imperative 
that the transmission line characteristics of the backplane 
be accounted for in backplane analysis. By doing so it be
comes apparent that there may be better ways to drive 
backplanes than with traditional TTL family logic. 

To solve some of the inherent problems with running dense
ly loaded busses, the PI Bus structure was developed. PI 
Bus (parallel interface bus) was developed by IBM, Unisys 
and TRW for the VHSIC 2.2 Interoperability program. PI Bus 
has since been adopted by the Joint Integrated Avionics 
Working Group (JIAWG) section of SAE. 

TRANSMISSION LINE PHYSICS 

Several problems must be overcome,to run a faster, more 
heavily loaded bus. When the bus propagation delay plus 
settling time decreases below about 100 ns the backplane 
must be considered as a transmission line. If the backplane 
is densely populated the problem of running it at high data 
rates is exacerbated. 

Zo is the characteristic impedance of the backplane, and is 
calculated from the physical characteristics of the back
plane. From Figure 1, a simple model of a transmission line, 
the following eq\lation may be written: 

Zo = [(R + iwl) I (G + iwc) j% 

For high frequency, the Rand G terms become insignificant 
due to the increases in the w terms, 

w = 2 'lTf where f is frequency 

and the equation simplifies to 

Zo = (LlC)% 

where L is in units of inductance per unit length and C is in 
units of capacitance per unit length 

L R 

:=~'~l 
TL/F/ll071-1 

FIGURE 1 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 725 
Joe Wert 

EFFECTS OF CAPACITIVE LOADING ON BUS 

Values for Zo can be calculated from the physics of the 
backplane construction. For a typical PI Bus epoxy-glass 
backplane the value for Zo is about 65n. The basic equation 
describing the impedance of a loaded bus is 

Zl = Zol (1 + Cl/C)% 

where Cl is the additional load added to the bus by mod
ules, connectors and connector mounting vias. So as the 
capacitive load of the modules increases, the impedance of 
the bus decreases. As the impedance of the bus decreases, 
the current required to drive the bus between state changes 
in a given time period increases (I = VIZ). The equation for 
the propagation delay of a signal on an unloaded transmis
sion line is 

TpO = i (L/C)% 

where i = length of the bus. 

For a loaded bus, 

Tpl = TPO(1 + Cl/C)% 

describes the propagation delay on a transmission line. 
From the equation for the loaded bus, it is obvious that as 
the capacitive loading of the bus increases, the propagation 
delay for'a given length of bus increases. As this time in
creases bus settling time increases, and hence affects how 
fast the bus may be operated. So a bus transceiver which 
had low capacitive loading would improve bus operation in 
several ways. A low capacitive transceiver would raise the 
value of Zl, and hence the drive current requirements for a 
given performance would be reduced, the propagation delay 
for a given length of backplane would be reduced, and any 
bus settling time required would also be reduced. 

OUTPUT VOH SWING 

The standard TTL swing for an output is from 0.2V to Vee -
two diodes (for CMOS OV to Vss). For a bipolar device, this 
swing could be as much as from 0.2V to 4.1 V. The smaller 
this swing between high and low, the less charge which 
must be moved in any given time to effect a change of state. 
So from the standpoint of power usage, smaller in this case 
would be better. 

PI Bus developed as a bus to address both these conclu
sions in a manner similar to Future Bus. The bus side out
puts are open Schottkys, and the bus is terminated on both 
ends by a resistor to a voltage source with limits of 1.9V to 
2.1 V (Figure 2). The resistors used to terminate the bus may 
be from 30n to 40n. By terminating the bus in this way, (Zo 
matches 40n termination with no loads on the bus, but in
cluding loading from raw backplane plus vias and mating 
connectors, and a 30n termination matches a fully loaded 
PI bus backplane) the bus is somewhat tuned to the Zl of 
the bus so that reflections can be minimized. By terminating 
the bus to a maximum of 2.1 V, the maximum voltage swing 
on the bus will be from the VOL minimum spec of 0.4V to the 
maximum 2.1 V. Thus the voltage swing for the PI Bus trans
ceiver would be 1.7V versus the 3.9V for a standard bipolar 
transceiver. 
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OUTPUT CAPACITANCE OF TRANSCEIVER 
I n order to decreaS!! the capacitive loading of each trans
ceiver, Schottky diode outputs are used, and are reverse 
biased when not active low. The PI Bus driver output is 
shown in Figure 3a. When the output is in a high state both 
the output Schottky diode and the collector-substrate diode 
of 01 are reverse biased. By reverse biasing both the 
Schottky diode junction and the collector-substrate junction 
the parasitic capacitive loading of the bus driving output can 
be greatly decreased. The following equation gives an ap
proximation of the impact reverse biasing has upon junction 
capacitance: 

Cj = CiO/(1 + VdIVOl% 

where CJO equals the capacitance of the diode junction un
der unbiased conditions, and V d equals the reverse biased 
voltage of the diode junction. Vo is the built-in zero bias 
potential across a diode junction, and would be on the order 

vee 

02 

a. Simplified Circuit 

··i··cB 
C3 T T C' 

I C2 

b. Parasitic capacitance 
FIGURE 3 
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of 0.7V. So, by reverse biasing the cathode of both 01 and 
01, their parasitic capacitive loading on the bus is de
creased. If the bus were at 2.0V, and Vee was at 5V, CJO 
would be decreased by a factor of 2.1. Then of course, C1 
and C2 are in series, so their total capacitance would be 
decreased according to the following equation: 

Or = Cp + [(Cl) (C2 + Call + (Cl + C2 + Cal 

The capacitance of C3 (from 03) is basically negligible in 
comparison to C1 because it is approximately 0.5% the 
area 01. The package capacitance (Cpl may vary from 
0.3 pF to 1.5 pF, depending upon the package and the pin 
location on the package. The o~her capacitive loading on 
each bus pin would be the base-collector and base-emitter 

TUF/ll071-5 

a. 

TLlF/ll071-6 

b. 
FIGURE 4 
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capacitance of 07 (Figure 5b), which connects to the anode 
of 01. For a typical TTL part (Figure 4), the capacitive load
ing of the output would be primarily CS because C6 is in 
series with C7 and the parallel combination of CB and C9. 
For 04 and OS being about the same size devices, the ca
pacitive loading of the TTL circuit would be several times 
larger than that of the Schottky terminated circuit. 

PRECISION THRESHOLD 

In order to handle the smaller output swing on the bus, it is 
necessary to use a more precise threshold circuit on the bus 
receiver input. Figure 58 is a typical TTL input buffer. The 
threshold set by this type of circuit varies considerably with 
temperature, and typically ranges from about 1 V at high 
temperatures to about 1.BV at low temperatures. Such 
movement could not be tolerated with a bus swing which 
could be as small as from 1.1SV to 1.9V. The circuit shown 
in Figure 5b is used on PI Bus transceivers to set a more 
precise threshold. A voltage reference with a very small Vee 
and temperature dependence is placed on the chip to es
tablish a precision threshold for the PI Bus to BIU input buff
er. By using a differential pair with one of the pair controlled 
by the reference voltage, the threshold can be maintained 
within a 1S0 mV window centered at 1.S2V. 

OUTPUT RAMPS AND NOISE IMMUNITY 

Ramped outputs have been touted as the solution to prob
lems of bus reflections and crosstalk. The amount of ramp 
time put into rise and fall times directly related to the propa
gation delays of a transceiver, so longer ramps require long
er delay times. An important question to ask is how much of 
a ramp buys what degree of decreased bus settling time. 
Many TTL parts have peak ramps of about 2V Ins. This rate 
of ramp certainly seems to increase bus settling times. The 
PI Bus transceiver will have a typical ramp rate of about 
O.SV/ns. 

Having some amount of noise rejection on the bus receiver 
input allows the bus buffer input to ignore small excursions 
above or below threshold without affecting the data being 
transmitted to the BIU. However the greater the amount of 
noise immunity, the greater the propagation delay on the 
path from the bus to the BIU. The PI Bus transceiver offers 
a compromise between noise immunity and prop delays with 
typically 4 ns of pulsewidth protection measured at 1.SV for 
a 1 to 2 volt input. 

8. Typical TTL Input 

INTERNAL 
SIGNAL 

TL/F/11071-7 

SUBMICRON BIU PROTECTION 

To accommodate future submicron BIU processing, the PI 
Bus transceivers offer a feature for limiting the output VOH 
excursion to the BIU. The Vx pin on the chip can be used as 
a clamp voltage to limit the VOH of the BIU side output. The 
basic propagation delays on the transceiver with the excep
tion of the BIU side low to high ramp rate are unaffected 
because the remainder of the transceiver is still powered by 
the normal Vee pin. Only the BIU VOH is controlled by the 
Vx pin. The Figure 6 schematic shows how the Vx voltage 
sets the output VOH. 

TL/F/11071-9 

FIGURE 6 
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b. PI Bus Receiver Input 

FIGURE 5 
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LOW POWER 

Many applications of PI Bus are designed with a redundant 
bus, and as such always have a full set of transceivers in 
the inactive mode. And .in addition, on the active bus there 
may be. 15 inactive (for a 16 drop bus) transceivers with one 
active transceiver. So in order to lower the power require
ments for the PI Bus backplane application the National PI 
Bus transceiver, the DS1776, was.designed using BiCMOS 
in order to take advantage of the power savings possible 
with the use of CMOS in appropriate portions of the circuit. 

A pure bipolar transceiver would have an Icc inactive speci
fication of about 100 mA. By using a BiCMOS process it was 
possible to design a PI Bus transceiver with an Icc inactive 
of 35 mA. 

BIPOLAR vs CMOS vs BiCMOS TECHNOLOGY 

A full bipolar transceiver could be built to provide excellent 
performance in most areas with the exception of power con
sumption in both the active and. inactive modes. A pure 
CMOS part could be designed with a much lower Icc, but it 
would have the following drawbacks. It would be slower 
than a bipolar part, no Schottky diode would be available to 
construct a low capacitance output with limited swing, and 
stable CMOS voltage references which have a reasonable 
silicon area are non-existent, so setting a precise input volt
age threshold would be difficult. 

By making judicious use of bipolar and CMOS circuits where 
each is appropriate, it was possible to design a PI Bus trans
ceiver with an Icc inactive of typically 35 mA and yet main
tain the full features which make PI Bus a clean and quiet 
bus to run. 
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Signals in the Futurebus + 
Backplane 

The Futurebus+ backplane is a complex electrical environ-· 
ment that consists of many circuit elements. The modeling 
of such an environment can become time consuming and 
expensive. The Futurebus+ Electrical Task Group Expert 
Team has detailed the circuit elements in their SPICE simu
lation. An average Futurebus+ simulation contains over 
10,880 individual elements and gobbles 8 CPU hours on a 
single user VAX 8650. This note is an attempt to simplify the 
circuit model and gain an intuitive understanding of interac
tive signal path elements. The elements are investigated by 
probing at individual impedance breaks that are considered 
significant. Waveforms of the signal will be correlated with 
the TDR signals from the same signal paths. An investiga
tion of ground signal variations and crosstalk measurements 
is included because of relevance to signal measuring in this 
environment. The relation between the crosstalk, ground 
bounce and the signal path impedance will be pursued to 
see their combined effect on the noise margin. 

The interconnect effects on the electrical signal become 
critical in high speed multilayer board design such as Futu
rebus+. PCB traces must be treated as transmission lines 
due to the rapid transition times of the Signal. Analyzing 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 738 
Stephen Kempainen 

PCB traces uncovers the impedance mismatches caused by 
seemingly harmless corner geometries, parasitic and cross
over effects, and inter-layer vias. The impedance mismatch
es also affect crosstalk coupling and signal reflections 
which are a major concern due to the large chunk of noise 
margin they may consume. To demonstrate how these cir
cuit elements affect the signal, this article will follow a signal 
from the transceiver as it propagates into the backplane. 

FUTUREBUS+ BACKPLANE AND BOARD MODEL 

Figure 1 models the signal path from a transceiver in one 
board, through the backplane, to a transceiver in another 
board. Both of the boards are mounted in a ten slot back
plane. The dashed line to one module indicates it can be 
removed or moved around to different locations for this 
analysis. It is the receiver and it is seen as a load by the 
driver module. To first emphasize the driver module stub 
effects alone, the receiver is not inserted into the back
plane. This focuses the driver response to only the trans
mission line elements. This model can be generalized to any 
backplane. However, it is derived from specific equipment 
used to obtain these waveforms. The backplane is provided 
by Bicc-Vero Electronics, No. 819-304105E. It uses 390, 

2.1V BACKPLANE TO CONNECTOR 2.1 V 

CONNECTOR 
ELEMENT 

SOLDER POINT 

TRANSCEIVER 
PINS 

PIN 36 PIN 37 

INTER-LAYER , 
VIAS ..L 

375 

~ 
STRIPLINE 
ELEMENT 

-. 

Model of the Futurebus+ backplane with two daughter boards; one in slot 1, and one In slot 5 with an input signal at pin 10. 

FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2a. PCB Track Cross Section 

surlace mount, termination resistors and has a 1 inch spac
ing between the slots (soft metric). The board is provided by 
Hybricon. It is a Futurebus+ Wire-Wrappable Board 6U x 
280mm. The part number is 031-126-10. The board is laid 
out (eight layers) for the National Semiconductor Future
bus + Chip Set transceivers and can accommodate 64 data 
bits. 

Figure 2 is a cross section of the Hybrtcon board showing 
the signal path of the 053886 Latched Data Transceiver, 
pin-36. The illustration emphasizes the physical impedance 
differences of the transmission path elements. Examination 
of the Time Domain Reflection response of the signal path 
is a good way to "electrically see" these differences. 

TIME DOMAIN REFLECTION 

TOR uses a step generator to apply a positive going impulse 
to the signal path being investigated. The step has a very 
fast rise time of 35 ps and a 200 mV amplitude. The step 
travels down the path at the propagation velocity of the line. 
If there are impedance mismatches in the Signal path, part 
of the incident wave will be reflected. The reflected wave is 
then algebraically added to the incident wave at the point 
where the mismatch occurs. rhe total voltage wave appears 
on the oscilloscope as a road map to the impedance breaks 
encountered by the propagating step. 

A quick review of reflection coefficient (p) fundamentals will 
be helpful to intuitively understand the effects of signal path 
impedance breaks. Then, inve,stigating three load imped
ance conditions will suffice. For all cases, the TOR gener
ates the step from a 50n source and it is carried by a cable 
with characteristic impedance, Zo = 50n, to the de-

15-30 

vice under test, OUT. First case is if the OUT were a 50n 
load, then p would be 0 and the wave on the scope would 
appear as a straight line after the step, no reflected wave 
added to the incident. 

p = (Zl - Zo)/(ZL + Zo) = 0 for Zl = Zo 
Zo = cable characteristic impedance 

Zl = load impedance 

The equation for adding the reflected wave, Er, to the inci
dent wave, Ei, is as follows. 

E = Ei + Er, where Er = Ei(p) 

The second case is infinite load impedance as in Figure 3a. 
p is equal to + 1 in this case and the reflected wave equals 
the incident wave. The total wave is then double the inci
dent, Figure 3b. Now consider when the incident wave hits 
an inductive impedance. The current can't change instanta
neously so the load momentarily appears as an open due to 
the increased impedance. The p = + 1 at t = 0 in Figure 
3e. Reflected voltage is ideally the same as the incident 
voltage for that moment. As the inductor current builds ex
ponentially, the impedance drops toward zero, Figure 3e. 
The voltage a long time after t = 0 is determined by resist
ance in series with the inductor. As t goes to infinity, the 
reflection coefficient is p = (R - Zo)/(R + Zo), where 
R = series resistance of the inductive load. 

0--0 
ZL -0--0 

FIGURE3a 
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~ 

FIGURE3b 
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The third case is zero load impedance as in Figure 4a. p = 

-1 and the reflected wave is subtracted from the incident 
wave leaving no voltage. Expanding on this idea, when the 
incident wave hits a capacitive impedance, the capacitor 
won't accept a sudden voltage change. No change in volt
age appears as a short circuit instantaneously and p = -1 
at t = O. The capaCitor voltage builds exponentially and the 
impedance rises to a level determined by the shunt resistive 
component of the load, Figure 4c. The final value of p is 
again (R - Zol/(R + Zol, only R = shunt resistance of the 
capacitive load. 

FIGURE4a 

FIGURE4b 

~ 
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FIGURE4c 

TOR AND IMPULSE ENERGY 
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Another way to look at TOR results is by considering the 
energy contained in the step impulse. This energy is trans
mitted over a non ideal medium so there are losses, but for 
short distances it is not unrealistic to consider the energy of 
the pulse to be constant. Now consider the capacitive im
pedance break; increasing capaCitance reduces the charac
teristic impedance. 

V /I = Zo = ~(Lo/Col where: 

LO = inductance per unit length 

Co = capaCitance per unit length 

CONNECTOR VIA 
SOLDER POI NT 

Since the energy of the pulse remains constant and the 
voltage and the impedance drop, the current must increase 
proportionally to the lowered voltage. This increased current 
charges the capacitor at a time constant that is determined 
by Zo in parallel with the shunt R to the capacitor. As the 
capacitor stores the energy, the current drops off and the 
capacitor appears as an open circuit after a long steady 
state condition. 

TOR SYSTEM ERRORS 

The extremely fast rise time of the step impulse is important 
to TOR analysis. Since the leading edge of the incident step 
is made up almost entirely of high frequency components, it 
accentuates the small reactive impedance mismatches of a 
signal path. As the step travels down a non-ideal transmis
sion line, the higher frequencies are attenuated by skin ef
fect losses and dielectric losses. This distorts the step, and 
is called cable loss. The degraded rise time limits the accu
racy of reflection measurements through a multiple disconti
nuity signal path. TOR measures each succeeding disconti
nuity with less accuracy, because the transmitted step de
grades and multiple reflections occur. The stub of a daugh
ter board qualifies as a multiple discontinuity path, so the 
resulting waveforms must be analyzed as such. 

TOR AND FUTUREBUS+ SIGNAL STUBS 

With this in mind, an analysis of the TOR waveforms of the 
signal path can be performed. Figures 5a and 5b show the 
artwork for two signal path traces. The actual path length is 
64mm. Figure 5a is the path used for all the waveforms 
gathered in this analysis and Figure 5b is a path for compari
son of the TOR responses. The apparent similarity of the 
artwork does not show the electrical differences of the 
paths while the TOR waveforms do. Figures 6 and 7 include 
the waveforms from these two signal paths that are similar 
but different enough to demonstrate some characteristics. 
The signal path from pin 36 of the OS3886 goes through 
connector S-b-16 as deSignated by the Futurebus + stan
dard, Figure 5c. This path is included in both figures. Also in 
both figures is the reflection from just the SMA connector 
that is used to launch the step impulse into the Signal path. 
It is terminated with a 50n load. The inductance of the SMA 
leads can be seen by the sharp increase in impedance. The 
return to the 50n level is then illustrating the first case in the 
TOR review for the p = 0 situation. 
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FIGURE 5c. Signal Connector Block B, Rows 13 to 18 

Figure 6 shows the effect of launching the TOR step into the 
solder pad. The first inductive bump is the error Introduced 
by the SMA launching mechanism. The inductance of the 
microstrip follows the dip in impedance (capacitive solder 
pad). The path impedance is raised to 750 by both signal 
paths. Figure 7. Notice how the longer microstrip in Figure 
58 adds distance to the inductive bump compared to the 
waveform from the shorter microstrip in Figure 5b. Then no
tice that the inter-layer via causes a capacitive drop inim
pedance. The stripline impedance settles in at about 600 
for both of the paths. The next dip is the capacitance of the 
connector via solder· point followed by the inductive in
crease of the connector wires. Notice that the longer "c" 
wire increases the impedance more than the "b" wire. final
ly. the step hits the open end of the connector and the 
signal voltage doubles which indicates the p= 1 situation. 

SMA 

Figure 6a is included to show how the degradation of the 
incident wave through the multiple impedance mismatches 
of the signal path affects impedance level measurement. 
The TOR impulse is launched into the corinector end of the 
path rather than the solder pad end. The difference is best 
seen in how the impedance of the connector is much great
er when the high frequency components of the incident 
wave have not been attenuated by the previous impedance 
mismatches. The connector launch displays an impedance 
of 900 rather than the small increase that is shown in the 
end of the launch from the solder pad. Figure 6a also shows 
the capacitance of the transceiver mounted on the solder 
pad that is charging to the open state at the time constant 
rate. 
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THE TRANSCEIVER IN THE UNLOADED BACKPLANE 
The transmitting transceiver is mounted in slot 5, Figure 1. 
Pin 36 is named B3 in both the D53883, 9 Bit Data Trans
ceiver, and the 053886, the Latched Data Transceiver 
which is used in this application. Pin 37 is the B3 GNO pin, 
the BTL ground for B3 (see section on BTL, QGND, and 
logic GND). The signal waveform in Figure 8 is obtained by 
probing the circuit with a low inductance ground tip at these 
two pins. The signal displays a rapid fall time, large over
shoot and minimal undershoot. This signal is different than 
that obtained from bench testing with minimal jig inductance 
and capacitance, Figure 8a. That waveform shows slower 
fall time and no overshoot. There are a couple of reasons 
for these backplane circuit responses. The first being the 
microstrip circuit element, T(SS,3SS). Physically, this ele
ment is a very narrow microstrip between the solder pad 
and the inter-layer via. The relatively high inductance of this 
microstrip, shown in Figure 68, inhibits the sudden change 
in current presented by rapid transition times. This initially 
appears as a large impedance mismatch which makes the 
reflection coefficient (p) approach + 1 instantaneously. The 
effect of p is to speed the slew rate on the fall time and 
extend the overshoot on the rising edge. The different re
sponse of the two edges is due to the active pull down and 
the passive pull up. 
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FIGURE 8a. Bench Test Jig Waveform 
The second reason is the path inductance and line delay of 
the backplane, daughter board, and the termination 
scheme. The transmitter pull down transistor is turned on 
with a very large base current needed to supply 80 mA col
lector current. This collector current is supplied by the termi
nation resistor which is located at some electrical distance 
(backplane' and daughter board paths) from the transistor. 
As the transistor experiences a hard turn on, it initially sees 
what appears to be an open circuit. The momentary open 
circuit causes the overshoot and fast falling edge. This is 
due to the inductance and delay of'the signal path prevent
ing the current from changing immediately at the collector of 
the transistor. This inductance limits the driver slew rate 
control at the transceiver pin. Bench testing of the same 
part shows a fall time 1 ns longer than the daughter board 
fall time. The difference in fall times under test conditions 
are due to load proximity and availability of almost instanta
neous current on the test jig. The rise time is much slower 
because it is a passive pull up and is controlled by the expo
nentially decaying current due to the inductance. 

Another look at the waveform will show that there is an 
increase in voltage just prior to the high to low transition. 
This is also due to the large, fast voltage change at the base 
to the output transistor. The voltage step is coupled through 
from the base to the collector by the Miller capacitance. 
This small spike only shows up in the backplane environ
ment for the same reasons as already explained. 
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IMPEDANCE MISMATCHES 
The next probe is at the inter·layer via points of the signal 
line and ground line. Labeled pOint 55 in F/{Jure 1. These 
vias present a relatively large capacitive impedance to the 
signal. The capacitance of the plated through hole (PTH) via 
has been estimated as high as 1.1 pF by Hybricon down to 
0.75 pF by the Futurebus+ Expert Team. This is also the 
point at which the microstrip trace changes to a stripline 
trace. The capacitance of a PCB track varies directly with 
track length and width, but inversely with the dielectric thick· 
ness. Typically, this corresponds to about a 50% increase in 
capacitance from outer to inner layer for an eight layer 
board. As seen by the TOR investigation, the path imped· 
ance drops from 750 to 600 at this pOint, Figure 6. Thus, 
the stripline circuit element, T(50,55), can be characterized 
by an increase in the capacitance per unit length. 

Figure 9 illustrates the damping of the overshoot and under· 
shoot that is caused by the capacitive reactance. The fall 
time is increased by the capacitance. This can be intuitively 
understood by considering the capacitive impedance break 
of Figure 4c. This has a counter balance affect on the path 
inductance so the needed current is available. Initially, the 
load appears as a short circuit because the capaCitance will 
not accept an immediate change in the voltage. The p at the 
impedance mismatch then initially approaches -1. The 
quick charging of the capaCitance pulls the slew rate ~ut of 
a nose dive and limits the undershoot. The rise time shows 
a slight incre!lSe, but the resolution of the scope comes into 
play for times less than 150 pica seconds. 

The third major impedance mismatch of the signal path oc· 
curs at the PTH to Metral connector solder pOint. Point 50 in 
Figure 1. The ground reference for the low inductance tip is 
the solder point for an adjacent connector ground pin. The 
circuit element for the connect~r is modeled by T(5,50). A 
SPICE model is provided by DuPont, the connector manu· 
facturer. The TOR waveform clearly shows the capaCitance 
of the solder filled PTH lowering the impedance to 500, 
Rgure 6. The same figure then shows the connec~or wire 
presents an inductive impedance increase for the signal. 
Rgure 10 shows considerable overshoot damping .. It also 
shows an increase in rise time and fall time. The multiple 
discontinuities to this point have degraded the initial rise 
time of the signal so that the overall effect is that of line 
loss. The passive pull up accentuates only the resistive por· 
tion of the impedance rather then the reactive. 

Notice the reflection that is well defined at the bottom of the 
falling edge: A closer examination of Figure 8 shows that 
this same reflection is present in an attenuated form. The 
peak of this reflection is about 2 ns from the pOint where the 
signal crosses into an undershoot state. The delay per unit 
length, !Pd, of the unloaded backplane depends on, the rela· 
tive magnetic permeability, ILr, the relative dielectric permit· 
tivity, fr, and the speed of light, c. 

tpd = r,:£;E;" 
c 

With fr = 4.7 and ILr = 0.99, then lpd = 0.18 ns/in. So a 
round trip of 10 in., slot 5 to slot 0 and back, will be a delay 
of about 1.8 ns. This is almost exactly the delay of the reo 
fleeted pulse at the connector solder point in Figure 1 O. Th~ 
delay is measured from the falling edge tangent line. The 
period of this pulse is about 1.5 ns which Is a frequency of 
887 MHz. 
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After the connector, the signal reaches the backplane envi· 
ronment. The signal has been transformed by the daughter 
board path. Besides the impedance factors, the skin effect 
losses have rounded top and bottom portions of the edges. 
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The probe points are at the solder points of the Metral con· 
nectors to the backplane PTH. The waveform in Figure 11 
was obtained at the slot where the board is inserted, just on 
the backplane side of the connector from the previous fig. 
ure. The connector increases the fall time .by 500 ps and 
damps the overshoot. The increase in fall time here. appears 
to be a result of the reflected pulse increasing in amplitude. 
As the incident wave propagates further down the back· 
plane the same damping of overshoot and increase in tran· 
sition times occurs. The backplane characteristics are de· 
pendent on the loading that is present in the form of insert· 
ed boards with transceivers. 
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The distributed capacitive loading of the backplane has sig· 
nificant effects on the signal. The position of the loads with 
respect to the driving board will determine how the reflec· 
tions add to degrade the signal. The worst case is when the 
reflections cut into the noise margin; i.e., the reflections that 
are positive going on the low output and negative going on 
the high output. The investigative results show that reflec· 
tions in the high state never go below the 2.1 V level by more 
than 50 mY. The problem on the high end occurs when the 
bus is fully loaded. At 20 MHz and fully loaded, the rising 
edge becomes rounded, Rgure 12. 

The worst bite into the noise margin was found in the case 
of 2 loads, 12 pF each, in specific slots on the backplane. 
The driver in slot 5 and the loads in slot 6 and 0 caused 
sustained ringing with a peak amplitude of 200 mV into the 
noise margin low. The case is shown in Figure 13. It should 
be noted that the period of the ringing in Figure 13 is about 
2 ns. This corresponds to a frequency of 500 MHz. This 
presents a demand on test equipment to pick up these high 
frequency signals. 
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FIGURE 12. Backplane Probed at Driver = Slot 5, 
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'FIGURE 13. Backplane Probed at Driver = Slot 5, 
12 pF Loads in Slots 0 and 6 

GIGA HERTZ BANDWIDTH 

A 400 MHz probe and scope would not pick up all of the 
frequency components of this ringing. Because of the high 
frequency components that comprise this signal, all of the 
measurements done by National Semiconductor on the 
Futurebus+ chip set are obtained by using the Tektronix 
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P6204 FEr probe and 11A72 amplifier mounted in the 
11403 digitizing oscilloscope. This combination has a band
width of 1 GHz. 
Figure 14 Is included to show how a single load of 12 pF will 
cause different reflections depending on where It Is inserted 
with relation to the driving transceiver. The line delay is evi
dent when the reflection from the adjacent load appears 
before the reflection from the far end load. The different 
loading positions will determine the waveform shape and 
how it will encroach on the noise margin. 
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FIGURE 14. Backplane Probed at Driver = Slot 5 

WHY ALL THE DIFFERENT GROUNDS? 
There are three different types of gound pins on the Nation
al Semiconductor Futurebus+ Chip Set. They are the logic 
ground (GND), the BTL grounds (BOGND-B8GND) and the 
bandgap reference ground for receiver threshold (QGND). 
All of these ground reference pins are isolated inside of the 
chip to limit the interference from high current switching 
transients. Outside the chiP. the bandgap reference ground 
should be connected to the backplane ground through a 
quiet channel. The Isolation purpose Is so the receiver input 
threshold will follow the same reference as the signals com
ing off the backplane. The other grounds should be tied to 
the board ground plane to prevent ground loop currents in
side the chip. 

FUTUREBUS+ TRANSCEIVER GROUND BOUNCE 
A single transceiver can have up to 9 BTL .channels switch
ing at the same time. If each channel sinks 80 mA, there is 
substantial current switching taking place. The combination 
of the ground lead inductance and finite resistance of the 
current return paths cause voltage drops and rises to occur 
along this path that are proportional 'to the changing current. 

. V = L (d//dt) 

where'V ,,; .amplitude of the ground bounce 
L = inherent inductance of signal and ground trace 

The DS3886 Latched Data Transceiver mounted in the Hy
bricon proto board was used to investigate the amount. of 
. ground shift that Is experienced in the Futurebus + environ
ment. 
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Eight channels are connected to the same input so :that they 
are switching simultaneously. The ninth channel, B3 (locat
ed between the other eight), is driven to'the asSerted state 
and used as a reference. Six other data transceivers were 
also on the board and allowed to switch at random (open 
driver inputs). The Futurebus+ connector pin layout uses 1 
of every 3 pins as a ground pin. The Hybricon board links all 
these pins to the board ground plane as they enter through 
the Metral connector. The transceiver BTL ground pins are 
mounted to the solder pad and then traverse a microstrip 
track to a PTH via to make ground plane contact. The mi
crostrip adds inductance to the ground path but is neces
sary for even heating to solder the chip package to the ther
mally isolated pad. 

PROBING THE GROUND 
The backplane ground plane is used as a reference to in
vestigate all of the ground differences in the circuit. It is 
accessed through a ground tab connector on the Metral 
power connector module. Figure 15 shows the idle back
plane noise at the top of the picture. The GHz probe with a 
short, low inductance alligator clip ground was used to 
probe two of the empty slot ground tabs. There was no 
transceiver activity for this situation. The second from the 
top waveform is the same probe position only eight trans
ceiver channels are now switching. Large disturbances in 
the signal occur at the time that eight channels are all going 
from high to low, the time of substantial active current 
change. Notice how the low to high transition does not cre
ate the same sort of voltage spike on the ground signal. 
This is beqause the collapsing current doesn't have a large 
di/dt 
The same backplane ground reference was used for all of 
the measurements in Figure 15. The third pattern was ob
tained probing the daughter board ground plane close to the 
Metral connector between the switching transceiver and the 
backplane. The disturbances are muted in this case by the 
bypass capacitors of the board. The board is decoupled.by 
4-180 /AoF and 14-0.1 /AoF capaCitors. The next waveform is 
from the same ground plane' but it is probed at the via that 
connects the microstrip from the transceiver BTL ground pin 
to the board ground plane. This waveform is a slightly atten
uated version of the waveform seen on the non switching 
ground pin. This is because the waveform seen at the 
B3GND pin is coming from the board ground plane! The 
inductance of the mlcrostrip and the lead frame inside the 
package increase the overshoot and the undershoot of the 
ground bounce. The worst ground disturbance is measured 
at one of the switching channel BTL ground pins. This is as 
expected from interior transceiver noise caused by the hard 
turn on of the output transistor creating very rapid build and 
collapse of current. 
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FIGURE 15 

CROSSTALK IN THE FUTUREBUS+ ENVIRONMENT 

The crosstalk problem has received a lot of attention. There 
is the potential for significant forward and backward cross
talk due to the high speed signals, multiple transmission 
path media, and the density of the signal lines. These are 
the simplified equations relating the contributing factors. 

Vbkwd = (Va/tr) (I 12tt) (eel + Lc/Z) 
= backward coupled voltage to victim line 

VIrwd = (Va/tr) (112) (CcZ - Lc/Z) 
= forward coupled voltage to victim line 

Va = aggressor signal amplitude 

tr = aggressor signal transition time 

1 = line length 

t t = line delay 

Z = line impedance 

Cc = capacitive coupling due to electric field 

Lc = inductive coupling due to magnetic field 

Both types of crosstalk are directly proportional to the am
plitude, and inversely proportional to the transition times of 
the aggressor signal. The capacitive and inductive coupling 
affect both types of crosstalk. In backward crosstalk they 
add together and are multiplied by the aggressor amplitude 
to give a same polarity pulse to the victim. In forward cross
talk, the quantity (CcZ - Lc/Z) is multiplied by the aggres
sor amplitude to give a pulse of either polarity depending on 
the relative size of the coupled reactances. The connector 
does present a special problem due to the open wire config
uration. The inherent inductance of the open wires and the 
proximity in the Metral connector are favorable situations for 
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crosstalk. Not modeled in the above equations but still a 
factor is the signal wave velocity differences. Forward 
crosstalk also results from velocity differences of an aggres
sor signal due to the conductive medium contacting sub
stances of different dielectric constants. The microstrip line 
is such a medium that contacts both air and epoxy glass. 
This creates an energy pulse that will couple electrostatical
ly to the victim. For these reasons, crosstalk was investigat
ed in two different ways. 

o GROUND 

gjJ VICTIM 

• AGGRESSOR 

o IDLE 

18 1716 15 14 13 

•• 0 • 0 0 a 
O.gjJOO. b 
• 0 •• 0 0 c 
000000 d 

TL/F/lll07-25 

FIGURE 16. Module B, Section 3, Used In Crosstalk 
Me.suremente. The Victim Line Is Labeled B-b-16 

Futurebus+ standards committees set up the pin designa
tions on the Metral connector so that there is one ground 
pin for every 2 signal carrying pins. The worst case then is 
the situation where 1 signal pin can be surrounded by 5 
signal pins and 3 ground pins as in Figure 16. The Expert 
Team tested crosstalk using a switching line as victim and 
measured the difference between 0 and 5 aggressors at a 
receiving module. Figure 17 shows these same tests for 
053886. 
The driver module is located in slot 7 and two receiver mod
ules are in slots 0 and 9. As mentioned in the section on 
reflections, this is the worst configuration for cutting into 

II 



.~ • z c 
the noise margin. It is also a long length for the parallel 
backplane tracks to cross couple. The signal line ST2 was 
used as the victim and STO-ST7 as the aggressors. Figure, 
17 shows the falling edges at thE! driver and receiver pins for 
the two conditions, only the victim switching and then all 
aggressors and the victim switching. The larg6st amount of 
induced voltage onto the victim line is 50 mV. This is the 
same result as the Expert Team. 
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FIGURE 18. Victim Is Only Asaerted, 
8 Aggreaaor Channels Switching 

Figure 18 shows results of a different way of investigating 
the crosstalk than the Futurebus+ Expert Team method. 
The victim line was held in the asserted state while 8 ag
gressor lines were switching. The top waveform is the ag
gressor Signal. The three lower waveforms are the victim 
signal probed at daughter board impedance points. The fig
ure shows that the victim experiences a 100 mV pulse into 
the noise margin at the high to low transition of all the ag
gressors. This case. is measured on the backplane at the 
same slot as the driver. A demonstration of the high indue-

. tance of the Metral connector is the inversion of the Induced 
. signal through the connector. The Inductance of the con
nector Is large enough to give the forward crosstalk an in
verted pulse at this point In an actual data transmission, the 
crossta,lk concern would be ,at the input to the receiving 
transceiver. The slowing of the edge rates by the time they 
reach a receiver on another board will further reduce the 
magnitude of the crosstalk. Figure 1 9 shows the signal at 
the same receiver input pin'with no aggressors and with 8. 
The coupled voltage Intrusion to the noise margin Is 85 mV. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Futurebus+ environment presents impedance mis
matches to the high speed data signals. These circum
stances make the measurement of the signals, dependent 
on where they are measured. The fast edge rates ilf' the ' 
signals have high frequency components that compose a 
large part of the waveform and can not" be ignored. For 
these reasons, National Semiconductor uses 1000 MHz 
bandwidth test eqUipment, and specially designed low im
pedance test jigs for all of the data sheet specifications. 
The placement of modules in a partially loaded backplane is 
crucial to the magnitude of the ringing. The equal distribu
tion of the modules in the backplane appears to be the best 
condition for the lowest magnitude ringing. 
Figure 20a shows the noise margins for BTL. Figure 20b 
shows the allocation of the noise margin for a fully loaded 
backplane and partially loaded in Flflure 20c according to 
the Futurebus+ Expert Team. They have done extensive 
simulations that are reported in the Interim Report present- " 
ed on September 14, 1990. This investigation of the reflec
tions and crosstalk will be compared to their findings. 
FlfJure 17 shows the combination of worst case crosstalk 
and reflections that were found in this investigation. The 
crosstalk added to the reflections to cut into the noise mar
gin low by 100 mY. The 100 mV intrusion is deduced from 
the fact that the incident edge has a distinct edge at the 
1.2V level. This is within the allowed 170 mV range in the 
Expert Team analysis of the partially lciaded backplane, Fig
ure 2Oc. This investigation also showed that the fully loaded 

\ 
\ 

backplane produced lower magnitude reflections than the 
partially loaded backplane. The measurements collected 
here sUPpor:l the Expert Teams allowance of only 140 mV 
for reflections and crosstalk'in the fully loaded backplane, 
Flf/ure 2Ob. 

The National Semiconductor 083886 Latched Data Trans
ceiver maintained signal integrity II) the Futurebus + Back
plane . environment under severe operating conditions. 
Worst case situations of crosstaik; Stub length and ground 
bounce combined with a transmission speed of 40 MBaud 
,were used to test the DS3886 in, real backplane operating 
conditions. The incident edge of the BTL signal consistently 
crossed the receiver thresh91d without a problem. 
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Futurebus + Wired-OR 
Glitch Effects and Filter 

INTRODUCTION 
Futurebus+ addresses the needs of the high-end user who 
requires more bus performance than what has previously 
existed. In order to optimize bus performance, the back
plane bandwidth has been increased to where the back
plane line delays are in the same order of magnitude as the 
transfer periods. At this level, the backplane can no longer 
be treated as lumped loads but must be modeled as distrib
uted loads which is in the realm of transmission lines. De
signers must now deal with transmission line effects and be 
aware of glitches that occur when performing wired-OR 
functions. As the name implies, the wired-OR glitch occurs 
on lines that perform wired-OR logic. Wired-OR logic is im
plemented by connecting open-collector drivers in parallel 
and tying their collectors to a 'resistor pull-up (FlfJure 1). Na
tional Semiconductor's Futurebus+ Handshake Transceiv
er addresses this concern by incorporating a programmable 
low pass filter into the receiver. It provides optimum noise 
rejection while maintaining high bus through-put. 

TLlF/11133-1 

FIGURE 1 
BTL (Backplane Transceiver Logic) is the driving technology 
behind the Futurebus+ physical layer. Driver outputs are 
open-collector with a series Schottky diode. The additional 
diode on BTL drivers isolates the normally large collector 
capacitance associated with the output transistor from the 
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bus thus reducing bus loading. BTL is used on all the bus 
lines in a Futurebus+ backplane. Termination of the bus is 
done at both ends as shown in Figure 2. All Futurebus+ 
lines are connected in a wired-OR fashion, however, only a 
subset of these lines actually perform the wired-OR logic. 
These lines are the handshake, status, capability and arbi
tration lines. The critical timing lines used in handshaking 
must have wired-OR glitch filters to maintain signal integrity. 
The lines requiring glitch filtering are AK·, AI·, OK·, 01", 
AP", AO·, AR·, and RE". 
In the wired-OR configuration, the glitch observed on the 
backplane is caused by the release of one or more drivers 
on the bus while others remain asserted. The resulting posi
tive voltage pulse is the glitch characteristic that could cross 
the receiver threshold and degrade signal integrity. The 
transmission line effect, enhanced by the fast transition 
times and transmission line propagation delay, dictates how 
the wave reflections will affect the data signal. If the rise and 
fall times were longer than the line delays, the reflections 
would be,included (shadowed) in these transition portions of 
the signal. Then the bus would not exhibit transmission line 
effects. However, the Futurebus+ transition times on the 
backplane can be one fourth to one fifth of the line delay. A 
transition at one end of the backplane takes some time be
fore it reaches the other end and voltage levels will vary 
significantly, due to reflections, before I!quilibrium. 

Low to High Transition of Open 
Collector Bus Driver 
First the low to high transition of a single driver releasing the 
bus will be studied. The same characteristics are involved 
for the wired-OR glitch as will be seen later. Referring to 
FIfJUf9 3, what happens when 01 releases?' 

TLlF/11133-2 

FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 

t < to; 01 is on (asserted) and maintains a VOL level on the 
bus.' 

Zdriver 
VOL = VT • Zdriver + (Rt/2) 

where Zdriver = driver output impedance 

t = to; 01 releases and a low to high wave front propa
gates from slot 0 towards slot 1. The current which 
was previously sunk by 01 now gets injected back 
into the line. The driver sees an impedance of the 
termination resistance in parallel with the line imped
ance. The amplitude of the signal propagating down 
the line is described by the following equation: 

VFINAL = VOL + [I0L o(Rt//Zo'») 

VT - VOL , 
= VOL + Rt/2 0 (Rt//Zo) (l.a) 

For Rt = Zo', where Zo' is the unloaded line imped
ance. 

VFINAL '" VOL + VT - VOL 

= VT 

If the driver was located in slots 1 to 8 then the equation 
would be; 

VFINAL = VOL + VT R- VOL. (Zo'//Zo') (l.b) 
t/2 

t = tl; The signal reaches slot 9. For Rt '" Zo', all the ener
gy is absorbed at slot 9 by the termination and the 
bus will be at equilibrium. For Rt ~ Zo' then second
ary reflections will occur until the reflections settle. 

Figure 4 shows the actual waveform from a 10 slot back
plane with 1 in. pitch and 390. termination resistors. The 3 
waveforms were obtained by probing the backplane at the 
solder points of the board connectors. In this case there 
were two boards inserted into the backplane, slots 0 and 9. 
The driver in slot 0 is switching while the other in slot 9 is 
off. The propagation delay of the line, tpd, is then defined as 
tl - to. This is plainly illustrated by the delay in the wave
form probed at slot 0 and at slot 9. The tpd = 3 ns in this 
arrangement. 

2.3V .--__,_-,__~--r---,-...,_-r___,__:_,_____, 

200mV 
/div 
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FIGURE 4 
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Wlred-oR Glitch 

As shown in Figure 5, things become more complicated by 
adding another driver at the opposite end of the bus. Initial
ly, both drivers are asserted. Assuming they share the cur
rent from the termination equally, the VO will be less than 
VOL for a single driver. VO is also influenced by the fact that 
the driver impedance increases with reduced current 
through the transistor. When 01 releases, a glitch occurs at 
the drivers bus slot with a pulse-width equal to 2 times the 
line delay. The glitch amplitude is dependent on the amount 
of current that was sunk by' the driver prior to releasing the 
line. So the more drivers that release the line simultaneous
ly, the greater the amplitude of the glitch. 

t < to Both 01 and 09 are on keeping the bus voltage low. 
Note that VO results from the resistor divider between 
the parallel driver output impedance and the parallel 
termination resistance. V2 is slightly higher because 
only one driver is on and the bus voltage is then just 
the resistor divider between a single driver output im
pedance and the two termination resistors in parallel. 

t = to 01 turns off and transitions into a high impedance 
state, a low to high wave front propagates down the 
bus towards slot 9. 

V1 = VO + ! . (VT - VO) • Rtl/Zo' (2 1) 
2 Rt/2 .. 

2 

SLOT 0 

SLOT" I 
SLOT 9 

~ 

4 

"\. 

For Rt = Zo' 
1 . 

V1 = VO + 2 (VT - VO) 

1 
= 2(VT + VO) (2.2) 

t = tl The glitch reaches slot 9 and the reflection at slot 9 
is negative because the' output impedance of the 
driver is small compared to the termination resistor 
and backplane impedance. 

1 (VT - VO) 
V2 = V1 + - • • Rtl/Zo' • P 

2 Rt/2 

h RtllZdriver - Zo' 
were p ~ Rtl/Zdriver + Zo' (negative number) 

t = t2 The reflected wave reaches slot O. It is important to 
point out that the output of 01 is in a high impedance 
state when turned off. Therefore, the mismatch at 
slot 0 is only due to the backplane impedance and 
termination. For Rt = Zo', all the energy is absorbed 
at slot 0 by the termination and the bus will be at 
equilibrium. When Rt * Zo', then secondary reflec
tions will occur and will continue until the reflections 
settle to the termination voltage. 

The pulse width at the end of the backplane where the driv
er is still asserted is as wide as the propagation delay of the 
bus. Since the reflection must return to the released driver 
end, the pulse width there will be 2 tpd, where tpd = (tl -
to) = (t2 - tl)· 

8 

~ 

V1 

V2 
VO 

V1 

V2 
VO 

V2 
VO 
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FIGURE 5 
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Wlred-oR Glitch calculation for Futurebus + 
V2 = V1 + p1 • Vx1 

1 _ RtllZdriver - Zo~ 

To simplify the wired-OR glitch calculation for a Futurebus+ p - RtllZdriver + 7,0' 
backplane, the following assumptions are used; 

= 0~&2V Vx1 =.!. (VT"" VO). R liZ ' 
Zo' 600 Unloaded Backplane with 2 Rt/2 . to. 

Connector and Vias ,. When this wave front reaches· slot 0, anOther negative re-
Zo" . 310 Fully Loaded Backplime flection adds to V2. 

Rt 330 Termination Resistor V3=V2+p2'Vx2 ·2 .. Rt- Zo' 

RtllZo' 210 
p Rt + Zo' .; 

= 0.78V Vx2 = Vx1. p2 
Rtl/Zo" 1&.00 Subsequent reflections will be smaller and smaller until . 

RtllZdriver 4.30 equilibrium Is reached on the line. 

Zdriver 50 Driver series Resistance 
The glitch has·a maximum amplitude of 1.3V for two drivers 
sharing the bus current equally, which is below the receiver 

Vdriver 0.7V Driver on Voltage in Series with threshold of 1.47V. This isn't enough amplitude to false trig-
the Resistance ger the receiver and thus data corruption will not occur. The 

VT 2.1V Termination Voltage 
glitch also has a maximum pulse width equal to 2 tpd or 
3.& ns. If Q1 was Sinking most of the current, then the result-

VTH 1.47Vto Receiver Input Threshold ing glitch will have a greater amplitude than that calculated, 

1.&2V but the pulse width will remain thE! same. The greater ampli-
tude may cross the receiver threshold and cause false trig-

tpd 1.8 ns Unloaded, 10 Slot by 1 in. Pitch gering. The purpose of the glitch filter on the 053884 is to 
Backplane filter any glitch that crosses the. receiver threshold and 

4.4ns Same Backplane Fully Loaded thereby prevent false triggering. Since the glitch width is 
independent of amplitude, a filter can be set to reject certain 

For drivers at each end (Figure 5) and assuming an Unload- duration glitches. 
ed condition we have; Figure 6 shows actual waveforms from the 10 slot back-

~Zdriver plane. The drivers are mounted in the end slots and Rt = 
390. The Vdriver (1 driver on) level is 685 mV and VO (2 

VO = Vdriver - (VT - Vdriver) • 1 1 drivers on) is 545 mY. The switching driver Is shown without 
2 Zdriver + 2 Rt the other driver asserted, waveform A in Figure 6. Then the 

wired-OR glitch is shown at the end slots with one driver 
VO = 0.52V switching and the other holding the asserted level, wave-

From equation (2.1) forms Band C. As predicted by the model, the amplitude 

V1 = VO + .! • (VT - YO) • Rtl/Zo 
and pulse width of the glitch is greatest at the driver slot that 
is releasing the line. The maximum amplitude of the glitch is 

2 Rt/2 1.25V. The propagation delay of the backplane with 2 
V1 = 1.3V boards Inserted was shown in F/{/ure 4 to be 3 ns. The mod-

When the reflected wave hits the mismatch at slot 9, a neg- el predicted the pulse width to be twice this delay, but it is 
alive reflection adds to V1. shown to be 2.33 times the delay at 50% of the amplitude. 

This is because the model does not take into account the 

2.3Y 

\ 
A 
510\ 0 

200mY 
/d;v 

c 

~ SIO~ 

.1'0 / 1 Driver on 
\' / 

2 Drivers on 
'-.....-

300mY 
5 ns/d;v 

TUF/11133-6 

FIGURE 6 
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wave dispersion effects of the backplane which filter the 
high frequency components and round the signal comers. 
Since the glitch amplitude will never equal VT as indicated 
by equation (2.1), the glitch pulse width at the receiver 
threshold will always be less than the 50% amplitude pulse 
width. Two times the measured backplane propagation de
lay is the worst case width that will be seen at the receiver 
threshold. 

Theory states that glitch width is only dependent on the bus 
propagation delay. Figure 7 and 8 are included to demon
strate this theory in the backplane application. Figure 7 
shows the glitch for a 1 MHz signal. The pulse width is the 
same as that in Figure 6 which has a 20 MHz signal. Figure 
8 is the same situation as Figure 6 except that the back
plane slots between 0 and 9 are loaded with 10 pF to 12 pF 
each. This increases the propagation delay of the back
plane. The width of the pulse is 10.7 ns. Using the fully 
loaded backplane tpd of 4.4 ns, this pulse width is 2.43 
times the propagation delay. This figure correlates well with 
the previous partially loaded glitch width. The amplitude is 
noticeably less when the backplane is fully loaded due to 
the decreased impedance seen by the driver. 

The simultaneous release of the bus line by more than one 
driver at a time will increasa the amplitude of the glitch but 
the width;still depends on the propagation delay of the bus. 
The current of more than one driver injected into the line 
directly affects the amplitude of the pulse. Figure 9 shows 
the glitch when 2 drivers release the line simultaneously and 
1 holds the line asserted. The releasing drivers are in slots 0 
and 3, and the hold driver is in slot 9. The glitch amplitude of 
1.81V will cause a false trigger of receivers on the line. The 
pulse width of the glitch at the receiver threshold low is 6 ns, 
about 2 tpd. The 50% of amplitude pulse width is slightly 
larger than the case of 2 drivers on the bus, but this is 
explained by the additional load capacitance of the third 
driver which increases the line delay. 

WIRED-OR FILTER 
The worst case glitch that can occur on the bus will have a 
pulse width equal to the round trip delay of the backplane. 
The filter must reject glitch pulses which are equal to and 
less than the worst case round trip bus delay, 2 tpd. Since 
the line delay is dependent on the length and the loading of 
the backplane, the simplest way to determine the worst 
case delay is by measuring the line delay of a fully populat
ed backplane. Once the worst case delay is determined, the 
receivers should provide a filter that will reject the glitch and 
allow Signals to pass through with minimum delay. 

The DS3884A Handshake Transceiver which is part of Na
tional's Futurebus + chip set has a built in glitch filter. The 
filter can be tailored to a specific backplane delay to mini
mize timing delays. Four different settings-(5 ns, 10 ns, 
14 ns and 24 ns) are available via the pulse select pins
PS1 and PS2. For example, if the round trip delay of the 
backplane is 8 ns, then the filter setting should be rounded
off to the higher setting which is 10 ns. 
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'""".--------------------------------------------, 
~' This setting will reject glitches with pulse widths of 10ns 
Z and less., The maximum propagation delay from the trans-
e( ceiver bus input, Bn, to the filtered receiver output, FRn, for 

the receiver high to low transition will be 21 ns at this set
ting. Figure 10 shows three waveforms from the DS3884A 
operating in slot 0 of the same backplane configura~ion as 

, Figure 9. Waveform B1 results from the same 2 drivers.re
leasing the line simultaneously as Waveform B slot 0 in Fig-

• ure 9; The lower sigoal amplitude is due to probing ~irectly 
at the receiver input pin rather than the backplane: solder 
point as in Figure 9. R1 and, FR1 are the waveforms from 

500mV 
/div 

1.5VI-----.,.....lH--++---------! 

TL/F/11133-10 

FIGURE 10 

DS3884A, channel 1, for the receiver and filtered receiver 
outputs ~espectively. PS1 and PS2,are both set to OV to 
obtain a glitch rejection of 5 ns and less .. Waveform FR1 
clearly rejects the false triggering of the glitch, which is 
about 3 ns wide at the 1.5V receiver threshold. Figure 11 
shows the propagation delays for B 1 to R 1 and FR 1 for both 
the high to low and low to high transitions at the 5 ns glitch 
rejection setting. The tPHL is extended from 5 ns to 10 ns for 
the filtered output. The ringing on the receiver output signals 
results from wire wrap,board frequency response limits. 

500mV 
/div 

5 ns/div 

FIGURE 11 
TL/F/11133-"1 

The wired-OR glitch is inherent in wired-OR busses and will exist in a high speed transmission line environment. However, it 
is comforting to know that it is a well understood phenomena and there are ways of maintaining Signal integrity through the 
use of filters. 
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IEEE 1194.1 BTL-Enabling 
Technology for High Speed 
Bus Applications 

INTRODUCTION 

IEEE 1194.1 Standard for Electrical Characteristics of Back
plane Transceiver Logic Interface Circuits validates BTL as 
the enabling technology for high speed busses. Driving 
backplanes with BTL means higher data rates and better 
noise margins than previously available. 

BTL solves, for the first time, the fundamental problem as
sociated with driving a densely populated backplane. As a 
result, it provides significant improvements in both speed 
and data integrity. BTL evolved from many years of work 
within the IEEE committee, leading to a deeper understand
ing of the physics of the backplane bus and an ingenious 
solution to the bus driving problem. 

Speed is probably the most important feature for any bus 
standard. In many cases the backplane becomes the bottle
neck in systems where increasing processor speed and 
shared resources are common. In asynchronous systems, 
the maximum data transfer rate between any two plug-in 
cards is determined simply by the sum of the response 
times of the two cards and the bus delay. Ultimately, as 
logic devices get faster, bus delay will be the dominating 
factor limiting bus speed. In synchronous systems, the maxi
mum achievable clock rate on the bus will also depend on 
the bus delay. 

There are two components to the bus delay in a typical 
system, namely, the settling time and the propagation delay. 
The settling time is the time needed for reflections and 
crosstalk to subside before data are sampled; it is usually 
several times longer than the backplane propagation delay. 
As will be shown later, the settling time is the price the user 
pays for not driving the bus properly. 

By using BTL, backplane busses not only eliminate the set
tling time delay but also reduce the propagation delay of the 
loaded backplane to provide maximum possible bus 
throughput. 

THE PHYSICS OF THE BACKPLANE BUS 

For high-speed bus signals where the signal rise and fall 
times are less than the round-trip delay, the bus acts as a 
transmission line with an associated characteristic imped
ance and propagation delay whose unloaded values, Zo and 
tpo are given by 

(EQ1) 

(EQ2) 

where, 
Lo = Distributed intrinsic inductance per unit length 
Co = Distributed intrinsic capacitance per unit length (1) 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 829 
Joel Martinez 
Application Engineer 

These values can be calculated for a typical stripline back
plane (Figure 1) by means of the following equations; 

Z_60 1 [ 4h ] 
o - re; n 0.67'1T (0.8w + t) (EQ3) 

tpo = 1.017.JE; (EQ4) 

where, 
Er = relative dielectric constant of the board material 
h = height between ground planes 
w = width of signal trace 
t = thickness of signal trace (5) 

Ground Plane 

r 
t 
L 

Dielectric Insulation ( ... ) 

Ground Plane 
TL/F/11457-1 

FIGURE 1. Stripllne 

For a typical backplane, h = 52 mils, w = 12 mils, t = 
1.4 mils (1 oz. Copper), Er = 3.5 (epoxy-glass). By substitut
ing these values we get Zo = 700 and tpo = 1.9 ns/ft. 
These values correspond to an unloaded backplane. When 
the backplane is uniformly loaded with the capaCitance of 
plug-in cards and connectors at frequent intervals, the load
ed values of. the impedance, ZL, and the propagation delay, 
tPL, are given by 

(EQ5) 

(EQ6) 

where, 
CL = distributed load capacitance per unit length(1) 
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, The distributed capacitance, Co, of the unloaded backplane 
,C8I'\,b& derived from equations 1 and 2. 

Co = tpo (EO 7) 
" Zo 

For our stripline, 
ns 

1.9ft pF 
Co "" 700'= 27ft 

This does not include, however, the capaCitance of the con
nectors mounted on the backplane and the associated plat-

, ed-through holes, which can amount to 5 pF per card slot. 
The loading capaCitance of the plug-In card, however, is 
dominated by the loading capacitance of the transceiver, 
which may be 12-20 pF for TIL devices. Allowing another 
3-5 pF for prlnted-clrcuittraces and the connector, the total 
loading per card slot may add up to 25 pF. For a backplane 
where the spacing between adjacent slots is 0.8 inch, the 
capacitance per unit length is given as 

where, 

1 (12In) CL = - - (Cslot> 
dslot 1 ft 

dslot = slot to slot spacing 
Cslot = capaCitance per slot 
For the example above, 

CL = _1_ (12~) (25pF) = 375 pF 
0.8 In ft ft 

Therefore, 

700 
ZL = -t==="5iii=" = 180 

375~ 
ft 1+---

27~ 
ft From (EO 5) 

375~ 
1 + -' __ ft_ = 7.3~ 

27~ ft 
ft From (EO 6) 

As can be seen above, the capacitive loading dnrsticaJly 
alters both the impedance and the propagation delay of the 
bus. This reduces the bus throughput in two ways. One obvi
ous impact is the increased propagation delay. But the not 
so obvious and even more serious problem is the reduced 
bus impedance, which is much harder to drive. 
For example, to drive the loaded bus properly with a TIL 
driver which has a 3V nominal swing, the required drive cur-
rent, 10, must be ' 

3V 

10 = (i) 

15-48 

The impe!lance seen by the driver is half of ZL, since from a 
given board two transmission lines are being driven in paral
.Iel towards ea9h terminator (Figure 2). Therefor~, 

3V 
10 = C!o) = 333mA 

This is much higher than the standard TIL's drive capability 
,of 50 mA to 100 mAo Figure 3 shows the effect of' using a 
50 mA driver, in this situation, on the bus waveform. The 
voltage swing on the bus has its first transition at O.45V, the 
product of the drive current arid the ZL/2 (loaded imped
ance in parallel). This value falls well below the upper 
threshold limit of the TIL receiver. Therefore, several 
round-trip delays to the nearestterminatlon ate required for 
the waveform to cross'the receiver threshold region. In our 
example, one round-trip delay for a 19 inch backplane is 
given by 

1(2 d) = 2 (tpu (length) 

1(2 d) = 2 (7.3 ~) (19 in) C~~n) = 23ns 

Therefore, settling times can exceed 100 ns even for rela
tively short buses. This long settling time drastically, affects 
bus throughput at high speeds. Even worse, the voltage 
steps in the threshold re!1ion may cause multiple triggering 
in the clock and strobe cases. 

2V 

IV 

II - -, 
Driver 

TUF/11457-2 

FIGURE 2. Driver Sees Two lines in Parallel 
(ZL II ZL = ZL/2) 

FIGURE 3. TTL, Bus Waveforms 
(50 mA vs 333 mA Driver) 

TLiF/11457-3 
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One way to solve these problems is to use high current 
drivers with precision receivers that have a narrow threshold 
region such that the first transition crosses well over the 
threshold. This technique is widely used for clock lines to 
avoid multiple triggering. Its use on data/address lines is 
limited because of the significantly higher power require
ments arising from the large number of lines involved (32 or 
64 address/data lines). 

Even if power is not a limitation, switching to higher current 
drivers provides only a marginal improvement. The reason 
for this is quite simple. A high current driver unfortunately 
has a higher output capacitance, which reduces the bus im
pedance further. This in turn requires an even higher current 
drive for proper operation. 

IEEE 1194.1-BTL 

A more elegant solution-one that is now IEEE 1194.1 
Backplane Transceiver Logic-directly attacks the root of 
the problem, namely, the large output capacitance of the 
driver. IEEE 1194.1 specifies the maximum Input/output ca
pacitance to less then 5 pF. One BTL implementation is to 
add a Schottky diode in series with an open-collector driver 
output. The capaCitance of the drive transistor is isolated by 
the small reverse-biased capacitance of the diode in the 
non-transmitting state (Figure 4). The Schottky diode capac
itance is typically less than 2 pF and is relatively indepen
dent of the drive current. Allowing for a receiver capacitance 
of another 2 pF, the total loading of a BTL transceiver is 
kept under 5 pF. 

Bandgap 
Reference 

Voltage 

1 to 2 pF 

.. -i'--. I II I 
I I 
I I 

Driver 

Receiver 

Bus 

: 
:~: 1 to 2pF 

.• 1.. 

Total Bus 
Capacitance 
Le •• Than 
5 pF 

TUF/11457-4 

FIGURE 4. Typical BTL InpuVOutput Structure 

In addition to reducing the loading on the bus, BTL features 
several other enhancements over a conventional TIL trans
ceiver that drastically reduce power consumption and im
prove system reliability. 

A major portion of the power saving comes from a reduced 
voltage swing (1 V) on the bus. Contrary to popular belief, 
the lower swing does not reduce crosstalk immunity (provid
ed the receiver threshold is tightly controlled). The induced 
crosstalk from other lines on the bus scales down with the 
amplitude of the signal transition causing it. Consequently, if 
a line receiver has a precision threshold, the noise margin, 
expressed as the percentage of signal amplitude, remains 
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the same, as does the crosstalk immunity. However, the 
absolute noise margin, with reference to a noise source ex
ternal to the bus, does shrink linearly with amplitude. Fortu
nately, the low impedance and the relatively short length of 
the bus make this externally generated noise component 
insignificant in high-speed backplanes. Nevertheless, it is 
recommended that the backplane be shielded from strong 
noise sources external to the bus. Strip-line construction for 
backplanes provide excellent shielding from the environ
ment but also aids in reduCing crosstalk. 

NOISE IMMUNITY AND EMI 

IEEE 1194.1-BTL specifies a precision receiver threshold 
centered between the low and high bus levels of 1 V and 
2.1 V, respectively (Figure 5). Confined to a narrow region of 
1.55V ±75 mV (1.47V to 1.62V), the threshold voltage is 
independent of Vee and temperature. This tight threshold 
control is achieved by using an internal bandgap reference 
at the receiver input (Figure 4). And with a smaller 1 V swing, 
EMI is also reduced threefold compared with TIL. 

YOH = VI = 2. 1V 

THRESHOLD REGION 
(1.47V to 1.62V) 

OY·---------------------------------------------------_OM. 
TLlF/II457-5 

FIGURE 5. BTL BU8 Waveforms-
IEEE 896 Electrical Environment 

IEEE 896-Futurebu8 + ELECTRICAL 

The bus termination, backplane impedance and module ca
pacitance tolerance ara found within IEEE 896.2 Physical 
Layer and Profile Specifications. The electrical specification 
for Profiles A, Band F are found in chapters 6, 7 and 8, 
respectively. The nominal backplane impedance for the pro
files listed above is specified as 600 for an unloaded back
plane with vias. Without the vias, the backplane impedance 
Zo is 670 with Co = 29 pF /ft. The load capaCitance per slot 
is the sum of the backplane via and backplane connector 
capaCitance plus the board capacitance. Cslot is calculated 
below, 

Cslo! = Cyia + Cconnector + Cboard 
CsIO! = 0.75 pF + 0.45 pF + 10 pF 

Cslo! = 11.2 pF 

The load capaCitance CL is 

CL = 11.2pF (_1_. ) (12in) = 112~ 
1.2m 1ft ft 

Note: dsIot - 30mm (about 1.2 inches) 

The fully loaded Futurebus+ backplane therefore, has an 
impedance value given by 

670 
ZL = --;=====:'1F"" = 300 

112~ 
1 + __ ft_ 

29~ 
ft From (EQ6) ~ 

I 



The drive current required for a 1V swing is 

1V 
10 = (3~.!l) = 67mA 

The current drive capability for E;lTL 'with Vt = 2.1V, Rt = 
33.!l as speCified in .IEEE 89S.2, is 

I = 2.1V - 1.1V = 61 A 

o (3~.!l) m 

The current drive capability of BTL is finely tuned to accom
plish incident wave switching even for worse case loading 
situations. On the first transition, the signal passes thresh
old with a very comfortable noise margin as shown on Fig
ure5. 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS. 

As a result of reducing capacitive loading, the propagation 
delay decreased which further improves the bus speed. 
Recalculating the loaded propagation delay for the Future
bus + example yields 

112.£!:. 
ft 

1+---
29.£!:. 

ft 

ns 
= 4.2ft 

From (EQ7) 

This is a 40-percent improvement over the TTL example 
given earlier. 

It should be noted that this is the worst-case delay per foot 
and that the asynchronous nature of the Futurebus + proto
col will take full advantage of lower propagation delays in a 
typical system, either due to lower loading levels or the clos
er spacing of two plug-in boards that are in communication. 

TER~INATION AND DRIVE CURRENT 

IEEE 1194.1 specifies that BTL drivers shall be capable of 
sinking 80 mA (Iou at VOL levels within 0.75V to 1.1V. In 
practice, the backplane is terminated such that the driver 
10L is less than 80 mA. 

The drive current arid the signal swing requirements deter
mine the termination resistor value. If the 'drive current is 
derived properly, the termination will match the bus imped
ance under the given loading. For IEEE 896.2, the value of 
each of the two termination resistors (Rt> is derived below 

Rt = (~) 2 = 30.!l :::: 33.!l 
67mA 

The value chosen by the Futurebus+ electrical task group 
was 33.!l. The Futurebus+ Electrical Task Group per
formed many hours of simulation·'and deduced ·33.!l to be 
the optimum value for the range of loaded and unloaded 
impedance of the backplane. Their thorough analYSis in
cluded the effects of crosstalk, reflections, ground shift, 
ground bounce, termination shift, termination tolerance and 
multiple switching. 

IEEE 896.2 requires the resistor tolerance to be within plus 
or minus 1 % and the' termination voltage Nt> be within plus 
or minus 2%. Both ends of the backplane are terminated 
with active terminations as shown in F/{/ur8 6. This arrange
ment has significantly lower power dissipation than a 
"Thevenin-equivalent" two-resistor termination connected 
to ground and the 5V rail. The source may be shared among 
bus lines as long as it is properly bypassed for altemating 
current close to each resistor. Bypass networks should be 
capable of maintaining Vt within the specified tolerance dur
ing multiple switching where each bus line will so.urce and 
sink at least 61 mAo Finite resistance, although small, 
should be taken into account when designing the termina
tion network to compensate for voltage drops on termina
tions farthest from the source. 

FIGURE 6. BTL Termination 

WIRED-OR GLITCH 

TL/F/11457-6 

One of the advantages of an open-collector type bus is a 
wired-OR capability. This feature is fully exploited in Future
bus +, particularly in its sophisticated arbitration protocol, 
broadcast and handshake mechanism. Unfortunately, due 
to the fundamental nature of transmission lines, Wired
ORing on the bus may cause erroneous glitches having 
pulse widths of up to the round-trip delay of the bus. The 
analysis of the wired-OR glitch is covered well in Application 
Note 744, "Futurebus+ Wired-OR and Glitch Effects and 
Filter",(2) 
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TRANSITION TIME 

The rise and fall times affect the amount of unwanted noise 
and reflection present in a system. When it comes to tran
sition times, faster is not always better. Drivers with fast rise 
and fall times induce more noise and reflections in a system 
than do drivers with slower rise and fall times. Some of the 
noise will come from voltage spikes caused by parasitic in
ductance in the system described by 

where, 

V= L~ 
dt 

V = Amplitude of voltage spike 
L = Inductance 
di = Current through the inductor 
dt = rise time 

Slower rise times will reduce the amplitude of voltage spike 
from inductance in the current paths. Futurebus+ mini
mizes this problem by specifying a maximum slew rate, slew 
rate is the inverse of rise time. IEEE 896.2 specifies that 
BTL drivers shall have a maximum slew rate of 0.5V Ins or a 
minimum rise and fall time of 1 ns measured between 1.3V 
and 1.8V. 

t,. > 1 ns 

TL/F/11457-7 

FIGURE 7. IEEE 896.2 Rise and Fall 
Time Specification 

MORE ON FUTUREBUS+ 

Geographic addressing, live insertion and withdrawal capa
bility are some of the other highlights of Futurebus + . 

The use of BTL within the Futurebus+ Electrical environ
ment is based on a thorough knowledge of backplane oper
ation and transmission line physics. A combination of theo
retical analysis, extensive simulations and bench measure
ments has been used to create an electrically clean bus 
environment. Significant improvements have been made in 
favor of higher performance-at the expense of only a slight 
increase in today's cost and complexity-to assure a long 
design lifetime for the standard. The result is a robust stan
dard that has the performance, in terms of both speed and 
reliability, to justify the name "Futurebus+ ". 

PROPRIETARY BACKPLANES 

The examples given above were based on the use of BTL in 
a Futurebus+ electrical environment. BTL is also found in 
many proprietary backplanes which have different require
ments than those of Futurebus+. The termination resistor 
should be optimized to specific backplane parameters such 
as slot-to-slot spacing, backplane length, bus configuration, 
module capacitance and backplane impedance. 

National also offers BTL transceivers that are similar to 
IEEE 1194.1 and offer other important features, such as 
trapezoidal drivers. The output waveform from BTL trapezoi
dal drivers have controlled rise and fall times which resem
ble a trapezoid as shown in Rgure 8. The 6 ns transition 
times lead to reduced crosstalk, ground bounce and reflec
tions. The drawback is a slower propagation delay com
pared to non-trapezoidal BTL drivers. 

2.0V 

1.0V 
It ~ 6 ns 

TL/F/11457-8 

FIGURE 8. Trapezoidal Drivers Output Waveform 
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~ ,Live Insertion with BTL 
cr: Tr~nsc~ivers, 

This paper investigates the possible glitches caused by in
serting a board or module into a powered Futurebus+ 
backplane. The signal lines on the backplane will be in one 
of three states; high-when the bus is released, low-when 
the bus is asserted, and the transition state. In the transition 
state the bus will be going from a high to a low state or vice 
versa. The bus will spend the, majority of the time in the high 
or low state. The glitch during live insertion will be Investi
gated for the high and low state. 

The LI (live insertion) pin on the Futurebus+ Transceivers 
helps minimize the loading on the bus during live insertion 
and after the board has been plugged into the backplane. 

L1=vcc 

Sn 

Live insertion was tested using this basle set-up. 
Some of the testing done included a 1 Mil pull~ 
up or pull·down resistor to Vee or ground, re
spectively. 

Test done with device and connector excluding 
the board differs In that avec. vee and i5E were 
not connectad to 5V. 

16.511 

TL/F/II482-1 

LI 
aVee 
Vee 
01 
Rl 
FRI 
02 
R2 
FR2 
03 
R3 
FR3 
04 
R4 
05 
R5 
06 
R6 
Dr 
PSI 
PS2 
REXT 
NC 
QGNO 
GNO 
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When LI is connected to Vcc and the output is in the re
leased state, the output Schottky diode (OS2) remains re
versed biased thereby minimizing the output capaCitance as 
shown below. Reducing the capaCitance at the output will 
minimize bus loading. 

The measurements were taken from a 10 slot backplane 
with 1" slot to slot spacing. The lines were terminated with 
390 reSistors to 2.1 V at each end. This is not a Profile 
A/B/F compliant Futurebus+ backplane. A standard back
plane will have 30 mm (1%") slot to slot spacing, 14 slots 
and 330 terminations. The board was provided by Hybricon 
and uses the OS3884A Futurebus+ a-bit transceiver of
fered by National Semiconductor. The live insertion glitch 
taken on this backplane will be similar if taken on a standard 
Futurebus+ bacl<plane. The measurements were taken di
rectly on the backplane (the rear side of the backplane was 
probed using a high impedance 2 GHz scope) unless other
wise specified. 

The Futurebus+ backplane has two stages of contact. 
Stage one is when the power pins between the board and 
the backplane mate. Stage two is when the rest of the sig
nal pins make contact. These two stages are implemented 
by having short signal pins and long power pins on the back
plane. As the board is inserted into the backplane the back
plane power pins (VBP and ground) make contact with the 
board sooner than the Signal pins as shown on Figure 1. 
Stage two, when the signal pins make contact with the 
backplane, will be the subject of this paper. 

053884 

81~------------. 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

STAGE 1 

I STAGE 2 

81 GNO~-'--------~~--~~~ 
82 GNO 
83 GNO 
84 GNO 
85 GNO 
86 GNO 

GNO 

SIGNAL 

Vee 

TLlF/11482-2 

FIGURE 1. Live Insertion Diagram 
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The waveforms shown on Figures 2 to 7 are based on multi
ple board insertions. In each figure several waveforms are 
superimposed to show the various glitches observed. The 
waveforms shown were chosen from at least thirty that were 
taken for each case. 

Case 1: All power pins connected-Prior to insertion all the 
power pins including LI and DE are connected together as 
shown on Figure 1. When the board was inserted into a 
backplane that was in a high state, the glitch had a maxi-

2.6V 

IOOmV 
/div 

1.6V 

mum negative amplitude of 150 mV, as shown in Figure 2. 
TI'le glitch reached an absolute minimum level of 1.94V. The 
noise margin below the glitch is about 320 mV. The noise 
margin is equal to the absolute minimum level minus 
VIH min of the receiver which is 1.62V. 

When the board was inserted into a backplane that was in a 
low state, no glitch was observed on the backplane as 
shown on Figure 3. The low state on the backplane is ac
complished by having another board pull the bus low. 

I 
Live Insertion Test/Bus High Stat. 
Device on Board 
Stag. I: Power pins connected 
Stage 2: Signal pins make contact 

\ F 

5 ns/dlv 
TL/F/11482-3 

FIGURE 2 
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I.SV 

IOOmV 
/div 

500mV 

-' 
Live Insartion Test! Bus Low State 
Device and Connector Only 
stage I: U = SV and GND cannoctad 
stage 2: Signal pins make contact 

Camments: No glitch observed 
after 3D insertions 

LIVE INSERTION 
CHIP AND CONNECTOR 
LI=Sv\GROUND CONNECTED 
NO GLITCH CAPTURED AFTER 30 LI 

Sn./dlv I!iI 
TL/F/114B2-4 

FIGURE 3 
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Case 2: Live insefljon pin connected-Prior to insertion .. LI 
is connected to the power pins. L \Icc. avec and DE are left 
floatiilg.Th~ device was directly soldered on a con('lec-

2.6V 

100mV 
/div 

I.6V 

tor since the bqard was not rs.:configurable for this set-up. 
As shO't'l!n on F/{Jures 4 and 5. no glitch was obServed when 
the backplane was high or low prior to insertion.' 

I 

Uve lrartlon Teat/Bus High Stat. 
D.vlc~ and Connector Only 
Stage I:U=5V and GND cannactad 
stage 2: SIgnal pins II'ICIke contact 

.Camrnents:,No glitch ~ 
after 3D insertions 

5 ns/dlv Ii!!) 
TUFI11482-5 

FIGURE 4 

1.5V 

100mV 
/dlv 

500mV 

Liv. In •• rlion rOlt/ Bus Low Stat. 
O.vioo on Board 
Stege I: Power pins connected 
Stege 2: Signal pin. make contact 

Comment.: No glitch observed after 
30 in •• rtlon. 

5n./dlv 

FIGURES 
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Case 3: Live insertion pin connected to Vee and B port has 
a 1 MO pull-up to Vee. Case three was performed to insure 
that the test methodology in case two was correct. To inten
tionally cause a glitch during insertion, a 1 MO pull-up resis
tor was used to bias the output to Vee before inserting the 
device into a backplane. The backplane was in a low state 
prior to insertion. The maximum amplitude of the glitch was 
1240 mV as shown in Figure 6. The noise margin above the 
glitch was 230 mV where noise margin is equal to VIL of the 
receiver (VIL max = 1.47V) minus maximum amplitude. 

I.SV 

IOOmV 
/div 

J 

Case 4: Live insertion pin connected to Vee and B port has 
a 1 MO pull-down to ground. Case four was performed to 
insure that the test methodology in case two was correct. 
To intentionally cause a glitch during insertion, a 1 MO re
sistor was used to bias the output to ground before inserting 
the device into a backplane. The backplane was in a high 
state prior to insertion. The glitch reached a minimum level 
of 1.925V which was 325 mV away from VIH of the receiver 
(VIH min = 1.62V) as shown on Figure 7. 

~ 
~ 
~l - ..-=.. 

~ 
Live Insertion Test/Bus Low Stat. ./ 
Device Only 
stage 1: U = 5V and GND oonnec:ted 
Stag. 2: Signal pins make oontact 

Comments: 1 .. n to u at the B port 
autput was oonnec:ted to farce the 
output to glitch bus 

SOOmV 
2.S ns/d.v 

TUF/11482-7 

FIGURE 6 
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SUMMARY 
The live insertion pin LI for the Futurebus + tranSCeiver was 
designed so that the outputs coiJld bEi reverse biased during 
live insertion prior to powering up the whole board. ,Reverse 
biasing the outputs will present minimum loading to the bus; 
Results showed that Wlien LI was pulled up tO'Vee, with 
aVee and LVee floatihg, prior to insertion no glitch was 
observed on the backplane. When allpbwer pins (Vee, LI, 
aVee) and driver enable (DE) were connected to Vee 

,2.6V 

100mV 
Idly 

1.6V 

prior to insertion, the glitch never ,crossed, threshold. This 
does not 'prove that there is no chance of a Live insertion 
glitch that may cross the threshOld, but it does indicate the 
nature of that possible glitch. The investigations show that 
the glitch peak amplitude will be of short'duration if it should 
cross the receiver -threshold from either dii:8ction. If that 
should be the case, then National's BTL/Futurebus+ trans
ceivers have a natural'glitch rejection specified at 1 ns typi
cal, in case a live insertion signal does cross threshold. 

Live Insertion Test/Bus High state 
Device Only 
stage 1: U = SV and GND cannaclac:l 
stage 2: Signal pins make contact 

Comments: 1 Mll to Ground at the 
output was cannacted to force the 
output to glitch bu. 

" ,2.5 n./diy 
TL/F/11482-8 

FIGURE 7 
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~~ Futurebus + BTL 
Grounding Scheme 

Due to the high current !ilnd very high speed capability of the 
Futurebus + driver output stage, device ground pin allo«a
tion, circuit board layout and bus grounding are critical fac
tors that affect the system performance. The series induc
tance on any ground path should be minimized to improve 
ground noise and ringing. The voltage spike generated by 
an inductor is described by the equation; 

V=Ldi/dt 

where, V Voltage 
L Inductance 
di Change in Current 
dt Change in Time 

Ground bounce is dependent on the rate at which current 
changes with respect to time. Reducing the current passing 
through the inductor and minimizing the inductance will re
duce the noise. 

It is desirable to have multiple ground pins to distribute the 
current among several ground paths, thereby reducing the 
ground bounce. There are many ground pins on the trans
ceivers which can be categorized into three types, Bn GND, 
GND and QGND. These grounds are electrically isolated 
within the device to reduce noise coupling between them. 
Externally the grounds should be connected to a common 
point. The driver is capable of sinking up to 80 mA with a 
rise and fall time of 3 ns typical. Assuming that L = 10 nH, 
the noise spike will be (10 nH) (BO mAl3 ns) = 266 mV per 
output which is acceptable. Improper ground pin allocation 
can have devastating consequences. In the following exam
ple, we will assume a 9-bit device with a single ground re
turn. The noise spike from this will be (10 nH) (BO mAl3 ns) 
(9 output) = 2.4V which is unacceptable. For this reason, 
each driver output has a dedicated ground return, Bn GND. 
QGND, quiet ground, is used for DC circuits such as band
gaps, and current sources. QGND, the most critical of the 
ground pins, is a reference point to the bandgap circuit 
which sets the receiver threshold and other non-switching 

TRANSCEIVER 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 835 
Joel Martinez 

circuits. The purpose of isolating QGND is to keep the re
ceiver threshold at the same reference as signals coming 
off the backplane. Noise coupled to this ground, which 
should be avoided, will have a direct effect on the receiver 
threshold. GND is used for other logic circuits. 

The goal is to isolate QGND from high current switching 
signals. The principles above can be applied to printed cir
cuit board design using Futurebus+ transceivers. Figure 1 
and 2 illustrate these principles. The board shown on Figure 
1 has two ground planes. Both ground palnes are connect
ed to each other and to the backplane ground at the con
nector. In a Futurebus + board, a third of the connector pin 
array is allocated to ground along with the power ground 
pins which are not shown. QGND is isolated from Bn GND 
on separate ground planes. GND should be connected on 
the same plane as Bn GND, as shown on Figure 1. In Figure 
2, there is a single ground plane which connects GND and 
Bn GND. QGND is connected to the connector ground pin 
via a PCB trace. These traces should not carry any switch
ing currents and should be kept as short as possible. There 
are many ways to layout and construct the grounding 
scheme for a board as long as you adhere to these princi
ples. 

1. Reduce the ground path inductance from the transceiver 
to the backplane. 

a. Short traces. 

b. Ground planes and wide traces. 

c. Use vias to connect ground pins to ground planes. 

d. Use as many connector pins for ground as possible. 

e. Place transceivers as close to the connector as 
possible. 

2. Isolate Bn GND's from QGND's. 

a. Separate ground paths common at connector only. 

Layer 1:Ground Plano ---... ---... ---.,..-----... -++-r 
layor2:Ground Plano __________ .. ______ .. ~~~ 

BOARD 
CONNECTOR 

TL/F/11483-1 

FIGURE 1. Ground Structure with Two Ground Planes 
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to backplane ground 

Layer 1: Signal Plane ----------

Layer 2: Signal Plane -----_4~----_4~-----~""'~ ... ~ 
BOARD 

CONNECTOR 
TL/F/11483-2 

FIGURE 2. Ground Structure with One Ground Plane 
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BTL Power Dissipation National Semiconductor t9 Application Note 839 

Calculation Joel Martinez, 
Stephen Kempainen 

INTRODUCTION POWER CALCULATION EQUATIONS 

Futurebus+ systems designed today have bus widths of 32 AND DEFINITIONS 

or 64. To support higher bandwidths in the future, Future· Table I summarizes the equations and terms used in follow· 
bus+ provides a data width extension of up to 256 bits. BTL ing discussions. 
(Backplane Transceiver Logic) is the electrical signaling en· 

CALCULATING BTL POWER USING vironment for Futurebus+. The number of BTL transceivers 
in a system will increase as the bus width is extended to THE STANDARD METHOD 

accommodate higher bandwidths. A total of 16 transceivers The power equation may be divided into two parts. One part 

is required to Implement a 6:4-bit data bus. Four 6-bit Hand· is the supply p6wer (Ps) which is derived from the quiescent 

shake Transceivers (DS3884A) are used for the handshake, current rlowing into the power pins. The other is output pow· 

central arbitration, capability and serial bus lines. One 9-bit er (PO) derived from current flowing into or out of the input 

Arbitration Transceiver (053885) Is used for the arbitration and output pins. The standard method to calculate Ps and 

competition lines. Three 9-bit Data Transceivers (DS3883A Po is to use specifications available in the DC Electrical 

or DS3886A) are used for the command, status and tag . Characteristics of datasheets. Icc(typ) and lee(max) are 

lines. A 64 wide bus with byte parity requires 8 data trans· typical and maximum supply current which may be found 

ceivers for the multiplexed address and data lines alone. A Clirectly within the DC Electrical Characteristics. Typical 

256 wide bus requires 32 data transceivers. Including the power dissipation (PLTyp) is equal to ICc(typ) x Vcc<typ). 

other lines, the total number of transceivers on single board Maximum power dissipation (PsJT1axl is equal to lee(max) 

for a 256-bit data bus is 40. The power required and dissi· x Vcc<max). Output power is different when the output is 

pated by these transceivers must be fully understood to de· low and when it is high. With the output high (the device is in 

sign an efficient cooling and power supply system for the high impedance) essentially zero current flows in or out of 

backplane. Power calculations differ depending on the as- the device and Po equals zero. With the output low, Po is 

sumptions made concerning supply and output power. This equal to Vodmax) x lodmax). Po is worst case when the 

application note illustrates how to use graphs provided by output is low or asserted. Typical and Maximum power cal· 

manufacturers to obtain accurate power calculations. Power culations are shown in Table II for DS3886A. VOL and IOL 

is calculated for these conditions; worst case, driver outputs will differ depending on the termination resistor and voltage 

high, driver outputs low and outputs switching. used on the backplane which is not taken into account. Ac· 
tual Po for Futurebus + is less and an accurate calculation 
of power dissipation is presented later. 

TABLE I. Power Calculation Equations and Terms 

Parameter Equation Description 

Vee 4.5V < VCC < 5.5V Supply Voltage 

lee See DC Electrical Characteristics, Typical lee vs Supply Current 
Temperature Curves or Typical lee vs Frequency 

VOL See TypicallOL vs VOL Curves Output Low Voltage 
For the BTL Driver VOL will Depend on the 
Termination Resistance Used 

IOL See TypicallOL vs VOL Curves Output Low Current 
For the BTL Driver IOL will Depend on the 
Termination Resistance Used 

VI 2.1V Termination Voltage 

Ps Icc x Vee Supply Power 
Power Dissipated Due to Quiescent Current 
Flowing into Power Pins 

Po VOL X IOL Output Power 
Power Dissipated per Channel at the Driver or 
Receiver Output when the Output is Low 

(Vee - VOH) x IOH Power Dissipated per Channel at the Driver or 
Receiver Output when the Output is High; For BTL 
IOHisZero 
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TABLE II. Standard Power Calculations for the DS388SA 

Typical 

Ps = 5.0V x 55 rnA = 275 mW 

Po = 1.0V x 65 rnA = 65mW 

Plelal = 275 mW + (65 mW x 9) = 860 mW 

REVIEW OF BTL-BACKPLANE 
TRANSCEIVER LOGIC 

A brief review of BTL is given to help the reader understand 
how the driver operates. A schematic of the BTL output 
stage is shown in Figure 1. The driver output is composed of 
a Schottky diod-oS2 in series with the collector of tran· 
sistor 01. DS2 shields the capacitance of 01 from the bus 
to red,uce capacitive loading. When the driver is asserted 
01 is "on", node a is approximately 0.4V, and node b is 
approximately 1V. Current flows from the 2.1V termination 
voltage through Rtl2, through DS2 and into the collector of 
01. When the driver is released 01 is "off", a 12.5 kO resis· 
tor PUliS node a which is clamped to 3V by four diode 
clamps (DC1 to DC4) in series. DS2 is reversed biased 
(node a is at a higher potemial than node b), with node b at 
2.1V which is equal to the termination voltage. Essentially 
zero current flows into or out of the driver output. 

vee 

t2.Skn Vt= 2.tV ... ' 
DSt~ ~ ,D~ 

.~ Rt/2 

~ 
@ \ .... .....J"'""'""""® 

" DCt f-

Qt " DC2 -r-
,,. DC3 

f-

" DC4 -r-

-== -
TL/F/11487-1 

FIGURE 1. Futurebu8+ BTL 
Driver Output Schematic 

15-60 

Max, 

Ps = 5.5V x 62 rnA = 341 mW 

Po = 1.1V x 80 rnA = 88mW 

Ptetal = 341 mW + (88 mW X 9) = 1.13W 

CALCULATION OF OUTPUT POWER 
USING LOAD LINES 

'IEEE 1194.1 BTL Electrical Characteristics define 10L and 
VOL. BTL devices are required to sink 80 rnA (Iou within a 
specified VOL range of 0.75V to 1.1V. This requirement was 
established to maintain compatibility between vendors offer
ing BTL devices. The BTL devices offered by National con
form to this specification. TIle' actual 10L flpwing into the 
output is dependent on the termination resistor and voltage 
on the backplane. National's datasheets specify 12.50 in 
series with 2.1 V to test AC and DC requirements which con
form to an 10L of 80 rnA. The equivalent representation of a 
12.50 load in a backplane environment is 250 at opposite 
ends. The Thevenin equivalent of two 250 resistors is 
12.50. Futurebus+ requires 330 termination 'resistors in 
series with 2.1 V at each end of the backplane as shown on 
Figure 2. The Thevenin equivalent for tlie Futurebus+ ter
mination of 330 is 16.50 hi series with 2.1 V which is shown 
in Figure 3. 10L for a Futurebus+ termination will be less 
than 80 rnA. 
10L for a Futurebus+ termination is equal to the intersection 
'point between the output VOL vs 10L'curve and the resistor 
load line as shown on Figure 4. The intersection pOint for a 
Futurebus+ load line of 16.50 in se,ries with 2.1V at 25°C, 
is 65 rnA and 1.025V. The intersection point for 12.50 in 
series with 2.1 V is 83 rnA and 1.075V. The intersection point 
for 90 in series with 2.1V is 110 rnA and 1.125V. 10L and 
VOL may be obtained for any termination resistor and volt
age using the load line intersection point. 
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Vt=2.1V Vt=2.1V 

3311 
3311 

TL/F/11487-2 

FIGURE 2. Futurebus+ Backplane Termination 

Vee 

16.511 

TLlF/11487-3 

FIGURE 3. Thevenln Equivalent 
of Futurebua+ Backplane 
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Output power (PO) per channel is equal to the product of IOL a 50% duty cycle. Power is calculated for a 50% duty cycle 
vs VOL at the intersection point. For Futurebus+ with the in Table III. To calculate power for other duty cycles the 
driver asserted, the point of intersection is 65 mA and equation below may be used: 
1.025V which yields 66.6 mW for output power. Output pow- POCk) = Po (asserted) x k 
er for a transceiver is directly proportional to the number of where kis equal to the duty cycle. 
bits. A 9-bit transceiver (like the OS3886A, OS3883A or 
OS3885) with all outputs low will need to dissipate 599 mW, For example, Po is calculated for a 9-bit device terminated 

which is 66 mW times 9 bits. In addition to PO, Ps must also according to Futurebus+ specification with a 60% duty cy-

be included for the total power. Calculations for Ps will be cle. 

given later. Output power for different loads is shown on PO(600/0) = 600 mW X 0.60 = 360 mW 
Table III. Output power almost doubles when the resistor is 

CALCULATION OF TOTAL BTL 
reduced from 16.50 to 90. When all drivers are released, TRANSCEIVER POWER 
the outputs are in a high impedance state and pulled high by 
the termination. At this state, essentially zero power is dissi- Total Power is equal to the sum of Po and Ps. Using Po 

pated at the outputs. from Table III and Ps derived from Figures 5-7, Table IV 

Output power is also dependent on the duty cycle. The pow-
shows total typical power for different conditions; all outputs 
high, all outputs low, 10 MHz and 20 MHz with 50% duty 

er dissipated at the output will equal the average power be- cycles. Supply power is equal to Icc X Vee, where Vee and 
tween the asserted and the released state. Assume that in a Icc were taken from Figures 5-7. Table V shows Maximum 
normal operation the drivers are high half of the time and 
low half of the time. This condition may be approximated to 

power using ICc<max) X Vee(max) from the datasheet. 

TABLE III. Calculation of BTL Output Power (T = 25'C) 

Termination Termination Output Low Output Low Output Output Output 
Voltage In Parallel Current-IOL Voltag_VOL Power Power 6-Blts Power 9-Bits 

(V) (0) (mA) (V) (mW) (mW) (mW) 

BTL OUTPUT POWER PER CHANNEL WHEN DRIVERS ARE ASSERTED 

2.1 16.5 65 1.025 66.6 400 600 

2.1 12.5 83 1.050 87.2 523 784 

2.1 9 110 1.125 123.8 743 1,114 

BTL OUTPUT POWER PER CHANNEL WHEN DRIVERS ARE RELEASED 

2.1 I 16.5,12.5 or 9 I 0 I 2.1V I 0 I 0 I 0 

BTL OUTPUT POWER PER CHANNEL WHEN DRIVERS @ 50% DUTY CYCLE 

2.1 16.5 65 1.025 66.6/2 200 300 

2.1 12.5 83 1.050 87.2/2 262 392 

2.1 9 110 1.125 123.8/2 372 557 
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TABLE IV. 0S3886 Typical Power with Futurebus+ Termination 

Parameter Supply Power Output Power Total Power 

All Outputs Low (25°C and 5V) 210mW 600mW 810mW 

All Outputs High (25°C and 5V) 140mW OmW 140mW 

Switching at 10 MHz (25°C and 5V) 230mW 300mW 530mW 

Switching at 20 MHz (25°C and 5V) 235mW 300mW 535mW 

TABLE V. OS3886 Maximum Power with Futurebus+ Termination 

Parameter j Supply Power I Output Power 1 Total Power 

All Outputs Low I 341 mW I 600mW I 941 mW 

60 50 -Vee - 5.5V ,...-
50 40 

"< "< Vee = 5.5V -S Vee = 5.0V -S 
" .. " ~ .£' -" 

Vee =l'OV 
40 30 

Vee = 4.5V -.,......;-- Vee 4.5V 

30 20 
0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80 

temp temp 

TL/F/114B7-5 TL/F/114B7-6 

FIGURE 5. OS3886A ICC vs Temperature FIGURE 6. OS3886A Icc va Temperature 
(All Bn Outputs Low) (All Bn Outputs High) 

60 .... Vee = 5.5V ... 
55 

50 

"< .J'>. Vee = 5.0V 

-S 45 

Jl 

40 
Vee = 4.5V .. 

35 

30 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

rroquency (MHz) 
TL/F/114B7-7 

FIGURE 7. OS3888A Icc va Switching Frequency (An to Bn) 
(All Channels Switching at Room Temperature) 
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The maximum power dissipation result shown in Table V is 
1.315W compared to 1.51W in Table II derived from the 
standard method. Power calculated using the standard 
method is 15% higher than actual maximum of 1.315W. IOL 
of 80 mA and VOL of 1.1 V was used in the standard method 
yielding the higher Po. The results derived In Table V take 
into account the Futurebus + termination specification in 
the calculation of Po. There are four typical power calcula
tions in Table IV reflecting different conditions. Typical pow
er varied from 325 mW when all outputs are high to 990 mW 
when all outputs are low. The typical power calculated. in 
Table II is 1.08W which is 10% higher than that calculated in 
Table IV. These different power calculations are important 
when determining the total power of a system. A Future
bus+ backplane may contain several modules. Only one 
module may transmit data on the bus while others receive. It 
is important to know how to calculate power dissipation for 
modules in the transmit mode as well as modules in the 
receive mode to derive accurate system power. 

CALCULATION OF SYSTEM 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
In a backplane, one board will normally be active and driving 
the bus while other modules are receiving or in standby. If 
all lines were asserted, the termination voltage must be able 
to supply enough current to all the lines. To determine the 
current requirement from the termination voltage, use this· 
equation; 

IOL )( Number of Lines = Termination Current 

I n a 32-bit Futurebus + backplane the total number of lines 
will be 89 which includes all the required lines in addition to 
the 32-bit address/ data lines. The current requirement from 
the termination supply will be; 

65 mA x 89 Unes = 5.79A 

A 64-bit Futurebus+ backplane requires; 

65mA x (89 + 32 + 4) = 8.13A 

Calculation of typical system power is shown below. Two 
assumptions are made for the given equation. First, one 
module transmits \ll(hile others receive. Second, the trans
mitting module will' have an average duty cycle equal to 
50% and running at 20 MHz. Power per bit allows easy 
calculation of total power for different number of lines. Divid" 
ing the total transceiver power by the number of bits. on the 
transceiver will yield power/bit. The total number of mod
ules on the backplane minus one gives the number of re
ceiving modules. The receiving modules will have their out
puts in a high state •. 

(Power/bit with 50% Duty Cycle @ 20 MHz x #< of Lines) + 
(#< Boards - 1) (Power/Bit with all Outputs High X #< of 
Unes) = Transceiver System Power 

For a 32-bit Futurebus+ Interface with 14 boards the trans
ceiver system power required will be; 

(725 mW/9 x 89) + (14 - 1) (325 mW/9 x 89) = 49W 

CONCLUSION 
There are several ways of calculating power dissipation. 
The results of these calculations will greatly vary depending 
on the assumptions. An error in calculating output power will 
be multiplied when extending the results to determine over
all system power. A thorough understanding of how to cal
culate power will yield accurate power calculations. A pre
ferred method of calculating output power is to use the l<;lad 
line intersection point. Typical power dissipation calculation 
should use duty cycle approximation. Typical device curves 
are provided with datasheets. Refer to individual datasheets 
for most up to date information. With this background, the 
designer will be able to make accurate thermal and power 
analysis of the interface which may ultimately reduce cost. 
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f}1 National Semiconductor 

Line Drivers and Receivers* 
Military P'roducts-Selection Guide 

Device No. 
Pin 

Description 
Process DescSMDI Package 

Count Flows Slash Sheet· Types 

TIA/EIA-232 

DS14C232 16 Dual Line Driver and Receiver 883 CDIP, LCC 
DS9616HM 14 Triple Line Driver 883 CDIP,LCC 
DS9627M 16 Dual Line Driver 883 5692·8978701 MxA CDIP,LCC 

TIA/EIA-422/423 

DS1691A Single Line Driver 883 CDIP 
DS26C31M 16 Quad Line Driver 883, MLS 5962·9163901 MxA CDIP, Lee, FP 
DS26C32AM 16 Quad Line Receiver 883, MLS 5962·9164001 MxA CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS26F31M 16 Quad Line Driver 883, MLS 5962·7802302MxA CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS26F32M 16 Quad Line Receiver 883, MLS 5962·7802005MxA CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS26LS31M 16 Quad Line Driver 883, MLS 5962·7802301 MxA CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS26LS32M 16 Quad Line Receiver 883. MLS CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS26LS33M 16 Quad Line Receiver 883, MLS CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS78C20 14 Dual Line Receiver 883 CDIP 
DS78C120 16 Dual Line Receiver 883, MLS CDIP,FP 
DS78LS120 16 Dual Line Receiver 883, MLS CDIP,FP 
DS9636AM 8 Dual Line Driver 883 5962-8752301 xA CDIP 
DS9637AM 8 Dual Line Receiver 883 5962-8752401 xA CDIP 
DS9638M 8 Dual Line Driver 883, MLS 5962-8754601 xA CDIP 

TIA/EIA-485 

DS16F95 8 Single Transceiver 883, MLS 5962-8961501xA CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS96F172M 16 Quad Line Driver MIL 5962-9076501 MxA CDIP, LCC, FP 
DS96F173M 16 Quad Line Receiver 883 5962-9076602MxA CDIP, Lee, FP 
DS96F174M 16 Quad Line Driver 883, MLS 5962-907502MxA CDIP, Lee, FP 
DS96F175M 16 Quad Line Receiver 883, MLS 5962-9076601 MxA CDIP, Lee, FP 

GENERAL PURPOSE 

051603 14 Dual TRI-STATE Line Receiver 883 CDIP 
057820 14 Dual Line Receiver 883, MLS CDIP,FP 
DS7820A 14 Dual Line Receiver 883, MLS CDIP,FP 
057830 16 Dual Differential Line Driver 883, MLS CDIP,FP 
057831 16 Dual Differential TRI-STATE Line Driver 883 8004101xX CDIP,FP 
057832 16 Dual Differential TRI-STATE Line Driver 883 8004102xA CDIP,FP 
DS9615M 16 Dual Differential Line Receiver 883, MLS 10404' CDIP,FP 
DS9622M 16 Triple Line Receiver 883 5962-8752201xA CDIP, Lee, FP 
DS55107A 14 Dual Line Receiver 883 10401' CDIP 
0555113 16 Dual Differential TRI-STATE Line Driver 883 CDIP 
0555122 16 Triple Line Receiver 883 CDIP 
MM78C29 14 Quad Single-Ended Line Driver 883 CDIP,FP 
MM78C30 14 Dual Differential Line Driver 883 CDIP 

• See Datasheets 

PACKAGING KEY: 

Code Suffix Description 

CDIP J,D Ceramic Dual-in-Line 
LCC E Leadless Chip Carrier (Ceramic) 
FP W Flatpak (Dual-in-Line, Ceramic) 
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t!lNational Semiconductor 

Bus Circuits* 
Military Products-Selection Guide 

Device No. 
Pin 

Description 
Process DescSMDI Package 

Count Flows Slash Sheet' Types 

PI·BUS CIRCUITS 

081776 28 8·Bit Transceiver 883 COIP, LCC 

BTL BUS CIRCUITS 

083875 68 Arbitration Controller 883 FP 
083884A 40/44 Handshake Transceiver 883 FP 
083885 44 Arbitration Transceiver 883 FP 
083886A 40/44 9-Bit Transceiver 883 FP 

GENERAL PURPOSE BUS CIRCUITS 

OP7304B 20 8-Bit Transceiver MIL COIP 
087633 16 Quad Bus Transceiver 883 COIP 
087834 16 Quad Bus Tr!!nsceiver 883 COIP 
087835 16 Quad Bus Transceiver 883 COIP 
087836 14 Quad Bus Transceiver 883 COIP 
087837 16 Hex Bus Receiver 883 COIP 
087838 16 Quad Bus Transceiver 883 COIP 

• See Datasheets 

PACKAGING KEY: 

Code Suffix Description 

COIP J Ceramic Oual-in-Line 
LCC E Leadless Chip Carrier (Ceramic) 
FP W Flatpak (Oual·in·Line, Ceramic) 
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f}1National Semiconductor 

Military I Aerospace Programs from 
National Semiconductor 

The following is intended to provide a brief overview of mili
tary products available from National Semiconductor. For 
further information, refer to our Reliability Handbook. 

MIL-I-38535 
National Semiconductor's Mill Aero Division has received 
QML approval for the FAB and Assembly sites manufactur
Ing Military Aerospace devices. The following section re
garding MIL-M-38510 is undergoing revision and is expect
ed to eventually merge into the MIL-I-38535 QML program. 
Please contact your local sales office for further details re
garding this qualification timeline and status. 

NS 
27014 
/1 

Z 
55 
XXYY 
Q 

S 

Mark 
/1 

/1/1 

TABLE A. QML Marking Code 
NS JM38510/33001 
BCA27014QS 
/1 ZSSXXYYA 

Legend 
Corporate Logo 
Cage Code 
ESD Indicator <as applicable)' 
Assembly Code Location 
Wafer FablSort Data Code" 
Calendar YearlSeal Week'" 
QML Processing 
Test Location 

'ESD Indicator Codes 

~ Voltage 
1 0-1999V 
2 2000-3999V 
3 :?; 4000V 
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•• Assembly Code locations 

Country Code 
Bangkok B 
Combined Country of Origin C 
Cebu Philippines D 
Hong Kong K 
Indy Electronics W 
Japan J 
Korea E 
Malacca M 
Mountain View V 
Pantronix A 
Penang P 
Philippines H 
Puyallup G 
Salt Lake L 
Santa Clara F 
Singapore S 
South Portland Z 
Taiwan T 
Tucson Y 
United Kingdom U 
Outside Vendor N 

"'CalendarlSeal Week Codes 

2nd digit: Last digit of the year wafer sort was 
performed 

3rd digit: 

4th" 5th digits: 
6th" 7th digits: 
8th digit: 

Alpha character indicating the 
calendar quarter in which wafer sort 
was performed. 
Character Months 

A Jan-Mar 
B April-June 
C July-Sept 
D Oct-Dec 

GF Prior to 1988 
Calendar Year 
Sealweek 

Weeks 
13 
14-26 
27-39 
40-53 

Alphacharacter indicating the lot is a 
sublot <when applicable). 
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MIL-M-38510 
The MIL-M-38510 Program, which is sometimes called the 
JAN IC Program, is administered by the Defense Electronics 
Supply Center (DESC). The purpose of this program is to 
provide the military community with standardized products 
that have been manufactured and scr~ned to,govemment
controlled specifications in government certifiecl, facilities. 
All 3851 0 manufacturers must be formally qualified ,and their 
products listed on DESC's Qualified Products List (QPL) ba
fore devices can be marked and shipped as JAN product. 
There are two processing levels specified within MIL-M-
38510: Classes Sand B. Class S is typically specified for 
space flight applications, while Class B is used for aircraft 
and ground systems. National is a major supplier of both 
classes of devices. Screening requirements are outlined in 
Table 3. 

Tables 1 and 2 explail'l the JAN "device rtllli"king system;" , 

Copies of MIL-M-38510, the QPL, and other related docu
ments may be obtained from: 

Naval Publications and Forms Center 
5801 Tabor\!'venue , 
Philadelphia, PA 19120 
(2:12) 1$,97-2179 

TABLE I. The MIL·M·38510 Part Marking 

Ht3B510/XXXXXYYY 
-:-- r-"- r-' 

L 

"--

"---
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The Lead' FInish 
A = Solder Dipped 
B=TIn Plate 
C = Gold Plate 
X = Any lead flnlah above 

Is acceptable 

The DevIce Package 
(_ Table 2) 

The Screening Level 
SorB 

The DevIce Number 
on Slash Sheet 

The Slaah Sheet Number 

For radiatIon hardened devices 
the slalh III replaced by the 
Radiation Hardn ... Aaurance 
Indlcatlo!1 per paragraph 
3.4.1.3 of IIIL-II-3B510 

IIIL-II-3B510 

The JAN Prefix 
(which mey be applied only to 
a fully conferment device per 
paragraphs 3.6.2.1 and 3.6.7 of 
IIIL-II-3B510) 
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MIL-M-38510 (Continued) 

TABLE II. JAN Package Codes 

38510 
Microcircuit Industry 

Package 
Designation 

Description 

A 14·Pin %" x %" (Metal) Flatpack 
B 14-Pin 3/16" x %" (Metal) Flatpack 
C 14·Pin %" x 3/4 " Dual·ln·Line 
D 14-Pin %" x %" (Ceramic) Flatpack 
E 16-Pin %" x?fa" Dual-In-Line 
F 16-Pin %" x %" (Metal or Ceramic) Flatpack 
G 8-Pin TO-99 Can or Header 
H 10-Pin %" x %" (Metal) Flatpack 
I 1 O-Pin TO-1 00 Can or Header 
J 24-Pin %" x 1%" Dual-In-Line 
K 24-Pin %" x &fa" Flatpack 
L 24~Pin %" x 1%" Dual-In-Line 
M 12-Pin TO-1 01 Can or Header 
N (Note 1) 
P 8-Pin Y4" x %" Dual-In-Line 
Q 40-Pin 3116" x 2Y16" Dual-In-Line 
R 20-Pin %" x 11ft6" Dual-In-Line 
S 20-Pin %" x %" Flatpack 
T (Note 1) 
U (Note 1) 
V 18-Pin %" x 1&116" Dual-In-Line 
W 22-Pin %" x 1 Ys" Dual-In-Line 
X (Note 1) 
y (Note 1) 
Z (Note 1) 
2 20-TerminaI0.350" x 0.350" Chip Carrier 
3 28-Terminal 0.450" x 0.450" Chip Carrier 

Note 1: These letters are assigned to packages by individuals MIL-M-38510 
dalall spacifica1ions and may be assigned to different packages in diflarent 
speclflcations. 

OESC Specifications 
DESC specifications are issued to provide standardized ver
sions of devices which are not yet available as JAN product. 
MIL-STD-883 Class B screening is coupled with tightly con
trolled electrical specifications which have been written to 
allow a manufacturer to use his standard electrical tests. A 
current listing of National's DESC specification offerings can 
be obtained from our franchised distributors, sales repre
sentatives, of DESC. DESC is located in Dayton, Ohio. 

MIL-STO-883 
Although originally intended to establish uniform test meth
ods and procedures, MIL-STD-883 has also become the 
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general specification for non-JAN military product. Revision 
D of this document defines the minimum requirements for a 
device to be marked and advertised as 883-compliant. In
cluded are design and construction criteria, documentation 
controls, electrical and mechanical screening reqUirements, 
and quality control procedures. Details can be found in par
agraph 1.2.1 of MIL-STD-883. 
National offers both 883 Class Band 883 Class S product. 
The screening requirements for both classes of product are 
outlined in Table III. 
As with DESC specifications, a manufacturer is allowed to 
use his standard electrical tests provided that all critical pa
rameters are tested. Also, the electrical test parameters, 
test conditions, test limits, and test temperatures must be 
clearly documented. At National Semiconductor, this infor
mation is available via our RETS (Reliability Electrical Test 
SpeCification Program). The RETS document is a complete 
description of the electrical tests performed and is con
trolled by our QA department. Individual copies are available 
upon request. 
Some of National's older products are not completely com
pliant with MIL-STD-883, but are still required for use in mili
tary systems. These devices are screened to the same 
stringent requirements as 883 product, but are marked 
"_MIL". 

Military Screening Program (MSP) 
National's Military Screening Program was developed to 
make screened versions of advanced products such as gate 
arrays and microprocessors available more quickly than is 
possible for JAN and 883 devices. Through this program, 
screened product is made available for prototypes and 
breadboards prior to or during the JAN or 883 qualification 
activities. MSP products receive the 1 00% screening of Ta
ble III, but are not subjected to Group C and D quality con
formance testing. Other criteria such as electrical testing 
and temperature range will vary depending upon individual 
device status and capability. 

Reliability Electrical Test 
Specifications (RETS) 
National has implemented the first realtime, electronic cata
log of military test specifications called RETS. 

Included in this computerized directory is a detailed listing of 
the electrical tests performed on all military devices quali
fied by National, including forcing functions, test limits and 
temperature ranges. 
Call your local National sales office for essential up-ta-the
minute information on device testing. 
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TABLE III. CI!lsses Sand B Screening" 

ClassS CIassB 
Sc ... n 

Method Reqt Method , Reqt , 
3,1.1 Wafer Lot Acceptance (Note 1) 5007 All Lots 

" 3.1.2 Nondestructive Bond Pull 2023 100% 

3,1.3 Internal Visual (Note 2) 2010, Test 
100% 

2010, Test 
100% 

Condition A ConditionB 
.. 

3.1.4 Temperature Cycling (Note 3) 1010, Test 1010, Test 
ConditionC 

100% 
ConditionC 

100% 

3.1.5 Constant Acce,leratibn 20()1, Test 2001 ,Test 
ConditionE 

100% 
ConditionE 

100% 
(Min)Y1 (Min)Y1 

Orientation Only Orientation Only 

3.1.6 Visual Inspection (Note 4) 100% 100% 

3.1.7 Particle Impact Noise Detection 2020, Test 100% 
(PIND) Condition A (Note 5) 

3.1.8 Serialization , , 100% 
(Note 6) 

3.1.9 fire Burn-In Electrical In accordance with 100% In accordance with 100% 
Parameters Applicable Device Specification (Note 7) Applicable Device Specification (NoteS) 

3.1.10 Burn-lnTest 1015 (Note 9) 1015 
240 Hours at 100% 160 Hours at 100% 

125'C Minimum 125"C Minimum 

3.1.11 Interim (Post-Bum-In) Electrical In accordance with 100% 
Parameters Applicable Device Specification (Note 7) 

3.1.12 Reverse Bias Burn-In (Note 10) 1015; Test Condition 
A or C, 72 Hours 100% 

at 150"C Minimum 

3.1.13 Interim (Post Burn-In) Electrical In accordance with 100% In accordance with 100% 
Parameters Applicable Device Specification (Note 7) Applicable Device Specification (NoteS) 

3.1.14 Percent Defective Allowable 5%, 3% Functional All ' 
5% 

All 
(PDA) calculation Parameters at 25'C Lots Lots 

3.1.15 Final Electrical Test ., In accordance with In apcordance with 
Applicable Device SpeCification Applicable Device SpeQification 

a. Static Tests ", 
100% 100% 

1. 25'C (Subgroup 1, 
Table I, 5005) 

2. Maximum and Minimum 100% 100% 
Rated Operating 
Temperature (Subgroups 

, 2,3, Table I, 5(05) 
b. Dynamic or Functional Tests 

(Note 11) 
1. 25'C (Subgroup 4 or 7, 100% 100% 

Table I Method 5005) 
2. Minimum and Maximum 100% 100% 

Rated Operating 
Temperature 
(Subgroups 5 and 6, or S, 
Table I Method 5005) 

c. Switching Tests 25'C 100% 100% 
(Subgroup 9, Table I, 
Method 5005) 

'Note: These requirements are per MIL-STD-883 Revision 0, notice 1 dated June 1, 1993. All requirements are subject to change of the 1_ revision of 
MIL-STD-883. 
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TABLE III. Cia .... Sand B Scr •• ning· (Continued) 

Cla.sS ClassB 
Scre.n 

M.thod R.qt M.thod R.qt 

3.1.16 Seal 1014 100% 1014 100% 
a. Fine (Note 12) (Note 12) 
b. Gross 

3.1.17 Radiographic (Note 13) 2012 Two Views (Note 14) 100% 

3.1.18 Qualification or Quality Conformance Inspection Test 
(Note 15) (Note 15) Sample Selection 

3.1.19 External Visual (Note 16) 2009 100% 2009 100% 

3.1.20 Radiation LatCh-Up (Note 17) 1020 100% 1020 100% 

'Note: These requirements ere per MIL-STD-883 Revision 0, notice 1 dated June 1, 1993. All requirements ere subject to chenge of the latest revision of 
MIL-STD-883. 

Note 1: All lots shall be selected for testing In aooordance with the requirementS of Method 5007 herein. 

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified, at the manufacturer's option, test samples for Group B, bond strength (Method 5005) may be randomly selected prior to or 
following Internal visual (Method 5004), prior to sealing provided all other specification requirements are satisfied (e.g., bond strength requirements shall apply to 
each Inspection lo~ bond failures shall be oounted even H the bond would have failed intemal visual exam). 

Note 3: For Class B devices, this test may be replaced with thermal shock Method 1011, test oondHion A, minimum. 

Note 4: At the manufacturer's option, visual inspection for catastrophic failures may be oonducted after each of the thermal/mechanical screens, after the 
sequence or after seal tesl catastrophic failures ere defined as missing leeds, broken packages, or lids 011. 

Note 5: Sea MIL-I-38535, 40.6.3. The PINO test may be performed In any sequence after 3.1.4 and prior to 3.1.13. 

Note 8: Class S devices shall be serialized prior to InHlal electrical parameter measurements. 

Note 7: Post bum-in electrical parameters shall be read and reoorded (see 3.1.13, subgroup 1). Pre burn~n or interim electrical parameters (sea 3.1.9 and 3.1.11) 
shall be read and reoorded only when delta measurements have bean specified as part of post burn-in electrical measurements. 

Note 8: When spaclfied in the applicable dilVice apecHlcation, 100 percent of the devices shall be tested for thoss parameters requiring delta calculations. 

Note 9: DynamiC burn~n only. Test oondition F of Method 1015 shall not apply. 

Note 10: Reverse bias bum-in (see 3.1.12) is a requirement only when spacifled in the applicable device specification and is reoommended only for a certain MOS, 
linear or _ microclrcuHs where surface sensltivily may be of ooncern. When reverse bias burn-In Is not required, interim electrical parameter measurements 
3.1.11 ere omitted. The order of performing the bum';n (sea 3.1.10) and the reverse bias bum·in may be inverted. 

Note 11: Functional tests shall be conducted at Input test eenditions as follows: 
VIH = VIH(mln) + 20%, -0%; VIL '" VIL(max) +0%, -50%; as spacified in the most similar military detailspacHication. Devices may be tested using any input 
voltage within this input voltage range but shall be gueranteed to VIH(min) and VIL(max). 
CAUTION: To avoid tast correJation problems, the tast'system noise (e.g .. ~ handlers, etc.) should be verified to assure that VIH(min) and VIL(max) 
requirements ere not violated at the device terminals. 

Note 12: For Class B devices, the fina and gross seal tests (3.1.16) shall be parformed saperately or together, between constant acceleration (3.1.5) and external 
visual (3.1.19). For class S devices, the fine and gross seal tests (3.1.16) shall be performed separately or together, between final electrical testing (3.1.15) and 
external visual (3.1.19). In a_, for classes S and B devices, all device lots (sublots) having any physical processing stepa (e.g., lead shearing, lead forming, 
solder dipping to the glass seal, change of, or rilwork to, the lead finish, etc.) performed following seal (3.1.16) or extemal visual (3.1.19) shall be retested for 
hermeticlty and visual defects. This shall be aooompiished by performing, and passing, as a minimum, a sample seal test (Method 1014) using an acceptance 
crtterta of a quantity (accept number) of 116(0), and an external visuallnspaction (Method 2009) on the entire Inspaction 101 (sublot). For devices with leads that are 
not glass-seaJed and that have a lead pitch less than or equal to 1.27mm (0.050 inch), the sample seal tast shall be parformed using an sccaptance criteria of a 
quantHy (accept number) of 15(0), If the sample fails the acceptance crtterta specified, all devices in the Inspection lot represented by the sample shall be subjected 
to the fine and gross seal tests and all devices thet fall shall be removed from the lot for final acceptance. For class S devices, wHh the approvel of the qualifying 
activity, an additional room temperature electrical test may be parformed subsequent to seal (3.1.16), but befora extetnal visual (3.1.19) If the devices are Installed 
in individual carriers during electrical test 
Note 13: The radiographic (see 3.1.17) screen may be parformed in any sequence after 3.1.8. 

Note 14: Only one view is requirad for flat packages and leedless chip carriers having lead (terminal) metal on four sides. 

Note 15: Samples shall be selected for testing in acccrdance with the spaciflC device class and lot requirements of Method 5005. See 3.5 of Method 5005. 

Note 16: External visual shall'be performed on the lot any time after 3.1.17 and prior to shipment, and all shippable samples shall have external visual Inspection at 
I8ast Subsequent to qualillcation or quality conformance Inspection testing. Exposed underplate or base metal on leeds of' hard glass seals, bead seals, or 
indMdual feadthrough seals due to acceptable glass menlacus chlpouts shall not be eensldered rejectable provided salt atmosphere test requirements (Method 
1009) are met in accordance wHh applicable group 0 raqulrements. Acceptable glass meniscus chipouts are defined as chipouts in the glass meniscus that are 
located wHhln the region one-half the distance from Ihe leed to the case. 
Note 17: Radiation latch-up screen shall be eenducted when spactiled in purchase order or eentract Latch-up screen Is note required for SOS, SIO, and 01 
technology when latch-up Is physically not possible. AI the manufacturer's option, latch-up screen may be oonducted at any screening operation step after seal. 
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TABLE IV. Group A Electrical Teats for Classes Sand B Devices' (Note 1) 

Subgroups (Note 2) 
Quality/Accept No. = 116/0 

(Notes 3 to 5) 

Subgroup 1 
Static Tests at 25°C 

Subgroup 2 
Static Tests at Maximum Rated Operating Temperature 

Subgroup 3 
Static Tests at Minimum Rated Operating Temperature 

Subgroup 4 
Dynamic Tests:at 25°C 

Subgroup 5 
Dynamic Tests at Maximum Rated Operating Temperature 

Subgroup 6 
Dynamic Tests at Minimum Rated Operating Temperature 

Subgroup 7 
Functional Tests at 25°C 

Subgroup SA 
Functional Tests at Maximum Rated Operating Temperatures 

SubgroupSB 
Functional Tests at Minimum Rated Operating Temperatures 

Subgroup 9 
Switching Tests at 25°C 

Subgroup 10 
Switching Tests at Maximum Rated Operating Temperature 

Subgroup 11 
Switching Tests at Minimum Rated Operating Temperature 

'Nota: These requirements are per MIL-8TD-883 Revision 0, notice 1 dated June 1, 1993. All requirements are subject to change of the latest revision of 
MIL-ST\>-883. . 

Note 1: The specific parametsrs to be included for tests in each subgroup ~hall be as specHied in the applicable acquisition document. Where no parameters have 
been identified in a particular subgroup or test within a subgroup, no group A testing is required for thet subgroup or test to satisfy group A requirements. 

Note 2: At the manufacturer's option, the applicable tests required for Group A testing (see Note 1) may be conducted individually or combined into sets of tests, 
subgroups (as defined in Table I), or sets of subgroups. However, the munufacturer shall predeSignate thase groupings prior to Group A testing. Unless otherwise 
specified, the individual lets, subgroups, or sets of tests/subgroups may be performed in any sequenos. 

Note 3: The sample plan (quantily and accept number) for each test, subgroup, or set of tests/subgroups as predesignated In Note 2,. shall be 116/0. 

Note 4: A greater sample size may be used at the manufacture~s option; however, the accept number shall remain at zero. When the (sub)lot size is less than the 
required sample size, each and every device In the (sub)lot shall be Inspected and all failed devices removed from the (sub)lot for, final acoaptance of thet test, 
subgroup, or set of tests/subgroups, as appIicsble. 
Note 5: If any davioa in the ssmple fails any peramater in the test. subgroup, or set of tests/subgroups being sampled, each and ovary additional _ In the 
(sub)lot represented by the sample shall be tested on the same test set-up for all parameters In thet test. subgroup, or set of tests/subgroups for which the sample 
was selected, and all failed devices shall be removed from the (sub)lot for final acceptance of that test, subgroup, or set of tests/subgroups, as applicsble. For 
class S only, H this testing results in a percent defective greater than 5 peroent, the (sub)lot shall be rejected, except thet for (oOO)lots previously unscreened to the, 
tests that caused failure of this percent defective, the (sub)lot may be acceptad by resubmission and pessing the failed individual tests, subgroups, or set of tests/ 
subgroups, as applicable, Using a 116/0 sample. . 
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TABLE V. Group B Testa for Cia .. S Device.· (Note 1) 

Teat 
MIL-sTD-883 Quantlty/(Accapt No.) 

Method Condition orLTPD 

Subgroup 1 
a. Physical Dimensions (Note 2) 2016 2(0) 
b. Intemal Water-Vapor Content 1018 5,000 ppm Maximum Water 

(Notes 2 and 3) Content at 100"C 3(0) or 5(1) (Note 4) 

Subgroup 2 (Note 5) 
a. Resistance to Solvents 2015 3(0) 
b. Internal Visual and Mechanical 2013, Failure Criteria from Design and 2(0) 

2014 Construction Requirements of 
Applicable Acquisition Document 

c. Bond Strength 2011 LTPD = 10 (Note 6) 
1. Thermocompression 1. Test Condition C or D 
2. Ultrasonic 2. Test Condition C or D 
3. Flip.Chip 3. Test Condition F 
4. Beam Lead 4. Test Condition H 

d. Die Shear Test or Substrate In accordance with Method 2019 or 2027 3(0) 
Attach Strength Test for the Appliceble Die Size 

Subgroup 3 
Solderability (Note 7) 2003 or Soldering Temperature LTPD = 10 

2022 of 245"C ±5"C 

Subgroup 4 (Note 2) LTPD = 5 
a. Lead Integrity (Note 8) 2004 Test Condition B2, Lead Fatigue 
b.SeaI 1014 As applicable 

1. Fine 
2. Gross 

c. Lid Torque (Note 9) 2024 As applicable 

Subgroup 5 (Note 10) LTPD = 5 
a. End·Point Electrical As Specified in the Applicable 

Parameters (Note 11) Device Specification 
b. Steady State Life (Note 12) 1005 Test Condition C, D, or E 
c. End·Point Electrical As specified in the applicable 

Parameter (Note 11) device specification 

Subgroup 6 LTPD = 15 
a. End·Point Electrical As specified in the Applicable 

Parameters Device Specification 
b. Temperature Cycling 1010 Condition C, 100 Cycles Minimum 
c. Cons~nt Acceleration 2001 Test Condition E: Y1 Orientation Only 
d.Seal 1014 

1. Fine 
2. Gross 

e. End·Point Electrical As Specified in the Applicable 
Parameters Device Specification 

Subgroup 7 (Note 13) 

'Note: These requirements are per MIL-STD-883 Revision D. notice 1 dated June 1, 1993. All requirements are subject to change of the ~ revision of 
MIL-STD-883. 

Note 1: Electrical reject devices from thet same Inspection lot may be used lor all subgroups when end·point measurements are not required, provided thet the 
rejects are processed Identically to the inspection lot through pre burn.jn electricals and provided the rejects are expoeed to the lull temperature/time exposure of 
bum-in. 

Note 2: Not required for quallftcatlon or quailly conformance Inspections where Group 0 Inspection is being performed on sarnplee from the same Inspection 101. 

Note 3: This test is required only H H is a glass-lrit-sealed pacl<age. Unless handling precautions lor beryllia packages are available and followed Method 1018, 
prooedure 3 shall be ueed. See Note 6 01 Table IV. 

Note 4: Test three devices; H one falls, test two additional devices with no failures. At the manufacturer's option. H the Initial test sample g.e •• three or five devices) 
falls. a second complete sample may be tested at an alternate laboratory that has been granted currant sullablilly status by the qualifying activity. H this sample 
paaaes. the lot shall be aocepted provided the devices and data from both submlaslons Is submllted to the qualifying activity along with five eddltional devices from 
the same lot. 

Note 5: Resistance to solvents testing required only on devices using inka or paints as a marking medium. 

Note 6: Unless otherwisa specified. the L TPD sample size for conditions CandO Is the number 01 bond pulls eelected from a minimum number 01 lour devices, and 
lor condition F or H Is the number 01 dice (not bonda). 

Note 7: All devices submllted for soiderabilily test shall be in the lead finish that will be on the shipped product and which has been through the temperatura/time 
exposure 01 burn-in except lor davices which have been hot solder dipped or undergone tin fusing alter burn·in. The LTPD applies to the number oIleada Inspected 
except In no caee shall less than three devices be ueed to provide the number of leads required. 
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TABLE V. Group B Te.t. for Cia •• S o.vlce.· (Note 1) (Continued) 
Nota 8: T~e LTPD of 5 fof:Jead Integrity shall be baaed on the number of lead. or tennlnals tested and shall be taken from a minimum of three devices. All device. 
required for the lead integrity 'teal ~hall peas the seal taat and lid torque tes~ H'appllcable (see Note 9), In order to meet the requlrementa of subgroup 4, For pin grid 
array leads and rigid leads, use Method 2028. For leaded chip carrier packages, use condition Bl. For leadless chip carrier packages only, use taat condHion 0 and 
a L TPD of 15 based on the number of pads tested taken from three devices minimum. Seal taat (subgroup 48) need be parformed only on packagee having leeds 
exRing through a glass seal. ' 

Nota 9: Lid torque test shall apply only to glass-frlt-sealed packages. 

Note 10: The alternate removal.of-blas provisions of 3.3.1 of Method 1005 shall not apply for tast tampereture above + 125'C. 

Nota 11: Read and record group A subgroups I, 2, and 3. 

Note 12: The same teal tempsreture that was used for bum-In shall be used for the staady-state IHe teal. 

Note 13: Subgroup 7 has been deleted from Table V. The requirements for ESD tasting are specified In MIL-M-38510. 

Test 

Subgroup 2 (Note 3) 
a_ Resistance to Solvents 

Subgroup 3 
a. Solderability (Note 4) 

Subgroup 5 
a. Bond Strength (Note 5) 

1. Thermocompression 
2. Ultrasonic or Wedge 
3. Flip-Chip 
4. Beam Lead 

TABLE VI. Group B Te.ta for Cia •• B· (Note. 1 and 2) 

Method 

2015 

2003 or 
2022 

2011 

MIL-sTD·883 

CondlUon 

Soldering Temperature of 245°C ± 5°C 

1_ Test Condition C or 0 
2_ Test Condition C or 0 
3_ Test Condition F 
4. Test Condition H 

Quantlty/(Aceept No.) 
orLTPD 

3 (0) 

10 

15 

'Note: These requirements are per MIL-8TD-883 Revision 0, notice 1 datad June I, 1993. All requirements are subject to change of the latest revision of 
MIL-STD-883. 

Note 1: Electrical reject devices from the same inspection lot may be used for all subgroups when end-point meesurements are not required provided thet the 
rejects are processed Identically to the Inspection lot through pre burn';n electrlcals and provided the rejects are expoeed to the full tempsreture/tlme exposure of 
bum-in. 

Note 2: Subgroups I, 4, 6, 7, and 8 have been deleted from this table. For convenience, the remaining subgroups will not be renumbered. 

Note 3: Resistance to solvents testing required only on devices using inks or pslnts as the marking or contrast medium. 

Note 4: All devices submntad for solderability test shall be In the lead finish that will be on the shlppad product and which has been through the tempenature/time 
exposure of burn';n except for devices which have been, hot solder dipped or undergone tin fusing after bum-In. The L TPD for soiderabilRy taat applies to the 
number of leads Inspected except in no case shall less than three davIces be used to provide the number of leads required. 

Nota 5: Test samples for bond strength may, at the manufacturer's option, unless otherwise specified, be randomly selected prior to or following Internal visual 
(PRESEAL) inspscticn spacifled in Method 5004, prior to sealing provided all other specifications requirements are satisfied (e.g., bond strength requirements shall 
spply to each inspection lo~ bond strength samples shall be countad even n the bond would have failed internal visual exam). Unless otherwise specified. the L TPD 
sample size for condition C or D is the number of bond pulls selected from a minimum number of four devices, and for condnion F or H Is the number of dice (not 
bonds) (see Method 2011). 
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TABLE VII. Group C (DIe-Related Tests) (For Clan B Only)' 

Test 
MIL-STD-883 Quantlty/(Accept No.) 

Method Condition orLTPD 

Subgroup 1 
a. Steady-State Life Test 1005 Test Condition to be Specified 5 

(1,000 Hours at 125'C or Equivalent 
in Accordance with Table I) 

b. End-Point Electrical Parameters As specified in the Applicable 
Device Specification 

TABLE VIII. Group D (Package-Related Tests tor A" Classes)' 

Test 
MIL-STD-883 Quantlty/(Accept No.) 

Method Condition orLTPD 

Subgroup 1 (Note 2) 
a. Physical Dimensions 2016 15 

Subgroup 2 (Note 2) 
a. Lead Integrity (Note 3) 2004 Test Condition 82 (Lead Fatigue) 5 
b. Seal (Note 4) 

1. Fine 1014 As Applicable 
2. Gross 

Subgroup 3 (Note 5) 
a. Thermal Shock 1011 Test Condition 8 as a Minimum, 15 

15 Cycles Minimum 
b. Temperature Cycling 1010 Test Condition C, 100 Cycles Minimum 
c. Moisture Resistance (Note 6) 1004 
d. Visual Examination In accordance with visual 

criteria of Method 1004 and 1010 
e.Seal 1014 As Applicable 

1. Fine 
2. Gross (Note 7) 

f. End-point Electrical As specified in the Applicable 
Parameters (Note 8) Device Specification 

Subgroup 4 (Note 5) 
a. Mechanical Shock 2002 Test Condition 8 Minimum 15 
b. Vibration, Variable Frequency 2007 Test Condition A Minimum 
c. Constant Acceleration 2001 Test Condition E Minimum 

(See Note 3), Y 1 Orientation Only 
d.Seal 1014 As Applicable 

1. Fine 
2. Gross 

e. Visual Examination (Note 9) 
f. End-Point Electrical Parameters As Specified in the 

Applicable Device Specification 

Subgroup 5 (Note 2) 
a. Salt Atmosphere (Note 6) 1009 Test Condition A Minimum 15 
b. Visual Examination In accordance with visual 

criteria of Method 1 009 
c.Seal 1014 As Applicable 

1. Fine 
2. Gross (Note 7) 

Subgroup 6 (Note 2) 
a. Internal Water-Vapor Content 1018 5,000 ppm Maximum Water 3(0) or5(1) 

Content at 100'C (Note 10) 

Subgroup 7 (Note 2) 
a. Adhesion of Lead 2025 15 

Finish (Notes 11 and 12) 

SubgroupS 
a. Lid Torque (Notes 2 and 13) 2024 5(0) 

'Note: These requirements are per MIL-STO·SS3 Revision 0, notice 1 dated June 1, 1993. All requirements are subject to change of the latest revision of 
MIL-STO-8S3. 

Note 1: In-line monitor data may be substituted for subgroups 01, 02, DB, 07 and DB upon approval by the qualifying activity. The monHors shall be performed by 
package type and to the specified subgroup test methodes). The monHor sample shall be taken at a point where no further parameter change occurs, using a 
sample size and frequency of equal or greater severity than specified in the particular subgroup. This in-line monitor data shall be traceable to the specific 
inspection lot(s) represented (accepted or rejectad) by the data. 

Note 2: Electrical reject devices from that same inspection lot may be used for samples. 
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TABLE VIII. Group D (Package-Related Jests for All Classes) (Continued) 
Note 3: The L TPD of ? lor lead Integrity shall be based on the number 01 leads or terminals tested and shall be taken from a minimum oi three devices. All devices 
required for the lead Integrity test shall pass the seal test H applicable (see Note 4) In order to meet the requirements of subgroup 2. For leaded chip carrier 
packages, use oondltlon Bl. For pin grid array leads and rigid leads, use Method 2028. For leadless chip carrier packages only, use test condition 0 and an LTPD of 
15 based on the number of pads tested taken from three devices minimum. ' 

Note 4: Seal test (Subgroup 2b) need be performed only on packages having leads exiling through a glass seal. 

Note 5: Devices used in Subgroup 3, "Thermal and Moisture Resistance" may be used in Subgroup 4, "Mechanical". 

Note 6: Lead bend stress initial conditioning Is not required lor leadless.chlp carrier packeges. 

Note 7: After completion 01 the required visual examinations and prior to submittal to Method 1014 seal tests, the devices may have the oorrosion by-products 
removed by using a bristle brush. 

Note 8: At the manufacturefs option, end-pci;nt electrical parameters may be parformed after moisture resistance and prior to seal test. 

Note 9: VISUal examination shall be in acoordance W1Ih Method 1010 or 1011., 

Note 10: Test three d\IVlces; if one falls, test two additional devices with no failures. At the manufacturer's option, II the initial test sample (i.e., three or live devices) 
fails a seoond oomplete sample may be tested al an altemate laboratory that has been issued suitability by the qualifying activity. If this sample passes the lot shall 
be accepted prOvided the devices and data Irom both submissions is submitted to the qualHying activity along with five additional devices from the same lot 

Note 11: The adhesion 01 lead linish test shall not apply lor leadless chip carrier packeges. 

Note 12: LTPD besed on number 01 leads. 

Note 13: Lid torque test shall apply only to packeges which use a glass-lrit-sealto lead lrame, lead or packege body (i.e., wherever frit seal establishes hermeticlty 
or package integrity). 

TABLE IX. Group E (Radiation Hardness Assurance Tests)' (Note 1) 

MIL-STD-BB3 ClassS ClassB 

Test Quantityl Accept Quantity! Accept 
Method Condition 

Number 
Notes 

Number 
Notes 

Subgroup 1 (Note 2) 
Neutron Irradiation 1017 25°C 

a. Qualification a. 11(0) (Note 3) a.11(0) (Note 4) 
b.QCI b. 11(0) (Note 3) b.11(0) (Note 4) 

Endpoint Electrical Parameters As specified in accordance 
with detail specification 

Subgroup 2 (Note 5) 
Steady-State Total Dose 1019 25°C, Maximum Supply Voltage 
Irradiation 

a. Qualification a. 4(0) a. (Note 6) a.22(0) (Note 7) 
2(0) , (NoteS) 

b.QCI b.4(0) b. (Note6) b.22(0) (Note 7) 
2(0) (NoteS) 

Endpoint Electrical Parameters As specified in accordance 
with detail specification 

Subgroup 3 (Note 9) 
Transient 

Ionizing 1021 25°C 11(0) (Note 3) 11(0) (Note 4) 
Irradiation 1023 25°C 

Endpoint Electrical Parameters As specified in accordance 
with detail specification 

'Note: These requirements are per MIL-STD-883 Revision 0, notice 1 dated June I, 1993. All requirements are subject to change of the latest revision 01 
MIL-STD-883. 

Note 1: Parts used for one subgroup test may not be used lor other subgroups but may be used lor higher levels in the same subgroup. Total exposure shall not be 
oonsidered cumulative unless testing is performed within the time limits of the test method. Group E tests may be performed prior to device screening. 

Note 2: WaNe neutron tests for MOS devices where neutron suscaptebllity is less than 1013 neutrons/cm2 (e.g. charge coupled deviCes, BICMOS, etc.). When 
testing is required,the IimH for neutron lluence shall be 2 X 1012 neutrons/""f. 

Note 3: In acoordance with wafer lot. II one part fails, seven additional parts may be added to the test sample with no additional lallures allowed, 18(1). 

Note 4: In accordance wHh Inspection lot II one part lails, seven additional parts may be added to the test sample with no additional failures allowed, 18(1). 

Note 5: Class B devices shall be inspected using either the class B quantity/accept number criteria as specified, or by using the class S criteria on each wafer. 

Note 6: In acoordance with waler for device types with less than or equal to 4,000 equivalent transistors/chip selected lrom the waler at a radius approximately 
equal to two-thirds of the wafer radius, and spaced uniformly around this radius. 

Note 7: In ~ance wHh inspection lot II one part lails, 16 additional parts may be added to the test sample with no additional failures allowed, 38(1). 

Note 8: In acoordance wHh wafer lor device types with greater than 4,000 equivalent transistors/chip selected Irom the wafer at a radius approxlmatsly equal to 
two-thlrds 01 the waler radius and spaced unllormly around this radius. 

Note 9: Upaet testing during qualification on first aCI shall be oonducted when specified in purchase order or oontract. When specHled, the same mlcrodlrcUlis may 
be tested in more than one subgroup. 
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TABLE X. Wafer Lot Acceptance Tests' 

Test Conditions (Note 1) Limits (Note 3) Sampling Plan 

1. Wafer Thickness MIL-STO-977 Method 1580. Maximum deviation of ± 2 mil Two wafers per lot. Reject lot 
Measurement shall be from approved design nominal if any measurement exceeds 
performed after final lap or 6 mil minimum. limits or revert to test of each 
polish. All readings shall be wafer. 
recorded. (Note 2) 

2. Metallization Thickness MIL-STO-977 Method 5500. a. Conductor: 8 kA minimum One wafer (or monitor) per lot. 
All readings shall be recorded. for single level metal and Reject lot if measurement 

for the top level of multi- exceeds limits or revert to test 
level metal; 5 kA minimum of each wafer. 
for lower levels, with a 
maximum deviation of 
±20% from the approved 
design nominal. 

b. Barrier: Maximum deviation 
of ±30% from the 
approved design nominal. 

3. Thermal stability MIL-STO-977, Method 2500. a. I:.VFBorI:.VT:5: 0.75, One wafer (or monitor) per lot. 
(applicable to: All linear; all Record VFB or VT. normalized to an oxide Reject lot if measurement 
MOS; all bipolar digital thickness of 1 oooA for exceeds limits or revert to test 
operating at 10V or more) bipolar digital devices of each wafer. 

operating at 10V or greater 
and all bipolar linear 
devices not containing 
MOS transistor(s). The 
monitor shall have an oxide 
and shall be metallized with 
the lot. 

b. I:.VFB or I:.VT :5:1.0V, 
normalized to an oxide 
thickness of 1,oooA for 
bipolar linear devices that 
operate above 5V and 
containing MOS 
transistor(s), and digital 
devices that operate above 
10V and containing MOS 
structures. 
The VFB limit shall not be 
exceeded by the sum of 
the absolute values of the 
MOS oxide transistors and 
the metallization 1:.. The 
monitor(s) shall be oxidized 
and metallized with the lot. 
Separate monitors may be 
used for this test. 

c. I:.VFB orVT:5: O.4V, 
normalized to an oxide 
thickness of 1,oooA for 
MOS devices. A monitor 
consisting of a gate oxide 
metallized with the lot shall 
be used. 

'Note: These requirements are per MIL·STD-l!83 Revision D, notice 1 dated June I, 1993. All requirements are subiect to change of the latest revision of 
MIL-STD.aS3. 
Note 1: Approved equivalent test methods may be used in lieu of the MIL·ST[)'977 reference method. 
Nole 2: This test Is not required when the finished wafer design thickness Is greater than 10 mil. 
Note 3: Approved design nominal values or tolerances shall be submitted for line certification in accordance with DESC·EQM·42. 
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TABLE X. Wafer Lot Acceptance Tests' (Continued) 

Test Conditions (Note 1) Limits (Note 3) Sampling Plan 

4. SEM MIL-STD-883, Method 2018. MIL-STD-883, Method 2018. MIL-STD-883, Method 2018. 
" Lot acceptance basis. 

5. Glassivation thickness MIL-STD-977, Method 5500. 6 kA minimum for Si02 and One wafer (or monitor) per lot. 
All readings shall be recorded. 2 kA for Si3N.( with maximum Reject lot if any measurement 

deviation of ± 20% from exceeds limits or revert to test 
approved design nominal. of each wafer. 

6,. Gold backing thickness MIL-STD-977, Method 5500. In accordance with approved One wafer (or monitor) per lot. 
(When applicable) All readings shall be recorded. design nominal thickness and Reject lot if any measurement 

tolerance. exceeds limits or revert to test 
of each wafer. 

'Note: These requirements are per MIL·ST[).883 Revision D, notice 1 dated June 1, 1993. All requirements are subject to change of the latest revision of 
MIL-ST[).883. 

Note 1: Approved equivalent test methods may be used in lieu of the MIL-STD-977 reference method. 

Note 2: This test Is not required when the finished wafer design thickness Is greater then 10 mil. 

Not. 3: Approved design nominal values or toleranoes shall be submitted for line certification In accordance wtth DESC-EQM·42. 
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t;tINational Semiconductor 

Interface 
Tape and Reel Availability 

Line Drivers and Receivers 
DS1488MX DS26C32ATMX DS75113MX DS90CR281 MTDX 

DS14C88MX DS3486MX DS75150MX DS90CR282MTDX 

DS14C88TMX DS34C86TMX DS75154MX DS90CR561 MTDX 

DS1489MX DS3487MX DS75176BMX DS90CR562MTDX 

DS1489AMX DS34C87TMX DS75176BTMX DS90CF561 MTDX 

DS14C89AMX DS3650MX DS8921MX DS90CF562MTDX 

DS14C89ATMX DS3691MX DS8921AMX DS90CR581 MTDX 

DS14185WMX DS3691VX DS8921ATMX DS90CR582MTDX 

DS14C232CMX DS3695AMX DS89C21TMX DS90CF581 MTDX 

DS14C232CWMX DS3695ATMX DS89LV21TMX DS90CF582MTDX 

DS14C232TMX DS36F95MX DS8922MX 

DS14C232TWMX DS3696AMX DS8922AMX 
Bus Circuits 

DS14C237WMX DS36276MX DS8923MX DS3662WMX 

DS14C237TWMX DS36277TMX DS8923AMX DS3862WMX 

DS14C238WMX DS36C278MX DS8925MX DS3883AVX 

DS14C238TWMX DS36C278TMX DS8933MX DS3884AVX 

DS14C239WMX DS36C279MX DS8934WMX DS3886AVX 

DS14C239TWMX DS36C279TMX DS8935WMX DS3892MX 

DS14C241WMX DS36C280MX DS9637ACMX DS3893AVX 

DS14C241TWMX DS36C280TMX DS9638CMX DS3896MX 

DS14C335MSAX DS36950VX DS90C031 TMX DS3897MX 

DS14C535MSAX DS36954MX DS90LV031TMX DS75160AWMX 

DS26LS31CMX DS36954VX DS90C032TMX DS75162AWMX 

DS26C31TMX DS75107AMX DS90LV032TMX DS26S10CVX 

DS26LS32ACMX DS75107MX DS90CR211 MTDX DS8837MX 

DS26LS32CMX DS75108MX DS90CR212MTDX DS8838MX 

DS26LS33ACMX DS75110AMX 

Note: "X" suffix designates tape and reel. 
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Tube/Tape and Reel Quantities 

Immediate Container Quantity 

Package Package Package 
TubelRaii Tape and Reel 

Code Description Number 

M 
Small Outline 

M14A 55 2500 

M Package, M16A 48 2500 

WM JEDEC M20B 36 1000 

WM 
(SOIC) 

M24B 30 1000 

SJ Small Outline Package, M14D 47 2000 

SJ EIAJ M16D 47 2000 

SJ 
(SOP) 

M20D 38 2000 

OSC Shrink Small Outline 
Package, JEDEC 

MOA20 54 2500 

OSC ~OSOP or JEDEC SSOP) MOA24 54 2500 

MSA Shrink Small Outline MSA20 66 2000 

MSA 
Package, EIAJ, Type II 

(SSOPII) MSA24 56 2000 

MSC Shrink Small Outline MSC14 Not Available 2000 

MSC Package, EIAJ, Type I MSC16 Not Available 2000 

MSC 
(SSOPI) 

MSC20 Not Available 2000 

MTC 
Thin Shrink Small 

MTC14 94 2500 

MTC Outline Package, MTC16 94 2500 

MTC JEDEC, 4.4mm MTC20 73 2500 

MTC 
(TSSOP) 

MTC24 61 2500 

MEA Shrink Small Outline MS48A 29 1000 
Package 

MEA (SSOP) MS56A 25 1000 

MTD Thin Shrink Small Outline MTD46 39· 1000 
Package, 

MTD 6.1 mm (TSSOP) MTD56 35· 1000 

·FPD·Unk and Channel·Unk Devices. 
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Tube Specifications and Drawings 

14/16 Lead SOIC, JEDEC and QSOP 
Package Number: M14A, M16A, MQA20, MQA24 

20124 Lead SOIC, JEDEC 
Package Number: M20B, M24B 

SOP, EIAJ and SSOP II, EIAJ 

'---...... - 0.160:1:0.005 

0.055:1: 0.005 

0.307 - 0.315 

to~ 4X R 0.025 
J---J-.- 0.093 MAX 

R 0.025 MAX TYP 

0.070 
0.055 

TLlF/12657-1 

TL/F/12657-2 

Package Number: M14D, M16D, M20D, MSA20, MSA24 

_ 0.220:t 0.008_ 

0.150:t 0.008 - 2X 0.031_ -
~ -----~I ~ 

0.051 ~g:ggg 

t '----

-- I-- 2X 0.047 ~g:m 

E]---- c---------- ------

----- ----------- ------
1---19.750~g:m--l 

0.512:1: 0.008 
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Tube Specifications and Drawings (Continued) 

TSSOP, JEDEC, 4.4 mm Body Width 

Package Number: MTC14, MTC16, MTC20 and MTC24 

1-01'----- 19.500 ~~:~;~ -------1'1 

SSOP 
Package Number: MS48A, MS56A 

0.268 t 0.007 

0.020 t 0.003 
ALL AROUND 

1-oI'-------19.5~g:m --------1'1 
(0.030) 

TSSOP 

Package Number: MTD48, MTD56 

1-01'>------19.500 t 0.045 ------'~I 

0.337 t 0.010 

0.020 t 0.005 --
ALL AROUND 

17-6 

1---\- 0.080 t 0.010 

foo--

R 0.025 
ALL INSIDE RADI1 

0.58 

1 

0.080 t 0.010 

~ 
/)' 

1'\\ 
) 

0.228 t. 
AT INTERS 

0.010 
ECTION 

R 0.02 5 
ALL INS IDE RADI1 

I- 0.045 t 0.005 

TLlF/I2657-4 

TL/F/I2657-5 

TL/F/12657-6 
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Tape and Reel Overview and Technical Information 

Tape and Reel Diagram 

Tape Format and Device Orientation 

LABEL 
(IDENTIFIES DEVICE 
CONTENTS) 

SURFACE ~OUNT 
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE 

REEL (CARRIES TAPE DURING 
SHIPPING AND CO~PONENT FEEDING) 

ARBOR HOLE (FOR ~OUNTING REEL 
ON PICK-AND-PLACE MACHINE) 

DIRECTION OF FEED 

I----- TRAILER 
I SECTION ---1------- CARRIER SECTION ------·t·--- LEADER ---1 SECTION r---------, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <:) 0 0 <:) 0 0 0 0 0 O( 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

'----v----' '----v----' 
.-----r ---. 

'----v----' '----v----' 
• EMPTY • EMPTY • EMPTY • EMPTY 

CAVITIES CAVITIES • SEALED COVER TAPE CAVITIES CAVITIES 
• UNSEALED • SEALED • SEALED • UNSEALED 

TL/F/12657-7 

COVER TAPE COVER TAPE 

. "'~. '""''' ~ 
COVER TAPE COVER TAPE 

htIp:llwww.national.com 

SOIC. SSOP, 
TSSOP 
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Tape and Reel Overview and Technical Information (Continll$d)" .: .. 

MATERIALS ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES 
• Cavity Tape: Static Dissipative PVC or Polystyrene National Semiconductor uses oniy s~tiC dissip~tive tape 
• Cover Tape: Static Dissipative Polyester or Polyethylene 
• Reel: Static Dissipative PVC or Polystyrene 
• Surface Resistivity: 105 OlD to less than 1012 010 all 

materials. 

COVER TAPE I'.EEL STRENGTH 
• The force required ·to peel off the cover tape from the 

carrier tape will fall within the range of 0.1 Newton to 1.3 
Newton (10 grams to 130 grams) at a peeling speed of 
300 mm per minute. This complies with the EIA standard. 

TAPE STORAGE. 
• It is recommended that the sealed tape be stored in con

ditions where the environment does not exceed:. 
- Temperature: 40"C maximum 
- Relative humidity: 90% maximum . 
- No direct exposure to sunlight. 

17.-8 

and reel materials (surface resistivity of 105i1 to 1012 OlD) 
to avoid damaging static charges building up during the 
peeling off of the cover tape prior to pick and place. Nation
al Semiconductor ran extensive evaluations on cover tape 
materials and found that static charge build up was very low 
(less than 200V) on static dissipative cover tapes. In com
parison, commonly used insulative cover tapes had read
ings consistently in excess of 3000V. 

DRYPACK (also applies t.o tube shipments) 
Packages susceptible to package cracking during the sur
faCE! mount reflow process are drypacked to minimize mois
ture absorption during shipping and storage. Once dry bags 
have been opened, packages must be· surface mounted 
within the specified time printed on the bags. If this time limit 
is exceeded, the parts must be baked prior to reflow. The 
baking requirement is also printed on the bag. 
Currently, the packages that are drypacked are: 
.• SSOP-48 
• SSOP-56 
• TSSOP-48 
• TSSOP-56 
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REEL Specifications and Drawings (All dimensions in millimeters) 

_r DETAIL X 
W2 MAX 1 r 

6~ --:~C\'J 1.5 MIN1r 

330 MAX N I ~.".'" , f/ 20.2 MIN I 

I ' , 

V J 
---,-_ .. 

DETAIL X ..... 

) 
-I I- W, +2.0/-0.0 TL/F/12657-9 

Plastic 330mm (13") Reel Dimensions for 12mm, 16mm, 24mm and 32mm Tape 

Tape Size 
Package N 

W1 
W2 

Drawing (Typical) (Max) 

MTC14 
12mm MTC16 178 12.4 18.4 

M14A 
M16A 

MQA20 
MQA24 
MSA20 
MSA24 
MTC20 

16mm MTC24 178 12.4 22.4 

MSC14 
MSC16 

16mm MSC20 80 12.4 22.4 

M14D 
16mm M16D 100 12.4 22.4 
, 

M20B 
M24B 
M20D 

MTD48 
24mm MTD56 178 12.4 30.4 

MS48A 
32mm MS56A 100 12.4 38.4 

II 
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Tape Specifications and Drawings 

sale, SOP, asap, ssoP II, ssoP I 
4.00 TYP I 2.00 t 0.10 TYP 

, /,00 TYP (0 01 MI~ TYP 1.75-

I i ~ I 

r-,-$--$I ~ '~!-$--$--#$r-~-~i+-<t ,'+' 

I . I I I; I 
F) I I 

--1-
, , 

.LI -t- , 

--4--- --Jr- ~B 1 
i , 

i i ) 
i 

, 
I W t 0.30 I L) ( ! I i i i , 

I.-- PI t 0.1--1 ~-ll.00/l00.00 I A 

r A to.l TYPi 

1 IL JI n II I 
I- Ao :10.1 TYP --I 

SECTION B-B 

TL/F/12657-10 

Package Package Package 
W F D D1 P1 A AD 

Code Description Number 

M 
Small Outline 

M14A 16.0 7.5 ± 0.1 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 8.0 6.65 6.5 

M Package, M16A 16.0 7.5 ± 0.1 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 8.0 6.65 6.5 

WM JEDEC M20B 24.0 11.5± 0.1 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 12.0 11.08 10.9 

WM 
(SOIC) 

M24B 24.0 11.5 ± 0.1 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 12.0 11.10 10.9 

SJ Small Outline Package, M14D 16.0 7.5 ± 0.05 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 12.0 8.70 8.4 

SJ EIAJ M16D 16.0 7.5 ± 0.05 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 12.0 8.80 8.4 

SJ 
(SOP) 

M20D 24.0 11.5 ± 0.05 4>1.55 ±O.05 4>1.5 12.0 8.70 8.4 

asc Shrink Small Outline 
Package, JEDEC 

MaA20 16.0 7.5 ± 0.1 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 8.0 6.65 6.5 

asc (aSOp or JEDEC SSOP) MaA24 16.0 7.5 ± 0.1 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 8.0 6.65 6.5 

MSA Shrink Small Outline MSA20 16.0 7.5 ± 0.1 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 8.0 8.6 
Package, EIAJ, Type II 

7.5 ± 0.1 MSA (SSOPII) MSA24 16.0 4>1.55 ± 0.05 4>1.5 8.0 8.6 

MSC Shrink Small Outline MSC14 16.0 7.5±0.1 4>1.50 + 1/-0 4>1.6 8.0 6.8 

MSC Package, EIAJ, Type I MSC16 16.0 7.5±0.1 4>1.50 + 1/-0 4>1.6 8.0 6.8 

MSC 
(SSOPI) 

MSC20 16.0 7.5 ± 0.1 4>1.50 + 1/-0 4>1.6 8.0 6.8 
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Tape Specifications and Drawings (Continued) 

SOle, SOP, QSOP, SSOP II, SSOP I (Continued) 

i--r- Ko :I: 0.1 

0.30 --r 
~ 
I , 

r 1 1.1 I' , 
'j, , / ' B:I: 0.1 

I,,~~_r L -t~-=--___ l 
SECTION A-A BEND RADIUS 

SljALLEST ALLOWABLE BENDING RADIUS. 
TLlF/12657-11 

Package Package Package 
BO B KO R Code Description Number 

M 
Small Outline 

M14A 9.5 9.65 2.1 30.00 

M Package, M16A 10.3 10.45 2.1 30.00 

WM JEDEC M20B 13.3 13.45 3.0 30.00 

WM 
(SOIC) 

M24B 15.9 16 3.0 30.00 

SJ Small OuUine Package, M14D 10.7 11 2.4 50.00 

SJ EIAJ M16D 10.7 11 2.4 50.00 

SJ 
(SOP) 

M20D 13.2 13.5 2.4 50.00 

asc Shrink S~a11 Outline MaA20 9.5 9.65 2.1 30.00 
Package, JEDEC 

asc (aSOp or JEDEC SSOP) MaA24 9.5 9.65 2.1 30.00 

MSA Shrink Small Outline MSA20 7.6 2.5 30.00 
Package, EIAJ, Type II 

MSA (SSOPII) MSA24 8.9 2.5 30.00 

MSC Shrink Small Outline MSC14 5.5 1.9 

MSC Package, EIAJ, Type I MSC16 5.5 1.9 

MSC 
(SSOPI) 

MSC20 7.0 1.9 

http://www.nationai.com 17·11 



Tape Specifications and Drawings ,(Continued) 

TSSOP 14, 16, 20 and 24-Lead 

A+--+----' i 
i- 8,0--; 

Package Package 
Code Description 

Package 
W AO 

Number 

MTC 
Thin Shrink Small 

MTC14 12.0 6.95 ± 0.1 

MTC Outline Package, MTC16 12.0 .' 6.95 ± 0.1 

MTC JEDEC, 4.4mm MTC20 16.0 6.95 ± 0.1 

MTC 
(TSSOP) 

MTC24 16.0 6.95 ± 0.1 

17-12 

-1 r- 0.30 t 0.05 

R 0.3 MAX 

R 0.3 TYP SECTION A-A 

i 
i 

R 30.0 i 
'" ! .. 

. -.-.-.-.~-
I 

SMALLEST ALLOWABLE BEND RADIUS 
(NOT TO SCALE) 

Tl/F/12857-12 

BO B1 KO K1 

5.6 ± 0.1 6.3 1.6 1.2 

5.6 ± 0.1 6.3 1.6 1.2 

7.1 ± 0.1 7.8 1.6 1.3 

8.3 ± 0.1 9.0 1.6 1.3 
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Tape Specifications and Drawings (Continued) 

SSOP 48 and 56-Lead 

A 
1.75 TYP 

--$-l-$---$- -$---$-j-$---$-_. 
2.03 TYP 

90 TYP 
Note 3 

R 0.5 TYP 

90TH ENDS 

SEE DETAil B 

0.20 • 0.05 :+: 

00 

_.-$-.-

0 0 
I 

i 

+ l-$---$---$---$-!-$---$--
;----- PTY, -----; 

O"O'~ 

K, T 
Note 4 

l 
i 
i 

.0.7S.AXe 
j-7.77-j 

DETAIL B TYP 

Notes: Unless otherwise specified. 

Note 1: 10 sprocket hole pitch cumulative tolerance ±0.2. 

Note 2: Camber not to exceed 1 mm in 100 mm. 

SECTION A-A 

Note 3: Ao and Bo measured on a plane 0.3 mm above the bottom of the pocket. 

I , 

0,0 
I , 

0.71 TYP 

Note 4: Ko measured from a plane on the Inside bottom of the pocket to the top surface of the carrier. 

Note 5: Pocket position relative to sprocket hole measured as true position of pocket, not pocket hole. 

Package Package Package 
AO 80 

Code Description Number 

MEA Shrink Small Outline 
Package, JEDEC 

MS48A 12.0 16.2 

MEA (SSOP) MS56A 12.0 18.7 

http://www.national.com 17-13 

32.0 t 0.3 

28.4 

II 2.0 tellN TYP 

121'·" 
BEND RADIUS 

Tape with components shall pass 
around mandril radius R without damage. 

(NOT TO SCALE) 

TL/F/12657-13 

KO K1 P 

3.2 2.4 16.0 

3.2 2.4 16.0 

IfI 



Tape Specifications and Drawings (Continued) 

TSSOP 48 and 56-Lead 

I1J 1.5 ~O.1 TYP 

1.75 1----1- 4.0 TYP 

--0~0--0--0--+--0-

11.5 
NOTE 6 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 24:1:0.3 1 __ , 

r--$---- ,-- --$--- ----

Notea: Unless otherwise specified. 

I 
I 
i 

j--;- 12.0 TYP---i 

I 
I 

R 30.0 I 
NOTE 2 i 

--------~-
BEND RADIUS 
(NOT TO SCALE) 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Note 1: Cumulative pitch to1eranca for feeding holes and cavities (chip pockets) not to excaed 0.2 mm over 10 pitch span. 

Note 2: Smallest allowable bendlng radius. 

Note 3: Camber not to exceed 1 mm In 100 mm. 

Note 4: Dimensions A(J and Bo measu~ on a plane 0.3 ~m above the bottom of the pocket. 

Note 5: Dimension Ko measured from a plane on the inside bottom of the pocket to the top of the carrier. 

Note 6: Pocket position relative to sprocket hole measured as true position of pocket, not pocket hole. 

Note 7: Both Option A and OptIon B pocket designs are acceptable. 

17-14 
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Tape Specifications and Drawings (Continued) 

TSSOP 48 and 56-Lead (Continued) 

Package 
Code 

MTD 

MTD 

http://www.natlonal.com 

P 
1 

~ 

I . , 

eie 
i 

SECTION A-A 

. ....., 
I 

1-- 6.3 -
1--5.3 ...... 

~iG: 
! 
i 
i 

~ 
.. _.- . .. ~.- . --

) 
i 
i 

( i 
• ...-J 

\ II II I 

Package Package 
Deacrlptlon Number 

Thin Shrink Small 
MTD48 

Outline Package, 
JEDEC, 6.1 mm 

(TSSOP) 
MTD56 

-_. __ .. _-- ----

0.30 :l 0.05 --J r-
~ -3.~ 

.. 

r 
K,--I ~ 
K,-l -

SECTION B-B 

OPTION 01 

0.30 :t: 0.05 ..., r-

OPTION 02 

AO 

8.6 

8.6 

17·15 

r 
K~,j -

SECTION B-B 

BO 

13.2 

14.5 

R 0.3 WAX TYP 

R 0.3 WAX TYP 

TLlF/12657-15 

B1 KO K1 

13.9 1.6 1.2 
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Interface Package Cross-Reference Guide .. 
and Comparison Summary 

NSC Motorola 

CJ 8-,14- and 16-Lead 
Low Temperature J U 

wwm Ceramic DIP 

0 8-,14- and 16-Lead N P 

m Plastic DIP 

t 
Low Temperature 
Glass Hermetic W F 
Flat Pack 

0 
WiiUW 

(Narrow Body) M D 
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(Wide Body) WM 

~ 
• 
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PQFP 
Plastic Quad 
Flat Package 

Top View 

Side View 

PCC 

LCC 
Leadless Ceramic 
Chip carrier 
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CJ 

~ c 
! 
CD -CD 

I:C 
ch 
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CD r 
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~ 
.! 
.5 

NSC Motorola TI. AMD 

SSOP 

0 Shrink Small MSA DB Outline Package 
(EIAJ, Type II) 

6ililJiiliiiiii 

\ sSOP 

lb Shrink Small MEA DL Outline Package 
(JEDEC) 

~ 
Selected Small Outline Package Comparison Summary 
Dimensions in millimeters to scale but not actual size 

14-Lead Package Options 

1.27 ~6'01 ~~:~ 
~,,, 
l.· Ij 

).i6'.1 ).iu1 
HI HI 
11+0.65 11+0.65 

5.0 5.0 

U U 
L 
1.5~ 

SOIC (JEDEC) 
(~, lAX) 

Area = 52 sq mm 

L 
2.~ 

SOP (EIAJ) 
(SJ, SJX) 

Area = 79 sq mm 

L 
1.6~ 

17·18 

SSOPI 
(IASCX) 

Area = 32 sq mm 

L 
1.1~ 

TSSOP 
(~TC, IATCX) 

Area = 32 sq mm 
TL/XXlOO93-1 
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Selected Small Outline Package Comparison Summary 
Dimensions in millimeters to scale bIlt not actual size (Continued) 

16·Lead package Options 

II'" .27 m! ~'" M:::~ 0.65 

L 
'.5~ 

SOIC (JEDEC) 
(~, ~X) 

L 
2.~ 

L 
1.6~ 

SSOPI 
(MSCX) 

5.0 

U 

L 
1.'~ 

TSSOP 

Area = 59 sq mm 

SOP (EIAJ) 
(SJ, SJX) 

Area = 79 sq mm Area = 32 sq mm 
(MTC, ~TCX) 

Area = 32 sq mm 

L 
2~ 

SOIC (JEDEC) 
(WM, WMX) 

Are. = 132sq mm 

20·Lead Package Options 

lt~'::;1 

'.27 .1..1!· W fi+, .. 
lJ L.· 
L . L 
2.~1.7~ 

SOP (EIAJ) 
(SJ, SJX) 

Area = 98 sq mm 

asop 
(asc, QSCX) 

Area = 52 sq mrn 

L 2.0p-t 
SSOPII 

(MSA, MSAX) 
Area = 58 sq mm 

24·Lead Package Options 

1.27 

TLlXX/OO93-2 

JiiliJiili tir'" tir'" 
L 
1..~ 

SSOPI 
(MSCX) 

Area == 42 sq mm 

L 
1.'~ 

TSSOP 
(MTC, MTCX) 

Are. = 42sq mm 

TLlXX/0093-3 

{"" 
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L 
2~ 

SOIC (JEDEC) 
(WM, WMX) 

Area = 159 sq mm 

L 
1.7~ 

QSOP 
(QSC, QSCX) 

Area = 52 sq mm 

L 
2.0~ 
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SSOPII 
(MSA, MSAX) 

Area = 66 sq mm 

L 
"'=r--'-

TSSOP 
(tonC, MTCX) 

Area = 50 sq mm 
TL/XX/0093-4 
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Selected Small Outline Package Comparison Summary 
Dimensions in millimeters to scale but not actual size (Continued) 

48-Lead Package Options 

L 
1.1~ 

TSSOP 
(MTD, MTDX) 

Area = 101 sq mm 

0.5 

L 
2~ 

SSOP 
(MEA, MEAX) 

Area = 165 sq mm 

56-Lead Package Options 

L 
t.l~ 

TSSOP 
(MTD, MTDX) 

Area = 113 sq mm 

0.5 

17·20 

L 
2~ 

SSOP 
(MEA, MEAX) 

Area = 191 sq mm 

0.63 

TL/XX/0093-5 

TL/XX/OO93-6 
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Understanding Integrated 
Circuit Package .Power 
Capabilities 

INTRODUCTION 

The short and long term reliability of National Semiconduc
tor's interface circuits, like any integrated circuit, is very de
pendent on its environmental condition. Beyond the me
chanical/environmental factors, nothing has a greater influ
ence on this reliability than the electrical and thermal stress 
seen by the integrated circuit. Both of these stress issues 
are specifically addressed on every interface circuit data 
sheet, under the headings of Absolute Maximum Ratings 
and Recommended Operating Conditions. 

However, through application calls, it has become clear that 
electrical stress conditions are generally more understood 
than the thermal stress conditions. Understanding the im
portance of electrical stress should never be reduced, but 
clearly, a higher focus and understanding must be placed on 
thermal stress. Thermal stress and its application to inter-

. face circuits from National Semiconductor is the subject of 
this application note. 

FACTORS AFFECTING DEVICE RELIABILITY 

Figure 1 shows the well known "bathtub" curve plotting fail
ure rate versus time. Similar to all system hardware (me
chanical or electrical) the reliability of interface integrated 
circuits conform to this curve. The key issues associated 
with this curve are infant mortality, failure rate, and useful 
life. 

• n u 
EARLY UFE USEfUL LIFE WEAROUT TIME 

TL/F/S280-1 

FIGURE 1. Failure Rate va Time 

Infant mortality, the high failure rate from time to to t1 (early 
life), is greatly influenced by system stress conditions other 
than temperature, and can vary widely from one application 
to another. The main stress factors that contribute to infant 
mortality are electrical transients and noise, mechanical 
maltreatment and excessive temperatures. Most of these 
failures are discovered in device test, burn-in, card assem
bly and handling, and initial system test and operation. Al
though important, much literature is available on the subject 
of infant mortality in integrated circuits and is beyond the 
scope of this application note. 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 336 
Charles Carinalli 
Josip Huljev 

Failure rate is the number of devices that will be expected to 
fail in a given period of time (such as, per million hours). The 
mean time between failure (MTBF) is the average time (in 
hours) that will be expected to elapse after a unit has failed 
before the next unit failure will occur. These two primary 
"units of measure" for device reliability are inversely relat
ed: 

MTBF = . 1 
Failure Rate 

Although the "bathtub" curve plots the overall failure rate 
versus time, the useful failure rate can be defined as the 
percentage of devices that fail per-unit-time during the flat 
portion of the curve. This area, called the useful life, extends 
between t1 and t2 or from the end of infant mortality to the 
onset of wearout. The useful life may be as short as several 
years but usually extends for decades if adequate design 
margins are used in the development of a system. 

Many factors influence useful life including: pressure, me
chanical stress, thermal cycling, and electrical stress. How
ever, die temperature during the device:s useful life plays an 
equally important role in triggering the onset of wearout. 

FAILURE RATES vs TIME AND TEMPERATURE 

The relationship between integrated circuit failure rates and 
time and temperature is a well established fact. The occur
rence of these failures is a function which can be represent
ed by the Arrhenius Model. Well validated and predominant
ly used for accelerated life testing of integrated circuits, the 
Arrhenius Model assumes the degradation of a performance 
parameter is linear with time and that MTBF is a function of 
temperature stress. The temperature dependence is an ex
ponential function that defines the probability of occurrence . 

. This results in a formula for expressing the lifetime or MTBF 
at a given temperature stress in relation to another MTBF at 
a different temperature. The ratio of these two MTBFs is 
called the acceleration factor F and is defined by the follow
ing equation: 

F = ~~ = exp [~ (;2 - ;1)] 

Where: X1 = Failure rate at junction temperature T1 

X2 = Failure rate at junction temperature T2 

T = Junction temperature in degrees Kelvin 

E = Thermal activation energy in electron volts 
(ev) 

K = Boltzman's constant 
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However, the dramatic acceleration effect of junction tem
peratUre (chip temperature) on failure rate is illustrated in a 
plot of'the above equation for three different activation en
ergies in F1(Juf'9 2. This graph clearly demonstrates the im
portance of the relationship of junction temperature to de
vice failure rate. For example, using the 0.99 ev line, a 30" 
rise in junction temperature, say from 130"C to 16O"C, re
sults in a 10 to 1 increase in failure rate. 

G'1000k 

= 100fc 
~ 

I 10k 

1k 

Ii 100 

I:! 10 

i 
60 90 120 160 160 210 

JUNcnOH TEMPERATURE ('C) 

TL/F/5280-2 

FIGURE 2. Fa"ure Rate as a Function 
of Junction Temperature 

DEVICE THERMAL CAPABILITIES 
There are many factors which affect the thermal capability 
of an integrated circuit. To understand these we need to 
understand the predominant paths for heat to transfer out of 
the integrated circuit package. This is illustrated by Figures 
3 and 4. 
F1(Juf'9 3 shows a cross-sectional view of an assembled inte
grated circuit mounted into a printed circuit board. 
F1(Juf'9 4 is a flow chart showing how the heat generated at 
the power source, the junctions of the integrated circuit 

~CELEAD 

flows from the chip to the ultimat~ heat ,si(lk, the ambient 
environment. There are two predo'mir'iant paths. The first is 
from the die to the die attach pad to ~he surrounding pack
age material to the package lead frame to the print8d circuit 
board and then to the ambient. The second path is from the 
package directly to the ambient air. ' 
Improving the thermal characteristics of any stage in the 
flow chart of Figure 4 will result in an improvement in device 
thermal characteristics. However, grouping all these charac
teristics into one equation determining the overall thermal 
capability of an integrated circuit/package/environmental 
condition is possible. The equation that expresses this rela
tionship is: 

TJ = TA + Po (8JA> 
Where: T J = Die jU!'1ction temperature 

T A ;:= Ambient temperature in the vicinity device 
Po = Total power dissipation (in watts) 

8JA = Thermal resistance junction-to-ambient, 
8JA, the thermal resistance from device junction-to-ambient 
temperature, is measured and specified by the manufactur
ers of integrated circuits. National Semiconductor utilizes 
special vehicles and methods to measure and monitor this 
parameter. All interface circuit data sheets specify the ther
mal characteristics and capabilities of the packages avail
able for a given device under specific conditions-these 
package power ratil)gs directly relate to thermal resistance 
junction-to-amblent or 8JA' 
Although National provides these thermal ratings, it is crit
ical that the end user understand how to use these numbers 
to improve thermal characteristics in the dl!lVelopment of his 
system, using in~erface components. 

TlIF/5280-3 

FIGURE 3. Integrated Circuit Soldered into a Printed Circuit Board (Cross-Sectional View) 

DIE DIE PRINTED JUNCTION r--+ ~ ~ PACKAGE ..... LEAD, ..... r--+ (ENERGY DIE ATTACH MATERIAL FRAME CIRCUIT AMBIENT 

SOURCE) PAD BOARD 

AlRRLM 
AROUND ..... AMBIENT 
PACKAGE 

TlIF/5280-4 

FIGURE 4. Thermal Flow (Predominant Paths) 
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DETERMINING DEVICE OPERATING 
JUNCTION TEMPERATURE 

From the above equation the method of determining actual 
worst-case device operating junction temperature becomes 
straightforward. Given a package thermal characteristic, 
8JA, worst-case ambient operating temperature, T A(max), 
the only unknown parameter is device power dissipation, 
Po. In calculating this parameter, the dissipation of the inte
grated circuit due to its own supply has to be considered, 
the dissipation within the package due to the external load 
must also be added. The power associated with the load in 
a dynamic (switching) situation must also be considered. 
For example, the power associated with an inductor or a 
capacitor in a static versus dynamic (say, 1 MHz) condition 
is significantly different. 

The junction temperature of a device with a total package 
power of 600 mW at 70"C in a package with a thermal re
sistance of 63°C/W is 10SoC. 

TJ = 70"C + (63°C/W) x (0.6W) = 10SoC 

The next obvious question is, "how safe is 10S0C?" 

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE JUNCTION TEMPERATURES 

What is an acceptable maximum operating junction temper
ature is in itself somewhat of a difficult question to answer. 
Many companies have established their own standards 
based on corporate policy. However, the semiconductor in
dustry has developed some defacto standards based on the 
device package type. These have been well accepted as 
numbers that relate to reasonable (acceptable) device life
times, thus failure rates. 

National Semiconductor has adopted these industry-wide 
standards. For devices fabricated in a molded package, the 
maximum allowable junction temperature is 150°C. For 
these devices assembled in ceramic or cavity DIP pack
ages, the maximum allowable junction temperature is 
175°C. The numbers are different because of the differenc
es in package types. The thermal strain associated with the 
die package interface in a cavity package is much less than 
that exhibited in a molded package where the integrated 
circuit chip is in direct contact with the package material. 

Let us use this new information and our thermal equation to 
construct a graph which displays the safe thermal (power) 
operating area for a given package type. Figure 5 is an ex
ample of such a graph. The end points of this graph are 
easily determined. For a 16-pin molded package, the maxi
mum allowable temperature is 150"C; at this point no power 
dissipation is allowable. The power capability at 25°C is 
1.9SW as given by the following calculation: 

0C _ TJ(max)-TA _ 150"C-25°C - 19SW 
Po @ 25 - 8JA - 630C/W -. 
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The slope of the straight line between these two points is 
minus the inversion of the thermal resistance. This is re
ferred to as the derating factor. 

Derating Factor = --i-
"JA 

As mentioned, Figure 5 is a plot of the safe thermal operat
ing area for a device in a 16-pin molded DIP. As long as the 
intersection of a vertical line defining the maximum ambient 
temperature (70"C in our previous example) and maximum 
device package power (600 mW) remains below the maxi
mum package themal capability line the junction tempera
ture will remain below l50"C-the limit for a molded pack
age. If the intersection of ambient temperature and package 
power fails on this line, the maximum junction temperature 
will be l50"C. Any intersection that occurs above this line 
will result in a junction temperature in excess of l50"C and 
is not an appropriate operating condition. 
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FIGURE 5_ Package Power Capability 
va Temperature 

The thermal capabilities of all interface Circuits are ex
pressed as a power capability at 25°C still air environment 
with a given derating factor. This simply states, for every 
degree of ambient temperature rise above 25°C, reduce the 
package power capability stated by the derating factor 
which is expressed in mWI"C. For our example---a 6JA of 
63°C/W relates to a derating factor of 15.9 mW/oC. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING PACKAGE 
THERMAL RESISTANCE 
As discussed earlier, improving any portion of the two pri
mary thermal flow paths will result in an improvement in 
overall thermal resistance junction-to-ambient. This section 
discusses those components of thermal resistance that can 
be influenced by the manufacturer of the integrated circuit. It 
also discusses those factors in the overall thermal resist
ance that can be impacted by the end user of the integrated 
circuit. Understanding these issues will go a long way in 
understanding chip power capabilities and what can be 
done to insure the best possible operating conditions and, 
thus, best overall reliability. 



Ole SIze 
F/(Jure 6 shows a graph of our 16-pin DIP thermal reslstance 
as a function of integrated circuit die size. Clearly, as the 
chip size increases the thermal resistance decreases-this 
relates directly to having a larger area with which to dissi
pate a giv~n power. 
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FIGURE 6. Thermal Resistance vs Die Size ' 

Lead Frame Material 

Figure 7 shows the influence of lead frame material (both 
die attach and device pins) on, thermal resistance. This 
graph compares our same 16-pin DIP with a copper lead 
frame, a Kovar lead frame, and finally an Alloy 43 type lead 
frame-theSe are lead frame materials 'commonly used in 
the industry. Obviously the thermal conductivity of the lead 
frame material has a significant impact in package power 
capability. Molded interface circuits from National Semicon
ductor use tile copper lead frame excluslvely. 
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FIGURE 7. Thermal Resistance vs 
, Lead Frame Material 

Board vs Sodc:et Mount 

One of the l"(1~or paths of dissipating energy generated by 
the integrated ci~,cuit is through the, device leads. As a result 
of this, the graph of Figure 8 comes as no surprise. This 
compares the thermal resistanc", of our 16-pin package sol
dered into a p'rlnted circuit board (board mount) compared 
to the same package placed in a socket (socket mount), 
Adding a socket in the path between the PC board and the 
device adds another stage in the thermal flow path, thus' 
increasing the overall thermal resistance. The thermal capa
bilities of National Semiconductor's interface circuits are 
specified assuming board mount conditions. If the devices 
are placed in a socket the thermal capabilities should be 
reduced by apprOximately 5% to 10%. 
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FIGURE 8. Thermal Resistance va 
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When a high power situation exists and the ambient temper
ature cannot be reduced, the next best thing is to provide air 
flow in the viCinity of the package. The graph of F/(JUre 9 
illustrates the impact this has on thermal resistance. This 
graph plots the relative reduction in thermal resistance nor
malized to the still air condition for our 16-pin molded DIP. 
The thermal ratings on National Semiconductor's interface 
circuits data sheets relate to the still air environment. ' 
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FIGURE 9. Thermal Resistance vs Air flow 

Other factors 

A number of other factors influence thermal resistance. The 
most important of these is uslng thermal epoxy in mounting 
ICs to the PC board and heat sinks. Generally these tech
niques are required only in the very highest of power appli
cations. 

Some confusion exists between the 'difference in thermal 
resistance lunction-lo-ambient (8JAl and thermal resistance 
junction-ta-case (8 Jcl. The best measure of actual junction 
temperature is the junction-to-ambient number slnce nearly 
all systems operate in an open air environment. The only 
situation where thermal resistance junction-to-case is impor
tant is when the entire system is immersed in a thermal bath 
and the environmental temperature is indeed the case tem
perature. This is only used in extreme cases and is the ex
ception to the rule and, for this reason, Is not addressed In 
this application note. 
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NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
PACKAGE CAPABILITIES 

Figures 10 and 11 show composite plots of the thermal 
characteristics of the most common package types in the 
National Semiconductor Interface Circuits product family. 
Figure 10 is a compoSite of the copper lead frame molded 
package. Figure 11 is a composite of the ceramic (cavity) 
DIP using poly die attach. These graphs represent board 
mount still air thermal capabilities. Another, and final, ther
mal resistance trend will be noticed in these graphs. As the 
number of device pins increase in a DIP the thermal resist
ance decreases. Referring back to the thermal flow chart, 
this trend should, by now, be obvious. 

RATINGS ON INTERFACE CIRCUITS DATA SHEETS 

In conclusion, all National Semiconductor Interface Prod
ucts define power dissipation (thermal) capability. This infor
mation can be found In the Absolute Maximum Ratings sec
tion of the data sheet. The thermal information shown in this 
application note represents average data for characteriza
tion of the indicated package. Actual thermal resistance can 
vary from ± 10% to ± 15% due to fluctuations in assembly 
quality, die shape, die thickness, distribution of heat sources 
on the die, etc. The numbers quoted in the interface data 
sheets reflect a 15% safety margin from the average num-
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FIGURE 10. Thennal Resistance vs Ole Size 
vs Package Type (Molded Package) 

bers found in this application note. Insuring that total pack
age power remains under a specified level will guarantee 
that the maximum junction temperature will not exceed the 
package maximum. ' 

The package power ratings are specified as a maximum 
power at 25'C ambient with an associated derating factor 
for ambient temperatures above 25'C. It is easy to deter
mine the power capability at an elevated temperature. The 
power specified at 25'C should be reduced by the derating 
factor for every degree of ambient temperature above 25'C. 
For example, in a given product data sheet the following will 
be found: 

Maximum Power Dissipation' at 25'C 
Cavity Package 1509 mW 
Molded Package 1476 mW 

• Derale cavity package al 10 mW rc above 25'C; derale molded package 
alll.8 mWrC above 25'C. 

If the molded package is used at a maximum ambient tem
perature of 70'C, the package power capability is 945 mW. 

Po@70'C=1476mW-(11.8mW/'C)X(70'C-25'C) 

= 945mW 
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Small Outline (SO) Package 
Surface Mounting Methods
Parameters and Their 
Effect on Product Reliability 
The SO (small outline) package has been developed to 
meet customer demand for ever-increasing miniaturization 
and component denSity. 

COMPONENT SIZE COMPARISON 

S.O. Package 

~ j..--TYPlCAUY 1.1150" LEADSPAClHG 

TL/F/8766-1 

Standard DIP Package 

-....J I- TYPICALIl', D.W WIIII'MlING TLlF/8766-2 

Because of its small size, reliability of the product assem
bled in SO packages needs to be carefully evaluated. 

SO packages at National were internally qualified for pro
duction under the condition that they be of comparable reli
ability performance to a standard dual in line package under 
all accelerated environmental tests. Figure A is a summary 
of accelarated bias moisture test performance on SOV bipo
lar and 15V CMOS product assembled in SO and DIP (con
trol) packages. 

V+= 15VCNOS 
30V BIPOLAR 
115::1: RH/85"C 
TEST CONDmON 

DIP 

o 2000 4000 6000 

TEST TINE (HRS) 

FIGURE A 
TL/F/8766-3 

National Semiconductor 
Application Note 450 
Josip Huljev 
W. K. Boey 

In order to achieve reliability performance comparable to 
DIPs-SO packages are designed and built with materials 
and processes lhat effectively compensate for their small 
size. 

All SO packages tested on 85%RA, 85°C were assembled 
on PC conversion boards using vapor-phase reflow solder
ing. With this approach we are able to measure the effect of 
surface mounting methods on reliability of the process. As 
illustrated in Figure A no significant difference was detected 
between ,the long term reliability performance of surfa,ce 
mounted S.O. packages and the DIP control producjfor up 
to 6000 hours of accelerated 85%/85~C testing. 

SURFACE-MOUNT PROCESS FLOW 
The standard process flowcharts for basic surface-mount 
operation and mixed-lead insertion/surface-mount opera-
tions, are illustrated on the following pages. ' 

Usual variations encountered by users of SO packages are: 

• Single-sided boards, surface-mounted components only. 

• Single-sided boards, mixed-lead inserted and surface
mounted compo'nents. 

• Double-sided boards, surface-mounted components only . 

• Double-Sided boards, mixed-lead inserted and surface-
mounted components. 

In consideration of these variations, it became necessary for 
users to utilize techniques involving wave soldering and ad
hesive applications, along with the commonly-used vapor
phase solder reflow soldering technique. 

PRODUCTION FLOW 

Basic Surface-Mount Production Flow 

TL/F/8766-4 
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Mixed Surface-Mount and Axial-Leaded Insertion 
Components Production Flow 

Thermal stress of the packages during surface-mounting 
processing is more severe than during standard DIP PC 
board mounting processes. Figuf'9 8 illustrates package 
temperature versus wave soldering dwell time for surface 
mounted packages (components are immersed into the 
molten solder) and the standard DIP wave soldering pro
cess. (Only leads of the package are immersed into the mol
ten solder). 

http://www.national.com 
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FIGUREB 

For an ideal package, the thermal expansion rate of the 
encapsulant should match that of the leadframe material in 
order for the package to maintain mechanical integrity dur
ing the soldering process. Unfortunately, a perfect matchup 
of thermal expansion rates with most presently used pack
aging materials is scarce. The problem lies primarily with the 
epoxy compound. 

Normally, thermal expansion rates for epoxy encapsulant 
and metal lead frame materials are linear and remain fairly 
close at temperatures approaching 160"C, Figuf'9 C. At low
er temperatures the difference in expansion rate of the two 
materials is not great enough to cause interface separation. 
However, when the package reaches the glass-transition 
temperature (T g) of epoxy (typically 160-165°C), the ther
mal expansion rate of the encapsulant increases sharply, 
and the material undergoes a transition into a plastiC state. 
The epoxy begins to expand at a rate three times or more 
greater than the metal leadframe, causing a separation at 
the interface. 

I 

100 110 120 130 140 150 160: 170 180 
Tg 

T(Oe) 
TL/F/8766-26 

FIGUREC 
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When this happens during a conventional wave soldering 
process using flux and acid cleaners; process residues and 
even solder can enter the cavity created by the separation 
and become entrapped when the material cools. These 
contaminants can eventually diffuse into the interior of the 
package, especially in the presence of moisture. The result 
is die contamination,' excessive· leakage, and even cata
strophic failure. Unfortunately, electrical tests performed im' 
mediately following soldering may not detect potential flaws. 

Most soldering processes involve temperatures ranging up 
to 260"C, which far exceeds the glass-transition tempera
ture of epoxy. Clearly, circuit boards containing SMD pack
ages require tighter process controls than those used for 
boards populated solely by DIPs. 

Figure D is a summary of accelerated bias moisture test 
performance on the 30V bipolar process. 

Group 1- Standard DIP package 

Group 2 - SO packages vapor-phase reflow soldered on 
PC boards 

Group 3-6 SO packages wave soldered on PC boards 

Group 3 - dwell time 2 seconds 

4 - dwell time 4 seconds 

5 - dwell time 6 seconds 

6 - dwell time 10 seconds 

#6{10 SEC) 

#5{6 SEC) 

#4{4 SEC) 

o 2000 4000 6000 

TEST TIME (HRS) 
TL/F/8766-7 

FIGURED 
It is clear based on the data presented that SO packages 
soldered onto PC boards with the vapor phase reflow pro
cess have the best long term bias moisture performance 
and this is comparable to the performance of standard DIP 
packages. The key advantage of reflow soldering methods 
is the clean environment that minimized the potential for 
contamination of surface mounted packages, and is pre
ferred for the surface-mount process. 

When wave soldering is used to surface mount components 
on the board, the dwell time of the component under molten 
solder should be no more than 4 seconds, preferrably under 
2 seconds in order to prevent damage to the component. 
Non-Halide, or (organic acid) fluxes are highly recommend-
ed. ' 

PICK AND PLACE 
The choice of automatic (all generally programmable) pick
and-place machines to handle surface mounting has grown 
conSiderably, and their selection is based on individual 
needs and degree of sophistication. 

17-28 

The. basic component-placement systems available are 
classified as: 

(a) In-line placement 

- Fixed placement stations 

- Boards indexed under head and respective compo-
nents placed 

(b) Sequential placement 

- Either a X-V moving table system or a 8, X-V moving 
pickup system used 

-Individual components picked and placed onto boards 

(c) Simultaneous placement 

- Multiple pickup heads 

- Whole array of components placed onto the PCB at 
the same time 

(d) Sequential/simultaneous placement 

-X-V moving table, multiple pickup heads system 

- Components placed on PCB by successive or simUl-
taneous actuation of pickup heads . 

The SO package is treated almost the same as surface
mount, passive components requiring correct orientation in 
placement on the board. 

Pick and Place Action 

TL/F/8766-8 

BAKE 
This is recommended, despite claims made by some solder 
paste suppliers that this step be omitted. 

The functions of this step are: 

• Holds down the solder globules during subsequent reflow 
soldering process and prevents expulsion of small solder 
balls. 

• Acts as an adhesive to hold the components in place dur
ing handling between placement to reflow soldering. 

• Holds components in position when a double-sided sur
face-mounted board is held upside down going into a va
por-phase reflow soldering operation. 

• Removes solvents which might otherwise contaminate 
other equipment. 

• Initiates activator cleaning of surfaces to be soldered. 

• Prevents moisture absorption. 

http://www.national.com 



The process is moreover very simple. The usual schedule is 
about 20 minutes in a 65'C-95'C (dependent on solvent 
system of solder paste) oven with adequate venting. Longer 
bake time is not recommended due to the following rea
sons: 

• The flux will degrade and affect the characteristics of the 
paste. 

• Solder globules will begin to oxidize and cause solderabili
ty problems. 

• The paste will creep and after reflow, may leave behind 
residues between traces which are difficult to remove and 
vulnerable to electro-migration problems. 

REFLOW SOLDERING 

There are various methods for reflowing the solder paste, 
namely: 

• Hot air reflow 

• Infrared heating (furnaces) 

• Convectional oven heating 

• Vapor-phase reflow soldering 

• Laser soldering 
For SO applications, hot air reflow!infrared furnace may be 
used for low-volume production or prototype work, but va
por-phase soldering reflow is more efficient for consistency 
and speed. Oven heating is not recommended because of 
"hot spots" in the oven and uneven melting may result. La
ser soldering is more for specialized applications and re
quires a great amount of investment. 

HOT GAS REFLOW/INFRARED HEATING 

A hand-held or table-mount air blower (with appropriate ori
fice mask) can be used. 

The boards are preheated to about 100'C and then subject
ed to an air, jet at about 260'C. This is a slow process and 
results may, be inconsistent due to various heat-sink proper-
ties of passive components. . 

INFRARED REFLOW SOLDERING 

Use of an infrared furnace is currently the most popular 
method to automate mass reflow, the heating is promoted 
by use of IR lamps or panels. Early objections to this meth
od were that certain materials may heat up at different rates 
under IR radiation and could result in damage to those com
ponents (usually sockets and connectors). This has been 
minimized by using far-infrared (non-focused) systems and 
convected air. 

Infrared Profile 

RECOMMENDEO 

R (Ell DEG c/.ec ) 

TIME 

TL/F 18766-27 
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VAPOR-PHASE REFLOW SOLDERING 

Currently the most popular and consistent method, vapor
phase soldering utilizes a fluoroinert fluid with excellent 
heat-transfer properties to heat up components until the sol
der paste reflows. The maximum temperature is limited by 
the vapor temperature of the fluid. 

The commonly used fluids (supplied by 3M Corp) are: 

• FC-70, 215'C vapor (most applications) or FX-38 

• FC-71 , 253'C vapor (lOW-lead or tin-plate) 

HTC, Concord, CA, manufactures equipment that utilizes 
this technique, with two options: 

• Batch systems, where boards are lowered in a basket and 
subjected to the vapor from a tank of boiling fluid. 

• In-line conveyorized systems, where boards are placed 
onto a continuous belt which transports them into a con
cealed tank where they are subjected to an environment 
of hot vapor. 

Dwell time in the vapor is generally on the order of 15-30 
seconds (depending on the mass of the boards and the 
loading density of boards on the belt). 

Vapor-Phase Profile 
RECOMMENDED 

R (E120 DEO c/see ) 

TIME 
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In-Line Conveyorlz~ Vapor-Phase Soldering 
CONDENSATION 
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The question of thermal shock is asked frequently because 
of the relatively sharp increase in component temperature 
from room temperature to 215'C. SO packages mounted on 
representative boards have been tested and have shown 
little effect on the integrity of the packages. Various pack
ages, such as cerdips, metal cans and TO-5 cans with glass 
seals, have also been tested. 



Vapo .... Phase Furnace 
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Solder Joints on a SO-14 Package on PCB 

TLlF/8788-12 
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Batch-Fed Production Vapor-Phase Soldering Unit 
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Solder Joints on a SO-14 Package on PCB 
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
The SO package is molded out of clean, thermoset plastic 
compound and has no particular compatibility problems with 
most printed circuit board substrates. 

The package can be reliably mounted onto substrates such 
as: 

• G10 or'FR4 glass/resin 

• FR5 glass/reSin systems for high-temperature 
applications 

• Polymide boards, also high-temperature 
applications 

• Ceramic substrates 
General requirements for printed circuit boards are: 

• Mounting pads should be solder-plated whenever 
applicable. 

• Solder masks are commonly used to prevent solder bridg
ing of fine lines during soldering. 

The mask also protects circuits from processing chemical 
contamination and corrosion. 

If coated over pre-tinned traces, residues may accumulate 
at the mask/trace interface during subsequent reflow, 
leading to possible reliability failures. 

Recommended application of solder resist on bare, clean 
traces prior to coating exposed areas with solder. 

General requirements for solder mask: 

- Good pattern resolution. 

- Complete coverage of circuit lines and resistance to 
flaking during soldering. 

- Adhesion should be excellent on substrate material to 
keep off moisture and chemicals. 

- Compatible with soldering and cleaning requirements. 

SOLDER PASTE SCREEN PRINTING 
With the initial choice of printed circuit Iithogrllphic design 
and substrate material, the first step in surface mounting is 
the application of solder paste. 

The typical lithographic "footprints" for SO packages are 
illustrated below. Note that the 0.050' lead center-center 
spacing is not easily managed by commercially-available air 
pressure, hand-held dispensers. 

Using a stainless-steel, wire-mesh screen stencilled with an 
emulsion image of the substrate pads is by far the most 
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common and well-tried method. The paste is forced through 
the screen by a V-shaped plastic squeegee in a sweeping 
manner onto the board placed beneath the screen. 

The setup for SO packages has no special requirement 
from that required by other surface-mounted, passive com
ponents. Recommended working specifications are: 

• Use stainless-steel, wire-mesh screens, #80 or #120, 
wire diameter 2.6 mils. Rule of thumb: mesh opening 
should be apprOximately 2.5-5 times larger than the aver
age particle size of paste material. 

• Use squeegee of Durometer 70. 

• Experimentation with squeegee travel speed is recom
mended, if available on machine used. 

• Use solder paste of mesh 200-325. 

• Emulsion thickness of 0.005" usually used to achieve a 
solder paste thickness (wet) of about 0.008" typical. 

• Mesh pattern should be 90 degrees, square grid. 

• Snap-off height of screen should not exceed Va" , to avoid 
damage to screens and minimize distortion. 

SOLDER PASTE 
Selection of solder paste tends to be confusing, due to nu
merous formulations available from various manufacturers. 
In general, the following guidelines are sufficient to qualify a 
particular paste for production: 

• Particle sizes (see following photographs). Mesh 325 (ap
proximately 45 microns) should be used for general pur
poses, while larger (solder globules) particles are pre
ferred for leadless components (LCC). The larger particles 
can easily be used for SO packages. 

• Uniform particle distribution. Solder globules should be 
spherical in shape with uniform diameters and minimum 
amount of elongation (visual under 100/200 x magnifica
tion). Uneven distribution causes uneven melting and sub
sequent expulsion of smaller solder balls away from their 
proper sites. 

• Composition, generally 60/40 or 63/37 Sn/Pb. Use 62/36 
Sn/Pb with 2% Ag in the presence of Au on the soldering 
aree. This formulation reduces problems of metal leaching 
from soldering pads. 

• RMA flux system usually used. 

• Use paste with aproximately 88-90% solids. 

• 



RECOI4~ENDED SOLDER I3A~ FO~SO PACKAGES 
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Comparison of Particle Size/Shape of Various Solder Pastes 
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Comparison of Particle Size/Shape of Various Solder Pastes (Continued) 

Solder Paste Screen on Pads 200 X Fry Metal (63/37) 

TLlF/8766-19 TLlF/8766-20 

200 ESL (63/37) 

TLlF/8766-21 
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CLEANING 

The most critical process in surface mounting SO packages 
is in the cleaning cycle. The package is mounted very close 
to the surface of .the substrate and has a tendency to collect 
residue left behind after reflow soldering. 

Important considerations in cleaning are: 

• Time between soldering ancj cleaning to be as short as 
possible. Residue should not be allowed to solidify on the 
substrate for long periods of time, making it difficult to 
dislodge. 

• A low surface tension solvent (high penetration) should be 
employed. CFC solvents ,are bei,ng phased Qut as they are 
hazardous to the environment. .Other, apprpaphes to 
cleaning are commercially available and should be investi
gated on an individual basis considering local and govern
ment envirormiental rules. 

Prelete or 1,1,1-Trichloroethane, 
Kester 5120/5121 

• A defluxer system which allows the workpiece to be sub
jected to a solvent vapor, followed by a rinse in pure sol
vent and a high-pressure spray lance are the basic requir
ments for low-voiume production. 

• For volume production, a conveyorized, multiple hot sol
vent sPray/jet system is recommended. 

• Rosin, being a natural occurring material, is not readily 
soluble in solvents, and has long been a stumbling block 
to the cleaning process. In recent developments, synthet
ic flux (SA flux), which is readily soluble in Freon TMS 
solvent, has been developed. Thissl'iould be explored 
where permissible. 

The dangers of an inadequate cleaning cycle are: 

• Ion contamination, where ionic residue left on boards 
would cause corrosion to metallic components; affectihg 
the performance of the board. 

• Electro-migration, where ionic residue and moisture pres
ent on electrically-biased boards would cause dentritic 
growth between close spacing traces on the substrate, 
resulting in failures (shorts). 

REWORK 

Should there be a need to replace a component or re-align 
a previously disturbed component, a hot airsystElm with ap
propriate orifice masking to protect .surrounding compo
nents may be used. 

When rework is necessary in the field, specially-designed 
tweezers that thermally heat the component may be used to 
remove it from its site. The replacement can be fluxed at'the 

,'. , 

Hot-Air Solder Rework Station 

RETRACT POSITION 
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TL/F/8786-22 

Hot-Air Rework Machine 

, TLlF/8786-23 

lead tips or, if necessarY, solder paste can bEl'diSpensed 
onto the pads using, a varimetEilr. After bjjlng placed into 
position, the' solder is ref lowed by 'a hot-air jet or even a 
standard soldering iron. 

WAVE SOLDERING 

In a case where lead insertions are made on ,the same 
board as surface-mounted components, there is a need to 
include a wave-soldering operation in the proceS$ flolN. 
Two options are used: 

• Surface mounted 'components" are placed !il1d vapor 
phase reflowed before auto-insertion of remaining compo
nents. The board is carried over a standard wave-solder 
system and the underside of the board (only lead-inserted 
leads) soldered. 

• Surface-mounted components are placed in position, but 
no solder paste is used. Instead, a drop of adhesive about 
5 mils maximum in height with diameter not exceeding 
25% width of the package is used to hold down the pack
allle. The adhesive is cured and then proceeded to auto
insertion on the reverse side of the board (surface-mount
ed side facing down). The assembly is then passed over a 
"dual wave" soldering system. Note that the surface
mounted components are immersed into the molten sol
der. 

Lead trimming will pose a problem after soldering in the 
latter case, unless ,the leads of the insertion components 
are pre-trimmed or the board specially designed to localize 
'certain areas for easy access to the trim blade. 

The controls required for wave soldering are: 

• Solder temperature to be 240-260·C. The dwell time of 
components under molten solder to be short (preferably 
kept under 2 seconds), to prevent damage to most com
ponents and semiconductor devices. 

. • RMA (Rosin Mildly, Activated) flux or more aggressive OA 
(Organic Acid) flux are applied by either dipping or foam 
fluxing on boards prior to preheat and soldering. Cleaning 
procedures are also more difficult (aqueous, when OA flux 
is used), as the entire board has been treated by flux (un
like solder paste, which is more or less localized). Non
halide OA fluxes are highly recommended. 
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• Preheating of boards is essential to reduce thermal shock 
on components. Board should reach a temperature of 
about 100·C just before entering the solder wave. 

• Due to the closer lead spacings (0.050· vs 0.100· for 
dual-in-line packages), bridging of traces by solder could 
occur. The reduced clearance between packages also 
causes "shadowing" of some areas, resulting in poor sol
der coverage. This is minimized by dual-wave solder sys
tems. 

http://www.national.com 



Mixed Surface Mount and Lead Insertion 

(a) Same Side 

t t t t 
= PREHEAT 

A typical dual-wave system is illustrated below, showing the 
various stages employed. The first wave typically is in turbu
lence and given a transverse motion (across the motion of 
the board). This covers areas where "shadowing" occurs. A 
second wave (usually a broad wave) then proceeds to per
form the standard soldering. The departing edge from the 
solder is such to reduce "icicles," and is still further reduced 
by an air knife placed close to the final soldering step. This 
air knife will blow off excess solder (still in the fluid stage) 
which would otherwise cause shorts (bridging) and solder 
bumps. 

AQUEOUS CLEANING 

• For volume production, a conveyorized system is often 
used with a heated recirculating spray wash (water tem
perature 130°C), a final spray rinse (water temperature 
45-55°C), and a hot (1200C) air/air-knife drying section. 

• For low-volume production, the above cleaning can be 
done manually, using several water rinses/tanks. Fast
drying solvents, like alcohols that are miscible with water, 
are sometimes used to help the drying process. 

• Neutralizing agents which will react with the corrosive ma
terials in the flux and produce material readily soluble in 
water may be used; the choice depends on the type of flux 
used. 

• Final rinse water should be free from chemicals which are 
introduced to maintain the biological purity of the water. 
These materials, mostly chlorides, are detrimental to the 
assemblies cleaned because they introduce a fresh 
amount of ionizable material. 
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(b) Opposite Sides 

SOLDER FLIMI 

TL/F/8766-24 

Dual Wave 

TUF/8766-25 

CONFORMAL COATING 

Conformal coating is recommended for high-reliability PCBs 
to provide insulation resistance, as well as protection 
against contamination and degradation by moisture. 

Requirements: 

• Complete coating over components and solder jOints. 

• Thixotropic material which will not flow under the pack
ages or fill voids, otherwise will introduce stress on solder 
joints on expansion. 

• Compatibility and possess excellent adhesion with PCB 
material/components. 

• Silicones are recommended where permissible in 
application. 



SMD Lab Support 
FUNCTIONS 
Demonstration-Introduce first-time users to surface
mounting processes. 

Servlcs-Investigate problems experienced by users on 
surface mounting. " . , 

Reliability Builds-Assemble surface-mounted units for re
liability data acquisition., 

17-36 

Techniques-Develop techniques for handling different 
materials and processes in surface mounting. 
Equipment-In conjunction with equipment manufacturers, 
develop customized equipments to handle high density, 
new technology Packages developed by National. 
In-House Expertise-Availability of in-house expertise on 
semiconductor research/development to assist users on 
packaging queries. 

http://www.nationai.com 
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Interface Products 
Nomenclature Revisions and Obsolescence 

Cross Reference Guide 

The Data Transmission Products Nomenclature Revision The Obsolescence Cross Reference Guide provides a list of 
and Obsolescence Cross Reference Guide is provided as parts that have been discontinued recently. This includes 
an aid in identifying part numbers of products that have device types, temperature grades, and or package options. 
been revised or obsoleted. Whenever possible a cross reference to a similar part is 

The Nomenclature Table provides a list of old device desig- provided. 

nations vs new device designations for devices that have Before replacing a specific part, it is recommended to com-
been revised or encountered name changes along with a pare electrical, functional, and mechanical specifications as 
respective comment. interchangeability for all applications is not guaranteed. 

Nomenclature Revisions 
Old Device New Device 

Comments 
Designation Designation 

DS26C31C DS26C31T ESD Enhancement 

DS26C32C DS26C32AT Name Change 

DS26C32AC DS26C32AT ESD Enhancement 

DS34C86 DS34C86T ESD Enhancement 

DS34C87 DS34C87T ESD Enhancement 

DS75176A DS75176B Name Change 

DS75176AT DS75176BT Name Change 

DS96F172 DS96F172C/M Temp. Range Suffix Added 

DS96F173 DS96F173C/M Temp. Range Suffix Added 

DS96F174 DS96F174C/M Temp. Range Suffix Added 

DS96F175 DS96F175C/M Temp. Range Suffix Added 

/LA DS FSC to NSC Prefix Change 

http://www.national.com 17-37 
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Obsolescence Cross Reference Guide 
Obsolete Similar 

NSID Device 

081650 

083587 0835F87 

083696AT 083696A. 

083696AT 083696T 

083898 

0855107 0855107 

0855108 0875108 

0855110A 0875110A 

0855114 0875114 

0855121 0875121 

0875125 

0875127 

0875128 

087641 

088924 

0S8921T 088921 AT 

089614 0875114 

0896F177 0896177 

0896F178 
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Comments 
~::. 

! Oifferent Process 

Com. Temp. Range Only 

OIP Package Only 

883 Part Available 

Com. Temp. Range Only 

Com. Temp. Range Only 
,. 

Com. Temp: Range Only 

Com. Temp. Range Only 

Enhanced AC 8pecs. 

Com. Temp. Range Only 

hl1p:llwww.national.com 
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Device 
Designation 

Fairchild 

",A1488DC 

",A1488PC 

",A1488SC 

",A1489DC 

",A1489PC 

",A1489SC 

",A1489APC 

",A26LS31DC 

",A26LS31PC 

",A26LS32PC 

",A3486DC 

",A3486PC 

",A3487PC 

",A55107ADM 

",A75107ADC 

",A75107APC 

",A75107ASC 

",A75107BDC 

",A75107BPC 

",A75107BSC 

",A75108BPC 

",A75108BSC 

",A75110APC 

",A75110ASC 

,...A75150TC 

",A75150SC 

",A75154PC 

'Contact Product Marketing 

http://www.national.com 

National/Fairchild Consolidation 
and Nomenclature Changes 

Device Device 
Designation Designation 

National Fairchild 

DS1488J ",A9614DM 

DS1488N ",A9614PC 

DS1488M ",A9615DM 

DS1489J ",A9615PC 

DS1489N ",A96172DC 

DS1489M ",A96172PC 

DS1489AN ",A96174DC 

DS26LS31CJ ",A96174PC 

DS26LS31CN ",A96173DC 

DS26LS32ACN ",A96173PC 

DS3486J ",A96175DC 

DS3486N ",A96175PC 

DS3487N ",A96176RC 

DS55107AJ ",A96176TC 

DS75107AJ ,...A96177TC 

DS75107AN ",A9636ARM 

DS75107AM ,...A9636ARC 

DS75107J ",A9636ATC 

DS75107N ,...A9637ARM 

DS75107M ,...A9637ARC 

DS75108N ",A9637ATC 

DS75108M ",A9637ASC 

DS75110AN ",A9638RM 

DS75110AM ",A9638RC 

DS75150N ",A9638TC 

DS75150M ",A9639ATC 

DS75154N 

17-39 

Device 
Designation 

National . 
DS75114N . 

• 
DS75115N 

DS96172CJ 

DS96172CN 

DS96174CJ 

DS96174CN 

DS96173CJ 

DS96173CN 

DS96175CJ 

DS96175CN 

DS96176CJ 

DS96176CN 

DS96177CN 

DS9636AMJ 

DS9636ACJ 

DS9636ACN 

DS9637AMJ 

DS9637ACJ 

DS9637ACN 

DS9637ACM 

DS9638MJ 

DS9638CJ 

DS9638CN 

DS9639ACN 
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t;tJNational Semiconductor 

Device 
Designation 

MIL/AREO FSC 

~A55107ADMQB 

~A5511 OADMQB 

~A9614DMQB 

~A9614FMQB 

~A9614LMQB 

~A9615DMQB 

~A9615FMQB 

~A9615LMQB 

~9616HDMQB 

~9616HLMQB 

~A9622DMQB 

~A9622LMQB 

~A9622FMQB 

~A9627DMQB 

~A9636ARMQB 

~A9637ARMQB 

~A9638RMQB 

~A5511 OADMQM 

~9622DMQM 

~A9622FMQM 

~A9638RMQM 

National/Fairchild Consolidation 
anc;l'Nomenclature Changes 

Device 
Designation 

MIL/AREO NSC 

DS55107AJ/883 

DS55110AJ/883 

DS9614MJ/883 

DS9614MW/883 

DS9614ME/883 

DS9615MJ/883 

DS9615MW/883 

DS961'5ME/883 

DS9616HMJ/883 

DS9616HME/883 

DS9622MJ/883 

DS9622ME/883 

DS9622MW/883 

DS9627MJ/883 

DS9636AJ/883 

DS9637 AMJ/883 

DS9638MJ/883 

SMD·8754701 CA 

SMD-8752201 CA 

SMD·8752201 AA 

SMD·8754601 PA 

http://www.national.com. 
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National's A + Program 

A + Program: A comprehensive program that utilizes Na
tional's experience gained from participation in the many 
Military/Aerospace programs. 

A program that not only assures high quality but also in
creases the reliability of molded integrated circuits. 

The A + program is intended for users who need better than 
usual incoming quality and higher reliability le'lels for their 
standard integrated circuits. 

Users who specify A + processed parts will find tfJat the 
program: 

• Eliminates incoming electrical inspection. 

• Eliminates the need for, and thus the added cost of, inde-
pendent testing laboratories. 

• Reduces the cost of reworking assembled boards. 

• Reduces field failures. 

• Reduces equipment down time. 

• Reduces the need for excess inventories due to yield loss 
incurred as a result of processing performed at indepen
dent testing laboratOries. 

The A + Program Saves You Money 

It is a widely accepted fact that down-time of eqUipment is 
costly not only in lost hours of machine usage but also cost
ly in the repair and maintenance cycle. One of the added 
advantages of the A + program is the burn-in screen, which 
is one 9f the most effective screening procedures in the 
semiconductor industry. Failure rates as a result of the burn
in can be decreased many times. The objective of burn-in is 
to stress the device much higher than it would be stressed 
during normal usage. 

Reliability va. Quality 

The words "reliability" and "quality" are often used inter
changeably, as though they connote identical facets of a 
product's merit. But reliability and quality are different, and 
IC users must understand the essential difference between 
the two concepts in order to evaluate properly the various 
vendors' programs for products improvement that are gen
erally available, and National's A + program in particular. 

The concept of quality gives us information about the popu
lation of faulty IC devices among good devices, and gener
ally relates to the number of faulty devices that arrive at a 
user's plant. But looked at in another way, quality can in
stead relate to the number of faulty ICs that escape detec
tion at the IC vendor's plant. 

It Is the function of a vendor's Quality Control arm to monitor 
the degree of success of that vendor in reducing the num
ber of faulty ICs that escape detection. Quality Control does 
this by testing the outgoing parts on a sampled basis. The 
Acceptable Quality level (AQL) in turn determines the strin
gency of the sampling. As the AQL decreases it becomes 
more difficult for defective parts to escape detection, thus 
the quality of the shipped parts increases. 
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The concept of reliability, on the other hand, refers to how 
well a part that is initially good will withstand its environ
ment. Reliability is measured by the percentage of parts that 
fail in a given period of time. 

Thus the difference between quality and reliability means 
the ICs of high quality may, in fact be of low reliability, while 
those of low quality may be of high reliability. 

Improving the Reliability of Shipped Parts 

The most important factor that affects a part's reliability is 
its construction; the materials used and the method by 
which they are assembled. 

Reliability cannot be tested into a part. Still, there are tests 
and procedures that an IC vendor can implement which will 
subject the IC to stresses in excess of those that it will en
dure in actual use, and which will eliminate marginal, short
life parts. 

In any test of reliability the weaker parts will normally fail 
first. Further, stress tests will accelerate, or shorten, the 
time of failure of the weak parts. Because the stress tests 
cause weak parts to fail prior to shipment to the user, the 
population of shipped parts will in fact demonstrate a higher 
reliability in use. 

National's A + Program 

National provides the A + program as the best practical ap
proach to maximum quality and reliability on molded devic
es. The following flow chart shows how we do it step by 
step. 

Randomly selected wafers are taken from produc
tion regularly and subjected to SEM analysis. ~ 
SEM 

Epoxy B Processing for All Molded Parts 

At National, all molded semiconductors, including 
ICs, have been built by this process for some time 
now. All processing steps, inspections, and QC 
monitoring are deSigned to provide highly reliable 
products. (A reliability report is available that 
gives, in detail, the background of Epoxy B, the 
reason for its selection at National, and reliability 
data that proves its success.) 

Six Hour, 150"C Bake 

This stress places the die bond and all wire bonds 
into a combined tensile and shear stress mode, 
and helps eliminate marginal bonds and electrical 
connections. 
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National's A + Program (Continued) 

Five Temperature Cycles (lrC to l000C) 

Exercising each device over a 100"C temperature 
range provides an additional die and package 
stress. 

High Temperatilre (10lrC) 

Functional Electrical Test 

A high temperature test with voltages applied 
places the die under the most severe stress possi
ble. The test is actually performed at 100°C-15°C 
higher than the commercial ambient limit. All de
vices are thoroughly exercised at the 100"C ambi-
ent. . . 

Electrical Testing 

Every device is tested at 25°C for functional and 
DC parameters. 

B.urn-In Tes, 

Each device is burned-in for 160 hours at a mini
mum junction temperature of + 125°C or under 
equivalent conditions of time and temperature, as 
established by a time-temperature regression 
curve based on 0.96 eV activation energy (i.e., 23 
hours at + 155°C). All burn-in done under steady
state conditions unless otherwise specified. 
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DC Functional and Parametric Tests 

These room-temperature functional and paramet
ric tests are the normal, final tests through which 
all National products pass. 

Thermal Shock Monitor 

Samples from each package 
type are selected at random 
each week ·and submitted to 
cycles of liquid to liquid ther-

mal shock - 65°C to + 150°C. In addition, sam
ples are selected every four weeks· and subjected 
to 2000 temperature cycles of O°C to + 25°C. 

Tighter-Than-Normal QC Inspection Plans 

Most vendors sample inspect outgoing parts to a 
0.3% ACL. When you specify the A + program, 
we sample your parts to a 0.035% ACL at room 
temperature and 0.05% ACL at T A Max. This eight 
times tightening (from 0.3 to 0.035% ACL) cou
pled with three 100% electrical tests, dramatically 
reduces the number of "escapes" and allows us 
to guarantee the ACLs listed below. 

Ship Parts 

Here are the CC sample plans used in our A + test pro
gram: 

Test Temperature AQL 
Electrical Functionality 25°C} 0.035% 
Parametric, DC 25°C 
Parametric, AC 25°C 0.1 % 
Electrical Functionality At each temperature} 

0.05% 
Parametric, DC extreme. 
Mechanical 

Critical 0.01 % 
Major 0.28% 

hltp:llwww.national.com 
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Backplane Reference 

Backplane Manufacturers 
Augat 
33 Perry Avenue/P.O. Box 779 
Attleboro, MA 02703 
(508) 222-2202 

BICC-VERO Electronics, Inc. 
1000 Sherman Avenue 
Hamden, CT 06514-1336 
(203) 288-8001 

Hybricon Corporation 
12 Willow Road/P.O. Box 149 
Ayer, MA 01432 
(508) 772-5422 

Mupac Corporation 
10 Mupac Drive 
Brockton, MA 02401 . 
(508) 588-6110 

Schroff, Inc. 
170 Commerce Drive 
Warwick, RI 02866 
(401) 732-3770 

2mm Connector Manufacturers 
DuPont Electronics 
Barley Mill Plaza 
P.O. Box 80019 
Bloomington, DE 19880-0019 
(800) 237-2374 

In ElectroMechanical Components Worldwide 
1851 East Deere Avenue 
Santa Ana. CA 92705-6500 
(714) 261-5300 

An Microelectronics 
555 Union Blvd 
Allentown, PA 18103 
(800) 372-2447 

Molex Incorporated 
Corporate Headquarters 
Lisle, IL 60532 
(708) 969-4550 
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Futurebus + and Related 
Standards 
896.1 Futurebus + Logical Layer Specifications 

896.2 Futurebus + Physical Layer Specifications 
Includes: Profiles A, B, F 

P896.3 Futurebus+ Systems Configuration Guide 

P896.4 Futurebus + Conformance Test 
P896.X Additional Profile Documents including C, D, M, T 

Pl014.1 VME/Futurebus+ Bridge 

1101.2 2mm Connector Specification 

Pll0l.3 Conduction Cooling Specification 

1156 Environmental and Power Supply Specification 

1194.1 Backplane Transceiver Logic (BTL) Specification 
1212 CSR Architecture 

P1296.2 Multibus II/Futurebus+ Bridge 

1301 Metric Equipment Practice 

1301.1 

P1394 

1596 

Futurebus+ Hard Metric Boards + 2mm 
Connector 

High Speed Serial Bus 

SCI (Scalable Coherent Interface) 

All speCifications/standards for Futurebus+ are available 
from either the IEEE or VITA. Please see user groups for 
information on how to contact these associations. 

Futurebus + Users Groups and 
Standards Associations 
VFEA International Trade Association (VITA) 
10229 North Scottsdale Road 
Suite B 
Scottsdale, AZ 85253-1437 USA 
(602) 951-8866 

Futurebus Manufacturers and Users Group (FMUG) 
P.O. Box 130 
Fleet, Hampshire GU13 8XU England 
0252-629937 

Standards Department 
IEEE Computer Society 
1730 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20036-1903 
(202) 371-0101 

• 
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ADDRESS ONLY TRANSACTION: A bus transaction that 
does not include a data phase. The only information trans
ferred is contained within the connection phase and, in 
some cases, the disconnection phase. 

APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT PROFILE (AEP): An appli
cation environment profile is a document that describes 
functional requirements and points to existing standards, 
selecting and binding options within those standards. An 
implementor who then deSigns a specific board and/or sys
tem SHOULD be reasonably assured that another design
er's (manufacturer or supplier) boards will properly function 
within the same system. This includes all aspects of defini
tion: mechanical, electrical, protocol environmental, and 
system considerations. 

ARBITRATION: The process of selecting the next bus mas
ter. 

ARBITRATION MESSAGE: An event number broadcast on 
the arbitration bus to all modules on the bus. 

BACKPLANE: An electronic circuit board and connectors 
used to connect other boards together electrically. The 
backplane connects selected pins of the connectors', thus 
providing the medium for the transfer of signals needed for 
the operation of the bus. 

BACKPLANE BUS: A means to connect circuit modules 
using common signal traces on a backplane and a standard 
set of rules. 

BEAT: An event that begins with the transition on a syn
chronization line by the master followed by the release of an 
acknowledge line by one or more slaves. Command and 
data information may be transferred from the master to one 
or more slaves in the first half of the beat. During the sec
ond half of the beat the slaves may transfer capability, 
status, and data information back to the master. 
BIU: The BIU (Bus Interface Unit) refers to the logic on a 
module that converts bus signals and the protocols to and 
from signals which are compatible with the functional logic 
of the module. 

BLOCK READ TRANSACTION: An address beat followed 
by a block of one or more data read transfers from a set of 
contiguous addresses beginning with the address in the ad
dress beat. This is terminated by the appropriate style of 
end beat. 

BLOCK WRITE TRANSACTION: An address beat followed 
by a block of one or more data write transfers to a set of 
contiguous addresses beginning with the address in the ad
dress beat. This is terminated by the appropriate style of 
end beat. 

Reprinted with permission of IEEE. 
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BRIDGE: A bridge is a protocol converter and Control and 
Status Register Architecture (CSRA) unit which interfaces 
between two or more buses. The buses may adhere to dif
ferent bus standards for mechanical, electrical and logical 
operation (such as a bridge from futurebus+ to VMEbus or 
to Multibus II). 

BUS TENURE: The duration of a master's c;:ontrol of the 
bus; i.e., the total time that a module has the right to initiate 
bus transactions. 

BUS TRANSACTION: An event initiated with a connection 
phase and terminated with a disconnection phase. Data 
mayor may not be transferred during a bus transaction. 

BUSY: If a slave cannot or should not accept a bus trans
action at that time it, or any other module, may issue a Busy 
status to the master of the transaction. The master must 
then release the bus. The master must relinquish the bus 
and may re-acquire and re-try the transaction after a suit
able time interval. 

BYTE LANE: A data path formed by eight data lines and 
one parity line used to carry a single byte among the system 
modules. 

CACHE COHERENCE: A system of caches is said to be 
coherent with respect to a ,cache line if each cache and 
main memory in the coherence domain observes all modifi
cations of that same cache line. A modification is said to be 
observed by a cache when any subsequent read would re
turn the newly written value. 

CACHE MEMORY: A buffer memory inserted between one 
or more processors and the bus, used to hold currently ac
tive copies of blocks from main memory. Cache memories 
exploit spatial locality by what is brought into a cache. Tem
poral locality is exploited by what is removed from the 
cache. 

COHERENCE DOMAIN: A coherence domain is a region in 
a multiple-cache system inside which cache conSistency 
measures are enforced. In a system which contains bus 
bridges, a coherence domain mayor may not be extensible 
beyond the local bus through a bus bridge to remote buses. 

COHERENCE LINE: A data block for which cach!! consist
ency attributes are maintained. 

COMPETITOR: A module actively participating in the cur
rent control acquisition cycle of the arbitration process. 

CONNECTED SLAVE: A slave that is permitted to partici
pate actively in the data transfer handshake. A selected 
slave that is not disabled (including a diverted slave), a re
flecting slave, and an intervening slave are connected 
slaves. A disabled slave or, an unselected slave that is not 
intervening or reflecting, is not a connected slave. 

http://www.national.com 



CONNECTED TRANSACTION: A transaction in which both 
the request and response are performed within the same 
bus transaction. 

CONNECTION PHASE: A beat that begins with the asser
tion of the address synchronization line followed by the re
lease of an address acknowledge line. It is used to broad
cast the address and command information. Modules deter
mine whether they wish to take part in the transaction based 
on this information. 

CONTROL ACQUISITION: The total of all bus activity asso
ciated with acquiring exclusive control of the bus. 

COPYBACK CACHE: A cache memory scheme with the 
attribute that data written from the processor is normally 
written to the cache rather than the main memory. Modified 
data in the cache is written to the main memory when a 
cache line flush or replacement forces it to be written to 
main memory to avoid loss of the data. 

CSR: Control and Status Register. 

CSRA: Control and Status Register Architecture. 

DATA PHASE: A period within a transaction used to trans
fer data. 

DEADLOCK: Deadlock occurs when actors are waiting on 
actions that can only be performed by those waiting. 

DISABLED SLAVE: A selected slave that detects that an 
intervening slave is participating in the data transfer in its 
place. A disabled slave treats the transaction as an ad
dress-only transaction and does not participate in the data 
transfer phase. A slave may be disabled only during single
slave mode transactions. 

DISCONNECTION PHASE: A period within a transaction 
used to return the bus signals to their quiescent state. In 
addition, this phase might be used to transfer additional in
formation required to perform or abort the requested opera
tion. 

DIVERTED SLAVE: A selected slave that detects that a 
reflecting slave is participating in the data transfer in its 
place. A diverted slave participates in the transfer by read
ing the data being transferred between the master and the 
reflecting slave. A slave may be diverted only during single
slave mode transactions. 

DMA: A direct memory access architecture is an option ca
pability of an I/O controller. After being started by the proc
essor, the I/O controller with DMA capabilities can access 
their commands, fetch data, and report status by accessing 
memory directly. 

DOUBLET: A set of two adjacent bytes. 

EMERGENCY MESSAGE: An arbitration cycle with a spe
cial high arbitration number, which is selected from a set of 
numbers assigned to emergency messages. 

ENTRANT: A live inserted module in the process of aligning 
itself with the arbitration protocol. 
FAIRNESS: A bus request protocol in which a module re
frains from acquiring the bus in order to allow other modules 
of the fairness class to use the bus. 

FORWARD PROGRESS: A module which is not blocked 
from performing the tasks necessary to achieve its goal is 
said to be making forward progress. Forward progress is 
guaranteed only in the absence of deadlock or starvation. 
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FREE BYSTANDER: A free bystander can be a participat
ing slave that is no longer an entrant, or a potential master 
that has no current need to acquire the bus and is not fair
ness inhibited. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ADDRESS: A unique identifier statically 
assigned to each logical module slot on the bus and as
sumed by any module connected to that slot. 
INACTIVE MODULES: This category contains all the mod
ules that have no need to participate in the control acquisi
tion process in any way. 

INHIBITED BYSTANDER: An inhibited bystander is a po
tential master that has no current need to acquire the bus 
and is fairness inhibited. 

INTERVENING SLAVE: An unselected slave that disables 
the selected slave and replaces that selected slave with 
itself. Intervening slaves can operate only during single
slave mode transactions. 

LIVE INSERTION: Insertion of boards into a backplane can 
be performed when power is OFF or when power is ON. The 
process of inserting or withdrawing boards into and from a 
backplane when power is ON is referred to as "Live Inser
tion". 
LlVELOCK: Livelock is a metastable situation in which 
some modules acquire and release resources in a way that 
none of them make progress. 

LOCKING: A facility whereby a module is requested to guar
antee exclUSive access to addressed data, blocking other 
modules from accessing that data. This allows indivisible 
operations to be performed on addressed resources. 

MASTER: A module which has acquired control of the bus 
through the control acquisition procedure. 

MASTER ELECT: A master elect is the module that has 
won the arbitration process and is waiting for the master to 
transfer control to it. 

MIXED TRANSACTION: An address beat followed by any 
number or combination of data write and data read transfers 
to a single location using the Single address transfer mode. 
This is terminated by the appropriate style of end beat. 

MODULE: A collection of circuitry designed to perform 
Futurebus + operations. . 

MONARCH PROCESSOR: A monarch processor, or simply 
the monarch, is the processor selected to manage the con
figuration and initialization of all modules on that logical bus. 
A grand monarch is a processor selected to direct the con
figuration and initialization of an entire system with multiple 
interconnected logical buses. 

NODE: A node is a set of control registers addresses (in
cluding identification-ROM and reset command register), 
which are initially defined in a 4k-byte (minimum) initial node 
address space. Each node can be reset independently. 

OCTLET: A set of eight adjacent bytes. 
PACKET DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOL: A very fast but 
technology dependent non-compelled transfer mechanism 
which uses a compelled protocol over the entire packet to 
provide flow control. 

PARALLEL CONTENTION ARBITRATION: A process 
whereby modules assert their unique arbitration number of a 
parallel bus and release signals according to an algorithm 
such that after a period of time the winner's number ap
pears on the bus. 



PARKING: The process whereby the master retains control 
of the bus without actively ljsing in. Parking typically occurs 
wl)en no other module has requested the bus. The idle bus 
arbitration mechanism may be used when the bus is parked. 

J;»ARTICIPATING SLAVE: A participating slave may be in 
any of. these state!!; 1) entrant, 2) bystander. 

PORT: A port is the interconnection of a bus bridge to a bus. 
From the poi.nt of view of a particular node on a bUl!!, the 
node connects to the local port of a bus bridge, while ports 
to other buses connected to the same bus bridge are called 
remote ports. 

POTENTIAL I!IIASTER: A potential master Is a module that 
is capable of participating in the control acquisition process 
and taking full control of the bus. A potential master may be 
in any of these states; 1) entrant, 2) tree bystander, 3) inhib
ited bystander, 4) competitor, 5) withholder, 6) master elect, 
7) master, 8) recompeting master. 

POTENTIAL SI.A VE: A module that is capable of being ad
dressed by and is able to carry out transactions with tile 
master. 

PRIORITY: A bus request protocol in which the module with 
the highest arbitration number acquires the bus. 

PREEMPTION: Preemption occurs when the arbitration pro
cess is restarted after a master elect has been chosen in 
order to' allow a high priority module to jump thE! queue. 

QUADLET:. A set of four adjacent bytes. 

RECOMPETING MASTER: The module that is in control of 
the bus and has initiated a control acquisition procedure in 
order to'unlock slave interfaces. 

REFLECTING SLAVE: An unselected slave that forces the 
selected slave into a write only mode. In read transfers the 
reflecting slave substitutes itself for the selected slave in 
providing data while causing the selected slave to store the 
data that appears on the bus. In write transfers the reflect
ing slave copies the data into itself as well as the selected 
slave. Reflecting slaves can operate only during single
slave mode transactions. 

REPOSITORY OF LAST RESORT: In a cache-based envi
ronment, the repOSitory of last resort of shared data is a 
physical storage location that is the . ultimate source and 
destination of the datum that is shared. 

REQUEST: A request. is a command generated by a re
quester, to initiate an action on a responder. For a proces
sor-to-memory read transaction, for example, the request 
transfers the memQry address and command from the proc
essor to memory. In the case of a split transaction the re
quest would be a separate bus transaction. 'In the case Of. a 
connected transaction the request would be the connection 
phase of a bus transaCtion. 

REQUeSTER: A tranSaction initiated by a module sending a 
request (containing address, command, and sometimes 
data). This module is referred to as the requester. 

RESPONDER: A transaction is completed by a ~odule 
sending a response (containing the completlon status and 
sometimes'data). 

RESPONSE: A reply generated by a responder, to. complete 
a transaction initiat6d by a requester.' For a processor-to
memorY read transaction, for example, the response returns 
the data and status from the memory to the processor. In 
the case of a split transaCtion the response woulc! be a sep
arate bus transaction. In the case of a connected transac
tion the response would be the data and disconnection 
phases of a bus transaction. 
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ROUND ROBIN: ~n arbitration mode where, after a module 
acquires and uses the bus, it must then wait until all other 
modules currently requesting the bus at the same priority 
level have had a chance to use the bus .. 

SELECTED SLAVE: A potential slave that has been select' 
ed by the master because it recognized its address on the 
bus lines during an I\ddress transfer, and will become a con
nect.ed slave, unless an intervening' slave .prevents it from 
becoming so. 

SHARED MEMORY: The address space in the system ac
cessible to all caching modules. 

SKEW: The difference between the propagation delays of 
two or more signals passing through multiple paths in a de
vice or along a set of signal lines in parallel. 

SLAVE: A module that can be addressed and is capable of 
participating in bus transactions. 

SNARF: A module is said to snarf a transaction if it takes a 
copy of data passing by on the bus even though it did not 
request it. 

SNOOP: A module is said to snoop a transaction if it is not 
the master that originated the transaction or the repOSitory 
of last resort for the data, but it still monitors the transaction. 
Cache memories snoop transactions to maintain coher
ence. 

SPATIAL LOCALITY: The tendency for a pn;,gram to refer
ence closely related clusters of memory addresses over 
short time intervals. . 

SPLIT TRANSACTION: An ,operation in which the request 
is transmitted in one bus transaction and the response is 
transmitted in a separatE! subsequent bus transaction. 

STARVATION: A system condition which occurs when one 
or more modules perform no useful work for an indefinite 
period of time due to lack of access to the bus or other 
system resources. 

STRONG SEQUENTI~L CONSISTENCY: A system is 
strong sequentially consistent if each cache in the system 
observes all modifications to all cache lines in. the same 
order. , 

TEMPORAL LOCALITY: The tendency for a program to ref
erence the same memory locations over short time inter
valS. 

TRANSFER LINE SIZE: The size of the block of data trans
fe~red to or from main memory in a caching environment. 

UNSELECTED SLAVE: A potential slave module that does 
not recognize its address on the bus during an address 
transfer. 

WEAK SEQUENTIAL CONSISTENCY: A system exhibits 
weak sequential consistency if references to global syn
chronizing variables are strong sequential conSistency, and 
if no reference to a synchronizing variable is issued by any 
processor until all previous modifications to global data 
have been observed by all caches, and if no. rElference to 
global data is issued by any processor until all previous 
modifications to synchronizing variables have been ob
served by all caches. 

WITHHOLDER: A withholder is a potential master that re
quires control of the bus module and is fairness inhibited. 
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II .... l~ 0.07&±0.015 

(1.905±0.381) 

_ 0.100±0.010 TYP 
(2.540±0.254) 

0.050±0.010 TYP 
(1.270-0.254) 

17-56 

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) 

III'TION D2 

0.308-0.320 

~ 0.085 

r---~I (1r 
~~, 

95'±S' ~Tll' 
(G.203-0.~) . 

0.280 
(7."2)~ 

MIN 

0.325~~:: 

(8.2H~:::) N14A!REVF\ 
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r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, ~ 
16 lead (0.300" Wide) Molded Dual-in-line Package 
NS Package Number N 16A 

0.280 
_(7.112)_ 

MIN 
0.300-0.320 

(7.820-8.128) 

0.092 
(2.337) 

OIA NOM 
(2X) 

0.030 
(0.762) 
MAX 

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) 

0.14&-0.200 
13.883-&.080) 

id 0.120 

~~ 1D.508) 0.018 ±0.003 0.125-0.140 MIN 
-IOA&7 ±0.076) 13.175-3.666) 

N16A(AEVE) 

16 lead (0.300" Wide) Molded Dual-in-line Package 
NS Package Number N 16E 

PIN NO.1 
IDENT 

http://www.national.com 

OPTION 01 

I- 0.030tO.015 
, (0.762t0.381) 
I 0.100tO.Ol0 
J- (2.540 t 0.254) 

TYP 

17-57 

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) 

INDEXji5 

P::. 1 ~;;{?~ 
IDENT 1 

OPTION 02 0.065 1 0.300-0.320 r- (1.651) 

c;~,at _~~" 
I- 0.280 ~ (0.203- 0.4(6) 1YP 

I. ~ .1 
(0 325 +0.040 

• -0.015 

(8.255~k~1~) 
MISE (REV F) 

I 
c 
~. 

i o· 
:::lI 
(I) 



o ,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
C o 
~i! 

~ 
is 
1j 
"! 
.c a. 

20 Lead (0.300" Wide) Molded Dual-in-Line Package 
NS Package Number N20A 

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) 

(25.73-26A2) 0.092 XO.D30 
(2.337 X 0.762) 

MAX DP 

PIN NO. llDENT 

1.013-1.040 :::1 
'F========~'~1=='=&~16~'=4=·='=3~'2~~11~ -r 

0.260 ±0.005 
(6.604 .0.127) 

~~~~~~~~--1 

0.032±0.D05~O 19 
(0.813±0.127) 

RAD 

PIN ND.'IDENT~ 

+0040. 1 
0.325 -0:015 

18.255 +1.016 
~ -0.381 

0.065 
(1.651) 

~~~~~~~hn~~~ 

0.009-O.01PJ 
(0.229-0.311) 
TVP 

0.090 to.005 
(1.524.0.127) 

-90.,0.004° L f 
0.020 

I ~ ~ 0.125-0.140 (0.508) t- 0.018.0.003 (3.175-3.556) MIN 
(0.457 '0.076) 

22 Lead (0.300" Wide) Molded Dual-in-Line Package 
NS Package Number N22A 

0.145-0200 
(3.683-5.080) 

N20AIREVG) 

OPTION 2 

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) 

OAOO-OAZO 
(10.180-10.668) 

0.DB2 
RAD (1.575) 

PIN NO.1 
IDENT 

~(!7~~~=~8'.!:)~ 
IIi2I ffiI 1201 IiiI 18 11 161 Iii1 IiiI ffil Iiill 

f 
0.350 ±0.005 

(8.890 '0.127) 

~~:;::::;::::;=;:~~~~ 

~ 
0.100 ±0.010 

(Z.540 ±0.2&4) 

17-58 

N22A(REVD) 
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,--------------------------------------------------------------------------, ~ 
24 Lead Molded Dual-in-Line Package 
NS Package Number NA24G 

All dimensions are in inches [millimeters] 

PIN #1 
INDEX 

1----- [29.59 t 0.13]--------1 
13 

1.16HO.005 I 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

0.288 t 0.008 
[7.32 t 0.20] 

~9rAT~9rAT~9r~~ 
12 

~] . 

10.300 - 0.325, 
[7.62 - 8.26] 

0.020 MIN TYP I 

0.130 E1 
[0.51) 

0.010 t 0.002 TYP III [/602]-1 \ 00 150 TYP 
[0.25 t 0.05] --It.: -I r--- -

NAUG (REV A) 

20 Lead Molded Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
NS Package Number V20A 

4 

8 

All dimensions are in inches [millimeters] 

0.350 :g:gg~ 
o [S.S9 :g:~~ ] 

PIN #1 IDENT 
0.0 17tO.004 TYP 

o 0.065 [0.43tO.l0] l 
45 X [1.65] ~ r-1F::::::tliL:t 

IS :--r 
0.029tO.003 TYP t I 
[O.HtO.OS] 0.310tO.020 TYP 

[7.S7tO.51] 

14 _~ 
9 I 13 

I -I '- 0.050 TYP 
I I [1.27] 

SEATING PLANE 

0.020 MIN TYP 
[0.51] 

--l 0.200 TYP I--
[5.0S] 

I--+- 0.105tO.015 TYP 
[2.67tO.3S] 

I----r- 0.165-0.1S0 TYP 
[ 4.19-4.57] 

V20A (REV L) 

http://www.national.com 17-59 
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44 Lead Molded Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
NS Package Number V44A 

All dimensions are in inches [millimeters] 

17 

39 

45 0 X 0.045 
[1.14] 

0.029:1:0.003 TYP 
[0.74:1:0.0B] 

29 

lBL' j ~"""m 
[1.27] 

0.500 
[12.70] TYP 

0.017:1:0.004 TYP 
[D.43:1:0.10] 

0.610:1:0.020 
[15.49:1:0.51] TYP 

V44A (REV K) 

48 Lead (7mm x 7mm) Molded Plastic Quad Flat Package, JEDEC 
NS Package Number VBH48A . 

4B 13 

PIN #1 '-OPTIONAL: 

IDENT 1 'L 
0.2:1: 0.05 TYP-.J 

I I 12 SHARP CORNERS 
I I EXCEPT PIN 1 IDENT 

-l I- 0.5 TYP CORNER 

SEE DETAIL A 

17-60 

0.60:1: 0.15 

All dimensions are in millimeters 

DETAIL A 
TYPICAL 

VBH4BA (REV C) 

http://www.natlonal.com 



,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, ~ 
44 Lead Molded Plastic Quad Flat Package, EIAJ 
NS Package Number VF44B 

PIN 1 INDEX 

450 XO.6 
SEE DETAIL E 

10 Lead Cerpack 
NS Package Number W10A 

0.080 
0.055 0.050:1: 0.005 

0.035 TYP 

0.02& 10 
TYP 

I 
0.270 MAX 

GLASS 

PIN til 
IDENT 

0.006 
0.004 

TYP 

http://www.national.com 

0.27 o MAX 

i 
I I 

17-61 

1111.2 
TO.25 MAX 
TOP EJECTOR MARK 

1113.0 
TO.2 MAX 
BonOM EJECTOR MARK 

0.005 MIN TYP 

0.370 
0.250 

All dimensions are in millimeters 

A' 

-0.05 < A. A :S 0.15 

DETAIL E 
TYPICAL. SCALE: 30X 

VF 448 (REV A) 

All dimensions are in inches 

I .. " 0.260 
0.238 

0.008 

DETAIL A 
0.370 
0.250 

WtOA (REV E) 

0.045 MAX 
TYP 

~ 

I 
2 

i. 
! 



j 
! 
CD 
E 
is 

I 
Do 

14 Lead Ceramic Flatpack 
NS Package Number W14B 

0.080 
0.050 

0.050:1: 0.005 
TYP 

0.045 
0.026 

TYP 
14 I I 

I I 
I I 

I I 

8 

0.005 WIN TYP 

0.370 
0.250 

I~-t 
0.260 
0.235 

~-t 

0.006 
0.004 

TYP 

1 

0.019 TYP.,J I-
0.015 

16 Lead Ceramic Flatpack 
NS Package Number W16A 

I 

i 
• I 7 

0.370 
0.250 

0.045 WAX 
TYP 

All dimensions are in inches 

1,012 
0.008 

DETAIL A 

Wl.B (REV J) 

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) 

0.050-0.080 1 ~ 
(1,270-2.032) I 

0.004-0.006 TYP 
(0.102-0.152) 

0.026-0.040 I 
(0.660 -1.016) TYP j..-

0.371 -0.390 
(9.423-9.906) 

0.007-0.018 r-
10.178-0.457j -

TYP 
1 t 0.050:1:0.005 YP 

(1.270:1:0.127) T 

~I-o.ooo MIN TYP 

.i. 0.250-0.370 
(6.350 -9.398) 

I 
r~16P!!1~51~4+.!13~12~1~1 *10"':igioi--r 

0.300 0.245 -0.275 

M!i:.%S (6.223 -6.985)' 

. ''- --~2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -t 
DETAlLA_i I 

PIN NO. ~) J • , 0.250 -0.370 . 
IDENT . (6.350 -9.398) 

~ 
II 0:015-0.019 ---ll- (0.381- 0.412) . . 'rYP 

17-62 

W16A (REV HI 

1~-'~1 (0.203-0.3051 

DETAIL A 
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28 Lead Cerpack 
NS Package Number WA28D 

0.045-0.090 t- [1.14-2.29] 

All dimensions are in inches [millimeters] 

0740 
[18.80] t.lAX 

~0.026-0.045 
I I [0.66-1.14] 

.... I: 0.005 t.lIN TYP 
[0.13] 

28 15 

I 
0.400 

[10.16] 
GLASS 

t.lAX ) 

L 
PIN *1 

IDENT 

I I , , 

i 
0.250-
[6.35-

-t 
0.340-
[8.64-

0.370 
9.40] 

0.380 
9.65] 

--i 
0.250-
[6.35-

0.370 
9.40] 

~ /~ 
1 ' , . 14 

-.:I ,-,OHO" l --I I- 0.0" m 0.004-0.009 
[0.10-0.23] [0.13-0.46] [1.27] 

_ 0.015-0.022 TYP 
[0.38 0.56] 

WA2S. [REV A) 

48 Lead Cerpack 
NS Package Number WA48A 

http://www.national.com 

0.004-0.009 TYP 
[0.10-0.23] 

0.070-0.100 t- [1.78-2.54] 

~0.040-0.054 
I I [1.02-1.37] 

17-63 

All dimensions are in inches [millimeters] 

" 24 
I I - 0.025 TYP 

-t 1-[0.64] 
0.008-0.012 TYP 
[0.20-0.30] ..... [REVA) 



NOTES 



t!lNational Semiconductor 

Bookshelf of Technical Support Information 
National Semiconductor Corporation recognizes the need to keep you informed about the availability of current technical 
literature. 
This bookshelf is a compilation of books that are currently available. The listing that follows shows the publication year and 
section contents for each book. 
For datasheets on new products and devices still in production but not found in a databook, please contact the National 
Semiconductor Customer Support Center at 1-800-272-9959. 
We are interested in your comments on our technical literature and your suggestions for improvement. 
Please send them to: 

Technical Communications Dept. M/S 16-300 
2900 Semiconductor Drive 
P.O. Box 58090 
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090 

ADVANCED BiCMOS LOGIC (ABT, BiCMOS SCAN, LOW VOLTAGE 
BiCMOS, EXTENDED TTL TECHNOLOGY) DATAaOOK-1996 
ABT Description and Family Characteristics • ABT Ratings, Specifications and Waveforms 
ABT Applications and Design Considerations • Quality and Reliability 
SCAN18xxxA BiCMOS 5V LogiC with Boundary Scan. 74LVT Low Voltage BiCMOS Logic 
VME Extended TTL Technology for Backplanes. Advanced BiCMOS Clock Generation and Support 

ADVANCED BIPOLAR LOGIC 
FAST®, FASTr™, ALS, AS DATABOOK-1995 
Introduction to Advanced Bipolar Logic Families. FAST /FASTr/ ALS/ AS. Family Characteristics 
Ratings, Specifications and Waveforms • Design Considerations • Datasheets • Ordering and Packaging Information 

..,..1- APPLICATION SPECIFIC ANALOG PRODUCTS DATABOOK-1995 
Audio Circuits. Video Circuits • Automotive • Special Functions • Surface Mount 

ASIC DESIGN MANUAL/GATE ARRAYS & STANDARD CELLS-1987 
SSIIMSI Functions. Peripheral Functions. LSIIVLSI Functions. Design Guidelines. Packaging 

CLOCK GENERATION AND SUPPORT (CGS) DESIGN DATABOOK-1995 
Low Skew Clock Buffers/Drivers. Video Clock Generators • Low Skew PLL Clock Generators 
Crystal Clock Oscillators 

COP8™ DATABOOK-1994 
COP8 Family. COP8 Applications. MICROWIRE/PLUS Peripherals. COP8 Development Support 

CROSSVOLTTM LOW VOLTAGE LOGIC SERIES DATABOOKAND 
DESIGN GUIDE-1996 
LCX Family. LVX Translator Family. LVX Bus Switch Family. LVX Family. LVQ Family. LVT Family 
ALCX Family. GTL Family 

II~ DATA ACQUISITION DATABOOK-1995 
Data Acquisition Systems. Analog-to-Digital Converters. Digital-to-Analog Converters. Voltage References 
Temperature Sensors. Active Filters. Analog Switches/Multiplexers. Surface Mount 

DATA ACQUISITION DATABOOK SUPPLEMENT-1992 
New devices released since :the printing of the 1989 Data Acquisition Linear Devices Databook. 
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DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DATABOOK-1989 
Selection Guide and Cross Reference Guides • Diodes • Bipolar N,PN "T:ransistors 
Bipolar PNP Transistors • JFET Transistors. Surface Mount Products. Pro-Electron'Series 
Consumer Series. Power Components. Transistor Datasheets • Process Characteristics 

DRAM MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK~1993 
Dynamic Memory Control. CPU Specific System Solutions. Error..oE!tection and Corr~on 
Microprocessor Applications 

EMBEDDED CONTROllERS DATABOOK-1992 
COP400 Family • COP800 Family • COPS Applications • HPC Family. HPC Applications 
MICROWIRE and MICROWIRE/PLUS Peripherals. Microcontroller Development Tools 

ETHERNET DATABOOK-1996 
Integrated Network Interface Controller Products • 10 Mb/s Physical Layer Transceivers and ENDECs 
10 Mb/s Repeater Interface Controller Products .100 Mb/s Fast Ethernet Protocol Products 
Glossary and Acronyms 

FDDIDATABOOK-1994 
Datasheets • Application Notes 

F100K ECl lOGIC DATABOOK & DESIGN GUIDE-19'92 
, ' 

Family Overview. 300 Series (Low-Power) Datasheets .. 100 Series Datasheets • 11 C Datasheets 
DeSign Guide. Circuit Basics • Logic DeSign • Transmission Line ConCepts • System Considerations 
Power Distribution and Thermal Considerations. Testing Techniques. 300 Series Package Qualification 
Quality Assurance and Reliability. Application Notes ' " 

FACTTM ADVANCED CMOS lOGIC OATABOOK.;....1993 
Description and Family Characteristics • Ratings, Specifications and Waveforms 
Design Considerations. 54AC/74ACXXX • 54ACT 174ACTXXX • Quiet Series: 54ACQ174ACQXXX 
Quiet Series: 54ACTQI74ACTQXXX. 54FCT 17 4FCTXXX • FCTA: 54FCTXXXA17 4FCTXXXA/B 

FAST® APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK-1990 
Reprint of 1987 Fairchild FAST Applications Handbook 
Contains application information on the FAST family: Introduction. Multiplexers. Decoders. Encoders 
Operators • FIFOs • Counters • TTL Small Scale Integration. Line Driving and System Design 
FAST Characteristic~ and Testing. Packaging Characteristics ' 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE BUS INTERFACE DATABOOK-1994 
QuickRing. Futurebus+ IBTL Devices. BTL Transceiver Application Notes. Futurebus+ Application Notes 
High Performance TTL Bus Drivers. PI-Bus. Futurebus+ IBTL Reference 

IBM DATA COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK-1992 
IBM Data Communications. Application Notes 

INTERFACE DATABOOK-1996 
LVDS Circuits, Bus Circuits, Data Transmission Circuits, System Design Guide 

_ liNEAR APPlIC~TIONS HANDBOOK-1994 
The purpose of this handbook is to provide a fully indexed and cross-referenced collection of linear integrated circuit 
applications using both monolithic and hybrid circuits from National Semiconductor. 
Individual application notes are normally written to explain the operation and use of one particular device or to detail various 
methods of accomplishing a given function. The organization of this handbook takes advantage of this innate coherj!nce by' 
keeping each application note intact; arranging them in numerical order, and providing a detailed Subject Inc;l~x. 

lOW VOLTAGE DATABOOK-1992 
This databook contains information on National'sel'panding portfolio of 10'1.( and ~xtended voltage produCts. Product data~heets 
included for: Low Voltage Logic (LVQ), Linear, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, Interlace, ASIC, Embedded Controllers, Real Time 
Clocks, and Clock Generation and Support (CGS). 
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MASS STORAGE HANDBOOK-1989 
Rigid Disk Pulse Detectors. Rigid Disk Data Separators/Synchronizers and ENDECs 
Rigid Disk Data Controller. SCSI Bus Interface Circuits. Floppy Disk Controllers. Disk Drive Interface Circuits 
Rigid Disk Preamplifiers and Servo Control Circuits • Rigid Disk Microcontroller Circuits. Disk Interface Design Guide 

MEMORY DATABOOK-1994 
FLASH • CMOS EPROMs • CMOS EEPROMs • PROMs. Application Notes 

MEMORY APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK-1994 
FLASH. EEPROMs • EPROMs • Application Notes 

- .. OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS DATABOOK-1995 
Operational Amplifiers. Buffers. Voltage Comparators. Active Matrix/LCD Display Drivers 
Special Functions. Surface Mount 

PACKAGING DATABOOK-1993 
Introduction to Packaging • Hermetic Packages. Plastic Packages. Advanced Packaging Technology 
Package Reliability Considerations. Packing Considerations. Surface Mount Considerations 

POWER IC's DATABOOK-1995 
Linear Voltage Regulators. Low Dropout Voltage Regulators. Switching Voltage Regulators 
Motion Control • Surface Mount 

PRODUCTS FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS-1996 
Radio Transceiver Components • Baseband ProceSSing Components. Control and Signal Processing Components 
Non-Volatile Memory. Audio Interface Components. Support Circuitry. Power Management 
Complete Cordless Phone Solution 

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICE DATABOOK AND 
DESIGN GUIDE-1993 
Product Line Overview. Datasheets • Design Guide: Designing with PLDs • PLD Design Methodology 
PLD Design Development Tools. Fabrication of Programmable Logic • Application Examples 

REAL TIME CLOCK HANDBOOK-1993 
3-Volt Low Voltage Real Time Clocks. Real Time Clocks and Timer Clock Peripherals. Application Notes 

RELIABILITY HANDBOOK-1987 
Reliability and the Die • Internal Construction. Finished Package. MIL-STD-883. MIL-M-38510 
The Specification Development Process. Reliability and the Hybrid Device. VLSIIVHSIC Devices 
Radiation Environment. Electrostatic Discharge. Discrete Device. Standardization 
Quality Assurance and Reliability Engineering • Reliability and Documentation • Commercial Grade Device 
European Reliability Programs. Reliability and the Cost of Semiconductor Ownership 
Reliability Testing at National Semiconductor. The Total Military/Aerospace Standardization Program 
883B/RETSTM Products. MILS/RETSTM Products. 883/RETSTM Hybrids. MIL-M-3851 0 Class B Products 
Radiation Hardened Technology. Wafer Fabrication • Semiconductor Assembly and Packaging 
Semiconductor Packages. Glossary of Terms. Key Government Agencies. AN/ Numbers and Acronyms 
Bibliography. MIL-M-3851 0 and DESC Drawing Cross Listing 

SCAN DATABOOK-1996 
Design for Test Solutions. Description of Boundary SCAN. SCAN ABT Test Access Logic. SCAN CMOS Test Access Logic 
System Test Devices and Software. Application Notes 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS-1994 
COMBO and SLiC Devices • ISDN. Digital Loop Devices. Analog Telephone Components • Software • Application Notes 

VHC ADVANCED CMOS LOGIC DATABOOK-1996 
This databook introduces National's Very High Speed CMOS (VHC) and Very High Speed TIL Compatible CMOS (VHCn 
deSigns. The databook includes Description and Family Characteristics. Ratings, Specifications and Waveforms 
Design Considerations. VHC Family Datasheets • VHC Specialty Function Datasheets and related Application Notes. 
The topics discussed are the advantages of VHCIVHCT AC Performance, Low Noise Characteristics and Improved Interface 
Capabilities. 
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NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATlONPISTRIBUTORS ,; 

ALABAMA San Jose (Continued) largo MARYLAND 
Huntsville Hamilton/Hallmark FUll!'" EI~ctronlcs Corp. Columbia '\','" 

Anthem Electronics (408) 435-3500 (813) 530·1222 Anthem Electronics 
(205) 890'()302 Pioneer Technology Hamilton/Hallmark (410) 99!M1640 
Future Electronics Corp. (408) 954-9100 (813) 541-7440 Bell Industries 
(205) 830·2322 Zeus Elect. an Arrow Co. Orlando . ;. (4'10) 290·5100 
Hamilton/Hallmark (408) 629-4789 ChipSuppiy Future Electronics Corp .. 
(205) 837-8700 Sunnyvale "Ole Distributor" (410) 290.()6()() 
Pioneer Technology Bell Industries (407) 298·7100 Hamilton/Hallmark 
(205) 837·9300 (408) 734-8570 11me Electronics (410) 988·9800 
11me Electronics Time Electronics (407) 841-6566 Seymour Electronics 
(205) 721·1134 (408) 734-9890 Winter Park .. (410) 992·7474 

ARIZONA Tustin Hamilton/Hallmark 11me Electronics 

Phoenix Time Electronics (407) 657-3300 (410) 720-3800 

Future Electronics Corp. (714) 669'()216 GEORGIA Gaith8rsburg 

(602) 968·7140 Westiake Village Duluth Pioneer Technology 
Hamilton/Hallmark Bell Industries Anthem EIEiCtronics '(301) 921.()660 

(602) 437·1200 (605) 373·5600 (404) 931·9300 MASSACHUSETTS 
Scottsdale Woodland Hills Hamilton/Hallmark Andover 

Alliance Electronics Inc. Hamilton/Hallmark (404) 623-4400 Bell Industries 
(602) 483-9400 (818) 594-0404 Pioneer Technology (508) 474-8880 

Tempe Time Electronics (404) 623-1003 Bollon 
Anthem Electronics (818) 593-8400 Time Electronics Future Electronics Corp. 
(602) 966·6600 COLORADO (404) 623-5455 (508) 779-3000 
Bell Industries Denver Norcross Lexington 
(602) 966·3600 Bell Industries Future Electronics Corp. Pioneer Standard 
Pioneer Standard (303) 691·9270 (404)441·7676 (617) 661·9200 
(602) 350·9335 Englewood ILLINOIS N~rt 
Time Electronics Anthem Electronics Addison Rochester Electronics 
(602) 967-2000 (303) 790-4500 Pioneer Standard "Obsolete Products" 

CALIFORNIA Hamilton/Hallmark (708) 495·9660 (508) 482-9332 

Agoura Hills (303) 79()'1662 .. . Arlington Heights Nor:wood .•. 

Future Electronics Corp. Pioneer Technology Hamilton/Hallmark Gerber ElectroniCs 
(818) 865-0040 (303) 773·6090 (708) 797·7300 (617) 769-6000 

Pioneer Standard 11me Electronics Des Plaines Peabody 

(818) 665·5800 (303) 799-5400 Advent Electronics Hamilton/Hallmark 

Time Electronics Lakewood (800) 323-1270 (508) 532·3701 

(818) 707·2890 Future Electronics Corp. Elk Grove Village 11me Electronics 

Chatsworth (303) 292·2008 Belllndu~ (608} 532·9777 

Anthem Electronics CONNECTICUT (708) 640."1910 Wllmlngton 

(818) 775·1333 Cheshire Hoffman Estates Anthem Electronics . 

Costa Mesa Future Electronics Corp. Future Electronics Corp. (508) 657-5170 

Hamilton/Hallmark (203) 25()'0083 (708) 662·1255 Zeus Elect an Arrow Co. 

(714)641·4100 Hamilton/Hallmark ltaecs (508) 658·0900 

Irvine (203) 271·2844 Zeus Elect. an Arrow Co. MICHIGAN 
Anthem Electronics Meriden (708) 595.973? Fannington Hills 
(714) 768·4444 Bell Industries Schaumburg Advent Electronics 
Bell Industries (203) 639-6000 Anthem Electronics (800) 572·9329 
(714) 727·4500 Shellon (708) 884-0200 Grand Rapids 
Future Electronics Corp. Pioneer Standard 11me Electronics Future Electronics Corp. 
(714)453·1515 (203) 929-5600 (708) 303-3000 (616), 698-8800 
Pioneer Standard Wallingford INDIANA Pioneer Standard 
(714) 753·5090 Advant Electronics Carmel (616) 68S-1800 
Zeus Elect. an Arrow Co. (800) 982-0014 Hamilton/Hallmark Livonia 
(714) 561-4622 Water1:Jury (317) 575-3500 Future Electronics Corp. 

Rocklin Anthem Electronics Fort Wayne (313) 281-5270 
Anthem ElectroniCS (203) 575·1575 Bell Industries O'Fallon 
(916) 624·9744 FLORIDA (219) 422-4300 Advent Electronics 
Bellinduslries Altamonte Springs . Indianapolis ' (800) 888-9599 
(916) 652·0418 Anthem ElectroniCS Advent Electronics Inc. Plymouth 

Roseville (407) 831-0007 (800) 732·1453 Hamilton/Hallmark 
Future Electronics Corp. Bellinduslries ' Bell Industries (313) 416-58QO 
(916) 783·7877 (407) 339'()078 (317) 875-8200 Pioneer Standsrd 
Hamilton/Hallmark Future Electronics Corp. r3~~ ~~icsCorp. 

(313) 416-2151 
(916) 624-9781 (407) 885·7900 MINNESOTA 

San Diego Pioneer Technology Pioneer Standard Bloomington 
Anthem Electronics (407) 834·9090 (317) 573·0880 Hamilton/Hallmark 
(619) 453·9005 Deerfield Beech IOWA (612) 881·2800 
,Bell Industries , Future Electronics Corp. Cedsr Rapids Eden Prairie . 
(619) 576-3294 (305) 428-4043 Advant ElectroniCS Anthem Electronics , 
Future Electronics Corp. Pioneer Technology (800) 397-8407 (612) 944·5454 
(619) 625-2600 (305) 428·8877 Hamilton/Hal!mark Fu,"re Electronics Corp. , 
Hamilton/Hallmark Fort Lauderdale (319) 393-0033 (612) 944-2200 . 
(619) 571·7540 Hamilton/Hallmark Pioneer Standard 
Pioneer Standard (305) 494-5482 I(ANSAS (612) 944-3355 
(619) 514·7700 11me Electronics Lenexa Minnetonka 
Time Electronics (305) 484·1884 Hamilton/Hallmark TIme Electronics 
(619) 674·2800 Indialarnlc (913) 888-4747 (812) 931·2131 

Sen Jose Advent Electronics .Overland Park Thiel River Falls 
Anthem Electronics . (800) 975-9669 . Future ElectroniC. Corp. Digj.Key Corp. 
(408) 453·1200 Lake Mary (913) 849·1531 "Catalog Sales Only" 
Future Electronics Corp. Zeus Elect. an Arrow Co. KENTUCKY (800)344-4539 
(408)434.1122 (407) 333·9300 Lexington 

Hamilton/Hallmark 
(608) 288-4911 

http://www.national.com 



NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION DISTRIBUTORS (Continued) 

MISSOURI Woodbury TEXAS NewBe~in 
Earth City Pioneer Standard Austin Hamilton/Hallmark 

Hamilton/Hallmark (516) 921-9700 Anthem Electronics (414) 780-7200 
(314) 291-5350 Seymour Electronics (512) 388-0049 Waukesha 

Manchester (516) 496-7474 Future Electronics Corp_ 8ellindustries 
Time ElectroniCS NORTH CAROLINA (512) 502-0991 (414) 547-8879 
(314) 230-7500 Cha~otte Hamilton/Hallmark West Allis 

St Louis Future Electronics Corp. (512) 258-8848 Advent Electronics 
Future Electronics Corp. (704) 547-1107 Minco Technology Labs. (800) 500-0441 
(314) 469-6805 Morrisville "Die Di~butor'· CANADA 

NEW JERSEY Pioneer Technology (512) 834-2022 WESTERN PROVINCES 
Camden (919) 460-1530 Pioneer Standard Burnaby 

Advent Electronics Raleigh (512) 835-4000 Hamilton/Hallmark 
(800) 255-4771 Anthem Electronics Time Electronics (604) 420-4101 

CherTY Hill (919) 782-3550 (512) 219-3773 Calgary 
Hamilton/Hallmark Future Electronics Corp. Carrollton Electro Sonic Inc. 
(609) 424-0110 (919) 790-7111 Zeus Elect. an Arrow Co. (403) 255-9550 

Fairfield Hamilton/Hallmark (214) 380-4330 Future Electronics Corp. 
Bell Industries (919) 872-0712 Dallas (403) 250-5550 
(201) 227-6060 OHIO 

Hamilton/Hallmark Zentronics/Pioneer 
Pion_ Standard Beavercreek 

(214) 553-4300 (403) 295-8838 
(201) 575-3510 Future Electronics Corp. 

Pioneer Standard Edmonton 
MarRon (513) 426-0090 

(214) 386-7300 Future Electronics Corp. 
Future Electronics Corp. Cleveland 

Houston (403) 438-2858 
(609) 596-4080 Pioneer Standard 

Future Electronics Corp. Zentronics/Pioneer 
Time Electronics (216) 587-3600 

(713) 785-1155 (403) 482-3038 
(609) 596-1286 Columbus 

Hamilton/Hallmark Richmond 
Mount Laurel Time Electronics 

(713) 781-6100 Electro Sonic Inc. 
Bell Industries (614) 794-3301 

Pioneer Standard (604) 273-2911 
(809) 439-8860 Dayton 

(713) 495-4700 Zentronics/Pionear 
Seymour Electronics Bell Industries 

Richardson (604) 273-5575 
(809) 235-7474 (513) 435-5922 

Anthem Electronics Vancouver 
Parsippany Bell Industries-Military 

(214) 238-7100 Future Electronics Corp. 
Future ElectroniCS Corp. (513) 434-8231 

Bell Industries (604) 294-1166 
(201) 299-0400 Hamilton/Hallmark 

(214) 690-9096 EASTERN PROVINCES 
Hamilton/Hallmark (513) 439-6735 

Future Electronics Corp. Mississauga 
(201) 515-1641 Pion_ Standard 

(214) 437-2437 Future Electronics Corp. 
Pine Brook (513) 236-9900 

Time Electronics (905) 612-9200 
Antharn Electronics Mayfield Heights 

(214) 480-5000 Hamilton/Hallmark 
(201) 227-7980 Future Electronics Corp. UTAH (905) 564-6060 

Wayne (216) 449-6996 Midvale Time Electronics 
Time Electronics Solon Bell Industries (905) 712-3277 
(201) 785-8250 Bell Industries (801) 255-9691 Zentronics/Pioneer 

NEW MEXICO (216) 498-2002 Satt Lake City (905) 405-8300 

Albuquerque HamiltOn/Hallmark Anthem Electronics Nepean 

Bell Industries (216) 498-1100 (801) 973-8555 Hamilton/Hallmark 

(505) 292-2700 Worthington Future Electronics Corp. (613) 226-1700 

Hamilton/Hallmark Hamitton/Hallmark (801) 487-4448 Zentronics/Pioneer 

(505) 828-1058 (614) 688-3313 Hamilton/Hallmark (613) 226-8840 

NEW YORK OKLAHOMA 
(801) 266-2022 Ottawa 

Binghamton Tulsa 
West Valley City Electro Sonic Inc. 

Pioneer Standard Hamilton/Hallmark 
Time Electronics (613) 728-8333 

(607) 722-9300 (918) 254-6110 
(801) 973-0208 Future Electronics Corp. 

Commack Pioneer Standard WASHINGTON (613) 820-8313 

Anthem Electronics (918) 665-7840 Bellevue Pointe Claire 

(516) 864-6600 Radio Inc. Bell Industries Future Electronics Corp. 

Fairport (918) 587-9123 (206) 646-8750 (514)694-77~0 

Pioneer Standard Pioneer Technology Quebec 
OREGON Future Electronics Corp. 

(716) 381-7070 (206) 644-7500 

Hauppauge 
Beaverton BotI1ell (418) 877-6666 

Future Electronics Corp. 
Anthem Electronics An1hem Electronics Ville St. Laurent 
(503)643-1114 (206) 483-1700 HarniHon/Halimark 

(516) 234-4000 Bell Industries (514) 335-1000 
Hamilton/Hallmark Future Electronics Corp. 

(516) 434-7400 
(503) 644-3444 (206) 489-3400 Zentronics/Pioneer 

Time Electronics 
Future Electronics Corp. Kirkland (514) 737-9700 

(516) 273-0100 
(503) 645-9454 Time Electronics Willowdale 
Hamilton/Hallmark (206) 820-1525 Electro Sonic Inc. 

Port Chester (503) 526-6200 (416) 494-1686 
Zeus Elect. an Arrow Co. Redmond 

(914) 937-7400 
Pioneer Technology HamiHon/Halimark Winnipeg 
(503) 626-7300 (206) 881-6697 Electro Sonic Inc. 

Rochester PorUand (204) 783-3105 
Future Electronics Corp. TIme Electronics WISCONSIN Future Electronics Corp. 
(716) 387-9550 (503) 684-3780 Brookfield (204) 944-1446 
Hamilton/Hallmark 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Future Electronics Corp. Zentronics/Pion"",r 

(800) 475-91~0 
Horsham 

(414) 879-0244 (204) 694-1957 
Syracuse Pioneer Standard 

Future Electronics Corp. Anthem Electronics (414) 764-3480 
(315) 451-2371 (215) 443-5150 Mequon 
Time Electronics Pioneer Technology Taylor Electric 
(315) 434-9837 (215) 674-4000 (414) 241-4321 

Pittsburgh 
Pioneer Standard 
(412) 782-2300 

http://www.national.com 
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WORLDWIDE SALES OFFICES 

AUSTRALIA FINLAND ITALY SINGAPORE' 

National semiconductor National semiconductor National semiconductor s.p.A. National Semiconductor 
(Australia) Ply. Ltd. (U.K.) Ltd. Strada 7, Palazzo R/3 Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. 
Bldg. 16 Business Park Dr. Mekaanlkonkatu 13 1·20089 Rozzano-Mllanofiori 200 Cantonment Road # 13·01 
Monash Business Park SF-00810 Helsinki Italy Southpoint Singapore 0208 
Nottinghill Melbourne Finland Tel: (02) 57 50 03 00 Tel: (65) 225·2226' 
Victoria 3168 Australia Tel: (0) 759-1855 Fax: (02) 57 50 04 00 Fax: (65) 225·7080 
Tel: (39) 559-9999 Fax: (0) 759·1393 
Fax: (39) 558-9998 

FRANCE " 
JAPAN SPAIN, 

BRAZIL National Semiconductor National SemlcOnductor,GmbH 
National semiconductor Japan Ltd. Calle Almendralejos, 4 

National Semlconducto_ B.A. Sumitomo Chemical 28140 Fuente el Saz del Jarama 
Do Brazil Ltcla. Pare d'Affaires Technopolls Engineering Center Bldg: 8F Madrid, Spain " 
Rue Oeputado Lacorda 3, Avenue Du Canada 1·7·1, Nakaoe, Mihama·Ku Tel: (01) 620 14 25 
Franco 12O·3A Bat. ZETA· LP. 621 Las Ulis Chlba·City, Fax: (01) 620 0612 
Sso PauJo.SP Brazil 05418-000 F-91974 Courtaboeuf Cede," Chlba Prefecture 261 
Tel: (55-11) 212-5068 France Japan SWEDEN 
Fax: (55-11)212·1181 Tel: (1) 6918 37 00 Tel: 81.043-299-2300 

Fax: (1) 6918 37 69 Fax: 81.043·299·2500 National Semiconductor AB 
CANADA 

KOREA 
P.o. Box 1009 

GERMANY Grosshandlarvllgen 7 
National semiconductor 8-12123 Johanneshov, 
(Canada) National semiconductor National Semiconductor Sweden 
5925 Airport Road, Suite 615 GmbH (Far East) Ltd. Tel: (08) 7 22 80 50 
Mississauga, Ontario L4V lWl Uvry·Gargan-Strasse. 10 13th Floor, Dai Han Fax: (08) 7 22 90 95 
Tel: (416) 678-2920 0-82256 FDrstenfeldbruck Ute Insurance 63 Building , 
Fax: (416) 678·2837 Germany 60 Yoido-Dong SWITZERLAND 
NatIonal semiconductor Tel: (0-81·41) 35.0 Youngdeungpo·KU 

(canada) Fax: (0-81-41) 35·15.06 Seoul Korea 150·763 National semiconductor 
39 Roberteon Road, SuIte 101 Tel: (02) 784-8051/3 (U.K.) Ltd. 
Nepaan, Ontario K2H 8R2 HONG KONG (02) 785-0698/8 Alta Winterthurerstresse 53 
Tel: (613) 596-0411 Fax: (02) 784-8054 CH·8304 Wallisellen·ZOrich 
Fax: (613) 596-1613 National semiconductor Switzerland 

National semiconductor 
Hong Kong Ltd. MALAYSIA Tel: (01) 8·30·27·27 

(Canada) 
13th Floor, Straight Block Fax: (01) 8-30·19-00 
Ocean Centre National semiconductor 

1870 Boul Des Sourc .... 5 Canton Road SdnBhd TAIWAN SuHe 101 
Pointe Claire, Quebec H2R 5N4 

Tsimshateui, Kowioon Bayan Lepas Free Trade Z9ne 
Hong Kong 11900 Penang Malaysia National semiconductor, Tel: (514) 428-2992 Tel: (852) 2737·1600 Tel: 4-844-9061 (Far East) Ltd. Fax: (514) 426·2710 Fax: (852) 2738-9980 Fax: 4·544·9073 9/F, No. 44 Section 2 

CHINA INDIA MEXICO 
Chungshan North Road 
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 

National Semiconductor 
Tel: (02) 521·3268 

Belling China Ualaon 
National Semiconductor, Electronlca NSC de Fax: (02) 581·3054 
India Ualson Olllce Mexico SA 

OIIIc. 1109, 11th Roor, WestWlng' Juventlno Rosas No. 118·2 U.K. AND IRELAND Room 613 & 614 
Sinochem Mansion 

Rahela Towers, M.G. Road Col Guadalupe Inn , 

No. A2 Fuxlngmenwal Avenue 
Bangalore 560001 India Mexico, 01020 D.E. Mexico National semiconductor 
Tel: 91-80-559-9487 Tel: (525) 681·7155 (U.K.) Ltd. Beijing 100046, PRC Fax: 91-80-559·9468 Fax: (525) 681-8905 1st Floor China 

Tel: 86·10-8568601 ISRAEL PUERTO RICO 
Milford House 

Fax: 98-10·8588608 MiHord Street 

National semIConductor 
Swindon,WiHshireSNllDW 

National semiconductor Ltd. NaUonal Semlccinductor United Kingdom 
Shanghai China Uelaon M8akH Street (Puerto Rico) Tel: (07-93) 61-41 41 , 
Office PO Box 3007 La Electrcnlca Bldg, Fax: (07·93) 52 21,80 
B702, Universal Manalon Herzlia B. 46104 SuOe312, R.D. #1 KM 14.5 Telex: 444674 
No. 172, Yuyuan Road Israel RloPledlas 
Shanghai 200040, PRC Tel: (09) 59 42 55 Puerto Rico 00927 UNITED STATES 
China Fax: (09) 55 83 22 Tel: (809) 758·9211 
Tel: 98-21·2498082 Fax: (809) 763-8959 National SemlccindUctor Fax: 66·21·2498063 Corporation 

1111 West Bardin Road 
Arlington, TX 76017 
Tel: (800) 272·9959 ' 
Fax: (800) 737·7018' 

http://www.national.com 




